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WELCOME to the D-Lev Thread!

This thread has been going for years(!) now and the sheer length and rambliness can be a major turn-off for anyone trying to come up to speed with this
project. It's really two large-ish projects in one thread: HIVE, my register/stack hybrid 8 thread barrel processor; and D-Lev, my digital FPGA based
Theremin.  I think the thread is worth reading just for Fred Mundel's (RIP) insights and general good nature.  If it weren't for his freely given and detailed
technical advice, I'm not sure I could have gotten this far.  So this thread is dedicated to him, and to many others here (particularly ILYA, livio, and
pitts8rh) who have helped to move this project along.

The vast majority of the pictures I've posted in this thread reside in these TW photo albums: 
  http://www.thereminworld.com/album/digital-theremin-stuff/15140 
  http://www.thereminworld.com/album/digital-theremin-stuff-2/16747

The vast majority of the code, spreadsheets, audio files, etc. that I reference in this thread reside in this MediaFire folder: 
  http://www.mediafire.com/folder/w36b3brqyg2g3/theremin

The following is a list of links into the thread for the points I consider to be the most pertinent.  The relevant post number in brackets is the link, followed
by a short description.  Some folks have deleted their posts, which will scramble the consecutive post numbering, but probably won't scramble the links.
 You can contact me, Eric Wallin, here in the thread, or via the TW PM system, or via email at tammie_eric@verizon.net. If you find yourself in the
northern NJ area please consider dropping by for a chat and some show-and-tell.  Cheers!

Year 1: Pitch only FPGA prototype, Hive musings. 
[0005] - First VIDEO of pitch only / square wave. 
[0016] - First AFE schematic. 
[0018] - First Verilog code. 
[0047] - Good Dattorro papers. 
[0060] - HIVE processor twinkle in my eye. 
[0131] - First LED tuner thoughts. 
[0216] - Inductor SRF. 
[0257] - New FPGA, Hive 32 bit multiplier thoughts. 
[0266] - Hive 8 thread thoughts & Hive named.

Year 2: Solenoids, tuners, analog oscillators, mixing, plate antennas. 
[0296] - Hive takes first baby steps. 
[0302] - Trivial splines (fun, but unused). 
[0310] - My solenoid coil winder & first coil with PIX. 
[0327] - More coils. 
[0336] - First Excel Hive Sim. 
[0398] - More or less how my digital oscillators work. 
[0408] - "Tankless" analog oscillator. 
[0410] - Early proposed form of LED tuner. 
[0427] - First opencores.org post for Hive. 
[0428] - Bourns 6310 tempco test. 
[0435] - Heterodyning for digital. 
[0453] - Linearization via offset heterodyning & period measurement.
[0457] - Livio shows up for the first time with many fantastic oscillator, C sensing, and inductor ideas. 
[0463] - Using Adobe Audition spectral frequency view to check for sticky operating points with PIX. 
[0470] - Proposed block diagram (never fully implemented). 
[0495] - XOR vs. DFF mixing. 
[0515] - Begins a discussion of Theremin RF radiation. 
[0540] - The tempting AM band. 
[0560] - Active shielding. 
[0573] - Interfering Theremins. 
[0596] - Livio's Theremino PIX - with plate antennas! 
[0599] - Multi-page discussion of Llivio's oscillator. 
[0686] - Mains hum. 
[0707] - Clapp oscillator. 
[0719] - SS capacitance sensor noodling. 
[0724] - Interference experiment. 
[0735] - More XOR vs. DFF digital heterodyning discussion.

Year 3: Hand/antenna C measured and simulated, the Invariant, math package. 
[0765] - Hive interrupt mechanism improvements. 
[0794] - Switch to SystemVerilog. 
[0802] - More ill-fated heterodyning & period measurement scheming. 
[0811] - I start figuring out CIC filters. 
[0821] - The optical SPDIF => analog RCA box I'm currently using. 
[0855] - MASH DACs. 
[0863] - The LED "tuner" note configuration. 
[0879] - SPDIF testing. 
[0883] - Early tuner PIX & VIDEO. 
[0896] - Measuring the Theremini's abysmal gestural bandwidth (1.6 Hz!) with PIX. 
[0909] - First thoughts / sims on CIC for operating point decimation. 
[0937] - I stumble across THE INVARIANT (all non-EQ analog Theremins have the same sensitivity). 

http://www.thereminworld.com/album/digital-theremin-stuff/15140
http://www.thereminworld.com/album/digital-theremin-stuff-2/16747
http://www.mediafire.com/folder/w36b3brqyg2g3/theremin


[0941] - Real C data from real antennas (for real men) with PIX. 
[0957] - Early control box proposed layout. 
[0970] - More tuner layout. 
[0987] - More solenoid winding. 
[0991] - CRC32 mania. 
[1000] - Whereupon I abandon heterodyning and commit to direct measurement & plate antennas. 
[1003] - The ill-fated shield drive C sensor (don't do this!). 
[1006] - Plate linearity. 
[1016] - FastCap simulations of "virtual Clara" and various antenna geometries. 
[1017] - HW / SW oscillator (works but don't use). 
[1018] - Chamberlin State Variable Filter (SVF). 
[1025] - Empty Prototype with PIX. 
[1026] - SIN2 in software. 
[1030] - EXP2 floating point in software. 
[1033] - List of design points, sim of oscillator. 
[1034] - Etherwave antenna C response. 
[1046] - Caution: Denorms  
[1055] - COS2 float in software.

Year 4: HAL, interfaces, NCO as part of CIC, parsing, CIC as hum filter. 
[1056] - HAL : Hive Assembly Language. 
[1062] - SPI master. 
[1070] - Parsing assembly. 
[1073] - Early Command Line Parser. 
[1075] - Numerically controlled periodic delay (NCPD). 
[1080] - LFSR noise & logical differentiation. 
[1083] - Rotary Encoders. 
[1085] - The TLC5986 LED driver IC. 
[1087] - Driving Miss TLC5986. 
[1089] - Driving Miss LCD. 
[1096] - LCD nuances not in *any* datasheet. 
[1100] - LED tuner wired up with PIX. 
[1104] - SPDIF / EEPROM board wired up. 
[1111] - AFE board wired up. 
[1114] - Measuring LC phase gain. 
[1123] - Fortuitous tank drive buffer behavior with PIX. 
[1129] - Purely hardware NCO. 
[1130] - Pitch side construction details & PIX. 
[1131] - Whereupon I give up on a 2 axis left hand controller. 
[1135] - Volume side construction details & PIX. 
[1142] - HAL parsing. 
[1155] - Hardware handshakes. 
[1157] - Examining noise at the antenna with PIX. 
[1163] - Whereupon I finally see the PLL NCO as part of a CIC. 
[1166] - The CIC as an extremely effective mains filter with PIX.
[1167] - Distributed HW/SW PLL/CIC data conversion & acquisition. 
[1174] - DDR to increase resolution. 
[1177] - Wiring up the remaining, with PIX.

Year 5: Hive sim re-write, functional prototype. 
[1220] - Floating point ADD in software. 
[1228] - Limiting processor hardware shifts. 
[1229] - Hive finally gets byte access! 
[1234] - HAL pointers. 
[1241] - The new Hive Simulator. 
[1253] - HAL gets a #include system! 
[1255] - HAL gets a scoping system! 
[1261] - Linearization by working the LC equation backwards fails. 
[1262] - LINEARITY SOLVED! 
[1270] - First pitch only VIDEO of the prototype making noise. 
[1297] - Internal pitch & volume axis values scaling. 
[1303] - Squared parameters everywhere. 
[1308] - 12 VIDEOS of the early prototype. 
[1337] - Early glottal source. 
[1356] - Another early glottal source. 
[1370] - Pitch correction. 
[1372] - LED display updated with VIDEO. 
[1373] - Internal pitch numbers. 
[1379] - SPI EEPROM upgrade. 
[1382] - A super efficient binary to BCD algorithm. 
[1391] - Early pitch correction. 
[1393] - First cut at volume processing. 
[1396] - Volume side velocity VIDEOS. 
[1403] - Better velocity detection. 
[1425] - Final pitch correction. 
[1428] - Clara Rockmore isolated Theremin sounds. 
[1437] - Open back speaker baffle simulator. 
[1438] - Axis modulation. 
[1443] - Volume axis knee. 
[1448] - Presets & Menus so far with VIDEO.



Year 6: Focus on synthesis, prototype documentation. 
[1479] - Encoder debounce required. 
[1481] - Final axis processing. 
[1494] - Final reduced aliasing oscillator, patent US4249447. 
[1512] - Final (?) axis modulation. 
[1534] - Volume axis velocity processing. 
[1538] - Hive gets single cycle limit / saturation logic! 
[1558] - Thoughts on pitch sensitivity and playing technique. 
[1564] - Noise generation how-to. 
[1573] - Non-harmonic resonator. 
[1575] - All-pass filters / resonators. 
[1584] - More on all-pass resonators, violin & cello synthesis. 
[1586] - Non-harmonic resonator implementation. 
[1598] - PROTOTYPE: Parts List. 
[1602] - PROTOTYPE: Tools List. 
[1605] - PROTOTYPE: Pitch & Volume Antennas, AFE Board Schematic with PIX. 
[1610] - PROTOTYPE: LED tuner with PIX. 
[1613] - PROTOTYPE: SPI EEPROM, TOSLINK TX with PIX. 
[1615] - PROTOTYPE: Rotary Encoders. 
[1616] - PROTOTYPE: FPGA & LCD. 
[1621] - PROTOTYPE: Fashion Shots (PIX). 
[1625] - PROTOTYPE: Operating Frequencies. 
[1634] - PROTOTYPE: Rotary Encoder hookup. 
[1635] - LC Tank Q Limitations. 
[1641] - Noise generation fixed. 
[1642] - Axis processing update. 
[1652] - D-Lev gets it's name. 
[1662] - Parameter type system overhaul. 
[1674] - Early pitch correction with VIDEO. 
[1676] - Encoder debouncing RC. 
[1678] - LED Tuner and the rational behind it with VIDEO. 
[1683] - More volume side tinkering. 
[1706] - FPGA pump instructions.
[1709] - EEPROM pump instructions. 
[1712] - Roger describes the VoiceLive pitch correction in depth with PIX. 
[1716] - Pitch correction implemented more like the VoiceLive. 
[1717] - An explanation of the volume knee. 
[1721] - Removal of all CIC filtering, replacement with conventional low-pass and notch filters. 
[1730] - Loudness compensation series of posts. 
[1734] - LED Tuner serialized. 
[1747] - The ill-fated AFE2 (don't do this!). 
[1754] - Axis tracking low-pass filter. 
[1756] - Pitch antenna homologation. 
[1760] - AFE3. 
[1762] - DPLL pseudo-random noise dither replaced with 48kHz triangle wave dither. 
[1763] - Spreading the LED Tuner spectra. 
[1764] - Study of axis operating point vs. grounding. 
[1773] - Prototype dimensions. 
[1777] - More envelope generator tinkering. 
[1778] - Oscillator refinements. 
[1783] - Triple oscillator. 
[1784] - D-Lev tour initial sketch (horizontal). 
[1787] - Pitch & volume axis mod, acal, preset storing.

Year 7: Refinements, presets, cabinetry. 
[1789] - 1st order bass & treble controls. 
[1790] - Grey noise filter. 
[1791] - 2nd order bass & treble controls. 
[1807] - More axis modulation. 
[1808] - D-Lev tour mock-ups with PIX. 
[1811] - Continuum type initial pitch correction implemented. 
[1812] - Axis decimation inventory. 
[1815] - Inharmonic resonator overhaul to produce pseudo-stereo. 
[1822] - Secondary SPDIF added. 
[1831] - Moved oscillator and filter ranges from [C0:C8] to [A0:A8].
[1832] - Inharmonic resonator modes update. 
[1835] - Building a better volume control: offset EXP2 replaces most power-type knob scaling. 
[1836] - Inharmonic resonator improvements. 
[1838] - First and second order filter compensation for [A0:A8]. 
[1840] - D-Lev tour sketch (vertical).

Original First Post To This Thread:

Is anyone here interested in my FPGA based Theremin design?

I've been beavering away on this project for more than three months and it's finally bearing solid fruit.  It's an extension of various projects and
investigations I've worked on in the past: capacitance sensing, digital phase locked loops, averaging to trade response time for reduced noise and
increased precision, etc.



The Analog Front End (AFE) is simple enough that anyone with basic electronic skills could build it.  In fact mine is currently on a small plastic
breadboard mounted in an alumimum project box.  The LC resonance point is around 700kHz with drive and quadrature maintained by the FPGA. 
Antenna construction incorporates the "linearizing" coil within, and is quite a bit better IMO than the various "plumbing" solutions on professinal
Theremin products.  As for the digital circuitry in the FPGA:  The pitch section is working almost as well as I could hope - it is smooth, responsive,
reasonably stable, and surprisingly linear without correction (except for right at the antenna where it becomes a bit crampt - still thinking about this but
it's less urgent than I initially thought it would be).  It "sees me" out to more than a meter, and I'm getting around 10 octaves out of it with 8 of them fairly
linear.  I also have the LED "tuner" section up and running (though without the full complement of LEDs) - quite fun to see it work, it's also quite
responsive, and after using it for an hour or so it strikes me as an essential element for the Theremin.

The FPGA demo board I'm using is an old Xilinx Spartan 3 model and I think this is where most will run into trouble.  I'll need to segue over to board
with more availability if this project gets to the commercial stage.  I've been avoiding hardware multipliers in hopes of targeting something small and
inexpensive like the Lattice MachXO for which inexpensive demo boards exist.

There is of course quite a bit more work to be done: 
- Timbres other than the current simple square wave output. 
- Left hand control over volume and perhaps one or more other parameters. 
- Ergonomics and user interface. 
- Prototype on stand with built-in amp(s) and speaker(s).

Famous last words as you never know when a design will blow up in your face, but with the AFE, pitch, and LED tuner sections operating on my bench I
feel I'm over the major hump of this feasibility study.

Thierry 5/12/2012 8:32:15 PM [2]

I think that I will rather not jump in. Words like digital, FPGA, etc., are rather contradictory when it comes to my imagination of theremin technology.
But that is my personal thing.

A pitch range of 10 octaves sounds interesting — but only for engineers. Linearity is only one half of the work, tone spacing is the other half, at least for
the precision player. Consider an octave spacing of 4" as the minimum and you will end up with a 40" wide pitch field. I'm not sure if you will find a
player who can handle that with ease. When it comes to play higher tones, the player will have to move his body at least partly into the field and then
good bye linearity...

You should consider cooperating with one ore more professional theremin players of all techniques and styles and meet them often with your prototypes
during theremin workshops and conventions. Only after the majority of them approved your circuit, you could present it to the grand public in order to
prevent deception on both sides, yours and your future clients'.

dewster 5/12/2012 9:11:41 PM [3]

"I think that I will rather not jump in. Words like digital, FPGA, etc., are rather contradictory when it comes to my imagination of theremin technology.
But that is my personal thing."

It's just applied DSP techniques.  Rather than heterodyning two oscillators, the operational point of the DPLL (a number) is subtracted from a fixed
number close to it, producing the difference numerically and with a single oscillator.  The NCO in the DPLL is phase dithered to make it behave like a
continuous oscillator, even though it is clocked by a 50MHz crystal oscillator.  Works like a champ.

"A pitch range of 10 octaves sounds interesting — but only for engineers. Linearity is only one half of the work, tone spacing is the other half, at least for
the precision player. Consider an octave spacing of 4" as the minimum and you will end up with a 40" wide pitch field. I'm not sure if you will find a
player who can handle that with ease. When it comes to play higher tones, the player will have to move his body at least partly into the field and then
good bye linearity..."

I agree that linearity is a slippery subject, and that the position of one's body has a large effect on it.  My circuit provides an approximate octave pitch
change between an open hand pointed at the center of the antenna and a closed fist. I have to move my body back some to get similar octave spacing
farther out.  The pitches within the octaves are continuous and evenly spaced (I can see this with the tuner).  Indeed, there is no reason for them to be
oddly spaced as I am not currently applying any correction to the pitch in the digital section. [EDIT] Oh, I see you are talking about tone spacing in terms
of how wide the octaves per hand movement are.  No provision for changing that yet, though the zero calibration can be performed closer or farther from
the antenna, but this profoundly affects linearity (as it does on a conventional analog Theremin).

"You should consider cooperating with one ore more professional theremin players of all techniques and styles and meet them often with your prototypes
during theremin workshops and conventions. Only after the majority of them approved your circuit, you could present it to the grand public in order to
prevent deception on both sides, yours and your future clients'."

Yes I have been considering this, but for now am relying on my own musical instincts.

dewster 5/12/2012 9:58:30 PM [4]

On the tuner I can see (and of course I can also hear) around 10 octaves, but only about 8 or so are "linear" and a couple of these are in the subsonic
region.

I'm curious: do most Thereminist here consider open hand / close fist octaves too tightly spaced?

For the left hand I'm thinking up/down for volume, and in/out (closer/farther from the player's body) for timbre of some sort.  For that I'd need a double
sensor for the left hand and capacitance mixing antennas.  And I know I shouldn't, but I still want to have the left hand physically anchored somehow, it
would make the playing of the pitch side so much easier and more intuitive.

Christopher, I agree that voice selection is critical, am aiming for something like human, at least at first.  I must say that your enthusiasm is infectious and
your insights most inspiring - why are you winding your building efforts down?



dewster 5/13/2012 7:13:55 PM [5]

I posted a quick YouTube video showing the basic linearity:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orvBeJnIxCI

Comments here and/or there are welcome!

FredM 5/13/2012 7:31:28 PM [6]

I am replying to your post from your YAEWSBM thread - this seems like a more appropriate place..

You say: "The waveform could be changed on a per-sampling clock period or even faster (the beauty of doing this in logic rather than software)."

Yes, doing this in software would be a problem... However, I do not really understand how doing this is possible, even with logic..

Discussing the issue of quantizing, you stated (on the YAEWSBM thread) “Any resolution is possible if the low pass filter can be set low enough, but
response time suffers if it is set too low, so there is a tradeoff” And from this, it would seem impossible to update the audio waveform on a “per-sampling
clock period” – It seems to me that any latency inherent in computing / filtering the input capacitance value must be the minimum possible update time.

The above probably doesn’t matter one iota if the (reading) update rate (or filter TC) is not too long, and if this latency is constant – a couple (IMO, up to
a maximum of 10ms) of ms latency IF this latency is constant – and if one then updates the audio wave-shape at a frequency >> 20kHz you should, I
think, be able to emulate a mixed signal theremin adequately.

If you get the sensing accurate enough and fast enough, you should theoretically be able to emulate any theremin and create theremins which have not
existed before – You have a numeric value which you can do whatever you want with – control digital oscillators and filters, cause the harmonic content
to vary with pitch in a way which can emulate oscillator syncing – whatever you want…

One day, someone will achieve this – I wish you all the best!

If I was investing time / money into a FPGA /CPLD / DSP based theremin, I think I would be looking at producing a unit which concentrated on rapid
acquisition of position, and which, from this, computed the log of the acquired data to give an adjustable linearity correction and output this as a
1V/octave CV..

It is easy to make any theremin voltage controlled! (yes – it is! ;-) and it is easy to set registers, change the range (number of octaves spanned)

I am not trying to persuade you to change direction (Don’t! I have been switching direction continuously in my theremin developments, and this is
probably the main reason Im broke!) – But, if while playing with your FPGA you see an easy way to provide a linearized CV, let me know!  I believe the
future is a hybrid : Front-end which deals with the linearity and stability issues and allows control of range etc, and this to be followed by conventional
(or unconventional) heterodyning analogue / mixed signal theremin which is ‘liberated’ from the constraints imposed by the antenna and its circuitry.

Fred.

dewster 5/13/2012 8:10:59 PM [7]

Thank you for your thoughtful comments Fred, and thank you also for addressing them here where it is more germane.

"If I was investing time / money into a FPGA /CPLD / DSP based theremin, I think I would be looking at producing a unit which concentrated on rapid
acquisition of position, and which, from this, computed the log of the acquired data to give an adjustable linearity correction and output this as a
1V/octave CV.."

I agree entirely with the rapid acquisition part.  This is why I spent about a month doing math and spreadsheet sims, to see if I could acquire a number
with enough precision quickly enough. My current prototype uses a single pole low pass digital filter and is right on the edge in terms of resolution and
response time.  I will probably try a higher order filter soon to see if that improves things.  One could also do adaptive or tracking filtering here, as lower
frequencies don't need to change as quickly, and you could get some added precision in this region where the SNR is tanking. 

The current operating point is roughly exponential with hand distance (see video above) so I'm using this directly for pitch.  It would be nice to be able to
offset this and fine tune the linearity and such, but for now I'm pretty happy with it. 

The "tuner" has a module that converts the current operating point to the log2 of that number (using the al Kashi method) after which it is multiplied by
12 or 24 to get the individual note LEDs (with pulse width modulation for the decimal portion).  One could tap into this for other purposes I suppose, but
the the natural dithering from the noise and jitter would become non-linear and therefore less useful downstream.

"I believe the future is a hybrid : Front-end which deals with the linearity and stability issues and allows control of range etc..."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orvBeJnIxCI
https://youtu.be/orvBeJnIxCI
file:///Forums/T/28485/yaewsbm---yet-another-etherwave-standard-bass-mod?last=True


The AFE seems pretty darn stable to me, certainly more stable than my EWS, though that is a subjective statement.  It is a quadrature locked DPLL and
so is only a single oscillator, not two drifting apart or together.  When I was researching LC oscillators I came to the conclusion that a single transistor
was just too simple to demand very much of, the resonance point could possibly be more a matter of gain than of phase.  So I abandoned that route. 

dewster 5/13/2012 8:30:10 PM [8]

"Glad you mentioned the video, I  missed it. Why did you not do the popping the fist open to demonstrate octaves and linearity throughout the field."

Next time perhaps when I have something new to show and tell.  I wanted to get something out today and didn't think it entirely through I suppose.

FredM 5/13/2012 8:31:38 PM [9]

Hi Christopher,

Linear voltage control has some huge advantages.. let me explain:

Every increase of 1V causes the 'slave' devices to increase their frequency by one octave (I will use the term 'slave' for any 1V/octave voltage controlled
'module' - these are mainly oscillators and filters - VCO's and VCF's - but it is possible to adapt any theremin pitch circuit to accept a 1V/Octave CV,
giving one voltage control without losing anything from the theremin)

Each module can have any voltage added (or subtracted) so can be independently tuned - their respective frequencies will be the exponential of the sum
of all their CV inputs.. If you have 2 oscillators, both being driven from the same CV, and you add 1V to one of these, the oscillators will track the CV
and maintain their pitch seperation at 1 octave, regardless of their pitch.

Ok - to theremins... If one has a "front end" (antenna and circuitry) which provides a voltage which linearly tracks the players hand position (capacitance)
from the antenna, and one produces from this a voltage of 10V when the hand is closest to the antenna, and 0V when the hand is (say) 1m from the
antenna, and the voltage is linear (decreases by 1V for every 10cm from the antenna) one has what I am seeking - and here's   why:

You have 10V over your playing area - feed this to a VCO and you have 10 octaves... Devide this 10V (simple potential divider) by half, and you have 5
octaves over your playing area - You can divide by whatever quantity you want, cover however many octaves you want, and linearity is maintained.

Now, we want 3 octaves, and we dont want to go below E1 (low string bass - 41 Hz) We set the divider for a span of 3 octaves (output voltage is 3V close
to the antenna, and 0V at 1m) and we add a voltage to this which raises this voltage so that 3 octaves are covered, starting at E1 (at 1m) and extending to
E4 closest to the antenna.

And thats it, really - With such a system, one could adjust "to taste" - Even reducing the field length would be easy - one only wants to play from the
antenna to 0.5m? simply clamp the output voltage when it gets to 5V, add whatever offset one wants, and away you go...

One thing I should mention - For any adapted theremin, issues such as its linearity are no longer relevant - the pitch of such a modified theremin will be
absolutely determined by the CV - the EQ coil would be removed, and pitch control passed to an electronically variable capacitance controlled in a closed
loop... But I am not going to divulge all right now (I may yet get back up and relaunch my business)  - The principle can be derived from some prior
posting of mine related to pitch-CV.

Fred.

dewster 5/13/2012 8:38:49 PM [10]

While linearized analog outputs might provide for some interesting interfacing to analog synth modules, I think I'd prefer to keep the values digital and
confined to the Theremin.  Theremins seem shaky enough on their own.  MIDI is also possible, though I kind of loath it for various reasons I shan't go
into.  I feel instruments should be as self contained as possible.

FredM 5/13/2012 9:03:20 PM [11]

MIDI is too slow and innacurate for theremins.

I am not thinking primarily about outputting CV to analogue synths - IMO, Thereminists do not have the free hands required to make use of an external
synth..

I see the main use of CV as a way to enable precise control over register and span - to allow the thereminist to play a 3 octave 'Claramin' or a 7 octave
tVox, or a register selectable E-Pro, or a 5 octave EW - all contained in one instrument....

I believe that combining control over heterodyning circuits and 'conventional' synth modules (particularly VCF's) opens the potential for achieving a
universal theremin..

But - For me, implementing this dream is probably way over any possible horizon.. All I can do is talk about it and probably bore everyone to tears!
LOL!

Fred.

dewster 5/14/2012 2:55:24 AM [12]

"I see the main use of CV as a way to enable precise control over register and span..."

I guess I'm not seeing a big upside to the DA / AD conversion and everything in between.  Analog like that is analog computing - why not just do it with
numbers?  I have nothing against analog per se, but these days it is mainly for the rich retro movement buying class.



FredM 5/14/2012 11:59:02 AM [13]

"I have nothing against analog per se, but these days it is mainly for the rich retro movement buying class."

Dewster - I have nothing against digital implementation - there are applications where digital implementation allows creation of products which would be
unrealizable using analogue.. And it MAY be that the theremin is ready for this approach, and that you can achieve a high-end theremin using digital
technology which would be producable at lower cost than an equivalent analogue implementation... Having seen your video now, I am quite impressed!

And yes - certainly for mass production, digital can be the only practical way to go - primarily because analogue usually requires a lot of engineer time to
calibrate the instrument, digital has this big advantage.

So, first and foremost, please understand that I am in no way trying to put you or your efforts down - I think that what you are doing is exciting and
laudable, and that regardless of what eventually comes from it, you are adding greatly to the pool of knowledge which inspires future improvements and
developments.

My first ventures into theremin development were a mix of digital and analogue - I was using PSoC parts which contain configurable digital UM's (in
many ways similar to FPGA, but not quite as versatile) and configurable analogue UM's (which are quite impressive, and include amplifiers, D/A, A/D,
and a switched capacitor UM which can be configured as capacitance sensing block, filters etc).. and an 8 bit microcontroller with access to the UM's.

The main dissadvantage of the PSoC was the MCU - it was not fast or powerful enough to do any serious real-time computation (the latest ARM
based PSoCs are much faster, but I have not played with these - they appeared too late, and I had changed direction by then - I may return to at least
evaluate these some time soon).. The (original) PSoCs just missed the mark for my applications - there were not enough UM's to implement everything
without some of the tasks being handled by the MCU, and the MCU was not powerful enough to handle the required tasks. In particular, I was not able to
obtain high enough resolution on the capacitance sensing fast enough (I could get 'adequate' resolution with a latency of about 20ms, but this hogged
most of the MCU's resources, and correcting for linearization and exponentiation with the remaining resources added another 20-30ms, putting the
latency way outside of what was acceptable )

I say the above so that you understand that I am not "anti digital" per-se, I have dabbled with it, and I can see the advantages of it - and perhaps if I had
managed to obtain the results I was seeking, I would have religated analogue to a few peripheral functions.. as things styand at present, I lhave religated
digital to a few peripheral functions, LOL!

I must also state that I have a severe "disability" when it comes to maths intensive programming - I am mathematically dyslexic! Oh, I can do complex
maths, but it does not come natural to me - I look at some of the exchanges here and on E-14, and it can take me an hour to decode one line of formulae..
I got another engineer to write the PSoC code to get the exponential from the capacitance value in the PSoC.. So this probably biases me away from using
DSP's

And then, there is the SOUND..

I own several synthesisers - Old Roland Juno with digital oscillators and everything else analogue, which sounds great.. Moog Prodigy and Akai AX73
which is are analogue, and sound great, A Korg Karma which is all digital and sounds bloody marvelous, and several digital modules including the
Access Virus which is supposed to be an analogue emulation, which all sound 'digital'.. I think it is when one is trying to produce an analogue lead sound,
have a lot of portamento or pitch bend, that the difference between a digital and analogue synth really shows.

It was the realization that (for whatever reason) changing pitch was where analogue sounds (to my ears) best, and the fact that theremin pitch is always
dynamic, which has convinced me to stay (at least for now) on the analogue path when it comes to theremins.

FredM 5/14/2012 12:40:14 PM [14]

Question:

My understanding is that you have a digital PLL being used for both 'reference' and 'variable''oscillators'..

I do not know how you are doing this, but if it is possible to output these two frequencies independently (as in, not derive the 'difference' but simply
output one constant frequency reference square wave, and output the variable frequency (reference frequency +/- difference frequency) then I can give
you a simple circuit with which you can produce triangle and ramp waveforms..

In fact, the circuit I have in mind uses logic - so could probably be incorperated in the FPGA.. I have this circuit implemented in one of my mixed-signal
theremins.. I feed it reference and variable oscillator square wave signals, and it gives square, ramp and triangle waveforms out at the difference
frequency - and these waveforms are at constant amplitude over the full frequency range.

Also.. If it is possible to output reference and variable frequencies multiplied by a constant value (say 8 or 16 times) then I have a simple way to generate
a 1V/Octave CV from these signals.. This voltage could drive a VCF which, fed from (and tracking) the audio output would (using subtractive synthesis)
give great control over harmonic content / waveform.

Let me know if you are interested.

Fred.

dewster 5/14/2012 2:51:00 PM [15]

"So, first and foremost, please understand that I am in no way trying to put you or your efforts down..."

Gosh no Fred, you've been quite diplomatic and understanding.  I really value your comments and insights as you've been down this road.  Thank you for
taking the time to so thoroughly respond.

...I was using PSoC parts which contain configurable digital UM's (in many ways similar to FPGA, but not quite as versatile) and configurable analogue
UM's (which are quite impressive, and include amplifiers, D/A, A/D, and a switched capacitor UM which can be configured as capacitance sensing
block, filters etc).. and an 8 bit microcontroller with access to the UM's."



Please don't think that I'm insulting this approach, it is a very natural one to take and can be quite powerful.  But the decision to use a small processor that
has slow and somewhat indeterminate response time (I realize it was forced on you in this situation) ripples back through the design, necessitating pre-
processing, value storage, etc. 

I think it is best to do the very minimum necessary in the analog domain and then run screaming with the rest of the design into the digital domain.  A lot
of my up-front thought in this project was to do just that.  When I see any project being digitized with A/D converters and sent to a low power uP I just
have to think there must be a simpler way.

I've done a fair amount of FPGA work (in my past Telecom life) and it really suits this middle ground.  If you can instantiate custom digital structures
that respond in constant time and with the speed of the system clock, a lot of design problems disappear.

"My understanding is that you have a digital PLL being used for both 'reference' and 'variable''oscillators'.."

I'm using a single digital PLL so the "beat" reference is mathematical.  Like all PLLs it has a loop filter, and within this loop filter there is a phase error
accumulator (accumulated phase error = frequency error) so that quadrature is maintained over the full operating range of the PLL.  Pressing the
debounced "calibrate" button registers the current NCO operating point as the new center frequency, which causes the phase error accumulator to go to
somewhere near zero because there is zero frequency error at the center frequency.  This lets me use the accumulated phase error as a low-pass output of
frequency, which I negate so that it increases with closer hand position, and feed to the audio NCO.

Not trying to blow my horn, but I've designed and constructed DPLLs that operate in the Telecom synchronous digital hierarchy (stratum) where all sorts
of holdover, jitter peaking, wander generation, etc. have to be strictly adhered to and laboriously measured with special test equipment.  The DPLL for a
Theremin is relatively simpler, though I did have to use phase dithering to make it operate smoothly, and I'd never explicitly designed a quadrature phase
detector in logic.

THE AFE
dewster 5/14/2012 4:22:21 PM [16]

THE AFE

Above is the schematic for my present analog front end (AFE) circuit.  Here's how it works:   

The FPGA provides a square wave @ ~700kHz to the input of the two NAND gates configured as inverters.  Two gates are used in parallel here to
increase the output current drive.  The current is limited by a 100 ohm resistor and then used to drive the 1mH inductor (this is mode=0 in my simulation
spreadsheet).  I tried 4000UB but the drive was too wimpy and the logic too slow.  Also tried 74HC and the drive was awesome but the logic too fast 

On the other side of the inductor is a capacitive divider formed by 10pf and 470pF.  The inductor mainly "sees" the 10pF capacitor because it is so much
smaller than the 470pF in series, so this forms the LC "tank". 

The voltage at the intersection of the inductor and 10pF capacitor is hundreds of volts, and looks like a sine wave because an LC circuit like this forms a
low pass filter.  The capacitive voltage divider knocks this down to a couple of volts at the intersection of the 10pF and 470pF caps, where it is
dynamically biased to ~1/2 the supply by feedback resistor 1M, and amplified / clipped by the gate to make a square wave.  This logic output, when the
input frequency is adjusted for peak output voltage at the antenna, lags the input drive by 90 degrees ("quadrature").   

The tank drive is also fed directly to a second gate, which helps to eliminate timing differences (CD4000B series devices have significant propagation
times).  These two logic level outputs are then sent back to the FPGA which contains a digital phase locked loop (DPLL) that adjusts the drive frequency
so as to maintain quadrature.   

The LC tank also feeds a "linearizing" inductor within the antenna, which is constructed by soldering 4 of the same 1mH inductors together in series. 
The way I understand this, it is actually the resonance point of the user's hand capacitance and the antenna coil "reflecting" (for wont of a better word)
back through the tank LC which is then sensed as a quadrature operating point.  There is another quadrature point located higher in frequency which
works but should probably be avoided as it is less sensitive and produces less voltage at the antenna in simulation. 

A Littelfuse SP721 device is used on all the I/O to reduce the chances of static blowing out the CMOS inputs, and also to protect somewhat against
uncontrolled power supply sequencing.  I haven't tested this arrangement with actual static or human body equivalent ESD discharge yet. 



I got the Bourns 9250A-105RC inductors from DigiKey: 

L=1 mH 
R=17.5 Ohms 
SRF=3.8 MHz 
Q=60 
Isat=40 mA

Being a prototype and all, my current AFE is constructed on a small plastic breadboard in a small aluminum project enclosure, with a standard UHF
connector for the antenna (which, except for the components, are all currently available at Radio Shack, believe it or not).  The breadboard is mounted on
top of a small piece of Plexiglas to space it away from the enclosure some.  Even with such sub-optimal physical design the response is good and
temperature drift fairly minimal.  I'm using a 78L05 to regulate the internal 5V supply, and the 470 ohm interface resistors reduce line drive reflections
(impedance match) and limit any current between the 5V AFE logic and 3.3V FPGA logic.

THE PITCH ANTENNA
dewster 5/14/2012 5:52:41 PM [17]

THE PITCH ANTENNA

I pretty happy with the way my pitch "antenna" turned out.  It looks very much like an RF "rubber ducky" antenna.  The UHF connectors employed are
so much more electrically positive and physically secure than the standard "plumbing" type connectors found on the EWS.  The connect / disconnect can
be quickly and easily accomplished with no tools other than your fingers, and the presence of a ground allows one the opportunity to include all kinds of
electrical elements within the antenna itself (should one so desire).  The antenna described below is designed specifically to work with the AFE of my
digital Theremin prototype, and as a result may or may not be suited to other Theremins.  Though you could certainly replace the internal inductors with
a solid wire and use the result as a general purpose 3/8" OD Theremin antenna.  Just keep the bottom end of the aluminum tape comfortably away from
the UHF outer ground shell (say 10mm or so). 

Antenna construction:  

Take four Bourns 9250A-105RC inductors, trim all the leads very short except for the two end leads, which should be left untrimmed.  Solder them
together in series, then solder ~400mm of small diameter solid wire to one end.  This is the inductor assembly.   

Cut a 400mm length of 3/8" OD gray PEX tubing (plumbing used to connect toilets).  Insert the inductor assembly in the base of the tube, running the
connected wire through and out the top end of the tube.  Stick the tube base in a UHF connector and position the end inductor lead flush with the end of
the hollow center conductor (where it will be soldered later).  Mark the position on the tube at the top of the UHF connector with a sharpie or similar, and
also mark the position of the wire extending out of the top of the tube by bending it 90 degrees.   

Remove the UHF connector, and pull the inductor assembly out of the top of the tube.  Lay the inductor assembly next to the tube so that the 90 bend is
aligned with the top of the tube and place a second mark on the tube indicating the location of the top most inductor. 

Wrap the tube from the top down to the second mark in self-adhesive aluminum tape.  I do this the long way - i.e. the length of the tube aligned with the
long dimension of the tape - so a minimum of aluminum tape is required.  You want to avoid the area at the base which will contain the inductors as this
would introduce parasitic capacitance.  The white arrow in the photo above indicates the bottom of the aluminum tape. 

Reassemble the inductor assembly / tube / UHF connector and again position the end inductor lead flush with the end of the hollow center conductor. 
Bend the wire extending out of the top of the tube over so that is making contact with the alumimum tape on the outside and trim as necessary.  Remove



the UHF connector but keep the inductor assembly inside the tube.  Finish the outside tube with 1/2" diameter black heat shrink tubing down to and a bit
past the first marked line (you don't want the end of the heat shrink tubing to be seen, make sure it extends a bit down into the UHF connector). 

Place some epoxy on the base end of the tube and stick it into the UHF connector.  When the epoxy has cured, solder the inductor lead to the UHF center
conductor, and install an automotive 3/8" diameter vacuum cap on the top end of the antenna.  I use the vinyl type here as they are smaller and less stinky
than the rubber type.

THE CODE
dewster 5/14/2012 6:08:21 PM [18]

THE CODE

And here is my verilog code so far:

http://www.mediafire.com/download.php?dym7sy7d5i848fs

I realize the intersection of Theremins and verilog is a very tiny one, but if anyone has any comments regarding the digital section I'm all ears and I'd be
happy to answer any questions regarding it.  I may produce a high level document describing the code at some point in the future, but for now I guess I'd
rather spend that time developing the prototype further.

dewster 5/14/2012 6:57:36 PM [19]

Just a thought:

If anyone is interested in what I term "Mode 0" Theremin oscillators (where the tank L & C are in series - most are what I term "Mode 1" where the tank
L & C are in parallel) but wants to stay in the strictly analog domain, you could probably (I haven't tried this but I was thinking at one point of doing so)
use my AFE & antenna and substitute an inexpensive CD4046B PLL (using the internal XOR phase detector) for the FPGA DPLL.  Pick an OK looking
sine wave off of the capacitive voltage divider and mix it with a fixed oscillator of some sort.  You could probably simplify the AFE while you're at it.

Though the result would likely drift more, and you'd certainly lose the note display (which I find exceedingly useful for development, playing, and tuning
/ setup).

My humble opinion, and I probably shouldn't express it here, but I think using a single transistor as an oscillator is really just asking too much of it.

[EDIT] And if you want CV from it rather than noise, the 4046 loop filter will give you that.  Linearity will be dependent on the linearity of the VCO (but
Theremins themselves aren't all that linear anyway, so perhaps not a big deal?).  Drift might kill you though, so a better VCO would probably be in order.

Amethyste 5/14/2012 8:13:35 PM [20]

*blink blink* I have no idea what you guys are talking about. But thanks to all of you, I am able to play a theremin.

FredM 5/14/2012 8:49:11 PM [21]

This is impressive stuff, Dewster!

And you have done the same as I eventually did for my Epsilon design, on your AFE.. Having a fixed frequency oscillator in "mode 0".. When looking at
4 'antennas' in close proximity, having a common oscillator and determining X and Y co-ordinates (and Z from the sum) is a lot easier by determining
phase relationships than trying to use FM.

Regarding the PSoC - Yes, you are absolutely right - I realized that I was going in the wrong direction with this quite early, but not quite early enough,
LOL! Right at the start of my theremin venture (5 years ago !?) I thought I had cracked it - I had a working PSoC theremin, and joined TW to let the
world know that the analogue theremin was about to be replaced... Ha Ha ! ;-)

- At that time, I had never seen a theremin being played - had no real understanding about any of the finer points - I simply assumed that no-one had
bothered to innovate on the basic concept, and that it was time to get rid of the junk and drag the theremin, screaming, into the digital 21st century....

I know you are not an idiot like I was back then - I think my aversion to digital theremins may be partly because the idea reminds me of my folly!

I will look over your verilog ASAP - I have extremely little exposure to verilog (ABEL is the only language I used for CPLD's)

Thanks for revealing so much - It is a real pleasure to engage with people who share their knowledge freely.

Fred.

dewster 5/14/2012 9:08:29 PM [22]

"Right at the start of my theremin venture (5 years ago !?) I thought I had cracked it - I had a working PSoC theremin, and joined TW to let the world
know that the analogue theremin was about to be replaced... Ha Ha ! ;-)"

Fred, you're really scaring me!  But you're in good company, even Bob M. couldn't seem to get the Theremin out of his hair.

"And you have done the same as I eventually did for my Epsilon design, on your AFE."

http://www.mediafire.com/download.php?dym7sy7d5i848fs


[EDIT] Let me extol the virtues of the AFE:

- Simple square (ish) logic levels at input and output.

- Exceedingly clear resonance point defined purely in the phase domain.

- Pretty darn linear without any complex tuning procedures.

- Single ended logic level power supply.

- High voltage sine wave at the antenna.

"I will look over your verilog ASAP - I have extremely little exposure to verilog (ABEL is the only language I used for CPLD's)"

After years of coding in VHDL I was forced on a major project to switch to verilog - and I'm quite glad I was forced.  verilog isn't perfect (neither is
VHDL) but it is less verbose and friendlier.

"Thanks for revealing so much - It is a real pleasure to engage with people who share their knowledge freely."

In industry literally everything is a secret for no good reason, making employees too frightened to say anything to anyone - I've pretty much had it. 
Corporate secrecy will be the death of us, cooperation is the only sustainable existence.

dewster 5/14/2012 9:18:53 PM [23]

"MIDI is too slow and innacurate for theremins."

Fred, you're probably aware of this but I just ran across it a couple of days ago:

http://www.wave-theremin.com/spec-intro-overview.php

MIDI seems to be working pretty well with it.  I particularly like the "finger drum" video at the end of this page:

http://www.wave-theremin.com/video-tutorial.php

FredM 5/14/2012 10:09:07 PM [24]

>> "MIDI seems to be working pretty well with it.  I particularly like the "finger drum" video at the end of this page:"

To be honest, it looks like a fun instrument - with possibly some serious musical applications.. I am not going to comment much more on this particular
theremin, or be pedantic about whether in instrument without a volume antenna con be called a theremin - I have given up on that battle, and now accept
that any proximity detector connected to an oscillator is a "theremin" - but it still sticks in my throat!

However - (I may be wrong) - The only performance using MIDI remotely approaching a "theremin" in the way I percieve a theremin, is the first - and
this lacks the smoothness - it is using the pitch CC message I think.. And it is, IMO, horrible!

Perhaps if there were MIDI Synths / "recievers" which processed the full CC message and took another CC for volume, without retriggering the EG's (in
fact, EGs are not needed or wanted) it would be worth looking at - But one would really need an external MIDI theremin module.

This whole subject has been extensively debated here before - I will see if I can find the link.

Fred.

dewster 5/14/2012 10:19:27 PM [25]

"This whole subject has been extensively debated here before - I will see if I can find the link."

That's OK, I'm almost certainly not going to go the MIDI route.  MIDI seriously needs an update (more bandwidth, audio channels, etc.) but I don't think
it will happen in the current climate as it tends to commodify products.

Confusingly on my part, I was pointing the product out as more of a digital approach to Theremin pitch than MIDI.  It appears to be a garden-variety
Theremin circuit plus processor and some other stuff (from their FAQ):

"The sensing circuit with the antenna attached, is a proper Theremin Circuit (using inductors, reference oscillator and nearly identical pitch-antenna
oscillator, finely tuned with matched, high quality components and electronic tuning circuit)"

It also has volume antenna stuff they don't populate unless you specifically ask and pay for it, and then they put it in a bigger case.  Kind of strange.

THE REPOSITORY
dewster 5/16/2012 10:43:00 PM [26]

THE REPOSITORY

For the last couple of days I've been adjusting and altering the digital Theremin FPGA logic.  The pitch numbers I was getting from the DPLL had too
few significant digits above the noise floor at lower playing frequencies, and indeed this was something I anticipated - I spent at least a month on and off
investigating with back of the envelope math and various simulations, trying to determine if this project even had a shot at working (which mostly boils

http://www.wave-theremin.com/spec-intro-overview.php
http://www.wave-theremin.com/video-tutorial.php


down to the AFE Hz/pF sensitivity, and the whiteness of the phase noise from the DPLL).  I knew it would be close, if it indeed would work at all. 

Anyway, I tried increasing the DPLL NCO and error accumulator width, as well as lowering the cutoff of the downstream first order filter.  Widening the
error accumulator didn't help much, but lowering the cutoff of the filter did.  There's no problem increasing the SNR this way if you love all portamento
all the time and hate vibrato :-)  but I think we'd all agree that vibrato is pretty important to the Theremin, as is highly responsive pitch. 

Today I replaced the first order filter with a state variable second order filter, and that seems to have done the trick.  I can open it up to around 340 Hz (~3
ms response time) and the phase noise seems tolerable.  I need to move to a different development board with a DAC so I can start making noises other
than square waves. 

The repository of files, including my latest verilog code, is here:

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3 

Also there are several spreadsheets I wrote that helped me during the design process.  "Theremin_NCO_RLC_PLL_2012-04-15.xls" is kind of neat
because it stimulates an RLC with an NCO and phase locks to the result.  "Theremin_frequency_display.xls" shows how to do either the CORDIC or the
al Kashi log2 algorithms - I chose al Kashi because it doesn't require the storage of any constants and is more straightforward. 
"filters_1st_2nd_4th_order.xls" and "filters_1st_2nd_4th_order_quickie.xls" show you how to build floating point and integer based multiplier or
multiplier-less (power of 2 shifts) digital filters.  Spreadsheets are your friend when undertaking any numeric design job. 

I'll post whenever there is a significant update or addition. 

dewster 5/17/2012 5:14:30 PM [27]

"And you have done the same as I eventually did for my Epsilon design, on your AFE.. Having a fixed frequency oscillator in "mode 0".. When looking at
4 'antennas' in close proximity, having a common oscillator and determining X and Y co-ordinates (and Z from the sum) is a lot easier by determining
phase relationships than trying to use FM."

For the pitch side I have the DPLL adjusting its frequency to maintain a quadrature phase relationship, and use this operating frequency as a numeric
input to the audio NCO.  Phase locking allows a wider, more linear operating range for the AFE.

But for the amplitude side, where linearity isn't so important, I may go with what you are describing: multiple "antennae" connected to individual LC
mode 0 circuits (probably without "linearizing" coils) and stimulated by a fixed frequency NCO (or just the output of a simple noise dithered divider). 
Then have the digital side look at the small changes in the individual phase relationships with changing hand capacitance.

dewster 5/25/2012 12:57:12 PM [28]

I've tried many approaches in order to reduce low frequency phase noise, and came to a realization yesterday that much of what I've been fretting about
for the last week or so was simply the result of looking at very small operating point numbers.  SNR is quite poor there because the signal is so small, not
because the noise is particularly bad.

I've had a second order filter after the DPLL to trade response time for increased resolution.  Yesterday I found that the low pass filtering of the DPLL
itself (if the design parameters are set for a roughly equivalent pass band) gives the same subjective performance.  So the filter is now out and the design
is simplified.

I'm grappling with linearity and note spacing now.  If I adjust the DPLL offset to give the null point with my body about 2 feet away, I get the fairly linear
open hand / fist octaves shown in the posted video.  But changing that to get wider note spacing farther out doesn't change the spacing near the antenna,
where the notes remain rather cramped.  It would be nice to have a simple curve & offset that could correct this, or some piece-wise linear fit as long as it
isn't too difficult for the average user to perform.  I'm loath to go from the semi-logarithmic domain to the linear domain and back again to do this as that
would be more complex, and fear what it might do to the noise dither.  Squaring numbers in an FPGA isn't too difficult, but the polynomial fit I've looked
at in a spreadsheet seems super sensitive to coefficients.  This might be best left to a processor, placing the linearity / spacing calculations in the audio
update loop.

FredM 5/26/2012 2:55:27 AM [29]

Ok, this problem is not a new one.. I am not sure what you mean by "go from the semi-logarithmic domain to the linear domain and back again".

My focus has always been on the analogue - I would (if I were you) be looking at linearizing the AFE rather than doing the main linearization digitally -
but this is probably because I find this easier.. I wonder if there is a way to combine analogue and digital correction at your AFE - For example, if you
had a seperate control signal from your FPGA and this adjusted (using a varicap or similar) the capacitive coupling to the antenna - This way, you could
implement linearization by controlling the capacitance 'seen' on the antenna.

Fred.

dewster 5/26/2012 4:08:23 PM [30]

"I am not sure what you mean by "go from the semi-logarithmic domain to the linear domain and back again"."

I'm not sure what I meant either!  First: "semi-log"?  Second: it's going from exponential to linear and back. 

So I could take the operating point (low pass numerical) output of the DPLL which is roughly exponential with linear hand position, route it to a
numerical log2 converter (like the tuner), play with the numbers in the linear domain where many things are easier, then do some kind of exponential
conversion back.  But before I throw in that towel, I'm playing with offsets, multiplications, and divisions by powers of 2 (easy things to do in an FPGA)
in the exponential domain to see if there are any relatively simple data manipulations that might yield a roughly linear (sounding to the ear) response.

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3


One thing I really tried hard for on the AFE was to have only purely digital I/O (which it has).  In fact, one may (I haven't tested this yet) be able to
dispense entirely with the 4000 series CMOS and just stick the inductors and caps right on the FPGA demo board, which would yield an incredibly
simple analog arrangement.  So I'm rather loathe to introduce any analog complexity here.  Stability (drift) seems pretty good, and adding any
components might negatively impact that.

dewster 5/26/2012 6:13:55 PM [31]

Fred, I just put a spreadsheet at my digital Theremin design repository:

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3

File name is "Theremin_Linearization_2012-05-26.xls".  It contains data from my prototype along with some simple calculations.

It looks like I can use a simple offset (which can be introduced when the calibration button is pressed) and two piecewise tilts to make it pretty linear. 
Computational / hardware cost is a threshold, two adds, a multiplication, and five stored values.

I suppose most players want a certain tone spacing, so the stored values would be constant for them, with the calibration routine setting everything right
at the start.  I'll try implementing this.

FredM 5/27/2012 4:49:22 AM [32]

Dewster -

tried downloading from mediafire - but Microsoft Security Essentials alerted me to viruses / trojans etc.. I never clicked on the alert, but terminated using
the task manager.. Scanning using my local (verified) security essentials, there was no record of these threats - so I suspect it is some bogus alert -

However, on trying again I found multiple instances of explorer opened on some quite dubious sites.

The Documents page in my element-14 site is free and absolutely clean - you can upload anything theremin related there, or you could open a seperate
discussions topic, and add 5 documents to each posting so as to keep related material together. Just a suggestion - I hate having to deal with sites like
mediafire where, even if nothing really nasty happens, one is bombarded with adverts and pop-ups.

It would be great if you could keep a copy of your digital theremin repository at Theremin General / Resources group or the Theremin Development
group on Element-14.

I am not suggesting that the actual discussion gets moved to Element-14 (Things are quite dead there when it comes to involvement by anyone interested
in theremins) but just that it is used primarily for safe, easy document storage.

Fred.

dewster 5/28/2012 2:18:29 PM [33]

Fred -

I scanned the files with Avira and Malwarebytes and didn't find anything, not sure what's up.  I don't like all the ads & popups at Mediafire either - wish I
would get off my ass and rent some web space already.  (I've still got my hate on with Verizon for taking away FTP access to the paltry 10 MB space
given free with DSL accounts.)

FredM 5/29/2012 9:10:03 AM [34]

Dewster -

Why not set up your own 'group' at Element-14 ? You could make this public, invite only, or even hidden... I have a hidden group at which I have
uploaded all my 'work in progress' - its a great backup..

So far there seems to be no limit to how much I can store, even on my hidden group -

"I scanned the files with Avira and Malwarebytes and didn't find anything, not sure what's up." -

I think "whats up" is that bogus "virus detection" is being alerted from a pop-up hosted by mediafire - If one clicks on the pop-up you are taken to some
site promoting a malware 'protection' or 'correction' program which will "find" and "correct" the non-existant malware on your PC, for a fee... It will
seem like this program has found malware which your security software missed - when in fact there was no malware on your PC, it was all just a
fictitious creation of this scam software.

I have had this kind of thing happen to me before - only worse.. The software claiming to detect and correct malware actually being malware! I am now
extremely cautious whenever I get a malware warning - Bomb out of whatever initiated the warning (using task manager, or if this fails, turn off the PC)
and then running a full scan with security essentials.

Fred.

dewster 5/29/2012 10:53:41 AM [35]

"I have had this kind of thing happen to me before - only worse.. The software claiming to detect and correct malware actually being malware! I am now
extremely cautious whenever I get a malware warning - Bomb out of whatever initiated the warning (using task manager, or if this fails, turn off the PC)
and then running a full scan with security essentials."

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3
http://www.element14.com/community/groups/theremin-general-resources?view=documents
http://www.element14.com/community/groups/theremin-general-resources?view=discussions
http://www.element14.com/community/groups/theremin-general-resources
http://www.element14.com/community/groups/theremin-development


I do a bit of PC repair on the side and know first-hand from whence you cometh.  Those infections can be some of the most difficult to remove because
they sense when you're trying to get rid of them.  I've had best results crippling them with an initial blind-side maneuver, removing the bulk with
Malwarebytes, and finally rooting out the remaining with a variety of obscure software tools (thank god for PC repair fora).  Task manager shouldn't be
hidden behind such an arcane key combo.

I may give Element-14 storage a try, thanks for the gentle prod!

Back to linearity: I've played around with the spreadsheet some more and the upper / lower gain adjustment approach seems to be the most
straightforward perhaps easiest to understand - rather like bass and treble controls with variable cutoff, but of course applying instead to linearity.  A
single (or no) control would of course be best, and there may be some way to gang the numbers together in a function to accomplish this, but that's down
the road.

I was thinking octave hand numbers fed to a bank of piece-wise gains set by offset adjustments would be the best, but having just three bands (where the
middle band is only adjustable via the global DPLL cal offset) simplifies things enormously and looks good enough (on paper).  I'm trying to keep any
adjustments here simple, and intuitive enough for the average interested user to perform.  Hope to have it coded today.  (Wrote a nice serial multiplier on
Sunday that I'll be using - it will be a beautiful day when all programmable logic devices contain sufficient block RAM and at least a few multipliers.)

dewster 6/3/2012 5:53:34 PM [36]

The simple hi - lo gain didn't work, and in retrospect for obvious reasons as the gain transitions are abrupt.  Interpolated hi - lo gains based on squares
looks better on paper (spreadsheet).  Even better is interpolated hi - mid gain coupled with mid - low squared input gain.  Best is interpolated octave gains
because it can accommodate almost any arbitrary input curve and isn't difficult to implement, but adjustment could be cumbersome because it requires a
fair amount of informational feedback during the adjustment procedure (the input octaves don't mean anything to the player).

Yesterday I simulated a second order delta sigma DAC in Excel.  Pretty easy to implement in verilog and may do that today.  From an audio SNR
standpoint it would probably be best to use a real DAC on the final product, but it might be fun to play around with the DIY logic approach for a bit.

I'm reaching the point where transition to a readily available FPGA eval board is starting to make more sense.  Hit the mother lode at this site:

http://tristesse.org/FPGA/CheapFPGADevelopmentBoards

Ideally the board would have a Xilinx Spartan FPGA, RAM, Flash, 16 bit audio DAC, a bunch of header I/O, and sell for $75 or less, but I don't think
that product exists.

Also ran across the J1 stack based processor, which is quite intriguing:

http://www.excamera.com/sphinx/fpga-j1.html

One often wants/needs to serialize slower operations and stick them in cheap memory so as to take better advantage of the fast hardware, so I like to think
about processors with simple instruction sets and structures, with high code density and ALU utilization.  One could spend one's entire life just thinking
about processor architecture and have almost nothing practical to show for it at the end.

FredM 6/3/2012 9:16:12 PM [37]

"One could spend one's entire life just thinking about processor architecture and have almost nothing practical to show for it at the end."

Yeah, too much complexity, too much choice - and too much committment / investment required in what one chooses - making it expensive if you get
your first choice wrong!

Sorry I cannot help here - Perhaps the reason I like analogue and mixed-signal stuff is that one has a load of smaller blocks, each of which can be
comprehended and designed independently..

Do you remember bit-slice archetecture? Many years ago I was quite excited by it - building your own MCU, configuring your own specific ALU.. It
never caught on, but I wonder if FPGA could go that way - (perhaps it already has - I have not focussed on digital for years).

I admit that I am completely out of my depth when it comes to the technology you are using for your theremin!

Fred.

dewster 6/3/2012 10:43:22 PM [38]

"Yeah, too much complexity, too much choice - and too much committment / investment required in what one chooses - making it expensive if you get your
first choice wrong!"

Particularly for the software you've written for it.  One hardware change and you have to comb back through everything you've ever coded.

"Sorry I cannot help here - Perhaps the reason I like analogue and mixed-signal stuff is that one has a load of smaller blocks, each of which can be
comprehended and designed independently.."

I used to be more of an analog guy, but digital for me has been surprisingly every bit as creative - if not more so.  Design the blocks and stick them
together.  Though it's taken me forever to get a firm grasp on state machine / data path construction, as well as what constitutes a basic block.

"Do you remember bit-slice archetecture?"

Had an awesome boss and crackerjack head engineer co-workers who did DSP bitslice designs for some of the first digital studio mixing boards.  I'll have
to look into it.

dewster 6/4/2012 4:49:23 PM [39]

http://tristesse.org/FPGA/CheapFPGADevelopmentBoards
http://www.excamera.com/sphinx/fpga-j1.html


I put a spreadsheet with the file name "delta_sigma_dacs.xls" at the repository:

http://www.mediafire.com/?m8iwgugdd68i13f

It's kind of fascinating to plug various input values into the first and second order modulators and see what the output looks like.  I did one of these using
analog components in grad school, with the output driving an LED and a speaker.  First order gives all kinds of tones, second order is much more
stochastic.  I'm looking into adding dither to the second order so as to reduce spurs.

dewster 6/13/2012 1:41:41 PM [40]

"Do you remember bit-slice archetecture?"

After looking into it a bit :) it seems to be a way for the designer to build data paths of varying widths with a single family of products, and a way for
manufacturers to deal with the very limited pin counts of earlier IC packages (when you work with FPGAs you find out very quickly that pin
management is something of a job in itself).

I'm always on the lookout for simple processors, because often much of the hardware in an FPGA design is underutilized due to low clock speed.  If
latency isn't an issue, then why not multiplex the hardware with a processor construct?  But I'd like it to be really simple (stateless would be the ideal),
not consume much in the way of logic (LUTs, block RAMs, multipliers), have compact op codes (internal block RAM isn't cheap), have high utilization
of the ALU (the whole point), and probably most important: be easy to program at the machine code level so I don't need an assembler.

Ever since my first HP calculator I've been fascinated with stack machines.  With no explicit operands, a data stack, a return stack, and almost no internal
state, one can have incredibly compact op codes - often 5 bits will do.  They can be very interruptable, and code factoring with subroutines is more
natural due to the stacked registers.  I've studied many of these, and have coded my own and had them running on a demo board.  They are easy to
implement but surprisingly rather cumbersome to program - one has to stick loop indices under the operands on the stack or in memory somewhere, and
there are a lot of operations and time wasted on simple stack manipulation.  The tiny non-standard op code lengths produce a natural instruction caching
mechanism, but multiple op codes per word is awkward when you want to manually change the code in any way.

If you are interested in processors and you've never looked at the Xilinx picoblaze, you should - it is a marvel of tiny engineering.  Kind of an overgrown
register based state machine.  But the op codes are not powers of 2 in length, and addressing the registers bloats them out.

I'm coming to the conclusion that any serious processor has to have multiple registers with operand addresses in the op code - this allows for a move
along with an ALU operation in a single cycle.  Self-evident to many I suppose, I'm so slow when it comes to the fundamental stuff.  After looking at the
J processor I had a thought - why not do a 2 operand machine (source & source/destination address in the op code) with 4 generic registers, and have
stacks under those registers with bits to enable/disable them in the op code?  A 16 bit machine with 4 bits for operand selection, 4 bits for stack enable, 8
bits for the operation itself.  Large literals would be in-line, small ones could be in the op code field. 

Anyway, it's this kind of massive side diversion that is (I hope not pointlessly) extending the design of my (mostly) digital Theremin, but I'm hoping to
parlay much of the foundation established here into other designs.  And it's nice to revisit things I've spent enormous amounts of time pondering and
tinkering with, but with little to show for it all at the end.  Though it does feel a bit scarily like answer C of that humorous Engineer Identification Test,
where:

You walk into a room and notice that a picture is hanging crooked. You...

A. Straighten it. 
B. Ignore it. 
C. Buy a CAD system and spend the next six months designing a solar-powered, self-adjusting picture frame while often stating aloud your belief that the
inventor of the nail was a total moron.

GordonC 6/13/2012 8:49:57 PM [41]

"Ever since my first HP calculator I've been fascinated with stack machines."

http://obswww.unige.ch/~bartho/stakflow/index.htm

FredM 6/13/2012 10:43:24 PM [42]

"when you work with FPGAs you find out very quickly that pin management is something of a job in itself" - Dewster

Yeah - I can believe that! The PSoC (1) was advertised with pin reconfigurability as a selling point - whilst this is generally true, as soon as you get to
doing anything complex with the part, you quickly find that its not so true.. I spent more time trying to connect pins to UM's to actually use the resources
in the chip, than I spent on other configuration / coding issues.

I understand (and from examining the data, it looks to be true) that the new PSoC 3 + 5 pins are almost absolutely definable.

For what I do with them, the processor has only a minor role - mostly, I configure the chips to be "hard wired" as circuit blocks (analogue and digital)
which operate without reference to the processor - the only time the processor acts is to reconfigure these 'blocks' when a change is initiated by the user -
for example when the register (as in octaves are raised or lowered) is changed.. The processor is continuously scanning the inputs (doing debouncing ,
reading the A/Ds, determining wrong-side-of-null etc) and when action is required, initiates the required action/reconfiguration - this takes a few
microseconds. Nothing related to the audio is ever 'produced' by the processor.

I have looked at the PSoC 3 + 5 thinking that I may (with their much faster processors) be able to do some 'signals' stuff with these  - in particular, doing
some DSP in combination with the analogue filters I can construct in these chips, to implement controllable vocal formants.

But, certainly for now, if I do get back into business, I will stay with analogue and mixed signal.

The main "wall" I face is maths - DSP is too maths intensive, and whilst I can get enough of it to understand whats going on, I cannot do anything clever..
The TM showed me just how far I am from even being a DSP hobbyist, let alone an engineer!

http://www.mediafire.com/?m8iwgugdd68i13f
http://www.aaaugh.com/jokes/engineer_id_test.html
http://obswww.unige.ch/~bartho/stakflow/index.htm


What is really needed (IMO) is a team of engineers (and competent thereminists as consultants), sharing ideas and competence, and developing a 21st
century theremin which uses the best of technology.. Alas though, I do not see this happening - we are all stubborn gits at heart - with our own particular
preferences and irrationalities.. More time would probably be spent discussing (arguing!) than achieving anything - And "the inventor of the nail" would
get the brunt of our scorn!

Fred.

FredM 6/13/2012 11:01:37 PM [43]

Gordon,

Opening:

http://obswww.unige.ch/~bartho/stakflow/index.htm

The first image I saw (before I read the title) looked like some weird theremin design - Two "antenna" symbols sticking out the top of some 3d
interconnected sub-circuits.

Really took me back, your article! All that stuff I used to work with daily, but have almost completely forgotten -

Now, when I look at a flowchart, my brain first assumes its a schematic ! LOL!

Fred.

dewster 6/14/2012 12:20:55 AM [44]

"Ever since my first HP calculator I've been fascinated with stack machines."

http://obswww.unige.ch/~bartho/stakflow/index.htm

Ha!  I do have several Forth books, and have read a lot of stuff on Chuck Moore's web pages.  Being a procedural rather than a symbolic language, I find
it very difficult to read.  I know it has to be 100% postfix to work, but this puts the branching words (if, then, etc.) in places where they don't necessarily
make sense from a linguistic point of view.  Also, having simple stack manipulation consume the same real time (in a hardware stack machine) as an
arithmetic operation strikes me as inefficient.  Finally, the stack gymnastics necessary to produce compact code often tend to obscure the algorithm being
implemented.

I'm all for what they are trying to accomplish (simplify the lowest level, bring cheap computing to the masses, stick it to the man, etc.) I just wish I could
appreciate it more for what it is.

GordonC 6/14/2012 9:13:36 AM [45]

Fred. Hahaha. Yes. (Although I thought it looked more like a trumpet.)

Also, not surprising that they look like schematics - Forth is one of the few (if not only) languages devised by an engineer rather than a computer
scientist.

Dewster. Yes, it is an inscrutable language. It's assembly language for a stack machine, so really ought to be compared to register machine assembly
languages for legibility purposes. (Although these days C is probably the closest most programmers can get to the hardware and that's not exactly the
most legible language in the world either. Well, it baffles the heck out of me, anyway.)

It is possible to optimise Forth to remove stack shuffling inefficiencies - certainly Forth Inc. Forths do that - just as it is possible to optimise much of that
inefficient shunting data in and out of registers in a register based machine - but I appreciate the simple and direct one to one correspondence between the
written code and what the computer does. And that it acknowledges that the programmer is the smart one in the relationship, not the computer. Pretty
much the same things that I appreciate in the theremin! (The downside is that the burden of responsibility is on the programmer/thereminist is greater - no
lovely hand-holding here.)

http://obswww.unige.ch/~bartho/stakflow/index.htm
http://obswww.unige.ch/~bartho/stakflow/index.htm


FredM 6/14/2012 10:56:04 AM [46]

"The downside is that the burden of responsibility is on the programmer/thereminist is greater - no lovely hand-holding here." - Gordon

Hand-holding, when it comes to programming, is, IMO, a pain in the but. My main programming language is C, combined with assembler - "plain" C is
about as close to machine level as one can get, and (IMO) is ideal for coding MCUs..

But it is C++ (particularly microsoft variants - but also any OS centred variants [apart from unix, which C was written for]) which I dislike - One is not
developing code with these, one is patching preconstructed objects together.. its (to me) a bit like painting by numbers, fine if you like the picture and the
colors provided.

To me, C++ is just overwhelming and unreadable, but C is almost like a legible form of assembler - I quite often plan my project code in C, then use this
as a "plan" commenting out the C lines and substituting more efficient assembler code to do the function.

I only briefly played with Forth, and really liked it - It was well suited to the TMS9900 I was using at the time, as this operated with multiple stacks and
had specific opcodes to allow rapid context switching (it was a lovely processor IMO) - But this was back decades ago (I used a teletype as my I/O back
then - for developing code, and we tended to write our own interpreters and compilers - or just code in octal!)

And yes - Euclid's trumpet does look like one of your flowcharts - or is that one of your flowcharts which looks like a trumpet?

Incomprehensible!

Fred.

dewster 6/14/2012 5:56:23 PM [47]

"But, certainly for now, if I do get back into business, I will stay with analogue and mixed signal. 

The main "wall" I face is maths - DSP is too maths intensive, and whilst I can get enough of it to understand whats going on, I cannot do anything clever..
The TM showed me just how far I am from even being a DSP hobbyist, let alone an engineer!" - FredM 

Fred, have you read "Musical Applications of Microprocessors" by Hal Chamberlin?  Rather dated now, but a total classic.  He shows how to implement
a digital state variable filter among other things (I have a spreadsheet of this in my digital Theremin archive).  Written from the hardware designer
perspective.

Another big DSP influence on me was a paper by Ensoniq & Lexicon designer Jon Dattorro:

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/HiFi.pdf

He has some papers describing effects design that look interesting:

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart1.pdf

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart2.pdf

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart3.pdf

dewster 6/14/2012 6:17:38 PM [48]

"It's assembly language for a stack machine, so really ought to be compared to register machine assembly languages for legibility purposes." - GordonC

True that.  Though it occurs to me that register names in assembly are a first step towards the symbolic representation of variables.

What do you think about a machine with 4 generic stacks?  Perhaps using stack 0 to push the interrupt return PC, but otherwise completely
interchangeable.  Opcode looks like this:

 [15:8] [7:4] [3:2] [1:0]

 opcode s-bits dest src

Where the s-bits, when set, make the source and destination stacks behave like simple registers, otherwise the behavior is pop for source & push for
destination (push/pop for destinations which are used also as a source for two input operand operations).

Mr. Moore's F21 processor design uses a single register as a pointer (among other things) and I've often thought that this should perhaps be a third stack. 
4 stacks might remove the need for all those nasty "pick, roll, over, etc." stack commands.  Even on an HP, when I find myself needing to doing a roll I
generally get completely confused and have to start over.

FredM 6/15/2012 12:16:37 AM [49]

"Fred, have you read "Musical Applications of Microprocessors" by Hal Chamberlin?" - Dewster

Yes! - I got this book many years ago (1983?) first edition, it has been a bible! - Pages are all detatching from the binder, and have been frequently re-
glued!

And yes - the whole "Digital Synthesis and Sound modification" section is a goldmine - without it, DSP would be even less comprehensible than it is.
Back then (80's) I played a bit with some of the concepts, and later got a AD "Shark" DSP DK.. But, at that time these were "hobby" activities in my
"spare" time - When working in electronics / programming in my day job, I lacked motivation - so went out and bought synths, and played them instead.

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/HiFi.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart1.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart2.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart3.pdf


I will certainly look at the links you provided, Thanks!

Fred.

>> Updated:

Yeah - those articles made me feel old and stupid! Like the DSP stuff in Hal's book - I can understand it, but am not able to visualize it.. When I am
dealing with circuits, I can "see" the flow of electrons and "hear" the sounds, and am able to change things and 'invent' other ways to do it..

I am slightly autistic, and have been told that this "visualization" ability is not uncommon with autistic people - Alas, for me, it does not extend into
mathematics or DSP - It is limited to processes I can mentally model - and these are electronics, some physics, and mechanical processes.

My best bet is to just stay with what I am good at - and at some future time get someone else to add DSP stuff to what I design.

Fred.

GordonC 6/15/2012 8:21:07 AM [50]

"Though it occurs to me that register names in assembly are a first step towards the symbolic representation of variables." - Dewster.

Well, yes, a fixed number of global variables that are constantly being hijacked for any and every purpose. Eek. So what do you do to maintain their
integrity and make them local variables, useable for recursive and reentrant code? Push them onto a stack! 

"What do you think about a machine with 4 generic stacks?"

4 stacks? That sounds like a lot to me. Once I had need of a third stack, and that was somewhat esoteric. The quick version is that I was writing a non-
deterministic string pattern matching language as an extension to Forth. (The third stack was for internal use only, not available to the end-user.)

(What the heck does that mean? Non-deterministic - some problems can't be solved without hindsight. Say you are packing for a holiday and you have
room in your luggage for either an umbrella of a bottle of suntan lotion, but not both. You don't know what the weather will be like. How do you choose?
Simple - pack the umbrella, and if it turns out that that it was a lovely sunny holiday after all, turn back time to when you were packing your bag and
pack the suntan lotion instead.

Turning back time is not practical in real life, but when the vast majority of your world is a data stack and a return stack that manage the flow of data and
control respectively, it's possible to maintain a history stack that lets you keep a record of how the other two stacks have changed over time and backtrack
them to an earlier state. It's rather mind-boggling to do - implementing a practical set of optimised(*) non-deterministic control structures took me about a
year of evenings and boiled down to less than 10k of source code(!) that was so far beyond inscrutable as to beggar belief. If you're curious, a chap called
Chris Jakeman created an ANSI Standard implementation with documentation and examples that can be downloaded here. It includes my original non-
standard code for GemForth on the Atari ST.)

(*) Pruning the history stack as you go along makes backtracking very quick.

"Even on an HP, when I find myself needing to doing a roll I generally get completely confused and have to start over."

Needing to do a pick or a roll is often a sign that you are already confused and ought to start over again! My pattern matching language extension had
neither. :-)

dewster 6/15/2012 2:29:35 PM [51]

"Yeah - those articles made me feel old and stupid! Like the DSP stuff in Hal's book - I can understand it, but am not able to visualize it.. When I am
dealing with circuits, I can "see" the flow of electrons and "hear" the sounds, and am able to change things and 'invent' other ways to do it.." - FredM

There's lots of stuff I can't visualize without assistance.  For logic design I rely heavily on spreadsheets and verilog simulators.  For analog I turn to spice
when the circuit is non-standard or too complex.

Doing a simple integrator followed by a differentiator in a spreadsheet can be instructive, you get out exactly what you put in.  Then move on to a simple
low pass filter (see Chamberlin) and feed it a sine wave.  Even with a first order filter you will see issues with truncating the accumulator value as
feedback, and truncation of the input that comes with the attenuation required to place the cutoff point.  Do a second order and you will see this in spades,
along with accumulator overflow, limit cycles, etc.  Dattorro's filtering paper shows how to deal with all this using a 16/32 bit processor.  He uses modulo
arithmetic in the accumulator, which allows much larger accumulation values than 32 bits gives you, but if it doesn't "unwind" back into the 32 bit range
at the end you can get oscillations that will need to be squashed via an external mechanism.  He also deals with accumulator truncation noise by taking
the error energy and feeding it back into the accumulator through a simple filter.  It's kind of weird, but if the energy can get out somehow it often reduces
distortion - modulators work this way too.

I've only done a bit of filtering in C++, and haven't done any audio filtering in FPGAs, so I'm probably not the best authority on this stuff.  But there are
some great papers out there, and Chamberlin is really good at demystifying it.  I kind of blame academia for making everything seem overly complex
when it usually isn't.  I suppose they have to look as smart as possible when publishing, but many of them seem more interested in the mathematical
beauty than the actual application of what they know -  many of my college profs were this way (signals and systems, communications, microwaves,
devices, etc.).  Showing the student a pile of equations right out of the starting gate (and then testing them on it!) is an absolutely terrible way to
teach/learn a subject.  Whatever math is necessary should always follow the intuitive grasp.

IIRC, I heard through a friend that worked in the synth industry that Dattorro got into hot water for revealing too much in that filtering paper.  Industry
secrecy is yet another huge stumbling block for those of us trying to understand these things.

ftp://ftp.taygeta.com/pub/Forth/Applications/fosm1v1.zip


dewster 6/15/2012 3:04:20 PM [52]

"Well, yes, a fixed number of global variables that are constantly being hijacked for any and every purpose. Eek. So what do you do to maintain their
integrity and make them local variables, useable for recursive and reentrant code? Push them onto a stack!" - GordonC 

Wow Gordon, it's kind of a shock to find someone as knowledgeable and experienced as you are about Forth here at TW - these are both pretty small
interest groups.

But yes, stack frames end up on data stacks.  But maybe things are a bit more human readable before they go there?  And one don't always have to back
up all of the registers, particularly in more modest software implementations.  And stack faults are catastrophic. 

Before designing my first processor I read too many positive things about stack machines, which set my expectations too high I suppose.  Now I'm trying
to make or find something that is efficient in both code size and speed, and manageable without too many external tools (assemblers, compilers,
simulators, emulators, etc.).  Maybe that's me being unrealistic? 

GordonC 6/15/2012 4:48:35 PM [53]

I don't know - it seems to me there are a lot of parallels between Forth and theremins. I've always been attracted to minority interests. :-)

I  think we covered the Forth not being human readable aspect. It's kind of up there with APL (*). It does get easier with practice, but it is the main reason
I developed my little 3D flowcharts. 

In some ways, catastrophic faults are the best kind. You know when it went wrong! Preferable to insidious little data corruptions that surface
occasionally.

Stack Machines could be great - if they had the backing of Intel or Motorola or similar, but instead they are developed by people like Chuck Moore.
Genius that he is, there's still a reason that his consulting company was called Computer Cowboys. Nonetheless, here is a downloadable copy of the
definitive tome. It makes interesting reading. (First link on page. Rest of page interesting too.)

(Blimey! I just looked on Amazon. The original hardback is going for £273.95. I think I paid a tenth of that when it came out.)

 

(*) Conway's Game of Life in APL.

dewster 6/15/2012 9:47:16 PM [54]

"In some ways, catastrophic faults are the best kind. You know when it went wrong! Preferable to insidious little data corruptions that surface
occasionally." -- GordonC

I imagine some stack faults might happen slowly, rather like conventional memory leaks, and thus be quite difficult to track down?

"Stack Machines could be great - if they had the backing of Intel or Motorola or similar, but instead they are developed by people like Chuck Moore.
Genius that he is, there's still a reason that his consulting company was called Computer Cowboys."

I do kind of understand how we got to where we are today.  Set out to design one and after one or two decisions you find yourself on very well-worn
roads.  It's probably easier to target conventional register machines with higher level compilers.  Though you'd think engineers would start looking
around the room long before they hit the billion transistors per processor mark, it's kind of ludicrous.  I remember buying my first 286 motherboard
thinking I could use the hardware to do all kinds of useful things, and then finding out what a dog the instruction set and architecture was, and with an
overly complex operating system hogging everything.  Things have only gotten exponentially worse.

"Nonetheless, here is a downloadable copy of the definitive tome. It makes interesting reading. (First link on page. Rest of page interesting too.)"

Thanks!  I read that years ago when I stumbled upon it on the web.  More authors should put their older books out there for free.

FredM 6/16/2012 4:31:00 AM [55]

You guys are way beyond me here .. but I completely agree with the " finding out what a dog the instruction set and architecture was, and with an overly
complex operating system hogging everything" - particularly the OS bit..

But I also wonder if the path was, in many ways, determined by the requirement for lots of programmers to handle the increasing workload - Register
machines are probably a lot easier to grasp than stack-based. Even simple stack operations cause most programmers I have worked with to sweat!

And the OS complexity - this was probably inevitable as more dumb users got their hands on computers.. Even "engineers" these days seem to opt for
"solutions" which are packaged with pre-configured bloatware.. I have seen complex RTOS installed in small MCU projects where all that was needed
was a few lines of assembler, and nothing remotely approaching an OS was needed.. But these days there is enough spare capacity in even the smallest
MCU, that arguments about trimming the code are facile - unless one is doing high speed real-time stuff.

I think Gordons comparison of theremins and Forth is spot on - Minority interest - But also, interest in ideas / products which are great, but for some
(sometimes extremely good) reasons never became widely adopted or popular.

And I also think this is a major motivator for designers like you and me - We can see the greatness in ideas like the theremin, and perhaps we think we
can see improvements which would make the instrument more widely popular.. But, Like Forth, how much can you "improve" it before it becomes a new
language? How many improvements and changes can one make to the theremin before you have created a new instrument?

http://www.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/stack.html
http://www.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/stack.html


Fred.

 

GordonC 6/16/2012 6:39:46 AM [56]

Like Forth, how much can you "improve" it before it becomes a new language? -- FredM

"What is Forth?" debates are pretty much like "What is a theremin" debates - the closer you look at it, the less sure you are what it is!

And, plenty of people with experience of other languages come to Forth and think "I can fix that! What it needs is (for example) local variables and infix
maths." (Does that sound familiar, Fred?)

Both these things are easy to achieve in a very basic, inefficient way. Getting the sort of efficiencies that hand-crafted Forth can achieve takes quite a lot
more effort, building function specific optimising compilers to (for example) figure out the stack manipulations necessary to give the illusion of local
variables while actually just compiling stack manipulation operators. And by the time you have done that you have (1) overcome your fear of stack
juggling and (2) realised that you are throwing the baby out with the bathwater.

I have reminded myself of a little story from my college days. The assignment was to write a COBOL program. Looking at it, it was a maths heavy task
clearly better suited to FORTRAN, which I was also learning. So I did what any sensible person would do, and wrote a completely standard COBOL
program which made use of COBOLs ability to "declare FORTRAN" at the top of the program, and then I just inserted the FORTRAN program I had
written and debugged (actually I did it in BASIC on an Apple ][ and translated it - rather than waiting for the Fortran complier to batch process it on the
Prime mainframe, which took hours) right there into the COBOL program. In terms of getting the program to run most correctly and developing it in the
shortest time, I should have got top marks, but apparently you don't get points for being a smarty-pants and circumnavigating the point of the assignment.
I was robbed, I tells you, robbed! 

GordonC 6/16/2012 6:54:15 AM [57]

Footnote - while I was typing that, this appeared on my computer. (I have a twitter search for "theremin" on an RSS feed, so if anyone tweets about
theremins, I get to see it.)

"You think you're stupid? I'm redesigning the dumbest instrument ever made, a 60's theremin whilst twinkpuffing ! pic.twitter.com/9zrYIT4h"

( https://twitter.com/wmbro3/statuses/213854983194542080 )

Hahahahaha!

(BTW - you don't want to know what twinkpuffing is. Just accept that it's rude and move on.)

dewster 6/16/2012 2:32:32 PM [58]

"...ideas / products which are great, but for some (sometimes extremely good) reasons never became widely adopted or popular."  -- FredM

Forth has some interesting things going for it besides stacks and postfix.  It's kind of a language and OS in one.  The tiny footprint allows developing and
compiling on the target, which is really neat.  Development code used primarily to exercise the hardware in the lab ("toy" code) can be used in the final
software.  IIRC user defined functions are held in a linked list, allowing multiple definitions and redefinition on the fly.  Like Java, the target is a virtual
machine, which defines the functions and limits of the language.  I used to think this was a good thing, but after almost daily Java updates I'm not so sure
:).

One of the things that possibly holds it back commercially is lack of control over the source - can't have your average Joe getting his peepers on that
golden Microsoft code.  Another is the very different coding paradigm which requires a somewhat different skill set from the programmer.  For me
personally I'm kind of repulsed by all but the most basic of its syntax.

Forth is something very different and practical that's on the fringe.  Being on the fringe, it doesn't get addressed much by the mainstream, so there aren't
many technical comparisons (speed, code density, etc.) to more conventional languages, or detractors for that matter.  The Forth noob encounters a
situation rather like serving on a jury and hearing only the defendant's case. 

dewster 6/16/2012 4:14:52 PM [59]

"To avoid latency in theremin response, I can imagine a revisit to machine language?" -- RS Theremin

Possibly, though I'm pretty sure a decent processor running an RTOS would have low enough latency to handle a Theremin.

The reasons I'm looking at processors at this point are to:

1. better utilize the FPGA hardware,

2. make development easier,

3. and revisit old projects that never went anywhere after what seems like many man-years of effort on my part.  Though I kind of get the feeling that I'm
throwing more good man-years after bad.  If nothing else, my recent processor reading and ideas have somewhat dislodged me from the pure stack
approach.

dewster 6/16/2012 6:51:59 PM [60]

"4 stacks? That sounds like a lot to me."  -- GordonC

https://twitter.com/wmbro3/statuses/213854983194542080


Sorry, I should have been clearer, these would be simple stacks with access only to the top element. 

The stack operations would be:

- NOP 

- push (write)

- pop (read)

- pop/push (read followed by write)

I think this will be a two operand machine, so for single operand instructions the source and destination are separately and explicitly defined in the
opcode, for two operand instructions the second source is the same as the destination.

After pondering the stack control bits in the opcode some more, for consistency I think they should always be POP bits.  Since the POP bits are by default
zero, this means that all operations by default will preserve the operands, which is opposite of how a stack machine normally behaves (where the
operands are always consumed).  A two operand register machine preserves the first operand, but overwrites the second with the result, so the default
behavior would different there too.  In summary, setting the source and destination POP bits would make the operation behave like a stack machine,
setting only the destination POP bit would make the operation behave like a two operand register machine.  Other combinations might be useful
depending on whether one needs to hold on to the operands for further use or not.  And registers that are neither source nor destination would still pop if
their associated POP bit is set, allowing stack cleanup concurrent with other operations.

Bare minimum in terms of operand bit width for audio use is 16.  I'm thinking the internal stacks could be 32 bits wide to accommodate multiplication
and add with carry results.  Most operations would be 16 bits wide, but there could be a full width signed adder for filter MAC operations.  Which would
make this a 16/32 bit machine.

One thing that IMO kills a lot of designs is how they handle literals and immediate values.  In the 8 bit opcode one really only needs 64 or so distinct
operations, leaving 3/4 of the space for other things (most designs do exploit this).  0 to 31 offset memory reads and writes would be good, as well as a
short relative conditional (based on 4 different zero tests) skip.  For small lits I was thinking of something I've never seen before: a nibble value and a two
bit destination "slot" for the nibble: 0=[3:0], 1=[7:4], 2=[11:8], 3=[15:12].  Full width literals (16 bits) would be in-line with the code.

FredM 6/16/2012 10:09:14 PM [61]

"I'm redesigning the dumbest instrument ever made..."

LOL! - At times I have had that thought!  ;-)

"Saving the code was to a cassette tape for those young enough to remember. If you needed more RAM you would piggy back memory chips, solder one
on top of another. I really thought my 2 MHz chip was fast! " - RST

Yeah Chris - those were the days! There are still a few of us left who think back on those days with some nostalgia.

As for : "To avoid latency in theremin response, I can imagine a revisit to machine language?" :

IMO, the latency problems one can get with digital theremin implementation are not primarily due to processor operations or bloated code, they are down
to physics - There are things which can only be speeded up by having a faster clock (resolution when counting the interval between pulses, for example,
is entirely down to the speed of the clock incrementing / decrementing the interval timer.. A 48MHz clock will give 1/4 the resolution of a 200MHz clock
- and a 48MHz clock is only about 1/2 what one needs to start to get to acceptable resolution).. Back in the old days, 8MHz was fast, these days we do
have fast enough hardware.

Where Assembler is, IMO, vital, is for handeling interrupts - One wants to get in and out of the interrupt extremely quickly, and take great care about
priorotizing the interrupts.

"I never learned how to easily pass a variable between Assembly to C or Basic other than a push/pop to the stack.."

I found that the above becomes simple (particularly with C) when one understands how the compiler works.. The best compilers will output a listing
which shows the generated assembly code - when one has this, you can easily see what the compiler is doing - and more importantly - see the stupid
things it is doing! - One can then edit / modify the compiler generated .asm to speed it up, and get the best of all worlds.

"but apparently you don't get points for being a smarty-pants .." GordonC

LOL ! - Been there, and it doesnt just apply to college assignments - I was given a mind-numbingly boring job (my first programming job, in fact) - The
company had about 10 products which all used a 6303 OPT MCU, and this part was discontinued - They opted for the H8 family of MCU's to replace it -
my job was to translate all the asm code to move the firmware to the new MCUs..

I had just acquired a home pc (Amstrad 1512) and was teaching myself C - I suggested writing a program to automate the conversion, but was forbidden -
my superior really didnt like me and couldnt get rid of me - he thought 6 months of translating asm would cause me to resign!

I wrote the conversion routine (took me 2 weeks at home), and fed it with the code - When I presented translated code for all 10 projects on the deadline
date for the first project, I expected promotion.. Did I get it? Nah!

Fred.

 

GordonC 6/17/2012 9:34:27 AM [62]



4 Stacks. 

OK, now I see. Interesting thought. What would be the Forth way of doing it? Hmm.

Well, it's not unusual to hijack the return stack as a local variable within a colon definition. Step 1, push ToS to Top of Return Stack at start of definition.
( >R ) Step 2, access ToRS ( r@ ) when required. Step 3, dispose of ToRS by pushing ToRS to ToS and dropping ( R> DROP ) at end of definition (or
just replacing the last occurrence of R@ with R>). R! could be useful too, equivalent to R> DROP >R, to replace the current value of the local variable
with a new value.

So, yes, why not have a few local variable stacks, A B C D, with operators >A A@ A> A! >B B@ B> B! etc. There's scope there for compiler
optimisations, but that would be the basic idea. 

It's certainly one way of using spare space on a processor chip, as onboard RAM. Devising fast memory management circuits to make optimal use of the
onboard RAM for stacks could be fun. :-)

As a side note, Sun SPARCs and PPC based Macs have a blindingly fast Forth embedded deep inside them, called Open Firmware. Really fast despite
being token threaded, because it's so small that it fits completely in the onboard processor RAM and rarely needs to access the much slower main
memory. Allegedly therefore faster than raw assembler, because there's no practical way that you could hand-craft equivalent assembly code that
compact.

Also parenthetically, another way to make use of the billions of transistors in a modern chip would be to fill it with hundreds, if not thousands, of tiny
stack processors. One of my main influences in the Forth community was a chap who worked in safety critical systems - areas where your computer
program has to work correctly all the time, or people will die! (Fly by wire aircraft control being one example. If the computer crashes, so does the
plane.) One of his mantras was "One Process, One Processor." No interrupt based multitasking for him. Far too risky.

How cool would that be for processing an audio stream, just like having a network of effects pedals, each with its own processor, all running concurrently
at top speed! 

 

dewster 6/17/2012 3:14:53 PM [63]

"...another way to make use of the billions of transistors in a modern chip would be to fill it with hundreds, if not thousands, of tiny stack processors." -
GordonC

I suppose you've seen this?  And this?  An article on the latter, where they explain how a couple of extra registers make it much more efficient to
program.  The term "savage minimalism" (second page) is a good one!  For the life of me I don't have a clue as to how they are doing this
asynchronously. 

GordonC 6/18/2012 10:00:43 AM [64]

I'm a bit behind when it comes to recent developments. Haven't really been following Forth since the last millennium. :-)

dewster 6/19/2012 12:31:33 PM [65]

"I'm a bit behind when it comes to recent developments. Haven't really been following Forth since the last millennium. :-)" -GordonC

Laying in bed this morning I remembered an article I read in the late 70's about a Forth variant named IPS.  It ran on a RCA COSMAC 1802 aboard an
amateur satellite.  It made a huge impression on me at the time.

http://www.amsat.org/amsat/projects/ips/

http://www.amsat-bda.org/IPS%20-%20The%20Book.pdf

GordonC 6/20/2012 9:31:16 AM [66]

Ha! RCA, "space control" and ham radio. So thereminy!

And, just like the theremin, good Forths takes some finding - they're protected by a thick wall of idiosyncratic home-brews to scare off the half-hearted. 

Oh, my. I'm going to have to stop thinking about Forth. An earlier, more obsessive version of me is stirring and it's going to end up with my buying a pro
quality Forth for my Mac. (Coincidentally, the two good ones - by Forth Inc. in the US and MPE Ltd. in the UK - are both the same price as an etherwave
standard - about $400.) 

OK, one last link. Here's an online book by someone I truly respect that brings a lot of what I've been saying right up to date. 

http://www.mpeforth.com/arena/ProgramForth.pdf

(Scoot down to page 191 - Chapter 21 Adopting and Managing Forth for a non-tech discussion of when Forth is the right choice and why.)

FredM 6/20/2012 1:23:57 PM [67]

"An earlier, more obsessive version of me is stirring .." - GordonC

LOL! - Not sure about "more obsessive" - but otherwise I fully identify with your feeling!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Firmware
http://www.greenarraychips.com/
http://www.intellasys.net/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=60&Itemid=75
http://www.drdobbs.com/parallel/210603608
http://www.amsat.org/amsat/projects/ips/
http://www.amsat-bda.org/IPS%20-%20The%20Book.pdf
http://www.mpeforth.com/arena/ProgramForth.pdf


The 1802 - Now that brings back some memories! One of the first "real" computer boards I owned was the COSMAC.

Its ability to clock right down to DC made it great for weird audio gadgets where one fed AF (or PLL multiplied AF) in as the clock...  LOL! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 6/27/2012 10:18:22 PM [68]

Just coming up for air.  Been down in the processor mines for so long I think I'm getting Potter's rot.

I'm really digging the 4 stack, 2 operand, 16 bit op-code, 16/32 bit data approach.  It's quite freeing compared to my past 2 stack, 0 operand, 5 bit op-
code, 16 bit data attempts.  With no pipelining (1 MIPs / 1 MHz) I'm getting ~50 MHz / ~50% utilization in the target old & tiny & slow Xilinx Spartan 3
(XC3S2004FT256).  But FF utilization is 1%, which seems kind of wasteful.  Traditional pipelining has all kinds of hazzards and craziness associated
with it, making verification really difficult, perhaps more difficult than designing the damn thing in the first place.

Multi-threaded is a possibility, with as many threads as there are pipeline stages - sort of a numerical Gatling gun.  If the stack pointers are constrained
then a thread getting nailed by a stack fault wouldn't necessarily take down the others (though a rogue thread could still cause damage by overwriting
data or program space).  All latencies are well hidden, and though this makes individual threads run slower the amalgam will most likely run faster and
therefore theoretically process more data per MHz.

Moms, don't let your children grow up to be processor designers.

dewster 7/10/2012 11:20:09 PM [69]

Today I did my first build of the 4 threaded, 4 stage pipelined processor (the Gatling gun mentioned above) and I'm getting about double the clock
frequency (~80 - 90 MHz) and the same utilization (~50% of the fabric logic) with much more balanced FF utilization (~50% of the FF's associated with
the logic).  So I'm getting almost double the throughput in the same footprint, which is pretty neat.  Each of the four threads has its own interrupt and set
of four stacks (32 bits wide, 64 deep) but shares the same program and data memory with the other threads - at reset / clear they start out at different
addresses.  So if a thread stack faults (empty pop / full push) but hasn't mucked with memory it shouldn't take out the other threads, and can be
independently cleared.  Pretty much like having four separate 20 mips processors that share a common memory.  This is actually kind of neat, because I'll
be able to assign the threads to different tasks, and they can communicate via memory locations if need be.

So I'm verifying now which should take a while for such a complex structure.  But I'm a bit stymied by how a two operand instruction set for a four stack
machine would be most intuitively implemented.  The ALU does most of it's heavy lifting on one main input (single operand operations, tests against
zero, single shifts, etc.) and uses the other input only for two operand operations (add, sub, mult, and, or, xor, barrel shift distance, etc.).  I'm currently
swapping ALU inputs based on opcode function, so that only the stack pointed to by the primary operand gets the result (push data)  but I'm not
convinced this is the most direct and easily grasped architecture.  The last thing I want is something that's awkward to program at the lowest level, or to
have a eureka moment several months into writing programs for it.

FredM 7/11/2012 5:24:20 AM [70]

Hey Dewster -

This sounds like a mammoth undertaking! - Whatever - getting nearly double the throughput (about the only thing you said which I fully understand -
LOL) certainly sounds worth doing!

" But I'm a bit stymied by how a two operand instruction set for a four stack machine would be most intuitively implemented." - Sorry, cant help you
here! ;-) ... Are you writing your own interpreter or compiler? (I assume this is all being done in Forth or something like that)

Also - the "most intuitively implemented" - Are you looking at this from a perspective of others using it, or do you need to sort this out so that you can
use it?

 >> Ps - Am I understanding correctly that you have actually implemented a "CPU" (as in, ALU, registers etc) using the CPLD - as in, you have
effectively designed your own processor? If so, thats really impressive!

As for me - well, I just got a PSoC 5 development kit (I am a Cypress PSoC consultant - so get kit occassionally which I must play with in order to retain
my "CYPros" status) - I hadnt really explored the new PSoC's until now (been using the old PSoC 1's - saw the 3's and 5's as a bit expensive) but I am
really impressed with the PSoC 5 - now that they've (almost) sorted out their development environment.

For me, its the analogue functions (op-amps, filters, 4Q multipliers,switched capacitor stuff etc) which are neatest - can configure a full analogue
subsystem with a few Rs and Cs connected to the pins - everything required to implement a quite complex (multiple waveshapes, register switching
etc) analogue theremin is there.

Then there is a complete digital CPLD and an ARM processor.. One configures the device using schematic and/or Verilog entry, and can create re-usable
"components" (digital, analogue, mixed subsystems complete with APIs etc) which one can then just wire together to build your system-on-chip.

Best of all (for me) is that with this small board, my laptop, and my small 'scope, I can actually develop without needing access to my lab or a soldering
iron! - I cannot do the 'front-end' stuff, but can easily configure a couple of pins to produce dummy VFO and Ref signals, so I can play with everything
else.

I think this will keep me busy for a few weeks ;-)

Fred.

dewster 7/11/2012 12:29:03 PM [71]

"Are you writing your own interpreter or compiler? (I assume this is all being done in Forth or something like that)



Also - the "most intuitively implemented" - Are you looking at this from a perspective of others using it, or do you need to sort this out so that you can use
it?" - FredM

Verilog lets you specify the contents of arrays such as block RAMs.  It also allows you to declare parameters and have them represent values, so the
opcode name can be the actual value.  I'm hoping to keep it simple enough so that i can program it in verilog this way (I've done this before with previous
processor designs, though not extensively).

I need to sort this out so that doing the above isn't overly difficult.

The opcode is 16 bits:  2 bits specify which 1 of 4 stacks is the "primary" P operand for the operation; 2 bits specify the "secondary" S operand; one bit
each for the primary and secondary operand stack pop, and the remaining 10 bits specify the operation. 

By default, writes (the result of an operation) cause an automatic push, but reads (the input(s) to that operation) don't cause an automatic pop.  If you
want to consume inputs P and/or S during the operation you set their associated pop bits.

For a 2 operand operation, say subtraction, it currently works like this:

P <= P-S

So that P is the only thing ever written to. 

For single operand operations, I have the following choices:

P <= P

P <= S

S <= P

S <= S

The first is conceptually (IMO) most consistent with the two operand operation, ALU input and output decode is the simplest, but it doesn't allow for a
move during the operation.  The second is still fairly consistent, and allows for a move, but ALU input decoding is more complex.  The third allows for a
move, but is inconsistent in the sense that we are writing to S, and ALU output decode is more complex.  The fourth is nonsense.

If I go with 1 above I lose the optional move, which seems rash.  If I go with 3 I could make the two operand case S <= P-S, but this is inconsistent with
reads, writes, jumps, etc. where P is the data being written/read/tested and S is the address.  If I stick with 2 I feel dirty ;-)

This is the problem with DIY processors: a general lack of silver bullets, and a dearth of inherent beauty / symmetry - which one usually uses in order to
gauge when to quit tinkering and move on already.  IMO, most designers stop too early (or punt) and you end up hanging bags on the side (caches,
coprocessors, etc.) that only compound the complexity.

With his "Everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler" adage, it's too bad Einstein wasn't a processor designer.

FredM 7/11/2012 8:25:16 PM [72]

"With his "Everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler" adage, it's too bad Einstein wasn't a processor designer" - Dewster

Not too sure about that.. Einstein's refrigerator design was elegant, but not particularly simple - and is almost impossible to get working well... Which is a
shame - because it never had CFC's, and if it had been adopted CFC may never have been used in aerosols .. etc.. (hell - I really have a problem staying
on-topic, dont I ;-)

Anyway, LOL, what I was getting round to was that I dont think Einstein would have been a good processor designer..

ROFLMAO ;-)

dewster 7/11/2012 9:40:28 PM [73]

Wow, that the first I'd heard that Einstein did any refrigeration design.  From the article at Wikipedia:

"It has been suggested that most of the actual inventing was performed by [Leo] Szilárd, with Einstein merely acting as a consultant and helping with the
patent-related paperwork."

dewster 7/11/2012 9:41:47 PM [74]

If anyone is interested I stuck a small spreadsheet at the digital Theremin share point called "s44_opcodes.xls".  It's just an enumeration of the various
opcodes in my processor.

Let's have a naming contest!  I'm obviously calling this processor "S44" during development (the previous design was "S3" for "Simple, Stateless,
Stack" processor; the "44" here is for 4 stacks and 4 threads) but something snappier would be nice.  Since it uses registers with stacks underneath it
represents something of a "middle way" - so I was thinking of naming it "Zen", but perhaps too many other things have already used that moniker. 

Suggestions anyone?

dewster 7/11/2012 10:13:38 PM [75]

"Am I understanding correctly that you have actually implemented a "CPU" (as in, ALU, registers etc) using the CPLD - as in, you have effectively
designed your own processor?"  - FredM



Yes, I just put the (very preliminary and not well tested) verilog code up at the share point in an archive named "s44_2012-07-11.rar" if anyone is
interested.  It compiles fine in the Quartus and ISE tools.

The digital Theremin share point:

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3

FredM 7/11/2012 10:39:24 PM [76]

"Am I understanding correctly that you have actually implemented a "CPU" (as in, ALU, registers etc) using the CPLD - as in, you have effectively
designed your own processor?"  - FredM

"Yes", - Dewster

Hmmm - Ok, that is impressive! ..... Feels even more impressive to me perhaps because I have just spent most of the last 2 days trying to get my head
arround the Digital Filter Block in the PSoC - this is a mini processor contained in PSoC 3 and 5 parts (not the main processor, but entirely seperate one),
a sort of DSP block with its own assembler, ALU, registers etc..

Have been trying to implement a pair of BP filters for vocal formants, but got out of my (and the experts at Cypress) depth because I want to manipulate
the coefficients in real time - the "component" container does not cover this type of application, so I need to get inside the DFB and deal with it for what
it is - a partially re-configurable processor.

I am not designing a processor - just trying to use one.. And I am well out of my depth, rapidly retreating back to analogue which I know and trust!

LOL.. Not that I dont trust digital - I realise its just that, when I get to this kind of digital, I dont trust myself (with good reason) !

Fred

FredM 7/11/2012 10:40:05 PM [77]

Why not call it "Lev" ? ;-)

dewster 7/11/2012 11:14:41 PM [78]

When I was still gainfully employed I was allowed to see one of the coolest multi-threaded processors implemented quite nicely by a "skunk works"
group.  Pretty simple really. It mostly boils down to keeping the ALU busy.

[Warning: tough guy talk ahead] Modern processors are so overblown with all their fancy caches, TLBs, super scalar this and that, out of order execution
blah blah - implemented in a billion leaky transistors!  It's mostly crap hidden behind a huge obfuscating wall of arcane compiler software.  If it weren't
for life support in the form of Moore's Law most of them would be dead and buried (IMO).

 

"Why not call it "Lev" ? ;-)" - FredM

Hmm.  I didn't think about Theremin tie-ins.  Though that's maybe where it will experience it's debutante ball.

So, what would LEV stand for, acronym wise?  (The ARM in the PSoc is/was "Acorn RISC Machine" - a total surprise to me that ARM came from the
old Acorn).

FredM 7/11/2012 11:31:51 PM [79]

"Hmm.  I didn't think about Theremin tie-ins.."

LOL! - To be honest, neither did I  !  - thats why I made this slightly naughty suggestion.. ;-)

When in Theremin World, its probably good to keep things sweet by mentioning theremin occasionally! ;-)

Fred.

L
dewster 7/12/2012 4:10:27 PM [80]

L - LIFO

E - Execution

V - Vector (or verilog?)

dewster 7/12/2012 4:33:05 PM [81]

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3


"... I have just spent most of the last 2 days trying to get my head arround the Digital Filter Block in the PSoC - this is a mini processor contained in
PSoC 3 and 5 parts (not the main processor, but entirely seperate one), a sort of DSP block with its own assembler, ALU, registers etc.."  - FredM

A DSP coprocessor block makes a lot of sense.  You really want two separate small memories feeding an ALU and have the result stored in yet a third
small memory, with a calculation on each clock.  Speed it up by pipelining the crap out of it, because branches perhaps won't even be implemented.  With
the I/O bottleneck, regular processor architectures generally can't keep a DSP ALU happy.

"Have been trying to implement a pair of BP filters for vocal formants, but got out of my (and the experts at Cypress) depth because I want to manipulate
the coefficients in real time - the "component" container does not cover this type of application, so I need to get inside the DFB and deal with it for what
it is - a partially re-configurable processor."

I find it easier to build my own stuff in an FPGA than to figure out how to solve my problems using complex constructs designed by others.

"...And I am well out of my depth, rapidly retreating back to analogue which I know and trust!"

Luckily I took several controls classes in college, include a couple of digital ones, so this stuff doesn't feel too alien to me.  You can do a heck of a lot by:

1. Take the diagram of your topology and substitute z^-1 for all single clock delays (registers).

2. Look at each node in the topology and make a simple equation that represents the signal at that point.

3. Combine these simple equations and use a bit of algebra to solve for output/input.  This gives you the difference equations you can use to implement
the topology in digital logic.

4. Substitute z = e^(jw), where w = 2*pi*F, and F = Fresponse/Fsample and graph the response in Excel.

Spreadsheets are really the key to understanding this stuff, something they didn't teach me in college (they were too busy showing us the math / closed
form solutions to everything).  Small C programs that kick out wav files are helpful too. 

ILYA 7/12/2012 5:21:46 PM [82]

FredM>> trying to get my head arround the Digital Filter Block

Fred, why do you need a digital filter, while PSoC has analog (pseudo) blocks  for filtering such as BPF?

 

 

FredM 7/13/2012 12:21:34 AM [83]

"Fred, why do you need a digital filter, while PSoC has analog (pseudo) blocks  for filtering such as BPF?"- Ilya

Couple of reasons..

1.) I want to use the analogue blocks (particularly the SC blocks) for other analogue functions - even with the biggest PSoCs analogue resources are
limited.. The DFB is a spare resource on the PSoC - Its there, does not consume anything which could be used for some other purpose, I am not using the
DMA for anything, so can assign this exclusively for use by the DFB (although this is not essential - the DMA is powerful enough to handle multiple
operations without hassle - I may use it for other operations as well), and the DFB has 2 "channels" each capable of implementing complex filters, so it
seemed ideal for my application.

2.) My volume antenna is, in fact, an antenna "array", which detects hand position and provides X,Y and Z 'vectors' - (Z is the vertical, or 'volume'
component) - I want to use X and Y to select the formant - effectively use X to tune the first formant, Y to select the 2nd formant.. Then hopefully
compute other formants from X and Y and program filters (bandpass) using this data.

The idea is that the player can move their hand in the 'volume' field and actually get the theremin to sing recognisable vowels - I have an analogue
prototype of this, but the formants are not particularly strong.. Having heard the EH "Talking Machine" I can now hear what is possible using DSP, and
just want to explore this a bit (as I have time on my hands).

But - It looks like real-time manipulation of the coefficients is a lot heavier than I had imagined.. The EH-TM has selectable vowels, but does not vary
these in real time - I could do this now (simply load up a different set of coefficients when the user selects a different vowel) - but 'morphing' between
vowels in real-time (without any audio glitching) may be beyond reach at this time (certainly seems beyond my reach!) - so I think I need to be looking at
more elaborate analogue filters... Unless I really master DSP and  used the DFB assembler to write my own filter code and configure a new DFB "BPF
component" with simpler controll over frequency.

I had thought about splitting off the functions into two seperate PSoCs - but there actually is little point.. The analogue filter implementations in the PSoC
are actually inferior to what one can achieve with off-chip circuitry. There are some analogue functions where the PSoC can do things which would
require quite complex off-chip circuitry to implement, but analogue filters are not one of these..

So, if I dont use the DFB, there is no point in adding another PSoC to implement the filters in its analogue blocks.

 ps .. The analogue blocks in the PSoC are not "pseudo" - they are real analogue hardware, and run without any digital processing - one only needs 'digital
interference' with them during configuration (the blocks are like components which are not connected together - configuration connects or 'wires' the
circuit - putting resistors and capacitors etc into the circuit, setting component parameters, routing the interconects to other blocks / pins etc) once
configured, the block runs without needing 'help' unless one wants to change something (configuration) in real time.

The S/C blocks are "mixed signal" (although implemented as analogue UM's) - they rely on switching capacitors at high frequency to achieve variable
time constants (or other functions such as S+H or heterodyning), so, in as sense they could be regarded as "pseudo analogue" - The filters are
implemented using S/C blocks, and for control over parameters such as cut-off frequency in real time, one needs to control the switched capacitor
operation (change the switching frequency or ratio using a 'digital' signal derived from a digital block component such as a PWM ) - IMO, these filters
are not well suited to variable operation, and I dont like how they sound when their frequency is varied.. one is limited to the resolution and concequential



quantising of the mechanism employed to switch the capacitors in the block - a 10 bit PWM is the largest one can 'fit' if keeping latency tollerable, and
even if one adds jitter the quality is not acceptable to me.

I should just say that the above comments relate to the S/C block in PSoC 1, I have not yet played with this block on the new (PSoC 3+5) parts, but I
believe the S/C is the same (or close) and do not think I will change my opinion - Switched capacitor filters never sound good to me, no matter how they
are implemented - even the best S/C filter IC's sound, IMO, crap.. I think this may be why one doesnt see them in any respectable musical instrument.

Fred.

BTW, I am an "official" Cypress PSoC consultant (Cypros).. But I have no particular "loyalty" to Cypress and earned my accreditation on PSoC 1 - I am
new to 3+5. I had a big disagreement with Cypress when they tried to move PSoC 1 design over to their "Express" software (which was completely
unusable) - eventually they abandoned "Express" for PSoC 1, and re-introduced "Designer" - But by this time they had lost many customers and Cypros
(including me). The new "Creator" software is a completely different animal , and is damn good (as is PSoC Designer for the PSoC 1) - So I am now
willing to spend time updating my knowledge to retain my Cypros accreditation.

The original "Express" was intended to provide a completely graphical "code free" programming environment - one patched pre-designed "components"
together, and the software "wrote" the entire system - One was supposed to edit or modify the generated code to tailor the system for what one wanted..
Alas, thats not how I (or most serious designers) work - The code produced was slow, wastefull, incomprehensible, and somtimes just assenine -
Modyfying this crap took far longer than writing ones own code - but the way the system was thrown together made doing this nearly impossible. PSoC
designer was a great piece of software which allowed one to develop PSoCs without trouble - but upgrading this software was abandoned. They realized
their error eventually, and dumped the original "Express" concept.

ILYA 7/13/2012 5:59:31 AM [84]

FredM>> so, in as sense they could be regarded as "pseudo analogue 

The SCB is sampling input signal so I mean this fact. At least two of formant filters are possible on analog array of PSoC and I played it a few yers ago.

 Back to your XYZ control -- I afraid it will be so difficult (read "impossible") for musician on coordinating that the fate of such control will be a fate of
terpsitone.

 oops, your reply was extended...

 

 

FredM 7/13/2012 8:37:27 AM [85]

"Back to your XYZ control -- I afraid it will be so difficult (read "impossible") for musician on coordinating that the fate of such control will be a fate of
terpsitone." - Ilya

thanks for your opinion.

I did make the mistake on my "Epsilon" of combining pitch (X axis) Volume (Z axis) and filter / effects on the Y axis.. Combining Pitch with any other
control for one hand is unplayable - I found this out the hard way.

However, IMO (and from limited expierience with my prototypes) I believe it possible to play formants with the volume hand while playing pitch with
the other..

Formants are an extremely natural function - its not like one needs to look at some chart, you simply move your hand forward,backwardsand side-
side and the formant changes. Many years ago I played with a joystick controlled analogue formant filter where the pitch was controlled by a rotary
controller - This design was not mine - it was designed as a 'toy' for children with "disorders" such as cerebal palsy and lesser problems like autism -
some of these children were able to perform simple communication with this device wheras their verbal communication was unintelligable.

I may be wrong - but I believe that after a few hours of playing formants in a 'space field' the brain might naturally integrate this (as in, program the
vowel positions) and theremin singing will not be much more difficult than using the volume antenna to control volume.

"The SCB is sampling input signal so I mean this fact. At least two of formant filters are possible on analog array of PSoC and I played it a few yers
ago."

Yes - two BPF's are available using PSoC SCB's... BUT THEY SOUND CRAP! (IMNSHO)

What the hell is the point in me giving long answers when people ask questions, if they dont bloody read what I write !?

Fred.

dewster 7/13/2012 2:42:53 PM [86]

I've taken a quick look at the PSoC data sheet (CY8C54): the AD / DA converter resolutions are kind of low, the processor seems overly complex, there
are too few programmable logic blocks and they're very old school (PLA? - I want LUTs & FFs), and switched capacitor stuff doesn't really interest me.

Their MachXO is a thing of beauty and I've used it in place of a complex CPLD on several boards.  I wish they would have put some multipliers in the
XO2, but they put in a bunch of hardened peripherals instead.

Their tool sets could use some work though - I particularly didn't like the license expiring every year or so.

dewster 7/13/2012 3:27:54 PM [87]



Fred, what do you think of the inverse nature of the volume control (hand closer to the antenna = quieter volume) and the control of formants? 

When introducing another axis or two of control to the left hand, it seems like a closer = louder implementation would work better.

FredM 7/13/2012 7:05:53 PM [88]

"When introducing another axis or two of control to the left hand, it seems like a closer = louder implementation would work better." - Dewster

Gave me a lot of headaches, this question! - With Epsilon, I made closer = louder.. But this was mainly because I was controlling pitch and volume, and
because the sensing distance on Epsilon was only about 20cm.

With my EJS (Ether Joy Stick) I have tried both, and come down on the side of the conventional further = louder. The reason for this is that the sensing
field is conical, as one gets closer, ones X-Y movement field reduces, and accuracy concequentially reduces - one really wants this to occur as the volume
gets lower rather than when it gets louder!

Also, as one gets really close, there are some problems resolving the axis - The operation of the EJS is based on 4 antenna pads, one pair for the X axis
and one for the Y.. Each pair is summed to derive total capacitance, then the difference is computed (all analogue - there is a small analogue computer
performing squaring and other functions) , and the result scaled (based on the sum) - This way the axis retain their vectors regardless of "volume"
distance. When close to the antenna "array" the sum / difference function becomes error prone, because capacitance distribution tends be 'clumped' on
one antenna in a pair, unless ones hand is close to the centre of the "array".

I could probably have sorted out this 'clumping' quite easily by having a more complex array (as in, shaping the pads and getting them to 'lap' into each
other) - but I was in a panic to complete the unit for HO-2011, and my 4 triangular antenna (well, actually, a small circular pizza base with aluminium foil
stuck on it, sliced into 4 pieces) worked adequately.

Fred.

ps.. One little thing I discovered, which again convinced me of Lev's genius, was that I got interaction between the EJS (which was set in the top of the
theremin, 60cm from the pitch antenna - yeah, it was a long theremin!) and the pitch.. At first I looked for electronic coupling, then noticed that when I
was only using the EJS for volume, I never had the problem...

The reason is simple and obvious - 'X' movements are reletive to the pitch antenna, Z movements are on the same plane as the pitch antenna - so X alters
the capacitance seen by the pitch antenna, but Z (Volume) doesnt!

Lev's design overcame this potential problem brilliantly .. I think that the same problem will occur when one has two horizontal antenna (as some
theremins have).

I had planned to make the EJS a seperate unit (and will if I ever get back to it) - but thought I could save time by building a composite unit, as I need the
reference oscillator (from the pitch circuits) to drive the EJS (this eliminates any possibility of ghost tones) and running this HF signal to a seperate EJS
was, I deemed, too much hassle as I was in a panic ... About the time I realised my mistake was when I keeled over, LOL.

dewster 7/14/2012 12:19:52 PM [89]

Fred, thank you so much for such an in-depth response!

Great insight into the conical shape of the field and where the most control is the most useful.  Shading, or lapping, the volume antenna elements seems
very desirable then. 

I wasn't planning on X-Y-Z response, only Y-Z for the reason you describe: unwanted interaction with the pitch antenna.

The processor is coming along, no major bugs in simulation yet, still tweaking the opcodes.

 

FredM 7/15/2012 12:05:25 AM [90]

Errr ...

Vanished into the ether!  -- Problem in hyperspace - too much of it!

Now this is real weird! I can edit the last posting, but I cannot see it unless I edit it!

Going to try pasting it here.. If it pastes, I will delete the last (blank?) posting.

 taken a quick look at the PSoC data sheet (CY8C54): the AD / DA converter resolutions are kind of low,

One can get 20 bit A/D on the more expensive parts. D/A's are low - but there is a block which can output to external serial D/A under DMA control..
The on-chip D/A's are only really useful for other functions (not audio).

the processor seems overly complex,

Its a standard ARM processor on PSoC 5, and standard 8051 core on PSoC 3

 there are too few programmable logic blocks and they're very old school (PLA? - I want LUTs & FFs)

There are LUTs and FFs - The "blocks" concept is a hangover from PSoC 1 days - The fitter creates the "blocks" in the CPLD but one can create your
own stuff using schematic or verilog entry, package them (if you wish) as "components" and the fitter will pack far more into the device than one is led to
believe.



and switched capacitor stuff doesn't really interest me.

Its only of interest to analogue nerds like me! LOL - The S/C is extremely difficult to configure for anything except the standard pre-packaged '
components' - it was my speciality on PSoC 1, and I actually developed a simulation model for it.. I worked with Cypress and a company producing co-
simulation software (simulating processor and peripheral components - bith digital and analogue) for several months, before some idiot director there
stopped real development projects and went for his "Express" concept.

Their MachXO is a thing of beauty

MachXO is a thing of beauty - but its Lattice not Cypress! I used their Mach 4 parts extensively.

Their tool sets could use some work though - I particularly didn't like the license expiring every year or so.

Agreed - But, again, this is Lattice not Cypress. Cypress did other nasty sneaky things with their development software - I had a perfectly working PSoC
Designer which I depended on (and was working on projects for clients) and the upgrade removed my working "Designer" and installed the unworkable
"Express" toolkit.

PSoC is not everyones 'cup of tea' - The low cost PSoC 1's are, IMO, fantastic parts - cheap enough that you can splatter them all over any mixed signal
board almost as if they were logic (they are cheaper than a 22V10 GAL).. The new PSoC's are on the expensive side IMO. Stupid thing is that their
cheapest PSoC 3 DK costs the same price as buying the processor on this DK - and the board is packed with other expensive chips and bits (like an
accelerometer!)

Fred 

dewster 7/15/2012 12:50:44 PM [91]

"...this is Lattice not Cypress"  - FredM

Brain fart - I'm such an idiot sometimes!

"There are LUTs and FFs..."

I'm looking at the CY8C55 datasheet and all I see is old product term stuff (big AND gate array followed by smaller OR gate array) in the PLD block -
am I missing something?  FPGAs (and the MachXO) have look-up tables followed by flip flops.

It's very interesting that you worked so closely with Cypress.

And I stand by my assertion that the ARM is overly complex ;-) (particularly for this application).

FredM 7/15/2012 3:26:31 PM [92]

 

First, I need to make this "disclaimer" LOL! ;-) I am only starting to get into the new PSoCs, so dont really know what I am talking about on them! -
Also, my work with CPLDs has been quite elementary, so I am not placed to compare the archetecture of the PSoC UDB against other CPLD / FPGA -

"I'm looking at the CY8C55 datasheet and all I see is old product term stuff (big AND gate array followed by smaller OR gate array) in the PLD block -
am I missing something? " - Dewster

No, I dont think "you" are  missing anything - IMO, Cypress is missing "something"! - Once again - They seem to think that complexity frightens people,
so seem to simplify things and in the process serious designers look at their products and walk away.

You are right when you say the PLD structure is the tired old AND OR product term stuff - But each UDB is much more than just PLD - Each contains
2*PLD's; Datapath components  (ALU,4*Registers,2*FIFO etc) ; and other routing / chaining logic - but you can only directly access these if you go in
at schematic or verilog level.

As far as I can see, IMO, Cypress has screwed up a bit in the way it is presenting its new archetecture - They are providing "Pre-assembled components"
for designers to "wire" together.. These "Pre-assembled components" are great, and makes moving designs from PSoC 1 over to the new PSoC's easy -
The trouble is (IMO) that the new PSoC's are a massive evolutionary step from PSOC 1, and thinking about them with the same paradigms used for
PSoC 1 makes it likely that many designers will miss out -

The real power of the new PSoCs is that one does not need to use these "components" - one can insert logic and LUTs and FF's, have these connecting to
I/O or to the datapath - and you can "package" your "constructions" into reusable "components" in a hierarchical manner.

As I say, I am not sure how it compares to a dedicated FPGA/CPLD like you are using, and I suspect it is greatly inferior for the kind of app you are
working on - but most peeps do not intend to design a processor when they select something like a PSoC, I guess!

Fred.

Ps - the PSoC 3/5 Archetecture TRM gives a bit more data on the UDB's. Page 36 in particular may be of interest - it shows the ALU stuff.. There are 24
of these on a PSoC - not sure if a processor designer could use them.....

dewster 7/15/2012 5:30:41 PM [93]

For those interested, here is a short comparison of product term vs. LUT:

http://www.eetimes.com/electronics-products/fpga-pld-products/4070044/Product-Term-or-Look-up-Table--Decisions-Decisions

http://www.cypress.com/?rID=35180
http://www.eetimes.com/electronics-products/fpga-pld-products/4070044/Product-Term-or-Look-up-Table--Decisions-Decisions


For smaller designs the PLD product term approach is OK, but it's almost trivially easy to cross over (even unintentionally) into territory where it makes
more sense (cost, performance, etc.) to implement the design in a LUT based architecture.  Adding other highly specialized blocks to this is nice, but
again I'd rather design my own and tailor them exactly to my application.  I believe the main cost drivers in PLD technology are the large EEPROM
based switches.

Modern FPGAs (even at the low-cost "value" end) have DSP blocks (often attached to block RAM) that can do all sorts of stuff, and can perform a
different operation on each clock (i.e. pipelined).

Even several years ago it seemed to me that industry was moving away from product term.  I stopped using CPLDs the minute MachXO came along, the
ability to reconfigure a product out in the field via software was too strong (this significantly reduced the "do or die" verification pressure on me as well).

dewster 7/15/2012 8:55:38 PM [94]

Today ("s44_2012-07-15.rar" at the DT repository) I rashly gave in to simplicity.  With the exception of copy, ALL single operand instructions ONLY
operate on P.  This makes the switching before the ALU exceedingly simple, but more importantly makes the CPU easier to handle conceptually.  But it
precludes a free move, so call me crazy (because I probably am).

  "I came so far for beauty, I left so much behind..."

dewster 7/22/2012 6:51:47 PM [95]

Today ("s44_2012-07-22.rar" at the DT repository) I glued a register set, UART, two timers, and 7 segment hexidecimal display to the S44 core.  It's
taking ~70% of the target FPGA, still compiling comfortably with 80MHz clock (4 threads running at 20MHz each).

I included some new opcodes that use 5 bits of immediate data:

- variable size sign extension

- variable size zero extension

- power of 2 (shifted 1 in field of zeros)

- barrel shift left & right (signed & unsigned)

- add & subtract

The barrel shifter and add/subtract can also be used with two operands rather than a single operand and immediate data.

To make room for these I got rid of several conditional immediate relative jumps.

I'm getting super exhausted of coding this thing, time to instantiate it inside the FPGA with the Theremin DPLL and segue as much of the firmware into
software as possible.

dewster 9/2/2012 2:07:05 AM [96]

Still hacking away on my processor, hoping to finish it in this millennium.  An almost entirely thankless task - and a procrastinator's dream come true! 

SO - what are you doing? 

Me (gazing at the ceiling) - working on my processor...

I exaggerate a bit, but it's almost that bad (or good, depending on how you look at it).  I'm coming to the conclusion that I'm one of those people that is
difficult to live with.

dewster 10/26/2012 6:40:26 PM [97]

There's a new verilog zip file in the digital Theremin repository:

http://www.mediafire.com/download.php?c6heyx0mm60b1il

I've set the processor aside for a while, it was just getting in the way of further testing and polishing of the AFE and DPLL.  After some further
simulation I decided to dramatically increase the AFE tank and linearizing inductors, which dropped the operating point to around 66kHz (no one can
complain about EMI/RFI there!).  There's quite a bit less dynamic current flowing in the inductors (<1mA) and I'm getting better (larger and less bobbly)
pitch numbers from the DPLL.

Strangely, the old "linearizing inductor built into the antenna" trick seems to be failing now, as it makes for a much less stable configuration (it also picks
up more external interference from my fluorescent desk lamp, and the headphone wire influences pitch a lot more) than simply placing the inductors on
the breadboard with the rest of the AFE.  Not sure why this is, but I guess it simplifies the antenna construction.

I also put a second order delta sigma D/A in there, and it's working much better than I could have expected in terms of SNR and idle tones.  I'm feeding it
the NCO ramp through a triangle converter.  Surprisingly, clipping the triangle tops and bottoms doesn't add much in the way of audible harmonics.

Next up: linearization.

Theremin design is like climbing Everest!  Where every stray femto Farad and every tiny bit of environmental noise is doing its level best to send you to
the loony bin.

http://www.metrolyrics.com/i-came-so-far-for-beauty-lyrics-leonard-cohen.html
http://www.mediafire.com/download.php?c6heyx0mm60b1il


Revision History: 

2012-10-25: 
- AFE inductor/cap resize: 1mH=>100mH, 22pF=>10pF, 4mH=>200mH @ pitch antenna. 
- Drive resistor is now 2.2k (was 100, the new coils provide HV with lower I). 
- Seeing increased precision due to less averaging and ~10x smaller phase dither. 
- Seeing some interaction between hex display and low pitches. 
- Now using button[1] & button[2] to adjust PLL center frequency. 
- Added LPF to PLL PEI output - this is a huge improvement! 
- Added 2nd order modulator attached to nco ramp. 
- Added ramp2triangle.v component to give triangle and clipped output waveforms. 
- Cleaned up & simplified PLL parameter calculations, some renaming also. 
- Enabling PEP now doesn't seem to cause sticky points, but I'm leaving it off. 
- With 200mH inside antenna:  
  - Lots of interaction via headphone cable. 
  - Fluorescent lamp interference. 
  - 78 kHz null freq. 
- With 200mH on breadboard:  
  - Quite a bit more stable. 
  - Less interference with fluorescent lamp. 
  - 66 kHz null freq.

FredM 10/26/2012 8:02:06 PM [98]

"Strangely, the old "linearizing inductor built into the antenna" trick seems to be failing now, as it makes for a much less stable configuration (it also
picks up more external interference from my fluorescent desk lamp, and the headphone wire influences pitch a lot more) than simply placing the
inductors on the breadboard with the rest of the AFE.  Not sure why this is, but I guess it simplifies the antenna construction."- Dewster

Real interesting results - the lower frequency is more similar to conventional short-range capacitive sensors I have seen, and the mode-0 operation is also
similar, but they dont have a liearizing inductance.. And these often are AFE's with following digital circuitry.

As for the antenna inductance - that is a really large inductance! - Perhaps with such a large inductance magnetic coupling to the inductor becomes
significant, and the orientation of this inductance WRT the fields is whats making the difference (?) .. At least the inductors SRF and capacitance wont
cause a problem, even if you used a small mains transformer as the inductor! ;-)

Be real interesting to see what range and linearity you can get.

Fred.

 

dewster 10/26/2012 9:39:15 PM [99]

"As for the antenna inductance - that is a really large inductance! - Perhaps with such a large inductance magnetic coupling to the inductor becomes
significant, and the orientation of this inductance WRT the fields is whats making the difference (?) .. At least the inductors SRF and capacitance wont
cause a problem, even if you used a small mains transformer as the inductor! ;-)"  - FredM

The inductors are Bournes 8250-104K-RC: SRF=320kHz;  Imax=22mA; Isat=3mA.  Electrically shielded on a ferrite core.  I don't think they are
interacting with each other on the breadboard, but perhaps they are interacting with the environment outside this? 

Would wiring the two in series inside the antenna 180 degrees with each other (i.e. one pointing north, the other south) help?  They're currently wired so
that the external markings are pointing in the same direction. 

They're $1.50 a pop in small quantities which seems reasonable, 12mm length, 4mm OD fits easily inside 3/8 PEX plumbing.

"Be real interesting to see what range and linearity you can get."

I'm using the "linearizing" inductor more for increased sensitivity and reduced interference, not so much for linearizing, though I am still seeing a fairly
linear ~1 octave per fist open/close over many octaves if the null point is set to several feet out (as I demonstrated in the video some months back). 
Interesting how these drastic component value and operating frequency changes yield essentially the same behavior.

I'm wondering if the "inductor inside the antenna" instability is due to the tank being more directly exposed to the environment, rather than seeing the
world through an on-board inductance?  It's all this touchy, vague stuff that I was hoping to largely avoid by going minimally analog / maximally digital.

FredM 10/26/2012 11:10:08 PM [100]

"Would wiring the two in series inside the antenna 180 degrees with each other (i.e. one pointing north, the other south) help?  They're currently wired so
that the external markings are pointing in the same direction. " - Dewster

I think it most likely that magnetic fields generated from external stuff is a problem causer - particularly at the low frequency you are running at -
harmonics probably bang on the resonant frequency ( fluorescent lamps with their radiating ballasts are a major pain) and having the inductors wired anti-
phase should give some reduction due to phase cancellation.

"I'm wondering if the "inductor inside the antenna" instability is due to the tank being more directly exposed to the environment, rather than seeing the
world through an on-board inductance?"

The EQ inductance being close to the tank will only reduce any s*it which appears on the coupling wire between the tank and the EQ.. Usually the
connection point to the oscillator is far lower sensitivity than the antenna, and the optimum point at which to run a wire to the antenna inductor which



"multiplies" the sensitivity on its other side (the antenna).

" It's all this touchy, vague stuff that I was hoping to largely avoid by going minimally analog / maximally digital."

LOL ;-) Digital or analogue - at the end of the day, we are playing with femto Farads.. It touchy!

 

 

dewster 10/27/2012 12:34:19 AM [101]

Well, I flipped one of the internal antenna inductors around and it might have made things marginally better.  What's confounding things a bit is the
recompile with the new center frequency - all of the PLL static design parameters are now derived mathematically in the code, and I think a higher center
frequency is giving a higher frequency farther from the antenna, which exacerbates SNR, and which is more audible at higher frequencies.  Oh well, no
worries, I'll stick to putting the inductors on the breadboard for now.  Tried the UHF right angle adapter on the antenna and this lowers the null frequency
to around 57kHz, seems a bit less sensitive, but still works fine.  I may forgo the angled adapter and simply mount the antenna vertically on whatever
enclosure I end up using.

[EDIT] Hmm.  Mixing it up: the antenna with internal inductors combined with the UHF right angle adapter gives a 71kHz null.  I have a fluorescent
desk lamp two feet away and it seems fairly stable.

FredM 10/27/2012 1:37:30 AM [102]

Lol - Sorry Dewster - I thought I was keeping up... But when you talk about UHF RA adaptors in the context of 71kHz "RF" signals, I get lost - ...
Actually, I am quite lost when it comes to what you are doing - particularly on the digital side - but, alas, not only there!

At least I can see that you know what you are doing, and everything of yours which I have fully understood has made complete sense! - so its down to my
comprehension .. I much prefer this situation to the other, which is that one cannot understand because what you are trying to understand is BS.

Perhaps the reason I am having particular difficulties with your latest stuff is that I have my head deeply into 1930's analogue technology at the moment -
I feel like ive aged about 20 years, and even with that am still young compared to the age those whose designs I am exploring would be today! LOL..

I could, actually, quite happily go back to that age - Tubes and early transistors.. I was lucky enough to just live a little of it before it got washed away in
the tide.. If I was a youngster now, there is no way I would be interested in the boring electronics industry! 

dewster 10/27/2012 2:13:17 AM [103]

"...when you talk about UHF RA adaptors in the context of 71kHz "RF" signals, I get lost..."  - FredM

Oh, nothing RF about it at all, just the added bulk capacitance of the adapter lowering the frequency.  This is why I really kind of want the inductors in
the antenna, the coaxial antenna mount and right angle adapter add capacitance, and if they add it on the tank side it seems to not impact sensitivity so
much.

UHF connectors make terrific quick-disconnect / sturdily mounted Theremin antennas.  The poor man's plumbing on the EW looks like total crap in
comparison.

"If I was a youngster now, there is no way I would be interested in the boring electronics industry!"

Digital, particularly when you absolutely control your creations down to the last gate and flip flop in an FPGA, is the cleanest, most interesting, and
creative electrical environment I've ever worked in.  For that I'm super happy to be living now (and before our super intelligent robot children take over
and decide they don't want us around, even as pets!).

FredM 10/27/2012 4:15:34 AM [104]

"and before our super intelligent robot children take over and decide they don't want us around, even as pets!" - Dewster

 LOL ;-) .. Perhaps its that kind of paranoia which puts me off modern electronics ;-)

ok.. off on one of my rants .. completely ot and reading it makes me kringe and think "is this really what ive become !? - A rambling ol fart !? .. LOL ..

But no - I think its the more cerebral nature of electronics which would put me off if I was a youngster.. Back in my day (LOL) as a kid I could go down
the weekly market to Joe's stall where there were mountains of wrecked electronic junk - everything from tube 'scopes to communication recievers to
tube based analogue computers for projectile computation (most was ex military) - And there were a few transistor circuits - mostly cards from
mainframes which had about 20 transistors forming 10 bistables.. It was fun - going home with another box of junk, and messing with a soldering iron
more often than with a slide rule.

These days, if you want to make anything that you cannot go out and buy for a fraction of the cost of making it, you need to do a lot of studying - you
need to be serious and studious - - In those days, you could build a transistor radio cheaper than you could buy one! - And put a Hi-Fi system together
which was better than what you could buy, for a fraction of the price of an inferior system.. A synthesiser (Arp or Moog) was an economic impossibility
for me - but I made one mostly from scraps for probably the equivalent of todays £50.

So as a youngster, I probably wouldnt be interested in electronics today - would probably study law, become a divorce barister, and fight for equal rights
for males with regard to parenting and access, as a woman, even if abusive and a proven irresposible individual, will be more likely to get custody of
children than a responsible caring father.



"UHF connectors make terrific quick-disconnect / sturdily mounted Theremin antennas.  The poor man's plumbing on the EW looks like total crap in
comparison."

Do you have any particular connectors you would recomend ?

 

dewster 10/27/2012 2:06:21 PM [105]

"Do you have any particular connectors you would recomend ?"  - FredM

I'm using RS stuff at the moment:

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103295

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103402

I ordered the elbows off of ebay and in the future I'll probably order more connectors from that outfit.

3/8" PEX plastic plumbing fits in the connector nicely, a little epoxy and it's permanent.  Some aluminum tape, heat shrink over that, a 3/8" vinyl vacuum
cap on top, and you've got yourself a slick looking "rubber duckie" Theremin pitch rod!

 

FredM 10/29/2012 1:17:21 AM [106]

Hi Dewster -

Ive just been going over the threads, sorting wheat from the chaff so to speak, and copying the really useful stuff to .pdf's..

In this process, and going over the TW Theremin threads, I noticed that the entire TW theremin project has almost been "hijacked" because (primarily, I
think) of Uncle Howie's "It should be like a RCA" intervention..

I believe this has led to some really exciting discoveries and possibilities - but one sad aspect of this perhaps is that we have not even looked at possible
digital implementation (as in, the sort of design ideas you are talking about on this thread) of a simple theremin - and we havent even explored mixed-
signal (as in quasi-digital) implementations.

I may well be a causitive mechanism for some of the above, being analogue focussed, and jumping so wholeheartedly into the RCA .. But reviewing the
postings, particularly with reference to your CMOS oscillator, I feel that there is probably a place for a parallel path for the TW "project" - one which was
not "digital-phobic" LOL ;-)

For me, most of your digital implementation is now beyond my grasp at this time - I could understand it IF I was willing to devote the time required to
get my head back into that "mode".. At present, I an reluctant to do so ...

But I think there are probably many here who are more competent in digital than they are in analogue -

I would really like to see another, completely different TW Theremin being worked on simultaneously to the analogue one..

I also wish to apologise to you - I have been somewhat dismissive of the digital direction, and have failed to register the validity of many of your
arguments.. I know that digital  implementations are the inevitable future of theremins - perhaps I have been trying to delay this "judgement day" LOL ;-)
Perhaps it has arived, and you are the prophet , not an antique theremin shaman.. ;-)

Fred.

w0ttm 10/29/2012 7:21:25 AM [107]

Ditto everything Fred said.

My coffee pot has a microprocessor, why not a theremin?

My software skills are basically nonexistent so I'm just gonna nod and smile....

dewster 10/29/2012 9:25:13 PM [108]

"I also wish to apologise to you - I have been somewhat dismissive of the digital direction, and have failed to register the validity of many of your
arguments.." - FredM

Gosh, no apologies necessary!  You've been quite even handed when it comes to my ramblings.  I apologize for being something of a negative vibe
merchant regarding the Lev oscillator and analog Theremins in general.  You're on an analog roll and I shouldn't be impeding it with my rudimentary
intuitions and borderline pot shots.

FredM 10/30/2012 12:29:30 AM [109]

Ok - This calls for some sort of argument / fight/ barney - What was it they did in England when there was an "honor" issue between "gentlemen"  - Set
the time and place (usually morning) and it was pistols at dawn - LOL.

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103295
http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103402
http://www.ebay.com/itm/5-Lot-UHF-Right-Angle-Adapter-PL-259-Male-to-SO-239-Female-for-Ham-Radio-50-Ohm-/221074024810?pt=US_Radio_Comm_Coaxial_Cables_Connectors&hash=item337909e96a


Its the oscillator wars Mk 2 - ;-)

Seriously though - I think both of us clearly have our "passions" and defend these, well, passionately ;-).

"rudimentary intuitions and borderline pot shots" is the stuff which drives the synergy we have been seeing here - and the " negative vibe merchant s"
(which I am when it comes to digital, and you are when it comes to analogue) are essential to keep "enthusiasm" or "passion" from morphing into pure
sillyness.

So no apologies required either way, it would seem - And I certainly dont want you to go quiet.. Hell, I need a sanity checker - my built-in sanity
evaluator is unreliable!

;-)

Fred.

dewster 10/31/2012 7:53:04 PM [110]

It's an incredible honor to be able to chat and swap ideas with some of the world's most knowledgeable Theremin designers, builders, and players here at
TW.

"And I certainly dont want you to go quiet"  - FredM

No chance of that - which probably kind of sucks for those (to?) whom (which?) I've worn out my welcome!

"Its the oscillator wars Mk 2"

I've seen things you people wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhauser
gate.

dewster 10/31/2012 8:27:22 PM [111]

Does anyone else experience strong 50Hz or 60Hz interference with their Theremin(s)?

Instead of working on linearity like I should be, I've been thinking about AC interference in Theremins.  On my EW it can get pretty bad depending on
where in the house it is plugged in.  When it's really bad it sounds like 60Hz is strongly FM modulating the voice so it's easy to make motorcycle-like
sounds on the low end.  Which can be fun if you're in a playful mood, but could make you gray prematurely if you're looking for more of a pure tone. 
Then again this could be related to the crappy 9V battery powered "afterburner" guitar amp I've got it plugged into.

My digital Theremin prototype doesn't seem to have much 60Hz noise on the output pitch numbers, but it does have some bobble on the lower digits that
could easily be due to mains interference.  It's pretty much confined to sitting on my work bench, so I haven't tested it in various parts of the house,
though it does sit right next to two fluorescent desk lamps and and one LED desk lamp.

So I've been thinking about how to filter 60Hz and its harmonics out of the pitch numbers.  I've read tons of papers over the past few weeks, and finally
found the one I was looking for today (my Googling powers seem to be weak lately):

http://ecad.tu-sofia.bg/et/2008/ET2008_Book1/Electronic%20Medical%20Equipment/25-Paper-T_Neycheva1.pdf

I hooked an alligator clip to the input of my PC sound card, recorded a bit of my desk electrical environment, and examined the resulting FFT.  There are
peaks only at the odd harmonics: 60Hz, 180Hz, 300Hz, etc. so it looks like the sharpened comb filter of that article may do the trick.  I was looking to use
a CIC (or boxcar, or moving average, they are all fundamentally the same) as it kills all harmonics with integer periods that fit in the delay, and some
forms importantly preserve DC, but I believe it would lower response time unacceptably.  Probably better to have a higher Q comb followed by a first
order low pass filter, but I guess I'll find out! 

The current design uses the roll-off of the PLL and a first order low pass filter, and it's really pretty good, but I wonder how far I can push it (ruh-roh:
self-induced feature creep=masochistic personality disorder).  There is a bit of flutter you can see on the "tuner" display when playing low notes further
out that is sometimes a little audible.  Another non-ideality I've seen is when playing very near the antenna (say 2" or less) then quickly pulling way back
to near the null point, I see the pitch first jump down as expected, and then float down a bit farther slowly over several seconds, with a time constant
similar to a component cooling off.  I wonder if this is coil heating with the increased capacitive load of my hand?  Not sure what to do with it, though I
will say the "tuner" makes all kinds of things visible that one might not otherwise notice sonically, and therefore makes it a scary thing to include on a
potential customer product!  It's literally almost too analytical, which is its power I suppose (and for that I can't imagine not including it in any Theremin
I might design / produce).

Chobbs 11/1/2012 5:40:09 PM [112]

" I noticed that the entire TW theremin project has almost been "hijacked" because (primarily, I think) of Uncle Howie's "It should be like a RCA"
intervention.."-fred

 

(in steve urkle voice) 'Did I do that?'

Amethyste 11/1/2012 6:31:44 PM [113]

Dewster wrote: "It's an incredible honor to be able to chat and swap ideas with some of the world's most knowledgeable Theremin designers, builders,
and players here at TW."

 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0083658/quotes
http://ecad.tu-sofia.bg/et/2008/ET2008_Book1/Electronic%20Medical%20Equipment/25-Paper-T_Neycheva1.pdf


... And it is an honor to be able to share the enthousiasm of the builders and to also read a bunch of scientific (and at times not so scientific) garble that
my pea sized brain cannot even begin to grasp...

Without you guys, I'd have no theremin to play :) Keep it going!

FredM 11/1/2012 6:40:08 PM [114]

"(in steve urkle voice) 'Did I do that?'" - Chobbs

Yes! I think it fair to say that had you not communicated the Levnet stuff, it is extremely likely the whole RCA examination would not have happened -
And it was you who, when I presented the first "clone" oscillator, questioned the importance of the specific tank coil construction - which caused me to
simulate using balanced windings, which caused anomalies - which led to the realisation that component data provided by previous examiners were
wrong and deduced from wrong assumptions, and which led to discovery of how the oscillator really worked.

The above, to me, is one of the most exciting examples of synergy in action that I have been part of - You triggered it, or perhaps Uncle Howie did with
his email to Levnet a year ago and you "conducted" this to us - Whatever - The communication between you, Rob and myself led to understanding of the
REAL operation of the Lev oscillator.. IMO, even if nothing more was to come of the TW theremin (I have always viewed the RCA analysis as seperate
from the TW theremin project) , this has been an enormous advance in theremin understanding and this understanding must be good for theremin
development.

What I was trying to convey with my >>"the entire TW theremin project has almost been "hijacked" "<< Was that I do not think the TW theremin should
be defined as or limited to the idea that it "must be" a RCA clone - There are  criterion which were being laid down, and I feel that it would be a good
idea for these to be revisited - that the development goals be clarified first, and then the TW theremin/s "defined".. And I think there is room for digital
and analogue (and mixed-signal) to be looked at - I do not think now is the time to say "the TW theremin as a RCA clone".

In summary - I think the analysis of the RCA, and any possibilities for cloning an RCA due to such analysis, is a seperate "project" which has been
primarily academic.. I do not see this "project" as the "TW Theremin project" although I do think it likely that the knowlege from the "RCA
Project" could feature strongly in some "TW Theremin" implementations.

Fred.

Chobbs 11/1/2012 7:48:08 PM [115]

Im just honored that other thought something I posted was interesting.  Too frequently I feel like my post is the 'thread killer'

 

 

dewster 11/1/2012 9:22:26 PM [116]

I've spent the day simulating the High-Q comb filter in that paper I pointed to.  If anyone wants to play with the Excel file it is here:

http://www.mediafire.com/?wcln9pdeqn4ehkc

Wow, for being such a simple construct it's one heck of a filter (at least in simulation).  I've read lots of papers on eliminating mains interference from
biological monitors such as EKGs, EEGs, etc. where the signal is tiny, buried in noise, has significant information in frequencies above 50/60Hz, and
where the time domain representation is important for human visual interpretation.  This thing seems to work as well or better than adaptive filtering or
nulling techniques which are way more complicated to implement.  Surprisingly, a higher Q, with relatively constant amplitude interferers, leads to a
pretty high fidelity transfer in the time domain.

FredM 11/2/2012 12:30:44 AM [117]

Hi Dewster -

"I've spent the day simulating the High-Q comb filter in that paper I pointed to" - Lol, after having read that article and your comments, I fear I could
spend a day or more doing the same! At least I have your spreadsheet to speed things up if I yield to this distraction - It does look interesting!

I had a lot of problems with mains and other interference when developing my Epsilon (3d "theremin" project) - This project used "digital" oscillators
with "antennas" (horizontal capacitive sensor  plates) at logic level - I tried various methods to reduce these problems.. small coupling capacitors to the
plates reduced the LF pickup (below about 50kHz) to acceptable levels, but my problems were only hidden by doing this - when everything was boxed
up, HF radiated signals inside the box were picked up and caused havoc with my hand position detection.. (the LCD drive was the major issue - the LCD
had been seperated during development, when it was close to the plates everything fell over!)

I solved all the problems by switching to analogue LC oscillators which drove the plate potentials up above 50VRMS - Never solved the problem that the
idea was unworkable and the instrument unplayable without modification to the thereminists body and brain.. ;-)

With a high antenna amplitude and a suitable sized series antenna capacitance (one is looking at a background capacitance of perhaps 12pF with hand
capacitance change of perhaps 1pF, so a series NOP 100pF capacitor has only a tiny effect on sensitivity)

100pF represents about 8kR @200kHz and about 25MR at mains frequencies - or about 70db attenuation of mains  - most predominant mains harmonics
are below 2kHz, and 2kHz is attenuated by about 45db by a 220pF..

With high amplitudes on the antenna and a series capacitor, I have found that problems usually come from high frequency signals coupled via the antenna
(and the higher the antenna circuit amplitudes, the less of a problem I have found all antenna coupled interference to be) - (until the antenna starts arcing
that is.. ;-), or low frequency signals coupled to antenna inductors (and other inductors on the board, but these are usually a lot smaller and less of an
issue..

http://www.mediafire.com/?wcln9pdeqn4ehkc


Antenna inductors can be a big problem, as there can be a lot of turns on them.. If this is the cause of the problem, moving the antenna series capacitor to
the connection point on the oscillator (or adding another series capacitor - having one 470pF between oscillator and antenna inductors, and one 470pF
between the inductors and the antenna - Yeah! - I know.. shouldnt make a difference, but I have found it does! )

Fred.

dewster 11/4/2012 3:41:45 PM [118]

Fred, thank you so much for that hard won info!  I put a 470pF between the antenna and "linearizing" coil and am now seeing improved SNR (less bobble
with the pitch numbers) - amazingly simple, and it makes sense!  Good thing you aren't here or I might have kissed you! ;-)

Too many EEG signal conditioning papers had me out in the weeds.  The Theremin of course makes its own signal, which is much higher in frequency
and much larger in amplitude than most biological signals.  Analog filtering at the antenna makes infinite sense.

The day before we had another ~8 hours of no power, but yesterday I was able to put the 60Hz comb filter in the prototype and play with it some.  Not
seeing any change at all with it in or out of the signal path.  Also played around again with noise shaping of the PLL NCO dither - nothing substantive
there either.  I do see a lot of interference at low frequencies between the PWM audio output and pitch - if I unplug the headphones it clears up.  High
time I suppose to switch to a real DAC.

The "coil in the antenna" is still flaky, even with the series cap in the antenna itself.  May try it again down the road at some point but will abandon that
idea for now.

FredM 11/5/2012 3:42:17 AM [119]

"I put a 470pF between the antenna and "linearizing" coil and am now seeing improved SNR (less bobble with the pitch numbers)" - Dewster

Glad to have helped!

470pF is still quite big if its the only series capacitor in the antenna path - I found a good rule of thumb was to have total series capacitance no greater
than about 250pF (and unless one is doing something peculiar, no less than 100pF).. As in, one 470pF between oscillator and equalizing inductance, and
one 470pF between antenna and equalizing inductance - and one can usually reduce these to 220pF each, which marginally reduces sensitivity, but further
reduces LF noise by a few db, and also seems to slightly improve linearity.

I have  no idea why having a capacitor on both ends of the EQ coil improves things, but I have found that it can.. I found that a 220pF on either side was
better than a 100pF on one side - It may have perhaps been something to do the inductor windings coupling directly to some other path or ground due to
layout or whatever, and having it "isolated" by 2 capacitors eliminated this path - but this still doesnt account for the improvement I saw when I did this -
even for the sloppiest of layouts - and my layout was tidy!

Fred.

FredM 11/5/2012 4:01:12 AM [120]

"Im just honored that other thought something I posted was interesting.  Too frequently I feel like my post is the 'thread killer' " - Charlie

Its not a nice feeling that... But its usually just normal paranoia which everyone one in the universe suffers from! ;-) (just quoting Slartybartfast from
"Hitchhikers guide to the galaxy" :-)

The other thing to keep in mind when posting is that these postings are read by many people who never show their face on TW - Most emails I get about
theremins (and often other electronic matters) come from people reading the posts who are not members of TW.. TW seems to be trawled extensively by
by the Google Bot - Things you post here are quite likely to appear on the first page if you search using Google.

I have sometimes made a posting here, and had some doubt about the accuracy of what I have just said.. So I go and search on Google just to check - and
find my posting, made minutes before, appear near the top of the search results!

So just because a thread "goes quiet" after you make a posting doesnt mean its "worthless" or "a killer" - Sometimes it just means that you have said all
that needs to be said. .. But like I said, it can feel uncomfortable! I used to hate it! I had dozens of threads where I was the last one to post - It felt like a
curse! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 11/7/2012 3:38:02 PM [121]

"...one 470pF between oscillator and equalizing inductance, and one 470pF between antenna and equalizing inductance - and one can usually reduce
these to 220pF each, which marginally reduces sensitivity, but further reduces LF noise by a few db, and also seems to slightly improve linearity."  -
FredM

It does seem to improve linearity close to the antenna, which makes sense and is quite interesting.

Thoughts on linearity: my prototype is actually quite linear when the null position is adjusted to give octave wide open/closed hand gestures.  This is too
sensitive to really play.  The way I was approaching the whole thing was to move the null point out farther and then try to linearize the near field with a
polynomial.  I think I should instead set the null for linear response and then apply a function that reduces sensitivity equally over the entire range. 
Taking the square root would give a perfect fifth (1/2 octave) response open/closed hand gestures, and there appears to be a method of calculating them
that doesn't require much in the way of hardware:

http://161.200.126.13/MyWebsite/Publications/0012.pdf

http://161.200.126.13/MyWebsite/Publications/0012.pdf


FredM 11/7/2012 7:31:57 PM [122]

Dewster,

That is a really interesting article - and so fast and simple! ..

I have been playing with some mixed-signal stuff in the PSoC 3 (Am working on reducing the complexity of my additive synthesis engine - this involved
analogue multiplication of the difference frequency to provide sine wave harmonics which could be mixed to taste) And am having problems squeezing
the required 12 harmonics and their level / phase controlling stuff into the chip - so I am looking at mixed-signal now.

Can you advise on a low cost FPGA DK ? Ideally I want something complete with basic development environment - the ability to enter schematic and
verilog, and all the functions to compile / fit these.

I am familiar with the Lattice Mach 4 parts (and I love their development environment - but the registration is a pain in the butt ) - but these are becoming
obsolete I believe ..

What I want is either FPGA's available as PLCC (so they can be put into a low cost socket which comes out as through hole on 0.1" pitch) or one which
has a small development board available cheaply which could be programmed and supplied inside the theremin.

I really want to avoid SMD parts if at all possible - unless I can buy these already fitted to a low cost (<£50) board. I am developing the PSoC stuff on my
large DK, but configuring the IO to run on the small (£35) "first touch" boards which can plug into a motherboard.

I would be grateful for any advice you can give.

Fred.

dewster 11/7/2012 9:22:43 PM [123]

"Can you advise on a low cost FPGA DK"  - FredM

$55 Spartan-3A XuLA-200: http://www.xess.com/prods/prod048.php

$26 MachXO breakout board (if you don't need too much logic):
http://www.latticesemi.com/products/developmenthardware/developmentkits/machxobreakoutboard.cfm

$70 Spartan-3E board: http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Hot-sale-XILINX-FPGA-board-Spartan-3E-XC3250ETQG144/607613871.html

$28 Cyclone board: http://www.wayengineer.com/index.php?
main_page=product_info&cPath=50_55&products_id=153&zenid=eb0046735c459b88f51ab2fba0039baa

$19 Cyclone board: http://www.wayengineer.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=50_55&products_id=161

I'm kind of partial to Xilinx, though I've used lots of Altera too.  Where I used to work we almost always had a MachXO on the board for glue and misc
stuff that used to go in CPLDs (the built-in configuration Flash is convenient, the part comes alive milliseconds after power is applied, and field
upgrading via the host processor is simple).

I haven't used the free ISE WebPACK tool from Xilinx (I use an older full version) but it looks like it targets most of their devices that hobbyists would
be interested in.  For simulation I use an old version of Quartus II (v9) but I'm kind of an idiot that way (cut my teeth in Max+II, what a wonderful tool
for the time).  There is a free version of Quartus II available on-line as well.

I'd advise you to avoid schematic entry because it is not portable.  If you are just starting out with HDLs I'd recommend verilog.  I find VHDL to be
overly verbose.

If you are interested in generating sin & cos at the same time, an integer based digital filter with infinite Q will rather amazingly ring forever with a
constant amplitude, even though there is LSB truncation.  It's just two integrators with a sign inversion and feedback, and making sure there is only one
delay in the loop.

FredM 11/7/2012 11:16:06 PM [124]

Thanks Dewster - that XO breakout board in particular looks interesting - probably all I need if I go this route.

"I'd advise you to avoid schematic entry because it is not portable.  If you are just starting out with HDLs I'd recommend verilog.  I find VHDL to be
overly verbose."

Yeah - ive been here before - many years ago.. I think in schematics.. Oh, for state machines and sequential operations I can code in whatever (have used
ABEL and VHDL, and played a little with Verilog) - but even if I end up with VHDL or Verilog, I do most at schematic level and take the output code
from the compiler/fitter, and "re-package" this as VHDL or Verilog if I need portability..

For me, schematic entry is essential. I will probably go the Lattice route because I am familiar with their ispLever software.

Fortunately the sin functions are quite simple.. I have filed a patent on my scheme - its a sort of analogue version of DDS which simultaneously outputs
as many integer multiple sinewaves of the fundamental as the hardware can support, and allows phase shifting and level control of each of these sines.. I
am looking at CPLD/FPGA with a view to emulating the analogue process using digital (LUT) as I should then be able to get about 16 harmonics from a
single chip (albeit these would then each need to drive a DAC) (I do the wave mixing external to the chip as this gives far greater fidelity).

I am getting 12 harmonics from a PSoC 3, but have been forced to convert these to PWM in order to get them to the outside world - and its all getting a
little messy..

Fred.

http://www.xess.com/prods/prod048.php
http://www.latticesemi.com/products/developmenthardware/developmentkits/machxobreakoutboard.cfm
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Hot-sale-XILINX-FPGA-board-Spartan-3E-XC3250ETQG144/607613871.html
http://www.wayengineer.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=50_55&products_id=153&zenid=eb0046735c459b88f51ab2fba0039baa
http://www.wayengineer.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=50_55&products_id=161


dewster 11/8/2012 12:25:08 AM [125]

No hardware multipliers in the XO, and kind of cramped the minute you need to throw flops and LUTs at a problem. The $19 Cyclone 2 board looks like
the deal to me.  Personally I'm on the lookout for a cheap Spartan6 board.

You could run an infinite Q filter at 100MHz and snag whatever sample you want at 48kHz, or put 1024 first quadrant sine samples in a 16kbit BRAM. 
It would be kind of neat to have that Hammond sound emanating from a Theremin, but I think I'd do the mixing with a digital adder and multiplier.  You
could generate all the harmonics in the world with a tiny FPGA connected to a 16 bit DAC.

 

FredM 11/8/2012 9:49:23 AM [126]

" It would be kind of neat to have that Hammond sound emanating from a Theremin " - Dewster

LOL - We think alike! ;-)

The possibilities for additive synthesis are huge - and the theremin topology is ideally suited to it, because one is playing with high frequency signals
having extremely small frequency variation - for example, with a 200kHz reference, the VFO only changes by about 5kHz.. about 2.5%.. Any PLL can
lock to this.. All one needs to do to produce a 2nd harmonic is to multiply both reference and VFO by 2, and heterodyne the resultant frequencies (if ref =
200k, VFO = 201k, multiplying these gives 400k and 402k, difference = 2k)

One can continue this integer multiplication up as many times as one wants, and produce harmonics this way.. This was the basis for my last prototype (in
fact, one doesnt need a PLL for each harmonic - for example one can get the 5th harmonic and 10th harmonic as square waves with equal M/S ratios by
multiplying the reference and VFO frequencies by 20, then deviding these down by 2 and 4, and heterodyning these devided frequencies)

But I have found a far easier way of doing the above which does not use PLL multiplication, and which produces pure sine outputs. Its just a shame in a
way that these schemes only work with a heterodyning system - in order to get it to work with other signals (voltage or MIDI control for example) one
needs to effectively create a voltage/MIDI controlled theremin front-end. A lot of my effort has been devoted to doing this - The market for theremins is
tiny - But I think that a VCO with additive synthesis would have a much bigger market in the Synth world - Increasing the volume of units I could sell is
essential to bring the price down and make the product/s viable.

"The $19 Cyclone 2 board looks like the deal to me"

Thanks for that advice - I will certainly look at that more closely.. Do you have expierience with this part, and particularly - what is its development
software / environment like? I need to factor in the learning curve and any costs for software etc.. If you have any first hand expierience with this I would
be most interested in your opinion.. Otherwise I will just download anything I can find and read this.

Thanks for your help!

Fred.

Ouch! - I have just downloaded the free Altera web version of their Quartus II development software.. This is heavy stuff! - Makes the Mach4 and its
ispLever software look like a piece of cake by comparison!

 

 

dewster 11/8/2012 1:57:25 PM [127]

"Do you have expierience with this part, and particularly - what is its development software / environment like?"  - FredM

Altera and Xilinx both do smaller economy spins (Cyclone & Spartan) of their higher end fully featured expensive parts once they have aged a bit.  They
tend to use older technology here (larger silicon feature size).  Xilinx has always had efficient distributed memory in their fabric, where the LUT can be
used as a small async RAM.  Altera did this goofy thing with their earlier block RAMs, using the falling clock to do the write, which tended to bottleneck
speeds.  Once you get to the huger parts, having a ton of transistors sitting there leaking can negatively impact your power budget, and Altera tends to use
faster, and hence leakier transistors.

I don't have direct experience with Cyclone2, but I've developed in Stratix and several other earlier Altera FPGAs and CPLDs.  The 4kb block RAMs are
kind of small (I prefer the 16kb that Xilinx uses) but there are many 18x18 multipliers to play with.  For any non-trivial DSP you really have to have
multipliers, otherwise you'll be eating up your fabric doing slow iterative shifts and adds.  In your code multiplying can be as simple to implement as
addition, though there are other features of the DSP block that you might be able to use more efficiently if you use proprietary directive constructs (the
tool can help you do this, I tend to stay away from these as well).

The tools do take some acclimating to, but to me the real learning curve is digital design itself, partitioning designs to facilitate simulation, state machine
and data path construction, finding efficient algorithms, etc.  I'm finally reaching the point where the functional blocks I design fit together simply and
easily, which takes things to a higher level.  Quartus has a very nice simulator - most designers like and use Modelsim but I personally can't stand it, and
it's terribly expensive.  But I do very much enjoy simulation, which I think is the central skill to have when it comes to developing in FPGAs.  Without
simulation you're just shooting in the dark with even the simplest stuff.

dewster 11/9/2012 3:25:35 PM [128]

Finally past the pitch linearity issue!  Woohoo!

Yesterday I simulated the square root function in Excel (http://www.mediafire.com/?v2bc4wp9fr36gwz if anyone wants to play with it) and wrote a
verilog module for it.  This morning I debugged the module and stuck it in the prototype - WOW!  Now getting perfect fifth intervals with open / closed

http://www.mediafire.com/?v2bc4wp9fr36gwz


hand, and the noise is lower further out from the pitch antenna due to the attenuation.  I'm using one of the demo board switches to switch it in & out of
the pitch path, will likely include this in the final design as it allows for fine playing (in) and large special effects type sweeps (out).

The general solution here would obviously be to have a variable fractional power to finely control and dial in any desired global sensitivity, but this really
seems good enough.  I'll probably revisit this when most of the functionality goes to software.

It's an amazingly simple and efficient algorithm, I'm kind of shocked that it actually exists.  The universe is a weird place.

FredM 11/10/2012 2:18:10 AM [129]

Hi Dewster,

That sim looks impressive! Not seen the Verilog (is this downloadable?) but looking at your .xls coding it looks like a quick routine easily to implement
even with a small MCU - the sort of routine that could be done with one of the PSoC DSB ALUs, or certainly with the large dedicated "filter block"
processor.

But I am going to dig my heels in (for a while anyway) , LOL ;-) .. My area of competence is analogue - would take me a year at least to get the level of
competence with FPGA which would allow me to feel comfortable.. No point in trying to catch you up here!  - If I can manage to get to a level where I
can fully understand what you are doing, thats enough for me - at least I can fully understand this latest! - I think the future for theremins may well rest in
the hands of people who are competent in the analogue arts collaborating in development with people competent in the digital arts.

Its quite funny that you have a "sensitivity" switch! - I have just added this to my (now heavily modified) Lev oscillator - I found that by adding another
winding to the tank transformer, I can increase the sensitivity - I have wound it so the oscillator is twice as sensitive, and have a SPCO relay to switch
which tapping connects to the antenna circuit.

Fred

 

dewster 11/10/2012 4:29:29 PM [130]

"Not seen the Verilog (is this downloadable?)"

Look for the file "square_root.v" in the zip file: http://www.mediafire.com/?dyyrzmdwf4s7bz8

"I think the future for theremins may well rest in the hands of people who are competent in the analogue arts collaborating in development with people
competent in the digital arts."

When I'm feeling bold I like to think that's what we're doing here! :-)

 

If anyone is interested in digital design with in-depth explanations and code:

Altera has a cookbook available: http://www.altera.com/literature/manual/stx_cookbook.pdf

The Xilinx XAPPs are a real treasure trove: http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/application_notes.htm

dewster 11/19/2012 7:14:34 PM [131]

Thinking about the tuner more now, specifically the display.  Currently using the string of 8 LEDs on the prototype demo board, with PWM blending so
that at most 2 LEDs are lit, 1 LED per half step.  I initially thought that having it so that "on the note" = single LED lit would be most intuitive, but I find
myself playing it so that "on the note" = two LEDs lit to roughly the same brighness (in between LEDs).  I think I prefer this because PWM gives linear
intensity change with value change, whereas our eyes respond to luminance logarithmically.  So it's easier to light two LEDs to the same brightness than
it is to try to get only one to light.

There are some nice, bright, inexpensive, diffused, wide viewing angle bi-color LEDs (red & green) at mouser for 25 cents (and of course out of stock):

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Kingbright/WP59SURKCGKW/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMs4quMj8r4lmiKK%2fK5xPADvQwO9brGXxbQ%3d

It would be interesting to employ staggered rows and multi-colors.  Might be able to get away with only 12 LEDs this way.  In between notes could be
red & green = muddy yellow.  On the note would be two adjacent LEDs showing either red or green.  I'll make an order and do some experiments.

FredM 11/19/2012 10:36:05 PM [132]

"It would be interesting to employ staggered rows and multi-colors.  Might be able to get away with only 12 LEDs this way.  In between notes could be
red & green = muddy yellow.  On the note would be two adjacent LEDs showing either red or green.  I'll make an order and do some experiments." -
Dewster

I would be really interested in the results from these experiments -

One thing to keep in mind though (well - only if you are designing this with a view to other users - as in, production) is that peoples perception of colour
varies hugely - there is quite a large percentage of the population with some degree of colour blindness -  many who, whilst not clinically colour blind (as
in, they can tell red/green and are allowed to drive PSV's) cannot differentiate hues well.

For this reason I think your 2 LED arrangement is good - One can combine this with colour variation, as this would cater for most levels of visual ability
- But I think going to a single bi-colour LED would have less universal usefulness.

http://www.mediafire.com/?dyyrzmdwf4s7bz8
http://www.altera.com/literature/manual/stx_cookbook.pdf
http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/application_notes.htm
http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Kingbright/WP59SURKCGKW/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMs4quMj8r4lmiKK%2fK5xPADvQwO9brGXxbQ%3d


dewster 11/19/2012 11:40:20 PM [133]

"...peoples perception of colour varies hugely..."  - FredM

Very good point.  Do you think red/green is a particularly bad combination with all the "green weak" males out there?  I like it because red+green ~=
yellow.

For a bit of clarification, I'm thinking of trying something like this:

    1       3      5       7       9     11

    O      O      O      O      O      O

O      O      O      O      O      O

0       2      4       6      8      10

Where the bottom row would be wired green|red and the top row wired red|green (left|right).  Pitch increases from left to right like a piano or guitar.  Say
0|1 being illuminated equally (red) corresponds to the note A.  1|2 being illuminated equally (green) would then correspond to A#, and so on.

A 0|1 (red)

B 2|3 (red)

C 3|4 (green)

D 5|6 (green)

E 7|8 (green)

F 8|9 (red)

G 10|11 (red)

Red would always correspond to a "forward slash", green to a "backslash".  So even completely colorblind people could see those shapes (though not
sure if that's sufficiently intuitive to easily play, even if you can see the colors).

The position directly between notes would be a single LED lit yellow (red+green, and more or less given the PWM width and analog/digital noise).

I kind of like it starting on A because this gives symmetric lighting shapes with Am and C scales.

FredM 11/20/2012 9:35:00 AM [134]

I am not a musician - or at least, I am illiterate regarding the score's etc - so my opinions on this should be taken with a big pinch of salt..

I really like your scheme - To me, it combines everything needed and caters for possible problems with sightedness. I like Red/Green for the same
reasons you do, but it does have this problem of being less suitable for green insensitive people (and unusuaslly, I am not talking about the environment
;-)

I think your scheme is suitable for even those with quite severe colour perception problems, as the changes in luminocity will give the additional required
visual clues.

Personally, I could not use a visual tuner.. Oh, I could see the colours - But I would find (do find) looking at anything while playing is far too distracting -
I most often play with my eyes closed (in fact, I dont really even get into listening to music deeply unless my eyes are closed - even often play my
keyboards with my eyes closed, LOL )

I think its a dicipline thing - I have none! ;-) I get distracted so damn easily - I would be looking at the two LEDs and seeing if I could vibrato to some
"flicker fusion" frequency, LOL.

Fred.

dewster 11/21/2012 7:40:47 PM [135]

"I really like your scheme..."  - FredM

Thanks for your thoughts!  Now to order the LEDs.  I must say that the parts selectors at mouser, DigiKey, et al can be both good and bad - lots of
parameters aren't filtered correctly, numbers aren't considered to be in numerical order, parts aren't in the category you expect, DIPs are sometimes shown
as SMT, etc. which makes for some time consuming and often fruitless searches.

dewster 11/21/2012 9:32:00 PM [136]

In order to more intelligently select coils, I've been simulating the AFE again and thought I would share some thoughts here.  A picture from the
simulation spreadsheet:



tank_mode=0 is how my AFE is currently operating, where the tank inductor is in series with the tank capacitor, and the oscillator drive looks like a
voltage source.  The oscillator sense point is different than the drive point, the sense voltage lags the drive voltage by 90 degrees at resonance. 

tank_mode=1 is how most Theremins operate, where the tank inductor is in parallel with the tank capacitor, and the oscillator drive looks like a current
source.  The oscillator sense point is the same as the drive point, so these voltages are in phase at resonance. 

TANK_MODE=0 

Pros: Tank acts like a low pass filter so tuning is completely non-critical and fixed value components can be employed.  Antenna voltage swing is easily
adjusted via the drive resistor.  Resonance condition is quite clear if the tank and equalization inductances are roughly the same value.  Resonance always
coincides with maximum antenna voltage swing. 

Cons: For highest sensitivity the tank capacitance must be minimized, so the tank inductance must be rather large.  Operates at a lower frequencies,
which could be an issue with audio heterodyning.   

Other: Quadrature drive is more complex, but resonance is clearly defined. 

TANK_MODE=1 

Pros: Tank capacitance can be quite large without negatively impacting sensitivity, so the tank inductance can be made quite small.  Operates at higher
frequencies, which is generally good for audio heterodyning. 

Cons: Tank acts like a bandpass filter, producing two resonance peaks (tank LC / EQ & antenna|hand LC) that interact and require critical tuning, so one
or more variable components must be employed.  If mistuned the maximum antenna voltage swing will not be realized. 

Other: In-phase drive is simple, but resonance is not as clearly defined.

 

If all you have access to is small value air core coils, I believe you're pretty much forced into using mode 1.  But mode 1 generally has three interacting
tuned circuits: tank LC, EQ|antenna LC, fixed oscillator LC - which can make it a bear to tune.  And without test equipment of some sort you won't know
if you have maximum antenna voltage swing.

The simple resonance of mode 0 is a huge plus IMO because the interacting tuned circuit count is reduced to two, and it always gives you maximum
antenna voltage swing.

Sorry, my intention with this post was not to rag on mode 1, I mainly wanted to point out the strengths and weaknesses of both approaches.  And I haven't
made an analog Theremin with mode 0 so there could landmines out there I'm unaware of. 

dewster 11/22/2012 4:17:04 PM [137]

Been thinking about what to use as a Theremin enclosure.  I'm kind of partial to the looks of the SubScope with the controls on top of a long bar.  A
couple of weeks ago while at the local Home Despot shopping for hurricane supplies I ran across 4" and 5" square vinyl fence posts:

http://www.homedepot.com/h_d1/N-5yc1v/R-202084744/h_d2/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10053#.UK5QS-915n8

http://www.homedepot.com/h_d1/N-5yc1vZc3mq/R-202084745/h_d2/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10053#.UK5R5u915n-

There are a variety of caps that look interesting, with the simple internal and external pyramidal shapes the least garish:

http://www.hooverfence.com/vinyl_fence/postcaps/standard-post-caps-lmt.htm

http://www.subscope.de/theremin.html
http://www.homedepot.com/h_d1/N-5yc1v/R-202084744/h_d2/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10053#.UK5QS-915n8
http://www.homedepot.com/h_d1/N-5yc1vZc3mq/R-202084745/h_d2/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10053#.UK5R5u915n-
http://www.hooverfence.com/vinyl_fence/postcaps/standard-post-caps-lmt.htm


http://www.usavinyl.com/capupgrades.html

The ball cap might be interesting to mount antennas on (or coat the inside with sticky aluminum tape and use the ball itself for the volume antenna - bad
idea?).

A cap for horsing around ("... adds a equestrian feeling to any Theremin").

The post material is available in a variety of wood grains, stucco look, and colors too.

FredM 11/22/2012 6:15:04 PM [138]

"The ball cap might be interesting to mount antennas on (or coat the inside with sticky aluminum tape and use the ball itself for the volume antenna - bad
idea?)." - Dewster

LOL ;-) I think its a great idea - but thereminists seem to like their loops.. I have a desire to avoid the conventional loop.. just too damn difficult to get
them made so that they look / are good (IMO, coat-hanger wire types on low cost theremins and expensive PAiA clones are the worst of all worlds)

To me, a flat or spherical volume antenna seems perfect - I have one with 4 "antennas" using aluminium adhesive tape stuck on the inside of a frizbee -
even that looks better IMO than a bent coat-hanger !

But - when it comes to artistic flair and good taste, well, I am probably the worst person to comment.. Some people who have seen my constructions /
modifications / prototypes, and particularly the colours I choose - well - lets just say they "advise" me to let someone else take care of that aspect..

Fred.

GordonC 11/22/2012 6:33:50 PM [139]

I like a loop. I can snap my fingers in and out of the hole for staccato punctuation without worrying about hitting it.

(But I would gladly give it up for an xyz sensor. For what I do, two extra dimensions of control over the sound would more than compensate. Some
impact-proofing measure might be advisable though. I get a little excited at times.)

Not the horse head though. Neigh, I say to that. Unless I was doing a Mafia gig.

dewster 11/22/2012 6:46:51 PM [140]

"Not the horse head though. Neigh, I say to that. Unless I was doing a Mafia gig."  - GordonC

How about the horse head mounted on the pitch end, nose up in the air? ;)

Maybe use the ears for extra articulation.  Put LEDs in the eyes for a demonic effect.

Make a travel case for the whole thing that looks like a feedbag.

FredM 11/22/2012 9:22:46 PM [141]

http://www.usavinyl.com/capupgrades.html


"But I would gladly give it up for an xyz sensor. For what I do, two extra dimensions of control over the sound would more than compensate. Some
impact-proofing measure might be advisable though. I get a little excited at times."- Gordon

Yeah - Sorry Gordon.. You have been the person I have let down most by failing to deliver this long "promised" 3d volume antenna.

I aint going to make any promises or claims now - but I think I am getting back to the point (both physically and psychologically) where I may just get
back into this and really complete that project.

Its been the one item I have spent more effort on than anything else - and the one which slipped from my grasp at the final stage every time, the last time
due to health.. I am almost afraid to go back to it and finish it off! (if felt, last time, like it was trying to finish me off!)

Fred.

"Maybe use the ears for extra articulation" - Dewster

LOL - Just want to share the absurd image which came into my head when I read that.. Have just been watching Star Trek with the kids, and I "saw"
Spock using his ears to provide "extra articulation" while standing in front of a pitch antenna..

Yeah - Theyre coming to take me away.. ;-)

GordonC 11/23/2012 10:51:03 AM [142]

No apologies necessary, Fred. Some things are worth waiting for, and I wouldn't want to think I was a contributory factor in "finishing you off."

dewster 11/23/2012 5:17:59 PM [143]

I haven't quite reached the point where I feel brave enough to add a volume antenna(s) to my prototype.  I'm kind of afraid it will interfere with the pitch
side.  And not having a local pitch oscillator I can't use Fred's very clever idea of using that to drive the volume side of things.

In terms of a Y-Z controller, I put two mode 0 tanks on a breadboard yesterday (minus the EQ coils, which likely aren't necessary) and looked at the
relative amplitudes on the scope.  The coils I'm using (for now Bournes 8250 100mH, to be replaced with 6300 50mH) and caps (Xicon 10pF 1kV 5%
NP0) seem to be matched closely enough so that both tanks have sufficiently close resonance points to give simultaneous peak voltage swings at the
same frequency.  If this wasn't the case, small capacitive padding could certainly be used to pull any mismatch into long-term alignment.  (It would be a
neat trick to somehow use only one inductor and two caps in some kind of split tank with two separate resonance points, but I don't think that's possible -
the series drive resistor and tank inductor positions could be swapped, thus giving some resistive isolation between the two caps, but that doesn't seem to
be enough).

It occurred to me that one might possibly drive these two volume side tanks 180 degrees out of phase with each other (via a simple inverter) thus
minimizing radiated power and interference with the pitch side of things.

Anyway, I need to hook them up to separate phase detectors in the FPGA, and use the combined (added) phase error to close a DPLL feedback loop.  The
subtracted phase error could then be used as Y axis control.

Spending too much time procrastinating over coils, the next mouser order, etc. to get any real work done.  Need to get off my ass an at least do an
Electronic Sackbut first pass:

Hugh LeCain knew the huge value of a functional prototype early on, and didn't give a damn about how it looked.  All I need is a tattered board or two
from the dump but I'm dragging my feet and perusing vinyl horse heads on the web.  That's the problem with soup-to-nuts projects, you start worrying
about cost, manufacturability, and esthetics too early on (function has to follow the forms readily available and known to the designer).

FredM 11/23/2012 11:17:12 PM [144]

"That's the problem with soup-to-nuts projects, you start worrying about cost, manufacturability, and esthetics too early on (function has to follow the
forms readily available and known to the designer)." - Dewster

Yeah.. "but I'm dragging my feet and perusing vinyl horse heads on the web" rings too true! - Before I have even finished running simulations, I am doing
things which I shouldnt even be thinking about before I have a fully functioning prototype!

The "horse heads" really made me laugh!  I think this is one of the great things about having kids - One can sometimes indulge in sillyness and pretend
(to everyone else, but mainly to yourself) that you are doing it for them!

I built a mushroom theremin with my youngest daughter over tha last schools holidays - Asked each of my children to think of some project they wanted
to build.. Enya (my youngest) wanted to make a mushroom - something to do with Wii games they play - She wanted it to make noises - So we built this

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXOwNOf2QXY&feature=fvwrel
http://www.hughlecaine.com/en/sackbut.html


'shroom using polyurithane foam coated in a air drying clay - I laid out an antenna under the clay, and we built a simple theremin which briefly pulses
every second and turns on if a hand is detected close to it - it then becomes a pitch only theremin..

It was all far more than Enya wanted (all she really wanted was a mushroom she could paint) - It was me who drove the absurd expansion of the project,
all the while thinking about other applications.

Quin (my boy) wanted a metal locator - His was by far the easiest and he really enjoyed building it - but has never used it!

Joy (my oldest non-adult daughther) wants a robotic dog - We have got as far as building a head with motor driven mouth parts - I think it will be a
complete 'dog' by the time she has children of her own, LOL ;-)

FredM 11/30/2012 4:40:57 AM [145]

"If you pick mode 0 (series tank, LPF) they aren't nearly the problem they are in mode 1 (parallel tank, BPF) because there is only one resonance
controlling things (EQ coil & antenna + hand capacitance)." - Dewster in This Thread

I am missing something (or being thick.. or, most likely, both!) .. But I dont see how Mode 0 is a LPF.. Z1 (the EQ inductance) in series with the antenna
capacitances surely forms a series resonant BPF in the same way that Z1 in series with the antenna capacitances forms a series resonant BPF in Mode 1 ?

As I see it, the difference between Mode 0 and Mode 1 is primarily that with Mode 0 one would tune the antenna network to operate in the capacitive
zone, (as in, the antenna resonant frequency would never be greater than oscillator frequency) so that Xc is always > Xl, and XC would be in parallel
with the tank capacitance.

With Mode 1, the antenna circuit is tuned such that Xl is always > Xc, and this Xl is in parallel with the tank inductance. I do not see how mode 0 can
work with an analogue oscillator as means of linearizing the response - but I have only used something similar to Mode 0 with fixed frequency for
deriving volume control voltage, and this was actually more like a single resonant circuit formed by the antenna circuit.

I thought I had understood your Mode 0 - But I never noticed your "LPF" statement before - So I now wonder if I understood it at all, LOL ;-)

I suppose this matter is of more interest now, because the Lev oscillator tank is a series resonant circuit - But Lev's design is still based on the resonant
antenna circuit operating with Xl > Xc, so that Xl was acting on the tank inductance.

Fred.

 

dewster 11/30/2012 6:04:29 PM [146]

Fred, thanks for bringing our conversation over here.  Others are probably silently thanking you as well, I'm yacking about it too much.

If you go back 9 posts in this thread I covered this in some detail because I wanted to get in one spot my current thinking about the two ways I know of to
make a Theremin oscillator with EQ coil.  I'm likely using  different (or wrong!) terminology, but there are a variety of way to generalize, conceptualize,
and describe oscillator and filter networks.  I had some networks and control theory classes back in college, but the capacity to learn tragically carries
with it the equal or greater condition of slowly, constantly forgetting everything we aren't using day to day.

Mode 0: If you look at the topology from input to output, there is a series L, C to ground, series L, C to ground, which is the form of a 4th order low pass
filter (which is why I label it LPF).  As implemented it is minimally damped, so simulation shows a transfer function of two resonant peaks and two
resonant dips, though it does display large scale LPF behavior.  The lowest frequency resonant peak has the highest voltage at the antenna, most
sensitivity, and clearest phase quadrature at resonance, so this is the one I use.  Tuning is so uncritical I don't need any variable components (I can't stress
enough how important this is).  Output voltage swing is completely determined by the input voltage swing and input drive resistor value.  Input drive is
low impedance and the voltage swing can be quite small - the AFE presently has 5V p-p drive (I'll probably be dropping this to 3.3V to be more
compatible with less old logic) through a 4.7k drive resistor, which develops ~50V p-p in the tank and >100V p-p at the antenna. 

I've had the best results so far with a very small tank capacitance (currently 10pF) and very large, roughly equal inductors for the tank and EQ inductors
(currently 100mH each, just got the 50mH Bournes 6310 and haven't tried them yet, but they look purdy).  The EQ inductance can be somewhat larger
than the tank inductance, but if it's too much larger the quadrature resonance point isn't clear in simulation and the DPLL won't lock (though I've only
played with this scenario for a couple of hours or so on the bench).

A mode 0 circuit can also be used for the volume side, possibly with no EQ coil, thus saving some money and simplifying things a bit (as well as raising
the frequency somewhat higher that of the pitch side if identical inductors are used throughout the Theremin tuned circuitry).  Two or more mode 0
circuits with closely matching component values can be identically driven (through separate resistors) from a single source, giving multi-dimensional
gesture control.  If one is designing a two dimensional controller, the two networks could possibly be driven 180 degrees out of phase, lowering overall
emissions and therefore minimizing disturbance to the frequency side of things.  I'll be investigating this in the coming weeks, but I think you've already
done something highly similar to this Fred.

Mode 1: The topology with the parallel LC tank is more like a bandpass filter coupled to a peaky low pass filter.  Drive is high impedance (open collector
in the EW).  I believe the tank and EQ leg resonances need to be tuned to the same (or nearly the same) frequency in order for it to work properly.  This
means you need at least one tunable element somewhere in the filter network (tank coil, EQ coil, tank cap, antenna geometry, etc.) and it won't
automatically give you maximum voltage swing at the antenna without some fiddling.  This to me is the huge downside of mode 1 because it negatively
impacts manufacturability and long term maintenance / stability.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Regarding topology and linearity, I experience many quite linear octaves with my mode 0 AFE.  The two octaves nearest the antenna are somewhat
cramp (perhaps 2:1 for the penultimate) and almost ultrasonic at the top.  If I carefully set the offset (local oscillator heterodyne frequency if this were an
analog Theremin) and use my unmoving body as the final point for my pitch hand, it can go almost subsonic before the linearity finally poops out (as it
must, because you can't logarithmically hit the null point of zero Hz). 

I don't think this fairly linear-ish behavior is exclusive to mode 0 but I could be wrong.  I used to think linearity favored certain topologies but now I
think it's mistuned mode 1 oscillators and/or poorly implemented EQ networks that are the cause of much of the trouble out there.

file:///Forums/T/28479/problems-with-ew-build?last=True


FredM 11/30/2012 9:02:01 PM [147]

"Fred, thanks for bringing our conversation over here.  Others are probably silently thanking you as well, I'm yacking about it too much." - Dewster

LOL ;-) .. Dont worry about it! In my first few years at TW I really worried about what I posted (and where) - And in those days, when the number of
posts a thread could contain was limited to (I think) 23, finding that I had taken the last 'slot' really bugged me!

Now I dont care much - We do not willfully go out to hijack threads or bother others - and if one upsets someone by posting something off-topic,
removing this posting will upset someone else - You cant please everyone.. Particularly if they have any involvement with theremins... And, at the end of
the day, if they find what you post annoys them, well, they can simply avoid reading your posts!

I dont have my head into the mode 0 etc stuff right now (my head is into designing a really complex coil on an AM radio type ferrite rod - this is for my
self-linearizing LEV oscillator.. At present there are 7 seperate windings on the thing!) .. But I do intend to study it all .. I did do simulations when you
first presented your spreadsheet,which showed the two resonant peaks.. I think that what you are doing is looking at the sharp phase-change which occurs
at the lower peak - effectively keeping the antenna in resonance and monitoring the resonant frequency using phase detection..... I think this is where your
"LPF" interpretation comes from. As I see it, this is a completely different mode of operation to how conventional / analogue theremins operate - but I
have not looked at the idea of using this mode with a heterodyning system.. When I have gone back over it all again I will come back here and probably
bombard you with questions ;-)

Fred.
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"I think that what you are doing is looking at the sharp phase-change which occurs at the lower peak - effectively keeping the antenna in resonance and
monitoring the resonant frequency using phase detection..."  - FredM

Yes, that's it exactly.  Where the phase diagram first drops to -90 degrees is the operating point.

"As I see it, this is a completely different mode of operation to how conventional / analogue theremins operate..."

Different than all mode 1 Theremins, yes.  The Andrey Smirnov D-sensor could be doing  mode 0 with its long line of inverter delays and RC coil drive. 
Strikes me as an imprecise and possibly temperature dependent way of doing it though.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Bournes 6310 50mH coils arrived today - Hokey Smokes!  They're awesome!  Nowhere near as temperature sensitive as the 8250 series, no self-
heating effects either.  Thank you (x100) for suggesting these!  So stable they may not even require negative tempco tank caps (though I think I'll get a
few and see if I can't iron the last tiny bit of drift out of it).  Wow!
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"The Bournes 6310 50mH coils arrived today - Hokey Smokes!  They're awesome! "

Yeah, Ive not found better.. They actually behave like inductors not temperature controlled parallel resonant circuits!

Regarding mode 0 - My failure in comprehension is on the issue of linearization.. I cannot see how an antenna resonant circuit which is maintained at
resonance, can do anything to linearize the response of the theremin.

Sorry to go over the following again - I know you understand it, but its one of these concepts which if not fully grasped prevents others from following
my reasoning..

 

>>

 

My basic linearization philosophy is that one wants to reduce the "effective" change in capacitance as the antenna is approached, and/or perhaps increase
the effective change as the capacitance reduces.

The series LC antenna network in combination with a correctly tuned tank goes a long way towards achieving this - But it works because the tanks
"natural" frequency is always fighting against the antennas resonant frequency, and the two are never the same (as in, the antenna is never in resonance) -
This causes the the inductive loading on the tank to change as a function of change in the antennas resonant frequency which is determined by the
antenna capacitance, and the point on the curve (just below resonance) where this effect is steepest, is the furthest playable distance from the antenna, and
this is where the change in capacitance (from the hand) is lowest, so this change requires "amplification".

As the hand approaches the antenna, the change in capacitance is more rapid, but simultaniosly the "pulling" effect of the antenna circuit is weakening
because this circuit is moving further from its resonant frequency to a less steep purtion of the curve.

<<

My problem is that I do not see this "counter-balancing" operation in action with your mode 0 - I am not saying its not there.. I just dont see it!

Alas, when it comes to the 2nd order maths or whatever, well, I am slowly getting to the point where I can, after spending weeks, sometimes solve things,
and sometimes get glimpses of understanding.. But I am not even up to basic engineering standards in maths - Mathematically dyslexic! (it has cost me
dearly! and is extremely frustrating!) But I still keep trying.. Perhaps this is why I have a passion for sharing what little I know about electronics with
those who are genuinely struggling - I know the frustration of wanting to understand, but having a "mental block" in the way.... Its probably also why I
am merciless when I find someone who acts like a swine with any "pearls" thrown to them, or who scorns what they cannot understand.

http://asmir.theremin.ru/t-sensors.htm


Fred.
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While on the subject of linearization (and a reason why I am taking a much greater interest in mode 0) -

Playing with the Lev oscillator, and incorperating my reactor (its just a current controlled inductance circuit) in the antenna circuit (I did this for tuning
and active temperature compensation, as well as to allow audio modulation of the oscillator frequency for added harmonics), I realised that I possibly
didnt need the antenna resonant circuit at all..

I am now playing with feeding the output frequency of the oscillator (I square it up first to get a constant amplitude) into a LC BP filter - much the same
as is done in volume control circuits using a variable oscillator - and derive a control voltage from this.. The BPF is tuned close to resonance when the
oscillator is seeing minimum capacitance (there is no series inductance between the tank and the antenna - its could be any old  bog standard simple
uncompensated theremin front-end)

The voltage from the BPF /Rectifier/integrator/op-amp circuit is then fed to a reactor which is part of the tank inductance (at the moment it is a seperate
component, with its inductance strapped across the lower leg of the split series resonant coil in the Lev oscillator), and this acts in the same way as the
conventional antenna resonant circuit does - it alters the tank inductance against a resonant BPF curve as a function of oscillator frequency.

The advantage is that linearity can be trimmed (or user adjusted) with a potentiometer which is not handeling any HF, and the BPF consists of a small
inductor (I am using a IFT)

One of the ironies is that I do not think the Lev oscillator is the best topology  for this scheme (in fact, the series configuration doesnt work correctly
without a resonant antenna circuit without pointless modification), and will probably go to a conventional Armstrong oscillator or a variation of the Moog
EW oscillator. I will also probably use a ferrite rod "transformer" to couple to the antenna via extra windings to boost the EMF, and I have just redesigned
the reactor so that the ferrite rod can incorporate this..

But I want to explore other options (like mode 0) because it may be possible with this "self linearizing" oscillator scheme to actually have a non-critical
antenna inductance and antenna circuit which operated at resonance.

So often on my "theremin journey" I have run with what seemed to be a great idea, simulated, breadboarded, gone to PCB design and even in some cases
fabrication - and by the time I am ready to "roll" I get another idea or find some radical "simplification" which I "cannot" ignore - so I shelve my
(perfectly adequate) most recent board, and go the whole process again...

I am at the evaluation / breadboarding stage with this idea at the moment - My "steam pressure" is low, and my supply of "coal" is even lower.. I want to
look at everything relevant in advance this time - and if I do "run" with it, I dont want to get any better ideas about how to do it after I have ordered the
PCB's!

Fred.

 >> When I said "The advantage is that linearity can be trimmed (or user adjusted) with a potentiometer which is not handeling any HF, and the BPF
consists of a small inductor (I am using a IFT)"

This is only a tiny part of the possibilities I think - The frequency dependent voltage derived from the BPF could be tailored an all sorts of ways, both
analogue (squared, exponentiated whatever) or digitally (A/D referencing a compensation LUT) to trim the EQ curve to greater perfection than has been
achieved before - and there would be plenty of time for any processing - 100us updating for example.
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"They actually behave like inductors not temperature controlled parallel resonant circuits!"  - FredM

Now that I'm running it long-term and with the heat fluctuating downstairs I see increasing frequency (at the speaker) with increasing temperature, so the
inductor has the expected positive tempco.  I really envy Theremin builders who can employ air core inductors!

"Regarding mode 0 - My failure in comprehension is on the issue of linearization.. I cannot see how an antenna resonant circuit which is maintained at
resonance, can do anything to linearize the response of the theremin."

"My problem is that I do not see this "counter-balancing" operation in action with your mode 0 - I am not saying its not there.. I just dont see it!"

You're not seeing it because there's nothing to see! ;-)  The ~2 octaves right at the antenna are cramped up (like most Theremins, which can be alleviated
some as you suggested by placing a capacitor in series with the antenna).  The middle octaves are fairly linear (like most well adjusted Theremins).  And
the increase in sensitivity far from the antenna is compensated by a decrease in capacitance change as my hand moves closer to my body.  That's pretty
much it.  Qualitatively this sideways 'S' shaped response in the logarithmic output frequency is completely explained by the LC resonance changing with
antenna/hand capacitance, and the heterodyning subtraction.

I haven't studied mode 1 nearly as much as you or Thierry.  I can imagine how two high Q coupled circuits tuned to nearly the same resonance might give
you a somewhat different response, but I kind of wonder if the potential linearizing abilities of that approach are actually all that powerful.  I'd have to see
mode 1 do something unusual in reality or simulation to think otherwise, and I suppose I just haven't yet?

I came at the AFE by playing with inductors and capacitors on a breadboard, and I noticing that a large inductance in series with a tiny capacitance would
give a huge sine wave voltage swing across both components if the other end of the inductor was driven by a small low impedance square wave.  Adding
a second inductor between the LC intersection and the antenna increased the antenna voltage swing and made it more sensitive to environmental
capacitance.  I was seeing fairly linear behavior looking at the delayed (so as to magnify it) in-phase (drive) and quadrature (tank) voltages on my scope,
which very much encouraged me in those early days.  At first I though it was due to RS Theremin's screen door spring antenna, but the behavior is the
same with my aluminum tape covered PEX antennas.



"So often on my "theremin journey" I have run with what seemed to be a great idea, simulated, breadboarded, gone to PCB design and even in some
cases fabrication - and by the time I am ready to "roll" I get another idea or find some radical "simplification" which I "cannot" ignore - so I shelve my
(perfectly adequate) most recent board, and go the whole process again..."

The more R&D you put into something the higher your expectations for the final result, and so on - which for a pet project can snowball into an iterative
trap of massive feature creep.  I've seen first-hand the often geometric complexity of supporting multiple versions of a product, so I'm trying to avoid that
too by getting it substantially right (or at least substantially not wrong) the first time.
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"You're not seeing it because there's nothing to see!" - Dewster

LOL ;-) .. ok .. Thats good! 

It is extremely difficult to see the "mode 1 counter-balancing" operation by simulation - One needs accurate variation of distance/cpacitance relationship,
and one cannot use the faster frequency response analysis methods, because the performance is dependent on active loading of the tank - so one needs to
actually run the oscillator in the simulation.

But it does work! When one gets the ratios of the tank inductance and capacitance in the right proportion to the antenna inductance and capacitance, and
carefully select these tuning components, one gets a linear playable theremin.. When one doesnt get this right, one gets an EPE 2008 (which can
be playable, but is never good unless one changes the tuning components dramatically) or a S/C / Theremax or similar which have no compensation and
whose linearity and playability are always greatly inferior to a theremin which is correctly compensated.

And the reasons why some designs are better than others is often mysterious - As with Thierry's observations about the difference in performance of
Miller vs Hammond inductors.

This is the major reason I think that I am looking at "active" equalization - I want the ability to "tweek" the response without having to mess about doing
"select-on-test" - a couple of trimmers to set the primary response curve, and perhaps a user linearity knob to allow adjustment for different capacitive
environments - particularly as I am looking at having a user adjustment for sensitivity (number of octaves one has in the playing field) and I have not
found a way to maintain the linearity when sensitivity is changed.

I think that with your digital approach, you have more room for linearity correction at the processing end - the linearity of your front-end is not of
primary importance (?).. With an analogue heterodyning theremin, the only place one can implement correction is at the front-end - And I am certain that
without correction of some kind, a theremin simply isnt worth building.

Fred.
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"...particularly as I am looking at having a user adjustment for sensitivity (number of octaves one has in the playing field) and I have not found a way to
maintain the linearity when sensitivity is changed."  - FredM

Yes this is a very real issue, one I've been grappling with for too long.  The square root circuit I'm using to knock down global sensitivity to 1/2 the raw
value is just a stopgap.  A better solution is to knock down sensitivity near the antenna, and let the difference (heterodyne) set the far field sensitivity. 
You can approximate this with a second order polynomial, where a difference square term dominates in the near field and the difference term alone
dominates in the far.  Adjusting the null point then gives various tone spacings without impacting linearity much.

I think that with your digital approach, you have more room for linearity correction at the processing end - the linearity of your front-end is not of
primary importance (?).. With an analogue heterodyning theremin, the only place one can implement correction is at the front-end - And I am certain that
without correction of some kind, a theremin simply isnt worth building."  - FredM

I'm not sure mode 0 needs much if anything in the way of linearity correction to make a really nice analog Theremin.  If you watch my first (and
only) AFE video, quite a few linear octaves are available with no correction (though the global sensitivity is too high for SNR reasons). 

FredM 12/1/2012 10:04:18 PM [154]

"I'm not sure mode 0 needs much if anything in the way of linearity correction to make a really nice analog Theremin." - Dewster

Sorry, but im back to my "I dont see it.." LOL ;-)

How is the response of Mode 0 any different to the response of a analogue theremin without any antenna resonant circuit ? To me, it seems that Mode 0
frequency is a direct (unaltered / uncompensated / non-linear) function of change of antenna capacitance - just as an uncompensated (as in, tank
capacitance directly connected to/altered by the antenna capacitance) theremins VFO frequency is a direct (unaltered / uncompensated / non-linear)
function of change of antenna capacitance.

And in my expierience, this is a long way from good enough.

Fred.

I have been playing a bit with various spreadsheets - my unfinished ones and yours.. I think that they may all be flawed.. I think that if one computes the
Xl and Xc of the series antenna circuit, and transforms BOTH of these into equivalent "virtual" components which one straps across the tank resonant
circuit, one may actually see the operation of the conventional linearization scheme.. Not there yet though.... 

>> My problem is with determining the values for Xl and Xc, as these are frequency dependent in mode 1 - its easy enough to run a simulation (which
includes the oscillator) of the whole circuit in LTspice or similat - but not easy (not possible?) to run a "passive" spreadsheet (as in, without a macro or
basic program which is actually a model of the oscillator) as these values of Xl and Xc are derived from the oscillator frequency.

dewster 12/2/2012 12:02:29 AM [155]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orvBeJnIxCI


Fred, do you see the linearity in my video?  Lots of octaves with the same hand gesture.

Probably the biggest flaw in my spreadsheet is that it doesn't take the player's body into account - this can really help linearize playing in the far field (I
think I see Peter using his body for this in his videos).

I guess I'm not following your virtual component line of thought.  Any simulation must operate the same way that the physical active components detect
resonance in the tank, no? Resonance is purely a phase thing.  And all components except the hand|body capacitance are fixed complex values (though
there may be significant local oscillator coupling in an analog Theremin).  Their impedance changes with frequency, but that's what capacitors and
inductors do for a living?  My spreadsheet solves the whole network for various frequencies, and in the full simulation uses successive approximation to
solve for multiple resonance points given hand position.

FredM 12/2/2012 4:39:38 AM [156]

Dewster - 
First, I just want to ensure that there is no "fight" between us on this matter - Yes, I have looked at your AFE video many times, and am seriously
impressed! - But having been "there" myself many years ago, having an impressive performance from a prototype, and then finding that its behaviour
(possibly due to the phase of the moon or the migration of the theremin spirits so someone elses prototype - LOL ;-) is not consistant..

You seem to be getting quite good performance - I dont understand how!.. As I see it, you should be getting an inverse-square biased response, only
slightly mitigated by the series capacitance.. You should, as I see it, be getting the same kind of linearity as one gets from a Silicon Chip or any other un-
equalized theremin... But you do seem to be getting a response which is quite a bit better!

 

"I guess I'm not following your virtual component line of thought.  Any simulation must operate the same way that the physical active components detect
resonance in the tank, no? " - Dewster

Any full simulation using accurate models must -

"Resonance is purely a phase thing.  And all components except the hand|body capacitance are fixed complex values (though there may be significant
local oscillator coupling in an analog Theremin). "

Not sure I agree with that - There is more to the loading of the oscillator than just phase - there is the change in both the inductive and capacitive
reactances in parallel with the fixed value inductor and capacitor of the tank.. Not sure if this can be accurately defined as "purely a phase thing" -
Perhaps it can...

"My spreadsheet solves the whole network for various frequencies, and in the full simulation uses successive approximation to solve for multiple
resonance points given hand position."

Yeah - the spreadsheet is cleverly done - Its just that Im not maths-able enough to know if its completely right.. I am not doubting your ability - I just
wonder if something is missing - particularly in the "mode 1" computations.. I think there is a tendency to go to simplification and sometimes err by
doing this (not saying that you have done this) - For decades we all believed that the Lev oscillator had a parallel resonant tank, and Everyone built
theremins on this "faulty" basis.. I wonder if there is some misunderstanding like that involved with the equalization process

But whatever is going on, something is wrong.. My problem can probably be summed up by the fact that I dont see any corrective / linearisation of any
kind in your implementation (and you say I dont see it, because its not there!), yet you seem to be getting reasonable linearity -

I have tried un-compensated designs (in fact, I did not need any real degree of linearity for the 16 'theremins' I had at the HO2010 - I wanted to make
these cheap and cheerful, concentrated more on the tonal qualities than the playability - But I found them unplayable without equalizing, and was forced
[by my own standards, not by the client who was perfectly happy with my uncompensated prototype, LOL] to add a crude antenna inductor) (which led
to all sorts of other problems - but iveb told that story before ;-)

.. My original HO2010 were using the S/C front end.. I am trying to understand how your mode 0 configuration can behave any differently to it - They
both use a resonant circuit which determines their frequency, they both employ hand capacitance (directly) to determine the resonant frequency.. The S/C
runs at a much higher frequency, but if anything I have found (and I dont know why) that uncompensated front-ends do appear to become slightly more
linear as the frequency is increased.

Which leaves the size of the inductor/s in the primary resonant circuit - Yours are massive compared to the S/C or any "mode 1" theremin I have ever
seen..

But once again, I dont see it! - I dont see how this can make the response more linear! - If you had a fixed frequency oscillator driving a large inductance,
and were monitoring the phase or amplitude on the antenna (as I do for my volume control and X/Y sensor array) then I could see it - One actually gets
the same kind of linearization action as one gets from a conventional osc + antenna EQ circuit (althoug not quite as good) , because one is shifting the
operating point on the non-linear part of the LC curve..

But this mechanism cannot AFAICS operate when the antenna circuit is maintained at its resonant frequency..

My problem is that you are one of the cleverest bods here - We can all make mistakes, even stupid ones - But the probability of doing so decreases as
competence increases, so I am strongly inclined to trust your observations and analysis.

But I dont understand why what you are doing seems to be working so well..

Fred.
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"I just want to ensure that there is no "fight" between us on this matter..."  - FredM

I fear I'm being too adamant and perhaps coming across as hostile, which isn't my intention at all.  I certainly don't sense any hostility from you Fred!



"But whatever is going on, something is wrong.. My problem can probably be summed up by the fact that I dont see any corrective / linearisation of any
kind in your implementation (and you say I dont see it, because its not there!), yet you seem to be getting reasonable linearity -"

I do get a response that is largely predicted by the spreadsheet sim.  And the sim doesn't cut any corners that I'm aware of with the basic circuits (though
it does a "best guess" for the phase resonance point if it can't find it clearly), but it doesn't have a super-accurate model of the hand and body of the player
(just the one from that paper) which is where I believe the far-field linearity is coming from.  The linearity you see in the video isn't nearly as good if I
stand super far away from the antenna.

"Which leaves the size of the inductor/s in the primary resonant circuit - Yours are massive compared to the S/C or any "mode 1" theremin I have ever
seen.."

In the video the AFE has 1mH in the tank and 4mH EQ.  Until I got the new Bournes 6310 coils the other day, the AFE had 100mH in tank and 200mH
EQ.  Now it has 50mH for both.  Other than a frequency shift of the operating point it behaves largely the same regardless.

"If you had a fixed frequency oscillator driving a large inductance, and were monitoring the phase or amplitude on the antenna (as I do for my volume
control and X/Y sensor array) then I could see it"

I know exactly what you're talking about because was doing this for a couple of weeks before I got the DPLL going, just to see what I might expect from
it all in terms of linearity and sensitivity in the time domain.

"My problem is that you are one of the cleverest bods here..."

That means a lot coming from you, who has so much hard-won analog Theremin knowledge and who has thought about this stuff much more than I
have.  I really appreciate you being so open and helpful with what you know.

FredM 12/2/2012 8:43:08 PM [158]

"I fear I'm being too adamant and perhaps coming across as hostile, which isn't my intention at all.  I certainly don't sense any hostility from you Fred!" -
Dewster

Great! - I never ever felt any hostility from you - I was just worried that some of what I said might be seen as picky or negetive. There are few rewards
for theremin development - For me, one of the main rewards has been the increase in understanding in areas I knew almost nothing about before I started
designing them - This search for complete understanding can infuriate people!

Fred. 
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I have gone back to the first page and refreshed my memory regarding how you are using the AFE and FPGA (DPLL) together..

Some gaps remain in my full comprehension of the whole process, but I think I might have a better visualization of it..

My understanding - Hope its not to far off..: Your initial "calibration" step determines the resonant frequency of the antenna circuit, and sets this a s
reference - The DPLL then tracks the resonant antenna is its resonant frequency changes due to hand capacitance (the phase change on the antenna is the
"marker") and accumulates the phase error with reference to the calibration value - this accumulated error (which is added or subtracted depending on
whether the phase change is shifting forward or backward with respect to the calibration) is then used to determine the audio output frequency.

looking at this I am wondering.. will the accumulated phase error will be proportional to the LC resonant frequency (as in, linearly determined by the
change in capacitance) - or will it in fact be more like the curve one obtains from driving a fixed frequency into a varying BPF (Or peaky LPF)?

It the latter, this could be your linearization mechanism.. It is the fact that the antenna is maintained at resonance which has stumped me - But I have been
thinking in terms of a free-running oscillator where this frequency is determined soley from the L and C, and therefore is directly proportional to the
changing value of C.. Although your oscillator is doing this, the underlying means of deriving the audio frequency is entirely different - I have been
thinking in terms of there being a "virtual reference oscillator" against which the "difference" frequency is computed - And could not see how you are
getting good linearity with this..

However - If the accumulated phase error is not effectively equivalent to a value corresponding to the frequency deviation of the AFE from its frequency
at calibration, then this may be where linearization is occurring..

MAY and IF.... LOL ;-) If there is "nothing to see" then I am at sea in a rowing boat without a paddle! Because in this case I either accept what I am
seeing from your demo as "truth" and throw several years of observations about theremin circuits in the bin and accept that I have been a delusional nut,
or I must accept that there is no such thing as a theremin, it is simply malware thrown into my "matrix machine" LOL ;-)

Fred.
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"looking at this I am wondering.. will the accumulated phase error will be proportional to the LC resonant frequency (as in, linearly determined by the
change in capacitance) - or will it in fact be more like the curve one obtains from driving a fixed frequency into a varying BPF (Or peaky LPF)?"  -
FredM

The former.  When a PLL has accumulated (integrated) phase error in the feedback loop, any phase error is eventually nulled out.  So the accumulated
phase error is a direct (and low pass filtered) indication of operating frequency. 

Some analog PLLs accomplish this nulling via the phase detector by pulsing high or low for a length of time proportional to the error (thus adding /
removing charge from a cap in the loop).  Others use an XOR gate and explicitly accumulate phase error with an op amp integrator in the feedback loop
(you probably already know this).



Some PLLs don't use accumulated phase error - the output will then have a phase error proportional to the difference from the PLL oscillator center
frequency.  My DPLL doesn't work that way.

I was thinking maybe the mode 0 linearity was due to the extreme sensitivity I'm aiming for - the tank cap is only 10pF.  But putting 100pF in the
spreadsheet sim doesn't qualitatively change things much (other than lowering sensitivity and the operating point frequency).  It's also true that the output
audio frequency is proportional to the operating frequency deviation from the calibrated null point, i.e. it doesn't rely on heterodyning for actual pitch, but
I'm not sure how that might play into things other than giving the designer a ton more flexibility when picking an operating point.

One could probably implement a simple mode 0 analog Theremin with the AFE lashed to a CD4046.  The XOR phase detector should work fine for
detecting quadrature.  The loop filter would probably need an opamp integrator to fully emulate the DPLL, but it might be close enough if a passive loop
filter were used due to the very narrow (~3%) tracking range.  I keep meaning to try this, but I keep running out of time every day.

"If there is "nothing to see" then I am at sea in a rowing boat without a paddle!"

Hey, if it can get you away from tuning a front end by intentionally saturating an inductor it's probably worth it!  But for all I know I'm somehow barking
up the wrong tree - when I set out to make a Theremin I rashly decided to forgo all the circuitry I'd encountered on the web and start from scratch, and I
often feel like a tightrope walker without a net (or a rope!).  Here I am almost a year in and almost nothing real to show for it except for an eternally
messy workbench and one buzzy YouTube video (another reason to at least have a junkyard board prototype to trot out to friends and family who are
otherwise wondering about my sanity).  Three years now with no job and jabbering to anyone within earshot about Theremins - it's starting to get
embarrassing!

It's really nice to meet and swap ideas with others such as yourself who are as (or likely more) obsessed about these infernal gadgets than I am!
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"when I set out to make a Theremin I rashly decided to forgo all the circuitry I'd encountered on the web and start from scratch, and I often feel like a
tightrope walker without a net (or a rope!).  Here I am almost a year into it and almost nothing real to show for it." - Dewster

Lol - Just 1 year ;-) ?

Yeah - If you were on a parallel universes, I would suspect we were the "same" entity - LOL ;-) .. I could have said everything you have just said -
exactly - at the end of my first year wrestling with this beast.. hadnt then realised I was in her net.

- Just a few words of encouragement, LOL ;-)

I have just run some simulations looking for a phase related linearization mechanism (as you know, I have used analogue PLLs quite a lot - I tend to use
phase comparator II [not XOR] when using the 4046, but build my own [which is a frequency comparator when signals are far apart, and a phase
comparator as it pulls to lock] in the PSoC when I use these) and you are right - theres nothing to see.

I now have a choice - get on with my present route developing a simple Lev "clone" (for publication) and simultaneously developing a more
sophisticated one (for selling) - and forget this puzzle.. Or spend my time trying to work out how, why and if I (and everyone else who has slaved
over optimizing antenna equalization ) have been deluded and/or chasing a phantom.. The performance of your AFE and the results from your
spreadsheet indicate that there aint much difference between compensated and uncompensated.

I think I should stay with the dark art, science be damned! LOL   ;-)

-------------------------------------------------

Oh great theremin Siren, Spirit of the Aether

I yield to your will and infinite heterodyning power.

Give me the strength and maintain my delusion, so that I can serve you without doubt or digital distractions.

Reveal to me the secrets of the dark waves which eminate from your antennas, and let me lose myself in your curves.

Signed with blood and silicon grease

Fred.

 

dewster 12/6/2012 12:17:35 AM [162]

"Lol - Just 1 year ;-) ?"  - FredM

Yikes! ;-)  I really need to push ahead but when I do it often (usually) leaves me behind where I started!  Nothing like constantly discovering what won't
work.

Yesterday I tried a novel approach to the dither (which is injected phase noise that helps even out the DPLL response): the MSBs of the dither vector are
composed of a cyclic pattern, the LSBs composed of LFSR noise with a much longer period (previously the entire vector was this).  Then the DPLL
operating point output is filtered with a moving average LPF (CIC, boxcar, etc.) that squashes the dither cycle and all of its harmonics with filter zeros. 
Not a lot of difference.  In fact my desk lamp may be messing with it more due to the cyclic dither.  What I really want is a noiseless oscillator, but I can't
do that with a fixed clock as the edges generally don't align.  The small amount of phase noise due to this inherent jitter is obvious when playing very
near the null point (subsonic).  Maybe I should make a rudimentary DAC with an R2R ladder and use several bits to drive the tank.  I plan to lift the null
with my polynomial linearization scheme, so maybe I shouldn't be worrying so much.  There's a lot of interaction between the LEDs and the pitch side,
something else to confound things and fuss over. 

Worried about excess stray capacitance, today I took the AFE out of the aluminum minibox and mounted it in a plastic project case.  Replaced the
CD4011B NAND gate with a 74LVU04N (NPX) hex inverter and dropped VCC to 3.3V with a LP2950 (TI) LDO.  Other than quite snappy response, a
very nicely centered threshold voltage, and a somewhat higher operating frequency, there's essentially no real difference in behavior.



I could switch to an external PLL like the 4046 and just count and smooth periods, but I'd lose basic control over the oscillator, and there is still the issue
of measuring with a fixed clock that will introduce the equivalent of phase noise, and here I can't easily inject dither.  However, if I did do this I could
perhaps use the period, which is the inverse of the frequency, as the operating point - I'm wondering if that could possibly improve linearity (yet another
simulation).  If not I could make a frequency locked loop (something you can do easily in the digital world but not the analog) and monitor its operating
point. 

FredM 12/6/2012 1:03:30 AM [163]

Phew!

You lost me! The only bits I fully understood were the stray capacitance reduction and the FLL (although I do not really understand how FLL could
improve matters if you use it to maintain the antenna at resonance - Frequency locking vs phase locking? Surely, when one is in lock, these are the same?
Or are you thinking of deliberately jittering the count so that phase locking does not occur, and using the average frequency obtained as the operating
point?)

" In fact my desk lamp may be messing with it more due to the cyclic dither" ... "There's a lot of interaction between the LEDs and the pitch side,
something else to confound things and fuss over."

This all sounds horribly familiar! - But your methods are quite different to what I was doing.. For me, it was coupling to the sensor pads which was
causing the problems - these were low voltage - boosting the voltage with series inductance (tuned sensors) sorted out most of my problems.

Thing which improved SNR (before I raised the pad voltages) was decoupling any heavy switching currents (across LED or dropping resistors for
example).. Can be a bit hairy though and can make matters worse, the other is putting inductors in series with these components... I was at such a
desperate point (there was a Hands-off event and Gordon was going to play the instrument there - I had a few weeks to iron out these monsterous
problems..... Then the event was cancelled, and I was EXTREMELY relieved! LOL ;-) I was trying anything...

Fred.

dewster 12/6/2012 4:34:58 AM [164]

"...I do not really understand how FLL could improve matters if you use it to maintain the antenna at resonance - Frequency locking vs phase locking?
Surely, when one is in lock, these are the same? Or are you thinking of deliberately jittering the count so that phase locking does not occur, and using the
average frequency obtained as the operating point?"  - FredM

When you count how many system clocks there are in the external lower frequency PLL clock cycle you get the period.  I'm just wondering if the period
might be more useful as an operating point number when it comes to Theremin linearity than the frequency, though I need to simulate it.  If not I have the
option of locking to the frequency sans phase in order to get the reciprocal if I go the analog PLL route. 

(Several years ago I designed (originated?) a DPLL that's half FLL and half PLL - one can do frequency locking without phase locking in logic because
oscillators (NCOs) can be perfectly matched; in the analog world AFAIK you pretty much have to phase lock in order to frequency lock.  And even
though I understand and have an extensive analysis spreadsheet for analog XOR PLLs with integrators in the feedback filter, I couldn't come up with a
sound theoretical optimization approach for it and so haven't yet used it in anything.)

(Most of what I'm doing (not that it's getting me anywhere lately) is seat-of-the-pants and not very mathy.  The main reasons to use math are to prove to
one's self that something like SNR is superior in one scenario vs another (very useful and somewhat beyond me), and to dazzle everyone while obscuring
how little one is actually presenting when publishing (IMO).  Excel does most of my heavy lifting, with z^-1 (unit delay) = e^(-j*2*pi*f), Zc = -
j*2*pi*f*C, ZL = j*2*pi*f*L, and the complex math functions in the Analysis Toolpack.)

Now that I think about it, one thing that's probably superior about mode 1 is that it is bandpass, so it likely rolls off everything above and below the
resonance point(s?).  Mode 0 is peaky (high Q) lowpass, so some of the nasty stuff below (like mains hum + harmonics) can perhaps sneak in and perturb
things.  But at this point I'm kind of married to mode 0, so I'm going to do my damnedest to make it work.

FredM 12/7/2012 10:24:17 AM [165]

" Mode 0 is peaky (high Q) lowpass, so some of the nasty stuff below (like mains hum + harmonics) can perhaps sneak in and perturb things." - Dewster

Im not sure the above is as bad as it sounds.. You say its a peaky lowpass - but I dont think this is strictly true - the series capacitor in the antenna circuit
will form a high-pass filter (certainly eliminate the vast majority of low LF stuff - at least -60db at mains) so the entire mode-0 front end surely behaves
more like a band-pass ?

"But at this point I'm kind of married to mode 0, so I'm going to do my damnedest to make it work."

To me, now that I am starting to get my head 'round how your circuits / system works, I can see big advantages with mode-0 for your application. Perhaps
the problems are more due to the HF end (HF harmonics from switching stuff like those damn eco lights) than the low end - Perhaps something like a bit
of HF filtering (say a LPF with sharp roll-off above say twice the maximum operating frequency) is worth playing with.. Perhaps even a RC LPF tuned to
the max operating frequency would be enough ?

I can see that adding any kind of secondary filtering may pose problems with regard to phase detection, but with careful selection I think you could
overcome such potential problems.

I may still be misunderstanding your implementation of mode-0 .. I dont actually see why this cannot be operated as a sharp BPF.

Fred.

 

dewster 12/7/2012 5:51:45 PM [166]



"Perhaps the problems are more due to the HF end (HF harmonics from switching stuff like those damn eco lights) than the low end - Perhaps something
like a bit of HF filtering (say a LPF with sharp roll-off above say twice the maximum operating frequency) is worth playing with.. Perhaps even a RC
LPF tuned to the max operating frequency would be enough ?"  - FredM

Fred I think you're entirely correct, efforts to filter out 60Hz & harmonics haven't noticeably improved things.  Lowering the operating point from
~1MHz to ~100kHz seems to have made it more susceptible to compact fluorescent emissions.  Putting an alligator test lead on one o'scope channel and
setting it near the lamp shows a ~1Vp-p @ ~22.5kHz roughly triangle wave, so odd harmonics at 22.5kHz, 67.5kHz, 112.5kHz, etc. the last of which is
right on top of the current operating point!  A neat trick would be to put an adaptive filter in the DPLL loop filter, but that's beyond my current abilities
and would be complex enough to pretty much require a processor.

Yesterday I looked into putting a 4046 analog PLL in the AFE.  Using the XOR phase detector would need a 3.3V rail to rail op amp in the loop filter,
and I'd lose digital control over the operating point limits.  I could forgo a PLL altogether, and instead do the required 90 degree shift with a simple RC
(which would be a convenient point to employ a tempco cap) but the RC would have to be adjusted for max voltage at the antenna, and if the antenna
were ever changed it would need readjusting.  I'm very much opposed to these basic fiddly sorts of adjustments (beyond those easily performed by the
user in software and without the aid of test equipment, e.g. linearity response - doing my best to put Thierry out of work ;-) ).

So I've decided to put that off until the DPLL proves beyond further efforts at finessing.  The NCO is currently running at 50MHz, I can easily get that to
100MHz and add accumulator logic to enable output on both clock edges for a 4x decrease in output phase jitter (did this in the past on another project). 
The phase detector could benefit from increased resolution as well, something I need to think about a bit more.

Yesterday I also tried sending a delta-sigma modulated triangle wave to the AFE tank, which actually works, but splatters HF noise all over the place
which makes for a noisy & sticky low end.  So back to using a square wave as stimulus.  Too bad it isn't easier getting a quality ~100kHz sine wave into
and out of an FPGA.

Fred, over 10 years ago I developed a spreadsheet that I used a lot for XOR VCXO PLL design.  There's no readme in it, but it should be somewhat self-
explanatory if you want to play with it:

http://www.mediafire.com/?d456yq90ac4ma9c

I used the XOR phase detector for improved noise immunity, and the lock range requirements for synchronous digital hierarchy type applications is quite
narrow.  Things to watch out for in PLL design are cutoff frequency, gain and phase margins (stability), jitter peaking (over/undershoot), and ripple
modulation effects (which can limit operating range).

FredM 12/7/2012 6:49:29 PM [167]

"Too bad it isn't easier getting a quality ~100kHz sine wave into and out of an FPGA."

A simple LC oscillator, and frequncy control mechanism like varicap - and with PLL tech you should be able to get a beautiful sine from your FPGA..

dewster 12/12/2012 2:26:09 AM [168]

When working in a noisy electrical environment, there's a lot to be said for dealing with sine waves as they are, particularly in the detection (mixing)
phase of things.  Digital oriented PLLs look at edge timing, radio oriented mixers look at the whole sine wave using a continuous multiplication process,
locking to a "best fit" of the entire wave.  My AFE converts (low pass filters) a square wave into a sine wave, which is OK I think.  But environmental
noise can sneak into the downstream sine amplification / clipping process and move the edges around.

Inductors: I see the prototype get fairly perturbed when the clothes washer in the other room kicks on.  A ferrite rod is open to the magnetic environment
much more than a closed ferrite loop.  An inductor formed on a ferrite rod has the magnetic return path through air, and so has much less temperature
dependence than a ferrite loop, but much more susceptibility to external magnetic fields (and also has much less inductance).  So I'm wondering what
portion of the interference I'm seeing with the Bournes 6310 inductors is magnetic field rather than electric field, and if I'd be better off with a closed loop
ferrite (with more aggressive tempco methods) to eliminate magnetic interference?

I'm working on improving the DPLL I/O timing so that less dithering and averaging is required.  There is a phase offset mechanism in the Xilinx Spartan
3 DCM, but they made it less general in later generations so I'm kind of afraid of using it (too bad because it gives +/- 1/255 of a system clock cycle
resolution).  What I'm doing now (haven't quite finished the coding though very close and have done some speed tests) is to run the DPLL at 150MHz
rather than 50MHz, and have the NCO kick out two bits of phase info rather than one (the square clock) which will be routed to a DDR pin, giving 3.3ns
resolution (vs. 20 ns).  The phase comparator will have a similar DDR input and two bit logic to increase the resolution there as well. 

It's really OK as is, but I keep watching videos where people play the Theremin from what looks like half a meter away at medium and high pitches and
getting envious (the SNR on mine poops out around 2 feet or so).

FredM 12/12/2012 5:00:42 AM [169]

"My AFE converts (low pass filters) a square wave into a sine wave, which is OK I think.  But noise can sneak into the downstream sine amplification /
clipping process and move the edges around."- Dewster

You may well be right.. I put the failure of my early attempts with digital (which used square waves and PSoCs) down to signal levels - which seemed to
be confirmed when I boosted the levels using inductors.. But these inductors also meant I was dealing with sine waves on the antennas - I needed to
convert these back to logic levels, for which I used RC attenuation and zero-crossing detection. It may well be that my assumptions regarding the primary
failure mechanism was not a complete explanation or completely correct - (or even at all correct, LOL ;-)

 "if I'd be better off with a closed loop ferrite (with more aggressive tempco methods) to eliminate magnetic interference?"

Oh, I dont think there is any doubt that a closed inductor or torroid greatly increases immunity. One big problem with open (rod) ferrites is the directional
nature of the fields and sensitivities - I noticed this when using those horrible cheap axials - Even when I got the 3d "theremin" working, it could
misbehave if I changed its orientation with respect to some other appliance.. I even sometimes wonder if it only worked when oriented E-W LOL ;-)  ....
And yes, I have found analogue is not subject (or certainly not noticably / measurably so) to these kind of problems.

http://www.mediafire.com/?d456yq90ac4ma9c


I was not so tenacious back in those days - I tried some things to reduce the problems, but it was rapidly dawning on me that the instrument was
unplayable even when everything was working - and the idea of producing an even more difficult (and even stupider) instrument than the theremin
caused me to abandon it.. But one thing I did try which did seem to help, was to line the tubes in which the inductors were housed (I had plastic tubes -
actually medical sample containers - covered in foil which was actively driven with a shielding signal..) with non-magnetic fridge magnet material (a
flexible rubber / ferrite stuff one can buy cheaply - intended for fridge magnets, but easily demagnetised).

I think the above sort of "fiddle factor" is just ok if one is building a one-off, are in a tight spot and need to fix a problem, or you are just testing concepts
-  But its absolutely useless if one is designing for manufacture.. unless one has the funds to get special parts made based on what one learns.. And there
just isnt any sense in going too far on investing too much - One could easily spend as much on just sorting out the inductors / shielding / tempco to get
these 'perfect'  as it costs Moog to produce their whole theremin - and most people are happy with that instrument! 

"So I'm wondering what portion of the interference I'm seeing with the Bournes 6310 inductors is magnetic field rather than electric field, and if I'd be
better off with a closed loop ferrite (with more aggressive tempco methods) to eliminate magnetic interference?"

You should be able to get some idea about this from what happens as you change the 6310's orientation.. In my expierience, one gets huge changes if one
moves (rotates) the inductor on the horizontal axis, or flips it from horizontal to vertical.

Fred.

 

dewster 12/12/2012 5:17:09 AM [170]

"You should be able to get some idea about this from what happens as you change the 6310's orientation.. In my expierience, one gets huge changes if
one moves (rotates) the inductor on the horizontal axis, or flips it from horizontal to vertical."  - FredM

Maybe do a "humbucking" arrangement where the two inductors (tank and EQ) face opposite (180 degree) directions?  Any externally applied field
would then tend to cancel.

I'm still thinking closed ferrites (or better yet pot cores) are perhaps the final solution.  Too bad those CMCs you were looking at didn't pan out.

dewster 12/13/2012 7:52:37 PM [171]

More thoughts on the pitch side DPLL:

It's really a DLL (delay locked loop) with the ability to free-run, because the frequency of the output is always that of the input (but delayed 90 degrees
when locked).  In simulation and in reality it works better using just the integrated phase error term and without a proportional phase error term (fed to
the loop filter).  This is an unstable topology for a true PLL.

XOR phase detection is bit multiplication.  XOR phase detectors only work correctly over a +/- 90 degree range, outside of which they give the wrong
answer.  While out walking today I thought of a way to extend the phase range to a full +/- 180 degrees.  If the NCO is constructed so that it also has both
in-phase and quadrature outputs (trivial) then these can be independently XOR mixed with the tank quadrature signal, with these two results XORed and
fed to the loop filter.  This gives something highly similar to a Costas loop which is used extensively in communications for demodulation purposes. 

So phase lock should happen over a wider range.  And perhaps as or more importantly there is 2x the opportunity to dither the NCO accumulator and
therefore statistically expose this value to the outside world more frequently, increasing the precision of this value (when averaged over a given period of
time).

It's great coming back to DPLLs after several years break because my thoughts have had time to settle (as well as go completely missing!) so I can
approach them with a somewhat fresh viewpoint.  Books and papers on the subject are often simultaneously too seat-of-the-pants and too theoretical - it's
really more control theory than anything else.  Here's a nice paper I found recently that approaches PLLs from that angle.  In it the author states "The
experts in PLLs tend to be electrical engineers with hardware design backgrounds" which I guess is why the books on them tend to be hodgepodges of
circuit topologies, light math to calculate various figures of merit, and rules-of-thumb.  Of all the courses I took in college, control theory has probably
helped me more than anything else.

FredM 12/13/2012 11:06:56 PM [172]

"Books and papers on the subject are often simultaneously too seat-of-the-pants and too theoretical" - Dewster

Yeah - The above is so true for much which is written about electronics and engineering in general .. Go through chapters where its all bl**dy obvious
and elementary, then a sudden jump to a sea of maths, with no "bridge" to get you from one to the other.

I wasted some money buying a book "Excel Scientific and Engineering Cookbook" by O Reilly - which gives one tantilising pointers to using VB, but
doesnt even show a simple Macro developed using VB. Few authors manage to take a subject and work through from "starter" (or whatever level it starts
at) to as advanced as the book goes, without making "unbridged" jumps from one level to the next.. One of the best authors (and best books) I have found
is Crenshaw with his "Maths Toolkit for Real-Time Programming" - He manages to take one from the simplest fundamental algorythms (square root for
example) right through numeric calculus and dynamic simulation... Oh, (for me anyway) its tough going at times, but there are no gaps or jumps -
everything can be understood if you understand what came before.

Fred.

dewster 12/14/2012 8:30:02 PM [173]

Fred, thanks for that book title, I'll definitely check it out.

Oops, Costas loop seems to require low pass filtering before the final multiplication, and even then it seems like it might lock on 180 out of phase half the
time.  I'm still thinking about this but it doesn't seem to be going anywhere fast.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=xor%20phase%20detector&source=web&cd=9&cad=rja&ved=0CGEQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fciteseerx.ist.psu.edu%2Fviewdoc%2Fdownload%3Fdoi%3D10.1.1.6.4297%26rep%3Drep1%26type%3Dpdf&ei=4TPKUOG_BuSq0AGJvYDQAw&usg=AFQjCNEnn4cLHuuetSug1ixQxVAq90ev3g


Got the LC meter in the mail today!  Checked all 10 of the Bourns 6310 chokes I bought a while back, all were within +/- 0.5mH or so (1%).  Two were
open due to the way Mouser ships them all banging together in a bag.  They're quite fragile, Bourns should put some heatshrink over them or something.
Checked out my home made inductance substitution boxes I use for speaker building, the higher ranges read a little low, but that's probably due to the
high test frequency (which you can read by pressing the momentary "Func" button).  It would be nice to be able to set that.

Tried a couple of 10pF caps, some 1uF speaker xover caps, and a couple of large non-polar electrolytics and the meter seems to read them fine too. You
*have* to calibrate it whenever you change ranges, and in the "large C" range it takes a while to even acknowledge you're pressing the "Zero" button.

There's some kind of large extraneous cutout in the faceplate plastic behind the decal that you can feel when you press on it, and the clear plastic covering
the LCD is thin and a little smudgy looking, but for <$40 shipped I probably shouldn't be complaining.  Nice to finally have a way to test all my coils and
caps!

I bet a good Theremin designer could build the best LC tester in the world!

FredM 12/14/2012 9:39:06 PM [174]

"I bet a good Theremin designer could build the best LC tester in the world!" - Dewster

I doubt it! ;-) .. The disciplines of theremin and instrumentation designs do have some overlap - but not much I think... Theremin designers (even the
best) tend, I think, to be "sloppier" than what is required for professional test equipment design - and our area of focus is really quite narrow when it
comes to determining capacitance / inductance / resonance.. Sure, we may be able to design the best tester for tiny capacitances - but one which can take
a 1pF and resolve this to 10fF AND take a 10uF and resolve this to 10nF, and compute series inductance and resistance - not me! ;-)

When I look at whats inside my tiny Atlas LCR, I marvel - this was designed + built before custom ICs were available to do the job, and it is beautifully
engineered, reliable and accurate. Looking at some of the really high-end pieces of kit they are crammed full of SMT analogue at the front end (complete
with shielding boxes and inductors configured into the PCB) all controlled by a DSP and sometimes a seperate MCU for user / remote interfacing.

I think that "the best LC tester in the world" could only come about as a product developed by a highly competent team, which would need at least one
"theremin type engineer" in it, but lots of other engineers and consultants.... But I think that almost every complex project or instrument (particularly
where accurate analogue signals must be acquired and subsequently digitally processed) these days is beyond the ability of any individual to fully
develop - or at least beyond their ability to engineer to "best in the world" standard.

Perhaps this is one of the things that makes the theremin so atractive to the likes of us - It is still possible, I believe, for an individual or small team of
individuals who have imagination, dedication and reasonable competence, to engineer the best theremin in the world.. Even if we couldnt knock together
an LCR tester which matched a $100 Chinese import.

"thanks for that book title, I'll definitely check it out" -

Bear in mind that I am a complete maths dyslexic.. The book helped me because I can follow code a lot more easily than I can follow large formulae - so
I can (with much sweat) actually see the required operations and why... If you can read an equasion, can manipulate an equasion, and understand whats
being done from looking at an equasion, then this book may not be nearly so useful to you!

The book never really helped me with anything other than comprehending the operations - I still cannot manually manipulate anything complex - in fact,
when I see a multi level formula with loads of symbols (even if I understand these) I have a mental blur - no matter what I do - write it out, whatever.. Its
only when I can code it in C or lower level, or construct it in an excel (or multiple excel) cells, that I start to feel any competence with the maths at all.

dewster 12/14/2012 10:35:10 PM [175]

"But I think that almost every complex project or instrument (particularly where accurate analogue signals must be acquired and subsequently digitally
processed) these days is beyond the ability of any individual to fully develop - or at least beyond their ability to engineer to "best in the world"
standard."  - FredM

You're right, I was kind of exaggerating.  But I bet I could build something better than this LC meter for around $100.  Better for Theremin use anyway. 
Have the test frequency range be somewhat settable so that you're measuring the component in the ballpark of where it will be operating in circuit, and
have an SRF test for inductors.

Fred have you seen Numerical Recipes in C? Chock full of stuff, I've got the older version.  Hacker's Delight by Henry S. Warren, Jr. is really interesting
as well. 

FredM 12/15/2012 1:27:10 AM [176]

Hi Dewster -

Yes, I have Numerical Recipes in C - A great book, but at times it does make assumptions which 'disable' me from making best use of it, I will look into
"Hackers Delight" , thanks.

A big part of me just wants to leave the maths - I have been through this struggle many, many times - Paid for private tuition when my inadequacies
really became a problem, thought I was doing ok - but never got things right (My last big job, designing the RT control system for commutating a 36
phase in-wheel motor, was maths intensive - I was assigned a mathematician to work with me - but he couldnt make it work.. I ended up using mixed
analogue and digital with nothing more complex than sine tables..) I want to be able to master maths because, to be honest, I feel stupidly ignorant..
There are many people who are obviously not as bright as me but who can run rings 'round me on maths - So I shouldnt have this problem.... :_(

"Better for Theremin use anyway"

Agreed! - There are lots of simple bits of kit which could be really useful for theremin designers / engineers, for which one cannot obtain affordable
available equipment. Accurate measurement of small capacitances, and basic testing of inductors for SRF etc (perhaps even radiated fields) - a box with 2
inputs that shows which inputs frequency is > than the other, and low cost FET 'scope probes - these are the sort of items which are within grasp.

Fred.

http://www.nr.com/oldverswitcher.html
http://www.hackersdelight.org/


dewster 12/15/2012 4:50:28 AM [177]

"... basic testing of inductors for SRF..."  - FredM

I would have been all over the Mastech MS5308 if it had SRF.  I mean SRF, come on, it's pretty basic and important thing to know about an inductor. 
Maybe one can calculate it from the phase angle or something but I want a direct readout.  This cheapie <$40 meter probably could do it if they removed
the resonant capacitor and gave the oscillator enough range.

Don't beat yourself up over math (I probably know just enough to get me in trouble, and it's only after I have a pretty good feeling about what's really
going on via simulation and a lot of thought).  In life it's always basic concepts first and math later, but they tend to teach it backwards because professors
have to publish, and it is a pretty weird thing that much of nature can be described by a handful of simple formulae.  Both experimentation and formalism
have their place, neither could exist without the other, but most discoveries happen by accident in the lab and all else proceeds from there.

I wish to god I'd taken more communications courses in college, but my first two classes were taught by math profs who couldn't relate the fundamentals
to me ("look at this formula for stationarity") which almost completely turned me off to the whole thing (much like my devices class - ugh).  Nothing at
all wrong with generalizing and math, but there's a time and a place.  Not sure how I feel about a purely hands on engineering curriculum either.  There's
got to be a balance, and the concepts are often quite simple.  I guess one of the big problems with teaching/learning EE is it's so broad and diverse, not
enough time really to even properly expose undergrads to the variety of stuff going on.

FredM 12/19/2012 2:19:46 PM [178]

"I've got the older version.  Hacker's Delight by Henry S. Warren, Jr. is really interesting as well."- Dewster

I bought a 2nd hand (2007) copy of "Hackers Delight" which arrived yesterday - Many thanks for the reccomendation Dewster - I would never even have
looked at a book with that title when looking for maths computing.. It is GREAT! - Just been browsing it, and I can go to any page and understand (after a
little work sometimes) everything on the page - (Almost) No incomprehensible formulae or mysterious  symbols which look like they came off some
Egyptian tomb! - And when I do come across these, the code unravels it in a way that "explanations" have never done for me.

And all sorts of mathematical mysteries I have struggled with for years now make sense (or at least are starting to make sense).

Thank you!

Fred.

Amethyste 12/19/2012 2:53:41 PM [179]

awwwwwwwwwwwww... Peace between people, makes my theremin sing. :)

dewster 12/19/2012 7:32:23 PM [180]

"I bought a 2nd hand (2007) copy of "Hackers Delight" which arrived yesterday"  - FredM 

Glad you are finding it useful Fred!  A lot of short and sweet stuff in there.  It's interesting that the implementation of operations such as division and
mod aren't universally agreed upon in processors or high level languages.  Basic arithmetic is surprisingly complex at the lowest level. 

I also own and have read the two Hennessy & Patterson texts on computer architecture and was expecting more in the way of what to include / exclude in
a RISC instruction set, but they write about branch prediction, TLBs, very specific examples of pipelining, and other things that don't interest me much. 

snazzy_snail 12/20/2012 1:04:17 PM [181]

Hi. I also would like to contribute some how to a "(mostly) digital theremin project".

I'm planning to implement a digital theremin as my student's project soon, so I started making some sketches.

http://www.hackersdelight.org/


 

To detect changes in antennas capacitance I plan to use Analog Devices AD7150 Capacitance-to-Digital Converters (CDC). This converter can detect up
to as minimum as 4pF capacitance with the resolution of 1 fF at a 100 Hz rate. The data from CDC is read by FPGA via I2C interface.

A sine wave can be generated in FPGA in digital form with the use of Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) ipcore and then sent to Digital-to-Analog
Converter. At the same time DDS's frequency can be altered according to the capacitance value read by pitch-channel CDC.

As for volume control, we can simply multiply a digital sine amplitude by a scaling coefficient before sending it to DAC. The coefficient is determined
by the volume-channel CDC data.

If this is going to work, we should get an analog sine at the output of DAC, which can later be amplified or adapted in any way to be sent to he speaker.

Please, let me know what do you think of my plan. Does it look as a working idea or do I miss something obvious?

 

dewster 12/20/2012 5:29:13 PM [182]

"Please, let me know what do you think of my plan. Does it look as a working idea or do I miss something obvious?"  - snazzy_snail

I spent maybe 15 minutes looking at the datasheet.  The main things that jump out at me:

1. The CDC has 12 bits of resolution.  The average has 16 bits.  12 bits really aren't enough for pitch, 16 is close.  And that's if all the bits are stable or the
lsbs are dithering in a way that you can use them.  If you set the settling time constant to get good (stable & enough bits) data it will likely make the
response time too slow for vibrato and the like.

2. The excitation voltage (+/-VDD/2) is probably too small for reliable long range capacitive sensing. 

These chips are made more for close proximity detection, and while very intriguing I don't believe they can be adapted easily (or at all?) for serious
digital Theremin use.

If you do go this route, is there any reason you're using an FPGA?  Just about any processor should be able to handle the I2C interface and audio
generation, and doing more complex data manipulations with a processor would be more straightforward as well. If you really want to use an FPGA you
could use it to stimulate an LC tank, or at least as an averaging frequency (period, actually) counter driven by a conventional LC oscillator Theremin
front end.

snazzy_snail 12/20/2012 7:54:34 PM [183]

1. The CDC has 12 bits of resolution.  The average has 16 bits.  12 bits really aren't enough for pitch, 16 is close. 

How is it possible to define what will be enough?

If you do go this route, is there any reason you're using an FPGA?



Simply because I have one available (:

If you really want to use an FPGA you could use it to stimulate an LC tank.

Not sure, if I understand you. What I thought would do is using it as a controlled audible frequency generator.

dewster 12/21/2012 2:15:57 AM [184]

"How is it possible to define what will be enough?"

Even though you are using a sensor that measures capacitance linearly, Theremin antenna and hand capacitance is roughly given by:

Chand = pi*epsilon0*L / (10*ln(4*x/D)) 

where: 
L = length of antenna in meters 
D = diameter of antenna in meters 
x = distance from hand to antenna in meters 
epsilon0 = permittivity of free space = 8.85E-12 Fm^-1 

So you have a 1/ln(x) relationship of capacitance to hand location.  What you want is a number that increases exponentially (the ear response is
logarithmic in both pitch and volume, so it perceives exponential pitch changes as linear) with linearly decreasing hand distance.  To sort of linearize
what you will actually get from your proposed arrangement, you could subtract a fixed number very close in value to it.  This is what all analog
Theremins do via heterodyning.  Adjusting this fixed number for a somewhat linear middle zone will give cramped notes near and far from the antenna.

Mapping non-linear functions to discrete binary levels often gives you too much resolution on one end and not enough on the other.  For instance, you
want frequency steps in the midrange to be maybe around one cent so that you don't hear the steps happening.  Expressed as a ratio this is the 1200th root
of 2, or ~1.00058.  Subtracting 1 gives 0.00058 or 1/1730, which is around 2^11.  So for the center octaves you need maybe 10 bits per octave minimum,
and depending on the mapping of bits to actual frequencies this either gets progressively better or worse for the other octaves.  If it gets worse for the
lower octaves that would be a good thing as our sense of pitch isn't so good down there.

"Not sure, if I understand you. What I thought would do is using it as a controlled audible frequency generator."

My recommendation would be to use an inductor somehow so you get a higher voltage swing at the antenna, to this end you could use the FPGA in a
feedback arrangement to stimulate a resonant LC circuit into oscillation (what I'm doing in this project).  Otherwise you could employ a conventional
discrete LC oscillator and use the FPGA to precisely measure the period of the oscillations via averaging (this is likely the easiest solution for you).

Here's a unitless qualitative analysis of the kind of pitch linearity one might achieve with a linear C sensor like the IC you're looking at:

You can save yourself a lot of time and effort by doing a bit of math and spreadsheeting before you start down a certain Theremin design path.

dewster 12/23/2012 8:12:54 PM [185]

There's an updated Theremin Simulation spreadsheet up:

http://www.mediafire.com/?bgzc363ctdcx8rk

- Revision History - 
2012-1-22 : v5 
> Added Cin and tank_mode=2 to "Frequency Response" and "Full Sim" worksheets. 
> Major cleanup of "Frequency Response" and "Full Sim" worksheets, VB now runs faster.

I wanted to investigate a purely CMOS oscillator (e.g. no FPGA DPLL) like that used by Andrey Smirnov in his D-sensor:

http://www.mediafire.com/?bgzc363ctdcx8rk
http://asmir.theremin.ru/coil_construction.htm


The 6.2k resistor and 470 pF capacitor RC network gives 90 degrees of phase lag, the LC tank gives another 90 degrees, and the odd number of inverters
string gives 180 degrees, so it should oscillate.  The RC network is a low pass filter, which could help suppress the upper resonance point (there are 2 in
tank_mode=0 and you want to use the lower one) and the RC time constant is fairly uncritical, so it might be a handy point at which to do temperature
compensation.  Interestingly, Andrey couples the EQ coil and tank coil - I'm not quite sure what the effect of that would be, but it isn't necessary for
oscillation.

So there is a new component Cin and tank_mode=2 in the simulation, which is the same as tank_mode=0 but the resonance phase is evaluated at 180
degrees rather than quadrature:

Cin, Z0, and Ctank form a Pi network.  To make this oscillate, Vtank is inverted and used to drive Vin.  Andrey uses identical values for Cin and Ctank.  I
use a larger value for Cin and a very small value for Ctank, which gives more voltage swing across Ctank (which is knocked down with a capacitive
voltage divider for feedback, not shown) and therefore more voltage swing at the antenna, along with higher sensitivity.  From the limited amount of
simulation I've done with tank_mode=2, setting the -3dB RC point to roughly 1/2 of the operating frequency seems to be in the ballpark.

Andrey uses a 4069N for the inverters, which I believe is standard slow CMOS.  Two potential problems with that are significant delay through the string
of inverters which adds phase shift, and poor current drive.  I'm using a 74LVU04N which is quite a bit faster and has much better current drive.

[EDIT] Thinking more about Andrey's circuit, he uses roughly a 10:1 turns ratio on the transformer.  This is kind of like an auto-transformer, so I believe
there will be roughly 10x the tank swing at the antenna.  It's kind of ingenious.  If he can get away with not putting a ferrite slug in that coil (not sure
here) there wouldn't be much drift. By using equal caps on the two sides of the drive/sense winding the I/O swing is about the same so no need to reduce
the sense side with a voltage divider.

The same tank swing magnification can be done via imbalanced caps as I described above and/or imbalanced individual inductors (EQ & Tank) without
coupling.  Whether the sensitivity is the same, I can't say.  Though Andrey is dividing the output down and running the resulting audio square wave to a
sound card for measuring, so he must have the same needs that I do in terms of resolution and sensitivity.

snazzy_snail 12/24/2012 1:26:18 PM [186]

Thank You dewster, for Your complete answers. Let me bother You a little bit more...

My recommendation would be to use an inductor somehow...

Still, is it possible to build a fine theremin with no inductors?

For example, an idea from the "Physics of the Theremin" book (I believe You've heard of it) may be used. The authors of the book describe capacitance
detectors built on the basis of Schmitt-trigger oscillators, frequency of witch can be varied by antenna capacitance.



Here is pitch detector's schematics:

...so you get a higher voltage swing at the antenna.

Could You please comment on this, dewster? Am I right, saying that higher voltage swing should increase sensing range and make circuit response  to
changes in capacity more steady (linear)?

dewster 12/24/2012 5:46:31 PM [187]

"Still, is it possible to build a fine theremin with no inductors?"

I think it's possible, but probably not practical.  Inductors can be a pain to select and purchase, but the alternative is most likely a poorly functioning
circuit.

"For example, an idea from the "Physics of the Theremin" book (I believe You've heard of it) may be used. The authors of the book describe capacitance
detectors built on the basis of Schmitt-trigger oscillators, frequency of witch can be varied by antenna capacitance."

I did a Google search for the book but came up empty.  Could you give me a link to it?

That circuit uses RC oscillators, something I haven't experimented with much, but FredM has extensively (I believe with uniformly poor results).  RC has
the potential to give you a more sensitive circuit because the frequency is directly dependent on the inverse capacitance, whereas in an LC oscillator is
dependent on the inverse square root of the capacitance.  But generating higher voltages at the antenna might be problematic, and the hysteresis threshold
voltages of CMOS Schmitt trigger devices might change with temperature / voltage (?) which could give you drift problems.  I believe FredM was using
a 555, I think I'd try a CMOS 555 to reduce capacitive loading if I were going this route.

"Am I right, saying that higher voltage swing should increase sensing range and make circuit response  to changes in capacity more steady (linear)?"

Higher voltage swing at the antenna tends to swamp out environmental interference (60Hz hum, radio, compact fluorescents, etc.).  To this end it
increases SNR and gives you a better instrument.  If there is any digital switching going on in your Theremin a higher voltage swing can make the pitch
section more immune to that as well.  An EQ coil in series with the antenna can extend the playable range and make it more linear seeming.  It can also
boost the voltage.  But other than that I don't believe antenna voltage swing and perceived linearity are related phenomena.  I'd recommend somewhere
between 50V and 150V at the antenna, but I haven't actually studied this in any depth.

I must say, your request for information here is pretty much what we hope to address at some point in the future with the TW Theremin project.  We'd be
able to point you to the schematic of a proven oscillator that you could just bolt on to a digital section.  Until then, you might look at the Moog Ether
Wave schematic, the two transistor oscillator in that is fairly robust, but it requires a higher voltage dual supply.  Or you could use my tank mode 2 above,
with 50mH inductors for Z0 and Z1 (Bournes 6310) and complete the feedback with 74LVU04N inverters (single 3.3V supply) - if you're interested in
going this route let me know and I can help you pick values.  Do you have a solderless breadboard and access to test equipment?

snazzy_snail 12/24/2012 7:52:24 PM [188]

I did a Google search for the book but came up empty.  Could you give me a link to it?

Sure! Seems to me that You have it on Your mediafire. The file is called "Theremin_Am_J_Phys_excellent.pdf". Otherwise, You can take it here.

Also, I have found a notice about this theremin on the Art's Theremin page.

*"Physics of the Theremin" is actually an article, not a book. My mistake.

dewster 12/24/2012 8:00:47 PM [189]

http://www.mediafire.com/?w36b3brqyg2g3
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fljbt9l411qvvel/mpBb02-E9g
http://www.theremin.us/Glasgow/glasgow.html


Oh, OK, thanks!

Uh oh, this is the infamous Glasgow Theremin.  Lots of people here have lots of bad things to say about it.

snazzy_snail 12/24/2012 8:19:16 PM [190]

Oh... What are those "bad things"? Maybe You could point me to (a link or smth, not to flood the topic)? 

Thierry 12/24/2012 9:11:35 PM [191]

The Thereminworld forums have a search function. Use it with the keywords "Glasgow Theremin" and a long list of discussion threads on this topic will
show up.

The short resume is: The aforementioned article is an excellent theoretic tool, but the included circuits are just proofs of concept and were never intended
to be realized for practical application in a music instrument. A few naive people did not understand that and tried to build these circuits before they
discovered that it made absolutely no sense.

Never build a theremin (be it from a schematic or from a kit) which has not been approved by an experienced renowned precision theremin player! Some
circuits may be looking extremely interesting for engineers and have impressive technical data but turn out absolutely unplayable in the hands, eyes and
ears of a professionally trained musician.

dewster 12/25/2012 5:03:07 PM [192]

Thierry's advice is very good, particularly if you are building an analog Theremin.  But if you are building a digital Theremin you just need a decent
stable oscillator, and then you can implement the remaining functionality with a processor or FPGA (and if you are using an FPGA you might be able to
incorporate a portion of the oscillator in logic.)

Anyway, yesterday I breadboarded the simplest LC oscillator I could think of, a single inverter type with RC delay, which is a CLC Pi network, or
tank_mode=2.  We've got two waves of family and company coming to stay so I'm not sure if I'll be able to hook it up to an FPGA moving average filter
for a few days.  When I do I'll report back.

FredM 12/26/2012 11:46:44 PM [193]

" The aforementioned article is an excellent theoretic tool, but the included circuits are just proofs of concept and were never intended to be realized for
practical application in a music instrument. " - Thierry

The unfortunate thing is that, if this is true, it is not made clear. There are physical Glasgow Theremins (both an Analogue and a "digital" model)
constructed at the time the thesis was compiled.

It is only the fact that there is so little real technical data on theremins which has made the University of Glasgow's theremins "noteworthy" - But this is
only due to the thesis, and not to the "designs".. The "designs" are utter unworkable rubbish.

The other fact is that the "Digital" theremin is not, IMO, "digital" at all - Just because one uses CMOS gates for oscillators does not make a theremin
digital - these are operating as an analogue front-end. The rest of the circuit cannot in any way, IMO, be called "digital" either - There is a frequency to
voltage converter (essentially analogue) and a voltage controlled oscillator (analogue) - Again, the fact that some of these components are implemented
in dedicated IC's with some switching components does not make it "digital".

The closest to a fully digital implementation that I have seen (a full digital implementation of most things "real" is impossible - we are analogue,
and most things we use need to interface with us, so even if its only A/D and D/A, "fully" digital cannot be implemented) is Dewsters development here -
Most "digital" theremins are not digital at all, they are "Mixed Signal" - An example of this would be a circuit using CMOS oscillators and mixing with
an XOR.. Even this is not, IMO, "Digital" - There is no number crunching, the oscillators are analogue even if they output square waves (on the time
domain they are analogue - period being directly proportional to sensed capacitance, and no quantizing involved) and the mixer, although "digital" only
does what an analogue diode mixer could do, and its output is immediately filtered creating an analogue difference output.

Bottom line, for me I suppose, is that "logic level" does not always mean "digital".

What Dewster is doing is different - Even the AFE is part of a true digital system.. it is the "Analogue to Digital Converter" albieit the Analogue is a
capacitance detection.. Thereafter everything is handled in the digital domain - numbers are crunched etc to provide a set of numbers representing the
output waveform - these are then converted to analogue at the final stage, so we can hear it!

IMO, the above is the only way that makes sense. If you are going the digital route, then use the power of digital computation to do things which are
difficult or impossible to implement in analogue - Things like using lookup tables for tailoring linearity and exploiting audio wavetable synthesis,
changing effective sensitivity, register switching etc..

Fred.

 

dewster 12/27/2012 2:30:30 PM [194]

Fred, I agree with you 100%.

Brain picking time: have you given any thought to the EQ coil being magnetically coupled to the tank coil?  The turns ratio could simultaneously give a
voltage boost and higher impedance at the antenna.  Andrey Smirnov's D-sensor seems to employ this and I wonder if he's onto something critically
important.  High-end microphone preamps used to use transformers for impedance transformation and voltage gain, the resulting SNR boost could be
quite amazing.

http://asmir.theremin.ru/coil_construction.htm


I'm coming to the conclusion that open chokes like the Bournes 6300 series are perhaps just too open to environmental magnetic fields.  I've got a
tank_mode=2 single CMOS inverter oscillator going on my bench hooked up to an antenna & scope.  The scope is set to look at the output ~1ms after the
trigger to see what one might expect in terms of sensitivity to hand capacitance.  Most of the time there is around 200ns of noise on the edge, but every
once in a while it's WAY more than that.  I think it might be working like an AM antenna.  I wish my scope had an FFT function.

FredM 12/27/2012 5:24:59 PM [195]

"have you given any thought to the EQ coil being magnetically coupled to the tank coil?"

Yes, I played with Andrey Smirnov's designs quite a bit, both "in the flesh" and through simulation. I found that for simple "D sensor" type designs, his
system is a good simple one, particularly for longer distance sensing - but I found the linearity inferior to uncoupled inductors.

My recent experiments on the Lev oscillator have been focussed on having a seperate coupled winding for the antenna - take the Lev circuit, add a
winding to the existing tank transformer, one end of this to Gnd, the other to the antenna via the EQ coils. By changing the windings on this one can vary
the sensitivity, and it seems that linearity is good and almost constant regardless of selected sensitivity. (actually, one does not need an entirely seperate
winding - one can just add an extra winding or two to one of the existing tank inductors and connect the antenna to one of these - I am using small relays
to select the sensitivity)

"Most of the time there is around 200ns of noise on the edge, but every once in a while it's WAY more than that."

Sorry - No idea about what could be causing that.. But I wonder - could you have another inductor as a sensing element, just to observe what sort of
signals are being picked up that may be causing the problem? The other thing I wonder is whether the frequency you are operating at could be making
life more difficult - I understand the reason for the low frequency, but if you were to run at a higher frequency and count the clocks, looking for
cumulated phase shift after every n clocks, would you not be able to effectively get the results you are seeking but have an averaged phase shift rather
than a cycle-cycle phase shift?

One other trick I have used in my experiments is to shield the inductors - Fridge magnet material is great for this - Put the inductors centred (I used foam
sheet to keep them in the centre) in a plastic tube (the bigger the diameter the better) and wrap the fridge magnet on the outside of the tube.. I have also
played with iron oxide mixed with silicon sealant, which I painted onto the inside of the theremin box.. mu metal would be an easier solution, but it is
hard to get and damn expensive... I dont mess with the above anymore as I find that a correctly designed analogue front end (capacitors in series with the
EQ coils etc) work fine with an analogue theremin - It was the digital front-ends which caused the problems and which drove me to desperate measures!

Fred.

dewster 12/28/2012 1:54:47 AM [196]

"Yes, I played with Andrey Smirnov's designs quite a bit, both "in the flesh" and through simulation. I found that for simple "D sensor" type designs, his
system is a good simple one, particularly for longer distance sensing - but I found the linearity inferior to uncoupled inductors."  - FredM

Very, very interesting, thanks for that info Fred!

"My recent experiments on the Lev oscillator have been focussed on having a seperate coupled winding for the antenna - take the Lev circuit, add a
winding to the existing tank transformer, one end of this to Gnd, the other to the antenna via the EQ coils. By changing the windings on this one can vary
the sensitivity..."

Also quite interesting.  You seem to be using the winding to optionally reduce sensitivity (quite clever) but have you noticed if this arrangement can
increase it over the standard LC tank & L EQ?  I'm really interested in increasing sensitivity.  If I read you right, if the separate winding has the same
number of turns as the tank L you get similar sensitivity as just connecting the EQ | antenna to the tank winding like usual?

"But I wonder - could you have another inductor as a sensing element, just to observe what sort of signals are being picked up that may be causing the
problem?"

Thanks!  I tried your suggestion today, lots of splatter on the scope now and then (infinite persistence pays off) but I'll have to compare it to a smaller coil
to know how bad it is.

The other thing I wonder is whether the frequency you are operating at could be making life more difficult - I understand the reason for the low
frequency, but if you were to run at a higher frequency and count the clocks, looking for cumulated phase shift after every n clocks, would you not be able
to effectively get the results you are seeking but have an averaged phase shift rather than a cycle-cycle phase shift?

Yes, I have the strong feeling that lower frequencies are more problematic for interference.  Though the 1mH inductors I was using before are electrically
shielded.

Unlike Tank mode 1, mode 0 doesn't seem to simulate or function well when the tank inductor is significantly smaller than the EQ inductor - keeping
them in the same ballpark means the tank inductor is bigger than what most designers use.  The up side is no tuning or tweaking at all and pretty good
stock linearity, the downside is a lack of inductors to choose from due to the low frequency operation.  I feel like I'm back where I started, looking for a
large mH transformer with a closed, low tempco ferrite core and high self resonant frequency.  I can see how people turn to IF xfrmrs and the like, but I
don't need the adjustability.

What I don't get is why the Bournes | Miller EQ inductors don't seem to overly bother analog Theremins - hanging a long string of them off the tank
seems to be asking for it.

[EDIT] 100mH electrically shielded inductor seems to be perhaps worse than the unshielded 50mH in terms of picking up environmental noise; 1mH
shielded seems to be a little better.  Hmm..

FredM 12/28/2012 3:14:58 AM [197]

"Also quite interesting.  You seem to be using the winding to optionally reduce sensitivity (quite clever) but have you noticed if this arrangement can
increase it over the standard LC tank & L EQ?  I'm really interested in increasing sensitivity.  If I read you right, if the separate winding has the same
number of turns as the tank L you get similar sensitivity as just connecting the EQ | antenna to the tank winding like usual?" - Dewster



Actually, I am using the extra windings to increase sensitivity - The RCA (well, I am now using the Clara-Min topology) has quite low sensitivity - but
the principle could be used for either increasing or decreasing sensitivity I think ..

I think it works like this..

The antenna tuned circuit is operating in its inductive zone - change in antenna capacitance 'transforms' into a changing inductance which is in parallel
with the tank coil / transformer.

The variation in this "virtual" inductance, as you know, is a complex function based on the resonant frerquency of the antenna LC and the oscillator
frequency driving this - But for a given change in capacitance over a given frequency span, the function (and therefore the variation in XL) is constant..

Now, if we take this varying "virtual" inductance, and strap it across a 160uH tank coil, we get a resultant change in the oscillators frequency (and the
complex relationship caused because the change in oscillator frequency changes the value of the "virtual" inductance) .. If we strap this "virtual"
inductance across 320uH (a tapping further up the coil) the proportional effect of the virtual inductance on the tank transformer is increased, and
sensitivity is therefore increased.

I have yet to work out exactly what is happenning - its not a simple relationship, as in, the number of extra turns (or increased coil inductance) to
increased sensitivity is not what one gets from simple inductances - the coupling being to both windings seems to be introducing anomalies.. I have now
reverted back to having the extended windings connected to the original antenna connection point (the Anode in the case of the Clara-Min, and the Grid
in the case of the RCA - I am using the Clara-Min topology now) rather than having a seperate winding which is grounded at one end, and this seems to
be more stable / predictable.

But I will say no more until I am sure that its doing what I believe it is, that its repeatable, and I have checked my theoretical hypotheses against the test
data and can be reasonably sure I am not talking BS ;-)

Thanks!  I tried your suggestion today, lots of splatter on the scope now and then (infinite persistence pays off) but I'll have to compare it to a smaller coil
to know how bad it is.

If you trigger the 'scope from the "noise detector" you should be able to confirm whether this is whats causing the phase shift errors ?

"What I don't get is why the Bournes | Miller EQ inductors don't seem to overly bother analog Theremins - hanging a long string of them off the tank
seems to be asking for it."

Analogue is a lot less fussy than digital - Just look at the filter on the mixer output - one can have 100us of highly distorted HF signals ariving at the
mixer and being processed, and hardly even notice a distortion on one cycle of the audio output waveform... Try getting a PLL to stay stable when it loses
its signals for 100us, or a digital counting system to give accurate output when signals go erratic and its a whole different ball game! .. With analogue
heterodyning, there is an intrinsic "noise filter" or "averager" at its heart - individual HF waveforms have little or no impact on the audio output - one
could probably lose 10% of all the "valid" HF and throw in 10% of random stuff, and still end up with audio that was not too objectionable.

Not that I would advise anyone to be cavalier with their analogue HF signals ;-) - But compared to the care required to keep a digital system happy,
Analogue is, IMO, Easy! (I have certainly been bitten by the rabid digital theremin "dog" - And its fear as much as anything else which keeps me from
returning to his garden! ;-)

Fred.

Oh, just FYI - I am using air core for my transformer - an EFD-25/13/9 former without the ferrite - had been using plastic sewing machine bobbins, but
its a pain to mess with flying leads.. these Epcos EFD parts (PN: B66422W1010D1) have 10 pins are £1 and 180 turns on the first 2 layers gives 200uH,
then 150 turns on the next 1.5 layers gives 160uH .. I strap a tunable IFT inductor across the first layer (between grid and ground) to trim the total series
inductance, the 2nd layer is between "Anode" and +V, and the anode (normal antenna circuit connection point on the Clara-min) is taken to my additional
windings.. I switch the antenna connection between the Anode (lowest sensitivity) to tappings from the 'extended' winding (the more turns, the greater the
sensitivity) - Phase is obviously important.. If one has the 'phase dot' at the +V and the other main windings phase dot at the grid, then the extended
winding continues in the same direction from the anode 'downwards' and tappings are taken from this. 

dewster
snazzy_snail 12/29/2012 3:25:06 PM [198]

dewster wrote: ...schematic of a proven oscillator...Moog Etherwave schematic..my tank mode 2...Do you have a solderless breadboard and access to test
equipment?

Yes, I do have everything necessary. 

What concerns oscillators, first of all I would like to test the AFE schematics You posted on the page 2. But right now I'm busy exploring some
theoretical issues.

From theremin simulation spreadsheet I figured out that currents in the AFE circuit are relatively low, so circuit's NAND gates may be replaced by FPGA
logic. What are the drawbacks of doing so?

 

I think it would be nice to have the choice of output signal's waveform. Possibly Look-up table method can be used for synthesis. But how is it possible
to create a sample which will imitate the sound of for example some particular teremin?

Chobbs 12/29/2012 6:53:40 PM [199]

Fred,  have you noticed much of a difference (in performance, range, sensitivity, etc)  between using the different the RCA and Clara-min  antenna-coil -
connection-points?    (make sense?)



FredM 12/29/2012 10:26:36 PM [200]

Hi Charlie,

So as not to hijack Dewsters thread, (more than I already have done, LOL - Sorry Dewster! )  I have replied here.

FredM 12/29/2012 11:23:27 PM [201]

"I think it would be nice to have the choice of output signal's waveform. Possibly Look-up table method can be used for synthesis. But how is it possible
to create a sample which will imitate the sound of for example some particular teremin?" - Snail

What level are you teaching? Is this an engineering course? What specifically do you want your students to gain from this project? .. It is important, I
think, for us to have some idea about what you want to teach, and what your aims are.. If you want to teach usage of FPGA's then your approach is likely
to be different to if you want to teach interfacing or capacitive sensing or logic or whatever..

It just seems to me from what I read you writing, that unless you are teaching a really low level (almost pre-college) you are already way out of your
depth - someone intending to teach even basic FPGA / digital electronics should not be asking " But how is it possible to create a sample which will
imitate the sound of for example some particular teremin" - You should have enough understanding to at least know where to look for the answers to
basic stuff like this.

Please, dont get me wrong - I am not trying to be rude.. But teaching electronics is a big responsibility - You need to be competent and motivated, and if
(as seems obviously the case) you are completely out of your depth, either spend the hours required to bring youself up to a reasonable standard - Or
teach your students about some area where you are really competent.

And we need to know your real objectives in order to be able to help you best.

Fred.

snazzy_snail 12/30/2012 9:49:35 AM [202]

Hi Fred!

Thanks for Your opinion, but I see no reason accusing me of teaching someone. I'm really not at that level - I agree with You completely here.

Maybe I expressed my thoughts not very clear. Somewhere in this topic dewster mentioned, that he would like to have sound output different from a
rectangular wave - that the reason I asked. 

FredM 12/30/2012 4:22:41 PM [203]

Hi Snazzy_Snail,

Went back over your posts, and I am really sorry - I made a big mistake!  When you said "My students project" I must have assumed you were talking
about "your students" - as in, you were a lecturer / teacher ! Oops! ;-)

Ok - You are a student not a lecturer ! - This changes my perspective a bit, LOL ;-)

For a student, you are doing ok! ...... I have a lot of time for students - but lazy / incompetent teachers reall p*ss me off! - I had several of those (mostly
maths teachers) and I had electronics / radio teachers who didnt know how to use a 'scope - As a hobbyist I was showing the teacher (and class) how to
use basic test equipment.. I thought you were one of those type of "teachers"..

Sorry!

Fred.

FredM 12/31/2012 8:50:33 AM [204]

Snazzy Snail.. My advice -

Somehow (beg, buy, borrow or steal) get a copy of "Musical applications of micro-processors" by Hal Chamberlin.

There are no theremin circuits in it, but there is an absolute wealth of analogue and digital circuits, brilliant explanations, formulae, software routines etc..
This book has been my bible for years, particularly in the early days - I bought the first edition in 1983.

Electronics has moved on a bit - but the basics are still all valid.. Ok, theres no talk about FPGA's, and 16 bit MCU's were "new" - the 6800 and 6502
were "high end" - but everything in the book is easier to understand because of this - IMO. - Read it, and you will know how to create wave tables!

Fred.

Some 2nd hand available : http://www.alibris.co.uk/booksearch?qwork=4522292

dewster 12/31/2012 2:29:32 PM [205]

"What concerns oscillators, first of all I would like to test the AFE schematics You posted on the page 2. But right now I'm busy exploring some
theoretical issues."  - snazzy_snail

file:///Forums/T/28801/rca---signals-waveforms-etc---real?last=True
http://www.alibris.co.uk/booksearch?qwork=4522292


That's changed somewhat since it was originally posted.  It now uses a 74LVU04 hex inverter, a LP2950-33LPRE3 3.3V LDO voltage regulator, and
6310 Bournes 50mH inductors.  I also eliminated the in-phase feedback because the inverter is so much faster, and only use one inverter to drive the tank
due to the increased drive strength and the lower drive requirements. 

I'm thinking of moving to 10mH inductors, and maybe trying some transformer action similar to what Fred is currently experimenting with.  Low
frequencies seem to be more problematic in terms of environmental interference (not sure of that) and large coils are a bear to shop for.  Low frequencies
tend to translate into much lower drive current, something to think about if you are designing battery powered Theremins (not likely once an FPGA is in
there though).

(I swear, 95% of Theremin design is finding / building / buying / modifying the right coils.  With caps they tell you up-front what tempco the dielectric
has, the tolerance, etc.  With coils they generally don't tell you the tempco of the ferrite formulation, what the heck the ferrite formulation even is,
whether it's gapped, how many turns, transformer winding inductance, tolerance, etc. so you're often feeling your way in the dark.  I suggest you get a
bunch of coils and test them in an AFE or similar.  My earliest AFE used coils from an old RS graphic equalizer - only a few the coils from the equalizer
would actually work, I believe those that didn't had too low a self-resonant frequency.  An LC meter that can read small capacitances and inductances
wouldn't hurt if you're thinking of doing this kind of work seriously / long-term.  A self-resonance coil tester like Fred described elsewhere could be
handy as well.)

"From theremin simulation spreadsheet I figured out that currents in the AFE circuit are relatively low, so circuit's NAND gates may be replaced by
FPGA logic. What are the drawbacks of doing so?"

The main drawback would be powering the essentially analog circuitry in the AFE with the noisy digital supply.  I intend to try this at some point, but
during development I want to keep confounding influences to a minimum.

"I think it would be nice to have the choice of output signal's waveform. Possibly Look-up table method can be used for synthesis. But how is it possible
to create a sample which will imitate the sound of for example some particular teremin?"

Fred gave you very good advice above, the Chamberlin book is a gold mine of info when it comes to synthesis.  One of the important things I learned
from it is that aliasing can easily happen when doing D/A conversion (or any sample rate down conversion) - you often have to low pass filter any
arbitrary waveforms you generate in digital logic before they can be faithfully represented downstream in the sampled analog domain.  Modulator based
D/A can ease this somewhat.  The filtering and synthesis sections are great as well.  He covers VOSIM but if you play around with it at all you'll realize
it's probably more straightforward (and more flexible) to make high Q low pass or band pass filters in order to do vocal synthesis.

You could use multiple wavetables and morph between them based on various input parameters, you could distort a basic wave based on amplitude, you
could take a rich harmonic base and filter out the stuff you don't want with a fixed/moving filter, etc.  Right now my prototype takes the ramp wave from
an NCO accumulator and uses very simple logic to turn this into a triangle wave, which is then output via a 2nd order delta sigma modulator.  The tone is
a lot easier to listen to than a square wave, but the modulator creates a lot of RF splatter which influences the pitch side.  I'll probably switch to a proper
DAC soon.

dewster 1/11/2013 8:42:03 PM [206]

Let me emphasize something I perhaps haven't before: For the series tank, the EQ coil scales with the tank coil to give similar linearity!  But obviously
at a different operating point.  The AFE gives similar sensitivity and linearity whether using 1mH coils for both tank and EQ, or 100mH for both tank and
EQ.  This holds true in both in simulation and in reality.  (Also, the largest the EQ coil can be made is ~5x the tank coil before the tank phase fails to
cross -90 degrees and the PLL fails to properly lock.)

So I'm still wrestling with coils.  Hacked on my spreadsheet sim to use a transformer rather than a single coil as the tank, but I don't think my analysis for
the series tank is correct so I'm not releasing it yet.  Everything is in VBA now, which makes it easier to read and maintain, but it really slows the
calculations down.  I'm spending more time in LTspice, which is a very nice program.  (I'm not sure why Bob Pease has such an aversion to analog
simulation.)

The absolute limit to Theremin sensitivity is governed by antenna geometry and stray capacitance, and for the more or less standard EWS rod I believe
this is around 5%F/pF.  I don't think any LC based design can do better than that regardless of whether a transformer or EQ coil is used or not, though a
transformer can match a lower impedance tank to a higher impedance world, allowing one to get closer to the theoretical sensitivity limit, and allow other
options that aren't otherwise available without it.

Found an interesting coil calculator this morning:

http://www.coe.ufrj.br/~acmq/programs/

The program is "Inca" and the two papers associated with it are interesting as well.  The program calculates air core single layer coils and transformers. 
It give the coupling coefficient k, and also calculates winding capacitance.  The windings have to have similar geometry to have the best coupling, which
can be >0.9, better than I thought possible for an air core.  Use the program for a half hour or so and the reasons for the geometry of most Theremin coils
becomes very clear.

From my series tank simulations I've found that a 1:10 turns autotransformer tank inductor (1:100 L ratio, this is also what Smirnov uses for his D-
sensor) would allow the use of a larger tank capacitor.  This seems to be a high impedance point in my AFE, so a larger cap could increase SNR.  0.1mH
primary, 10mH secondary, 10mH EQ coil gives ~310kHz operating point.  I wonder if a 0.1mH winding could be easily added to a Bournes 6306 10mH
choke and still have good coupling.  Good coupling is necessary for the tank phase to follow the EQ | hand capacitance phase and voltage peak.

The use of a series tank transformer also seems to make the tank coil current fairly constant regardless of operating point.  Otherwise tank current scales
roughly linearly with operating point frequency.  High tank current is something that drove me to the lower frequencies, as I was worried about drift
associated with heating.

FredM 1/12/2013 1:00:14 PM [207]

" I don't think any LC based design can do better than that regardless of whether a transformer or EQ coil is used or not" - Dewster

Some ideas which may / may not be relevant to what you are doing.. I have only used these in mormal (mode 1 or no EQ inductance) theremins..

http://www.coe.ufrj.br/~acmq/programs/


You can improve sensitivity and linearity "to taste" if you actively control the inductance - the active control signal being a function of whatever you
want..

Factors to correct linearity would be the frequency (or perhaps phase in the case of a fixed frequency system), sensitivity can be controlled by
amplification of the derived frequency variation.. Also, one can have a temperature sensor (simple BJT) or several and derive a correction voltage.

Actively changing the inductance can be done by several means - The simplest being controlling a DC bias current through it.. If one has temperature
compensation (a BJT glued to the ferrite for example) then any heating errors can be corrected.. But actually the variation of inductance as a function of
DC current is quite huge with some ferrites, and only small currents are required..

With "Mode 1" I am finding that the whole antenna equalization system can be omitted, the oscillator designed to operate directly on antenna capacitance
change (as in, the actual means of frequency change is directly down to antenna capacitance change, not down to the virtual inductance change as one
gets with a equalized system) and that by having a small filter producing a CV as a function of oscillator frequency, and using this CV to alter the
oscillator frequency, I can achieve equalization (and more).

Just wondering if you could do something similar with "mode 0"

The main disadvantage is lower antenna voltage (and the fact that the Lev oscillator only works with an equalizing front-end ): ... I really wanted to use
the Lev oscillator, but its entirely the wrong topology and doesnt work with my favorite trick! ... I can add this trick to improve the Lev sensitivity and
linearity - but not if I get rid of the EQ coils!

At the moment I am undecided - Lev oscillator with EQ coils and special custom inductors (expensive) and ITF,  or a new armstrong based design with
no EQ coils, and a couple of simple cheap 42IF106 IFT, which seems to give as good performance but has lower antenna voltage.. I probably need to
implement both - design a PCB which can cater for both builds..

"LTspice, which is a very nice program.  (I'm not sure why Bob Pease has such an aversion to analog simulation.)"

I dont really understand it either! (his "Small signal Audio Design" book is one of my bibles!).. It may be that he just doesnt enjoy simulation..
Acurate Analogue simulation is a real grind for the first year or so (although LT-Spice is a lot easier - I started with simulators where one spent more time
debugging the simulator and models than debugging the circuit, and one was never sure if any problem was "real" - circuits which worked in simulation
failed in reality, and visa-versa...)

Until I bought an expensive (>£2k) simulator, simulation was often not worth the effort.. Now, however, one can get LT-Spice free, get good models (for
most components) and actually "build" circuits which behave like real-world circuits most of the time.. The LT simulation engine and UI is as good as
that in my £2k simulator and sometimes better for analogue (and now that I rarely use MCU's to co-process with analogue circuits, the main benefits of
this simulator are lost - LT-Spice is just as good, or better)

But I can understand that engineers were put off simulation in the early days - And even today, one really needs to understand the parameters to "tweek"
for optimum results.. Tune the simulator too critically and simulations take forever to run, and often fail to complete.. Tune it too sloppily, and the
simulation is fast, but the results are unreliable.

Fred.

dewster 1/12/2013 4:43:17 PM [208]

Wow Fred, it sounds like you're making some interesting inroads! 

Sorry, I'm not being very clear by using the inexact term "sensitivity" - by it I mean absolute tank resonance frequency change in terms of external
capacitance change.  As we know, the antenna has some fixed capacitance (say 8pF) to which the player adds extra capacitance (say 1pF) - this delta
lowers the operating frequency by some amount.  Because frequency is proportional to the inverse of the square root of capacitance in an LC oscillator,
adding the player's 1pF to the antenna's 8pF will change the frequency:

1 / sqrt[(1+8)/8] = 0.9428 or -5.7%

The tank oscillator can at most change this much due to the added 1pF.  The addition of an EQ coil can make the tank frequency change close to this, and
using a transformer for the tank can also help, but I don't believe the tank can change more than 5.7% due to the addition of 1pF if the antenna
capacitance is 8pF (though I could be wrong - the parallel tank has much more complex behavior than the series tank - I should say that haven't seen
changes larger than the theoretical limit in the small amount of parallel tank simulation I've done).

"Just wondering if you could do something similar with "mode 0""  - FredM

I can eliminate the EQ coil, but this gives lower absolute sensitivity.  (It may be possible to use a poorly coupled secondary as both tank and EQ, but
LTspice isn't showing this.  Perhaps its transformer model is too simplistic?  The uncoupled k I believe should act like a separate inductor in series with
the secondary.  So a 40mH secondary with k=0.5 should act like 10mH & k=1 with 10mH in series?  I suppose it's a distributed thing though, so the
uncoupled inductance isn't located 100% on the antenna side like it is in the discrete EQ coil case.  Perhaps this is why the primary is located at the
bottom end of a Tesla coil, so that the top is uncoupled and acting more like a separate inductor in series with the antenna.  Hmm.)

Analog Theremins probably don't care so much about achieving absolute sensitivity because moving the operating point higher | lower will give a larger |
smaller difference frequency range after heterodyning.  Digital Theremins need all the sensitivity they can get.  I'm thinking of using a shorter antenna to
lower the bulk antenna capacitance, though this will likely make it more sensitive to vertical movement when playing (good for vibrato technique?).

"The main disadvantage is lower antenna voltage"

A series tank can give you gobs of voltage with as little as 1V in.  Just sayin'. ;-)

This morning I did surgery on one of the Bournes 6310 50mH inductors that arrived DOA due to poor Mouser packaging (10 tossed into a plastic bag &
rock tumbled all the way to my house).  Removing two of the three windings gives 7.44 mH and room to hand wind a primary.

Also, ran across this paper yesterday that looks at interwinding capacitance:

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/5900008_Analytical_calculation_of_the_self-resonant_frequency_of_biomedical_telemetry_coils

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/5900008_Analytical_calculation_of_the_self-resonant_frequency_of_biomedical_telemetry_coils


The upshot is some small spacing between layers gives the lowest capacitance.  The Inca program shows pretty low capacitance for single layer coils. 
Hmm.

FredM 1/13/2013 12:11:04 PM [209]

"A series tank can give you gobs of voltage with as little as 1V in.  Just sayin'. ;-)" - Dewster

Thank you! ;-) LOL..

Aint it strange the way one can get stuck in a particular mode of thinking, and miss the obvious! .. I have been messing with trying to configure a parallel
resonant Armstrong oscillator, using a couple of 42IF106 transformers and routing the drive through both "tickler" windings and strapping the
capacitance across the large combined primary windings to step the voltage up.. When all I needed was to switch the primary configuration to series
resonant..

Duh!

Fred.

dewster 1/13/2013 2:01:51 PM [210]

Glad to be of minor help to you Fred, after all hard won info you've so generously shared with us!

A series / parallel tank recap (allow me to drone on and on):

Series tanks need low impedance, low voltage drive to achieve high Q and high antenna voltage.  The series drive resistor sets the coil current and
antenna voltage.  There is no need to tune the EQ circuit to any particular frequency, a broad range of EQ coil values should work fine (~1x to 5x the tank
inductor).  The oscillator cannot stall because the 90 degree phase difference between drive and sense allows the use of infinite gain (this also ensures a
very consistent output voltage).

Parallel tanks need high impedance high voltage drive to achieve high Q and high antenna voltage (hence the open collector drive and +/-12V supplies in
the EWS) and the EQ resonance strongly interacts with the tank resonance in very complex ways.  The oscillator can possibly stall because the 0 degree
phase difference between drive and sense requires the careful application of "just enough" gain to overcome losses.

Series tanks are so much simpler than parallel tanks, and have none of the downsides IMO.  The only downside I can think of is phase detection, which
one can simplify by introducing a 90 degree RC phase delay via the addition of a capacitor to ground after the series drive resistor.  The tank gives an
additional 90 degrees at resonance, and inverting drive gives the remaining 180 degrees.  The RC also lowpass filters the square wave drive.  This is how
the Smirnov D-sensor works.   Smirnov also uses a transformer for the tank coil, which allows for the use of a larger tank capacitor and gives lower drive
current at higher operating frequencies.  He's got a lot going on in there (though I would add an EQ coil, or loosely couple the primary to one end of the
tank transformer ala Tesla coils).

I know others have brought this up, but there are many parallels between Tesla coils and Theremins, many more than I initially thought!

dewster 1/15/2013 5:55:53 PM [211]

Fixed the coil winding worksheet of my Theremin simulator spreadsheet (wouldn't converge for some inputs) but I'm not releasing it until I fix the main
sim parts too to use a transformer tank. 

Playing with it: using a PVC schedule 40 2" (OD=2.375"=60mm) wound with a single layer of AWG 32 (~0.2mm dia) wire, 380 turns takes 72 meters of
wire and gives 5mH inductance and 39 ohms.  The winding is 76mm long on the pipe (probably a bit longer due to wire insulation).  I'm reluctant to go
smaller than AWG 32 due to handling trouble and resistance (Q) and I don't want to go above 60mm diameter because I can get heatshrink tubing to fit
over this.  A single winding layer minimizes capacitance (highest SRF) and keeps the thing from needing bobbin flanges.

Questions:

1. Is heatshrink over the windings a bad idea?  Is varnish better?

2. Is PVC a bad coil winding base?  Would cardboard or similar be better in terms of temperature stability?

3. What do people use for terminals?

4. I can get extra thick varnish insulated wire (diameter, double=0.0094" vs single=0.0085") is there any benefit from thicker or thinner varnish?  Should
I be worrying about voltage breakdown if there's ~100V or so across the winding?

5. The tank coil will likely be a transformer.  I'm wondering what the best way to include the ~0.1mH tank winding should be.  From the Inca simulator
software it seems like the winding should have dimensions as close to the other winding as possible, and in as close proximity as possible for best
inductive coupling.  Should I have a thin layer of something between primary and secondary due to the voltages involved?  If so, what should that be?

I guess I'm getting tired of shopping for coils that don't exist or have too many missing specs.  Winding my own may be less painful in the long run
(famous last words).  Only gonna do this for the pitch side though, Bournes 6300 or similar should probably work fine for the volume side where drift
isn't such a big deal.

Chobbs 1/15/2013 6:31:58 PM [212]

Dude, just varnish it.   Dont cover up all your beautiful hard work!- also then you can make them any size you wwant/need.

PVC should be fine. so are cardboard mailing tubes.     For terminals, I like to  solder the wire to a brass washer and attach it to the form via a machine
screw and nut (on outside) to create a lug (brass of course)- add a second nut to secure your slit, ring (or curled bare wire ;) terminal connector.



For my RCA replica osc coils, i use paper-backed fabric for bookmaking and scrapbooking.  Dick blick has it for sure, I imagine most craft or art stores
would too.  I precut everything, hit the backs of the fabric strips w/spray adhesive and then wind em up- wrap it twice to equal the the fabric layer on the
original RCA's.

Personally I'd get single build(1 coat) wire.   Someone more educated may recommend otherwise.

Welcome winder.

 

 

 

Chobbs 1/15/2013 6:37:02 PM [213]

Also you will want to make a simple winder w/ a counter.   I wouldnt go nuts - having it motorized is completely unnecessary.   A hand crank works
perfectly. 

dewster 1/15/2013 6:59:02 PM [214]

Thanks Chobbs!  I'll give your DIY lug a try.  Was thinking of hand cranking it, and a counter probably isn't necessary because the actual inductance
value is uncritical (I can probably use a micrometer and tape measure to estimate windings).

I can't go too much larger in diameter and still fit in the case I'm thinking of using (4" vinyl fence post cover).  Playing with the winding formulas, 60mm
diameter is fairly optimal (in terms of minimum wire used & highest Q) for a range of inductance values using this wire gauge.

What's the paper-backed fabric for?  Does it form the tube itself or is there a tube underneath?  Do you use anything to secure the windings while you are
doing the winding?

Do you use special varnish made for coating magnet wire (one eBay supplier sells both wire and varnish)?  Theremin used some kind of clear plastic tube
to cover the coils, correct?  I'm thinking heat shrink might protect the windings from nicks and such during final assembly.   There should be a fair
amount of empty space inside the case on the pitch antenna end, plenty of room for a couple (tank & EQ) of air coils.

dewster 1/15/2013 8:53:33 PM [215]

"What's the paper-backed fabric for?  Does it form the tube itself or is there a tube underneath?  Do you use anything to secure the windings while you
are doing the winding?"  - me

I see from this page that the paper-backed fabric is used to space coils wound on top of each other.

Measuring Inductor SRF
dewster 1/16/2013 3:56:59 PM [216]

Measuring Inductor SRF

Seems notoriously difficult to measure!  You're looking for a tiny capacitance (~pF range) across a low impedance.  Stimulating the coil with a function
generator & series resistor and looking for resonance across the coil with a scope loads the coil with the scope probe capacitance, confounding
measurement.

Interesting site where they measure Inductor Self Resonant Frequency (winding capacitance) via several methods, I particularly like the grid dip meter
approach:

http://www.cliftonlaboratories.com/measuring_distributed_capacitance.htm

Extremely interesting paper on SRF:

http://www.g3ynh.info/zdocs/magnetics/appendix/self_res/self-res.pdf

He shows the historical angle, and how much crap there is out there in terms of theory.

I connected one end of an inductor to the hot output of a function generator, with the other end of the coil just hanging out in space unconnected.  I set a
scope probe several inches away from the free end, and connected the scope probe ground to the function generator output ground. 

With a Bournes 6310 (50mH) I see a very distinct resonance at 460kHz, which works out to a bit over 2pF.  (Spec for this part is 330kHz.)

When I do the same experiment with 200 feet of 30 AWG on a roughly 1" diameter by 16mm high plastic spool (it was sold on) I don't see any obvious
resonance.  It measures 12.36mH on my LC meter.  Hmm.

Another measurement method I saw recommended in a forum somewhere was to put a largish capacitor (> 10x the SRF capacitance) in series with the
coil and use a capacitance meter to read it.  I get 1pF this way with the Bournes 6310, which I believe is too small.   For the 30 AWG coil I get 77pF!

[EDIT] Second try with the 30 AWG coil shows a slight resonance at 160kHz, which translates into about 80pF.

http://mikebuffington.net/?p=528
http://www.cliftonlaboratories.com/measuring_distributed_capacitance.htm
http://www.g3ynh.info/zdocs/magnetics/appendix/self_res/self-res.pdf


FredM 1/16/2013 6:13:56 PM [217]

"Seems notoriously difficult to measure!" "He shows the historical angle, and how much crap there is out there in terms of theory." - Dewster

HeyHo.. Looks like I might have been responsible for putting some cr*p "out there" with my simple oscillator "SRF tester" circuit..

Only glanced over the articles, but it seems I have missed the complexities - Surely, by determining the resonant frequency of an inductor (with its
parallel capacitance), factoring in the capacitance of your test probes, one can get a reasonable "hit" at its SRF ? .. Or driving the inductor from a swept
signal, and monitoring current, one gets the impedance resulting from the sweep.. from this (looking at X below resonance and X above resonance and X
at resonance) one should be able to deduce resistance (X at resonance) and capacitance (From X above resonance) and inductance (from X below
resonance).... also, the fact that Xl increases linearly with frequency whilst Xc decreases exponentially with frequency, it should be possible with some
computation to be able to recognise and seperate the component impedances and therebye deduce the values of all the components - (?)

Perhaps I should read those articles.. but I will leave that for some other day! ;-).. Dont want to get back to coils-et-al right now.. I have given up on that
in frustration and am resorting to the sledgehammer of analogue computation and dynamically varying the oscillator frequency.

fred.

dewster 1/16/2013 7:54:21 PM [218]

"HeyHo.. Looks like I might have been responsible for putting some cr*p "out there" with my simple oscillator "SRF tester" circuit.."  - FredM

Oh not at all!  The crap out there is earlier bad papers that Medhurst had to resolve,  people thinking interwinding capacitance in single layer coils exists,
and not taking coil form dielectric into account.

"Dont want to get back to coils-et-al right now.. I have given up on that in frustration and am resorting to the sledgehammer of analogue computation
and dynamically varying the oscillator frequency."

Finding appropriate Theremin coils has been quite a frustrating experience for me.  Months of shopping and investigation with almost nothing to show
for it.  I'm now considering winding my own air coils and transformers, which is not where I want to be but where almost everyone seems to end up
(even those not interested in building historical reproductions).  If only the magnetic permeability of free space were a bit larger...

FredM 1/16/2013 9:41:17 PM [219]

" If only the magnetic permeability of free space were a bit larger... " - Dewster

If it was, I think we would have a lot more to worry about! LOL.. Lets see.. Earths magnetic fields for starters.. ;-) ... Then, for theremin designers,
having iron anywhere near your inductors might pose a problem - not to mention having to keep your Ref and Var oscillator coils a lot further apart.. ;-)

For analogue theremins, the Bourns or Hammond inductors are, IMO, good enough - I have been through the "wind your own air inductors" phase but
really saw no advantage over the Bourns 6300 series.. As I see it, the only advantage is less thermal drift, and this can be compensated when using ferrite
(Bourns 6300) with careful selection of capacitors used in the tank.. The only reason I will not be using this method is that I have entirely changed my
oscillator topology, and am not using equalizing inductors at all - thermal drift is now a function of the 42IF106 transformers and semiconductor
junctions, and I must actively compensate this by monitoring the temperature and/or by ovening the circuit.

"people thinking interwinding capacitance in single layer coils exists"

It doesnt ?! .. But... Wires next to each other must have capacitance.. Take 3 turns - the middle turn must have capacitance to the turn on either side ? -
Surely the equivalent schematic nust be a load of tiny inductances in series, each with a tiny capacitance across it........... Oh yeah! I see it! - The tiny
inductances add, and the series capacitances each reduce to 1/2 that of one turn in a compound manner .. So the total "interwinding capacitance" reduces
to far less than the capacitance between two turns.. !! -  Well ill be stoned!

"not taking coil form dielectric into account" - Hmm.. This would surely apply to single layer coils as well (?) Lets say that a cross-sectional angle of 45
degrees exists through the coil former coupling one end of the coil (capacitively) to the other - and lets say the former was solid ceramic with high
dielectric - surely one would effectively get a capacitance due to the distributed angular couplings through the former... Not sure this would be
"interwinding capacitance" - But it would be a capacitance in parallel to the inductance.. (?)

Really not sure I know what im talking bout here - just thinking out loud....

Fred.

dewster 1/17/2013 12:25:42 AM [220]

"people thinking interwinding capacitance in single layer coils exists"

"It doesnt ?! .. But... Wires next to each other must have capacitance.. Take 3 turns - the middle turn must have capacitance to the turn on either side ? -
Surely the equivalent schematic nust be a load of tiny inductances in series, each with a tiny capacitance across it........... Oh yeah! I see it! - The tiny
inductances add, and the series capacitances each reduce to 1/2 that of one turn in a compound manner .. So the total "interwinding capacitance"
reduces to far less than the capacitance between two turns.. !! -  Well ill be stoned!"  - FredM

Not to mention each winding is essentially shorted dead out to adjacent windings by a loop of wire quite a bit shorter than the operating wavelength -
where's the separation of charges that causes capacitance?  And theories often don't take the magnetic field into account.  Etc.  That paper by Knight is a
total hoot to read (on top of being super informative).

"not taking coil form dielectric into account" - Hmm.. This would surely apply to single layer coils as well (?)

Yes, definitely.  This is one of the problems with Medhurst's findings.



[EDIT] "thermal drift is now a function of the 42IF106 transformers and semiconductor junctions, and I must actively compensate this by monitoring the
temperature and/or by ovening the circuit."

My problem is I can't tell if I'm on a wild goose chase after having my mind poisoned by articles like this, or if the hams have a lot to teach me and I'm
crazy not to listen.  I'm guessing not asking for drift in the first place (use NP0/C0G caps, air core inductors, and low drive current) is a good place to
start, particularly when I can't count on two fairly identical oscillators drifting together and cancelling it out.  But like you I intend to bludgeon anything
else that might stay dead with modern technology.

FredM 1/17/2013 11:24:59 AM [221]

" I can't tell if I'm on a wild goose chase after having my mind poisoned by articles like this, or if the hams have a lot to teach me and I'm crazy not to
listen." - Dewster

I think the hams often have a lot to teach us - but they also have a lot of myths which get expounded.. It a bit like the theremin technical sources.. there
are some sites which have been established for decades, and have gained a reputation because they have (or had) SOME useful stuff (like details of
winding coils) - But are full of complete rubbish otherwise.

The trouble is that newbees to the field dont realise whats sound or whats rubbish.

One good thing about hams (as opposed to theremin "developers" or "hobbyists") is that they must go through a formal theory examination (or certainly
this was the case when I did it in the mid '70s) which is quite comprehensive - Every licenced ham therefore has (or had) basic understanding of
electronics and radio theory.. One does not get any completely ignorant licenced ham "hobbyist" - wheras with theremins there is no "licence" and no
way to instantly identify if a "developer" or "hobbyist" has even the most rudimentary knowlege .

Interesting article - The HF VCA shown was really interesting - quite a useful idea.. I have a HF VCA in my 24A mixer "clone" emulator - but I think the
one given in that paper may be better..

Fred.

Added > I have just taken the on-line RAE.. The electronics/radio theory stuff is really basic these days, even for the advanced level.. Sad - it used to be a
really tough exam! - I still have one of my C+G RAE course books, and refer to it ocassionally, and its no walk through for me even now!

[EDIT] " I can't count on two fairly identical oscillators drifting together and cancelling it out."

I cant either - which is why thermal drift has now become a problem. I am using a crystal oscillator for my reference, because I use this for both
heterodyning and for the fixed-frequency volume antenna resonator.. With two identical oscillators differential drift was minor, and could be
compensated with a couple of small NTC capacitors if needed - It quite surprised me just how well like oscillators track, and how serious the problem can
become if one references the VFO against a truly stable oscillator . Particularly if the VFO uses ferrites! (much less problem using an air coil - but I am
using the ferrites for saturable reactance, and using this mechanism for tuning and current-controlled equalization.. Two 42IF106 IFTs wired together in
the strangest configuration you could ever imagine! LOL ):

Thierry 1/18/2013 9:14:03 AM [222]

Bob Moog solved this problem in the Etherwave Pro in a very elegant way: Using basically the same differential pair oscillators as in the Etherwave
Standard, there are no independende common emitter resistors but a 3 npn transistor current mirror system, the emitters all on -12V, one as the input sink
which gets a reference current through a fixed resistor from ground and two output sinks which go to the common emitters of both oscillators. This
increases greatly the stability of the pitch oscillators.

Anthony Henk did it the same way as you: A 150.3kHz xtal oscillator is used as the fixed pitch oscillator. Its output is at the same time doubled and those
300.6kHz serve in the volume circuit. The variable pitch oscillator is a single FET Clapp-Gouriet oscillator around a 2N3819 which is much more stable
than one would expect. One factor could be the fact that Mr Henk set the operating point 0.65V above the pinch-off voltage which is known for being the
point where all resulting drain current vs temp curves cross and temperature drift is though minimized.

FredM 1/18/2013 12:16:06 PM [223]

Thanks for that insight, Thierry.. Interesting to me is the fact that the Henk theremin used a fixed reference of different topology to the VFO.. I have
heard from discussion with one theremin developer who knows the Henk theremin, that it was thermally unstable.. but this person never disclosed any of
the details.

My VFO frequency is adjustable by a control current - adjusting this current as a function of monitored board temperature corrects the thermal errors and
cancels gross drift.. Temperature variation due to current in the inductors (and this is higher than normal because I am deliberately controlling DC current
for tuning) is still a minor problem - heat transfer from the inductors through the board to the sensor/s has a time constant.. I will either need to sum more
sensors, or encapsulate the assembly in thermally non-conductive material and deliberately heat the board to a controlled constant temperature (50c
probably) or encapsulate the oscillator in thermally conductive material to keep thermal differences low.

At the moment the thermal conductive encapsulation is ahead in the race - particularly as I dont want to waste power on heating.

Fred, 

 

dewster 1/19/2013 7:42:06 AM [224]

"Using basically the same differential pair oscillators as in the Etherwave Standard, there are no independende common emitter resistors but a 3 npn
transistor current mirror system, the emitters all on -12V, one as the input sink which gets a reference current through a fixed resistor from ground and
two output sinks which go to the common emitters of both oscillators. This increases greatly the stability of the pitch oscillators."  - Thierry

http://www.qrp.pops.net/VFO-2011.asp
http://www.qrp.pops.net/VFO-2011.asp


I'm guess I'm not seeing how a current mirror would help here.  Could you explain?  Why don't people use matched pairs, or better yet one of those arrays
where all the transistors are on a common monolithic substrate (fabbed the same and at the same temperature)?

"I have heard from discussion with one theremin developer who knows the Henk theremin, that it was thermally unstable.. but this person never disclosed
any of the details."  - FredM

Interesting.  Why don't we hear more about drift?  I imagine it plagues many designs.

FredM 1/19/2013 10:04:54 AM [225]

" Why don't people use matched pairs, or better yet one of those arrays where all the transistors are on a common monolithic substrate (fabbed the same
and at the same temperature)?" - Dewster

I have done this in many past designs - the CA3083 is an ideal array, having a matched NPN pair and 3 other NPN's on the same substrate, and its not
expensive.. and is available in DIL unlike almost every other array which are only available as SMD.. I use these parts for exponential / log converters
mainly - they are not ideal for this application (dynamic range of the transistors not as good as other, now obsolete arrays) but just good enough usually.

However, it seems that the improvement is only extremely marginal in my expierience (there is some improvement with an EW type oscillator - but it is
seems to be more the function of the current sinking CCG that confers improvement rather than the transistor matching) - however, I still think it is worth
using an array rather than individual transistors - adds only about 40p to the component cost.. one has two spare transistors, one of which can be used as a
temperature sensor, and the other used as a heater.. doing this it is possible to run the part at a constant 50C and eliminate all thermal effects caused by the
semiconductors.. But the major thermal problems come from the inductor/s - and the above does nothing to eliminate those.

"Interesting.  Why don't we hear more about drift?  I imagine it plagues many designs."

I think if we were talking keyboards, we would hear a lot more about it - its a problem which bugged early synthesisers to a level where solutions had to
be found (the early Moog synths drifted like hell - it was only when keyboards became the primary controller that thermal compensation schemes became
important, and Tempco resistors and thermal bonding of transistorswere introduced to the exponential converters which were the primary source of
thermal problems)..

With theremins, the fact that there is no 'absolute' note positions and that playing is "by ear" means that a given semitone shifting a few cm over a say
20 minutes can be corrected unconsciously - it is only really gross drift which becomes noticable / bothersome.

Also, capacitance being what it is, other drift factors can really confuse matters - When testing for drift, I replace the antenna with an equivalent
NPO/COG fixed capacitance, simply because it is impossible to do things any other way.. But even the antenna will"drift" - it expands as temperature
increases - and although this expansion is tiny and hardly influenses hand-antenna capacitance at all, it is quite significant against background
capacitance - particularly near-field, as in, coupling to the theremins ground (circuit board, leads etc).

For me, the biggest problem is knowing where to draw the line at trying to improve performance.. Does one glue a thermal sensor to the antenna and
compensate for this? My H1's had their antennas covered in black heat-shrink.. When the hallogen spotlights were focussed on them, these antennas went
from being quite cold to really warm, as as they warmed up the pitch changed proportionally! Some of this may also be to do with changes in the
dielectric constant of the air 'round the antenna due to the (radiated) heat.. - They were aluminium tube screwed over studding (some iron, some brass)
the black heatshrink seemed to have the "right" properties to interact with the incident light and get disproportionately warm.. Then the construction was
far from ideal - lots of large ground (loudspeaker etc) close to the antenna inside the theremin..

Fred.

<EDIT - for general information..>

It should be noted that most capacitors used in RF have a positive temperature co-efficient (capacitance increases as temperature increases). COG / NPO
have (or are supposed to have) no variation with temperature, but nothing is perfect - and low quality NPO/GOG capacitors can increase OR decrease
their capacitance marginally with temperature.

Usually, one needs to deliberately add capacitors with a negetive TC to compensate for temperature variation, unless some other component is giving a
negetive TC effect on capacitance, or is otherwise increasing the oscillator frequency as temperature increases.

If antenna expansion occurs, this will (most likely) have a positive temperature coefficient - pitch from a theremin will increase as the temperature
increases, because the VFO frequency is decreasing as a function of the increase in capacitance.

dewster 1/20/2013 8:20:20 PM [226]

Using a current mirror for EW common emitter biasing might also keep the transistors from burning up if the tank is mis-tuned?

"For me, the biggest problem is knowing where to draw the line at trying to improve performance.. Does one glue a thermal sensor to the antenna and
compensate for this"  - FredM

I'm not sure either.  Reducing drift to a minimum at the sources seems like best measure, and to this end I'm probably going to go with a higher operating
frequency and smaller value hand wound air core inductors.  Perhaps you could do the same by removing the ferrites from your IFTs, then use crystal
based direct digital synthesis to get your beat frequency?  Now that you don't have to tune the tank to the EQ coil (since you're not using EQ coils) all
sorts of techniques may be at your disposal.

I've pointed to them before, but the two papers by Knight (Solenoids.pdf & Self-res.pdf) on inductors are pretty fantastic, fun reads (as these things go),
and invaluable if one is contemplating winding one's own Theremin coils.  Today I incorporated the self-resonance calculation into the inductor design
worksheet of my Theremin design spreadsheet and played with it some.  I was worried that the PVC schedule 40 pipe I was planning on using for coil
forms would lower the self-resonant frequency (increase winding capacitance) due to the roughly 3 relative permittivity and thick walls.  Turns out the
wall thickness isn't a huge deal, and the relative permittivity of ~3 isn't overly important either.  You can't get much below 3 with plastics or cardboard,
can't get below 2 even with balsa wood.  I believe polyolefin heatshrink is around 3 as well, and putting this on top of the windings will further lower
SRF, but so would varnish or epoxy or just about anything else.  And I'll need some kind of spacer layer to make a transformer winding on top.

http://www.g3ynh.info/zdocs/magnetics/Solenoids.pdf
http://www.g3ynh.info/zdocs/magnetics/appendix/self_res/self-res.pdf


While pawing the web yesterday I ran across this article which states "In order to ensure that a large inductor works correctly, it must be vertically
positioned below and in line with the pitch antenna because the wide electromagnetic field it produces must in some way be in phase with that radiated
by the antenna because the action of the hand in the electromagnetic field of the antenna has a simultaneous effect on that radiated by the inductor, and
probably contributes towards providing maximal linearity. In the case that the inductor is positioned horizontally, linearity is considerably reduced and
leads to a certain instability in the central octave."  Any truth to that?  Seems like a lot of hand waving (pun intended).

It also states "I can assure you that the use of large coils, which necessarily need to be wound by hand (hundreds of metres of 0.2 enamelled copper
wires) is infinitely preferable to using the small ready-made commercial inductors because their larger diameter increases the capacitance between one
winding and another, and this helps to correct linearity." Which strikes me as dubious.  Interwinding capacitance is a myth, a larger diameter (wire? coil
former?) wouldn't increase capacitance, and larger capacitance wouldn't be a good thing anyway, would it?  I mean, who wants a lower SRF?

Thierry 1/20/2013 9:40:13 PM [227]

I'm not sure if choosing higher oscillator frequencies will help to reduce drift.

Thought experiment:

Let theoretically drift both oscillators away one from another by 0.1%. These 0.1% will create a pitch shift of 150Hz with 150kHz oscillators but a pitch
shift of 800Hz (more than 2 octaves more) with 800kHz oscillators...

FredM 1/20/2013 10:09:10 PM [228]

Hi Dewster,

Tis truly facinating the BS one reads! - particularly with regard to "electromagnetic field's " and the alledged interaction of these with the "plate" of a
capacitance sensor. (or fot that matter the player) Magnetic fields radiating from unshielded inductors can (and do) cause problems - but these are due to
inductive effects.. If you have a large energetic unshielded coil above a circuit board, it can induce signal into tracks - and tracks can act as coupled
"windings" which could even behave like shunted turns and affect the performance of the coil..

"the capacitance between one winding and another, and this helps to correct linearity"

Not in my expierience! LOL. But it is possible that someone got "good linearity" fron messin about with their theremin, and put it down to interwinding
capacitance, when this is (IMO) extremely unlikely - I cannot see a simple mechanism wherebye IWC could improve linearity - but the whole analogue
theremin front-end linearity correction scheme is full of "devils in the detail".. So open to misunderstanding and wrong conclusions.

"Reducing drift to a minimum at the sources seems like best measure, and to this end I'm probably going to go with a higher operating frequency and
smaller value hand wound air core inductors." -Dewster

My advice is forget this - IMO (unless you really need to) its moving in the wrong direction. I found when playing with PLL multipliers on both the
reference and variable oscillators (for example, multiplying both by x10, so nominal 200kHz became 2MHz) that any differential drift on the lower
frequency oscillators became extremely noticable after multiplication..

In fact, IMO, the best performance (in terms of drift) is obtained by running the oscillators at as low frequency as practical - I think Bob Moog's choices
were no accident! - having identical oscillators running about 250kHz, from my expierience, is the best choice for a simple analogue theremin.. An
0.001% (EDIT -> this should be 0.1% - See Thierrys post above - I was preparing this posting when Thierry posted his) drift between the oscillators
gives a 250Hz audio drift.. At 900kHz, one would have a 900Hz drift for the same error.

This is one of the reasons why it is no myth that lower frequency operation has major advantages.

Fred.

As an aside, I wrote a reply for another thread which I chose not to post, but I am pasting it here - I think it touches on some of the issues regarding how
myths get created..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

"Without testing everything is just wild speculation." - Dewster

What follows is entirely my opinion only - it is not directly addressed to Dewster (as an engineer he will know the following and probably have lived it.. I
100% agree with his statement above)

I think if you spend less than 80% of your time testing new designs, you are either extremely efficient, or not doing the job rigorously. Also, testing less
than ten assemblies will not give you much certainty about product quality in production.

One can spend hours crafting your theremin or any other product, by swapping components etc until it is "perfect" - but if you think that by writing down
these final component values etc, you can make another just like it, think again! Variations in inductor and capacitor values are substantial, variations in
hfe etc of transistors is extremely substantial.. Designers who know what they are doing know what to watch out for - never design anything where hfe is
critical, for example.

Unless you are lucky way beyond the statistical norm, the only way to ensure production-ready product is by painstaking calculation of all variable
combinations - This task is made a lot easier by simulation.. Then one must test as large a batch of actual product to verify the design.

And this is the gulf between hobby projects and engineering for production. It is quite possible to get a hobby project better than what one can buy in a
store - But putting your project into production is a whole different matter.. Unless those using / building the project are at least willing to devote the
same effort into crafting their unit as the original developer did.

With a product like the theremin, it is not actually viable for a small developer to test enough units to meet the minimum "normal" engineering
requirements, and this fact makes theoretical evaluation even more important.. you must comprehensively model every combination of component
variation, and give some "elbow room" - at least an extra 30% - so if modeling a resistor with +/- 5% variation, model it for +/- 6.5%. Once you have

http://www.thereminvox.com/article/articleview/15/6/2/index.html


theoretically fully verified your theremin, If you build five IDENTICAL theremins, and they all behave exactly like the "master" then you may be ok - but
if you need to do any debugging and component swapping on any, you are likely headed for trouble.

The above is the reality, ignore it at your peril.

 

FredM 1/20/2013 10:13:51 PM [229]

Oh, Hi Thierry !

You beat me to it again - and once again your few words give more insight than my longwinded blurb!

;-)

French? - Nah!  I recon your one of those theremin aliens ... ;-)

 

(and whats worse is that you got the sums right - unlike me, LOL...  0.001% in mine should have been 0.1%, I forgot to multiply by 100 when calculating
percentage.. )-:

dewster 1/21/2013 3:00:10 PM [230]

Thierry and Fred, thank you for pointing out the central issue which I neglected to take into account!  For a digital Theremin one is only looking for good
delta F, the absolute F is fairly unimportant.  I think my prototype was less prone to interference from external magnetic and electrical fields when it was
operating at a higher frequency (though the 1mH coils it was using at the higher frequency were shielded types).

I haven't messed with mixers yet (and kind of hope I never do in the analog realm) but how about this: run the variable oscillator at ~1MHz, divide the
output by 4 to get ~250kHz, and run that into the mixer.  Granted this gives you a square wave (one with a very good 50/50 duty cycle) going into the
mixer - not sure if that's a deal breaker or not, but it might allow you to get rid of all of the troublesome drifty ferrite.  Using counters, gates, and resistors
the square wave could be turned into a very crude triangle or sine wave.  (My prototype can't go too much above 1MHz without removing the DPLL
from the loop due to frequency quantization issues - though it could be pushed to 5 or perhaps even 10MHz, where the ~10uH inductors could be
physically quite small and the 1.5m or so of wire wouldn't need much of a coil form).

FredM 1/21/2013 6:35:21 PM [231]

" For a digital Theremin one is only looking for good delta F, the absolute F is fairly unimportant. " - Dewster

"run the variable oscillator at ~1MHz, divide the output by 4 to get ~250kHz, and run that into the mixer. " - Dewster

Hi Dewster,

First, Sorry about imposing analogue thinking onto the issue - You are of course absilutely right - the issue of oscillators drifting with respect to each
other is not applicable to what you are doing.

In exploring register switching, I did mess about with VFO's running at HF (>800k) because this would have been an easier route than multiplying LF
(<500k) oscillators using PLL. As you know, the E-Pro uses logic (square wave) division - and by using XOR mixing one gets a triangle wave which,
with a bit of filtering, becomes sine-like. I do not know what audio processing or wave-shaping the E-Pro does, but from what I have heard and deduced,
it is similar to the processing / shaping done on the EW.

My method of wave-shaping when using square-wave (logic level) inputs is done at the mixer - my design (which, probably foolishly, I published here)
takes the VFO and Ref signals and provides difference frequency outputs with triangle, ramp and square outputs - One does not need any shaping on the
audio side, all you need is filtering - Using well established subtractive synthesis you have a source of all the available harmonics from these waveforms -
wheras from a triangle or square wave you only get odd harmonics, and must distort the audio to generate even harmonics (which are essential for string
quality in the tone).

Generating registers by division is extremely simple - but alas, in my expierience, the results are far inferior to starting with LF and multiplying it up. I
think one of the reasons may be related to oscillator coupling - the bass response (in terms of linearity and stability) seemed to be best when I had the
oscillators running at 330kHz which were divided down (/2) to 165kHz before being mixed.. This was the 'bass'setting and could happily produce notes
playable down to 32Hz with no problems of jitter or 'motor-boating'. Going to /4 allowed playing down to 16Hz.

Going to 660kHz or above and adding an extra /2 did not give me the stable results I got from lower frequency oscillators.. This does not mean that it
wont work - In theory it should work fine, and someone else may manage to get it to work..

It was dissapointing for me though - I wanted to eliminate PLL multiplication - I need frequencies at least 8x the "natural" in order to generate an 'audio'
frequency 8x that which is heard - I use this for fast update on the frequency to voltage converter .. So the ideal oscillator frequencies need to be
minimum 800kHz (using mixed signal / square waves into the mixer, one needs good filters to roll off the unwanted HF - so having the divided
frequencies above 100kHz is the minimum I am happy with).

My latest exploration have been into analogue multiplication (as in, take the square wave into a filter tuned to the wanted nth odd harmonic, the BW is
sharp enough to reduce level of other harmonics, but wide enough to pass the frequency variation on the required harmonic.. simple to square this up..)

Fred.

dewster 1/21/2013 8:47:53 PM [232]



No need to apologize Fred, I'm the one who forgot about the absolute frequency needs of the analog world.  Back to this:

"For me, the biggest problem is knowing where to draw the line at trying to improve performance.. Does one glue a thermal sensor to the antenna and
compensate for this"  - FredM

I ran across this in the past and again today (while looking for capacitance guard banding):

http://www.stools.com.cn/html/About.asp?ID=39

Love that URL! Shades of "Waiting For Guffman" ("stool capital of the world...").

At the end (7.2) they show the things that can change the dielectric constant of air:

Change in dielectric constant of air 

This change can be enough to affect the accuracy of precision detectors, but it can be easily compensated by building a reference capacitor in air with materials similar to
the sense capacitor’s and using a balanced bridge detector.

That solution doesn't seem to apply to Theremins very well with the expensive / large coils and such (unless incorporated into the fixed oscillator).

They also mention ppm changes in material dimensions:

Insulators 
Insulators have a much wider range of thermal expansion than metals. Glass, quartz, and diamond expand between 0.5 and 3.3 ppm/ deg C Plastics vary from polyimide’s
20 ppm/deg C through epoxy’s 45-65 ppm to Teflon’s 100 ppm/deg C..

Nature abhors a Theremin (and stability in general)!

[EDIT] More thermal expansion at http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/linear-expansion-coefficients-d_95.html, wood is maybe a better candidate than
PVC pipe for coil formers.  They have similar relative permittivity (http://www.kayelaby.npl.co.uk/general_physics/2_6/2_6_5.html) but PVC being
hollow might give slightly less self-capacitance (probably not much of an issue for tightly wound single layer coils).

FredM 1/21/2013 10:18:37 PM [233]

"but it can be easily compensated by building a reference capacitor in air with materials similar to the sense capacitor’s and using a balanced bridge detector"

If only the above was true, my work with capacitive sensors would be a lot easier! - The trouble with constructing a "reference capacitor" is that, unless it
is subject to EXACTLY the same conditions as the actual sensing head, it can (and often does) make matters worse.. For example, humidity - this can
form droplets - if the reference plates do not have the same airflow over them, the droplet formation / evaporation will be different between the sensing
plates and the reference plates...

But far worse is the problem of airbourne pollutants - dirt settles on surfaces and between plates.. one can clean the sensor head - but unless you devise a
simple way to clean the reference plates, they accumulate error over time.

In fact - Capacitive sensing should really be left to do what it can just about manage - detecting gross changes like button pushing or non-critical
balanced applications like touch screens.. Using this intrinsically unstable and environmentally sensitive method for anything requiring any precision or
repeatability is folly!

Which is the only reason nutters like us are drawn to it! Lets see - what is the most critical sense we probably have - well, probably pitch. So lets take the
most unstable medium (air's dielectric) and employ the most difficult electronic sensing method (capacitance) and use these to create an instrument which
changes pitch (to which we are most sensitive)..

LOL ;-).. Lev was a genius! He pulled off the greatest technical joke perhaps ever! He even got Lennin into it (or perhaps Lennin was in on the joke..
"stupid Americans will buy into this - they'l buy into anything! - And you can spy on their factories while you're out there..")

Sorry - No disrepect meant.. I do not believe the above .. I think Lev was as (or more) facinated by the challenges as we are.. From a technical
perspective the challenge is  (or can become) all consuming - One is fighting nature, and trying to "out-think" it.

And I will probably be obsessing about some theremin related matter right up to the moment I draw my last breath..

FredM 1/22/2013 2:26:28 AM [234]

To be honest, the whole subject of flux in a vacuum is WAY out of my depth - I was "forced" to try to grapple with it when researching so-called "free
energy" collectors which (alledgedly) sucked "vacuum energy". We "know" that there is a "quantum froth" - "matter" and "antimatter" coming into and
out of existance - we "know" that the sum total of the universe is zero - that what we have is due to imbalance...

But there are things we cannot test anymore in the old "Edison" or "hilbilly" manner - We need mega-money machines like linear accelerators and the
like - and even these are "toys" when it comes to addressing the big questions in physics.

So sure - we can "test" different materials in a theremins pitch field - we find that a broomstick in the field raises the pitch - then what? We can
hypothesise as to why we get this result.. IF we are methodical, we can follow up with other tests to determine the likely accuracy or error of our

http://www.stools.com.cn/html/About.asp?ID=39
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/linear-expansion-coefficients-d_95.html
http://www.kayelaby.npl.co.uk/general_physics/2_6/2_6_5.html


hypotheses.

It gets tiresome - but some hypotheses have stood the test of time and become theories.. This does not mean that they must be correct, but it does mean
that they have never been shown to be incorrect, and that there is nothing related to the theory which cannot be explained by the theory and/or other
supporting "validated" theories.

And sadly, it is extremely rare to find a "flaw" in the established theories of physics - Oh, flaws will exist - but mostly they are insignificant anomalies
which only require minor modification to the theory. Breaking a fundamental theory is what every true scientist would love to do, as it opens up whole
new perspectives (and also brings fame and all the other perks ;-).

And the theories related to the mechanism by which theremins work are in this group - and everything one ever observes with regard to what happens
when any object is placed in the sensing field can with (astronomical but not infinite) certainty be ascribed to capacitive effects alone, and can be verified
(both practically and mathematically) to be soley due to capacitance... Now, it MAY be that "capacitance" is a myth - that we have entirely misunderstood
what is really going on - that capacitance is an "analogy" just like thinking about oscillating springs as representitive of oscillators is an analogy, and in
fact there is some as yet unknown science lurking in them fields..

All I know for sure is that, if I stick a broom stick into the pitch field, and the pitch goes up, it is likely that the capacitance "seen" at the antenna has
increased..

I can speculate that (A) there is moisture in the stick giving it conductivity, that the stick is coupling to ground (capacitively - directly due to its proximity
to ground, and / or by coupling to me who is holding it) and to the antenna.... Or (B) The dielectric constant of the stick is increasing capacitive coupling
between the antenna and grounded object/s.

But thats all you can do - speculate.. Unless one was to spend a week with high-end instrumentation to determine as many possible factors as you can,
you wont be able to verify the mechanism/s.

But whenever one does factor in enough data, you will find that capacitance explains everything...And theremins do work in a vacuum - Capacitive
sensors have been used in space, and more significantly, experiments have been performed with capacitive plates related to exploring the Casimir and
other effects.. Also, if theremins didnt work in a vacuum, vacuum capacitors wouldnt work.. And they most certainly do! (but are too expensive to use in
theremins, sadly! ;-)

There are no "flux density changes heard in the audio signal ".

Sorry - I wish there was ! - Life would be so much more fun ;-)

Fred.

dewster 1/22/2013 4:27:27 AM [235]

One of the funniest things I've read lately (from an engineering standpoint so everyone else please look away) was someone stating capacitance was
undefined if there was no charge.  One wag said that he went to his lab and shorted out some capacitors and none of them disappeared!

[EDIT] Ah, here he is, John Woodgate, lab wag after my own heart:

>So are you saying there doesn't need to be any potential difference to 
>arise between the turns for there to be an inter-turn capacitance? 

Indeed. An uncharged capacitor doesn't cease to exist.

>I think that's a metaphysical question that more properly belongs to 
>the realm of philosophy, John. :-) 

I checked before making such a controversial statement. I short- 
circuited some of the capacitors in my stock, and they didn't disappear.

>Ah, but shorted them at what frequency? 
>;->

About one every 20 seconds, I think.

 

David Knight states in his Self-res.pdf: "The clue lies in the metamaterial permittivity factor εrh ; which is effectively defined as: 'that factor which
makes the self-capacitance come out correctly'."  All impressive mathematics aside, engineering is often a quite seat-of-the-pants kind of thing.

dewster 1/22/2013 5:35:02 AM [236]

RS (talking to myself at this point) have you read about the 1880's Michelson-Morley experiments that disproved the existence of the aether?  IMO one
of the weirdest things about our universe is that literal nothingness has the ability to propagate light and other electromagnetic radiation with no visible
means of support.  Loads of super smart people thought otherwise as the concept is exceedingly counter intuitive, but here we are staring it in the face
every day we use a cell phone (not that you, or I for that matter, own one - and not that there's anything intrinsically wrong with that).  The universe is
most likely stranger than anyone can imagine (but at the same time it's not a scientifically conceptual free-for-all).

FredM 1/22/2013 1:43:25 PM [237]

" I can't get into this theory talk, I need to take another pill." - RS

LOL, ;-)

http://www.electronicspoint.com/parasitic-capacitance-inductors-t19097p6.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelson%96Morley_experiment


To me, speculative "theory talk" and thought experiments etc are fun and "enlightening" SOMETIMES.

I worked as a physicist for 3 years in a large team (about 30 chemists, biologists, medical doctors, technicians etc) and theoretical exchanges and "brain
storming" occurred daily - we were creating a new "branch" of science, it became established as Biophysical Chemistry - It deals with chemistry at the
physics level - the physical forces acting an molicules - how monolayers (layers one molicule thick) of phospholipids behave, how to produce them and
use them, how individual protein molicules behave when hit by high energy photons and the like.. to name a few of the kins of questions the experiments
were seeking information on.

Wild hypotheses were postulated for some bizarre results, and there was a willingness to entertain the possibility that some fundamental theory was
flawed.. But if we had gone off at a tangent and ditched all the prior theories every time some anomaly popped up, we would have got nowhere -

We used established science first - and when some observation didnt fit, we checked the experiment. In every case we found some fault with the
experimental methods or equipment or maths - Never any fault with the theories! - As a result we were free to explore the new science without being
bogged down with trying to verify or refute the "old science" - we never needed to look at fundamental theories - they worked!

And this is what theories are good at - they are tools.. It almost doesnt matter whether they are "right" or "wrong" - they are at least usable models until
something better comes along.

In terms of actually understanding the "truth" about the universe, we need the theories to be right - And this is the area where "this theory talk" has an
entertaining place.. But from a perspective of using the theories as a tool and a common "language" to assist technical communication, it doesnt actually
matter if the theory is "right" or "wrong" - just so long as it works, ind is "right enough" that no errors can be found in it,  it explains everything relating
to it, and there is no part of it which is missing or requiring some magical suppliment to make it work.

And understanding the "truth" about the universe is impossible anyway - we can sharpen our physical  tools and theories for working with the physical
model, but that is all - these tools are useless if we dont live in the physical model - just as the "spiritual tools" or flawed hypotheses or "theories" are
useless in the "physical" model.

Fred.

dewster 1/22/2013 4:58:17 PM [238]

"So you saw that brief post, if my 3" x 3" oscillator board was some how suspended in a reasonable vacuum it may eliminate most thermal drift?"  - RS
Theremin

If the vacuum includes the antenna too then it would get rid of the changes in antenna capacitance due to the changes in the dielectric constant (or as the
kids these days call it, relative permittivity) of air due to pressure, temperature, and humidity.  The oscillator itself would still drift due to local heating
effects (including thermal expansion of the antenna itself).

A Theremin for use only in outer space would be a really, really tiny market!

FredM 1/23/2013 12:30:35 AM [239]

"A Theremin for use only in outer space would be a really, really tiny market!" - Dewster

LOL ;-)..

You need to expand your thinking a bit, Dewster!  .. You are forgetting the huge potential market to the intergalactic nomads.

Why stop at "world theriminisation" Or "World Thereminization" as you Americans spell it.. ?  ;-) Lets go for "Interplanetary Theriminisation" or
"Intergalactic Theriminisation" - or why not embrace the universe and all parallel "versions" thereof - If one did this, and sold only one theremin per
universe, one would still have infinite demand! (ignoring the potential difficulty of having an infinite number of theremin developers competing for this
infinite market...)

I am thinking this market may be enough to justify the effort of writing my book .. But getting it translated could be a problem - you seen the absurd price
being asked for a babel-fish these days?! - they make the E-Pro price seem cheap! - and its even harder to find a healthy Babel fish than it is to find an
original Lev theremin or a sentient antenna!

(the dangers of inserting an unhealthy babel fish in your ear are profound - believe me, ive been there, and done that! ;-)

Fred.

Oh - back to the question - Circuits "housed" in a vacuum containment will probably drift more .. No heat will escape through convection, so component
temperatures will only obtain equilibrium via tracks etc - this could introduce problems.

Ovens - Passive or active? A "passive" oven is not really an "oven".. With my "ovens" I set a temperature above the maximum temperature any
component will ever reach as a result of the highest ambient temperature combined with the maximum current / dissipation through it.

Have all the components in a good thermally conductive medium, have some heater (resistors or whatever) and the temperature controller.. Encase this
in thermally non-conductive material..

Power up starts the heater/s - they drive hard quickly heating the assembly to say 55C, then slowly continue heating until the target temperature is
reached (say 60C). One wants the thermal leakage to be slightly greater than the maximum component dissipation, so that one drives the heaters at low
power for the minimum that is possible whilst maintaining control.. you need a damped analogue control - you certainly dont want to hear vibrato
because the TC of the control loop is too fast! .. A non-linear response is required for best control.

The best "oven" I have built (for expensive lab equipment) used a peltier device for both cooling and heating - the temperature is set for normal ambient
(say 25C) and the board is heated or cooled to keep this temperature constant.. If the temperature setting is carefully selected, this scheme draws less
current than any other.

file:///forums/Topics/world-thereminization
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cult/hitchhikers/guide/babelfish.shtml


dewster 2/9/2013 11:07:17 PM [240]

Speaking of tiny markets, I'm wondering about perhaps tiering my digital Theremin into one or more products aimed at different segments.  (I loathe
tiering in general, it seems to be overused lately as a way to extract the most money from markets rather than a way to satisfy the most users.)  But for
every flush, experienced power user out there itching to enlarge their personal harem, there are probably 10 or 20 curious cash strapped noobs looking to
test the waters. The EW Standard is $389, and the Burnes B3 Deluxe is $249 - both on Amazon.  (There's also the Burnes B3 for $199 but it looks fairly
toy-like and cramped in that tiny inverted project case.)

I'm thinking an entry level unit wouldn't have to do too much other than make some basic sounds and have the standard single dimensional volume
antenna.  It could drift a bit with temperature so I could use standard ferrite coils, maybe with negative tempco caps.  If at all possible (sufficient logic left
over) I'd install nearfield/farfield linearity correction, a multi-LED tuning indicator, and pitch preview.

I'm of course most interested in creating a flagship model with as many bells and whistles as I can possibly cram in there, but I'm finding this pie-in-the-
sky product something of a constantly moving development target (better is the enemy of good, etc.).  An entry level model which necessarily has fewer
features but that is still a fully functioning Theremin (however you define this) would help me test the market, as well as my abilities to supply it, and
give me something to compare future hopefully superior products to.  My main fear is whatever perceived weaknesses the stripped down model might
possess will be interpreted as general weaknesses of the digital approach.  A corollary fear is that by not putting my absolute best foot forward to begin
with I'll be alienating future professional, more discerning / demanding buyers. 

Does anyone have any thoughts on this?  What is a reasonable target price & feature list for an entry level Theremin that is somewhat spare, yet good
enough to keep one interested and inspire one to take the next step?  (I would of course be seeking the input of excellent players to hone the final
product.) 

My own feeling is a fairly linear seeming pitch field with wide note spacing and comfortable volume field are at or near the top of the list, followed by
tone that has some variability and isn't harsh, selling for around $250-$300.

FredM 2/10/2013 1:54:55 AM [241]

"My main fear is whatever perceived weaknesses the stripped down model might possess will be interpreted as general weaknesses of the digital
approach.  A corollary fear is that by not putting my absolute best foot forward to begin with I'll be alienating future professional, more discerning /
demanding buyers." - Dewster

I know those fears well.. My bias has been to hold out and go for "top end" first, then, based on the reputation established by this, bring out "lower end"
products at lower cost.

But, as you know - it is a lot easier to start will low-end and work up.. I think I made a mistake, because low-end theremins would have been bringing in
money while I was developing the high-end.. And I think now that the small size of the market means that any new "high end" theremin would be
regarded on its own worth, without too much "bias" because of lower price "starter" product which was not particularly wonderful.

The one thing that could, I think, impact on acceptance of any high-end theremin would be if there were reliability or support issues with the low-end
products.. But provided the low-end worked reliably, and performed the specified function/s, I think people would not be put off going for your
"flagship".

I am actually looking at putting a moderately priced solid state Lev clone on the market this year - something much less sophisticated than my "flagship"
- and am grappling with the issues of price and funding too.. Or I may just offer special one-off builds based on a standard lev-clone board. I could
probably do these for about $300 to $500.. But even this is above the price that many would be happy to pay - I think a target price of $250 maximum
would appeal to more (go above that, and people are likely to opt for paying the extra to obtain a EW I think) - but that price could only be possible if a
batch of 10 or more are made (actually, cost savings really only kick in for larger quantities - say 20+ or a run of 100 to make any reasonable profit) -
which means money up - front.

Fred. 

dewster 2/10/2013 11:44:14 PM [242]

The one thing that could, I think, impact on acceptance of any high-end theremin would be if there were reliability or support issues with the low-end
products.. But provided the low-end worked reliably, and performed the specified function/s, I think people would not be put off going for your
"flagship".  - FredM

Fred, thanks so much for your thoughts!  You're really helping me come to terms with this.  It seems it's all to easy to slip into "flagship debutante ball"
mode and proceed unquestioningly for a long period of time - the lion's share of demand is always on the low end of price.

FredM 2/11/2013 6:39:11 AM [243]

"the lion's share of demand is always on the low end of price." - Dewster

Yes - it will probably be..

And I think what I said before has some validity.. BUT..

"The lions share" is probably the wrong choice of words, IMO.. Its more like the Hyena's share.. the cheap 'dregs' which the majority of theremin
producers are scrabbling and fighting over - the under $250 market where the price is placed so that it is far enough away from the price of a "real meal"
to attract those really cannot afford an EW, or those who are just looking for a "snack" or those (few) who really dont like the sound of the EW.

The "Lion" is less bothered by this kind of "market" - In its natural state (before man screwed its kingdom up) its "share" was almost whatever it wanted..
It would go for the kill and the hyenas would fight over what it left behind.



I suppose I have been targeting what I see (or saw) as "The Lions share" - The vacuum in the high end market, the hole left which was once filled by the
E-Pro or the E-Vox or even the 91 series, And also filling a "demand" which will only appear when a new instrument with greater capabilities and better
sound than anything before it, appears and sets a new standard.

But I think I was probably wrong. I now think that such an instrument probably wouldnt create a demand or alter expectations one iota, for the simple
reason that the number of people who are REALLY interested in theremin mastery can probably be counted on my fingers - and only these people would
even notice that the "bar" had been raised - and as "raising the bar" would, at least to start with, cause a raising of the price.....

IMO there is no "good" section of the market in which one can make money - the <= $250 market has a lot of competition and possible profit margins are
tiny - one needs large volume of sales to make any money in this area, and that is not going to be easy with theb number of competetors in this section..

The Mid price range is competing with the EW - the most established theremin on the planet.. And this theremin is perfectly adequate for most
thereminista and wanna-be thereminists..

It is, IMO, only the "high end" where there is a possibility of earning enough money to make the effort worth while - If one can, through clever design,
cut the costs without impacting quality, and give features people want but cannot get from a mid-end theremin, then it could be worthwhile ... But only on
a "commission" basis - there simply is not enough demand to go into production and even produce 20 of these theremins.

*Back in 2010, George Pavlov (the designer of the T-Vox) told me (and Lydia) this when both of us were trying to persuade him that there was a market -
He explained the economics to me - that even though he had a theremin people wanted which had a reputation and was well known, it simply wasnt
worth while (economically) to do a production run of another 100 units - that the profit margins made no sense for a run of less than 1000, that there
wasnt a market for 1000 so a run of this size would cause a financial loss.. He was even doubtful that a run of 100 could  break even...

This is someone who's theremin Lydia plays (his production was actually for her, and perhaps to explore the market)..

I should REALLY have listened to him - But I didnt want to hear what he had to say!

Fred.

*Please understand that my discussion with George is extremely "paraphrased" - I do not remember exact numbers we were talking about etc.. it had been
a long day, we were having a meal (or at least I was.. I think..;-) in the Festival Hall after the show.. So I may well have some details wrong!

dewster 2/11/2013 8:38:00 PM [244]

"The lions share" is probably the wrong choice of words, IMO.. Its more like the Hyena's share.."  - FredM

Ha ha!  And on the low low end it's maybe "the dung beetle's share"!

My wife works, we have some (slowly evaporating) savings, and I don't intend to support myself and put kids through college or anything like that by
building and selling Theremins, so the financial imperative is kind of relaxed (though I need to make something, even minimal private health insurance in
the good ol' US of A is a killer for us semi-oldsters - that and the heinous property taxes in NJ).  I see this as starting off more like guitar building (but
hopefully easier / faster / and involve less or ideally no fine work).  Going the series tank / mostly digital route should almost completely eliminate any
fine tuning at the end (though I haven't messed with temperature compensation yet).  They might be simple enough to make one a day (not that the
demand would likely be that high), and if I could make $100 clear on each one that would be cool.

Got some 34 AWG wire in the mail today, it's not quite as thin and unmanageable as I'd imagined it might be.  56 meters on a 60mm diameter schedule
40 pipe (~300 turns) should give 4 mH.  Got some clear heatshrink too, it looks very thin (it's the type used to hold battery packs together).  If an air core
transformer will work in my AFE and it improves temperature stability, that could be a good selling point for any higher end models ("genuine air core
inductors give you that organic RCA sound!" - just kidding).

If I put a digital divider on the AFE and used the parallel capacitor for additional phase shift (ala the Smirnov D-sensor, similar to the "BUDGET"
reference design in my latest spreadsheet) I could probably use an inexpensive processor rather than an expensive FPGA for brains.  Anyone know of a
cheap processor dev board capable of decent audio D/A?

[EDIT] With this Altera board going for ~$20 I think I'll stick with FPGAs.  Now all I need is an inexpensive D/A plug-in board.  There's this for $5 but
it's only 12 bits mono.  There's this for $15 which includes headphone amp, but that seems like an awful lot to pay for D/A.

FredM 2/12/2013 4:50:27 PM [245]

Dewster,

That Altera board does look like great value - What does one need (minimum) to start developing using these? Is there a free (or low cost) development
environment which is any good? - Presumably a standard Jtag programmer is all one needs to program the thing, but can one do RT debugging etc over
this... Any info you could give would be useful, as I am seriously looking at using FPGA for a project only loosely related to theremins (certainly not
thinking about changing my direction when it comes to theremins - The Lev designs and voltage control are my focus at the moment, and I dont intend to
deviate from the path again, LOL ;-)

The 12 bit DAC, to me, looks good - What I am about to say will come over as blasphemy to purists - but I do not believe one needs more than a 12 bit
waveform from a Mono musical instrument - Sure, 16+ bit is needed for the complexity one gets in composite audio, but for single waveforms, 12 bits is
fine.. I have a 12 bit Yamaha TX16W sampler, and it has a wonderful clarity and warmth, particularly when playing solo instruments - When I load this
with a solo sound I have extracted (converted) from 16 bit or higher sample, and play it back directly (bypassing the TX16W filters etc) I cannot tell the
difference between the 12bit and the higher resolution samples..

The above is NOT true for polyphonic samples - the more "layers" are added the more noticable sampling resolution becomes.. But for a signal having
only one fundamental frequency and its harmonics (such as a mono-synth or theremin) or even for signals with a few frequencies and thier harmonics
(such as a multi-oscillator mono-synth) I do not believe one needs more than 12 bits -

The above is with the caveat that all dynamic processing comes after the D/A - As in, the signal from the D/A is just a waveform normalized to the full
12 bits - If one wants digital processing to include the dynamics, then one needs 16 bits minimum (I would say more) or the noise floor becomes a pain in
the butt..

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Altera-CycloneII-EP2C5T144-FPGA-Mini-Development-Board-/150835820710?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item231e83f8a6
https://www.adafruit.com/products/935
http://store.diyembedded.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=29


Fred.

FredM 2/12/2013 5:09:18 PM [246]

" if I could make $100 clear on each one that would be cool." - Dewster

If you could make a good digital theremin which was retailing at $250, and make $100 clear on each, you would have good reason to feel that this was
"cool" ! LOL ;-)

I recon that, as a "manufacturer", one is doing well if, after all expenses etc, one gets 25% ($62) of "clear" profit from what your product sells for.

Its somewhat different as a "cottage industry" and true "clear" is much more difficult to really determine - A major cost is labour - If you do this yourself,
and do it for "free", then you may get "$100 clear" - But this is looking at the true situation with rose tinted glasses - If you were to factor in your time,
even at minimum wage, the true "clear" will be a lot lower.. (probably in the red, LOL ;-)

Not that it matters (except to the Ferengi) - I would far prefer to spend 10 hours crafting a theremin and getting £1 per hour, than to be serving in some
supermarket for 2 hours earning £5 / Hour, or developing some weapon of murder at £100 / hr.

Fred. 

 

dewster 2/12/2013 5:32:11 PM [247]

"That Altera board does look like great value - What does one need (minimum) to start developing using these? Is there a free (or low cost) development
environment which is any good? - Presumably a standard Jtag programmer is all one needs to program the thing, but can one do RT debugging etc over
this..."  - FredM

You'll need Quartus II Web Edition.  They give you everything you need in that.  USB JTAG programmers ("USB Blaster") are available on eBay for
~$10.

Too bad there isn't a bit of user Flash on that Altera board, I suppose I could add some via I2C.  May need a base board to solder everything to anyway
and put supply filtering, I/O, etc. on it.  I'm thinking of having separate tiny drive/sense boards at the antenna ends connected via small wiring harnesses.

I agree with your 12 bits comments completely.  I think I'll go with the second 16 bit converter - it has integrated headphone drive, and perhaps more
importantly digital filtering before the DAC, so I don't think I'll have to do any complex steep filtering in the FPGA.

It might not be too expensive or complex to add another axis to the volume side (another antenna + coil + phase detector) - something that would
significantly differentiate it from other offerings out there.  (FEATURE CREEP!)

"I would far prefer to spend 10 hours crafting a theremin and getting £1 per hour, than to be serving in some supermarket for 2 hours earning £5 / Hour,
or developing some weapon of murder at £100 / hr."

Amen to that.  It's amazing how many in our profession have blood on their hands.  If you count the indirect blood (your company does "defense" work
but you don't directly, etc.) it's probably > 99%.  They really ought to make more of this in engineering ethics courses you have to take in college (we just
read Frankenstein, and the shuttle O-ring fiasco was presented as more of a whistle blowing cautionary tale).

FredM 2/12/2013 5:41:09 PM [248]

 (FEATURE CREEP!)

LOL ;-)  - Stop yourself now!  ...... But its so damn difficult to do that, isnt it ? ... You have everything there to cope with the extra signals, all you need is
to add a few cheap bits and therebye gain all these extra things FREE ;-)

LOL ;-)  ... And before you know it, you have something which looks like a Moog Modular, and costs more than an E-Pro!

;-)

 

"They really ought to make more of this in engineering ethics courses you have to take in college" _ Dewster

LOL ;-) Why would they do that? - The last thing "they" want is for any student to ACTUALLY start thinking about things like "ethics" - The main
demand for engineers is driven by demand for "defense" hardware - Industry sponsors would back away rapidly from any college which ACTUALLY did
"ethics" .. and 'worse'..  IF such exposure to ethics did influence the students, it would soon show up on the statistics.. "50% of  this ethical universities
graduates are unable to find employment because they were screwed-up by the ethics cirriculum - and a high percentage of these graduates cannot be
regarded as responsible individuals or True Americans*(Britons,Europeans,Russians..insert any nationality / race / culture / religeon here to taste) as
they exhibit disrespect for our establishments and are unpatriotic"

dewster 2/20/2013 12:51:05 AM [249]

Spent the day slaving over a hot breadboard, trying to get an analog pitch-only Theremin with series tank oscillators to work.  Am getting similar
linearity compared to the digital prototype but can't seem to change the sensitivity much.  You analog guys got it tough!  But you've got it easier when it
comes to drift - both the pitch and reference oscillators seemed to drift well together - the null distance didn't change much even though the room
temperature was changing a fair bit.

The digital approach has a lot of rigamarole up front, but after that it's so much easier.  Nulling is a snap, sensitivity and operating point are abstracted
somewhat away from the vagaries of the analog front end, and linearity can (hopefully) be improved using simple math.

https://www.altera.com/download/dnl-index.jsp


So anyway, UNCLE!  And back to the digital realm for me!  This exercise has even managed to turn me off to the notion of using an analog oscillator in
the AFE.

[Product idea: pitch only Theremin with built-in headphone amplifier.  4 pots on the front: pitch (null), waveform (odd / all harmonics), coupling,
volume.  Headphone out can also do pitch preview.  Is there any Theremin out there that has a coupling control?]

FredM 2/20/2013 4:45:01 AM [250]

" Is there any Theremin out there that has a coupling control? " - Dewster

LOL ;-) .. Not "out there" - But I have mentioned it and used it- it just seems so damn obvious... A little audio mixer for headphones which can feed
preview and main "to taste" (and an audio input socket to allow one to feed an MP3 player into, so you can play along with a backing).

I think I posted this recently on Levnet, before I resigned from it.

Fred.

Yep.. heres the posting:

-----Original Message----- 
From: Sent: 02 February 201306:36 
To: Subject: RE: So..... I got my Leftie E-pro yesterday.....
 
“! The headphone jack is useless, unless you need to practice in silence.” - Amey
 
As in, the output level is too low?  If this is the case, you could run this headphone output into a small mixer which has a headphone amplifier built in..
(as in, boost the preview output level)
 
This is something I have put into my prototypes, and have on the one I use.. A small in-built mixer which allows preview and theremin output signals to
be mixed ‘to taste’ to the headphones.. (I also have an audio input which can be mixed in) – A lot of the time, one wants to practice using headphones –
or certainly do if those you live with aren’t  tolerant – the ability to mix the preview and main outputs is, to me, an obvious requirement – Even for
performance, I would imagine it would be useful as the PA speakers may be far enough away that there is a time-lag between the preview and the
returned sound.
 
Fred.

 

FredM 2/20/2013 7:56:54 AM [251]

"The digital approach has a lot of rigamarole up front, but after that it's so much easier.  Nulling is a snap, sensitivity and operating point are abstracted
somewhat away from the vagaries of the analog front end, and linearity can (hopefully) be improved using simple math." - Dewster

I think you are right, Dewster.

Looking at the FPGA potential, I still think it is "tight" in terms of resolving the capacitance changes with enough resolution that fussy ears cant detect
any steps - but probably not impossible..

And as you say, once you have this "capacitive distance" in digital form, you have the power to manipulate this data in ways which are complex and
difficult to achieve with analogue - perhaps even impossible to achieve in analogue if one has a composite system which also produces the tone.

For me, splitting the detection from the sound production, is a way to make life easier - I am doing this with analogue computation on my advanced
designs - converting capacitance to a voltage, and manipulating this voltage to perform linearization.. But there are big challenges - and some things
which are a pain in the backside.. for example the exponental functions which are based on transistor charactaristics, and require thermal ovening.

The tone generation is a challenge all of its own - and here I think analogue beats digital hands down - But, if your digital theremin was able to produce a
control voltage output, then analogue tone generation could be implemented (it could interface to my true analogue heterodyning voltage controlled
theremin modules , LOL ;-)

From a pragmatic perspective, I think you are on the right track and I have gone up a lonely alley - Most people really dont care what their theremin
sounds like - or even know what it sounds like, LOL ;-) ... They love their theremin and they think it sounds sweet and that they can play it in tune, and if
Uncle Howie says that an Enkelaar sounds like a RCA, then it sounds like a RCA!

As long as you dont tell anyone that your theremin is digital, people will love it! - So encapsulate the FPGA board in epoxy, but make the coils big and
visible.. Then sell it as a "true Pro theremin" - Bob got away with selling the E-Pro and its "heterodyning" is done in a cheap CMOS exclusive Or gate..
He had the good sense not to tell anyone.. ;-)

Some people noticed that something was "wrong" - But most people love the instrument and its sound.. And thats all that matters - what the MAJORITY
of purchasers and users think.

Fred.

 

Thierry 2/20/2013 10:48:13 AM [252]

" Is there any Theremin out there that has a coupling control? " - Dewster

Yes! The Moog Etherwave Pro!



An attenuated signal from the variable pitch oscillator (through a resistor divider) goes through 2 parallel 1/2 LM13700 (inputs, outputs and Iabc all
respectively connected together in parallel) as  VCA and is fed back into the fixed oscillator. The small "pitch response" potentiometer on the bottom of
the front panel allows to set the attenuation rate of the VCA. The more you turn it clockwise, the less coupling is provided, thus the more the lowest
octave is stretched.

FredM 2/20/2013 11:07:24 AM [253]

"Yes! The Moog Etherwave Pro!" - Thierry

Thanks for that information Thierry,

I think one of us (and I am not sure who ;-) has misunderstood Dewsters question,

I understood that he was talking about "coupling" in terms of coupling (mixing) the theremins audio output (post VCA) with the preview (Pre-VCA) so
that the thereminist could have headphones and listen to a mix of pre and post VCA audio.. (my reason for thinking this probably because Dewster is
working with digital topology - Oscillator coupling is much more an analogue function - As Dewsters design does not even have a physical reference
oscillator, it seems unlikely to me that "coupling" was related to oscillators)

You are talking I think about variable oscillator coupling (?) to the fixed oscillator to provide a degree of pulling /synchronisation / locking of these
oscillators.

It is not only the E-Pro which alows adjustable oscillator coupling, but I am interested that the E-Pro does this through such a sophisticated method - the
most sophisticated that I have seen has used a reverse biased diode (Varicap) to implement DC controlled coupling.

Fred.

dewster 2/20/2013 3:32:42 PM [254]

Thanks Fred and Thierry!

My brief analog foray yesterday is what prompted the product idea.  I was thinking the coupling between the fixed and pitch oscillators might be a nice
fundamental variable control to have on the front panel of an analog Theremin as it influences bass timbre and linearity.  Fascinating that the E-PRO has
this!  With a bit more control over the innards, good sensitivity, and good linearity, I'd think a pitch only analog Theremin could be sold for $150 to $200
USD.  IMO it's the pitch side that most fascinates people.  You could sell a separate volume module for those who want to mix and match / have more
control over the effects loop.

dewster 2/20/2013 5:29:23 PM [255]

"I bet if you ask theremin players, many are after their own individual sound and once set they are unlikely to change it."  - RS Theremin

Not a player myself but I imagine that's largely true.  Those panel pots that have a screwdriver adjustment rather than a shaft and knob might help in this
situation, so that once you have the sound it won't get accidentally disturbed (the E-Pro has two of these).  Or better yet, presets in a digital Theremin!

FredM 2/21/2013 1:33:48 AM [256]

"Or better yet, presets in a digital Theremin!" - Dewster

Best of both worlds.. digitally controlled potentiometers in an analogue theremin! ;-)

Alas, one needs a way to adjust these pots - which means a digital user interface - and display - and menu / parameter / preset selection system, and rotary
encoder, and buttons, and non-vol storage component (least of the problems)..

... And once ones added all that, it seems a bit wasteful to only use it for adjusting a few pots...

Fred.

dewster 3/2/2013 2:26:55 PM [257]

Yesterday I ordered an Altera Cyclone 2 board off eBay for ~$21USD which included postage.  An earlier build of my verilog S44 processor compiled in
the Altera Quartus 2 tool and appears to consume about 1/2 of the fabric, which is roughly equivalent to the Xilinx Spartan 3 demo board I'm currently
using.  But there are fewer block RAM resources in the Cyclone and this may hurt me if I try to implement wavetables.

For somewhat less than double the price of ~$35USD (including shipping) I see that there is a Xilinx Spartan 3E board available that is highly similar to
the Spartan 3 device on the demo board I'm currently using, which has double the block ram of the Cyclone 2 board I ordered.  And for the same price
there is also an Altera Cyclone 4 demo board which also has double the block RAM plus ~50% more fabric.  These two boards look almost identical, and
have a better form factor than the one I ordered because the header pins are installed pointing down rather than up.

Cyclone 4 board.

Spartan 3E board.

What would kill would be one of these boards with a bit of user Flash and stereo 16 bit DAC installed.

Revisiting the processor, thinking of expanding the multiply to 32 x 32 = 64 bits since the multipliers are just sitting there in the fabric and it would only
consume a third of them, but doing this with a two clock pipeline slows the entire design down somewhat so I'm tinkering with the logic to see if I can

http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE6-EP4CE6E22C8N-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Development-Evaluation-Board-Core-Kit-/251194059567?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a7c552b2f
http://www.ebay.com/itm/XC3S250E-XILINX-Spartan-3E-FPGA-Evaluation-Development-Core-Board-XCF02S-FLASH-/261136054698?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3cccebf9aa


get it any faster.  24 x 24 would be OK for audio I suppose but it's not as pretty.  In a few years the wider multipliers in the higher end FPGAs will
probably trickle down to the lowest end.

[EDIT] Maybe a 24 x 16 or 32 x 16 multiplier would do.

FredM 3/2/2013 3:51:24 PM [258]

Hi Dewster,

"thinking of expanding the multiply to 32 x 32 = 64 bits "..

Why do you need this resolution? - Presumably for pitch computation and the like more than anything else?

Also, not sure what data type you are working with .. 32 bit manipulations tend to hog cycles im ALU type operations..

Forgive me as I am probably missing a lot by thinking in terms of sequential MCU type operations rather than in terms of FPGA logic - But to me 16 bit
x 16 bit covers the requirements in terms of pitch steps (<< 1 cent) so I dont see why anything more than a 32 bit result could ever be required... 24 x 16
certainly seems massive to me!

Fred. 

dewster 3/2/2013 7:22:30 PM [259]

"Why do you need this resolution?"  - FredM

It's kind of a slow processor (~100MIPS) so I'm looking to add any reasonable functionality that might reduce calculation steps without bloating it out. 
Filter coefficients are often wider than 16 bits, the recursive parts of filters use double precision, and the pitch values coming from the DPLL are wider
than 16 bits.  Double precision multiply is kind of painful in code when you only have 16 x 16, and there are plenty of multipliers in the fabric that could
step up to the plate (signed & unsigned 32 x 32 only takes a total of four 18 x 18 multipliers plus two adders).  Kind of like why I pipelined the S44
processor, the fabric logic has several flops at the output of each LUT, and a predominantly asynchronous design bypasses and largely strands this
valuable resource.

A 16 x 32 multiplier perhaps makes the most sense, this only consumes 2 hardware multipliers and runs at ~133MHz (two manual pipe stages) in the
target device.  32 x 32 via the wizard gives 116MHz but I need 33 x 33 signed to get 32 x 32 signed or unsigned and the wizard in my old Quartus 2 tool
doesn't have this option (unfortunately you have to use the wizard to get automated pipelining).

My goal for the processor is to have something powerful enough to be useful, but be simple enough for human programming at the lowest level.  It
should also fit in the smallest FPGA with sufficient room left over for peripherals and other unrelated stuff.  Last week I looked at better utilizing the op-
code space by having a variety 1, 2, and 3 operand instructions, but it made it quite a bit less mentally tractable.

FredM 3/2/2013 7:50:42 PM [260]

Ok, sorry I asked! ;-) ... I have enough trouble using the one hardware multiplier in the PSoC 1 usefully!  .... Getting my head 'round the multiple ALUs
and multipliers etc in the new PSoCs causes my head to swim... And as for filter coefficients in FPGA's... Well - Remember - Im one of those luddites
who still "codes" FPGA's using schematic entry, LOL ;-)

Way above my head you goes! .. But please dont "dumb down" - Even if you did, I would still be lost.... And this way I can just save what you write for
reading when and/or if I make the effort to study the required "background" to fully understand what you are saying.

Fred.

dewster 3/4/2013 2:11:03 PM [261]

I ordered the Cyclone 4 board yesterday for $35 shipped.  It has double the block RAM and multipliers, and the fabric is faster.  Even if the Cyclone 2
board is adequate for the finished product I don't want to develop in a cramped space.  Also downloaded and installed the latest Quartus II software - at
over 3 gigs it's a pig!  And they ripped out the simulator!  If you want to use the sim it's still kind of in there hiding (you can make a bat file to invoke it)
but seems pure TCL or something and it is quite a bit slower than the old native simulator.  Here is a paper on how to use the new sim:

http://www.altera.com/education/univ/software/qsim/unv-qsim.html

Here is a nice quick tutorial for students on schematic entry and simulation:

http://cnx.org/content/m42302/1.3/

The controls are similar to the old sim, and it will open the old waveform stimulus files, but it's kind of awkward and slow to use.  When I was still
gainfully employed the Altera rep told me almost no one used it, so there it went.

Not to make too much of this, but simulators have been dogging me to no end for what seems like forever.  The industry standard is ModelSim which is a
hodgepodge of scripts, text interfaces, libraries and whatnot, and costs through the roof - I hate it.  The Quartus simulator has kept me afloat and
relatively content up to now.  Po me, po me another drink.  Simulation is incredibly interesting and fun for me because I get to see my code actually
working, and when I see it (inevitably) malfunction I often get a deeper insight into the code and the application.  I suspect the reason a lot of HDL
coders don't like the sim phase is because of the funkiness of ModelSim.

[EDIT] I just tried to fire up my old v9 Quartus to get some work done and the webpack version 12.1 I downloaded and installed yesterday broke it!  I see
that v9.1SP2 supports Cyclone 4 and has the old simulator, gonna spend another day downloading and installing that.  Due to SW churn (OSes &
applications) I live in constant fear that the design chain I've become accustomed to and efficient with will break entirely.

http://www.altera.com/education/univ/software/qsim/unv-qsim.html
http://cnx.org/content/m42302/1.3/


FredM 3/4/2013 7:54:16 PM [262]

Hi Dewster,

Yeah - I share that fear regarding the design chain going wrong!

One thing I have a problem with is probably due to my way of thinking - It would be real nice to have a small MCU inside the FPGA to manage simple
tasks (like the UI) - I am fine if I can keep function blocks seperated along lines of analogue, logic, and MCU .. and sometimes mix these a bit .. But I
dont see any MCU per-se.. Is there any standard MCU blocks (with ascociated ASM or C assembler / compiler / linker) one can just "drop in" to a FPGA
as a "library" component?

I know you develop your own MCU - but this is way beyond my present requirements.. and digging up my PDP4 or PDP 8 schematics from the loft and
trying to put these into the FPGA using schematic entry is not a task I would enjoy! ;-)

Fred.

Added ->

tis ok - Ive just done some searching on this topic.. Looks like theres no easy "standard" MCU "drop in".. And that Altera has a big FPGA with meaty
MCU for those who want it - but at a price!

I just want the smallest cheapest FPGA / CPLD I can get - That £11 Altera board looks great.. Its really now about deciding whether to go with this and a
small DIL MCU, or to design my board to take a big SMD PSoC 3 or 5 .. The latter will certainly be more costly and difficult (I need to get SMD
mounted by someone else, which at the PT stage is a pain) but will give me all the glue logic I need and more MCU power than I need and analogue, A/D
D/A etc if I need them.. And IO can run at 5V which makes my life a lot easier...

 

dewster 3/5/2013 2:51:11 PM [263]

"Is there any standard MCU blocks (with ascociated ASM or C assembler / compiler / linker) one can just "drop in" to a FPGA as a "library"
component?"  - FredM

Over at opencores.org there are hundreds of processor cores for the taking - they are free so YMMV in terms of quality and usability.  Altera's Nios
economy version is free and small, but it's probably a black box kind of thing (can't open the hood on the guts).  Xilinx has the MicroBlaze which is
probably similar, and they also have the PicoBlaze which is an 8 bit overgrown state machine - I've read of people using it to implement MIDI
functionality (the design paper is interesting and quite tractable).  Lattice has the Mico32 and Mico8 which I believe are semi-open designs.

FPGA vendor designs will generally be much more polished and bug-free, but they are usually chained to that vendor's silicon and tool set.  Also, I
wouldn't put too much stock in any speed figures they post, those are for the fastest speed grade (i.e. most expensive) devices with lots of effort put into
synthesis, placement, and routing.

With my design I'm trying to sidestep the intellectual property and need for tools issues.  The hybrid stack/register approach reduces the need for lots of
registers allowing the use of small operand indexes in the opcode, and relieves the stack gymnastics you have to do with a single or dual stack machine. 
Multi-threaded removes all of the hazards from the pipeline (no stalls) and gives you as many threads (each with their own interrupt) as pipe stages.  The
only down side is an idle thread wastes valuable throughput, but more conventional designs can't keep the pipe full and happy either.  I'm also aiming for
an essentially stateless design (no flags, no reserved conventional registers) so subroutines take no overhead, interrupts consume a single stall cycle, and
calculations can always be done with complete disregard for what might be happening in some other context.

I installed Quartus II 9.1sp2 free web edition yesterday and I recommend you do this too Fred.  The simulator works, and it supports the Cyclone families
of devices.  Download and install are much less painful than for (bloated whale) v12.

FredM 3/5/2013 3:48:04 PM [264]

Great! Thank you Dewster!

 Altera's Nios economy version is free and small, but it's probably a black box kind of thing (can't open the hood on the guts).

For what I need, I wont want to get inside its guts.. All I want to do is a simple graphical interface with encoder for user interface.. to allow "preset"
selection etc, setting up of PWM M/S (simple D/A) to generate fixed values for the harmonic mixing or perhaps control some digital potentiometers to
allow harmonic profiles to track the audio input frequency...

The rest of the FPGA will be used for miscillanious glue functions - implementing phase comparators for analogue PLL, generating the timing for
frequency to voltage conversion from multiplied difference, perhaps auto-tuning.. that sort of thing.

I really dont want to spend a lot of time in the digital / coding stuff - All the harmonic generators will be LC filters with frequency locked by simple PLL
I think (not strictly required as I could use IFTs to tune to the LC to the required resonance, but if I use a varicap and PLL I can implement other things in
future - like expanding the series if any harmonics are not required, or doing direct register switching be re-assigning the resonant frerquencies), summed
to form a composite waveshape with the harmonic levels being dynamically controlled, and this (reference oscillator frequency) waveshape being
sampled at the VFO frequency.. the entire audio side being analogue.

Fred.

Thanks for the Quartus tip - I will download this as soon as I have downloaded some other stuff you kindly advised about! ;-)

dewster 3/6/2013 4:48:08 PM [265]

http://opencores.org/
http://www.altera.com/devices/processor/nios2/ni2-index.html
http://www.xilinx.com/tools/microblaze.htm
http://www.xilinx.com/products/intellectual-property/picoblaze.htm
http://www.latticesemi.com/products/intellectualproperty/ipcores/mico32/index.cfm


Having played with Quartus 9.1sp2 webpack some I can report that it fully supports the Cyclone II & III families but not Cyclone IV.  The timing
parameters for IV are preliminary, so it won't even simulate them (*sigh* - guess I'll have to get 10.1sp1 for builds and hope the install doesn't clobber
9.1sp2).  A III or IV -8 speed grade part seems to be able to do two stage pipelined 33 x 33 bit signed multiply at 124MHz (II can only muster up
90MHz).  I'd be fairly happy if my processor could do 100MIPs.

dewster 3/26/2013 10:14:44 PM [266]

Another few weeks spent on the processor.  Worked out my own 33 x 33 signed multiplier that will do ~130MHz in two stages, or ~200MHz in three. 
Can't do three stages in a 4 stage pipelined processor (need push/pop and I/O multiplexing) so I'm considering going to 8 threads and an 8 stage pipeline. 
Interstage registering would of course increase but this would be roughly the same as the top speed improvement.  No more block ram would be required
(individual stack depths would go from 64 to 32 deep, which is probably sufficient).  As with 4 threads, the 8 threads could all share the same subroutine
code because they would be operating in a common memory, possibly leading to further code compaction via global factoring.

My concern is that the processor is growing larger than it needs to be for many applications, and that keeping 8 threads busy might be difficult for a
human programmer to manage in assembly.  But 200 MIPS in a bargain basement speed grade 8 FPGA is really hard to ignore.

While combing through the opcodes I discovered that I could use a conditional SKIP instruction, which could prove to be quite useful.  Conventional
stack machines generally can't have conditional operations because operands are always consumed, so the programmer can't tell what state the stack is in
after a conditional two input operand operation.  With control over the pop you can do this, as long as the stack pointers don't change during the
conditional operation.  This is one big thing that always bugged me about stack machines, auto consumption often requires awkward duplication and
stack manipulation before an operation if one or both of the input values need to be used again.  In my design the operands are preserved by default, and
either or both can be consumed if desired by setting the pop bit(s).

Hope I'm not boring everyone, it seems this is my own personal snipe hunt!

dewster 5/5/2013 7:31:59 PM [267]

Haven't posted to this thread in a while but not for lack of working on it.  Still down in the processor data mines but finally seeing the light at the end of
the tunnel.  Went with 32 x 32 = 64 bit 3 stage signed/unsigned multiply, which means 4 registers + I/O muxing + storage/retrieval, which pretty much
forces the issue of 8 threads and 8 pipeline stages.  Finally finalized the instruction set.  Finalized the ALU, which will run at nearly 200 MHz in the
bargain basement Cyclone III -8 speed grade part.  All 8 threads running full out may give nearly 200 aggregate MIPS for the core, which I believe is
enough to do some serious audio work.  Though the main memory will be quite constrained due to limited block RAM in the FPGA fabric.

Most of the main blocks are now done (LIFO pointer ring, program counter ring, thread ring, opcode decoder), verified to be OK, and capable of > 200
MHz operation.  The thing that's taken perhaps the most time on this mammoth detour of a side project is the logical partitioning of functionality into
self-contained components that are easily verifiable / speed testable.

To do: internal register set (all over but the shouting), pull it together (data ring + control ring + register set / main memory = the core), verify basic
functionality at the top level, write a paper on it, post it at opencores.org (so others may inadvertently repeat my errors until the end of time, and to stake
something of an intellectual claim), and the true test of the pudding: make a Theremin (and hopefully other electronic musical instruments) with it.

Also finally settled on a name: HIVE - not an acronym, more the concept of the swarm of activity in a beehive: a bunch of threads sharing the same
program and data space, beavering away individually on separate functions, but cooperating together to get larger things done.  The underlying
technology is an acronym: THRASH - for THreaded Register And Stack Hybrid (please don't call it TRASH!).  (I considered name variations based on
THRASH, like WHIP and LASH, but like HIVE better - I suppose a good thrashing will give you hives!  Or is that welts?)

(TMI: while researching names like "hive" I encountered the (for some reason undiagnosed) condition I experienced often as a teen: Angioedema - my
knee joints and sometimes my lips would swell up when I was experiencing acute emotional stress, like the first day of school, the day of a difficult
exam, etc.  It's really too bad that one of the few things that makes living worthwhile - learning - so often has unnecessary anxiety associated with it. 
Testing is at best extrinsic, and IMO is prima facie evidence of poor teaching skills and/or classrooms that are much too large.  That the classical music
training world embraces testing and ranking like they do strikes me as teachers doing their level best to turn students off to one of the few other reasons
to live - music.  It's a double whammy of stupid. IMO.)

FredM 5/5/2013 9:53:42 PM [268]

Dewster,

That sounds like a really exceptional processor you have developed! - The sort of core which could have wide application for audio and particularly
musical instruments / synthesis.

You mention limitation on the RAM - But presumably this is just the internal fast RAM - I presume you can connect (with apropriate configuration of the
FPGA) external RAM/ EEPROM with slower access..

Not sure how MIPS relates to real-world speeds.. This is one of the areas where I have fallen foul of specifications.. Particularly with RISC instruction
set, where multiplication by anything other than / on 8 bit data required a large number of instructions (as with PSoC1 M8 8 bit processor) .. so I wonder
(pure curiosity) how long will a 32*32 bit multiply take to complete with your system?

As far as implementing a theremin - From what I have understood from your disclosures, it seems to me that if you have developed a really fast
processing "block" with 32 bit data stream, then you are on your way to a digital theremin that can fully implement linearization in real time at a
resolution that will not be audible - That you can, in fact, make a digital theremin which will produce an analogue output which (in terms of pitch
resolution and "error" components such as quantization / zipper effect etc) will be indestinguisable from an analogue theremin - but will have all the
advantages (linearity / fidelity etc) that digital technology has the potential to provide.

If this can all be "packaged" (or at least all the digital stuff) on a low cost available FPGA board, then I suspect the theremin future is in your hands.

I sincerely wish you all the best - This day was coming - It just needed digital technology capable of the speeds to be available at low enough cost.. But I
think you may well have pushed the applicable  digital technology ahead by a few years - 10 years from now I expected fast enough cheap off-the-shelf
boards to be available to do the job with little cleverness required..



It looks to me like you have taken available technology and cleverly used this in a way that has made such a product possible now..

Fred.

dewster 5/6/2013 12:16:37 PM [269]

"...I presume you can connect (with apropriate configuration of the FPGA) external RAM/ EEPROM with slower access."  - FredM

It could be adapted to be connected to external RAM, but because the core needs dual port access (one port for instructions, the other for data and literals)
there would have to be some kind of adapter or wholesale copying from external to internal RAM.  Due to Altera's block RAM restrictions in this device
family (can't do 32 bit wide "true" dual port with separate addresses), I've limited reads and writes to 16 bits wide, and the address also to 16 bits wide,
though this could be changed fairly easily to 32.  Opcodes are 16 bits wide.

"...so I wonder (pure curiosity) how long will a 32*32 bit multiply take to complete with your system?"

For a 32 bit result (via the opcode one picks the lower 32 bits or the "extended" upper 32 bits of the result) it takes one "cycle", which, per thread, takes 8
(~200 MHz) clocks.  But there are 8 threads sharing the pipeline, so if they are all multiplying (or doing anything else for that matter) the core can do one
each at this rate, which adds up to ~200 MIPS.  Think of it as 8 rigidly interleaved processors, each one running at ~25 MHz, sharing the same program
and data space (which facilitates parameter passing & handshaking - and clobbering from rogue algorithms!).

"But I think you may well have pushed the applicable  digital technology ahead by a few years..."

Oh, I don't know, FPGA processor cores fairly prevalent, and none of them are very fast or power efficient compared to ASIC processors.  I've just
designed one that I think I can live with a bit easier, so on some level it's reinventing the wheel.  It doesn't really make sense to put a processor in an
FPGA unless one needs the FPGA in the first place for an application, and there are complex functions that don't have to be performed all that quickly as
part of that application (such as UI, linearizing, filtering, voice generation, etc.).

FredM 5/6/2013 5:34:28 PM [270]

"Oh, I don't know, FPGA processor cores fairly prevalent, and none of them are very fast or power efficient compared to ASIC processors.  I've just
designed one that I think I can live with a bit easier, so on some level it's reinventing the wheel. " - Dewster

At present I have not seen any core within a configurable IC which gets close to the processing speed you are talking about.. Sure, there are fast
processors, DSPs etc - but these come with a much higher price tag, and generally are not as configurable as a core implemented in a FPGA I think..

So I accept what you are saying in general terms -  BUT  - When it comes to theremin development, I think it will be quite a long time before some
"Arduino equivalent" board comes to market which is fast enough and easy enough to use that REAL digital theremins with acceptable to 'pro' standard
functioning could be produced by "average" engineers.

What I think you may have done is to take a cheap FPGA board and create a core for it which is capable of doing the job now.

And if this is the case, you deserve recognition  - There arent that many (if any other) engineers with the ability to design a multi-threading processor into
a cheap FPGA, and who is doing this primarily to implement a digital theremin! - And without you, this would probably never had been done, and those
wanting digital implementation of a theremin would have needed to wait until "simple" low-cost processor boards got to a level advanced enough to
undertake the job when programmed using something like C++.. Most people are not capable of the kind of "hacking" you are doing! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 6/23/2013 9:27:39 PM [271]

If anyone is interested in my "Hive" processor core, I posted a design document for it today over at opencores.org:

http://opencores.org/usercontent,doc,1371986749

Here is the project page:

http://opencores.org/project,hive

I'll have the verilog up as soon as I'm done verifying it (within the week I hope, no bugs so far).  If the core doesn't produce too much heat I plan on using
it in this digital Theremin project.

[EDIT 2012-06-24] The verilog is now up as well.

Touchless 6/24/2013 12:10:11 AM [272]

.dewster,

I wish I was more technical in understanding the theremin you are developing. What would be your features list that it would demonstrate that sets it
apart from currently available theremin designs?

I imagine the goal would be to dampen interest in the E-pro. Have you recorded any type of audio or visual demonstration over the past year of this
thread of what you are working on?

What would be the hoped for retail price if you offered it publicly? The big question is……should I wait for your first marketable version or is this more
your hobby with no commercial intentions?

T

http://opencores.org/
http://opencores.org/usercontent,doc,1371986749
http://opencores.org/project,hive


dewster 6/24/2013 3:09:14 AM [273]

"What would be your features list that it would demonstrate that sets it apart from currently available theremin designs?" - Touchless

It will be mostly digital, which means (unlike most analog Theremins) the distance sensing and voice generation functions will be decoupled, allowing
for more control, variety, and variation in both.  I'm hoping to implement at least 2 axes of control for the left hand.  There will be presets, pitch preview,
a fast LED "tuner", and the whole thing should be easier to break down and reassemble than an EWS.

At long last, I believe I've finally hit the point where I can really start prototyping, trying out my new oscillator coils, topologies, and linearization
methods.

Not sure on price or availability yet, even if I don't get dragged down with too much house repair stuff it will be many months.  What I'd really like to do
is formalize the design, work out the bugs, and have some kind of field upgrade option for the software, which would allow me to continue to add
features post sale.  Certainly the digital route, if done right, can really facilitate manufacturing by putting a lot of the sensitive stuff in digital logic, where
it doesn't need tweaking post assembly.  I'm hoping to have a design that doesn't take me more than a day or two of work to assemble and ship out.

FredM 6/24/2013 3:38:20 AM [274]

"the distance sensing and voice generation functions will be decoupled, allowing for more control, variety, and variation in both." - Dewster

I agree with this philosophy - Whether analogue or digital, I believe this is the best route for future high-end theremins. (I believe this is the topology
employed in the Moog 91 series and at least partly employed in the Moog E-Vox)

The above allows the distance data (Whether digital or voltage or current) to be scaled allowing playing field "density" (number of notes /
octaves, distance between these, etc) to suite the players requirements / ability, and also allows things like register switching and linearity correction to be
implemented without messing at the high frequency front end.

With the "old way" where the sound generation and distance sensing were combined into a single circuit, change to anything caused change to
everything. "decoupling" the functions allows changes to be made with zero impact on other 'modules' ..

The developer is then free to implement the "voice" in whatever way they choose - whether this be with analogue synthesiser technology (as per 91 series
/ E-Vox) or digital technology (As Dewster is doing), or voltage controlled analogue heterodyning technology, or combining heterodyning with analogue
synthesis (as I am doing).

The "old way" is by far the simplest and cheapest to implement, and was the only practical way to build a theremin in the 30's - but since about the 60's
"decoupled" modular design has been possible. I believe there is a place for both topologies - but for high-end theremins or where a wider range of voice
/ tone charactaristics are required, I believe the "decoupled" route is superior.

"even if I don't get dragged down with too much house repair stuff ".. Perhaps your greater hazard will be interest in Hive!  - It would not surprise me at
all if demand for / interest in this (IMO) brilliant core became your primary distraction! 

"I imagine the goal would be to dampen interest in the E-pro" - Touchless

Apart from one hobbyist "developer" I have seen, who has such gross delusions of grandeur that he advises E-Pro owners to sell their instruments
because his toy will cause them to de-value, I doubt that it is the goal of any developer to "dampen interest in the E-pro" - The E-Pro is not in production,
and is no "competition" (or if it is "competition" then there simply is no market! - if one is competing against 2nd hand E-Pro's, and demand is limited to
perhaps a few dozen potential purchasers of these.. ) - I do not think that the E-Pro's status will ever be affected by any future developments - it is iconic,
its the last production theremin Bob created, and it is a great theremin...

I think developers are (or should be) aiming to equal or better the E-Pro (or better the E-Vox which is far superior to the E-Pro I think, from my cursory
examination, and from the sounds I have heard from them) - But I have an ancient Moog Prodigy, and it is still worth more than the new low-cost Moogs
being produced today, even though these new Moogs are far more capable instruments - And I would not sell it to buy a new Moog!  One gets attached to
ones instruments - even to their "imperfections"!

Fred.

Touchless 6/24/2013 4:03:53 PM [275]

Hello, I have a popular tourist shop with several respectable theremins and the E-pro is one of them. When I mentioned features the first one that comes
to mind is prevention of the drifting tone higher or lower over the course of the day. When I first open up in the morning the room temperature can be as
low as 45 degrees, then warms up to 90 degrees with the outside temperature over 100.  Some of the inexpensive models were ridiculous so I keep them
turned off, but then it is hard to sell them. The RCA runs warm but seems the most stable; otherwise I walk around every hour or more and readjust each
one. I think I am doing a nice service for the theremin as visitors usually spend more time exploring the theremin room than anywhere else. They are
spaced about 10 feet apart with knickknack wood shelves in between. On an occasion I do resell the used models. There is no profit selling something for
$100, so dewster give your theremin respect with the proper retail market value.

PS: Whether a theremin is huge or tiny they still require the same floor space. I would rather sell one a month and make $500 with minimal inventory
space used than sell five a month and make $100 each. This is a bit exaggerated but gets the point across. People on vacation are looking for a novelty to
take home. I get quite a few of the Hollywood names passing through.

T

dewster 6/24/2013 11:16:36 PM [276]

"The "old way" is by far the simplest and cheapest to implement, and was the only practical way to build a theremin in the 30's - but since about the 60's
"decoupled" modular design has been possible. I believe there is a place for both topologies - but for high-end theremins or where a wider range of voice
/ tone charactaristics are required, I believe the "decoupled" route is superior." - FredM



This neatly sums up my feelings as well. 

And Fred, I want to publicly (and personally) thank you for your openness with your excellent engineering ideas, your constant kind words and
encouragement, and for helping me sort out how to handle the Hive release - I was feeling kind of alone with that.

"When I mentioned features the first one that comes to mind is prevention of the drifting tone higher or lower over the course of the day." - Touchless

Very interesting to hear your observations regarding the thermal stability of the Theremins you sell.  This is an extremely important issue and I should
have put it high on my feature list.  Some instability is unavoidable due to the changing electrical properties of the air surrounding the antennas.  The
remaining instability can be largely cancelled if the fixed and variable oscillators are designed to "drift together" and are thermally coupled to one
another.  But I suspect there are many Theremins out there that don't play nice with changing temps (I know because some of my prototypes were worse
in this way than others).  Much of this could be due to the use of ferrites in the tank and EQ coils, something that is making me strongly consider the use
of air core coils (I've simulated this quite a bit, but haven't actually built an air coil oscillator yet).

"There is no profit selling something for $100, so dewster give your theremin respect with the proper retail market value."  - Touchless

Thank you and I do hear what you are saying.  Unless the prototype gets crazy, I'm thinking $500 or so ballpark.

FredM 6/25/2013 8:52:00 AM [277]

Dewster, I am glad to have been of help - and thank you for the acknowledgment. The most frustrating aspect of my life is lonelyness - Having someone
to share ideas with (be these crazy or brilliant) who can understand what I am talking about, and having someone with ideas they share with me - well, its
probably the most important interaction I get.. So thank you!

Touchless -

Thank you for your comments on thermal stability - it is really interesting to hear your observations.. The " I walk around every hour or more and
readjust each one." is a really useful reference. (and actually fits my expierience with my H1 theremins - they needed re-tuning a few times each day -
they were not designed to a high standard regarding drift, and its surprising they were as good as they were.. I expect that with the temperature change of
25C you are subjecting your theremins to, they would have needed re-tuning within an hour) I suppose that a few hours of operation without re-tuning is
probably acceptable in most situations -

I had wondered if I was being pedantic in my efforts to avoid thermal drift - as an engineer, drift (to me) is a sign of incompetent design.. LOL ;-)  ....
However, the truth is that sometimes increasing the cost of an instrument just to produce a good specification, is perhaps more "incompetent" -
particularly if this "improvement" doesnt confer any actual benefit.

My method of obtaining thermal (on real theremins I an developing, not low - end stuff like the H1) stability is perhaps massive overkill - A quite
inellegant "sledge hammer" approach.. I encase temperature sensitive components in polyurithane foam casting, and have a temperature sensor and heater
(resistors) in close proximity to these components, thermally coupled to them... An "oven" circuit heats the assembly to above the maximum temperature
they would ever attain due to the environment (I usually set this to 50C), and keeps the assembly regulated within 1 degree of this temperature - once the
temperature is attained (a few minutes) there is no source of drift - except external factors such as expansion of the antenna, which is extremely minor*.
(The main reason for the thermal insulation is to reduce the power consumed by the heater)

But the question I have is whether the extra expense and difficulty is worth it - Also, once assembled and potted, repair or modification to these
components is difficult or impossible.. If all theremins other than the RCA require adjustment hourly, then perhaps a drift time of an hour or a bit more is
acceptable.. It may well be that the reason the RCA is so stable is because it is running hot and virtually self-regulating its temperature... That, and the
fact that there are no ferrites.

I have recently been playing with simply wrapping the inductors and temperature sensitive components in thermal insulator, and not having a heater -
performance is no where near as good as implementing an oven, but it is far better than just having these components open, and FAR cheaper and easier.

" Whether a theremin is huge or tiny they still require the same floor space."

Yes, this has been the case - The solution IMO is directional antennas - if the antenna is completely insensitive to the field behind it, one halves the
required "clear" area - if one focusses the forward field, one can reduce the required area even further. The "decoupled" topology allows this to be done
quite easily.. I had been playing with active shielding of antennas, but with the "decoupled" topology one can use passive shielding, and compensate for
the loss of sensitivity by increasing the gain of the sensor circuitry - something you cannot do with the old topology.

Fred.

*There are some external components which are a headache - tuning controls for example - these cannot be encased, and need to be compensated by
other more complex means - variable capacitors and potentiometers are the worst - and adjustable inductors need to be in the oven with access to their
slug as they are a major cause of drift - its the damn ferrite inductors, fixed or adjustable,  which are the biggest pain.

This is what I like about voltage control - one can generate a temperature dependant correction voltage to compensate for variation in the voltage from a
tuning control (potentiometer) - and you can adjust this compensation manually under controlled conditions - no need to mess about adding NTC
capacitors or whatever.

But how far does one go ???

 

dewster 6/25/2013 11:33:20 PM [278]

Hive is a barrel processor!  I knew the idea wasn't original with me, but I had no idea the concept was so old (1964 Cray designed CDC 6000 series
peripheral processors) and that it has been implemented many times since:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barrel_processor

Thanks to Thomas over on comp.arch.fpga for letting me in on this!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barrel_processor


Very little if anything new under the sun it seems.

FredM 6/26/2013 6:43:16 AM [279]

"Very little if anything new under the sun it seems" - Dewster

Yeah - And that "matters" if one is trying to make money out of ones ideas - but its less important if one having ideas for other reasons...  Reading the
Wiki page, I suspect that what you have implemented is a variation on the barrel processor (warning - I REALLY dont know what im talking about here
;-) and is still "new" in terms of its implementation - seems the originals had a lot of registers...

Whatever - coming up with an idea that Cray used for his super-computers and implementing this on an FPGA, without any reference to Crays design -
well.. Nothing there to be embarrased about or to devalue your design in any way!

Fred.

dewster 6/26/2013 5:47:03 PM [280]

"Whatever - coming up with an idea that Cray used for his super-computers and implementing this on an FPGA, without any reference to Crays design -
well.. Nothing there to be embarrased about or to devalue your design in any way!"  - FredM

I wish I had come up with that independently!  I examined high level documentation for a barrel processor several years ago but had never encountered
them before so I assumed the concept was new - so much for that!  Just as well, if the concept has been in use since the 60's I assume anyone can use it at
this point (cue the lawsuits).  It's a pretty nifty construct, not sure why it isn't used more often.  I suppose programmers are more familiar with single
threaded coding, but those days are kind of past with multi-threaded multi-cores in all of our PCs.

AFAIK my hybrid register/stack has some newness associated with it - I've never encountered an explicit pop bit anyway.  And I haven't seen shift
distance treated as signed in any opcode listing I've had the pleasure to peruse (yet).

[EDIT] Glen Herrmannsfeldt over at comp.arch.fpga kindly pointed out to me that the PDP 10 uses signed shift distances.

FredM 6/27/2013 8:44:55 AM [281]

"the PDP 10 uses signed shift distances." - Dewster

The PDP 10!   ;-) Now that goes back a Looong way!  - My first encounter with a digital computer was the PDP 8, then the PDP 11... I didnt even know
there was a PDP 10!  - as to whether the PDP 11 used signed shift distances, I could not say... All I ever did with them was to present a pack of punched
cards to the operator, and wait a couple of days for the result of the computation (which was often a rejection because I made some syntax error in my
Fortran).

It was those expieriences which got me to abandon the idea of a career in programming - Programming was one of the modules for my degree - but it was
optional.. Back in those days programming was for business or scientific non-real-time stuff mostly - one didnt even imagine having an
embedded processor in a circuit... Amazing how quickly it all changed! A few years after completing my studies the whole picture changed, and
affordable processors one could place on moderately low cost boards became a reality - and programming became an almost essential skill for EE's.

But back to your HIVE / FPGA - I am almost coplletely ignorant about implementing high level functions in a FPGA - I have trouble working out how to
program the independent ALU functions in the PSoC 3 and 5, and these are already configured... I presume that the code must be embedded in the
verilog? Is there any good reference  or even "FPGA for idiots" books you could recomend ? -

I can see that a fast processor like Hive implemented in a low cost FPGA would have great advantage for what I hope to do - In particular, exponental
operations to facilitate functions like my "On Key Emphesis" (where the volume is modified by how close one is to a semitone - as in, the volume is at
maximim [constrained by the volume antenna input] when one is on-key, and at minimum when between two semitones - with the gain being adjustable
so one could even silence off-key notes - but the idea is to have a "middle ground" where one does not lose the ability to go off key, and where vibrato is
only marginally affected, but there the volume feedback acts as a subliminal guide to the player to keep them in tune) and for implementing MIDI as
seperate streams carrying pitch and volume data. My experiments with On-Key-Emphasis have been based on voltage quantizing using my voltage
outputting front-end - Every 1/12th of a volt represents a semitone - and its quite easy to shove the voltage into a PSoC's ADC and get a 8 bit  MDAC
output from this - but it would be nice to have a unit which accepted audio and performed the same function.

Fred.

dewster 6/27/2013 1:44:49 PM [282]

"All I ever did with them was to present a pack of punched cards to the operator, and wait a couple of days for the result of the computation (which was
often a rejection because I made some syntax error in my Fortran)." - FredM

I've heard an almost identical story from several others, and it kind of makes me glad that I dropped out of college early and missed that experience (went
back later to find early Pentiums in the CS labs, thank god, though they had issues too).

"I presume that the code must be embedded in the verilog?"

Hive code is in a text file "boot_code.h" which specifies the initialization data for the main memory block RAM.  I use a lot of verilog constructs to make
it human readable.  There is some example code at the end of the design document.

"Is there any good reference  or even "FPGA for idiots" books you could recomend ?"

Not that I've seen, which has made me often toy with the notion of writing one (my defunct web site had a "verilog corner" with several smallish verilog
examples).  I have one of Ashenden's VHDL books and several others but can't recommend them.  The publishing field IMO is heavily contaminated by
those who manage and teach managers, rather than those who do.  Digital design in FPGAs can be a lot of fun, but as in any field there are those who's



primary function is that of killjoy.  They drone on and on about process flows, test benches, etc. until your eyes glaze over.  They should be spending the
time showing you how to diagram digital structures on paper.  The Hive paper shows some of this diagramming, where vertical lines represent ff's /
registers, with async logic in between.  Then you draw waveforms on paper to "simulate" what gets where and when, with the vertical lines in this case
being rising clock edges.  Without these two on-paper skills one really can't design anything of substance, because one can't "think" about these things
without mental crutches.  Or I can't anyway, even after doing it full-time for more than a decade.  The simplest thing will stymie me if I don't diagram.

This site is pretty neat: http://www.fpga4fun.com/index.html

The author has the right attitude and seems competent, but I find his coding style a bit confusing (then again I dislike most of the HDL coding styles that
I encounter - I like to make clocked blocks look like separate blocks of code, with the more complex async logic located in between them).  He shows
you examples in both verilog and VHDL, and you might see there why I prefer verilog (less verbose and more C-like).

" ... In particular, exponental operations to facilitate functions like my "On Key Emphesis ... and for implementing MIDI as seperate streams carrying
pitch and volume data."

Aieee!  "On Key Emphasis" via volume is a brilliant idea!  My crummy brain never got past drones, pitch correction, and LED displays as on-note
helpers.  Where do you get all these fantastic ideas - from a pact with the Theremin devil? ;-)

The volume emphasis function would obviously be easier if the current pitch was a number inside the FPGA.  And I haven't messed with the volume side
at all yet, though I imagine log/exponential functions will come into play (as they do on the pitch side).  Inter-note, the volume control value could
perhaps be a linear function of the pitch number, as the frequency difference between semitones is 2^(1/12)= ~1.06

Outputting MIDI from an FPGA is child's play, I have some really nice UARTs (been working on UARTs for what seems like ever) but generating the
stream of MIDI data might be slow & complex enough that it would benefit from a processor construct.

Fred, I'd be more than happy to help you put an FPGA in your Theremin if you are thinking that may be a solution.  One of the big tricks is to employ
timing to get data into and out of the FPGA rather than AD/DA (for pitch numbers, my DPLL accomplishes this via relative I/O phase).

GordonC 6/28/2013 10:37:09 AM [283]

"All I ever did with them was to present a pack of punched cards to the operator, and wait a couple of days for the result of the computation (which was
often a rejection because I made some syntax error in my Fortran)." - FredM

Little O.T. story from my punch card and paper tape days... 

At college one of our projects was to learn to control the graph plotter connected to the Pr1me mainframe using Fortran 77 and a graphics subroutine
library and demonstrate our understanding by drawing a picture.

I implemented a tiny subset of turtle graphics (HOME, PENUP, PENDOWN, FORWARD, RIGHT) and a stack (PUSH, POP) to overcome FORTRAN
77's lack of recursion in about half an hour, then spent the rest of the day interactively creating graphics procedures in Apple LOGO on an Apple IIe and
transcoding them into FORTRAN 77 once they worked. (Row of houses with doors and windows drawn in perspective, hexagonal bee hive with stylised
bees, dragon curve, Sierpiński carpet, Lévy C curve and a sort of fractal pentagram design.) Then I went to the pub.

A fortnight later, most of the other students had managed to draw a stick man.

I was marked down hard because my code looked nothing like "proper" FORTRAN coding.

FredM 6/28/2013 10:12:56 PM [284]

"I was marked down hard because my code looked nothing like "proper" FORTRAN coding." - GordonC

Yeah - Sadly there is a lot of that! - IMO Those who actually think outside the box and innovate solutions for a given task get marked down by those who
couldnt innovate to save their lives, and who are afraid to even look, let alone step outside their box... It doesnt just happen at uni - it happens
everywhere, even here! :-(

"Where do you get all these .....from a pact with the Theremin devil? ;-)" - Dewster

LOL ;-) .... No, certainly not!  - At least one person from TW has seen me for who I truly am, and publicly exposed me on his web site.. I AM the
theremin devil !!! (well, actually, an alien "overlord" as per A.C.Clarks "Childhoods end" :-) 
>:-)

OFF Topic from here on! 

http://www.fpga4fun.com/index.html


The OKE scheme came to me the way a lot of ideas come to me - some discussion, often here on TW, gets me thinking - I think it was a combination of
discussion about pitch preview combined with a separate discussion on Levnet about auto-tune which started me thinking - I deliberately cram my mind
with any technical problems I have, every night before I go to sleep.. For particularly difficult or confusing problems where every solution I can think of
has a big 'down side' I will go through the problems / solutions / downsides first, systematically - then deliberately 'discard' them and go over the actual
goal I am seeking - I almost "ask" or "instruct" my brain to find anything I have not thought of, no matter how absurd.. This is an almost meditative
exercise I have honed over years..

The answer isn't always there when I wake up, but almost every "big" idea I have comes from this process - I will wake up with something I never
dreamed (LOL) of before, sometimes the next morning, sometimes a week later, often in the middle of my sleep I wake up with "the answer" and have a
notepad and pen ready to write these down .. Sadly, quite often what I have written is completely incomprehensible! - Also, I dont always get any sane
"answers".

I was really into neural networks years ago, and read about someone who invented a neural network computer and discovered by accident that when input
to the NN was disconnected it went to a "dream like" state, producing "results" from the data it had previously 'examined' - These results were bizarre,
but had qualities this inventor recognized as useful - He then added a NN to take the "bizarre" data, and configured this as a "sanity filter" - it could, from
the huge quantity of mostly useless data, extract possibly useful data.

The inventor was a materials scientist, and feeding data on material properties, putting the nn into a "dream" state, and then tuning the sanity filter, he
obtained results which he did not believe - but tested.. The result was a whole cache of new materials he could never have thought of.. and which he went
on to patent...

I read the above  article in a hospital waiting room, on one of the rare times I forgot to bring something to read, and there was actually something there
worth reading!  I was never able to find the article again, and do not even remember what journal it was in.... My memory of the content is probably
flawed... But it profoundly affected me ... I thought - "I have a powerful NN in my head - If a (comparatively) simple NN can produce such results, I
should be able to emulate this".. So I started playing with the idea -

The biggest problem is the "sanity filter" LOL ;-) ... Knowing what to reject - because if I chased every idea which came into my head I would have been
certified many years ago!  ;-)

the OKE idea came about because of simultaneous discussions here and on Levnet relating to two quite different topics - one being preview, the other
being auto-tuning.. I put both matters into my NN one evening, with no thought about a link between them .. The core idea came the next day in the
context of increasing preview volume as one got more "on key" - this was not a good solution I thought, as one really needs to hear the preview tone as
one hunts for the right pitch... But I soon realized that OKE might have far greater potential, and might be a simple viable and less "destructive" means of
getting some form of "auto-tune" (or at least a less intrusive way of providing "on-key" reference points.

Even after having the idea, it took me quite a while to decide that it may be worth pursuing.. Its been "on the shelf" for quite a long time (I think I floated
the idea on Levnet oh, probably 2 years ago) - but with going to a CV outputting front-end, implementing it becomes a lot easier.. I think that it might add
a whole new spectrum of sounds to the theremin ranging from slight emphasis to "harp" type sounds where the note only sounds when the tuning is
within perhaps +/- 5 cents.

I imagine OKE would be really easy to implement in a digital theremin, and that with a bit of processing to detect the "on key" duration could actually
prevent transitory notes (as one sweeps rapidly to the wanted note) from sounding at all... If the player is monitoring both a conventional preview (I don't
like the term preview - I think it should be called cue) and the OKE "main" output, I think that manually optimized "auto tune" could be incorporated
quite easily, and if applied gently enough would not remove the sonic qualities which make the theremins sound so special.

"My crummy brain never got past ..."

I believe that our brains, even the least bright ones, are capable of far greater things than we ever allow them to achieve ... IMO, its not the hardware
that's the problem, its the software! - We have an OS which has been programmed incrementally without guidance - there was no intelligent design
involved, it simply developed to cater for the survival goal, (through the crudest of mechanisms - evolution / gene propogation) - which included all the
insane social constructs that developed. "hardware" got "added" to meet the increasing complexity - but I think there is massive redundancy - huge
computing blocks which are rarely used an which can only be accessed if we hack our way out of our OS and get down to 'ASM' level...

Alas, we dont know enough about the hardware (let alone the software) yet to truly utilize it - Our attempts (NLP etc) are only skimming the surface of
what could be possible IMO - A bit like modifying our "autoexec.bat" but never writing any TSR routines or using (in my case) the math's co-processor.
It seems to me though that there is a somewhat different "OS" operating at the subconscious level - that it can take a bunch of "punched cards" and often
finds ways to make use of this data - I think its main problem is communicating any results to the foreground OS... "We" are (or think we are) mostly
focussed in this "foreground" and IMO it tends to reject anything that doesnt fit its primary paradyms, even when this comes from the background "OS"
or "inner voice".

I have also noticed that my ideas are of far lower quality when I am healthy - When I have had a major hypoglycaemic attack or some illness is impairing
my thinking, I have the best ideas - I dont really understand this at all - Perhaps illness weakens the power of the "foreground" OS, or perhaps some other
mechanism is at work.. Its a real pain that its this way 'round though, as the effort to re-capture some of these ideas when I get better can be great, and a
lot of stuff gets lost.

  
Fred.

 

dewster 6/30/2013 12:00:12 AM [285]



"I AM the theremin devil !"  - FredM

Ha ha!  (I see your devil avatar is back.)  You should at the very least make people sign their souls away before giving them all of your good ideas! 

I wrote a paper in college on neural nets which spurred a lifelong interest in them, though I remember some TV show from my youth where some
engineer was talking words into a microphone, training a NN to recognize them (seemed like magic to me at the time, the commentator said he pressed
either a "punishment" or "reward" button for each response which seemed cruel to me, but of course it was just back propagation at work).  Read quite a
few papers getting up to speed (that's the main thing I miss about college: sitting around filling my brain with all of that IEEE stuff behind the paywall). 

Once you understand how NNs work a lot of brain activity seems clear, stuff like the white noise of the shower stimulating thought.  And it's maybe not
so weird that brains scale so well, from the tiniest insect to us.

I have a similar creative activity to you Fred, but probably not quite so purposely honed.  I find if I just keep mentally juggling something over a period
of time that technical issues seem to solve themselves in an unconscious fashion.  Works with crosswords too!  But the intense preoccupation it requires
tends to cut into personal relationships.  The absent-minded professor generalization makes a lot of sense to me, it takes an internal "Manhattan Project"
to move forward on anything complex.

Have a copy of Minsky's "Society of Mind" from the thrift store for $1 or something. A more general consumption book from a while back was
"Brainmakers" which described several approaches being taken at the time, one of which was "Cyc" which I see is now part of some anti-terrorist (i.e.
government spying on the innocent) program.  IIRC one of the programs had a "focus" lever of some sort that could go from generalizing to the specific. 
Good book, but dumbed down to the point where it might actually confuse the more technical among us.

A book I read lately was "On Intelligence" which consists of a SW engineer describing the the brain.  It seems a bit rushed and repeats itself (you may
come to hate the word "saccade") but I learned a lot from that one.

"Robot" is an incredible read (I've bought this book like 4 times after lending it out and not getting it back).  A book on robot AI by a free-wheeling
robotics engineer.

After setup / breakdown for two piano recitals here at casa del dewster today I'm too beat to type.

FredM 6/30/2013 3:56:31 PM [286]

"You should at the very least make people sign their souls away before giving them all of your good ideas! " - Dewster

LOL ;-) .... Nothing is worth the blood its signed in! there are entities with more power than the gods or devils, theyr called lawyers and solicitors and
barristers and judges - or the catch-all.. "Suits".... Apart from which, im not sure that I believe in the "soul" - I think possibly there is the NN, the whole
NN, and nothing but the NN !

"But the intense preoccupation it requires tends to cut into personal relationships.  The absent-minded professor generalization makes a lot of sense to
me, it takes an internal "Manhattan Project" to move forward on anything complex." - Dewster

"tends to cut into personal relationships" - Yeah. :-(

Somewhere, mention was made of noise.. I mustnt get into this stuff again - its one of the subjects I deliberately abandoned because I become obsessive
about it - almost lost myself in it back in the early 80's when working at the medical school.. but noise does seem to be a major factor in creativity - be
this from audio input or optical or electronic stimulation, and I built many experimental bits of kit.. often with / for medical students.. and often these
students concocted psychotropic substances to "assist" these experiments..

those were interesting days... ;-) .... But the "internal "Manhattan Project" takes some casualties - The way I "do it" now is less fun, but far safer.

Anyway, I am feeling quite pleased today! ... I just managed to sell one of my ideas for £10k and retain a % of any royalties from it ( I tried to negotiate a
larger payment and less/no royalty, but failed to ):  - This was from an Idea I put almost no conscious effort into - I was presented with an absurd
"impossible" request and almost jokingly gave it to my subconscious before I went to sleep - woke up with the seed of a completely crazy solution, spent
the time simulating and perfecting it, filed a patent application (with absolutely no intention of going any further with it - I just file an application for
almost anything I think may be "inventive" - its free to do this for a UK patent, and it gives me a year in which I can communicate the idea with some
protection behind it), and presented the idea to the client -

Got a Skype call from Turkey this am and an email asking me to release the rights to my uk application (transfer it) so a WIPO patent can be filed, in
exchange for £10k and a good percentage of royalties - they take it and all the hassle and expense of the patent process and defending it, I get up-front
money regardless of whether the patent is granted or not, and a royalty if it ever makes any money...

And if the idea does go into production, there may be several "theremin" related circuits in the wheel of a future electric vehicle you buy!

That, to me, is concrete proof that its worth playing mind games!  ;-) .. this is only the 2nd time I have made any money from an idea though.. but
particularly satisfying because I would never have had the idea if I hadnt explored theremin circuitry - so its some small return, possibly more than I will
ever make on theremins! ;-)

Fred.
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"That, to me, is concrete proof that its worth playing mind games!  ;-) .. this is only the 2nd time I have made any money from an idea though.. but
particularly satisfying because I would never have had the idea if I hadnt explored theremin circuitry - so its some small return, possibly more than I will
ever make on theremins! ;-) '  - FredM

Fred, congratulations on your Theremin-related £10k idea!  Make sure you reward that part of your NN with some constructive back propagation!

I'm not sure what it is about the Theremin that makes it such rich ground for general research and enlightenment (though magnetics tend to be largely
overlooked by most modern EEs).  Was over at a friend's house this evening playing with the capacitive controls on their new kitchen stove for a few
moments.  Something fascinating about touch sensitivity that causes everyone to think of it as the height of modernity.

http://www.amazon.com/Brainmakers-Scientists-Moving-Beyond-Computers/dp/067151055X
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyc
http://www.amazon.com/Intelligence-Jeff-Hawkins/dp/0805078533
http://www.amazon.com/Robot-Mere-Machine-Transcendent-Mind/dp/0195136306
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"Make sure you reward that part of your NN with some constructive back propagation!" -

Yes - This is an important aspect of training a NN.. But I have never deliberately done this - simply dont know enough about myself / my NN , to know
where to start.. However, I suspect that my NN doesnt enjoy stress - and that the relief from stress that getting money brings with it, is a reward
mechanism... The "loop" is quite closed I think really - Good ideas (even if they dont bring in money) are pleasurable - and I think the part which
"produced" these ideas gets reward from this - add a survival component (money) and I think the reward factor could be greater.... But I certainly get
more of a "buzz" from coming up with an idea than I get from the financial reward..... And it seems that the more "buzz" I get, the more ideas "appear" -
so I think this is the primary "constructive back propagation".

 

" Something fascinating about touch sensitivity that causes everyone to think of it as the height of modernity." - Dewster

LOL - That is true! .. And often IMO, touch controls are a real pain - they are getting better - but I still strongly prefer a good quality mechanical switch!
- The fact is though that good mechanical switches are expensive and touch technology is becoming extremely cheap, particularly when a large quantity
of product is manufactured.

I cannot detail much about my 10k idea, but it had nothing to do with any normal use of capacitive sensing - suffice it to say that capacitance can be used
to "communicate" data between two completely sealed units which are in close proximity, and can do this even in the presence of extreme and chaotic
magnetic fields - it can even do this when the sealed units are moving with respect to each other if there are always overlapping plates - using theremin
techniques, the respective positions of the plates can be determined and this data used to compensate for environmental factors as well as doing other
things..

The whole field of what can be achieved - industrial application - with a few strips of copper and some "theremin" electronics, hasnt even really
begun IMO... Its not the obvious stuff people can see (touch switches, automated taps etc) which will be the next 'revolution' in capacitive sensing
(impressive as these may be) IMO, it could be the use of hidden sensors in contained environments..

I have several other patent applications  being looked at by clients - ranging from joysticks to enclosed pressure sensors - and applications (mostly for
safety critical applications where capacitive sensing is used simultaniously with some different sensing technology) -

 For example, I added capacitive sensing to a grip detector which had used force sensing resistors (FSR) - this is used on the control stick of a large
demolition vehicle, so that if the stick is accidentally bumped, the wrecking ball doesnt go beserk... The client had a failure of the FSR in some machines,
and I added capacitance sensing - both sensors are ANDed now, and the hand must be sensed for a predetermined time before activation can occur..
Simple and unseen..... I have implemented similar detectors for nuclear reprocessing plants, where the sensors output a data stream which is compared to
ensure the data is valid, and the verified data is analysed (a process I have not been part of)  to to detect fatigue in the operator.

IMO, there are a huge range of applications only starting to appear, and which in many cases will one will not even be aware of - For example I know of
one vehicle manufacturer who uses (or certainly was planning to use)  capacitive profiling to "map" occupancy in the vehicle -

I only pick up a tiny fraction of the capacitive sensing jobs people enquire about - mostly they require me to be at their company, and work in conditions
that I am not able to for health reasons - I can only work from home with a few visits to the client at best - but awareness of capacitance sensing and what
this offers is growing - in this respect I think that understanding this field and the expierience gained playing with theremins could be really valuable to
those going into electronic engineering as a career. For simple short-range applications (touch switches and sliders etc) no special skills or understanding
is needed - its within the scope of "normal" EE work, and cheap  off-the-shelf solutions are available..

But for the growing area where these off-the-shelf solutions do not fit the bill, particularly with longer range precision sensing or capacitive "imaging",
theremin techniques (in particular use of inductance and tuned sensors - NOT heterodyning!) and understanding could be a valuable asset.

 Fred.
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"And often IMO, touch controls are a real pain - they are getting better - but I still strongly prefer a good quality mechanical switch! - The fact is though
that good mechanical switches are expensive and touch technology is becoming extremely cheap, particularly when a large quantity of product is
manufactured."  - FredM

I agree.  The stove was fun to play with, all those blue LEDs glowing back at me, but a knob is easier and more intuitive to use.  They should at least put
tactile grooves where the sliders exist; and the sensitivity could be higher, I had to press my finger into the glass some to get a response.  It makes for a
nice sealed surface on a splatter-prone stove top though.  My personal favorite control for most things electronic is the rotary encoder, and I plan to have
at least one on my prototype.

FredM 7/2/2013 11:37:38 PM [290]

"They should at least put tactile grooves where the sliders exist; and the sensitivity could be higher, I had to press my finger into the glass some to get a
response." - Dewster

This is the big problem - the balance between sensitivity and immunity from accidental triggering.. All the same problems one finds with theremins
(effect of the environment etc) apply to these switches - except, of course, that the range is much reduced and only two states need to be determined..
Grooves are really discouraged simply because they can collect / trap unequal distributions of dirt or moisture - The advice is to keep the panels smooth
and activation positions somewhat ambiguous, so one gets a more evenly distributed layer of muck on the surface! ;-)

<Nothing about theremins... Only boring tech stuff and hot air follows! >

If one has ever played with a development system for capacitive sensing (something like the PSoC Capsense for example) and observed the poor signal /
noise one can get, and configured the automatic 'background' recalibration, one sees that its always something of a compromise ..  As I say, its getting
better all the time - but there is no way I will ever put capacitive sensing on its own in a critical application.



IMO, there is a way to make absolutely reliable use of cap sensing, and get better than mechanical switch operation for lower cost than a mechanical
switch.. its not so "cool" - but its tactile and reliable - and this is to have the capacitive plates embedded in a flexible material, ideally with a mechanical
'click' action.. this way the user pushes a sealed tactile surface - but it is not the capacitance from the finger that activates the sensor, its the capacitance of
the moving plate within the flexible panel that does it - this plate can in fact be a continuous grounded flexible covering, with a shaped dielectric /
insulating panel behind it (for example a sheet of rigid plastic with holes cut where  PCB sensor pads / actuator for tactile feedback are placed.. This
scheme is perfect - in mass production it is cheap even for complex panels, and it shields the instrument from incoming and escaping EMI.

Alas - its not so "cool" - I designed the control system for a food processor using the above - ten full pre-production prototypes were built - it breezed
through all the certifications - everyone (including me) who used it loved it.... But at the last moment before Chinese production started, a big boss
squashed it because it wasnt his idea of "the modern image he wanted for his products". They went for a standard capsense implementation, then 2008 hit
and they went bust. The thing which really piss*d me off is that I had to wait for more than a year to get money owed to me paid by the liquidators - and
they wouldnt even let me have one of the prototypes - these were all gathered by the entity which acquired the IP!

When it comes to capacitive sensing, I think that by far the best products have been spin-offs (the Quantum Research company which produced the Q-
Touch sensor IC and which is now owned by Atmel ) from the University of Southampton's research. They are now working on a sealed integrated
capacitive pressure sensor which, if cheap enough, will I think change the way people view capacitive switches - because they wont even know they are
using capacitive switches! ;-)

Fred.

 BTW - The QT IC's were good compared to what other cap sensors were available at the time - I have no idea how they compare with the competitors at
this time.. I was briefly involved with QT on one application where a PSoC client was not able to get what they needed from CapSense, and I visited
Quantum and moved my client over to the QT parts after having seen how (comparatively) good these were - but CapSense has advanced greatly since
those days.
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NOTE: This is a bit off-topic, and does not relate to Dewsters great project - it is about a typical crap digital theremin design:

*** Digital "theremin" project using PSoC 4 ***

Ok - I paste this here because I dont really think it deserves a seperate thread, am a bit loath to even paste it here, as, IMO, this is a useless example of
how to abuse both the theremin concept and a powerful IC in one 'hit'.. And how to give those who say that "digital" theremins are rubbish even more
ammo.

Cypress Semiconductor Corp launched their latest low cost PSoC IC a few months ago, and have been running a "100 designs in 100 days" contest at
Element-14. A Cypress developer has submitted a "theremin" based on the low cost "Pioneer" board for the PSoC 4.

You can find it here . All the design files are given, but to fully examine them you need to download PSoC Creator (free from Cypress) - To play with the
software you need the Pioneer board (which costs £17).. This Pioneer board is incredibly good value for money IMO, and I may well be using it in my
theremins - it has both a PSoC 4 and PSoC 5 on board - the PSoC 5 has analogue 4Q multipliers and can implement register switching functions, the 4
can implement the UI etc.. But I would never use the PSoC CapSense to implement the sensor!

The developer states that all you need to do to extend the sensing range from the couple of inches he demonstrates (using a short piece of wire for the
pitch antenna, and another for the volume antenna) is to increase the size of the antennas - and that by doing this you can extend the range to a metre.....

Well - In my expierience, this is utterly untrue - I have never been able to get more than about 40cm usable sensitivity from PSoC Capsense, and there is
almost no usable linearity (perhaps 20 semitones are playable) unless one does extensive linearization computation..

Even though I have a Pioneer board, I have not bothered to try this design - far too many other more important distractions! To me, the conductive
"theremin toothbrush" detailed a while ago here on TW was nearly as musical as this horrible "musical" toy.

Yeah - But there is also, for me, the embarassing memory of the fact that I started this theremin journey with a PSoC based toy that, although better than
whats presented in the above, wasnt that much better... :-(

Dewster, on the other hand, started his "journey" with quite a presentable demo of a digital theremin  IMO.. The only digital theremin I have seen which
impressed me so far..

Fred.

>> ps .. I think the PSoC 4 is a great little IC (and the Pioneer board is loaded with potential) - Connect it to a reasonable front-end and do some sensible
audio generation with it and one could build a reasonable low-end theremin IMO.. But the demonstrated "theremin" could be bettered by a circuit using a
few 555 timers and diode mixer!
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Thanks for that pointer Fred!  Not sure how in-sync the audio is with the video, but it looks like there is significant delay between his movements and
changes in the sound produced, which (if true) isn't surprising as literally anything can be done if there is sufficient time to average out noise (the
designer has at most perhaps 10 ms to work with before the player starts noticing a lag due to reduced vibrato, etc.). 

Not trying to knock people fighting the good fight, but IMO he could have done a bit more homework before releasing it.  The continuous pitch mode
seems to have an even shorter range and is rather frighteningly unmusical (I believe I could still hear some pitch stepping going on).  "It could easily
work up to a meter if I put a better antenna on it" - I need to steal that line!
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NOTE: This is a bit off-topic, and does not relate to Dewsters great project - it is about a typical crap digital theremin design:

"I believe I could still hear some pitch stepping going on" - Dewster

http://www.element14.com/community/message/81060#81060/l/re-psoc-4-pioneer-kit-community-project16--proximity-theremin


Most certainly!

"It could easily work up to a meter if I put a better antenna on it" - I need to steal that line!" - Dewster

The thing is, you dont need to! ;-)

What exactly is a "better antenna" anyway, LOL ;-) .. An large air coil connected to a 40cm x 15mm copper tube with apropriate modifications to the
sensoe circuit?

"Not trying to knock people fighting the good fight"

Ahh - Here we have a different opinion - IMO, the "good fight" is the fight to produce something good, something worth showing.. IMO, those who
produce rubbish are the enemy! ;-)

I have looked over the code a bit, and it really has IMO had little care put into it at all - absolutely no attention to detail whatsoever IMO - its not even fit
for a reasonable "proof of concept" experiment.. Even the CapSense has just been used with near default values, the discreet step mode quantizing table
genetation has been lifted from a public 
http://subsynth.sourceforge.net/midinote2freq.html (The developer did acknowledge this)..

I think though that even if one spent months honing CapSense, it could not be turned into a useful theremin sensing mechanism - At least not without
extensive modification to the front end.. One can use CapSense for long range sensing - but as you say, you need a LONG time to average the values - by
long I am talking >100ms - and one still needs to linearize the results.. The "filters" I see in the design are:

1:) The sensor update rate - this is set to 30ms / sensor, so the total update time for both sensors is 60ms.. this does give a degree of analogue filtering /
averaging - as in, the charge value will be determined by the average capacitance of the sensor / antenna for 30ms.. but IMO 30ms is right on the edge of
usibility - 60ms is intollerable - and although some filtering is applied, a single sample can easily be corrupted by a large noise event - IMHO the
following filters will not satisfactorily reduce the effect of such 'events'.

2:) The "in-built" filter selected - This is configured with a first order IIR 1/2 filter, the crudest filter available.. (Returns one-half of the most current
sensor value added to one-half of the previous filter value.)

3:) Filter in the main() routine:

/* some FIR (does it really matter?) */   
 tone = (0.2*(float)prox_pprev + 0.6*(float)prox_prev + 0.2*(float)proximityCounts);

This simply takes present and previous two values.

------------------------------------

 

In fairness, this was posted for a PSoC 4 contest not a theremin contest - I have refrained from commenting there.. IMO, anyone seriously intending to
produce a theremin will eventually find TW and/or Levnet, and have their ideas critically and usefully "tested" when these are exposed to thereminists.

Fred.
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"Ahh - Here we have a different opinion - IMO, the "good fight" is the fight to produce something good, something worth showing.. IMO, those who
produce rubbish are the enemy! ;-)"  - FredM

I agree.  But sometimes the best a person can do is put a nail in a block of wood, and in that case they probably don't know they're the enemy! ;-)

I assume the digital filters (IIR & FIR) are operating at the sampling frequency, or 60ms.  That's pretty bad as they are just slowing things down that
much more.  In a digital Theremin, good (sufficient SNR and resolution) samples need to come in at a rate of some 10s of kHz minimum for filtering to
be effective (average noise, trade response time for increased resolution).  Sampling above the audio sampling rate (~50kHz) likely minimizes audible
glitching, zippering, etc. during pitch changes.

It's kind of wild that analog Theremins can get by with so little in the way of post filtering, though I suppose the multiple high Q LC sections, the large
antenna voltage swings, and the full wave mixing do a lot to condition what we hear.
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NOTE: This is a bit off-topic, and does not relate to Dewsters great project - it is about a typical crap digital theremin design:

"I assume the digital filters (IIR & FIR) are operating at the sampling frequency, or 60ms.  That's pretty bad as they are just slowing things down that
much more." - Dewster

yeah - data updates come in once every 60ms.. All processing / filtering works with this raw data, except for the actual analogue integration at the sensor.

The data aquisition could be speeded up quite a lot by reducing the bit resolution - This implementation is using 16 bit resolution which is more than
whats needed - but the CapSense wizard in the new PSoCs / PSoC creator only seems to give a choice of 8 bit or 16 bit - To really tune the sensor you
would need to go into the UM and modify it for perhaps 12 to 14 bit.. I have no idea how easy or otherwise it is to do this with the new PSoCs.. I did
extensive work on CapSense with the old PSoCs (where it was easy to specifically set the resolution), but even trimming the resolution I could not get
good enough performance and eventually gave up - since then I havent kept up with the field or PSoC in general..

IMO, the principle of CapSense is badly suited to theremin application - in essence, it consists of a constant current supplied by an IDAC, this current is
applied to the sensor for a count period (this period is determined by the required resolution) and the count corresponding to the charge on the sensor is
monitored / sampled at the end of this period..

http://subsynth.sourceforge.net/midinote2freq.html


However - Any voltage induced in the sensor from external sources affects the returned value.. Where the capacitive path is small, as with a button or
slider, ground is the most significant return path - so sensing usually works reliably... But when the object being sensed is more than a few inches from
the sensor (antenna) the most predominant "return" path could have a substantial potential imposed on it from other sources - mains and mains harmonics
for example, and high energy radiated logic signals from leads to displays etc can also really screw the readings up - as I discovered with my Epsilon
project... If one gets several lines changing state simultaneously and this co-incides with sampling of the sensor, the returned value can be seriously
screwed up.

I think that its not worth even looking at CapSense for this application - And perhaps this is what annoys me about this project more than anything else..
The project was submitted by a Cypress employee AFAICS, the PSoC 4 does a lot, and is well suited to many applications - but long range capacitance
sensing using CapSense is not, IMO, one of the things it is good at - and its certainly completely useless for a theremin application!

If you want to build a theremin using a PSoC, I think one needs to use a AFE as you have done for your FPGA implementation.

Fred.
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Today I flashed the Hive processor running a simple binary counter with one of its cores ("hello world" for the HDL set) onto the Altera
EP4CE6E22C8N FPGA demo board I got off of eBay.  Running at 180MHz I'm seeing 175mA or a little less than a watt consumed from the 5V wall
wart, which I suppose is around what I was expecting, but more than I'd like. Once the PLL and other things are in there I imagine it may draw around
1W.

The board has 3.3V, 2.5V, and 1.2V linear LDO regulators, and the core logic uses 1.2V, so I assume a majority of the power is being turned into
unwanted and useless heat at the regulators.  The FPGA itself is a warmish 38C.  The 1.2V regulator is 53C.

=======================

BTW, if anyone uses and loves HP calculators for their engineering work, there is a WP-34S project going on here which re-purposes an HP-30B
financial calculator and turns it into an HP-42s + HP-16c + other good stuff.  Buy a WP-34S ready-made for $75 here complete with crystal.  It seems the
scarce programming cable is the fly in the ointment for going the potentially cheaper DIY route (the HP-30B can be had for $25 or so, the keyboard
sticker set $6) which is a simple serial cable with some kind of level conversion going on and a couple of buttons.  I have a (currently best of the worst)
HP-35s so I'm able to hold off for a while.  (One of the things I've always wanted to do was make something between a laptop and a calculator.)
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"("hello world" for the HDL set) " - Dewster

Congratulations! - Always a big moment... LOL, although it rarely impresses anyone else ;-) I remember putting together a TMS9900 system and
powering it up for the first time - it was a major project, my first serious computer... The teletype kicked into life and typed out "hello world" - And my
wife said "all that junk just to do that ?? "  ;-)

Interesting WP-34S project -

Ok, this is probably blasphemy.. But wouldnt it be easier to just develop an app for something like an android tablet? .. Couldnt one just have your
android turn into a WP-34S, complete with dedicated touch keyboard on the display, rather than take a business calculator and reprogram that, and buy a
sticker for the keys?

Fred.
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"Couldnt one just have your android turn into a WP-34S..."  - FredM

An Android tablet wouldn't give you that tactile swivel key "click" you get from an HP which from my experience seems to substantially reduce key-in
errors.
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"An Android tablet wouldn't give you that tactile swivel key "click" you get from an HP which from my experience seems to substantially reduce key-in
errors." - Dewster

AHA! ;-) So its back to the tactile aspect again!  .... This capacitive stuff is rubbish, isnt it! ;-)

So - A tactile transparent stick-on swivel key button overlay for an android tablet then !

;-)

The things people are doing to make the stupid capacitive interface tactile again... Heres a joystick (it is placed on a capacitive screen and wiggled, LOL
;-).... how long before some manufacturers think its a good idea to include this as standard - then keys - then.....

http://sourceforge.net/projects/wp34s/
http://commerce.hpcalc.org/34s.php


Hey - at this rate, we might even eventually get back to that utterly brilliant invention most of our kids have never even seen - the rotary dialing
telephone!

Back in the early 90's I filed a patent for a rotary 'mask' to fit on a mobile phone, this would protect the (circularly rearranged) buttons from accidental
activation - buttons could be accessed by the finger in a rotary manner we were all used to back then.. but one did not need to go back to a start position,
simply position the dialing hole over the key you wanted, then click it..  the dial was sprung so it returned to a safe position (over the "answer" key which
was only active when there was an incoming call) and keys werent accidentally pressed when the phone was in ones pocket..

No one was even the slightest bit interested...
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"So its back to the tactile aspect again!  .... This capacitive stuff is rubbish, isnt it! ;-)"  - FredM

Coupling a display to a capacitive grid forms a very flexible and fairly powerful generalized interface.  But the way they tend to be implemented lately
they only give video / audio feedback and little if anything in the way of pressure or velocity sensing.  Whenever I approach such an interface that's
foreign to me I groan a little inside, wondering how cantankerous it will inevitably be.  The local DVD rental kiosk had one of the nastiest touchscreens
I've ever encountered, had to use more than one finger pressed fairly hard against the glass for it to register.  It got replaced at one point, likely due to
someone (perhaps inadvertently) putting their fist through the screen.

Microphonics could be used to register touch and velocity, as could higher resolution and faster capacitance measurement (timing two threshold like they
do in MIDI keyboards).  I've spent some time thinking about this, but not since I got involved with Theremin development.  An FPGA would be ideal to
do this for a keyboard as there are tons of independent high speed IO, the trick would be to minimize the external components and somehow normalize
the response of each sensor.

That adhesive joystick is kind of a hoot!  And Fred, you are a patenting fiend (with excellent ideas to back them up)!
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"And Fred, you are a patenting fiend (with excellent ideas to back them up)!"

Lol ;-) .. A few years ago filing the initial patent application in the UK became on-line and free, but prior to that, each application + recorded postage etc
cost me about £15.. Then there is the time drafting the patent specification to comply with the requirements - Calculating all the factors (including my
time at the wages I was on) I recon each application cost me at least £100.

Revenue return has been in the order of about £30k - could bump this up to about £100k if I factor in the fact that I got a mortgage based on a letter from
one of my clients (back in the '80s) to the effect that I would get substantial royalty payments from them (these payments never materialized)..

If I had personally progressed any of my patents through the whole process, I recon that rather than being in credit, I would probably be a few hundred k
more in debt than I am.

I think that the way I do it is probably the only way a solo inventor can get any return - use the patent system to establish the basis of a claim, then pass
the idea (and any potential rights) to a prospective developer for an agreed fixed non-returnable sum, and (less important) royalties, with them owning
your application and being entirely and exclusively responsible for how they proceed.

The probability that a patent will make any money is extremely small - the costs for worth-while filing and protection are extremely high.. and the chance
that some unknown entity filed a similar application a week before yours, and is progressing this in parrallel with yours is a surprisingly major and
undetectable risk... Its a killer!

One can go through all the searches, have your patent inspector pass everything, have paid your £100k+ for the processes leading to  publication
and granting of the patent - and a week after your patent is granted have this retracted because someone else with an earlier filing date has just completed
their patent process and published. There is no way of knowing what other people are patenting until they publish.. so there is a window of uncertainty
that can extend for a year or even sometimes more..

Let someone else with money to spare take that risk! - The crumbs that sometimes fall from the table of these people can be enough. One thing about
these "crumbs" is that you never know when or if they will fall - in my case its almost been miraculous - every time that I have my back utterly against
the wall with no hope in sight, an unexpected morsel drops in front of me and allows me to continue this stupid game for a little longer!

;-)

"as could higher resolution and faster capacitance measurement (timing two threshold like they do in MIDI keyboards)" - Dewster



Hey!  - thats one of the things I am (experimenting with) doing on my volume loop (almost) - Well, im actually looking at rate of change with the
thresholds following a median determined by integrating the hands Z position - so movement of the hand which is more rapid than this integration TC
can cross either the threshold below the median, or the threshold above it, and return a value (velocity if you like)... I did have a volume loop which only
output the change - thought about using this for a 'bowing' action... But I dont think its any good for a theremin - perhaps ok for a theremin cello..

Fred.
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"I did have a volume loop which only output the change - thought about using this for a 'bowing' action... But I dont think its any good for a theremin -
perhaps ok for a theremin cello.."  - FredM

Clever idea!  I'll have to investigate that when the prototype is up and running.

===============

Looking at linearity again - linearity is a total bear!  I've likely spent months on this alone.

I've come up empty in my efforts to find a clean, simple, easy to compute function that can compensate for note crowding at the antenna, which is driving
me to piecewise solutions (as well as slowly insane).  Ideally this function would have few inputs, could be computed quickly with adds, multiplies, and
shifts only, and would give variable inter-note spacing over the entire range as well.

I realized yesterday that my piecewise linearly interpolated octave gain approach is actually simple linear interpolation, which is non-linear in the pitch
domain.  The fix is to either make the line segments shorter, or to make them higher order (curves).  I watched a couple of quadratic spline videos on
YouTube yesterday (solved via gobs of simultaneous linear equations) which got me thinking of a simpler approach.  You don't want discontinuous slope
at the connected points, so the first derivatives of the previous and this curve have to match here.  If you take the very first two points in the spline as
slope only, then use this as input to fit a curve to the next point, then the math is really simple.  If delta x (x is the input pitch number, y is the output pitch
number) is restricted to powers of 2 then the division necessary is just a shift.  I'm playing with a spreadsheet of this and it seems fairly promising:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/nh3h53sdumvoxmu/trivial_splines_2013-07-15.xls

 

FredM 7/16/2013 4:47:41 PM [303]

"Clever idea!" - Dewster

Not my idea! - Many years ago I read a report from a school / college inspector who was examining a theremin some students had put together.. He
commented that on his first inspection, there was a fault with the volume loop - the students had AC coupled the output of its detector to the VCA,
resulting in one having to move ones volume hand in order to hear the theremin.. He thought this "error" was a good idea, and advised the students to
have a switch to allow this mode and the conventional mode.. The next time he saw the theremin it was working normally without the 'bowing' mode -
the students had been advised by their tutor to "correct" the theremin and not add this "feature".

I have never been able to find this report again.

"trivial" splines - LOL ;-) ... It looks like a good idea!

" linearity is a total bear!  I've spent likely months on this alone " - Dewster

It is a total bear - I share your frustration, and likewise, I have spent many months on this aspect - and even more months on prototypes which have been
abandoned because I never got the linearity I wanted... I had put the "problem" down to my lack of maths ability always thought that if I was better at
maths, I would be able to find an easy way to obtain linearity - so its almost comforting to know that you are also having difficulty in this area!

I THINK that I have, at last, cracked the "problem" (at least to a degree where errors in linearity are not noticable or bothersome when playing) - but I
could not present the maths for whats going on.. Its all done with analogue 'computation' and requires the AFE to generate a voltage proportional to a
selected 'segment' of the antenna capacitance - this is then fed to some damn wierd circuitry (based on analogue multiplication) which produces two
output voltages proportional (but 'shaped') to the input voltage - these 'shaped' voltages are curved opposingly - so that when summed equally (knob in
mid position), the response is usually close to linear - but the mixing can be adjusted by the player, one can 'bend' the curve either towards "antenna
close" compression or "far antenna" compression....

There are some costs though - I have not found any way to get linearity to continue close to the antenna and maintain linearity far from the antenna (the
bass end) - so about 10cm closest to the antenna is lost - this requires seperate tuning of two "null" points.. I set the antenna voltage so it is 10V at 10cm,
and 0V at the "true" null point (ideally tuned to between about 60-70 cm) - LED's display these "null" points.

Being voltage controlled, the pitch span and actual musical tuning is seperately adjustable - as it would be with a digital system using this kind of front
end.

I do, however, suspect that "dual nulling" will be difficult for theremin "old timers" to get used to.. I really do wish there was another way - AFAICS your
scheme would have a single tuning control, and if you can achieve linearity through 'splines' should be a lot more familiar to thereminists and a lot easier
to implement (my shaping is not easy to implement - in addition to the front end stuff and the care needed to compensate for thermal drift, the analogue
multipliers and shaping circuits need to have ovened transistors, and to be stable to less than 2mV if the instrument is set for 5 octaves coverage).. Yeah, I
cracked the "problem" - But was there really a massive "problem" worthy of the effort to "crack" it, there in the first place ?

The following is blasphemy!

And I end up coming back again and again to the question, "How important is linearity REALLY ?" - I now suspect that its not nearly as important as
us engineering perfectionists think it is - Just look at the instruments people are playing, and the instruments which have been produced recently, and the
claims and endorsements given to instruments which cannot be anywhere near the degree of linearity we would even look at...

http://www.mediafire.com/download/nh3h53sdumvoxmu/trivial_splines_2013-07-15.xls


Is it perhaps that there are two groups of people - those who have the inate ability (and enough will and motivation) to play most theremins, despite them
having linearity us engineers would (or do) despise.. And those without ability or will / determination, who delude themselves into believing they
can play, and who make unfounded declarations regarding the linearity of their theremin?

I suspect that at least some of the above is true - its certainly true for me.. I have hated every EW I have played, have found them impossible to play - I
even found the Enkelaar a more playable / likable instrument... If I did not know better, I would, based on my expierience, vehemently declare that the
Enkelaar was MUCH more linear that the EW.. I would declare that the TVox was the most linear theremin, that the E-Pro on its bass setting (which is
telling - because the E-Pro has identical linearity on all settings) was ok, but not so good on other settings.... I think my "head state" and perhaps the
sound has as much influence on my perception of linearity as anything else..... I could play the TVox Tour better than I could play any other theremin -
was this because I liked the sound, and had seen that it was Lydia's choice instrument?

My "conviction" about the importance of linearity is quite subdued now - Yeah, after the months ive spent, I dont intend to change direction.. If nothing
else, having the ability to present a real specification showing a chart of the instruments linearity should go some way, when combined with sound
samples and videos, to impress potential customers..

But I think that for the few truly 'pro' thereminists in the world, some deviation from 'perfect' linearity is fine - they wont even notice - they play as part of
a 'closed loop' system and each time they are in the theremins field they become one with the instrument.

And those who do not become 'one' with the instrument, or do not have an accurate internal pitch 'reference' will probably gain little even if the theremin
is perfectly linear..

I personally think that as long as a theremin is not grossly non-linear - as long as it has a few playable octaves with reasonably spaced intervals, the
majority of Theremin Wanna-be's will have other factors influencing their playing (and their "feeling" about their theremin) far more than the non-
linearity will.

As I say - Blasphemy! .... I may be wrong about all the above - In many ways I hope I am wrong - its entirely contrary to almost everything I believed
and said before, and if true invalidates most of my "purpose" and "direction" of the last 5 years!

Fred.

 

dewster 7/16/2013 6:06:44 PM [304]

I was hoping once I had a reasonable formula for the antenna / hand capacitance that linearity corrections would directly (or indirectly) follow.  But an
"inverse" formula is perhaps too complicated for a simple processor as it would have to use transcendental functions.  However, precalculating spline
points is entirely reasonable if the resulting fit is sufficiently good.

As I believe you have found Fred, it seems near field and far field note crowding must be dealt with separately.  And it would be really nice to
incorporate continuous adjustment to overall note spacing as well.

So the ideal linearizing stage would perhaps have three non-interacting controls:  one for the near field, one for the far field, and one to change overall
note spacing.  I'm hoping that setting the null point will function as the third here.  And I'm really hoping to find a method that drift won't throw all out of
whack.

From "playing" my prototype I see there is really only one null point that gives decent linearity in the mid field - and this rigidly ties one to a fixed note
spacing (unless a square root function or similar fractional power function is employed).  Veteran players may be able to compensate for non-linearity,
but I believe it is something that stymies players who are new to the instrument.  The ability to change the overall note spacing to suit one's most
comfortable playing style seems almost as important as linearity.

FredM 7/16/2013 10:35:43 PM [305]

"From "playing" my prototype I see there is really only one null point that gives decent linearity in the mid field - and this rigidly ties one to a fixed note
spacing (unless a square root function or similar fractional power function is employed)" ...  "The ability to change the overall note spacing to suit one's
most comfortable playing style seems almost as important as linearity." - Dewster

It seems that we have arrived at essentially the same conclusions.. in particular "The ability to change the overall note spacing to suit one's most
comfortable playing style seems almost as important as linearity."  is I think absolutely spot on, with the exception that I think it could be of much more
importance - that the ability to 'stretch' the note spacing, even if this spacing's linearity is not great, could be of greatest benefit to newcomers to the
theremin.

I think that the seperation of the "controller front end" from the "sound engine" (whether the sound engine is digital or analogue) enables the above.. And
that this "seperation" is what will give our theremins the "edge"... I also think that future theremins will be built this way, and that it is a natural
topological evolution - One which Bob Moog was probably the first to explore.

In my case, I generate a voltage from the front end which is as close to linearly proportional to distance as possible (and when I say linear here, I am
talking linear - not musically "linear") - having a voltage from 0 to 7 volts driving 1V / Octave voice modules, and feeding this CV into a potentiometer,
allows the playing field to cover any number of octaves from 0 to 7.. In fact I allow adjustment from 3 to 7 octaves.. the less octaves, the greater the
distance between semitones - a beginner should, I think, start with 3 octaves.... But add the ability to shift the register in octave steps by adding or
subtracting 1V per octave, and 3 or 4 octaves in the field will probably be fine for all thereminists - I doubt that more than 5 octaves crammed into 60cm
is really usable for precision playing even if linearity was perfect... 1cm per semitone is I think about as tight as one can really go for all but the most able
players, and I think that if the note spacing reduces below this anywhere in the playing field, such a zone becomes unplayable - or at least unplayable for
most, and completely unplayable for me - oh, one can get close to the key, close enough to perhaps produce a sequence someone can identify a tune from
- but each semitone is off and wandering by a truly horrible degree .. For me 1.5cm is a really comfortable semitone spacing, notes are far enough apart to
allow easy playing with reasonable accuracy.

At present I have 4 user controls related to "controller" tuning (each voice has a seperate independent pitch tuning knob - and all voices track the
controller, so can be independently detuned from each other)  - One is the "near field null" that sets the position close to the antenna beyond which
change is ignored - this is optimally set for beween 20 and 10 cm. The next is far field or "normal" null, optimally set at 60 to 70cm this sets the position
corresponding to 0V output - going further away than this point nulls the theremin. The next is a linearity control - In mid position, this should give the



best linearity - CCW rotation compresses at the near side and stretches the far side, CW compresses the far side and stretches the near side. Finally there
is a "gain" or "span" control - this simply determines the number of octaves covered in the field from the "near field null" point to the  "far field null"
point - It effectively sets the voltage at the "near field null" point - this can be set to anything from 3V to 7V (giving a span of anything from 3 to 7
octaves) The voltage output at the "far field" null is always zero.

The near and far field null controls are a bit interactive at present, not too much of a pain, but something I want to fix or at least reduce if possible.. I have
managed to get rid of any interaction from other controls. 

As for "unless a square root function or similar fractional power function is employed", I think this is where analogue processing of raw capacitance
derived voltage has perhaps an advantage over digital - Effectively, this is what I am doing... Deriving square / square root and other fractional power
functions is quite easy to achieve with precision multipliers etc - and there are some really good quad multipliers available from ICHaus... Not cheap, but
simple and precise - add a BJT based exponential converter or two and lots of presets ;-) and one can get a good adjustable linearity curve... I am now
trying to simplify it - by perhaps sacrificing a little bit of the linearity... Lots of the stuff was included to try to squeeze linearity from the 10cm closest to
the antenna - but it never gave a worthwhile improvement, so I have decided to write off the nearest 10cm..

I think that with your Hive processor you will probably be able to match my analogue processor, particularly if you sacrifice one end of the field as I have
done.. I believe that the antenna side is the side which is of least importance - Mid and far fields are the critical ones, I think - And I think that some
compression as pitch gets higher is acceptable - but that any compression as the pitch gets lower is far less acceptable.

I do fear that saying the above is tempting the theremin demons and thereminists to prove me wrong! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 7/19/2013 10:57:36 PM [306]

I was really hoping just a couple of trivial quadratic splines would suffice to arbitrarily adjust the response, but after a lot of spreadsheeting it looks like
one spline per octave is around the minimum needed to keep the result from being too "lumpy" (one spline per two octaves isn't good enough).  I haven't
tried to linearize this way yet, but this approach is able to shift the note spacing around in a way that is fairly indistinguishable from the fractional power
method, so it should be up to it.  Implementing trivial splines isn't entirely trivial, and they tend to form huge ripples unless you get the starting slope just
right.

"Lots of the stuff was included to try to squeeze linearity from the 10cm closest to the antenna - but it never gave a worthwhile improvement, so I have
decided to write off the nearest 10cm.."  - FredM

Not surprising, I haven't yet found a mathematically simple fix for this region.  If I could exponentiate quickly I'd entertain a brute force approach (log2,
do some linear stuff, then 2^n) and dispense with all of this other nonsense.  Maybe I should shelf this for now, build a coil winder, and try out the capless
oscillator topology (need some fresh hell).

FredM 7/19/2013 11:39:04 PM [307]

"Not surprising, I haven't yet found a mathematically simple fix for this region.  If I could exponentiate quickly I'd entertain a brute force approach
(log2, do some linear stuff, then 2^n) and dispense with all of this other nonsense.  Maybe I should shelf this for now, build a coil winder, and try out
the capless oscillator topology (need some fresh hell)." 
- Dewster

LOL ;-) .... That's almost (I think*) exactly what I am doing with analogue computation - *I ended up just messing with exponentiation and multipliers -
squaring the inverted voltage and putting this into an exponentiator -  started by trying to work out the math's and build the blocks to perform the math's -
but it sort of degenerated into a bread-boarded mess which worked, but certainly isnt what I started out to do..

- I haven't reverse engineered it yet to determine what functions I am actually implementing - Not sure im going to bother though - the starting point (the
slope of the antenna resonant circuit, and the operating point on this slope) is so critical that unless I get this spot-on in the simulation or mathematical
analysis, everything which follows is just garbage..

Like you, my admiration for Lev increases the more I get into the theory - Seeing how every minor change to anything impacts critically on everything
else, I believe Lev must have had a theoretical understanding way ahead of anything I could ever hope to attain - To me, it is obvious that he could not
have developed the theremin by trial and error - he simply got it too quickly!

Nothing I have ever worked on in my life has been as humbling as the damn theremin - And even walking away from the challenge of combined sensor
and sound engine, it still brings up unpleasant shocks now and then.. LOL - The theremin is the first device I have ever worked on that's got me to
question whether I was ever fit to be an engineer!

"I haven't yet found a mathematically simple fix for this region" is really comforting to me! ;-) .. I have this continual self doubt which goes along the
lines: "If I understood the math's better, I could crack this in minutes.." and often resort to frantically piling my desk full of my old engineering math's
books, going back to basics to try to see what I am missing..

"(need some fresh hell)." - LOL ;-)  ... Masochism!

Perhaps thats the common personality disorder everyone here suffers from - players and developers and constructors.. the one thing we all have in
common...

Fred.

dewster 7/21/2013 2:15:08 PM [308]



I'm rethinking the digital Theremin pitch path.  My original cunning plan (which I hung on to like a pitbull on a fresh steak) was to take the PLL
operating point number (equivalent to the heterodyned pitch), low pass filter it, linearize it somehow (a miracle occurs here), and use the result to directly
generate pitch.  Log base 2 of this final number then feeds the LED "tuner".

The new improved plan is to low pass filter, log2, then linearize / tilt / offset (the result of which gets fed to the tuner) then do 2^n for the final pitch
number. 

Log2 is a simple square shift loop for each decimal bit of the mantissa.  Exponentiation (2^n) where n is a real fixed point number isn't too difficult either
because binary numbers are constructed of powers of 2. 

For example:

  5.5 = 101.1 = (1*2^2)+(0*2^1)+(1*2^0)+(1*2^-1). 

So:

  2^5.5 = 2^[(1*2^2)+(0*2^1)+(1*2^0)+(1*2^-1)]

  = (2^2^2)*(2^2^0)*(2^2^-1) = 16*2*1.414... = 45.254... 

So we need to find (and selectively multiply together) successive roots of 2 (difficult), or start at some 2^2^-m and square our way up (much easier but
prone to error due to repeated squaring of the limited resolution base number).

In the log2 domain a simple quadratic (scaled square) term can simultaneously linearize both the near and far fields fairly well.  A very simple global
multiplication adjusts inter-note spacing, and a very simple global addition adjusts the basic pitch operating point.

I added a worksheet to the Theremin simulation spreadsheet called "Linearization" to play around with this:

Above, you can see the original ~10 or so octaves of response (of which ~4 in the mid field are roughly linear) are linearized at the ends by subtracting a
scaled square term, the inter-note spacing is reduced to a total of ~3 octaves via a simple multiplication, and the pitch offset is unchanged about the center
point. 

The center point and square scale have to be readjusted somewhat when the null point is changed (or changes with temperature - doh!) but otherwise
there isn't any interaction between the adjustments.  The linearization isn't perfect, but if it isn't too twitchy (which remains to be seen) it is likely good
enough.  The continuous inter-note spacing adjustment alone is probably worth going this route.

Not sure how to set the center point in practice, but once it is set then fiddling with the square scale may be a simple matter of seeing how the pitch
(mis)behaves very near the antenna.

New spreadsheet is here:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/23er36csaqx46p2/Theremin_simulation_v8_2013-07-12.xls

It would be a simple matter to have separate high and low square scaling factors, one for the near field and one for the far field, though this would likely
be even more difficult to adjust correctly.  (From my tests without any linearity correction, it seems that if the null point is set to somewhere around the
distance of the player's body and the playing hand is positioned between the antenna and body, then the far field is automatically roughly linearized due
to a ratiometric (?) capacitance thing going on - I believe this is why a lot of Thereminists appear to play the far field very close to their chests.)

dewster 7/26/2013 11:03:25 PM [309]

Just upped a spreadsheet that shows how to do log2 and exp2:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/23er36csaqx46p2/Theremin_simulation_v8_2013-07-12.xls


http://www.mediafire.com/download/i3b6xi5q5t5j52y/log2_exp2_2013-07-26.xls

The function exp2 (2^n) is not too surprisingly the opposite of log2, but successive square roots are costly to compute on the fly so successive squaring of
the smallest root is used instead with a tiny (LSB) "fudge factor" optionally applied each time in order to reign in both local and cumulative truncation
error (this is quite effective).  I haven't coded it up as a Hive subroutine yet but it seems straightforward.

dewster 7/30/2013 4:04:20 AM [310]

I wound my first combined air core transformer / EQ coil today!  It's sitting on my workbench, resonating @ ~780 kHz to stimulation from a function
generator, with drive and detection relative phase displayed on the scope.  This is the heart of my novel "capless" oscillator design, where the tank and
EQ coils resonate only with the antenna & hand capacitance, there are no capacitive components otherwise.

Above is my winding jig.  The wire feeds from the back under the coil, under the copper pipe in the front, and up to the coil in front.  This arrangement
allows me to easily rest my hand on the copper pipe and my index finger at the winding point to direct the placement.  I used plumbing knock-outs to
hold the tube on the 5/16" threaded rod.  Those are 4" angle irons with the left one slotted on the top for quick release, nothing fancy.  The winding crank
diameter is too small, it will be replaced.

A rough measurement is all that is necessary for a digital Theremin.  50 mm of 34 gauge AWG wire tightly wound on on a 60 mm diameter former (2"
PVC) gives ~300 turns and ~4 mH.  The 50 mm spacing gives negligible coupling of k=0.036 or so between the left and right windings.  The coil on the
left is the EQ section.  The coil on the right got an identical second layer on top with much higher coupling (measured k=0.983) to form the tank
transformer.  Winding each coil took about 5 minutes, the fiddly stuff later (securing the end windings with nail polish, connecting wire wrap wire, heat
shrinking the whole deal) took an hour or more.  I lightly sanded the PVC before winding which cleaned it up and maybe helped the wire grip a bit better.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/i3b6xi5q5t5j52y/log2_exp2_2013-07-26.xls


Here it is sitting on my workbench, sporting clear heatshrink tubing and hooked up to life support, transformer winding on the bottom & EQ on top. 

The primary / secondary turns interwinding capacitance is quite high (it measures 3043 pF!) which I believe is giving me less phase delay @ peak
response than the 180 degrees I was expecting (see scope above; interwinding capacitance unfortunately isn't included in my spreadsheet sim.).  I think I
need to remove the primary, install a 2 mm or so spacer, and rewind it, which should give ~k=0.9 and a capacitance reduction factor of ~40.  Otherwise it
qualitatively seems quite sensitive to my hand near the jerry rigged antenna.  The entire EQ end is very sensitive to proximity, I can see why this coil is
physically mounted vertically directly under the pitch antenna in Theremin's own designs.

Encouraging and interesting stuff!  I wonder how thermally stable it will prove to be...

ILYA 7/30/2013 1:45:03 PM [311]

hi dewster,

how you measure the coupling factors so accurately (or the ones are the estimated (calculated) values)?

dewster 7/30/2013 7:53:58 PM [312]

"how you measure the coupling factors so accurately (or the ones are the estimated (calculated) values)?"  - ILYA

The k=0.036 between the two separated coils is calculated with the program INCA: http://www.coe.ufrj.br/~acmq/programs/

I could measure it but I'm pretty sure the coupling is low because the measured series inductance of both together is only a bit larger than the sum of both
measured individually.

The k=0.983 between the two transformer windings is measured via this method:

- Measure the primary inductance with the secondary open, this is Lp 
- Measure the primary inductance with the secondary shorted, this is Lp_short. 
- Measure the secondary inductance with the primary open, this is Ls 
- Measure the secondary inductance with the primary shorted, this is Ls_short. 

Then:

http://www.coe.ufrj.br/~acmq/programs/


  k = [ ( 1 - ( Lp_short / Lp ) ) * ( 1 - ( Ls_short / Ls ) ) ] ^ ( 1 / 4 )

Quicker but perhaps a bit less accurate:

  k = sqrt [ ( 1 - ( Lp_short / Lp ) ]

dewster 7/30/2013 10:20:43 PM [313]

OK, I just took the primary off, built up a ~2mm layer of Scotch Heavy Duty Packing tape on the secondary, and re-wound the primary back on top of
this spacer.  (I also worked on the winding jig a bit: added some wingnuts, a bigger crank disk, and a nylon crank handle.)

Stuck it back on the bench (see above).  Primary / secondary interwinding capacitance is 172 pF or roughly 1/18 what it was previously.  Primary /
secondary coupling k = 0.889 which is what Inca calculates for this geometry.

What's weird is there are two resonance points, the expected one in phase with the drive at 680 kHz and an unexpected one 180 degrees out at 1 MHz. 
The 680 kHz resonance has roughly 4x higher voltage swing at the antenna and looks roughly 2x to 3x more sensitive to hand capacitance.  (Scope trace
above shows square drive to primary, sin-ish response across primary series resistance to ground, both in-phase at resonance).

Anyway, it's looking good!  Much more in line with my spreadsheet sim.  But I've got to find some other material to use for the 2mm primary / secondary
spacer.

FredM 7/30/2013 10:25:02 PM [314]

Great looking coils!  - Really interested in seeing how it all turns out. Must admit I am somewhat shocked by the large coupling capacitance (P to S).. but
I suppose that if you simply wound one coil on top of the other without a low k barrier between them, the windings will fit closely into each other -
probably effectively increasing the effective plate-plate area..

Your lab / coil / antenna setup is impressive and interesting (if a bit puzzling! ;-) .. In particular I wonder about the looped croc lead from the coil round
the antenna, then to some connection point inside the antenna box.. I am guessing that this loop is of no significance and that the connection is made
directly to the antenna via the socket.. but would be real interested if this is not the case - it looks like theres a bourns ferrite inductor in the box - I am
presuming that this is old stuff and not used... (?)

Also really interested in the results from your capless design - If nothing else, it should give valuable data relating to real antenna+equaliser response,
without the complications and possible ambiguities / errors that one may get when using a complex LC network of the 'conventional' theremin topology.



All good stuff IMO!  I wish you well!

Fred.

FredM 7/30/2013 10:52:39 PM [315]

Hi Dewster ;-)

Once again, bith in the 'pub' at the same time! ;-)

Yeah - that new waveform looks a lot better!

WRT the resonance points.. I suspect you are getting a sort of "2nd harmonic" type "resonance" near 1MHz - as the frequency increases, I have found
these "resonances" appearing at frequencies less than double the lower (probably "true") resonance point, I suspect its something to do with the coil
capacitance - but 680kHz to 1MHz is the kind of 'step' in frequency I have seen (and been puzzled by) in several of my experiments.. I cannot say that I
have observed a phase change, but then I wasnt bothered about the phase in what I was doing..

Might be worth cranking up the frequency and seeing if there is a pattern of resonance points.

Fred.

dewster 7/30/2013 11:05:34 PM [316]

"Must admit I am somewhat shocked by the large coupling capacitance (P to S).. but I suppose that if you simply wound one coil on top of the other
without a low k barrier between them, the windings will fit closely into each other - probably effectively increasing the effective plate-plate area.."  -
FredM

Originally I only had some battery pack type heatshrink between the secondary and primary.  It measures 0.05mm thick so under those circumstances the
high capacitance isn't too surprising.  But I had to at least try it.

"...it looks like theres a bourns ferrite inductor in the box - I am presuming that this is old stuff and not used... (?)"

Good eye!  Yes, old stuff and not used, the croc lead goes straight to the antenna.  This is the AFE box, it currently has a simple series LC oscillator on
the breadboard with no EQ coil - I used this a while back to measure hand / antenna capacitance in my spreadsheet.

I'll quantify the response soon.  I'd have to look back in my notes, but my initial impression is that it is likely more sensitive than anything I've had on my
bench to date, the phase change on the scope to my hand open/closed is quite obvious without zooming up.

"680kHz to 1MHz is the kind of 'step' in frequency I have seen (and been puzzled by) in several of my experiments.."

I believe (as you do) that these higher resonances are likely due to self-resonances of the coils (and so kind of a bad thing if not sufficiently far away from
the operating resonance).  I checked up to 2MHz (the limit of my function generator) but I don't see any others (though I'm sure my "rat's nest" setup isn't
exactly clarifying things).  Will spice this with the inter-winding capacitance included.

dewster 7/31/2013 11:17:26 PM [317]

One could put an "electrostatic shield" between primary and secondary - a turn of aluminum tape with a slight gap between the ends so as not to form a
shorted ring - and run this to ground.  Wondering what the optimal spacing of this between primary and secondary would be...

When selecting the primary drive waveform I inadvertently hit the "triangle" button (instead of the square or sine) and the fit is very close to the output
sine-ish wave (not surprising, but interesting to see).  Made me wonder if I should make an 8 bit (or so, limited by resistor precision) R-2R ladder and
drive it via the rectified MSBs of the NCO accumulator as it could potentially save me on dithering (which increases output timing resolution but is also a
noise source that must be averaged out).

FredM 8/1/2013 11:00:47 AM [318]

"One could put an "electrostatic shield" between primary and secondary - a turn of aluminum tape with a slight gap between the ends so as not to form a
shorted ring - and run this to ground.  Wondering what the optimal spacing of this between primary and secondary would be..." - Dewster

This is one of the few things you have said that I really dont understand at all! ;-) - Sure, an "es shield" is doable.. but - Each winding would be strongly
coupled to ground.. As I understand it, your drive signal is ground referenced, so the primary would become a tuned LC resonator.. As would the
secondary..

Sounds like a really bad idea to me! ;-) ... Also, the gap would be subject to thermal expansion, so could possibly introduce thermal variations in the
returned phase detection point.

IMO, if you want a reliable spacer between pri and sec, Mylar tape is probably a good choice.. I have used paper saturated in nail varnish, and I have also
used PTFE plumbing tape (which is really easy to wrap over a coil - but has a problem that varnish doesnt stick to it, so you need to wind the coil tightly
onto it - I like my coils to be rock solid and have no possibility of movement).

Paper soaked in varnish has worked well, but its messy!

Fred.

 

 



dewster 8/1/2013 2:00:21 PM [319]

"Sure, an "es shield" is doable.. but - Each winding would be strongly coupled to ground.. As I understand it, your drive signal is ground referenced, so
the primary would become a tuned LC resonator.. As would the secondary..

Sounds like a really bad idea to me! ;-) ... Also, the gap would be subject to thermal expansion, so could possibly introduce thermal variations in the
returned phase detection point."  - FredM

High quality audio transformers often employ ES shields (link).  True that this could aggravate thermal expansion.  Coils are such bundles of
compromise. 

True also that an ES shield would form a C to ground for both primary & secondary windings.  But capacitive interaction is already happening between
them, and they operate at a lower impedance than the EQ coil.  The entire primary is oscillating ~2V p-p and this probably looks a lot like ground to the
secondary which has one end grounded and the other end hooked to the EQ coil and swinging ~30V p-p.  If I were to install an ES shield I think I would
first try positioning it physically closer to the primary than secondary. 

An ES shield would also help protect the drive and detection circuitry from ESD events at the antenna.

The drastically reduced harmonics of triangle drive would certainly make an ES shield less necessary, I'm going to pursue this angle.

Air-core is really exciting though - who'd think you could build high Q coils and tightly coupled transformers with such primitive supplies?

dewster 8/3/2013 1:01:29 AM [320]

Placing my hand on the antenna box and holding one lead of a 1 pF capacitor in my finger tips and the other end very near but not touching the alligator
clip, I see ~671 kHz.  Touching the cap to the alligator clip gives ~650 kHz or roughly 3 %F/pF.  My sim predicts 4.4 %F/pF for this antenna geometry
which is surprisingly close given the crudeness of this measurement.

Putting this in perspective, the parallel tank EWS with its comparatively huge EQ coil can theoretically give ~4.5 if you tune it (tank LC vs EQ &
antenna C) just right.  My previous series tank designs were more in the neighborhood of ~3.5 and required no tuning.  Going series capless seems as
though it may give the best of both worlds, high sensitivity with no tuning.  Plus likely good ESD isolation due to the tank transformer.

[EDIT] Nature may have handed me a gift horse, and it's unfortunately incumbent upon me to look it in the mouth.  So I'm waiting for the other shoe to
drop and blow it all up, which makes me highly averse to investigating it too thoroughly. :-) 

Apropos of nothing, a Bob Moog video:

He says (in the first minute or so): "When I'm thinking about how to solve a particular problem, I can think about it for days and weeks and nothing will
happen.  And then, some day when I'm cutting the grass or I'm having a hamburger or I wake up in the middle of the night, the idea will be there.  I think
it would be egotistical of me to say I thought of it.  What happened is I opened my mind up and the idea came through and into my head.  These ideas, I
don't have to dig up anything, sometimes I don't even have to be thinking about them, and there they are.  It's something between discovering and
witnessing."

I'm going to be a bit less New Age and a bit more egotistical than Bob M. and say that the huge amount of conscious time that one must give over to this
sort of mental activity - even if it is ultimately solved in an unconscious way - allows one to say that they "did" it.  Brains are weird but IMO you fully
own yours as well any claim over what it may however unwittingly belch forth.

dewster 8/17/2013 4:43:12 PM [321]

The capacitance between the primary and secondary is really bugging me - this is supposed to be a "capless" design after all.  Yesterday I measured it
more exactly as 108 pF, and was able to obtain similar results in LTspice using 1/2 of this capacitance from primary to secondary, which makes sense.  I
also tried a makeshift auto-transformer configuration not utilizing the primary winding and was able to get seemingly decent results even though the two
secondary coils aren't coupled well at all. 

So today I wound a new single layer coil of double length (~100 mm) with a center tap.  On the bench I'm driving the center tap (50 ohm drive) with a
triangle, one end of the coil is grounded through a 1k resistor, the other coil end is connected to the antenna.  Am seeing roughly the same amplitude sine
across the 1k resistor as the driving amplitude triangle.  Sensitivity seems (very subjectively) good.  Coupling between the two sections measures ~0.2
which is what inca predicts.  Total inductance is 9 mH.

Phase at resonance (~800 kHz) is in-phase with the drive, which makes sense as the whole coil is resonating and requires the least amount of drive at
resonance.  The main thing that bugs me about this setup is the low impedance center tap drive (bad for ESD back drive) - and I can't say I completely
understand the feedback mechanism.  Wondering if I should just drive one end of the coil and have a small secondary coil for resonance detection.

[EDIT] I think I'm going at this backwards (or sideways?).  I should probably drive the coil from one end, the antenna with the other end, and use a
secondary winding or tap to sense resonance.  Having significant power transfer between the windings is perhaps asking for it.

dewster 8/19/2013 8:43:44 PM [322]

"Her name is Agua Bella"  - RS Theremin

Thanks RS, but, as before, I'm not really sure what's going on with your designs, and you seem reluctant / unable to systematically explain them.  I do
believe the operative Theremin field is purely one of capacitance - which is a form of energy transfer BTW - and it would require some pretty fantastic
evidence to make me believe otherwise.

http://www.vk6fh.com/vk6fh/transformer_design.htm
https://youtu.be/Us-HXqy5GXQ


dewster 8/20/2013 2:30:12 PM [323]

"One thing that gets misunderstood is I have never said the pitch field response was not a capacitive effect, I only say there is more to it and this seems to
upset those that only model"  - RS Theremin

You saying this doesn't upset me in any way, but I do disagree with the statement.

"The theremin has many characteristics that cannot be modeled..."

I also respectfully disagree with this. 

"My latest antenna design is very real and it seems to me to use the environment and ground as the “plates” of a Leyden Jar using the salt water as an
electrolytic. Tell me, how hard would it be to model this concept and then we might advance."

We are traveling two very different roads: mine is modeled and digital, yours is focused on exotic pitch antennae.  There doesn't seem to be much in
common between the two approaches, and my plate is rather full at the moment.  Would you like to try an FPGA in one of your designs?

dewster 8/20/2013 10:06:39 PM [325]

"I wish you success, this foggy old brain of mine misinterpreted what you meant by AFE."  - RS Theremin

Thanks, I wish you success as well!  The AFE is under construction and may actually disappear at some point.

dewster 8/20/2013 11:36:50 PM [326]

Henceforth I shall quote any new RS Theremin posts in their entirety.  These disappearing posts of his make me look like I'm talking to myself (and I'm
doing that too much in this thread already).

Got some 1.5" (as well as 3" and 4") PVC schedule 40 test caps today, will try winding some slimmer, longer coils in an attempt to reduce self
capacitance.  The coil (and AFE topology) needs to go to bed and stay there.

Similarly, the Hive instruction set won't stay put - I'm strongly considering in-line relative (+/-16 bit) jumps as were suggested by Thomas over on
comp.arch.fpga.

NEW COIL / OSCILLATOR!
dewster 8/22/2013 5:16:04 PM [327]

NEW COIL / OSCILLATOR!

http://www.entner-electronics.com/tl/
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/comp.arch.fpga/q0PJb_w8XLI[126-150-false]


I believe I've finally found what I was looking for in terms of coil / oscillator topology.

Simulations in Inca indicate decent coupling (k=~0.4) between small single layer coils wound on the same former adjacent to each other (as opposed to
one on top of the other).  This is advantageous because adjacent winding is much easier to do, and it also minimizes the capacitive coupling between the
windings.

So this morning I wound a 6.181 mH coil on a piece of 1 1/2" schedule 40 PVC pipe, which is a ~100 mm width tight single layer winding of 34 AWG
single coat copper wire - this is the primary winding.  At one end I wound next to it a tight single layer ~10 mm width of the same wire which measures
0.27 mH - this is the secondary winding.  I don't believe the length or inductance of the secondary is very critical as coupling falls off pretty quickly with
distance.  I'm driving the primary with a triangle wave through 470 ohms, with the other end connected to a standard Theremin antenna.  The secondary
is grounded on the side nearest the primary (to further reduce capacitive interaction) and the secondary current loop is completed through a 10k resistor.

I believe I was barking up the wrong tree in my previous attempts to stimulate a larger coil via a smaller one.  In this new arrangement the larger primary
is stimulated directly, and the smaller secondary is used only for detection.  Phase diagrams from LTspice are very clear, and the actual circuit behaves
better than anything I've seen thus far with good sensitivity and no secondary resonances (up to the upper 2 MHz frequency limit of my function
generator).  The detection point is fairly low impedance, though significantly loading it reduces output swing at the antenna (in simulation).  The 10k
sense load cleans up the otherwise somewhat ripply output, and gives a nice sine output with triangle input drive, with roughly 1:1 amplitudes (with 470
ohm drive).



From the scope picture above you can see what appears to be the sine output leading the triangle input by 90 degrees at resonance.  In actuality the output
is lagging by 90 degrees with 180 inversion due to the coils being connected out of phase.  Quadrature is a good thing as it is very easy to detect and
drive with a DPLL.

Resonance with this antenna (~10mm diameter, 250 mm length) is around 660 kHz.  The only resonant components are the primary winding and the
antenna capacitance - there is no "tank" capacitance in this topology - so sensitivity (in terms of dFreq/dC) is maximized.  I believe the antenna end of the
primary is almost completely decoupled from the drive end, but if necessary it could be further decoupled by breaking the primary into multiple winding
groups with a bit of separation distance between each.  The decrease in overall coupling would necessitate more wire to reach the equivalent inductance.

I should also add that, due to the wide angle lens on my camera, the new coil on the bench looks very similar in size to the two older ones sitting next to
the scope.  While the new coil is approximately the same height as the older coil nearest to the camera, the diameter is significantly smaller (43 mm vs 60
mm).  This is an attempt to lower the self-capacitance of the primary, and to get the "business end" or antenna end of the primary coil some distance away
from the drive end.

dewster 9/1/2013 4:28:25 PM [328]

A better view of the coils I've been working with - progression through time from top to bottom:

The thin "battery pack" (PVC) heat shrink tubing seems to work really well at physically containing the windings and protecting them from scuffs and
such, but I need to buy a smaller diameter if I continue to use 1 1/2" schedule 40 PVC, there is an obvious wrinkle visible here on the lowest, smallest
diameter coil.  It doesn't take much heat to make it shrink, a hair dryer might work.  I kind of wish it were a bit thicker, and that it took a bit more heat to
shrink it.  That's conventional (polyolefin) heat shrink on the left winding of the top coil, it's really not what I'm looking for as it takes a lot of heat to
shrink it, and it feels a bit too pliable even after it is shrunk.

I'm currently using a couple of coats of clear nail polish only on the end 5mm width or so of the end windings to help anchor them while I solder on the
wire wrap wire.  There's no indication of it, but I worry about the nail polish solvents maybe attacking the insulation / heat shrink over time.  Should I
maybe be using some kind of quick dry lacquer instead?  Epoxy would likely be too messy.  Any advice from the coil winders out there would be much
appreciated!

[EDIT] Sprayon EL600 looks like an interesting product.

Spreadsheet Simulator v9
dewster 9/1/2013 7:18:51 PM [329]

http://www.sprayon.com/products/clear_insulating_varnish


Spreadsheet Simulator v9

Here it is:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/8n88bg2kojdj5ve/Theremin_simulation_v9_2013-08-30.xls

This will hopefully be the last revision for a while.  The exercise has been very enlightening for me, but I feel like it's getting kind of mined out.  So
unless a mysterious new oscillator topology needs investigating, or a new hand capacitance model pops out of the woodwork, I'm going to let it sit and
concentrate on other aspects of Theremin design.

- Revision History - 

2013-08-30 : v9 
> Back to the transformerless two inductor circuit model which is simpler, easier to understand and use, and covers most of the design bases.   
> Anything more exotic than this should probably be Spiced. 
> New "Tankless" reference design (phase detection is via a secondary transformer winding, not shown). 
> Modified "Bode" worksheet phase detection so that it also works when Freq Start > Freq Stop (to detect highest resonance rather than lowest). 
> "Linearity" worksheet now has similar phase detection as "Bode" worksheet (but it only detects the lowest resonance). 
> "Linearization" worksheet is now a bit clearer in the way it operates.

ILYA 9/2/2013 6:27:27 PM [330]

"Should I maybe be using some kind of quick dry lacquer instead?" 

I use a drop of  "Chinese snot" (hot glue) which is applied by a soldering iron. Sometimes it looks not nice, but it is convenient at prototyping.

dewster 9/5/2013 3:19:05 PM [331]

Thanks ILYA!  I guess I'm still looking for a fast-dry brush-on lacquer of some sort.

INITIAL PITCH ONLY TRIAL?
dewster 9/5/2013 8:55:02 PM [332]

INITIAL PITCH ONLY TRIAL?

I'm trying to figure out what my next best move with the digital Theremin development is.  I'm currently looking at quantized sine wave stimulation of
the tankless design (quickie spreadsheet here) and I want to change the processor once more, but it's getting to the point where I feel like I'm frittering
around the edges and am in need of a deadline of some sort to give me a kick in the pants.  

Along these lines I've been seriously contemplating a pitch-only prototype that might make the rounds to one or more Thereminists for their opinions.  It
would likely have note spacing & note offset (& hopefully linearity) controls as well as a visual tuner.  The audio tone would likely be a simple filtered
square wave, or perhaps square / triangle / ramp if I put some form of D/A on the output. 

I'm a bit nervous about doing this as I don't want some bad aspect of it that might be easily remedied souring players to the digital approach, but I don't
want to keep people from talking about it openly and honestly either.  I want to get as many features in there as I can so the feedback could be more
comprehensive and useful - ideally the prototype would be close to a finished product, with software updates providing new features - but this goal seems
to be keeping me in a state of near stasis.

One of course always wants to put one's best foot forward, so the notion of releasing a half-baked / limited prototype is kind of scary.  But maybe I need
for this to happen so I can really push forward.

So, no promises, and it might take me another month or so to implement, but who's up for an initial pitch-only trial?  You would be required to
receive the prototype, test it, communicate with me, and then send it on to another person (possibly in another country) - all of this in a
reasonably timely manner.  I'm thinking you would pay postage out, but if that is onerous I could reimburse you.  I'll try to keep the prototype
small and lightweight so the shipping costs will be minimized.

[EDIT] Whoa, not everyone all at once! :)

OK, I'll try this again when I have actual hardware to send out.

dewster 9/25/2013 3:15:34 PM [333]

Yesterday I bought some Sally Hansen "Insta-Dri" (R) clear fingernail polish - and it really does dry in about a minute.  It beats the cheap ~$1 stuff I was
using to fix the coil ends, which was taking forever to dry.  >$5, ouch!  Those extra carcinogens don't come cheap.

Been hacking on Hive some more, hope to jebus this is the final pass.  The immediate byte value has been reduced to 6 bits, and all immediate jumps are
now 6 bits as well so this is a unification of sorts.  No more unsigned comparisons.  The pow2 function is gone.  Now have a leading zero count
operation, as well as an end-for-end swap.  All single operand functions use B as the input for an optional simultaneous move.  A boatload of aesthetic
edits.  So it's a little cleaner, a little larger, and a little slower.  Top speed doesn't seem to be influenced very much by compiler directives, so the logic &
registering are likely a good fit for the fabric as written.

Slow news day...

http://www.mediafire.com/download/8n88bg2kojdj5ve/Theremin_simulation_v9_2013-08-30.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/download/1kwnel5c42leai2/sine_quantization_2013-09-05.xls


dewster 10/14/2013 5:33:14 PM [334]

Just popping up to whine a bit :-)

The Hive processor code is polished to a bright sheen but I'm holding off on posting this latest version until I can get a functional simulator constructed
for it.  I'm finding myself spending inordinate amounts of time hunting down stupid bugs in fairly simple boot code, so a simulator seems called for to
give me more visibility into what the heck is going on.

Like an idiot I've picked Excel in which to implement the simulator, which has two ways to do everything: the spreadsheet function way and the Visual
Basic way, and more often than not it seems both ways are broken / unusable.  For instance, the dec2hex() spreadsheet function breaks if you give it a
large 32 bit number, and the output text width is uncontrolled for negative numbers.  Similarly the Hex() VBA function breaks with a large inputs.  So I
had to write my own function that should have been part of Excel/VBA from the get-go.  Also, the MOD operator breaks for large inputs and also gives
what I consider to be incorrect output for negative numbers, so I had to roll my own function for what is very basic functionality yet again.

Then there's the trouble of implementing ALU functions that the processor in my PC can do natively with its own instruction set, but are inexplicably
poorly implemented or outright missing or in Excel.  For instance, Excel logical functions like not, and, or, and xor can operate on numbers in a bit-by-bit
manner, but the inputs must be limited to longs, and dealing with the sign in order to get the full 32 bit range is awkward.  And modulo operations
(counters that roll over, etc.) which are bread and butter in the digital domain are trapped by VBA.  I find it incredibly ironic that higher level languages
often hugely hinder access to the basic data types and manipulations supported by the hardware.

I get so weary fighting / coaxing Excel to do every little thing to solve the larger problem at hand.  Someone needs to make a spreadsheet tool explicitly
for us engineering types.

FredM 10/14/2013 11:17:32 PM [335]

"I get so weary fighting / coaxing Excel to do every little thing to solve the larger problem at hand.  Someone needs to make a spreadsheet tool explicitly
for us engineering types." - Dewster

Amen to that!

I have bought books on using Excel for engineering / scientific work - but its limitations cannot be overcome unless one virtually re-writes everything
using VB.. and even then, it falls over..

Its quite astounding to me that no one (or at least I dont know of any) has produced a scientific / engineering Excel "equivalent" .. it would (as a starter)
be great to be able to enter numbers (and get results) in engineering format - f,p,n,u,k,M etc.. then, as you have highlighted, the limitations for logical
functions and digital numeric representations make Excel useless in this area for any 'real' work, and often useless for even simple logic operations...

But I have used other (pre Windows) spreadsheets, and tried all the Windows spreadsheets, and Excel is still by far the most usable -

A spreadsheet for engineers and scientists - one which is as easy to use for general operations, but perhaps has discipline specific "templates", so you can
choose catogories like mechanical, electronic, digital engineering or things like physics or even chemistry / biology, and be provided with a set of
functions etc to cover that discipline..

Theres quite a lot of us "nerds" - a core Excel-like "engine" with the option to buy specific "templates" would, I think, be a profitable product... Or better
still, if it could be open-source -

It really surprises me that no one has  filled this gap.

Fred.

 

dewster 10/24/2013 4:17:10 PM [336]

"... its limitations cannot be overcome unless one virtually re-writes everything using VB.. and even then, it falls over..."  - FredM

Oh, tell me about it!  During the fairly intense weeks it's taken me to write this Hive sim, I awoke each day fully expecting to discover some limitation in
Excel that made the entire effort moot.  90% of the time when I decide to use one of the built-in functions I have to spend hours on-line scouring various
fora, scrounging for similar VBA, which in the end doesn't work for one reason or the other.  The "forms" widgets are all lame / broken in one way or
another, and the "controls" widgets inexplicably freeze up if you have more than one worksheet open at a time (ran across that yesterday and just about
had a heart attack).

"It really surprises me that no one has  filled this gap."  - FredM

Me too.  I think what we really need is not so much a spreadsheet with all of the concomitant auto calc stuff going on and slowing things down, but an
open, portable widget interface environment with good graphing (the logarithmic axis limits in Excel are restricted to powers of 10 which is really
annoying) based on an underlying rational language (i.e. not VBA!).  Some day perhaps one of the Python offerings will work well for this.

Anyway, here's a screen shot of the Hive sim so far:



Clockwise from upper left, the State worksheet shows much of the main internal state and provides the user with control over execution with clear and
interrupt inputs, and single stepping and run to break point buttons.  The small Registers worksheet shows the contents of the local register set, writes to
it use a red font.  The Memory worksheet shows the contents of main memory.  Pressing the XLATE button on the State worksheet causes the program
listing to be translated into machine code and deposited here, and again writes use a red font.  The Listing worksheet is for the entry of programs, and it
has a very flexible addressing scheme.  The Opcodes worksheet is for reference when programming.  Finally the Stacks worksheet shows the contents
and state of the stacks.  This is a sim of just one thread, but the other seven differ only by the ID number they read in the register set and which bits in the
register set control their clearing and interrupt enabling.

Just roughly finished the register set this morning, I'll post a link to the file once I've tested the whole thing more thoroughly.

FredM 11/4/2013 3:33:25 AM [337]

Added after writing the following ->

Hi Dewster,

I missed the above post of yours .. Thats one impressive looking spreadsheet! ;-) Looks like you virtually re-wrote excel..

---> Now back to where I started...

I have been messing about with Altera FPGA's recently - and they are really quite a lot more powerful than the CPLD's I have worked with in the past..

A client supplied me with an expensive Cyclone 3 development kit, but its almost useless as one needs a microscope and expensive connectors and/or
probes to get to anything..

So I ended up buying a EP2C5 Cyclone II Mini  Board http://www.leonheller.com/FPGA/FPGA.html complete with blaster for £16 (the boards cost
about £12, and has pins 0.1" spaced that I can access.. and can be plugged into header sockets on a PCB or breadboard)

Even this little boards FPGA can do everything my client needs (and more) .. But thats not my major interest ;-) .. I have managed to implement an
additive synthesis engine providing 24 harmonics, and only used a fraction of the chip.. Its not perfect (the 300MHz limit on this FPGA causes some
errors - but my worst error at the 24th harmonic is 6.6 cent, other errors -  17th harmonic=5c, 19th and 15th=4.16c, 12th=3.45c, all others have zero
error.. Oh, there will need to be a lot of filters on the outputs to get the harmonics pure and make their levels controllable, but its a start - I also
implemented my waveshaping technology (a mixed signal heterodyning "mixer" which produces ramp, square and triangle wave outputs at the difference
frequency - this was just a direct copy of the schematic I presented here ages ago - but its nice to ne able to do it without actually soldering anything! -
Just draw the schematic and blow it into the chip ;-)

Ok - I am slowly getting into Verilog .. I sort of get on with it as its quite C like.. But I have a LONG way to go - I havent even started getting into any
real stuff - just been drawing the stuff into the schematic editor, or using my ancient PALASM to generate the code which I then convert to Verilog.

This is all at a learning level - Until my new lab is set up, this gives me a chance to play with a simple plug-in breadboard, small 'scope, and use the
FPGA to do things I cant otherwise do without a lot of components, etching PCB's etc..

The wierdest and most annoying thing is the price of these FPGA parts - They are SMD, so one needs a good PCB made if you want to use them - but the
parts themselves are about £17 each, or 30 for £280 .... Put the board and FPGA costs together and it becomes expensive..

http://www.leonheller.com/FPGA/FPGA.html


BUT - I can buy the FPGA on a board, with pins, Xtal oscillator, regulator, JTAG etc, free shipping from China, for £12 one-off or about £8 each if I
bought 25+

Makes no sense - Cheaper to buy a board than to buy the chip on the board!

Fred.

dewster 11/4/2013 3:12:59 PM [338]

"So I ended up buying a EP2C5 Cyclone II Mini  Board..."  - FredM

FYI, the Lowest end Cyclone 4 board isn't that much more expensive and is superior in terms of logic top speed and block RAM resources.

"I have managed to implement an additive synthesis engine providing 24 harmonics, and only used a fraction of the chip.. Its not perfect (the 300MHz
limit on this FPGA causes some errors - but my worst error at the 24th harmonic is 6.6 cent, other errors -  17th harmonic=5c, 19th and 15th=4.16c,
12th=3.45c, all others have zero error.. Oh, there will need to be a lot of filters on the outputs to get the harmonics pure and make their levels
controllable, but its a start..."

Sounds very interesting!  Could you sum them together on-chip and use a single filter at the output?  You might use a simple (1st or 2nd order) digital
filter before it goes off-chip.  You might be able to use oversampling techniques and a modulator to make the analog filter even simpler.

I believe audio D/A converters have this filtering built-in (just as audio A/D converters need low pass anti-aliasing filters, D/A converters need low pass
interpolating reconstruction filters).

"...its nice to ne able to do it without actually soldering anything! - Just draw the schematic and blow it into the chip ;-)"

Yes, it's one of the cleanest development environments I've experienced.

"The wierdest and most annoying thing is the price of these FPGA parts..."

This is due to steep volume discounting from Altera.  When I worked for a large telecom we could piggy-back on purchase orders made by other
departments and get FPGAs for almost nothing compared to the one-off street price.  We would sometimes pit Altera and Xilinx against each other in a
price war cage match to the death - always a tense event.  IIRC one sales rep lost his job after offering way too low a price on a mid-sized FPGA (which
we of course took).

I'd really like to add an appendix to the Hive design document which demonstrates the bread and butter techniques of digital design.  I like to draw
vertical lines on a page that represent the registering, with the async logic in between, and with *_1, *_2, etc. signal naming in verilog (with *_i for
inputs and *_o for outputs).  I usually find the need to draw waveforms on paper to get this step right, where a second set of vertical lines represent clock
events (rise usually).  Simulation is absolutely necessary, and the simulator in Quartus II v9.1 is very nice once you get the hang of it.

I don't know how anyone codes anything of any complexity without these simple techniques.

Good luck, and if I can help you out in any way please let me know.  There aren't enough electronic music projects going on in the world.

FredM 11/4/2013 4:36:19 PM [339]

"Could you sum them together on-chip and use a single filter at the output?  You might use a simple (1st or 2nd order) digital filter before it goes off-
chip.  You might be able to use oversampling techniques and a modulator to make the analog filter even simpler." - Dewster

Sadly, I dont think I can do this.. I need at least 8 bits of level control for each harmonic (I am looking at implementing 10 bit resolution) - I havent
implemented any of this yet, but am looking at having 24 PWM based DAC's and a CMOS analogue CO switch on each harmonic to take each of these
harmonics and control their amplitude from their DACs.. This switch would also be acting as part of the filter, so I get a amplitude controlled sine out the
other end..

I dont want to hog this thread talking about my latest deviation from what I should be doing .. LOL ;-) .... But on this thread its probably ok.. Weve gone
from developing a digital theremin to developing a Cray-like processor in a FPGA, so "deviation" here seems to be the norm! ;-)

These harmonics will be up at HF (Fundamental is 150kHz) but all be fixed frequency (Xtal locked) - my plan is to have the FPGA interfaced to (or
incorporating) some UI which allows one to set up a number of harmonically engineered waveforms, and store these as presets, with the ability to select
more than one preset (and perhaps combine these as a storable "patch")..

With a monophonic instrument like the theremin, I would want to be able to morph from one waveform to another, as a function of frequency - using the
complex waveforms as the reference oscillator, and using the variable oscillator to sample this waveform (which would itself be changing with
frequency)

But I have far bigger plans - For a long time I have wanted the ability to have an analogue additive synthesiser - Audio VCO's who's waveforms could be
adjusted on a harmonic level, both to set the waveform up, and to alter it dynamically under control of EG / LFO etc.. I developed (and patented) an
"Analogue Function Duplicator"(AFD)  many years ago - This was used in some special large analogue computing systems - effectively it allowed a
complex function (which was expensive to produce accurately) to be "duplicated" as many times as required by the system - each "duplicator" behaved
like the "master" - and the "duplicators" were a tiny fraction of the cost of the "master" - I used this on a poly synth to duplicate a exponential "master"
and the VCO's VCF's etc could all be linear, with a "duplicator" preceding the CV input.

A feasibility study (I met a synth enthusiast with some money, who is interested in entering the modular synth market at the high end) is now coming
together for an additive analogue polysynth rack unit, using AFD's everywhere - for exponential conversion, and for producing additive waveforms from
the VCO's... All the VCO's need to output is an accurate linear ramp waveform of fixed amplitude, this drives an AFD which has the complex HF
(150kHz) waveform, and the output of the AFD is this waveform at the frequency of the incoming ramp.(and yes - its all analogue.. the ramp could be
regarded as an address into a LUT - except that theres no LUT, only time - and "indexing" is entirely dependent on the instantanious voltage of the
comparatively slow ramp against the fast reference waveform.. In fact, there is a ramp synchronous with the reference waveform generator, which is
provided to all the AFD's .. the input to the AFD is compared against this fast ramp, and the reference is sampled when they are equal - this sample is the
AFD output..)



On the theremin sensing side, I have just about abandoned my search for perfection ;-) .. I have a linear "continuum" type antenna which is easy to play
(its capacitive with a non-linear sensing field of a couple of inches, but is extremely linear if one slides ones hand along it a constant distance from it <or
actually touches it lightly> and one can modulate the pitch  by sliding along its length, changing how close the hand is to the antenna or the pressure
applied if touching it, or by varying the contact area) .. It can be any length and span any range..) .. So there doesnt seem to be any point in trying to
compensate for the inverse square law vs required exponential law when one uses distance as the variable (as with a conventional theremin) .. I
am playing with a theremin EWI (electronic wind instrument) using this antenna in a tube, with a breath sensor to control the volume.. At present its a
modified WII "Zapper" handle containing the theremin, with 50cm plastic pipe containing the special "antenna", and a nicorette inhalator with sensor
built into it as the mouthpiece - I will be meeting some woodwind instrument builders in Oxford soon to (hopefully) get them to tidy things up - as I have
no idea about "optimum" air flow resistance or anything else bout wind instruments, for that matter.. ;-)

Fred. 

"Good luck, and if I can help you out in any way please let me know."

Thanks Dewster - I am SURE that I will be needing your help! ;-) .. At the moment though I am not even sure enough about my direction to know what
help I need! ;-)

Explorer 11/5/2013 4:55:30 AM [340]

Interesting reading!

I loved what I was able to do with my Kawai K5000R, but ultimately found that for monophonic wind synthesis I much preferred FM/iPD.

There was some interesting and inspiring work done back in the '80s on the NeXT platform, using genetic patch programming to home in on timbres, and
using tools like P-Farm for the Yamaha 4-op and 6-op synths to get to voices which would respond in interesting ways to breath control. We also had
rough conversion program to "translate" Yamaha patches for Casio use, although

Using that same idea, some friends of mine and I also used stacked Casio VZ synths as additive sound engines, also responding to incoming breath data
to affect volume and timbre.

There weren't so many envelope points on the Yamaha and Casio gear as on the single K5000, obviously, but they were great for wind control.

I'm currently enjoying just running my simple theremins through gear like my GT-10, which I normally use as a monophonic guitar synth, or even just
my Korg PX5D, but it will be interesting to see what you guys implement....

FredM 11/5/2013 6:32:52 AM [341]

"for the Yamaha 4-op and 6-op synths to get to voices which would respond in interesting ways to breath control." - Explorer

Yeah - This is an area I need to look at closely.. At this stage, I am thinking in terms of breath just as a replacement for the theremin volume control,
perhaps with a simple VCF added to change the harmonics somewhat as a function of breath, or as a morph control between two additive waveforms on
the more advanced / expensive instruments..

Hopefully I will get advice from the woodwind crowd - But I am a little fearful of going too far in R+D at this stage - a breath controlled theremin is
managable and could be put together quite cheaply and quickly - And I need to start making money quickly to pay the rent on my new home, as I still pay
for the one I was forced to leave, and the family..

Fortunately I have other paying work for the next 6 months - but when this ends I need to be shifting some products if more work doesnt come in..

 

dewster 11/5/2013 3:29:10 PM [342]

I wonder if breath pressure rather than volume of air past a constriction might be a better input?  By that I mean make the breath controller part a breath
dead-end rather than a through path.  There wouldn't be any wind sounds you could mix in, and it would be abnormal feeling for a true wind player, but
the player could isolate their mouth from their lungs and still breathe normally through their nose while playing (and there would be less spit to deal
with).

Fred, are you using a dual antenna in a split / tapered configuration?  That is, are there two antennas fed from opposite ends of the strip, with the feed end
wide and tapering to nothing as it gets to the other end?  I've seen this method used for 2D (3D if you include height from the sensor) capacitive inputs as
well.

Explorer 11/5/2013 3:30:29 PM [343]

I didn't say so explicitly, but I was thinking about continuous breath control and volume control interchangeably.

I don't know if one needs a filter. It was trivial to map the amplitude of one or more operators to the mod wheel in order to do pseudo filter sweeps. As for
morphing, I imagine that one could have an absolute volume control, and then run one operator stack in inverse volume to another, so that as one looses
volume the other increases.

I'm definitely a fan of FM/iPD, especially of how inexpensive it is in terms of resources compared to resulting complexity....

FredM 11/6/2013 12:37:54 AM [344]

"Fred, are you using a dual antenna in a split / tapered configuration?" - Dewster



No - That was my first scheme, it worked, but not well (getting the taper right was extremely difficult, and could only linearize for a fixed 'span'. This
was the topology I used for my "Epsilon" - I had several "opposing" tapered strips, from which I derived X,Y and Z..

Cannot say right now how I am doing this new "Antenna" - I have filed a UK patent application, but unlike almost every other patent I have filed, I have
handed this idea to a patent agent, to check my application and advise me, so I could yet file another updated application if errors or ommisions are found
in my first..

So, at this time, I cannot disclose anything! (I am not paying for the patent stuff - I have effectively sold any rights to this sensor to my client for his
application - I am free to use the idea for my application.. My client requires patents..)

Fred.

FredM 11/6/2013 1:42:08 AM [345]

"I wonder if breath pressure rather than volume of air past a constriction might be a better input?" - Dewster

I dont know - Its one of the things I hope to get some feedback on.. I started by using pressure sensors where there was no air flow, but it didnt feel right
to me.. and also, the sensors were damn expensive and I worry that moisture etc will screw them up quite quickly.

What I have now is cheap and simple - I have a tiny electret capsule mounted on (what used to be) the exit hole of a nicorette inhalator, the way these
inhalators are constructed is as two parts, the mouthpiece, and the exit shell - both ends have pointed inserts inside, so one places the nicotine capule
inside the assembly, and when its closed, the pointed tubes pierce the film on either side of the nicotine capsule, and one can suck air through it -

I have arranged the electret so that the mouthpiece air is focussed on it - the exit hole is blocked and the wire to the electret goes through that.. Then I
have drilled a hole on the bottom section of the mouthpiece - this is the air escape hole..

The electret is sensitive up to about 20kHz, but has a good sensitivity at about 16kHz (I originally looked at ultrasonic transducers, but could not find one
at the right size - sure I could get these if I really needed them) - I amplify the noise, which (more by luck than judgement) has quite a lot of HF in it..
(my original idea was to construct a "dog whistle" type resonator, but I couldnt be bothered with all the work just to test the idea) .. So I HP filter
frequencies above about 14kHz, rectify this, and get my CV..

I wanted as high an audio frequency produced as possible (within reason) because I didnt want external audio signals to be picked up and produce a CV..
But it seems that I have been perhaps a bit pedantic on this.. By biasing the output CV -Ve a bit, I can completely cut off any spurious output even with
my crude cheap assembly..

I am quite pleased with the construction - the inhalators can be easily opened and the sensor cleaned (it sits behind a thin plastic film which I have
roughed up to give more agitation when hit by the air flow, but its watertight and isolated) and the shape of the mouthpiece suits me well - I tried several
different mouthpiece assembly ideas (bought a load of melodia and other spares off ebay) before I found an old nicorette inhalator from years ago when I
was trying to give up smoking (I have now given up, and am addicted to E-Cigs ;-)

But as to what the players will think or want, I have no idea.. I can adjust the size of the exit hole by twisting the mouthpiece, and think this "feature" will
probably be a good thing to keep.. but personally I like the feel of air flow far more than just using my mouth to control pressure in the mouthpiece - and
I like a lot of air flow, as this seems to give better dynamic control - one can go really soft, and need to blow really hard to get maximum output.

"I'm definitely a fan of FM/iPD, especially of how inexpensive it is in terms of resources compared to resulting complexity...." - Explorer

Yeah, I had a lot of fun with FM/iPD back in the '80s - even had a Yamaha MSX "PC" with its FM sound engine.. Then got a some small Yamaha FM
synths and a Casio CZ101 (in fact I still have that - keyboard removed and heavily modified as a MIDI module with knobs.. ;-)

But I find analogue far simpler - and for my new stuff, its all mainly analogue (particularly at the controller end) and interfacing the signals to MIDI or 
digital sound engines is not "my thing" - not at this time at least..... When I have it all running as I want with voltages I can measure (rather than watching
decoded MIDI data on my analyser)  and pitches I can hear, then I MIGHT start looking at MIDI or OSC..

However.... Analogue FM using topology similar to the Yamaha "operator" scheme is well within reach using HF VCOs, multipliers, samplers  etc, and
this is an area I have been exploring quite a lot..

But I cannot afford to be a full-time explorer anymore :-(

Fred.

dewster 11/6/2013 10:05:47 PM [346]

Fred, thanks very much for the detailed responses.  It's clear that you've put a fair amount of development time, effort, and thought into the mouthpiece.

And even if you are contractually prohibited from revealing the details of your antenna, it's interesting to know that the dual taper didn't work very well
for you.

dewster 11/6/2013 10:14:30 PM [347]

The Yamaha FM algorithms are a model of efficiency (doing things in the log domain so multiplications are simple adds, etc.) though they do have some
aliasing going on in the implementations.  I owned an FS1r for a while and it was pretty incredible what one could get out of it (though the UI was most
horrid).  I often wonder how difficult this stuff would be to do in an FPGA.

Sine wave generation is super easy to do digitally with two multiplications, one add, one subtract, and one delay.  The multiplications set the frequency,
the amplitude is set by the initial value in one of the registers, and sine and cosine are both available simultaneously.  In an FPGA one could time
multiplex one or two multipliers connected to one or more BRAMs and generate huge gobs of them at 44.1kHz.  Summing them would require only a
simple running accumulator.

I believe there was a DAW audio board made a while back that used an FPGA to do the mixing.  They claimed it beat the pants off of a DSP processor.



FredM 11/6/2013 10:47:25 PM [348]

Hi Dewster,

I will email you soon with details - I am not actually contractually bound per-se, but its unwise to publish anything publicly at this stage.. I have a patent
specification filed, but claims are being drafted - and sometimes the specification needs re-wording in order to align with the claims... I have never
progressed a patent myself beyond the specification stage, and understand that disclosure of anything could prevent changing something if I needed to.

"And even if you are contractually prohibited from revealing the details of your antenna, it's interesting to know that the dual taper didn't work very well
for you."

Please understand that it may work fine if implemented correctly - I had lots of other issues and ended up abandoning Epsilon before I had really
explored everything fully.. My reason for dumping the project was not primarily due to the antenna, it was due to the fact that I had tried to cram too
much into the concept.. I was trying for single handed control over pitch (X axis), dynamics (Z axis) and harmonics (Y axis) - The antennas may have
been ok if I had left out the Z axis (volume) and used the other hand or some other mechanism for volume control - but I decided that combining volume
and pitch made the instrument impossible to play (I think that if you take the difficulty of each on a theremin, combining the two on a single control
doesnt add them, it probably multiplies them).. And was so disheartened that I never really looked moving volume to a seperate controller - I had an idea
for this instrument in my head, and the instrument was unplayable - I chose to dump it and possibly threw the baby out with the bath water.. thats a habit
of mine! ;-)

I have had the theremin EWI in my mind for a long time - right back when I started with theremins.. My first experiments used hand proximity to the
tube, and I still think this is usable ..

But in the process of trying to solve a clients capacitive sensing problem, I came up with this incredibly simple way to change (and shape to taste) a linear
capacitive "antenna" - Its so simple I was sure it must have been done before - But so far the closest found to the idea is the tapered antenna - and thats
miles off what I am doing. The beauty of this "antenna" is that it can be used single or double (or in fact, multiple) ended - its entirely passive, and in
single ended mode could be connected to an unmodified theremin (it would need to be built to suit that theremins operating frequency and response)..

But this antenna scheme is just perfect for my TEWI and for a monophonic continuum type theremin, or controller for monophonic synths or whatever -
it gives me pitch control on the X axis, with some (hopefully deliberate ;-) pitch control (vibrato or trills etc) extending into the Z axis.. And I could
provide an aditional control signal from movement on the Y axis..

Unlike Epsilon, this controller is not intended for theremin "no touch" type playing - I envisage the pitch hand usually being at least lightly in contact
with the "antenna" - I have no way of compensating for proximity non linearities, so the whole linearity of the antenna depends on proximity (coupled
hand capacitance) being quite constant.. As such, one cannot mark the antenna with fixed semitone positions, one still has a theremin, one still needs
pitch preview, and it still wont be as easy to play as a keyboard.

"It's clear that you've put a fair amount of development time, effort, and thought into the mouthpiece."

LOL ;-) .. Not really!  I have no idea if its any good - My first moutpiece I did some 5 years ago, and I was blowing directly onto a piezo transducer - My
first serios attempt I bought a pressure transducer for, but didnt like it at all - Its been one of those "junk box" projects, with almost no design except the
minor circuit for amplifier and rectifier.. If, in the last 5 years, I have spent more than a couple of days on it, I would be surprised..

So I am extremely happy to get any ideas or feedback from anyone - I would really like to hear from anyone here who plays wind instruments.

Fred.

 

FredM 11/7/2013 1:28:05 PM [349]

"Sine wave generation is super easy to do digitally with two multiplications, one add, one subtract, and one delay.  The multiplications set the frequency,
the amplitude is set by the initial value in one of the registers, and sine and cosine are both available simultaneously.  In an FPGA one could time
multiplex one or two multipliers connected to one or more BRAMs and generate huge gobs of them at 44.1kHz.  Summing them would require only a
simple running accumulator." - Dewster

This sounds really interesting!

If I could get a bunch of say 24 sines in a simple harmonic series at fixed frequency, with the fundamental at any frequency above say 80kHz, and have
digital control over the amplitude of each, all done in an FPGA, then with the "analogue sampling" (or as some here have claimed it to be, and with
which I STRONGLY disagree "simple heterodyning") scheme I presented here a while ago, a multi-purpose additive engine could easily be constructed.

This additive engine could be used on monophonic instruments (the simplest being direct control of the sampling frequency from a theremin or theremin
type instrument) but by using phase locking techniques, HF VCO's can be driven, and the resulting output waveform from the sampler would be a free-
phase waveform frequency of which is determined by the VCO's CV, and this VCO would have an exponential 1V/Octave law - so one could put a
polyphonic additive synthesiser together..

My FPGA experiments are in their infancy - I have managed to produce a square wave harmonic series.. But to use these there is a LOAD of analogue
required.. Each of these harmonics needs a good filter and a means to control its amplitude.. I have simplified it a bit by driving an analogue switch and
using this to switch the level CV - so I am effectively controlling the amplitude of the square wave, rather than having a VCA per harmonic.. The filter
incorporates this switch, so I get a sine out with DC controllable level - Its quite simple (a lot simpler than having a HF VCA per harmonic) but still
involves 8 analogue switch IC's for 24 harmonics,and an inductor and capacitors and resistors per harmonic, and then the summing amplifier and other
stuff... All I have done is breadboarded the stuff for 3 harmonics just to test the concept... The above is just for production of one waveform - if one wants
to morph waveforms, all the analogue stuff would need to be duplicated..

If it was possible to have the FPGA do the majority of the above, even if one needed a FPGA per waveform, that would bring the total complexity and
cost down hugely. Alas, I am so way out of my depth when it comes to anything like you are describing, that I think I am probably beyond any hope of
learning it and doing it in my lifetime... I think one gets into a niche and can get really good - get a real "feel" for ones area of expertise - and it becomes
easy and one can see things and innovate in ways others can only dream of..... But this takes years.. At some point (and I am beyond it) its too late to
become an expert in another discipline - one may be able to "engage" with that discipline, but thats it...



And digital synthesis, DSP and all that stuff is out of my reach - I need to leave that to those like you who have a real expertise and "feel" for it... Oh, I
know what you will say ;-) .. The same thing I say to those who dont have a "feel" for analogue.. "Its easy when you get into it.. " etc .... I find it hard to
understand people having difficulty with what I find so easy - Its easy to forget the decades it took me to get where I am.

Fred.

 

 

ILYA 11/7/2013 2:19:39 PM [350]

dewster: "Sine wave generation is super easy to do digitally with two multiplications, one add, one subtract, and one delay".

moreover,  one of multiplications can be excluded if the amplitude symmetry between sine and сos is not required.

 

dewster 11/7/2013 2:55:50 PM [351]

"moreover,  one of multiplications can be excluded if the amplitude symmetry between sine and сos is not required."  - ILYA

True, but then the sine frequency would be related to square root of the multiplier input, which is kind of awkward.

I (perhaps too) quickly sketched out what this would look like in digital logic:



This is basically an infinite Q state variable filter that is initially stimulated and allowed to ring forever.  Quite surprisingly, round off errors don't cause it
to gain or lose energy over time.  The blocks "SIN", "COS", "FREQ", and "AMPL" are dual port BRAMs.  Not shown here (for clarity) is the additional
registering between multiplies, adds, etc. to pipeline and speed things up, nor is address generation shown.  It would take three 18x18 multipliers and 16k
words (18 bits wide) of BRAM.  Given a top speed of 200MHz for the multipliers, it could generate over 4000 sine waves of arbitrary frequency and
amplitude at the sampling rate of 48kHz.  Though changing the frequency on the fly might alter the amplitudes.

A more direct method is this:

Here a phase accumulator indexes a sine wave ROM.  The blocks "FREQ", "PHASE", and "AMPL" are dual port BRAMs; "LUT" is the single port
ROM.  There are ways to drastically reduce the size of the ROM (store 1/4 wave, linear and higher polynomial interpolation, frequency / phase dither,



etc.).  It uses two less multipliers, and one less BRAM but that is taken up by a potentially larger ROM.  It is basically stable because there is no ringing
or feedback going on, just phase accumulation.  It could supply the same ~4k sine waves as the previous circuit.

[EDIT] Oops, I screwed up on the input to the phase accumulator in the second method.  It should sum both the current phase value and some input
value, so a multiplier isn't needed there (but one is still required for the amplitude section following).

In the first method I also left out a mux going to the sine input, similar to the one on the cos input, but with a fixed input of zero.

If I were to pick between these methods I'd probably go with the second.

FredM 11/7/2013 10:26:16 PM [352]

"Given a top speed of 200MHz for the multipliers, it could generate over 4000 sine waves of arbitrary frequency and amplitude at the sampling rate of
48kHz." - Dewster

Thats fine if one is producing an output waveform at audio frequency.. I dont think it will work for what I am doing - I want an adjustable (additive
synthesis) reference waveform - the fundamental of this being say 100kHz (certainly not lower than 48kHz) with the 24th harmonic being a sine wave at
2.4MHz (assuming F1=100kHz)..

This waveform is to be down-converted to anything in the audio range (say 16Hz to 8kHz).. so in order to get a resolution equivalent to an audio sample
rate of 48kHz, one would need a reference waveform to be composed of 3k samples (in order to provide 3k samples when played back at 16Hz, which is
what you get from a 48kHz sample rate) - which works out at 144MHz (Msps) if the reference is running at 48kHz, or 300MHz (Msps) for a 100kHz
reference waveform.. (and I am actually running my reference oscillator running at 150kHz, with the actual resultant down-converted waveform having
effectively a variable sample rate between say 140 and 150 kHz, or between say 150 and 160 kHz)

For a digital theremin (this threads topic) or other monophonic digital instrument , your method (direct digital synthesis - waveform produced by
whatever means you choose) which directly outputs with 48kHz sampling, is ideal..

But I am not sure that what I want can be done exclusively using digital processes - or at least, not with available low cost parts.. As I say - I am not sure
- but this may just be down to ignorance.

I fully realize that I am not going about things the way a real digital / FPGA designer would - I am still using these incredible parts as if I was using glue
logic and MSI parts one bolt together - my head is looking at and thinking analogue, and the digital is an economy measure to use reluctantly because
getting 24 custom cut crystals and implementing high frequency VCA's isnt practical, LOL ;-)

Fred.

dewster 11/7/2013 11:16:10 PM [353]

"I fully realize that I am not going about things the way a real digital / FPGA designer would - I am still using these incredible parts as if I was using
glue logic and MSI parts one bolt together - my head is looking at and thinking analogue, and the digital is an economy measure to use reluctantly
because getting 24 custom cut crystals and implementing high frequency VCA's isnt practical, LOL ;-)"  - FredM

Yes, combining multi-rate processes (using different sampling rates) and shoving the result out a single D/A converter is quite painful in an FPGA due to
the rate conversion filtering (necessary to minimize aliasing).  D/A's aren't exactly a dime a dozen, ones that work at higher sampling rates can be tricky
to employ as they usually don't contain quality reconstruction filters, and their price tends to rise with sampling rate.  So the order of the day when doing
DSP audio is to have one standard sample rate all the way through, and if necessary adapt the algorithms to this.

FredM 11/7/2013 11:39:56 PM [354]

"Yes, combining multi-rate processes (using different sampling rates) and shoving the result out a single D/A converter is quite painful in an FPGA ....... "
- Dewster

Oh - Thats not what I am trying to do! ;-) .. I know the folly of that!

I am happy for the reference waveform to be fixed sample rate - but im not sure I can get the waveform produced / converted fast enough.. I need the
waveform out at say 100kHz, for it to be a fixed frequency,and for it to be of sufficient resolution that when converted down to audio frequency the
quality is good (equiv to CD sampling).

But yes - D/A is a problem at high frequencies.. Particularly if one wants lower cost.

Fred.  

dewster 11/9/2013 5:12:13 PM [355]

Ran across this TI paper the other day:

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/slaa379/slaa379.pdf

Title: "MSP430 Capacitive Single-Touch Sensor Design Guide"

Nice discussion of sensor geometry, dielectric coverings, adhesives, ESD, low pass filtering, and thresholding.

FredM 11/9/2013 8:42:54 PM [356]

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/slaa379/slaa379.pdf


Yes - that article has some interesting details - particularly with regard to adhesives etc.. Thanks Dewster.. What follows is not me trying to 'knock' the
substance of this article - it is excellent for the application described.. But I feel I need to caution anyone who wants to take this approach as a basis for a
theremin..

The LPF and thresholding discussed is ok for simple switches, but doesnt (usually) fully solve problems when the C-sense needs a fast analogue (or
numeric) output ..Oh, apart from the digital filter implemented in Cypress Cap-Sense, I havent used or devised other digital filters - tried analogue
filtering mostly.. but I found that a filter capable of getting rid of mains modulation gave a resulting latency of >20ms.. Fine for a switch, not so nice for a
pitch antenna IMO.

This was one of the killers for my Epsilon project - the low voltage on the antenna meant that there was a lot of noise on the signal - (by noise I am
talking about LF mains and HF digital stuff induced or coupled to the antennas via the player and the circuitry) .. My antenna was at hi-Z with a <5V
triangle wave on it.. the induced signals just caused utter havoc, particularly when I put it all together in its box and the LCD cables were closer to the
antennas.

A big advantage of having a series inductor in the antenna circuit is the great increase in voltage on the antenna.. If one has 50mV of induced 'noise' on
5V antenna signal, this is 10x worse than having that 50mV on a 50V signal.

If one is forced to have a series inductor in your antenna circuit, and one is using conventional theremin topology (where the oscillator frequency is
determined by the hand capacitance) then sticking to the standard LC tank oscillator is probably sensible.. If one is doing things more "digitally" (As I
was with Epsilon) then one can still use a series antenna inductance to improve the signal to noise ratio..

But my expierience is that simple RC schemes like described in the article are far from ideal for theremins.. But it may, of course, be that I am just an
incompetent oaf!  ;-)

Fred.

Ps.. Dewster - it looks like something happened to your cats wavefunction.. ;-) .. No, I DONT understand the maths!  ;-)

dewster 11/9/2013 10:03:57 PM [357]

"...But I feel I need to caution anyone who wants to take this approach as a basis for a theremin...

...but I found that a filter capable of getting rid of mains modulation gave a resulting latency of >20ms.. Fine for a switch, not so nice for a pitch antenna
IMO.

...A big advantage of having a series inductor in the antenna circuit is the great increase in voltage on the antenna.. If one has 50mV of induced 'noise' on
5V antenna signal, this is 10x worse than having that 50mV on a 50V signal..."  - FredM

Yes, so true.  RC methods don't generally have enough voltage swing to swamp environmental interferers.  And the LC (series "EQ" L & antenna stray
C) forms a natural high Q peaky low pass filter.  To me, this one-two punch was Lev's biggest and best in his bag of Theremin tricks.  It seems that low
voltage broadband approaches are rather doomed to failure for long-range pitch control. 

Minimum LPF latency is inversely proportional to the frequency you want to squash, for 50Hz this is 20ms.  From my experiments I believe latency
shouldn't be more than a few ms or so.  Squashing single frequencies and their even harmonics can be done fairly effectively with high Q digital comb
filters, but it's much easier to kill most interferers up-front with a high voltage & Q LC front end.

"it looks like something happened to your cats wavefunction"  - FredM

Ha ha!  It's actually an animated gif, too bad that doesn't work.

dewster 11/24/2013 11:16:36 PM [358]

Speaking of sine wave generation, thought I'd pass along a couple of good papers I ran into recently:

http://lionel.cordesses.free.fr/gpages/DDS1.pdf

http://lionel.cordesses.free.fr/gpages/DDS2.pdf

A bit OT but this one's a lot of fun:

http://sites.ieee.org/scv-cas/files/2013/02/2012Galanopoulos.pdf

FredM 11/25/2013 9:42:32 AM [359]

Interesting stuff in some of those!

I found this site: http://www.vias.org/about.html which has some technical books (old radio theory, magnetics etc) now in the PD..

Alas, as yet I havent found a way to download the books, and the site is cluttered with ads which squash the contents - howver, im sure there must be
other sites hosting some of these books as they are pd.

Fred.

dewster 11/25/2013 8:21:42 PM [360]

Thanks for that pointer Fred!  I was able to download the books I was looking at there: click on the book, then click on "download and release history",
then click the zip file.  The books are in HTMLhelp file form which is kind of nice.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_function
http://lionel.cordesses.free.fr/gpages/DDS1.pdf
http://lionel.cordesses.free.fr/gpages/DDS2.pdf
http://sites.ieee.org/scv-cas/files/2013/02/2012Galanopoulos.pdf
http://www.vias.org/about.html


Thierry 11/25/2013 9:23:42 PM [361]

Please allow me (as a non-anglosaxon, a non-engineer and a non-digital elucidated) a simple question...

Seen that you intend to do a digital processing of the RF signal, why do you worry about things like RF amplitude, hum or other RF straying into the
pitch antenna? You could use FM receiver technology from the late sixties and send the dirty RF signal (a few uV will be enough) through a 5 or 6 stage
limiter amplifier and either make directly use of the resulting square wave or send it still through a not too narrow LC filter to restore the sine wave at
constant amplitude throughout the pitch range. There were even monolithic bipolar ICs for that if I remember well. 

Especially if you will do the linearization later on the digital side, you could get rid of the large inductance...

Or am I completely out of topic with this thought?

FredM 11/25/2013 9:56:58 PM [362]

Thanks Dewster!

There are some nice books dealing with tube circuits - and the capacitance/magnetics book also has some useful old stuff!

Not sure whether to post this on the open.theremin thread, or here, or nowhere - LOL ;-) - But below is my (slightly) modified version of your "tankless"
series resonant oscillator - some of the components selected were chosen for simulation (the 4069 is a model I constructed as a 'analogue' digital
component - rather than using the 'digital' models that cause problems in my simulator - so I cannot be SURE its accurate).

This runs at about 268kHz with the H11F1 varying the frequency by about 10kHz - Antenna amplitude varies as the H11F1 varies from about 100V P-P
to about 200V P-P (the H11F1 is simullated by a resistor from 100R to 200kR - R7 acts to limit this span and linearizes the curve) - C3 is not critical, but,
as you say, its value does affect the antenna amplitude somewhat.. Anything between 100p and 2n works, but 1n5 seems optimal for this frequency..
Theres about 3.5kHz change in frequency for a 1pF change in antenna capacitance.

OTT ESD protection is shown - I use mini neon tubes (90V firing) as I have a box load and they were about 3p each! ;-)

I have found my H11F1 tuning method works well on other oscillators I have built (its great when used in applications requiring a VCO/CCO) *see notes
in following posting - but the LED/FET are subject to temperature, so I would have a couple of SMD transistors mounted under the H11F1, both bonded
to the H11F1.. One of these operating as a temperature sensor, the other as a heater.. Blob some polyurithane foam on top, and one has an oven..

(ESD stuff can be greatly simplified if peak antenna voltage never exceeds 90V - as then one only needs one neon between antenna and ground - I would
probably choose this option - C2 would also then be safe as a single 22p 100V part.. The design above caters for peak antenna voltage up to 180V, and
caters for ESD transients of many kVs)

Fred.

dewster 11/25/2013 10:44:01 PM [363]

"Especially if you will do the linearization later on the digital side, you could get rid of the large inductance..."  - Thierry

Interesting.  The large inductance is necessary to sense small capacitance changes, I'm not sure there is a way around that, though operating at higher
frequencies could reduce the value. 

Constant amplitude isn't important for a Theremin that doesn't heterodyne, but changing amplitude likely indicates a non-ideal (other than 360 degree)
phase path through the oscillator which likely lowers sensitivity.



Hum and other interferers can get in and cause erratic operation, so yes, some filtering here could do a lot of good.  But my circuitry doesn't use the
signal itself directly, it uses the deviation from a center frequency, which is conveniently given by the DPLL loop filter accumulator.  This value is low
pass filtered by the behavior of the PLL.  I've tried filtering it further with 1st and 2nd order digital filters but haven't seen much in the way of
improvement, so it's probably just easier to set the PLL bandwidth to wherever the cutoff should be for quick response (1kHz or thereabouts) and use a
1st order digital LPF to improve resolution somewhat.

I've thought of lowering the LPF cutoff point the farther the hand gets from the antenna to increase SNR, something I intend to experiment around with. 
The ear is much less sensitive to pitch bobble at low frequencies, so it isn't a huge deal, but it looks bad on the LED tuner display.

dewster 11/25/2013 10:54:12 PM [364]

Looking good Fred!  Very interesting tuning arrangement.

Have you tried simulating using a 10mH inductor in series with the antenna?  That should give you more sensitivity, and would restrict the highest
voltages to just the antenna.

FredM 11/26/2013 12:54:39 AM [365]

 

"Have you tried simulating using a 10mH inductor in series with the antenna?  That should give you more sensitivity, and would restrict the highest
voltages to just the antenna." - Dewster

No, I havent - One of the big attractions to your oscillator was its simplicity (before you added the extra inductor, LOL ;-) - As soon as one gets to having
two resonators, I fear rhat things start to get "peculiar" - the "peculiarity" can be useful for linearization or for moving the sensitive point to the antenna,
or for amplification of sensitivity - But these all come with a high price tag.. One has two sets of resonators to calculate, and their actions on each other
are far from simple.. I will probably stay with parallel LC tank with series LC antenna, or with the Lev topology, if I want to go this route  - at least I have
some idea about how to get the best component selections for these..

80V P-P to 160V P-P is a big enough antenna amplitude to overcome problems I have had with low voltage antennas.

This oscillator is for a strange "new" topology I am devising.. I will be locking the antenna oscillator (osc A)  to a Xtal clock, using it in a PLL (which is
why CV frequency control is needed) so that the antenna (and other antennas including volume antenna in a multi-antenna system,  or for multiple
theremins all synced to the same clock - even a polyphonic theremin if such a thing was playable, which I doubt! ;-) will always be radiating a fixed
constant frequency.. and as such, any antennas or synced theremins will not interfere with each other.

The error signal from the PLL will be a CV out which can be tailored / shaped / scaled to taste, and can drive a HF VCO (like the diagram above) to
provide a variable output frequency proportional (or at least related - shape etc modified to correct linearity, range/span, register etc) to the players hand
capacitance..

On a basic theremin, one would have a constant frequency variable oscillator "inside" A PLL connected to the antenna, and a voltage variable frequency
'reference' oscillator driven by the (modified) PLL error voltage.. So one ends up with two oscillations that can be heterodyned in the usual way.

Sensitivity is no real issue - I can amplify or attenuate the error CV as much as I want, so having user adjustable sensitivity (as in, a knob to set how
many octaves are available in given 60cm) and likewise, linearity is no real issue - shaping the CV will allow user to adjust linearity to suit them.. I have
played with this idea on some prototypes, but the new "upside down" topology looks like I can make it all a LOT simpler.

Its actually aspiring to be a wee bit more convoluted than the above, because I intend (eventually) to turn the error voltage into a voltage giving
1V/Octave change on the output and other HF oscillators behaving correctly in response to this CV..

But I will start with a simple theremin ;-) - or at least something theremin related - I think I may well leave "real" theremins to others - but the same
circuits could be used in all.. May well just do a single board people can connect to whatever they want..

Fred.

ps .. I realise this is OT, as what I am talking about is all analogue, not digital - But the core AFE oscillator, even though I am not using it at all like you
are, actually looks like quite an elegant way to implement an analogue theremin IF one has a means of correcting sensitivity and linearity..

I would have real problems doing these corrections on the RF side (just as there are real difficulties correcting for linearity and sensitivity on the RF side
of all theremin front-ends) with your oscillator topology - it would mean going back to double resonator stuff..

But, I think the common ground between your approach and my latest escapade, is that with both, the front end performance (in terms of sensitivity and
linearity) is not critical, as these can be corrected from the derived data.

*Re: H11F1 tuning..

Suitable only for oscillators which can tolerate a capacitively coupled resistive load (and resulting loss of Q) at the antenna or a capacitance
dependent frequency determining node, and where resulting (inevitable) variation of amplitude at this node (and if applicable, any related
nodes) is acceptable. Beware that the voltage across the FET never exceeds its rating - I would not allow more than 20V across it, its rated at
30V.

I have used a portion of Dewsters capacitive divider and split the ground-side capacitor into 2 capacitors, (C1 and C4) to reduce the amplitude of the
signal coupling via C5.. Capacitance seen 'by' the antenna is determined by series capacitance of C2-C1-C4 with an aditional series RC (C5-R7||FET) in
parallel with C4 - It is the changing of the value of the R in this RC which facilitates tuning - at a price!

This scheme is probably not suitable for many usual theremin applications - it can be used on theremins with low antenna voltages by having only a
series capacitor to the FET, but the incurred losses (reduction of an already low voltage) makes this an extremely poor option. When in its most
significant operational mode (resistance lower than 50k, where tuning is most effective - or in the case of my circuit where a 47k is in parallel with it,
resistance is limited to 47k- adding a parallel resistor helps to linearise the response of the FET) it effectively dissipates energy, so loading the antenna



resistively (as in, the energy is lost, rather than recovered on the next 1/2 cycle).. this loading of the oscillator affects the amplitude and reduces effective
Q - but for my applications I am often not particularly bothered by that..

 

http://www.fairchildsemi.com/ds/H1/H11F1M.pdf

I have also used reverse-biased opto transistors as varicaps, being controlled by the LED, but they are less predictable - althoug I have had some good
results from dual isolators with their emitters connected together and using the collectors as capacitor terminals.. Unfortunately there is absolutely no data
available for parts used in this way, and therefore no security regarding use of this in a product. If anyone knows of any dual transistor opto isolators
which have base connections to both transistors, please advise me! - These would be a lot more useful!

 

dewster 11/26/2013 4:04:56 AM [366]

"One of the big attractions to your oscillator was its simplicity (before you added the extra inductor, LOL ;-) - As soon as one gets to having two
resonators, I fear rhat things start to get "peculiar""  - FredM

I hear you.  But, compared to the complex parallel tank coupled to a series EQ, a series tank with series inductor (of roughly the same size as the tank
inductor) is (famous last words) relatively benign.  You will of course get a reduction in resonant frequency, but you also get a noticable increase in
sensitivity (and so SNR), a large boost in antenna voltage swing, and another LPF pole between your circuitry and the world.  Outside of the expense of
the extra inductor, I haven't encountered any downsides to adding it (grain of salt).

FredM 11/26/2013 4:16:17 AM [367]

"non-anglosaxon, a non-engineer and a non-digital" - Thierry

LOL ;-)

Dear Thierry -

We are all one!  All our concepts of "difference" are, IMO, delusory .. Even on a scientific level, the differences between even the most dissimilar
humans is so minor as to be below any sensible noise baseline.. Educationally, I think that most of us here have our specialisms, and some of us are
perhaps more lazy than others - but we are far more alike than different! (for one thing, we are all completely insane - we all have an interest in
theremins! ;-)

Please forgive me if my abrasiveness has caused you to feel disliked or whatever - I am just a touchy non-mathematician who can be a bit stupid and
egotistical, and who really cannot afford to lose any more friends.

I know your message was addressed to Dewster - My apology for once again butting in.. However I do feel I need to admit that I regret my
recent "needlessly strong" response to your contributions... And to admit that next time I may well forget this feeling and act grufly again! - There are
some people who dont mean to cause upset or conflict, but somehow always manage to.. I fear that I am one of these people - I get passionate about
nonsense that really doesnt matter at all, and when passionate I am often completely blind to the feelings of others.. Or perhaps sometimes its even worse,
and I actually get some stupid buzz out of trying to put a percieved "rival" down - particularly if I (rightly or wrongly) believe that they have done this to
me.. Stupid and childish, but its a part of me I must own even though I hate it.

Fred.

FredM 11/26/2013 5:05:10 AM [368]

"a series tank with series inductor (of roughly the same size as the tank inductor)" - Dewster

I will give it a try.. But, as I see it, theres a little more to it than that - The tank section will have (particularly with my VCO tuning scheme) a different
varying load capacitance defining its resonance to the antenna resonator, and these two resonators will interact differently - I am particularly worried
about this configuration within a Phase Locked loop, as depending on whether the antenna resonator is being seen as a capacitance or inductance by the
tank, the behaviour of the correction (error) voltage could be wrong (for example,causing an increase in frequency when a decrease is required) and such
a state would run away with no chance of recovering lock.

This is where my worry about "peculiarities" comes in - Some past experiment with linearization by dynamically adjusting the inductance of the antenna
L have been spectacular failures - they work beautifully until something upsets the loop and it gets unstable - the nature of resonance, and the fact that it
is possible to be operating on the 'wrong side' means that, in order to really get a working scheme, one needs to be checking the phase - Something your
digital system does as a natural part of the operation, but its not intrinsic to my analogue stuff.

The analogue scheme which did work was where I had a filter (similar to that on the SC volume detector) generating a voltage proportional to the
variable oscillator frequency, and used this to modify the frequency of the reference oscillator and therebye produce a linearizing function without an
antenna resonator.. But I want a fixed frequency reference so that I can use this for volume! LOL ;-)

I think I spend a lot of time sabotaging my own designs, looking for flaws and creating "problems" just to avoid putting stuff to market - Some irrational
and deeply hidden fear perhaps - I think a counsellor told me this about myself about 30 years ago! - said I was not as afraid of failure as I was of success,
LOL ;-)

Fred.

ps .. There is another reason why I think a single inductor scheme may be better for me - its that the response curve (hand distance - frequency or distance
to error voltage) has no complexity - I can design a voltage shaping circuit in the safe knowledge that regardless of variations in the inductance or
capacitance of the parts fitted, I can DC tune the free-running frequency, and will get a known output deviation function (error voltage curve) - I can trim
this to some predetermined range, and feed this to my EQ shaper - and then take this to a gain/attenuation stage to set required sensitivity before feeding
it to the variable "reference" VCO..

http://www.fairchildsemi.com/ds/H1/H11F1M.pdf


Two inductors adds another variable - the tolerance of the 2nd inductor in combination with the antenna capacitance - if this modifies the response in any
way which varies from build to build, then the shaping circuit will need to cater for this... I think...

Will play with some simulations - but the interaction of 2 resonators is a bu**er to simulate, so will probably only know for sure when I build the circuit -
adding the antenna resonator is easily done on the breadboard.

UPDATE >> Have just run simulation adding another L and moving the antenna C to this, needed to change components at tuning section to maintain
same control range - this increased loading and lowered voltage..

The antenna signal is higher (about 1.5* - would be more after better optimization) and sensitivity is now about 6kHz / pF (as opposed to 3.5kHz/pF).

Frequency analysis (not running the oscillator - driving network with swept sine) shows no real cause for worry - but there is a prominent peak at a few
hundred kHz above the main one at 255kHz (oscillator operating frequency).. the roll-off is no better after this pole than without this 2nd inductor.. so im
not sure about LPF advantages..

No verdict yet - wait for breadboard.. At this time I see no major advantage in the added inductor (in my application) except that I think it could allow the
tuning to be more agressive and compensate for subsequent loss of amplitude, and the greater SNR is always a benefit.

dewster 11/26/2013 3:26:58 PM [369]

Very interesting Fred!

The LPF thing was speculation on my part, evidently not good speculation!

Not sure why I have a hard time thinking this way, but two inductors wired in series are obviously not coupled magnetically, but, like capacitors wired in
parallel not sharing the same fields, they behave as one.  The tiny capacitance hanging off of the center of the two connected coils acts probably more like
a coil tap than anything else (though it is of course resonant).  This is what got me thinking about tankless designs.  Why not tap the coil closer to the
drive to reduce the amplitude and loading of the sense point (rather than knocking it down with a capacitive divider) and have this single tapped EQ coil
do all the resonant work rather than two? 

This arrangement seems to works better if the sense coil is a separate coil rather than a tap, because the drive is then not blasting it directly.  And it is
more sensitive to drive waveform - you pretty much have to feed it a reduced harmonic drive, like a triangle wave or sine wave, so as to keep the sense
waveform smooth.  Some resistive loading of the sense coil seems to help smooth it out as well.  I need to experiment more with sense coil turns and
location (currently looking at multi-level and MASH DAC topologies for the audio output).

Using a fixed frequency to feed all antennas and then tuning the LC to this is quite clean and innovative!  This is pure phase locking, as the design is
already and always will be frequency locked.  I wonder if you could use high speed PCM driving an analog switch in series with the tuning capacitor
rather than the FET?  Kind of a switched capacitor filter thing.

dewster 11/26/2013 6:32:09 PM [370]

Actually, if you use an analog switch instead of the FET, you might be able to make a bang-bang phase detector from an XOR gate, which would make
the switch toggle at twice the clock rate.  Something like this:

The delay RC here is split into two 45 degree networks which may work better.  The resonant tap is split in two to maybe limit immediate feedback from
mucking things up.  I also haven't paid any attention to the XOR logic, it may need inversion on the output or one of the inputs, etc. 

Probably wouldn't work - I think a lot of it depends on how much of a "flywheel" effect you get from the LC resonance.  Being a first order loop I believe
it would have error proportional to the operating point.



FredM 11/27/2013 3:53:55 AM [371]

Thanks Dewster - That bang-bang idea could be better / cheaper.. Take the PD output also to a seperate integrator and derive an error CV.. Really elegant!

Fred.

dewster 11/27/2013 4:26:05 AM [372]

It probably won't work as drawn.  I think at least one integration of the phase error has to happen - in a first order PLL this is the phase / frequency thing
in the VCO, where frequency is the input with phase as the output.  But I think it might work if a real PLL (phase detector + LPF + VCO) was in there
somehow, or if a delay locked loop were somehow employed (a miracle occurs here).

FredM 11/27/2013 5:36:38 AM [373]

 "The LPF thing was speculation on my part, evidently not good speculation!" - Dewster

Please dont make the assumption that what I have seen, or more important perhaps how I have interpreted what I have seen, is correct - I make a lot of
mistakes, and the frequency analysis I ran was far from elegant! Your speculation may still be good.

"It probably won't work as drawn." - Dewster

Yeah - But thats no problem.. The concept is interesting... Also, it should be reasonably simple to simulate and get right.. Once one has it running in the
simulation, it should be easy to alter the antenna capacitance and hone the design for optimal behaviour.. Its not like variable frequency stuff involving
parallel and series resonators, where every simulation takes hours.

The switch will need some thinking about - one beauty of opto isolators is, well, the isolation ;-) .. The signal across the switch will be AC, so standard
4066 or the like will need some fiddling (actually, probably not usable), also, the H11F1 can have up to 30V across it (as in, +30V / -30V, 60V P-P) and
its going to perhaps be a bit tough to get that easily any other simple way - perhaps two fast transistor optos, one for +Ve 1/2 cycles, one for -ve.

I may just stay with the lossy original design though - The switched scheme looks great for the PLL, but the (modified) error signal needs to drive a HF
oscillator which isnt in a loop, so I will need a purely voltage controlled oscillator - and its probably best for both oscillators to be as nearly identical as
possible, so ..

>> But one really nice thing about your idea, Dewster, is that the switching scheme isn subject to component variations the way the H11F1 is - They are
really hugely different part-part in terms of resistance vs photo current - and the LED's do degrade over time which changes the LED current <-> FET
resistance relationship.. For an analogue control scheme requiring the precision for theremin application (which is far more severe than most applications
where one can get away with minor change over time), the H11F1's would probably need a month of continuous heavy "cooking" before they were put
into the boards..

It may just be that a simple varicap tuning scheme would be best - I hate them, but once you get it right they do work reliably.. but it does involve
generating some higher voltages to bias them when they are acting on the kinds of levels present..

Just for anyone not understanding, heres a picture which may make it easier to understand my idea:

The upper section (leave out RF VCO and mixer) could be duplicated and the modified CV taken to a VCA to implement a volume antenna, also running
at MO frequency.. And one can have as many antennas as one wants for whatever one wants to do.. and they wont interfere with each other (or at least



not in any assynchronous way)  - but your hands probably will if the antennas are too close together! ;-) ... This is the problem with an idea like the
above, its easy to get carried away and forget our physical limitations!

Fred.

FredM 11/27/2013 10:07:58 AM [374]

Just to extend this hijack a bit, LOL ;-)

The question of electronic tuning has been a continuous issue - its absurd, but an ideal solution for theremins just hasnt turned up yet (or at least I havent
found it) - No big problem if one is tuning an oscillator with a small tank inductance, where there are all sorts of solutions - but tuning at the antenna side,
where there are high voltages and more critical constraints, has been a bother.. The reactor scheme works well, but its expensive, takes ages, and hasnt
given enough in the way of reliability or repeatability for me to run with it (apart from which, its probably too slow to work in my present design).

Looking at using varicaps, the problem is the required bias voltages in order to have any significance against the large signal voltages --- Now it may well
be that I am re-inventing the wheel - RF design is not something I ever did before I got into these damn theremins.. In fact, I avoided everything
involving inductors and RF like the plague...

I have just found some photovoltaic optos meant for driving MOSFETs, these consist of an array of series photodiodes driven by a LED, and output a
voltage proportional to LED current.. Alas, most, due to their intended application, have fast turn-off circuitry which makes them useless for what I want
to do - but they output about 8.5V @ 15uA for a 10mA LED current..

If I could find some without any shut-down or other circuitry, where I could get an isolated voltage proportional to LED current, use a couple to get say
20V controllable by the LED current, and strap this across a reverse biased diode (varicap) AC coupled to a bridge rectifier, then it could be a great
current controlled tuning capacitor..

Theres loads of frustratingly tempting ideal solutions on view - from MEMS capacitors to capacitors using Ferroelectric dielectrics, with ideal
charactaristics, but trying to find anywhere one can actually get these parts is another story - they seem to all be costom manufactured for mobile phones
or defense, and no-one is selling them :-(

I might actually need to go back to a conventional parallel oscillator just to simplify the tuning .. Thinking about it, my main reason for antenna-side
tuning was to maintain the linearity achieved from the antenna resonator - But as this scheme overcomes that issue completely, perhaps theres no
rationale in sticking with this far more difficult tuning node.

Fred.

dewster 11/27/2013 2:58:39 PM [375]

"I might actually need to go back to a conventional parallel oscillator just to simplify the tuning"  - FredM

One thought: Theremin pitch oscillator operational range is fairly narrow, you might be able to adequately "tune" it by playing with the phase delay (RC)
network rather than the resonant tap capacitance.

The nice thing about series / capless / tankless is there aren't two fixed tunings (tank LC and EQ L | Antenna C) at odds with each other, needing special
care at the factory, and retuning should the environment / antenna geometry change.  The constraint of a fixed frequency at the antenna (which is
admittedly so gorgeous I want to marry it) is dragging you back to onerous EQ network tuning.  If you could relax the fixed antenna frequency
requirement then all the icky tuning issues go away.

FredM 11/27/2013 11:01:34 PM [376]

"The nice thing about series / capless / tankless is there aren't two fixed tunings (tank LC and EQ L | Antenna C) at odds with each other, needing special
care at the factory, and retuning should the environment / antenna geometry change." - Dewster

Oh, I absolutely agree! - Whatever I end up using, I really want it to have a single resonator.. IMO, the dual resonator scheme brings great benefits, but if
one doesnt need the main benefit (linearity improvement) as that is being done elsewhere, then its trouble vs benefit ratio increases .. If I can get the other
main benefit (higher antenna voltage) through other means, then thats the way to go.. (the benefit I cannot get without an antenna inductor is the
'relocation' of the sensitivity to the antenna, away fron the oscillator - but thats no real loss - just requires more care on the layout)

By far the simplest electronic tuning is by varying the DC current through the tank inductor - I have single transistor oscillators with untapped inductor
(the simplest possible configuration) that are stable and would do the job - Increase the supply voltage a bit, and its easy to get about 50V P-P on the
antenna, which is about what I deem as an acceptable minimum... Then there are a number of other tuning schemes using variation of capacitance on
semiconductor parts (through Miller effect etc) which are also simple.

My "upside down" topology really requires a complete re-think of all the usual theremin front-end issues - For example, the issue of sensitivity.. With
conventional theremins, one needs a frequency deviation on the pitch oscillator which equates to the audio span (number of octaves) you require.. The
"upside down" doesnt need this, as the error voltage can be amplified as required... My first thoughts were that going for as big a deviation as possible
(when the oscillator locking was disabled) would produce the greatest SNR, and I am still inclined to think this - But I wonder if this is actually correct..
Would perhaps having less deviation result in more stability, and subsequent amplification of the resulting error CV and the post-processing / filtering of
this (I could have a 500Hz LPF on the CV and still have less than 5ms latency) result in better SNR ?

I am also looking (at least to start with) at a simple low cost version of this theremin - perhaps based on my SkyWave (S/C oscillators) as the only real
problem with this design was the Tank-EQ stuff - If one accepts the poor linearity when no linearization (antenna-side inductor) is fitted, and just has
antenna capacitance in parallel with the tank capacitance, the oscillators behave well and are easy to tune and quite stable - its only when (as with the
EPE-2008 and other variants which tacked an antenna resonator onto this design, which is ,IMHO, unsuitable for antenna equalization) that problems
occur.

But whatever - theres dozens of possible oscillators that could do the job, and be easily tuned - I prefer the idea of series resonant, but this does remove
the easiest tuning option - that of controlling DC current through the inductor.. Also, other electronic control of capacitance through reverse biasing or



miller etc, are difficult / impossible to implement, as the only node one can 'tap' is directly at the (HV) antenna, leaving the main option  a small saturable
reactor in series with the tank inductor - its reasonably easy and not hugely expensive (about £5 total when one includes the needed choking inductors),
but its still an extra £5 (cost) per oscillator (3)  - not easily absorbed in a low cost theremin, fine for mid - high end.. but the H11F1 is cheaper -

Been trying to squeeze too many conflicting things into this design I think  - I wanted a low voltage internal supply (<9V, certainly <12V) to enable
powering from a simple wall-wart or battery without fuss, wanted good antenna voltage, and all the other essential - Perhaps I need to get realistic and go
for + 15V /- 15V supply which makes getting all the other things a lot easier!

Fred. 

"you might be able to adequately "tune" it by playing with the phase delay (RC) network rather than the resonant tap capacitance." - Dewster

I did mess with this earlier, and the simulation showed no change in frequency (which at the time I was pleased about - it only affected amplitude) - but I
will play with it some more..

dewster 11/28/2013 1:16:27 AM [377]

I suppose you could just drive it and look at the phase deviation, with no attempt to tune anything.  That might actually give you some linearity
improvement near the antenna if you placed the resonance peak so that the phase deviation is pooping out there.  The issue that I've seen with this is bad
things happen to the thresholded detection when you grab hold of the antenna, so simple overdrive of a CMOS gate for this function is perhaps out?

Environmentally the pitch and volume antennas might then just need a global adjustment, something you could do by varying the frequency drive to
both.  I suppose this would put the kibosh on multiple Theremins playing closely together, but I wonder if you might get weird slow phase effects doing
that even if all of their references are crystals?

I haven't done anything with the volume side yet (too busy designing the equivalent of a solar powered picture straightener) and am somewhat dreading
the interactive "fun" that is likely in store.

In terms of SNR, this is where I've been for the last year+ and it's no fun.  When I was still in school I could run to one of the communications profs to
solve these kinds of things for me in 5 minutes.  When I lowered the series tank to below 10pF I saw the expected increased sensitivity as well as some
increased instability, and it's hard to know where the happy medium is.

FredM 11/28/2013 1:56:55 AM [378]

"I wonder if you might get weird slow phase effects doing that even if all of their references are crystals?" - Dewster

My plan was to use a PSoC with a 32kHz crystal, it has an in-built PLL which multiplies this up to 48MHz (well, 24MHz, but there is a doubler one can
use).. Divide this down to my required MO Frequency..

There would be a patching arrangement - A 32kHz output socket, and a 32kHz input socket.. The "Master" theremin's (buffered) 32kHz (derived from its
crystal - well, actually derived from dividing the 24MHz down by the same divisor as the PLL has) would be connected to the input socket of the next
theremin - which would use this instead of its local 32kHz crystal, and provide a 32kHz output to the next theremin... (should just add that any theremin
could act as a "master" or a "slave - the only constraint being that one doesnt plug any sync into the input of the "master" )

This way, everything should stay perfectly synchronous..

No real need to use a PSoC - but it has everything to do the job in a 8 pin DIL .. Or I might go for a 28 pin part (only a extra couple of £) and implement a
mixed signal register switching voice, or a pitch to voltage, or whatever.. If I go to a PSoC 3 or 4, I can implement some really fancy phase detectors in
their PLD's ... Here I go again, LOL ;-)

I may, of course, need to implement a seperate analogue PLL if the DPLL in the PSoC doesnt behave well in this application - But my past experiments
indicate that it should be fine..

You are certainly right that individual Xtal oscillators wouldnt work - the frequency deviations could be well into the audio range, not only would you get
'phasing' effects, you'd probably get ghost tones all over the place! ;-) .. This is one area I am a bit concerned about - One would need to adjust the tuning
for theremins recieving the sync signal, as it will be different to the frequency of the MO they are usually tuned to, so the phase voltage will shift by this
error.. This means that my frequency control circuit must have wide enough span to cater for the worst case Xtal variation of other theremins.. I havent
done the sums yet, but I think that if the 32kHz oscillators are carefully trimmed to their 32.768kHz reference, it should be ok (and only minimal re-
tuning, if any, would be needed when slaving them) - .. Absolutely no problems though for any antennas sharing the same MO in the same theremin.

The other method I thought about was having a seperate MO "Transmitter' which radiated a MO at say 4* the theremins MO frequency - This could be
picked up by every theremin in the vicinity - but it doesnt really solve anything, because each theremin would need a transmitter (when playing alone),
and when they share a common transmitter, differences between the frequencies of these transmitters would pose the same problem .. And this scheme
would be a lot more expensive!

Fred.

FredM 11/28/2013 5:00:17 AM [379]

And this is a series resonant oscillator, based on your topology and ideas Dewster, which seems (on simulation) to do everything I need..  ;-)

Many thanks!

Fred.

 The value of C5 determines the antenna sensitivity (kHz/pF) and also the amplitude on the antenna - With it shorted, this amplitude is about 160V p-p,
and sensitivity is about 4.5kHz/pF, with it at 10pF, both of these values are about  halved with given antenna capacitance (2.09kHz/pF) / 80V p-p .
Varying the H11F1 resistor (R7) from 100R to 10k give a frequency change of about 4.1kHz - Increasing this R to >15k causes oscillator instability, so



(hopefully) 10k with 100pF will be a safe maximum.. These values will I expect be determined by the operating frequency, so may need changing if this
is changed.. I havent done any calculations on this, I just played with the values in the sim.

Oh yes - As shown,  Operating frequency ranges from 354.7k to 360.6k (combining the CV tuning and antenna capacitance changing from 11pF to 10pF)
- taken before I added the 42IF106

I would like to increase the CV span, but its one of these things one can sweat over in simulation and then find that the board behaves completely
differently, Simulation is often far more critical than real life.. I will need to increase the span for the 'slave' oscillators - but its not absolutely critical,
because I could use parallel resonant oscillators for the 'slaves' (RF VCO's) as they dont need a high antenna voltage (have no antenna) .. Will probably
do this anyway, as its a lot simpler and cheaper - I can implement any thermal compensation on the CV.

It would be great if anything here is of use for your digital theremin - as ive hogged this page and hijacked your thread ;-).

>> Final update today.. Reducing R6 and R8 to 120R expands the CV  tuning range to >6kHz .. Whatever I do, this seems to be the limit of tuning I can
achieve before I get too close to instability - I have changed the delay topology, put two RC's in, but I come up with a top figure of 6.22k ... Which is
enough if it works in practice!  ... Now I need to study the 'design' of this phase shift / delay network and try to fully understand it ;-) .. the circuit below
with R6 and R8 @ 120R is as good as I can get.

-

dewster 11/28/2013 6:50:28 PM [380]

Fred (I'm spit-balling without a net, there be crazy talk here):

The voltage boost (HV swing) and narrowness of the resonance peak in any series LC circuit is directly proportional to Q.  If you lowered the Q of the
tank (with a fixed damping resistance in parallel with either / both the L or C) you could widen the resonance peak.  Make up for the swing reduction
with more drive current.  Though you would lose some rejection of environmental interferers.

Since you are driving the antenna directly with a fixed frequency, you don't need any kind of feedback other than phase information to tune the tank L or
C.  If you go tankless you can only change the L.  It would be nice if you could change the L linearly, so as to use the error as an output.  I wonder if you
could use high speed PWM to switch in / out a small section of winding in a tankless design?  Or variably saturate the 6300 with another winding?



Something tells me I may be forced down this path due to volume / pitch side interactions, and that it won't be pretty.

FredM 11/28/2013 8:35:29 PM [381]

"Since you are driving the antenna directly with a fixed frequency, you don't need any kind of feedback other than phase information to tune the tank L or
C.  If you go tankless you can only change the L." - Dewster

Hi Dewster,

(I too, am  spit-balling without a net, there be crazy talk here):

I am feeling really slow today, just spent the last 1/2 (0.5 LOL) hour trying to explain fractions / decimals to my 8 year old daughter, and getting confused
- My 9 year old son (who is absolutely brilliant with maths - calculates quite complex sums mentally far quicker than me - and also beats me at chess )
butted in and explained it all to us both, LOL ;-)..

Ok - not really sure I understand what you are saying.. I think you are suggesting not having the oscillator configured as an oscillator, but have it as a
resonator driven with a fixed frequency (MO), and using whatever tuning mechanism to keep this resonator tuned to the MO frequency - as in, as the
resonator frequency tries to change when capacitance changes, the PD pulls it back to MO by retuning it (changing L or C). 

This does look like a sensible direct was to achieve what I want (an error voltage proportional to capacitance).. Often, however, one makes ones choices
based on past expieriences - and I had great difficulty with this approach when I originally tried it on Epsilon (4 fixed frequency antennas).. I now know
that I didnt know what I was doing back then ;-).. But the fear remains! - I switched to using a simple driven resonator and amplitude (AM) detection on
the antenna - a scheme I still use for volume, driving this resonator from the reference oscillator or multiple thereof in a conventional theremin design.

The thing I really like about the oscillator scheme is that this design automatically 'locates' the resonant frequency - it sort of has two control loops, one
being (if tuning wasnt automated) a free running oscillator at the resonant frequency, the other being the PD which tunes the resonator to the MO
frequency - it just "feels" safer and easier to me for an analogue system to operate like this.. I can, however, see that for a digital system, driving the
resonator with a fixed frequency and simply looking at the phase is probably easier... It may well be easier to do this in analogue as well - but having had
the error voltage shoot off in the wrong direction, never to return, because something pushed the PD onto the wrong path, has kind of put me off this
approach.

"It would be nice if you could change the L linearly, so as to use the error as an output.  I wonder if you could use high speed PWM to switch in / out a
small section of winding in a tankless design?  Or variably saturate the 6300 with another winding?"

Those switching ideas are interesting - Really interesting - Not fond of using the 6300 as a saturable reactor though - they are a lot of hassle... Fine in a
parallel topology where one can pass DC through the main winding without having to choke this, but too much hassle in a series config..

But the switching scheme - hmmm... I wonder if the PWM was at the same frequency as the MO (or perhaps twice this, so each 1/2 cycle got the same
treatment)..

In fact, probably dont need to tap the inductor.. just have two series capacitors on the drive side, and switch between these - effectively altering the 'C'
component of the total LC .. Just ran this crudely on the sim, and it looks awesome - adding almost any control range one wants (make the C's too small
and output amplitude is impacted - but I got 10kHz tunability easily with sensible sized caps) * should just emphasise that this was extremely crude
simulation which didnt implement the PWM - I just substituted capacitor values calculated as if I was PWM'ing.

Anyway - no more for tonight.. Ive spent far too much time and have a pile of legal letters I have been avoiding, but if I delay any longer could end up
even deeper in brown sticky stuff!

Fred.

FredM 11/29/2013 5:55:46 AM [382]



ok - cannot stay away from this - the solicitors or going to drag me down no matter what I do, may as well go down in the closest I can get to a "blaze of
glory" LOL ;-)

Not yet fully simulated (need to implement the phase detector and have the oscillator locked, so I can generate a ramp at twice MO frequency, in order to
generate analogue PWM) - But its looking good..

(First tried with C/O switch, but this failed abysmally due to capacitor holding charge from previous 1/2 cycle)

Probably only need CP1, just short CP2.. And could probably move CP1 to a more convienient point on the drive side.. I will probably use a MOSFET
driver for the output - these parts are lovely - fast source / sink, 8 pin, drive enough to fry any small inductor, but the best feature is one can adjust the
output drive voltage to taste from 4.5 to 18V.. Put CP1/ switch directly on the output of this, followed by the drive resistor...

I am thinking of doing linearity control by shaping the PWM ramp.. As in, keeping the whole loop 'closed' and not having a seperate shaping circuit...
The tuning and span would then be simple gain / bias operations on the output from this loop.

(RDISH probably not needed - its just habit to put an R in series when shorting a C - but the 4066 switches own on resistance and the small C size
probably makes this redundant)

dewster 11/30/2013 9:26:24 PM [383]

Interesting Fred.  It occurs to me (because your drawing looks something like this) that even in a tankless design you might be able to vary a largish C a
little bit (via PWM) in series with the L, forming a C-L-C with the L swinging a little on the largish C side and swinging a lot on the antenna C side. 

Drive the largish C through an RC LPF with the cutoff set high enough to not substantially diminish amplitude or range, but low enough to kill a lot of
the higher harmonics. 

Observe the whole thing through a secondary winding, compare it to post RC LPF phase.

A delay locked loop would work if 2x frequency PWM is sufficient (who knows?).

FredM 12/1/2013 5:45:03 AM [384]

" It occurs to me (because your drawing looks something like this) that even in a tankless design you might be able to vary a largish C a little bit (via
PWM) in series with the L, forming a C-L-C with the L swinging a little on the largish C side and swinging a lot on the antenna C side. " - Dewster

I must admit, I am perhaps a little confused over terminology here - "tankless" in particular..  I presume by this you mean that one is driving the antenna
resonator directly from a fixed  frequency and using the phase data to derive capacitance - rather than the antenna resonator being a series resonant "tank"
for an oscillator?

"A delay locked loop would work if 2x frequency PWM is sufficient (who knows?)."

I am "building" the complete simulation at the moment for this frequency/phase locked oscillator, using a 2*f PWM.. Initial simulations of individual bits
look good - the L and antenna C seem to act as a good-enough filter so that the antenna-side signal returned to the gain stage input that no problems occur
- and the antenna waveform is I think free enough of distortion to be acceptable (as in, its not going to radiate loads of harmonics - there is a little bit
more distortion due to switching the drive-side tuning capacitor, but I think its ok.... If I can, I may go up to 4f, but might need to reduce the MO
frequency to do this, particularly if implementing linearization through modification of the PWM ramp shape).

Stay tuned.. ;-)

*I will be creating a new thread to continue on - I am finding it a bother to trace the different links related to your oscillator and this discussion, so will
put these in this new thread.

 http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/29201/possibly-a-new-theremin-topology-and-links-to-related-background

http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/29455.pdf
file:///Forums/T/29201/possibly-a-new-theremin-topology-and-links-to-related-background
file:///Forums/T/29201/possibly-a-new-theremin-topology-and-links-to-related-background


Fred.

 

dewster 12/1/2013 1:37:26 PM [385]

Fred, I'll comment over on your new thread.

FredM 12/5/2013 9:01:40 AM [386]

Hi Dewster

Your answer here:

"Yes.  The DPLL NCO kicks out a wave which is used to drive the series tank L.  The DPLL phase detector compares the phase of this to the output of a
secondary winding on the series tank L, which is 90 degrees delayed at LC resonance.  The DPLL loop filter has a phase error integrator which is
conveniently low pass filtered by the DPLL construct.  It's pretty much crying out to be used in a Theremin.  The whole thing is actually more of delay
locked loop and could perhaps be implemented that way if one could get sufficient long-term error information (NCOs are handy here because they can
be made arbitrarily accurate by simply increasing the bit width)."

causes me to feel incredibly stupid! - Now that I understand, its so bloody obvious (looking back over this thread) that I cannot see how I had entirely the
wrong idea about what you were doing..

Real neat! And I can see how, by using this DPLL method, you can get extremely good resolution, fast tracking, LP filtering - all the things you have
been saying.. My thinking was 'shaped' by analogue PLL operation - I was thinking in terms of actual "reference" frequency being generated in the FPGA
- and thinkin in terms of having to generate this and the resolution problems this could incur... But using an accumulator and simply inc/dec of this to
track the varying frequency/phase... Yeah!

And I can see why you worry a bit about running a volume DPLL simultaneously - it all makes sense! - Fact is, I never understood DPLL's ! - I have only
ever used these really to multiply some constant frequency up to another - and used tools where one simply fed the multiplicand into a box and the DK
did the rest..

Fred.

(I am pondering though, whether you could use phase comparator and accumulator in the same way, but instead of using the accumulator to drive the
DPLL, you used it to drive a PWM or something like that to tune the AFE - that way you may be able [?] to have constant antenna frequency regardless
of antenna size / capacitance, and still retain the advantages of your scheme.... Just pondering though... I dont think I understand the implications of the
accumulator and filtering processes enough to know if this is a BS idea)

 One big problem I can see, which you mentioned before, is the issue of tuning the AFE - getting a high enough resolution from PWM or whatever could
be a problem also.. Hmmm... Your direct method is certainly better - Oh well ;-( .. Was kind of hoping to drag yours into the constant frequency group,
LOL, but it seems the next generation of theremins could still be variable frequency....  ;-)

dewster 12/5/2013 6:34:34 PM [387]

"Now that I understand, its so bloody obvious (looking back over this thread) that I cannot see how I had entirely the wrong idea about what you were
doing.."  - FredM

Not your fault, I never ponied up block diagrams as you have for your ideas.  I keep meaning to do a short paper on where I am now with the digital
Theremin but am swamped with various other things.  (Hive now has 8 stacks and so is somewhat larger (1.8k => 2.4k LEs; 20 => 24 BRAMs) but IMO
is easier to program at the lowest level.  Am finishing up the re-verification and examples boot code, I also need to edit the design paper and update the
simulator to reflect these changes.)

file:///Forums/T/29201/possibly-a-new-theremin-topology-and-links-to-related-background?Page=4


"I am pondering though, whether you could use phase comparator and accumulator in the same way, but instead of using the accumulator to drive the
DPLL, you used it to drive a PWM or something like that to tune the AFE - that way you may be able [?] to have constant antenna frequency regardless
of antenna size / capacitance, and still retain the advantages of your scheme...."

If PWM indeed works for tuning the tank (I haven't even simulated it) then what you are describing should work.  An analog implementation might
(should?) also work.  The two XOR phase comparator inputs would be 1. the fixed frequency driving the tunable tank (post RC if there is one) and 2. the
capacitive divider tap (or additional transformer winding).  LPF this and integrate the error to drive a VCO (standard PLL loop filter), the output of which
would go to another XOR gate or similar to generate PWM based on phase difference.  You might be able to have the the XOR phase detector do double
duty here, I haven't given it sufficient thought.

The DPLL (a PLL could also be used) approach is more direct and doesn't require tank tuning circuitry, but obviously gives a variable frequency at the
antenna.

FredM 12/5/2013 8:38:44 PM [388]

"If PWM indeed works for tuning the tank (I haven't even simulated it) then what you are describing should work. " - Dewster

I dont think it will for a digitally generated PWM -

My crude simulations have had a complete PWM cycle within each 1/2 cycle of the MO (as in PWM frequency is 2*MO) - doing it at MO caused
waveform wierdness and screwed up stability of the loop.

I am simulating generating the PWM by having a shaped ramp (the shape / curve of this ramp is where I plan to impement linearity correction) going to a
comparator, the other input of which is driven from the PD filter (and the PD/Filter is quite unconventional) -

In the past I have found that using analogue comparators, even though their speed is not as high as what one can accurately generate with a PWM
generated digitally, tend to give far better analogue resolution - the comparator output jitters equally about the mean value (due to noise) and this jitter
produces what behaves like a higher resolution PWM output than what one might expect.

With a digital PWM, and a fast (MO*2) PWM output frequency, the clock rate required to get anything usable in terms of resolution is extremely high if
one is to avoid zipper effect I think .. with a MO of 125kHz, and a tuning step resolution of 4096 steps over the playing field (which I think is the lowest
possible acceptable resolution , if one is spanning 3 octaves) one requires a PWM clock of 1024MHz - and thats without any elbow room for antenna
capacitance retuning..

I must admit that on closely calculating what resolution relates to in terms of the PWM in the tuning scheme I devised (based on your original inductor
switching suggestion - which I probably completely misunderstood ;-) I am wondering if this scheme will actually work in practice.. There is no way that
the comparators switching speed will get anywhere close to whats required - and it will all come down to noise and the integration of this, and the effect
of possible cumulative errors.. All stuff where the simulator is likely to give better results than real-life will. 

I am still of the opinion that it will work - but this opinion is based on having similar schemes working well when I never expected them to work at all -
However, those circuits werent switching a tuning capacitance in a HF LC oscillator, and  werent switching so fast - and I am unsure about the 'filtering'
effect (if any) provided by the oscillator LC.

Failure of the above doesnt kill the idea, but the PWM idea is a real neat solution to a lot of things I need to do on the front-end.

 

dewster 12/5/2013 8:56:19 PM [389]

Just some LC series parallel notes:

LC circuits, whether in series or parallel, are pretty much the same, and indeed resonate at the same frequency. 

They differ mainly in how they are stimulated.  Series LC circuits are stimulated by an AC voltage source in series with the L, parallel LC circuits are
stimulated by an AC current source connected to the LC intersection.  In both cases the L "sees" a low impedance path to ground, and the LC intersection
"sees" a high impedance path to ground.  So I think of series stimulation as low impedance, and parallel stimulation as high impedance.

It is easy to see similarities between electrical and physical resonant structures.  For the LC I tend to think of a child's swing.  Small inputs of energy,
applied at the resonant frequency, can cause quite large oscillations over time. 



For the parallel LC the energy input is pretty much the way you push a kid in a swing, by matching the drive to the swing amplitude.  It's clear that the
parallel LC needs high voltage, in-phase drive to reach high voltage swings.  Often the drive is only applied over half (or less) of the amplitude swing,
letting the other end of the swing just freely do it's thing.  In-phase drive and sense is easy to implement, but it means there are potential stall scenarios
for simple oscillators, so we have to control gain rather carefully, and make sure the circuit is self-starting (gets some kind of "kick") at power-up.

For the series LC the energy input is as if the pusher were situated atop the swing set, applying periodic force to the swing near the pivot point.  This is
clearly low impedance drive because we would have to exert quite a bit more force, but over a smaller distance.  Electrically, this smaller distance is
handy because it means we can use low voltage, low impedance stimulus and generate quite high voltages at the other end.  This voltage amplification is
actually directly related to the Q or quality factor of the LC combination.  Not so obvious from the swing example is that the drive input must lead the
swing output by 90 degrees.  This makes sensing difficult with simple circuitry, as we would rather have 0 or 180 phase difference, something that can be
dealt with directly or with a trivial inversion.  On the other hand, the 90 degree difference means we can use all the gain we want between sense and
drive, with square wave drive giving us a constant amplitude swing output (provided Q remains constant), and no stalling scenarios.

Thierry 12/5/2013 9:00:57 PM [390]

Applying PWM for tuning is nothing other than FSK modulation where the modulating frequency is above the modulated frequency. Mr. Fourier and Mr.
Laplace confirm that it will give weird results...

dewster 12/5/2013 9:16:30 PM [391]

"Applying PWM for tuning is nothing other than FSK modulation where the modulating frequency is above the modulated frequency. Mr. Fourier and Mr.
Laplace confirm that it will give weird results..."  - Thierry

The question though is "modulation of what?"  Resonant structures often recirculate large energies, tend to keep resonating once started, and can't quickly
change or stop on a dime.

FredM 12/5/2013 10:01:50 PM [392]

I dont know how to reference what the simulations show against Fourier or Laplace, or do the maths by hand that the simulation is effectively doing,
unseen, for me..

All I know is what I see - and it makes sense at a visual / intuitive level.

If I operate the PWM over a complete cycle (as in, PWM frequency = MO frequency) there are weird results (dont forget, with the PWM high I am
effectively reducing the C in series with the L) - at 50:50, the resulting distortion of the waveform is most extreme (0ne half cycle is operating at the
extreme difference in C to the other 1/2 cycle) - The distortion reduces as the PW increases or decreases from 50% - to me it makes sense.. oh, it does
"control" the frequency - lowest frequency is when the PWM is low, highest when its high)

If I operate the PWM at twice the MO frequency, each 1/2 cycle sees the same agregated (switched) capacitance in series with the L for each 1/2 cycle,
and at the the antenna there is little distortion.

As the C which is being switched (effectively shorted when the PWM is high) is at the drive side, the voltage across it at any time is low - With my latest
simulations I have the drive directly coupled to this switched C, followed by a couple of clamping diodes, followed by a 220R resistor, followed by the
inductor, followed by a capacitor to ground (the antenna) - and it all seems to behave - I can change the frequency by changing the PWM (using a simple
SQW/Pulse SPICE generator component), and distortion is not excessive.

But I havent done extensive examinations, havent run full FFT on the antenna waveforms for any but a few spot checks - I am busy trying to get the loop
to work - I have this running a bit, but have devised a somewhat strange frequency / phase detector and rather special PWM circuit - I was too ambitious,
should have started simple and expanded - but I only ran one extremely crude PLL simulation, never took enough tests, before I made thing complicated -
- If I dont have a breakthrough soon I will need to go back to the earlier PLL simulation and work up from there..

Fred.

* I have needed to adjust the simulation to avoid convergence errors - it only works quite close to setting beyond which I do not trust the results -  just
within believable parameter boundaries, but not with the accuracy that gives me a lot of confidence.

dewster 12/5/2013 10:56:06 PM [393]

More LC notes:



Concentrating now on the series LC, how can we deal with the 90 degree phase lag between the drive and the oscillations?  One way is to use RC lag
elements.  What's great about doing this is we can use a drive source which contains lots of harmonics (like a square wave) and kill most of the
harmonics with the RC construct, because it is a natural first order low pass filter.

At top is a single RC giving almost all of the 90 degree lag we need.  The problem with this circuit is the extreme attenuation the RC imposes, the not-
quite 90 degree lag we get from it, and a fairly touchy frequency dependent attenuation.

At bottom we are using two RC networks in series with a buffer between them.  The attenuation is less here, but still frequency dependent, which could
be an issue for some applications.

Thierry 12/5/2013 11:06:12 PM [394]

In ever case the PWM frequency would have to be synced with the MO frequency, so that there would always be an entire multiple of PWM cycles
during one MO cycle to prevent jitter (shorter and longer periods of the MO).

Going the Fourier, Laplace or any other mathematical way will not bring you much new insight, I just scribbled a few lines with a pencil on the border of
a newspaper, taking the PWMed MO signal by sections as two solutions of the second degree differential equation, alternating with the PWM on-off to
get a rather intuitive first view on what will happen. Theoretically it can work and it will for sure in practice when you take my conclusions of the first
paragraph into account.

The waveforms at the antenna may look weird, but IMHO that doesn't matter for the loop, it will perhaps just require an additional LC or other resonant
filtering before going into heterodyning. The most important seems to me that you feed the phase comparator with a MO signal with a constant 50% duty
cycle which requires the PWM frequency to be an even multiple (2,4,6,...) of the MO frequency.

Dewster mentioned the 90° phase lag of the LC series resonant circuit. Why should it be compensated by RC elements? XOR or quadrature based phase
comparators work best with a 90° phase lag.

dewster 12/5/2013 11:21:08 PM [395]

More LC notes:



How can we sense the series LC resonance without loading it down to much?  We don't want to significantly lower the Q (our I/O voltage amplification
factor) by introducing "rust" into the works, or remove too much energy in the process of observing.  Above are some schemes I've experimented with.

At top is a split inductor (either coupled or not) with a resistive divider.  The split needs to be significantly into the windings so the resonant swing
swamps the drive waveform.  Any capacitive loading of S can be a problem.

Next is a resonant capacitive voltage divider.  The top capacitor should be on the order of the tank capacitance, the bottom capacitance much larger to
give significant voltage division.  This works great but requires a ~center tap or second expensive inductor, and is pretty sensitive but not 100% optimal
due to the capacitive loading.

We're really interested in sensing the current circulating in the LC inductor.  The next circuit does this with a transformer in series with the LC.

Finally, it is possible to combine the sense transformer and the LC inductor by just using a winding on the LC inductor.  The sense winding doesn't need
to be very tightly coupled, in fact light coupling can help unload the sensing.  This in essence is my "tankless" design, where the inductor normally
thought of as the "EQ" inductor is stimulated directly with a non-resonant drive.  It nears the theoretical maximum in terms of sensitivity, but doesn't
attenuate drive harmonics (at the sense point) very well.

FredM 12/5/2013 11:37:24 PM [396]

Thierry:

"The waveforms at the antenna may look weird, but IMHO that doesn't matter for the loop, it will perhaps just require an additional LC or other resonant
filtering before going into heterodyning."

Agreed - I think the distortion wont be a problem in this respect.. But I dont like distorted antenna waveforms from an emission perspective.

(actually, the antenna connected oscillator wont probably  be used for heterodyning, - I intend to take the clean MO frequency into a LC filter and
produce a sine from this to use for heterodyning (its one simple IFT extra, and eliminates all sorts of potential problems ) - the antenna oscillators sole
function is deriving a CV to drive the "mirrored" VFO... The "mirrored" VFO is not in a loop and doesnt need to cater for the large tuning span that the
antenna oscillator potentially must deal with - it only needs to go from MO to MO + or - 16kHz - even 9kHz would give more octaves than could be
sensibly squeezed into 60cm.. Adequate filtering (say 500Hz ) on the CV of this "mirror" VFO should get rid of most (hopefully all) noise and jitter and
whatever that the PLL may throw up..

"The most important seems to me that you feed the phase comparator with a MO signal with a constant 50% duty cycle which requires the PWM
frequency to be an even multiple (2,4,6,...) of the MO frequency."

Yes - keeping the capacitance balance on each 1/2 cycle (2*MO PWM frequency) seems to work even with other than 50:50 duty cycle - If one must stay
with 50:50 then its not a PWM! - But I think what you meant was that the PWM frequency must be equal in both 1/2 cycle - ie, 2, 4, 6 * MO.

Due to what I am trying to do (generate a modifyable 'ramp' waveform at 2*MO or perhaps 4*MO at worst case, in which is "embedded" the adjustable
linearity correction, and feed this ramp to a comparator which produces PWM in response to the PD error voltage applied to its other input) I must use as
low a frequency as possible - so PWM @ 2*MO (or perhaps 4*MO at worst case,).. If this doesnt work, then some other tuning scheme will need to be
employed.. It might be just as simple as driving a couple of Varicaps placed where my switched capacitor is at present (with, of course, the required
decoupling / biasing etc)

Fred

Thierry 12/6/2013 12:14:25 AM [397]



"But I think what you meant was that the PWM frequency must be equal in both 1/2 cycle - ie, 2, 4, 6 * MO." - Fred

Yes. And I found that most distortion and other problems will most probably be caused by the transient currents in the moment when the additional
capacitor is switched on. I concluded that the "pulse" part of the PWM should by symmetric on the time axis around the zero crossings of the MO signal,
so that the additional capacitor is switched "on" when the MO signal has the same voltage as it had when the capacitor was switched "off" which will
greatly reduce the transient loading current. See my scribble below where the grey lines indicate the points of identical MO signal voltage.

dewster 12/6/2013 12:19:38 AM [398]

More LC notes:

Can we somehow exploit the 90 degree drive / sense difference?  Yes, with a PLL that uses an XOR phase detector.  Above shows the resonant capacitive
divider sensing scheme (the one I have most practical experience with) with an XOR phase detector comparing the LC drive and swing.  Following this is
a standard LPF / integrating PLL loop filter.  The XOR PWM is filtered down to roughly DC (little ripple), then given a controlled amount of gain and
integrated by the op amp.  Since the op amp + input is referenced to ground, the PLL will endeavor to maintain 50/50 duty cycle from the XOR input. 
The output of the loop filter feeds a VCO.  Copt may be used to reduce drive harmonics.

My implementations of this use digital versions of the phase detector, loop filter, and VCO, but that's essentially it.  Examining the digital "charge" on the
integrator gives the operating point (frequency).

FredM 12/6/2013 12:48:47 AM [399]

Hi Dewster,

Thats a neat configuration! All thats needs to be added I think is some series R's on the XOR legs, and perhaps a pull-down on one?

I am being completely pedantic here, sorry.. I know its just a concept sketch, and for that its great  - but for the benefit of others who may look at the
schematic above..

In reality, you cannot drive an input to a logic gate as shown - One XOR input is connected to 2 capacitors, with no DC (resistive) path to either +V or 0V
(Gnd). It should also be realised that if the voltage on the XOR input is swinging below GND, it will reverse bias this parts protection diode shorting the -
ve 1/2 cycle to ground, and possibly damaging the part.



Likewise, the other input to the XOR has the potential for exposure to off-limit voltages.

This is the kind of stuff we take for granted, and among ourselves exchange these sort of sketches.. But I can just see it - some hobbyist trying to build it
resulting in some engineer on some forum somewhere wasting hours -

;-)

 

"I concluded that the "pulse" part of the PWM should by symmetric on the time axis around the zero crossings of the MO" - Thierry

Interesting observation Thierry - Thanks. - I will play more with this when I extracate myself from this place for a while ;-) But it certainly looks like
sound thinking... Which is a shame, because its a lot more difficult to implement.**

Fred.

Added:

**Ohhh - Actually, its not! Its easier to implement! I just substitute the MO*2 Ramp for a MO*1 Triangle!!! ;-)

dewster 12/6/2013 3:53:48 AM [400]

"In reality, you cannot drive an input to a logic gate as shown - One XOR input is connected to 2 capacitors, with no DC (resistive) path to either +V or
0V (Gnd). It should also be realised that if the voltage on the XOR input is swinging below GND, it will reverse bias this parts protection diode shorting
the -ve 1/2 cycle to ground, and possibly damaging the part." - FredM

Yes, I should warn anyone not to actually use this, it's more for concept than anything else, though with proper DC bias and protection it could work. 
And particularly without proper loop stability analysis the PLL probably won't function well, if at all.  I have a spreadsheet that can help along these
lines, there are many variables to consider.  For my DPLL I similarly rely on stability analysis, though it is a bit simpler.

"But I can just see it - some hobbyist trying to build it resulting in some engineer on some forum somewhere wasting hours" 

That would be you starring in the latter role! ;-)

FredM 12/6/2013 10:23:03 AM [401]

"t would be you starring in the latter role! ;-)"

Quite possibly - But there are other engineers who do likewise..

The forum which has most impressed me in this regard is the LT-Spice forum - Some of the Engineers there have patience WAY beyond anything I could
muster - Simulation can throw up issues that are difficult to debug, and a poorly designed / drafted schematic thrown into a simulator often results in no
clues about the problem, just a "convergence error".

Hobbyists will present the most impossible circuits and get talked through the required changes, and advised on things like setting initial conditions - the
engineers really love LT-Spice and are passionate about getting people "into it" - And I think it takes this kind of passion to motivate people to actually
"give up" hours of their life with no monetary return.. Some irrational passion (like the passion to educate or the passion to share  your passion ;-) is
required to overcome sanity!

And I never really "contribute" in that forum - not because I dont want to.. At times I feel drawn to, particularly if I feel I could sort the problem out - But
I dont - Simply because I know there are engineers there who are willing to help, have greater knowledge than me if things got complex (particularly
relating to LT Spice itself, as my expierience is far greater in other simulation packages), and have FAR more patience than I have.. I only participate
when I need help. Moderation there is severe and instant - Any troll or time-waster is booted into oblivion before they can blink, and the forum is
efficient and constructive, with new simulation models being created, tested, and added to an extensive library frequently - All the required
documentation and version managment is in place - its an example of how an open collaboration should be run.

Fred.

Update:

The design for the switched capacitor tuning on the drive side is lovely in theory - runs a treat when using Spice primitive switches.. But theres a big
problem I should have seen way back from the waveforms, but just didnt notice...

The problem is that there can be a high voltage across the capacitors when the switch is open - this voltage cannot be clamped as its derived from
coupling through the other capacitor or direct from the inductor, and clamping it attenuates the drive signal..

So (from my simulations, giving a reasonable antenna voltage of 80V P-P) the switch must handle about +/- 20V.. The 4066 or 4053 just aint going to
cope with that ;-)  SSR's and opto's are just not fast enough, so it looks like the only place to implement switched capacitor tuning is at the input, using
capacitive potential divider.. and this also has its problems.

Going to look at some fast isolated MOSFET drive IC's and see if I can find one that doesnt have a load of undervoltage detection circuitry and the like -
these are the only parts I can find with fast enough switching times and isolation - otherwise its going to need to be a redesign of the output stage using
discrete transistors to incorporate the PWM and capacitor switching / voltages etc..

I think I might just give up on this and go back to some other tuning method.

The oscillator still runs and tunes if I clamp the voltages, but a 20kHz frequency (PWM) sweep alters the antenna voltage from about 16V P-P to 80V P-
P .. below 16V the oscillator goes unstable anyway.. Using "unreal" switches the whole thing behaves beautifully with stable 80V P-P on the antenna
over a 20+ kHz range, but I cannot find a supplier of these unobtanium switches ;-)

http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/LTspice/info


I am moving back towards thinking that for MY design a parallel resonant oscillator, perhaps with transformer coupled antenna, is so much easier to
tune that I shouldnt spend much more time on this series resonant oscillator.. Oh, I can see the beauty in this oscillator, and for what you are doing
Dewster, its ideal... But there comes a time when going back to what one knows and has expierience of - even if its imperfect - might be the wisest
option.

FredM 12/8/2013 11:30:44 AM [402]

Dewster,

I came across this Synth site, which has details of various DCO's etc, and code for some PIC implementation.. Thought this may be of interest - not as it
stands, but some ideas may be usefull in the FPGA (?)  I have lost your email address or would have sent it to you direct..

http://www.electricdruid.com/index.php?page=projects.vcdo

Fred.

dewster 12/9/2013 10:11:41 PM [403]

"I came across this Synth site, which has details of various DCO's etc, and code for some PIC implementation.."  - FredM

Quite interesting Fred, thanks!  They're doing 8 bit 128kHz PWM (I think 1st order) with interpolated waveforms.  I wonder if they could have used a
variable PWM sample period based on the fundamental being played?  That would kill any aliasing and might get around the need for interpolation.

FredM 12/10/2013 2:28:28 AM [404]

" I wonder if they could have used a variable PWM sample period based on the fundamental being played?  That would kill any aliasing and might get
around the need for interpolation." - Dewster

Hmmm - that could be a really good idea - Need to do the sums to check what pitch resolution this would give (if one uses a fixed 8 bit PWM for all
audio frequencies, there might be difficulty getting tuning resolution at the top end) but perhaps in a digital system things could be simplified if the PWM
was clocked by a DPLL multiplying the audio frequency by 256...

I suppose it all comes down to the speed of the FPGA or whatever - and with a fast FPGA (>= 200MHz) would be possible - Dont think it would be
possible from the PIC though ;-) .. or one could tie the PWM resulution to what will give a maximum harmonic frequency of 20kHz - this way one could
go down to say 2 bit resolution at say 10kHz, allowing greater audio frequency resolution, and increase the PWM resolution as the audio frequency
decreases..

Or im not thinking straight - too tired - time for bed.......

 

zzzzz ;-)

Duh ! thats what you were talking about wasnt it (?) Did I consciously misread what you said, but subconciously understand it and present it back to you
as if my idea.. ? If so, real sorry - perhaps I should delete this post and look at it tomorrow - oh WTF - I could be in a funny farm tomorrow!

;-)

 

dewster 12/10/2013 4:29:13 AM [405]

"I suppose it all comes down to the speed of the FPGA or whatever - and with a fast FPGA (>= 200MHz) would be possible - Dont think it would be
possible from the PIC though ;-)"  - FredM

Yes, that could very well be.  I should probably do more back-of-the-envelope calcs before coming to even an uninformed a conclusion.  This kind of
thing is probably stressing a PIC out.

Kind of weird how many asthmatic (yet paradoxically somewhat costly) processors there are out there, and how many dedicated individuals there are out
there endeavoring to get around their shortcomings (which are legion).

FredM 12/10/2013 1:33:03 PM [406]

Hi Dewster -

Just been doind some 'back of envelope' calculations -

With the top musical frequency set at C10 (16.75kHz) only the fundamental will be heard, so waveform shape is immaterial - it will after filtering be a
sine.. One octave below that (8.372k) only the 2nd harmonic is below 20kHz, so 2 bit PWM (4 states) should be adequate.. as the frequency drops, I think
an extra bit needs to be added to the PWM resolution per octave drop in fundamental frequency, in order for any audible harmonics embedded in the
waveform  (those below 20kHz) to be replicated, so 12 bits at C0 (16.352Hz) would resolve all harmonics up to 20k.. In reality, this would equate to a
harmonic way up and beyond the range where it would be significant at all - With an 8 bit PWM for a C0, the 16.352Hz fundamental and all harmonics
up to harmonic 256 (4.153kHz) could, I think, be resolved.

So if one had an 8 bit PWM resolution for C0 to C3 (giving 256 harmonic resolution for these - (top harmonic on C3 being 16.6kHz) , then decreased the
PWM resolution by 1 bit for every increase in octave, and one incrporated the fundamental divider and PWM as a single universally controlled entity (as

http://www.electricdruid.com/index.php?page=projects.vcdo


in, give it the frequency you want, and it selects the PWM resolution and frequency divisors) one could get away with a lot slower clock than if one has a
fixed resolution PWM.. With a fixed, say 8 bit PWM, one is generating harmonics (when going above C3) just to throw them away in the filter... And this
thrown away stuff is what requires the faster clocking..

 

     Harmonic #     
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 16.352 32.704 49.056 65.408 81.76 98.112 114.464 130.816 147.168 163.52
1 32.704 65.408 98.112 130.816 163.52 196.224 228.928 261.632 294.336 327.04
2 65.408 130.816 196.224 261.632 327.04 392.448 457.856 523.264 588.672 654.08
3 130.816 261.632 392.448 523.264 654.08 784.896 915.712 1046.528 1177.344 1308.16
4 261.632 523.264 784.896 1046.528 1308.16 1569.792 1831.424 2093.056 2354.688 2616.32
5 523.264 1046.528 1569.792 2093.056 2616.32 3139.584 3662.848 4186.112 4709.376 5232.64
6 1046.528 2093.056 3139.584 4186.112 5232.64 6279.168 7325.696 8372.224 9418.752 10465.28
7 2093.056 4186.112 6279.168 8372.224 10465.28 12558.34 14651.39 16744.45 18837.5 20930.56
8 4186.112 8372.224 12558.34 16744.45 20930.56 25116.67 29302.78 33488.9 37675.01 41861.12
9 8372.224 16744.45 25116.67 33488.9 41861.12 50233.34 58605.57 66977.79 75350.02 83722.24
10 16744.45 33488.9 50233.34 66977.79 83722.24 100466.7 117211.1 133955.6 150700 167444.5
           
           

 Actually - I think there might be some major flaw in my thinking above - because I dont see a way to resolve independent amplitudes of 'embedded'
harmonics with low resolution PWM - All the above gives is the ability to produce PWM sine waves of constant amplitude at the fundamental - and even
this would require adaptive filtering unless one extended the PWM resolution to 12 bits at C0.. This would in effect (in combination with the frequency
divisor) produce a constant HF which could be removed with a fixed filter.. Yeah, Roland had a much better scheme for DCO IMO by combing digital
oscillator with analogue shaping..

dewster 12/10/2013 7:05:26 PM [407]

Since the D/A conversion is via PWM, one could perhaps make the PWM rate some power of 2 times the sample rate, changing this at octave boundaries
so that the PWM rate only varies by an octave overall.  One might hear the switching points though.

dewster 12/10/2013 7:44:44 PM [408]

If you play around with series resonant LC circuits and a scope long enough, you may notice that the square wave voltage "droops" across the drive
resistor at resonance.  This is because the L doesn't immediately draw current, only after a lag of 90 degrees is the full L current drawn.  It goes back to
zero at 180 degrees and then switches polarity for the other half of the cycle.  Early on I thought this might be a good way to sense resonance, but
somewhat abandoned it along the way.  But for purely analog tankless designs it might be just the ticket because it gets you around all the phase shift
issues the series tank has.  The feedback is 180 degrees out of phase which is easily fixed in a non-frequency-dependent way with a simple inverter. 
Gobs of gain can be used which tends to ensure startup, no stalling during use, and relatively constant antenna voltage.  And the sense circuitry can be co-
located with the rest of the oscillator circuitry, some distance from the simple inductor.

The trick then is to differentially sense the voltage across the drive resistor.  Ideally one would employ a high speed opamp to do this, but I've found a
simpler method using CMOS logic.  It works best if high speed logic with good current drive is used, because any transport delay will cause glitching,
and the logic output impedance needs to be quite a bit lower than the drive resistor.

Here is the circuit, which I have developed mainly by just tinkering around on my breadboard:



A logic gate is used to invert the drive (the node pointed to with a square wave), and this is compared to the voltage dropped across the drive resistor (the
node pointed to with the "droopy" square wave) through a resistive summer.  This goes through a capacitor to the virtual ground summing node of a
linearly biased inverter, which forms a high-pass section.  A second high pass network in the feedback path gives us a low pass response (you always get
the inverse function when it is in the feedback path) as well a convenient and necessary biasing of the input about the threshold of the inverter.  So we
have a bandpass filter set to 340kHz on the top end and 212kHz on the low end.  Another way of viewing this is as a lead/lag network, and I actually set
the capacitor values by watching the scope and centering the "droop" point with the antenna in free-space.

Three inverters follow the BPF and serve mainly as a gain block.

The true test with any Theremin oscillator is what the heck happens when you grab the antenna with your hand.  My antenna has a layer of heatshrink on
the outside, but grabbing that with both hands (~80pF) doesn't make the oscillator go squirrely.

The BPF introduces a somewhat frequency dependent element in the response, but it can likely be set to accept a wide variety of fairly standard antennas
without losing too much in the way of sensitivity.  The inductor is a Bourns 6310.  The circuit works fine on a breadboard which has relatively high
interconnect capacitance, on a PWB it may behave differently.  The output is a logic level square wave that can be easily heterodyned with diodes or an
XOR gate or similar.  If using two oscillators in close proximity (e.g. pitch & volume) one should probably somewhat differently size the inductors so
that the operating frequency ranges differ, and each oscillator should use it's own logic IC for good decoupling (there are six inverters in the 7404).

No doubt the above circuit could be improved.  True high speed differential voltage sensing of the drive resistor ends (i.e. current) would be ideal.

Note that this design is "tankless" - that is, there is no separate resonant LC driving an L in series with the antenna as in most Theremins.  What is sensed
is the resonant point of the simple L in series with the antenna+hand capacitance.  Since the LC isn't significantly loaded I believe it likely approaches
maximum sensitivity (in a delta Freq / delta pF sense) and so might be a viable candidate as the analog front end of an otherwise digital Theremin.

I also recommend the drive end (left end in the schematic) of the inductor have a LittelFuse SP721 or similar connected to protect the CMOS from ESD.

[EDIT]Hmm, I'm seeing several hundred ns of jitter (phase noise) viewing the output 1ms from the trigger point.  It looks HF but I don't have a
convenient way to characterize it.  If it is HF it could be filtered with a PLL (either digital or analog) but with an obvious increase in complexity and
cost.  The main reason I left this type of resonance sensing was due to a comparison glitch happening near the crossover point (which was much worse
with 4000 CMOS).

[EDIT]Oops, I accidentally left one inverter out of the loop in the schematic.  I fixed this and added a conceptual block diagram to hopefully make things
clearer.

[EDIT]The phase noise seems perhaps environmental?  When I lay the oscillator down on the bench the noised is quite diminished - due to more bulk
capacitance on the antenna?  I also tried configuring the inverter after the differential / BPF stage as a second BPF but that didn't seem to change the
noise amplitude much, if at all.

dewster 12/11/2013 12:53:40 AM [409]

Ooh, I need a break from the analog world!  :-)

Mainly working on my Hive processor lately, adapting old verification code (it verifies OK) as well as division, square root, log2, exp2.  When a
processor has a one cycle multiplication then division and square root can be performed most efficiently using a binary search rather than the shifting and
adding/subtracting things you find in textbooks.  Also, unlike the shifting algorithms, binary searches "fit" in standard width registers.  Win/win!



In the back of my mind I've also been thinking about the LED tuner.  One thing not taken into account with linear LED PWM techniques is the non-linear
response of the eye.*  I think this makes relative darkness easier to perceive than relative brightness.  Also, if a single LED is lit then it's hard to tell
where it is in the pattern unless the LEDs are physically exposed to view, which is problematic for mounting, and can lower their contrast ratio because
they can't be located behind a colored filter.

So my next approach will be to have all the LEDs a single color, and have them all lit except for a "dark spot" that moves around.  A circular arrangement
makes the most sense obviously because of the repeating nature of octaves.  Here is what I'm thinking:

The shaded LEDs are no different than the others, they represent the C/Am (natural) scales.  The symmetric pattern may be highly useful to players. The
display could be red LEDs beneath a red bezel thus enhancing contrast, and no need for an exponential (or power, the eye is really complicated) LED
response.

I'd be particularly interested in what players think of this idea, but of course welcome all feedback.

* http://www.telescope-optics.net/eye_intensity_response.htm

[EDIT] I'm assuming an increase in pitch should cause clockwise rotation on the display - is this the most natural seeming arrangement?

dewster 12/11/2013 11:20:41 PM [410]

Another tuner layout:

The previous one rotated 30 degrees.  I think I like this one better, the pattern is similarly symmetrical for C & Am.  C is a little buried, but A is right out
there.  I'm thinking the center LED could be used to show how close one is to a semitone, with completely dark = centered on the note.  As above, all the
LEDs would be lit, with darkness showing the active position.

On the right is an octave display.  5 LEDs might be enough here with a looping around for the octaves beyond the nominal 5 octave range.

I wonder if this could be used as a keyboard layout?

FredM 12/12/2013 12:15:18 AM [411]

Hi Dewster,

Cannot get my head 'round your tuner layouts at all ;-) but I think that with layouts like this its often only the inventor who "gets it" at first - as for
keyboards, the first mono synth I built as a kid, I had just discovered binary - so had a one hand binary coded keyboard into an R2R - I thought I was a
genius.. until I tried to play it! - Sequencing binary with my fingers was not as natural as I expected it to be! ;-)

I REALLY like your oscillator design - Your use of an inverter (well, a couple) to implement the equivalent circuit of a differential amp / BPF is really
clever - you may not like analogue, but you are damn good at it! - in fact, your implementation is far simpler than what I would have come up with - I am

http://www.telescope-optics.net/eye_intensity_response.htm


a bit stuck on avoiding things like inverters for analogue stuff, and end up using the 'proper' parts - but for applications like this what you have done is
much nore elegant, simpler, cheaper, and as, if not more efficient - and equally reliable.

I may just try using this oscillator in my PLL scheme - Put the tuning capacitance between the 1k+9k node and the inductor (probably an opto controlled
capacitance in parallel with another C) - getting rid of the frequency dependence is a big + !

Fred.

 

 

 

dewster 12/12/2013 1:39:49 AM [412]

"I REALLY like your oscillator design"  - FredM

Thanks!  It's not entirely ideal, but it seems to work OK on the breadboard. I may play with it a bit more - I wonder if the gain were reduced to just
enough to keep it oscillating, with the last inversion stage given a gain of 1 to be linear, if that would help the phase noise.

If the phase noise isn't an issue (remains to be seen, I can't characterize it) then perhaps it could form the basis of a resurrected TW Theremin?  There
would be no real tuning other than setting the heterodyning frequency for null.  An untrained monkey could do that.

FredM 12/12/2013 8:59:20 AM [413]

"perhaps it could form the basis of a resurrected TW Theremin? " - Dewster

I think it has potential -

The only problem IMO is that there is no antenna equalisation (despite having a big antenna-side inductor) - Fr will be directly determined by C'ant and
this inductor (which is in fact a series tank inductor, not an antenna linearizing resonator)

So one needs (if you are bothered about linearity / playability) to implement this further down-line. 

Of course, the whole issue of linearity has become something of a mine-field - Do we need it ? Did Lev or Bob achieve it with their antenna resonators,
or did they just fit those to waste money and make the theremins look fancy ? And among other things, some theremins are playable without linearizing
coils...

An issue I aint getting involved with anymore ;-) .. I personally dont think TW is structured or moderated in a way that any "TW Technical Project" has
any chance -

Fred.

"There would be no real tuning other than setting the heterodyning frequency for null.  An untrained monkey could do that."

Hmmm .. not so sure about that! ;-) .. Having seen some famous rock musos tuning /  playing a theremin such that pitch increased as distance increased
(ie playing in the wrong-side-of-null field) I think one needs a wrong-side indicator at least, and ideally wrong-side muting ;-)

After all - theremins usually operate in this way, tuning the reference frequency.. If one has an oscillator which is tollerant to a wider variation in antenna
capacitance, and wishes to exploit this, one needs a similarly wide frequency adjustment on the reference oscillator, making this adjustment courser and
possibly more likely to drift.

Sorry to bring it back to my "upside down" topology - but that is possibly one of its big advantages - If one has a PLL error voltage which gives say a 4V
change over normal playing, but can track deviations to produce say a 10V change, then one can have gross background capacitance variation - "nulling"
is simply a matter of adding / subtracting a bias voltage before the modified error voltage is fed to the 'slave' oscillator.

And your series oscillator looks ideal for this, and even phase noise (if its there) probably wont be a problem after the error voltage filter and other
filtering in the CV modifier are in its path.. all I need to finalise is a tuning scheme that the PLL can use to lock this oscillator over a wide variation of
antenna capacitance.

Its back to the (IMO) fundamental flaw in the conventional theremin topology - producing the audio directly from the antenna front-end oscillator... Get
rid of this constraint, move the (analogue) processing and audio generation away from the antenna, and you can optomise both the antenna side and the
audio production independently.

With every digital theremin topology, this is how things happen - But its only done this way with a few analogue theremins (2?), and mostly (if not all
of) those employ other methods to produce the sound and dont use heterodyning.

dewster 12/12/2013 5:52:54 PM [414]

"Of course, the whole issue of linearity has become something of a mine-field - Do we need it ? Did Lev or Bob achieve it with their antenna resonators,
or did they just fit those to waste money and make the theremins look fancy ? And among other things, some theremins are playable without linearizing
coils..." - FredM

I believe there is something to linearization, but I don't think it's worth doing in the pitch oscillator itself due to the factory and ownership tuning
problems it brings with IMO too little benefit.  And, except for sound effects type playing, I don't see Theremin players going near the pitch antenna
much during pieces, so linearization may be largely moot.  I think linearization of the near field is worth pursuing in higher end instruments, but by other
means as you describe (decoupling of functionality).



"An issue I aint getting involved with anymore ;-)"

Sorry to pick that scab!  I think it's still worth doing, but I don't have gobs of spare time to devote to it (yet, paradoxically, I have plenty of time to gab on
TW!). 

It would be neat to use PWM somehow to control the volume, and I think I'd make the pitch knob a 10 turn pot or similar.  I believe the XOR of two
square waves would give a triangle? 

FredM 12/12/2013 8:44:37 PM [415]

" I believe the XOR of two square waves would give a triangle? " - Dewster

Yes - but with a D-Latch and a bit of logic, you can easily produce ramp and other waveforms..

http://www.element14.com/community/thread/18199/l/mixed-signal-waveshaping-and-heterodyning

dewster 12/12/2013 11:04:49 PM [416]

"Yes - but with a D-Latch and a bit of logic, you can easily produce ramp and other waveforms.."  - FredM

Thanks for that Fred!  Schematics, waveforms, and everything!

I wish someone made a $10 CPLD (or equivalent) board, you could pull most of this stuff into it along with reference NCOs, modulators, displays, etc. 
But once you start down that road it's hard to reign in expectations.  Pure analog, or mixed with CMOS, can get fairly complex, but with digital the sky's
the limit.  When the heck is it a "real thing" and not something that could obviously be improved given a bit more logic, ingenuity, and effort?  This, I
think more than anything else, has stymied me with Theremin design.  I wrestle with it every day, searching for a form that feels somehow complete.

FredM 12/13/2013 12:19:57 AM [417]

"I wish someone made a $10 CPLD (or equivalent) board, you could pull most of this stuff into it along with reference NCOs, modulators, displays, etc. "
- Dewster

I really wish one could still get 22V10 PALs in DIL - They were wonderfull for mopping up logic - Even the MACH4 CPLD's are too expensive when
one adds a good quality PLCC socket really - I can get a PSoC 5 for less, and it does ALMOST everything one needs --- But its that damn "ALMOST"
which is the killer -

When it comes to combined logic "mopping" and processor in a chip, you have now converted me to FPGA's - Oh, I havent messed with the processor
stuff yet, but can see that I could - And I can create programmable dividers, PWM's, phase comparators, and any logic based functions far more easily
with the FPGA than any other part I have played with to date - And the clocking speed knocks the sh*t out of anything any PSoC can do...The whole
digital heterodyning / waveshaping stuff in that article can be mopped up in an FPGA (or PSoC 3,4 or 5) - Sadly though, the PSoC-1 doesnt have any D-
Latches, and the ones I have created using the sparce logic available havent worked well - which is a real pain, because these parts are cheap and DIL -
Having to tack a 74HC74 onto it just to get the latch function is a real pain. 

So I can see your reluctance to go analogue any more than you absolutely must - For me, I dont care what I use, if the results are ok - The idea of having
everything done in one main part is tempting on every level - And if you can do that, I think you are onto a winner (or as much as one can be when
talking about theremins ;-) .. But I must face the fact - I am not skilled enough in that particular art - If I had 5 years to play with the FPGA .... But I
dont.. My use of FPGA's will be shameful! - I may use them to do dividers and PD's and waveshapers, and to implement the UI - But I will still need
analogue oscillators and filters etc, simply because there are some things well beyond my ability.

Fred.

dewster 12/14/2013 7:17:35 PM [418]

"When it comes to combined logic "mopping" and processor in a chip, you have now converted me to FPGA's - Oh, I havent messed with the processor
stuff yet, but can see that I could..."  - FredM

I think I'm kind of a freak when it comes to digital stuff.  It all started out rather innocuously with CPLD mop-up, but a couple of years later I spent
months coming to grips with DPLLs in order to wipe a ~$20 part off of our broadband master controller and system timing board.  I also designed a TSI
(time slot interchange) FPGA component to wipe a ~$30 part off of our voice controller board.  Processor design alone has taken a couple years out of
my life, but I'm really only up to it lately, ~15 years now into full-time digital.

"But I will still need analogue oscillators and filters etc, simply because there are some things well beyond my ability."

There is another level or two of abstraction that digital introduces to audio and other analog processes.  I handle it with spreadsheets and the now dead
Quartus simulator.  I'm not sure how others do it, but from what I've seen most people just dabble, even ones that are well paid.  There isn't a lot of real
caring out there in the professional world.  I've worked with some great designers, but also with more hacks than I imagined existed in EE.

A friend of mine used to play every flight sim he could get his hands on.  I stayed away from the modern ones (>WWI) because there was always too
much to learn about the interface, let alone flying jets.  But one day he gave me a quick tour of F15 Strike Eagle III, and I was up and doing missions in
no time.  (The clouds and sky, particularly at sunrise/set, were beautiful in that game.)  Anyway, I'm sure some minor coaching could get anyone up to
speed on the Quartus simulator interface fairly quickly.  I can't say any book or class I've had on VHDL or verilog really helped me in any way though.  I
learned a lot more looking at real code generated by others, and from the multitude of Altera and Xilinx design guides.

dewster 12/14/2013 8:54:04 PM [419]

http://www.element14.com/community/thread/18199/l/mixed-signal-waveshaping-and-heterodyning


Having the tankless analog oscillator on my bench just sitting there waiting to oscillate at a moment's notice encouraged me to test out a sense winding on
the Bourns 50mH choke today.  100 turns of 34 AWG on the drive end with a 4.7k parallel load gives ~6V p-p quadrature sine.  The windings are right
up against the stock end winding, so I think there is a certain amount of capacitive coupling, something a plastic bobbin would probably help ameliorate. 
Loads lower than 4.7k appear to start excessively loading things.  50 turns with the same 4.7k load gives ~2.5V p-p which is in the ballpark of what I'm
looking for.  With so many stock turns on the Bourns inductor, I'm kind of amazed that it only takes 50 or so turns to give a reasonable amplitude sense
signal.

FredM 12/14/2013 11:20:20 PM [420]

" I'm kind of amazed that it only takes 50 or so turns to give a reasonable amplitude sense signal." - Dewster

I have been surprised by exactly the same thing !  I assumed it was some deep misunderstanding I must still have about inductors / coupling etc.. But to
be honest, have been a bit embarrased to ask - so I trawl through what I can find in the hope that I will stumble on the answer (I usually do ;-) and say
OMG! Its obvious! How could I have been so stupid!

You see - I actually have a problem understanding voltages / currents coupled in transformers - its an area I dont have clear visualization in.. Particularly
when the primary is part of a series LC - What is the primary voltage ?

I am inclined to think that the primary voltage is, well, the voltage across the primary ;-) ... With a series LC, this can be quite large (easily 200V P-P) so
say your primary is 250V P-P, 50 turns = 2.5V P-P ratio us 100:1 so one would expect primary to have 5000 turns ..

Looks ok ish ... If it worked like that - But I have rarely found that it works like that in practice. (it all seems to depend on wire thickness, where the
windings are in relation to the core, and stuff like that - number of turns is the main factor, but there seem to be many other factors which completely
screw up any attempt at simple calculation of required turns)

And im not sure the above hypothesis is correct. One thing you could do is measure the inductance of your 50 turns, from this calculate the cores AL
(roughly) and from this deduce the number of turns on the primary (roughly) - This may give an insight to whats going on.

Fred.

 

dewster 12/15/2013 1:43:17 AM [421]

"Looks ok ish..."  FredM

Doh!  Yes, it does seem reasonable now that you put it that way.

Measuring the primary with the secondary open and shorted (51.39mH, 35.67mH) and the secondary with the primary open and shorted (105.6uH,
51.05uH) and finding the coupling:

{[1-(35.67/51.39)]*[1-(51.05/105.6)]}^(1/4) = 0.63

So it is pretty coupled, and it seems so on the bench - I can obviously load the primary by loading the secondary.

The effective turns ratio is the square root of the open circuit inductance ratios:

[51.39/0.1056]^(1/2) = 22

So if the secondary has 50 windings, the primary has 50*22=1100, or 366 per "donut" which I can believe.

And if I'm seeing 2.5V p-p on the sense winding, that means the antenna swing is 2.5*22 = 55V p-p, which I also believe given the rather wimpy 1k drive
resistor current.

FredM 12/15/2013 2:58:46 AM [422]

LOL ;-)

Just shows how comparatively lazy I am on maths - I simply count the turns on my winding, measure its inductance, use an online calculator to get Al,
and use this AL with the same calculator to find the number of turns on the other winding (whos inductance I know, but turns I dont)..

I did do a spreadsheet once, but its usually quicker to find this calculator than to find / run my spreadsheet.

It gives me ball-park figures I can usually work with.

dewster 12/17/2013 5:23:19 PM [423]

I find it odd that a tool that I rely on daily, my calculator, is technically poorer than the ones I've owned in the relatively distant past.  I'm currently using
an HP35s - it's merely OK - I'm seriously jonesing for one of the earlier HPs that are no longer in production.  I previously mentioned the WP34s project
here, which re-purposes an HP30b business calculator via a new software load and some keyboard stickers.  The ARM processor in the HP30b is no
slouch.

You can purchase the whole thing for $75, but it's back-ordered at the moment, I'm an inveterate cheapskate, and I'd rather DIY whenever it makes sense,
so:

I bought a "like new" HP30b off Amazon for ~$20, and the key stickers from the project for $6, but the programming cable is the fly in the ointment. 
After closely examining the WP manual and other on-line resources it is clear that the cable amounts to nothing more than a TTL (3.3V) level RS232

http://powermagnetics.co.uk/calculator
http://commerce.hpcalc.org/34s.php


interface with two push button switches added.  Shopping around I was quite surprised to find a USB to TTL RS232 cable for $4 on Newegg, which even
has the coveted FTDI chipset.  Haven't received any of this yet, will keep you posted on the progress.

---------------

I'm really stoked by the existence, ready availability, and low cost of this USB TTL RS232 converter!  It means I can stick a UART (have some highly
polished verilog to do just this) in my Hive processor and directly communicate with it, upload code, etc.  This, coupled with some cheap serial Flash
(like the 1MB  W25Q80BV at Adafruit for $2) should give me lots of code space to stretch out in.  I'm thinking the boot code could be a simple Flash
loader, and the Flash could have a default "golden" load in a non-erasable space, with a check for a new load with good CRC at boot and some kind of
load mode (user buttons pressed at power-up).

I do wish the FPGA I'm using had more block RAM.  16kB for the main memory is pretty confining.  But it will be hand-coded, and if I can swap code in
and out easily from a larger Flash space then maybe it won't be so bad.

Speaking of Adafruit, the Teensy 3.1 board for $20 looks like a good deal to base a digital Theremin around.  32 bit 48MHz processor, lots of memory
and IO including ADC & DAC.

FredM 12/17/2013 9:48:39 PM [424]

"Speaking of Adafruit, the Teensy 3.1 board for $20 looks like a good deal to base a digital Theremin around.  32 bit 48MHz processor, lots of memory
and IO including ADC & DAC." - Dewster

IMO, at $25, probably one of the the biggest bargains for processor boards right now is the PSoC 4 "Pioneer" kit - http://www.cypress.com/?rID=77780 
It contains two PSoCs, the PSoC 4 with Cortex Arm M0 (32 bit 48MHz) processor, and the PSoC 5 with Cortex Arm M3 (32 bit 62MHz ) processor..

This board is intended for PSoC 4 development, but has a PSoC 5 interfacing it - this PSoC 5 can be independently programmed (JTAG is available
seperately for both processors, so if one has a programmer, you dont need to use the PSoC 5 to access the PSoC 4).

The only down side to this kit is that only 10 of the PSoC 5 ports are available on a header .. But the full set of IO is available from the PSoC 4 in
Arduino (and other) "shield" formats.

In addition to processors, these parts have user configurable "in chip" modules, both digital (PLD type configurable blocks) and analogue configurable
blocks (A/D, D/A, Multipliers,Amplifiers,Comparators,Switched capacitor,Capsense etc) and the PSoC 5 has additional configurable 'sub processors' to
implement digital filters and the like, and an extremely powerful DMA structure to interconnect modules etc.

The PSoC 4 is a bit weak on its UM capability compared to the PSoC 3 and 5, but its their low cost part - However, combined with the power of the
PSoC 5 one has a really exceptional board.. I just wish they'd had the 5 as the main chip with the 4 in a supporting role, or that they had a low cost PSoC
5 kit!

Data on this kit: http://www.cypress.com/?docID=47035 (big .pdf file - not quick!)

Fred.

ps - I am a PSoC consultant, acredited by Cypress Semiconductor - But I get nothing from promoting their parts..(I got this acreditation on the PSoC 1
range after completing training, producing a product using PSoC for a client, and passing an exam and interview - more gruelling than getting a Bsc! .. I
have not gone through the process for the PSoC's 3,4 and 5 - I would fail! ;-)  Quite often I have been a pain to them by being publicly critical ... In this
case however, I think their board is hard, if not impossible, to beat - particularly if you want configurable logic and some analogue functions on-chip, and
a reasonable processor or two. Also, they give away the whole development environment - Configuration editor, compiler, debugger..

 

dewster 12/18/2013 5:24:33 PM [425]

"I just wish they'd had the 5 as the main chip with the 4 in a supporting role, or that they had a low cost PSoC 5 kit!"  - FredM

That does seem a bit upside down, though it appears to be a fantastic value!

Interesting how everything programmable seems to be converging on much the same type of SoC: processor, memory, peripherals, ADC, DAC,
programmable logic.  Mid level and above FPGAs have had hard processors for a while now, and recently they've all jumped over to ARM variants. 
Some of the newer FPGAs have ADC.  The PSoCs are unusual in that they have programmable analog - hard to know how much that might fully catch
on, though it must be a much cleaner and more flexible environment to work in.

FredM 12/19/2013 12:22:06 AM [426]

" The PSoCs are unusual in that they have programmable analog - hard to know how much that might fully catch on, though it must be a much cleaner
and more flexible environment to work in." - Dewster

Not sure about the value of the analogue - there were a load of configurable analogue chips a while ago, but they never caught on. The PSoC 1 analogue
was quite feeble and noisy - IMO, the analogue UM's never met the published spec, and certainly were unusable for higher end audio.. Also, even with
PSoC Designer, getting the configuration right was a nightmare.

These new (3,4,5) parts are much better - the trouble though with all analogue stuff in a chip like these is the supply voltage - there just isnt enough
headroom for many real-world applications - 5V P-P or 3.3V P-P just isnt enough - and thats assuming full rail to rail is available, which in practice its
not... I think having analogue is a big + , but strangely, not such a big + for analogue designers who will still, most likely, want their external analogue
circuits.

I havent played much with the analogue in the new PSoCs, so may eat my words - Certainly the ADCs are fine, and the IDACs seem fine, and the
comparators behave well - I havent used the other analogue UMs yet - but hope to in the next few weeks - want to see how the multipliers behave with
theremin input waveforms ;-) .. Also want to see if I can do some functions like analogue squaring and linearity correction using these..

http://www.adafruit.com/products/1564
http://www.adafruit.com/products/1625
http://www.cypress.com/?rID=77780
http://www.cypress.com/?docID=47035


I think convergence was inevitable - IMO its probably more to do with the need for common "platforms" due to the learning time it takes to master
complex parts - Its great to know that by mastering ARM, I am not stuck with using PSoC but can use what I learn on many other parts with this core..
This was not the case with PSoC 1 where the "MCU" was obscure and almost useless, and I had to spend a lot of time mastering it so I could program at
ASM in order to squeeze anything useful from the processing part of these parts.

For something like the open.theremin though, I think the PSoC could be ideal - the AFE could be constructed using an on-chip amplifier, the mixer
implemented internally with a D-Latch, no external active stuff needed at all.

dewster 1/6/2014 6:36:41 PM [427]

My Hive verilog processor core is up to v04.05.  Tried last night and this morning to update the SVN depository at opencores but couldn't.  Not sure
what's up with opencores (and I know I'm looking a gift horse in the mouth to some degree) but it doesn't seem to be very user friendly: many aspects of
a project are not editable, getting your code on there in the first place and managing it later is a complete nightmare, and they haven't sent out a newsletter
in over 6 months so my project isn't getting the full exposure it might.

Ah well, here is the latest design document:

http://www.mediafire.com/view/x7qci2cv4vyvdei/Hive_Design_2014-01-05.pdf

And the latest verilog if anyone is interested:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/g2nd401hhn4vf90/HIVE_2014-01-02_v04.05.zip

It now has 8 indexed stacks per thread (up from 4), a UART, and a general reshuffling of opcodes.  With 8 stacks the operand fields are now nibble wide
(1 pop bit, 3 stack index bits) which makes everything work out in hex quite a bit better, and with this, the Hive project finally, at long last, feels
somewhat complete to me.  So I'm going to do my level best to not change the design for a while and concentrate on getting the Excel simulator up and
running, and on getting some generic boot code in there to accept uploaded code and stick it in Flash for speedier development.

[EDIT] The programming examples at the end of the design document have been expanded and refined.  I'm particularly proud of the SQRT and EXP2
subroutines.  And binary search division is the bees knees when you have a single cycle multiply at your disposal.

[EDIT2] With some help I finally got the files up at opencores (I was using the wrong SVN path):

http://opencores.org/project,hive

Choking on Tempco!
dewster 1/24/2014 8:48:18 PM [428]

Choking on Tempco!

I somewhat scientifically placed a Bourns 6310 50mH choke with thermocouple taped to the windings and with electrical access wires in an old plastic
first aid kit box, and stuck it in the freezer for a few hours.  Took it out, sat the closed box on my bench, connected the probe and coil to my instruments,
and monitored the inductance while the coil heated up to room temperature.  I'm seeing approximately 740ppm change per degree C, which I think pretty
much knocks it out of the running for my uses.

To put this change in perspective, there was a ~1mH change over the range of -11 to +17 C.  A whopping 2% - and that ain't milk!

I performed the same experiment with one of my hand-wound air-core coils (~6mH) and saw essentially no change in inductance (to 4 decimal places)
over the full temperature range.

So it looks like the plastic display box I was hoping to use is also out, as it isn't large enough to house good sized air core inductors.  I knew this day was
coming.  At least I have my air-cores to fall back on.

http://www.mediafire.com/view/x7qci2cv4vyvdei/Hive_Design_2014-01-05.pdf
http://www.mediafire.com/download/g2nd401hhn4vf90/HIVE_2014-01-02_v04.05.zip
http://opencores.org/project,hive


The 6310 may be good enough for the volume side though?

FredM 1/24/2014 9:48:40 PM [429]

Thanks for that useful plot, Dewster! - Yeah, my ATE was giving wrong readings if yours are correct - I suspected as much!

"The 6310 may be good enough for the volume side though?" - Dewster

*See Edit below..

IMO, its good enough for pitch! IF (and only if) one does dynamic correction for temperature - Its dead easy to have a thermistor or semiconductor
junction temperature sensor outputting a voltage proportional to temperature, and to feed this to a control node on the oscillator / AFE... Doing this
(having a preset) one can not only trim away the inductors error, you can also trim away any other errors (capacitors, adjustable
inductors, semiconductors etc)... Oh, one still gets some error (the tempcos of components can be non linear and the relationships between these and the
temperature sensors output and the control node function can add complexity) but so far I have found that these are insignificant compared to
uncompensated performance.

But without any such dynamic correction, things get much harder - one must rely on matching the tempcos of components so they cancel each other out -
and depend on using same topology oscillators so they drift together (which doesnt compensate for the antenna inductance).

Fred.

*Edit -> .. Just noted that you are using the 6310 (50mH) part .. I have never used these (SRF is way too low for my frequencies anyway) - Never gone
larger than the 6306 (10mH).. and tend to go for series connected lower L inductors if I need more than 5mH - prefer to use two 6304's for 10mH

But I expect the Tempco's will probably be similar.. I doubt that the cores will have different ferrite for larger inductances - But they might have.. I notice
that other manufacturers change their cores as inductance increases, even in the same series (Hammond 1530 series for example - switches from Iron to
Ferrite core at 25mH)

dewster 1/24/2014 10:39:57 PM [430]

Fred: I can imagine doing tempco with a thermistor via analog means might not be too impossible, but how about digitally?  I'd need something that
kicks out ~14 bits or so of temperature information (wild guess, depends I suppose on the C/bit and how much the circuitry needs correcting) so as not to
get audible stepping correction events happening on the pitch side.  The ones I'm seeing available at hobby sites are 12 bit and use a goofy 1 wire
communication protocol.

A large air coil on the pitch side is attractive from other angles: it physically separates the drive side from the sense side thus increasing sensitivity; and it
looks purdy and gives it genuine Theremin gravitas.  Cost isn't much more either.  I think I'd rather start with inherently stable components (if it isn't too
much trouble) and work up from there.

FredM 1/24/2014 11:08:12 PM [431]

Yeah - Some things which are real easy in analogue, are a right royal pain to do digitally! - I give you that..

And as you say - there are advantages to your proposed solution.. The "look factor" is probably even more important with a digital theremin than an
analogue one, as it probably acts to counteract predudice.

I suppose I was thinking more in terms of incorporating thermal correction directly on the AFE without  digital "interference" - As in, a thermal sensor
driving a varicap or something similar..

Fred.

dewster 1/24/2014 11:40:25 PM [432]

I ran across these plastic pipe clamps at the local Home Despot:



They clip onto 48mm OD plastic pipe (plumbing or conduit) nice and tight:

In real life you wouldn't clamp right on top of the windings like above.

The above assembly fits surprisingly well inside of plastic fencing:



Maybe nylon hardware to secure it all.  Or use larger diameter piping with holders built into the end caps.  Still looking for end caps, though I'm not
100% committed to this road yet.

Here is a quick sketch of design I thought of a while ago (2013-08-23):

The pitch coil would be inside the main upright, pitch antenna on top with mic stand mount on bottom.  Out the side is the control section at a 45 degree
rotation, with two volume antennas protruding from the free end.  Maybe make the control section removable for portability, but I'm not sure what
connection might be used for that (strong mechanical joint, 4 electrical conductors).

It needs more of a Jetson's toaster look somehow. ;-)

FredM 1/25/2014 1:03:17 AM [433]



I like the look of that a lot!

An idea for connectors - you could have 4 jack PLUGS protruding out the control unit, with sockets in the antenna unit - if these are stereo jacks
(6.35mm) you get 8 connections + ground..

Ive been looking at similar coupling problems - I want to be able to have my theremin universal LH / RH, and been looking at ways to achieve this
without much added cost or complexity - having sockets on both sides for pitch and volume, and detecting which anrenna - that sort of thing - Your
scheme shown (particularly if you have encoders not pots) could probably do this elegantly, simply by changing which sockets the controller plugged into
in order to get the right angle for either a LH or RH player, (rotate the pitch unit so the sockets faced the less dominant hand, then plug the controller /
volume unit in) the orientation could be determined and the display / encoders configured for this orientation..

No need for a toaster look IMO. but a slight risk of a parking meter look.. But who cares? The E-Pro fetches a good price despite being branded an Ikea
reject! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 1/25/2014 6:04:31 PM [434]

"Ive been looking at similar coupling problems - I want to be able to have my theremin universal LH / RH, and been looking at ways to achieve this
without much added cost or complexity - having sockets on both sides for pitch and volume, and detecting which anrenna - that sort of thing - Your
scheme shown (particularly if you have encoders not pots) could probably do this elegantly, simply by changing which sockets the controller plugged into
in order to get the right angle for either a LH or RH player, (rotate the pitch unit so the sockets faced the less dominant hand, then plug the controller /
volume unit in) the orientation could be determined and the display / encoders configured for this orientation.."  - FredM

Interesting.  If the connectors were arranged in a square there would be 4 possible ways to plug it in, two of them invalid.  I don't think 1/4" connectors
are beefy enough to do this though (the square plastic tubing weighs 1.65 kg/m)?  I do plan on using rotary encoders (two should give a lot of input
possibilities - select thing to change w/ the first, change its value with the second) but the 7 segment displays I'd like to use have decimals across the
bottom only.

I'd really like the pitch coil to be physically separated from the heat and noise of the electronics, which this design addresses pretty well.  The antenna
end of the pitch coil is sensitive to proximity, so placing it vertically under the pitch antenna makes the most sense.  I think one can likely use a shorter
pitch antenna this way (not that that matters much).

The vertical and horizontal tubes could be made the identical lengths, somewhere around 300 - 350mm (12" - 14").  Would look something like
Theremins later designs (his "Enron" big U shape).  The actual inductance of the pitch coil isn't critical.

Here are some PA equipment corners that fit the square plastic tubing like a glove:

They're Penn Elcom C1567, got 8 off eBay for $4. 

To Heterodyne, or not to Heterodyne?



dewster 1/26/2014 9:01:02 PM [435]

To Heterodyne, or not to Heterodyne?

I'm kinda dense when it comes to many things I had entire classes on in college.  Like SNR (signal to noise ratio) and the like.  It's really been holding be
back in my digital Theremin design.

It does seem that there is a resolution advantage to doing heterodyning, and I suppose it's obvious due to the huge pitch change a regular analog Theremin
gives you for a fairly small change in capacitance.  This increase in resolution is particularly helpful if you can't sample the period very quickly, but it is
also useful if sampling at, say, 100MHz.

Say we have an LC oscillator that runs nominally at 100kHz, we're sampling it at 100MHz, and we want pitch numbers at a 1kHz rate (for
responsiveness).  Say also that the bulk antenna capacitance is 5pF, with a 1pF delta when the hand is near the antenna.  If you work the LC resonance
backwards for 100kHz & 5pF you get L=506.603mH.  With this L and 6pF you get 91.287kHz (when the hand is near).  Granted this L is pretty big, but
stay with me.

Without heterodyning: we can divide the 100kHz down to 1kHz (1/100), then sample this with our 100MHz clock, which gives a period count of
100MHz/1kHz = 100,000.  91.287kHz through the same divider gives a period count of 100MHz/0.91287kHz=109,544.  The difference is obviously
9544.  Log2 of this is 13.2, which means we get 13.2 bits of pitch information for the entire pitch range.

With heterodyning: say we use a fixed 90kHz beat frequency.  100kHz-90kHz=10kHz, and 91.287kHz-90kHz=1.287kHz.  Sampling both of these
directly with our 100MHz clock, we get 100MHz/10kHz=10,000; and 100MHz/1.287kHz=77,700.  The difference is obviously 67,700.  Log2 of this is
16.05, which means we get 16 bits of pitch information for the entire pitch range.  An increase of ~3 bits, or 18dB, or a factor of 8.

So there seems to be a clear resolution advantage to heterodyning when the operating frequency is significantly above the pitch number rate (e.g. here we
have 100kHz >> 1kHz).   If we could easily use huge inductors I believe this advantage would largely disappear.

Other than the simplicity, one nice thing about not heterodyning is that most of the value change happens near the antenna, giving higher resolution
where one is more likely to hear stepping and such in the associated higher pitch, with less change in the far field bass region where one is less likely to
hear pitch stepping.  (EDIT: I think this is true regardless of whether one heterodynes or not.)  And if there is a sensitivity adjustment available to the
user, he/she is most likely to dial it down to something reasonable and easy to play like a 3 octave total range, which will effectively increase the
resolution.  But if there is a pitch offset adjustment available to the user and he/she jacks the far field up quite a bit, the wider steps may become audible. 
One could run the pitch number through a auto-variable cutoff LPF, so that the far field resolution would be increased at the expense of response time,
but leave the near field response essentially unchanged.  Kind of a poor man's adaptive filter.

One thing that's weird about heterodyning to get a pitch number in this manner is that you will likely end up with a null point very near the antenna.
(EDIT: this isn't necessarily the case.)  This can be dealt with I suppose by simply limiting the maximum period.  One thing that's good about
heterodyning is the period increases with decreased hand distance, forming a natural pitch number.

I'm still investigating heterodyning.  In particular, I'm wondering if it is feasible to do it digitally inside the FPGA and still experience this resolution
gain.  Also, significant noise may (or may not) reduce the resolution advantage.

I will also say that after doing the above mental exercise, it is quite clear to me that a simple divider followed by a period measurer behaves just like an
analog integrate and dump circuit (which is often an ideal receiver).

FredM 1/26/2014 10:03:57 PM [436]

"I'm still investigating heterodyning.  In particular, I'm wondering if it is feasible to do it digitally inside the FPGA and still experience this resolution
gain. " - Dewster

Still chewing on the other issues above - But this one has me puzzled - Whats the problem or difficulty with digital heterodyning? All you do is take one
oscillator to the CK of a D latch, and the other oscillator to the D input of this same latch.. The output is a square wave at the difference frequency of the
to input oscillators.

If you dont have 2 "actual" oscillators, but one or even both of them are in a numeric form, then the number/s can be fed to a divider and produce a real
clock ("oscillator") to drive the D latch input/s..

You also have huge versatility if you process each oscillator prior to "heterodyning" by rhe same function - For example, multiply or divide the frequency
of both independently  with a PLL or divider each, by a common multiplicand or divisor, and after heterodyning the difference frequency will have been
multiplied/divided by this same multiplicand/divisor..

I believe this idea is at the core of the E-Pro register switching - I have used it mainly to multiply the difference prior to doing pitch to voltage
conversion, as it allows latency to be reduced by the same factor as the multiplicand - I multiply by 10, so a 10Hz audio (100ms latency if resolving the
voltage in one cycle)  becomes 100Hz (10ms latency) when fed to the converter.. This allows tracking to go down to my limit (16Hz) with less than 7ms
latency,and latency is always only about 100us more than 1/10th of the period of the audio waveform. 

Added -> Thinking about the above, could it be a good hybrid way of getting the numbers? Do the multiplication and heterodyning in the FPGA, use the
multiplied difference to drive the period to voltage logic inside the FPGA, take the pulses from this logic (used to discharge the external analogue linear
period integrator and drive the analogue SAH) then feed the period voltage back to a FPGA based ADC? - One of my main interests in FPGA is to mop
up all the logic - the divisors for the PLLs and the discharge / SAH sequencing required for voltage output and my OKE.. And to put all the mixed signal
waveshaping stuff in it.. Quite funny really, I have a problem finding sufficient things to put in it to justify it being there! ;-) .. The real pain is that its so
big! - I wish I could have a load of smaller PLD's so I could have one in the basic build, and others in add-ons, but having one big one almost forces me
to include everything in the basic build.. but at about £8+ for a 22V10 vs £12 for a Cyclone 2, (not to mention having to use DOS PALASM or ABEL for
the 22V10, and programming / debugging headaches)..

Although I have never tried the following (PLD's and Processors I have used in the past werent nearly fast enough) I suspect that it might be possible to
do a massive PLL multiplication on the input frequencies to obtain an absurdly fast difference frequency one could count for some fixed period (say 3ms)
and derive a numerical value from this - its one of the things I was intending to look at with my new FPGA DK... But I havent even done back-of-
envelope sums on it yet... Even with the speed of FPGA's I think they will probably be too slow for this scheme to produce sufficient resolution.

Fred.



 

FredM 1/26/2014 11:01:47 PM [437]

Question: Pals / Gals

Dewster, I was wondering if you have come across or ever used these TIB PAL's :

http://uk.farnell.com/gals-pals

The price is really low - But I am not able to find any useful data or software / development stuff for them.

If you know anywhere I can get low cost (or free) software or have any information, I would be most grateful.. I am particularly interested in the 77p R4
part, (http://uk.farnell.com/texas-instruments/tibpal16r4-25cn/pal-circuit-impact-hi-perf-20dip/dp/1652253) as it has everything I need to implement my
full basic mixed signal voicing on one chip.. But none of the software I have has anything like this part in its device list.

Fred.

dewster 1/27/2014 3:18:28 PM [438]

Very sorry Fred, I have no direct experience with PALs/GALs.  Cut my teeth on CPLDs.  Have you tried contacting TI?

dewster 1/27/2014 3:52:54 PM [439]

"Whats the problem or difficulty with digital heterodyning? All you do is take one oscillator to the CK of a D latch, and the other oscillator to the D input
of this same latch.. " - FredM

Or, semi-identically: sample one input looking for rising edges, when one is detected capture the sampled data on the other input.  This keeps the logic
operating within a single clock domain.  If one could sample the input at a higher rate, one could examine the NCO accumulator (the source of the rising
edge) to get more accurate phase info.

Intuitively it seems like all of the information is already there before heterodyning, and if you are sampling with 100MHz then that's that.  But
heterodyning seems capable of pulling even more info out, which seems kind of magical, and I suppose that's why it's taken me so long to entertain it.

Here is another way (the way I've used in the past): LPF the DPLL operating point.  We get 100MHz/100kHz=1000 or ~10 bits of resolution at a 100kHz
data rate.  If the LPF is set to 1kHz then we get an improvement of (100kHz/1kHz)^(1/2)=10 or ~3.3 bits of resolution, for a total of 13.3 bits.  But only
part of this is usable obviously because the operating point won't go from 0 to max in the playing range, which drives the resolution back down.

The output is a square wave at the difference frequency of the to input oscillators." 

I'm going to have to try this in an FPGA.

"You also have huge versatility if you process each oscillator prior to "heterodyning" by rhe same function - For example, multiply or divide the
frequency of both independently  with a PLL or divider each, by a common multiplicand or divisor, and after heterodyning the difference frequency will
have been multiplied/divided by this same multiplicand/divisor.."

FPGA PLLs tend to not go very low, e.g. for the Cyclone 4 I'm using the minimum input is 5MHz.

I think the DPLL construct I'm using, which is actually a DLL (delay locked loop), can be simplified quite a bit.  The XOR phase detector can likely just
feed an up/down counter (phase error accumulator), which then feeds an NCO (with the usual dithered accumulator to reduce spurs).  No need for an
integrate and dump phase detector or explicit loop filter.  Events can be seen as taking place naturally on the output edges, because the outside world only
"sees" the edges, not the running accumulator value, so the FM introduced by the up/down phase detector triangle is effectively masked.

The dithered square wave then used as LC drive, and is also routed to the heterodyning stage.  The thing I don't like about heterodyning is it needs two
numbers - the DLL initialization point and the heterodyning frequency point - as well as an extra NCO, period counter, etc.  The good thing is it seems to
dramatically increase resolution, so passive antenna shielding might be an option.

FredM 1/28/2014 11:51:37 PM [440]

" The antenna end of the pitch coil is sensitive to proximity, so placing it vertically under the pitch antenna makes the most sense.  I think one can likely
use a shorter pitch antenna this way (not that that matters much)." - Dewster

Yeah, I like vertical mounted coils for the same reason...

And now an idea which should probably be in the "crazy ideas" thread..

How would a combined coil / antenna behave? (I honestly have absolutely no idea..) .. Lets assume that one needs a 10mH inductor, but used an 9mH
inductor, and connected this to a coil wound oner the length of the antenna which had a total inductance of 2mH..

The 10mH point would be somewhere near the centre of the antenna, but the antenna coil could be wound in a way that placed it exactly in the centre -
the whole antenna coil would be "seeing" background and player capacitance...

I suppose I am thinking more about this in the usual series LC EQ scheme - would Y axis hand movement shift the resonant point (I think it would) but
also, would the combined effect possibly improve linearity?

I know this looks like an idea from somewhere else ;-) but its entirely different - one is actually using the antenna coil as a sort of infinitely tapped
capacitively coupled inductor...

http://uk.farnell.com/gals-pals
http://uk.farnell.com/texas-instruments/tibpal16r4-25cn/pal-circuit-impact-hi-perf-20dip/dp/1652253


?

Fred.

Hive Excel Simulation
dewster 1/28/2014 11:58:52 PM [441]

Hive Excel Simulation

I started this over three months ago, worked on it pretty intensely for over a month, then sporadically until today.  Only lately has it started to pay off:

http://www.mediafire.com/view/bnh9io5tvdjwct7/HIVE_SIM_2014-01-28.xls

It's a simulation of a single thread in Hive (there are 8 threads and they are all identical, with 8 independent stacks and one interrupt each, and with equal
access to the same memory space).  I haven't exhaustively tested it, but it runs my division/mod, square root, log2, and exp2 subroutines fine.  It even
helped me discover a pop typo in one of them (which generated a stack fault).  So I'll be using it to develop and test my processor subroutine code as it
gives a fair amount of visibility into what is going on. 

There aren't any options to import or export code yet (I need to get some SPI EEPROM or FLASH on the demo board and get uploading working -
recompiling the entire FPGA to merely change a bit of boot code gets kind of tedious kind of fast).  Not feeling a ton of pressure to do this though, typing
code is is pretty quick, certainly faster than setting toggle switches on an Altair 8800!  And manual code export via text search & replace should be fairly
trivial.

FredM 1/29/2014 12:37:29 AM [442]

Dewster - I am real interested! - But im not going to load up the spread sheet just yet, am having a brain distraction overload!

One of the things I need to finalize soon is how I implement my exponential conversion (for outputting 1V/Octave and my On-Key analysis / emphasis) -
I have a fully analogue system, but this is an area where I think digital may win hands down - certainly from a cost / fiddle factor perspective.. I dont
really need analogue for this function, as it only drives external synths, and OKE only drives amplitude variation.. I will certainly be turning to you for
help / collaboration on this!

I am starting to wonder whether there is any possibility of getting a hybrid modular specification together - a specification that could allow developers to
build compatible modules which could be either heterodyning / analogue or digital or both.. I think perhaps the theremini may be something of a "wake
up call" for us - "We" are taking too long because "we" arent collaborating and are perhaps holding too tightly to our individual narrow perspectives.

It seems to me there are about 5 "public" developers who are active - Only two are actually producing anything (and one of these isnt really "public" and
doesnt disclose his designs) - There are things some people want which others dont, and topologies some people hate that others couldnt give a sh*t
about.. Things like latency and linearity that would make an instrument unacceptable to some, but others wouldnt even notice.. It just seems to me that a
bunch of compatible modules which could be linked together to produce bespoke instruments could be a good deal for everyone -

Even down to the most basic level - drift for example - if one had compatible front-end modules, one could supply a cheap low spec module using simple
ferrite inductor, or one could supply a high-end module with a honking air coil.. Someone may not care about drift but want a wavetable voice with pitch
correction, others may want a good front end with E-Pro like register switching and sounds, caring not how these sounds are produced...

Yeah - the mass market will no doubt opt for the theremini, LOL ;-) But we could, I think, nibble into that market a bit - and share the whole "real
theremin" market.

Its probably an impossible dream - and much as it would be nice to have an "open" project, I think the managment of such a diverse project would sop all
the time of those who are actually capable of producing useful contributions - I would like a "open" project in the sense that everyone could see it, but
"closed" in the sense that only competent persons could participate in it.

"we" could even run an ebay shop where modules / boards / components could be sold - a co-operative type theremin store - There is no point in doing
anything if people of whatever skill level cannot buy it - those capable of DIY could buy kits / modules, but builders could also buy or join the co-op and
sell ready made instruments based on the modules, in the store, adding their markup.. In fact, this could work even if not all modules were compatible..

Im a bit loath to hijack your thread again ;-) .. If this goes anywhere then a shift to a new topic will be needed - please feel free to copy this to a new
thread if you wish - I will then delete this post.

Fred.

dewster 1/29/2014 4:42:54 PM [443]

Fred,

You bring up some interesting points.  Not trying to poo-poo the idea of modular or discourage your thoughts along these lines, but likely 90% of my
design functionality will be inside an FPGA, so a modular approach can't go but so far.  AFE, tuner display, UI controls and display, and some form of
DAC will be off-board though, and I suppose these could be offered to others via PWB layouts.

I think an air core on the pitch side is pretty much mandatory if one goes with digital heterodyning (just started looking into this) so helping someone else
do it with an inferior coil doesn't seem like time all that well spent. 

For me the biggest sticking point at the moment is physical design.  But this seems to be an issue all around for DIY Theremins including the
Open.Theremin.  Having a kit or list of parts is kind of incomplete without the all important enclosure.  Separating the warm electronics from the pitch
coil seems like a good goal.  Sufficiently separating the pitch antenna from the volume antenna seems like another. ;-)

http://www.mediafire.com/view/bnh9io5tvdjwct7/HIVE_SIM_2014-01-28.xls


I think we really are collaborating here, and even if it doesn't produce one design that embodies all of our ideas, whatever multiple offerings may
someday see the light of day will likely employ much of the same set of reasoning at their basis.

Eric

FredM 1/29/2014 10:49:49 PM [444]

"For me the biggest sticking point at the moment is physical design.  But this seems to be an issue all around for DIY Theremins including the
Open.Theremin.  Having a kit or list of parts is kind of incomplete without the all important enclosure. " - Dewster

You are FAR from alone with this "problem" .. But even this is the sort of thing that a co-op store could "enable".. There must be many people with better
skills in this area than folks like you and I who have invested far more of our time and passion into electronics than into crafting enclosures!

It has actually surprised me that noboby has a small cottage industry producing both cheap "boxes" and "high end" boxes for theremin (and synth)
DIY'ers - The mass market enclosures are too small (short on length particularly) for keyboards and theremins.. Also, sloping panel enclosures of any
kind are quite few - particularly long ones, or ones with a flat top!

My thinking is shifting more towards the "co-op online theremin store" than to a online "collaboration" or "project" - Somewhere that sellers and buyers
of theremin bits can go to display their products / parts, can collaborate with other suppliers to put kits together, and where buyers can shop for what they
need or want at any level -  Want an air coil for an RCA? someone here has one for sale or can build one for you  - Want an IFT?, its here - Want an EW
or theremini?, its here - Want a Wavefront style cabinet for your Jaycar theremin? - Someone here can build one for you... Want a complete assembled ant
configured Dewster Digital or FredM Analogue, with warranty ? - Available (on a 3 year lead time LOL ;0)

IMO, its the distribution of cost / risk that makes this idea appealing - We could be building boards and selling them - Someone could be building suitable
cabinets and selling them - I can lay out the money for say 100 boards, but not for 100 baords and cabinets - they can lay out the money for 100 cabinets
but not for these and 100 boards...

Customers could buy our boards and the cabinet, and we (or other builders) could quote for assembled versions based on stuff bought from our store (or
we could have fixed lower price for predefined configurations ).. One order and the customer could have exactly what they want, and all the individual
sellers (of parts or services)involved would get business. 

Each of us is free to price our bit where we want, the market will dictate whether we sell or not - if we price wrongly, someone else will fill the demand if
they believe the marker is is there... And by having a strong focus on a particular product group and having everything in one place, I think such a store
could be self-susteining and profitable if, and only if, its a co-operative.

Fred.

dewster 1/30/2014 7:57:12 PM [445]

Fred, like you I'm thinking the Theremini will likely kill much of demand for low to mid priced Theremins (not that there was exactly tons of demand to
begin with).  I imagine the EW will disappear shortly as well.  I'm not sure who will want to build anything with that nifty seeming $300 item looming in
the wings.  The Theremin needed to be updated so badly that it seems every experimenter under the sun was jumping into the void, now it seems much of
the pressure is off.

Ah, well, there is still a bit of basic research to be done in terms of heterodyning for digital information.  It seems one can either have the null point (1)
out past infinity (to get ~1kHz beat as the minimum with hand far from the antenna) or (2) very close to the antenna (to get ~1kHz beat - and less! - as the
minimum with hand very near the antenna).  (1) means the difference frequency will increase with proximity, (2) means it will decrease.  With (1) the
frequency of the local oscillator is placed above the variable oscillator, and with (2) it is placed below. 

With (1) one might be measuring the beat frequency for the pitch number, with (2) one might instead measure the period.  (2) maybe seems problematic
in terms of issues on the other side of null being very near the antenna, but then again it could also be a convenient way to deal with this normally
asymptotic region.  (2) also seems like it might give better resolution, but I need to simulate this.

Eric

dewster 1/31/2014 3:45:47 PM [446]

"How would a combined coil / antenna behave? (I honestly have absolutely no idea..) .. Lets assume that one needs a 10mH inductor, but used an 9mH
inductor, and connected this to a coil wound oner the length of the antenna which had a total inductance of 2mH..

The 10mH point would be somewhere near the centre of the antenna, but the antenna coil could be wound in a way that placed it exactly in the centre -
the whole antenna coil would be "seeing" background and player capacitance...

I suppose I am thinking more about this in the usual series LC EQ scheme - would Y axis hand movement shift the resonant point (I think it would) but
also, would the combined effect possibly improve linearity?"  - FredM

Sorry, I just saw this on the previous page of this thread!

Air core single layer solenoids have an inductive coupling gradient along their length.  So, as you point out, there is a geometrical thing going on
vertically with capacitance sensing: the top of the coil is clearly more sensitive to environmental capacitance than the middle, which in turn seems to be
more sensitive than the base (the drive end).  Placing the bulk of the inductance in one coil, and then distributing the rest over a helical antenna, is one
way to minimize the vertical influence.  But as to how this behaves in a linearity sense, it seems so complex that (absent something like finite element
analysis) one might be forced to "simulate" it with reality.

As to the thing this resembles, that helix is made of ferrous metal, which is a more complex inductive environment because the conductor has magnetic
properties.  Beats me what the various implications are, I guess I'm currently stymied enough with the simple stuff.

A solid (or hollow) conductive antenna makes a lot of sense from a capacitance perspective as it minimizes the vertical differential, something you might
want if it's stuck right on top of a big air coil, because the top of the big air coil will sense some of the C as well.  Though I think players of large air coil



Theremins likely tolerate the total smallish vertical variation OK.

One might be able to exploit the inductive gradient in a (non-Theremin) instrument that is played by placing a finger on or near various points along the
inductor's length.

Eric

Screen Door Spring Inductance
dewster 2/1/2014 5:46:59 PM [447]

Screen Door Spring Inductance

So I took my trusty LC meter and hooked it up to a screen door spring. 

1. Unstretched I see 32.62 uH.

2. Slightly stretched I see 29.80 uH. 

3. Stretching it some more makes the inductance decrease somewhat more.

FredM 2/1/2014 7:44:47 PM [448]

Yeah - I am looking for much bigger inductances..

Running the numbers on 28uH to 33uH with 10pF capacitance one gets resonances from 8.76MHz to 9.5MHz

To get into the ball park where the frequency is in the right ball park, one needs about 3mH. (for the 900kHz used with that spring)

I am thinking about a conventional series antenna inductance of say 30mH, with a small proportion more wound as the antenna..so that the theoretical
optimum op point would "locate" in the antennas central position.... (say 290k at the bottom end, 270k at the top end IF one was to connect the "antenna"
to these points - but in fact the whole antenna wound inductor is the "antenna".. and had the null frequency at 280kHz

Its just a daft idea - not worth thinking about but perhaps worth a bit more experimenting with "in the flesh"..

Fred.

dewster 2/1/2014 8:38:17 PM [449]

This is preliminary, but interesting:

It uses the coplanar hand capacitance model as input.  450mm long / 10mm diameter antenna, 10pF stray capacitance, 10mH inductor.



"Far Null" is heterodyning with a 1kHz beat at the maximum chart hand distance (fixed oscillator above the variable).

"Near Null" is heterodyning with a 1kHz beat at the minimum chart hand distance (fixed oscillator below the variable).

"Div" is dividing the variable oscillator down to ~1kHz (no heterodyning).

"Direct" is measuring the variable oscillator directly (no heterodyning).

All are followed by a low pass filter set to 1kHz.  All measure the period with a 100MHz clock.

Shown are bits of information per interval, and the hand distance interval here is 60mm.

Not sure how noise affects things, but "Direct" might fare better than it's fairly dismal showing above in the presence of noise.  The Open.Theremin (and
I presume the Theremini?) employs "Far Null".  The Smirnov designs employ "Div".  (I'm also not sure where the method I've been using, DLL + LPF,
fits in this picture.  A form of "Direct" I suppose, but I think there is a lot more information not accounted for / shown due to the fairly high resolution of
the phase error accumulator and NCO.)

Grain of salt, I might be looking at this entirely wrong.

FredM 2/1/2014 9:16:42 PM [450]

Hi Dewster,

That looks facinating, but im not sure I understand whats going on..

You say ""Far Null" is heterodyning with a 1kHz beat at the maximum chart hand distance (fixed oscillator above the variable)." - What I am confused
about is the topology / reference oscillator frequency you used to get these plots.. Was the 10mH part of a "tankless" topology? (I assume this because I
know your dislike for the other topology ;-)

The Open.Theremin would then be (if I remember correctly) conformant to this plot (I dont think it has a seperate tank and antenna resonator) but the
theremini probably wouldnt (I suspect it has the standard EW topology)

The "near null" isnt a scheme I have seen used AFAIK.. This would, as I understand it, be operating in the "wrong side of null" zone, which would lose
even the little "natural" linearity conferred by the distance-capacitance relationship..

The direct and Div modes should correspond closely (if not identically) to a plot of the antenna capacitance, I would think..

Fred.

Oh, just realized - bits / interval puzzles me as well .. What "interval" are we talking about? And are you actually saying that there are 10 bits of
resolution (for example) "within" this interval? ..

oops - just seen "60mm interval" ;-) I was thinking musical intervals - no surprise I was confused! ;-)

dewster 2/1/2014 11:29:37 PM [451]

"What I am confused about is the topology / reference oscillator frequency you used to get these plots.. Was the 10mH part of a "tankless" topology?"  -
FredM 

It could be tankless with 10pF stray.  Or it could be series, or parallel, with 10 mH tank inductor and 10pF tank capacitance and with no EQ L.  I believe
they are all equivalent here.

"Oh, just realized - bits / interval puzzles me as well .. What "interval" are we talking about? And are you actually saying that there are 10 bits of
resolution (for example) "within" this interval? .."

That seems to be the case (in the absence of noise).  I'll think/work on this some more and report back.  I'm anxious to try "Far Null" out in practice to see
how it behaves.  (Can't believe it's been almost a year since I've done any directly related Theremin FPGA work.) 

Eric

FredM 2/1/2014 11:56:43 PM [452]

"I believe they are all equivalent here" - Dewster

Yes, I suppose they would be... So here I am wondering.. The Far-Field mode with 1kHz "bias" gives the best resolution - this is a function of the
heterodyned output being sampled at 100kHz..

The thing which jumps at me from the L and C values you have selected, is the huge frequency change these will cause (compared to a design for
outputting audio) - 10mH + 10pF = 503.29k,  10mH + 11pF = 479.87k .. A massive 23.42kHz / pF, with a normal theremin where the heterodyned
signals (difference) is output as audio, one is looking for perhaps 4kHz/pf (non-linearized) max... The scheme you are proposing could easily occupy a
bandwidth of 50kHz !

Such a wide frequency variation certainly wont suit the series LC linearizing topology. Not a problem if linearization is done in the processing..

But for the theremini, I would be surprised if they have deviated so greatly from the EW front-end... And as I see it, your high resolution is dependent on
the large frequency variation, something the EW topology wouldnt easily allow..

Fred.



ps - did the sums on a calculator and they could be wrong.. But I think you are onto something.. This does look like an extremely promising way to
increase resolution!

An analogy would perhaps be something like this.. Using an LC with fixed drive frequency to obtain a voltage output (like a volume circuit) one wouldnt
use 455kHz into a 680uH with 180pF, and strap the antenna across this - resolution would be low - you'd use a ~10mH direct to the antenna... But, for a
normal audio-outputting theremin, the 680uH + 180pF + antenna gives adequate sensitivity for the pitch side..

" (Can't believe it's been almost a year since I've done any directly related Theremin FPGA work.)"

You know, I know this sort of feeling well! - But look on the bright side - imagine you had finished your theremin a few months ago, and laid out the
money for boards etc.. And were about to launch your product - Then the Mamm bombshell hit... This way, you have a chance to assess everything in the
light of the theremini - The dynamics / market has changed, the prices one can charge has changed - It may well turn out that the delay will serve you.

dewster 2/2/2014 3:15:38 PM [453]

So I stuck the linearization sheet into the resolution spreadsheet and the results are quite interesting:

The above is "Far null" with 15mH tank inductor and 20pF "stray".  100MHz sampling frequency, 1kHz data rate.

By manipulating the tank inductance and stray capacitance I can get a fairly linear pitch response from the model (blue lines above).  This is measuring
the period rather than the frequency.  I can get it to do the familiar "bathtub" sensitivity curve as well with some manipulation.  It seems to tolerate a lot
of stray capacitance, which means passive shielding is perhaps a real option.

Spreadsheet is here: http://www.mediafire.com/view/vimtpm69k75p4kx/Sampling_Methods_2014-02-02.xls

Eric

[EDIT] The top chart title should be "Offset Beat Period vs. Hand Distance" or similar.

[EDIT2] Kudos again to the Open.Theremin project for suggesting both offset heterodyning and period rather than frequency measurement.

dewster 2/6/2014 1:49:36 PM [454]

"But this one has me puzzled - Whats the problem or difficulty with digital heterodyning? All you do is take one oscillator to the CK of a D latch, and the
other oscillator to the D input of this same latch.. The output is a square wave at the difference frequency of the to input oscillators."   - FredM

Heterodyning with a latch might work for musical tone applications, but it seems too limiting for digital informational purposes.  Say you have two
frequencies, F1 and F2.  F1=250kHz, F2=251kHz.  Feed F1 to the CK, F2 to D.  The Q output is |F1-F2|=1kHz, but the output edges can only change on

http://www.mediafire.com/view/vimtpm69k75p4kx/Sampling_Methods_2014-02-02.xls


the rising edge of the input clock (F1).  So the output periods are quantized to 1/250kHz=4us.  You can think of this as phase error as being bounded by
+/-2us, or as phase noise. 

If we are measuring the 1ms period of the heterodyned output, we would only be able to resolve it to 4us.  1ms/4us=250 or ~8 bits.  We can't improve this
via averaging without negatively impacting response time. 

If we having a 100MHz system clock for measuring, then we're throwing out 100MHz/250kHz=400 or over 8 bits of information.

===========

A better approach might be to use multiplication, like XOR, followed by low pass filtering.  This gives a non-quantized |F1-F2| output waveform, but
unfortunately also gives F1+F2.  The issue here is F1+F2 must be way far away from |F1-F2| for simple filtering to give monotonic zero crossings
(required for digital sampling).  One might also use a higher order filter to encourage monotonicity, but since |F1-F2| can have a lot of range, a fixed filter
will give varying amplitude.  This BTW is the method the Open.Theremin uses, XOR followed by an analog 3rd order LPF.  The Open.Theremin seems
to be a mother lode of practicality.

FredM 2/6/2014 3:30:56 PM [455]

"Heterodyning with a latch might work for musical tone applications, but it seems too limiting for digital informational purposes.  " - Dewster

Yeah, your arguments are sound.. I have used this mostly for generating ramp waveforms using XOR and other logic.. I also used ~455kHz, but I think
the waveshaping and the integration of this probably caused any switching error in the composite waveform to be lost.

But I think there might be a simple fix for the problem.. Use two D latches, one clocked by the variable, one by the reference - that way if you sum the
two counts I think you get rid of the errors.. I hadnt done any calculations so never realised how significant the errors were, but had thought of double
counting in this way (mainly because there was a spare D latch! ;-)

Fred.

(I may be wrong on the above - need to run some sims..)

Hmmm ... It does seem like the two latch method only reduces the error by 50% - Yeah.. The XOR is effectively analogue and completely unquantised..
Just wonder if one can take the XOR output into a pulse width discriminator so that one gets a "trigger" when the width is teeny (<100ns ?) and use this,
rather than requiring a LPF and crossing detector.

Nope - the above doesnt work either.. still quantized..

dewster 2/6/2014 10:37:07 PM [456]

"The XOR is effectively analogue and completely unquantised.."  - FredM

True that.  Here's an Excel simulation:

This is two square wave output DFS (digital frequency synthesis) oscillator blocks XORed together with the result digitally low pass filtered.  Master
clock is 100MHz, DFS accumulators are 20 bits wide, with the phase increments set to 300kHz and 330kHz.  The low pass filter is two first order
sections cascaded, and they are identically set to an approximate cutoff of 15kHz.

The output of the first filter section is quite jagged and unusable from a zero crossing perspective.  The output of the second section appears to be smooth
enough (the sim has zero crossing counters and I haven't seen the second misbehave with limited playing around).

Here's the file: http://www.mediafire.com/download/soir7vlwjh6a3jr/heterodyne_study_2014-02-05.xls

livio 2/7/2014 10:40:17 AM [457]

http://www.mediafire.com/download/soir7vlwjh6a3jr/heterodyne_study_2014-02-05.xls


As you are trying to find out the impedance and capacity optimum values, for your digital theremin project. I have some advice about it, which I
hope could be of interest. I would recommend you take a look at our CapSensorHQ schematics,
here: www.theremino.com/en/technical/schematics#capsensor

Important points for maximum stability:

1) Use a low noise and high gain FET (basically the best choice is a BF862)

2) Use as impedance approximately 330uH and a total capacity, sufficient to obtain approximately between 2 and 3 Mhz frequency (over the medium
wave and before the short waves). this band of frequencies is interference-free and using a high frequency allows a better resolution while counting for a
short time (30 ms). To count for a short time is needed to have a fast response (30 Hz)

3) Use as L1 inductance, a TDK SMD, otherwise the temperature stability would be bad.

4) Use an oscillator configured with much capacity between gate and ground, so as to minimize the frequency temperature dependence, caused by the
FET.

5) Do not try to linearize the oscillator in hardware, because this would worsen the other features

6) Linearize in software (or firmware if you want to make an instrument not connected to a PC)

For electronics advices I'm always available here or on Skype : livio_enrico, while for musical topics, please contact Massimo (ortica on this
forum): www.theremino.com/en/contacts/about-us

dewster 2/7/2014 4:58:02 PM [458]

"2) Use as impedance approximately 330uH and a total capacity, sufficient to obtain approximately between 2 and 3 Mhz frequency (over the medium
wave and before the short waves). this band of frequencies is interference-free and using a high frequency allows a better resolution while counting for a
short time (30 ms). To count for a short time is needed to have a fast response (30 Hz)" - livio

It's been my experience that 30ms / 30Hz isn't fast enough response for a Theremin, not sure I'd go below maybe 4ms / 250Hz.  Too much delay gives
sluggish seeming response, and in the extreme might lead to operator induced oscillations.

Humans start detecting audio event anomalies around 1ms or so.  This makes sense because the speed of sound is 340 m/s, or ~1 foot/ms, and we can
echo locate to some degree.

"3) Use as L1 inductance, a TDK SMD, otherwise the temperature stability would be bad." 

What's the part number?  The inductors are often the weakest link in any new Theremin design.

"5) Do not try to linearize the oscillator in hardware, because this would worsen the other features

6) Linearize in software (or firmware if you want to make an instrument not connected to a PC)"

I agree with that.

What do you do your Windows software apps in?  They look very nice!

Update frequency
livio 2/7/2014 6:13:57 PM [459]

Update frequency 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yes, naturally 30 mS is a "minimum" to get good results.  
Normally we use 5 mS and an USB exhange rate of 500 Hz (2 mS) but we have tested (with blind tests)  
that below around 20 mS no one can appreciate differences.

You are right that in audio 1 mS is audible but this is true regarding waveforms and samples, not on frequency changes.

To be sure we add some margin, and say that a 10 mS (about 100 Hz) is good.

Resolution 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
How many oscillations of a 330 KHz are in 10 mS?  Only 3300.

But not all the 330 KHz can be changed with the hand, a reasonable change is about 10%, 33 KHz of variation. 

If we digitalize with a counter, we get a resolution of 33 KHz /100, that means 330 steps only, absolutely not enough to be precise. (10 Hz beats when
playing a 3300 Hz note)

It is better to work with a resolution about then times higher, and this is the reason to use our 3 MHz frequency.

Maybe 600 or 800 KHz could be enough, but unfortunately the 550 KHz to 1600 KHz range is the "Medium Waves" band, and the first following range
really free of interferences, is from 2 MHz to 3 MHz.

About the inductor 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.theremino.com/en/technical/schematics#capsensor
http://www.theremino.com/en/contacts/about-us


We choosed a TDK SMD inductor after testing many inductor of any dimension, also DIY and also the very large inductors suggested from the Theremin
literature. 

The TDK NLV32T-331J-PF (marked 331J on the body) are absolutely better than any other.

Farnell: 1669943 
RS: 548-2895 
Mouser: 810-NLV32T-331J 

About the software 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
All our software is written with Visual Studio 2008 Express - free from Microsoft for any non commercial usage (we are an Open Source and No Profit
organization) 

dewster 2/7/2014 7:02:50 PM [460]

"Normally we use 5 mS and an USB exhange rate of 500 Hz (2 mS) but we have tested (with blind tests)  
that below around 20 mS no one can appreciate differences.

You are right that in audio 1 mS is audible but this is true regarding waveforms and samples, not on frequency changes."  - livio

Hmm.  I guess I disagree.  If you wave your fingertips very quickly side to side near the pitch antenna (making the whole hand flutter from the wrist) you
can tell when the response time is too low by the shallowness of the pitch response.  Also, touching the antenna on a real analog Theremin will provide
an instantaneous and abrupt pitch shift.

"How many oscillations of a 330 KHz are in 10 mS?  Only 3300."

This is what we are currently discussing.  If you heterodyne (analog or digital) and measure the period rather than the frequency, you can dramatically
increase resolution.  Having a high speed clock with which to do that counting helps a lot, and this is where an FPGA really shines in comparison to a
processor.

"Maybe 600 or 800 KHz could be enough, but unfortunately the 550 KHz to 1600 KHz range is the "Medium Waves" band, and the first following range
really free of interferences, is from 2 MHz to 3 MHz."

Very interesting.  There hasn't been enough investigation in this area IMO, as most Theremin builders don't have the luxury of decoupling capacitance
sensing from audio pitch generation.

But, as you know, there is more to sensitivity than simple operating point.  If the antenna is connected to a relatively high capacitance point the sensitivity
will be lowered.

"The TDK NLV32T-331J-PF (marked 331J on the body) are absolutely better than any other."

Thanks!  No temperature data in the datasheet, unfortunately (par for the course).  I'm currently avoiding anything with ferrite for temperature stability
reasons.

Over on the other thread you posted temperature stability simulations for your design.  Where did you get the inductor temperature dependence, or was
this not part of the simulation?

livio 2/7/2014 8:34:51 PM [461]

We are convinced that in the "normal" Theremin playing, 100 Hz is enough. The "quick"  and "abrupt" changes are not part of a normal theremin
performance. Moreover, a little smoothing of that "abrupt" changes, could produce even more musical results. 

--------------- 

Inductor temperature dependance is not part of the proposed simulations.

Our inductors tests where done with two CapSensors side by side, in the same ambient. 
We then logged the data, cyclically altering temperature with a hair dryer. 
We then maintained the best inductor, changing the worst with a different kind. 
This process was repeated several times (for more than six months and with at least 30 different inductors) to select the best one (at least for our Colpitts
oscillators)

It is not only a direct temperature dependance problem. When temperature changes, large inductors tend to accumulate mechanical stress and to release it
periodically, causing glitches. This doesn't happen on little inductors. 

dewster 2/7/2014 9:21:57 PM [462]

"The "quick"  and "abrupt" changes are not part of a normal theremin performance. Moreover, a little smoothing of that "abrupt" changes, could produce
even more musical results."  - livio

I think if the smoothing is at all obvious to the player, then the playing experience deviates from that of a "real" Theremin.  Whether this is desirable from
a musical standpoint is I suppose in the eye of the beholder.

"Inductor temperature dependance is not part of the proposed simulations."

To post simulations here comparing your circuit to the Etherwave, you really should include inductor temperature dependence, as well as drift tracking of
the heterodyning oscillator.



Frequency Sweeping
dewster 2/7/2014 11:26:05 PM [463]

Frequency Sweeping

When designing / building / working with digital Theremins, the pitch may be quantized or "sticky" which can obviously be troublesome because pitch
change on a traditional analog Theremin is generally quite smooth.

One way to check this is with the spectral frequency view in Adobe Audition 3.0:

The above is a portion of the audio track from my YouTube digital Theremin video that I posted over a year (!) ago:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orvBeJnIxCI

At the end of the video (around 0:40) my hand is quite far from the pitch antenna.  I sweep it in to the antenna and pull it away.  This is the broad "lump"
on the left above.  I then do the sweep again, but much more quickly, and this is the second narrow "lump" on the right above.  The pitch change is quite
smooth, with no obvious sticky points or flat spots.

Anyway, if anyone suspects their digital Theremin is acting up in the pitch department but can't quite put their finger on what is going on, this type of
analysis can be quite revealing.

livio 2/8/2014 10:18:41 AM [464]

You are right on everything.

Probably a digital Theremin responds differently from an analog one.

I also apologize for having misunderstood your objections to my simulations, which do not take into account the temperature dependence of the
inductors. I correct my post on the comparison, already. For the other issues, it will take more time, but I will try to reply to everything. Please be patient
with me, English is not my language.

Your graph made with "Audition" is very interesting and really helpful.

As soon as possible we will add this type of visualization to our software "Digital Audio Analyzer" and "Audio Examples": 
www.theremino.com/en/downloads/uncategorized/#daa 
www.theremino.com/en/downloads/multimedia/#audioexamples

dewster 2/8/2014 4:02:02 PM [465]

"Your graph made with "Audition" is very interesting and really helpful."  - livio

Audition is quite nice for recording and analysis.  It started out as shareware (CoolEdit), Adobe bought it and improved it (and of course put a huge price
sticker on it) - then they gutted it like a fish.  Luckily, Adobe released the best version into the wild when they retired a license server:

http://www.techspot.com/downloads/5733-adobe-audition.html

The MD5 of the file located there matches the MD5 of the file I downloaded directly from Adobe, so I'm pretty sure it is clean.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orvBeJnIxCI
http://www.theremino.com/en/downloads/uncategorized/#daa
http://www.theremino.com/en/downloads/multimedia/#audioexamples
http://www.techspot.com/downloads/5733-adobe-audition.html


The spectral frequency, spectral phase, and spectral pan views are quite amazing and quite revealing.  You seem to be doing similar things in your nice
looking software, perhaps it may inspire you further or give you more ideas.  I've also used Audition to generate warble tones for audio work, I've done
some audio restoration with the filters, some audio mixdown, and I use the spectral views extensively for my digital piano reviews over at Piano World.

Thank you for editing your post!  Inductors are exceedingly problematic in so many ways.

Someone like you who has designed EKGs and similar "body electric" medical equipment could add significantly to Theremin development.  Also, have
you taken a look at the Open.Theremin project?  The frequency (period) measurement is performed in a very interesting manner that increases resolution
dramatically.

livio 2/8/2014 7:56:07 PM [466]

Many thanks, 
I have downloaded Audition and tomorrow I will explore it. 

And also thanks about the Open Theremin, 
can you help me to locate schematics and technical informations?

dewster 2/8/2014 8:15:24 PM [467]

"And also thanks about the Open Theremin, can you help me to locate schematics and technical informations?"  - livio

http://www.gaudi.ch/OpenTheremin/

You want the .UNO page.  Schematics, BOM, code, etc. are there.

FredM and I have been discussing some of its features in this thread lately. 

Urs Gaudenz showed up in a thread Jason started here at TW a little while ago. 

livio 2/9/2014 4:41:23 PM [468]

I found the schematics, thank you.

The Open Theremin RC is not digital, we shouldn't take it in consideration.

Regarding the Open Theremin One, I will tell you better tomorrow, after doing some simulations, but it is certainly a rather complicated and slow way to
digitalize...

dewster 2/9/2014 5:22:48 PM [469]

"The Open Theremin RC is not digital, we shouldn't take it in consideration."  - livio

The RC is an old design I believe.

"Regarding the Open Theremin One, I will tell you better tomorrow, after doing some simulations, but it is certainly a rather complicated and slow way
to digitalize..."

FredM and I have been discussing this in this thread lately.  If you go back a page you will see some of my Excel simulations regarding linearity and
period measurement rather than frequency measurement, and digital heterodyning filters.

As you pointed out earlier, a certain amount of digital resolution is necessary for musical purposes.  How this resolution is distributed is also important. 
Heterodyning (not to zero but to maybe 1kHz or higher minimum beat frequency) and then measuring the period gives better resolution in the far field
where the information is getting sparse.  This is what the Open.Theremin.Uno seems to be doing.  This method also allows a fairly slow processor to be
used.

Block Diagram - 2014-02-09 
dewster 2/9/2014 11:12:54 PM [470]

Block Diagram - 2014-02-09 

So this is the direction I'm currently heading in, showing the hardware / software division:

http://www.gaudi.ch/OpenTheremin/
file:///Forums/T/29160?Page=0


Everything has either been implemented in the past, or has been simulated to one degree or another.  Though coding it up and sticking it all together will
be new.  Since the operating point won't be coming from the DPLL loop filter, I have a simpler construct for that waiting in the wings.

"offset" into the period measurement offsets and negates the effect of the period, so higher frequencies (smaller periods) give larger numbers.

livio 2/10/2014 1:09:14 PM [471]

I believe that the digital conversion, should take place as soon as possible and with the minimum amount of components, to maximize reliability,
minimize thermal and electrical instability and reduce costs and environmental impact. And since our micro are not "asthmatic" (funny and appropriate
adjective used by you in a few posts), and that we also have the enormous power of the PC, we can use simple strategies and convert directly into digital,
the same oscillator.

Our simple technique eliminates the second oscillator, the hetherodyning mixer, the low pass filter, the audio signal, the DC amplifiers and the ADC.

For me a true Digital Theremin should't use hetherodyning and audio signal.

--------------------

On this link: www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/29160/tell-us-about-your-experience-with-opentheremin

You posted: "They are heterodyning because the asthmatic Arduino can't handle fast precision timing, nor does it handle audio generation very well." So
why still thinking using heterodyning, low pass filter and ADC?

I can not simulate your circuit, but I'm simulating the Open Theremin. I will tell you in more details later, but I have already identified some serious
limitations:

1) The oscillators using the 4069 are extremely noisy, we used them before moving on to FET and we were never able to achieve a stable useful distance
(over 30cm the noise becomes disproportionate and the note flutters)

2) The heterodyning and the Low Pass filter introduce delays and jitters.

3) Since, after all that transformations, the final measuring is a period, why not simply measuring the oscillator's period, as we do?

The schematic I'm referring to is: "Open Theremin ONE V1.2".

Thierry 2/10/2014 1:36:10 PM [472]

Livio, there is a big mistake in your interpretation. :-)

You should not only look at the schematic but also at the code. The LPF output signals after mixing go NOT through 10bit ADCs, they are used on the
digital inputs D2 and D8 where they trigger timer interrupts. Thus your points 3 to 6 don't play a role.

And I'm actually not yet sure if the fact that these pseudo-analogue signals are used to trigger interrupts on the falling edge only will not (at least partly)
reduce the noise and delay problems which you mentioned in points 1 and 2.

I have everything here to build an open.theremin.uno but my rare free time is actually more than eaten up with Moog Etherwave Theremins waiting for
upgrading or repair in my atelier. Thus it will still take a few time until I can see in practice how it behaves. I had the occasion to play one for a few
minutes two weeks ago and I was surprised how well it was playable (from the player's or musician's point of view only). During the many years of
fiddling around with all kinds of analogue theremins I discovered that there are big discrepancies between theory and practice and I expect the same
when I start exploring partly or fully digital approaches. 

livio 2/10/2014 2:11:58 PM [473]

Thanks for the explanation, I corrected my post already.

file:///Forums/T/29160/tell-us-about-your-experience-with-opentheremin


You're probably right that we should try the hardware instead of the simulations, but I'm already sure that the oscillators with 4069 are too noisy, as we
used them for a long time.

To check this you should try to keep your hand steady at about one meter, to see if the note remains steady without fluttering. I am sure that with the 4069
this is not possible.

Instead our CapSensor can arrive at these distances and far beyond, with great stability (thanks to Colpitts oscillator, the low noise BF862 FET and a very
hard decoupling through low value capacitors, that allow to work with an oscillating circuit with a high Q-Factor). 
Schematics here: www.theremino.com/en/technical/schematics/#capsensor 
And data sheet here: www.theremino.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Slave_CapSensor_Datasheet_ENG.pdf

 

Thierry 2/10/2014 3:13:41 PM [474]

Hi Livio,

it's a sign of very stable technology if you can get stable pitch values at 1m or more from the antenna, but from the classical precision theremin player's
point of view, this might be outside his comfort zone...

BTW: There is a kind of simple mathematical low pass filter in the code of the open.theremin.uno which averages partly consecutive pitch values, using
always pitch=(0.75last_pitch+0.25actual_pitch). This might contribute to the stable feeling which I had when playing the prototype exposed in
Switzerland (I deleted the part of the code which does the null and linearity correction, so that the principle is better visible):

if (TIFR1&(1<<ICF1)){                      // If capture event

    pitch_counter=ICR1;                      // Get Timer-Counter 1 value

    pitch=(pitch_counter-pitch_counter_l);   // Counter change since last interrupt -> pitch value

    pitch_counter_l=pitch_counter;           // Set actual value as new last value

    pitch_v=pitch;                  // Averaging pitch values

    pitch_v=pitch_l+((pitch_v-pitch_l)>>2); 

    pitch_l=pitch_v;    

 

    TIFR1 = (1<<ICF1);                          // Clear pitch capture flag

  }

dewster 2/10/2014 3:29:29 PM [475]

"I believe that the digital conversion, should take place as soon as possible and with the minimum amount of components, to maximize reliability,
minimize thermal and electrical instability and reduce costs and environmental impact." - livio 

I wholeheartedly agree, and try to live by this as well. 

"You posted: "They are heterodyning because the asthmatic Arduino can't handle fast precision timing, nor does it handle audio generation very well." So
why still thinking using heterodyning, low pass filter and ADC?" 

I don't plan on doing this in the analog domain like the Open.Theremin, but in the digital domain within the FPGA.  The FPGA I/O is simply logic level,
not ADC.  The NCO, XOR, and 2nd order LPF are digital constructs inside the FPGA.

"1) The oscillators using the 4069 are extremely noisy, we used them before moving on to FET and we were never able to achieve a stable useful distance
(over 30cm the noise becomes disproportionate and the note flutters)"

I'm using a different oscillator topology than the Open.Theremin.  Half of it uses faster logic with feedback to make it linear, the rest is inside the FPGA. 
I had an earlier version (capacitive feedback rather than inductive) running and it was definitely sufficiently stable (no fluttering).

"2) The heterodyning and the Low Pass filter introduce delays and jitters."

The delay is not an issue if kept below ~1 ms.  Jitter remains to be seen.

"3) Since, after all that transformations, the final measuring is a period, why not simply measuring the oscillator's period, as we do?"

That's what I was doing (frequency actually) but heterodyning seems to dramatically increase the precision.  Linearization / sensitivity / offset is much
easier in the log2 domain, and I need log2 for the tuner anyway.  Exp2 is for the final exponential pitch number.  Period measurement seems inherently
more linear in simulation, and gives more information in the far field where the noise is perhaps more pronounced due to processing.

livio, if you look back a few pages in this thread you'll see graphs I that posted where I was investigating the information increase that heterodyning gives
over direct measurement (page 45) and linearization and sensitivity (page 46).  You might also be interested in the hand capacitance model I've
developed, as it removes a lot of conjecture from this type of endeavor.

livio 2/10/2014 3:40:06 PM [476]

(responding to Thierry)

http://www.theremino.com/en/technical/schematics/#capsensor
http://www.theremino.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Slave_CapSensor_Datasheet_ENG.pdf


We use exactly this average formula in many of our applications, it is a Infinite pulse response filter, called "Moving Average".

A more generalized version is: value = value + (newvalue - value) / n

In our application HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer - the hearth of the Theremino System) the value "n" can be changed continuously by the user, to get
more or less average, with a great average, values are more stable but the reaction speed is low.

--------------

Very interesting your words about the player's "comfort zone" !!!

Can you please write what is the normal range of this area?

livio 2/10/2014 3:52:16 PM [477]

That's what I was doing (frequency actually) but heterodyning seems to dramatically increase the precision.  Linearization / sensitivity / offset is much
easier in the log2 domain, and I need log2 for the tuner anyway.  Exp2 is for the final exponential pitch number.  Period measurement seems inherently
more linear in simulation, and gives more information in the far field where the noise is perhaps more pronounced due to processing.

I think what you say is true, mainly with regard to linearity. 
Perhaps your method can achieve very good results and what you say about the exponential pitch, is absolutely right. 

But I think you can get very similar results, linearizing with a mathematical formula, like we do.

------------------

For those interested, this is the method we use to calculate the hand position:

    Private Sub CapSensor_CalculatePosition()

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- input capacitance ( after serial capacitor )

        Cap_input = CSng(ELEC_C2_FromSerial(Cap_total - Cap_zero, Cap_serial))

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- K area 

        ' Teoric K_Area is: 88 * 100 * Area_cmq

        ' from: 0.885F(cap. to dist. coeff.) * 100(cmq to mmq) * Area_cmq

        ' ---------

        ' A High coefficient ( 80 .. 160 ) expands the "Near" zone

        ' A Low coefficient  ( 40 .. 80 ) expands the "Far" zone

        ' ---------

        ' The user can change this Near-Far linearity 

        ' increasing or decreasing the parameter "Area_cmq" 

        ' ---------

        Dim K_Area As Single = 88 * Area_cmq

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- MaxDist and MinDist correction for area

        Dim K2 As Single = Area_cmq / 100.0F

        Dim MinD As Single = MinDist_mm * K2

        Dim MaxD As Single = MaxDist_mm * K2

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- distance in mm 

        Dist_mm = K_Area * MaxD / (K_Area + Cap_input * MaxD * MaxD)

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- distance limits

        If Dist_mm < 0 Then Dist_mm = 0

        If Dist_mm > MaxD Then Dist_mm = MaxD

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- range

        Dim range As Double = MaxD - MinD

        If range < 0.1 Then range = 0.1

        Value_Normalized_New = 1 - CSng((Dist_mm - MinD) / range)

    End Sub



    Private Sub CapSensor_CalculateTotalCap()

        ' ----------------------------------------------------------- total capacitance ( in parallel to inductor )

        Cap_total = CSng(2.53302955E+16 / (Inductor_uh * Freq ^ 2))

    End Sub

 

And this is the exponential formula we use for smoothing vaues:

    Friend Sub SmoothValue_Pow(ByRef value As Single, ByVal new_value As Single, ByVal speed As Single)

        Dim delta As Single = new_value - value

        Dim delta_sgn As Single = Math.Sign(delta)

        Dim delta_abs As Single = Math.Abs(delta)

        Dim delta_pow As Single

        delta_pow = CSng((speed / CommFps * delta_abs) ^ 2)

        If delta_pow >= delta_abs Then

            value = new_value

        Else

            value += delta_sgn * delta_pow

        End If

    End Sub

This code is only partial, the complete implementation is in the class "Pin" of the application HAL, you can download from
here: www.theremino.com/en/downloads/foundations/

Our software is Open Source and Free, so anyone interested can download our apps, copy the interesting sections and use them, also without specifying
the source. 

dewster 2/10/2014 4:05:18 PM [478]

"But I think you can get very similar results linearizing with a mathematical formula, like we do."  - livio 

I do linearize with a mathematical formula, it's a second order polynomial.

livio 2/10/2014 4:14:14 PM [479]

I do linearize with a mathematical formula, it's a second order polynomial.

You are doing a very good work! 
It is a complex way to do this, but potentially the configuration you propose, could also reach better results than our CapSensorHQ. 

When your "physical interface" is over, it would be nice to connect it to the Theremino system SLOTS (I will help you about this), in order to
take advantage of all our software and the infinite possibilities of connection, that can be obtained from our modular system. For example to
exchange data with VST plugins, MIDI, OSC (Open Sound Control), UDP (Ethernet) and hardware sensors and actuators. Also with apps
like our ThereminSynth or MaxMsp, Processing, PureData etc ... Or writing small musical processing applications with Theremino Script, or
complex musical programs with DotNet, C++, Java and Pascal.

To give you an example, you can refer to this video, where gamma rays are converted to music, via our apps ThereminoMCA and
ThereminSynth: www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPfE0xtoSZI

For other modularity and interaction examples, visit our YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/user/ThereminoWorld/videos

livio 2/11/2014 3:54:11 PM [480]

"If you heterodyne (analog or digital) and measure the period rather than the frequency, you can dramatically increase resolution. Having a high speed
clock with which to do that counting helps a lot, and this is where an FPGA really shines in comparison to a processor. - dewster"

This is not true!  
We measure the period, without heterodining stages. 
We measure with a High Speed Clock, without using an FPGA.

http://www.theremino.com/en/downloads/foundations/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPfE0xtoSZI
http://www.youtube.com/user/ThereminoWorld/videos


This is the method used by "ThereminoSystem CapSensorHQ"  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) The FET oscillator spans from 2.7 MHz (no hand) to 2.5 MHz (hand close to the antenna) 

2) The oscillator is immediately squared by a Schmitt trigger and divided by a microcontroller counter.

3) After the (16384:1) divisor we get a frequency of 165 Hz to 150 Hz (period = 6 mS to 6.6 mS)

4) We count a 32 MHz clock for that period, getting a digital count of about 50K to 800K, like a 16 to 20 bit ADC, as summarized in the next table:

- Resolution of 1 part over 800 000 at  40 Hz (24.0 mS) (divisor  65536:1) 
- Resolution of 1 part over 400 000 at  80 Hz (12.0 mS) (divisor  32768:1) 
- Resolution of 1 part over 200 000 at 160 Hz ( 6.0 mS) (divisor  16384:1) 
- Resolution of 1 part over 100 000 at 320 Hz ( 3.0 mS) (divisor   8192:1) 
- Resolution of 1 part over  50 000 at 640 Hz ( 1.5 mS) (divisor   4096:1)

Our strategy makes possible, to get a variable tradeoff between resolution and speed!

The final resolution is high, the response fast and the precision absolute (the same of the quartz).

In addition our strategy benefits from:

- Constant resolution and constant speed, on the whole frequency spectrum. 
- No user trimming, no factory trimmings, no variable capacitors. 
- Calibration done completely in software, with a "Calibrate" button, in some milliseconds (Note 1) 
- Complete software knowlege of all the involved physical quantities (Note 2) 
- Very simple hardware implementation.

(Note 1) Normally I use a telescopic antenna, shorted to 10 cm when my Theremin is beside the computer keyboard. Sometimes, I extract the antenna to
the max length, to work in the 10 cm to 1 meter range. Extending the antenna, the frequency changes by about 200 KHz, just pushing the software
"Calibrate" button, I can play immediately. What should I do with the Open Theremin? Take a screwdriver and trim a variable capacitor?  
 
(Note 2) Our impedances, capacitances, frequencies and timings, are all calculated by the software for diagnostics purposes. The additional hand
capacitance, normally between 0.001 pF to 1 pF, is calculated with good precision, too. (this is not possible with heterodining, because of the additional -
unknowable - manual trimming amount)
 

FredM 2/11/2014 5:24:03 PM [481]

I am not sure I understand the above..

2.7MHz / 4096 = 659.18

2.5MHz / 4096 = 610.35

So I dont see where the 150 and 165 Hz comes from...

But assuming I am missing something, and you do get 150 to 165 Hz range and 6.0 to 6.6ms to acquire the count, I still do not see how you get "a
variable tradeoff between resolution and speed!"

Seems to me you are going to have a minimum access time of 6ms - which IMO is probably just passable, but I wouldnt really be happy with any latency
longer than about 3ms.

With a heterodyning system "null biased" at 1kHz, one gets (much) greater resolution and maximum access latency of 1ms...

Ok - Im not into all the other digital stuff - but pre-heterodyning has always seemed like a no-brainer to me..

Fred.

livio 2/11/2014 6:09:43 PM [482]

Yes there was an error in the divisors values, now it is correct, thanks for this.

The variable tradeoff is explained in the table, changing the divisor you can get more or less resolution and more or less speed, as you prefer.

This method works perfectly, very fast and with absolutely precise tuning.

--------------------

Please, indicate the method you use and the frequencies to let me calculate your resolution.

dewster 2/11/2014 6:52:27 PM [483]

"The variable tradeoff is explained in the table, changing the divisor you can get more or less resolution and more or less speed, as you prefer."  - livio

Not trying to knock your method, and I've found in my prototype that these direct approaches give "good enough" resolution.  While literally any
approach can be made to trade better resolution for higher latency, the trick IMO is to get both high resolution and relatively low latency simultaneously. 
You could use a variable low pass filter that reduces its cutoff frequency as you play farther from the antenna (I was going to look into this before I
started down the heterodyning path).



But I believe heterodyning can do better.  I keep pointing out that this is exactly what FredM and I have just recently been discussing in this thread (livio,
please read back a few pages).

"This method works perfectly, very fast and with absolutely precise tuning."

Yes, well, if you don't look too closely at what the environmental capacitance or the temperature dependent inductance are doing.

"this is not possible with heterodining, because of the additional - unknowable - manual trimming amount)"

AFAIKT, heterodyning itself doesn't preclude knowing anything.  The trimming amount can certainly be known if you are generating the local oscillator
digitally.  Given that you can work backwards to the capacitance.

livio 2/11/2014 8:21:04 PM [484]

I don't either want to "knock" your methods, you and Fred are doing a fantastic job and I am proud to participate in your research. What I'm trying to do,
is to obtain the maximum, from simplification.

Consider this: you said you've tried it and it was "good enough", but you have tested it at 300 kHz. Instead, using a 3MHz oscillator, you get ten times
more resolution (speed). 

Ten times better than "good enough", seems great to me.

The advantages of not using the heterodyning are many, it seems to me that you're still suspicious, but we'll talk about this, in the next posts.

 

 

 

livio 2/11/2014 8:49:11 PM [485]

There's also a simple way to build an all digital etherodyning, that can be easily implemented, by modifying the CapSensor firmware.

1 ) We slow down the frequency of the oscillator to the usual 300kHz (suffering a little bit)

2 ) Then we program the ADC to sampling at 300KHz or close, as in your projects. (PIC's ADC, ranging up to 500 KHz)

3 ) The ADC samples the oscillator at regular times and produces a series of bytes, that represent beating (heterodyning between the ADC sampling
frequency and the oscillator frequency)

4 ) The ADC has a FIFO buffer, then it is easy to read samples, without timing difficulties.

5 ) Then we count our 32 MHz clock until ADC samples have high values and then return to low values.

6) We repeat this for an integer number of cycles, until adequate time has passed (about two milli seconds).

7) In practice, this is a multi-period meter (as opposed to a frequency meter and better than a period meter).

8 ) With the inverse of the final count, the ADC sampling frequency and the number of multi-periods, we calculate the heterodyning frequency.

9) Finally, we integrate the frequency for about 2mS, with a "moving average" filter, to emulate the hardware low-pass filter.

 

FredM 2/11/2014 9:50:05 PM [486]

livio,

I think one can instantly see how heterodyning is hugely superior if you think about it this way..

Whatever your frequencies are (for the antenna oscillator) you are not going to get a deviation of more than perhaps 10% as a result of (wanted) player /
control capacitance..

So one must capture "data" which is 90% redundant - as in, any clock used to count the period of a directly devided HF oscillator must be ~10 times
faster than a clock used to count the period of a heterodyned signal (where the difference - ie ONLY the wanted is pre-resolved) in order to get similar
resolution to that obtainable from a heterodyned (difference) signal.

My focus has been on analogue, so actual counting of period in order to derive a digital value is something I only have limited expierience of - however I
have done some work in this area - originally 6 years ago when I was heading the digital route, and more recently to extract data in digital form for other
functions.. My method was to take both reference and variable oscillators and independently multiply these with PLL's, and then heterodyne the results..
Using a *10 multiplier, the difference frequency (after heterodyning) is 10* the audio frequency of the unmultiplied oscillators (the oscillator
difference frequency) ... So a 20Hz audio gives a 200Hz multiplied frequency that can be measured directly with a fast clock, and has low latency (5ms
for a 20Hz audio, 500us for a 200Hz audio) -

One can (as you can) reduce the PLL multipliers to get higher resolution - a *5 multiplier is about the lowest acceptable, giving a 10ms latency @ 20Hz
(audio) (the multiplied difference being 100Hz) and reducing as frequency increases (at 100Hz audio, multiplied difference is 500Hz, latency is 2ms - at
1kHz audio, multiplied d = 5kHz, latency = 200us)



I use the above system mostly to drive analogue period to voltage circuits (to derive a CV output) - as this scheme allows tracking of the theremins output
frequency right down to 16Hz at low latency (unlike converters that act on the theremins pitch, and dont work below about 100Hz) -

If I was to seriously go to a digital "engine" I would probably use the above scheme with an ADC (as this would allow me to retain at least one beloved
analogue heterodyned voice ;-) - probably using the MCU/FPGA to perform the exponential conversion (at present I use analogue exponential converters
which are a pain) for any digital voice pitch resolution, CV output, and On-Key-Emphasis (which is my main reason for looking at digital at all).

But, at the end of the day, with a biased offset frequency heterodyning system, one gets effectively what I get using frequency multiplication (and from
Dewsters plots, it seems you get great improvement in linearity) and the concequential low latency and high resolution..

I want to keep my conventional analogue heterodyning voice, so "biasing" the "null" point is not an option for me.. But for "grabbing" data if you are not
using the heterodyned difference for direct output, I can see no other method which comes anywhere close..

Please note though - I am not a digital "guru" and I am a mathematical moron, so much of what you and Dewster have been discussing is at the edge of
my full comprehension.. It is entirely possible that my calculations are wrong, or that I am missing something  ~ but right now I have no idea what that
might be if I am ..

Fred.

"Please, indicate the method you use and the frequencies to let me calculate your resolution."

The frequencies I use for my oscillators is almost irrelevant - but because I like to keep my PLL oscillator frequencies well below 8MHz I tend to run
somewhere 'round 500kHz (I also do mixed signal register switching, which involves division of the oscillator frequencies - so dont run much below
400kHz, as the resultant divided frequencies become more difficult to filter if they drop below 100kHz)

There is no relationship between oscillator frequency and resolution - there is only a relationship between difference frequency / clocking frequency and
resolution.

"For me a true Digital Theremin should't use hetherodyning and audio signal."

LOL ;-) .. So now were getting a whole new dimention ;-) Once we were arguing about what a "true theremin" was, and digital certainly didnt qualify,
now were going to argue about what a "true Digital Theremin" is - And try to say that the most efficient method of deriving the required data is not usable
for this new evolution, because its "unworthy" of the digital "ideal"..

Im putting my analogue jacket on and going for a walk down my analogue street - oh, not to forget my analogue wellies for the floods from the analogue
river that has overflowed due to the analogue weather patterns we have completely fuc*ed up on the way to our digital utopia..

FredM 2/11/2014 11:25:16 PM [487]

livio -

Been racking my brains trying to see how you get your numbers, and I just cant see any of it!

I hope you can explain:

Taking your numbers..

2.5MHz / 16384 = 152.59 = 6.554ms ... 6.554ms / 32MHz = 209715 counts.

2.7MHZ / 16384 = 164.79 = 6.07ms ... 6.07ms / 32MHz = 194180 counts.

The usable counts are 209715 - 194180 = 15534.

I can only see a resolution of 15534, (15.5k) not the 200000 (200k) shown in your chart.

The 200k resolution is the sort of numbers you get (using a 32MHz clock) if you heterodyne, because you are only dealing with the difference and not
having to deduct the common (baseline) count.

Wrong ->

Even with heterodyning, 32MHz is IMO not fast enough to combine acceptable latency with acceptable resolution - perhaps its right on the edge of
acceptability, but no more than that.. I have used 48MHz but the FPGA's (or faster MCU's) look far better suited because their clock frequencies can be
substantially higher.

<- Wrong

Oops.. of course, my method (multiplying the difference) results in much higher difference frequencies, and my thinking is along these lines and the sums
I have done for this method.. When using unmultiplied difference, the clock requirement will be lower... even a resolution of 15.5k derived from a
32MHz clock if exponentiated correctly probably gives acceptable musical resolution.. but IMO the 6ms required to obtain this is too long.  

Fred.

 

dewster 2/12/2014 12:05:47 AM [488]

"What I'm trying to do, is to obtain the maximum, from simplification."  - livio

Definitely, same here.



"Consider this: you said you've tried it and it was "good enough", but you have tested it at 300 kHz. Instead, using a 3MHz oscillator, you get ten times
more resolution (speed)."

I've tested something like what you are doing with a ~120 kHz LC oscillator and 100 MHz digital clock.  I didn't divide down, but instead obtained the
frequency offset from the digital phase locked loop and low pass filtered it to ~1kHz.  I then subtracted this from a fixed number to get an audio pitch
number which I fed to an numerically controlled oscillator.  I relied more on averaging, but I believe the approaches are very similar in results.

"Ten times better than "good enough", seems great to me.

Other than to perhaps minimize interference, and to use a fairly small air core inductor (both good reasons) it doesn't seem like the operating point of
your divided approach is at all critical.  Any value L combined with the given C will give you the same % frequency deviation, and once you divide that
down it again gives you the same % frequency deviation.  So I guess I don't see any intrinsic benefit to higher frequencies in terms of obtaining more
useful data with your divided approach.  10x higher LC frequency doesn't automatically give you 10x more information.

The advantages of not using the heterodyning are many, it seems to me that you're still suspicious, but we'll talk about this, in the next posts."

Oh, I've been avoiding it as much as possible, but can now see that there is likely a huge benefit to heterodyning.

I've been fairly actively thinking about this stuff for going on 2 years now and only lately have some of the most basic concepts sunk into my thick skull. 
The simplest examples are the best.

livio, let's use your divided approach.  Say we have an LC running at 2MHz that gives 5% deviation with hand capacitance, or 1.9MHz minimum. 
Divide this down to 1kHz and we still have 5% deviation.  If our sample clock is 30MHz we get 30MHz/1kHz=30,000 count.  5% of this is 1500 or
~10.5 bits of information.

Now let's look at the heterodyning approach with the same oscillator above beating against a 2.001MHz local oscillator.  2MHz gives 1kHz, 1.9MHz
gives 101kHz.  The first gives us 30MHz/1kHz=30,000.  The second gives us 30MHz/101kHz=297,030.  The difference is 267030 or ~18 bits of
information.  Other than the dramatically increased resolution, the largest period count happens in the far field where the resolution is pooping out in your
divided approach.  And sticking a low pass filter on there can further increase the resolution near the antenna (not that we need it, but it seems to be free
so why not). 

There may be some huge practical downside to heterodyning, but I'm not seeing it on paper (yet).  With the divided approach you will always be fighting
stray capacitance, trying to squeeze every last bit of sensitivity out of the thing, setting averaging times a little too long in order to get better numbers. 
The divided approach certainly works, and decent performance can be coaxed from it, but it's right on the edge IMO, even with a really fast digital clock
to work with.

Here is that chart again:

Not modeling your exact circuit livio, but given identical components you can see the resolution difference between the offset heterodyning method (blue
line) and your division method (yellow line).

FredM 2/12/2014 1:23:56 PM [489]

Dewster -

This is probably more for the "crazy ideas" thread..

We were talking earlier about 'digital' heterodyning, and you exposed a fatal flaw in my D-Latch scheme which causes  resolution to be lost and therebye
far less useful than I had thought for count capturing..

This has been bugging me - been thinking of all kinds of crazy ways to avoid having to depend on filtering and zero-crossing detection..

One idea keeps coming back, but I have no idea how to implement it, and am not even sure it wont have a quantization problem (in fact, I am starting to
wonder if one really gets rid of the quantization issue even with analogue filtering - wondering if one is actually just "smudging the lines" rather than
getting higher actual resolution) - but here it is anyway..



From an XOR fed from Ref and Var, one gets a stream of pulses increasing then decreasing in width, which, when integrated, produce a triangle
waveform. The zero crossing point from an integrator following these pulses should occur (?) exactly when the pulses have an equal M/S ratio (or at least
be synchronous to this event).

If one was able, digitally, to recognise the 50/50 'event' would this be any better than the D-Latch ?

I am undergoing a bit of a brain melt-down over this matter.. At present, as I see it, unless one goes for a true analogue multiplier driven with sine waves
 (and this is not without its difficulties) any filter accepting the results of "digital heterodyning" must be getting a signal which is locked to the (logic
edges of) oscillators feeding this heterodyning (please tell me im wrong!)-: and therefore any percieved "improvement" cannot be anything more than
integration of the noise / jitter components - None of this probably matters for producing audio, but for capturing accurate cycle-by-cycle digital data, I
suspect that it could matter..

I have used my D-Latch primarily for wave-shaping, and had no problems.. But I have also used it to determine period of my multiplied difference
frequency, using a linear integrator (producing, after S+H, a voltage), and have not noticed problems - but there should have been problems! ... So I now
suspect that its been jitter that has "improved" resolution - the jitter being integrated "away" in the process of the period to voltage conversion..

Trouble is that Ive used the above on some rather critical (fortunately not safety critical)  non-musical applications - (although I never did the digital stuff,
only the front-end, the "ref" and "var" oscillators were fed to a FPGA and a D-Latch implemented in this, from which numeric data was obtained) its
been one of those moments of horror when I realised that I had missed something utterly bloody obvious - so caught up in enthusiasm for my simple
"solution" that I failed to do full and proper evaluation of it.

I need to go back to treating every design as if it was safety critical, I dont make these kind of mistakes when I do that..

Fred.

livio 2/12/2014 3:10:50 PM [490]

The (CapSensorHQ) usable counts are 209715 - 194180 = 15534 - FredM

Yes, this is more or less the resolution that we have now and the theremin sounds good with it. I'm preparing a video, showing that you can take notes
perfectly centered and that the response rate is reasonably high. You must also keep in mind that this resolution is constant at any frequency (as with the
heterodyning the resolution is variable depending on the tuning)

Heterodyning is hugely superior - FredM 
I guess I don't see any intrinsic benefit to higher frequencies - dewster 
You can see the resolution difference between the offset heterodyning method (blue line) and your division method (yellow line) - dewster

Your arguments are correct, I do not dispute any of the points that you have perfectly illustrated.

Likewise, I invite you to consider, that are possible excellent alternatives, based on pure counting. If the performance of our CapSensor seems to you not
enough, you could measure the period, with an higher frequency than our current 32MHz .

------------------------

What bothers me most about heterodyning, is not the theory but the following practical problems:

1 ) The oscillator must be low frequency (not sure of this, correct me if I'm wrong ) while the entire history of electronics demonstrates the advantages of
using higher and higher frequencies.

2 ) It is easy to get out of the useful range of frequencies and in that case, you have to retune the oscillator.

3 ) Almost certainly you have to add a oscillator capacitive trimmer, to be factory calibrated (hopefully only at the factory... but I think in practice, the
user himself will have to adjust it, every time either the antenna position, or the nearby objects position have changed)

Maybe you are able to indicate solutions to these three points (without digitally adjustable capacitors or other oddities) and I could convert me to the
heterodyning (with a new firmware version, as written in one of the previous posts) Probably naming it CapSensorHT, even if we continue to maintain
the CapSensorHQ, that has fewer tuning problems and greater immunity to ESD events.

-----------------------

I realized now that our views are slightly different. This is because you are reasoning mainly about the Theremin (and rightly so) while we think of our
CapSensor as a generic "Proximity Physical Interface" (to protect objects in museums and other similar applications), even working very well to build
Theremins.

 

FredM 2/12/2014 4:40:00 PM [491]

" If the performance of our CapSensor seems to you not enough, you could measure the period, with an higher frequency than our current 32MHz ."

Livio,

I am certainly not trying to "bash" your sensor or ideas.. Hell, theres one thing I have learned from playing with theremins, and that is that every time one
thinks youve "got it" something comes along to show you that, well, you perhaps got a bit more of the picture - but any kind of certainty that you have
"the best" approach is likely to lead to dissapointment.

I started off about 8 years ago doing things quite similarly to you - and where I am today is the result of much tribulation and boxes of circuit boards I
thought would be "the one" but never made my grade..

IMO, what makes this moment somewhat special is that suddenly several digital theremin designs / topologies are "on the table" .. For me, this is more a
"spectator" matter - I went back to analogue long time ago, and digital stuff for theremins only has a real interest for peripheral functions..



But we now have a situation where we can actually look at digital topologies and start to complare them.. We dont know much about the theremini, We
have wonderfull in-depth design and analysis from Dewster (most of the digital stuff in this being above my head) We have full disclosure of your
theremino designs and software (and I really applaud you for this) and we have  full disclosure of the Open.theremin designs and firmware..

"I realized now that our views are slightly different. This is because you are reasoning mainly about the Theremin (and rightly so) while we think of our
CapSensor as a generic "Proximity Physical Interface" (to protect objects in museums and other similar applications)"

I think there is truth in this - I think those of us who get "caught" in TW and/or get to see classical thereminists playing, and are foolish enough to engage
in making a better instrument than those on the market at present, are certainly focussing on something requiring far lower latency and far higher
resolution and linearity than what is required for most capsense applications - And also, it certainly is true that most casual users of the theremin dont
need much more than a "generic Proximity Physical Interface".

My present opinion is that the best digital theremin topology I have seen (in terms of the front-end / data aquisition ) is the Open.theremin - If Dewsters
linearity simulation is correct (and it does seem to be) then the combination of speed and resolution possible by using heterodyning in the way this does is
a big step forward.

I am also interested in your higher frequency of operation - I think this could be an advantage for reasons different to the ones you present - I think that
combined with D-Latch heterodyning it may be possible to get close to the resolution of the Open.theremin without needing analogue filtering after an
XOR mixer.. But I havent really explored this yet.

Down at my core though, I know Lev Theremins original concept cannot be beaten - He was there with the solution 90 years ago, and nothing I have seen
has come close - particularly in terms of speed and resolution - and I think that if the theremini uses analogue heterodyning, it may actually manage
higher resolution than any digital scheme could - but I suspect it doesnt !

Fred.

What bothers me most about heterodyning, is not the theory but the following practical problems:

1 ) The oscillator must be low frequency (not sure of this, correct me if I'm wrong ) while the entire history of electronics demonstrates the advantages of
using higher and higher frequencies.

No, the limit is set by the mixer - one can heterodyne with input frequencies up in the 10's of MHz if your mixer can handle it, and you can buy analogue
multipliers that operate at these frequencies.. Likewise one can do XOR "heterodyning" at high frequencies.

2 ) It is easy to get out of the useful range of frequencies and in that case, you have to retune the oscillator.

To get out of range, one or both oscillators must change - if your oscillators arent stable, this will be a problem whatever topology you use.

3 ) Almost certainly you have to add a oscillator capacitive trimmer, to be factory calibrated (hopefully only at the factory... but I think in practice, the
user himself will have to adjust it, every time either the antenna position, or the nearby objects position have changed)

No - I hate capacitive trimmers!!! ;-) A variable inductor is sufficient for factory trimming, and electronic tuning is available for user adjustment (see EW
schematic)

Maybe you are able to indicate solutions to these three points (without digitally adjustable capacitors or other oddities)

Directly digitally adjustable capacitors (what a lovely idea ;-) arent needed, there are many ways to tune using a voltage or current - a D/A is all thats
required I think..

and I could convert me to the heterodyning (with a new firmware version, as written in one of the previous posts) Probably naming it CapSensorHT, even
if we continue to maintain the CapSensorHQ, that has fewer tuning problems and greater immunity to ESD events.

IMO, IF you want to compete at the high end, you may need to do this... But one word of personal bitter caution - Economically, there is NO return for
targeting the high-end - Unless you are brilliant, getting things "right" will consume all your resources and leave you a twisted jibbering wreck like me!!! 
;-)

 To be honest, I dont think its possible to have a simple answer to all the above for the "high end" - But my area is analogue - perhaps with digital tech
you can make a unit which isnt complex to set up and performs well ... The Open.theremin seems to be getting there by all accounts.. but I leave that for
others to comment on..

livio 2/13/2014 8:37:04 AM [492]

To get out of range, one or both oscillators must change - if your oscillators arent stable, this will be a problem whatever topology you use. FredM

Our oscillators are stable! But with the topology you propose, it would be sufficient to change the lenght of the antenna, from 10 cm to 1 meter, to go out
of range. I do this frequently.

The heterodyning topology goes out of range, even when changing the antenna (connecting the sensor to a different antenna) and tuning frequently an
inductor with a screwdriver, would be very annoying.

Instead, the modulararity of our system, permits to add any number of antennas, to play polyphonic, polytimbric and also poly-instrumental. (poly-
instrumental means that you can play in "ThereminClassic mode" one antenna, while playing in "Pizzicato" another antenna and while sending a third
antenna to an external MIDI or CV-Gate Synth) 

Soon I will publish some video about. 

oops, I forgot... not only polyphonic, polytimbric.. but also "Stereo", CV-Gate, MIDI, OSC, Voices and Banks user programmable, Wavetables, ADSR,
Chorus, Echo, LFO, with the ability to save and restore configurations. And finally, to connect other devices, like classic resistive pedals, ribbons, optical
sensors, magnetical sensors and capacitive keys, also with velocity.  



No one of the commercial Theremins, can do all we can, not even the Moog Etherwave. Perhaps we are different in some characteristics, but
already "competing at the high end" (to use your same words)    ;)

livio 2/13/2014 10:29:28 AM [493]

Dewster, 
would you please, explain me some details?

I'm setting the firmware to follow your ideas, but I'm not able to understand, how you intend to make the final conversion. Even theoretically, using your
method, high notes resolution, it's still too low.

Let's leave aside the oscillator, the frequency of comparison, the mixer and the possible low-pass, which clearly work.

Let's just have a precise account of heterodyned frequency, ranging from 1 kHz (hand away) to 10 KHz (hand close)

How will you measure a 10 kHz, in a time of 1 or 2 mS, with a resolution sufficient to tune high notes, perfectly?

With "perfectly tuned" I mean that you can play two high notes (at least 5 KHz), with two different Theremins, and tune them so that, the beats between
the two notes, are so slow as to be almost inaudible (at least ten seconds for the whole cycle of the beat)

Our Theremin do this perfectly and I would not worsen this characteristic, as a function of an exaggerated response speed that, in practice, could add little
to the playability of our instrument. (I'm preparing some videos that show either the perfect intonation or the sufficient speed of response)

dewster 2/13/2014 2:12:56 PM [494]

Brain's kinda sluggish lately with lack of sleep, all the snow shoveling, boiler repair in the dead of winter, etc. - but I'm trying to keep up with this thread!

"There's also a simple way to build an all digital etherodyning, that can be easily implemented, by modifying the CapSensor firmware.

1 ) We slow down the frequency of the oscillator to the usual 300kHz (suffering a little bit)

2 ) Then we program the ADC to sampling at 300KHz or close, as in your projects. (PIC's ADC, ranging up to 500 KHz)

3 ) The ADC samples the oscillator at regular times and produces a series of bytes, that represent beating (heterodyning between the ADC sampling
frequency and the oscillator frequency)

4 ) The ADC has a FIFO buffer, then it is easy to read samples, without timing difficulties.

5 ) Then we count our 32 MHz clock until ADC samples have high values and then return to low values.

6) We repeat this for an integer number of cycles, until adequate time has passed (about two milli seconds).

7) In practice, this is a multi-period meter (as opposed to a frequency meter and better than a period meter).

8 ) With the inverse of the final count, the ADC sampling frequency and the number of multi-periods, we calculate the heterodyning frequency.

9) Finally, we integrate the frequency for about 2mS, with a "moving average" filter, to emulate the hardware low-pass filter."  - livio 

Brilliant!  Aliasing is heterodyning!  And aliasing a sine wave in this manner should give another sine wave with no upper harmonics to worry about
(though low pass sampling at the end wouldn't hurt)!

"I'm setting the firmware to follow your ideas, but I'm not able to understand, how you intend to make the final conversion. Even theoretically, using your
method, high notes resolution, it's still too low.

Let's leave aside the oscillator, the frequency of comparison, the mixer and the possible low-pass, which clearly work.

Let's just have a precise account of heterodyned frequency, ranging from 1 kHz (hand away) to 10 KHz (hand close)

How will you measure a 10 kHz, in a time of 1 or 2 mS, with a resolution sufficient to tune high notes, perfectly?"

If you have a 32MHz clock, you can resolve 10kHz to 32MHz/10kHz=3200 or 11.6 bits at a 10kHz rate.  Low pass filtering this down to 500Hz gives
you another (10kHz/500Hz)^0.5=4.5 or 2.1 bits at a 500Hz rate.  For a total of 13.7 bits.

Which doesn't seem like much, but you have to compare it to the "1kHz (hand away)" count, which is 32MHz/1kHz=32,000.  32,000-3,200=14.8 bits of
information.

The bulk of the digital resolution gain from heterodyning is produced by keeping the far beat low in frequency to give you a big number when counting
clocks.

dewster 2/13/2014 3:00:04 PM [495]

"From an XOR fed from Ref and Var, one gets a stream of pulses increasing then decreasing in width, which, when integrated, produce a triangle
waveform. The zero crossing point from an integrator following these pulses should occur (?) exactly when the pulses have an equal M/S ratio (or at least
be synchronous to this event).  - FredM

If one was able, digitally, to recognise the 50/50 'event' would this be any better than the D-Latch ?"  - FredM

To investigate the DFF better I added it to my previous XOR simulation:



Basically 400kHz and 460kHz NCOs, followed by the mixer (XOR in the top graph and DFF below), then two cascaded first order low pass filter
sections.  The green trace is the output of the XOR/DFF, the red trace is the output of the first filter section, the blue trace is the output of the second filter
section.  Here the filter cutoff points are set to roughly the beat frequency.  The filters themselves use simple bit shifting rather than multiplication to
perform the internal attenuation.

The output of the XOR is like that of a single bit DAC, with lots of high frequency information that is fairly easily filtered away to yield the fundamental
- though it takes a second order filter to sufficiently remove the "jaggies" and a simple integrator isn't enough.

The output of the DFF is more problematic to filter into a sine wave because it contains strong harmonics of the fundamental (1, 3, 5, etc.).  More
aggressive filtering could turn this into something more like a sine wave, but that might hurt you in a heterodyning scenario where the frequencies going
into the filter will vary over a large range, thus impacting amplitude for higher beat frequencies.

One unexpected thing going on here is the DFF mixing of two NCOs gives wildly varying duty cycles!  I think this is the low frequency beating of the
NCO output against the clock, but need to check this in a verilog sim before I really believe it.  This kind of crap can totally trip you up digitally because
any significant LF content will confound period measurement.

I am undergoing a bit of a brain melt-down over this matter.. "  - FredM

When things are better understood in the frequency domain my brain tends to lock up.  Delta sigma DACs seems like borderline magic to me.  I have to
keep remembering that perfect (or perhaps "perfect enough" in the real world of limited resources) reconstruction of analog is always possible given a
sufficient sample rate (>Nyquist) followed by sufficient filtering.

dewster 2/13/2014 3:51:55 PM [496]

Digitally, it's pretty easy to turn the ramp waveform from an NCO accumulator into a triangle: just invert all the bits when the MSB=1.  One could
sample this with the rising edge of another NCO to give a low frequency triangle without all the "jaggies".  Might be able to get away with a first order
LPF after this.

[EDIT] Just tried this, surprisingly not much (if any) improvement over XOR, still needs a second order filter.

livio 2/13/2014 6:28:29 PM [497]



The bulk of the digital resolution gain from heterodyning is produced by keeping the far beat low in frequency to give you a big number when counting
clocks.

Then I must work upside down - 10 kHz (hand away) to 1 KHz (hand close)?  
I understood well?

 

dewster thanks for your help, arguments are really tough!  
I do not know if I can make it happen ...

dewster 2/13/2014 6:36:22 PM [498]

"Then I must work upside down - 10 kHz (hand away) to 1 KHz (hand close)?"  - livio

What you describe is the green line on my graph.

The lowest frequency with hand away should give you the best sensitivity and linearity (on paper).

livio 2/13/2014 6:45:57 PM [499]

Ok, the blue line, "far null" (or better far at a low frequency - about 1 KHz)

FredM 2/13/2014 8:27:40 PM [500]

"The lowest frequency with hand away should give you the best sensitivity and linearity (on paper)." - Dewster

IMO, not only on paper - one is working with the natural non-linearity of capacitive sensing (reducing the musical non-linearity) when you do it this way,
and doing it the other way you are increasing the musical non-linearity..

One can easily expierience this with any uncompensated analogue theremin - its playable (with some difficulty) over perhaps 3 octaves when bass is far
(hand away).. retune it so that bass is near and pitch increases as hand distance increases, and I certainly find linearity far worse, and perhaps only one
octave playable.

Dewster, many thanks for all the work you have done testing the ideas, and your clear brilliant plots etc..

I am pulling out of this discussion for a while now.. Other life matters are demanding attention, and the temptation for me is to escape by devoting my
brain to thinking this technical stuff - but I need to deal with the other stuff, much as I would prefer to stay in the TW pub and get drunk!

;-)

 

MORE ON DIRECT DIGITAL HETERODYNING:

Following Dewsters identification of a MAJOR problem regarding use of a D-Latch for "digital heterodyning" where one wants to numerically resolve
the period, I have been racking my brains to find a solution..

I make absolutely no warranty for what I present here - I have simulated it only, and am not sure I can rely on my digital simulation engine (the mixture
of fast clocks and edges, combined with needing to run over ms times in order to derive "difference" events makes life tough)..

But I think this may be a solution:



Use 2 D latches, one triggering on the "Reference" oscillator and latching the state of the variable oscillator, the other triggering on the "Variable"
oscillator and latching the state of the reference oscillator..

One gets two square wave outputs, and as far as I can tell, if you sum the periods of these square waves (rising edge to rising edge of each) you
consistantly get a period twice that of the correct difference frequency period.

I think that the "quantising" errors of each square wave cancel each other out.. IF this is true, then it should be possible to implement the entire operation
digitally without need for analogue - Two counters whose counts are strobed by the related D latch.

I have tried to "simulate" this in Excel, but its taking way too long, I suspect that theres some easy maths that would confirm or disprove the above, but
its beyond me without spending ages on researching it - I dont need this function, so cant be bothered - but I would be interested if anyone does prove or
disprove it.

livio 2/24/2014 12:05:34 PM [501]

Dear Dewster and FredM

First of all, thank you for the solid theoretical basis that you have carefully explained, in your (almost 500!) posts. Reading them carefully, have helped
us, to better focus the problem and the possible solutions.

We're doing experiments, and collecting the results in a very detailed PDF file. It is about twenty pages long, one for each technique and any aspect, from
the antenna, to the pitching coil and the oscillator, all accompanied by calculations, advantages and disadvantages. 

It still will take some time to be reasonably detailed before you read it. Would be great, having you help with a review, corrections and additions.

Given that it may take weeks yet, I have an anticipation that could (possibly) be useful to Dewster, for his FPGA .

-------------------

Obtaining heterodining with sampling 

For this technique, an ADC it's not needed, nor starting the process from a sine wave, instead proceed as shown, in the following simulation:



 

1 ) We start from a square wave, to avoid being forced to derive the signal from the oscillator circuit. Same as the balance wheel on a good clock, that
must be isolated from any influence (some were even built in vacuum), also a good oscillating circuit must be, as much as possible, isolated from the
circuit components, that change their capacity with temperature.

2) Instead of using an ADC (which would limit the maximum frequency at around 300 - 500KHz) we use only a Sample-Hold. This way you can rise the
frequency at will, to take advantage of small coils, that are stable and with low parallel capacity.

3) A short sample time of about 100 nS (to be adapted to the components and the frequency used) facilitates the subsequent integration given by the low
pass filter.

4 ) We add a light filtering, two poles are enough because the 300KHz component to be eliminated, is already very attenuated by the fact that sampling is
used, instead of XOR.

5 ) The final signal is already quite large and steep, as to be read directly by a schmitt trigger. For this reason, over the operational circuit of the low pass
filter, the squaring components are eliminated, too.

For those wishing to experiment with a hardware sample and hold, the ideal component is the Bilateral Switch, shown in these simulations. Its incredibly
short reaction times (a few nano seconds), allow you to rise the frequency as necessary and precisely sampling, regardless of the timing of ON and OFF.

As you can see in this picture, two passive lowpass cells are sufficient. If neeeded, filtering can be increased further by lowering their cut-off frequency. 



RED = oscillator  

WHITE = voltage on sampling capacitor (Note 1)

GREEN = voltage on second low pass cell

(Note 1) The first sampling capacitor, the "bilateral switch" ON resistance and the very short sample time, are all working together to implement the first
low pass cell.

 

ILYA 2/24/2014 12:42:47 PM [502]

"Obtaining heterodining with sampling" --  livio

Be attentive when reading TW. 
This topic has been discussed here: http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/28935/new-mixer-topology?Page=0

dewster 2/24/2014 3:23:08 PM [503]

Thanks livio!  But I really want to do this inside of the FPGA digitally, not outside with analog.  In fact, much of the LC oscillator will likely be
implemented in the FPGA as well.

So limiting => XOR => LPF => LPF (all of this in logic) seems like it may be the best way to go for my stuff.

Been experimenting with air coils again.  I've found that the sense winding on the end (much like the sense coil you showed a photo of lately for
measuring self resonance, Ilya) can be unloaded by making it somewhat resonant.  Higher frequencies appeal to me because the coils get smaller and
easier to make, and are thus easier to put inside cabinetry and such, but then the FPGA side of the oscillator gets more time quantized.

Ilya, thanks for pointing to FredM's mixer thread!  I'd somewhat forgotten about it as I wasn't contemplating doing heterodying (or subsampling) at the
time.

livio 2/24/2014 3:37:08 PM [504]

Be attentive when reading TW. 
This topic has been discussed here: http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/28935/new-mixer-topology?Page=0

Be attentive that, though FredM spoke on the same subject, he was referring mainly to the analog world. My post instead is referring to a digital
heterodyning with a minimum of analog components, as on previous discussions with Dewster.

ILYA 2/24/2014 5:40:57 PM [505]

"he was referring mainly to the analog world" -- livio  

file:///Forums/T/28935/new-mixer-topology?Page=0
file:///Forums/T/28935/new-mixer-topology?Page=0


score 1:1

dewster 2/24/2014 5:49:00 PM [506]

It's kind of too bad they plopped the AM broadcast band smack dab in the middle of the ideal Theremin operation zone.  Deciding whether to go below it
or above is something of a conundrum.

I'm pretty sure going below would give stable heterodyning, but going above might get kind of squirrely for heterodyning.  Though if we aren't going all
the way to base band (audio) then maybe going above has an overall sensitivity advantage.  I just don't know what to do (cabinetry-wise) with the big
honkering coils going below pretty much forces on you.  Big coils are pretty though, and they fairly scream Theremin! when you gaze upon them.

livio 2/24/2014 6:39:07 PM [507]

Going above the AM makes possible to work with so little bobbins, that we can decrease the parallel capacity down to 10 pF.

A base capacitance of 10pF modulated by 1 pF (the hand) gives a so great oscillator sensitivity, that we are currently experimenting with an 8 octaves
range. With steady notes, 3mS of latency and great temperature stability. Tomorrow we will post some videos that demonstrate these performances.

 

dewster 2/24/2014 7:07:33 PM [508]

10pF (antenna & stray) is about what I'm seeing on my bench with a 0.25m length x 10mm diameter antenna.  A single layer air core solenoid coil wound
on 0.75" Schedule 40 PVC (26.67mm outer dia.) using 13m length of #34 AWG (single coat) gives a coil height of ~27mm and 0.45mH inductance, for
the combined LC resonance around 2.5MHz.  A coil that small could fit in just about any enclosure.  Put a ~5mm winding on the base to sense
resonance.  The issue for me is driving this with a 160MHz quantized square wave, as there are fewer than 100 system clocks per cycle (~64 actually).

A nice thing about physically large coils is they can help to capacitively isolate the drive end from the sense end.

livio 2/24/2014 7:36:51 PM [509]

The issue for me is driving this with a 160MHz quantized square wave, as there are fewer than 100 system clocks per cycle (~64 actually).

I suggest to divide the 2.5 MHz by 4096 to produce a 610 Hz (about 1.6 mS)

Then counting your system clock you get 262 000 counts

262k counts are great also when the hand is at 1 meter, also without heterodyning. 

----------------------

Consider that now your oscillator is very sensitive to the hand movements.

before: 1pF on 150 pF = 0.8%

now: 1pF on 10 pF = 10%

Frequency variations are only the root of this, so the sensitivity is "only" 3.5 times increased. 

But 3.5 times are about + 10 dB ! 

And finally, also without heterodyning, you get a yellow line more high then the heterodynized bue line. 

---------------------

Then increasing the antenna area from your 25 cmq to about 200 cmq, you get another + 10 dB, et voilà, our 8 octaves with great stability and great
resolution.

Then using our new "dynamic resolution" algorithm... but this is too long to explain now, we are preparing a long PDF about.

 

dewster 2/24/2014 10:40:27 PM [510]

"I suggest to divide the 2.5 MHz by 4096 to produce a 610 Hz (about 1.6 mS)"  - livio

No, detection isn't a problem.  But drive might be: I am driving the tank from an NCO (numerically controlled oscillator) in the FPGA, and the NCO is
clocked by a 160 MHz clock.  I could jack this up by doing DDR stuff but it makes the NCO more complicated.

livio 2/25/2014 5:39:53 PM [511]

I think you'd better use an oscillator such as ours, square it immediately and do everything else in the firmware (or FPG-irmware or whatever is called,
programming inside an FPGA)



I'm telling this because, in addition to ensuring the resolution, it is important to keep the noise down and to obtain this, there's nothing better than a
Colpitts circuit with a low noise FET. The BF862 is designed for VFO circuits, and the best VFOs, after nearly 100 years of tests, turned out to be the
Colpitts. (Note 1)

(Note 1) VFOs (Variable Frequency Oscillator) have been used throughout the last century by amateur radio operators and are the spearhead of the
ultra-stable, but at the same time variable, oscillators. A VFO to decode the USB, must be stable to some Hz, while oscillating at several MHz and must
have a very low phase noise. These are pretty hard performances to obtain.

I understand that a digital oscillator based on a quartz, could be more stable and with virtually zero noise. But this reasoning forgets that a perfect
oscillator, which nothing can detune, would not work for a Theremin. For this application, it must be stable but at the same time, also be very sensitive to
the movements of the hand.

The stability alone is not important, what you need to maximize is the result of the following formula:

(sensitivity to the hand) / (thermal shifts + noise + harmonics uptake of digital circuits)

To obtain this, the oscillator components should be well away from any source of noise (ideally in an absolute vacuum and isolated as much as possible
by any other component).

All digital components (including FPGAs) generate all kinds of harmonics, because of their square waves with fast fronts. For this reason, the oscillating
circuit must be physically away from the CPU and separate by an isolation preamp. The tracks of the PCB, should be very far from each other and the
PCB must be single-sided (without ground layer, to reduce stray capacitance)

In practice the left part of our CapSensor. They are just four components and it is the minimum possible hardware.

We have been doing tests on capacitive sensors, for the last ten years. We too started, with digital oscillators. First we used the 4069 (which the
OpenThereminUNO uses), then the 40106, then the same components but in HC version. We then tested various digital configurations with PICs, with
the series 16 before and then the 24. Finally, at the beginning of 2001, we moved decisively to FET. First we used the BF245A , then the BF246A and in
recent years the BF862 (specific for low noise VFOs). Same story for the inductors, in the first trials we used coils on ceramic with pre-tensioned, silver
plated wire. Instead now, we use microscopic 330uH TDK impedances, with much better results.

I am sure that no digital oscillator can compete in sensitivity/noise ratio with the BF862 + TDK 330uH couple. Those who don't believe can make a test,
using the left side from one of our CapSensor.

Who writes is a digital fundamentalist, I would have preferred an all-digital solution, but unfortunately at the critical points, where the noise is measured
in fractions of a micro-volts, you need FETs.

A few examples: 
- condenser microphones 
- electret microphones 
- Distance capacitive sensors, for scientific applications, with sub-micrometer precision 
- MEMS accelerometers 
- Charge amplifiers for PIN diodes (gamma spectrometry) 
- Ion chambers for radon measurement

dewster 2/25/2014 6:12:56 PM [512]

Almost all modern communications rely on frequency synthesis, which is to say NCOs and PLLs.  My early Theremin prototype worked just fine with a
modified digital phase locked loop (DPLL) driving an LC tank.  The LC delayed the voltage drive by 90 degrees at resonance, the DPLL worked to lock
this 90 degree phase offset with the drive.  Even the RF spatter from the multiplexed LED display didn't seem to bother it too much. 

The beauty of an NCO is you get extremely wide variable frequency with the precision of a crystal.  Dithering the output gives good enough spectral
purity (SFDR or spur free dynamic range) for most applications.  The beauty of NCO + LC + digital phase detector + digital loop filter is that any
temperature dependence will be due to the LC and nothing else.  Doing this in an FPGA makes the LC oscillator quite malleable, with the opportunity to
tap directly into the operating point.

I haven't studied them extensively, but Colpitts oscillator drive seems directly bound to the tank, which could make large voltage swings and ESD
protection difficult, and they seem to have no phase shift between drive and sense so they could stall.

I may at some point switch over to an analog oscillator, but only after I've exhausted the digital route.  FPGA NCOs are easy in the 100s of kHz, but get
somewhat harder in the low MHz.

livio 2/25/2014 6:29:33 PM [513]

Your strategy is correct and I really hope that it can work well. (because I am a digital fundamentalist)

What do you think about an oscillator without the inductor? 
This solution seems to me very interesting because of the direct (not square rooted) dependence of the deltaF from deltaC.

 

dewster 2/25/2014 6:42:25 PM [514]

"What do you think about an oscillator without the inductor?"  - livio

It seems doomed to failure for long distance capacitance sensing.  It's been tried with the Open.Theremin project and rejected.  FredM tried it as well. 
I've tried modulating a resistor with digital pseudo-random noise and looking at the capacitive delay on the other side, but this solution seems plagued by
the inductive effects of any antenna you hang off of it.  Though it might work OK for short ranges.



The consensus here is that you need the high Q (selectivity) and large voltage swing that LC provides in order to overcome environmental interference.

livio 2/25/2014 7:59:06 PM [515]

To overcome enviromental interferences the antenna must be short and large (large area in square centimeters) And absolutely not tuned with a inductor! 

We need to measure a capacity, not to send and receive electromagnetic fields. So more the antenna is similar to a capacitor and less is similar to a
antenna and less it will be influenced by electromagnetic fields.

Large voltages and tuned antennas are OK for radio communications, not for Theremins.

(Sorry for my bad english. I might sound polemical but it is not my intention. I just want to design good circuits together))

---------------

When you say "long distance" what do you mean? What are the distances that are considered good for a Theremin?

dewster 2/25/2014 9:06:53 PM [516]

"To overcome enviromental interferences the antenna must be short and large (large area in square centimeters)..."  - livio

Short length in relation to the wavelengths involved, yes, I agree.  The area is a trade-off because a larger area means higher static capacitance, though it
can also form a larger capacitance with the hand (a question of ratios and the resulting sensitivity).  A square or round flat plate probably makes the best
"antenna" but people like to play rods, and the rod shape likely linearizes analog Theremins to some degree.

"And absolutely not tuned with a inductor!"

Any LC has an L somewhere, like the tank.  And many Theremins use a second inductor in series with the antenna.  My latest design is a single series
inductor with no additional capacitance other than the antenna C for resonance.

"Large voltages and tuned antennas are OK for radio communications, not for Theremins."

I'm not talking about tuning the antenna in a quarter wave sense, but tuning the resonant frequency of the antenna C and the inductor L that the antenna is
connected to.  Higher voltage swings on the antenna (maybe 30V to 100V) help because they are so much larger than any environmental noise that might
be influencing the antenna.

"When you say "long distance" what do you mean? What are the distances that are considered good for a Theremin?"

I think it's pretty impressive when Theremins are played with 1/2 meter or more between the hand and the pitch antenna.

livio 2/26/2014 12:56:01 PM [517]

"A larger area means higher static capacitance"

True, but only if the area is really too much. The best area is about 2 or 3 times the area of the hand (so approx 200 cmq, not 26 cmq as a 26x1cm rod). 

To minimize the static capacitance, the large section must be far from any metallic object and far from the Theremin body. Our petal antennas are shaped
to do this.

We tested this and the results are incontrovertable. With a 26 cmq rod antenna it is difficult to work at 40 cm. Instead, with a 500 cmq antenna it is very
easy to work at 1 meter, with 8 octaves. When the hand is steady, the notes are absolutely steady in every position of this incredibly large 8 octaves range.
I am preparing some videos about. 

 "A single series inductor with no additional capacitance other than the antenna C for resonance."

A series inductor tunes the antenna to resonance, also if the antenna is very short! If the inductor is about 40 mH and the antenna 8 pF (as the Etherwave)
the system inductor-antenna is resonating. The voltage on the antenna is increased to about 200 Volt peak to peak. The antenna impedance becomes
purely resistive and very low. As the antenna+inductor is optimal coupled to the oscillator, the efficiency as transmitter and receiver of electromagnetical
felds is greatly increased.

The increased antenna-oscillator coupling produces also a limited increased sensitivity to the hand movements, but there are better methods to do this
(without transforming the Theremin into a radio receiver and transmitter)

The Etherwave increases the oscillator sensitivity from 0.03% (without 40 mH inductor) to about 2% (with inductor) (oscillator sensitivity is the
percentual of change in frequency from hand at 100 cm to hand at 1 cm)

But increasing the area and using 3MHz oscillators we push the oscillator sensitivity to 22% (180 cmq) and also more then 30% increasing the area to
more than 300 cmq.

In addition a large area capacitor plate is only bi-directional (not omni-directional as a rod capacitor) and this, plus the not-resonating antenna, minimizes
the cross-interferences when Theremins are only some meters one to each other.   

"I'm not talking about tuning the antenna in a quarter wave sense, but tuning the resonant frequency of the antenna C and the inductor L that the antenna
is connected to."

The result is the same. 
The antenna impedance becomes purely resistive and with a low value. The antenna-oscillator coupling becomes optimal and about all the oscillator
power is transformed in electromagnetical energy. And the Theremin becomes also a good radio-receiver.



"Higher voltage swings on the antenna (maybe 30V to 100V) help because they are so much larger than any environmental noise that might be
influencing the antenna."

This sounds to me as a power-war. This not helps with the FCC and not helps to minimize cross-interferences for Theremins working in the same room.

Theremins working with not resonating, short and large area antennas, can: 
 - work side by side (some meters) 
 - change easely the operation frequency and the antenna area (without a 40mH inductor impossible-tuning) 
 - permit to change the antenna "at the fly" from 1 cmq to some square meters - without tuning nothing 
 - emit only some microwatt (instead than 100 mW - Etherwave)

"I think it's pretty impressive when Theremins are played with 1/2 meter or more between the hand and the pitch antenna."

Many, many thanks for this!!!  

This is a very good news for us, we are working at this 0.5 meter distance with 8 octaves perfectly playable and with perfectly staedy notes.

With large area antennas it is easy to do the same also at 1, 1.5 and 2 meters, I have tested a 1 square meter antenna playing from more than 3 meters, not
with the hand but walking... And always with perfectly steady notes - no noises - no interferences.

"The rod shape likely linearizes analog Theremins to some degree."

Yes, it is true. We are obtaining this with a little capacitor in series to the large area antenna.

When the hand is far the series capacitor is not influent but when the hand is near, the little capacitor limits the max capacitance and linearizes the
response.

In addition this little capacitors isolates galvanically the oscillator from the outside world. A so little capacitor about 10pF, can be easely a 10kV
component and helps to protect from ESD events. 

"People like to play rods"

People will love our fantastic petal-shaped antennas and also the new spectacular stage-antennas as the Cobrantenna (a antenna with a large
head and a long horizzontal tail to linearize the play range up to some meters)

Our new line of antennas are constituted by two external shells, with two internal Kapton layers and finally a thin copper layer, impossible to ESD
them.

The Cobrantenna is very scenographic but too large for use at home, but it can be easely substituted with a smaller one.

Our new antennas are detachable with a small connector 3 x 30 mm and 20 mm deep, with the contact at the bottom. So, FredM will not be
able to insert his fingers, to reach the contacts, trying to burn our CapSensors.

:)

 

dewster 2/26/2014 4:11:19 PM [518]

"The Etherwave increases the oscillator sensitivity from 0.03% (without 40 mH inductor) to about 2% (with inductor) (oscillator sensitivity is the
percentual of change in frequency with hand at 100 cm to hand at 1 cm)"

Yes, that's what I've found too.  The way I look at the EW is a series L (40mH) driving a C to ground (antenna) and stimulated by a secondary parallel LC
tank.  The dual resonance is troublesome to tune correctly and the parallel tank can draw very high currents if slightly mistuned.

"But increasing the area and using 3MHz oscillators we push the oscillator sensitivity to 22% (180 cmq) and also more then 30% increasing the area to
200 and 500 cmq."

To be clear, the increase in the operating frequency to 3MHz isn't increasing the sensitivity (unless you are heterodyning).

"In addition a large area capacitor plate is only bi-directional (not omni-directional as a rod capacitor) and this, plus the not-resonating antenna,
minimizes the cross-interferences when Theremins are only some meters one to each other." 

Good point.

"The antenna impedance becomes purely resistive and with a low value."

I don't understand what you mean here.  The only time an antenna becomes resistive is when it is tuned to emit RF, and Theremin antennas are way to
short for that.  When the tank L and antenna C are brought to the natural resonance point of the LC it forms, and if it is high Q, will require little power to
to keep it resonating.  Is that what you mean?

"We are obtaining this with a little capacitor in series to the large area antenna."

FredM actually came up with this a while ago and used it on his Theremins.

"- emit only some microwatt (instead than 100 mW - Etherwave)"

I haven't done the math, but it's hard for me to believe an EW produces 100 mW of RF.  And if your design is operating at 1/3 the voltage but 10x higher
in frequency I'd think it could actually produce more RF than the EW due to real antenna effects.

"we are working at this 0.5 meter distance with 8 octaves perfectly playable"



Too many octaves can be a negative thing.  Peter Pringle noted that the most playable Theremin he owns has the least amount of octaves spread over a
fairly large playing field.  In my designs I'm going to leave this adjustment up to the player so they can set it as they like.  Lots of octaves for special
effects, few octaves for precision playing.

livio 2/26/2014 5:39:49 PM [519]

"To be clear, the increase in the operating frequency to 3MHz isn't increasing the sensitivity (unless you are heterodyning)"

We are pushing the sensitivity to 22% without heterodyning. This is a net gain of about 20 dB, (while heterodyning can push the gain only 4 to 8 dB as
your graphics yellow blue clearly shows)

Our high sensitivity is obtained because using 3 Mhz the parallel capacitance is not the usual 150 pF (OpenThereminUNO and also your 120 KHz test
oscillator are all 150 pF)

Instead our parallel capacitance is only 8 pF with little antennas (50 cmq) to 15 pF with very large antennas (500 cmq) 

The low parallel capacitance and the high area of the antenna pushes our oscillator sensitivity to 22% - without heterodyning!

This is true oscillator sensitivity! Not a deaf oscillator, artificially amplified by etherodining that amplifies also defects and noise. 

"The only time an antenna becomes resistive is when it is tuned to emit RF, and Theremin antennas are way to short for that"

You are in error, I can produce simulations that demonstrates that a short antenna tuned with a inductor at the base is really tuned and (at the resonant
frequency) becomes a pure resistor of low value.

In this condition the oscillator is well coupled to the antenna and sends main part of the power to the antenna.

The Etherwave oscillator drains 120 to 150 mW from the power supply and sends about 100 mW of power to the antenna!

I am sure of this. 

"it's hard for me to believe an EW produces 100 mW of RF.  And if your design is operating at 1/3 the voltage but 10x higher in frequency I'd think it
could actually produce more RF than the EW due to real antenna effects."

Please test yourself with LTSpice or some other simulator. I have done all the simulations and I am sure of this. Maybe it can produce a little less power
for some effect not well simulated, but surely more than 50 mW.

In contrast, because we do not tune the antenna our said "antenna" is only a side of a variable capacitor. The impedence is very very high and the power
very very low. Only some tenth of microwatt are emitted as an electromagnetic field.

"Too many octaves can be a negative thing.  Peter Pringle noted that the most playable Theremin he owns has the least amount of octaves spread over a
fairly large playing field.  In my designs I'm going to leave this adjustment up to the player so they can set it as they like.  Lots of octaves for special
effects, few octaves for precision playing."

Yes, the player must be free to select any range, we do exactly what you say and more...

Our ThereminSynth range is stored in the named "Voices", the voices are stored in named "Banks" and all is stored in named "Configurations"

The user can select the range from 2 semitones to 8 octaves and recall this (and other 80 params) as needed for each single performance.

 

  

dewster 2/26/2014 6:32:34 PM [520]

"...and also your 120 KHz test oscillator are all 150 pF"  - livio

No, my early test oscillator was 10-20 pF, my newer oscillators have no explicit capacitance other than the antenna capacitance.

"The low parallel capacitance and the high area of the antenna pushes our oscillator sensitivity to 22% - without heterodyning!"

Yes, so the increase in sensitivity you describe is not due to the higher operating frequency.  If you are not heterodyning then decreasing the static
capacitance and increasing the dynamic capacitance will increase sensitivity the same and regardless of the operating frequency.

"while heterodyning can push the gain only 4 to 8 dB as your graphics yellow blue clearly shows"

The vertical axis of that graph is bits/interval.  Each bit is 6dB.  Heterodyning can dramatically increase resolution (though likely at the expense of SNR).

"In contrast, because we do not tune the antenna our said "antenna" is only a side of a variable capacitor. The impedence is very very high and the
power very very low. Only some tenth of microwatt are emitted as an electromagnetic field."



I think you've got something fundamentally wrong in your thinking.  Both the EW and your designs have a capacitive antenna as part of a resonant LC
circuit.  One can't be emitting 50-100 mW and the other a tenth of a uW.  That's a factor of ~1,000,000 which on it's face seems not credible.

livio 2/27/2014 8:12:28 AM [521]

"My early test oscillator was 10-20 pF"

Your early test oscillator was 120KHz with 10 mH inductor, if I remeber well. So the total static capacitance was 150 pF, not 10-20 pF. Maybe I have
misunderstood the 120KHz and 10 mH? In that case, please, explain this to me. 

But I am absolutely sure that OpenThereminUNO has 150 pF of static capacitance and Etherwave even more.

"my newer oscillators have no explicit capacitance other than the antenna capacitance"

Yes, this is the way.

"So the increase in sensitivity you describe is not due to the higher operating frequency."

Yes, using 3MHz is not magical, only a method to reduce (about 100 times) the static capacitance.

"If you are not heterodyning then decreasing the static capacitance and increasing the dynamic capacitance will increase sensitivity the same and
regardless of the operating frequency"

Heterodining or not, decreasing the static capacitance and increasing the dynamic capacitance will increase sensitivity, resolution, signal to noise rapport
and signal to oscillator stability rapport. 

"The vertical axis of that graph is bits/interval"

OK, sorry... I miscalculated because normally I use dB of signal-to-noise.  
So the Heterodyning increases the resolution by 4 bit (near) to 8 bit (far) and this means 24 to 48 dB. 
Yes this is a dramatical increment of the resolution.

This dramatical increment is important for projects that use a deaf oscillator and an asthmatic processor. But your oscillator is not deaf and
your FPGA is hi-speed, so you might do without the heterodyning and all its inevitable disadvantages.

The Heterodining resolution increment is at the expenses of: 
- signal to noise ratio 
- signal to oscillator instability ratio 
- stability (some Khz of change in the oscillator frequency and the etherodining oscillator must be retuned) 
- flexibility (difficult or impossible to change the antenna area from 1 cmq to many square meters) 

 "Both the EW and your designs have a capacitive antenna as part of a resonant LC circuit." 

No, they are only apparently similar.

The "Etherwave antenna system" (antenna8pF & inductor40mH) is a true resonant antenna.

Instead our antenna system is very similar to a capacitor 
(and minimally also an antenna, but 1000 times less efficient as electromagnetical waves transducer)

The "Etherwave antenna system" is seen by the oscillator as a pure resistor and the oscillator will dissipates a lot of power on it. And this
power is all transformed into electromagnetic waves. 

Instead our "antenna" is seen by the oscillator as a pure capacitor and theoretically, due to the phase shift between current and voltage the
power transferred is zero. In practice, even our capacitor, although not tuned with a 40mH inductor, also has a minimum impedance (say a
few tens of uH) and this means that there is a minimum emission of electromagnetic waves (50 uW). But this is only a side effect and
should be avoided as much as possible (reducing the height, increasing the width and absolutely not using a tuning inductor) 

"That's a factor of ~1,000,000 which on it's face seems not credible"

The ratio between about 50 mW and about 50 uW is only 1000 - not 1 000 000 
Consider also that the power is proportional to the square of the voltage (or the current) 
So a power ratio of 1000 is simply produced by a ratio of 30 in voltage or current.

I am preparing a precise simulation of the currents, voltages, and phase displacements.  
I will post it in some hours.

 

 

livio 2/27/2014 1:15:36 PM [522]

These two simulations show the antenna Voltages and Currents, for EW and CapSensors



A crude V x I multiplication would give powers of:

Etherwave about 56.9 mW   (4 mA peak * 0.707 * 24 Volt peak * 0.707)

CapSensor about 4.56 mW   (1.1 mA peak * 0.707 * 7 Volt peak * 0.707)

But this crude V x I does not take in consideration the phase displacement between voltage and current.



The Etherwave, having V and I roughly phased, drains about 100 mW from the power supply and delivers 57 mW of them, via the antenna, as
electromagnetical energy.

The CapSensor, having V and I phased at about 90 degrees, drains about 2 mW from the power supply and delivers about 50 uW of them, via the
antenna, as electromagnetical energy.

 

 

dewster 2/27/2014 9:51:09 PM [523]

Your simulations above have no mechanism to account for power loss due to RF radiation.

Also, you are comparing voltage and current through a series LC network for the EW (which is not surprisingly almost 0 degrees) to voltage and current
through a capacitor for your design (which is not surprisingly 90 degrees).

livio, take a step back and forget about inductors and resonance for a moment. 

Say you have two "antennas": 1) an EW rod shape, and 2) your plate shape.  These form one side of a capacitor; the universe forms the other side of the
capacitor but say it is to ground.

Now you hook these antennas up to an AC power source.  For the EW rod we set the power source so the antenna voltage swings 100V @ 300kHz.  For
your plate we set the power source so the antenna voltage swings 30V @ 3MHz.  Which one dissipates more power?  If you are modeling the antennas
merely as capacitance the answer is neither!  Capacitors are purely reactive components and cannot dissipate any power.  They store energy and release it
and that's it.  Same with inductors, and same with inductors connected to capacitors (your EW case).  It takes resistance to dissipate power as heat, or real
antennas to dissipate power as RF.  You have no RF antenna model in your simulations, just oscillators and the capacitive part of the antenna which won't
tell you anything about RF emissions.  A realistic RF model of an antenna should have at least one resistor in it somewhere.

livio 2/28/2014 8:29:47 AM [524]

Yes for all.

But if the emission of electromagnetic waves were zero as you say, then EW, do not disturb and would not be disturbed by any other EW within tens of
meters and even behind the walls.

Electromagnetic waves are really strange beasts. They are photons (as the light) but with low energy. A 300KHz can easily pass through walls, and can
also turn around very large metal barriers (wide and high tens of meters)

Electric fields are different!

Electric fields are stopped by a small layer of conductive material, by the human body, by the humid air, by walls or damp wood. If you want two Cap
sensor working side by side, just add a thin layer of conductive mylar between them, just having an area sufficient, to ensure that the sides of the
capacitors do not see each other.

The good part of the Theremin operation is the electric field. We could also use a static HiVoltage electric field (like capacitor microphones) but we
prefer to use an oscillator, to facilitate the digitization and to avoid disturbances due to static electricity.

The bad part of the Theremin operation is the radiated Electromagnetic energy. To reduce it almost to zero, you must:  
- Use a metal plate of nearly square shape or round, so as to minimize its impedance  
- Maintain a perfect 90 degree offset between current and voltage (therefore an antenna tuning coil, is the worst possible perversion)

I am preparing better simulations including radiating equivalent resistors.

 

FredM 2/28/2014 9:16:36 AM [525]

"But if the emission of electromagnetic waves were zero as you say, then EW, do not disturb and would not be disturbed by any other EW within tens of
meters and even behind the walls." -livio

Draw two of those EW schematics (or your Theremino schematics) next to each other, and detune them slightly from each other (so that these
frequencies would heterodyne to produce audio) ... Add local reference oscillators to each, and the required heterodyning mixers so that you can observe
the audio output from each (you will need to wait a while for the simulation to run, and will need to set this for highest resolution - Im not sure LT-Spice
will be able to do this - My simulator actually outputs .wav files which I can hear and analyse)

Next, connect a tiny capacitor between the two antennas, to simulate them being close together... You will see (and hear) the theremins interacting.

I appreciate that you are not doing heterodyning, but its the easiest (only?) way to observe interactions of this kind, even if one resolves data differently -
the interactions are there, regardless of how one resolves the eventual data / output..

The above demonstrates that electromagnetic radiation is not required - capacitive coupling is all that is needed.. Radiated EM is a big red herring that
has diverted a few theremin developers before, and an awful lot of completely unsubstantiated nonsense is (IMO) spoken about it - not surprising, EM is
complex.. I fall back on Occam's Razor - if something can be explained fully by simple mechanisms, dont go looking for complexity - and as far as I can
see, everything about the theremins operation can be fully explained by capacitance.

(one interesting thing is that the above works because there is a common ground between the theremins.. If one isolates grounds and creates a strong
'local' ground in the vacinity of each theremin, one greatly reduces interaction... This is what I ended up doing when I ran 16 theremins simultaneously in
the Royal Festival Hall (London) in 2010.. I had a local ground "antenna" for each theremin, and isolated the electrical ground connection to each - When



the power line ground of the theremins was connected, they interacted like hell - cut this connection, and rely on the local ground "antennas" and they
didnt interact (or at least not in any major way) .... There was still some ground coupling because the ground "antennas" capacitively coupled to "actual"
ground, but the proportional capacitive coupling from antenna -> player -> ground "antenna" was greater than the capacitive coupling antenna -> player -
> "Real" or "common" ground... The ground "antennas" were first just a wire to the floor, then I put aluminium foil inside the plinths on which the
theremins were standing, and connected the theremins local grounds to these - this gave a large area 'plate' "antenna" which coupled capacitively to the
players..... This ONLY works with entirely isolated theremins - my theremins contained their own amplifier and speaker and were galvanically entirely
isolated from each other - they had some capacitive coupling to ground through the transformers, but input inductors prevented major HF coupling to
ground - as soon as one connects any common grounding via audio leads or whatever, they interact)

ps - I felt compelled to post the above, but im not "back" and wont be engaging with any discussion on the above - its there for you to accept or reject, im
not getting into any argument over any of it!  - I really dont care one iota ;-) .. Particularly on the matter of EM - My physics is not at a high enough level
for me to engage with debate about it, but I have discussed this matter with a couple of physicists and although I dont fully comprehend what they are are
saying, their conclusions were the same as those I came to using simple capacitance and electric fields.. Wherever there is an electric field, there must be
an electromagnetic 'component' - but when one is dealing with theremin frequencies and the related 'mechanics', the EM 'component' is so miniscule as to
be completely irrelevant as I understand it.

IMO its a real shame that some theremin developers have got so side-tracked on this EM matter - they tend to put other developers off by postulating
things that anyone who has played with circuits and understands the theory can see are errors, and by doing this some of their true innovations are often
overlooked.

ADDED ->

You dont even need to run a simulation .. Just build two theremin circuits, isolate them in metal boxes, dont have any antennas just use dummy capacitors
to ground, simply connect the two antenna points together with a tiny (say 0.01pf - as in, a teeny bit of overlapping wire) capacitors, and listen to them
interact as you change their tuning controls.. Theres no EM needed! ;-)

Thierry 2/28/2014 11:52:12 AM [526]

FredM wrote: "The above demonstrates that electromagnetic radiation is not required - capacitive coupling is all that is needed.. Radiated EM is a big
red herring that has diverted a few theremin developers before, and an awful lot of completely unsubstantiated nonsense is (IMO) spoken about it - not
surprising, EM is complex.. I fall back on Occam's Razor - if something can be explained fully by simple mechanisms, dont go looking for complexity -
and as far as I can see, everything about the theremins operation can be fully explained by capacitance."

"IMO its a real shame that some theremin developers have got so side-tracked on this EM matter - they tend to put other developers off by postulating
things that anyone who has played with circuits and understands the theory can see are errors, and by doing this some of their true innovations are often
overlooked."

Every obvious truth needs someone to pronounce it loudly, thank you, Fred!

livio 2/28/2014 1:41:22 PM [527]

"Next, connect a tiny capacitor between the two antennas, to simulate them being close together... You will see (and hear) the theremins interacting.
FredM" 

Yes FredM, oscillators can be coupled also via an electric field, also in the complete absence of electromagnetic waves.

But the electric fields behave differently, do not travel much distance, do not cross the walls. The electric fields can be stopped by a thin layer of material,
only slightly conductive.

The difference in behavior is similar to that between the alpha rays and gamma rays. The first are stopped by a thin sheet of paper, the latter also pass the
lead. The similarity is even greater than what you may think. Gamma rays are electromagnetic waves just like the light and the Theremin radio-waves.

Once it is clear that a Theremin can work also without the electromagnetic waves and that in doing so, will mate less, with the surrounding Theremins, is
up to us to minimize the emission of electromagnetic waves. 

But this requires a complete redesign, if you simply remove the four 10mH coils from a EW, its oscillator become so deaf, that it will be impossible to
play it.

 

livio 2/28/2014 3:07:23 PM [528]

Here the simulation suggested by dewster, which includes the resistor which (with its dissipation) simulates the energy emitted in the form of
electromagnetic waves. 



The 1 Mega Ohm value derives from a rather coarse calculation, based on the impedance which should have a thin antenna of 46 cm in length. I'm not
sure that this value is correct. Some factors including voltage of 200 volts peak-to-peak (dewster was talking about 100 volts) make me think that I
should lower a bit this ohms and that the power could rise a little. 

I tried with various resistance values   and with various values   of the capacitor of the antenna and have seen that the power on the resistor varies around
values   from 15 to 30 mW 

My best estimate is around 25 mW, but I have to agree with dewster that simulate these things is very difficult. We're not taking into account other factors
such as losses in magnetic cores and series resistance of the inductors. A best estimate I could do it if someone could measure accurately the peak to peak
voltage in the most significant points. 

However, an output power of 10 mW or 50 mW does not change much. If the FCC does not have complained in the past 100 years probably will not in
the next 50, and then I do not build EW and leave this issue to others. 

What really matters to me is that our CapSensor emitting less than 50 uW and that do not mate with each other.

dewster 2/28/2014 3:16:26 PM [529]

"The bad part of the Theremin operation is the radiated Electromagnetic energy. To reduce it almost to zero, you must:  
- Use a metal plate of nearly square shape or round, so as to minimize its impedance  
- Maintain a perfect 90 degree offset between current and voltage (therefore an antenna tuning coil, is the worst possible perversion)"  - livio 

Your first point has merit, making the antenna less of a long rod will likely tend to reduce RF emissions.

Your second point is wrong.  Any Theremin that uses LC will have a coil resonating with the "antenna" capacitance.  The "EQ" coil in series with the
"antenna" on the Etherwave is part of a series LC tank, and is not an antenna loading coil.

I'm not saying there isn't some RF radiating from Theremin antennas, there certainly is, but that isn't the primary mode of operation.

livio 2/28/2014 3:44:54 PM [530]

In my second point I says that:

If there is a 40 mH coil in series with the antenna current and voltages are phased and the antenna works well as emitter and receiver of electromagnetic
waves.

If there is not the 40 mH tuning inductor current and voltages are 90 degree phased and the antenna does not emit and receive any electromagnetic wave.

What's wrong with this?

dewster 2/28/2014 5:54:22 PM [531]



"If there is a 40 mH coil in series with the antenna current and voltages are phased and the antenna works well as emitter and receiver of
electromagnetic waves.

If there is not the 40 mH tuning inductor current and voltages are 90 degree phased and the antenna does not emit and receive any electromagnetic
wave."  - livio 

Your two simulations are not comparing the same things.  For the EW simulation you should just look at the voltage across & current though the antenna
capacitor, and not the combined coil and antenna.  If you do you'll see the same 90 phase as in your design ("ELI the ICEman" - current lags voltage in
an inductor, voltage lags current in a capacitor, and both by 90 degrees).

FredM 2/28/2014 6:15:22 PM [532]

"But the electric fields behave differently, do not travel much distance, do not cross the walls. The electric fields can be stopped by a thin layer of
material, only slightly conductive." - livio

I did say that im not going to argue - and im not going to!  ;-)

But you are wrong when you say "do not travel much distance" - Capacitive (electric) fields "travel" infinite distances - if there were two 'plates' charged
with respect to each other anywhere in the universe, they would have an influence on each other, and this influence would pass "through" any objects -
conductive objects acting to distort the (spread out) the lines of the field, and other objects behaving acording to their dielectric properties.

There is no end to the influence of electric fields - a theremin will be indluenced by a changing ground object a mile away - if one has a large metal
object placed on insulators a mile away, and were to have this connected to a switch which connected it to ground, and were to pulse this switch, it
WOULD be detectable by a sensitive enough capacitance sensor (which is what a theremin is) a mile away..

The ONLY thing that will block this is another GROUNDED object between these two.

Put a theremin in a room whose walls are lined with grounded aluminium foil, and another on the other side of the wall 50cm away, and the two
theremins wont interact with each other... If it was EM, they WOULD interact with each other!

"The difference in behavior is similar to that between the alpha rays and gamma rays."

This is something I know a little about - I worked as a medical physicist for 5 years, and was graded as master of science (Msc) level by the
IEEE following an examination in this discipline in order to legally be qualified to develop instruments for radiography (being upgraded from Bsc to Msc
without having to do much extra study was a real treat! ;-)

There is no similarity whatsoever - electric, magnetic, EM are not even loosely comparable to alpha and gamma - alphas are particles, gammas are rays
(EM), electrical fields are not particles - Alphas are large, which is one reason they dont go through paper - electric fields are charge distributions, they
are size-less (or at a stretch one could say their 'size' is that of an electron or two ;-)  and they do 'go through' objects (these objects or materials become
or are dielectrics in the field, and the effect of the field is to to 'bias' the orbitals of electrons of / within the dielectric) - over long distances this biasing is
extremely slight, but can be seen easily when two capacitive plates are in close proximity and a high potential  difference is across them - the electrons
are 'stretched' towards the +ve plate, and the nucleus is pulled towards the -Ve plate, and this effect will occur in all material between charged plates -
thats what an electric field is - its a distortion of the electron 'clouds' and a distortion of their orbitals with respect to their nucleus.

With a HF electric field, the 'mode of transference' is the changing of electron / nucleus orientation .. but a lot of factors are not fully understood - in
particular, there are differing ideas about how / where charge is stored - I tend to think of it as the dielectric being an elastic 'substance' -

but the bottom line is that these fields are not stopped, not by paper, not by brick, not by vacuum - wherever there are two charged plates, there will be a
electric field between them - and all sorts of exciting things happen if you charge plates and then relocate them with respect to each other, because the
charge will remain, even if the capacitance changes - which translates to the potentials on these plates changing as their distance changes...

I am actually involved in an electrostatic motor development at the moment, which uses shaped dielectrics, moving plates, and astronomical voltages, to
provide rotation - all using electric fields! - this is being developed to fit a massive capacitive collector that will 'catch' lightening strikes, and use this
extremely high voltage to power this motor, which will turn a generator to ptovide usable electricity.... LOL ;-) I think the only reason people come to me
with jobs like this is because Im the only person crazy enough to take them on, and because I risk not getting paid if they dont get the funding... I am only
involved in a tiny part of the project...

"Yes FredM, oscillators can be coupled also via an electric field, also in the complete absence of electromagnetic waves."

Youve got it the wrong way 'round! - Coupling is almost exclusively by electric (capacitive) fields - EM DOES provide some 'coupling' but this is so
miniscule that it is COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT for all practical purposes!

I am not able to do the sums (am too stupid!) to give you any numbers regarding how insignificant EM is for theremins - but its many orders of
magnitude less significant than capacitance, and certainly not worth even thinking about with the kind of theremin designs any of us (including you) are
developing.

I have steered away from RF all my career, and the whole area of electromagnetic radiation is, to my mind, on the edge of my comprehension - but I am
sure that you dont understand EM any better than I do, simply from reading what you are saying about the nature of EM "waves"..

So all I can advise is that you go back to stuff you can really comprehend, or have a chance of comprehending - get a full real understanding of
capacitance and electrical fields - you will find that when you fully understand these, you wont need EM to explain how theremins work or interact.

Otherwise you risk becoming one of the theremin developers who loses their way in this EM nonsence, and worse, leaves a trail of misinformation which
causes confusion.

If you dont believe me, do what I did - When I am not sure of something fundamental, I pay (or paid - dont have the money to pay anyone anymore ;-)
someone who is specialist in the science to go over my designs and / or answer my questions - I also have a friend who works at the Diamond Lin-Ac in
Oxford, and can contact some of the most renowned physicists in the world - to them, my questions are innane, but they give me answers I can trust!

Also - May I suggest that you be more scientific with your assertions.. Real science does not assert anything, it postulates ideas, tests these, and regards
them all as "until disproven" - nothing is "sure" - you cannot absolutely prove anything, all you can do is say "it seems to work like this and we have done
everything we can think of to disprove this idea, but not been able to.." .. Oh, we all tend to make "absolute" statements, and all get egg on our face



sometimes - Everything I say could be wrong, everything Newton or Einstien said could be wrong - but I am probably more likely to be right if what I
say agrees with what they said! ;-)

You are going out of your way to prove your ideas, and ignoring anything that contradicts your ideas - thats the way to bad science.. Oh, its natural - we
all want to be right! ;-) -- And no matter how bad our science, there will always be people who will be fooled by our enthusiasm - but like inventors of
perpetual motion machines, their happy delusion rarely gets them anywhere!

Fred.

livio 2/28/2014 6:41:08 PM [533]

Our CapSensors can work very near one to each other instead EW can not (not tested personally but many people says this) for me this is due to the
tuning inductor. If the tuned inductor is not the reason, please explain you to me another reason for this.

However, other reasons are recommending to not use tuning coils: 

1) So large coils are not tunable and prevents easy interchanging antennas with very different capacitance.

2) A coil of such great value type does not exist "for oscillators" but only "RF-blocking" and the impedance will change very much with temperature 

3) A large coil add much parasitic capacitance 

4) A large coil suffer from dimensional changes that cause mechanical stresses and occasional noises

- - - - - - -

There are also other mechanism we are not considering:

1) A 40 cm antenna composed by a thin rod has an impedance about 100 times more than a plate similar to a 10 x 10 cm square. And therefore it emits
and receives much better.

2) The tuning bobbin increases voltage and current on the capacitor and "adapts" the impedance to the oscillator.

- - - - - - -

Really you think that a 120 mW oscillator with a perfectly tuned loaded-antenna, emits the same as a 2 mW oscillator with a non tuned square plate?  

 

dewster 2/28/2014 8:16:33 PM [534]

"Really you think that a 120 mW oscillator with a perfectly tuned loaded-antenna, emits the same as a 2 mW oscillator with a non tuned square plate?"  -
livio

If all the power were being dumped into the antenna, OK.  The power you're measuring in simulation is being dissipated by the mechanics of the
oscillator (static bias and dynamic current) not the antenna.  You're calculating and comparing different things, and none of which take into account RF
losses / radiation.

FredM 2/28/2014 9:45:57 PM [535]

"Really you think that a 120 mW oscillator with a perfectly tuned loaded-antenna, emits the same as a 2 mW oscillator with a non tuned square plate?  "
livio

You cannot "tune" the "antennas", regardless of their form, plate or rod or whatever! - I realise that this statement is an error - not an error when it comes
to theremins with 1/4 wavelengths of between say 25 meters and 400 meters, but wrong as a general statement.

The first fundamental misconception comes from the idea of "antennas" - These are NOT "Antennas" in the radio sense of the word  - they are a plate of
a capacitive sensor. I believe (may be wrong, cannot be bothered to check the patent) that Lev Theremin specified what we call "antennas" as capacitive
plates, and I am fairly sure his patent references electrical and/or capacitive fields, not "radio" or "EM" fields.

Yes - there are some radiated EM fields - if this was not the case then AM radios would not be able to "pick up" signals from theremins.. But these fields
are TINY, as one can determine by the fact that the reciever must be really close to the theremin to pick up signals - Also, I suspect that most of the EM
radiation is not being radiated from the antenna but from the inductors - but as I said, radio isnt my forte.

"Tuning" antennas is (as I understand it) a process of matching the antenna dimentions to the wavelength of the signal one wants to radiate or recieve..
Something which is NOT done on theremins (for obvious reasons).

With theremins the only tuning which occurs is to match the capacitance and inductance such that one gets the required change in frequency as the
capacitance "seen" by the capacitance sensor (plate) (which is wrongly called an antenna) changes when the player moves their hand, and that this
translates to a usable frequency shift on the oscillator - The only other tuning is completely unrelated to the antenna, and this is the setting of the local
(reference) oscillator.

The above can be done with either parallel configurations, where the plate acts as a capacitor across the tank inductor (often in parallel with a small fixed
capacitance), or with series LC (as Dewster is doing) or with the standard scheme invented by Lev Theremin, where there is a parallel tank having a
small inductor and large capacitance, connected to a series large inductor connected to the antenna capacitance..

But IN ALL cases, the tuning is a combination of inductor/s capacitor/s and antenna dimentions - One can change any of these, reduce or increase
antenna dimentions (resulting in a change of capacitance presented by the antenna, and a change in sensitivity to players movements) and make
proportional changes to inductors and/or parallel / series capacitances and "tune" for the operation one wants...



Tuning is about tuning the RESONANT CIRCUIT of which the capacitive sensing  "plate" is a part, it is NOT about tuning this "plate" or "antenna", or
tuning to "match" this plate in any way other than to produce the wanted oscillation frequency for the capacitance "seen" by this plate.

When it comes to linearization, there are good reasons why the rod "antenna" is superior to a flat plate "antenna" - The plate tends to increase capacitance
more rapidly as a hand approaches it, giving far worse linearity at the treble end, the rod tends to spread the capacitive sensing to the arm, giving less
dramatic increase in capacitance as the hand approaches the antenna..

If one is doing linearization through computation (either analogue or digital) then the above may be of little concern, but for classic analogue
heterodyning instruments its of major importance.

The simple truth is that Lev got it right! Everything he did, rod antenna, loop antenna, heterodyning, hand away from loop = louder, were all the optimum
configurations - His oscillator design was IMO the best for the application, and it is only now all these decades later that we are perhaps getting close to
bettering his instrument.. (The only thing Lev may have got wrong was, IMO, that the theremin whilst a brilliant bit of science, is possibly one of the
stupidest musical instrument ever concieved from a perspective of user interface and playability!)

But IMO we will only do this if we understand the science Lev was saturated in - Oh, we may now be able to linearize as well as he did without using
double resonators - but if we get mislead by flawed terminology (like the word "antenna") and start re-engineering the theremin with flawed ideas about
electromagnetic radiation, we will go nowhere.

And thats it - my last word on this subject.. Really! ;-)

Fred.

1) So large coils are not tunable and prevents easy interchanging antennas with very different capacitance.

Changing antennas isnt a common requirement - thereminists are quite happy with one antenna AFAIK ;-)

It is (IMO) true that the lack of ability to tune the series (equalizing) network limits precision - but one can tune the tank for optimum linearity and then
adjust the local oscillator - On some of my prototypes I did make the series inductance electrically tunable (rather than the simpler common method of
adjusting the local oscillator) - but realised that the added cost and complexity wasnt worth the effort.

2) A coil of such great value type does not exist "for oscillators" but only "RF-blocking" and the impedance will change very much with temperature 

You dont understand the function of the antenna inductance at all! You dont understand that with care, all the problems you speak of above dont apply!
Go look at Lev Theremins patent, look at the postings here about how the series LC works, because you really dont have a clue! - "RF-Blocking" LOL ;-)
Look at the large (30mH for example) inductance, calculate the series resonant frequency with antenna capacitance, and get some understanding from the
many postings here which explain whats going on before you start comparing the operation to "RF Blocking" !!!

Apart from which, the inductors DO EXIST! You can buy suitable Hammond or Bourns inductors from many suppliers, and you can wind an air coil.

These inductors are fitted in many theremins - If you are looking for a single 30mH inductor with suitable low capacitance / high SRF, you may not find
one - but you can certainly get suitable 10mH inductors you can wire in series - these are not "blocking" inductors - they are pi wound and segmented
specifically for HF operation.

3) A large coil add much parasitic capacitance 

 if you use a coil designed for a SMPS running at 40kHz, you may well get "much parasitic capacitance" - but when you use coils with high SRF and low
capacitance, you dont get that problem - And if you use well constructed air coils you certainly dont get that problem!

4) A large coil suffer from dimensional changes that cause mechanical stresses and occasional noises

Really? First time ive ever heard of that! - I would imagine that after 80+ years all we would hear from RCA's with their massive ancient coils would be
these "noises" if that was the case! - then theres the Moog 91 and the Ether-vox and tube theremins and Wavefront modified EW's all of which have large
air coils and ive never heard of "mechanical stress" or "occasional noises" problems, so please let us know where you came across these problems!

"Our CapSensors can work very near one to each other instead EW can not (not tested personally but many people says this) for me this is due to the
tuning inductor. If the tuned inductor is not the reason, please explain you to me another reason for this."

I dont know. It may be that the series inductors radiate magnetic fields, or it may be a multitude of things.. The test would be to have a grounded sheild
between the theremins - if they still interact, then its magnetic or electromagnetic coupling.. then move one theremins orientation, if this changes the
coupling, its likely to be magnetic (radiated from the inductors) but if its EM radiated from the antenna, then coupling wont be affected by orientation of
the coils with respect to each other..

It may also have something to do with the way data is extracted from your theremin - It may be that the integration and low resolution of your theremin
simply cannot resolve the interactions which are occurring in the way that an analogue heterodyning theremin which outputs all nuances of the
interactions (as audio) can.

ADDED ->

"But this requires a complete redesign, if you simply remove the four 10mH coils from a EW, its oscillator become so deaf, that it will be
impossible to play it."

Been over this before! Yes - You would need a complete redesign! Thats because the EW oscillator was CORRECTLY designed for use with an
equalizing inductor! .. It works like this - there is a small tank (oscillator) inductor in parallel with a LARGE tank capacitor - completely
unsuitable and "deaf" if connected directly to the antenna, because the large capacitance utterly swamps the antenna capacitance.. This
oscillator is not designed to operate with a varying capacitance - it is designed to operate with a varying INDUCTANCE across its small tank
inductance!

Thats what the antenna inductance in combination with the antenna capacitance does! It is effectively series connected across the tank, and
operates in its (nonlinear) inductive region - Effectively, changes in antenna capacitance are converted to a "virtual" change in the inductance
across the small tank inductance, and it is this change in INDUCTANCE which adjusts the oscillator frequency.

A redesign would involve increacing the tank inductance to probably about 1mH, and decreacing the tank capacitance probably to between 100
and 200pF, one could then connect directly to the antenna without the series inductor, and the oscillator frequency would be directly controlled



by the antenna capacitance, and because the tank capacitance was low, antenna sensitivity would be high ..

But doing that you would lose the increased amplitude on the antenna (go from perhaps 180V P-P down to perhaps 20V P-P) and lose the
linearizing effect provided by the non-linear transfer function of the series LC combined with the parallel tank.

The EW is designed in much the same way as Lev Theremins design, take away the series inductor and one lowers sensitivity hugely - but one
doesnt do that unless one doesnt understand how they work..

Just as adding a series inductor to a design like the Silicon Chip / Jaycar theremins (which have large tank inductor and small tank capacitor,
and are "designed" for direct antenna connection)  or your theremino design, is completely pointless and probably detrimental to their
operation.

This whole issue is one where hobbyists are exposed! And, alas, some of these "designs" find their way even ito somewhat reputable magazines -
examples of such bodges are found all over the place - the "strange apperatus" theremin, and the EPE 2008 theremin (a Jaycar/SC theremin
with a series inductor tacked on) are examples of such folly.

Its EASY to make this mistake - I never grasped the beautifull and brilliant idea of Lev's for a long time - and was fuc*ing about with tacking
series inductors onto anything that oscillated, and wondering why I was getting strange results ;-).. But when I saw it, when I looked at the LC
curves and it clicked that the series resonant section was behaving like a capacitance controlled variable inductor, and I saw that the non-
linearity of this transfer function compensated for the inverse-square antenna capacitance - distance relationship to produce the required
exponential relationship - well, I think that was the moment I recognised Lev's genius, and probably was the moment I saw how it all fitted
together - I understood!

Others get understanding through different means - If I had comprehended the mathematics, I may have understood through that mechanism..
But the "virtual inductance" visualisation is the one that suits my "style" best - The frustration is that its real difficult to convey such a simple
idea to others - lots of discussions have gone on the lines that series antenna inductance is "pointless" is a "waste of wire" or, as you have
presented "a RF Blocking" component -

Think about it! Why would designers like Lev and Bob Moog add an expensive component just for the fun of it? Both were trying to minimise
their costs, and if these inductors werent needed they would never have been fitted! - Less competent modern designers fit series antenna
inductors to completely unsuitable oscillators, and this misleads people - but go back to competent designs, and the reason for this topology
becomes clear!

Ok, the above was my last word! ;-) .. actually, the last quite a few posts shouldnt really be on this thread IMO, a new thread should be started and if
possible some of these posts moved there - this is becoming a real hijack of Dewsters "digital theremin" topic!

dewster 2/28/2014 11:04:44 PM [536]

livio, I think (but I'm not sure, I'm not an RF guy) that you are right about one thing: I believe that coil loaded RF antennas work the way they EQ coils
work on Theremins: short antennas look capacitive, so you match the coil inductance to the antenna capacitance to make the LC resonate at the frequency
of interest, thus producing a large voltage swing on the antenna.  The larger voltage swing somewhat makes up for the poor RF coupling of the antenna to
the "ether".  But the antenna is still poorly coupled in an RF sense because it is very short compared to the operating wavelength.

So the comparison method I was talking about before is probably valid: forget about series inductance, look only at the antenna voltage swing after the
inductance and the antenna geometry at the operating frequency.  For your design this is ~30V @ 3MHz.  For the EW this is ~100V @ 300kHz.  But the
geometries are different.  I'd say the RF emitted is probably close to a wash, if there was a 1,000:1 or 1,000,000:1 effect going on in reality I'd be
completely amazed.

And just to be clear, my only concern with RF is for compliance, non-interference, and that sort of thing.  Like FredM, I don't believe the RF emitted /
received has much if anything to do with the way Theremins interact with humans.

------------------------------------ 

  In response to FredM 

livio 3/1/2014 8:15:33 AM [537]

------------------------------------ 
  In response to FredM 
------------------------------------

Capacitive (electric) fields "travel" infinite distances - if there were two 'plates' charged with respect to each other anywhere in the universe, they would
have an influence on each other, and this influence would pass "through" any objects "

Yes, any field travels infinite distances, but the electric field:

- can be emitted with zero power

- can be blocked by a 0.05mm thin film like a kitchen aluminium foil (grounded) 

- is completely blocked by walls (I have personally tested this)

- does not pass trough wood because it is slightly conductive

- does not pass trough the humid air, for distances more than some meters 

Instead an electromagnetic field:



- has a real power and the oscillator see it like a dissipating resistor

- easely passes through kitchen aluminium foils (grounded or not) 

- easely passes through wood, walls and humid air

"There is no similarity whatsoever - electric, magnetic, EM are not even loosely comparable to alpha and gamma - alphas are particles, gammas are rays
(EM), electrical fields are not particles"

I said only "similar"...  "The difference in behavior is similar to that between the alpha rays and gamma rays."   
It was only an example! 

"Also - May I suggest that you be more scientific with your assertions.. Real science does not assert anything, it postulates ideas, tests these, and regards
them all as "until disproven" - nothing is "sure" - you cannot absolutely prove anything, all you can do is say..."   
"You are going out of your way to prove your ideas, and ignoring anything that contradicts your ideas - thats the way to bad science.. Oh, its natural - we
all want to be right! ;-) -"

You're right, I'm sorry. I am very sorry that my sentences sound bad and contain assertions. For me it is already difficult to explain my
concepts in English and I can lose control of the "tone" easily. I hope you will try to understand me.

"You cannot "tune" the "antennas", regardless of their form, plate or rod or whatever! 
The first fundamental misconception comes from the idea of "antennas" - These are NOT "Antennas" in the radio sense of the word  - they are a plate of a
capacitive sensor..."

The EW antenna is composed by a 40 cm rod and a 40 mH inductor. This complete system forms a "charged antenna" end emits an electromagnetic field
with strong real power (my best guess is: about 25 mW)

I will explain this better in the next post responding to Dewster.

"When it comes to linearization, there are good reasons why the rod "antenna" is superior to a flat plate "antenna" - The plate tends to increase
capacitance more rapidly as a hand approaches it, giving far worse linearity at the treble end, the rod tends to spread the capacitive sensing to the arm,
giving less dramatic increase in capacitance as the hand approaches the antenna.."

Based on my calculations, exactly the same linearization can be more easely accomplished with a single capacitor, of some pF, in series. (with our
CapSensors this is possible, with EW maybe not)

"...because you really dont have a clue! - "RF-Blocking" LOL ;-)  ...  You can buy suitable Hammond or Bourns inductors from many suppliers,
and you can wind an air coil.  ...  they are pi wound and segmented specifically for HF operation..."

More than 10 000 turns of thin wire, hundreds of meters of copper that extend with temperature... no comment ! 

"...the EW oscillator was CORRECTLY designed for use with an equalizing inductor! .. 
A redesign would involve increacing the tank inductance... But doing that you would lose the increased amplitude...  
...your theremino design, is completely pointless and probably detrimental to their operation....  This whole issue is one where hobbyists are exposed!
And, alas, some of these "designs" find their way even ito somewhat reputable magazines..."

We have found an alternative way, simple, inexpensive, with zero tuning components. We can demonstrate this with working devices,
already in use by many happy performers.  ;)

 

livio 3/1/2014 10:36:57 AM [538]

-------------------------------------- 
  In response to dewster 
--------------------------------------

"...I think (but I'm not sure, I'm not an RF guy) that you are right about one thing: I believe that coil loaded RF antennas work the way they EQ coils
work on Theremins: short antennas look capacitive, so you match the coil inductance to the antenna capacitance to make the LC resonate at the
frequency of interest, thus producing a large voltage swing on the antenna.  The larger voltage swing somewhat makes up for the poor RF coupling of the
antenna to the "ether".  But the antenna is still poorly coupled in an RF sense because it is very short compared to the operating wavelength."

"So the comparison method I was talking about before is probably valid: forget about series inductance, look only at the antenna voltage swing after the
inductance and the antenna geometry at the operating frequency.  For your design this is ~30V @ 3MHz.  For the EW this is ~100V @ 300kHz.  But the
geometries are different.  I'd say the RF emitted is probably close to a wash, if there was a 1,000:1 or 1,000,000:1 effect going on in reality I'd be
completely amazed."

"And just to be clear, my only concern with RF is for compliance, non-interference, and that sort of thing.  Like FredM, I don't believe the RF emitted /
received has much if anything to do with the way Theremins interact with humans."

I was building (and using) loaded antennas since the 70s, when Volkswagen vans and Citizen Band radios were in use, so I know by my
own experience, that there is a big difference, between them and a metal plate. 



What you (and FredM) are forgetting to consider, is the strong magnetic field produced by the 40 mH coil. 

Doesn't matter if the coil is 10 cm away from the "antenna". The distance between these two components is practically zero (compared to
1000 meters wavelength). Coil and rod are tightly coupled and form a single component called "loaded antenna".

EW antenna and coil together, form a "loaded antenna" that (if tuned) emit a strong electromagnetic field, with actual real power. (my best
guess is around 25 mW)

In contrast, an untuned plate does not absorb energy from the oscillator, does not emit energy (best guess: 50 uW) and also as a receiving
antenna, behaves bad. 

 

dewster 3/1/2014 4:19:23 PM [539]

"What you (and FredM) are forgetting to consider, is the strong magnetic field produced by the 40 mH coil."  - livio 

What you are forgetting to consider is the inductor in your oscillator, which is also emitting an very real electromagnetic field. 

This discussion has been very interesting for me because I now believe I understand how coil loaded antennas work:

Think of an antenna, which has a certain geometry, but that geometry is poor (small) compared to the wavelength we want it to function at.  So the
antenna looks like a capacitor in series with a large resistance to ground (RF emission).  Books tell you to put an inductor in series with this to "cancel"
the antenna capacitance, and to make it look like a pure resistance.  But what you are really doing is making a series resonant LC tank that boosts the
voltage at the antenna, which makes it dissipate more power through the large resistance.  Small voltage swing into the coil gives big voltage swing at the
antenna (at LC resonance, and if the Q is high).

In your design there is a parallel tank, but this only differs from the series tank above by the way you drive it.  The drive is a current source in parallel
with the tank, rather than a voltage source in series with it.  There is no voltage increase, but this is made up by allowing the parallel tank to swing
outside of the transistor power supply rails.

It's all the same.  Series and parallel tanks differ only in the way they are driven, not in the way they behave.

There is no magic going on in the combination of an antenna and a coil, just a voltage boost at resonance that helps overcome an impedance mismatch
(antenna to the "ether") to some degree.

==========

I've seen on my bench that air core coils have a noticeable electrostatic field around them, particularly the end connected to the antenna.  I believe this is
a big reason you see big air cores in Theremin's own designs, and why they are positioned near the antennas.  I'm not sure how much air-gapped ferrite
cores emit in the way of RF, but the magnetic field is more confined to the core so I would guess less?

==========

What would be nice to know is the actual RF emission of a Theremin given a certain operating frequency, antenna geometry, and voltage swing.  I'll
probably look into this at some point.  I'm currently trying to find an accurate formula for capacitance between widely spaced circular plates.

Interference
dewster 3/1/2014 4:54:48 PM [540]

Interference

I have a conjecture:

Common wisdom seems to be to avoid the AM band for pitch and volume operating points because strong broadcasts can/will negatively interfere with
the proper operation of the Theremin. 

My feeling is the way in which the volume side is often implemented (e.g. EWS) is mostly to blame in this regard.  With no heterodyning, and that diode
located right at the tank, it looks kind of like an AM radio!

Whereas the pitch side, with heterodyning, acts more like an FM radio because what we hear is the difference of two frequencies, not the amplitude.

Anyway, the AM band is kind of a sweet spot for digital oscillators, and it allows for reasonable sized air core inductors, so I'm tempted to use it.  But I'm
afraid of possible interference (and I guess the FCC wouldn't like  emissions there either).

livio 3/1/2014 5:24:41 PM [541]

"What you are forgetting to consider is the inductor in your oscillator, which is also emitting an very real electromagnetic field. "

Our inductor is enclosed completely by a ferrite cylinder. All the magnetic lines are closed inside. So it generates zero (or very minimal) external
magnetic field.

I was prepared for this objection so I have opened one of them and inside there is something similar to the following image.



A strong electric field multiplicated by zero (or minimal) magnetic field generates near zero electromagnetic energy.

Magnetic and electric field are not coupled, and they are 90 degree one from the other, so they drains near zero energy from the oscillator and they works
very bad as electromagnetic receiver.

 

 

 

dewster 3/1/2014 5:26:24 PM [542]

Some stuff I've been working on lately:

Above is a passively shielded antenna made of aluminum tape on 3/8" (~10 mm OD) PEX with a UHF connector.  The front 1/3 area is covered with a 5
mm wide strip which goes to the center conductor, the back half area is covered by a 15 mm wide strip that is grounded.  Very low sensitivity, rather
pronounced temperature dependent capacitance, I'm shelving this for now.



Above is a 0.5 mH coil wound on 3/4" schedule 40 PVC (~26 mm OD) with 34 AWG single coat.  The small winding on the left is the sense coil.  With a
large antenna and some capacitive padding (via the RF connector) to bring resonance down within the range of my function generator (2 MHz max), I'm
seeing very similar behavior to much larger coils with similar geometry that operate below the AM band (this one would operate above the AM band). 
This is encouraging because it allows much smaller enclosures to be used.  Feels like I'm working on a really tiny Theremin in the land of the giants!

dewster 3/1/2014 5:31:03 PM [543]

"Our inductor is enclosed completely by a ferrite cylinder. All the magnetic lines are closed inside. So it generates zero (or very minimal) external
magnetic field."  - livio

Touche!  But I still think you're wrong about the scale of emissions between the two designs.

And, you know, it's not me that you have to convince that you are correct, it's yourself when you bump up against nature.  I'm just trying to give you a
hand.

FredM 3/1/2014 5:31:49 PM [544]

"What you (and FredM) are forgetting to consider, is the strong magnetic field produced by the 40 mH coil. " livio

You may be right, livio ... I really dont know. There may well be a strong magnetic field from the inductors..

I never thought that a strong magnetic field from an inductor, and an independant eclectical field from a capacitor plate "antenna", combined to produce
an electromagnetic field.. But hey, as I said before, EM is complex...

Perhaps im just too simple to grasp the simplicity of what you are proposing - that one can create EM fields simply by "mixing" magnetic fields and
"electric" fields.. Hell, if id realised that before, I could have gone real far in radio! ;-)

Your comments about the charactaristics of electric fields are simply wrong - but hey, again perhaps I misunderstand.. You have personally tested how
these fields are blocked by walls, who am I to argue? My expierience of working on a long range capacitive sensor that could search for lost royal
treasure under deep wet sand was obviously a delusion, or perhaps the equipment was detecting the same energy that divining rods detect, and had
nothing to do with electric fields.. The team looking for the treasure never found it, but they did find a lot of metal junk...

And at the time I was just a junior engineer anyway, I trusted the senior engineers at Avo who were managing the project, but they could have been
telling me lies - for all I know they may have been using UFO technology and not electric fields... The 4 insulated sensor pads did look a bit like the
landing gear on one of those Roswell craft, and were placed in similar orientation - Hmm... You got me thinking....

No more argument from me - I cannot learn anything from you because, in my opinion, you talk a complete load of nonsense about antennas and fields
and EM and simulation and electronics in general,  and have no interest in learning anything - your interest is in promoting the "superiority" of your
capsensor - You make bogus claims about things like resolution and stability and radiated energy and all sorts of other stuff, but when these claims are
PROVED to be untrue, you still continue making them!



Its all a real shame - you have some great ideas, some beautifully built boards, some extremely clever software, but you are throwing away all your
credibility by talking rubbish about matters you dont understand - Talking rubbish is fine, its part of the learning process - its only by talking rubbish that
people feel motivated enough to correct you! ;-) .. And its from these corrections that one learns the most - But talking rubbish and ignoring the
corrections is utter folly, because you learn nothing and come across as an idiot... Oh, when corrected, one doesnt need to fall over and give up - you can
challenge the correction and explore it deeper, and may even prove that you are right - thats all part of evereyones learning process.. But the mistake is to
stick to your error because you have invested so much in it that you "cannot" give it up, to look for counter arguments that divert attention away..
Clinging to an error will prove more costly in the end than even writing off years of development that was based on error.

Real sorry.

Fred.

livio 3/1/2014 5:32:44 PM [545]

"What you are forgetting to consider is the inductor in your oscillator, which is also emitting an very real electromagnetic field. "

Our inductor is enclosed completely by a ferrite cylinder. All the magnetic lines are closed inside. So it generates zero (or very minimal) external
magnetic field.

I was prepared for this objection so today I have opened one of them, and inside there is something similar to the following image.

A strong electric field multiplicated by zero (or minimal) magnetic field generates near zero electromagnetic energy.

Magnetic and electric field are not coupled, and they are 90 degree one from the other, so they drains near zero energy from the oscillator and they works
very bad as magnetic field receiver.

 

 

 

livio 3/1/2014 5:41:35 PM [546]

And does not matter if the inductors are at 90 degree from the rod. The only differences will be in the shape of the radiating patterns.

Examples of 3D simulated radiating patterns generated from my AntSym application (made by me in the 2002):



 



I know what I say.

FredM 3/1/2014 5:48:52 PM [547]

Hi Dewster,

That shielded antenna looks quite familiar! ;-)

You do need temperature compensation when using this kind of shielding - I used a stereo jack socket so I could have a thermistor inside the antenna, and
sum this into my TC circuit.. I did try making a bi-metal temperature sensing capacitor - im sure this would be feasable and one could have the bi-metal
between two plates, so you could get + and - TC you could feed through trimmers and have the antenna independently compensated, but I never got this
to work. One theremin I built for passive shielded antenna worked ok with just an on-PCB temp sensor, but others didnt... I also had one with a big



inductor in series with the ground shield, this worked well but shielding was only partial, the shielded side was still sensitive but less sensitive than the
player side.

That coil looks good, and really small - Be real interesting to see the finished theremin!

Fred.

dewster 3/1/2014 6:02:30 PM [548]

"I know what I say."  - livio

livio, perhaps it's time for you to start your own thread about your capacitance sensor here at TW?  It's been quite instructive discussing various things
with you and for that I'm quite appreciative, but I'm starting to feel that your work is taking over my thread.

livio 3/1/2014 6:03:07 PM [549]

" - your interest is in promoting the "superiority" of your capsensor - "

My interest is to explain these things (even to myself). Before this wonderful discussion, many details were overtones for me but I had not really
analyzed. Now thanks to you and dewster, we have made many improvements both in the understanding of the theory that in the firmware. For example,
without you we would never have discovered the "dynamic resolution" that has allowed us to lower the latency up to 0.8 mS for maintaining a very high
resolution for applications that need it.

I'm really sorry that you think that of me, not knowing of course you can think ... in time you will know me and you'll see that there is no person less
"commercial". I hate everything that has to do with the money, sell, promotions and products. Ours is not a "product" is only passion for electronics.

livio 3/1/2014 6:12:13 PM [550]

"You do need temperature compensation when using this kind of shielding."

We have no temperature problems because we do not amplify them with heterodyning (heterodyning it amplifies by 4 to 8 bit - about 100 times the
oscillator defects and the temperature dpendences)

"That coil looks good, and really small - Be real interesting to see the finished theremin!"

Here you can see the new versions with the large area antannas: 
http://www.theremino.com/files/Theremin_3D_16.jpg 
http://www.theremino.com/files/Theremin_3D_17.jpg 

And here some old versions played badly by me: 
YouTube video

Please, remember, we do not sell anything, just explain, how to do.

 

"livio, perhaps it's time for you to start your own thread about your capacitance sensor here at TW?  It's been quite instructive discussing various things
with you and for that I'm quite appreciative, but I'm starting to feel that your work is taking over my thread."

Excuse me, however I have written all I had to write, and I am convinced that the solutions that I have indicated, can also be useful for your FPGA
version... 

Now I take off my subscription to avoid falling into temptation, if you need something, you can find me on Theremino blog.

dewster 3/1/2014 6:27:24 PM [551]

livio, our discussions have been quite fruitful, I hope you don't think I don't appreciate them because I really do!  You made me think about going to
higher frequencies which can be quite freeing from an enclosure standpoint.  Enclosures had me dead in the water!  And you got me thinking about plates
rather than rods (I'm preparing a spreadsheet for the comparison).  Please don't leave TW over some misunderstandings.  It's just that your project could
probably benefit from a separate thread where the merits could be discussed there.  This thread is kind of losing focus.

dewster 3/1/2014 6:37:47 PM [552]

"That shielded antenna looks quite familiar! ;-)"  - FredM

All credit to you Fred for thinking of shielding in the first place!

"You do need temperature compensation when using this kind of shielding - I used a stereo jack socket so I could have a thermistor inside the antenna,
and sum this into my TC circuit.. "

I'm kind of married to the UHF connector, though I'm starting to forget why.

The reduction in sensitivity that shielding brings could be made up by heterodyning, but maybe at the cost of stability?  I'm kind of averse to throwing
away sensitivity, but maybe that's just another thing I'm married to.  I'm definitely averse to temperature sensitivity which I guess is the clincher (for

http://www.theremino.com/files/Theremin_3D_16.jpg
http://www.theremino.com/files/Theremin_3D_17.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWiV80Rxf_E


now).  I'll give it another spin when I get heterodyning up and running.

Fred, what do you think of my interference conjecture up-thread?

livio 3/1/2014 6:50:12 PM [553]

OK.. re-subscribed... 

I also promise that I will try to write only few and short messages!!! 

I do not know if I will make a new thread... 
If someone more experienced could start it, it would be great, I'm old and I'm not very good at these "social" things  

In any case, thanks for have beared (often really too much) passion.

dewster 3/1/2014 7:03:16 PM [554]

"I do not know if I will make a new thread..."  - livio

Click on Forums | All Forums

From here either Theremin Construction or Technical Theory (up to you), then click on the New Thread button at the top and start a new thread (Title and
first post).

Good to have you back!

"In any case, thanks for have beared (often really too much) passion."

You're not alone, passions tend to run rather high around here, mine included.

And I do agree with you that the EW coil emits RF, I'm just not sure how much:

http://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/58027/why-is-an-inductor-not-a-good-antenna

I've always been fascinated by AM antennas, it seems they work by a combination of resonance and strong broadcast signals.

livio 3/1/2014 7:14:39 PM [555]

"EW coil emits RF, I'm just not sure how much:"

A loaded antenna can be a very good antenna also if very short. Am radio receivers demonstrate this. The losses are all concentrated in the loading
inductor resistance. If you measure the total DC resistance of your EW bobbins we will calculate the real emitted power.   

"...AM antennas, it seems they work by a combination of resonance and strong broadcast signals..."

AM antennas are not efficient like a true quarter wave antenna, because they use only the magnetical part of the electromagnetic waves. But, if correctly
resonating with high Q, they can be very efficient. In the night, when the propagation is high, they can receive signals from the opposite side of the earth. 

dewster 3/1/2014 8:30:20 PM [556]

"If you measure the total DC resistance of your EW bobbins we will calculate the real emitted power."  - livio 

For the 10 mH Bourns 6306 this is 31 Ohms (max) and there are 3 or 4 of them in series on the EW.

livio 3/1/2014 8:45:18 PM [557]

With 120 ohm about 0.5 mW are loosed to heat the inductors. But there is also another consequence, the "Q" of the circuit is reduced and the voltage and
current are reduced too. So the power on the resistor that simulates the electromagnetic field is decreased from about 26 mW to about 16 mW. I do not
copy the image of the simulation to be concise. If you need i will post it. As you supposed the output power is rather small then my initial 50 mW, but
equally to be considered.

Now we can also do other interesting considerations (very roughly). A perfect antenna (quarter wave) probably would emit around 60 mW and would
therefore be about four times more efficient. This same relationship will be also while receiving. So there is not a very good coupling between the EW,
but (my guess) will be difficult to get them to work at less than 10 meters from each other. If we eliminate the large coil changing it from 33mH to 330uH
(going up to 3 MHz) and enclosing it in ferrite, this can significantly reduce the coupling between the Theremins. I am very glad to had the opportunity of
explain this. Thanks for your help!

dewster 3/1/2014 9:24:20 PM [558]

The orientation of the inductors is probably important too.  On the pitch side of the EWS the first choke in the string is oriented East, the next North, the
next East.

http://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/58027/why-is-an-inductor-not-a-good-antenna


livio 3/1/2014 9:41:43 PM [559]

L1 and L3 are in the same direction, not opposite. If you de-solder one of them and re-solder inverted it does not changes the winding versus. One
solution it would be buying different inductors with opposite windings.... Another would be to invert PCB connections, but it is evident that this has not
been done. 

However, your idea to reduce the field is right and should work. You might not get a perfect cancellation, but an attenuation of 20 dB is feasible and
would certainly be a good step in the right direction. But the number of inductors should be equal (two or four)

I still prefer 330 UH ferrite inductors. They are very stable with temperature. I think TDK inductors are more stable then those of the EW. Maybe one
day we can try it with a hair dryer, heat by 10 degrees and test the frequency change?

FredM 3/1/2014 10:10:27 PM [560]

Dewster,

Your comments on loss of sensitivity from using passive shielding are extremely valid - My experiments with shielding led me to the following
conclusions:

Driven shields:

1.) Active shielding works extremely well, does not have temperature problems, and does not reduce sensitivity.

2.) If one has high antenna voltages, implementing active shielding is difficult, expensive and troublesome - One needs to provide a high voltage supply
to drive the buffer.

3.) Due to the above I played with much lower antenna voltages, and got good results using 20V P-P on the antenna which allowed me to use a +/- 12V
supply for the buffer, and this worked well.

4.) I was (am) worried about driving the shield with from a low Z driver, in terms of possible increase in radiated signals - whilst the shield stops other
theremins or people from interfering on the non player side, it did not protect unshielded theremins from picking up signals radiated by the shield.

5.) The fix for the above was to have another ground shield covering the driven shield - this blocks all electrical field radiation from the shield, but adds
extra capacitance the buffer must drive - it was about this point that I got distracted and moved on to something else.. But If I was to produce a high-end
theremin, I think I would revive this design.

Passive shields:

6.) I have concluded that the problems with passive shielding and the cost of correcting these makes them quite limited in application

7.) If one has temperature compensation circuitry allready, and can simply add a thermistor to the error summer, then it may be worth using passive
shielding.

8.) the best passive shielding involves having a fat antenna assembly so that one can get maximum distance between the sensor and the shield while still
maintaining a focus - this reduces shield capacitance, and also greatly reduces thermal problems (but does not eliminate them) and increases sensitivity
(or at least the reduction in sensitivity is reduced)



9.) For extremely low cost 'toy' theremins where thermal drift may not be regarded as a problem, passive schielding is easy - a simple Jaycar/SC can be
fitted with a schielded antenna (and neon ;-) and the tank capacitor reduced "to taste" - because the shield replaces a lot of the tank capacitance,
sensitivity is unchanged.

10.) for any "pro" theremin, I decided that low voltage double shielded (active and ground) antennas would be my choice.

Fixed frequency:

11. ) Active shielding is a lot easier with fixed frequency antennas (like my upside-down topology) - For one thing, it is easy to generate the higher
voltages synchronously with the fixed frequency (a big problem I had was using assynchronous SMPS to produce this HV) but even for low voltage
shields, having a known fixed frequency (and known capacitive load when doing double shielding) makes the buffer design a lot easier.

Other:

In all the above experiments, when there was adequate shielding (either passive or active) I never found any problems with theremin interactions. The
worst interactions I ever had was when I had a single active HV shield near another unshielded theremin, and the LV version didnt improve matters
much. Double shielding entirely eliminated interactions from the LV version, but didnt manage to entirely eliminate it from the HV version.

I am inclined to think that double shielding will be needed to meet EMC standards.

Fred.

I should just say that the above experimens were spread over a long time - I focussed on one idea, did it to death, left the matter for a long time, then
came back and played with some other ides - the organised account above is NOT a reflection of what goes on in my lab - and my lab was trashed 6
months ago so chaos rules and documents / prototypes are in complete dissarray - Everything written above is from memory and a few salvaged scribbles
and bits.

FredM 3/1/2014 11:51:02 PM [561]

"Fred, what do you think of my interference conjecture up-thread?" - Dewster

I think its a damn good hypothesis.

I did a lot of playing about with volume-control type circuits, to use for driving voltage controlled synthesis, and the simple (diode / rectifier) schemes
never worked well, and were subject far more to interference than other schemes..

I never really connected the dots - I simply moved on to other topologies (like monitoring the drive current)

Im not a great fan of AM detection anyway, so never persued this route - when I saw problems, I simply dumped it.. I try not to do that, try to look at the
causes of problems to increase my understanding, but theres only so much time... Some stuff I enjoy working on, so spend more time on these - AM and
radio stuff in general hasnt excited me since the early 70's when I bought a dysfunctional ex army  valve communication reciever, and got it to work so I
could listen in to police / security channels ;-)

What you say makes a great deal of sense to me!

One minor counter argument could perhaps relate to the orientation of the volume antenna ? my experiments were all with vertical rod antennas as I was
focussing on pitch - I think that pitch antennas could interfere with volume antennas on other theremins, but there would be a big decrease in volume <->
volume antenna interference due to their horizontal orientation (bulk capacitance being on the Y axis) (geometry)

in terms of EM interference, I dont know... But volume loops are probably just as suseptable as rods, I would guess....

Fred.

livio 3/2/2014 9:32:19 AM [562]

Dewster, Thank you to have hosted my really bulky posts. I did not realize that this could weigh down a thread. If you want I can delete many of them,
when they do not talk about technical things (such as this). I could also reduce the others to a few lines by removing many bulky images. 

I'm trying to learn how to make a thread, but I'm already stuck with the name. Do you have any idea? I do not want to give the impression to advertise
our system. How could I call it? Maybe it's better that I do not create a thread?

My messages were just tips to help you in your FPGA. Apart from that, I do not know what to write, all you need is already available on our website.

dewster 3/2/2014 1:33:05 PM [563]

livio, no need to delete anything; and deleting often makes threads less readable.

I think it's OK to advertise your system with a thread, call it "CapSensorHQ" and point to your web site.  Jason started a similar thread a while ago for the
Open.Theremin:

Tell us about your experience with Open.Theremin

I learned tons of useful stuff from that thread!

I could start the thread for you, but if you do you'll be able to edit the first post, which can sometimes be quite handy as you can use it to point to other
posts in the in the thread once it has been established for a while.

dewster 3/2/2014 1:45:01 PM [564]

file:///Forums/T/29160/tell-us-about-your-experience-with-opentheremin


"I still prefer 330 UH ferrite inductors. They are very stable with temperature. I think TDK inductors are more stable then those of the EW. Maybe one
day we can try it with a hair dryer, heat by 10 degrees and test the frequency change?"  - livio 

I've had good results with putting the inductor in the freezer for 1/2 hour, pulling it out and sticking a thermocouple on it and connecting it to an LC
meter, then monitoring the L as the temperature rises.  Bourns 6310 drifts about +800ppm/C:

I'd be very interested if you could measure similar data for the TDK inductor.

livio, what do you think about the ferrite rod and RF?  I think anything that concentrates the magnetic field locally will probably reduce emissions.  With
this reasoning an air core inductor would be the worst for emissions.

dewster 3/2/2014 3:24:50 PM [565]

"My experiments with shielding led me to the following conclusions:"  - FredM

Wow, very nicely summarized Fred, thanks so much!  Obtaining this kind of hard-won info can keep one frittering away in the lab forever.

Since I've never owned more than one Theremin, I have no experience with Theremins interfering with each other.  What are the symptoms?

dewster 3/2/2014 3:58:39 PM [566]

"However, your idea to reduce the field is right and should work. You might not get a perfect cancellation, but an attenuation of 20 dB is feasible and
would certainly be a good step in the right direction. But the number of inductors should be equal (two or four)"  - livio

livio, I want to apologize to you for my incorrect arguing over RF from a coil.  I'm not an RF guy so it took me a while to see what you were talking
about.  The EWS does indeed seem to have a coil loaded, tuned antenna.

And yes, to reduce the coil RF one could use 2 or 4 as you say above and orient them to mostly cancel RF in the far field.

If you have never used it, the transformer program Inca is quite interesting.  You can simulate all sorts of solenoid based coils and transformers with it. 
For instance, here are two 0.23mH windings on 1/2" PVC with 34AWG:

Separating them by ~22mm gives around 2.4% coupling (k) or 0.006mH mutual inductance.  Adding the two together gives 0.52mH total, and if they are
wound in opposite directions we would subtract the mutual inductance, which gives around 0.51mH.  Something like this could dramatically reduce RF
emissions and would be very easy to construct.

http://www.coe.ufrj.br/~acmq/programs/inca.zip


livio 3/2/2014 4:26:50 PM [567]

"Theremins interfering with each other.  What are the symptoms?"

The symptoms are that when the frequency becomes the same (similar hand position and similar base frequency oscillators) moving the hand on the first
Theremin there is a position that affects the frequency of the second Theremin. If they are very near the two frequencies can also be locked for a large
range of hand positions. 

"...putting the inductor in the freezer for 1/2 hour, pulling it out and sticking a thermocouple on it and connecting it to an LC meter..."

Sorry, I never done tests on the TDK inductors because of the lack of a precise meter like your. Maybe you could by a TDK -NL453232T-331J from
Mouser and test it...  

I think also that the inductor test is not very significative. I prefer to test the complete device and hear the sound produced. With our
CapSensors it is possible to heat all the device with a Hair Drier about 10 degree with very little frequency changes (less then 10 Hz). Also
with 20 or 30 degree the player can continue to play without notice the frequency change. This is not only due to the inductor, we do not
use the heterodyning, so do not amplify the oscillator and inductor defects and noises. Not using Heterodining also poor inductors are OK.

If the temperature changes are really strong (say from -10 to +30 degree) a single click software tuning restores the zero in a fraction of second. The good
of our solution is that there are not hardware trimmings at all. Please test an EW with an Hair Drier I think that it will change so much than it will require
also a hardware tuning to restore a normal working situation.

"I think anything that concentrates the magnetic field locally will probably reduce emissions.  With this reasoning an air core inductor would be the worst
for emissions."

It is not necessary a cylinder enclosing all the bobbin, there are also other good topologyes like toroids or "U" closed with "-". But Magnetic lines must
be closed by a good magnetic path. If the path is not closed then air or ferrite bobbins are about the same, they emit a strong magnetic field. I think that
very good results could be obtained with a good RF toroid with very low AL (AL is uH for 1 turn). Toroids made with ferrite with AL = 0.1 are
incredibly stable with the temperature. But I think also that TDK is more able that us to make perfect inductors...   

Maybe tomorrow I will compose my LC meter. I use a square wave generator a bridge and the scope to mesure low inductors with precision. And, maybe
I will do your freezer test on the TDK inductors.

livio 3/2/2014 4:40:40 PM [568]

"Separating them by ~22mm gives around 2.4% coupling (k) or 0.006mH mutual inductance.  Adding the two together gives 0.52mH total, and if they are
wound in opposite directions we would subtract the mutual inductance, which gives around 0.51mH.  Something like this could dramatically reduce RF
emissions and would be very easy to construct."

I would be very surprised if you could in this way to do better than a single little SMD inductor, TDK has learned for decades how to make good coils. 

The idea that ferrite is not stable is a legend. The ferrites with low permeability are perfectly stable and enable such a reduction of the number of turns
that the problems due to the elongation of the wire disappear. A good manufacturer such as TDK also blocks the movement of the wire with a
temperature stable resin. You can not do these things DIY.

The new NLC models (NL453232T-331) have also improved shielding for which the field that comes from them is practically zero. You could try them
before you spend a lot of time doing coils difficult to reproduce. Or, if you prefer a DIY solution, you could use a toroid that closes perfectly the magnetic
lines.

I am preparing the LC meter and the freezer ;)

 

dewster 3/2/2014 5:00:04 PM [569]

"I would be very surprised if you could in this way to do better than TDK, they have worked for decades to make good coils."  - livio

TDK can certainly make a better surface mount closed ferrite coil than I can, but they are making these parts for miniature choke applications (disk
drives, PC equipment it says in the datasheet) not Theremins. 

Since I'm not hindered by size constraints, I can make a perfectly fine air core that has higher Q, better temperature stability, and lower self capacitance.

I found some temperature data for the TDK part:

http://media.digikey.com/pdf/Data%20Sheets/TDK%20PDFs/nl4532.pdf

From the chart at the end it looks like 1% inductance change for a 60C temperature change.  0.01/60=167ppm/C.  Better (5x) than Bourns but still not
very good.  Q=40 which is OK I suppose.  Self-resonance=3.5MHz which is rather close to your operating point.

Winding my own on 1/2" PVC with 34AWG gives almost no measurable temperature dependence (with my limited equipment), Q=418@2.5MHz, Self-
resonance=9.3MHz. 

Except for RF, I win!

"The idea that ferrite is not stable is a legend."

http://media.digikey.com/pdf/Data%20Sheets/TDK%20PDFs/nl4532.pdf


I've found that most ferrite is crap for digital Theremin use, particularly with no temperature compensation.  I may use ferrite chokes for the volume side,
but would like to avoid using them on the pitch side.

[EDIT] Looking back in my notes, I measured a large 6.18mH air core solenoid I wound as having ~20ppm/C, but this was at the very limits of my
measurement ability.

livio 3/2/2014 5:52:46 PM [570]

Waoo thanks! This data sheet is very interesting I have not found it before!

I am working with the inductance meter to test this myself. I will post the results here in 1 or 2 hours.

I am not using the freezer but making heating cycles so I can go more speedy and make many cycles in some hour. I increase the temperature to 60 .. 70
degree with the hair drier. Then Measuring with a LaCrosse CN4 V01 infrared temperature meter (not precise but OK for this) I wait that the temperature
decreases to 50 degree and write the impedance on a paper. Then waiting 15 minutes the temperature decreases about to the ambient (18 degrees) and
when I read 20 degree I write the impedance on the paper.

I am in the middle of the second cycle...

dewster 3/2/2014 6:04:30 PM [571]

"Looking at 330 uH the 20 to 60 degree change is about 0.65%. Then 0.065/60=108ppm/C"  - livio

I think you mean: 0.0065/(60-20)=162.5ppm/C

livio 3/2/2014 6:17:58 PM [572]

Yes it was my error... and yes 0.0065/40 = 163 ppm!

And yes, the self resonance and the Q are very low compared with an air coil but I do not think this will cause problems, at least in our circuit. Could it be
that there are differences in your circuit, I do not know exaclty your last configuration.

Values of the first temperature cycle are strange. Maybe I have exaggerated a little (more than 100 degree) with the hair drier and cooked the inductor...

Cycle       uH at 20 degree       uH at 50 degree     difference    percentual     ppm/degree

1                  326.0                          330.5                      4.5             1.4%            460

2                  355.2                          357.1                      1.9             0.53%          178              

3                  357.0                          358.5                      1.5             0.42%          140                    

4                  358.1                          358.6                      0.5             0.14%            47                   

5                  358.3                          358.9                      0.6             0.17%            56



It seems that after some cycle the inductor is affected by a conditioning process and improves its performance. This seems to me quite logical knowing
how it is constructed. (or maybe I have cooked it too much in the first cycle) There is also an evident increase of the impedance after the first cycle... also
my LC meter is not so precise... so maybe it is better to refer to the data sheet than of my data. Substantially the data sheet data are confirmed.

What I can say for sure is that these inductors in a circuit colpitts like ours behave very well, I would recommend you to try if they are good enough for
your FPGA.

FredM 3/2/2014 9:42:22 PM [573]

"Since I've never owned more than one Theremin, I have no experience with Theremins interfering with each other.  What are the symptoms?" - Dewster

Ok, first - my theremins were circuit boards not full theremins, and were just the pitch sections.. So it may well be that behaviour varies if volume
oscillator interaction is also occurring...

If you think "ring modulator" then this is the main kind of effect I found with my boards - what I saw on the scope (which is what I mainly used -
listening to the kind of noises prototype theremins can produce can only be done for short times without driving one mad - particularly when they are
interacting! - I probably listened for too long... ;-) was amplitude modulation of the audio signals - this is what I was mainly looking for, as it gave quick
identification of interaction.

On my bench I never got any noticable locking - but I certainly got this in the Royal Festival Hall before I cut the common ground leads.. Which is
strange, and I cannot explain it - those theremins were farther apart than the ones on my bench, but when interfering one could play one, and another
would leave its auto-muted state (which occured when the variable oscillator frequency was equal or greater than its reference oscillator frequency) and
start playing at some non-musical interval related to the other - and the other's pitch altered and was impossible to control accurately, and both produced
horrible 'ghosting' tones reminiscent of early Radiophonic Workshop ring modulation experiments.

Most often though the "slaved" theremin would 'blip' eratically out of its muted state, and the played theremin would be 'jerky' and have unpleasant audio
effects....

But as I had a live "show" and about half an hour before people (including the director who was to sign off payment for these instruments) started
wandering in, I never spent a lot of time on studying the phenomena! - All I was trying to do (and did, 5 minutes before the doors opened) was to reduce
or eliminate the problem - My first action was to detune the instruments as far from each other as I could, but with 16, eliminating interference between
some caused interference with others - so I did it based on distance, detuning the closest so that interacting theremins were the furthest from each other.....
I got to a nearly acceptable setup this way, but then a voice in my head said "cut the ground connections" - I had run a solid seperate ground lead
 between the instruments deliberately to improve their operation, so went and cut about 30cm off the wire between each theremin, leaving the remaining
cable 'floating' as independant "ground antennas"... And all the theremins stopped interacting and behaved beautifully (until an electrician discovered the
cut floating leads and tidied them up by removing them one night after I had gone home)

(This electrician was a really sarky git - he had ignored all my wiring specifications, and I had to almost fight him to get wire for the ground lead - then
when I was flapping about because the theremins werent working, he came up to me with a big smile and said "I see you didnt need that ground wire, so I
tidied it up and have reclaimed the wire" - Thats when I walked down to Maplin, bought some wire, bought some alu foil, and put grounded sheet
"antennas" into the plinths - the improvement to performance was fantastic after that..)

One other cautionary aspect of this .. I had tested the instruments for interaction long before the show - it had worried the hell out of me - but was able to
run them (4 at a time) in my kitchen at closer proximity than they were at the show, and had not been able to get them to interact! ... !?

That was 2010 - I then had heart failure - Why did I ignore the signals ??? It was so clear - I should have walked away from theremins then and never
looked at the bloody things again!!!

Fred.

 ... Hell - Perhaps livio and Christopher are right ... Perhaps EM does play a bigger role - or perhaps PP is right and theres littl mystical people inside the
theremin and if you piss them off accidentally they cause trouble!  ;-)

dewster 3/2/2014 10:25:34 PM [574]

"...I do not know exaclty your last configuration." - livio

I'm kind of losing track myself! ;-)  The counter wound split air core idea (to reduce far field RF) is making me think my original series tank needs some
review as it was super easy to deal with (had a nice sine wave output with square wave input).

"What I can say for sure is that these inductors in a circuit colpitts like ours behave very well, I would recommend you to try if they are good enough for
your FPGA."

Thanks, I'll keep them in mind.  One of the few commercial inductors I've seen with actual temperature data.

dewster 3/2/2014 10:31:39 PM [575]

"If you think "ring modulator" then this is the main kind of effect I found with my boards..."

"On my bench I never got any noticable locking - but I certainly got this in the Royal Festival Hall before I cut the common ground leads.."- FredM

Thanks for that info Fred!  What were the audio connections like - routed to a common mixer board?  Or common grounded amps?  Seems like there
could be RF on the common connections, or as you say, who knows, maybe RF in the air (tonight, oh lord </phil collins>).

FredM 3/2/2014 10:47:10 PM [576]

"What were the audio connections like - routed to a common mixer board?  Or common grounded amps?  " - Dewster



Each instrument was entirely isolated galvanically - they were built into a pair of active loudspeakers stacked on top of each other, the lower speaker had
the power supply and amplifier, and power + audio leads were run to the upper speaker where the theremin circuit was fitted, with its antenna (my screw
adjustable build) sticking out the top. The speakers were bolted together with a plastic plumbing connector and cables passed through this, speakers were
oriented so they faced oposite directions and phased so that their ports were additive (the bass was wonderful!)

Mains came into the lower box (L+N only) directly to a transformer primary - and I tapped the DC from the amplifiers PSU, this DC was then fed to a
linear regulator via a RF blocking inductor.

The only "real" ground "connection" was capacitive via the transformer windings (Coupling to N and L capacitively) . The 0V/internal "ground" was
taken directly from the PSU and independently from the theremin board to a star point terminal under the theremin - it was this point that was originally
taken to the common ground wire, but got connected to the floating "ground antennas" and later to the alu foil.

There were no audio or other connections to anything, loads of sockets had been fitted for connection to mixers etc, but these were never used (I am
pleased that no-one wanted to use them, even though they had been a big additional expense to fit filters to so that no RF escaped via them) - the only
socket used was the headphone output (driving headphones).

Fred.

FredM 3/2/2014 11:02:20 PM [577]

livio -

I too owe you an apology.

The series inductor connected to an antenna does look like a "loaded" antenna you were speaking about.

I do not have the required radio knowledge to know how significant this is in terms of EM radiation, or whether it changes any of the "arguments", and
my expierience with theremins still convinces me that, from an operational perspective, capacitance explains everything..

But in terms of radiated EM, I could have been wrong, and certainly was REALLY WRONG to have spoken to you the way I did.

I hope you can forgive my rudeness.

Fred.

dewster 3/2/2014 11:46:04 PM [578]

Wow Fred, what you describe seems to be full-on paranoia isolation, wiring wise anyway!  I don't think I'd want to be in the position of providing and
setting up a bunch of Theremins for simultaneous play.  Unless you're talking an audience full of those toy battery powered doll things!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzEHItrTMHM

(Talk about cramped pitch fields...)

Completely OT
FredM 3/3/2014 1:16:21 AM [579]

Completely OT

"Wow Fred, what you describe seems to be full-on paranoia isolation, wiring wise anyway! "

LOL ;-)

I was paranoid about the event! ... I saw it as my one big chance to get known in the theremin "circle" - The South Bank Art Centre is I think the largest
establisment of its kind in the world, having some of the most prestigious venues in London..

What follows is a pathetic sob story ;-)

I wanted these instruments to be as good as possible in the belief that by presenting them people would like what they heard .. But I had only a couple of
months, and built 2 prototypes prior to the final - the first used active PC speakers, and I took this to one of Lydias workshops where I was to meet the
client - he never showed up, which was just as well because it proved to be rubbish. The next was one which worked well, but when I took it to the
Festival Hall it didnt work at all (it used a EPE-2008 Front-end which got into its latch-up mode, the first time I had encountered this..) - I had been
trying to keep within the tiny budget and make some money from the show, but decided instead to borrow enough to just build impressive instruments
and lose on the deal, but gain the exposure - I thought (after my first two failures) "What would I need to pay to have my theremins on display in the RFH
or purchase equivalent advertising?" And decided that the real value of the show must be up in the 10's of £k, so I just went for it - spent 3 times more on
each than I was getting paid (without taking my time or other expenses into account) and built absurdly OTT instruments..

And I did get some interest - every thereminist who played them liked their feel and sound (I was not allowed to have user adjustable controls, so had
each theremin set up with slightly different waveshaping - I could get to the controls under a hidden panel) , and I got some commissions from the event
which could have escalated and perhaps given a return that covered my expenses - except that I had pushed myself too hard, and had actually been
suffering from heart disease while doing these damn theremins, and a few months later I nearly died.. was unable to do the commissions, and was
confined to running simulations and posting on TW for several years.

I am at the point of thinking that if there is anything mystical about the theremin, its that theyr jinxed! - Oh, those involved with them may have exciting
wild lives (perhaps ;-) but risk ending up like Lev - Impoverished, alone, passing away in some grotty rented dump.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzEHItrTMHM


I am not the first fool to fall victim to the theremin curse, and I probably wont be the last. One aspect really pushes me to irrationally thinking theres a
curse - I took loads of audio and video recordings of these instruments - and others also did - Even had some pro recordings taken by some on-line music
sites... When I got home, all my videos were silent - the audio was lost.. Other recordings by other participants were lost, and I have not been able to
locate a single audio recording of the final instruments. (they were only really finalised at the show - I would take them apart in the evenings and do
modifications on them one at a time - a few days before the show ended they were really good.. I wanted to buy some back - but was absolutely broke)

Fred. 

FredM 3/3/2014 4:00:48 AM [580]

Blasphemously OT and OTT !

LOL ;-)

Dewster, those dolls sum it all up for me..

At least the Japanese arent ashamed to be playing with toys - they dont need to pretend that their toys are anything other than toys .. its a social get
together with their musical barbies... ;-)

And in truth, if I had made 16 musical barbies with limited pitch fields and stuck them on top of narrow plinths, most (99%) of the punters who visited
the show would have been just as entertained

In fact, if I had made bollards with capacitive or optical switch sensors ehich triggered some inane sample when people got close, probably 90% would
have been equally or more entertained..

Perhaps 1% of those "interested" in theremins are really interested in theremins.. and perhaps 10% of these would notice any difference in sound or
playability.

How many people are interested enough to pay real money for a good theremin? Well - Ruslan has had a highly praised theremin up for grabs for a few
hundred $/eu and there hasnt been any takers yet..

Lets see - I had 10 days at the RFH with my 16 theremins, of this I only had real thereminists briefly playing them on the first day because they were
there for the main event - after this only two thereminists visited the show, spent any real time on my theremins, and I had one confirmed commission
from this..

Out of the other thousands of "players" many expressed the wish to buy them - but when I even quoted a price equal to the minimum cost to me, they
balked.. I gave out about 1000 business cards, and from these got about 20 people contacting me - but these people didnt want to buy my theremins, they
wanted free advice on everything and anything electronic " our son played with one of your theremins and loved it, and we want to get him a keyboard
for his birthday - which model under £150 do you reccomend?" was the typical "quality" of the contacts...

Oh, and I had quite a few people contacting me with comments like "Your business cards are crap - I design business cards, and will do you a design for
free.. Also.. Would you be interested in us designing and hosting your web site as we will do your business cards for free..."

And TW is a strange thing isnt it.. Is this REALLY a theremin interest site, or is it perhaps more a place that technical and musical misfits can hang out
together.. (?) ... In my mind I see this pub with a vacuum tube sign "The Theremin" - And it attracts a particular kind of person.. LOL ;-)

"Tales from the White Hart" - Yeah, thats what TW is! Its the White Hart Pub! ;-)

livio 3/3/2014 3:29:32 PM [581]

"I too owe you an apology...  I hope you can forgive my rudeness. - Fred"

No problem, I really appreciate your sincerity.

Your posts show passion and scientific spirit, misunderstandings can arise, but in the end we become friends. Your careful control has helped me to better
explain, even to myself, and I encourage you to continue with this operation of control..

Some of your expressions were also very funny, such as when you said to a poor newbie "You'll stay newbie forever!" are milestones that will remain in
the history of Thereminics and anecdotes that will brighten our team. I also enjoyed reading your stories about the Tutankhamun curse and I agree with
you, having tried it by myself, your observations on the complexity of the installations and how the public perceives them. (if you have time you can read
a little history of our installations here : the-theremino-history)

You've had a great insight to say that I have veiled intentions, there really is a hidden intent in my post, but it is not the action of advertizing, that you
describe (if I wanted to get rich selling CapSensor, I would not come here, in the den of the best Theremin designers, to reveal to all our best Know-How)

My intention is rather to help dewster designing a great capacitive sensor which, I hope, will surpass our CapSensor, with a performance increase of
approximately ten times.

In the end, our CapSensor would be the standard level and his, the spearhead of capacitive interfaces (of course more expensive, but not too much... but
we'll see this in the future)

This performance increasement it's impossible for us to reach, as we have a 32 MHz clock (which is halved because each instruction, uses two
clocks) Our processors are RISC, therefore not arduino-asthmatics, even with only 16 MHz, but the brute force of dewster's 160 MHz, is unobtainable for
us.

My other "hidden intention" is to help dewster to revise and simplify its block diagram, so that its "time to market", it will be no more "before the next ice
age" but "next month".

dewster 3/3/2014 4:24:34 PM [582]

http://www.theremino.com/en/contacts/the-theremino-history/


"The South Bank Art Centre is I think the largest establisment of its kind in the world, having some of the most prestigious venues in London.."  - FredM

I'd be pooping my pants over that, no wonder at your paranoia, particularly at the beginning of your Theremin journey.

"And in truth, if I had made 16 musical barbies with limited pitch fields and stuck them on top of narrow plinths, most (99%) of the punters who visited
the show would have been just as entertained"

Bring me the head of John the Baptist on a platter - so I can stick a Theremin in it!  ;-)

livio 3/3/2014 6:40:45 PM [583]

Dear dewster, 
the following schematic is so simple, that you could complete it in a few weeks, and at the same time so much flexible that, it can connect immediately to
the whole digital world (MIDI, CVGate, VST-Synths, MaxMsp, PureData, Processing, Reason, Cubase, Logic, FruityLoops, Audacity, Theremino slots,
OSC, UDP and so on)

This scheme does not preclude your future stand-alone music machine, with tuning potentiometers, heterodyning, dual display, webcam, vocal controls
and automatic deambulation system. :)

But please, take also in consideration this simple version. (if the price is really low and the performances are as expected, you could start a production
soon and sell them very easily)

dewster 3/4/2014 3:39:13 AM [584]

livio, I really do appreciate your help and insights.  Though I guess I'm more into the whole package (can't wait to move past the sensor thing and get into
synthesis).  I could certainly help you if you wanted to do sensor stuff in an FPGA.  You have accomplished a very impressive array of installations!

FredM 3/4/2014 4:58:32 AM [585]

" (can't wait to move past the sensor thing and get into synthesis). " - Dewster

Oh yes! Thats where the real fun is!

:-)

livio 3/4/2014 2:00:41 PM [586]

"Can't wait to move past the sensor thing and get into  synthesis" - Dewster

"Oh yes! Thats where the real fun is!" - FredM

Yes, I understand the fun of programming an entire synth in an FPGA, but this would require a huge amount of work that, even if done with the best
intentions and the greatest passion, it would have the following limits:

Need to provide the instrument with knobs, buttons, display and power supply, increasing the cost and decreasing the reliability.

Very high cost per sensor, difficult scalability, need to use MIDI or CV adapters, to connect it to a PC.

Voodoo impossible tuning, having to use a control on the body of the instrument, while adjusting, the hand affects the field.

Limited number of sensors, probably two and fixed in their function, as "Volume" and "Pitch".

To avoid Version problems and updates, you should make a synth  perfect from the beginning (practically impossible). I do not think it will be
possible to reprogram through MIDI or CV. Maybe users will need to buy an FPGA programmer, how much does it cost?

Very long Time to Market.

Can not change the synthesizer programmed into the FPGA or replace it with another one, for example using FM synthesis or through the most
recent Physical Modelling algorithms.



Unability to create configurations as "polyphonic", "poly-tonal" and "poly-instrumental", as in the example here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWiV80Rxf_E

Modularity restricted. The users could not extend or modify the instrument to build for example, a giant Theremin, or a Theremin playable while
walking, or massive multi-antenna and multi timbric theremins, as in the following examples: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of_SuSc3OlM 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stobfk1Mfjk

Unability to replace the synthesizer with one of the many freeware VST, which sound all great.  
Please download these examples and try them out: VST_Theremins.zip  
And please visit this page: http://www.vst4free.com/

- - - - - - -

The solutions that I propose you, resolve in one move all of these problems (and does not prevent you, from continuing your monumental work and
having fun programming it)

I'm not going off topic, what I'm helping to design, it is exactly a "mostly-digital theremin, based on FPGA"

Here is the new version:

The LowPassFilter and Linearization blocks, have been removed, being more flexible having them in the HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer). HAL is a
device driver, so it is the right layer for these operations, you can change algorithms without reprogramming the FPGA.

In return, there is the possibility of connecting, up to 8 modular oscillators. (if the FPGA power allows it)

The oscillators would be connected with standard 3-wire extension cords, up to several meters away (screened, if very long) see
here: www.theremino.com/en/technical/connection-cables

This modular solution, splits the cost of the FPGA on multiple sensors, lowering the cost per sensor at reasonable levels. It is then possible, to build a
high performance Theremin with volume, plus 3 polyphonic antennas, for less than 100 Euros.

Of course, we are always talking about DIY and open source solutions. Would be great, you were interested in this solution (please consider that Open
Source, does not mean necessarily, earning less. If you work well and do interesting things, even the only donations, can be a good source of income.
Anyway, very few people do everything themselves, so pre-assembled modules are sold very well)

We are proposing you this, as we are following many projects at once, and we do not have time to design this as well. As you know well your FPGA, you
can do this very easily. I also hope that you can build and sell them, because we do not deal with production, we just explain "how to do".

If you do not like these ideas let me know, we will find alternative solutions.

FredM 3/4/2014 4:08:15 PM [587]

 OT - About money

" (please consider that Open Source, does not mean necessarily, earning less. If you work well and do interesting things, even the only donations, can be a
good source of income. Anyway, very few people do everything themselves, so pre-assembled modules are sold very well)" - livio

Facinating!

That was a question I wanted to ask, because I wondered how you made a living and financed your developments.. I assumed you must have some
'kickback' from sales of your modules for effectively promoting them on your site and elsewhere..  - To me, this is fine and fully legtimate even withing
the "open" concept.

Donations aint something I have found to be at all fruitful - I was doing loads of small design and support jobs for people who emailed me, and I asked
them to show their appreciation for my time by donating to http://www.healkids.org/ (Formerly Street Kids Rescue) - a charity I actively support ..

I got loads of promises, but Street kids never got the donations.. In the end I told people that if they wanted my help they had to make their donation first
and advise Street Kids to inform me of their donation, Street kids got some money, and I got a lot less work!

With only a few exceptions, I have found that people are happy to take whatever you give, and even make "demands" - but as soon as they are asked to
pay, suddenly they dont need your help anymore.. Or perhaps ive got it wrong - perhaps if I was asking them to pay me, they would - but just dont like
the idea of paying a charity as the fact that I ask them to do this is interpreted as me saying "ive got plenty of money, but I dont want to give you this
free".

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWiV80Rxf_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of_SuSc3OlM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stobfk1Mfjk
http://www.theremino.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/VST_Theremins.zip
http://www.vst4free.com/
http://www.theremino.com/en/technical/connection-cables/
http://www.healkids.org/


I have a strange relationship with money, recently someone donated $1000 to me via paypal - I had ethical reasons why I couldnt accept this gift, so
asked them to donate it to Heal Kids instead (donating to Heal Kids feels like a gift to me personally - my brother founded and directs this charity, and I
get to see behind the scenes and witness the real horror and suffering of these children and their families, and see what a massive difference every
donation makes to the lives of these people) - But Heal Kids never got the money.

Fred.

dewster 3/4/2014 4:59:12 PM [588]

Hi livio,

You have very valid points, I don't fundamentally disagree with anything you say, but let me respond to them:

Need to provide the instrument with knobs, buttons, display and power supply, increasing the cost and decreasing the reliability.

I'm thinking some kind of alpha numeric display, either 4 place 7 segment LED, or two of these, or a two line LCD display.  The tuner has to be LEDs,
probably 22 of them, likely 10mm diameter types.  Controls would likely be two rotary encoders, plus volume control, mute button, and power switch. 
Power supply will likely be through USB port, which will function as a serial port as well. 

Very high cost per sensor, difficult scalability, need to use MIDI or CV adapters, to connect it to a PC.

Being a turn-key solution brings with it a higher cost.  And to me anyway, requiring the connection to a PC to make it work is a negative thing.  Think
digital pianos, you want to just turn it on an play it, not wait for your PC to boot.  Lots of wires are eliminated in turn-key as well.

Voodoo impossible tuning, having to use a control on the body of the instrument, while adjusting, the hand affects the field.

I've played with this in my prototype, it doesn't seem like it will be a problem.  Press a button to null, tweak it with buttons or knob.

Limited number of sensors, probably two and fixed in their function, as "Volume" and "Pitch".

I'm thinking three, with two on the left hand.  I don't think traditional Theremin players will be able to handle much more than this.

To avoid Version problems and updates, you should make a synth  perfect from the beginning (practically impossible). I do not think it will be possible to
reprogram through MIDI or CV. Maybe users will need to buy an FPGA programmer, how much does it cost?

I'm hoping the firm/hardware in the FPGA will be fixed, then the programming of the software in the soft processor inside the FPGA will allow me to
fundamentally reconfigure things in the lab and in the field via the serial port. 

Very long Time to Market.

You're telling me! ;-)  To speed things one could take a page from the Continuum playbook and have someone else do the synthesis engine, but honestly
I'm looking forward to it.

Can not change the synthesizer programmed into the FPGA or replace it with another one, for example using FM synthesis or through the most recent
Physical Modelling algorithms.

Hopefully "just" a software change.  But I don't anticipate changing the synthesis method much once it's in there.  My main focus will be vocal and string
sounds. 

Modularity restricted.

Turn-key is my first priority, modularity a distant second. 

Unability to create configurations as "polyphonic", "poly-tonal" and "poly-instrumental",

That's a different kind of instrument (very nice video!).  Kind of like complaining the violin won't play bass.  My first goal is a Theremin (with a few
tweaks).

Here is the new version:

The LowPassFilter and Linearization blocks, have been removed, being more flexible having them in the HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer). HAL is a
device driver, so it is the right layer for these operations, you can change algorithms without reprogramming the FPGA.

In return, there is the possibility of connecting, up to 8 modular oscillators. (if the FPGA power allows it)

The oscillators would be connected with standard 3-wire extension cords, up to several meters away (screened, if very long) see
here: www.theremino.com/en/technical/connection-cables

This modular solution, splits the cost of the FPGA on multiple sensors, lowering the cost per sensor at reasonable levels. It is then possible, to build a
high performance Theremin with volume, plus 3 polyphonic antennas, for less than 100 Euros.

It obviously depends on the complexity of the period measurement, but almost any FPGA would likely be able to interface to many more oscillators than
that.  There's tons of I/O on an FPGA, and you could probably time multiplex the period counters as smaller counters connected to larger accumulators
and utilize block RAM for the counters.

I'm probably going to use an off the shelf FGPA board like the one I'm currently using:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE6-EP4CE6E22C8N-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Development-Evaluation-Board-Core-Kit-/251194059567?
pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a7c552b2f

$31 gets you a lot of logic!  Half of mine will likely be taken up by my 8 thread 32 bit processor, with the other half available for oscillators and such. 
You could take that board, or one that is similar, build a motherboard for it, and plug all kinds of stuff into it.

http://www.theremino.com/en/technical/connection-cables/
http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE6-EP4CE6E22C8N-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Development-Evaluation-Board-Core-Kit-/251194059567?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a7c552b2f


If you do not like these ideas let me know, we will find alternative solutions.

Your ideas are definitely interesting, and I like them, but I'm afraid that I've already got my hands more than full doing what I'm trying to do here, which
is to understand capacitive interaction in a practical manner, and use this knowledge to construct a next generation Theremin. 

I might be able to help you with your sensors though.  Do you have any FPGA experience?  If not could help get you going in that direction, and I could
certainly do some coding for you.

dewster 3/4/2014 6:57:38 PM [589]

This is a good deal ($39) on an FPGA board as well:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE10F17C8N-EP4CE10-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Evaluation-Development-Core-Board-/251247908829?
pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a7f8ad7dd

The EP4CE10 has 40% more logic, but more importantly 46 Block RAMs.  If you are using my Hive processor that's 8 for the stacks and 32 for the main
memory, with 6 left over for other stuff.  32k 16 bit words doesn't sound like much in this day of gigs of main memory, but it's probably fine for hand
coded stuff that doesn't rely on wavetables or significant delays.

The 50MHz oscillator and two PLLs give you three clock domains right off the bat.

=============

The 160MHz period resolution was based on the assumption that the processor clock would be used for the logic - that doesn't have to be the case but it
makes things a little easier / uses less logic.  One can do DDR on the FPGA pins and get crazy speeds.

Also wanted to add that the thermal management on those FPGA boards isn't the best, particularly the regulators.

=============

(I've got something of an accidental pen pal in an engineer who was interested in my processor for a while.  He's doing orbital RADAR with some
heinous FPGA processing.  >400MHz DSP and power in many tens of amps going to his boards!  It's 0% fun stuff like that which rapidly hastened my
exit from formal industry.  I just couldn't take the largely arbitrary yet set-in-stone time schedule nonsense, on top of all the technical rabbits that needed
pulling out of magic hats.)

livio 3/4/2014 8:43:31 PM [590]

The problem for us is not learning how to use FPGAs but time, not many of us could develop it, so at the end is me who should do it, or perhaps Roberto.
But Roberto has other things on his head, and I 'm already doing maintenance to our (over 40) applications, some of which, such as gamma spectrometry,
have won a worldwide audience and require great attention. At this time I am also working on the ion chamber for radon and at the same time also to the
geophones for geology and to the contactless biological sensors. (incidentally, this answers the question of FredM on as we receive donations... we do so
many things that we are very well known. Anyway we are satisfied even slightly, I no longer have the car for not even pay for the insurance and not I go
out almost never)

So I'm hoping a lot, the chance of having found a skilled collaborator who develop this version. Think of this for a certain time...

The idea is not to help us to learn the FPGA but to do it, if not, probably no one will do, we are already quite happy with our CapSensor and we have too
many other things to do.

I am convinced that the solutions that we propose for the front-end are as good as possible and that, after having tried, you would use them even as part of
your synth. The most critical point is that the oscillator must have an incredibly low noise. Instead, the frequency drift and the ferrite are absolutely not a
problem. The players must retune Theremin often for each small difference of the electric field surrounding or even depending on the position of the
body and these effects are (at least in our version) preponderant in relation to the frequency drift due to temperature.

I do not believe that digital ports can work with low noise like a FET, the critical point of your diagrams is too much closeness between the oscillator and
the digital parts and also the detection of the phase assigned to digital inputs, incomparably more noisy then a BF862. You can also obtain a good
oscillator but if you really want to work with the hand at the maximum distance, it takes a sub-microvolt noise and only a low-noise FET can do it.

I know that you also have two other questions: the oscillator that can stall and the extra sensory perceptions, but also for those things we have excellent
solutions. We'll talk later, I would not get bored ... hello Livio

ROD vs DISC Theremin "Antennas"
dewster 3/4/2014 9:53:01 PM [591]

ROD vs DISC Theremin "Antennas"

At livio's prodding, I spend a few days looking for good papers on the capacitance of discs.  A good one is "The circular disk parallel plate capacitor" by
G. T. Carlson and B. L. Illman, American Journal of Physics, 1994.  In it they solve exactly for parallel plate disc capacitance and present some tabular
results.

The capacitance between two closely spaced circular disks of equal radius is (this only holds for very close spacing): 

  Cgeom = E0 * A / d 

Capacitance of a single isolated disk in space (to ground) is: 

http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE10F17C8N-EP4CE10-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Evaluation-Development-Core-Board-/251247908829?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3a7f8ad7dd


  Csingle = 8 * E0 * r 

Capacitance between two disks an infinite distance apart is half this: 

  Cdouble = 4 * E0 * r 

The last equation makes sense because each disc "sees" the universe through it own capacitor, so these two capacitors in series at the measurement point
will be half the value due to the way series capacitor values add. 

As discussed in other papers, one can use these as boundary conditions for near and far capacitance. 

The simple combination of Cgeom + Cdouble = C2 surprisingly gives a reasonably accurate result (<5% error) when compared to the exact tabulated
capacitance.

By this line of reasoning, Cgeom + Csingle = C1 may give a reasonably accurate result of the capacitance of a single disc to ground when approached by
a second grounded plate of equal radius?  It would be nice to have real data for this, particularly how it related to a disk and a hand, and I may gather
some at some point.

Anyway, I put the data in a spreadsheet and compared the single disk being approached by another grounded disk (the C1 equation above) to my rod
antenna equation.  Here is the result:

Rod is 250mm long by 10mm diameter.  Disc is 100mm diameter.

Note that the axes are log-log, so the distance isn't linear.  The area if interest for Theremin playing is arguably between 0.1m and 1m, and the disc does
seem to have a bit of a sensitivity advantage here.  The disc would be more directional as well. 

This is preliminary, and based on my ad-hoc disc formula which may not be super accurate.  But at this point I'm not entirely convinced that going with a
disc pitch antenna is the best, particularly given the vertical rod geometry of virtually every Theremin to date.  But I will make a disc antenna and try it
out once I have a prototype up and running again.

The capacitance & change above (disc or rod) is really pitiful!  Kind of hard to believe any Theremin can use that to precisely control pitch!  The square
root of it no less!  This aspect of the Theremin constantly amazes me.

[EDIT] Here's a better view of the area of interest:



The disc does have a sensitivity advantage.  I'm concerned that the player would find it difficult to carefully orient his/her hand vertically (as well as
horizontally, which is required for the standard rod shape).

FredM 3/4/2014 10:06:55 PM [592]

Dewster,

Just looking at the graphs, not the maths, it appears to me that these back up my expierience with plate antennas in general..

There is a much more rapid increase in capacitance as the hand approaches the plate when closer than 10cm than what one gets from a rod sensor
(antenna), and certainly for a heterodyning theremin this is the last thing one wants, as it compresses the octaves / notes at the high end even more.

Yes - sensitivity is increased close to the plate - but I cannot see any situation where this is desirable.. One wants sensitivity increased as one gets furher
from the sensor, or increased / adjusted generally - but certainly not a sensitivity increase close to the sensor without at least an equivalent increase
further from the antenna.

This is an argument which raged at Levnet some years ago if I remember correctly - A proponent of Art Harrisons plate theremins saying they were
better than rod theremins, and the concensus if I remember correctly was that thereminists who had played plate theremins didnt like them, and engineers
believed they must be less linear than rod theremins.

Apart from the maths which only looks at the plates with respect to each other, there is also the distributed capacitance due to the players body parts
which I think contribute to linearizing the capacitive fields when (particularly a long) rod is used - none of these geometric effects are present with a
(particularly small) plate AFAICS..

From a geometric perspective, having a rod which was wider at the top, oe connected to a plate at the top, could I think improve linearity - I think livio
mentioned a 'leaf shape' antenna, and a shaped antenna could work - But I think that the plane that the hand moves on needs to be towards a smaller area
portion of the sensor, with the wider area being out of the direct focus.

I am sure that a rod antenna curved towards the player above them does improve linearity - such an antenna could be shaped to give near perfect linearity
for a given player in a given environment, but its not really practical.. ;-)

Fred.

Pictures of arm / rod capacitance relationships:

http://www.thereminworld.com/files/photos/14665/couplings2.jpg

http://www.thereminworld.com/files/photos/14665/couplings.jpg

 

dewster 3/4/2014 11:05:03 PM [593]

"This is an argument which raged at Levnet some years ago if I remember correctly - A proponent of Art Harrisons plate theremins saying they were
better than rod theremins, and the concensus if I remember correctly was that thereminists who had played plate theremins didnt like them, and engineers
believed they must be less linear than rod theremins."  - FredM

Yes, playability from two angles is impacted negatively for the canonical heterodyning Theremin with a plate pitch antenna: 1) linearity near the antenna
goes completely to hell, and 2) there is an axis of precision with respect to the pitch hand that the player must deal with after perhaps spending years
developing a technique that had no concern with this.

In a digital Theremin 1) could perhaps be dealt with via linearizing functions, and 2) could likely be ameliorated by using a larger diameter disc, which
would likely further increase overall sensitivity.

file:///files/photos/14665/couplings2.jpg
file:///files/photos/14665/couplings.jpg


Disc antennas seem like a dead end for conventional Theremins, but they perhaps warrant more investigation for digital Theremins.  I added another chart
above which shows the area of interest better.

One might get an inherently more linear response and decent sensitivity/playability by using a rectangular plate, say 50mm wide by 250mm high.  This
would provide some directionality as well. 

My spreadsheet formulas don't currently have the option for differing size hand and antenna, assuming they are the same - I don't feel comfortable
speculating farther without fitting things to real data.  But a whopping huge disk approached by a small grounded hand might not look nearly as bad as
the simulation results above.

FredM 3/5/2014 1:04:31 AM [594]

" But a whopping huge disk approached by a small grounded hand might not look nearly as bad as the simulation results above." - Dewster

I agree - I think a whopping disk or plate could actually be quite usable even with a heterodyning theremin without linearization...

But it comes with a price - a whopping background capacitance!

And I gotta ask the question - Why ?  To me we are getting into the territory of "universal"  capacitive sensors rather than a sensor for the specific
application of the theremin.. And if thats the direction, fine - I think its probably a better direction to go from a commercial perspective - Intruder alarms,
interactive sculptures, musical matresses ;-) - applications are only limited by ones imagination.. And almost all applications are less demanding than the
theremin application.

But when looking at the theremin, there would need to be a damn good reason IMO to justify departing from the rod and loop - it just wouldnt make any
commercial sense otherwise.

So if one came up with a different antenna or sensor which really solved some theremin problem in a way that would be obviously attractive to a good
percentage of any potential market, then it may be worth taking the risk, but IMO if it doesnt do this, then moving from the rod and loop to something
else, even if this had some technical advantage, would be folly.

Says me who is dumping the rod (and possibly the loop) and the whole "no touch space field wave your arms about" theremin concept and making a
theremin with a  capacitive ribbon controller ;-).

But in so doing I am effectively binning the theremin and creating a 'new' instrument based on its principles.. If you are making a theremin, it needs a rod
and loop!

Fred.

livio 3/5/2014 7:43:06 AM [595]

These objections are not new, and I have always ready my 50 x 50 cm "antenna", to demonstrate this: Connecting with a crocodile, the large antenna to
my little Theremin, the graph line follows my hand at two meters away. Then disconnecting the big antenna you are unable to reach half a meter.

The physical laws give us only this microscopic chance of improvement and, having nothing better, I think it's fair to take advantage of it. All the talks
about linearity does not matter, if you can do two or three multiplications necessary to linearize.

Why instead doing many calculations, you give a try to my oscillator with a 200 cm² plate?

This way, your maximum distance could increase of at least 50 cm, at parity of all other conditions. We are not asking for more, these additional, 50 cm
are enough for us. And at the end you would have an oscillator simple, small, easy to build, sturdy and with excellent temperature stability. Problem
solved and move on to the next stage.

livio 3/5/2014 8:05:27 AM [596]

Even a car could be built with tubes and rods, but a Ferrari is more beautiful and even works a bit better. The new antennas are insulated with Kapton up
to 50kV, work a little better than rods and are even beautiful.



This is not a "concept". Lello built (3D-printed) several of these Theremins (each one with a new and better shape) and they are used every day by
musicians, in piano bars and on cruise ships.

dewster 3/5/2014 3:56:55 PM [597]

"The most critical point is that the oscillator must have an incredibly low noise."  - livio

Can you offer some evidence to support this statement?  I understand how noise is generally a bad thing, but sometimes it is benign (if it can be easily
filtered to the point where it isn't a problem), and sometimes it is introduced on purpose to cure something else.  My NCO uses dither to reduce spurious
emissions and sticky points, and the sensing side benefits from the dither as well because it increases resolution below the digital limit.

For all I know I'll end up using your oscillator, but I need good engineering reasons to do so.

I haven't studied them much, but one thing that bothers me about single transistor oscillators is the dynamic capacitance of the active element.  Another
thing is the phase relationships that can lead to stalling in certain scenarios.  A third thing is the difficulty of implementing ESD protection.

"But when looking at the theremin, there would need to be a damn good reason IMO to justify departing from the rod and loop - it just wouldnt make any
commercial sense otherwise."  - FredM

I pretty much feel this way too.  Though livio's pics are quite pretty and seem like the result could be fairly functional.  Maybe a paddle for the pitch
antenna and a traditional loop for the volume?

"The physical laws give us only this microscopic chance of improvement and, having nothing better, I think it's fair to take advantage of it. All the talks
about linearity does not matter, if you can do two or three multiplications necessary to linearize.

Why instead doing many calculations, you give a try to my oscillator with a 200 cm² plate?"  - livio

What you say makes sense, and I do intend to give it a try!

livio 3/5/2014 8:12:36 PM [598]

1) evidence to support this statement?  I understand how noise is generally a bad thing... 
2) the dynamic capacitance of the active element.  
3) phase relationships that can lead to stalling in certain scenarios.  
4) difficulty of implementing ESD protection.

These are four important questions, and I have good answers, that will take away all doubt. But today, has been a difficult day (we are implementing two
new type of PIN, one for the stepper motors and the other for the PWM, implemented through NCO) and I no longer have the energy, to respond with the
required accuracy. Now I have to prepare a bit of food and then going to sleep, for me now it's almost 21.

dewster 3/6/2014 1:19:53 AM [599]

livio, take your time, no need to hurry.

================

I think you're throwing away ~1/2 of the sensitivity in your circuit:



I'd probably use a larger value for C1, like 100pF or more.

livio 3/6/2014 9:15:43 AM [600]

"'I'd probably use a larger value for C1, like 100pF or more."

You should take into account, that in series with C1, there is the antenna capacitance, which in this scheme is 10 pF, but that in our 100 to 200 square
centimeters standard antennas, is much less. Please note, that our antennas have 90% of the area away from the body of the instrument, to decrease their
capacity and that instead, the EW Classic antennas, have a good 20% of the area, close to the metal parts of the instrument.

Therefore, a Theremin has little to gain, if you increase this capacitor to 100pF or more.

In the CapSensor we already put a  very large one (18 pF), to allow maximum sensitivity, even with very large antennas and while working very closely.
But in a Theremin would be good to reduce it, to increase the linearity, to avoid too large frequency variations, when the whole hand is in contact with the
antenna and to increase the resistance to ESD events.

So, in a Theremin with our antennas is better to reduce it to 5 pF, and that's what we do in Lello's theremin with a 10 pF capacitor in series (a radial
capacitor with 20 KV isolation).

I forgot to say... you also have to take into account that not all of the C2 10pF are real, because the "G" node has a complex impedance and acts both
measuring and driving the oscillating circuit. This configuration also acts as a "Q multiplier" (Q-Multiplier-Example1  Q-Multiplier-Example2) and
eliminates, in fact, most of the loads due to the R1 resistance, the magnetic losses in the core and the internal capacity of the coil (those famous 3.5 MHz
resonance declared by TDK).

And as we're pretty close, I answer to your point (2) "the dynamic capacitance of the active element". Look at C3 and C4 capacitors, they are larger than
the "capacitance of the active element" (static) and huge compared to dynamic capacitance. So the influence of the "dynamic capacitance of the active
element" on changes in frequency, is reduced to negligible levels.

These are the reasons why a Colpitts works better than other configurations.

And finally the incredibly low noise of 0.8 nV/sqHz (nanovolts!) of the BF862, completes the job!

By comparison the 4069 used on OpenThereminUNO has a noise of almost 1 uV (micro-volt, 1000 times greater!), measured by myself. Being 4069 a
digital component, noise is not mentioned, nobody cares about digital components noise. Digital components are not designed for a front-end.

No FET has a lower noise than the BF862, the closer is the BF861A with 1.5 nV (the double), moreover the BF862 has also a noise current of about 0.1
femtoAmpere/sqHz (do not even try to make a comparison with the 4069...)

Why do we need a so low noise? 
Short answer: "Because the signal to be measured is very low". 
Long answer: The next post will explain why your theoretical graphs regarding the area of the antennas, do not correspond to reality (they take in
consideration an antenna isolated in space and forget to consider the noise and the static capacitance of the measuring and driving electronic components)

 

FredM 3/6/2014 12:25:40 PM [601]

"The next post will explain why your theoretical graphs regarding the area of the antennas, do not correspond to reality (they take in consideration an
antenna isolated in space and forget to consider the noise and the static capacitance of the measuring and driving electronic components)" - Livio

I hope it does, because at this time I can see almost no relevance regarding the noise of the oscillator transistor - the whole question of even moderate
noise in the oscillatory circuit is, as far as I can see, of quite low importance.. (with capacitive sensors noise becomes a critical factor at the comparator

http://zpostbox.ru/n40.gif
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and post-sensor stage, particularly if one is trying to obtain a period measurement of a high frequency - but even here, noise contribution from the
oscillator is trivial compared to noise contribution from reference voltages or comparator / active components following it))

As an analogous example - you have a swing (pendulum) being pushed with a regular pulse, this is the resonant circuit - a little wind blowing on the
strings on the axis of thrust of the swing aint going to change the oscillation frequency one iota! .. in fact, one could get the resonance even if one was to
drive the oscillator with bursts of noise, and the frequency would still be defined by the LC as far as I can see.. Only sideways variations of wind could
significantly affect the frequency, and this would be equivalent to capacitive "noise" which is entirely different to amplitude noise as I see it.

Of course, heterodyning followed by a good filter gets rid of all but the most extreme (as in, really badly designed or faulty oscillator) noise problems.

" (a radial capacitor with 20 KV isolation)."

I am interested to know where you get a 10pF 20kV NOP/COG capacitor - because at such a low value capacitance, the dielectric is important - any
capacitance change due to temperature will significantly affect pitch (the N4700 dielectric common in HV capacitors has about 0.5% / degree C variation
in capacitance!) .. If you were to use a couple of larger 10kV capacitors (say 1n or minimum 470pF each) in series then themperature variation will be
less significant and you could probably get away with almost any dielectric (the larger the series capacitance, the less significant any changes to the value
of this capacitance due to thermal effects becomes, because the antenna capacitance increasingly becomes the more significant contributor to the final
sum).

20kV capacitors I have sometimes been forced to use for other projects have been horrendously expensive, and usually its far more economical to use
10kV's in series.. For theremin circuits its far more economical to put a discharge tube in the circuit (between antenna and ground), and this also gives
better protection.. you can then safely use good low cost  100V NOP / COG capacitors and eliminate thermal drift from this source - this allows you to
use smaller series capacitance if you need this to reduce sensitivity close to the antenna.

Once again, I dont understand the aversion to discharge tubes or other shunting type ESD protection! Trying to block an ESD spike with a series isolating
component is, IMO, just insane! The cost and problems with such a component, and the extra care required in layout etc to insure that this component
actually has any real use, makes this a complexity that IMO is utterly pointless!

A 12kV ESD spike can jump tracks and go routes you never expect - The only way to ensure safety from these events is to kill them at source!

Fred.

PENDULUM
livio 3/6/2014 3:28:51 PM [602]

PENDULUM

You example is good to explain the integration of the hi frequency noises (100 Hz and up) but the noises I meant, are in the range 1 to 10 Hz and they
modify the oscillator frequency with the following mechanism:

1) An oscillator is never completely insulated in the empty space, it is always connected to sensing components and driving components.

2) The comparation voltage of the sensing components and the driving current, are slightly increased or decreased by the instantaneous component of the
low frequency noise.

3) This changes slightly the phase and the oscillation frequency.

Frequency changes produced by te noise are very little, but also frequency changes produced by a hand at 50 cm that moves by 1 mm are incredibly little!

Frequency changes produced by the noise, are not different by those produced by the hand movements, they are all in the 1 to 10 Hz range, so no filtering
can attenuate the noise, without attenuating the useful signal. 

About six years in the past, we used 4069 oscillators like OpenThereminUNO and the frequency was very noised, compared with our recent BF862
oscillators. With 4069 the noise was becoming to disturb at distances more than 30 cm. Now I can hear stady notes also at 1 meter and more.

 

CAPACITORS

Please, stop with those temperature dependance problems, we do not use Heterodining so we do not amplify oscillator defects, so we do not have
temperature problems.

And also, as already explained, musicians are frequently tuning because of ambiental changes, instrument movements, people that moves around... These
detuning sources (with our solutions) are preponderant. Frequency changes caused by the temperature are so slow and minimal that the musician correct
them with millimetric distance changes, without notice them at all.   

- - - - -

With our last Kapton antennas super high voltage capacitors are not needed so now we use super stable COG/NP0 6KV models like this:

FARNELL UK - COG NP0 10pf 6kv rad

- - - - - -

Precedently we used the following 20KV models. But all the capacitors below 100 pF are very stable, specified or not. It is so easy to build a 10 pF
capacitor that there is no reason to use hi capacitance dielectrics. I can do a perfect 50KV capacitor twisting two HiVoltage wires in some second. But
naturally we prefer Kapton antennas.

NO Part Number Ceramic rated voltage Capacitance      Max (mm)

http://uk.farnell.com/vishay-sprague/564r60gaq10/cap-cer-c0g-np0-10pf-6kv-rad/dp/1650943?Ntt=1650943


dielectric (KV)

C (pF) TOL.(%) D T F d

1 CC81-20KV-UJ09-F10-10PK UJ 20 10 10 09 8 10 0.65

 
Application :X-ray machine, medical equipment ,electrostatic spray equipment ,welding machine ,HF equipment ,etc.
Ceramic dielectric properties

NO. Ceramic Dielectric
Operating temperature

Range(°C)
Insulation

Resistance(≥MΩ)
Dissipation Factor≤

Temperature
characteristics

1 UJ -25~+85 1000000 6×10 +/-520PPM/°C

 

Please notice that 520 ppm is better than EW bobbins...

 

FredM 3/6/2014 3:47:43 PM [603]

"Please notice that 520 ppm is better than EW bobbins..."

Sorry livio, I am not trying to be critical, just trying to be helpful. I do not understand how you "do not have temperature problems" if you have a 10pF
520 ppm capacitor in series with your 10pF antenna.. This makes absolutely no sense to me.

[Ok  - Just did quick calculation and 520ppm isnt too bad - But bad enough!  I need to check those capacitors out as they are better than any other HV
capacitor I have found before - but the principles in my post still remain valid.]

But I aint going to argue - you say theres no problem.

Regarding noise - I really dont understand anything you are saying about that, I dont know where the 1Hz-10Hz is coming from - this is a tiny part of the
noise spectrum and should be only a tiniest fraction of the overall noise component, so cannot see why you had problems in this area, I have never had or
observed such problems.. Problems up in the 50Hz range due to magnetic and electrical field interference yes - but thats a different subject.

Also, heterodyning doesnt amplify noise or errors, it in fact dramatically improves the signal to noise ratio.

Fred.

 

dewster 3/6/2014 3:57:58 PM [604]

"You should take into account, that in series with C1, there is the antenna capacitance, which in this scheme is 10 pF, but that in our 100 to 200 square
centimeters standard antennas, is much less."  - livio

A 100cm^2 disc antenna has self-capacitance of ~4pF.  And there are stray capacitances that are likely on the order of this as well, so say the antenna has
8pF.  Connecting this to a voltage divider that throws away ~half of the signal seems kind of crazy to me, particularly when dealing with such small
capacitance changes in a noisy environment.

"In the CapSensor we already put a  very large one (18 pF), to allow maximum sensitivity, even with very large antennas and while working very closely.
But in a Theremin would be good to reduce it, to increase the linearity, to avoid too large frequency variations, when the whole hand is in contact with
the antenna and to increase the resistance to ESD events."

I understand how this capacitor can increase linearity near the antenna by decreasing nearfield relative sensitivity, but you are already doing post
processing, so why not correct for non-linearity with a few multiplications?  This would give you the the best of both worlds.

On one hand you are doing all you can think of to increase sensitivity (paddle shaped antenna, distance the antenna far from capacitive metal and noisy
electronics, super low noise oscillator transistor, etc.) but with this tiny series capacitor you likely wipe out much of the gain you've worked so hard for.

livio 3/6/2014 4:04:33 PM [605]

About the 10pF capacitor please read with more attention my post. It looses some sensitivity (about 30%) but this is OK (not for linearizing but to limit
the max frequency change) 

We do not use a single cycle. We measure multi cycles and integrate for a time about 1 to 20 mS (dynamic resolution) but noone can integrate for more
than some ten of mS, without reducing also useful signals. The useful signals (hand signals) are in the same frequency range of the 1 to 10 Hz noise, so it
can not be filtered out.

To really get the maximum distance you have to reduce the noise as much as possible. The noise reduction from a digital component to a FET is not a
30% (like the sensivity lost by our 10 pF capacitor)... it is a 100 times rapport! Digital gates and comparators are not designed to make a ultra low noise
front end.

FredM 3/6/2014 4:23:06 PM [606]

livio,

-4



I think we (or certainly I) are trying to understand why you are doing the things you are doing!

I can understand having a small series capacitor to reduce close-to-antenna note compression on an analogue theremin, particularly if one has a small
tank capacitance and more sensitivity than one needs, so can afford the reduction in sensitivity..

But I dont understand it for a digital theremin where one want to maximise frequency (period) variation, and where one is just getting data at as high
resolution as possible to process in a digital "engine".

As I see it, the whole reason for leaving the analogue implementation is to seperate the sensing from the processing and sound production.

How one implements the capture of data and processeng thereof, and whether this be from single or multiple cycles is an irrelevance - One can only
capture data you havent thrown away, and I agree with Dewster here, it looks like you are throwing away a reasonable percentage (and even 10% of
resolution being needlessly thrown away would IMO be silly) of your resolution away.

In fact, I really dont understand any of the things you are doing! You are full of energy and enthusiasm, but argue about every, even simple, suggestion
made to you! - Why is increasing this capacitor any big deal? Why is adding a discharge tube a big deal? What is the point of being here if you are going
to stick with your ideas even if they are shown to have simple-to-implement improvements ?

There is no single theremin design that is better in every way than anyone elses - there are designs which may have some better implementations than
yours, and your design may have some better implementations than others. I also think there is a HUGE difference between "theremins" designed for an
exibition type environment or for casual entertainment, and those for profesional or serious thereminists, and you may be making a big mistake by
thinking the technology from one can be simply ported to the other, no matter how "cool" they look.

Fred.

livio 3/6/2014 4:31:26 PM [607]

The sensivity loosed by the capacitor is about 30%, but without it the frequency changes are not limited at all.

The capacitance of a hand completely surrounding the antenna is very high and our oscillator is so sensitive to the capacitance variations the we prefer to
limit the max frequency changes, also at the expenses of a little decrease in the sensitivity.

The decrease in sensivity is 30% (or even less depending on the case) but the limitation of the max frequency change is huge.

And also, we have demonstrated that with a great capacitor, the 50 Hz coming from the mains wires, becomes to induce a significative noise font.

dewster 3/6/2014 4:43:09 PM [608]

"The capacitance of a hand completely surrounding the antenna is very high and our oscillator is so sensitive to the capacitance variations the we prefer
to limit the max frequency changes, also at the expenses of a little decrease in the sensitivity."  - livio

OK.  If you have sufficient sensitivity and things work out so that decreasing it solves other problems and gives you a happy medium, I understand that.

I'm curious what the inherent noise is in a tube, particularly at low frequencies?  A stable Theremin can obviously be built with tube-based oscillators.

livio 3/6/2014 4:45:20 PM [609]

Tubes were very similar to the FETS and some tubes where very low noise components. Also transistors can be low noise but only low noise voltage.
Transistor noise current is 1000 times more than the FET nouise current. FET are component with an incredibly high gate impedence and about zero
current.

FredM 3/6/2014 4:49:12 PM [610]

"The decrease in sensivity is 30% (or even less depending on the case) but the limitation of the max frequency change is huge." - livio

Ok, I understand - its a way of maintaining a period width in which usable counts can be obtained when close to the antenna, and reducing sensitivity in
order to achieve that.

This is perhaps one of the problems caused by having a high oscillator frequency combined with a not-so-fast counting clock.

Problems which go away in a blink if you use heterodyning!  ;-)

Fred

livio 3/6/2014 4:57:14 PM [611]

It is not a counting limit but a so great frequency change that we exit from the 2 to 3 MHz band.

And (when using very large antennas) a hand can induce a so high capacitance, that the oscillator stops to work. With a limiting capacitor, this never
happens.

And also, we have demonstrated that with a great capacitor, the 50 Hz induced from the mains wires, can be a significative noise font (if for example a
220 Volt lamp is very near to the antenna)

dewster 3/6/2014 5:06:26 PM [612]



Found a mother-lode of tube books here:

http://www.tubebooks.org/technical_books_online.htm

Sigh.  Another thing to spend my time investigating.

"And (when using very large antennas) it is also possible to create so high capacity with the hand that the oscillator stops to work. With a limiting
capacitor this never happens."

Aha!  Oscillator stalling!  Why didn't you say so?  I don't think this is due to high capacitance, I believe it is due to lowered Q of the tank (energy
removed by conduction).  This is the problem IMO with oscillators that depend on adding "just enough" energy to overcome Q losses.  They can crap
out.

I've never measured the Q of an antenna in free space, but it's very interesting that the Q is large enough to have this capacitance be the only capacitance
that resonates with a fairly high Q inductor.  I've seen this on my bench.  Grabbing the insulated antenna with my hand very noticeably increases tank
losses.

"And also, we have demonstrated that with a great capacitor, the 50 Hz induced from the mains wires, can be a significative noise font (if for example a
220 lamp is very near to the antenna)"

Yes, Fred brought this up a while back as a good reason to have a capacitor in series with the antenna.

livio 3/6/2014 5:40:06 PM [613]

Yes! Oscillator stops for the removed energy. Our oscillator is only 2 mW and can not send power to the antenna, max is about 100 uW after it stops to
work. 

Yes it stalls! :)

But do not worry, with a series capacitor of 18pF or less it does not stops also with one square meter antennas and the whole body on the antenna. And
works without stalling also with large antennas with any ambient temperature. Tested in the freezer and with the hair drier.

-----------

I have found an old 4069-cap-meter. 4069 contains logic gates that are not designed for low noise.

This video shows the noise differences between it and a new CapSensors with the FET BF862.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6IW2Q0ZRKA

The hand distance is about 80 cm and the antenna is only 130 square centimeters, these are difficult conditions also for the new CapSensors.

 

 

FredM 3/6/2014 10:45:59 PM [614]

I know im going to be hated for saying this - But this is the  "Let's Design and Build a (mostly) Digital Theremin!" thread and in this context, not
specifically in the context of the Theremino, I feel compelled to go back to basics..

The front end for a digital  theremin needs IMO the following charactaristics:

1.) Protection from destructive event possibility - IE, adequate ESD protection.

2.) Limited thermal drift.

3.) Maximum immunity to signals induced by electrical wiring and appliances.

4.) Maximum "raw" resolution so that adequate digital processing can be applied to the data.

And some of the routes to the above seem clear to me:

1.) A shunting ESD protection device between antennas and ground.

2.) careful design and selection of oscillator/s and components AND/OR active thermal correction by having onboard / at antenna thermal sensors.

3+4:) Use heterodyning and a small series capacitor or other high-pass filter between the antenna and the oscillator.

Heterodyning is, to me, the key.. If one gets a heterodyned output varying between say 1kHz and 10kHz, one has 9/10 loss of total resolution, if one has a
direct oscillator variation of 1MHz to 2MHz (impossible to achieve) one still has 5/10 or 50% loss of resolution - By comparison, all other things being
equal, heterodyning gives at least 5 times the resolution (within a given sample period) that any other method I know of can.

Dewsters charts show the advantage clearly, but perhaps the diadram below may aid visualisation:

http://www.tubebooks.org/technical_books_online.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6IW2Q0ZRKA


In every complete cycle above, the green area is time where useful data can be captured, and the other area is wasted time. The direct methods results,
regardless of any divisions, will result in a useful data capture time equal to the percentage that the oscillator frequency varies as a result of changing
capacitance, the heterodyning method gives a useful data capture time equal to the period of the minimum difference frequency minus that of the
maximum difference frequency.

For example, a 1MHz oscillator varying by 100kHz will have a useful capture time of 10% of the period (period varies from 1us to 1.1us or after division
say from 1ms to 1.1ms), but the same oscillator with a reference oscillator giving (after heterodyning) a minimum frequency of 1kHz will have about
99% usable capture time (period varies from 10us to 1ms).

It is (and has been since my earliest attempts where I was developing a digital theremin which didnt use heterodyning) my opinion and expierience, that
heterodyning simply clears away all major  problems related to resolution, and can more than compensate for any losses incurred due to rejecting LF
noise by decoupling the antenna - both for analogue and digital designs.

In this regard (and I have not evaluated the oscillators of fine details of the circuitry) I believe the open.theremin is going the best way.

Fred.

ps - Dewster, that is one motherload! .. I found a stack like that a while ago and lost several months! ;-)

dewster 3/7/2014 3:26:02 AM [615]

OK, I spent some time with LTSpice and livio's oscillator:

http://www.mediafire.com/view/2sobw16xxxzwtjl/livio_osc_2014-03-06.asc

Here's the transistor model I got from the manufacturer:

.model BF862 NJF(Beta=47.800E-3 Betatce=-.5 Rd=.8 Rs=7.5000 Lambda=37.300E-3 Vto=-.57093 
+ Vtotc=-2.0000E-3 Is=424.60E-12 Isr=2.995p N=1 Nr=2 Xti=3 Alpha=-1.0000E-3 
+ Vk=59.97 Cgd=7.4002E-12 M=.6015 Pb=.5 Fc=.5 Cgs=8.2890E-12 Kf=87.5E-18 
+ Af=1)

You have to add the model text (without the '+' and in a single line) to the "standard.jft" file.

Here is a picture:

http://www.mediafire.com/view/2sobw16xxxzwtjl/livio_osc_2014-03-06.asc


I guess I should have seen right off that C3 in series with C1 and C2 is yet another capacitance adder, which further reduces sensitivity. 

If I'm simulating this correctly, with a 10pF antenna I get 2.50591MHz, with 1pF additional (11pF antenna) I get 2.48222, which gives a %delta of
0.945%.  (Read the frequency directly via the "Spice error log" CTRL-L.)

Theoretically, with ONLY a 10pF antenna and 1pF adder, one can get a 4.65%delta frequency change with a simple LC tank.  So that's the best one can
do without heterodyning.  It seems livio's circuit is then giving only 0.945/4.65 = ~1/5 of the available sensitivity (if I didn't screw up the simulation).

Certainly stability is important, but it isn't everything as are many other characteristics that can make an oscillator unsuitable for Theremin work.  But this
sensitivity is pretty low, I think too low for me to consider using in my stuff.

The thing with sensitivity (or, digitally, "resolution") is, if you are forced to amplify it via heterodyning, then you will likely be amplifying thermal drift
as well.  So my goal is to get the most stable sensitivity I can, and perhaps augment it with a bit of heterodyning if necessary.

When I first started looking at oscillators I ran across a lot of circuits meant for VFO RF work, and most looked very similar to livio's circuit.  If
constructed correctly they can be very stable for single transistor circuits, and with the addition of suitable variable capacitors and output buffers may be
used in critical applications.  But they aren't usually designed for absolute maximum sensitivity to capacitance change.  I believe they are designed more
for stability and spectral purity, though of course pullability via a voltage variable capacitor is likely important too.

===========

I also want to say that it's my feeling the deleterious effect of noise of the amplifier in an oscillator is very dependent on how that gain is employed
(oscillator topology), how the output of the oscillator is used, and the nature of the noise itself.  We generally think of noise as bad, and all things being
equal (they almost never are) we want less of it.  But our efforts to reduce noise could be at the expense of other desirable properties, so we as engineers
can't make sweeping value statements about it.

livio 3/7/2014 7:39:04 AM [616]

"...they aren't usually designed for absolute maximum sensitivity to capacitance change..."

This is true! 
But, until now, we have not found better alternatives. 

Last weeks we tried to follow your ideas and to build some heterodyning oscillators at 300 KHz and we were forced to change direction by instabilities
and trimming problems. Having to use an inductor for over 10 mH, its parasitic capacitance, its mechanical instability, the total oscillator PCB
dimensions, the sensitivity losses and the need to add trimmer capacitors to be calibrated in the factory are for us unthinkable things.

Please suggest a better solution (with frequencies and component values) and we will test it as soon as possible. 

(but please, a simple and workable solution, not a theoretical block diagram, perhaps impossible to achieve and ever made by anyone) 

(and please, not the OpenTheremin oscillator, with capacitive trimmers and oscillator sensitivity reduced to almost nothing, by parallel capacitors for a
total of nearly 150 pF)

 

LTSPICE LIBRARIES

LTSpice simulator is faster, more efficient, and well done for all the ones we tried till now. In years past we used them almost all, from suffering to
another, but since we use PSpice everything is simplified and after the first difficulty has become a really nice friend. In addition LTSpice is freeware.



LTSpice, kindly distributed by Linear Technology apparently only supports chips from them, has very few generic components in its libraries and is a bit
strange editor (but just learn to use it well)

Finally, the components of LTSpice are disproportionate, resistors and transistors are very large and therefore the appearance of the patterns is not serious
...

Solution:  
1) Download latest version from LTSpiceIV: http://www.linear.com  
2) Install it normally  
3) Go to the folder "C: \ Program Files \ LTC \ LTspiceIV" and delete the folder "lib"  
(Who prefers to be less bad can rename the "lib-old")  
4) Download this ZIP: LTSpiceIV_Libraries_for_Theremino_simulations_V1.6  
5) Remove the "lib" folder and put it in "C: \ Program Files \ LTC \ LTspiceIV" instead of the original lib

Once this is done you can open all our simulations without any problems and you benefit of thousands of transistors and diodes. Although all operational
amplifiers will be available by selecting them with the most used and finally OpAmp5. schemes are no longer strange with huge resistors and
"bizarre" transistors. 

This is better explained in our download pages, and more precisely here:

www.theremino.com/en/downloads/uncategorized/#ltspice

FredM 3/7/2014 1:27:57 PM [617]

"if you are forced to amplify it via heterodyning, then you will likely be amplifying thermal drift as well. " - Dewster

I dont see this - Apart from if one had two oscillators with different thermal behaviours, otherwise IMO heterodyning can even act to reduce or
compensate for thermal drift.

Any form of straight "amplification" (Whether this be heterodyning or extending the period through division) will amplify signal and noise equally, so
the SNR wont change, and AFAICS this also applies to thermal error.

"Please suggest a better solution (with frequencies and component values) and we will test it as soon as possible

(but please, a simple and workable solution, not a theoretical block diagram, perhaps impossible to achieve and ever made by anyone)

(and please, not the OpenTheremin oscillator, with capacitive trimmers and oscillator sensitivity reduced to almost nothing, by parallel
capacitors for a total of nearly 150 pF)"

 - livio

I dont like this..

This IMO should be an exploration, not a contest, and when asking someone to provide designs, tying their hands behind their back aint helpful - Also,
your ideas of "simple" and someone elses are not likely to be the same - to me "simple" is fitting a damn discharge tube, to you its fitting a 20kV
capacitor!

Apart from which, Dewster has presented several oscillator designs here which to me look far better suited to digital application than your oscillator - but
he is going the route of air coils - and as I understand it you want ready-to-buy Ferrite inductor - This is one of the things which annoys me about
"newcomer" theremin designers (and I was the same!) They look at things like air coils and think "i can use a ferrite" but dont ask the simple question
"Why did a competent designer use an air coil if a ferrite is just as good".

and please, not the OpenTheremin oscillator, with capacitive trimmers and oscillator sensitivity reduced to almost nothing, by parallel
capacitors for a total of nearly 150 pF

The 150pF is there by design! It doesnt "reduce sensitivity" if one is comparing it to the theremino design, because the open.theremin employs
heterodyning, and in fact the RESULT of this is GREATER SENSITIVITY than the theremino!

I really dont believe that you are in any position to be critical of anyone elses design because, quite frankly, there is nothing particularly novel or good or
clever about the theremino design - the only thing I have seen from you which does look really good is your software, but I havent explored that deeply.
Your claims for theremino are what gives it the edge over the open.theremin, but some of these claims (resolution for example) have been shown here to
be completely untrue.

I certainly think the open.theremin is capable of FAR higher resolution due to its topology, and MUCH lower latency, than your present theremino can
even dream of.

I do however agree with you about capacitive trimmers, and I think the open.theremin oscillator could / should be improved, and that probably a better
oscillator for this application could be designed to replace both the theremino and the open design.

As you are both "open" projects, why not collaborate? Get the best of both of your designs and software - I really think that with your software,
open.theremins heterodyning topology, and perhaps an oscillator improvement / redesign, some really good digital modular theremin stuff could get to
market.

One "problem" is that you are looking at short to-market time scales - This is great in that you actually do get to market.. But to do a GOOD theremin
takes much more time than you are giving it - in the case of Dewster and I, years have been devoted - In my case, I could have put many products on the
market which were as good as other stuff there but I went too far the other way in seeking perfection -

http://www.linear.com/
http://www.theremino.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/LTSpiceIV_Libraries_for_Theremino_simulations_V1.6.zip
http://www.theremino.com/en/downloads/uncategorized/#ltspice


In order to impact the market, you need something special - You wont get that by rushing - but you can get a bigger impact if you believe things about
your product which arent true, and convince others to believe this as well.

If, like me, you arent a salesman - and if you pull your products apart more mercilessly than any competitor or critic ever could, then you aint going to
sell anything even if they do get to market - unless you really have something exceptional and believe in it and can convey this.. But getting there takes a
long time!

Fred.

dewster 3/7/2014 4:31:59 PM [618]

"Please suggest a better solution (with frequencies and component values) and we will test it as soon as possible. 

(but please, a simple and workable solution, not a theoretical block diagram, perhaps impossible to achieve and ever made by anyone) 

(and please, not the OpenTheremin oscillator, with capacitive trimmers and oscillator sensitivity reduced to almost nothing, by parallel capacitors for a
total of nearly 150 pF)"  - livio

Oscillator choice IMO is at the heart of Theremin design, and it's been dogging me since the beginnings of my investigations.  I'm currently trying to
simulate the Open.Theremin oscillator, which clearly is a design adapted from a crystal oscillator, and coincidentally was what I started with, but you are
right livio in that it almost certainly has a very low basic sensitivity due to the high parallel capacitance.  As Fred points out this is boosted via
heterodyning. 

I think there is likely a happy medium between stability and overall sensitivity (which includes heterodyning if it is used) to be struck in a successful
Theremin design, and quantifying the location of the peak of that happiness seems the thing to do, though I feel rather far away from being able to do
that.  And of course there are other things like stalling to consider.

Due to the LC 90 degree shift at resonance, I don't think there are many simple (e.g. one transistor or single inverter) solutions.  livio, your FET oscillator
employs slightly delayed in-phase low gain drive with a parallel tank.  The Open.Theremin uses 180 degree inverter delay with 90 degree RC delay, high
gain drive, and a mostly series tank.  The Smirnov designs are similar to the Open.Theremin but are more sophisticated and involve a second series
inductor going to the antenna.  The EW uses in-phase parallel tank drive with a series tank hanging off of it.  My designs use phase lock techniques to
maintain 90 degrees at resonance with high gain drive and a series tank.

Even if you have the luxury of doing phase lock stuff in high speed logic, the problem of sensing without loading down the tank or introducing a phase
shift in the sense portion can be an issue.

I believe simple parallel tank in-phase drive must be low gain in order to not lock up.  Simple series tank quadrature drive must generally be high gain in
order to sustain oscillation but otherwise will not lock up due to the phase offset between sense and drive.  Phase lock techniques, depending on how the
phase detector is implemented, can lock onto harmonics rather than the fundamental.

"As you are both "open" projects, why not collaborate? Get the best of both of your designs and software - I really think that with your software,
open.theremins heterodyning topology, and perhaps an oscillator improvement / redesign, some really good digital modular theremin stuff could get to
market."  - FredM

This is what I was thinking too livio.  Help the Open.Theremin project by improving the oscillator (I don't know, but I suspect your oscillator is better),
reap the sensitivity benefits from their heterodyning method, and use this to drive your PC software.  Were I to get involved that's what I would do.  I'd
also consider using an NCO rather than a simple divided xtal for the heterodyning source, which would let you remove the variable capacitor, and would
allow software to adjust the null point automatically (or semi-automatically with some user input via software).

FredM 3/7/2014 5:38:47 PM [619]

I believe that Thierry is somewhat involved with the open.theremin project now, and he has probably had more exposure to real theremin oscillator
circuits (including the EW-Pro,Henk and Tvox oscillators which are reputed for their stability) than anyone else - With his input regarding oscillators and
his unique insights aquired on the bench rather than in a simulation environment.

Add to this input from people like Dewster who has done a great deal of work on simulating many aspects which were never evaluated so completely
before he did this, and livio and others who have played with and produced oscillators, and Gaudi's topology, and Dewsters digital skills, and livio's
software, and the other collective skills of all or some of these people, there is possibly the most capable team ever assembled to make a really good
mudular digital theremin a reality.

I really think that IF people truly want a good "open" project (and are not just using the word "open" as a disguise for promoting their products) there is
enough skill and knowledge "out there" for this to be realized NOW.

IMO, the only thing preventing this at present is the competitive aspect of human nature - Even "open" projects fall foul of this, and we all (and I
certainly include myself here ;-) want some of the "glory" - whether this is justified or not, we all seem to want the spotlight to fall on us, or for our ideas
to be central to any collaborative project,  even if money isnt what we are after.

If it wasnt for this, and if we were more genuinely collaborative, humanity would probably have collonised our solar system and be on our way to the
stars by now! ;-)

Fred.

livio 3/7/2014 5:47:26 PM [620]

"The 150pF is there by design! It doesnt "reduce sensitivity" if one is comparing it to the theremino design, because the open.theremin employs
heterodyning, and in fact the RESULT of this is GREATER SENSITIVITY than the theremino!"



More the oscillator sensitivity is low and more it must be "amplified" in some way. Heterodyning is a good method to amplify little frequency changes of
the oscillator but, doing that, you amplify also the oscillator instabilities and the temperature induced frequency changes.

Here you can see a PDF with the sensivity of the most known oscillator configurations:
www.theremino.com/files/Theremins_Sensitivity.pdf

And here a test of the CapSensor sensitivity: 
CapSensor oscillator sensitivity - YouTube Video

And the following video are some tests of the CapSensor working at long distances: 
Theremino Theremin, chords played at great distance - YouTube video

Theremino Theremin, eight octaves range with steady notes - YouTube video

A large area antenna for CapSensor tests - YouTube video

 

 

 

 

FredM 3/7/2014 6:06:54 PM [621]

"More the oscillator sensitivity is low and more it must be "amplified" in some way. Heterodyning is a good method to amplify little frequency changes
of the oscillator but, doing this, you amplify also the oscillator instabilities and the temperature induced frequency changes." - livio

Oh hell - you might be right.. But I dont think you are, and my expierience says your not.

I dont see heterodyning as "amplification" I see it as removal of redundant data - a way of eliminating the "dead time" and therebye allowing increase in
the resolvable data more quickly - as in, you can resolve the data from direct-oscillator period to the same resolution as you can from heterodyning, but
doing so will take much longer - an the order of 10 times longer or more probably.

As I see it, division of a HF oscillator is equivalent to integrating any individual HF cycle errors, in the same way as the integration like function of a
fixed antenna capacitance - there is a reduction in sensitivity, as in, the changing antenna capacitance is || to a fixed capacitance - but this IMO actually
could under certain circumstances improve SNR.

But I probably dont know what I am talking about, so im going to leave this thread - at least until it returns to being a "Let's Design and Build a (mostly)
Digital Theremin!" thread rather than being the "Theremino" thread.

I think the only thing I have said on this matter which is really valid is this:

"As you are both "open" projects, why not collaborate? Get the best of both of your designs and software - I really think that with your software,
open.theremins heterodyning topology, and perhaps an oscillator improvement / redesign, some really good digital modular theremin stuff could get to
market." 

But I think any advice to you  that includes heterodyning will fall on deaf ears, deafer than an EW with its antenna inductor removed!

;-)

Fred

ps - I really do think you should start your own Theremino thread  - this thread IMO needs to get back on track. Dewster has hinted that he wants this, but
is too polite to keep pestering you - I, on the other hand, am an impolite uncouth arrogant unpleasant arsehole who says what he thinks - And I no longer
give a damn about what people think of me.

THE FOLLOWING WAS ADDED AFTER THE REPLY BELOW, After I had fully checked out the links given - --

"Here you can see a PDF with the sensivity of the most known oscillator configurations: 
www.theremino.com/files/Theremins_Sensitivity.pdf"

This is a butchered version of Fred Nachbaur article, and the conclusions you have drawn are simply wrong and do not relate in any way to the
Theremino design (Fred Nachbaur's paper only relates to heterodyning - the frequency variation as a function of capacitance is meaningless
when you are using the HF oscillator period variation to derive data ).

I also really dislike the way you put down the open.theremin in this paper -

http://www.theremino.com/files/Theremins_Sensitivity.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cOPsWWpSJs&list=UU88u9567qRI2RiAq4Dr6Ydw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZmHHaj3nRM&list=UU88u9567qRI2RiAq4Dr6Ydw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjBFFxR0iWo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hd_IZN5-UlU
http://www.theremino.com/files/Theremins_Sensitivity.pdf


THE ABOVE IS JUST COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT and INNACURATE NONSENSE  IMO! - and heterodyning does NOT have "instability and
temperature problems" !!!!  the ideas of "sensitivity" are completely irrelevant - the relevant matters are RESOLUTION and LATENCY and the
open.theremin topology is not being compared on these grounds, but on latency is better than the theremino and also probably beats the theremino on
resolution, or certainly has the potential to (Because it uses heterodyning!)!

Comparison of your theremino vs the open.theremin using Fred Nachbaur's kHz/pF is like multiplying apples with tomatoes - and in fact, gives FALSE -
Ve representation of the open.theremins performance against the BOGUS and meaningless "results" given for theremino.

In my view, given that your facts are WRONG, and that MANY of the specifications, particularly with regard to resolution are WRONG, your agenda
becomes clear.. Despite being "Open" you identify open.theremin as a competitor to be put down.. Suggestion of a collaboration with open.theremin is
therefore the last thing you wanted and something you dont want to even comment on.

I also want to make it clear that I am not involved with open.theremin in any way, do not own one, and have been critical of some aspects of its design in
the past - But I can see some well implemented aspects to it, and get angry when I see any product, particularly an open project, being bashed with false
data and false comparisons by a competitor.

"And here a test of the CapSensor sensitivity: 
CapSensor oscillator sensitivity - YouTube Video"

Theremino Theremin, eight octaves range with steady notes - YouTube video

A large area antenna for CapSensor tests - YouTube video

These videos shows nothing that proves anything with regard to the specifications being discussed here (resolution vs latence etc)

The following video IMO however, demonstrates your great strength - the software! - I have not seen any theremin software that comes close to
what you are producing:

Theremino Theremin, chords played at great distance - YouTube video

livio 3/7/2014 8:12:12 PM [622]

Listen Fred , I'm talking purely of oscillators, and once they oscillate and behave well, the two ways to use or not heterodining could also be tested and
compared at a later stage.

I was not advertising Theremino System, but really trying to plan with you a good oscillator.

Maybe not everything that I propose is OK, or applicable to your case or that of Dewster. But some good ideas, I gave it for sure. Also I, like Dewster I
would like someone to explain to me clearly why you MUST do in a rather than in another, so I ask, explain and insist. And I was thinking OK about this.

I also wanted to mention other particulars (ESD and more), but now I think it's best not to bore you further.

And many many thanks for all the ideas you have given me with this fruitful collaboration.

Now really it is best to remove my subscription for some time, because I must also take care of other things, I hope that in the meantime you think a little
(maybe this video could help) about modularity.

Bye 
Livio

dewster 3/7/2014 11:25:30 PM [623]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cOPsWWpSJs&list=UU88u9567qRI2RiAq4Dr6Ydw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjBFFxR0iWo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hd_IZN5-UlU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZmHHaj3nRM&list=UU88u9567qRI2RiAq4Dr6Ydw
http://youtu.be/27JpHK50-ek


livio, if you're still here I think I'm hearing some frequency stepping in your videos?  I can't tell if it is an intended effect introduced by the processing, or
YouTube audio compresson, or what.  You get some good distance playing from that plate antenna.

================

Fred, I see what you're saying, and I could be thinking about it wrong, but I believe heterodyning does aggravate things like drift and phase noise.  Just as
tiny capacitance changes are amplified as heterodyned pitch changes, I believe the tiny inductance changes due to temperature would be amplified as
well.  It seems it is best in a digital scenario trading increased noise for increased resolution.  Is there an optimal amount of heterodyning here?  Or are we
better off not using it and increasing the resolution by using a faster sample clock?

I agree with you that one can't really compare the base sensitivity of Theremin oscillators without taking heterodyning gain into account.  For instance, if
one has a conventional analog Theremin operating at a higher than normal frequency, then one would likely intentionally capacitively pad the tank down
to tame the otherwise excessive sensitivity.  This padding capacitance would be NP0 or similar, which would be more stable than environmental and
antenna capacitance, so in some sense the oscillator noise would be decreased (but would get jacked up again with heterodyning).

FredM 3/8/2014 12:31:22 AM [624]

"  Is there an optimal amount of heterodyning here? " - Dewster

 Personally, I think (but must declare that I have little or no real evidence for this) that heterodyning works best when the VFO does not have "excessive"
variation - I dont know whether this should be as a percentage (I suspect so) or as a frequency variation, but arround the 500kHz oscillator frequencies I
tend to use, about 10kHz variation is as far as I like to go - more than this seems to introduce noise or instabilities etc.. Oh, nothing excessive, but there
nonetheless (I think ;-) ..

However, with normal heterodyning, one doesnt need this much deviation - My experiments with greater deviation were for a mixed signal scheme where
I divided both oscillators down by common divisors before heterodyning - my thinking was that the action of division would produce cleaner output than
the oposite route of multiplication with PLL's - but when I went above 10kHz deviation I didnt get better results.

( if one is using antenna equalization, one needs to limit deviation far more for the linearization to work IMO - under 5kHz or even 3kHz.. )

"Or are we better off not using it and increasing the resolution by using a faster sample clock?"

Personally, I suspect that if one has a fast enough clock that one can get the required resolution in a sensible time (say <3ms) Then (and only then) does
this method have a possibility of being equal or superior to heterodyning - But I dont think this will give any improvement in terms of thermal stability or
noise per-se, I think the only additional source of noise one gets from heterodyning to a digital capture is the "edge" noise and any errors from the
mixer/filter/comparator - a "direct digital" scheme where the oscillator is pre-divided down to a nominal say 500Hz and period measured with a high
speed clock wont get these errors.

I really dont see heterodyning as a form of amplification - But I could be wrong (I often am even if I rarely admit it ;-) - To me its more a time division
combined with a subtraction - or perhaps analogous to a unity gain differential amplifier in the time domain.. This is probably a case where maths trips
me up again..

But basically, one wants to get the change of frequency that is produced bt the sensor oscillator, and doesnt want anything else except this and some form
of reference against which this change is evaluated - with a "direct" scheme, the reference is a numeric value thats deducted from the measured value,
with a heterodyning scheme the deduction is "automated" and one ends up with only the data one wants - Because the "data" is in the form of a period, it
looks like 'amplification' ... Oh hell - im probably talking rubbish - but I just cant see amplification in heterodyning!

;-)

Fred.

(I should also say that its been a hell of a long time since I played with direct to digital circuits)

Just pondered this for ages:

"Just as tiny capacitance changes are amplified as heterodyned pitch changes, I believe the tiny inductance changes due to temperature would be
amplified as well."

And I cant see it! - Variations from any source, be this inductance or capacitance or noise or whatever, will equally affect the output "value" whether
derived from counting (effectively) the individual periods and summing these, or from heterodyning - There is no real magic in heterodyning - one is
simply getting the sum of the input frequencies (which is thrown away) and the difference of these frequencies - By what mechanism can there be any
"amplification" of this difference? - If there is no amplification of the difference, then how can data derived from this difference be any "dirtier" than data
derived from cumulated periods from which a constant baseline value is deducted?

I am not saying im right! But just saying that I cant see it! - If its there, I want to see it, but need to be guided step-by-step through the reasoning process
as I cannot even see the first step to how the idea of heterodyning being "amplification" can be derived - If this is a mathematical derivation, then I may
not be able to grasp it and will just be forced to accept it despite not being able to see it - if this is the case, just say so and I will shut up and sculk off to
some corner.. ;-)

dewster 3/8/2014 2:42:56 PM [625]

"By what mechanism can there be any "amplification" of this difference? - If there is no amplification of the difference, then how can data derived from
this difference be any "dirtier" than data derived from cumulated periods from which a constant baseline value is deducted?" - FredM

I can't find anything to argue with in your post!   If anything you are responding to my own inexactness of describing technically what I'm trying to
convey. 

An example of what I'm getting at by using the word "amplification" is that temperature drift of the inductor value will be magnified by heterodyning.



=============

I'm looking at livio's Theremino (oddly close to the "Theremini" moniker - I wonder which came first?) oscillator a bit and it seems well designed from a
simulation perspective.  Casually poking at the component values doesn't seem to increase the voltage swing at the antenna so that seems optimal.  It
draws maybe 1/2 mA on average which is nice.  I can't say I've ever really had a strong conceptual grasp of these in-phase oscillators, so now is as good a
time as any to gain some insight.

I'd like to simulate the Open.Theremin oscillator but can't find a decent linear spice model for the 4069, or 74C04, or anything similar it seems.  There's
one model out there but it gives almost no gain at 5V so I won't post it here and add to the general confusion on the web.   Perhaps my google-fu is just at
an ebb.  I believe it's just a matter of knowing the parameters to the MOSFET complementary pair.

=============

When it comes to oscillators and what to do with the output, it seems one can all too easily end up in a hole from which there is almost no escape.  I
suspect livio is avoiding heterodyning because direct the approach he is currently using is yielding "good enough" results, and he doesn't want to magnify
the ferrite temperature drift, which is an entirely valid position to take.  I find the direct approach tantalizingly "just good enough" and so am looking for
something better.  (But better is the enemy of the good, and I find myself literally retiring on this project!)

FredM 3/8/2014 4:35:36 PM [626]

"An example of what I'm getting at by using the word "amplification" is that temperature drift of the inductor value will be magnified by heterodyning."

"I suspect livio is avoiding heterodyning because direct the approach he is currently using is yielding "good enough" results, and he doesn't want to
magnify the ferrite temperature drift, which is an entirely valid position to take."

Hoo boy ... ;-)

I just cant see it! - Sorry!

You are using the word "magnify" - Which to me, is the same as "amplify"..

But where is any "magnification" or "amplification" coming from ? - I see absolutely no mechanism by which "temperature drift of the inductor value
will be magnified by heterodyning." or any rationale in the " he doesn't want to magnify the ferrite temperature drift, which is an entirely valid position to
take."

Yes, it would be an "entirely valid position to take." if its true - But tell me how it can be true!

It may be true - But I just cant see it! - As I see it, any drift or errors or whatever will be equally "revealed" by heterodyning and by direct counting.

The only difference I can see is that heterodyning can get the data faster and / or with higher resolution, because one is not wasting time counting events
one is just going to throw away!

Where's our mathematician ? I feel sure that there must be a mathematical way to cut through this - a theorem or something... Oh, I probably wont
understand it, but I would really like to know if my "visualisation" fits mathematical "reality".

Fred.

dewster 3/8/2014 5:12:54 PM [627]

No math other than what happens to the LC resonance point when you change either capacitance or inductance.  Changing the C a little bit by moving
your hand is the same as changing the L a little bit by changing the temperature (if it is ferrite).  Either of these effects will be magnified (in terms of
frequency change) if heterodyning is employed (and if your reference oscillator isn't temperature drifting along with the VFO).  Capisce?

FredM 3/8/2014 5:42:05 PM [628]

"Either of these effects will be magnified (in terms of frequency change) if heterodyning is employed " - Dewster

LOL, Hi again, Dewster ;-)

Ok, my last attempt at this.. ;-) I dont see "magnified" I see removal of the redundant data - as in, you have a VFO at 1Mhz varying by 10kHz, you get rid
of everything except the 10kHz variation - in terms of period (which is what we are interested in if we are counting a clock) the data we get from the
difference can be obtained far quicker and with far greater resolution than we can get from counting the entire (divided) period and deducting the
invariant part of this period.

But lets forget any argument over "amplification" or "magnification" - Because this is in fact a red herring...

If there was "amplification" this would "amplify" both signal and noise equally - there is absolutely (and of this I am completely certain) no mechanism
by which heterodyning could possibly "amplify" thermal drift or other errors to a greater degree than it amplifies the signal (changes in frequency /
period as a result of player actions) -

Therefore, even if heterodyning was amplification, this would simply become a "sensitivity" function - this function would apply to wanted and
unwanted data in EXACTLY the same way as would happen with a direct period counting scheme.

So as I see it, saying ""temperature drift of the inductor value will be magnified by heterodyning."" is like saying that if you crank up the volume of your
power amplifier, there will be more noise - This is true - but there will also be more signal!

And its only the Signal to Noise Ratio which is relevant.



And SNR will be the same whether using heterodyning or counting the period - but heterodyning will give the advantage of hugely increased resolution
ot hugely decreased time or a mix of both.

Fred.

"(and if your reference oscillator isn't temperature drifting along with the VFO)."

If you have an oscillator referenced to a fixed numeric value, any variations in that oscillator frequency will be presented to whatever method you use to
acquire data -

The same is true if you heterodyne against a fixed oscillator frequency.

In terms of SNR there is no difference in the above.

If however one heterodynes against a reference oscillator whos thermal behaviour follows that of the VFO, then one greatly reduces the thermal error
component of the output period.

In all these cases heterodyning can only be better or equal to direct period counting in terms of thermal drift - I cannot see any way that heterodyning can
make this worse!
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"If there was "amplification" this would "amplify" both signal and noise equally - there is absolutely (and of this I am completely certain) no mechanism
by which heterodyning could possibly "amplify" thermal drift or other errors to a greater degree than it amplifies the signal (changes in frequency /
period as a result of player actions) -

Therefore, even if heterodyning was amplification, this would simply become a "sensitivity" function - this function would apply to wanted and unwanted
data in EXACTLY the same way as would happen with a direct period counting scheme."  - FredM

I agree 100%.  I think any confusion is because we're coming at things and categorizing them in our heads a bit differently.

=============

I finally got the Open.Theremin oscillator to oscillate using an ideal opamp in LTSpice and I see what's going on there:

- The antenna voltage is going right into the CMOS inverter input, which limits the voltage swing between VCC and ground (and likely makes it quite
suceptible to ESD). 

- The inductor is "wiggling" between two caps, so the caps look like they are in series, and the ends of the inductor give a 180 degree phase shift, with the
inverter giving the rest of the 180 needed to sustain oscillation.  This is perhaps like Theremin's designs, which use a split inductor for the tank?

- If it stalls it looks like it will start up again on its own (this is mandatory for Theremin use IMO).

So the tank uses a split capacitance, the ratio of which can provide significant voltage gain.  I like this a lot, but it really needs work. 

I don't know why I don't Spice more.  Like I said, I started out with this circuit and should have pursued it more at the time.  I guess I got caught up in the
direct approach and saw an opportunity to use my FPGA DPLL.  In my defense I didn't really understand inductance very well then either (or all that well
now, for that matter, inductance is an endless mystery).

When people encounter noise issues using CMOS linearly, I think it may often be due to switching noise of other inverters in the package being used
more or less digitally in phase with the linear processing.  What may seem like excessive thermal noise might just be poorly decoupled switching. 
Though maybe livio's onto something - maybe every little bit of noise brings with it noticeable degradation?  There sure are a lot of analog designs that
seem to work OK though.

Back To The Future
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Back To The Future

OK, my examination of the Open.Theremin oscillator seems to have borne fruit, at least in simulation.  Here is a significant variation on it which seems
to optimize some important facets:



The tank consists of L1 and C1, C2, C3 in series, which for these values gives ~1.46MHz.  Drive on the right through R1, sense on the left through R5. 
Zeroing out L2 I'm seeing sensitivity of approx 2.3% delta F with 1pF delta C.  With L2=L1 I'm seeing approx 3.4% delta F with 1pF delta C. 
(Maximum theoretical delta F is 4.65%.)  Also seeing quite low average current drive of several hundred uA through R1 (with ideal inductors).  Around
25V peak (~50V p-p) at the antenna.  If it breadboards OK this one looks like a keeper!

Superficially, this differs from my previous "series tank" designs by the larger resistance drive, which makes the ends of the coil flail in opposite
directions with amplitudes set by the ratio of C1 : (C2 & C3 in series).  Significantly, this changes the phase through the network from 90 degrees to 180
degrees lag, which enables a simple inverter to provide the final 180 degrees.  L2 somewhat resonantly unloads the tank, which brings the sensitivity
back up some.  I believe it is self starting due to the inversion and the inverter gain.  Due to the lack of a decent linear CMOS model, the inverter shown
in the sim is an idealized opamp with open loop gain of 100 - in reality one would likely use CMOS here.

livio helped me consider higher frequencies which opened the door to much smaller air core coils.  The Open.Theremin project helped me consider a
different phase mode that allowed me to utilize some of my own ideas.  Both helped me throw a bit of sensitivity away in order to simplify sense / drive.

Here's the LTSpice file: http://www.mediafire.com/download/95fz2c9knyw6525/new_osc_2014-03-08.asc
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Hi Dewster,

That is a lovely oscillator!

I have just run it on my simulator using my 74HCU04 "analogue" model (which I constructed from the schematic and used the best transistor models I
could find) and with 5 in series, it runs superbly.. (a minimum of 3 are required to get enough gain - but with 5 the gain is more accurately defined by the
input and feedback resistors)

I also ran it at supply voltages from 3 to 5, and with non-ideal inductors (series resistances up to 3 ohms (simulation crashed at 4 ohms) and its great - low
current (peaks < +/- 150uA at 5V, < +/- 80uA at 3.3V) great antenna voltages (~50V P-P @ 3V3,  ~70V P-P @ 5V)

I think you are right when you say "this one looks like a keeper!"

Congratulations!

Fred.

(this oscillator has a superficial resemblence to the Lev oscillator, but I dont think there is much real similarity - I might be wrong though..

I cant get my head 'round it right now, but I wonder what the effect would be of coupling L1 and L2.. On the Lev oscillator, this coupling hugely
increases the total series inductance of the tank, and yet allows the antenna resonator to act on only one section of this inductance - but I will certainly
play with coupling just to see what happens ;-)

ADDED ->

Been probing the waveforms and understanding the operation better.. the more I see, the more I like it - its so clean! .. I think your use of capacitive
potential divider for the input tapping is one of the things that turns the quite crude "open" oscillator into a something special - well, actually, theres a lot
of things that you have done that transform this design... With the 3k3 resistors, a simple discharge tube on the antenna should provide adequate ESD
ptotection - Yeah! Its a cracker!

http://www.mediafire.com/download/95fz2c9knyw6525/new_osc_2014-03-08.asc


Its actually different enough to anything I have seen that I think you have full right to "ownership" of it.. Certainly the best simple CMOS oscillator I
have ever seen! - Oh, I have absolutely no doubt that it will work as well or better than the simulations.

Using 5 CMOS inverters, 1 ohm per inductor, and 5V supply, all other components unchanged, I got 1.378MHz with 10pF antenna C, and 1.4284MHz
with 9pF, about 50kHz/pF

More ->

Ok, playing with values etc, I think this oscillator is better for digital applications than for analogue - I think (not sure) that when two inductors are used,
there is a slight increase in near-antenna sensitivity - the antenna LC I think is working to "amplify" the effect of the antenna C which is in || with the L1 -
- divider C.. Only marginal, but the wrong bias for heterodyning -> audio. Using only one inductor one gets back to a simpler relationship, but lose some
of the antenna amplitude. To optimise this oscillator for analogue audio the Lev topology would probably be better..

But this was designed for digital, and for that its great - Without the 2nd L, its still a good oscillator for analogue - better and simpler I think than some of
the standard oscillators like those in the SC theremins - but I need to build it to be sure.
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"I cant get my head 'round it right now, but I wonder what the effect would be of coupling L1 and L2."  - FredM

I've wondered this too.  This double coil feature has been in my previous designs.  I haven't looked into it extensively, but from my general understanding
of inductors (admittedly weak) my feeling is pretty much nothing (other than a reduction in the windings necessary).

"With the 3k3 resistors, a simple discharge tube on the antenna should provide adequate ESD ptotection..."

And perhaps a littelfuse SP721 directly on the CMOS I/O.

"...when two inductors are used, there is a slight increase in near-antenna sensitivity - the antenna LC I think is working to "amplify" the effect of the
antenna C which is in || with the L1 -- divider C."

What do you mean by "amplify"?  ;-)

From my spreadsheet simulations I don't think I've ever seen anything outside of a general increase in sensitivity, though it could perhaps alter things a bit
depending on the bulk C of the antenna.  The extra inductor also makes it run at a lower frequency, which can enable one to use coils with higher self-
capacitance / lower self-resonance.  The ratio of L1 and L2 is fairly non-critical.  If L2 quite a bit larger than L1 the sensitivity will approach the
theoretical, but then other issues crop up which aren't worth the trouble.

(I've often wanted to re-wire my EWS so that the tank had the same L and roughly the same C as the EQ & antenna - could use a fixed L in the tank and
eliminate all the finicky tuning nonsense, though the near field might be a bit less linear.) <= Don't do this, it's boneheaded.  A second inductor only
works for series tanks!

=============

Breadboarded it this morning.  It works and seems quite stable!

- Only tried one L value so far, a 50mH Bourns I had laying on the bench, and without the same value series EQ inductor (L2=0).  It oscillates at 158kHz
with a 250mm long 10mm diameter antenna.  Changing the L value(s) shouldn't require any component changes (try to keep L2~=L1 if you use L2). 

- Increased C3 to 220pF to reduce V swing into the CMOS input (safety margin - you want this amplitude large for noise reasons, but to not exceed the
supply range - if C3=C1 I believe it is safe under all conditions, even if the antenna is removed, but I need to check this).

- Tried a single inverter 74HC04, 4069UB, both work at 3.3V with the Bourns coil. 

- I can get it to stall if I grab the antenna tightly with my hand, but it starts right back up. Excess gain seems to help here which makes sense.

- See some phase noise with super delayed trigger.  I believe this is mostly environmental but it obviously needs characterization in isolation (NP0
capacitor instead of antenna).

- R2 is necessary to initiate oscillation, the value seems fairly non-critical.

- Note that C4 in the schematic represents the antenna static capacitance, and is not an actual component.

I'm anxious to try air-core coils with it.  One thing I want to investigate is counter-wound coils on the same former to eliminate RF emission / reception. 
Could put 4 windings on a former and make the tank and EQ all at once.

livio 3/9/2014 2:46:21 PM [633]

I promised that I would analyze any new proposal but will not write much for do not disturb. If you like, you can open this file. Otherwise forget my post.
Some new video here.
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"I promised that I would analyze any new proposal but will not write much for do not disturb. If you like, you can open this file."  - livio

Thanks for the analysis livio!  And I don't mind your commenting here.

Sensitivity is % change in frequency / pF change in capacitance for a given bulk capacitance.  You have kHz / pF which doesn't mean much.  I'm
absolutely sure your oscillator is less sensitive than mine (~1/2) in that respect due to the topology and component values.  This assumes both have a

http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterOscillatorV2_Comparation.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkdxtnkVaeQ
http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterOscillatorV2_Comparation.pdf


10pF series capacitance going to the antenna, which is something I won't be doing.  I will likely use 100pF or more which would make my oscillator >3x
more sensitive than yours.

And, while I understand that noise can very much be an issue when trying to quickly resolve tiny changes in frequency, I believe once the intrinsic noise
of the oscillator is around that of the environmental noise, it becomes rather moot (diminishing returns, and of course it depends on the spectral
characteristics of the noise).  Have you characterized the environmental noise?  I haven't yet and so can't comment beyond that.  But I will say that there
is a danger in any project of overly focusing on the optimization of one aspect of the design.

Stalling is a relative thing.  Does your oscillator start back up after a stall?  Mine does but I have no experience with yours.  This is where the extra gain
of the CMOS inverter really helps.  You are throwing away ~1/2 of your sensitivity with the 10pF in series with the antenna in order to keep it from
stalling.

For all I know I will end up using your oscillator, but at the moment it seems wrong to throw out signal in order to reduce intrinsic noise.  It's very nice to
have other options though, and your oscillator is one of the best I've seen - it certainly Spices well and the component values seem optimal.

=========

I really do want to use the best oscillator I can find.  If I can design it, that makes it a lot funner and more exciting, but that's not the point.  The last thing
I want to do is hold onto a sub-optimal circuit for bad reasons.  If you can persuade me that I'm doing something fundamentally wrong I would genuinely
appreciate it, but so far your technical arguments seem rather scattered and unfocused.  And please don't take that personally, I certainly don't mean it that
way - we are having a technical discussion about technical things and critical thinking is necessary.
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Also livio, you should include antenna voltage swing in your analysis.  Your oscillator does ~14V p-p.  My oscillator can easily generate ~50V p-p or
more.  I don't know, but I suspect that in some instances being able to swamp environmental noise with a big antenna voltage swing may be more
important than reducing the intrinsic noise of the oscillator.

You might also want to breadboard my oscillator and try it with your setup.  I'd be quite interested in any practical experience anyone has with it.

livio 3/9/2014 4:48:22 PM [636]

"I'm absolutely sure your oscillator is less sensitive than mine (~1/2) in that respect due to the topology and component values. This assumes both have a
10pF series capacitance going to the antenna, which is something I won't be doing.  I will likely use 100pF or more which would make my oscillator >3x
more sensitive than yours" 
Please download the five simulations I have provided to help you, add 1 pF and see yourself.  
Compare the two oscillators both without the antenna isolation capacitor, and your solution is less sensitive.  
Compare the two oscillators both with the antenna isolation capacitor, and your solution is less sensitive. 

"Have you characterized the environmental noise?" 
Apart the 50Hz (easely removed by the 10pF antenna isolation capacitor) and the noise generated by the oscillator components. There are not other
noises desturbing the oscillator. Maybe you refer to noises produced by mechanical vibrations, on the large inductors and amplified 100 times and more,
by the heterodining process?

"You are throwing away ~1/2 of your sensitivity with the 10pF in series with the antenna in order to keep it from stalling." 
The capacitor is not for "stalling" it is for the 50 Hz noises. Without the capacitor your oscillator stalls too. Test the simulations and you will see this. You
can remove the 10pF capacitor also from my oscillator if you prefer.

STALL 
Yes it starts back after any stall and it never stalls, also with many square meters antennas. Try it and you will see.

AMBIENTAL NOISES 
You can see my video tests near to monitor and keyboard, we never noticed environmental noises. And no musician has reported environmental or
temperature problems. If needed, to increase the output voltage is not difficult, but we prefer to use a moderate voltage to reduce emissions.

----------------

I had planned not to bore you more, but it is difficult to accept assertions such as those of previous posts. If you want me quiet you should not write
things like "noise is not important", "extra gain of the CMOS inverter," "stalling" and "I'm absolutely sure your oscillator..."

Noise in the band 1Hz to 10Hz is important, the real limit is the noise and no filtering can reduce it later.

CMOS inverters are incredibly noisy, they are designed for fast digital commutations, not for low noise.
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"Please download the five simulations I have provided to help you, add 1 pF and see yourself."  - livio

Please read what I wrote.  What you are calling "sensitivity" is wrong.  You need to compare %F change / capacitance change for a 10pF antenna.  kHz /
pF is not a meaningful definition of sensitivity because it is dependent on the operating frequency.

By this measure your oscillator has a sensitivity of ~1 %F/pF.  Mine has a sensitivity of ~3.4 %F/pF.  This is comparing both circuits as they are built and
intended to be used, and not adding or subtracting components to make the numbers look better or worse.  You could put a series inductor on yours and
improve the sensitivity, but is that a fair way to compare our circuits if you don't in practice?



OK, if you remove L2 from my circuit and put a 10pF in series with the antenna the sensitivities are very close, but mine is still a bit more sensitive than
yours in this scenario.  But it's only about a 20% difference so who cares?

"Maybe you refer to noises produced by mechanical vibrations, on the large inductors and amplified 100 times and more, by the heterodining process?"

No, I'm talking about electrical noise in the environment, not the oscillator.

"CMOS inverters are incredibly noisy, they are designed for fast digital commutations, not for low noise."

They are often employed in crystal oscillators.  Here is an interesting paper on it:

http://www.icbase.com/pdf/add/ti/AN-101-00039en.pdf

"EQ" L on non-EWS and similar?
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"EQ" L on non-EWS and similar?

Fred, on top of a general sensitivity increase, another reason to use L2 in just about any any series tank Theremin oscillator is to have another low pass
component between the oscillator and the environment.  I believe I see a noise and stability improvement on my bench when the second 50mH Bourns is
in the L2 position on my oscillator (as opposed to L2=0 or a wire).  Scope trigger is out as far as it can go (50ms) and I'm zoomed up 250ns/div.  Noise is
maybe 50ns with a compact fluorescent 0.6m away.  Open / closed hand @ ~0.75m clearly shows ~0.5ms delta.

Sensitivity (without input capacitor)
livio 3/9/2014 6:38:15 PM [639]

Sensitivity (without input capacitor)

CapSensor    55.79  KHz/pF   (at 2.1 MHz) 
Dewster V2   49.89  KHz/pF   (at 1.46 MHz)

Also considering the different base frequencies, the two oscillator have very similar sensitivity. 
With the frequency correction your oscillator has a 28% more sensitivity, not so different. 
Try to raise your oscillator to more than 2 Mhz and they will be also more similar. 
You can not work at 1.46 MHz, at the and of the medium waves, near to mega watt broadcasting stations.

"electrical noise in the environment"

If documentation says this, maybe they were receiving broadcasting stations in the Long and medium waves bands. (100 KHz to 1.7MHz). Also in the 2
to 3 MHz band there are some nautical stations but with a power incoparably lower. Maybe some 100 or 1000 Watt not 500 MegaWatt.

"They are often employed in crystal oscillators.  Here is an interesting paper on it:"

Chrystal oscillators are monstrously stabilized by the chrystal itself. A limited amount of noise is not influent in a chrystal oscillator. We are making a
VFO not a chrystal oscillator. We are making a VFO that must measure incredibly low capacitance variations.

- - - - - -

An extreme example to understand the problem (I do not propose to work at 5 meters)

Why we can not see hand movements at 5 meters? 

Because of the digital resolution? No, also analogical Theremins can not do this.

Because of the ambiental noises? No, a Faraday cage could demonstrate this.

After a certain distance the signal is so little that the noise of the oscillator components becomes predominant. 
You can hear the effects of the noise in this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6IW2Q0ZRKA

- - - - - -

Have you tried to work at 1.5 meters with your oscillator, you do not hear noise effects?

Please, answer to this, it is very important for me... if you can go to 1.5 meters and more without hearing the noise effects, then your oscillator is
incredibly good and you have to explain to me how to make it.
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"Have you tried to work at 1.5 meters with your oscillator, you do not hear noise effects?"

With a 250mm length / 10mm diameter rod antenna, or with a plate antenna? 

From what I've seen today it seems stable enough to work with a 250mm length / 10mm diameter rod antenna out to maybe 0.75m or more.   This is
~450kHz with a single air-core.  I haven't tested it at higher frequencies yet.

[EDIT] I just tested it with a double coupled air coil and it looks stable out to a meter or so with a 250mm length / 10mm diameter rod antenna.  Even
with my "rat's nest" hookup.  This is ~460kHz.  Having trouble getting it to oscillate with a 0.5mH inductor but it's probably my setup.

"You can hear the effects of the noise in this video..."

Did you keep the tank capacitors about the same?  By this I mean: is the sensitivity and antenna voltage swing very low like it is on the Open.Theremin
oscillator?

dewster 3/9/2014 8:14:51 PM [641]

livio, I think you are smart to use closed inductors, and the one you picked is quite nice compared to most.  Have you ever tried putting a second one
between the antenna and the tank?

I'm not married to CMOS or anything, if there is a better driver to use I'll definitely use it.  I'm going to play around with Spice some more.

FredM 3/9/2014 11:54:36 PM [642]

"Fred, on top of a general sensitivity increase, another reason to use L2 in just about any Theremin oscillator is to have another low pass component
between the oscillator and the environment." - Dewster

To be honest, ive never added any series antenna L for this purpose - its an interesting idea.. My focus with using antenna L's has been for linearization
and increasing antenna voltages - Low pass wasnt something that I ever felt was strongly needed (was more interested in high passing the antenna to get
rid of LF problems)

But actually I can see a lot of merit in your topology - Probably the ideal would be a HPF (antenna series capacitor or perhaps something a little more
complex) followed by a LPF (series inductor) to give a bandpass.. As I see it, this is all in place with your oscillator design.

I have played with ceramic resonators in series with the antenna and had some interesting results - Unfortunately, that was back in quite early days, when
I didnt understand the series / parallel topology, so what I was trying to achieve never worked - also I never understood ceramic resonators well - Now
that I think I perhaps understand both a bit, its been something I wanted to play with again - In particular, using a few ceramic resonators with Ls and Cs
to produce a BPF at the antenna.. I now dont think im likely to bother though - my focus has changed.

Oh, BTW - I agree with your comment about adding a littlefuse or similar ESD protection to the input of whatever active part is used for your oscillator -
the 70 or 90 Volts clamped by a discharge tube could still do damage. I tend to use low capacitance schottky diodes to the rails as my standard protection
for device I/O, but anything that clamps voltages to safe levels is fine, and the littlefuse parts fit the bill.

Fred.

"- Tried a single inverter 74HC04, 4069UB, both work at 3.3V with the Bourns coil."

Thats interesting! - My simulation wouldnt run with a single inverter - so it seems the real parts have more gain.... Oh - Actually, if you were using
buffered (B) parts this would probably make sense - my model is unbuffered (HCU).. I used this as I figured they would more accurately approach your
ideal opamp's behaviour - simply replaced the opamp with 3 unbuffered inverters, then added two more and the circuit waveforms were almost identical.
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"Probably the ideal would be a HPF (antenna series capacitor or perhaps something a little more complex) followed by a LPF (series inductor) to give a
bandpass.. As I see it, this is all in place with your oscillator design."  - FredM

I can't tell if I see more or less LF instability now when I use a capacitor in series with the antenna.  I think I see less when I use a tiny (~10pF) capacitor,
but of course the entire signal is smaller.  Everything kind of goes to hell when your scope is triggered way out and zoomed in on a rat's nest.

"Yes it starts back after any stall and it never stalls, also with many square meters antennas. Try it and you will see."  - livio

That's good.  A non-recoverable stall in a Theremin would be bad.

"Also in the 2 to 3 MHz band there are some nautical stations but with a power incoparably lower. Maybe some 100 or 1000 Watt not 500 MegaWatt."

livio, I'm curious.  You give good advice when you say stay out of the AM broadcast band - have you have bad experience with this?  Not saying your
oscillator is bad, just wondering if AM broadcasts have given you trouble that you can discuss here?  I mean, is your advice general good practice, or is it
from personal experience?

Chobbs 3/10/2014 2:41:52 AM [644]

Hey Dewster -if youre free over the next couple of weekends- you should come by the NY theremin Society Residency Events at Pioneer Works in Red
Hook, Brooklyn.   You're so close and it be great to meet- maybe bring along some of your 'projects' for a little show and tell. Love to see what you have
been up to.

FredM 3/10/2014 3:57:07 AM [645]



"I can't tell if I see more or less LF instability now when I use a capacitor in series with the antenna.  I think I see less when I use a tiny (~10pF)
capacitor, but of course the entire signal is smaller.  Everything kind of goes to hell when your scope is triggered way out and zoomed in on a rat's nest." -
Dewster

LOL ;-) Tell me about it!  I worked for years in a tiny cramped lab with wires and equiment growding available space, and sneeking to use the kitchen
table for critical tests.. These instruments are a bugger to work on!

I introduced the small series antenna capacitor right back in my earliest days when I was playing with my first (digital) theremin ideas - because I could
SEE the 50Hz and other LF crap with my logic analyser - It was big and ugly, but most of it vanished when I put the cap in, (I then noticed HF and
"digital" noise from the display etc) - but  all of it vanished when I had sensible antenna voltages.

As to whether its REALLY needed, I couldnt say... But if one has say 500kHz top VFO frequency, having a roll-off at say 450kHz and 550kHz could be
nice..

With analogue heterodyning theremins, sensitivity isnt a real big issue (unless your oscillator frequency is real low) - One can match the Ls and Cs etc to
get the span you want - One doesnt want huge sensitivity, so a series antenna capacitor is no big deal.. So im in the habit of including it.

With direct digital data aquisition (not using heterodyning) one starts out with your hands tied behind your back, IMO - You need the greatest
PERCENTAGE change in oscillator period that you can manage - Frequency change in kHz (or even MHz LOL ;-) is irrelevant, its purely the % which is
relevant.. So you are forced to increase the sensitivity of the antenna to as high as possible if you want to maximise resolution and minimise latency -

With heterodyning, the losses in sensitivity caused by a series C are a lot less of a problem.

I will never forget the panic and horror I had when my Epsilon controller misbehaved so badly - Everything had worked "fine" as seperate modules - but
when it all came together it was complete rubbish - I was saved because the event where it was going to be premiered was cancelled! - But since those
days the series C and me will not part easily! ;-)

Fred.
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"You can hear the effects of the noise in this video..." - Livio

"Did you keep the tank capacitors about the same?  By this I mean: is the sensitivity and antenna voltage swing very low like it is on the Open.Theremin
oscillator?" - Dewster

The frequency shifts you hear in the video are produced by the 4069 noise that changes continuously the input voltage of the input P and N  mosfets. So
the frequency produced is not stable.

Then when working at long distances our linearizing software amplifies by a very large rapport the frequency changes and the little instabilities can be
heared as in the video.

The antenna is not important in this, removing the antenna the noise is always present, because generated by the oscillator components. 

I have seen your original oscillator in your video and it appears perfectly stable at 1 meter with a frequency generated of about 1 Hz, But with 1Hz it is
impossible to hear little frequency changes. Can you please test it making the zero beat at 1.5 meters and then, nearing the hand to 1 meter, produce a
note of about 100 or 200 Hz. With this note you should hear the noise effects.

"livio, I'm curious.  You give good advice when you say stay out of the AM broadcast band - have you have bad experience with this?  Not saying your
oscillator is bad, just wondering if AM broadcasts have given you trouble that you can discuss here?  I mean, is your advice general good practice, or is
it from personal experience? - Dewster"

The 4069 (unbuffered) oscillators used in some installation like the first "Tiktaaliik" (1998) was working very good in my little town (Bollengo). But,
when going at the museum in Torino we had many problems. The skeleton was sometimes moving by itself. (Torino is a big town and there are many
RAI medium waves transmitters. RAI is Italian Radio and Television organization)

Our old 4069 oscillators frequency was about 900 KHz. In the middle of the Medium Wave band. The problem was completely corrected changing the
oscillator frequency (if I remember well the frequency was lowered by about 100 KHz, or maybe a little more...)

In the 2005 we changed all the Tiktaalik electronics with a early version of the Theremino System with CapSensors modules working at 2.5 MHz and
now the AM broadcasting problems are completely solved. And also the skeleton movements are more fluid and stable.   

----------------

Your research on best circuit configuration is really important. I will help with new simulations and ideas.

The DewsterV2 is not convincing me, because of:

- too much components (1) 
- components (like Operationals and Dual in Line or SOIC inverters) that impose long and mazy PCB tracks (2) 
- too much inductors (3) 
- lack of the input isolating capacitor (4)

(1) My experience says that in the front-end circuits all must be minimal. With few and very short connections.

http://www.theremino.com/en/contacts/the-theremino-history/#tiktaalik


(2)  Using operational amplifiers or CMOS inverters, the PCB tracks become mazy and long. With many and long connections (more than some mm) the
circuit becomes a radio receiver, can be unstable and can even stops to oscillate because of the stray capacitances.

(3) I could be wrong, but seems to me that the phase shift produced by the second inductor, could be best obtained with capacitors and active inverting.
Yes the secon inductor produces a low pass effect but the same integration can be done in software (or firmware) and if done in software we have more
control on it. Without the second inductor the number of hardware parts is reduced, the lenght of the PCB tracks is reduced, the noise is reduced etc.. All
the functions that can be done in software must not be done here.

(4) The input isolating capacitor is important, maybe you could raise it to about 33 pF (if inductor is 330 uH) but not more or the 50Hz becomes to be a
problem in some difficult ambient.

livio 3/10/2014 11:53:08 AM [647]

Here you can download a simplified version of your circuit with the following advantages:

- component count reduced

- antenna voltage increased from 50 Volt p.p to 140 Volt p.p. 
  (i do not prefer to use high voltages but in this simulation you can see that increase the voltage is easy)

- sensitivity more than doubled

- only one inductor

- resistance to stall similar to your DewsterV2 (all those circuits stop to oscillate with a 10k in parallel to the antenna and all - including our CapSensors -
can oscillate with more than 50 k)

The stall is not a problem. All those circuits are auto-restarting from any stall.

-----------------

I do not know yet what the active element you want to use, I've heard of CMOS inverters but here I see an OpAmp. In all cases it would be better to use
the components provided by our libraries. It took me years to collect them and make them available for everyone. 

http://www.theremino.com/en/downloads/uncategorized/#ltspice

After downloading our libraries, should use the OpAmp5 (from the "OpAmps" folder), and then right-click and choose an appropriate "Spice Model", a
Level2 is too simple to properly simulate these circuits.

Or if you prefer to use a CMOS inverter you should select a 74HCU04 from the folder "74HC UB and CD". In this folder you will find the best CMOS
inverter simulations (the more similar to the reality) in some slightly different versions.

 

dewster 3/10/2014 12:05:53 PM [648]

"Hey Dewster -if youre free over the next couple of weekends- you should come by the NY theremin Society Residency Events at Pioneer Works in Red
Hook, Brooklyn.   You're so close and it be great to meet- maybe bring along some of your 'projects' for a little show and tell. Love to see what you have
been up to."  - Chobbs

Interesting!  I had no idea this was going on.  It would be great to meet you & Dorit Chrysler & Rob Schwimmer - and the Theremini?  I'll definitely keep
it in mind!

Wish I had a working prototype to bring but I don't, just random minor circuits laying on my bench at the moment.

dewster 3/10/2014 12:09:33 PM [649]

"I worked for years in a tiny cramped lab with wires and equiment growding available space, and sneeking to use the kitchen table for critical tests..
These instruments are a bugger to work on!"  - FredM

It must be hell to be married to a Theremin researcher!

Excellent summary of your experiences Fred!  I very much appreciate it, and 100% agree where it overlaps with mine.

dewster 3/10/2014 12:18:12 PM [650]

"I have seen your original oscillator in your video and it appears perfectly stable at 1 meter with a frequency generated of about 1 Hz, But with 1Hz it is
impossible to hear little frequency changes. Can you please test it making the zero beat at 1.5 meters and then, nearing the hand to 1 meter, produce a
note of about 100 or 200 Hz. With this note you should hear the noise effects."  - livio

I know what you are talking about.  With the configuration in my video there is significant noise when my hand is far from the antenna, but it is difficult
to hear at such a low frequency.  The noise is exposed by subtracting a large constant number from a large changing number that has a small amount of
noise.  I'm not sure if you would be able to hear it or not given the scenario you describe, but it might be on the edge.  Unfortunately I don't have the
setup working at the moment, as my bench is occupied with oscillator stuff.

"The skeleton was sometimes moving by itself."

http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterLivioV3.asc
http://www.theremino.com/en/downloads/uncategorized/#ltspice


I hate when that happens!  ;-)

Thank you very much for describing the interference issues you've encountered!

dewster 3/10/2014 1:17:21 PM [651]

"Here you can download a simplified version of your circuit with the following advantages:"  - livio

Thanks!  Hmm.  The 0.1pF capacitor seems like it might be a problem.  Interesting to see the simplified drive topology as transistors often hide this.

==============

"WISC" + THEREMINO = SPECIAL BLEND OSCILLATOR

I woke up too early thinking about the combined sense / drive in livio's Theremino oscillator, and wondered if it could be combined with the Wiggly
Inductor / Split Capacitor (WISC technology!) tank of my oscillator.  This approach would provide the best sensitivity possible because the sense / drive
would be across the large, low voltage swing capacitance, and pure antenna capacitance could form the other end with no sense circuitry loading it
down.  It seems to spice OK with an ideal inductance, it provides plenty of voltage boost, and it self-starts:

In simulation I'm seeing >100V p-p at the antenna, and a whopping 4.3%F/pF sensitivity.  I've played around with the values some, but not a ton so it's
likely not optimal.  And who knows what it will do in reality, but it seems quite promising.  ESD protection of the gate might be problematic because it
swings below ground.  FET model is now included in the schematic, and the data collection starts farther out to let the oscillations build to max.  I
removed the initial condition to test self-starting.

LTSpice file here: http://www.mediafire.com/download/k9x1zaim9b0538c/new_osc_2014-03-10.asc

[EDIT] Found some MPF102 FETs in my junk box, found a Spice model for it* on the web.  With a few circuit adjustments (C1=100pF, C2=220pF,
R1=1k) it is oscillating on my bench at 580kHz with an air-core inductor I had laying around.  Seems a bit less stable than my previous oscillator, but
noticeably more sensitive.

[EDIT2] Plugged my 0.5mH air-core into it and it's oscillating at 2.63MHz, something I couldn't get my previous oscillator to do.  I'm sold!  Thank you
so much for your help livio!

[EDIT3] With this oscillator topology, an air-core this small, and the simple low impedance series connection between them, one could incorporate the
tank inductor as part of the antenna assembly.  This might boost sensitivity a bit more as the coil would then be part of the sensing area.  Doing this, and
if using a UHF or other coaxial connector for the coil + antenna, one could also likely ground the outer part of the connector without disturbing things too
much.

===========

*.MODEL MPF102 NJF(VTO=-3 BETA=1.304000e-03 LAMBDA=2.250000e-03 IS=33.570000e-15 
+ISR=322.400000e-15 ALPHA=311.7 VK=243.6 RD=1 RS=1 CGD=1.600000e-12 
+CGS=2.414000e-12 M=.3622 VTOTC=-2.500000e-03 BETATCE=-0.5 KF=9.882000e-18)

FredM 3/10/2014 5:12:27 PM [652]

" This approach would provide the best sensitivity possible because the sense / drive would be across the large, low voltage swing capacitance, and pure
antenna capacitance could form the other end with no sense circuitry loading it down. " - Dewster

http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterLivioV3.asc
http://www.mediafire.com/download/k9x1zaim9b0538c/new_osc_2014-03-10.asc


Yeah - its real neat! - I love the "drive-side" sensing, and a small unidirectional low C overvoltage protection device between supply and gate, to restrict
gate +Ve to supply and limit -Ve, combined with discharge or other device on the antenna makes this design easy to protect.

It is IMO as good or better than your last!

There are still reasons I love your last (particularly when using 5 of the lower gain unbuffered inverters) - Using the unbuffered inverters one can tap
beautiful clean low-Z sine waves, not much use for digital, but great for analogue.. Having low-Z sines and square one can distort and shape pre-mixer,
and having this from such a stable oscillator, makes your last a classic for analogue IMO.

Fred.

livio 3/10/2014 5:25:29 PM [653]

This is a true real step in the good direction. Many many thanks to be so collaborative.

---------------

In the meantime I have tested your precedent DewsterV2 with real OpAmps and found that it was working only beacause of the used "Level2"
operational with unrealistic parameters (GBW=100Meg Slew=100Meg)

No real operational works well in your DewsterV2 and also in my DewsterLivioV3, only very fast operationals like LM118 are oscillating, but with so
poor characteristics that now I think impossible to make good oscillators in the 2 to 3 MHz band with OpAmps.

This new circuit LOOKS VERY INTERESTING, now I will test it for some time.

----------------- 

For some test the MPF102 is OK but please notice that the BF862 has 7 times greater transconductance 45 mS instead of 5 mS and this can facilitate the
circuit design. In addition, the recent construction of FET are much more robust, almost as transistors. The BF862 is absolutely the best in these circuits.

Never seen a BF862 damaged because our CapSensors have a little input capacitor and the inductor to GND.

With schematics where the inductor is not grounded we will find some good ESD solution. Probably the best protection will be two diodes, Gate to VCC
and Gate to GND. Or even only one, between Gate and GND, because the Gate itself act as diode when the voltage goes too much high.

------------------

[Edit1] Your new oscillator looks very beautiful. Why do not we have thought of us before? Thank you for having been so patient with me!

[Edit2]  "The 0.1pF capacitor seems like it might be a problem."   Yes a 0.1 pF is absolutely unrealistic, it is possible to emulate it with two capacitors or
1 capacitor + 1 resistor. But I do not suggest to follow this circuit, it was only an example using the unrealistic parameters (GBW=100Meg
Slew=100Meg).

 

 

FredM 3/10/2014 6:15:12 PM [654]

" I have tested your precedent DewsterV2 with real OpAmps and found that it was working only beacause of the used "Level2" operational with
unrealistic parameters (GBW=100Meg Slew=100Meg) No real operational works well in your DewsterV2 and also in my DewsterLivioV3, only very
fast operationals like LM118 are oscillating, but with so poor characteristics that now I think impossible to make good oscillators in the 2 to 3 MHz band
with OpAmps." - livio

I think the above is a good advice / cautionary warning.

In a forum like TW, where people of different levels of competency are looking at the postings, it is easy for a newbee to make the above mistake.

EE's and those familiar with simulation would instantly recognise that the ideal opamp in Dewsters circuit (and also the resistors to generate its bias) was
simply a method of aproximating a gain stage, and no competent EE would ever dream of substituting a real opamp in that simulation or circuit. The
"opamp" is easily replaced with a low cost gain stage that is far cheaper than almost any op-amp (certainly cheaper than the HF opamp that would be
required to replace the "ideal") - I used a low cost ubuffered CMOS hex inverter, other low cost solutions are available.

Dewster did say that the opamp would be replaced with some other component, probably CMOS - But perhaps he didnt say it loudly enough... Before we
know it TW could be swamped with newbees who have tried to build his oscillator using an LM358 or something similar !

The lesson here is perhaps we need to have a big red warning over every simulation when any simplified part or model that cannot be bought is used in
the simulation.

Fred.

Below is the schematic from my simulation, with the opamp replaced by a 74HCU04 - I happened to have built a model for this part (a true analogue
model employing the circuitry, MOSFETS with charactaristics close to the CMOS parts, and protection components) , if I didnt have it, I would have
used an ideal opamp like Dewster did. Oh, R3 and R4 are to simulate inductor resistance - again, the kind of thing that can confuse a newbee unless
specifically mentioned, as they are likely to think they need to add these components!

WARNING TO CONSTRUCTORS / EXPERIMENTERS - This is NOT a circuit to build - its a SIMULATION! - Theoretical only ! - May work, may
not, has components you wont need, may need components not shown!



livio 3/10/2014 6:52:49 PM [655]

"would instantly recognise that the ideal opamp in Dewsters circuit (and also the resistors to generate its bias) was simply a method of aproximating a
gain stage"

If the need is "aproximating a gain stage" then there are better SPICE elements than a strange OpAmp. I prefer to use always real components, with real
names, with all the parameters simulated at the best. Or it is very easy to create monsters.

Downloading my libraries, in the folder "74HC", there are good approximations of 74HCU04, 74HC14, CD40106 and CD4093

[EDIT 1] But I not suggest to use CMOS digital components because of the high instability of the frequency produced by their very high noise in the
band below 10 Hz.

[EDIT 2] However, now I will try with a DewsterV2 with a 74HCU04 to see how it can work.

[EDIT 3] Yes, with a 74HCU04 it works with sensitvity = 3.3% F/pF (a little more than CapSensor 2.7% F/pF)

[EDIT 4] If you are interested to 74HCU04 oscillators this is more simple, has more sensitivity (4.2% F/pF) and more voltage on the antenna (110 Volt
p.p.) --- To simulate it our libraries are needed.

 

FredM 3/10/2014 8:11:30 PM [656]

"If the need is "aproximating a gain stage" then there are better SPICE elements than a strange OpAmp." - livio

The ideal opamp model has some big advantages over spice primitives like the VCVS etc - for one thing, it can only output voltages limited by the
supply rails to the opamp - VCVS with gain will output absurd unrestrained voltages, so to make any realistic model one would need to add other
clamping / limiting components.

Using the ideal opamp model for simulations of the kind Dewster presented is standard practice, and there arent actually any "drop in" models in the
spice arsenal which do the job better for this kind of simulation.

Fred.

dewster 3/10/2014 8:56:41 PM [657]

"This is a true real step in the good direction."  - livio

I certainly hope so.  On paper it checks all the boxes of my dream oscillator, but in reality it may not be optimal.  In the past I've noticed a strong
correlation between sensitivity and instability with my oscillators.  An unstable oscillator is pretty much useless.

"Many many thanks to be so collaborative."  - livio

Thank you for revealing all you do here and on your excellent web pages!  This field is tiny, so if we all work together we can move ahead much faster.

"I think the above is a good advice / cautionary warning."  - FredM

Thanks!  I made the text red and made it more explanatory and cautionary.

http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterLivio_74HCU04.asc
http://www.theremino.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/LTSpiceIV_Libraries_for_Theremino_simulations_V1.6.zip


"The ideal opamp model has some big advantages over spice primitives like the VCVS etc - for one thing, it can only output voltages limited by the supply
rails to the opamp - VCVS with gain will output absurd unrestrained voltages, so to make any realistic model one would need to add other clamping /
limiting components."  - FredM

Yes, this is exactly why I used an idealized opamp - to limit output swing to the rails.  I lowered the open loop gain to 100, and jacked up the GBP and
out slew rate, figuring that's close to what CMOS kind of does.

"Downloading my libraries, in the folder "74HC", there are good approximations of 74HCU04, 74HC14, CD40106 and CD4093"  - livio 

Thanks!  I downloaded them and will give those inverters a try.  I found one model on the web but the VT parameters were obviously wrong so I was
afraid to use it.

FredM 3/10/2014 9:29:48 PM [658]

"[EDIT 4] If you are interested to 74HCU04 oscillators this is more simple, has more sensitivity (4.2% F/pF) and more voltage on the antenna (110 Volt
p.p." - livio

Thanks livio -

I dont have time right now to fully evaluate this - but the thing I like about Dewsters oscillator is its purity - As I see it, using unbuffered CMOS to
replace the "opamp" one ends up with a completely linear (analogue) oscillator..

IMO, the major "problem" with CMOS oscillators (if there really is a noise problem with them) is likely to be "threshold noise" - When unbuffered
inverters are run with over-all -Ve feedback and are effectively forming a gain stage with no switching, then, as I see it, any potential "noise" problems
are eliminated or at least hugely reduced - The final inverter sees a large signal, so it can act safely as a switching device to produce the logic level
output.

Dewster earlier mentioned his hypothesis that perhaps CMOS "noise" was due to interaction of elements sharing the same IC supply (I am paraphrasing
here - cant really remember exactly what he said ;-) and I think this could be really relevant when elements are switching, because any noise on the
supply will directly influence the thresholds of those elements.

When elements are running in their linear mode, and there are no switching events on the part (for best operation removal of even the single switching
output inverter may be best) then I think one may get extremely good performance. But your simple oscillator looks like it might be "noisy".

Our objectives are different - I dont care if I "waste" a few components - dedicating a whole hex inverter to a single oscillator, and having perhaps a
seperate comparator on the output if I want to drive logic, doesnt bother me at all.. I like simple, but opt for more "complex" if "simple" doesnt give
me everything that im after.

"Yes, this is exactly why I used an idealized opamp - to limit output swing to the rails.  I lowered the open loop gain to 100, and jacked up the GBP and
out slew rate, figuring that's close to what CMOS kind of does." - Dewster

Your model worked great! - My "real" 74HCU04 behaviour in your oscillator was extremely close to your opamp model, and when it comes to models,
they are all just models - one cannot rely absolutely on any of them.

"because the Gate itself act as diode when the voltage goes too much high." - livio

Yes, it does! - And this is one of the primary mechanisms by which a FET is destroyed! - Its not capable of surviving high gate currents, and will be
damaged and its performance permanently degraded  even if the part isnt completely destroyed - one needs an external "bypass" component/s of some
kind to protect the gate from this event and from any other event (gate excessively -Ve for example) which causes gate voltages or currents to exceed the
parts specification.

Fred.

dewster 3/10/2014 10:36:56 PM [659]

"For some test the MPF102 is OK but please notice that the BF862 has 7 times greater transconductance 45 mS instead of 5 mS and this can facilitate
the circuit design. In addition, the recent construction of FET are much more robust, almost as transistors. The BF862 is absolutely the best in these
circuits."  - livio

Do you know of a thru-hole device I could use in my breadboard that would be similar to the BF862?

Oh, and forget everything I said about a second inductor in series with your parallel tank (I went back in this thread and edited my recent comments
regarding this).  I just quickly spiced it and it gives the same crazy double resonance the EWS has.  Works great for series tanks though, it increases
sensitivity and voltage swing by a factor of ~1.5.

dewster 3/11/2014 12:31:42 AM [660]

"I dont care if I "waste" a few components - dedicating a whole hex inverter to a single oscillator, and having perhaps a seperate comparator on the
output if I want to drive logic, doesnt bother me at all.."  - FredM

The LVC1404 is made exactly for this.  Three inverters: two in series with access to the middle connection, and a third inverter with hysteresis for output
buffering.  Marketed for use in crystal oscillators.

One thing that slightly bugs me about single FET oscillators is that they run class A.  Which means they aren't the most power efficient.  Which means
they have to heat up a bit before they're stable.

FredM 3/11/2014 3:40:27 AM [661]

http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterLivio_74HCU04.asc


"The LVC1404 is made exactly for this" - Dewster

Yes, ive looked at that part before.. It was you who got me looking at CMOS for analogue again, after I had kind of moved to 'standard' linear years ago..
and I must admit ive really fallen back in love with unbuffered CMOS! ;-)

Im not sure about the LVC1404 for the oscillators I want to build - for one thing, its SMD only - then its 3 times the price of an HCU04 (the cost of extra
PCB real-estate is offset by the cost of placing a damn SMD - or at least it is for me)..

But the thing that puts me off it more than anything else is that I think the inverters are buffered..

Messing about with 6 UB inverters all operating in their linear zone to some degree, 5 in series to operate as per your "opamp" and one as a seperate 1/3
gain inverting buffer on the input sine, I get a wonderful collection of tappable low-Z waveforms ranging from sine to soft square..

I can add local input resistors and -ve feedback to any of these inverters to spread the effect (distortion) as I choose, provided the overall gain of the 5 is
high enough.. Ive been  playing with this kind of stuff for a while now as independent "pre-mixer-processing" - but actually, in my case, if I can
incorporate this "processing" in the oscillator itself, I would be simplifying the design and reducing complexity - and I am reasonably sure that I can do
this on your oscillator without affecting stability in any way.

This is where I am "deviating" and going off-topic as my main interest isnt digital .. I accept that from a digital perspective, the LVC1404 may be a better
choice.. But even here I am not 100% sure.. I just have this "feeling" that your "opamp" with its linear operation, when implemented using unbuffered
CMOS rather than "hard switching" buffered devices operating in "logic" mode, will be better and more stable..

But its only a feeling - could be utter BS - and (apart from switching transients and possible threshold noise, which again could be BS) I cannot explain or
justify this "feeling".

Fred.

Some pictures just to show the sort of ideas (Simulations only - Dont try to build!)

Waveforms available (all buffered, Low Z) include sine, extra odd harmonics (square shaping) Square, extra even harmonics (ramp shaping) - all sorts of
simple mixes available:

 

 Without the diode stage, all the waveforms are completely aligned and 'smooth', there are no sharp edges, no current spikes containing excessive
harmonics - IMO this points to extremely stable oscillator operation (I am referring to Dewsters original oscillator / + the first CMOS version shown
thereof)

The above schematic seperates the gain stages allowing each to be set to taste - this is NOT needed unless you want to use these stages for analogue
purposes - For digital operation there is no advantage in using the above schematic..



livio 3/11/2014 12:57:21 PM [662]

"Our objectives are different - I dont care if I "waste" a few components - dedicating a whole hex inverter to a single oscillator, and having perhaps a
seperate comparator on the output if I want to drive logic, doesnt bother me at all.. I like simple, but opt for more "complex" if "simple" doesnt give me
everything that im after." - FredM

I'm sorry, I have explained myself badly. My reduce to a minimum the component count, is absolutely not to save money, but to maximize performances.
I'll give you a few examples: 

1) The versions with dual inductor have a sensitivity lower than those with single inductor. Dewster also confirmed this. 

2) The greater the number of components and the PCB becomes more great. This inevitably increases the length of the links and then the parasitic
capacitances. 

3) A large PCB extends with temperature and produces frequency drifts, caused by occasional mechanical settlings of the components. 

4) Add unnecessary components can produce additionals drifts of capacity with temperature and worsen the stability. 

5) Large components capture more 50Hz noise from the mains. 

This list could be continued, but I prefer not to be boring.

 

"this is one of the primary mechanisms by which a FET is destroyed! - Its not capable of surviving high gate currents, and will be damaged and its
performance permanently degraded  even if the part isnt completely destroyed." FredM

In our CapSensors the double "T" formed by the input capacitor, the grounded inductor the second capacitor and the gate shunting capacitors, completely
eliminate this problem. 

With the new Dewster versions, who do not have the grounded inductor, probably we will add a Gate resistor and two diodes. I am studying the problem.
There are many simple solutions, also without unusual components, as gas dischargers (too much high discharge voltages) or Littlefuse TVS diodes (they
could cause inacceptable degradations of the performances)

In every case the antenna must not be metallic and connected directly (galvanically) to the active components. An input isolating capacitor is imperative!
I could burn an OpenThereminUno with less than 19 Volts, with my laboratory power supply!

 

"SN74LVC1404 - OSCILLATOR DRIVER - FOR CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR OR CERAMIC RESONATOR"

We are not making a crystal oscillator but a VFO. And not a normal VFO, but an incredibly silent VFO that must compete with so little signals...

I have measured now the frequency changes produced by a hand at 1 meter. (This is not to work at 1 meter but to guarantee an absolute stability at 50 cm)

My test says that at the distance of 1 meter and to make a change of 1 Hz, a hand must move approximately 2cm (with a CapSensor standard working
approximately at 2.5 Mhz and with a antenna of 130 cm2) 

A 2cm movement is approximatively 2 semitones if using 8 octaves (96 notes) on a 100 cm range. To play minimally stable notes I calculate a max noise
of 0.1 Hz (20% of a semitone). 

So we must make a VFO oscillating at 2.5 MHz with frequency noise less then 0.1 Hz. This is about 100 times best, of the best VFO for decoding the
SSB, that are the best variable oscillators in the electronic world. (we are speaking about VFO, Variable Frequency Oscillators, not Crystal stabilized
oscillators)

 

How to measure the frequency instability (noise) of the oscillators

To test if a 4069 or a LVC1404 can produce the required frequency stability (noise) of 0.1 Hz (on 2.5 Mhz) or 0.01 Hz (on 300 KHz) you can do this:

- Remove the antenna and substitute it with an equivalent (10 or 15 pF) capacitor. The precise capacity is not important.

- Place the oscillator and the equivalent capacitor, in a grounded metallic box, to minimize environmental induced noises.

- Use a frequency meter capable of multi period measurements and set it for a integration time (multi period) of about 10 to 100 milli Seconds.

- Set the instrument to convert the value to frequency and list values to a file.

- The listed values must be stable (in the short time - not temperature variations) better than 0.04 parts over a million. Very, very hard to obtain this.

Here you can see that we tested CMOS gates (and operationals) for long time, before to decide that FETs are better: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=duaSGuiM4bM

livio 3/11/2014 2:39:03 PM [663]

"One thing that slightly bugs me about single FET oscillators is that they run class A.  Which means they aren't the most power efficient. Which means
they have to heat up a bit before they're stable." - dewster

These oscillators are influenced very little by the temperature of the FET (due to the large capacitor between gate and source which minimizes the
capacity variations). We are speaking about few milli Watts, and so small power can produce very small changes in temperature, much smaller than the

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duaSGuiM4bM


continuous change due to the air movements. But also considerable variations in ambient temperature does not cause problems if you use these
oscillators. I can continue to play quietly while a colleague of mine waving an hot hair drier on CapSensor naked, out of the container! Try doing that
with an EW ...

"Do you know of a thru-hole device I could use in my breadboard that would be similar to the BF862?" - dewster

You could solder three wires to the BF862 makes it easy to use SMD if you have the right glasses and a small soldering iron, as shown here:
http://www.theremino.com/en/technical/tables-and-notes/#smdcomponents

But better yet, I would recommend you make tiny circuits by connecting components directly together with small wires or copper adhesive tape on
vetronite, cutted with scissors. On a breadbord these circuits may not work well.

Then I would recommend you make a order from Mouser to: 

- 10 BF862 ($ 3)

- 10 TDK inductors ($ 5)

- 20 SMD capacitors NPO, for each common value from 1 pF to 100 pF ($ 5)

- 20 SMD resistors 0805 for each most used value ($ 5)

- 20 diodes 1N4148 (we will use them for ESD Protection) ($1.2)

- 10 SMD transistors BC846 (for the isolating stage, refer to the CapSensor schematics) ($ 0.6)

Probably all this, will not cost you more than $ 20, if you make the order we could pay it (via PayPal please) using the donation cash for the research. We
are happy to do researches and we hope you could, in the future, no hurry for this, make also a modular device that connects with our system.

When the projects are pretty definitive, we could also send to you some little PCB for test oscillators, made by me, with the mill machine.

dewster 3/11/2014 3:02:49 PM [664]

"Yes, ive looked at that part before.. It was you who got me looking at CMOS for analogue again, after I had kind of moved to 'standard' linear years
ago.. and I must admit ive really fallen back in love with unbuffered CMOS! ;-)"  - FredM

There's a lot to love there!  Probably more the way I learned than anything else, but I feel more at home doing push-pull stuff than single-ended.

"My reduce to a minimum the component count, is absolutely not to save money, but to maximize performances. I'll give you a few examples:"  - livio

Good points and I agree with them.

"The listed values must be stable (in the short time - not temperature variations) better than 0.04 parts over a million. Very, very hard to obtain this."  -
livio

Interesting calculations.  It's nailing these kinds of things down that digital Theremin research needs.

===============

This morning I came downstairs and turned on the WISC FET oscillator running at 2.68 MHz with a hand-wound 0.5mH air coil and 250mm antenna. 

Setting the scope trigger delay to 50ms (max on my old scope) and zooming up 50ns/division (to easily see a wave) I didn't see any significant noise or
instability until I turned my PC on, which is ~1M away.  I believe with this method of observing noise you don't need to consider the operating frequency,
and can take the ratio of the noise amplitude to the total measurement period.  50ns/50ms=1ppm, and I was seeing quite a bit less than this, maybe 1/10
or less, so 0.1ppm. 

And this is with an antenna and simple air core coil, no shielding of any sort (plastic box and wires everywhere).  I'm powering the oscillator with a 9V
battery and LDO 3.3V voltage regulator (LP2950-33LPRE3 from TI).

I'll try to make a counter-wound coil today and test that out with my PC turned off, and will look at noise with a capacitor as well.  I'm finding my nearby
PC is a huge source of interference.  And my oscillators always glitch on the scope when the washing machine or boiler in the other room cycles on/off.

My feeling is environmental noise will be generally be way higher than the intrinsic noise of this oscillator, so the job shifts to lowering that.  I haven't
seen the series capacitor trick lowering noise, but this might be because the antenna point is so high impedance?  If anything, the series capacitor seems
to increases noise, but that could be wrong as I'm starting to go blind squinting at my tiny scope screen from across the room. ;-)

FredM 3/11/2014 3:17:51 PM [665]

" There are many simple solutions, also without unusual components, as gas dischargers (too much high discharge voltages) or Littlefuse TVS diodes
(they could cause inacceptable degradations of the performances)" - livio

Livio, im going now - I dont want to engage in this kind of "debate" with you, because its pointless.. Everything which is proposed or suggested is
countered by you with some pointless bogus argument - For example your "gas dischargers (too much high discharge voltages)" - When one
deliberately has high voltages on the antenna, you NEED discharge devices with firing voltage in excess of the antenna voltage! - then the "Littlefuse
TVS diodes (they could cause inacceptable degradations of the performances)"" But you propose no mechanisms to explain your statements!

You talk about using clamping diodes and these are often fine - but they too can introduce problems (voltage dependent capacitance) particularly if you
dont have a at-antenna discharge tube and therefore must deal with the full ESD potential / current rather than the hugely reduced (/100 or more)
potentials after the discharge tube has done its work.

http://www.theremino.com/en/technical/tables-and-notes/#smdcomponents


You see, this is the problem - let me lay it on the line one more time before I go - You make statements of "facts" which are not facts! - You may be right
about some of what you say, but stop presenting your GUESSES as if they are verified facts! You have stuck with EVERY false idea that you came here
with, despite many of these being proved to be false.. This makes discussion with you pointless IMO.

The way I learn here is by being shown my mistakes or better ways to do things, and adopting these - If I cannot agree with something, I present my case
with as full reasoning as I can manage, for a dual purpose - A) It makes it easier for an "opponent" to identify the error/s in my thinking OR B) it makes it
easier for the "opponent" to see the error in their thinking.

The above process doesnt happen between you and me.

Fred.

dewster 3/11/2014 3:58:13 PM [666]

"Then I would recommend you make a order from Mouser to: 

- 10 BF862 ($ 3)

- 10 TDK inductors ($ 5)"  - livio

Thank you for the offer!  I have some more experimenting to do before I make an order, particularly for inductors. 

The smaller tank capacitance of the WISC FET design places higher performance demands on the tank inductor.  Those TDK inductors are very close to
not functioning.  For instance, an ideal 330uH inductor would resonate at 2.8MHz with a 10pF antenna.  With a 5pF antenna it would resonate at
3.9MHz.  The 330uH TDK inductor has a minimum self resonant frequency of 3.5MHz.  You might have to use two or more smaller values in series.

That, and as we have discussed, the TDK parts have a temperature dependence of 162.5ppm/C.  I haven't seen any VFO oscillator designs that use ferrite
cores, they are seem to be all air-core.  Of course they are operating at frequencies where ferrite isn't necessary to make a small coil.  I presume the air
core in a VFO could pick up RF interference, even inside of a metal box, though they are usually wound torroidally which would tend to minimize this.

==========

I ran across "spider web" coils the other day:

Used in RF.  Often wound with litz wire.  I believe they have low self-capacitance and high Q.  The windings go from the inner diameter to the outer, so
it isn't a torridal form or anything.  So I assume they pick up environmental RF like crazy.

==========

livio, have you seen this paper (I pointed to this earlier in the thread)?:

http://ecad.tu-sofia.bg/et/2008/ET2008_Book1/Electronic%20Medical%20Equipment/25-Paper-T_Neycheva1.pdf

And here is my Excel spreadsheet simulation of it (ditto):

http://www.mediafire.com/?wcln9pdeqn4ehkc

Dealing with 50/60Hz hum may be necessary in hardware/software.  I believe future digital Theremins and associated environmental capacitance sensors
will use full-blown adaptive filters to reduce environmental noise.

FredM 3/11/2014 4:13:32 PM [667]

"There's a lot to love there!  Probably more the way I learned than anything else, but I feel more at home doing push-pull stuff than single-ended." -
Dewster

Yeah - I understand that.. And there are advantages / disadvantages to both, choice is application specific and often not clear.

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/scha004/scha004.pdf (details of buffered vs unbuffered)

The variation of input capacitance as a function of Vin and supply voltage is a reason I think unbuffered CMOS in a linear feedback circuit MIGHT be
better than buffered CMOS - This is probably counter-intuitive (and I may be completely wrong) because Cin variation is far greater with unbuffered than
buffered - But my feeling is that in a closed loop, capacitance change will be "compensated" better than with buffered parts where it will affect the
switching thresholds.

Fred.

 

http://ecad.tu-sofia.bg/et/2008/ET2008_Book1/Electronic%20Medical%20Equipment/25-Paper-T_Neycheva1.pdf
http://www.mediafire.com/?wcln9pdeqn4ehkc
http://www.ti.com/lit/an/scha004/scha004.pdf


livio 3/11/2014 4:30:15 PM [668]

"The smaller tank capacitance of the WISC FET design places higher performance demands on the tank inductor.  Those TDK inductors are very close to
not functioning.  For instance, an ideal 330uH inductor would resonate at 2.8MHz with a 10pF antenna.  With a 5pF antenna it would resonate at
3.9MHz.  The 330uH TDK inductor has a minimum self resonant frequency of 3.5MHz.  You might have to use two or more in series." - dewster

I have not tested them in your serial configuration but in our CapSensors they are working fine. I will do simulations and tests about this.

[EDIT 1] Do you remember that inductor must be completely magnetically shielded? Large inductors will be very difficult to shield. Maybe there are
more large TDK inductors with best charachteristics to choose.

"have you seen this paper (I pointed to this earlier in the thread)?" - dewster

IMO it is best to remove low frequencies immediately.

Maybe if you prefer we can increase the input capacitor to 100 pF (so we loose sensivity from 4.3%F/pF to 4.0%F/pF - in your last circuit - simulations
here)

Or maybe we could increase it also to 330pF loosing about nothing in sensitivity.

Also a 100 pF has a very high attenuation to the 50 or 60 Hz frequencies. Without this capacitor you must combat the induced felds increasing the
antenna voltage. But the antenna voltage can be increased only to a maximum of 250 volt with an increment of 10 times, reducing the external
interferences by not more than 20 dB.

Instead a 100 pF capacitor reduces low frequency external fields by 120dB (1KHz) and 170 dB (50 Hz), there is a file in the simulations to test this
"InputCapAttenuation.asc"

 

livio 3/11/2014 4:46:29 PM [669]

FredM,  
please, let us design these oscillators without burning them, every day, with your lightnings.

When it will be finished, every one of us will be able to add any additional device, discharge tubes, temperature and atmospheric pressure corrections,
heterodyning... But before we must try to make a heart with good features.

[EDIT 1] If the word FET bothering you a lot, you can use a transistor in place. You could also use the same transistor that uses EW, but I'd recommend
using low noise transistors. 

Simulation here: http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterV3_Transistor.asc

The characteristics are the same as the version of dewster with BF862, the only difference will be a slightly lower stability with temperature and a
slightly higher noise.

In this simulation I put a 330 pF input capacitor which ensures the elimination of 160dB 50Hz and reduce the sensitivity only of a tiny fraction. 

DewsterV3 without input cap = 4.34% F/pF 

This version with 330 pF = 4.22% F/pF

dewster 3/11/2014 6:08:51 PM [670]

I just realized that scope trigger delay of 50ms = 3 /60Hz!  This integrates the 60Hz noise away completely. 

So I set the trigger delay  to 2.5/60Hz = 41.66ms and am seeing about 50ns of variation with a 5pF capacitor in place of the antenna.  The coil, and
possibly everything else connected to the oscillator, is picking up 60Hz.  First order of the day then is to construct a counter-wound coil and give that a
go.

==========

Looking at some VFO circuits, many include a diode from ground to gate in order to control amplitude.  This might be able to do double duty in helping
with ESD.

livio 3/11/2014 6:45:44 PM [671]

Dewster, my simulations demonstrate that a 330 pF can suppress 50 Hz by 160 dB, without reducing oscillator sensitivity.

But about the TDK inductor you are right, I have simulated it with serial resistence and parallel capacitance and (with your circuit DewsterV3 with 100pF
input cap) the sensitivity decreases from 4% F/pF to 2.32% F/pF 

It is interesting to notice that in the CapSensors original circuit (with parallel inductor) this inductor decreases the sensitivity only from an ideal 2.66 F/pF
to 2.20% F/pF 

SIMULATIONS HERE

 

http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterV3_Simulations.zip
http://www.theremino.com/files/DewsterV3_Transistor.asc
http://www.theremino.com/files/Simulations_TDK_NL4532.zip


[EDIT 1]

"So I set the trigger delay  to 2.5/60Hz = 41.66ms and am seeing about 50ns of variation with a 5pF capacitor in place of the antenna.  The coil, and
possibly everything else connected to the oscillator, is picking up 60Hz.  First order of the day then is to construct a counter-wound coil and give that a
go." - dewster

IMO it is better to include all in a metallic box grounded.

I do not understand the 50ns, you mean an instability (noise)? If this is the case it is exaggerated, with 2.5 MHz the total cycle is 400ns and 50ns is more
than 10% of the base frequency. With a scope the wave must appear completely steady. 

"Looking at some VFO circuits, many include a diode from ground to gate in order to control amplitude.  This might be able to do double duty in helping
with ESD." - dewster

Yes some people adds this diode, I was preferring do not add it, because it worsens the characteristics of stability with respect to temperature. But I
believe, that with the serial inductor circuit, we will have to add it. Tomorrow I will make the simulations. This diode is expected to much change the
operation point, because it it greatly reduces the voltage swing on the gate.

FredM 3/11/2014 10:38:27 PM [672]

"FredM,  
please, let us design these oscillators without burning them, every day, with your lightnings.

When it will be finished, every one of us will be able to add any additional device, discharge tubes, temperature and atmospheric pressure corrections,
heterodyning... But before we must try to make a heart with good features." - Livio

That isnt the way I do things - IMO there is no point in designing a "heart" which has a potentially fatal flaw in it.. You could get a heart that works
beautifully when a person is resting, but claps out as soon as they start moving..

By not looking at protection devices as part of the initial design, and by rejecting every comprehensive analysis which includes reality and isnt just in an
ESD-free simulation, you risk getting a perfect oscillator that is so sensitive it dies.. Thinking about these issues right at the start is as essential as
selecting realistic and obtainable components.

But the reason I mentioned ESD wasnt because I wanted to "pound my drum" - it was because you made claims about the intrinsic "protection" in your
design due to the FETs diode effect - This claim was an error, just like your claim about protection afforded by your 18pF capacitor was an error...
Making errors is FINE, we all do it - And having our errors pointed out helps us to improve our designs... But ONLY if we learn from our mistakes. You,
on the other hand, argue about everything and keep going in the same direction making the same claims as if oblivious.

If you dont want me to speak about ESD, dont tempt me by making erroneous declarations about your designs immunity to ESD! - And the same is true
about other declarations on matters such as sensitivity and resolution etc - Dont make claims that are or might be untrue unless you are willing to have
these claims examined and errors exposed if they are found. In all science and engineering, one can make hypotheses and float ideas freely to be
validated or refuted - but when one makes declarations as "facts" you need to be able to justify your claims - particularly if you use these "facts" to
denigrate a competitor..

The other aspect of design is up a level - There is absolutely no doubt that the best way to counter thermal drift is by having two identical oscillators, one
as a reference, and one as a variable, and heterodyning these - So its not just about designing an oscillator and then tacking on ESD protection and
heterodyning later if one feels so inclined - Likewise the issue of oscillator sensitivity - the requirement for sensitivity is hugely influenced by the way
one derives difference behaviour - One could have less than 1/10th of the oscillator sensitivity if one was using heterodyning, and still end up with
greater resolution.

Fred.

FredM 3/11/2014 11:27:39 PM [673]

"  The coil, and possibly everything else connected to the oscillator, is picking up 60Hz.  First order of the day then is to construct a counter-wound coil
and give that a go." - Dewster

It may be the coil - but dont be too sure about that!

I found that electrical fields (as opposed to magnetic) from local wiring was the major cause of most problems I had on this matter, and that the "antenna"
was the primary source.

An easy way to determine whether its capacitive or inductive coupling is to have an insulated wire connected to your live mains feed, move this wire
towards your antenna in a way so that capacitive coupling to the antenna is maximised, but inductive coupling to the coils etc is minimised..

If you find the mains "hum" increasing as you approach the antenna, its a strong indicator that the problem is electrical (capacitive) coupling IMO.

(Just thinking bout it, the other way is to remove the antenna and replace it with an equivalent capacitor - if hum is from the antenna, it should drop
hugely.. why didnt I think of that before... ;-)

Fred

dewster 3/11/2014 11:59:44 PM [674]

"I found that electrical fields (as opposed to magnetic) from local wiring was the major cause of most problems I had on this matter, and that the
"antenna" was the primary source."  - FredM



Yeah, I think you're right.  I made a coil consisting of two 0.3mH windings on the same form but wound in different directions (CW & CCW) spaced
~20mm apart so the destructive coupling is only a few percent.  With my scope trigger delay at 41.66ms (2.5 60Hz periods) I'm seeing pretty much the
same 60Hz wobble.  I've got a bit of a rat's nest going, but I'm inclined to think it's coming in the antenna because it is much lower when (as you suggest)
I replace the antenna with a capacitor.

"An easy way to determine whether its capacitive or inductive coupling is to have an insulated wire connected to your live mains feed, move this wire
towards your antenna in a way so that capacitive coupling to the antenna is maximised, but inductive coupling to the coils etc is minimised.."

Makes sense, I'll give it a shot - thanks Fred!

There's something going on with the RF in our house.  In the morning it's pretty quiet, then all hell seems to break loose until the evening.  Working on
these exquisitely sensitive circuits is kinda weird.  I'm pretty sure I can see when my wife is walking around upstairs in the room above my workbench!

Putting a 10pF in series does seem to cut hum, but it also cuts sensitivity.  I think the reduction in both is likely the same, and is governed by the ratio of
the antenna capacitance to the added series capacitance.  So I'm inclined to believe this series C thing isn't all that applicable to this circuit.  And I kind of
wonder if it is applicable to any Theremin circuit, because the antenna has to be a high impedance for the whole Theremin thing to work, but the only
way a small C can form a high pass filter is if it "sees" a fairly low impedance.

Though there may be some value in letting the antenna "float" up to the voltage potential found at that height off the earth.

Another thing I see with the series C is a fairly long settling time before the frequency is really stable.  Could be any number of causes but I want to snap
the Theremin on and start playing, and not wait around for it to "warm up".

There are several ways to get around the 60Hz field problem:

1. Integrate measurements over an exact period.  But this limits response time too much.

2. Add a high Q comb filter like I pointed to above.

3. Make the antenna somehow respond differentially to 60Hz fields, but not to hand capacitance.

People who make EEGs and such incorporate all of these methods to squash 60Hz hum.

FredM 3/12/2014 12:33:57 AM [675]

"And I kind of wonder if it is applicable to any Theremin circuit, because the antenna has to be a high impedance for the whole Theremin thing to work,
but the only way a small C can form a high pass filter is if it "sees" a fairly low impedance." - Dewster

Yeah - I had similar ponderings some years ago - But I know that replacing my original large antenna series capacitor with a tiny one did make a huge
difference to the SNR.. Sure, sensitivity was reduced, but LF sensitivity was reduced much more..

And I think it may work something like this..

think of the "background" capacitance as a plate connected to a "ground" that has a lot of LF ripple on it.. If one thinks about the cables carrying mains,
one probably has a reasonably large percentage of the "ground" plate actually having 110/220V AC on it - possibly 10% or more of the total background
"plate"..

Think of the player ideally being better coupled to a less noisy ground - they are hopefully not standing on a live-carrying cable, and are more likely to be
capacitively coupled to a cleaner ground.

The small series capacitor acts to attenuate the LF from the background (or perhaps desensitise the background capacitance). If the player is well
grounded, they will not be "carrying" much LF "on" them as they approach the antenna - Also, as the hand approaches the antenna, often there is greater
hand coupling to the theremins clean 'internal' ground.

Within this hypothesis, high-pass filter operation is probably a less important function of the capacitor - but when one is talking about such low
frequencies (rolloff) and such tiny capacitances, I still think that even with the high Z of the antenna, SOME effective HPF may also be working..

Who knows ;-) All I know is that this method got me out of trouble a few times.. What you say does beg some questions though.

Fred.

" I'm pretty sure I can see when my wife is walking around upstairs in the room above my workbench!"

LOL ;-)  - Its spy stuff!  Thats what the theremin was originally invented to do - detect people moving about in other rooms, bug embasies, that sort of
thing .. Turning it into a musical instrument was just a way to get the spy into enemy territory ;-) The fact that some were gullible enough to actually
believe it was a musical instrument...........

;-)

"People who make EEGs and such incorporate all of these methods to squash 60Hz hum."

Yes - but they have multiple signals to play with and compare.(monitoring biological signals and removing noise from these is a lot simpler than deriving
changes of a few tens of femto Farads and keeping things clean .. I have done both! - well, at least I managed the bio monitoring - not so sure about the
theremin.. ;-) The only thing which makes biological monitoring "trickier" is the safety issues.

I only really had problems with 50Hz when I had low voltage on the sensors - Originally I had <2V P-P, and it was hopeless, even adding a C never
helped - Then I went up to 10V P-P and the C made results almost acceptable (this was with my Epsilon instrument) - But all theremins I have built since
have had >20V p-p and I havent had any problems with any topology (I have fitted a small antenna C to everything without thinking about it - they may
not be needed anymore) - My H1's never had a problem even with high power spotlights being moved close (just needed a to tune them by screw
adjusting antenna length to compensate for the changed capacitance)  The EW has no small antenna C, did you notice any mains noise on it? I havent
noticed any extensive reference to a problem with mains FM on theremins..



"Though there may be some value in letting the antenna "float" up to the voltage potential found at that height off the earth."

Are you referring to the fact that the potential increases the higher one goes up?  - My understanding of this is that the electrosphere can be regarded as a
+Ve charged spherical plate encompassing the earth, with earth being the other -Ve "plate, and air being the dielectric seperating these plates..

Any enclosed containment (building or whatever) which has any quantity of grounded stuff in it, can be regarded as at ground potential for all practical
purposes - even trees tend to extend the area of earths plate ... Yes, there is higher +Ve potential as une goes above sea level, but if the theremin is
connected to the local ground, I believe the potential difference between this ground and the air the antenna is in is likely to be trivial.. Certainly nothing
like the 100V/m that the potential increases if you are not connected to ground.

Even the highest impedence antenna is low Z compared to the impedence of the dielectric we are swimming in - and the Z of grounded equipment / walls
/ trees etc is so low that one can ignore the potential gradient if one is close to any of these.

I had great problems trying to "capture" this gradient when doing research in this field - Needed long insulated poles that were placed on the top of hills
so the 'collector' was way above the altitude of any tree tops.

"Another thing I see with the series C is a fairly long settling time before the frequency is really stable."

I dont see how adding a series C can cause this - Is this perhaps due to the oscillator frequency being higher as a result of the lower (total)  antenna
capacitance?.. What happens if you add a small capacitor to ground before the series C, to drop the oscillator frequency?

It may just be that the oscillator requires more time to get stable the higher its frequency is..

dewster 3/12/2014 12:26:48 PM [676]

Tried some series capacitance tests last night after the PCs, washing machines, etc. were off. 

1. I didn't see the warm-up drifting with it in-circuit.  I think the drifting I saw previously was due to temperature adjustments from my handling the
capacitor, and to my poor choice of a likely rather low voltage "padding" part here (I don't have specs on them, a pack of tiny caps from Radio Shack). 
This cap gets exposed to some rather high voltages.

2. With my scope trigger delayed to 2.5 60Hz cycles I saw maybe 50ns of 60Hz hum FM modulating the 2.63MHz operating point.  With a 22pF cap in
series this dropped to maybe 30ns at 2.84MHz.  And with a 10pF cap in series this dropped to around 15ns at 3.01MHz.  These FM amplitude numbers
are fairly sketchy, but the trend is clear that the noise drops in proportion to the ratio of series capacitance impedance to that of the antenna capacitance
(~7.3pF calculated from the 0.5mH tank inductance, and which includes confounding stray C).  We can safely assume that series capacitance lowers
sensitivity.  So my tentative conclusion is that a series cap lowers both the noise and the signal roughly (if not exactly) equally.  The clincher for me was
using a 220pF series C, where the hum was clearly essentially the same as no series C.

The reason hum isn't a gargantuan problem in the first place is because it is so poorly coupled to the high impedance antenna, and it's my feeling that a
series cap doesn't really alter the scenario other than by making everything less coupled.

Fred, based on your experiences I think all designers should consider the main form of SNR in Theremins as the ratio of antenna voltage swing to
environmental interferers.

"The EW has no small antenna C, did you notice any mains noise on it?"  - FredM

Not always, but sometimes.  Once I had it near the wall upstairs that must have had wiring coming down feeding the outlet it was plugged into, and it was
a hum monster!   Kind of fun playing with the intermodulation effects.

dewster 3/12/2014 12:58:16 PM [677]

"Dewster, my simulations demonstrate that a 330 pF can suppress 50 Hz by 160 dB, without reducing oscillator sensitivity."  - livio

I took a quick peek at your simulation, but I disagree with the premise.  It shows 60Hz directly connected to the antenna.  If this were the case there
would be no way any Theremin would work without the series capacitance.  I believe the 60Hz is coupled through the antenna static capacitance, which
means it is already massively attenuated.  If this is the case then the series capacitance lowers both noise and sensitivity together, so it actually hurts
overall SNR. 

"But about the TDK inductor you are right, I have simulated it with serial resistence and parallel capacitance and (with your circuit DewsterV3 with
100pF input cap) the sensitivity decreases from 4% F/pF to 2.32% F/pF  

It is interesting to notice that in the CapSensors original circuit (with parallel inductor) this inductor decreases the sensitivity only from an ideal 2.66
F/pF to 2.20% F/pF"

The windings inside the TDK parts are too close together, which produces significant parasitic parallel capacitance.  The CapSensor oscillator has a
parallel tank, so this parasitic capacitance isn't as much of an issue.  My oscillator has a series tank with very small C, so it is more of an issue.  The
smaller C increases the operating frequency.

The TDK parts are nice but they were made for disk drives and such, not Theremins.  I've pretty much given up on ferrite.  Luckily, I can easily wind my
own coils which are superior in almost every way.

"IMO it is better to include all in a metallic box grounded."

Maybe.  Shielding is generally a good thing, but this interferes with the air-coil capacitance which can actually work for you if you locate the top of the
coil near the antenna (Theremin did this and it makes a lot of sense).  I think sticking the oscillator in a metal box and locating the coil at the base of the
antenna might be the best solution but I haven't tested this yet.

"I do not understand the 50ns, you mean an instability (noise)?"

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_electricity


FM due to 60Hz.  If your oscilloscope trigger delay is really long (for 60Hz try 41.66ms; for 50Hz try 50ms) you will likely see this with your CapSensor
oscillator. 

"Yes some people adds this diode, I was preferring do not add it, because it worsens the characteristics of stability with respect to temperature. But I
believe, that with the serial inductor circuit, we will have to add it. Tomorrow I will make the simulations. This diode is expected to much change the
operation point, because it it greatly reduces the voltage swing on the gate."

Perhaps a 2 or 3 diodes in series would work.  This would keep them from turning on, and would lower the capacitance quite a bit.  Since the gate is
biased to ground with a resistor, a second string with reversed diodes could protect against swings of the opposite polarity.

I haven't done a thorough search yet, but a part like this would likely work better:

http://www.onsemi.com/pub_link/Collateral/ESD7181MU-D.PDF

Bi-directional, low capacitance, level 4, made for RF and protecting antennas and such.

Split Counter-Wound Air Core Coil
dewster 3/12/2014 1:50:51 PM [678]

Split Counter-Wound Air Core Coil

Here is a quick snap of the air core coil I wound yesterday, plugged into the newest oscillator:

Each winding is 120 turns of 34 AWG on 3/4" schedule 40 PVC cut to 100mm long.  One winding is CW, the other is CCW.  The windings are approx.
17mm apart (I was aiming for 20mm).  The windings measure 0.305mH each, and when combined the total is 0.5822mH, for a coupling factor k=-0.05
(the coupling is destructive due to the counter winding of the coils).  Windings held in place with a coat of nail polish.

I was hoping this would reduce environmental magnetic pickup, and it probably does, but it seems 60Hz is getting in (surprise!) mainly through the
antenna.  So I'm not convinced at this point that a split coil is worth the trouble.  It should significantly reduce RF emissions from the coil, and call me
crazy but I'm not convinced at this point that that's a big deal either.

And, yes, it's not nearly as clean as it should be, the oscillator is going right to the scope unbuffered, etc.

It occurs to me that one could use a longer section of 1/2" (~21mm OD) PVC maybe 300mm long.  Wind a 40mm tall coil (~0.5mH) near the base and
put conductive tape up one side to make a curved plate antenna.  Apply heat-shrink tubing and - presto! - an all-in-one unit.  I just can't find anything to
adapt the 1/4" CTX plumbing I'm using to 1/2" PVC.

livio 3/12/2014 6:05:28 PM [679]

IMO a so great coil is impossible to balance perfectly. Impossible to be not microphonic. Difficult to be stable with temperature. And also, it will receive
any magnetic and electric noise from the 50 or 60 Hz. And from hi frequency fluorescent lamps and halogen lamps with dimmers. I would use it only if

http://www.onsemi.com/pub_link/Collateral/ESD7181MU-D.PDF


enclosed in a large metal box, but it seems to me a solution too much extreme.

I'm sure you could get the best features with few turns on a high frequency toroid. The magnetic field emitted and received would be almost zero and the
dimensions become reasonably small, so as not to pick up the electric fields at 50 or 60 Hz

"Perhaps a 2 or 3 diodes in series would work.  This would keep them from turning on, and would lower the capacitance quite a bit.  Since the gate is
biased to ground with a resistor, a second string with reversed diodes could protect against swings of the opposite polarity." - dewster

I am simulating exactly this. It is a good idea. It appears also that we can add a resistor before the diodes and the gate, to increase the ESD resistance. I
am trying also your, very promising idea, to use two 150 uH in series.

dewster 3/12/2014 7:52:29 PM [680]

"Difficult to be stable with temperature."  - livio

My air cores are very thermally stable.  I put one in the freezer and measured the inductance as it warmed up, almost no change.  Way better than almost
any ferrite you'll find.

"I'm sure you could get the best features with few turns on a high frequency toroid."

That would position the drive and sense ends next to each other, something you want to avoid in order to reduce self capacitance and maximize
sensitivity.

FredM 3/12/2014 10:21:04 PM [681]

"Fred, based on your experiences I think all designers should consider the main form of SNR in Theremins as the ratio of antenna voltage swing to
environmental interferers." - Dewster

I think that any "rule of thimb" for theremins should be questioned - Yes, my expierience leads me to think SNR as a function of antenna voltage is to be
highly regarded, but there are many other factors that MIGHT be just as important - The "trouble" with theremin designs is the numerous subtle things to
think about..

An example of this is demonstrated by some experiments I did on deliberately modulating the VFO using voltage control (I was feeding temperature
compensating, equalization, tuning and audio modulation to a summing amp,and the output of this amp was varying the tank capacitance).

I got a load of mains frequency FM, and assumed this was antenna interference - spent ages trying to track this down at the antenna end until I
discovered a floating input to my summing amp - I had checked this amp before connecting it to the VFO modulation input, so was sure it wasnt the
source of the problem - but this input had gone to a preset's wiper (to set DC bias) and this had gone OC.

There are loads of potential inputs for LF (and other) modulation - Antenna, coils, CV's from tuning circuits, PSU.. All one needs is enough to
modulate an oscillator by a few Hz for any of these to become a problem.

Fred.

"I haven't done a thorough search yet, but a part like this would likely work better:http://www.onsemi.com/pub_link/Collateral/ESD7181MU-D.PDF"

Yes, that part looks almost ideal. A unidirectional version with its K connected to the Drain and its A connected to the gate would prevent G from going
+Ve WRT D, and limit the gates -Ve to safe levels.. But IMO one still needs an antenna-side discharger of some kind to limit transients to <100V by the
time they reach this secondary protection.

Added ->

Working a lot with PLL's had an advantage that modulation is easy to observe - A simple 4046 without any divisor allows one to observe the
demodulated signals after the filter (VCO CV in)

Added -> [pure hypothesis] Re PLL's and amplification  vs  heterodyning "amplification" ;-)

Just thinking about PLL's got me thinking about another way to derive CV from a "front end" - If one has a reference and variable oscillator each driving
a PLL, and one took the error voltages from both into a differential amplifier, you should, all thing being equal, get a voltage proportional to the
frequency difference between the two oscillators..

This is a bit like heterodyning in a way - deducting the variable frequency from the higher fixed one - gain would be determined by the VCO sensitivities
and/or the differential amplifiers gain.. Viewed this way, I can see a reason to think of heterodyning as "amplification" - But the difference is that with
heterodyning there is actually no way to "amplify" or "attenuate" the resultant difference frequency, because this is simply the difference...

On the other hand, perhaps if one did derive a difference voltage using PLL's and a differential amplifier, and this had sufficient gain from whatever
means, one could get extremely low latency (the error filter would have extremely small TC) and could use a fast ADC to get digital data from this....

Added ->

Thinking about things in the above terms - One would only "need" a single oscillator (VFO) and PLL (demodulator) , and one could deduct a reference
voltage from the error output to get a voltage proportional to changing capacitance. This is a closer analogy to the direct-digital scheme perhaps - You
would need to amplify the difference (something you cannot do if dealing with a period, as you are with direct-digital)), or accumulate the difference
additively over a period of time, to get the required resolution.. The differential method using two oscillators has the advantage that if these oscillators are
similar, errors will be reduced on the difference output, but some form of amplification will still be needed. Whatever way one does things though,
standard heterodyning always comes up as the winner AFAICS. 

FredM 3/13/2014 4:50:49 AM [682]

http://www.onsemi.com/pub_link/Collateral/ESD7181MU-D.PDF


Dewster,

Just looking at the picture of your breadboard and (lovely) coil, one thing bothers me..

I dont see a solid central grounding point - all the wires look quite fine guage -

I wonder if you might be observing some problems which wouldnt be there if there was a low Z ground connection to your 0V point, and im not
primarily thinking resistive here - at the frequencies you are playing with, any inductance in your ground lead could cause havoc.) you might even get
more HF coupling from your 0V to ground capacitively via this seperate "ground antenna" route than by your ground wire, and this could certainly
confuse 60Hz interference matters.

Fred.

livio 3/13/2014 8:43:39 AM [683]

"My air cores are very thermally stable.  I put one in the freezer and measured the inductance as it warmed up, almost no change.  Way better than
almost any ferrite you'll find." - dewster

It is possible, but the dimensions are so large that they inevitably receive any disturbing electric field. And also some magnetic field because the two
middle are not in the same spatial position.

dewster 3/13/2014 5:31:12 PM [684]

"The "trouble" with theremin designs is the numerous subtle things to think about.."  - FredM

We are, in a sense, trying to build good solid buildings on top of shifting sands.

"There are loads of potential inputs for LF (and other) modulation - Antenna, coils, CV's from tuning circuits, PSU.. All one needs is enough to
modulate an oscillator by a few Hz for any of these to become a problem."

The circuit and physical design differences between the average Ham VFO and the average Theremin are somewhat larger than I would expect.  With the
former everything is done to stabilize frequency (outside of the front panel control to change it) including sturdy metal boxes, single sided PWBs and
long standoffs to minimize parasitics, separate power supplies, elaborate buffering, etc.  With the latter everything goes in a wooden box, on a single
PWB with maybe a few chokes and a bit of tin shield for isolation, but that's usually the extent of it. 

The absolute reference nature of the VFO, along with the requirements of fixed amplitude and spectral purity understandably impose much harsher
specification limits on it.  The relative frequency requirements of a Theremin are much easier to meet, and a certain amount of coupling may actually be
seen as beneficial.  But given all that, a marked difference remains. 

Hams have a larger and richer pool of knowledge and "best practices" to draw from.  And they seem absolutely compelled to share their knowledge with
anyone who will listen via their publications, the web, and (highly conveniently) yacking to each other via their creations.

"But IMO one still needs an antenna-side discharger of some kind to limit transients to <100V by the time they reach this secondary protection."

Yes, there's no way around hard clamping that I can see.  It would be great if protecting the FET were sufficient - the impedance is lower there due to the
larger capacitance.  If combined with a sufficiently insulated antenna an ESD clamp there might be enough?  It all obviously needs testing to be relatively
sure it will survive in the wild.  Wish I had access to one of those discharge guns we had in the lab.

"On the other hand, perhaps if one did derive a difference voltage using PLL's and a differential amplifier, and this had sufficient gain from whatever
means, one could get extremely low latency (the error filter would have extremely small TC) and could use a fast ADC to get digital data from this...."

There might be ripple at the PLL LPF output (particularly if you use an XOR phase detector and don't keep an eye on this during the design phase) to
deal with (particularly if you post amplify it) that could introduce some latency, but yes that scheme seems very workable.

I just remembered that a PLL XOR phase detector is actually doing heterodyning!  Can't swing a dead cat around here without hitting heterodyning.

"I dont see a solid central grounding point - all the wires look quite fine guage -"

I measure ~2 Ohms from the scope ground clip to the AC wall ground.  Should I use an explicit secondary ground?  (Working in telecom where "ground"
is -48VDC I can't tell you how many circuits I popped when innocently connecting the scope ground lead.)

The coil hookup is wire wrap wire which is kind of fine, but it's thicker than the coil wire.  It's a mess, but it's oscillating its little butt off!  Been living
with it for 3 days and haven't found anything yet that disgusts me.  I'm satisfied with the stability and noise pickup, and the sensitivity is awesome!

dewster 3/13/2014 6:24:52 PM [685]

"It is possible, but the dimensions are so large that they inevitably receive any disturbing electric field. And also some magnetic field because the two
middle are not in the same spatial position."  - livio

If it tests anything like my previous and much larger though similarly constructed 6.18mH single winding coil it is quite thermally stable.  I can't say
exactly how much because my LC meter is kind of cheesy and only has 4 digits of resolution.  But with that coil I saw 6.183mH @ -9C and 6.180mH @
14C, or -21 ppm/C.

I believe low frequency common mode electrical fields will not be significantly attenuated by this construct.  But that's perhaps OK if it can be placed
near or incorporated into the antenna for better pickup of the player's hand capacitance.

I believe magnetic fields will be significantly attenuated by this construct, both emitted and received.  But primary interference seems to be 50/60Hz hum
via the antenna producing FM in the oscillator.  So (other than reducing RF emissions and susceptibility to them) it might be largely moot.



=========

I still tend to believe the main mechanism for Theremin RF emission is a jacked up voltage swing on an otherwise inefficiently small (re. wavelength)
capacitive element, something you'll get with a magnetically open or closed coil.  If there is an open coil present it is definitely is producing an oscillating
magnetic field, but it is a physically small dipole emitter, so at a distance the field largely cancels itself out.

Similarly, AM "loopstick" antennas are inefficient and only seemingly operate well due to the sheer power of the transmitters stimulating them.  And they
function much better when connected to a traditional antenna.

If an open coil Theremin were radiating significant RF this would mean a significant power loss to the environment, likely seen as a lower than expected
Q, or lower than expected peak tank swing.  So one way to test for this would be to fully characterize the components, spice the oscillator, then compare
it to an actual working circuit.  The problem here would be in characterizing the coil parasitics and intrinsic antenna capacitance without accidentally
somehow subtracting any radiated emission factors.  On second thought it's probably easier to solve this theoretically.

50/60Hz Hum + Heterodyning
dewster 3/13/2014 7:39:10 PM [686]

50/60Hz Hum + Heterodyning

With the latest discussions and experiments I find myself thinking about the nature of received power line noise ("hum").  Setting aside any possible
internal issues in a poorly designed Theremin, how does hum influence the capacitive field?

1. I believe hum is largely an electrical - as opposed to magnetic - phenomenon for the Theremin.

2. Due to the low frequency / long wavelength and ground reference, it is presented to the Theremin capacitive field as a common mode electrical field.

3. The theremin capacitive field, being referenced to ground and having a single electrode, is a common mode electrical field as well.

If one accepts the above (and if I am phrasing it correctly) then conceptually we can think of the Theremin as "seeing" power line hum as a person some
distance away fluttering their fingers at 50 or 60Hz.  This interference FM modulates the VFO in the same manner as a player standing closer and
gesturing at a rate anywhere from DC to ~1kHz.  And therein lies the problem.  Unless one can somehow design a high Q 50/60Hz notch filter into the
VFO, any attempt to filter out the hum with simpler means (series capacitor, etc.) will also filter out some of the desired response from the player.

With analog Theremins, I think you just have to live with hum.  With direct digital Theremins you could likely filter much of it out with a digital high Q
comb filter in either hardware or software. 

How about heterodyning digital Theremins?  I believe, just as DC to high rate playing gestures sail on through heterodyning, 50/60Hz will make it
through as well, where it can be attacked with a digital high Q comb filter.

Any holes in this logic?  I worry about the non-linearity of heterodyning somehow aggravating 50/60Hz hum pickup, but can't put my finger on it. 
(Perhaps I'm thinking of the intermodulation that hum can produce on the EWS, but this could be more AM pickup on the volume side than FM on the
pitch side?)

FredM 3/13/2014 9:01:49 PM [687]

" we can think of the Theremin as "seeing" power line hum as a person some distance away fluttering their fingers at 50 or 60Hz. " - Dewster

I believe this is a good functional analogy, and that all the following hypotheses you present based on this are sound.

"I measure ~2 Ohms from the scope ground clip to the AC wall ground.  Should I use an explicit secondary ground? "

Not sure that you "should" - But I have found that a common grounding point with low Z (Low R and low L) to ground, and the UUT and all equipment
taken to this ground with as low Z wires as possible, tends to remove a big source of confusion if nothing else.

If possible I try to make this common ground point a point on the UUT's board, also, I dont often connect the ground from scope probes etc (leave these
clips off, and have a seperate ground lead from the equipment to the common ground point) but if I do connect these probe grounds, I ONLY ever ccnnect
them to the common ground point.

One way to identify a prototype board I have built is that they have a big loop of thick TC Wire coming out of the board from the ground point - this is so
that I can clip any ground connectors to it easily! ;-)

"With analog Theremins, I think you just have to live with hum."

I dont really agree - I think hum modulation can be reduced below the level where it is audible if good design is employed AND the theremin is
positioned sensibly away from mains E-field radiating sources. I also believe that shielded antennas entirely eliminate the problem.

Of course, if one gets rid of long distance sensing and has a short-field capacitive ribbon sensor, the problem goes away completely. ;-) Its the (IMO daft)
idea of playing in 1m of free space that causes all the difficulties and problems.

"Wish I had access to one of those discharge guns we had in the lab."

The next best thing is a piezo gas ignitor - not quite the 'oomph' you get from a real ESD gun, not calibrated, but good enough for quick zaps ;-) .... The
ones I used are sold for a few £ for lighting gas hobs, have a goosneck "barrel" which one takes to ground - one needs to dissasemble the barrel and
shorten it by about 1cm so that the HV "probe" extends out the front and doesnt discharge to the barrel. I still use this - have access to a real ESD gun
from a friend, but the ignitor allows me to do quick rough tests. I have blown up circuits with the ignitor, and not managed to blow up anything that
survived the ignitor when I use a real gun..



"I just remembered that a PLL XOR phase detector is actually doing heterodyning!  Can't swing a dead cat around here without hitting heterodyning."

I dont know exactly why, but I have never managed to get the XOR PD to work well, always use the type 2 (PC2 on the 4046) or my own strange
phase/frequency comparator if I am constructing my own PLL. 

"Hams have a larger and richer pool of knowledge and "best practices" to draw from.  And they seem absolutely compelled to share their knowledge with
anyone who will listen "

Yes - I recently joined a local Ham group that meets once a month, told them I wasnt into the stuff in the way they were but was into theremins  - they
have been interested and helpful, and there is absolutely no "holding back" of information or ideas... I am looking forward to the next get-together in 3
weeks - even though 99% of what is talked about is either of little interest to me or over my head ;-)

To me, its looking more and more like the reason theremins havent advanced is because open projects are hijacked, and a tiny group of individuals
promote bad science or deliberate misinformation, and commercial developers (including Bob Moog) keep anything they have developed that isnt
already in the public domain, tightly under wraps.. But worse, not only is it "under wraps", but anyone reverse engineering and/or publishing this "secret"
data is regarded as a traitor by other developers.

Fred.

dewster 3/13/2014 9:23:29 PM [688]

"The next best thing is a piezo gas ignitor - not quite the 'oomph' you get from a real ESD gun, not calibrated, but good enough for quick zaps ;-)"  -
FredM

This is awesome!  I've got one in the utility room that's out of gas - time to open a can of ESD whup-ass on my little circuits!

"I dont know exactly why, but I have never managed to get the XOR PD to work well, always use the type 2 (PC2 on the 4046) or my own strange
phase/frequency comparator if I am constructing my own PLL."

I like XOR because it rejects noise, and I sometimes need (or can tolerate) the quadrature.  But it can lock to harmonics, is sensitive to duty cycle, and
usually requires an opamp in the loop filter to make it optimal.  I recently designed a DPLL that works very similarly to an XOR PLL, and it's
exceedingly simple.

Digitally, NCOs are exactly matched, so you can do weird things like separate loops for frequency measurement and phase alignment.  I designed a
DPLL this way, and it works in simulation, but I can't theoretically describe / derrive things like BW, overshoot, etc. due to the odd construction, so I
can't really use it.  The explicit F measurement means it can't lock to harmonics, and can skew quite quickly when way out of lock.  The F loop by itself
is interesting because it forms a DFLL, with no real phase alignment.

FredM 3/13/2014 9:35:52 PM [689]

"This is awesome!  I've got one in the utility room that's out of gas - time to open a can of ESD whup-ass on my little circuits!"

If you are like me, you gonna get some painful zaps before you get it right! - The construction of cheaper ignitors can be dodgy, so you need to be
careful!

I used a piezo cigarette lighter first, and zapped myself more than I zapped the circuits.. Have always planned to make a better zapper using the ignitors
built into gas ovens, but just havent got round to it yet..

;-)

(these Piezo ignitors tend to give between 10kV and 15kV, but unless one fits a HV capacitor and use it to charge this, it wont diliver anything like the
same number of Joules that a real zapper will.. I havent bothered adding a capacitor, as I only use this for quick prelim testing... If you dont have access
to a real gun, it may be worth fitting a 100pF 20kV capacitor between ground and the HV, and pump the charge into the capacitor before you discharge it
- also add a HV resistor if you want to get close to the HBM, or leave it out if you really want your circuit tested hard!)

 

I just realized the above wont work - the reason the Piezo works is because you can place the probe as close to the UUT as you want, before you pull the
trigger and generate the voltage..

If you charge a capacitor and then bring it towards the UUT, the discharge will occur as soon as the distance is reached at which it can occur - real ESD
guns have a HV switch so discharge only occurs when you tell it to..

Ok - Really not sure I know what im talking about here ;-) See my next post!

dewster 3/13/2014 11:19:15 PM [690]

Just operated on mine and haven't gotten shocked (yet)!  Removed the gas cylinder and tubing, cut the end of the metal tube down so the business end is
exposed.  If I operate it in the air, the spark jumps to the metal tube.  If I bring it near something metal I see a weaker spark going to it.  Can always run a
jumper from the metal tube to the DUT to get a healthier discharge through the loop.  Could stick a 1.5k resistor in the sparky end which is hollow and
has a tiny spring.  Neat!

FredM 3/14/2014 1:10:14 AM [691]

Great! Now your on the road to multiple circuit destructions, lol ;-)

Oh, just thinking about what I said above regarding capacitor and HBM etc, I think it could be wrong..



A person is going to charge to whatever ES potential they develop, and their capacitance of ~100pF holds this charge, and when they get close enough to
a discharge route, this charge will pass via that route via ~1k5R body resistance..

So having a 100pF capacitor to the HV end, with 1k5 to the probe, should behave quite similarly to the HBM - as the probe approaches the UUT,
discharge will occur at a proximity determined by the PD..

So a simple piezo charging mechanism with the above should do the job.

Begs the question why simple low cost ESD guns based on something like this dont seem to be available - my friends gun is a low-end device and cost
him about £300 second hand!

"Could stick a 1.5k resistor in the sparky end which is hollow and has a tiny spring.  Neat!"

Dont forget that without a capacitor on the output, the charge generated by the piezo has a lot less power, so adding any series element that reduces the
delivered 'punch' may not be a severe enough test. I think that from a piezo one probably gets a much shorter pulse, ok the instant it fires you may deliver
a higher current spike, but this will probably extremely short in duration compared to what one gets from a charged 100pF.

Also, I think you do need to connect the ground for any realism.

Fred.

Quick sketchup of what I plan to build one day - all components rated 10kV min, piezo is cranked until one sees a spark across the 15kV spark gap which
is behind a glass.. (may need a small R between the piezo and the spark gap so that maximum voltage at the gap only occurs when the capacitor is fully
charged)

Some useful ESD links:

Complete set of articles on EMC  ESD etc as .pdf http://www.humerboard.at/ftkl/Design_Techniques_For_%20EMC.pdf

http://www.gr.ssr.upm.es/~jambrina/esd/www.borg.com/%257Eeosesd/

This index page links to 7 articles covering the whole subject of ESD.

dewster 3/14/2014 10:41:41 PM [692]

Very nice ESD info Fred, thanks!

I see BBQ igniters ("spark generators") on Amazon for really cheap that use a single 1.5V AAA battery:

http://www.amazon.com/03310-Replacement-Charmglow-Charbroil-Brinkmann/dp/B0094BN8C8/

I might order one just to play with it!  Looks like a fun item to have around, a button activated spark dispenser.

Connector Connundrum
dewster 3/14/2014 11:10:06 PM [693]

Connector Connundrum

The newest WISC oscillator seems ideally suited to mounting the coil on the antenna, because the antenna side connects directly to it and nothing else,
and the other side of the coil is fairly low impedance.  So a single connection like a banana plug or something should work electrically here if not
physically. 

Given enough room the entire oscillator + voltage regulator + output buffer could reside inside the base of the antenna.  I'm kind of partial to this because
a piece of 1/2" or 3/4" Schedule 40 PVC could have the oscillator inside the base, the coil wound around the outside above the base, and a plate-like
antenna made of Al or Cu tape on one side, with the coil and plate antenna covered in heat shrink tubing.  This would form a completely self-contained
sensor, and would get the whole shootin' match out of and away from the hot and noisy FPGA / LED environment. 

http://www.humerboard.at/ftkl/Design_Techniques_For_%20EMC.pdf
http://www.gr.ssr.upm.es/~jambrina/esd/www.borg.com/%257Eeosesd/
http://www.amazon.com/03310-Replacement-Charmglow-Charbroil-Brinkmann/dp/B0094BN8C8/


But it would need three terminals: power, ground, and output.  Any ideas?  I'm sort of against 1/4" TRS but perhaps irrationally so.  Do they make 1/4"
TRS where the plug has something like a chassis mount?  Looking for something electrically and mechanically secure that can take some abuse if the
Theremin were to topple over on stage and land on the antenna.  (Or maybe I should make it super fragile, have a side business repairing them, and laugh
all the way to the bank?)

This new approach has me wondering if I could just stick three of these tuned a bit differently from each other on a box and call it a day?  The
Open.Theremin oscillators are like 1 cm apart!  And the Theremino CapSensor has a PIC processor on the same tiny board.

FredM 3/14/2014 11:41:29 PM [694]

There are loads of circular locking connectors, I had the same quandry when looking at directional antennas - I settled on stereo jacke in the end but have
several I built using these.. It all came down to mechanics in the end - what diameter tubes I could get, what fitted these with least bother - my idea was
to delay deciding until everything was proven, then look at getting apropriate mecahanics engineered for best connector (tapping the antenna tube, using
tube diameter converters, that sort of thing..

http://www.rapidonline.com/Cables-Connectors/Circular-Locking-Multipole-Connectors-66501

dewster 3/15/2014 2:51:06 AM [695]

Wow Fred, no one can say you haven't been there, done that!  You're always 10 steps ahead of me with great info.

These looks intriguing, I was thinking of something like XLR but didn't like the locking thing.  Screw-in is much more secure.

http://www.rapidonline.com/Cables-Connectors/Circular-Locking-Multipole-Connectors-66501


I'm guessing you can't use those chassis connectors (two on the right) together?  That it takes the freely spinning outer shell on the cable part (on the left)
to make it work?  Wish I could find a chassis-chassis connection.

FredM 3/15/2014 5:29:05 PM [696]

"I'm guessing you can't use those chassis connectors (two on the right) together?  That it takes the freely spinning outer shell on the cable part (on the
left) to make it work?" - Dewster

Yeah, your right about that, I havent found a suitable chassis-chassis connector.

I actually linked you to the wrong product though - These are the ones I have used.. The locking "nut" is free, leaving a reasonable section of barrel
behind it that one can insert into a tube..

I started by removing the connector (plastic / contacts) section and placing the barrel into my pillar drill, then grinding the raised barrel section (there to
prevent the locking nut from escaping) away, so that I could inser this into my Tufnol antenna tube.. But this was just too much effort.. I then simply cut
away this section, leaving a shorter length of barrel to insert - this works but one needs to glue it firmly into the antenna, sort out all the wiring etc (solder
leads to connector etc) for the antenna, then at the final stage goop a load of epoxy inside the barrel up into the antenna tube and fit the connector..
Remembering to leave enough gap for the locking section to freely rotate.

With the above palarva, one gets a good strong connector - anything less and the first bump and it just breaks off.

I was spending so much time trying to get this right that I stopped and thought - If I get these into production, I can get some hardware made specifically
for the job.. and started using jack plugs just so I could get on with what I was good at ;-)

http://cpc.farnell.com/1/1/18160-socket-multipole-4p-psg01590-pro-signal.html

Oh, BTW .. If you use the above, go for more contacts than you need - These low cost connectors are much more secure the more contacts there are, I
found a minimum of 4 acceptable, but 3 werent rigid enough, the 6 pin version is great.

 

Fred.

http://cpc.farnell.com/1/1/18160-socket-multipole-4p-psg01590-pro-signal.html


(I suspect that for your plan, you may need to do something like I did and have an extended width bulge at the bottom of the antenns at accomodate
electronics and fit the plug..)

dewster 3/15/2014 8:47:19 PM [697]

Thanks so much for that info Fred!  These types of connectors are often used for CB microphones and such I believe.  And yes, if I go this route I'll need
a bulged out area, though it could consist of one big bulge.  I'm starting to think incorporating the oscillator is perhaps too much work, though the
antenna+coil still might fly.  I don't have to ground the outer section of the UHF connector, letting it float (or bleeding charge off with a large resistance)
would keep sensitivity high and temperature dependence to a minimum.  The capacitance of a UHF chassis connector I tested was around 3pF, with a
pretty horrid -2000ppm/C temperature dependence!

Interestingly, the threaded end of a UHF connector fits quite tightly into the ID of 1/2" Schedule 40 PVC, but the gender is wrong for chassis connection
so it would need a changer, and it is obviously only 2 terminal.  Speaking of UHF connectors, I bought a few bags of rather crappy ones off of eBay, but
this site seems to sell really good teflon ones (I have no direct experience with them):

http://www.mgs4u.com/RF-adapters.htm

"I recently joined a local Ham group that meets once a month, told them I wasnt into the stuff in the way they were but was into theremins  - they have
been interested and helpful, and there is absolutely no "holding back" of information or ideas... I am looking forward to the next get-together in 3 weeks -
even though 99% of what is talked about is either of little interest to me or over my head ;-)"  - FredM

There were a couple of ham sites I hit early on in my Theremin journey that strongly influenced me (and still do when I visit them).  This is one:

http://www.qrp.pops.net/default.asp

He uses and recommends powdered iron toroids for the high Q LC resonant coils in his VFO circuits.  Like the T50-6, which has a tempco of 35ppm/C
and is quite inexpensive.  But winding a 0.6mH coil on there would take 387 turns (calculator here: http://toroids.info/T50-6.php) which is more work
than I'm willing to do!  Even the honkering T200-6 would take 240 turns.

==========

Ran a quick and somewhat dirty temperature test on the new oscillator today.  Results:

So I'm seeing around +83ppm/C temperature dependence.  Some positive tempco capacitance could largely balance this out I suppose.  But maybe I
should be using a larger positive tempco inductor core and try balancing it out with negative tempco caps.  What to do...  The drift could be worse I
reckon.

=========

[EDIT] Doing some really rough tempco tests with caps in my junk box.  Thermocouple says the difference between room temperature and my forehead
is ~15C, so I'm sticking caps on my LC meter and looking at the measurement before and after holding them to my forehead for 30 seconds.  Seeing a
fairly consistent (for the setup) +400 to +500 ppm/C for the green chicklet polyester types.  I'll try sticking one of these in parallel with the smaller caps
and redoing the oscillator temp test.

This sort of thing is probably how the Neanderthals designed their Theremins.

FredM 3/15/2014 11:48:13 PM [698]

http://www.mgs4u.com/RF-adapters.htm
http://www.qrp.pops.net/default.asp
http://toroids.info/T50-6.php


"This sort of thing is probably how the Neanderthals designed their Theremins." - Dewster

You calling Lev a Neanderthal ?  ;-)

I think its probably the sort of thing that was done when theremins were crafted, before the days when one needed to think "high" (or even living) wages
for craftsmen and low-cost products for consumers.

Fred.

"The capacitance of a UHF chassis connector I tested was around 3pF, with a pretty horrid -2000ppm/C temperature dependence!"

I am completely shocked by that! Worse than an ESD gun zap!

I never actually though about connectors and their temperature coefficients - this could explain a lot - perhaps the great results I got from some of those
crap inductors I used, which I could never repeat, were due to counteracting effects from connectors or other things I never thought to check...
ArrrggggH!

Anyway - Confirmation to me that electronic thermal compensation is the only way to go ;-) .. A few thermal sensors, summing amp and frequency
control feedback...

dewster 3/16/2014 7:33:07 PM [699]

"You calling Lev a Neanderthal ?  ;-)"  - FredM

Oh, no, just kind of funny in a Far Side kind of way to think of cave people at a workbench.  And strange to think electronics technology has only existed
for an incredibly short period of time.

"I am completely shocked by that! Worse than an ESD gun zap!"

Read 'em and weep (>10x worse than that):

I should have collected data for temps up to and above room temp, but we keep our upstairs kind of chilly, and I'm kind of lazy.

Still, this is nothing I'd put anywhere near capacitive sensitive stuff.  Unless I shorted the outer conductor to the inner, or maybe let the outer conductor
float.

This is a white insulator UHF chassis connector I bought off eBay.  Probably not a teflon insulator type as it was fairly inexpensive.

I'm finding you have to watch everything that can possibly have a temperature dependence like a hawk.  Tried doing tempco on my new oscillator with a
yellowish 100pF cap I had in my junk box that had a large positive tempco.  It brought the +83 ppm/C of the frequency down to +32 ppm/C but the curve
is now less linear.  It seems positive tempco caps are fairly non-linear with temperature and with frequency.  Negative tempco caps are much more linear
and stable, which is yet another reason to use moderately positive tempco powdered iron core coils.

[EDIT] Just tested the split air-core coil I recently wound, it's dead nuts 582.6uH from -13C to +15C.  It seems the +83 ppm/C of the oscillator is likely
coming from the FET. 

Anyway, I think there is some value in taking reasonable measures to reduce intrinsic oscillator drift, even if when you hook it up to a real "antenna" it all
goes to hell due to environmental factors.  For instance, there's heat generated inside the enclosure which would be nice not to have to worry about too
much.

FredM 3/16/2014 11:06:32 PM [700]

"  It brought the +83 ppm/C of the frequency down to +32 ppm/C but the curve is now less linear.  It seems positive tempco caps are fairly non-linear
with temperature and with frequency." - Dewster

Yes - the linearity of thermal drift is an issue I suppose.. But I have regarded it as a less important matter.. Not sure if im wrong in this assumption.



Using electronic temperature correction (thermistors or junctions to read temperature, and a frequency correction feedback to the oscillator) I havent got
linear correction, but have believed that as long as the drift was contained within a reasonable span, this didnt matter - if the null point moves a few cm
towards the antenna, or a few cm in the opposite direction, I felt no-one would notice or care.. As long as the drift wasnt enough to be noticed and/or
warrant adjustment of the tuning control... It didnt matter if drift was say 1cm for the first 10 degree change then another 1cm for the following 20 degree
change..

I am now having to deal with this in a much more critical way on my ribbon - because even the slightest drift becomes noticable if there is a physical /
visual ribbon against which pitches are referenced - I went a little OTT on my latest prototype and went for 1m length ribbon covering 6 octaves
(1.3cm/st) and keeping the semitones reasonably alligned to the correct positions looks like it may be a problem as temperature changes.. Ok, finger
pressure etc makes it less critical - perhaps im worrying too much...

Fred.

WISC oscillator = Clapp oscillator
dewster 3/17/2014 3:33:09 PM [701]

WISC oscillator = Clapp oscillator

Looking at oscillators today it seems my newest one is old hat!  The Clapp topology uses series LC and looks exactly the same as mine.  Oh well, nothing
ever new with these things.  Maybe using it to jack up swing across the tank capacitance is kind of new?

Tried increasing the source capacitor, doing this you can get really high voltage at the antenna, but the gate swing increases too.

I'm thinking the frequency temperature dependence is due to changing FET bias, currently looking at different biasing schemes.  The base bias resistor
seems like it might be a natural place to control things.  (Very slowly becoming a transistor guy, the process of which isn't super fun, but what do you
do?  Gotta own a large collection of hats for this project.)

FredM 3/17/2014 8:29:12 PM [702]

Dewster,

I am not surprised your "WISC" isnt new - IMO, its not your best oscillator!  ;-) Your CMOS oscillator designs IMO have been some of the best and most
versatile I have seen published.. I think going the single transistor (FET) route is possibly a step backwards - IMO with simple transistor designs one is
much more at the mercy of part tolerances.

You got me seriously looking at CMOS again - I was into transistors.. Funny, we seem to have swapped places! ;-)

Fred.

 

dewster 3/17/2014 9:20:47 PM [703]

"Funny, we seem to have swapped places! ;-)"  - FredM

And all I've got to show for it is the Clapp!  ;-)

The CMOS stuff may have a temperature dependence too (probably less though), I'll have to check that.  Maybe there is some way to use CMOS instead
of a FET for Clapp drive.

Played with the FET gate voltage in my current circuit and see about -10k ppm/V.  Silicon diode is -2 mV/C. multiply together and get +20 ppm/C, which
is directionally incorrect, and too small to fix the +80 ppm/C I measured previously, but interesting.  Some kind of inverting VBE multiplier may be one
answer.

The Clapp is drawing an amazingly low 1.5 mA including regulator, I'm somewhat reluctant to give up on it.  I wonder if one could construct a
complementary N&P FET pair, or better yet buy one in a common package?  The gates can handle more voltage than MOS types which might help with
ESD.

FredM 3/17/2014 9:42:14 PM [704]

"Maybe there is some way to use CMOS instead of a FET for Clapp drive."

" I wonder if one could construct a complementary N&P FET pair, or better yet buy one in a common package?  The gates can handle more voltage than
MOS types which might help with ESD."

- Dewster

Just want to check before I start playing with CMOS analogue models..

Is this the Clapp you were talking about ? ....



;-)

Fred.

dewster 3/17/2014 10:06:19 PM [705]

^ Yes that's it. ^

R1=1k, R2=1M, L1=600uH, C1=C2=220pF, J1=MPF102.  That's what's on my bench at the moment.

I'm also using a 470 ohm series resistance from +3.3V to drain, with a 0.1uF from drain to ground.  I'm anxious to see what effect this has on temperature
dependence.

You know, I've studiously avoided these in-phase common drive & sense constructs because I really don't understand how they work.  I think it's by a
slight lead between sense and drive, so the drive is always (or at least predominately during the cycle) pulling a little in the right direction.  Low gain I
think.  I need to play around with a generic gain block like that opamp (I think livio gave a schematic for this upthread).

dewster 3/18/2014 2:21:34 AM [706]

Just played around with a generic Clapp:



Spice here: http://www.mediafire.com/view/zlo6iosd8dp2311/generic_clapp_2014-03-17.asc

I think I now see how these things work.  It's not low gain (high or low gains work fine), and it's not drive leading sense (drive can be delayed).  It's the
way the transistor in circuit has an essentially differential input.  This makes oscillations self-starting and self-perpetuating.  Simulate and look at VP,
VN, and VO and with a bit of thought it should be clear.

Using a comparator or high speed opamp here would make sense, but there would have to be some provision to limit the output drive voltage to 1/2 max
amplitude in order to constrain the VP input to the range of GND to VCC.  This could be a simple voltage divider off of R1 and a largish capacitor to
ground.  Or instead some provision to reduce the VP input rather than the VO output would work too and wouldn't limit output swing.  With push-pull
drive the output voltage swing would be nicely constrained.

dewster 3/20/2014 11:43:54 PM [707]

Been playing with oscillators, the Clapp adapted for Theremin use, and livio's Colpitts used in his CapSensor Theremino.  This Clapp is currently running
on my bench:

I'm using the split counter-wound tank inductor, and placed some capacitance to ground at the split point (C4).  This obviously cuts into the sensitivity,
but it seems to increase stability more than it reduces sensitivity, but I don't have hard numbers to back this up, or any theories.

http://www.mediafire.com/view/zlo6iosd8dp2311/generic_clapp_2014-03-17.asc


Some LTSpice waves:

Antenna voltage (for a 5pF antenna) is around 32V peak (64V p-p).

Output of the buffer.  Rise time is around 50ns which should be fine for the FPGA.  Seeing ~100ns in the working circuit, it turns into more or less a sine
wave if you grasp the antenna.

Took me over a day of studying, simulating, and benching to settle on using livio's simple but efficient NPN buffer, but with 1/10 the collector
resistance.  I wanted to use a FET here but nothing I tried worked as well as a BJT.

Here is livio's CapSensor Colpitts oscillator for comparison:



After simulating it and changing stuff around I'm not sure why C1 doesn't equal C2.  Also, low bias current (set by R1) is desirable in LFOs to minimize
flicker noise and self-heating, but for Theremin use if the bias is set too low there isn't enough energy to overcome tank losses, particularly when a hand
touches or grasps the antenna, and particularly when the antenna swing voltage is set rather high, which can produce a stall (which both recover from). 
With the tapped split inductor with 10pF to ground and R1=1k I don't see stalling on my oscillator when grasping the antenna (though I do see obvious
signs of reduced antenna voltage when it is grasped).

Surprisingly (or not), livio's oscillator can be modified to do very similar voltage swings as those in the adapted Clapp, but not quite as high.  And it can
be configured to have very similar sensitivity to the Clapp, but again not quite as high.

If you replace R1 with a FET constant current source and vary the current by changing the set resistor, you can fairly linearly vary frequency.  I don't see
this very strongly in simulation, but the bench circuit increases ~1400ppm by lowering R1 to 500 ohms.  This might be a good mechanism to offset any
temperature / frequency drift with one or two thermistors.

============

I'm using a new sensitivity metric.  It is (%F change) / (%C change).  To find the maximum or ideal: For a 10pF antenna + 1pF hand, since LC frequency
is proportional to the inverse of the square root of the capacitance, we have:

  %F change = [(11^-2) - (10^-2)] / (10^-2) = -0.04654 = -4.654%

  %C change = [11 - 10] / 10 = 0.1 = 10%

  %F / %C = 4.654 / 10 = 0.4654 = %F/%C MTS (Maximum Theoretical Sensitivity)

So sensitivity can (and will here) be stated in terms of MTS, from 0 to 1.

============

0. livio's Colpitts gives 32V p-p at the antenna and 0.28 MTS. 

1. Removing the 18pF C5 from livio's circuit yields 40V p-p and 0.42 MTS.

2. Further modifying (1) so C1=C2=220pF and R1=1k yields 80V p-p and 0.36 MTS.

============

By contrast, my Clapp as show above has 64V p-p at the antenna and 0.49 MTS.

Reducing C4 to 4.7pF yields 96V p-p and 0.72 MTS.

Eliminating C4 gives 145V p-p and 0.96 MTS.  And increased instability.

Bear in mind that my circuit uses a somewhat inferior FET, if I were to use livio's FET the antenna swing would go up ~25%.  Also note that the above
are calculations done from spice data, not actual circuits, and that all inductors were treated as ideal.

I haven't breadboarded livio's Colpitts, for all I know it is more stable than the adapted Clapp.  But I don't really like the look of C4=10pF tank drive &
sense, but perhaps that's irrational.

============

I'm coming to the conclusion that I'm a moron for doing any kind of temperature testing with circuits on a bread board.  Need to do an ugly construction
or similar oscillator and give that some time in the freezer.

============

http://www.qrp.pops.net/ugly.asp


[EDIT] Spice here: http://www.mediafire.com/download/8dy1d2iakxakxda/osc_clapp_livio_2014-03-21.zip

FredM 3/21/2014 12:03:49 AM [708]

"I'm using a new sensitivity metric.  It is (%F change) / (%C change)" - Dewster

Yeah, I like that! Thats an extremely rational and meaningful metric IMO !

;-)

Fred.

I like the look of your oscillator - and it should be easy to ESD protect it with an antenna discharge tube and a LV transient device from G to Gnd.

Is there any way you can see to adjust the frequency at some LV point in the circuit? I havent had a chance to run the sim on this (or the last) circuit yet
[my PC has been tied up running a massive simulation for the last couple of days - hopefully I will get an audio (.wav) file at the end of the procesess so I
can hear if my new mixer works as I hope] but as soon as that sim is done, I will play with your oscillator - I just dont want to risk overloading anything
and crashing Windows before my present simulation is complete.. Quite funny really, a 60 hour latency ;-).. and thats with a quite fast dual Xeon PC (but
horribly slow 15 year old Proteus software - the only simulator I have that produces good quality audio files from schematics - and this will be a big file -
several minutes with pitch and harmonic sweeping.. Sadly, I wasnt able to partition the simulation, so it either will complete or it wont, odds are probably
50/50)

dewster 3/21/2014 2:06:25 PM [709]

"Is there any way you can see to adjust the frequency at some LV point in the circuit?" - FredM

For small adjustments, reducing R1 from 1k to 500 ohms increases the frequency ~1400ppm on the bench (only seeing 355ppm in spice).  This might be
enough to offset any temperature dependencies with one or two varistors.  A varactor from G to ground might give you more range but would probably
alter the antenna voltage swing as well.

I added a link to the spice files above.

On a breadboard, on my noisy bench, with my "standard" 250mm antenna, the circuit fires up and is quite stable from the get-go with no real "warming
up" drifty period.  Scope trigger delay at 50ms shows <50ns of 60 Hz noise and some very slight drift but that's pretty much it.  From the sensitivity vs.
noise and stability I see on the scope I believe this could be played musically out to maybe 0.7 meters.  Drawing ~3mA including regulator and output
buffer from a 9V battery (@7.4V, could use a new battery). 

Did a quick test at 0.75m with 250mm long x 10mm diameter antenna vs 235mm tall x 115mm wide metal plate: seeing roughly double the sensitivity to
my open/closed hand, but also seeing roughly double the 60Hz noise.  If one could filter the 60Hz downstream a plate could be an attractive option over a
rod.

FredM 3/22/2014 3:41:58 AM [710]

Hi Dewster -

Just been playing with your clapp_2LC_buf_CC_2014-03-21

It really is beautiful! Rock stable, self starting, extremely low harmonics at antenna, low current, and yes - I think the CC Fet has great potential for
temperature frequency correction.

For some reason I cannot understand, I cannot get this circuit to run on Proteus - I found before that some oscillator circuits only seem to behave in LT-
Spice..

But whatever - Congratulations on this design!  Its really elegant - particularly the way the out-of-phase (voltage WRT Antenna) drive naturally provides
exactly the required (minimum) current to sustain oscillation, resulting in a highly stable oscillation of high purity.. I have been messing with non-ideal
inductors, changing the resonant frequency and generally abusing your design ;-) and yes - I can get the waveforms to be less perfect etc, but it has stood
up to all reasonable abuse I have thrown at it!

Fred.

dewster 3/22/2014 3:49:15 PM [711]

"Just been playing with your clapp_2LC_buf_CC_2014-03-21

It really is beautiful! Rock stable, self starting, extremely low harmonics at antenna, low current, and yes - I think the CC Fet has great potential for
temperature frequency correction."  - FredM

It's quite nice, just wish I had invented it originally and not partially re-invented it after the fact!

I think the CC FET itself can be dispensed with as the top differential amplifier FET will likely respond the same to variation in R1 (it does in simulation;
it's in a sort of CC arrangement already).  I really wanted the CC FET design to go, but I think it maybe introduces a bit of noise (subjective) and I worry
that it may introduce temperature tracking issues between the FETs? 

So the non-CC one is the way I'll likely go.  It took me forever to come over to the single transistor camp (after repeatedly bad mouthing it) - wish I'd
tried this stuff long ago.  I particularly like the low current aspect which seems to eliminate any "warm-up", and the allowable higher voltages at the
device terminals which somewhat relaxes ESD and tank swing sense limits compared to CMOS.

=========

http://www.mediafire.com/download/8dy1d2iakxakxda/osc_clapp_livio_2014-03-21.zip


Just quickly (not definitively) tried livio's Colpitts arrangement by rearranging a few things on the breadboard.  It behaves very similarly in all ways as
the adapted Clapp.  But even with 10pF in series with the antenna (livio's schematic shows 18pF here) it stalls out much easier, and with this cap it is
noticeably less sensitive.  The 10pF between the tank and FET necessary for larger voltage swings is largely to blame for the poorer showing IMO as it
limits drive energy.  I should add that for this quick test I used 220pF caps for C1 and C2, livio specifies 33pF and 82pF respectively which would help a
lot with stalling, but would dramatically lower the antenna swing. (Who knows how much swing is "enough"?  And I was going for more of an apples /
apples comparison.)

dewster 3/22/2014 8:48:53 PM [712]

Picked up one of these yesterday for ~$10 at the local Sears store (#965119):

Dimensions: 562mm x 182mm x 98mm.  With some work it looks like a Theremin could be built into it. 

It's blow-molded, but luckily the bottom is largely solid, with feet on the bottom surface giving some recess relief for screw heads and such protruding
from bottom should one want to mount things in it.  Some standoffs going from the bottom up to a custom made inner control / display panel should do
the trick.  The top is also solid in the recessed handle area, which would give another nice internal control / display panel mounting area.

Could use UHF chassis connectors mounted on the lower panel for the antennas.  The pitch antenna would screw right in, the volume side would require
90 degree elbow(s) to make perpendicular with the case.

I really wish the top had latches on both sides and didn't hinge, but maybe the pitch display could go in there on the left or right side behind a smoked or
red plexiglas panel.  Maybe the FPGA could in the top as well on the other side, leaving the lower area for oscillators only?  This would locate much of
the heat and noise away from the oscillators.  Or maybe the hinge pin acceptor on one side could be slotted out to allow easy removal of the top, which
could then be used for antenna storage and such.

The microphone stand mount I have is actually threaded through, so I could bolt it to a non-metallic internal bottom stiffener plate and just provide an
access hole to it through the bottom - it wouldn't have to stick out or anything so the box would still be able to sit flat (unlike the EWS which needs big
feet to accomplish this).  The inner bottom area is flat, so the stiffener plate could cover the entire inner bottom (no jokes please) and be attached via the
same standoffs used for the lower control panel.

Still kicking around the possibilities, but it looks as promising as anything else I've seen.  And it's durable, inexpensive, and I don't have to pay
outrageous postage from Turkey.  But I have to fabricate panels and stiffeners and stuff.

[EDIT] Starving artist's conception:

FredM 3/23/2014 12:44:16 AM [713]



I love the box ;-) - space to fit more knobs between the antennas as well ;-)

Dewster - A while back you were mentioning spread spectrum?

Have a look at this :

http://humancond.org/wiki/user/ram/electro/capsense/0main

Fred.

(the 30cm breath pattern is astoundingly impressive IMO) - REALLY wierd finding this! I was searching for philosophical matters at the time - Free will,
self desception, that sort of thing .. and there in the index I find capacitive sensing... ?!

dewster 3/24/2014 5:22:16 PM [714]

"...the 30cm breath pattern is astoundingly impressive IMO"   - FredM

Very interesting!  I need to start using the term "attoFarads"!

Still digesting it, the reasoning seems sound.  It's not clear to me how he has the transmitter and receivers arranged in the testing space.  Small
capacitance in the receiving opamp feedback loop, largeish voltages on the transmitting antenna, lots of parallels to Theremin circuitry.

Output bandwidth is 1.5Hz!  Sticking a 1.5Hz LPF on the demodulated output of a generic Theremin LC oscillator would give some pretty astounding
results.  When I look at my current oscillator delayed by 50ms (I think this is sort of like 20Hz BW sensitivity without the filtering SNR advantage - very
analogous to heterodyning anyway) I easily and routinely see my respiration at 30cm or so even with a small rod antenna - have to back way off even
with no antenna so my body doesn't overly influence things like temperature testing.  It's obviously not spread spectrum though.

His statement: "This is the receive frequency response, including the inherent single zero high-pass effect of the capacitive coupling" refers I think to the
capacitive coupling of all environmental signals to the antenna, which makes added series capacitance moot at best.

FredM 3/24/2014 9:06:40 PM [715]

" I need to start using the term "attoFarads"!" - Dewster

LOL ;-) - Not a good idea if you dont want "uninitiated" engineers to regard you as anything other than a masochistic nutter! - Ive got a "You mean pF
not fF dont you?" when ive been in discussion with clients regarding cap sensors, and when one says "no - I mean sensing resolution of better than 1fF"
their doubt / scepticism becomes palpable, and they start talking about inductive or optical sensors.. I suspect that if you start using aF things might be
even worse ... ;-)

" I easily and routinely see my respiration at 30cm or so even with a small rod antenna"

It was the resolution that kind of impressed me (visually anyway - it may be meaningless as there may be interpolation or whatever going on)..  To be
honest, I really didnt study the stuff in any depth, so it could be worthless... Just thought you should see it as it was an idea of yours a while back.

Fred.

dewster 3/24/2014 11:08:46 PM [716]

"Just thought you should see it as it was an idea of yours a while back."  - FredM

Yeah, but I only took it as far as looking at the drive / sense differential of a resistor feeding an antenna.  This guy takes it a whole lot farther.

Some unexpected things: (1) He's using a LFSR sequence, but XORs the output with the clock, so there are just 1/2 and 1 clock period levels coming out,
which constrains the harmonic bandwidth over that of a straight LFSR sequence and gives more transitions.  (2) He keeps the LFSR total sequence period
rather short (10Hz) so that multiple sequences are used per reading (1.5Hz).  The sequence can be seen as an elaborate AC signal with no harmonic
energy below the repeat period - no LF content to confuse things. (3) The XORed LFSR is cranked up in voltage (20V) and then low pass filtered with a
simple LC.  (4) The "ground plane" copper layer on the back of the sensing plates is actually the transmitting antenna!  This is electrically connected to
the aluminum pole on which all of the receivers are mounted, so it's all radiating.

(4) Gives it some directionality, and makes it largely immune to objects behind the antennas, much like your shielding ideas Fred.  He has three receiving
antennas all picking up the same transmit signal, so in some sense it's also vaguely like your upside down ideas.

I imagine it could be adapted to higher frequencies so that the integration period ("spreading gain") could be more in the range of Theremin playability
(~1ms).  One problem for the FPGA approach is the synchronous receivers, the output of which is an analog voltage read via A/D.

I wonder if at some point the emissions boys will force all Theremins into spread spectrum territory?

dewster 3/26/2014 7:13:21 PM [717]

After mulling over the article a bit more:

(1) isn't unusual, the LFSR sequence is usually multiplied with a sine wave to restrict total bandwidth.

(4) is really odd.  The antennas appear to be indirectly driven capacitively via the active "ground plane".  The drive is likely somewhat strong (i.e. largish
capacitance) lowering the sensitivity.

http://humancond.org/wiki/user/ram/electro/capsense/0main


For all the talk of "spreading gain" and such, I believe one can think about these things to a first order as a moderate voltage square wave (~20V p-p)
capacitively connected to an antenna, with an input +1/-1 amplifier in phase with the driving wave (detection/rectification) going to an RC LPF.  External
capacitive loading of the antenna (a hand, etc.) makes the resulting DC signal smaller. 

The use of a more random signal just distributes the radiated energy over a wider band and makes the receiver statistically fairly immune to strong
narrow band interferers.

FredM 3/26/2014 9:08:44 PM [718]

 

Thank you, Dewster - That makes a lot of sense.. and gives me an idea..

The analogue "driven shield" stuff could probably be made to work with a similar topology without spread spectrum - its an idea I havent explored, but
its certainly interesting.. Drive the shield from a low Z output from the oscillator via an inductor - shield is coupled to the "antenna" by capacitive
proximity, this antenna is itself connected to ground via an inductor forming an independant parallel resonant, and it forms the frequency / tuning input to
the oscillator...

But I agree that the spresd spectrum approach does look like having some big advantages IF one can decrease the latency.

Fred.

Something like this? Or perhaps even omit the drive side inductor.. Quite easy to get a big enough capacitive coupling between shield and antenna! ;-) ..
This certainly simplifies shielding hugely! - with powerful enough drive one could have a ground shield over the driven shield to reduce emission.

 

dewster 3/27/2014 3:18:36 PM [719]

"Something like this?"  FredM

Oh interesting!  I didn't think of integrating the coupled shielding signal back into the oscillator itself!

From what I can tell, the SS capacitance sensor works like this:



The problem is in hugely amplifying the minute difference between the antenna and the shield with both flailing around.

The SS capacitance sensor solves this rather cleverly by referencing just about everything, including chassis ground, power supplies, and A/D, to the
shield signal.  The amplified difference signal is detected (rectified) with an analog switch, with the final RC trading BW for SNR.

FredM 3/27/2014 6:30:29 PM [720]

"Oh interesting!  I didn't think of integrating the coupled shielding signal back into the oscillator itself!" - Dewster

I have run some basic simulations using a modified CMOS oscillator, and it looks promising! - Having a ground shield over the driven shield / osc drive,
and giving this a capacitance of 1nF in simulation, and having a transistor push-pull output driving the shield via low R (100) .. then having shield
coupling to antenna by 100pF..

A practical problem will be this shield -> antenna coupling.. This is likely to suffer huge thermal variation and also microphonics .. Active thermal
correction will be essential.. Microphonics could be an advantage.

The Sensing field would AFAICS be highly directional if one had a narrow 'window' in the antenna construction, or this window could be widened as
requred - This should get rid of most hum / interference / interaction issues and possibly improve linearity?

Im certainly going to play about with this!

Fred

Here is an update with included ground shield:

I get good simulation with an output inductor of 47uH (output drive = 5V from 6 parallel 74HC04s each via 2k2 giving 366 ohms) , input inductor of
680uH, Shield to ground coupling I have arbitrarily set at 1nF, Shield to antenna coupling at 100pF, total antenna - ground / player coupling at 10pF.
Antenna P-P = 70V, sensitivity = ~3kHz/pF oscillator running @ ~700kHz. Drive current is sine +7ma to -7ma P-P.

The whole output stage (and osc) could be simplified - I just have a standard setup that my simulator likes! ;-)

 Flaws: Antenna voltage does vary a bit with antenna capacitance (marginal) but the real flaw in this design is that frequency will vary HUGELY with
any change in shield -> antenna coupling.. Ok if this coupling was COG/NPO, but it most certainly wont be! ;-) 



One big possible advantage I am looking at is that it seems easier to put a band-pass filter on the input - Unlike normal arrangements, where anything one
places in the antenna circuit deals with both "transmitted" and "recieved" signals, it seems I can have a high-Z input amplifier followed by a BPF which
rejects everything below 500kHz and everything above 1MHz, and I can probably incorporate this right at the input if I want...

dewster 3/27/2014 11:40:55 PM [721]

"Flaws: Antenna voltage does vary a bit with antenna capacitance (marginal) but the real flaw in this design is that frequency will vary HUGELY with
any change in shield -> antenna coupling.. Ok if this coupling was COG/NPO, but it most certainly wont be! ;-) "  - FredM

Yes.  This is almost certainly why he dedicates an entire "dummy" channel to compensating for the other active ones.  They tell you to avoid double sided
PCB in VFOs because of this very issue.  Could something more rigid, perhaps with some air in there and wider spacing, do a better job?

FredM 3/28/2014 2:56:16 AM [722]

"Could something more rigid, perhaps with some air in there and wider spacing, do a better job?" - Dewster

Yes, im sure one could construct an assembly with air (or ideally vaccum) dielectric.. but there is still expansion of the metals, thermal effects on
whatever holds the structure together, and of course the thermal effects on any dielectric itself..

For a heterodyning scheme, one might be able to construct an antenna which has a "reference" assembly within it providing the capacitance to a reference
oscillator which changes exactly the way the variable oscillators antenna capacitance changes (minus the player ;-) But it would be a lot of work and
involve duplicating the VFO circuitry in the REF oscillator exactly..

For rod antennas, I think that perhaps the best might be a construction built using some tube of material like Tufnol which has well defined dielectric
properties and is rigid (have the antenna as a metalised deposit on the tubes inner, or as a metalized strip running down the "back" of the inner tube in
tight contact with the tube, and have the shield as a semi-circular coating on the outer of the tube) and then have a thermal sensor in the tube which feeds
a correction circuit..

For plate antennas I think things could be a lot easier - FR4 has the same charactaristics as some grades of Tufnol - A thermal sensor mounted on one
copper face should give accurate enough detection and electronic compensation could be applied.. With a plate antenna it would also be easy to put the
whole assembly into thermal insulation, there is no dissipation on the antenna or shield, so good thermal insulation could keep the sensor assembly
temperature constant for hours even if there are big changes in the environment .. this may be enough to allow for tuning and the instrument being stable
enough.

My view, however, is that with all the other factors (particularly inductor drift if one is using ferrite) having temperature sensing and electronic correction
is actually worth the extra circuitry - Oh, its not perfect - but having sensors that can act as positive or negetive correctors summing into an opamp, the
output of which corrects an oscillator, is a brute-force inellegant way of solving most problems - Each sensor goes to a 20 turn preset, at centre there is 0
output, and one can adjust each for +ve or -Ve output to taste.. One sensor in the antenna, one or two close to critical components, and you can certainly
get "good enough" in most cases...

But I havent tried this new scheme! ;-)

Fred.

 

FredM 3/28/2014 5:50:48 AM [723]

I have moved further discussion on this oscillator coupling scheme to Here

 

dewster 4/3/2014 12:16:27 AM [724]

Today I made a second oscillator with antenna and qualitatively looked at how two oscillators interfere with each other with my scope @ 0.5 ms trigger
delay. 

1. Holding the battery powered oscillator in my hand, and "tuning" it by moving my hand near the antenna, I'm seeing a fair amount of disturbance in the
bench oscillator out past 1 meter when the frequencies are the same or very nearly the same. 

2. With both oscillators sitting on my bench and sharing a ground, with both antennas oriented vertically and about 0.4m apart, I see a fair bit of
disturbance when the frequencies are within about 6% of each other.  This includes significant "pulling" (frequency offset), "tearing" (jitter), and
amplitude modulation.

3. Moving the oscillators much closer to about 0.1m apart they have to be about 20% different in frequency to not significantly interfere.

Hmm.  Not quite sure where this is headed.  The interference is somehow both better and worse than I expected.  Better in the sense that two oscillators
not too significantly mistuned can operate fairly close to each other.  Worse in the sense that an oscillator fairly far away can pretty much nail another if
it's smack dab on frequency.

I also see a significant drop in frequency when simply grounding the battery powered oscillator, which makes sense.

==========

[EDIT] I just increased the scope trigger delay to 50ms.  With the the 0.1m distance and ~20% frequency difference I'm seeing mainly amplitude
modulation going on, which is encouraging.

file:///Forums/T/29205/crazy-theoretical-technical-ideas?page=5


FredM 4/3/2014 7:02:53 AM [725]

Dewster,

I am a bit surprised by the effect you are getting from a "distant" oscillator - If the distant one was driving a series LC resulting in a high antenna voltage,
and was affecting one with low antenna voltage, I could see it..

Also, 6% is not "close" by any theremin standards - at 100kHz, thats a full 6kHz.. At 250kHz thats well outside the maximum difference one gets on say
an EW..

Does this come down to digital requirements proving to be far more critical than the requirements of a heterodyning direct-to-audio theremin? - I suppose
that with heterodyning, the net result will be (post mixer) waveform distortion - "jitter" on HF oscillators wont bother the audio much unless extremely
severe.

Fred.

 

dewster 4/3/2014 1:22:12 PM [726]

"I am a bit surprised by the effect you are getting from a "distant" oscillator - If the distant one was driving a series LC resulting in a high antenna
voltage, and was affecting one with low antenna voltage, I could see it.."  - FredM

Relatively measured just now through a 1pF series cap, the antenna voltages are 4V (bench osc) and 2.6V p-p (hand held osc) with a 8pF / 10Meg probe. 
They weren't sharing a ground or a scope or a power supply for the first distance test.  This kind of disturbance bothers me the least because the
frequency has to be pretty much spot on to have any effect at all (that I could see on the scope).  I'll have to try it again with a common ground as this
would reflect reality better.

"Also, 6% is not "close" by any theremin standards - at 100kHz, thats a full 6kHz.. At 250kHz thats well outside the maximum difference one gets on say
an EW.."

It is close by Theremin standards in the sense of pitch and volume oscillator operating points - e.g. for the EWS this difference is almost an octave
(260kHz and 450kHz respectively).  I need to experiment more (story of my life) but it seems clear that one can have three oscillators  & antennas on a
Theremin as long as they are sufficiently far enough apart in terms of distance / frequency (which is a trade-off; and which seems self-evident in
retrospect).  For two volume antennas placed very close together this might require a 25% difference in frequency or more, for the more distant pitch
antenna one might also go with something in the 25% range as well since it is controlling something more perceptible to our human senses.

I'm doing these tests in the 1.7MHz range because that's the coils I have handy at the moment.  Ideally I'd like to be running them in the 2-3MHz range
like livio suggested in order to avoid strong broadcasts and such, and this almost works mathematically.  Divvying this up geometrically into three
(3/2)^(1/2)=1.225 or 22.5% zones gives 2, 2.45, and 3MHz.  These obviously can't be set exactly due to the vagaries of bulk antenna capacitance so some
additional slack is likely called for.

And who knows what subtly audible effects might creep into all this, though I intend to heterodyne above 1kHz and average / comb filter to some
degree.  I can see why other non-Theremin but essentially Theremin projects with multiple sensors immediately jump on a single stimulus / synchronous
detection scheme as it makes a lot of sense from an internal interference perspective.  I need to look at them further I suppose, but they somehow seem
inherently AM & RC to me.  And after reading some of Self's "Small Signal Audio Design" (thanks for that pointer Fred!) I rather suspect the use of
premium opamps for all of the functionality going on.  If one lowly Radio Shack JFET with a simple hand wound coil can do the same thing, maybe
frequency division rather than code division is the better way to go? 

(And it's not like any of these projects are in any real sense actually using multiple code division among the sensors - they talk it up with a bunch of sexy
sounding language, but in the end they use a single code to scramble and average out environmental interferers.  If they only use a single code, how
immune can they be to conducted crosstalk between hands?  If they were to use multiple orthogonal codes (i.e. Gold codes) they might need some
mechanism to make the received power at each antenna roughly the same, something I believe may be impossible with multiple closely spaced
receivers.)

Anyway, I have a new respect for the placement of several Theremins in the same room!

FredM 4/3/2014 8:24:30 PM [727]

"Anyway, I have a new respect for the placement of several Theremins in the same room!" - Dewster

And this is my problem - because I had 16 operating without problem - and I wasnt doing anything particularly clever! ;-)

These theremins werent directional, all operated at between 400kHz and 500kHz, had about 160V P-P on their antennas (there were a couple that were
experimental electronically linearized and that didnt have antenna EQ inductors and only had about 30V P-P)..

Was I just "lucky" somehow? They interacted like hell when their grounds were common, but when the grounds were isolated and they had effectively a
'dipole' antenna assembly with the ground "antenna" below the theremin and the sense "antenna" above it, I was able to detune them enough that
they didnt interact - they only interacted if anyone / thing detuned them.

"It is close by Theremin standards in the sense of pitch and volume oscillator operating points - e.g. for the EWS this difference is almost an octave
(260kHz and 450kHz respectively).It is close by Theremin standards in the sense of pitch and volume oscillator operating points - e.g. for the EWS this
difference is almost an octave (260kHz and 450kHz respectively)."

Yeah - I think my life could have been a lot more difficult if id had volume antennas on my H1 - So its not "fair" to say there were 16 "theremins" - these
were only 1/2 theremins.. I may have managed a few more than 8 if they had been full theremins, but suspect I would have been deep in brown sticky
stuff if they had wanted 16 full theremins ;-)

Fred.



Bipolar Oscillator
dewster 4/4/2014 12:54:29 AM [728]

Bipolar Oscillator

"They interacted like hell when their grounds were common, but when the grounds were isolated and they had effectively a 'dipole' antenna assembly with
the ground "antenna" below the theremin and the sense "antenna" above it, I was able to detune them enough that they didnt interact - they only
interacted if anyone / thing detuned them."  - FredM

Along these lines, it hit me today that one might blend the Clapp and Colpitts and make both ends of the wiggling inductor equally sensitive to external
capacitance, producing twin bipolar antenna fields:

The voltages at ANT1 and ANT2 are 180 degrees out of phase, swinging about 70V p-p (in Spice).  I have it breadboarded and running, though it won't
work without about 15pF of real capacitance hanging off of the inductor (C3 & C4).  Not very sensitive to proximity at the drive point, but the antennas
individually seem fairly sensitive.  I was thinking something like this might help cancel out environmental noise / reduce the importance of grounding? 
Probably just another dead end.

Spice here: http://www.mediafire.com/download/w5nozden33a58r5/bipolar_osc_2014-04-03.asc

Perhaps my next oscillator will be manic-depressive.  ;-)

FredM 4/4/2014 2:13:24 AM [729]

" I was thinking something like this might help cancel out environmental noise / reduce the importance of grounding?  " - Dewster

I think theres a problem..

In conventional theremin topology, one can see the player as a variable capacitance across the tank or antenna resonator, "closing" the circuit.. Even if not
galvanically connected to ground, everything conductive (or at least everything not shielded by some other potential) is at least capacitively coupled to
ground if not galvanically..

So even if one had a dipole arrangment, these dipoles and the circuit board and the player would all still have coupling to ground...

I never got rid of ground coupling on my H1's - All I did was make this purely capacitive rather than galvanic - The "ground antenna" was quite a large
area, and would have coupled to ground substantially - The windings on the power transformer would have coupled to mains ground (N) substantially.

The truth is that I dont fully understand why it worked - I am not alone on this, Lydia's husband (who designed the Tvox) asked me how I was getting the
instruments not to react with each other, and  was more than a little puzzled when I showed him...

I originally specified that all the power cables and grounds for the instruments should go to a common power point, and this was what I used when I
tested the instruments at home, and they all behaved... I was supplied at the show with a single standard short power extention lead going to the first
theremin, another plugged into this for the next theremin, and so on for all 16 - and they just screamed at each other! I suspect it was inductance down the
ground line that was the real problem - the instruments at the far end (furthest from the power outlet) were the ones most interacting.. But even so it
doesnt make much sense - The PSU design was pedantic and I dont believe HF was escaping down the ground line - I rather suspect that the wire
inductance was allowing these "ground" cables to "pick up" radiated RF from one theremins antenna, and there was sufficient HF potential developed to
allow signal to be radiated to the other theremin.

But I will never know for sure - All I do know for sure is that no matter what one does, ground is going to be there! - One can either try to fight it, or try
to make it work for you. With the H1's I had a large plinth that was ideal for a large area "ground antenna" - this gave good local coupling to the player,
and if I ever had a similar job I would do the same again, with or without a galvanic ground connection (I would love the chance to test my H1's with
power wiring the way I specified..) But I would be daunted at the idea of having a tuned dipole arrangment.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/w5nozden33a58r5/bipolar_osc_2014-04-03.asc


Fred.

FredM 4/4/2014 8:07:12 AM [730]

Just been thinking about ground lead inductance.. Almost started a "Ghosts in the machine" thread to discuss stuff like this - but decided to hijack this
thread until it became noticable ;-)

Do we have a situation at times, where inductance in the ground wiring combined with capacitive coupling to ground could actually form a seperate
resonant circuit?

And could this perhaps give some explanation for some weird behaviors, and perhaps even occasional "improvements" in range / linearity or whatever -
things which are seen but are rarely repeatable?

And could it perhaps be that the choice of lower oscillator frequencies reduces the effect of inductance in ground wires, and that there is a whole can of
worms opening as we go towards 1MHz and above with 'conventional' (as in, ground referenced / dependent) topologies ?

Fred.

dewster 4/4/2014 2:00:49 PM [731]

"Even if not galvanically connected to ground, everything conductive (or at least everything not shielded by some other potential) is at least capacitively
coupled to ground if not galvanically."  - FredM 

Aye, there's the rub.  I keep thinking there is a balanced way out of this, but with the player effectively grounded it always seems to come back to a
ground reference of some sort.

"Do we have a situation at times, where inductance in the ground wiring combined with capacitive coupling to ground could actually form a seperate
resonant circuit?

And could this perhaps give some explanation for some weird behaviors, and perhaps even occasional "improvements" in range / linearity or whatever -
things which are seen but are rarely repeatable?"

I just did a quick experiment with my battery powered Clapp:

  1.875 MHz - ungrounded

  1.741 MHz - grounded (scope lead)

This is a difference of 134 kHz, or 7%.  An operating point shift this dramatic could easily mess up the fine balance between the tank and EQ leg
resonances required by the EWS to linearize pitch response.  Maybe it's that simple?

FredM 4/5/2014 1:23:43 AM [732]

Hi Dewster,

Alas, I dont think you can derive any kind of "real" numbers from your above experiment, because by connecting the ground all you are effectively doing
is increasing the bulk capacitance "loading" the oscillator - But yes, I fully agree that the deviation is highly likely to move the operating point of the
VFO and therefore impact linearity - This is why I have always felt that tuning by adjusting the reference oscillator was wrong - Best linearity IMO can
be obtained by having the REF fixed, and adjusting antenna length for tuning (tuning the antenna resonator, not either the VFO or Ref). IMO, changing
antenna length is better than adding a tuning capacitor to the antenna resonator, because sensitivity is compensated, wheras a 'wasteful' variable
capacitance affects sensitivity.

(I have been playing with an EW board and my screw adjustable antenna, and tuning the null-point with the antenna allows me to use the tuning control
to adjust linearity! ;-) - Leaving the "tuning control" (now used as a linearity control) in a set position and tuning using the antenna will, I believe, give
consistant linearity regardless of normal changes in capacitive environment - but I wont say this until I have confirmed it ;-)

 I have sketched how I see the configurations:



Normal GROUNDED OPERATION:

Player is coupled to ground capacitively (C6 - ideally 100pF or more). L1 (the ground wire) is low Z, ( low R, Low L) and C1 is effectively shorted. C5
is small (direct capacitive coupling of player to circuit boards 0V, which probably only becomes noticable when the player is close to the theremin), C3 is
small (direct capacitive coupling between antenna and circuit boards 0V)..

Main capacitive path is from antenna to ground via player (C4<->C6) and to ground via background (C2) giving a total capacitance of    (C4<->C6) || C2

UNGROUNDED OPERATION:

Theremins 0V is only coupled to ground via C1 and C5 which are both small - Antenna couples to ground via C2, but as ground is only coupled to the
circuits return path (back to 0V) through C1 and C5, the antenna sees a much smaller capacitance. The same is true for the player, whose coupling to
ground must go in series through C1, and is therefore greatly reduced.

INDUCTIVELY GROUNDED:

IF this is significant inductance in the ground lead (long cable to ground for example) it will behave in the frequency dependant way inductors do - higher
impedence as the frequency increases.. If / When this happens, C1 will no longer be "shorted" and the possibility of C1 || L1 forming an
important resonant entity perhaps becomes real.

---------------------------------------------------------

I wrote the following before I wrote the above - I think the above is more simply explained.. the following repeats the above less clearly I think..

----------------------------------------------------------

With an ungrounded theremin, "0V" coupling (the boards "ground") to the player is mainly determined by C1 and C5 which are  small capacitances -
assuming C6 is comparatively so large (~100pF) as one could regard it as a "short". C2's effect will be greatly reduced because it is effectively in series
with C1. IF player coupling to ground is poor, C6 becomes significant (as in, too small) and needs to be taken into account, both when the theremin
is grounded or ungrounded

If (as with my H1 setup) one cannot connect to ground, then one needs to increase C5 (and also probably C1) by increasing the 'plate' area at the junction
of C1+C5 (the 0V connection to the board)

C1 is the critical component - with a grounded theremin, this is "bypassed" by the galvanic ground connection (shown as L1) IF L1 is low and resistance
is low - As soon as C1's "blocking" function is removed, C2 is no longer in series with C1 and its effect is greatly increased, as is the effect of the player,
as their 0V coupling is no longer "blocked" by C1.

But now we get to L1 - IF this is significant (long cable to ground for example) it will behave in the frequency dependant way inductors do - higher
impedence as the frequency increases.. If / When this happens, C1 will no longer be "shorted" and the possibility of C1 || L1 forming an
important resonant entity perhaps becomes real.

Fred.

ps - C3 is shown for completeness, its coupling from the antenna to the board.. Also, these capacitors and inductors are not "physical" components - they
are an equivalent circuit showing "components" "formed" by the environment.

dewster 4/5/2014 11:46:26 AM [733]

Hi Fred,

Regarding the EW, I agree entirely, and it is interesting that with your variable length antenna the pitch knob will likely become more of a linearity
adjustment.  I still think it is perhaps easiest and best to just forgo linearization of the near field, particularly with the difficulty in tuning, and the recently
discussed complex EW Pro resonant modes giving trouble at start up.  Make the Theremin pitch field wide enough so people don't need to spend
significant time there during normal play.  I think audiences like to see more distance between hand and antenna as well, as it looks more impressive.

I wasn't thinking about the stray capacitances C3 and C5, very nice that you have included them and summarized the configurations.  Your text and
figures would make a nice addition to a book or paper on the subject!



The oscillator needs some kind of foothold to wave the antenna voltage around, and I keep thinking there must be a way to somehow make this
symmetrical rather than ground referenced.  A second identical antenna waving out of phase doesn't seem to be the answer as it would cut sensitivity in
half and be susceptible to disturbance and noise.  Ah well.

==========

I'm kind of stuck studying VFO circuits and trying to figure out how best to buffer the output of the crazy JFET to my logic.  A single NPN (ala livio's
circuit) works, but any time you use a BJT or JFET with serious gain you run into Miller capacitance, which would then couple the output into my
resonating capacitances with temperature dependence.  I could use a JFET or BJT as a voltage follower, and then run this to a gain transistor, but that
seems like it's getting overly complicated and draws significant current so there is more ohmic heating going on.  What to do.

==========

[EDIT] Was starting to get insecure about my latest JFET oscillator so I thought I'd do another comparison to livio's Colpitts both in Spice and on the
bench.

I see now why he uses a larger lower capacitance in the divider - this tends to boost the output voltage swing without increasing transistor bias current,
though it also makes it stall easier.  The tiny capacitor driving the tank reduces sensitivity ratiometrically with the antenna capacitance, but going below
about 10pF keeps it from starting on my breadboard so you're limited to roughly 1/2 the sensitivity right off the bat.

My Clapp with the split tank inductor and 10pF to ground is a compromise in sensitivity giving >2/3 of the theoretical max, but it doesn't stall and can
work down to quite low average drive currents (<1mA) while providing around the same voltage swings as livio's Colpitts.  The same trick of increasing
the lower capacitor similarly increases output swing, but at the expense of more amplitude reduction when touching the antenna.  The Clapp doesn't work
so hot without the split & tapped inductor, if I hadn't stumbled across that I'd probably be considering the Colpitts instead.

I've read that the Colpitts tends to keep the tank voltage constant, Clapp tends to keep the output voltage constant.  I can't say I see much difference
between the two in this respect when they are adapted for high voltage Theremin use.  I've also read that bias currents should be kept minimal to reduce
noise, but I can't say I've seen any direct evidence of this either.

dewster 4/8/2014 5:01:27 PM [734]

Been spending way too long looking at oscillator buffering.  With a 3.3V supply there isn't much opportunity for gain.  But gain isn't really necessary,
while isolation is.  A FET follower is the simplest and gives the best isolation so I've been concentrating on that. 

The above is what I may settle on.  It draws 2.4mA on the bench (with regulator) and gives a somewhat sine-like 2.5V p-p output that doesn't jump
towards + or ground when the signal is attenuated by touching the antenna, and will drive significant capacitance.  It's only going to drive an FPGA pin a
short distance away, but I don't want digital noise creeping back into the sensitive oscillator.

Spent some more time this morning with livio's oscillator investigating 60Hz interference.  The inherent bandpass nature of the Colpitts (grounded tank
inductor) had me worried that it might be better at rejecting 60Hz than the Clapp above.  Luckily (?) I have an extremely noisy LED lamp on my desk
that emits 60Hz like crazy via the AC adapter.  I measured ~20ns of 60Hz FM with livio's oscillator, ~50ns with the Clapp above.  Considering livio's
Colpitts has ~1/3 max sensitivity and my Clapp has ~2/3, it's pretty much a wash in the 60Hz department.  So I believe I can stop worrying about this
issue for now and deal with it later as necessary.

It can sometimes take a person months to find a bit of wheat amongst all the chaff in this field!

FredM 4/28/2014 2:47:36 AM [735]

Hi Dewster -

I have been obsessing over how one determines the difference frequency accurately for a digital heterodyning system without having to go via an
analogue integrator and comparator.. The inaccuracy of my D-Latch scheme really pissed me off!

Been playing with all sorts of complex logic schemes which I think could be implemented in a FPGA or PSoC quite easily - but the basic idea boiled
down to this.. Rather than just using the Reference and Variable oscillators, the logic also takes the counter clock - by using these 2 oscillator and a
(much) higher frequency clock I believe it may be possible to derive the frequency to the accuracy of one (HF) clock cycle.



If we take the output of an XOR that's driven from the oscillators, the pulse width from this output will be exactly 50:50 twice during every (difference
frequency) cycle - this corresponds to the zero crossing point of the integrated PWM (triangle) -

If we use the (counter) clock (or a faster clock) to count the low time and high time output from the XOR, then when these times are equal, we have
determined the zero crossing point.

And one has eliminated the need for any analogue, but still have the advantages of heterodyning.

Fred.

(my simulated logic involved an up/down counter, resetting this counter on the rising edge from the XOR (after having captured the value of the counter),
incrementing the counter with the count clock when the XOR output was high, decrementing the counter when the XOR output was low, and using the
captured counts to determine zero crossing.  I used a 200MHz clock to count the XOR output so as to capture high difference frequencies - one can
calculate required count rate and bounds (as in, whether to accept say a span of -1 to +1 as a "0") to ensure that one captures the zero crossing for
whatever maximum difference frequency one needs to work with)

I played with a PSoC 5 implementation of the above, where I didnt use an up-down counter but used a pair of "timer" UMs, one to count the EXOR low
time, one to count the high time - these counters were not reset, but the counts were captured on rising and falling edges from the XOR, and an interrupt
was generated on each capture event - the interrupt handlers taking care of determining the zero crossing.. This is a safer way of dealing with things
because one does not need to hit an exactly equal M/S from the XOR - one can determine if one has gone through a zero crossing event by comparing the
previous interrupts data to the current one. Doing this one does not need as fast a clock (The PSoC UM's operate at maximum 48MHz) but can be sure of
detecting every zero crossing.

Once a zero crossing is detected, one can disable the timer UM interrupts for say 20us to prevent any spurious triggering and to give the processor time
for other tasks / pending interrupts. (2 interrupts coming in every 4us for oscillators running at ~250kHz isnt too difficult to deal with by the PSoC 5
processor, but if the oscillators were to go up to 1MHz and a slower processor was used, it could get tight - I am sort of toying with using a PSoC 1 and
this scheme for implementing CV output ;-)

ADDED ->

Writing things often makes them clearer to myself.. Following writing the above I realised the process could be greatly simplified.

One does not need to look for "Zero Crossing" - If one is only looking at one edge of the triangle, this can be performed with one counter, and one can
look at this counters value while it is going in one direction (incrementing or decrementing) and compare the count to some constant to determine a
crossing point.

Even if looking at both slopes one can use a single counter - Probably the simplest (fastest IRQ handler) would be as follows:

When PWM is (say) high, hold the clock counter in reset.

when PWM is low, the counter counts the high speed clock.

On the rising edge of the PWM,  capture the count value and generate an interrupt..

One each interrupt check whether acquired count is incrementing or decrementing (Check whether the previous captured  count was greater or less than
the present captured count, after calculating any roll-over if the counter is not reset after each capture*) and flag a 1/2 cycle when "direction" changes (as
in, if captured counts had been increasing but change to decreasing), or a cycle when direction changes one way (change from say increasing count to
decreasing one).

The interrupt handler only needs to look at the count values and determine whether these are increasing or decreasing - a change in direction would be
correspond to the peaks of the triangle wave.* Not a good scheme - see update

*(one does not actually need to reset the counter - could use the PWM to gate the count clock, and process the count / roll-over in the IRQ handler)

UPDATE -->

Having now run a load more simulations, the peak detection scheme is probably not the best - PWM pulses get extremely narrow at the peaks (actually,
they vanish altogether at the +Ve and -Ve peak), and it becomes difficult to capture the exact point of transition.

The best schemes seem to be crossover detection somewhere near the mid count - the best is probably comparing the mark to the space, as one is
increasing while the other decreasing and VV, giving a sharper detection of crossover.

A constant against which the count is compared also works well, particularly if placed near the mid-count - its simpler to implement, but results in
unequal spacing of the output pulses.. so one needs to only use output from either the rising or the falling counts - this method is identical to using an
analogue comparator looking at a triangle waveform and comparing it to a fixed voltage - you can only use either the rising or the falling edges from this
comparator unless you can maintain the reference at exactly the mid point.

If at all possible, my choice would be to compare mark to space - As I see it, if a clock >= 2* the frequency of the period clock is used for the "PWM MS
Counter" then one should get the same or better timing accuracy as one gets from analogue integration and analog comparator - But, in fact, I believe the
resolution will be better - one does not have any analogue noise or HF leakage into or out of the analogue comparator, there is no frequency dependent or
temperature dependent analogue stuff to worry about at the integrator / filter (you dont need a filter or any analogue stuff to do the heterodyning).

The "PWM MS Counter" can be small - 8 bits is probably more than enough for most situations.. With oscillator frequencies at ~250kHz, the longest
PWM period will be 4us, so would only overflow an 8 bit counter unrecoverably if the clock exceeded 63MHz. 

dewster 4/28/2014 3:39:04 PM [736]

Hi Fred,

After reading the description of your approach above, and perusing my Excel sim of digital heterodyning, my feeling is that any scheme which even
indirectly employs the timing of the resulting XOR edges is unfortunately doomed to boil down to the DFF case (or worse).  And pegging events to these
edges seems to introduce low frequency aliasing that is much more difficult to remove than the original HF aliasing.



I think we're stuck with heterodyning followed by 2nd or perhaps 3rd order filtering (a cascade of two simple first order sections seems to be sufficient in
simulation).  Any of this can be in the digital or analog domain.  The Open.Theremin is quite clever by offloading these calculations to the analog
domain.  To do this digitally, the filtering has to happen on each high speed clock, which requires dedicated high speed hardware.

[EDIT] I guess I don't see how an up/down counter (first order filter) gets around the multiple zero crossing scenario seen here at times ~2800 and ~4300:

Or am I missing something?  You could pick the first crossing I suppose, but there would be systematic error.  Even the non-multiple crossings are linear
estimates and not as precise as they could be, whereas the second order filter output is a much better estimate, and monotonic to boot.  (I believe there are
parallels between filter order and polynomial fit order.)

FredM 4/28/2014 5:09:03 PM [737]

Hi Dewster..

I aint giving up! ;-)

" I guess I don't see how an up/down counter (first order filter) gets around the multiple zero crossing scenario seen here at times ~2800 and ~4300:" -
Dewster

Is the counter a first order filter in this context? - I suppose it could be seen as such..

As I see it, with any digital scheme, one is having to deal with quantizing - The counter used to determine the period will introduce error - regardless of
how the period is "generated", whether this be through analogue or digital comparison.

As I see it, as long as the transition from one state to the other (the comparator output) is as, or more precise than the error caused by the period clock,
there will be no increase in DFF

If you see the PWM output from as a linearly increasing mark with a linearly decreasing space (and the reverse on the down slope), then if one has 
counters numerically tracking the MS there are no " multiple zero crossing scenario" - these scenarios are only the result of the charge / discharge
function - if (as with an up counter) one was able to put a diode in the integrator, one would not get any discharge, so would get no zero crossing
problems, but with analogue you would have the problem of the integrator going to rail and staying there... With a counter, you can let it roll-over, and
compute the actual counts from previously captured count.

I do see that a simple system like I am postulating could probably be improved - One could, for example, "fine tune" by computing exactly where the
cross-over occurs from counts read before and after the crossover has been detected.

Here is a simple diagram of hardware - I plan to shove this into a PSoC and run it from my sig-gens ASAP.. Some things just need to be tested.. ;-)



Oh - that should be ">= 2* Frequency of period counting clock" not period ..

If this clock is really fast, bigger counters would be needed, but one could get (I think) precise location of the crossing point which could be used to fine-
tune the period count... It could actually perhaps be used to increase the effective number of bits in the resolution of the period count.

dewster 4/28/2014 8:31:56 PM [738]

Hi Fred,

I guess I'm thinking about this in the frequency domain, and that's where the futility of "mechanically" determining the crossover precisely in the time
domain is most obvious IMO.  We're given a low frequency signal mixed in with a high frequency signal, the relative phase of which moves around due
to the variability of the heterodyning process.  (The unwanted harmonic content is actually somewhat worse than this if we use a digital XOR to
heterodyne.)  We're trying to determine the exact frequency (within the limits of our measuring clock) of the low frequency signal.  If we sufficiently
filter (2nd order or better) then the HF content is pretty much gone and measuring is easy: just look for the crossover point.  If we don't sufficiently filter
(integrator, 1st order LPF, up/down counter, "dueling" modulo up counters, etc.) then the HF content will confound our time domain measurements,
possibly leading to errors larger than our measurement clock, and possibly cyclic long-term (low frequency) error periods.

And, I could be wrong, but given two modulo up counters instead of one up/down counter, there remains an issue with multiple crossover ambiguity. 
You have to compare the counts (subtract one count from the other or similar) to know what's going on, which makes it equivalent to the up/down
counter (or up/down integrator) scenario.

If you sufficiently filter, you can look at the filter accumulator to get sub-clock interval error information.  (This is kind of like DDS where the
accumulator can be thought of as running in continuous time, but you can only "see" the information in it on the clock.)

FredM 4/28/2014 9:34:17 PM [739]

Hi Dewster,

Not saying your wrong - my level of digital comprehension is constrained mainly to schematics I can draw and visualize, so I haven't got any real "feel"
for what you are saying..

I dont really see this as extracting a LF signal from a mix of LF/HF, I see it as determining the instant at which a triangle crosses its mid value - I know
that WE are extracting the beat by doing this, but AFAIK the circuit doesnt know this! ;-)

Here are some simulations I ran using a 48MHz clock and the gating shown in my last -



The bottom plot is an expansion of the zero-crossing area and shows the mark and space counts going in opposite directions but crossing at the mid point.

The counters are unidirectional - their actual count value is unimportant, all thats important is the number of counts clocked in each PWM cycle (about
2us for the given input frequencies) and their 'distribution' in the mark and space time slots.

With the above clocks, precision is poor - but it seems able to detect the mid point on both the triangle rising and falling edges - there is never any
crossover error.(as in, the mark counts increase or at worst stay the same on the way up, and if they stay the same the space count decreases anyway so
the total count in each period only has a 1 count error that I have seen - I haven't seen any spurious change in count 'direction' - not saying this is
impossible in real life though ;-) I am reasonably sure that with a 200MHz clock in say an FPGA, and perhaps a bit of simple 'corrective' software in the
interrupt handler (to correct the period count [by this I mean the counter which uses this X-Over detection] value by perhaps a bit or two)  one could get
rid of analogue filtering.

(Should just add that there were some messy counts at the top and bottom peaks, where the PWM gets real narrow - but this is easily corrected in the IRQ
handler - simply throw away counts which are too small or too large and therefore cannot be close to the mid cross-over.. Using a single IRQ to deal with
both mark and space counts makes this easy.. This same IRQ handler would also probably read the separate period counter when an X-Over is detected,
and I hope be able to get as accurate a period as is possible by using data from all the counters and their prior counts at this instant)

But Ive been wrong before ;-) ... I'm actually much more interested in this idea for an entirely non-theremin related job - I don't really give two hoots
whether digital theremins have filters or not! ;-)

Fred

Hmmm.. I can see some potential problems when the difference frequency is low - I think about 2kHz difference is as low as one can go with this scheme
and the clocks picked, otherwise there can be PWM cycles where counts dont change or worse could change based on noise. Not a problem for my
intended application, and probably not too much of a bother for digital theremin application where one is likely to 'bias' the operating frequency anyway -
but a real bother for my other possible application as a detector to determine period on conventional theremins.

Also, Var and Ref must have precise 50:50 duty cycle, so a FF is required for each - this will reduce the input difference by 50% - with oscillators
running at say 200kHz (divided to 100kHz) and 200MHz count clock, one would probably need something like a 5kHz "offset" to get good enough
detection of the crossing.

- And I may be absolutely out of my depth here anyway - I have a real problem getting my head into frequency domain when it comes to digital stuff like
this....

I should probably have posted this on the crazy ideas thread..

dewster 4/29/2014 7:37:55 AM [740]

Fred, your simulation brings up some deeply interesting points.

As you note, the precise 50:50 duty cycle is very important.  The reason my Excel sim has spurs around zero crossing is due to the use of DDS, which
introduces +/- 1/2 system clock jitter.

Anyway - not an attack, just an observation - given your data above:

50, 49, 47, 46 ...



   48, 49, 50, 51 ...

one would be hard pressed to say on exactly which high speed system clock the zero crossing happens.  Narrowing it down to even 50 or so clocks would
be a challenge.  With more data one could doubtless average / filter and come up with a better / closer estimate.

I was (naively) thinking that filtering to the point of monotonicity was sufficient, but it seems clear that further filtering is likely necessary to resolve
down to system clock levels.  Filtering that perhaps isn't trivial due to non-base band or offset heterodyning in a digital Theremin (harmonics closer to the
fundamental).  I was kind of wondering why the Open.Theremin uses third order here, this is likely the answer.

Not thinking 100% straight (lack of sleep) so I'm having trouble producing a simple example, but I suspect it is possible to have a fundamental frequency
emerge from heterodyning that has zero crossings which don't directly align with the edges of either square wave input?

FredM 4/29/2014 9:17:56 AM [741]

" I suspect it is possible to have a fundamental frequency emerge from heterodyning that has zero crossings which don't directly align with the edges of
either square wave input?" - Dewster

Im not sure about this - but more to the point not sure it would matter.. once the signals are mixed in the XOR, isnt the only thing of importance (in terms
of cross-over) the M:S ? And if the zero crossing (50:50 MS) didnt align with the input clock/s, would this matter? - As I see it, one could set the
"crossing" threshold wherever on wanted (compare the PW against some constant) - comparing M to S just seemed like a way to get higher resolution.

Please dont worry "not an attack" - I need to bounce ideas like this as a form of sanity checking! ;-) - And yes, determining the X-Over with any precision
is going to be difficult - Higher frequency clocks, lower frequency oscillators (or pre-division of these oscillators) and large offset difference frequency
will be required if I want to get much improvement on a simple D-Latch.. For most (perhaps all) applications, this idea probably isnt worth the design
effort let alone implementation... I never realized this when I posted the idea, but I do now  - largely because I set out to prove that I was right by doing
comprehensive simulations, and these showed that I wasnt as "right" as I thought I had been! ;-)

But as with all ideas, unless shared, one cannot get feedback - and ideas (and the feedback) can get others thinking about things differently and perhaps
finding solutions or generate new ideas.. And if (and sadly, this is where it falls down) others then expose their ideas (rather than skulk off and secretly
exploit others freely given work) then things advance.

Fred.

Oh, BTW - I do agree that with analogue integration of an XOR PWM, one does need as high order filter as you can manage - the better the filter, the
more accurate the detection seems to be - For the job I am looking at using this design on, I have been using a 4 stage CMOS buffered LPF.. This design
is absurdly cost critical and space constrained, which is one reason I am looking at eliminating the analogue integrator and comparator, and hoping to use
a small low cost PSoC 4 ($1) - But I will be also be looking at using the PSoC filters and comparator UM's - this will probably do the job better - and I
can have XOR, filter and comparator in the chip so still (hopefully) achieve what I need.. perhaps with one external RC.

-> LOL ;-) I cant just let this go.. Now gone back to ,my D-Latch scheme - I think that using the clocking ideas above I can actually count the error
component using the period clock and capture this, which would allow this valur to be simply added or subtracted from the period count.. stay tuned -
another probably silly idea is likely to come soon ;-)

FredM 4/30/2014 3:47:46 PM [742]

Well, I cant find an all digital way to accurately locate the X-Over.. Im sure there must be a way (without complex digital filters or the like) but am
probably wrong..

In examining the idea of digital comparison of the M/S from the PWM, I reverted back to an analogue version of this idea just to compare it (see if it
worked as I expected the digital to work)

Not sure if anything is gained - but this analogue version using two simple integrators seems to work quite well - Ok, the tc of these integrators is large in
this simulation, so one gets a smaller amplitude to compare (and consequential possible noise issues) - but there is an advantage of comparing two
waveforms going in opposite directions, guaranteeing (?) exact center crossing - perhaps with 2nd order integrators on each input one could get a marked
improvement (?) 

(I am sort of wondering whether this differential comparison would work better than comparing a fixed reference to a single waveform - whether having
2 2nd order filters with differential comparison would beat a 4th order filter on a single waveform compared against a fixed reference... I feel that it will -
but have no idea about how to test this hypothesis)

ps - U8 is acting as an inverter and U5 as a buffer - simply used these to keep delays the same.. in practice only an inverter for U8 is likely to be needed.

This give clean crossing at >=2kHz difference, A single extra X-over glitch @ 1kHz and a mess below that.



 

 

 

FredM 4/30/2014 10:04:52 PM [743]

ok - I think this is my last on this...

Simulation of a differential comparison using better filters - this one works cleanly over the whole audio spectrum, but shown for waveforms (difference)
frequencies of 100Hz and 10kHz. Amplitudes are big enough to give adequate SNR.





dewster 5/1/2014 3:15:19 AM [744]

Fred, I'm looking and thinking, give me a bit (family visiting this weekend, volunteer projects, nervous breakdowns, etc. taking 101% of my time).  I
believe generally when one can measure a single waveform compared to ground (if it has a long-term AC ground reference - like a simple RC does -
leaky integrator) then SNR may be better if that single waveform is compared to ground rather than two separately derived waveforms to each other.  But
that's only SNR, and just something a communications prof. demonstrated to me at one point when I approached him with a synchronous receiver-type
circuit I was working on (I asked him if I should be integrating over the dark period of a sensor that was illuminated by an IR LED with 10% active duty
cycle and compare it to the active integration period - he said no due to the added noise - different enough to likely not be applicable here - wish I had a
comm prof at my beck and call now!).

Also, C12 and C17 confuse me a bit: are they there because the (-) input isn't a very ideal virtual ground (low gain)?  For an ideal opamp this would be
something like bootstrapping (I think?) which might make the caps moot in terms of response?

FredM 5/1/2014 12:58:06 PM [745]

"Also, C12 and C17 confuse me a bit:" - Dewster

Those capacitors shunt  AC / HF to low z ground (by ground I am talking about the -V supply not the mid supply at which CMOS centers)  .. And you
are right - with an op-amp they wouldn't do much  (or anything).. I found (in actual physical circuits) that the response wasn't as good as I expected, and
on examining, discovered quite a lot of signal on the inverter input.. Plonking a C there was the simplest fix (a better fix is using 3 inverters to increase
gain, with the output inverter being 4 inverters in parallel to improve drive - this is a good solution if one needs higher output drive anyway - but if one
doesn't, a simple shunting C on the input improves the filter)

I found that the optimum value for this C was the same value as the integrator capacitor - larger values also work though... I cannot explain why copying
the integrator C value works - perhaps its because the Zs are equal.

When it comes to filters (particularly ones made with low cost far-from-ideal components) I get well out of depth with regard to designing good ones - So
its often more about playing with a breadboard and simulations than actually "designing" - For conventional op-amp based filters I have design tools that
give accurate results, and often use these to get the 'core' design - but porting these designs to CMOS they often don't work anything like the op-amp
realization.. And sometimes the simulations behave quite far from a physical circuit (but are usually usable) so physical testing of CMOS linear circuits is
absolutely essential.

Fred.

Below are some SIMULATIONS - These don't accurately reflect real circuit operation (the attenuation provided by the shunting C seems better in reality)
but gives an idea of the signal seen on the inverter input and the frequency response with / without the shunting capacitor. Increasing the value of the
shunting C gives marked reduction of signal seen on the input in simulation, but this doesn't appear to be to be reflected well in reality.

Top 2 traces are frequency response, bottom 2 traces show signals on the inverter input.

Shown is with a 200kHz 20% MS square wave input (PWM for two ~100kHz oscillators would be ~400kHz). "Shunt" is C19

ps - note that the dbs of the frequency responses below are scaled differently - @1MHz the upper trace drops  below -60db, the lower trace drops below
-80db... There is a substantial difference between the two responses, but the scaling obscures this a bit. I am not sure how "true" these comparisons are,
but in practice fitting C19 does certainly improve performance. I have NOT however played with these filters in combination with comparator as
presented above.



ps - im just dumping stuff here..  Deal with family matters ;-) this is all unimportant! Hope all goes well! ;-)

dewster 5/1/2014 7:17:55 PM [746]

Nice Fred!  I think I've experienced the non-ideal linear biased CMOS inverter summing point on the bench.

Whenever I see an RCR input to an op-amp (-) input, say in an XOR PLL loop filter, R17 and R16 are the same value - so the parallel combination of
them is the impedance seen by C15.  Doing this might allow you to reduce C18 and C15 somewhat, but maybe I'm missing something?  Maybe you are
using a low impedance RC (R17, C15) followed by a high impedance RC (R16, C19) to reduce loading and make it more like an idea second order
network?

==========

[EDIT] (Warning: dreaming ahead) The more I contemplate the transmissive approach to Theremin technology the more it seems like the answer to
everything.  One transmitter (the player), one frequency (or code or whatever), as many receivers as you want with little to no interaction.  Traditional
Theremins work better when everything is properly grounded, or at least with a decent return path to the player, so why not use the return path explicitly
as excitation?  You could use possibly use sine waves as excitation, because tuning it might be fairly simple if interference is encountered.  The excitation
wouldn't even have to be a steady frequency because the reception would be synchronous to whatever it's doing.  But people probably wouldn't want to
be required to attach a wire to themselves (even a magnetic ring for the Hall Effect approach may be bordering on onerous), there could be a shock
hazard if transmission isn't via a large capacitive plate under your ass, etc.

FredM 5/1/2014 8:13:31 PM [747]

Hi Dewster,

You probably aren't missing anything - I cannot give a "design" rationale for what I did - I started out with a conventional op-amp filter to clean up the
audio signal from a CMOS analogue mixer - this was/is a wave-shaping mixer, and I wanted the audio harmonics to to be unattenuated to at least 15kHz,
but steep cutoff for everything above 20kHz.. Ended up with a 4th order filter to do the job..

I then started looking for a simpler / cheaper circuit using linear CMOS (to complement the CMOS mixer - as in, low voltage operation, no requirement
for a mid-voltage etc) and ended up getting a good enough filter using  spare inverters.

The integrator / filter shown above is one section of this "design" with a lower frequency roll-off.. the original "design" was done largely through trial -
substituting components in the simulation and on the plug-in breadboard.. There is nothing 'precision' about this 'design' !  ;-)

Having a small R (R17) with large C (C15) tuned to about an octave above the required roll-off, and following this with an 'active' integrator having
R(R16) 10* larger than the first integrators R (R17) and setting this active integrator to roll-off at the required frequency, and then placing a 'copy' of this



integrators C (C13 = C19) on the inverters input to ground seems to work for whatever frequency I want - and if I change any relationship, it doesn't
seem to work so well....

But I don't know why!*  (I have noticed that the loading on the output of unbuffered CMOS is critical - changing the feedback components dramatically
affects the response, as does loading the output into following stages)

I would feel a lot happier knowing why! - One reason why perhaps I am likely to use op-amps unless I absolutely must use CMOS.. But as far as I can
see (and hear) my mixer based on a 4007, two JFETS (to provide DC wave-shape control) and an unbuffered hex inverter (which is part of the mixer and
doubles as the filter) is as good as what I can get if I substitute some inverters for op-amps.. But its early days - the mixer is undergoing refinements (the
JFETS are awkward - I dont want HF on potentiometers, so am looking at using digital pots - dont want to use OTA's because they dont behave well at
low supply voltage, and H11F1's are expensive).

Fred.

" Maybe you are using a low impedance RC (R17, C15) followed by a high impedance RC (R16, C19) to reduce loading and make it more like an idea
second order network?"

Yes - I think that is whats happening! - I didnt intentionally do this.. I simply stuck a filter on the output from the original first-order integrator, and
adjusted the filters input Z so as not to load the integrator too much... but thinking about it, this will form a poor quality 2nd order .. the slope is aprox
12db/octave (above the higher roll-off) , however I have some confusion over C14 and C19 - Fitting either gives a distorted "nearly 2nd order" response
(see "NO SHUNT" above - removing either C14 or C19 gives this), fitting both gives quite a good 2nd order (12db/octave at above 50kHz) response.. I
think the first integrator being tuned higher makes the response sharper at higher frequency.. Its certainly no more than a 2nd order..

(the differential comparator schematic / plots had all the RC's tuned to the same roll-off - 10k->2n2, 100k -> 220pF) the later filter analysis had 10k->1n,
100k -> 220pF so the first integrator was tuned higher - this is the configuration I found best for my multi-stage filter))

FredM 5/1/2014 9:28:10 PM [748]

Re - "Dreaming"

How about some wi-fi or bluetooth or similar to allow synchronization between player and receiver? a necklace or something worn by the player which
couples a (comparatively - say <= 1MHz)  LF TX signal, and a central wi-fi transmitter that transmits the 'code' which is picked up by all receivers and
the players transmitter.. ? The players transmitter generates the LF code from data RXed at the much higher frequency.

There should be enough bandwidth to allow one wi-fi transmitter to send several codes, so theremins and players could each be tuned to their
instrument/s...

LOL ;-) .. Would bring back some of the "mystery" - someone not wearing a specifically tuned (hidden) necklace wouldnt have any effect on the
theremin - "How do you do that ?? It wont do anything for me!!  ;-)

 

dewster 5/2/2014 6:02:58 PM [749]

"a necklace or something worn by the player which couples a (comparatively - say <= 1MHz)  LF TX signal..."   - FredM

A necklace is a very good idea!

And I probably shouldn't say this out loud, but I get kind of confused when I think of capacitive transmission vs. RF transmission.  They may be one and
the same (?) but capacitive is usually done with some kind of LF transmission loop through the player, forming a current loop.  RF sets up HF traveling
waves in the "ether" and so doesn't necessarily need a ground reference.  Or am I way off?  The two groups seem to have somewhat different mindsets,
which doesn't help.

 

FredM 5/2/2014 8:44:51 PM [750]

"but I get kind of confused when I think of capacitive transmission vs. RF transmission. " - Dewster

I try not to think about it! ;-)

When thinking "capacitive" its in terms of coupling between 'plates' that are effectively part of a circuit which has extended beyond its physical
containment.. When thinking about radio, I think in terms of EM / Light and all that strange quantum stuff.. If theremins worked on EM I wouldn't have
touched them with a barge pole, tis almost entirely beyond my abilities to visualize ..

But, as I understand things, one doesn't need a "closed circuit" for radio (EM) to work - If Pioneer had required coupling to ground, we would have lost it
long before it got to the heliopause - but we could TX/RX to it after it left our solar system..

I see no shame in "saying it out loud" - Weve got tools and maths and theory that we can use to create amazing EM instruments, and we have physics
underpinning these - But there are still questions and disagreements and (to me anyway) stuff way beyond my ability to understand ..

All I am reasonably sure of is that one could transmit a HF Radio signal which doesn't require any ground 'reference' and encode a lower frequency signal
which could be ground referenced and could couple electrically (capacitively) to a 'capacitive' receiver...

But just thinking about it .... the transmitter (player) could be a problem - How does one separate the dipoles? - if the players body is electrically
connected to one 'plate' one would need the other plate to couple to some common 'node' - ie, ground.. Or is it possible to wirelessly extend some
facsimile of the capacitive circuit some other way... Headache! ....



I don't think 'my' idea will work! - You would need a ground plate on the sole of the shoe, or some other means to separately couple to a common
"ground" - and would thereby re-introduce all the problems this scheme endeavors to eliminate..

Nah!  - needs a wire! ... Silver "space blanket" jacket with clear insulated covering, and a high flexibility wire connected to it.. perhaps magnetically
stuck to the jacket so it detaches and doesn't cause accidents, LOL.. Good coupling to the player, closed circuit, everything's fine! ;-)

Fred.

I know nothing about this.. but am I thinking this all wrong - ? - What if the player was actually transmitting high frequency "radio" (EM) and one wasnt
using capacitance.. Say 250MHz (wavelength 1.2 meters) or some spread spectrum signal in this sort of range - The transmitter gets this from a far higher
'master' perhaps in the GHz, this 'master' is received by the theremin as well... With a wavelength of this order, would it be possible to detect proximity by
means of phase?

FredM 5/12/2014 1:37:26 PM [752]

This has been one of the most diverse and interesting threads ever to have appeared on TW, IMO - It has been almost incomprehensible at times, covering
everything from front-end analogue to designing a parallel processor in a FPGA! (the amount of detail and effort Dewster has put into this thread, and his
comprehensive documentation of every step of the journey and every thought process and argument, is, IMO, more than enough to warrant him being
awarded a doctorate! - Dr Dewster, please step forward ;-)

The fascinating thing to me is how, in these two years, the whole theremin world has changed - almost like this thread was a harbinger or trigger.. We
have seen open.theremin and the Theremini appear, and other digital implementations / modules put into production - Oh, there were some digital
theremin projects and ideas being floated on the web before then, but mostly these were called 'digital' because they employed logic - but were not truly
'digital' in the way Dewster proposed.

I am sure that digital theremins are the main way this instrument will develop in the future.. I think we are at a similar 'junction' to where we were with
synthesisers in the '80's when the DX7 ushered in the 'digital' age.. The vast majority of synthesisers are now digital -

But in the last 10 years there has been a resurgence of analogue synthesisers - even large manufacturers have been forced to put old analogue synths back
in production - and young people are a large part of the driving force behind this - they are inspired by the warmth and simplicity of analogue.. Also, a
large cottage industry has spung up, and young people are constructing their own synths - one of the few areas of growth in DIY electronics.

There is, IMO, a place for both digital and analogue musical instruments - Analogue and digital synths share the same rack in most electronic musicians
set-ups... But for about 20 years people were getting rid of their analogue synths to buy digital ones..

We may be entering that 20 year 'zone' soon - I hope not - I hope that the resurgence of analogue synthesisers will act to buffer the switch of theremins
over to digital.... My hope is that the best of both will be applied, and 'hybrid' theremins will evolve (in much the same way as some hybrid analogue /
digital synthesisers have evolved) - My fear though is that mass-market  instruments like the Theremini will predominate.

The absurd irony to me is that, during the 20 "digital" years, Moog was  one company who stuck with analogue - Yet they are the ones most likely to
usher in the "digital era" for theremins!

Fred.

Amethyste 5/12/2014 2:51:53 PM [753]

It sure seems that way, isn't it?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The absurd irony to me is that, during the 20 "digital" years, Moog was  one company who stuck with analogue - Yet they are the ones most likely to
usher in the "digital era" for theremins!

Fred.

dewster 5/13/2014 12:26:06 AM [754]

"Congratulations on the anniversary of a two-year thread."  - RS Theremin

Thanks for the reminder and for the congrats RS!

"If it is possible to design a theremin that captures the essence of Lev Sergeyevich and makes it easier to manufacture, I am all for it."

Same here.

"The inventor already created the best theremin; the question today is what new feature will make it most inspirational for a new generation."

IMO, the removal of some old features, such as thermal instability and ground sensitivity, might be nice as well.  We've been over many attractive new
features (linearity, adjustable sensitivity, realistic vocal tones, responsive real-time pitch display, third axis, intuitive UI, portability, etc.).

"Dr Dewster, please step forward ;-)"  - FredM

If there were a PHD in Thereminology, you would deserve it more than I Fred!

ILYA 5/13/2014 3:50:22 PM [755]

"Congratulations on the anniversary of a two-year thread" -- RS Theremin 



My feeling is this thread is as old as Rome (I always thought that he lives at least since the TW foundation). Unfortunately a lot of interesting things are
lumped together to one heap making it difficult to search. For me a set of individual topics is more preferable. Nevertheless, good luck dewster!

FredM 5/13/2014 9:25:23 PM [757]

"The past six months it has been China with great interest, this kind of makes me wonder if some creative mind there is up to something." - RS

Oh, there is a LOT of interest from Chinese manufacturers -

I think the Theremini has made a lot of people think and see potential mass-market money - Chinese businesses are different in their approach - they
rarely innovate, but are on the ball about exploiting new markets.. And right now they are particularly hungry for new outlets.

I dont think they will produce anything of the required quality to make any thereminist happy, they cut costs to the bone, and I would be real surprised if
they brought out anything to compete with say the EW.. But I do think that Moog's latest toy will be targeted, and something similar appear at a lot lower
price.

"My feeling is this thread is as old as Rome" - Ilya

LOL ;-) .. 2 years is a long time - but not that long...

With an interesting and diverse thread like this, I tend to print pages to .pdf and file these in topic related folders.. If you look at TW posts, all the real
nuggets are tucked away, often in threads with a completely unrelated title.. Its just how things happen when creative people get together - constrain the
discussion, and the synergy is also constrained.

IMO, the greatest improvement TW could make would be a more versatile search engine - AND, OR, Strings, Author.. If we had that, we wouldn't need
to wonder where Thierry's explanation of EQ was, or have problems locating answers about grounding, or all that stuff... (I often find TW matters more
easily by using an external advanced search engine - but it would be nice to have this local to TW IMO)  But at least its easy to remember on which
thread the design of a FPGA barrel processor is discussed! ;-)

Fred.

2 years, 36499 views 756 posts ... That averages to 50 views/day and 1 post/day!

Thierry 5/15/2014 6:32:13 PM [758]

Congratulations for this two years old thread.

I think it's time for some new creative input: ;-)

Click me

FredM 5/16/2014 12:48:22 AM [759]

And perhaps time to remind ourselves of the challenges we face..

Sorry -

;-)

Perhaps the Theremini designers watched a load of videos like this... And perhaps they got it right!

Thierry 5/16/2014 6:13:32 AM [760]

Hehe, that's one of the reasons why I stopped completely thinking of theremin development for a so called "mass-market" and why I keep most of the
time out of discussion threads with this subject...

There are IMHO too many people making too much nonsense with the theremin. Both inventors, Leon Theremin and Maurice Martenot, had the idea in
mind that their creations should be commonly seen in the same way as all other (acoustic) instruments of the orchestra. Although the Ondes makes rarely
apparition, Maurice Martenot managed to do so by not only inventing the instrument, but also buy developing a method, by creating Ondes classes in
several conservatories in France and Canada, by co-working with compositors and conductors, to make sure that his creation would take the place which
he intended.

http://youtu.be/PcRyjkYdDxM
https://youtu.be/UP0Leni7zkg


The theremin, on the other side, appears often like a young animal which has been let out in the wild too early without enough education and guidance.
This is perhaps due to the fact that LT wasn't a professional musician and/or his sometimes discontinuous biography. The result is that we see much more
quantity than quality. 

In France, you had to study at the conservatory for at least 5 years and pass several exams before you would be called an "Ondiste" but everybody who
spent at least $80 for a simple gesture controlled sound generator is a thereminist. Can't read music? Doesn't matter! I personally find that highly
frustrating and that drove me somewhat  away from "the creative way".

Sorry for bothering everybody with my personal observations! I strongly wish that others will not feel the same frustration as I do and continue their
creative work, so that we will perhaps see one day real professional instruments for real professional musicians and be it only as a side product of the
mass market concepts.

FredM 5/16/2014 1:16:56 PM [761]

Thierry,

At risk of hijacking this thread (although, with this thread, that's quite difficult ;-) I think what you say above is probably "right" - But only "right" if you
are addressing a "conservatory" for those aspiring to "professional" classical theremin playing... I think there are some at TW for whom this is such a
"conservatory", and others for who its not... Just as for some TW is a theremin design lab, and for others its not! ;-)

The vast majority of all electronic (and probably also acoustic) instruments are not played by classical or "professional" people, or people who aspire to
this - they are played by people who primarily want to derive personal pleasure from playing.

In this regard, perhaps the main difference is that, unlike with other musical instruments, theremin owners  somehow seem more likely to be delusional -
They seem to think they can play, and / or play well, and will "publish" their noises for any masochist to "enjoy".

So it is dawning on me that perhaps toys like the Theremini are a good idea - those aspiring to "real" (particularly classical)  playing will either avoid
these toys or find them useless and re-sell them - these toys, in the hands of musicians using them as sound effects or for "non standard" music could find
they do what is wanted, and are not "toys"... And those just after musical fun will probably be happy. There are a huge number of "toy" synthesizers out
there making horrible "music" but pleasing their owners and giving them "musical" outlet - and sometimes, in the hands of a creative musician,
producing wonderful musical masterpieces.

If we let go of our "reverence" of the theremin concept, and just accept that this is the way things are, perhaps it will all be ok... We can still engineer
beautiful new "real" theremins for those who want them - Our "club" wont be impacted much - lets face it - it doesnt need a Theremini to drag the
thermin into the "disrepute" people are quite able to do that even with an E-Pro!

Also, it is possible that the Theremini, if it becomes popular, could expand the market - It may be that people will want "real" theremins as a result of
dissatisfaction with their toy - that, as a result of buying a low cost toy they will become exposed to theremin music played on great instruments by great
players, and this will lead to something ..

Who knows..

Fred.

Amethyste 5/16/2014 1:47:55 PM [762]

Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~

I may have not studied music for 5 years and I do not know how to read music ~ but one thing I can do that many others are not doing (and have gone to
music school and know how to read notation ) is composing music with the tools I have and incorporate the theremin into the music I create.

I may not have a diploma from the most prestigious music school on the wall, but my imagination is full of sweet ideas ~ I dedicate a lot of my time to
play this instrument well and strive for bettering myself each time that I play it. I consider myself a professional vocalist and musician even though I have
a full time job and do this part time. All of my 4 albums are on Pandora and have gone through extensive selection/examination processes. I must be
doing something ok!

Hopefully, I can put the theremin into the light and make a good impression on old and new listeners of the instrument. :)

FredM 5/16/2014 5:01:10 PM [763]

Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ Hijack ~ AND OT / OTT ! 

Amey.

I believe there is a natural tendency for people to try to 'elevate themselves' - Its part of our core delusion - the delusion of "fairness" and that we "reap
what we sow" ! ;-) Someone who has spent many years studying and grafting, who can read music, and who has a diploma hanging on their wall, is more
likely to have some sense of injustice when an "upstart" comes along and, (as far as they can see) without going the conventional route or apparently
doing the 'work' they perform better than the diploma owners..

People who invest expect return - but worse, many have a fixed idea about the "form" such investment should take, and often fail to recognize that the
"upstarts" have often invested as much, if not more - but the form of this investment is not as obvious as a diploma... It sometimes (even if they wont
admit it to themselves) seems unfair - and possibly sometimes triggers a delusory "protection" mechanism which prevents them from hearing how good
the "upstart" really is!

We all "suffer" from this malady - Imagine if "walk off the earth" had actually been playing a theremin and not faking it - Imagine how you would be
feeling about someone picking up a theremin and mastering it before they even plugged it in! ;-) ...

OT



As you will know by now, I think the whole of life is one mass of interwoven delusions and nonsense - but we cannot live without participating in these..
Or at least I haven't found a way to ;-)

And within these delusions you have a wonderful and important role IMO - You give hope and inspiration  to those who cannot read music or afford to
take years to study music.. Apart from which you create wonderful music.

Fred.

OTT

*some "upstarts" may have made little investment - they are just born with "gifts" others haven't "received" - it aint "fair" - it aint fair that some are born
into poverty and others with a silver spoon in their mouth, or that (perhaps) some are born with perfect pitch and musical ability, and others are born
deaf...

IMO There aint no "justice", only cause and effect running since the instant time began - there's no freedom, only a 'script' we all follow, mostly
unknowingly -

But we want to believe that we are responsible for where we are - that we have "earned" it - that we have the "right" to claim our "status" or "wealth" -
and that we have the right to scorn those who haven't "made the effort" we have - these are, I believe, the motivational ideas which have driven humanity
and been responsible for our dominant position over other life on this planet, the ideas on which our entire social (whether capitalist or communist,
secular or religious) order is based.. - but this doesn't change the (IMO) fact that all these ideas are entirely false and entirely delusory.

On the flip-side, when our lives go pear-shaped, we NEED to find reasons that "make sense" - making "sense" and finding "order" is intrinsic to what we
are.. So we look for our "mistakes" (a useful process we have evolved which applies modification to our causal matrix) or for someone / something to
"blame" and invent these if we cannot find them, create unseen entities, demons or angels or whatever if we must - Anything to escape from the truth that
there is no real "blame" - and that everything probably comes down to "luck" or lack thereof :-(

dewster 5/16/2014 9:53:00 PM [764]

Not trying to pick on anyone, but generally with music (as with most things technical / creative) my feeling is the more the merrier - as long as no one is
forcing me to listen to anything against my will (a condition not always met, particularly in the shops around the holidays).  Everyone has to start
somewhere, and lay interests are often at the root of more professional endeavors.  Though "professionalism" as in "making money" can't be 100% of the
reason why anyone does anything, and when present the money angle is often a confounding element.

I'm not sure how I feel about tons of training when it comes to music.  For instance, some vocal training seems good, but too much can sometimes
channel one down operatic paths, which to me is kind of artificial sounding in this day of PAs.  For orchestral instruments, training is necessary to
communicate and play cohesively in traditional groups, but should this then be the goal for all musicians?  The guitar seems strongly embraced in part for
its iconoclastic, break-away status.  Too much expectation can lead to too much formality and rigidity, which can kill all the enjoyment of doing it in the
first place.

Anyway, the Theremin will continue to exist and be played IMO largely because of the curiosity factor.  There's really nothing else like it.  Though I do
wonder how easily it wears out its welcome with the general public.

dewster 5/16/2014 10:14:56 PM [765]

Been spending more time here and there on Hive.  I decided to make the local register set access 32 bits wide to accommodate the bolting on of co-
processors at this interface.  But mainly I felt the vectoring (clear & interrupt) mechanisms were too simplistic and in some ways dangerous:

1. Clear and interrupt inputs were external only.  Internal interrupts could be quite useful in a multi-threaded core to reduce the need for and wast of real-
time involved with polling type handshakes.

2. Interrupt arm / disarm was manual and via simple register bits (e.g. write a 1 to bit 0 to arm, write a 0 to bit 0 to disarm) which might not play nice
with multiple thread reading and writing (this needs some kind of non-interfering or atomic read-modify-write mechanism in order to avoid faults).

3. Multiple closely spaced interrupts could lead to return stack overflow faults.

So I made the interrupts automatically disarm during their execution, and added an explicit return opcode (op_rtn) to automatically rearm them.  In the
case of a return getting "lost" and producing deadlock: issuing an extra return is an OK thing to do, and manually disarming and then rearming the
interrupt also clears the auto disarm state.  In the case of an interrupt getting "lost" during the disarm period: if this is an issue then one needs to design
and implement extra hardware (this is a "philosophy" thing - I think responding to interrupts in a timely manner is generally more important than missing
an interrupt while servicing the current interrupt, but of course it all depends on the application).

The interrupts and clears can now be issued via writes to register bits, and the interrupt arm/disarm is via "radio" bits in the same register (e.g. write a 1 to
bit 8 to arm, write a 1 to bit 0 to disarm, writing a 0 has no effect) so multiple thread access to this register should be safe.

https://youtu.be/j2JXy1Z9ovs


I rewrote much of the code to be more straightforward to read, and this has enabled it to now pass through the Xilinx ISE toolset without error, which is
nice.  (One should probably pass one's code through as many compilers as possible in order to "de-lint" it.)  Though I will almost certainly stick with
Altera devices as they are less expensive and faster, and the older Altera tool has a very nice simulator which I rely on perhaps too much, but there are no
real alternatives out there.

FredM 5/16/2014 11:45:23 PM [766]

Hi Dewster,

I am not really into opera, and shared your thoughts about " kind of artificial sounding in this day of PAs" - But I recently (while exploring vocal
formants) discovered reference to an alleged effect which surprised me - I have never knowingly heard this, but if true it astounds me..

Apparently, some operatic singers can 'open' their their vocal tracks and act to 'vocode' the sound the orchestra is producing - this is done by lowering the
larynx (as in, producing less or no excitation from their vocal chords) and widening their pharynx - singers are advised to pretend they have an apple
stuck in their throat, and can apparently get the area of the pharynx to 6* the area of the larynx tube..

No db's or scale of any kind was given in the text (I do not know how loud the formants are other than with respect to unknown "straight orchestra" levels
- or even if the plot is db's or linear) - But it could be that PA alone is not able to achieve the same "ringing" effect that an operatic singer can.

In fact, the more I look into formants and other acoustic resonances, and listen to simulations, the more inclined I am to believing that these hold the key
to many 'mysteries' - including mysteries about tube sound and classic theremin sound.

I am inclined to think that with a fast processor like your "hive", digital formant filters with (possibly) dynamically changing coeficients could really
capture all the 'analogue' and 'acoustic' qualities of the classics - I am only using 3 fixed (but manually adjustable) formants, but have two of these filters,
one driven from a tunable LPF and one from a tunable HPF - The result is that the formants 'morph' into each other in a frequency dependent way - I
think better results would be obtainable by just having 3 formants with each referencing a coefficient LUT indexed by the fundamental frequency... One
formant filter with 3 fixed (but manually adjustable) formants is probably even enough to emulate the response of present classic theremins..

If the formants were changing dynamically, then adding an input for external audio might enable emulation of the 'operatic' "vocoding" effect.. (and also
be useful perhaps for other effects - feed noise in to play wind / rain etc, or for other "VCF type effects) But doing this with analogue circuitry involves
such complexity as to be unrealistic.. unless one goes over to voltage control (and even then, to craft changing coefficients  one would need an array of
user adjustable potentiometers, almost an analogue 'sequencer', or to have a digital subsystem -involving ADC-  which indexed a LUT and output to the
analogue via DAC ) -

At present I am looking at the simpler analogue 'morphing'  route (or just adjustable but unchanging formants) which allows theremin audio alone to
drive the formant processing, so it can be added to existing theremins without requiring their modification - I am not at this time working on a full
theremin.. But building this filtering into a theremin would actually be easier as one can play with the mixer and implement a lot of this stuff more simply
than having to work with audio of changing amplitude.. but even with thus, digital filtering should be a lot easier and probably better.

Fred.

dewster 5/26/2014 11:46:51 PM [767]

Hi Fred,

Interesting the "vocoding" effect, could you point to the reference?

While looking for it I came across this:

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2757425/ ("Modeling source-filter interaction in belting and high-pitched operatic male singing")

which investigates interaction of the vocal source with the filtering aspects.  When reading it I thought of the parallel tank / series EQ resonant structures
of many Theremins: when the resonance coincides with the generated pitch there can be instabilities that the simple decoupled source and filter model
doesn't have.  Physical modeling often takes this kind of thing into account.  (I'm also somewhat amused with the use of "belting" as a scientific term. ;-) 
Yodeling and the like might hinge on these types of instabilities?

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2757425/


Haven't done 1/10 the research you have Fred, but I'm hopeful that a vocal synthesis approach to the Theremin will yield a broad pallet of sound that is
perceived as sufficient by owners / players.  Was thinking of the frequency / amplitude / 3rd controller numbers going into a threshold / gain / offset
modulation matrix.  LUTs would be the generic solution but might be too difficult for the average user to set / manipulate, particularly via the front
panel?

=================

A couple of weeks ago (before an inexplicable general malaise hit me) I was looking for papers on high stability RC oscillators and ran across these:

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sloa060/sloa060.pdf ("Sine Wave Oscillator")

http://cds.linear.com/docs/en/application-note/an12fa.pdf ("Circuit Techniques for Clock Sources")

The first mentions the "Barkhausen Criterion" which is something I bring up in this thread a lot but forgot the technical name for it.  (It is presented rather
technically in the guise of feedback control theory.)  The second paper has an interesting RC oscillator at the end which combines an opamp and CMOS
in an interesting way with Tempco.

The second paper also mentions active device propagation delay as a major reason for temperature dependence, which makes a lot of sense as it
contributes to overall phase shift through the loop.  High frequency oscillators should probably use fast devices and / or have some way of largely
cancelling / compensating for the delay (e.g. my initial DPLL approach used feedthrough gates in the same CMOS DIP as a reference in an attempt to
cancel driver delays).

FredM 5/27/2014 6:29:11 AM [768]

Hi Dewster,

I hope your mysterious malaise has passed!

Sorry - I wish I could give a reference - its one of those bits of an article I extracted, and never referenced - I will email the bits I have if I can find
anymore that what ive posted.

Well waddaya know! I found it!  ->

http://www.feilding.net/sfuad/musi3012-01/html/lectures/017_instruments_IV.htm

With regard to device delays, I think this is a major topic for truly HF oscillators (> >> 10MHz) but dont really know if this is major below 1MHz - or at
least not major compared to the other huge sources of error inherent in theremins.

I am also starting to think that precision is far less critical / important in analogue designs than in digital ones.. Been playing with some circuits that I
would have thrown out in the past, but finding that I cannot hear any difference between them and much more complex designs - when it comes to
simulation, one can I think get too pedantic - building the damn things and comparing them, those wonderful spectrum's I spent days crafting on the
simulator are quite different when looking at them 'live' - and the crap ones are also different - and even the crap ones sound better live than in simulation,
and often sound just as good as the complex designs that gave a perfect spectrum.

To be honest, when it comes to oscillators (and probably theremin development ;-) , I am burned out - The maths involved with them gets beyond me
when one starts to look at things like phase noise and delays etc, and mathematicians dont even seen to be able to put a half-decent oscillator together..
You steered me away from parallel tank designs with your lovely CMOS oscillator/s, and I have now developed an oscillator based on a TS555C which
seems to perform beautifully, and think I have found a good method for electronically linearizing the response using  separate BPFs and phase
comparators which can linearize both the far and near fields independently..

"Haven't done 1/10 the research you have Fred"

LOL ;-) .. Truth is, I think ive done at least 10* the research I should have! - It shifted outside of the domain of "needed" research a long time ago, and
became an obsession.

Time to start using it.

Fred.

I have got horribly distracted.. Been working on oscillators and bits for my ribbon - trying to optimize the design.. There are a load of 'blocks' which are
nearly the same function.. Oscillators + HF BPF's driving phase comparators for volume, and for pitch linearity correction - and I decided to build these
on a common small PCB each, so that I could have a batch of multi-function boards made...

Then there was that student recently presenting yet another hopeless horrible theremin design he built from some crap circuit found on the wweb.. and I
thought, two of these little boards would do everything he needs... They have one TS555C, IF transformer (actually, only a tunable inductor is required) ,
a few R's and C's, give a good 40V P-P on the antenna for 5V supply, and the mixer can be a simple OR gate directly from the 555 discharge pins wired
as Or (also has sine mixing available from spare winding on IFT).. Single transistor buffer (not absolutely needed) and one has a triangle @ 2V P-P and /
or a classic diode mixer. 

So I have diverted a bit to develop modules that can make a simple one-stick, and be expanded by adding other modules for volume, electronic
linearization etc, all the way hopefully up to a register switching (as E-Pro) instrument with better sound  ;-) .. This sort of fits well with the book I am
writing.. I intended to include a complete theremin design in it, and refer to this in each appropriate chapter - Having a common circuit for oscillators and
BPFs means I only need to explain the circuit operation once! ;-) 

I am seriously starting to wonder about what REALLY makes a sound appealing - Been focusing on formants for a long time now, and studied formants
of human voice and resonances of classical instruments - I had this reverence, thinking that Lev actually crafted these deliberately into his instruments... I
am now shifting to thinking it was probably accidental (or rather, not designed on paper or with a slide rule, but "designed" hands on, exploiting
undocumented characteristics of audio transformers and the like)  - that its actually 'randomness' which makes a sound interesting.. That the only reason
perhaps why we (some) like the formants from the original instruments is because we 'link' it to a particular player... A bit like recognizing a persons
voice.. give that voice to someone else to sing, and it will only satisfy if its sung in the same way as the original 'owner' did..

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sloa060/sloa060.pdf
http://cds.linear.com/docs/en/application-note/an12fa.pdf
http://www.feilding.net/sfuad/musi3012-01/html/lectures/017_instruments_IV.htm


For a long time I think I missed the bloody obvious - Spent too much time looking at waveforms on recordings rather than looking at spectrums..The Lev
theremins waveforms change dramatically as a function of pitch, and I missed the reason for this - I am now nearly sure that the primary reason is
(mainly audio frequency) resonances within the instruments electronics.

Perhaps the formant controls shouldn't be on the front panel - perhaps they should be a bunch of presets the owner can access, tune the instrument for
"their" voice, and then leave alone - every one could then be unique (in terms of its resonances - still have control over waveforms etc). Every mass
produced electronic musical instrument sounds essentially the same - no two acoustic instruments sounds exactly the same, even if mass produced -
Perhaps (?) for non-percussive instruments like violins and theremins, a resonant "character" is really important ?

This character doesn't change (much)  on any individual acoustic instrument - A violin with crappy resonances will sound like a crap violin , and those
crafted by Stradivarius will sound great, and a lot of what differentiates them is (I think) the placement of the (fixed or only having minor player control
over ) formants / resonances of these instruments. Having worked in studios and designed some high-end audio stuff, the instinct is to go for as flat a
frequency response as possible, to allow harmonics to be sculpted later - one doesnt go making the response bumpy! - But actually, I think its probably
bumps in the "right" places, right in the core instrument, which may be needed! 

dewster 5/28/2014 2:37:11 PM [769]

"I hope your mysterious malaise has passed!" - FredM

Thanks!  TMI: Nothing too weird in the bloodwork.  Iron and B12 brought me back from the precipice of exhaustion (never have vitamins had such a
profound effect on me) but still not 100%.  Vegan diets can apparently be dangerous in the wrong hands (and if not inventoried periodically).

http://www.feilding.net/sfuad/musi3012-01/html/lectures/017_instruments_IV.htm

Thanks!  Nice paper!  There sure seems to be a lot of basic vocal research out there.

"With regard to device delays, I think this is a major topic for truly HF oscillators (> >> 10MHz) but dont really know if this is major below 1MHz - or
at least not major compared to the other huge sources of error inherent in theremins."

It likely depends on the magnitude of the delay with respect to the oscillation period, and how finely one is "measuring" that period.  4000 series CMOS
is pretty slow (max prop delays in the 100ns range), and Theremins tend to magnify error via heterodyning and/or operating point subtraction.

"...I have now developed an oscillator based on a TS555C which seems to perform beautifully..."

Ooh, interesting!  Series tank? 

(I was looking at the 555 lately to build an ESR meter around - for that project at least it was too bad they didn't forgo the discharge transistor and instead
bring out Q inverted on that pin.  I mean, one can always add a transistor.)

"But actually, I think its probably bumps in the "right" places, right in the core instrument, which may be needed!"

A guitar effect schematic I ran across years ago had a long series of bump-inducing mild filters at the output, I assume to simulate the standing wave
effect in the speaker cabinet.

FredM 5/28/2014 7:27:59 PM [770]

"Ooh, interesting!  Series tank? "

Yes, - its a dual series capacitor oscillator with a capacitor on either side of the inductor - the capacitor on the drive side has a parallel controllable resistor
(H11F1) for tuning -  I will publish it as soon as I know that it really works as well as it simulates - I know it works, but don't have access to anything but
my portable MM/Scope right now, so cannot check anything much other than that it works..

Actually, the TS555C is just wired as a schmitt 'comparator' - I can get the same function from a couple of 40106 inverters in series followed by a push-
pull (inverting) BJT buffer (the drive from the TS555C is just good enough, Current into the inductor is a sine peaking at +/- 10mA if one wants a healthy
antenna voltage - this is due to losses in my electronic tuning circuit that's right on the drive side - the tuning circuit allows about 15kHz adjustment, but
there's about  20% change in antenna amplitude over this adjustment span) - The 40106 / BJT version is probably better.

One thing I really like about this oscillator is that it must oscillate - even if its oscillating in 'RC mode' - A bit like strapping a R across an inverting
schmitt with the input coupled to ground with a capacitor... With an inductor there and the right drive circuit it seems to be a beautiful oscillator..... But I
do need to prove it both theoretically and practically, as simulation may not accurately model delays etc.

I am quite sure though that as a simple beginner 'toy' one-stick, without the tuning circuit (using adjustable antenna) it will fit the bill - I am hoping it will
be more -

"It likely depends on the magnitude of the delay with respect to the oscillation period, and how finely one is "measuring" that period. "

Yeah - This is where I get a bit screwed.. I guess it comes down to the way I design and my severe limitation WRT the maths etc.. Taking a swing
analogy, I dont really see why delay in the time (instant at which, period and drive etc) the swing is pushed should affect its oscillation period, provided
its phase is correct - it certainly affects amplitude, but provided it remains synchronous (as in, just enough energy is being injected somewhere in the right
phase to overcome losses) what mechanism would cause frequency change?

I know frequency can be changed through delays - but I confess that I don't have any "feel" for why this happens :-( ... Which is a shame, and something I
would like to correct.. My tuning scheme for example - I see it as working by "bypassing" C1 with a variable (RV1+R4)||R3 in the series resonator,
thereby changing the Z of the C||R resulting in changing the resonant frequency ( R3 is essential anyway to provide a DC path for the circuit) .. This I
understand .. But I never really understood why your C to ground on the drive side of your CMOS oscillator was frequency dependent!

Fred.

(Circuit below is just an approximate equivalent of actual circuit - IT WILL NOT WORK AS SHOWN! )

http://www.feilding.net/sfuad/musi3012-01/html/lectures/017_instruments_IV.htm


C1 = 470p, (RV1+R4)||R3 = ~500R to ~2K, L1= ~500uH to 1mH (tunable), C2= 180pF,

R1 >100k <500k, R2 = ~100R  Frequency (widely tunable with L1) ~ 500kHz

R4 >= 400R, Tuning range RV1 >10kHz (Using H11F1 for R4+ RV1 which has controllable R from 300 to Megs) Range is limited by R3, but this cannot
be bigger than about 2k2.

Circuit seems to work with minimal change of frequency or amplitude for resistive loading on antenna (to ground)  down to 100k. R1 is such a loading.

Into a TS555C R1 cannot be bigger than 470k, but lower value (220k) is safer - this is due, I believe, to pin capacitance. (I have protection clamping
diodes on this input which also add capacitance - and with the 555 two pins, th and tr are connected together)

 I use a 42IF106 IF transformer for the inductor.

There is a slight DC current flow through L1, but its tiny - this is due to the above 0V hysteresis on the schmitt and the current through R1 being
asymmetrical (WRT 0V) as a result.

dewster 5/28/2014 9:35:28 PM [771]

"Taking a swing analogy, I dont really see why delay in the time (instant at which, period and drive etc) the swing is pushed should affect its oscillation
period, provided its phase is correct - it certainly affects amplitude, but provided it remains synchronous (as in, just enough energy is being injected
somewhere in the right phase to overcome losses) what mechanism would cause frequency change?"  - FredM

Taking the swing analogy: with enough force you can make it swing at any frequency, but for equal swing amplitudes it will take more energy input (and
removed) each cycle the farther you get away from the natural resonant frequency of the swing itself. 

The natural frequency of the swing will be a single frequency, but even if the Q of the swing is very high (operating in a vacuum with low friction
bearings at the pivot point) the frequency vs amplitude graph for a fixed stimulus energy in will still be somewhat rounded on the top, and so there will be
frequencies to either side of resonance that will produce only a slightly lower amplitude for the same energy input.  It is these frequencies very near
natural resonance that the swing can be easily driven to given offset phase drive.

Think of offsetting the phase of the drive to be a slightly delayed version of the swing amplitude (i.e. you constantly push on it some time after it starts
away from you, and you continue to push on it for some time after the lowest point when it is trying to decelerate) - this puts most of the energy into
natural resonance, but a bit into fighting it, thus slightly slowing it down (i.e. reducing the frequency below that of natural resonance).  If stimulus applied
a bit early then there would be a slight speeding up or increase in frequency.

Open loop, this can be seen as a high Q band pass filter passing a sine wave (stimulus).  If the input is right at resonance then you get maximal amplitude
out.  A slightly higher / lower input frequency will give the same slightly higher / lower frequency out with a slightly lower amplitude, and with a
corresponding phase shift.

So, closing the loop (to make an oscillator) if the stimulus is offset then we won't get the natural frequency but something close.  And if this offset in
stimulus (delay) is temperature dependent (like silicon amplifiers / gates have a tendency to be) then we have introduced an element that will change the
frequency of the resulting resonant structure with temperature.  This effect might be somewhat slight, but still an issue seeing as how we are very
concerned with ppm (e.g. null point movement).

As I understand it, the Barkhausen Criterion just says that you need a gain of at least 1 from output to input at the resonant frequency, and the resonant
period will be equal to the total delay through the loop (or some integer multiple of it including zero).

For LC, we can only limit drive energy so much before the amplitude drops like a rock with external loading and such, so we give it more than it needs to
overcome Q loss in order to make sure it starts quickly and operates in a robust manner, but this also means there is excess energy available to drive the
oscillator somewhat off resonance if it is so inclined.  So one way to maximize temperature stability is to pick delay elements (L, C, sense & drive) that
are relatively insensitive to temperature changes.  If silicon delays are tiny compared to the period then if/when they change with temperature it will be
less of an issue.  This could be a reason to use high speed CMOS, particularly if CMOS is already being used and the design can tolerate a faster
component.  Or a UHF FET in a 300kHz oscillator.

FredM 5/28/2014 11:25:34 PM [772]



Hi Dewster,

Thanks - that's a lovely visual explanation..

you say "This could be a reason to use high speed CMOS, particularly if CMOS is already being used and the design can tolerate a faster component.  Or
a UHF FET in a 300kHz oscillator." and I can see that gross delays could cause problems..

But if we take a 300kHz oscillator, and had a phase drift or jitter of say 10ns on the drive, is there a (easy) way to calculate the effect on frequency? - I
can see that as the frequency gets higher, the potential for error introduced by phase increases - but is it really of any significance at all down below say
1MHz ?

Hell - im being stupid.. I dont need to do the maths - I can introduce delays in the simulation and let it do the maths for me!

But whatever - I am fairly sure that silicon timing errors probably don't contribute much to noticeable thermal drift in analogue theremins.. I can see
however that if one is measuring the period of individual cycles or using higher frequencies for digital purposes, then it could be a problem..

Except that there are so many other 'problems' and causes of variation in theremin circuits, that I would be real surprised if this one even registered!

Fred.

ADDED ->

I inserted a delay on the drive.. Not possible to get results for about <5ns change in delay unless I reconfigure the simulation severely, but get reliable
results from 'my' oscillator circuit for an additional 10ns delay..

Much bigger than I expected! - with no extra delay I get 495.070 kHz, with 10ns added I get 495.001 kHz, so about 70 Hz for a 10ns drift.

But 10ns is a long time for silicon.. If this is real, then it doesn't worry me... the 74HC14 has a total propagation delay <15ns..(so even a massive 50%
change in propagation delay as a result of whatever, would result in < 50Hz change in frequency)  The bigger possible issue will probably be variation in
hysteresis as a function of temperature.. a problem probably less significant with a TS555C, but its propagation delay is much longer (100ns) ... However,
I think the TS555C reconfigured by biasing the CV is far more stable than the 40106 or 74HC14.

** UPDATE:

Seems my delay primitive is faulty - it was extending the drive time by 10ns, not acting as a delay.. It seems that actually implementing a delay (shifting
the signal by 10ns rather than extending it) through more cumbersome means is giving a much smaller frequency deviation.. But until I find out whats
going on with the DSIM its best not to trust any results above).

Oh hell - im not going to look into this anymore now - Ever had that feeling like your going off at a tangent which will lead you nowhere ? well - I
usually ignore that feeling -  But not this time ;-) ... Will come back to simulation if I have problems with the real circuit..

In terms of theremins and their environment, I think there is a risk of becoming too fixated on perfect electronic design... How much movement does a
player need to do to alter the difference frequency by say 100Hz ? - A tiny realignment of their body does that! ... And how often have I sweated blood
trying to get rid of a potential 100Hz drift ? Too often! ;-)

"This effect might be somewhat slight, but still an issue seeing as how we are very concerned with ppm (e.g. null point movement)."



At the show, drift bothered the hell out of me - spot-lamps were moved about, temperatures were changing hugely.. But thinking back on it, it was only
when the instruments werent being played - when they came away from null (due to temperature and/or capacitance changes) and started growling at me,
that I noticed... When they were being played, there wasnt a problem - as soon as a person approached them, they started making sound.. the player could
move their body to get the register they wanted, and play! (or at least make pitch changes and pretend to play ;-) .. Its the bass end where thermal drift is
most noticable - but shift the operating point to beyond the null, mute the instrument beyond null, have 100Hz or so of thermal drift in the nulled zone,
and mostly everything is fine (I think).

So should we really be so worried about " null point movement." ?

The most important circuit in any one-stick IMO is an automated "wrong side" audio muting circuit - Without this, those bloody instruments would have
driven me stark staring mad (rather than just mad) .. It was, by far, my greatest theremin invention!  LOL  .. a way to silence them !!! ;-)

ps - I might be absent for a while... need to spend some time listening to Shepherd tones and watching fractals.... ;-) .. My kids have these horrible RC
cars which emit a rising tone when they go forwards and a falling one when they go backwards - but these tones on ramp driven, so reset every couple of
seconds... I want sampled Shepherd tones in these, so the pitch always sounds like its going up, or going down, without glitching... Also been wondering
about musical application - perhaps in a theremin....... ;-) .. space a few identical octaves on the field, and sweep infinitely in either direction, LOL.. Not
much use for playing tunes - but hey, who uses theremins to play tunes ???  ;-)

But what I REALLY want to do is build a L-Frame theremin for Peter - A focused  X-Y field he can wave his trunk in, Y controlling volume, X
controlling pitch (or whichever way he prefers)... I want to know if these great wonderful intelligent beasts  have their own music playing in their heads -
I want to give them the possibility to express it, and I want to hear elephant music if they do!

Any sponsors for my theremin journey to Thailand ?

dewster 5/29/2014 3:21:06 PM [773]

"But if we take a 300kHz oscillator, and had a phase drift or jitter of say 10ns on the drive, is there a (easy) way to calculate the effect on frequency? - I
can see that as the frequency gets higher, the potential for error introduced by phase increases - but is it really of any significance at all down below say
1MHz ?"  - FredM

Good question.  Here is a random graph from the web (From: http://www.realworldtech.com/overclocking-realities/3/):

FPGA designers have a bit of intuition regarding this as timing closure results in the tool are presented as corner cases over supply voltage and
temperature.  Squinting at the right graph, it looks like 91% speed at -25C, with 100% at 25C, giving 9% / 50C = 1800ppm/C.  Using this figure, if the
oscillator loop delay were comprised entirely of logic delay, then it would be stable to 1800ppm/C.  In a parallel LC the drive delay is generally kept to a
minimum, in a series LC the delay is either 90 degrees with stiff (low resistance) drive, or 180 degrees with split capacitor and soft (high resistance)
drive. 

Note that when the driver is an inverter the 180 degrees of "delay" isn't actually transport or propagation delay.  Also, the temperature above is junction
temperature, which tends to be quite a bit higher than package temp or ambient temp.

Anyway, say we use 4069UB inverter as our driver.  The ST data sheet says 30ns typical delay at 10V.  A 300kHz oscillator has a period of 3333ns.  If
30ns of that delay is due to the inverter then it accounts for 30/3333 or about 1%, and 1% of 1800ppm/C is 18ppm/C which doesn't seem too horrible. 
Using a lower supply voltage would aggravate things, as would using more than one inverter in series.

I've been pretty aware of delays in my logic based LC oscillators because I generally start with the open loop case (driving the LC with a function
generator) where the relative phase of drive and tank (and peak tank voltage) is easily observed on a scope.  This is what moved me away from using
large resistances to drop the tank voltage for sensing (to capacitive dividers) as large resistances tend to magnify input capacitance delays.  This is also
what moved me away from 4000 CMOS and op amps and other slow fare.

https://youtu.be/hjsu3SGAdLs
http://www.realworldtech.com/overclocking-realities/3/


FredM 5/29/2014 5:46:20 PM [774]

Interesting stuff, Thanks Dewster -

I will email you my plans soon - I think I could really do with some help on BPF's + phase detection.. In not actually going to be using oscillators much
(only one - VFO / HF VCO) - will be driving BPF's from a single fixed Xtal osc, (putting the reference frq into a bunch of BPFs - one tuned to the Xtal
osc frequency so that its phase output is used as the reference phase, and will hopefully drift in sympathy with the other BPF's) - then the other BPFs will
connect to antennas, and hopefully by comparing phases of the reference BPF against the others I can get CV's to drive the HF VCO (to implement my
upside-down topology), volume etc..

My simulations indicate to me that with phase comparison, I dont need a seperate frequency for any of the antennas - it can all run on one master which
can be piped to other theremins / equipment - Im looking at a 32kHz "sync" frequency which is stepped up to MO frequency by PLL..

But the whole BPF side has me a bit rattled.. Im much more used to dealing with amplitude rather than phase on BPFs - and I am finding some strange
things happening.. Been using series LC, because I want the amplitude - and trying to stick with about 500kHz (>400, < 800) so I can use cheap IFTs.. I
am deriving an error signal by comparing the phase of the drive MO to the phase from the reference BPF - hoping to use this for thermal compensation if
needed - figuring that if all BPFs are driven in near identical manner their behaviour should be similar and therefore any error signal should give a usable
means of correction..

But im floundering a bit..

Fred.

dewster 5/30/2014 2:37:01 AM [775]

Hi Fred,

I'd be honored to review your design!  Using a BPF on the reference is something I hadn't thought of but makes sense to match drift. One thing that has
stymied me with the upside down approach is a garbling of squared up phase information with a hand on the antenna - things can get a little crazy when
the amplitudes drop and harmonics rear their ugly head.  Maybe a broader Q would help?

(I've been contemplating the use of a quasi-upside down left hand for two adjacent antennae, where the amalgam of pitch error is used to alter the
common drive frequency and as output of the first axis, and the phase difference between the two is used as the output of the second axis.  Bourns coils
seem to be matched closely enough to do this, but IF transformers might work better as they are tunable.)

Eric

FredM 5/30/2014 3:18:12 AM [776]

"things can get a little crazy when the amplitudes drop and harmonics rear their ugly head.  Maybe a broader Q would help?" - Dewster

Yeh -

This is where I keep stumbling.. I am using a simple XOR phase detector, and feeding this to an integrator.. Because I want to use the reference frequency
to heterodyne with my VFO, and because I dont want any other HF in the machine other than these tw0 (or integer multiple) frequencies, it seems I need
really high Q from the BPF's in order to get a reasonable phase change over 8kHz or so..

Ok, I can get away with using amplification, but I dont want to.. Also, theres an upper and lower 'knee' in the phase change which I would really like to
use for linearity correction - Oh, I dont "need" to - I could use the linear region and analogue shaping pre-VCO (and pre-VCA) , but if I can get good
enough linearity correction without that, all the better! I want the maximum phase change over as small a frequency span as I can get - if I could
encompass most of the 'squashed down S' phase curve in 6kHz that would be ideal - but to do that I would need to go above 1MHz - or have higher Q
than I am managing at present - I dont really like either option.

I have had the most frustrating day with my simulator - its crashing every few minutes.. But one area I am exploring is trying to simulate the 'antenna-
person-antenna' interactions - Not really sure how to do this - been using a 'Y' capacitor network, 100pF to ground, and a few pF from the node to each
antenna.

I am driving the hell out of my BPF's (sine currents in the inductor between 20mA and 100mA P-P depending on what im playing with in terms of Q)
and am loading the antenna with 100kR into the phase comparator clamping diodes, but still getting 120V P-P on the antennas (This certainly doesnt
qualify as an entry for your low power contest, LOL ;-)..

But I havent seen any interaction - However, my simulator might be trying to show me something so horrible that it bombs out in fear! ;-)

Fred.

 -- And all the time I am asking myself.. Why the hell am I back here? WTF got me to return to theremin stuff ? I was nicely slipping into audio post-
processing for the EW and sensible things like audio formant filters - and on the side doing my C-Ribbon... But here I am, back with this bloody weird
HF LC crap!

and while I do this, someone somewhere may have read my formant ideas, built the bloody thing, and bring it to market to huge acclaim! LOL ;-) .. I
need a technician who will work (like me) for nothing, and build the damn things..

AAARRRGGGghhhhh!

FredM 5/30/2014 4:02:12 AM [777]

Dewster,



Do you know of any nice TH packaged push-pull drivers? I have used Micrel MOSFET drivers in the past, and am looking at the Microchip TC4469
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/21425C.pdf

but ideally I dont need so much current +/- 200mA / Drive max, and the ability to control the output high level would be real nice (or take VCC down to
perhaps 2V7 rather than 4V5).. And be fast.. I dont mind having extra current available obviously, but am sure there must be something perhaps not
intended as a driver, which will do the job better..

Fred.

FredM 5/30/2014 10:00:38 PM [778]

Dewster - 

On re-reading your idea 5/28/2014 4:44:03 PM FSK/MSK HV switched L oscillator in the "crazy" thread (rather than imposing my crap on it) I think it
might be workable - not sure about changing the inductor value (could you have a tapped inductor in a series LC, and switch the drive side to one or other
tap at a point when the inductor is uncharged?) but I think some way of changing frequency on a cycle-cycle basis with minimum loss should be possible. 

And perhaps the idea of heterodyning isnt completely trashed.. If the VFO switches synchronously with the MO.. 

Having one fixed invariable antenna frequency (as I am proposing) common to both pitch and volume hasnt, as far as I know, been done before for
theremins.. (fixed frequency into C controlled BPF has been, as with the EW and many others for volume) ... Fixed Frequency Volume antennas using
amplitude variation to derive CV are, IMO, one of the biggest sources of interference into the theremin from outside radiators.. 

My scheme may not work - It certainly wouldnt work if I was looking at amplitudes - but I believe that if I keep the antenna amplitudes high enough
under maximum load conditions, phase detection will work.. Not sure yet which is better, whether to flip the 2 antenna drive phases 180 degrees to each
other, or keep them at 0 degrees - But it looks like 0 degrees is the winner out of those.. (180 degrees has an advantage of reducing total radiated emission
levels though).. I also wonder about say 90 degrees (shift in the drive phases)  and limiting the phase detection to < 1/2 of each half cycle, comparing
against the ZC of each waveform.. this should (?) move any possible interactions between the waveforms away from each other (?).  

If the above doesnt work for some reason I havent yet discovered or thought of, I may have a "fallback" .. The same hardware could alternately drive one
BPF (antenna) then the other - a few cycles alternatively to each, with enough settling time between them (Say a total excitation / settling time for each of
perhaps 50us  or perhaps less - some switching frequency way above audio)  , and the phase data for each could be captured - Even heterodyning would
still work, as I dont need to interrupt the MO, and the VFO (and VCA) would be driven from the derived data..

(not sure if it was you who floated the idea of switching antennas - but I don't think I originated it)

If spread spectrum could be added simply, regardless of which scheme was used, that would be a nice extra feature! 

Fred.

dewster 5/30/2014 10:53:34 PM [779]

"And all the time I am asking myself.. Why the hell am I back here? WTF got me to return to theremin stuff ? I was nicely slipping into audio post-
processing for the EW and sensible things like audio formant filters - and on the side doing my C-Ribbon... But here I am, back with this bloody weird HF
LC crap!"  - FredM

You're doomed.  I think Theremin R&D reduces one at some point to an almost endless, reflexive search for "something better" in terms of oscillators /
sensors / whatever.  If I didn't have a strong side pursuit (Hive) it probably would have driven me crazy long ago.

"Not sure yet which is better, whether to flip the 2 antenna drive phases 180 degrees to each other, or keep them at 0 degrees..."

As you say, 180 degrees will maximize interaction and minimize emissions.  0 degrees vice versa.  I suppose it depends on whether your arrangement can
easily handle the added interaction to be able to "spend" it on reducing emissions.

"(not sure if it was you who floated the idea of switching antennas - but I don't think I originated it)"

I'm not sure I've seen it here at TW.  I personally first encountered it on a 3D mouse web page (or some such, will try to locate it). [EDIT] Can't seem to
find it.  They were using multiple LC sensors, stimulating them in turn, for multiple cycles (long enough to establish sufficient amplitude, run it for a bit,
then enough time for the oscillations to die down).

I wonder why I keep looking for different modulation / demodulation schemes.  Frequency division seems like it works pretty well.

FredM 5/31/2014 12:14:25 AM [780]

"I wonder why I keep looking for different modulation / demodulation schemes... " - Dewster

LOL ;-)

We both know there are a few things nobody has thought of (or at least shown anyone) yet - some wonderful things that a random spark between two
random neurons could reveal.. (or sometimes all it takes is a few synergistic engineers bouncing ideas off each other ;-)

Less chance of ever having such a thing happen than winning the lottery - but hey, if you dont buy a ticket you have no chance of winning the lottery! ;-)

Anyway - just to brighten this thread up with some horrible colors, this is my "fallback" plan in rough.. Thinking that I read the phase a few us after
stopping the drive, so that the BPF's natural resonance is detected.. perhaps doing the sequencing / sampling closed-loop so levels are all stable (above /
below trip points) when the states are changed (could also actively damp the resonator after phase data is collected, to speed up the operation)

http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/21425C.pdf
file:///Forums/T/29205/crazy-theoretical-technical-ideas?last=True


Probably be a lot easier to do all this stuff digitally with an FPGA or whatever driving the BPFs and sequencing based on data from a less complex AFE
than doing it all analogue - I would be forced to add a digital sequencing board if I wasnt able to get good enough resolution driving the antennas
continuously - and I am designing 'hooks' into my analogue board/s to allow this to be added if needed... or will be ... havent got to board layout yet -
havent even prototyped many of the essential bits - its mostly in my simulator.

Fred.

dewster 5/31/2014 12:14:41 PM [781]

"Do you know of any nice TH packaged push-pull drivers? I have used Micrel MOSFET drivers in the past, and am looking at the Microchip TC4469
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/21425C.pdf"  - FredM

Afraid not, though those parts look interesting.  I wasn't aware they existed.  2KV ESD on all pins. 

So 74HC04 and the like are out?

dewster 5/31/2014 1:23:57 PM [782]

"Thinking that I read the phase a few us after stopping the drive, so that the BPF's natural resonance is detected.. perhaps doing the sequencing /
sampling closed-loop so levels are all stable (above / below trip points) when the states are changed (could also actively damp the resonator after phase
data is collected, to speed up the operation)"  - FredM

Back seat driver: I would try driving the series LC hard through a relatively small resistance and look for what would nominally be quadrature (90 degree
shift).  This would maybe get the voltage swing up faster and give you more time to sample phase (though you could likely begin sampling it before
hitting max Vp-p).  The envelopes might look more RC-ish rather than sine-ish.  To get phase shift I would sample while driving rather than letting it go -
you aren't interested so much in the natural frequency, but the I/O phase transfer function.  Driving with some non-resonant ratio of frequency / phase for
a bit might work to kill oscillation - or you might somehow do three level stimulus and cut back the duty cycle so as to reduce the oscillation voltage
without completely killing it?  I'd initially try for as large a phase sampling time (as a ratio of total time) as possible, unless a good reason cropped up not
to do so.  Most / all of the above might be fairly easy given an FPGA in the design.

FredM 5/31/2014 2:41:35 PM [783]

Hi Dewster,

Thanks for your input - real helpful! ... Yeah, the attack /decay curves of the oscillations are much more RC like - but I had that image for something else
and just adapted it for quickness - lots of other things are "wrong" with the diagram as well.

"To get phase shift I would sample while driving rather than letting it go - you aren't interested so much in the natural frequency, but the I/O phase
transfer function. "

True - and I can see this now ive simulated - letting go really doesnt work.

"or you might somehow do three level stimulus and cut back the duty cycle so as to reduce the oscillation voltage without completely killing it?"

Really great idea! - drive hard to get the levels quickly, then drop back to a gentler drive for phase sampling, then damp the oscillations (switch a resistor
across the antenna - damp +Ve 1/2 cycles with a MOSFET) when removing the drive - I can speed up the sequencing greatly by doing this..

I hope I dont need to do any of the above, and can just get away with continuous drive - Have managed with some prior stuff.. But they were less
demanding and I was less pedantic then..

One slight worry about the above is the nature of radiated emissions - I suspect that bursts of say 500kHz "carrier" at say 20kHz  would be potentially
more disruptive than a continuous 500kHz or slowly changing frequency from conventional theremins - I think the best would be an un-modulated
500kHz "carrier" with only slight slow (sub audio from hand movement) amplitude modulation - the worst could be the AM pulsed signal the above
proposal could produce.. this is one reason I would want to overlap the antenna signals a bit.

http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/21425C.pdf


" I'd initially try for as large a phase sampling time (as a ratio of total time) as possible, unless a good reason cropped up not to do so. "

I only need one phase pulse - but perhaps taking a load and averaging the value is a good idea... I am using a fast RC integrator into a SAH to convert the
width of the phase pulse into a voltage - and hoping to use the exponential curve of the voltage - time to do part of the linearizing function..  But I could
repeat this process during each burst and average the results in a seperate integrator, but I cant use a single integrator in the usual PWM manner if I want
to exploit the RC (charge) exponential function.

 

Fred.

updated diag:

 

dewster 6/1/2014 12:47:17 AM [784]

From telephony / communications, there are many ways to share a medium:

FDMA - Frequency Division Multiple Access - transmit on different frequencies

TDMA - Time Division Multiple Access - transmit on the same frequency taking turns

CDMA - Code Division Multiple Access - transmit on the same frequency using different orthogonal codes (Gold codes) and maintain roughly equal
amplitudes at the receiver.

When doing TDMA you could actually do FDMA as well.  That is, adapt the stimulus frequency to the resonance of the given tank.  You could do this
upside down (a given fixed frequency for the given tank and look at phase) or with variable frequency tracking resonance (start with the frequency from
the previous cycle for that tank and follow the phase in this cycle - i.e. intermittent PLL).

FredM 6/1/2014 1:40:32 AM [785]

Hi Dewster,

"So 74HC04 and the like are out?" - Dewster

Not sure - If I can get my BPF sharp enough (and fast enough) without pumping loads of start-up current and requiring low drive resistance, then perhaps
not.. But I  need to use all 6 inverters (parallel) for my present scheme, and thats running above my preferred 50% of the device spec..  and if I can get 4
drives running well within their rating and not getting warm, from one package, id prefer that - and  board area would be reduced. I just thought there
might be some neat part I didnt know about ;-)

----------------



I probably shouldnt be discussing this on your digital theremin thread I suppose - its kind of digital related (certainly a lot could probably be implemented
easier in digital) - But I am still looking at using this stuff for an analogue heterodyning theremin - and in this context, only something like TDMA is
really applicable..

But there are a lot of factors which might be common to both digital and my analogue "upside down" topologies - we both need to detect at least two
antennas, we are both looking for phase difference .. Where the two diverge sharply is that with digital you are free to employ any of the "ways to share a
medium" you list above/

<not about digital>

I have a strong aversion to (fear of ?) having multiple asynchronous HF oscillators in the same environment - this is particularly horrible IMO when one
is deliberately beating two of them to produce audio - Ok - this works with conventional theremins because the volume oscillator is tuned so as not to
interfere with the reference or VFO frequencies.. But I still dont like it! ;-)

My proposed solution is to have everything locked to a reference oscillator (even have an on-board SMPS locked to it) and have one VFO which when
heterodyned with this reference produces the audio - that way, any unintended interactions or 'leakages' can only produce the intended audio frequency -
no ghosts - no fiddling with other oscillator frequencies to get things right..

Of course, digital solves all these (real or imagined) problems - because the front-end is purely a detector and has no components which are actually or
directly used to produce audio.. It IS the most sensible way to go - divorce the sensor and the sound engine and only let them talk via a solicitor, LOL ;-)
[the front-end is most definitely the wife - quirky, troublesome, and does most, if not all of the talking...]  But this route does have some other costs..

I could do similar (and was going that direction) in analogue - separate front-end outputting CV's, and separate reference and VCO to produce
heterodyned audio.. But it just seemed wasteful to duplicate the reference, and also added another level potential drift problems - and this spawned the
"upside down" topology...

This latest is a variant of that, where instead of using PLLs to lock  VFOs to a reference frequency (the original idea) and use the error signal to drive a
HF VCO' to heterodyne with the reference, and to drive a VCA, I am looking to instead directly obtain the "error" by phase comparison.

I thought this latest variant would be simpler (and safer, as it gives the option of switching antenna drives) - but im starting to wonder..

Really, the choice I had was to do the above, or to abandon heterodyning the audio and just drive a voltage controlled synth (as I believe Moog did with
the 91).. I can see why Bob went the way he did! -

But as I say - I can see that this discussion probably shouldnt be on this thread - so I will leave it .. I may start a new thread, and would be fine about
moving this post there... I think im in a funny head-space right now, and babbling without thinking things through -  PLEASE ... (and this is to everyone)
Just let me know if I am OT/OTT and I will move ;-)

Fred.

dewster 6/1/2014 1:55:22 PM [786]

"I just thought there might be some neat part I didnt know about ;-)"  - FredM

Neat parts no one knows about seems to be your department.  :-)

"I have a strong aversion to (fear of ?) having multiple asynchronous HF oscillators in the same environment - this is particularly horrible IMO when
one is deliberately beating two of them to produce audio - Ok - this works with conventional theremins because the volume oscillator is tuned so as not to
interfere with the reference or VFO frequencies.. But I still dont like it! ;-)"

I have this exact same feeling / aversion / fear.  Sticking two or more exquisitely sensitive circuits right next to each other seems like asking for it. 
Prototyping may not necessarily "prove" a design because of the various EM, grounding, etc. environments it may find itself working in.   My brain sees
one crummy FET doing so much, it's working overtime in the background trying any & every fancier and more promising seeming approach that comes
down the pike.

"My proposed solution is to have everything locked to a reference oscillator (even have an on-board SMPS locked to it) and have one VFO which when
heterodyned with this reference produces the audio - that way, any unintended interactions or 'leakages' can only produce the intended audio frequency -
no ghosts - no fiddling with other oscillator frequencies to get things right.."

The Open.Theremin uses one Xtal with divide by 7 and 8 for the references.  I wonder if there is any non-interference magic to be gained by doing that?

dewster 6/8/2014 5:15:17 PM [787]

Hive processor core updated to v05.03:

Design document: http://www.mediafire.com/download/1tjszeo0kmy14ym/Hive_Design_2014-06-07.pdf

Excel simulator: http://www.mediafire.com/download/ypii57k6c6z713h/HIVE_SIM_2014-06-08.xls

Verilog code: http://www.mediafire.com/download/1niwno3c2ncnbxq/HIVE_2014-06-07_v05.03.zip

New logic to improve interrupt support, 32 bit register access, a fair amount of rewrite to facilitate verification (and to scratch my seemingly endless need
to rewrite code itch).  I tried to make memory read/write 32 bits wide but that unfortunately broke the way I enter boot code using the verilog initial
construct.  Ah well. 

Hitting the diminishing returns wall with Hive editing, which means it's either close to "done" or I'm just running out of ideas. Anyway, I'm quite pleased
with how it's turned out.  After bajillions of hours of pondering all things processor I have something decent to show for it.

FredM 6/9/2014 3:56:14 PM [788]

http://www.mediafire.com/download/1tjszeo0kmy14ym/Hive_Design_2014-06-07.pdf
http://www.mediafire.com/download/ypii57k6c6z713h/HIVE_SIM_2014-06-08.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/download/1niwno3c2ncnbxq/HIVE_2014-06-07_v05.03.zip


Dewster,

[probably worth ignoring the the fo;;owing - I have just downloaded the 53 page manual!  - Yeah, that's some work you've done!!! - Sure all I ask below
will be answered when ive read it! ]

It sounds really impressive!

I know that on forums where core's are the staple diet, how to actually implement and code for Hive is probably comprehensible - but for FPGA and Core
illiterates, can I ask some really dumb questions?

One has your FPGA, and have managed to "code" hardware constructs into it with Verilog or whatever (in my case probably schematic entry) .. This
"hardware" needs to communicate with a processor of some kind (say one has implemented a phase comparator and your "hardware" wants to send
pulses for the MCU to process)..

Presumably one drops in your Hive Verilog processor "module" (or puts this in before linking your hardware constructs) ..

Now you need to route the 'pulses' to an appropriate "port" on the MCU - but this is all inside the FPGA.. So presumably one uses naming #define or
whatever..

So you have the processor and hardware linked...

Now, the code... The code for Hive is presumably written in an assembler type manner - ? - If so, is it converted to machine code through an assembler
one can obtain or one you have written?

Or is my thinking bog-eyed? Does one actually write the "code" in Verilog and include this with the Hive "module" ?

Here is my area of total braindeadness - I have put systems together using MCUs more times than I can count, but its been an MCU with ports one
connects and configures to "hardware" - Ok, the old days when all the hardware was external has long gone - but the principle remains the same - one has
PICs with on-chip timers and PWMs etc, and one has the processor independent, and the code mainly says how these internal "peripherals" are
configured and "wired".. and does its stuff to control / read "peripherals" (on-chip and off-chip) and act on these actions.. This extended hugely with
PSoC where there are loads of digital and analogue peripherals ("User Modules") and user configurable "CPLD" like modules - but with all of these there
are defined registers and interfacing APIs ..

With a FPGA one is really designing or implementing everything - For PSoC there is a manual the size of an old telephone directory detailing where
things are.. So when taking Hive for example, does one need to specify / create everything ? (Admittedly, with PSoC, one only ever uses << 10% of the
dedicated functions / registers in any single application)

Could you simply describe how an engineer would put a FPGA application with Hive? - A simple "hello world" or "I can make a tone that sweeps from
20Hz to 20kHz" - just to get an idea about the processes involved?

All I have done with FPGA is mop up a load of logic functions to produce waveforms using my logic "mixer" - and all this was done using schematic
entry (and I cant even get that to work now! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 6/9/2014 9:26:06 PM [789]

Hi Fred,

Hive is coded in verilog in a modular way.  Separate *.v files hold the code for various pieces ("modules") and they are pulled together and wired in a
hierarchical manner as sub components, which are themselves pulled together wired up as the Hive core at the top level module ("hive_core.v"). 

To use it, one would write an even higher level module that pulls in ("instantiates") the top level module along with other logic and wire them up.  This
would likely be written in verilog (mixed HDL projects are supported by FPGA vendor tools but I've never tried it) or via the proprietary schematic
capture method in the given tool. 

Here is the top level entity for my Cyclone 4 demo board:

module ep4ce6e22c8_demo_board 
    #( 
    parameter    integer                            LED_W            = 4 
    ) 
    ( 
    // clocks & resets 
    input         wire                              clk_50m_i,       // clock 
    input         wire                              rstn_i,          // async. reset, active low 
    // 
    output        wire    [LED_W-1:0]               led_o            // LEDs, active low 
    ); 

    /* 
    ---------------------- 
    -- internal signals -- 
    ---------------------- 
    */ 
    wire                    [31:0]                    io_o; 
    wire                                              clk_pll; 

    pll    pll_inst ( 
    .inclk0                ( clk_50m_i ), 
    .c0                    ( clk_pll ) 
    ); 



    hive_core hive_core_inst 
    ( 
    .clk_i                ( clk_pll ), 
    .rst_i                ( ~rstn_i ), 
    .xsr_i                (  ),  // unused 
    .io_i                 (  ),  // unused 
    .io_o                 ( io_o ) 
    ); 

    // the LEDs are active low 
    assign led_o = ~io_o[3:0]; 

endmodule

You can see that the Hive core has a rather trivial port interface: clock, reset, interrupts, and GPIO (the UART port isn't shown here).

For this uber entity you would specify pinout in the vendor tool, as well as any timing constraints for the pins and internal logic.  The tool facilitates this
to some degree, but you can specify these things with text files as well, and I generally find this to be the easiest route.  For slow I/O like LED outputs,
button and encoder inputs, etc. the pin timing can be set to don't care, and the internal timing is largely constrained by telling the tool the input clock
frequency you will be supplying (likely through and internal PLL to multiply it up as it is in my above example).

Once that is done you need to program Hive.  The boot code is in a file ("boot_code.v") which initializes main memory.  You would edit this file and
rebuild the design, then reprogram the FPGA configuration memory.  At power cycle (or pressing the "config" button on the demo board) the new load is
pumped into the FPGA and you're in business.  Boot code is actually written in verilog, and uses some of the language features to make it fairly readable.

For anything other than trivial programs, the Excel simulator is probably the place to develop subroutines and such, but it's a little clunky and kind of
slow.  I'm still working on porting the Excel output to a text file, which could then be uploaded to Hive running a boot loader / tiny monitor of sorts. 
Some kind of serial memory would be necessary (they can be had for almost nothing) wired to the demo board.  Programming support is something of a
missing link for larger projects.

In terms of the things you might bolt onto the Hive core, there is free code out there for a lot of functionality, but who knows what the quality may be
like.  At freecores they came up with the "wishbone" standard so as to standardize a register set interface between code and processor.  If your processor
core and the additional functionality are both wishbone compliant you can theoretically join them together easily.  I have my own register primitive that
the internal register set is constructed with, and prefer to keep this kind of logic in one conceptual spot rather than spattered around the design.  So with
Hive you would probably end up writing or at least heavily adapting code for extensions / peripherals.

=============

I've been bumping up against the inherent limitations in verilog (no multi-dimensional ports, no packages) so today I'm working on porting Hive to
SystemVerilog.  SV is confusingly named, it's actually an updated version of verilog, with the verilog name going by the wayside.  SV is touted (and
used) more as a verification language, but synthesis support is definitely there and a definitely an improvement over verilog.  Surprisingly there is NO
support for SV in the Xilinx XST tool!  Altera Quartus seems to support SV pretty well and has done so for quite some time.

Eric

FredM 6/10/2014 12:57:26 AM [790]

Thank you for that, Eric.

I think I am probably out of the running on this! ;-)  Or at least I am unless I get a load of money and loads of time.. I think its one of these areas where
one probably gets the skills through quite a long focused route (in a "real" development situation / work) or a strong passion and interest  -

But your description does put some of the pieces together a bit - and I am reading through your document (fortunately, a lot was covered in previous
documents from you, so its not all new).

I just want to keep up enough that when you bring your theremin to market, I will hopefully be able to at least glimmer what you are doing ;-) ... For me,
the real irony is that I may end up using an FPGA simply because of cost - I dont need anything as big as the smallest FPGA available (all I really need as
a few PALs/GALS , but they are almost impossible to get at low cost - and the tools for developing / programming them are now unavailable or
expensive) so I will probably have an FPGA only 5% used... Its a balancing thing now between FPGA and MACH5 CPLD.. The same FPGA will run
your whole machine!

Fred.

dewster 6/10/2014 3:13:13 AM [791]

Hi Fred,

Your take has a lot of merit.  Mine doesn't make much sense (even to me!) if I don't factor in the pedagogical opportunity to understand serial processing
better, and the chance to address a general need for more complex functionality than dedicated FPGA logical constructs normally provide (state machines
and cascaded modules can only do so much before they too become unwieldy).  But it's kind of betting the farm, and one could do as much or likely
much more (reverb and other delay effects) with a Beaglebone black lashed to a some circuitry.  A lot of it I suppose is the pent up frustration of working
for others for so long, doing stuff I didn't care about that much, while my own ideas languished.  Making up for lost time with a vengeance!

If very little of the FPGA is being used, it could easily give you a tuner, or do linearization, or handle less critical axes directly.  That's what I was doing
at first and it was working great before I got so seriously sidetracked.

I think a lot of what we may both be fighting is there is no clear programmable platform that will support 100% of the functions we need, but a few are
tantalizingly close.  If I had a Cyclone board with a 16 bit stereo DAC as standard equipment I'd likely have more to show-and-tell at this point (big
talk!).  Instead I'm off chasing wild geese.  Another thing I know I'm up against is the entirely adequate products Moog made, and the huge difficulty of
bringing anything at all to market in the first place.



But what's super great is, due to the very open collaboration here (and elsewhere on the web) I think we all have a much better sense of what makes a
Theremin good, and we have various practical approaches we can put in place to achieve that goal.

Eric

FredM 6/10/2014 8:55:40 PM [792]

Hello Eric, I empathize absolutely with what you say!

"Your take has a lot of merit.  Mine doesn't make much sense (even to me!) if I don't factor in the pedagogical opportunity to understand serial processing
better, and the chance to address a general need for more complex functionality than dedicated FPGA logical constructs normally provide " - Dewster

LOL ;-) .. I think this may be the cruncher for both of us.. Certainly, for me, I have been distracted continuously into areas where "the pent up frustration
of working for others for so long, doing stuff I didn't care about that much, while my own ideas languished" and the opportunity to (almost) justify
playing with / exploring these ideas became (and still is ;-) overpowering.

"But what's super great is, due to the very open collaboration here (and elsewhere on the web) I think we all have a much better sense of what makes a
Theremin good, and we have various practical approaches we can put in place to achieve that goal."

Oh yes! There are a whole load of things I have learned from TW and research prompted by postings here - not just about theremins - In fact, the routes I
have been steered down have often been highly surprising!

As for "achieve that goal" I think we have actually got to the technical level where we "are there" - There is enough information about what is needed /
wanted, and numerous achievable designs and topologies - "we" (and I am talking about the numerous developers - those who go public and those who
work "under wraps) could probably have a few theremins on the market with comparable merits which would be superior to any theremin "out there" at
present..

Whats delaying this? - Probably the fact that most (all?) of us haven't controlled the urge for continual "improvement" - and the next step involves stuff
inventors usually dont like and are incompetent at - manufacture, marketing, obtaining money / investment.. And change - The day one puts product to
market, unless one has a competent team and are left to carry on doing what you really want to do, life changes.

Fred.

dewster 6/12/2014 1:18:55 AM [793]

"Whats delaying this?...the next step involves stuff inventors usually dont like and are incompetent at - manufacture, marketing, obtaining money /
investment..."  - FredM

It's probably best done at a cottage industry level - the monetary gains will likely be tiny, so the potential losses need to be strictly minimized.

"...And change - The day one puts product to market, unless one has a competent team and are left to carry on doing what you really want to do, life
changes."  

This is what's holding me back.  I want to do one model and make it count, and not keep one or more dogs on life support for the rest of my days (bumper
sticker: Ask me about time-wasting, lame-ass products!).

dewster 6/12/2014 1:34:30 AM [794]

SystemVerilog is sweet!  I missed the packages from VHDL, where one could stick all the constants, port widths, data types, aliases, functions, etc. for
the project and not worry about all the guarded include file nonsense (ifndef, blah blah.).

The two papers I've found the most useful for learning verilog & SV were authored by the amazing Stuart Sutherland.  Here are a bunch of his papers:

http://www.sutherland-hdl.com/papers.php

This one is great for SV if you already know verilog:

http://www.sutherland-hdl.com/papers/2013-SNUG-SV_Synthesizable-SystemVerilog_paper.pdf

And this is a very nice verilog reference:

http://sutherland-hdl.com/online_verilog_ref_guide/verilog_2001_ref_guide.pdf

I'd avoid VHDL, it's too verbose.  verilog is more C like, so most programmers should be at least vaguely familiar with the syntax.  To learn it: look at a
bunch of good code and write some of your own.  I haven't found any good books on how real men do real digital design.  I'm OK at it now, but only
after nude Jello wrestling with the bear for over a decade, inspecting good code (tough because there is very little of it, even behind enemy lines), and
picking up random tips extremely occasionally here and there.  HDLers are a tiny lot, which is weird because the entire world has been undergoing this
massive digital revolution for like forever.

FredM 6/12/2014 7:14:55 AM [795]

"This is what's holding me back.  I want to do one model and make it count, and not keep one or more dogs on life support for the rest of my days
(bumper sticker: Ask me about time-wasting, lame-ass products!). " - Dewster

Quite ironic really - those who dont give a shi* about their responsibility to support products they sell, are the ones who generally get to production
quickly, and the ones who produce crap.. Those who take their responsibility seriously will craft the product to near perfection and try to avoid all
possibility of a heavy maintenance overhead - and get to market late if at all...

http://www.sutherland-hdl.com/papers.php
http://www.sutherland-hdl.com/papers/2013-SNUG-SV_Synthesizable-SystemVerilog_paper.pdf
http://sutherland-hdl.com/online_verilog_ref_guide/verilog_2001_ref_guide.pdf


= more lame-ass products on the market.

Fred.

dewster 6/13/2014 10:32:25 PM [796]

Hive - now in SystemVerilog!

http://www.mediafire.com/download/zry439dg14rz6ab/HIVE_2014-06-13_v05.04.zip

Not a lot of change to the casual eye, but I'm really digging SV.  The verilog "reg" and "wire" base types have been replaced with the single SV "logic"
type - no more fiddling around with variable nonsense.  SV packages pulled all the magic numbers, user types, defines, and functions together into one
file.  And the wildcard port connect and checks are really nice.  And finally an enumerated type so state machines are a bit easier to write, and opcode
encode / decode is more straightforward.

dewster 6/18/2014 12:05:23 AM [797]

Looking at Excel sims again today, trying to get back into the Theremin groove.  Playing around with things to see if linearity adjustment is even
necessary with the "offset, period measuring, non-nulling heterodyning" method.  The offset value can be manipulated, as well as the minimum
heterodyned frequency, which can morph things around a lot.  For certain cases though it seems a small amount of linearization might be desirable.  I
imagine a lot of it depends on the basic stability of the LC oscillator, if things are shifting around a lot with grounding, temperature, etc. then finer tuning
adjustments are likely moot.

I'm not a trombone player, but was thinking today there are probably a lot of parallels in terms of playing the Theremin.

The slide itself only gives a range of 7 semitones, which is not exactly a ton.  As with other brass, tightening of the lips gives access to the higher
registers. 

I wonder if anyone here has ever played a somewhat linear seeming Theremin with maybe 2 octaves total range over most of a meter?  It seems most of
the movie clips on-line show instruments that are ultra sensitive when compared to the likes of a trombone.  I've read that Clara's was somewhat less
sensitive than most.

For myself, if/when I undertake actually learning the Theremin, I imagine I'll dial back the sensitivity quite a bit and use the controls to more or less fit
the response to the range of the song I'm attempting.

FredM 6/18/2014 6:57:27 PM [798]

"For myself, if/when I undertake actually learning the Theremin, I imagine I'll dial back the sensitivity quite a bit and use the controls to more or less fit
the response to the range of the song I'm attempting."

Hi Dewster,

I think you are right - linearity only becomes really important when one tries to cram "too many" octaves into the field - there is a natural exponential
relationship on acoustic instruments, and this isn't bothersome to musicians - but if one wanted to span 5 octaves on a single string for example, it
probably could become bothersome!

http://www.mediafire.com/download/zry439dg14rz6ab/HIVE_2014-06-13_v05.04.zip


If on regards the theremin playing area as an "unvisual string" (as Lydia Kavina often calls it) then register switching seems like the best / only way to
encompass a larger range - perhaps with a maximum 3 octaves per register - unless one does some electronic "trickery" to linearize the response.

Sadly, "dial back the sensitivity" is not an option on most (if any) analogue theremins presently on the market (designs employing a voltage-outputting
front-end driving a separate voicing, such as the 91 series, are best suited to exploits like this) - But would be available on true digital theremins where
the front-end is detached from the voice.

And the ability to have independent control over sensitivity and register could well make the requirement for linearization far less critical IMO... If the
player was happy with perhaps 3 octaves in the 'field' at any given time.

This is surely where acoustic strings are superior - one can have several side by side, tuned to different intervals / registers, each having usable non-
linearity - and apart from the fact that one can play them together, even if played solo they encompass a larger range..

Fred.

dewster 6/19/2014 1:09:02 AM [799]

Hi Fred,

It's my feeling that cramped pitch fields may be contributing to an eventual second historical dustbining of the Theremin.  I could be wrong, but spacing
the notes more widely seems like it might allow for more acceptable sounding casual playing without learning elaborate fingering techniques, particularly
if a tuning display were present.  This is my hope anyway.  I suppose I'm starting to sound like the original Theremin promo materials ("The instrument
anyone can play!")

Spent the day sketching out the new flow graph, playing with simulations, and reading papers (mine would would make for a pretty boring episode of
"This Is Your Life").  Other than looking pretty damn linear in simulation (if tweaked right), measuring the period (rather than the frequency) of the offset
heterodyne has the added advantage of producing a varying rate output that, when coupled to a digital filter, produces a variable cutoff that is
directionally correct with fading SNR in the far field.  For example, if the traditional null point is offset 50kHz or so (so that the minimum heterodyned
frequency is 50kHz, with  increasing heterodyned frequency as the hand approaches the antenna) then, for lower frequencies, measuring the resulting
period gives a longer interval between clocks before producing the next measurement.  As each measurement comes in it is fed to a low pass filter,
clocking it.  In this way the filter runs at a lower rate when the hand is far from the antenna, and at a higher rate when the hand is nearer, and cutoff is
directly proportional to rate in a digital filter.  So one might set the cutoff of the filter to be 200Hz or so in the far field, with this automatically going to
2kHz or so with the hand near the antenna, giving 1kHz or so BW in the mid-field, where it seems god intends for us to play.

It also looks like the period measurement method (if tweaked right) produces pitch numbers that start pooping out when the hand is a very small distance
from the antenna, like an inch or so, which seems to be better behaved than the cramping up one experiences with a standard Theremin.

The thing I'm wresting with now is how to get this variable rate output back to a fixed rate to be sampled by the processor.  It obviously involves LPF  to
minimize aliasing and the throwing away of samples (decimation).  I'd like to do as much of it in the processor just to keep things flexible, and to reserve
as much logic for other axes, displays, etc.

FredM 6/19/2014 11:26:02 AM [800]

"The thing I'm wresting with now is how to get this variable rate output back to a fixed rate to be sampled by the processor. " - Dewster

Do you really need to?

Ok - for standard digital (wavetable etc) output, you do.. But with an FPGA couldnt you just pipe the output to a hardware mixed signal configuration
(like my square/triangle/ramp mixer which only needs two square wave inputs [one reference, one variable] and uses a few bits of logic, and outputs
PWM for these waveforms..

Yeah, I know this is real limiting compared to what one can do in the digital domain - but it might (?) be a quick way to get audio out at least in the early
stages, to allow you to test linearity etc.

When you talk about the auto-tracking filter, this sounds really neat - I am assuming this filter has nothing to do with audio - its purely related to the
antenna response.

"It's my feeling that cramped pitch fields may be contributing to an eventual second historical dustbining of the Theremin. "

Not sure I understand this, or if I do, that I agree ;-) I have come to think that the theremin has no hope of ever being a "mainstream" instrument, that
even if perfectly linear and reasonably playable, it is only novelty that keeps it "alive" - my thinking is on these lines - Anyone who has the potential to
play an instrument like the theremin (or trombone or violin) must have a good ear for pitch - and the vast majority of people with such ability will find
other instruments (with a tactile interface) far more satisfying.

The theremin only serves those who want its specific attributes and devote themselves to mastering these, and it also serves the musically clueless - this
latter class wouldn't know the difference between a theremin with an exponential linear or log response!

I dont see the theremin going into "the dustbin" - but likewise, I dont see it ever really going "anywhere" - I think it will retain its obscure novelty niche -
at least until it perhaps gets trashed as a result of some impulsive fad caused by crowds of unmusical people buying Theremini and flooding you tube
with crap.. But somehow, I dont think even this will "kill" it - 50 years from now there will probably be some form of TW and some people still believing
the instrument has a future. I think it has a future - but will always be an obscure teeny part of the musical instrument 'spectrum' and a far more (but still
tiny) part of the toy / novelty / student project / novelty / educational "spectrum".

Fred.

dewster 6/20/2014 12:27:06 AM [801]

"Do you really need to?"  - FredM

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/This_Is_Your_Life


Well, I know I could be accused of retiring on this project, but it's giving me a lot of practice with a bunch of stuff including digital filtering.  And quick
setup stuff probably isn't too possible at this point, although there is always a huge value in it.  Maybe I should try everything in Hive and ditch most of
the special hardware - gotta keep the 8 threads busy doing something. 

"I dont see the theremin going into "the dustbin"

As usual you've articulated this much more clearly than I am capable of doing and I completely agree with your assessment!  The Theremin likely won't
disappear at this point, though IMO unless there are fundamental changes it will likely remain somewhat obscure. 

It seems that octaves on a Theremin are something like megapixels on a digital camera - beyond a certain level they degrade functionality, though they
look good on paper.

=========

Played around in simulation today with the zero crossing LPF following the XOR heterodyning.  A cascade of two simple first order IIR sections works
pretty well, though it is straining a bit at the two extremes.  A third section tames it a tiny bit better.  These are fairly trivial at the hardware level, though
it would be nice if there was some kind of tracking going on.

dewster 6/25/2014 2:18:45 PM [802]

So here is what I'm simulating in Excel:

It seems a bit of high pass filtering is necessary post heterodyning in order to center up the thresholding after low pass filtering.  Three stages of simple
first order low pass give pretty good results over a fairly wide range of input frequencies.  It's too bad I can't get the LC sine wave into the FPGA as this
would really reduce the filtering requirements.  But these filters aren't too wide (in terms of bits) so maybe it's not too big a big deal.  The low pass filter
after the period measurement is variable rate, the advantages of which were previously discussed.  The final filter is fixed rate, and I'm wondering if some
kind of recursive arrangement could be employed here over multiple clocks, as this filter runs at a fairly low rate for the FPGA hardware.

[EDIT] Just wanted to add, for a 160MHz system clock, the HPF attenuation factor of 2^5 corresponds to a corner frequency (-3dB) of ~800kHz, and the
LPF corner frequencies are similarly ~400kHz (though cascading three of them like this significantly lowers the -3dB point).  The 2^8 factor at the
beginning gives the filters large enough data to "chew on" (significantly increases resolution) and isn't a real multiplication per se as it is simply
multiplied by the input +/-1.

FredM 6/25/2014 10:09:41 PM [803]

Hi Dewster,

Yeh - that looks good!  Had me a bit confused at first - was thinking analogue ;-) .. But having a variable and fixed LPF working on the period data (after
period measurement) makes a lot of sense.

In terms of FPGA implementation, everything (except LCO) on the diagram is in the FPGA, with only the fixed-rate data from LPF b going to the
processor - so there is no processor intervention (?) and you get all the advantages of heterodyning with none of the peripheral analogue hardware..

Real neat, real tidy, huge potential for tweaking without changing components.. You have an NCO that can presumably be adjusted as required.

But I do get a pain between my ears when I look at some things you do ;-) ... I see a schematic, with an XOR taking two inputs and giving a pulse
output... To me, its "real" and the 2^8 got me thinking it couldn't be "real" but must all be somehow "numerical" LOL ;-)

So lets see if I got it... its 2^8 multiplied by 0 or 1 (XOR pulse output) - effectively 8 * 2 input AND gates, each having one input tied high (1) and the
other inputs all commoned and connected to the XOR output, so when the XOR output is high, you get 0xFF into the HPF, and when the XOR output is
low you get 0x00 into the HPF. ... (Actually, I got that wrong.. its a bunch of XORs and a signed result going to the HPF)

This increased "amplitude" is then easier to process by the following HPF and LPF's, and the period measurement block looks at the numerical result
from the final LPF and produces its period count after determining the crossing points from its incoming data...

And each of these blocks is coded - no schematics, "just" Verilog ++ or whatever...

Really impressive stuff IMO!

Fred.

dewster 6/26/2014 5:08:27 PM [804]

"...so when the XOR output is high, you get 0xFF into the HPF, and when the XOR output is low you get 0x00 into the HPF. ... (Actually, I got that
wrong.. its a bunch of XORs and a signed result going to the HPF)"  - FredM

Yes.  If you flip the MSB you get signed, so signed or unsigned is rather trivial / arbitrary.  I picked signed so that the thresholding and accumulator
initialization is conceptually simpler (@ zero rather than 1/2 the max, though both are just the MSB).



Gates are mainly for human convenience as the tool blends it all together and boils it back down to LUTs.  This is what I really like about HDL
programming: all the tedious Karnaugh mapping and state machine state assignment and reduction and decoding is done automatically and 99% of the
time much better than I can do (particularly from a global perspective).  One should be aware of this stuff, but much of what we spent months slaving
over in school is otherwise rather moot.  (I remember finding BJT bias points to 3 decimal places via iteration, something one would never do in real life
because device parameters tend to be terribly sloppy.)

"In terms of FPGA implementation, everything (except LCO) on the diagram is in the FPGA, with only the fixed-rate data from LPF b going to the
processor - so there is no processor intervention (?) and you get all the advantages of heterodyning with none of the peripheral analogue hardware..

Real neat, real tidy, huge potential for tweaking without changing components.. You have an NCO that can presumably be adjusted as required."

It seems to work quite well (in simulation) over a large range (~10kHz to ~1.3MHz).  The processor will have to get involved in setting the NCO
frequency.

Playing with it a bit more this morning the initial multiplication should perhaps be 2^9 to get better resolution at lower frequencies, though of course
putting it in HW will be the true test.  I'm also thinking the variable rate filter could be second order, and the final fixed rate filter perhaps dispensed
with.  Have the processor sample it at 50kHz or so, which would give 400 instructions for the thread (running at 20MHz) to do something with the
sample like more sophisticated LPF and perhaps 50/60Hz high Q notch.

I've done this kind of circuit in the past for products, but with no heterodyning, and with a single LPF after the period measurement, to measure the
"frequency" deviation of an input (actually period deviation, but the two are quite close for small deviations about nominal).

"Verilog ++ or whatever..."

I can't believe they changed the name to SystemVerilog when it's really just an update to Verilog and not a new language at all.  The name change is what
kept me away from SV - that, and the way SV is "sold" as a primarily for verification and not synthesis so much, which is also quite deceptive.  And this
is my field!  Gaaa!

dewster 6/30/2014 8:13:16 PM [805]

Coded the above in verilog (SV) using ~2^10 for the XOR gain into the HPF.  Simulation is a bit painful, but 1ms of sim time isn't too terrible, maybe a
minute or so of real time.  Seeing more or less expected operation from 30kHz to 900kHz (heterodyned frequency) with glitching (false periods) above
and below.  For period measuring I'm measuring rise-to-rise and fall-to-fall separately and kicking them out sequentially, for two samples per cycle.  The
output filter shows the expected corner frequency tracking.  Top speed of the logic is just a bit above 160MHz which is my target.

This range of this whole arrangement is strongly governed by glitching limits.  Both ends kind of scare me - the low end could drift down from the
nominal 50kHz, a hand too close to the antenna might push it too high.  I wish there were some way to get auto-tracking of the cutoff working previous to
the period measurement.  Maybe I shouldn't be trying for so much heterodyning difference, but 2.5MHz mixed down to 50kHz (far field) gives pretty flat
linearity in simulation.  I get the feeling I'll be linearizing in SW, so I'm not sure why I'm fighting so hard for this to work out "naturally" when a stray pF
or two at the antenna can blow it out of the water.

FredM 6/30/2014 8:30:11 PM [806]

"Both ends kind of scare me - the low end could drift down from the nominal 50kHz, a hand too close to the antenna might push it too high." - Dewster

Perhaps you could implement bound checking rather auto-tracking? Ok, it would eat some of the FPGA resources, but if you checked the incoming
(VFO) frequency against max and min values (window phase / frequency detector) and flagged an out-of-bounds condition (which perhaps locked the
last trust-worthy values) it may be easier to manage.

Its certainly easy to implement a logic frequency 'comparator' if one has actual frequencies - the way I did it on my H1's was daft (I used the MCU to
actually compare counter values) - since then I have used register based phase comparators feeding analogue integrators (specifically because I didnt
want sharp limits) .. I suspect an all logic scheme would be simpler.

Really sounds like you are getting close ;-)

" I get the feeling I'll be linearizing in SW, so I'm not sure why I'm fighting so hard for this to work out "naturally" when a stray pF or two at the
antenna can blow it out of the water."

Because, dear Eric, you share one personality feature common to all theremin developers - Some degree of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder! ;-) ... Oh, I
think most of us are sub-clinical, but unless we were a bit OCD we would have walked away from theremins within the first year. Add to this the fact that
(whether you realize it or not) you are a perfectionist, and that explains most of the reason... But its not only that - You know damn well that the better the
front-end is, the more reliable the product will be.. Its a GIGO situation - sure, get garbage in, and with some processing what comes out may not be
garbage.. But eliminate (or reduce) the input garbage, and the processing is reduced and what comes out is likely to be "better".

Fred.

dewster 6/30/2014 10:17:02 PM [807]

"Perhaps you could implement bound checking rather auto-tracking?"  - FredM

Yes, but the problem areas are relative rather than absolute due to heterodyning.  I suppose I could make them relative / absolute but the bounds would be
rather arbitrary inputs by me.

"You know damn well that the better the front-end is, the more reliable the product will be.. Its a GIGO situation..."

Yes, all too aware!  What's getting me is that offset heterodyning with period measurement gives a golden opportunity to linearize the near field.  My
numerical linearization solution depend on a mid-field number that it is rather sensitive to (though it can be re-used as the sensitivity "tilt" point).

For instance:



Above is a simple LC oscillator with 3pF stray beating against an NCO to give 50kHz beat far-field.  Basic linearity is quite good.

Above I've increased the far-field beat frequency to 100kHz (blue line), and then applied some numerical linearity correction (red line).  Far-field
linearity is better, but is the average person able to do this kind of adjustment?  Will drift throw a monkey wrench into it?



Above I've increased the stray capacitance to 30pF and adjusted far-field beat to 5kHz to compensate.  No numerical linearity adjustment.  Linearity is
again very good.  We're killing sensitivity with stray capacitance and getting it back via more aggressive heterodyning, which should make drift worse.

Anyway, bringing the whole thing into alignment might be as simple as moving the far-field beat point, which is really hard to ignore.

Spreadsheet is here: http://www.mediafire.com/download/bvvvm2yyl5bw7f9/Rod_2014-06-17.xls

FredM 6/30/2014 11:43:11 PM [808]

"Anyway, if one can stay away from numerical linearization, bringing the whole thing into alignment might be as simple as moving the far-field beat
point." - Dewster

It does look that way! - Hell, the 0.1 to 0.55 is so linear people wont like it! LOL ;-) .. You may need to add numerical "linearization" to give folks the
non-linearity they are used to ;-)

Dewster, if the linearity is even close to what these sims are predicting, its time, IMO, for you to move on to the next step (before you become like me -
an aging nerd with loads of "knowledge" about one niche area, who has almost given up on ever producing an instrument, and gets more isolated and
pedantic and distracted and bitter and twisted by the day) - With conventional analogue heterodyning theremins its not possible to move the null point in
order to get linearity improvement as the bass is always close to this point.. But having the flexibility to do this digitally changes the rules completely.

"Yes, but the problem areas are relative rather than absolute due to heterodyning.  I suppose I could make them relative / absolute but the bounds would
be rather arbitrary inputs by me."

Does it matter? You have a huge span available between the extremes where problems start - If you set arbitrary bounds that ensure you never get into the
danger zone, and set the instrument up so its extremely unlikely to ever get into this zone, ok - you may throw away perhaps 20% (?) of available
resolution - but if you can spare this, you should be ok... Alternatively, is there any way to auto-detect the level of glitching (asymmetry or whatever) and
lock the values when this exceeds some threshold/s?

"We're killing sensitivity with stray capacitance and getting it back via more aggressive heterodyning, which should make drift worse."

I dont see this - sorry, we've been here before ;-) - Also, not really sure I understand the source of this "stray capacitance"  - except that you are (?)
effectively increasing the sensitivity at the far-field end, and as such, there will be more capacitive "noise" ... But any and every scheme that linearizes
this area must effectively do so by increasing the far-field sensitivity - in fact, isnt this what "linearization" really boils down to - decreasing the near-field
and increasing the far field sensitivities in a controlled manner ..?

I have been using this as the principle means of linearization - effectively making the VFO less sensitive to capacitance change as its frequency drops,
and more sensitive as its frequency increases - all done in analogue by monitoring the VFO frequency using a BPF and generating a CV from this which
is processed and fed back to the VFO - but I only need to go this awkward route because I still haven't had the guts to break free from combining the
front-end with the sound engine - You are free from such constraints, and the scheme you are using is probably more linear than is actually 'needed' even
without any number crunching, and even if it wasnt working at optimum due to poor capacitive environment.

Fred.

dewster 7/1/2014 5:04:51 PM [809]

Comedy of errors in my verilog code, ironed them out this morning and the results are much more in line with the Excel simulation.  So now I'm seeing
operation from 10kHz to 1.3MHz (heterodyned frequency) with glitching (false periods) above.  It maybe even looks OK at 5kHz but I'm not simulating

http://www.mediafire.com/download/bvvvm2yyl5bw7f9/Rod_2014-06-17.xls


long enough to see that very well, and I've got the period measurement maxing out at 20kHz.  This is more than a 1:100 range which makes me feel less
nervous about how it might work in real-life.

"Alternatively, is there any way to auto-detect the level of glitching (asymmetry or whatever) and lock the values when this exceeds some threshold/s?"  -
FredM

That's similar to the protections they put in communications PLLs, where the impairment detectors have to respond more quickly than the PLL and
perhaps restore it to a state in the recent past in order to center it at a more reasonable point than the current deviation.  Here we're talking a difference of
maybe 5kHz in 2.5MHz (2000 ppm) which could take a while to dependably resolve and threshold with a 160MHz clock.  In the PLL case it's doable
with a period measurer feeding a LPF (speed/resolution tradeoff), with the bandwidth of the detector set significantly higher than that of the PLL.

In my period measurer there is a "debounce" period in the state machine that keeps it from responding to input edges that are too close to the edge it just
responded to, and which also flags bounce events.  I could add a bit of hysteresis, but that would likely roughen up the period measurement, and wouldn't
likely improve anything else much.

"Also, not really sure I understand the source of this "stray capacitance""

Just throwing a wrench into it to see what can be accommodated.  Probably not very optimal with that much capacitance loading down the antenna and
swamping hand capacitance, but it's interesting that lowering the beat seems to restore linearity.

dewster 7/2/2014 3:42:59 PM [810]

The filtering following the period measurement is kind of sticking in my craw.  To measure the period, we are counting system clocks between rising
edge events.  The simplest filtering is averaging.  So to average multiple periods we could just let the counter go for as many rising edge events as we
want averaged, then divide by the number of rising edges that happened during the averaging period.  If we restrict the number of rising edges to powers
of two, then the division is a simple right shift of the count, and the shift distance is exactly like the exponential in a floating point number.  The period
averaging logic could then be reduced to a clock counter, an edge counter, a power of 2 event counter (which looks at rising edges of the bits which
comprise the edge counter), and a state machine.  The machine looks for the accumulated clocks to pass a threshold, and the produces an unsigned float
output when accumulated edges reach a power of 2.  This gives us a variable rate filter that is limited to a 2:1 range, increasing resolution with smaller
period inputs, and gives us a construct that won't excessively load the processor down with interrupts.  Further filtering to ~1kHz and 50/60Hz hum can
then take place in software where it is much more efficient.

This is a cheap and simple 2:1 variable rate integrate and dump filter with variable 2^n cutoff, something I haven't seen in the literature.  Off to watch it
fall on its face in simulation...  I'm worried that the cutoff switching might somehow be audible to the user, but I think if processor sampling is kept
ultrasonic (in the 50kHz to 100kHz range) then it likely won't be?

dewster 7/7/2014 4:01:42 PM [811]

Spent some time looking at CIC filters and I think I understand them better now.  Here is a good paper:

http://www.dspguru.net/sites/dspguru/files/cic.pdf

Equation 8 is the key, though it is clearer when explicitly expanded.  CIC I/O response is:

  1 + (z^-1) + (z^-2) + ... + (z^-(RM-1))

This is obviously a FIR filter with all coefficients =1, which is the definition of a boxcar or moving average filter with a rectangular window of width RM
and a gain of RM.  When decimating with a CIC we can place the comb downstream of the decimation, which is quite convenient because it reduces the
required comb delay by a factor of 1/R.  If M=1 and the comb is sampling every R samples, then what it is sampling is the last R input samples added
together, which is the definition of an integrate and dump filter.

CIC makes sense in scenarios where the oversampling ratio is high and one needs to radically filter and decimate in order to get the sampling rate down
to something more reasonable.  A cascade of 3 seems to be the norm to get a good cutoff slope.  Bit growth is an issue, particularly when cascading,
though modulo math in the accumulators eases this.  And the decimation ratio takes the place of lots of M storage, which is really convenient, but if you
don't want to decimate then you have to pony up the storage.

Anyway, I'm back to first order integrate and dump with power of 2 periods.  Though since interrupts shouldn't come in at more than a 1.5MHz rate I'm
toying with the idea of putting an interrupt time stamp in the Hive register set, which could enable period timing with the interrupt mechanism alone,
though it would pretty much tie up one thread.  (But first I'm off in an attempt to rearrange the Hive guts for full 32 bit memory access.)

I'm still kind of concerned about aliasing.  I don't believe I've really thought it out, particularly in the context of heterodyning.  To reduce the probability
of it, one could take the LC oscillator output and LPF the phase with a PLL or DPLL before heterodyning.  Sampling and filter internal node truncation
are huge cans of worms, analog filtering is a breeze compared to digital filtering.  Even something as trivial as the CIC, which boils down to almost
nothing, just about breaks my brain.  (Though the CIC itself is a very clever arrangement.)

FredM 7/7/2014 5:24:31 PM [812]

"analog filtering is a breeze compared to digital filtering.  Even something as trivial as the CIC, which boils down to almost nothing, just about breaks my
brain." - Dewster

LOL ;-) - Thats the one thing in the above post which I can fully understand and fully agree with!

;-)

dewster 7/15/2014 11:09:11 PM [813]

More monkeying around with Hive:

http://www.dspguru.net/sites/dspguru/files/cic.pdf


http://www.mediafire.com/view/ghtn03wqe4a6k0z/Hive_Design_2014-07-15.pdf

http://www.mediafire.com/download/9iloxic8535cdt7/HIVE_SV_2014-07-13_v06.01.zip

The main change is full 32 bit memory reads / writes / literals.  I haven't updated the simulator yet.

===============

If time were more pressing (i.e. if I was smart) I would have used the tiniest FPGA available, done the minimum in there, and lashed it to a beaglebone
black, hummingboard, or similar credit card sized ARM processor.  You could have a real screen, implement any kind synthesis, and dial up more delay /
reverb then you could shake a stick at.  But it wouldn't feel as "embedded" to me, and there would likely be boring ass boot times to contend with.

Still debating whether to use LEDs or LCD for the data display.  Got a 2 line LCD with tri-color LED backlight from Adafruit but haven't hooked it up to
anything.  LCDs are dogs to communicate with, but they are cheap and can show a reasonable amount of data.  It's too bad they don't seem to make
calculator LED displays anymore, I'd probably go with that, though the multiplexed drive might drive the capacitance sensing crazy, and there is always
the awkward alpha representation problem.  Am thinking of turning off any display electronics during play (except for the tuner which will likely NOT
be multiplexed, but it will be PWM) for that reason.

FredM 7/16/2014 12:41:46 AM [814]

Hi Dewster,

You can still buy individual and dual 7 segment and 14 segment (alphanumeric) LED's @ about $1 / per display (Dual displays are fractionally cheaper
than singles, per seg) and you can get LED dot matrix.. They do work out a lot more expensive than LCD though.

The only theremin related product I used an LCD display on was "Epsilon" - it was in the early days when I knew even less about theremins than I do
now ;-) and had low antenna voltage... It was a nightmare! - The LCD was the major source of trouble, orders of magnitude more noisy than anything
else.

As you will know I abandoned that project and started my long descent into theremin hell - I think Epsilon set me on the path to pedantic research and
design leading me nowhere slowly... But experiments before I gave up Epsilon indicated a big (proportional) improvement the higher the antenna voltage,
and other improvements from shielding the LCD cables - I desperately tried synchronising the LCD to the reference or some division thereof, but it was a
complete module (I destroyed one trying to hack its smd circuitry).

"Am thinking of turning off any display electronics during play (except for the tuner which will likely NOT be multiplexed, but it will be PWM) for that
reason."

I think my problems were mostly down to ignorance and stupidity - a kind of reckless confidence that seems to inflict many newcomers to theremin
technology - it all looks so easy... ;-) With the series LC configuration you are employing, and if you build in the option of having the data display
inactive when playing, I think you may well get away with PWM'in the pitch display..... And if it causes problems, IMO, omitting this display would be
no great loss... ;-)   - Sorry, its the only feature of your instrument who's value I doubt.

(I do wish I had thought about turning the display off when switching to "play" mode... Would have been a bit tricky - the display gave instructions to
perform auto-calibration and low noise was required when doing this... but it could have turned off after issuing the instruction, then back on after
acquiring the data, and then off when the user selected "play")

Fred.

dewster 7/16/2014 10:38:52 PM [815]

"You can still buy individual and dual 7 segment and 14 segment (alphanumeric) LED's @ about $1 / per display (Dual displays are fractionally cheaper
than singles, per seg) and you can get LED dot matrix.. They do work out a lot more expensive than LCD though."  - FredM

Thanks!  Yes, I see them at Mouser and other places.  Brightness is quite high for some of them.  Might be able to get by with 2 lines of 8 chars, or a
single line of 16.  8 chars is 32 bits hex, the largest I expect any value to be.  Could have one line of 14 segment and one line of 7 segment if, for
example, the top line is the identifier of the value and the bottom the hex value.

I suppose the LCD could be completely powered down to disable it if necessary.  Gave mine 3.3V today and snooped around very briefly with a scope
lead, but didn't see anything in the way of emissions.  Perhaps I need to initialize it to see emissions?  Other than what it's doing on its own, the LCD can
be a fairly static thing, with no active data or clock going to it when no change is required.  I don't think it will be terribly visible through a slab of red
frosted plexiglas though (thinking of going red clear).

I wish the FPGA demo board had a better physical design for the on-board voltage regulators, I could power gobs of LEDs directly from all the spare
pins.  As it is the regulators get kind of hot.  I could clip the leads and mount new ones off-board but that would be kind of fiddly. 

One thing that occurred to me was the use of day-glo orange or other similarly tinted plexiglas, with UV LEDs underneath for the tuner - that might look
pretty snappy!

FredM 7/16/2014 11:53:45 PM [816]

"One thing that occurred to me was the use of day-glo orange or other similarly tinted plexiglas, with UV LEDs underneath for the tuner - that might look
pretty snappy!" - Dewster

Depends on whether you want the LEDs to blur into each other or not - You certainly dont get sharp florescence, also, you lose a lot of the energy
through the process - it is worth trying though.

I did an evaluation on an idea (pending patent) once where the inventor wanted two 'de-tuned' LEDs to illuminate a special translucent graduated
(phosphorescent) filter - The idea was a simple analogue "bargraph" type display using just 2 leds who's brightnesses were inversely adjusted.  ... Sadly it

http://www.mediafire.com/view/ghtn03wqe4a6k0z/Hive_Design_2014-07-15.pdf
http://www.mediafire.com/download/9iloxic8535cdt7/HIVE_SV_2014-07-13_v06.01.ziphttp://www.mediafire.com/download/9iloxic8535cdt7/HIVE_SV_2014-07-13_v06.01.zip


didn't work (the theory was so fatally flawed it should have been rejected at the first "crazy ideas" phase) - but it was one of those fun jobs which I
actually got money for ;-)

Fred.

dewster 7/23/2014 12:13:46 AM [817]

Trivial first order integer low pass digital IIR filter with fixed cutoff:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/jq6n9u00brzjvn6/trivial_lpf_2014-07-21.xls

Multiplication is single right shift (divide by 2) and it employs a single adder.  I/O gain is 1.  The form was found by taking the LPF form and setting the
attenuation to 1/2, which allowed the replacement of the add and subtract with a single add. 

Fcutoff should be Fsample/(4*pi).  In reality, Fcutoff is quite a bit higher than this at ~Fsample/8.716 which was determined via graphical means (I was
unable to find a simple mathematical expression / justification).   

Maximum attenuation at Fsample/2 is around -9.5 dB. 

Since it uses only a single add, a single register, and no multiplication, this filter can be quite inexpensively placed anywhere some rough and ready LPF
action is desired (provided the fixed cutoff point is acceptable) and should run at high speed.  Cascade 2 for more filtering!

dewster 7/28/2014 2:27:23 PM [818]

Was laying in bed this morning thinking about pitch quantization / correction.  If you want a "hardness" control ala the Theremini, you need to be able to
morph between smooth pitch and hard pitch changes.  This means the fully quantized notes will necessarily have bins, or plateaus of constant pitch,
which vary in width according to the distances to the adjacent quantized notes.  One could also have "one size fits all" bins or plateau widths, and assign
each quantized note to a bin, but that would preclude a continuous morph, and might be kind of confusing as it would oddly scrunch up the playing field
in places where the note intervals are larger than half steps.

Another issue is vibrato.  It would be nice to have it available for even fully quantize pitch settings.  At minimum I imagine this might be doable via high
pass and low pass filtering of the pitch number.  Send the low pass to the quantizer, and let the high pass influence the pitch somewhat in an AC kind of
way.  This might help minimize abrupt pitch change when all you really want is some vibrato on a single note.  A peaky highpass or bandpass with the
peak set to 5Hz or so for the vibrato channel might work better at interpreting the intent of the user.

This kind of stuff is a lot easier if you go the log2 / exp2 route with the pitch number: 

Heterodyne => filter => threshold & measure period => variable filter & downsample if necessary => fixed filter & offset & downsample=> log2 => *
=> LED tuner => exp2 => NCO

* a miracle occurs here.

FredM 7/28/2014 8:58:33 PM [819]

"Send the low pass to the quantizer, and let the high pass influence the pitch somewhat in an AC kind of way... " - Dewster

That could be a really neat and clever solution! All sorts of other ways to exploit this kind of idea spring to mind as well.. From the HP one should (?) be
able to determine rate of change, so perhaps allow gliding between source and target intervals in a natural manner when the change is rapid.. as the player
gets to the target area, they will slow down their movement, reducing the HP output and passing greater control to the quantizer..

To me, the thing which makes pitch quantization (as implemented on the theremini) so horrible is the "emphasis" of "unwanted" intervals between the
source and target intervals - these 'blips', to me, make any and every performance (be this the theremini, or a swept synth fed to a CV quantizer, or my
own OKE system) using pitch correction / quantizing unbearable, regardless of the degree to which the correction is applied (although IMO, "Stronger" =
"worse").

I had seen no way to overcome this on an instrument like the theremin - But I think your idea may hold the answer! - Pitch correction only "kicking in"
when the rate of change was low, and only starting to act below some threshold, and perhaps increasing to maximum only when there was no rate of
change (hand was stationary or only slight 'slow' movement).

This would (?) allow a player with only moderate pitch 'awareness' to play in tune without losing (?) much of  the theremins expressive ability, and
without suffering intermediate 'blips' as they go over 'legal' intervals to get to the area of the interval they are trying to play.. Even if they "settle" on an
interval 25 cents off target, as soon as their hand stops moving (and as the movement decreases) the quantizer will pull to the correct pitch (provided the
player is closer to this pitch than to any other 'legal' pitch).

I fear that even suggesting the above will make me hugely unpopular with many who have sweated blood to master precision theremin pitch control -
There was never any danger to them IMO from the theremini or other pitch correcting toys - But if possible and ever implemented, perhaps the above
might pose a "threat" ... I do think however that players who can manually play in tune and hear pitch accurately for themselves will always be the only
ones capable of extracting the best from the instrument, as this ability is required for deliberately adding musical expression through vibrato and other
fine accentuation's that people without that ability could never achieve.

And whatever "thresholds" one sets, one is adding constraints that just aren't there on a "real" theremin - Any kind of automated real-time control is,
IMO, "trimming the wings" of the theremin "bird" to make it more controllable by those who cannot tame this bird.. But there is probably a bigger
market for "impaired"  tame birds than for wild ones the owner needs to tame.. And a lot of people who would get more pleasure from a tamed theremin
than they could get from a wild one.. OK, as long as these people dont post their "Greatest theremin performance ever" videos to you tube! ;-)

Fred.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/jq6n9u00brzjvn6/trivial_lpf_2014-07-21.xls


dewster 7/28/2014 10:11:17 PM [820]

Fred, I wasn't thinking of doing pitch correction in a dynamic way (I was thinking more along the lines of the simple morphing / bias method of the
Theremini, but with some added allowance for vibrato) but slow-ish locking is a very good idea.  I bet a lot of this stuff has been worked out previously
and finessed in vocal pitch corrector products.  The big advantage one has in a digital Theremin is the pitch number is just sitting there and you can do
anything you like with it.

I feel like you do that (unless it is used as a special effect) the bad thing about pitch correction is the loss of smooth glissando.

==========

Looking at Chamberlain's book today I see he has a corrected tuning equation for his first order low pass digital filter:

  k = 1-e^(-2*pi*Fc/Fs)

or 

  Fc = -Fs*ln(1-k)/(2*pi)

so for my trivial LPF where k = 1/2: 

  Fc/Fs ~= 0.1103178 ~= 1 / 9.0647

Chamberlain doesn't present this as an approximation but likely is because graphically I get ~1/8.7153.  Not a huge deal but I'm a little surprised.  I
suppose no one really cares where the 3dB down point is exactly for a first order filter.  You would notice deviation from the ideal tuning more for, say, a
second order bandpass filter with high Q.

dewster 7/29/2014 5:17:25 PM [821]

Was just poking around eBay today and ended up bidding on and winning one of these ($3.59, free shipping from China!):

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Digital-Optical-Toslink-or-SPDIF-Coax-to-Analog-L-R-RCA-Audio-Converter-Adapter-/191234669182

This might be the easiest, simplest, and least expensive solution for getting high quality audio out on my digital Theremin.  Generate SPDIF in the
FPGA, run it and 5V power over to this box, and it's game over.  Too bad it doesn't have a headphone output, though line level can often drive
headphones.

FredM 7/29/2014 5:56:06 PM [822]

Makes a great deal of sense! - Digital Theremin with digital (optical / SPDIF or whatever) output .. Supply a DAC to those who want one, studios etc
often have desks with digital input... No risk of HF on analogue audio outputs, no ground loop problems particularly if optical.

And no real problem for those who want analogue audio from their theremin - provided you leave enough space in the box to fit one of these if required!

Fred.

$3.59 inclusive! Couldn't buy the box and connectors for that!  - Even the $9 "buy now" price is ok, and would probably drop to $5 if you bought 10+

Touchless 7/29/2014 6:34:33 PM [823]

Dewster you stole these. I get mine from Amazon for ~$20 a set. I have a couple of tube theremins that I use them exclusively to give electrical
isolation through a Toslink cable to the follow-up theremin equipment. They also give me a predictable theremin output load for the best audio results. I
am learning.

T

dewster 8/3/2014 2:38:11 PM [824]

Been working on the digital heterodyning & period measurement portion of the design.  It looks like this:

  NCO => XOR => LPF => LPF => LPF => HPF => period count => LPF => period measure

The MSB of the NCO and external LC oscillator are mixed in the XOR stage.  The XOR result is "gained up" by simply assigning a large positive /
negative value to it depending on whether it is a 1 or 0.

A cascade of three identical first order low pass filters follow, all with an RC time constant of 2^6.  For Fs=160MHz, this gives a -3dB point of:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/Digital-Optical-Toslink-or-SPDIF-Coax-to-Analog-L-R-RCA-Audio-Converter-Adapter-/191234669182


  Fc = -ln(1-1/RC)*Fs/(2*pi) = 401kHz

A first order high pass filter follows this and has the same RC of 2^6 and hence the same cutoff.  Theoretically the filtering order isn't important, but I
positioned here at the end for numeric reasons, and only the sign of the result is used, so sticking it at the end means the full HPF output doesn't need to
be registered.  The elimination of DC and the suppression of low frequency content is necessary for good thresholding.

What's surprising to me is that this chain of filters works so well (in my limited simulation) for difference frequency edge detection over a wide range of
input frequencies.  A 2:1 input frequency range from the 2.5MHz LC oscillator can mix down to 1.3MHz : 20kHz; or 65:1 range feeding the filters.  (In
practice, a 2:1 LC frequency change shouldn't happen unless the antenna is firmly grasped by the player.  Touching the antenna with a fingertip gives
around 15% frequency change on my setup.  Pinching the antenna between two fingertips gives around 40% frequency change.  Note that the antenna I'm
using has a layer of heatshrink tubing covering it.)  This is essentially a digital implementation of the analog circuitry found on the Open.Theremin (and
I'm rather curious as to how it responds to a grasped pitch antenna?).

Next is the "period count" component which counts both rise-to-rise and fall-to-fall edges in terms of system clocks, and sends these counts to a low pass
filter.  The RC here is 2^4 but the cutoff is variable because it depends on how fast the filter gets the period counts.  Longer periods clock the filter more
slowly and give a lower cutoff point, which works out nicely for far field SNR.  For a nominal far field heterodyne of 50kHz, the filter will update at a
Fs=100kHz rate (since we are getting two period measurements per cycle).  This yields a cutoff of:

  Fc = -ln(1-1/RC)*Fs/(2*pi) = 1.03kHz

The LPF is also used to blend the rise-to-rise and fall-to-fall periods, and the following "period measure" component only uses every other sample from
the filter to get us back to a (far field) 50kHz sample rate.  If the samples come at a rate higher than 100kHz then the logic in this component adds the
period counts together until 2^n samples are obtained at <100kHz rate, whereupon the sum and the number of samples are output.  This is another low
pass filter (an adjustable comb filter actually) because it performs an integrate and dump action.  I need this so that the processor interrupt rate is
guaranteed to be below 100kHz, which should give 200 or so instructions minimum for the thread to operate on the data.  The integrate and dump action
shouldn't kick in until the hand is somewhere around the near field (@ ~200mm if my other simulations are to be believed) and hopefully the transitions
will go unnoticed.  The sum being 2^n samples is easily handled by the processor: a simple right shift will align the sum for further filtering and
processing in software (no time consuming division needed).  I feel that it is probably best to keep the sample rate comfortably above ultrasonic.

If the integrate and dump mechanism generates audible artifacting then I could simply feed the filtered period counts directly to the processor and
dedicate one thread to pitch data acquisition.  20MHz / 1.3MHz = 15 cycles minimum, which is probably sufficient to respond to the interrupt and toss
the sample into a simple software LPF, to be further processed by a separate thread at a lower rate.

I have written and verified SystemVerilog code for the above and am anxious to bolt it onto the register set of the latest version of Hive, but unfortunately
this will have to wait until after summer vacation.

[EDIT] Offset heterodyning with period measurement as described above requires one further numerical "adjustment" to yield a working pitch number. 
If, say, the NCO is set ~50kHz higher than the LC oscillator frequency with the hand @ the null point in far field, then we get 50kHz difference
frequency.  As the hand approaches the antenna the frequency difference increases, much as a traditional Theremin but without the null.  From a period
perspective the 50kHz period count is large, and this count decreases as the hand approaches.  So we pick a number that is around the value of that of the
period count when the hand at the null point (160MHz/50kHz = 3200) and subtract the period count from this to get a pitch number that goes from ~0 @
null and increases as the hand approaches the antenna.  From there we can do other things like take log2 and then linearize, offset, multiply, send to a
"tuner"; then do exp2 and feed this to the sound generating section of SW/HW.

SV code: http://www.mediafire.com/download/vki8q8l3szhocoy/diff_period_sv_2014-08-03.zip

FredM 8/3/2014 10:32:01 PM [825]

WOW!

If this works as well as it sounds like its going to, then you have a digital system like no other.. Real exciting.

Oh, BTW, I am thinking on a different line to you.. ;-)  .. I am thinking in terms of this being a DFE (Digital Front End) for an analogue theremin, LOL
;-)

If you can (as it seems clear you can) numerically heterodyne, filter and process the positional data at high resolution and low latency, then this should be
easily to output directly as voltage, capable of directly driving CV synths (1V/Octave) or any CV modules (including my CV theremin ;-).

Oh, I know - utter blasphemy! ;-) ... But having both digital (wave-table or whatever) output AND having the ability to slave analogue directly to tracking
the positional data, particularly if one of these analogue voices was a true heterodyning theremin, well, IMO, it would cover the full spectrum of possible
users needs or idiosyncrasies.

If the front-end is good, has stability and linearity and adjustable span and low latency, high resolution and acceptable low quantization, then everything
needed has been achieved for a universal "controller" or "front end" - And sure, a good digital voice with this will make almost everyone happy..

But the digital theremin market will be quite cluttered quite soon - There is nothing available at this time for the high-end analogue "true theremin"
seekers - The reason for this is simple - they are comparatively few, the cost of development and technical difficulty with the standard AFE (and the fact
that adding features like adjustable span complicates thing further) has made it uneconomic to develop for this market - most people trying to do this have
sunk before they got product to market.

What you have done may hold the key to satisfying everyone.

Fred.

dewster 8/4/2014 3:01:51 PM [826]

"If you can (as it seems clear you can) numerically heterodyne, filter and process the positional data at high resolution and low latency, then this should
be easily to output directly as voltage, capable of directly driving CV synths (1V/Octave) or any CV modules (including my CV theremin ;-)."  - FredM

http://www.mediafire.com/download/vki8q8l3szhocoy/diff_period_sv_2014-08-03.zip


That is totally doable, but unfortunately I'm not aware of any ready-made FPGA board with decent D/A.  A 2nd order Delta Sigma modulator in FPGA
logic with analog (LC) 3rd order LPF would likely work, though that might spatter the area with RF.

"But the digital theremin market will be quite cluttered quite soon - There is nothing available at this time for the high-end analogue "true theremin"
seekers - The reason for this is simple - they are comparatively few, the cost of development and technical difficulty with the standard AFE (and the fact
that adding features like adjustable span complicates thing further) has made it uneconomic to develop for this market - most people trying to do this
have sunk before they got product to market."

I agree.  Bob M. seems to have spent a large chunk of his life designing Theremins, but most don't have near that kind of time to devote to a product with
so many nuances and so little chance for monetary profit, and as a result many of the digital products have been somewhat disappointing.

FredM 8/4/2014 8:48:10 PM [827]

"That is totally doable, but unfortunately I'm not aware of any ready-made FPGA board with decent D/A.  A 2nd order Delta Sigma modulator in FPGA
logic with analog (LC) 3rd order LPF would likely work, though that might spatter the area with RF." - Dewster

How about I2C or SPI into one of the many dual 14 or 16 bit DAC's ? .. In fact, all one would need is a serial port and external DAC board for those who
wanted it - one really doesnt want to go compounding possible problems by splattering any RF though ;-)

Parts like the AD5563 (16 bit dual) clock in at about £5 one off - One can get quad 16 bit Dacs so could even output your audio and CV's with one of
these.. Or even just a pair of those boxes shown above - one for audio one for control signals (CV's)

But all that is an aside - easily added after you have a full digital theremin up and running - Sorry I mentioned the above really, its the kind of distraction
you dont even need to think about right now! ;-).. Its just that the idea of a DFE hadn't occurred to me until your prior post and I got real excited by the
idea! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 8/4/2014 9:21:56 PM [828]

"How about I2C or SPI into one of the many dual 14 or 16 bit DAC's?" - FredM

I've actually got some older code for a SPI interface from back when the digital Theremin project was on the Xilinx demo board (which had SPI ADC
and DAC).  But, truth be told, I guess I'm trying to avoid any complex PCB layout.  The displays and rotary encoders and other assorted flotsam seem
doable with double sided cheeser fab, not sure I want to be soldering tiny surface mount ICs and the like.  This project is rather constrained with the need
to keep manufacturing costs and complexity to a minimum, but maybe I'm not thinking big enough and making it harder than it should be?  Buying the
FPGA on a board with regulators, 50MHz xtal, and configuration memory seems like a good move, and plugging / cabling this into oscillator boards and
control display boards is my current cunning (?) plan.  You have a lot more experience with manufacturing so I'd be very interested in your take on this.

Sorry I mentioned the above really, its the kind of distraction you dont even need to think about right now! ;-).

No, it's an interesting idea.

FredM 8/5/2014 8:22:00 PM [829]

"Buying the FPGA on a board with regulators, 50MHz xtal, and configuration memory seems like a good move, and plugging / cabling this into oscillator
boards and control display boards is my current cunning (?) plan.  You have a lot more experience with manufacturing so I'd be very interested in your
take on this." - Dewster

Re: Manufacturing..

If you can get boards that have all the needed functions, in a format that is suitable, and these clock in at less than 4 times the price you think you could
produce the board for if you had PCB's designed/Fabricated/Populated, and you are at early stage / small runs (<= 10) then I would absolutely buy the
boards in.

It gets much more difficult to decide your 'route' if you need to produce any extra / "external" boards for other functions, because as soon as you need to
produce any PCB / PWB, the cost of these is directly proportional to their area and quantity - a small run of small boards is likely to cost only a fraction
less than the same quantity of larger boards capable of having all the circuitry on it.

With your design, you will need at least an external AFE, IMO, this is a board which has an advantage in being away from digital stuff anyway - If you
make the AFE so that it includes both pitch and volume 'antenna' circuits, or the same board can be populated for either function.

If you need some other external functions, I would build there's onto the same PCB assembly as the AFE boards (increase their size) in a way that they
can be detached from the AFE.

A little known fact (trick of the trade ;-) - The cheapest way to get boards is buying them on fixed size 'batch' deals - with these deals one selects one of
the vendors offered sizes and can have a batch of single boards equal to or less than this size (no discount if boards are smaller)..

Most typical sizes / prices are in the order of:(double sided PTH FR4)

5cm*5cm* 10 boards = $25 = 25cm2 = $2.50/board = $0.10 /sq cm

10cm*10cm * 10 boards = $30 = 100cm2 = $3.00/board = $0.03 /sq cm

20cm*10cm * 10 boards = $44 = 200cm2 = $4.40/board = $0.022 /sq cm

But the catch is that only one 'design' is usually permitted on these boards, they are sized to fit the spare capacity on the large production runs for other
boards - some manufacturers will reject a gerber if it looks like you have multiple separate 'boards' in the design even if you cut these boards out
yourself.. They may try to double the price and say its a 'panel'.



However, if you take care on the layout to make the fact that there are more than one 'board' on the design (in particular, dont outline the individual
boards or functions!) non-obvious, and separate the 'boards' with "breadboard" areas from one end to the other having 5 rows, and run a few lines (power,
inputs, outputs, pot connections etc) to this area, you then have the ability to easily snap the boards apart in the center of these 'breadboards' and have
your connection points taken care of!

For example, using 20cm*10cm  board, you could have a couple of 8cm*5cm (10cm*5cm - "breadboard") AFE boards, and a 8cm*10cm for other
needed functions, and not risking a big sum of money -

When you want to go to reasonable quantities the whole picture changes - you can easily get down to 0.15c / cm2 and have exactly what you want
(separate boards etc on a panel) - and IMO this is the point at which designing your own digital board (or copying your dev board and customizing it) and
could probably get the SMD fitted by the Chinese manufacturer (or the whole panel assembled) for minimal extra cost.

If you can achieve whats needed using available boards, and produce a tidy affordale, sell-able product in this way, then, at this time I think
your plan is the most sensible. IMO, the cost / complexity of designing and constructing a SMD FPGA board, even if one could squeeze this onto
'spare'  PCB which costs nothing, IMO its probably not worth doing.

On my desk I have some expensive circular (30cm dia) 3mm thick FR4 boards for a capacitive rotary sensor I designed - One side of the stator assembly
is packed full of electronics, including analogue capacitance sensing and 3 FPGA's.(safety critical, so 3 sensor arrays are duplicated)  I designed and
prototyped the original analogue side 3 years ago, it was shunted about and passed to a team for 'digitization' - I told them how to implement this but
everything I specified was ignored.. they redesigned the analogue and simulated the system, analogue and FPGAs, but never prototyped the bloody thing
- Built a batch and nothing worked.. I have been waiting for royalties and was told the sensor wasn't going into production because "it didn't work" -
After about a year of argument I have finally managed to get their design and boards to look at - My client spent £120k on the crap on my desk, believed
that I had given him a lousy design so hasn't thrown more work my way - and everything that was done was based on wrongly implemented analogue. I
have a pile of useless hardware on my desk the cost of which could have cleared my debts and mortgage!

I have seen more wastage of PCB's (and personally probably quarter of the money I have wasted was this way) than any other component - It is
extremely tempting, particularly with a complex design, to think that if you commit to a good PCB you will advance the development and make life
easier.. Then when you look at the price of a couple of prototype boards, it makes sense to order 10+ or if overconfident, 25+... The difference in total
cost is so marginal.

It would be sensible if the project was 'stable' and not subject to the whims of marketing or management or clients - but perhaps 50% of prototype boards
ordered by the companies I have worked for arrived after design was changed or the project dropped or whatever, and were never even populated - my
last employer wasted £30k in one year on boards which were rushed through on 2 day turn-around and at least 10 were always ordered, and they were
sent direct for SMD assembly, and went straight into the trash because in the 5 days some directors had changed their minds.. This company went to the
wall and was the worst I have seen in my career, but not that much worse than many others...

Fred.

dewster 8/8/2014 1:59:29 AM [830]

"If you can achieve whats needed using available boards, and produce a tidy affordale, sell-able product in this way, then, at this time I think your plan is
the most sensible."  - FredM 

Fred, thank you so much for your in-depth reply!   I saved it in my Theremin files to refer back to when board time comes.  You're helping feel that I'm
doing the right thing.  (I too have seen many PWBs wasted, mostly I think due to the artificial/arbitrary schedules of big business - never enough time to
do it right in the first place, all the time in the world to fix things later when the customer complains about the crappy product.) 

dewster 8/14/2014 12:36:16 PM [831]

Designing a good digital Theremin can be a tricky business.  With all the pitch stepping / sticking digital Theremins can display, it would be nice to have
some definitive way to test them, rather than the current imprecise "hand waving" exercises.  If I were a Theremin reviewer I'd probably take the time to
build a motorized "hand on a stick":

Increase the speed of the motor (reddish blob) until the response drops 3dB and you know the bandwidth of the pitch side.  Slow the motor way down and
listen / look for non-smooth response. 

xtheremin8 8/14/2014 1:15:31 PM [832]

something like this? : http://www.synthgear.com/2009/diy/lev-the-theremin-playing-robot



dewster 8/14/2014 11:06:14 PM [833]

"something like this?"  - xtheremin8

No, you want smooth, cyclic movement, the more sine-like the better.

FredM 8/16/2014 1:23:59 PM [834]

<PS - Real sorry! - I have just realized you are looking for "sticky pitch" and not looking to plot linearity! - So all that follows is OT - Yeah, a sine would
be fine for what you are seeking! ... My head is full of linearity issues at the moment, LOL  ;->

"No, you want smooth, cyclic movement, the more sine-like the better." - Dewster

Not sure I understand or agree..

IMO, one wants a linear decrease in distance of "hand" to antenna, and a linear increase in distance on the 'pitch falling' cycle - A triangle wave.

To emulate something like 'correct' playing, one wants the 'arm' to outstretch (like punching straight) not swinging, and one wants a conductive 'arm' not
an isolated hand.

But this is one of the problems - there is no "standard form" - Some people play with a swinging action, and there is a great difference in linearity profile
for different playing styles ('non linear' theremins can be played more easily, IMO, and behave more linearly, if the player adopts more arm swinging and
uses arm-antenna angles to 'dampen' the capacitive change)

In many ways, I think an android of approximate human proportions, would give the most realistic response.. the "Lev" robot is utterly useless for this
task though. (it primarily uses 'arm' antenna angle, which is probably the most linear playing mode with a non-linear theremin)

In order to assess a theremins "linearity" one must assess based on the most common configuration / style that includes the player - take a real player out,
and one must replace them with an accurate capacitive model which changes its capacitive relationship to the antenna / theremin / ground in the same
way that the player would.

And that isn't easy! ;-)

Fred.

one idea:

xtheremin8 8/16/2014 8:11:33 PM [835]

sorry about my silly comment. but maybe that would make a good, real expensive solution for linearity test-sites:

http://www.techno-isel.com/LMS/ZF1BeltActuatorVideo.htm 

wouldn't that also reveal the digital jumps? 

i think, to get a good eliptic movement you need some cams, cranks and shafts : http://www.robives.com/mechs

(now that link wasn't entirely meant to be serious.) but explains mechanisms.

"If I were a Theremin reviewer I'd probably take the time to build a motorized "hand on a stick":"  i love that one. 

FredM 8/16/2014 10:11:02 PM [836]

Hey, Xtheremin - that ZF1 looks great! ... I wonder if they do a non-metal / non-conductive version ;-)

But the trouble is.... Spend that money on equipment for a test lab where there are enough people willing to pay to get product tested, and you may stay
solvent.. But there aren't enough people with theremins or long range capacitive sensors they want tested to even touch your interest payments!



I actually think that a basic body / shoulder / upper arm / elbow / arm / hand construction which could be locked into a fixed 'punching' movement and
have one motor at the shoulder would do the job and probably cost about £400 and take a week to cobble together..

But how do you make that money back? Compare theremins on the market and show that yours is more linear and responsive than the competition? -
That's the only way I can see.... But even that probably wont boost your sales enough to justify the expense and effort, because most folks aren't bothered
or wont understand, and because the testing wouldn't be 'independent' so wouldn't be trusted.

What one really needs is an android clone of Lydia Kavina ;-) .. One needs the feedback every step of the way really, and cant really be knocking on
Lydia's door every week to get her to test every tweak you make - one reserves such visits for when you are sure you've got it right!

Oh hell - the toy theremin market is so much easier! - Why the hell didn't I go with the flow...

Fred.

xtheremin8 8/17/2014 2:07:48 AM [837]

hi fred,

shure, that's far too much hitech stuff for a small market. or even moog. but it shure looks cool and comes in different sizes.  but only to  proof top
linarity? or to explain the price.  but something that does the sweeps of the hand movement for you, so you have your hands free for other work, could be
a cool simple thing. there are some projects with laser-cutted wood gears and cranks, that could do the movement. but if one can weld...what do you need
as a simple "dummy-load", to compensate a body/arm/hand?  a earthed limb of metal? we experimented once with a minimum theremin (pitch only)
tuned for it's maximum range and tried all different things approaching the antanna to see what influences : a pluged in guitarpickup on a stick.r but it
was a miracoulous device back then anyway, (and was surprised that it worked without problems.) there is that cool sheet on this site somewhere, with
the different linearities of different theremins. i think for a elliptic movement of the fake hand you need a groove in the desired form and size,made of
non conductiv material or a cutout into thick plywood.(you won't use it for ever, do you?) then something that can follow that groove, maybe with a
ballbearing or wheels,  a transmission arm, (like a pantograph) and a excentric disc in the same shape as the groove, but proporzionally smaller, mounted
on the motor axis. so the pantographic arm would transmit the small ellipse on the motor side and a big eliptic move on the antenna side would be the
result. how stable that should be built depends on how small one can construct the dummy.  but i still think that a continuous back and forth would do the
trick and could be done easier than ellipses. i like dewsters inspiring idea a lot and wonder: what would jean tinguely have done with that?

dewster 8/17/2014 2:08:47 AM [838]

"sorry about my silly comment. but maybe that would make a good, real expensive solution for linearity test-sites..."  - xtheremin8

The stepper motor might possibly confound things.  I think linearity is something a reviewer can test given their own human arm and hand and a
frequency indicator of some sort.  To get numbers for latency requires some kind of rapid cyclic movement with adjustable and smooth speed.

FredM 8/17/2014 7:47:10 AM [839]

Hi Xtheremin,

To me, mechanical construction is a dark art! But this is the kind of thing that could probably do the job: (if correctly drawn / sized and built ;-)

One would want the 'body' to be at the centre of the motor, and the 'hand' to go from this position forwards about 60cm, some sort of mechanism to
restrict the arm to horizontal axis, and be able to just rotate the motor and vary its speed.

getting more sophisticated, one would want an output monitoring horizontal position quite accurately,  and ideally feed this back to an analogue
controller so that the motor drive would be in a closed loop to keep motion linear.



But this is becoming a hijack! ;-) and I am utterly incompetent on these matters, so this is where I stop on this matter! ;-)

Any such test kit, IMO, needs to cover 3 things - Linearity, latency, and field irregularities / "sticky" pitches - The real use would be for development and
comparison purposes - players can assess the linearity approximately, and developers can get a 'feel' for this without mechanical aids, but to do actual
comparisons one would need a  repeatable process in a fixed environment (one would need a 'clean room' for the kit, a room where nothing changed the
capacitive environment, and where humans were excluded or shielded while tests were running ;-)

Fred

 "what do you need as a simple "dummy-load", to compensate a body/arm/hand?" - Xteremin

LOL ;-) .. For a "dummy load" all you need is a variable capacitor! .. Forget mechanics, slap a bunch of varicap diodes and simple circuit where the
antenna should be, drive this electronically .. Not simple, but a jell of a lot simpler than driving some mechanical monstrosity!

The only reason I can see for going mechanical is to simulate how a player interacts with the antenna - I see absolutely no point in robots or mechanical
junk being controlled by electronics to 'play' the theremin, to me this is utterly pointless.

xtheremin8 8/17/2014 1:11:17 PM [840]

lol, maybe  i worked for too long with stonecutting machineries. ( loved these  monsters  to cut 4 ton blocks in slices )

and i also don't need no "lev". i would rather go for a kitten . ;-)

mechanics are not so dark art, its more geometric art.

sorry for the o.t.-ness. and the best for the digital thermin.

dani

FredM 8/17/2014 1:33:55 PM [841]

Hi dani -

Kitten ? A human "kitten" yeh ;-) ... As for it being a "geometric art", I agree - its the implementing of this in physical form (as in, knowing what can be
obtained or easily bought or made, and what the best simple  design is that does the job)  thats my problem.. I would love someone to design a simple
piston-action "virtual thereminist", and if you had any ideas on this, please share them! (perhaps this is worthy of continuing as a technical hijack?)

Fred.

dewster 8/17/2014 1:46:50 PM [842]

If I were to make a linearity tester, I'd probably go the route of how I obtained capacitance data from my own hand / arm / body: have a non-conductive
linear actuator with one end positioned near the midpoint of the pitch antenna and perpendicular to it, and the other end at the "shoulder" location.  From
the moving part of the linear actuator hang a conductive sphere "hand", connected by a passive wrist joint to a conductive tube "forearm", connected by a
passive elbow joint to a conductive tube "upper arm", connected by a passive shoulder joint to a conductive tube "body" and ground the mess.  So the
hand would make linear movements to and from the antenna, and the arm elbow would naturally hang below.  No active complex joints or other robotic
machinery required.

Touchless 8/17/2014 3:17:10 PM [843]

Dewster I think by your nature you overcomplicate things but that got me to thinking about the time that I had a theremin setup next to a grandfather
clock and the pendulum was slightly playing the theremin. Being on a budget and reading your description I think a grounded long wire pendulum wire
attached overhead would be a straight-line movement using a predetermined sphere/surface at the bottom like a coke can. Have it swing 3” off the side of
the pitch antenna back and forth. The highest speed would be the higher musical pitch and the slowest the lowest or Null where the direction changes. It
might audibly reveal with the arch of the movement and the swinging whoop sound, something observable about the pitch field.

T

dewster 8/17/2014 4:24:00 PM [844]

file:///Forums/T/30429/technical-hijack?last=True
https://youtu.be/YmrG_R8Qx3Y


"Being on a budget and reading your description I think a grounded long wire pendulum wire attached overhead would be a straight-line movement
using a predetermined sphere/surface at the bottom like a coke can. Have it swing 3” off the side of the pitch antenna back and forth. The highest speed
would be the higher musical pitch and the slowest the lowest or Null where the direction changes. It might audibly reveal with the arch of the movement
and the swinging whoop sound, something observable about the pitch field."  - Touchless

That would work great for finding quantized / sticky pitch.  But you might have a hard time getting it to oscillate at ~1kHz to find F3 of the response
time! 

A small toy DC motor with a wire (and a flywheel if smoothing is necessary) hooked up to a variable power supply would likely work fine for both types
of measurements.

xtheremin8 8/17/2014 7:36:49 PM [845]

maybe it's already beating a dead horse.  but i'll post it anyway.

a arm-solution (could be made off a salvaged lab-lamp).:http://www.google.com/patents/EP1603712B1?cl=de

and another linear approach.: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qu1uOB-9jQ

i'm courious of what you built finally, but i won't interfere this topic anymore.

fred: Kitten ? A human "kitten" yeh ;-)  no, meant that from the video, soloing on a gakken! 

dewster 8/19/2014 2:40:48 PM [846]

http://www.mediafire.com/download/b6h2dgq86i8d1jk/Offset_Heterodyne_2014-08-19.xls

Updated the quickie spreadsheet a bit and added an offset to the numeric offset.  I believe I now understand why the UNO SW does this (the "+200"):

     case 4: add_val=(pitch_init-pitch_v)/2+200; break; // normal operation

The numeric offset helps to linearize the far field.  Small offsets like this have much more effect on the far field as the numeric change is smaller there.

I also removed the polynomial linearization factor.  The UNO approach seems quite linear enough without it, and can be adjusted via the operating
parameters ("Beat Minimum" and "Numeric Minimum" in the spreadsheet).  I'm hoping the user linearity adjustment will be "twist the knob to the point
where the pitch doesn't drop as your hand approaches and touches the antenna" or something similarly simple, and with a far field tweak for inveterate
tweakers.

The numeric "Center", "Sensitivity", and "Octave" tilt and translate the resulting response.  It is my dream that adjusting these controls will enable
Thereminists to use more exaggerated movements, and therefore relax a bit more when playing.

RoyP 8/21/2014 12:02:43 AM [847]

Aye, so I’m here just watching some repeat crap film on the telly when I had a rush of blood to the head and thought I’d post it here on TW, somewhere. 
I hope this is the right forum... 
I’ve been thinking a wee bit about the Theremini and wondered at it’s pitch correction as a means to aid (or not) learning to play the instrument. 
I got to thinking what would make a learning aid and came upon the idea of a volume spike. 
I’m sure that I’m not the first person to think of this but this thread is HUGE with LOTS of pages and, to my shame, I’ve not really been following it. 
The idea is pretty simple. 
Have a practice setting where the theremin acts as a pitch only and have notes in the scale present themselves louder than the off-notes. 
So for example you would have a scale from C-àC’ with the notes in between

C—D—E—F—G—A—B—C’

If the normal volume was, say, V, then as you went up the scale the notes would play thus:

C(V*4)—D(V*2)—E(V*2)—F(V*2)—G(V*2)—A(V*2)—B(V*2)—C’(V*4) etc etc etc

The volume spike wouldn’t be just on or off like a square wave but would be more of the positive half of a sine wave where the perfect pitch would be at
the apex. Maybe a saw wave shape. 

Possibly there would be an adjustment to correct the width of the peak so that it could be tuned for extreme accuracy or a floppy accuracy. I’m sure you
know what I’m getting at here. 

Like I said, this has probably been suggested before. 

Ok, going back to a darkened room now... 

R

Touchless 8/21/2014 12:42:28 AM [848]

Roy you made me laugh and I like your creativity. IMHO theremin playing is too fast so the circuitry would probably not be able to process and keep up.
Your idea is good but I think it would cause a zipper effect. It gets back to my example of the guy doing pushups in the other thread. The dewey theremin
might do it though. (-'

The original theremin is perfect, all we can do is imitate. Can perfection be improved?

http://www.mediafire.com/download/b6h2dgq86i8d1jk/Offset_Heterodyne_2014-08-19.xls


T

FredM 8/21/2014 10:43:02 AM [849]

"The original theremin is perfect, all we can do is imitate. Can perfection be improved?" - T

IMO Lev would never have said  "The original theremin is perfect" because, quite obviously, it isnt! - .. Show me anything that could not be improved in
some way, and I may eat these words.. But I am convinced that if Lev was active today, and still interested in the theremin (not discouraged by the way
his invention is abused) he would have greatly improved it by now using modern components.

Roy, your volume emphasis scheme is similar I think to the "On Key Emphasis idea (OKE)" I have proposed here a few times - except that yours
includes greater emphasis for octaves [C(V*4)] which my OKE scheme didn't - my OKE scheme dips the volume as one goes off key, the sharpness and
depth of this dip being adjustable. Aye, seems us with Scottish genes in our juices think alike ;-)

Fred.

RoyP 8/21/2014 2:32:43 PM [850]

Ah ha:-)

Good one Fred!

My idea with the emphasis on the octaves was so that you'd know where one octave began and another started but in between you could tell when you
were on the notes. 

For practising the 'zipper effect' would be present but remember, this is only for practice and even if the instrument couldn't react quickly that's ok
because usually when practising it is better to proceed slowly  and get it right than go quickly and get it wrong.

Roy

dewster 8/21/2014 3:04:44 PM [851]

Not to pile on you Touchless, but Theremin seems to have been aware of the downsides if his creations.  He slapped on switchable filters to alter the
harmonics, and likely would have been thrilled to add arbitrary waveforms and dynamic filtering.  He also had a crude tuner IIRC. 

Literally anything implemented in older technology can be improved with more modern technology, but engineer-musicians are a vanishingly small lot,
and the corporate versions of us aren't given the time to do it right as it wouldn't be profitable in the exceedingly short run on which all modern business
seems to operate.  So the buying public gets one older design by Bob (not his best IMHO), a seemingly dashed out Theremini by his replacement(s),
assorted hobbyist fare, and the output of talented amateurs / semi-emeritus with a bit of time and/or money on their hands.  There's no telling what you
might get from this motley crew, or when you might get it (if at all).

The field of study is surprisingly broad and deep.  I've enjoyed it immensely, but it can be an intellectual quicksand for curious cats.  You have to
understand the fundamentals as well as or better than most to find the value in the conventional wisdom (or to challenge it) and then make any headway
at all.  Even the simple copying of existing designs is fraught with peril.

Thank god for the free-flow of ideas and info on the web and particularly here at TW, without which I would still be wrestling with the basics (and with
the voodoo).  If anything, the biggest challenge to implementing a modern Theremin seems to be the DSP side of things, where the cards are played too
close to the chest and the learning curve is quite steep.

Touchless 8/21/2014 4:19:43 PM [852]

Not to pile on you Touchless, but Theremin seems to have been aware of the downsides if his creations. - dewster

You can’t pile on me as I am Touchless. The original theremin was perfect by the dictionary definition of the word, it is the birth of electronics. If you
have religious upbringing, as I see in your words below, it may have given you a misguided understanding of the meaning of perfect.

Thank god for the free-flow of ideas and info on the web and particularly here at TW, without which I would still be wrestling with the basics (and with
the voodoo). - dewster

Really? I don't think your are any closer to the goal today than you were a year ago or even your birth. To try and imitate perfection may be your
downfall, in your future I see you tossing your hands up over theremins and walking away. You will ask yourself over and over - What did I miss?  A
Voodoo prophecy.

I have no doubt you have amassed more knowledge than Leon Theremin, but you do not have the Vision!

T



dewster 8/21/2014 9:03:09 PM [853]

"I don't think your are any closer to the goal today than you were a year ago or even your birth."  - Touchless

It probably seems that way if you've been reading this thread for a couple of years.  But there have been a lot of things to investigate and nail down, and
Hive - which is a critical component - has consumed at least half of that.  I don't plan on dropping it all tomorrow, but manufacture of anything is a major,
major hurdle.

FredM 8/23/2014 1:32:52 AM [854]

Dewster,

That troll isnt worth answering! - I know, I take his bait and give explanations, but he comes back with the same snipes and nasty subversive bullshit
again and again! his only agenda is to cause unpleasantness and discouragement.. Low life scum! Tell him to stick his crystal balls up his RS!  - Please
feel free to use my trash can!

Fred.

dewster 8/30/2014 7:48:45 PM [855]

I don't know exactly why (other than to understand them better) but I've been playing around with MASH DACs in simulation:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/cpzoa7l088bechf/MASH_DACs_2014-09-01.xls

Unlike other modulators, they're super simple and guaranteed stable regardless of input value and order.  The biggest caveat is they produce 2^N bits of
output for order N, so they generally require a small DAC at the output.

Here's a nice treatment of them, in the context of several extremely interesting projects (click around at the top):

http://www.aholme.co.uk/Frac2/Mash.htm

[EDIT] Found some errors in the spreadsheet when simulating in SystemVerilog, so I updated it and the link above. 

There appear to be diminishing returns associated with higher order MASH modulators.  4th order doesn't seem to utilize the output levels at the limits
very much.  Also, the output averaged signal is constrained to [0,1] but the output range is 2^N, so more dynamic range at the output is required for
higher orders.

FredM 9/2/2014 12:04:08 PM [856]

Sorry if you got distracted by this post - it was BS and ive deleted it.. My sinulator screwed up its digital - analogue interface.. When I actrually ran it on
the PSoC I got triangels not ramps.. Should have seen it without building the damn thing - what the simulation gave was an obvious impossibility!

If you never saw the deleted post, thats good ;-) Just dont want anyone wasting time or being misled by it..

:-(

dewster 9/5/2014 6:29:50 PM [857]

Working on the verilog for the digital audio output.  SPDIF is a bit of a pig when it comes to bandwidth, it's encoded bi-phase mark so takes a ~2x clock
right off the bat, and they've included so much other useless info in there that it takes another 2x to transfer 16 bit PCM.  No wonder it doesn't travel well
over video coax, with a 6.144 MHz clock required for 48 kHz stereo PCM.

rkram53 9/6/2014 4:42:24 PM [858]

Guys,

Taking a break from practicing my Etherwave (after a while my ears get saturated) and am trying to go through some of this post (now my brain is
saturated). Being a systems/software engineer (some may consider that an oxymoron) a considerable amount of this is beyond me but perhaps you can
summarize how this thing is going to actually digitally model theremin sounds/waveforms? Is the goal to have a dial that selects different theremins or
have some kind of software interface that lets you build a theremin sound from some building blocks you might provide and maybe shape it with some

https://youtu.be/qaSR6W_JOKc
file:///Forums/T/30439/hijack-trash-can?last=True
http://www.mediafire.com/download/cpzoa7l088bechf/MASH_DACs_2014-09-01.xls
http://www.aholme.co.uk/Frac2/Mash.htm


finely banded EQ or filtering? You going to use some kind of virtual modeling, sampling & filtering? From what I have seen, I have no doubt that Dr.
Dewster can get the thing to work - but how are you going to make it sound great? What's the user interface gonna look like? This thing gonna have a
MIDI port if it needs loading or configuration? Do you have a rough diagram of what you want it to look like?

Hope these are not stupid questions.

Rich

dewster 9/6/2014 6:01:01 PM [860]

Rich,

The user interface I'm currently planning:

Tuner: 13 LEDs arranged in a 6 point star for notes, 8 LEDs arranged in a rough bar graph for octaves.

Display: Two 8 character LED displays.  One or both of the displays may be 14 segment to accommodate alpha.  Otherwise will be 7 segment.  The
displays will be arranged thusly:

  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.

  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.

Control: Two rotary encoders (with integrated push button switch).  I'm debating whether to have one encoder on either side of the display, or both on one
side, and whether or not to positionally associate the encoders with the displays:

  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.  O 
  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.  O

  O  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8. 
  O  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.

  O  8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8. 
     8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.  O

      8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8. 
  O                     O 
      8.8.8.8.8.8.8.8.

etc.  Placing the encoders on the left would allow one to twiddle the knobs with the left hand while playing with the right, but it might feel strange for
right handed users.  Placing them on either side would require both hands to manipulate things - it is an ambidextrous layout that could speed up the input
of data.  Placing both on the right would likely feel most comfortable.  An extra button or two might be necessary for whatever, but I'm trying to keep the
controls to a minimum.

The synthesis engine is kind of down the pike, but I primarily want it to do human vocal sounds well, so I'm thinking bright excitation with formant
filtering.  Other types of sounds could certainly be generated from such a setup, but my goal isn't to replicate a DSP-based Moog type subtractive synth
(this has been overdone IMO).

I'm not thinking MIDI at this point.  MIDI out would be an easy thing to add, but it doesn't interest me and doesn't seem to be a good fit with Theremins. 
CV out would be a bit more complex, but that doesn't interest me much either.  Perhaps I'll change my mind on these things at some point.

=========

"Now that is the million dollar question, after 10 years. Yes our first theremin contact was early 2005."  - RS Theremin

I joined TW in February 2012.  Looking in my notebooks, my Theremin research started in earnest at that point.  Hive development has taken a huge
chunk of that time (maybe 1/2) but I believe that's mostly settled for now.  I could have dashed something out years ago, but if I had I'd be spending my
time supporting something mediocre rather than developing something more deserving of my time.  Not that I'm anywhere near the artisan he was, but I
wonder if Stradivarius had people hectoring him to "just slap some varnish on that hunk of carved wood and get it out the door!"  The research I'm doing
now is broadly applicable and so has much reuse ability for future electronic musical instruments of mine, so I'm treading slowly (and hopefully surely). 
Does no one read Aesop anymore?

FredM 9/6/2014 8:00:47 PM [861]

"Not that I'm anywhere near the artisan he was, but I wonder if Stradivarius had people hectoring him to "just slap some varnish on that hunk of carved
wood and get it out the door!"  The research I'm doing now is broadly applicable and so has much reuse ability for future electronic musical instruments
of mine, so I'm treading slowly (and hopefully surely).  Does no one read Aesop anymore?" - Dewster

AMEN!

"The research I'm doing now is broadly applicable and so has much reuse ability for future electronic musical instruments of mine"

And not just yours! - You have shared every detail - its there for you, for me, and for any others now or in whatever future we (or those who follow
/advance the art ) have.

And you know you are unlikely to get a word of thanks for this effort, and unlikely to even recover your expenses.. But you carry on - calmly, hardly
(unlike me ;-) ever even raising your voice in objection at the unjustified attacks from trolls (who really dont like any "revealing" by the likes of you, of
what they want kept in the dark, and long for the days of technical ignorance when they could peddle their BS to gullible thereminists .. Their motto may
well be "lets hope its not true - but if it is true, lets hope its not believed"* - then, when its proved to be true, do everything they can to ensure its not
believed )

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Tortoise_and_the_Hare
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Tortoise_and_the_Hare


Fred.

*On hearing, one June afternoon in 1860, the suggestion that mankind was descended from the apes, the wife of the Bishop of Worcester is said to have
exclaimed, ‘My dear, descended from the apes! Let us hope it is not true, but if it is, let us pray that it will not become generally known.’

As it turns out, she need not have been quite so worried: we are not descended from the apes, though we do share a common ancestor with them. Even
though the distinction may have been too subtle to offer her much comfort, it is nevertheless important.

rkram53 9/6/2014 9:29:04 PM [862]

Dewster,

I like the idea of using formants a lot. After all, the theremin is in my mind first and foremost a way to sing with your hands (you've obviously seen all
those videos of the Electro-Harmonix Talking Machine controlled by a theremin - I have one and it has some interesting, though easily abused features -
but it is a model in some ways of work in this area). Maybe I'll do a bit of research in formants and vocal modeling so I can contribute a bit more than just
asking dumb questions when those topics come up down the road.

Somehow I suspect you'll have a way to set the thing into different control/configuration modes - and one mode maybe you can dial that format more
towards a human voice or more towards an ethereal (less harmonically complicated) tone. That might be all that is needed to make your initial prototype
really interesting to players. And then maybe a tone knob of some sort.

13 notes? That star-shaped note display (when you get within a specified cent threshold of a note, will the LED come on for a tone?). With two triangles I
get 12 stars on edges and intersections, so there is one in the middle? Why 13 LEDs for notes? What is the 13th for?

Why not arrange those LEDs like a keyboard (most musicians will likely find that more meaningful):

   O  O      O  O  O   

O   O  O  O  O  O  O   

Do those LEDs light up if your hand is also on the volume antenna or whatever you are using for volume control when it's at zero (i.e. they also serve as
pitch-preview) - that would be great - I hate that little buzzing preview in my ear - it interferes with playing - having the LED to show you where you are
would be much better (though people would probably want the option for standard preview).

Yea. Who cares about MIDI. And there are ways to get MIDI and CV from a pitch output so I agree - stick to the things that count. 

I know these questions are more towards the product side (but I'm really interested in the human interface).

I bet I live no more than an hour from you,  if you are in northern NJ. I'm in North Central NJ.

Rich

dewster 9/6/2014 10:33:39 PM [863]

"Somehow I suspect you'll have a way to set the thing into different control/configuration modes - and one mode maybe you can dial that format more
towards a human voice or more towards an ethereal (less harmonically complicated) tone. That might be all that is needed to make your initial prototype
really interesting to players. And then maybe a tone knob of some sort."  - Rich

I'm thinking stimulus with a filter bank, a modulation matrix into the parameters of both from the antennas, and presets to save settings.

"13 notes? That star-shaped note display (when you get within a specified cent threshold of a note, will the LED come on for a tone?). With two triangles
I get 12 stars on edges and intersections, so there is one in the middle? Why 13 LEDs for notes? What is the 13th for?

Why not arrange those LEDs like a keyboard (most musicians will likely find that more meaningful):

   O  O      O  O  O   

O   O  O  O  O  O  O   

Do those LEDs light up if your hand is also on the volume antenna or whatever you are using for volume control when it's at zero (i.e. they also serve as
pitch-preview) - that would be great - I hate that little buzzing preview in my ear - it interferes with playing - having the LED to show you where you are
would be much better (though people would probably want the option for standard preview)."

I play guitar, so I'm kind of partial to patterns that the brain sees more intuitively, even if they don't map exactly to the way we notate music.  Here is a
sketch of the proposed tuner I made a couple of months ago:



All of the LEDs will be ON, with the one indicating the pitch OFF.  PWM (grayscales) will be employed to show frequencies that aren't smack dab on a
particular note.  The center LED will either be on all the time, or will indicate (by its darkness) how on-pitch the frequency is.  The octave display to the
left will use the same drive for the horizontal LEDs so that the octave is indicated by a dark horizontal bar of 2 LEDs OFF with the rest ON.  To indicate
more than 4 octaves it will loop around on itself (like the pitch indicator does) and will probably be PWM as well so that everything is smooth,
consistent, and as unbiased as possible to any particular key.  The top and bottom LEDs will be driven identically at the octave wrap.  The displays will
work regardless of whatever the volume hand is doing. 

You can see the C major and A natural minor scale pattern above, there are actually two separate patterns, depending on whether the scale starts on an
inner or outer LED, but that's it.  Rotate them to get the rest.  Same goes for other types of scales.  If the patterns aren't obvious enough in practice, I'll
alter the LED spacing, or add more LEDs, or something.  I want it to work so that you can watch it out of the corner of your eye and still have it be an
effective playing tool.

I might make audible pitch preview available via the second (stereo) output on the DAC, which would make the Theremin output monophonic.  The tone
could always be augmented with an external effects processor.

dewster 9/6/2014 11:04:32 PM [864]

"lets hope its not true - but if it is true, lets hope its not believed"  - FredM 

That's a terrific line! 

Continuing on in a heretical manner, I didn't know the tortoise & hare tale was co-opted by idealists:

Lord Dunsany brings out another view in his "The True History of the Tortoise and the Hare" (1915). There the hare realises the stupidity of the challenge
and refuses to proceed any further. The obstinate tortoise continues to the finishing line and is proclaimed the swiftest by his backers. But, continues
Dunsany, the reason that this version of the race is not widely known is that very few of those that witnessed it survived the great forest-fire that happened
shortly after. It came up over the weald by night with a great wind. The Hare and the Tortoise and a very few of the beasts saw it far off from a high bare
hill that was at the edge of the trees, and they hurriedly called a meeting to decide what messenger they should send to warn the beasts in the forest. They
sent the Tortoise.

rkram53 9/6/2014 11:40:54 PM [865]

Hmm,

Yes to get some indication out of the corner of your eye is nice. I wonder how musicians will take to the star idea? You might have a mode that lights up
the inner LED when within a few cents of pitch, the middle ring of LEDs when it gets to some secondary threshold and the outer ones when it get to a
critical out of tune setting. I can see how a kind of circular arrangement there would be nice. Then again you could just create a 4x4 matrix and light them
up in any kind of pattern. That way once its out in people's hands (well almost in their hands) if you want to create some other display it will just be some
firmware tweaking.

Anyway - don't worry about what anyone say in terms of time. I bet you there's five staff years worth of time in that Theremini and they'll need at least
another two to work out all the kinks. Keep on trunkin'! And if you ever need software help let me know.

Rich

FredM 9/6/2014 11:55:44 PM [866]

"I like the idea of using formants a lot. After all, the theremin is in my mind first and foremost a way to sing with your hands (you've obviously seen all
those videos of the Electro-Harmonix Talking Machine controlled by a theremin - I have one and it has some interesting, though easily abused features -
but it is a model in some ways of work in this area). Maybe I'll do a bit of research in formants and vocal modeling so I can contribute a bit more than just
asking dumb questions when those topics come up down the road." - Rich

Hi Rich,

Get started on formants and IMO one gets started in the direction of "real" theremin "emulation" or "replication"..

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Plunkett,_18th_Baron_of_Dunsany


Back in ~2009 I was focused on a theremin "singing machine" where formants were controlled by X-Y movement of the volume hand (Z being for
volume) but never got it to work well enough, then briefly looked at using the PSoC 5 DSP engine, but I am analogue - just couldn't even scratch the
surface of how to move the (minimum 2, ideally 4) formant peaks in real time.

The TM however convinced me to abandon (or at least shelf) this idea - I think that for emulation of classic theremins one does not need to move the
formants - You only need to do this IF you have formants that are close enough to real vocal formants to strongly convey a human quality... I think that a
fixed realistic human vocal formant is not pleasant to listen to, and I think that with the theremin its probably another case of "less is more" - As in,
formants far enough away from "reality" that it doesnt sound like a voice, but close enough that it has some "vocal" qualities.

With the early theremins, I think the "sonic crafting" was done by ear - and tube theremins with bulky imperfect coupling transformers and capacitors
facilitated this sort of "crafting" - but whether "intentional" or otherwise, the frequency response of these early instruments, if you include the original
amplifiers and loudspeakers and possibly complex acoustic coupling through the chassis resulting in FM (intermodulation), combine to give a response
which is far from flat - and which has numerous peaks on the audio spectrum, some of which can be close to the positions at which vocal formants are
found.

Search here for formants and you will spend a while reading threads like this one http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/29156/ah-vocal-formants ;-)

I find the EH became a bore real quickly - but the sound of a good theremin doesn't become boring .. So I am inclined to think that unless one can
actually sing the theremin, and change the formants dynamically, and have the ability to control pitch and volume and formant in real time (which I
concluded to be the fatal flaw in my dream of a 3D field controller - its not that technology couldnt do it, its that we couldnt do it!) then perhaps
deliberately "missing the mark" on convincing vocal sound one might actually improve the theremin...

I didn't always think this though, for too long, realistic vocals were a main target of mine -

But I now think that just a hint of human is probably enough.. ;-)

Fred.

I prefer the following to canned Paverotti! ;-)

Why oh why oh - ghost and theremin

dewster 9/7/2014 3:24:22 PM [868]

Got the SPDIF TX verilog code fairly ship-shape yesterday and simulated it but haven't tested it in the real world yet.  Looked briefly at a design over at
opencores but didn't use it.  The state in mine is entirely dictated by a free running counter - something I generally avoid doing but it made the most sense
here.

With testing on my mind, I was very curious as to what was in that small SPDIF DAC box I got from China, so I cracked it open and took a picture:

WYSIWYG here, there are no components on the back of the board.  The Cirrus 8416 in the center converts SPDIF to SPI/I2C and does clock recovery
and conditioning.  The tiny ES7144LV at upper left in the shadows is an I2S 24-bit 192kHz delta-sigma stereo DAC.  A dual op-amp and a 3.3V
regulator round out the ICs.

With the 50MHz XTAL on the FPGA board I'm using, even with (1:512)/(1:512) frequency conversion available in the Cyclone 3 PLLs, I was worried
that I had to supply an exact 128*48kHz=6.144MHz to my SPDIF code.  With the apparent absence of a crystal on the DAC board, and after consulting
the 8416 datasheet, it seems the sampling frequency isn't very critical.  50MHz/8=6.25MHz is pretty simple and may do for testing, though getting closer
in the final design would be desirable for other reasons. 

file:///Forums/T/29156/ah-vocal-formants
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ey_XqnyhQn0


With a DMM the SPDIF input measures 75 ohms, and the datasheet claims you can blast it with logic levels if you want to, which should make testing
easier.

dewster 9/7/2014 4:51:30 PM [869]

"I wonder how musicians will take to the star idea? ... I can see how a kind of circular arrangement there would be nice. Then again you could just create
a 4x4 matrix and light them up in any kind of pattern. That way once its out in people's hands (well almost in their hands) if you want to create some
other display it will just be some firmware tweaking."  - Rich

A circle of some sort makes the most sense due to the way we sense octaves, though differentiating 1 in 12 is difficult for us, so staggering the LEDs is an
attempt to make it more of a pattern that we can easily sense. 

Sticking on an amorphous UI and letting god sort it out is indeed a flexible approach, but I've seen it fall on its face too many times to believe there is
inherent beauty / practicality in doing so.  Screens, soft buttons, arrow key pads, etc. may be fine for prototypes, but a good UI is hand crafted for the
product IMO.

rkram53 9/7/2014 7:11:17 PM [870]

I Agree. Fewer controls the better. UI should be intuitive.

One thing I can say as I practice trying to keep in tune is that I'm not really concerned with seeing what note I'm playing as much as easily seeing that
whatever note I'm playing is creeping out of tune (though the ear is a pretty darned good indicator there). However the ear can accept some drift
especially with vibrato and then presto! before you realize it you've gone too far and you are sunk.

So the easier I can see some sort of pitch shifting out of tune (as you say out of the corner of my eye) the better it will be. The value of the pitch LEDs (at
least for me) is to be able to get a preview function without an earbud.

Rich

RoyP 9/9/2014 11:47:39 PM [871]

' "Not that I'm anywhere near the artisan he was, but I wonder if Stradivarius had people hectoring him to "just slap some varnish on that hunk of carved
wood and get it out the door!" ' - dewster 

dewster, I'm sure you are a bit of an artisan in your own way :-)

With regard to Stradivarius: his workshop produced A LOT of fiddles and as such he would have worked on a production line kind of system. With this
in mind, yes, he would be under pressure to get them out as soon as he could. 
Unlikely that he would have used bespoke varnish, more likely that he would have used something from the high end painters' drawer of the time,
possibly modified a little. 
There is a tempting taster of a varnish recipie which he left and people use it but as with many things, a good varnish job is all in the application...get 5
fiddle makers in a room and you'll get at least a dozen different ways to varnish a fiddle from them :-) 

Roy

NB-I read this comment of yours dewster late in the thread but I couldn't resist...

dewster 9/10/2014 8:08:50 PM [872]

"dewster, I'm sure you are a bit of an artisan in your own way :-)"  - RoyP 

I am a bit of a stickler when it comes to coding practice and style.  Pretty is as pretty does, and IMO code can never be pretty enough.

"With regard to Stradivarius..."

In that vein, there was a PBS Nova titled "The Great Violin Mystery" featuring high-energy physicist Jack Fry that was pretty awesome when I watched it
as a young adult.  I remember he bought a bunch of inexpensive unfinished factory instruments and transformed them with his scientific analysis and
techniques.  He died in 2011 at age 90, but did this video a couple of years before that (skip ahead ~20 minutes):

I think the violin field has more hocus-pocus and voodoo than the Theremin field (if that's indeed possible).

https://youtu.be/c8-rOvWeV8k


dewster 9/12/2014 3:28:04 AM [873]

Looking at PLL conversion from one frequency to another in order to generate the 128 * Fs needed for SPDIF.  The Altera Cyclone 4 board I have has a
50MHz XTAL osc on board, and the PLLs internally will do [1:512] multiplication and division of this.  It turns out the PLL config wizard in Quartus
will pick the optimal mul/div numbers for you, but I only discovered this after writing a spreadsheet to do it.  Ah well, one of the secrets to life is to learn
something new each day, even if it is just new to you.  Here's the spreadsheet:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/6bl8n7q7j9kiz78/nearest_rational_number.xls

The upshot is that you can generate 128*48kHz +11ppm, and 128*44.1kH +64ppm from the 50MHz XTAL & PLL, and both of these errors are probably
small enough to feed external digital equipment without too much worry.  I'm thinking of going with Fs=48kHz mainly to give a bit more cushion
between the audio and nyquist.

dewster 9/13/2014 12:49:04 PM [874]

Been working on testing the SPDIF DAC box I got from China.  I made an FPGA-based tester that exercises it:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/ktx2vw3x38o9f4a/spdif_tester_2014-09-13.zip

It works.  The tester sends a sine wave and a triangle wave, both around 1kHz but not quite the same frequencies, to the left and right channels.  The
analog looks fine on my scope but I don't have the equipment to do much in the way of distortion or noise floor analysis.

One mystery I can't figure out is why this box has less digital headroom than I would expect.  If I send it ~0dB there is severe clipping, and moreso on the
negative swing.  I have to cut the digital signal back to -12dB or so (signed right shift by two bits) before the clipping goes away.  This gives a fairly
healthy 1Vp-p analog output, but the resolution is obviously limited to 14 bits if one is using 16 bit samples.  I suspect the box will do more than 16 bits
as the interface and DAC support it, but I haven't messed with that yet.  I don't want to design my stuff around the limitations of this box though.

The electrical SPDIF interface ground requires a good connection to the FPGA ground otherwise there will be huge amounts of digital noise (~1V) on the
analog side.  I've seen single ended serial ports really mess with audio, IMO they should be balanced current loops or optical for musical use, particularly
if there are frequencies on the serial line that reach down into audio.

The SPDIF interface is (as these things go) typically overly complex.  The framing and encoding are OK I guess, but they implemented superframes for
data subchannels which idiotically contain completely different data sets for the pro and consumer versions of the interface.  It's hard to tell exactly how
and for what reasons the vaguely defined and sometimes conflicting data will be employed by the end equipment (from a SPDIF implementation guide
which is normally meant to clarify things):

"A scheme for providing copy protection is also currently being developed. It includes knowing the category code and then utilizing the Copy and L bits
to determine if a copy should be allowed.  Digital processing of data should pass through the copy and L bits as defined by their particular category
code. If mixing inputs, the highest level of protection of any one of the sources should be passed through. If the copy bit indicates no copy protection
(copy = 1), then multiple copies can be made.  If recording audio data to tape or disk, and any source has copy protection asserted, then the L bit must be
used to determine whether the data can be recorded. 

"The L bit determines whether the source is an original (or prerecorded) work, or is a copy of an original work (first generation or higher). The actual
meaning of the L bit can only be determined by looking at the category code since certain category codes reverse the meaning. 

"If the category code is CD (1000000) and the copy bit alternates at a 4 to 10Hz rate, the CD is a copy of an original work that has copy protection
asserted and no recording is permitted." 

Much of the needless complexity is clearly due to copyright issues, which is always a can of worms for everyone involved.  The above reads like the
SPDIF protocol was designed by the three stooges.

FredM 9/13/2014 1:42:46 PM [875]

"Much of the needless complexity is clearly due to copyright issues, which is always a can of worms for everyone involved.  The above reads like the
three stooges designed the SPDIF protocol." - Dewster

I admire your tenacity ! - I think one of the reasons I prefer analogue comes down to the complexity (and boredom factor) involved with communication
protocols - you have a simple requirement, and all you want is to get data quickly from your MCU to a component.. In order to do this, you need to read
through a bloody manual and implement a whole API in your firmware just to talk to this one component...

Yeah, once you've mastered it and developed some firmware modules you can re-use, its fine - until 5 years later when (if like me) you need to
implement it again and youve forgotten it all any your modules make no sense...

And as for copy protection - As all the data is there (no matter how obtuse) its a simple matter for some genuine pirate organization to crack the
protection and mass produce copies - it doesn't stop piracy, all it does is makes life harder for someone to copy content they have bought to some other
device they own.

Fred.

dewster 9/13/2014 7:14:34 PM [876]

"...you have a simple requirement, and all you want is to get data quickly from your MCU to a component.. In order to do this, you need to read through a
bloody manual and implement a whole API in your firmware just to talk to this one component..."  - FredM

Updating Sartre to this modern world (and present company entirely excepted): hell is other engineers (and the standards bodies that rode in on them).

"it doesn't stop piracy..."

http://www.mediafire.com/download/6bl8n7q7j9kiz78/nearest_rational_number.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/download/ktx2vw3x38o9f4a/spdif_tester_2014-09-13.zip


I'm sure they'd love a total chokehold on everything we consume, but I suppose there is some value in throwing stumbling blocks out there for pirates. 
Most of the money to be made on media is initially, later on not so much, so you don't want any competition in the early phase.  Still, that doesn't justify
making a mess of all of our interfaces.

RoyP 9/13/2014 7:24:48 PM [877]

dewster, thanks for posting that video of Jack Fry-most interesting. 

You are right by the way, that the fiddle making world if full of hocus-pocus, or at the very least, the potential for the bedragled guy in the dirty mac to
sell you an instrument which he claims is made in the truely authentic Cremona way with wood specially treated, made with special tools and the original
varnish which Strad used. 

Better stick with theremins! 

:-)

dewster 9/14/2014 10:42:53 PM [878]

"dewster, thanks for posting that video of Jack Fry-most interesting."  - RoyP

Glad you found it worth watching Roy!  The Nova that he was on years before totally mesmerized this young luthier wannabe.  The way he explained
everything as masses, springs, and dampeners - including the bridge carving filigree - just about made my hair catch fire.

dewster 9/14/2014 11:57:16 PM [879]

Had a couple of spare minutes to rub together and used them to examine the SPDIF tester output.  Hooked up a 1k resistor and red LED to the FPGA pin
and ground, stuck the LED into the Toslink connector on the DAC box and voila!  Noise free (from the serial connection anyway) analog:

The sine spectra:



I'm impressed with the 14 bit performance of the DAC and the simple sine generator.  Optical SPDIF (Toslink) out of a Theremin into an external DAC
box seems like a marriage made in heaven.

Tried increasing the effective PCM width in the verilog tester to 16 bits but the results weren't noticeably different from the above - not sure what's going
on in the DAC box.

FredM 9/15/2014 12:22:45 AM [880]

That looks real good, Dewster!

"Tried increasing the effective PCM width in the verilog tester to 16 bits but the results weren't noticeably different from the above - not sure what's
going on in the DAC box."

I kind of wonder about your "Hooked up a 1k resistor and red LED.." - If this LED wasn't a fast response part*, could this be the cause of the problem?

*Actually, more a function of capacitance than the emitter physics probably - and I may be talking complete BS anyway.. problems are probably more
likely on the RX side.. Its just that 1k seems a bit high - at 5V I would probably go for 220R or less - Whatever is needed to get ~10mA

But I have never played directly with LED's in this kind of application so everything I say relates to other stuff and may not apply.

Fred.

dewster 9/15/2014 3:06:11 PM [881]

"I kind of wonder about your "Hooked up a 1k resistor and red LED.." - If this LED wasn't a fast response part*, could this be the cause of the
problem?"  - FredM

Just tried a 220R and am seeing essentially the same spectra.  I think if there were any digital issues at the serial interface they would show up as gross
issues with the spectra.  I'm actually kind of shocked the results are as good as this, with the second harmonic ~80dB down (the sine waveform has its
LSBs simply truncated to fit 16 bits, rather than noise shaped or dithered).  What I don't get is why feeding it a 0dB digital signal causes severe clipping,
though a quick web search seems to indicate others have perhaps similar problems with SPDIF levels:

http://www.kemper-amps.com/forum/index.php?page=Thread&threadID=4722

http://duc.avid.com/archive/index.php/t-43770.html

It's interesting that the value of -11dB mentioned in the first link is suspiciously close to the >> 2 bit / -12dB case I'm seeing.  I have the huge advantage
in that I know exactly what information the serial SPDIF contains.  Those poor slobs are shooting in the dark behind a wall of drivers and other SW,
trying to make sense of things.  Yet I still don't have a clue.  The data should be aligned so that MSB is in the MSB location, and any unused LSBs set to
zero.

I see a Toslink output on my PC motherboard but not sure I've got the time nor the patience to see what's going on with that.

dewster 9/15/2014 4:52:46 PM [882]

OK, the SPDIF 0dB clipping mystery is solved.  After pouring over the Cirrus Logic 8416 datasheet and probing some pins it's clear that there are no
errors in the serial stream the FPGA tester is providing via LED.  Probing the Everest Semiconductor ES7144LV DAC analog right output pin with
-12dB, -6dB, and 0dB SPDIF levels from the tester shows a ~0.5Vp-p, ~1Vp-p, and ~2Vp-p triangle waveform with no clipping.  Probing the DAC box
right side line level output shows clipping for the latter two cases.  So the clipping is happening in the final DAC box line out conditioning / drive
circuitry, which, for whatever crazy reason, has ~4x too much analog gain.

http://www.kemper-amps.com/forum/index.php?page=Thread&threadID=4722
http://duc.avid.com/archive/index.php/t-43770.html


To be able to adapt to this kind of unforeseen nonsense I suppose I'll have to incorporate a sticky "SPDIF gain" user control setting somewhere in the
bowels of my digital Theremin.

dewster 9/20/2014 4:39:29 AM [883]

Been working on the pitch display:

Above I'm testing it by feeding it a super slow sine wave as pitch operating point, and it is tracking ~4 octaves of change.  The display on the left is the
octave display, with 4 wrap-around levels.  Higher LEDs are higher pitched octaves.  The display on the right is a ring of 12 LEDs, one for each note,
with increasing pitch going clockwise.  The center LED tracks the "darkness" of the nearest note, and so is never more than 1/2 brightness.  The octave
display uses PWM only at the B|C note transition.  I tried using PWM over the entire octave range but it was more confusing.

Above: The 10mm red/orange LEDs from Adafruit on vector board.

https://youtu.be/eHCSxjQrT1E


Above: rear view of the vector board showing popsicle stick cable clamp, 2 resistors & one NPN per LED, connected to FPGA board at left.  This is an
old PATA cable I had laying around.  Powering everything via USB serial port adapter (probably ~300mA).

Not totally sure what I think of this yet, I suppose the true test will be in seeing how intuitive the visual feedback is while playing it musically.

Touchless 9/20/2014 4:51:49 AM [884]

Amazingly I get it but why no tone for the effect. I applaud you for the amount of time, thought and work that went into the display. Does a Thereminist
have time to look at this while playing, I guess if the theremin design has enough latency they could have all day. The girl below is our favorite TW pin
up girl.

T

rkram53 9/20/2014 11:47:38 AM [885]

Very interesting display. Any reason why the 2 LEDs on the left are different (just ran out of the others for prototyping?).

But it might also be nice if you also had a more deterministic pitch tracking mode for training that gives a bit more pitch feedback than just the center
light getting brighter (and only up to 1/2 brightness?) You'll have to play in the dark to really see any small change.

I think you could have a much more effective pitch response mode (if you can have modes in this design - assume you can) if you had only that center
LED go on if you were within N cents (in tune) of center freq (A=440, for example), then only the 6 LEDs around it might go off if you get within a
danger threhold you define and then only the outer LEDs go off if you pass that. I think that would be easier to see as you play and you can better use it
as a pitch training mode as you have hard kick points for pitch change. 

Just a thought. 

Rich

dewster 9/20/2014 1:13:50 PM [886]

"...why no tone for the effect."  - Touchless

At the top of my Theremin to-do list.  Alas, several other to-do lists trump it.

"Does a Thereminist have time to look at this while playing..." 

https://youtu.be/KqSIA2ISTvA


Good point: does a Thereminist need to watch his/her hands like a hawk?

=========

"Any reason why the 2 LEDs on the left are different (just ran out of the others for prototyping?)."  - rkram53

I actually had a couple left over (they come in packs of 25).  The octave pattern wraps around with 2 LEDs per position and 5 vertical positions for 4
levels, so as to match the note ring layout which also has 5 vertical positions.  I think it is good for the octave display to look and behave noticeably
differently than the note display.  And I think 4 octaves with wrap are just enough information here. 

A different pattern could certainly be employed, any suggestions?

"But it might also be nice if you also had a more deterministic pitch tracking mode for training that gives a bit more pitch feedback than just the center
light getting brighter (and only up to 1/2 brightness?) You'll have to play in the dark to really see any small change."

The totally dark point appears pretty narrow which is the main reason I decided to go with this "negative" display.  It seems also that if the action of the
center LED doesn't match that of the other LEDs, my eyes don't see what's going on as a pattern as much.  50% brightness is necessary for the darkness
"hand off" from one LED to the next, but it seems much brighter than 50% due to the ~logarithmic/power nature of the eye brightness response, so it isn't
exactly a huge compromise.  I can see the display pretty well on my rather well lit workbench as these are 1000 mcd LEDs
(https://www.adafruit.com/products/845) and the frosted red plexiglas bezel increases the contrast quite a bit.

I've been playing around with LED linear PWM for years and I'm always a bit shocked at the brightness difference between 50% vs. 100%, and 25% vs.
0% (off).  The former change is barely discernible, the latter change is super obvious.  For a display such as this, one can choose to either fight the log
eye response or exploit it. 

I should also say that virtually any LED display will benefit from a colored filter bezel - this pitch display looks much crappier without it.  It
unfortunately cuts the brightness, but more than makes up for this with dramatically increased contrast.  But the minute you employ a bezel you lose
positional information as to what LED is on if the others are off.  The only real downside to having a bunch of LEDs on is the power / heat issue.

FredM 9/20/2014 11:47:24 PM [887]

Hi Dewster -

You really are getting there! ;-) .. I wasn't convinced about the merit of any pitch display - still aren't.. But it will certainly add something visual and
unusual! ... You should duplicate the LEDS in big super-bright versions and have a display on the back of the instrument for the audience to view!

Ok, a while back, somewhere (I think it was this thread) there was discussion about how to test for latency and sticky pitch and all that stuff - pendulums
and motors and helicopters were suggested.. ;-)

I am now facing the same testing requirements - never needed to before (for latency) because I was always directly heterodyning the oscillators, so
latency was impossible.. But now I need to check the operation of the phase-locked oscillators in practice (rather than just in theory and simulation,
which seem to work).

Havent done it yet - but I think the easiest way may be to connect an electronically controlled capacitor to the antennas, and drive this from a function
generator.. I am looking at having an antenna connected to ground through a  stack of reverse biased diodes (1N4007's or other bulky similar parts) and
driving these from the function generator via an inductor, so that the function generator grounding itself doesn't unduly influence results... Place this
antenna close to the pitch antenna and perhaps I dont need to mess with anything mechanical - I like the idea of no physical connection, but failing this,
directly connecting to the antenna with an electronically controlled capacitance should allow testing of latency and "stickies" .. And allow faster
transients to be tested without risk of decapitation ;-)

Oh - re the LED brightness.. In looking at digital pots, I found a load of reference to their use in controlling led brightness - pots with a log law are
suggested, and "audio taper" is said to be ideal! ... Not of any interest to me (I found it annoying to find these as I was looking for audio applications ;-)
but thought it may interest you.

Fred.

dewster 9/21/2014 12:02:43 AM [888]

"I wasn't convinced about the merit of any pitch display - still aren't.."  - FredM

I was hoping you would comment - though you're my toughest customer when it comes to my cockamamie pitch display ideas!  ;-)

"Havent done it yet - but I think the easiest way may be to connect an electronically controlled capacitor to the antennas, and drive this from a function
generator.."

I wonder if you might be able to forgo the electronically controlled capacitor and just drive the antenna with a voltage waveform through a 1pF cap, or
via a closely spaced second antenna?  I should give this a try with the (ill fated) Theremini...

FredM 9/21/2014 1:19:41 AM [889]

"I was hoping you would comment - though you're my toughest customer when it comes to my cockamamie pitch display ideas!  ;-)" - Dewster

LOL ;-)

I am glad you dont pay too much attention to my rantings! ;-) .... I am realizing that anyone who listens to my opinions is probably doomed to
commercial failure!

You see, i have got it all wrong all my life.. When I saw the first LED digital watch being displayed to the crowd of admiring engineers at my first job, I
couldn't comprehend the enthusiasm at all - a bulky ugly box you strapped to your wrist and needed a battery change every week at least.. WTF ?!... And

https://www.adafruit.com/products/845


I have the same reaction to the wrist worn computer, and to game consoles, and to mobile phones which are so complex it takes an hour to work out how
to answer a bloody call..!!  ;-)

And almost everything that I believed was too useless or stupid or complicated to ever catch on has been a hit. And most "eye candy" and "ear candy"
just makes me sick. And at the bottom line, I do not understand what makes most of the human race tick, dont see what pleasure or satisfaction they get
from the bulk of what they do, cannot relate to their worship of celebrity or royalty or whatever, and just dont understand anyone or anything...

And compared to the majority of the stuff I dont understand or think are 'stupid' ideas, your pitch display is brilliant!

But I dont think it will have any useful function other than the most important function of all - people will want it!

;-)

Hey - dont take me seriously! Im one of these people who only has any chance of playing a theremin if I have my eyes closed and my full concentration
is on what I hear and my pitch hand! - so a visual display - no matter if designed by Einstein or lord Krishna could never be of any use to me ;-) ... I find
any visual disturbance interferes with my musical ability - I cannot play the keyboard while looking at my DAW, I can follow sonic cues, but if watching
a display, even if simultaneously hearing the cues, my timing and intonation goes to hell!

Fred.

dewster 9/21/2014 2:31:04 PM [890]

"But I dont think it will have any useful function other than the most important function of all - people will want it!  ;-)"  - FredM

Don't hold back, tell me what you really think. ;-)

Theremin himself designed and built crude pitch displays for his stuff (IIRC based on mechanical resonance and tied to bulbs).  And not that one needs to
follow in every single footstep of the master, but after having experienced a truncated pitch display on my earliest (and only) prototype I can fully
appreciate why he did so, if only for myself.  And it gives me something to do with all these FPGA pins just hanging out in space.  ;-)

Here is the SV tuner code: http://www.mediafire.com/download/4u7et9e1136u74k/tuner_tester_2014-09-21.zip

(The pitch display will most likely end up as software, but I find it easier to do this kind of low level testing and development in SV.)

===========

Maybe a week ago I updated the Hive page over at opencores.com and now MediaFire tells me that the latest design document (that I link to in the
comments over at opencores) has been downloaded 524 times!  I kind of don't believe it as the document only gets ~1 download per day on average over
at opencores.  Maybe it's a webcrawling robot spider thing?

FredM 9/21/2014 7:07:57 PM [891]

"Don't hold back, tell me what you really think. ;-)" - Dewster

I did! ;-)

I think that its the most appealing visual display I have seen - I think it would be great ant the 'flight deck' of some UFO from the movies - complete with
the hieroglyphs! (Hey, dont forget - it appears I am stealing the aliens and causing problems in the aether! ;-)

I think the cost (both development and manufacture) will be well worth it from a sales potential.

As to whether it will be of any use to thereminists, I have been entirely wrong to pass any judgment or give any comment on this! - I am projecting my
own disability (the fact that my visual neurons seem to impair my auditory ones) on others.. I suspect that people who have multi-core processors in their
heads will fair better than me who probably has an an analogue computation engine and perhaps a small 8 bit MCU for other stuff..

;-)

Fred.

dewster 9/21/2014 7:58:23 PM [892]

"But now I need to check the operation of the phase-locked oscillators in practice (rather than just in theory and simulation, which seem to work).
Havent done it yet - but I think the easiest way may be to connect an electronically controlled capacitor to the antennas, and drive this from a function
generator."  - FredM

I'm messing with the Theremini's head to better characterize the pitch hand response time.  My Goldstar function generator grounded to the Theremini
ground and with hot lead placed near the pitch antenna and set to 10Hz does nothing that I can see. 

But moving the hot lead ~1' away and setting the generator to ~280kHz really messes with it, but in a static way (moves the Theremini pitch a fixed
amount for a given fixed function generator frequency). 

The Goldstar has an external FM modulation input, so I dug out my old homebrew function generator and connected it up and set the Goldstar to
~160kHz.  This gives a sine modulated pitch change from the Theremini that follows the modulation speed quite nicely.  I'm not hearing (or seeing via a
recording) much Theremini modulation above ~50Hz, so the Theremini 3dB response point is likely way below this.

Here is an MP3 of a manual modulation sweep from ~10Hz to ~50Hz and back to ~10Hz:

http://www.mediafire.com/listen/4jhk8wyqmafu5k8/Theremini_10Hz-50Hz-10Hz_2014-09-21.mp3

http://www.mediafire.com/download/4u7et9e1136u74k/tuner_tester_2014-09-21.zip
http://www.mediafire.com/listen/4jhk8wyqmafu5k8/Theremini_10Hz-50Hz-10Hz_2014-09-21.mp3


From that I calculate -3dB to be around 15Hz.  It might actually be worse as my homebrew generator unfortunately won't go below ~10Hz (to get a good
baseline response). 

Anyway, blea!

FredM 9/21/2014 8:26:22 PM [893]

Hi Dewster,

My thinking was more along the lines of reverse biasing some diodes, and varying the reverse biasing voltage to modulate the capacitance, rather than
having a signal source. But I have not tried this!

The advantage (if it works) is that one should be able to tune using DC / Offset, know the required upper and lower voltages across the diodes required
for the frequency span, then modulate this voltage between these extremes with whatever waveform / frequency you want.

From a slow square wave one should be able to directly determine frequency.. In fact, you probably dont even need a signal generator, thinking about it

From a slow square wave one should be able to directly determine frequency.. In fact, you probably dont even need a signal generator, thinking about it..
Another diagram coming in a moment..... ;-)

Simply tune one capacitor (not connected to switch) for lowest pitch, the other for highest pitch when switch closed.. Some sort of actuator (string or
whatever) so you dont get close as you actuate the switch (ideally this could be a H11F1 opto or  relay of some kind).

In fact, if you had small enough adjustable capacitors (or made your own from twisted wires) you could connect directly to the antenna connection point
and not need to worry about any antenna related stuff..

Whatever - This is the solution to my testing! ;-)

Fred.

 

dewster 9/21/2014 8:48:55 PM [894]

Fred, I'd be very interested in whether or not either of those approaches work!  They would certainly beat something dangerously rotating around, and
would give a lot more credibility to the testing results than my "interference" approach.

I suppose we all know the Theremini response time is abysmal, and I just wanted to find a somewhat reasonable number to characterize the suck without
putting too much time and effort into it.

FredM 9/21/2014 8:58:49 PM [895]

"I suppose we all know the Theremini response time is abysmal, and I just wanted to find a somewhat reasonable number to characterize the suck without
putting too much time and effort into it." - Dewster



I cannot see a flaw in the simple relay / capacitor switch scheme (added above) - Hate diodes as variable capacitors.

Yes, we should be able to absolutely quantify the response time between any given capacitance's - Scientifically and with no room for uncertainty.

Wager? For the theremini I recon in the order of 100ms for the full span from ==60cm to say ==5cm, and I guess this will be the same regardless of the
lowest -> highest pitches selected. (this is based purely from looking at the few swept samples you provided, and my arithmetic, so could be way out in
either direction  LOL;-)

Fred.

Oh, the switch scheme will only work for determining latency - the varicap scheme or something similar would be needed to detect irregularities or pitch
"stickies".

I am not sure about the varicap scheme - but I would bet my life on the switch scheme working, it really must!

One way I have made crude trimmable capacitors in the past is to use shielded audio cable, ground to screen, then cut the length back until I got to the
required capacitance.

While on crazy ideas - I played with this kind of circuit a bit, but never followed it through - it seemed to work, but drifted like hell and had other issues
(was horribly slow) - But it may be usable for crude testing.. I also used photovoltaic opto's to couple varicaps - this worked well, but at £6 per
photovoltaic isolator, not well enough!

dewster 9/22/2014 8:27:00 PM [896]

Just remembered I had an old HP function generator stashed away, so dusted it off and recreated the setup I had yesterday, using the HP as FM
modulation source into the Goldstar.  This time I placed the hot lead a couple of inches from the Theremini pitch antenna and played with amplitudes and
center frequency until I got a fairly nice looking FM sinusoid in the Audition Spectral Frequency view.  Recorded 1Hz-10Hz sweep, and 10Hz-100Hz
sweep, files are here: 

http://www.mediafire.com/listen/t75m1wpczy4mhnk/Theremini_1Hz-10Hz_2014-09-22.mp3

http://www.mediafire.com/listen/u1zdps83snf8zd1/Theremini_10Hz-100Hz_2014-09-22.mp3

Above is the 1Hz to 10Hz sweep.  I'm seeing -3dB (0.707 peak) at ~2.6Hz, which is so astoundingly bad I almost don't believe it.

http://www.mediafire.com/listen/t75m1wpczy4mhnk/Theremini_1Hz-10Hz_2014-09-22.mp3
http://www.mediafire.com/listen/u1zdps83snf8zd1/Theremini_10Hz-100Hz_2014-09-22.mp3


Above is the 10Hz to 100Hz sweep.  Other than the expected general diminishing response with increasing modulation frequency, it appears there is
aliasing of some sort going on around 33Hz, 66Hz, and 99Hz.  Hmm. 

"Wager? For the theremini I recon in the order of 100ms..."  - FredM 

You win!  I set the modulation waveform to square with 1Hz rate and recorded the following file: 

http://www.mediafire.com/listen/sf3fpo0mpdti9zp/Theremini_step_response_2014-09-22.mp3

Above is the Theremini step response.  I'm seeing 0.15sec full settling time, or around 0.1s to hit 63%.  This RC time constant corresponds to a cutoff
frequency of 1/2*pi*RC = 1.6Hz.  Wow.

"I am not sure about the varicap scheme - but I would bet my life on the switch scheme working, it really must!"

I agree, though I believe rise time calculated -3dB bandwidth and directly measured -3dB bandwidth are only equivalent when the filter is a simple first
order RC.  (It is likely that there are several low frequency poles in the Theremini pitch data path.)

Grain of salt with the above, I'm not totally convinced this method of testing BW is foolproof, though the step response time does seem to jibe fairly well
with the frequency response, as well as your calculations Fred, so it's probably not too far off the mark.  With a response time this low I'm not surprised
that even coalport finds the Theremini difficult to play.  And it stands to reason that if one can measure significantly diminished response via faster hand
movements (and experience the lag directly) then the BW almost has to be below some upper limit on the order of 10Hz or so.

And with that I believe I'm pretty much over the Theremini.

FredM 9/22/2014 10:14:30 PM [897]

"You win!  I set the modulation waveform to square with 1Hz rate and recorded the following ... " - Dewster

LOL ;-) .. My gamble was based entirely on a few measurements of your original audio sweeps - so it wasn't much of a gamble - the data was there, the
only ambiguity being the extremes (as in, I could determine the 'curve' but couldn't be certain of the excitation shape or amplitude)  it couldn't have been
too far from 100ms.. I was actually expecting worse than 100ms, but played cautious - dont want the M-ugh crowd to say I was exaggerating!  :-)

In musical terms it is worse, one needs near 100% - 63% is just our mathematical measurement standard - so the real time is more like 150ms.

Thanks for doing these tests so comprehensively and publishing these indisputable results Dewster!

"And with that I believe I'm pretty much over the Theremini"

http://www.mediafire.com/listen/sf3fpo0mpdti9zp/Theremini_step_response_2014-09-22.mp3


I agree. This toy is so bad it cannot be converted into a usable theremin - calling it a theremin is absolute misrepresentation.

Summary of the important facts:

" 0.15sec full settling time, or around 0.1s to hit 63%.  This RC time constant corresponds to a cutoff frequency of 1/2*pi*RC = 1.6Hz.  Wow." -
Dewster

Fred.

 

dewster 9/23/2014 4:14:23 PM [898]

One last test of Theremini gestural pitch side BW via the FM interference method:

Above is 0.1Hz to 1Hz response with the modulation frequency in 0.1Hz steps.  This is something I should have performed earlier as a baseline.  No
significant amplitude reduction over this range, which is consistent with the -3dB roll off somewhat above this range.

DISPLAYS
dewster 9/24/2014 4:44:13 PM [899]

DISPLAYS

I'm at the point where I need I/O (display, knobs, buttons, LEDs, etc.) and am back up against the dearth of display offerings out there.  I ordered a 20x2
line LCD from Adafruit but, having played with one of these in the past, I feel kind of nauseous at the thought of using it.  The on-board controller
interface is 4 or 8 bit (no SPI option), there is no internal register you can access to adjust LCD contrast, it's 5V, etc.  The controller is also rather slow,
has variable command timing, and requires initialization.  You see people all over the web adding a SPI / parallel processor onto these in an attempt to
update them a bit but that strikes me as a stopgap / band-aid on a badly aging product.

Ran across this site yesterday on eBay: http://www.buydisplay.com.  Prices including postage are quite reasonable and their black on white displays look
very high contrast and readable:

http://www.buydisplay.com/


The control chip is what to look out for, at least one of the newer graphics ones supports SPI directly and has a contrast adjustment register (UC1701).

Not sure where this is going.  I'd like to avoid graphics as this usually means one must generate characters in SW, which would eat into the rather tiny
Hive memory space (I'd rather use the space for wave tables).  One could I suppose take a hybrid approach, where graphic characters are built up of
"strokes" much like a 14 or 16 segment LED display - this would compress the storage requirements but would also make for a less readable "font".

Other issues are mechanical: the newest displays tend to use flexible conductive ribbon cabling with SM connectors.  The display pictured above has
thru-hole pins mounted on the glass, but they are on 0.05" centers rather than 0.1" (one could manufacture a break-out / mounting PWB, but who knows
when this specialized product will be retired?).  And everything needs a bezel of some sort, I've given up on the idea of sticking the data display behind
the same plexiglas as the LED tuner.

Multi-line character-only LCD (non-graphic) displays could really use a updating.

The same company above also has graphic & character based OLED offerings, and these have more modern controllers.  OLED has 16 grayscales too. 
Not sure how they are generating the higher voltages OLEDs require.

FredM 9/24/2014 10:00:35 PM [900]

Dewster,

I havent looked into this yet - but the PSoC4 seem to have a UM specifically for LCD .. At a few $, one could dedicate a little board just to interface
between the FPGA and the LCD .. Tons of memory in the PSoC4, and whatever interface you chose .. Or even implement the entire UI on this board and
communicate the settings to the FPGA.

Just a thought...

Fred.

dewster 9/25/2014 12:21:32 PM [901]

Hi Fred,

Thanks!  I'll certainly keep that in mind.

I believe the FPGA RAM resources I'm dealing with are on the same order as the Flash size in the PSoC4.  Cyclone 4 EP4CE6 has 30 x 8kb BRAMs,
which gives Hive 8 stacks and a memory depth of 16kB.  Upgrading to the EP4CE10 board ($38 USD) would double the memory depth to 32kB.  In both
cases there are 6 BRAMs left over which could certainly be used for display buffer / character ROM if I go that route.

These LCD character-based display products are ancient and clunky and expensive for what you get (from the same site a full-blown color 4.3" TFT w/
SPI interface and touch screen option, character generator, etc. can be had for ~$25!) but I don't see any kind of replacement for them in mid-level
complexity projects such as this. 

If they still made high efficiency LED calculator displays for not too much scratch I'd consider going that way.

I suppose I should just order this sleazy 16x4 for $10 and get over myself:

http://www.buydisplay.com/default/4-3-tft-lcd-display-module-controller-board-w-serial-spi-i2c-mcu#customer-h
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Wide-Angle-16x4-Character-LCD-Module-Display-w-HD44780-Bezel-White-Backlight-/291020207260?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item43c227f49c


I'm probably coming across as a unappreciative crank with this display issue, but once you let crud creep into your project you'll be dealing with it until
you're dead.

FredM 9/25/2014 4:41:36 PM [902]

Hi Dewster -

I wasnt suggesting you replace the FPGA/ Hive with a PSoC4 just in case thats what you are thinking.. - My thinking was on the lines of configuring the
PSoC as a peripheral component -that this would free up more resources in the most important bit - the FPGA.

If one can buy a lower cost but more 'difficult' LCD, the PSoC could be entirely devoted as an LCD interface, and have enough space to fit whatever
LUTs or RAM was required. What are they.. $4? Why waste any of your superb barrel processor (even if its 'spare') on doing a task well beneath it...
Who knows, the resources consumed by the LCD might just cause a problem later if you realize/invent some extra 'something' - ... You may just find that
you need to create an additional mixed-signal sound engine for example, to complement the wave-table, or choose to implement Gordon's 'ping' ... these
are just silly examples - but I have learned from experience that spending a couple of extra £ on something "needless" (particularly with configurable
parts like PSoC [or I suspect FPGA]) can pay back hugely not too far down the 'revision' line.

And it may just be that adding some "peripheral" component could actually reduce the cost or be no more expensive..

But only you knows how much 'elbow room' your design has - If its plenty, then the above isn't relevant.

Fred.

dewster 9/25/2014 9:42:36 PM [903]

"I wasnt suggesting you replace the FPGA/ Hive with a PSoC4 just in case thats what you are thinking.."  - FredM

Yes, thanks for the clarification but I didn't misunderstand you.  I suppose my rant concerns lack of these kinds of products for intermediate complexity
projects.  One doesn't necessarily go from blinking an LED, then immediately to projects that need widescreen touch color TFTs and ARMs with video
processors, but that's how the display market seems.  The intermediate displays tend to be dinosaurs, the stuff at either extreme fairly modern.

The display issue has to be resolved, but I think I'm worrying prematurely - development at this point can likely proceed most flexibly via the UART and
a terminal emulator rather than via displays and knobs and such.  Am in the process of scraping the HW and SW together to do the initial testing of
digital heterodyning and such.

FredM 9/26/2014 12:41:43 AM [904]

Hi Dewster,

The user interface side is something I will need to do once I have proven the sensing and primary sound generation board (until then all I can do is edit
parameters with the ICE, and this is a right royal pain.. so a basic UI at least is fairly high priority)

Ok, im using PSoC4's for everything so obviously that's my focus - but I thought these might interest you.. A project for PSoC4 and a custom
configuration (API's etc) component for driving Nokia graphics displays - The Arduino PSoC4 development board could be replaced with one of the $4
breakout boards.

Project on E14

Color graphics LCD @ $22

http://www.element14.com/community/thread/23978/l/psoc-4-pioneer-kit-community-project09-graphics-lcd-display
http://www.elecfreaks.com/store/color-lcd-shield-p-462.html


Fred.

 

 

dewster 9/26/2014 1:39:19 PM [905]

Hi Fred,

Thanks for those links!  I must say that I feel a little dumb severely restricting the memory in an audio product like this Theremin project, and for a semi-
vanity reason like Hive, but it doesn't seem like a lot is necessary unless one employs large wave tables, lots of audio delay, etc.  Buffering displays,
particularly graphical RGB which require many bits per screen pixel, and implementing character generators in SW, cut into the memory I could be using
for other more essential services. 

Though everything seems to have an RGB touch panel these days, making it tempting to tap into if only because of the attractive economics.  Offhand,
here's a new 480 x 272 5" TFT for $12 (link):

I see that kind of thing and I feel like a chump considering older offerings which are clunky to interface, are so ancient they need 5V, and are fairly
expensive in comparison.

Graphics are sexy and fun, but I don't believe they are necessary, or even desirable given the design constraints.  4 shortish lines (~16 characters long) of
highly readable alphanumerics would likely be sufficient as this could display 3 levels of menu depth and the variable to change.  With 4 rotary encoders
- one for each level and one for the variable - I'm hoping the user will be able to get around quickly and easily.  (I'm not sure why encoders aren't
employed more often and in larger quantities - the interface is three pins including push button function, and trivial resynchronization plus a trivial HW
or SW state machine are all that is required.)

I think readability is really important, and for an alphanumeric display this translates into a large display area with large pixels, but the trend is to smaller
pixels for graphical reasons.  This is why I'm not currently considering OLED, which have more modern driver ICs, because the pixels are microscopic.

I also worry about emissions due to all the AC in these panels.  I've seen C sensors on my workbench respond to changing images on my nearby PC
monitor.  It would be nice to have direct control of the multiplexing frequencies, and have the opportunity to synchronize them to the C sensor somehow
should they become a problem.  Really, having high current / voltage / frequency multiplexing going on anywhere near a Theremin, much less inside of
it, seems to be asking for it.  What would perhaps be ideal is one of those e-ink displays they use in eBook readers as they hold their image even with the
power disconnected.  Too bad they don't make simple multi-line alphanumeric displays based on that.

Anyway, the most applicable seeming LCD displays I've stumbled upon so far:

ERM12864FS-6 - 2.9" graphical 128x64 with built-in character generator.  An ancient (~Y2K) part that needs 5V.  SPI interface is kind of clunky.  No
SW contrast adjustment that I can see (kind of a deal killer, don't want a pot hanging off of it just for contrast).  $13 before postage.

ERC12864-2 - 2.6" graphical 128x64.  SPI controller, 3.3V, but has flexi-ribbon cable connect. $7 before postage.

Probably being picky, but if I'm buying a graphical part I'd like powers of 2 pixel counts.  And anything smaller than 2" is IMO too small.

dewster 9/26/2014 3:00:14 PM [906]

Graphical Display Memory Usage

If going the graphics route, one usually needs a character map ROM.  If characters are 8x16 pixels (WxH) then 16 bytes or 128 bits per character are
needed.  Minimum characters in English are 0-9, A-Z, which is 36, plus some punctuation so call it 64.  64x16 bytes = 1kB.  This is the size of one 8kb
Altera BRAM.

Display controllers have built-in frame buffers, so there isn't a huge need to mirror this in processor RAM.

ILYA 9/26/2014 5:53:40 PM [907]

What are these fuckin LCD, TFT, OLED etc?!

"...A plastic instrument with no (apparent) appeal to professional musicians seems to be quite a departure for them..." -- kkissinger 
"...When I offered some suggestions for other areas of improvement, like a wooden case instead of the fragile, and cheap looking plastic one..." -- Thomas
Grillo 
"...I don't want to play an instrument that is encased in plastic..." -- kkissinger

.....

Only the wooden scale with wooden arrow driven by a stepper motor based on wooden core and,  possibly, wood windings!

 

http://www.buydisplay.com/default/lcd-5-inch-display-480x272-tft-module-touch-screen-for-mp4-gps
http://www.buydisplay.com/default/graphic-module-128x64-serial-lcd-display-st7920-black-on-white
http://www.buydisplay.com/default/2-6-inch-spi-serial-graphic-lcd-128x64-nt7538-controller-black-on-white


dewster 9/26/2014 6:26:31 PM [908]

"Only the wooden scale with wooden arrow driven by a stepper motor based on wooden core and,  possibly, wood windings!"  - ILYA

Um, look, if we built this large wooden badger(min)...

*smack*

dewster 10/1/2014 3:51:32 AM [909]

Kind of concerned about the whole integrate and 2^n dump thing between the period measurement and the processor, that the "gear shifting" will
somehow be audible.  Woke up yesterday with what I initially thought was a flash of brilliance (but alas was just a fever dream): use CIC to implement
this variable rate decimation.  But it turns out CIC gain is directly related to decimation ratio.  It's a pretty weird interface, the variable rate seems to
preclude normal approaches to lowering the sample rate.  One can't do the interpolation zero stuffing thing to generate easily filtered out images, so I'm
thinking of a simple 1st or 2nd order IIR followed by 1st order CIC, and both of these in the 160MHz clock domain:

The above is a 1st order IIR with RC=2^13, followed by a first order CIC with decimation ratio 4096.  The squarish waves from the period measurement
would have their fundamental attenuated at least 30dB, and the decimation would give a constant 160MHz / 4096 = 39kHz interrupt rate at the
processor.  If the bit width is kept <= 32 (Hive data path width) the CIC comb section could be implemented in software, which would be advantageous
from a hardware usage and flexibility standpoint.

The oversampling rate is quite high which makes even low order filters fairly effective, though this can easily lead to speed bottlenecks in the FPGA
hardware if you try to do anything even remotely fancy at 160MHz in a speed grade 8 binned part.  Though I suppose one could decimate to an
intermediate frequency and do more elaborate filtering employing state machines and block rams, and then decimate a second time to a reasonable
interrupt rate.

Anyway, if the above has obvious aliasing, the insertion of a second identical IIR section would likely cure it.

dewster 10/2/2014 6:06:25 PM [910]

Simulating IIR => CIC it's not too surprising that there is a timing bottleneck in the IIR since it requires two cascaded and fairly wide additions to happen
per clock.  Top speed for the required I/O width of ~15 and RC shift of ~14 produce IIR logic that is uncomfortably close to the speed target of 160MHz. 

Playing around with a first order CIC by itself:

https://youtu.be/9v-4Ug0IgVo


The above response uses a decimation of 256 (160MHz/256=625kHz output sample rate) and a comb delay of 256.  This gives a -3dB point of just above
1kHz, and alias suppression of roughly 50dB (reading the graph at 1/2 the output sample rate and subtracting this from the response at DC).  Data I/O
widths are 16/32.  The comb delay could be formed from a single 8kbit BRAM (8192/32=256).  Output bit growth is 16 bits, which I believe 1/2 could be
truncated (LSBs) giving a 24 bit input into the next stage.  More decimation would be nice as this would give the Hive thread running at 20MHz more
instruction time between interrupts, though even 625kHz gives 32 instructions per sample - a 625kHz interrupt would also allow placement of the comb
delay in software where it would be more flexible but would eat up main memory. 

The use of 2 BRAMs of comb delay would give roughly 60dB of alias suppression and a decimated sample rate of 1.25MHz.  It's hard to know what will
be enough here without testing in hardware, but it seems the ear can tolerate a certain amount of low level FM without noticing it.  I wonder what the
physiological threshold is?

FredM 10/2/2014 9:40:01 PM [911]

Hi Dewster,

Mostly lost - ;-) ... but..

"This gives a -3dB point of just above 1kHz, and alias suppression of roughly 50dB"

This is the top level, as in, the worst case latency from the above would be < 1ms ? If I am understanding this right, that would be extremely good.

The following stuff I understand as being faster post-processing,

Possibly completely lost..

"The use of 2 BRAMs of comb delay would give roughly 60dB of alias suppression and a decimated sample rate of 1.25MHz.  It's hard to know what
will be enough here without testing in hardware, but it seems the ear can tolerate a certain amount of low level FM without noticing it.  I wonder what the
physiological threshold is?"

I am assuming this is all derivation of the pitch value - that the FM would be some cyclic numeric 'modulation' imposed on this value.. and here I am lost
- What frequency would this modulation be?

Hey - I am probably not going to understand the answer anyway, and even if I did, probably wont have the slightest chance of making any useful
comment, so please dont sweat to give an answer ;-)

Mostly I just popped onto this thread to say hi, because it can get lonely having no replies / comments..

Fred.

 

Do you realize you are getting close to 100 pages? Is this going to be a TW record I wonder? - some sort of award ceremony should be planned!

 

dewster 10/3/2014 3:32:23 AM [912]

"This is the top level, as in, the worst case latency from the above would be < 1ms ?"  - FredM

Yes, were this the only filter with an F3 this low in the chain.  In the pipeline before this filter I plan to have a simple naturally variable cutoff filter that
lowers it even more for the far field.



"I am assuming this is all derivation of the pitch value - that the FM would be some cyclic numeric 'modulation' imposed on this value.. and here I am
lost - What frequency would this modulation be?"

Pitch value, yes, sorry that I'm not being very descriptive lately (TMI: buried alive under a avalanche of volunteer work).  Being aliasing the FM
frequency & amplitude are difficult to pin down.  The period measurer kicks out values at ~100kHz to 3MHz - it measures rise-to-rise and fall-to-fall of a
~square wave - which obviously also has harmonics with significant energy.

Any time one desires to lower the sampling frequency one must ensure there isn't significant energy above Nyquist, otherwise it will alias down into the
passband.  This is non-linear distortion and therefore can't be removed later via linear approaches like filtering so it pretty much has to be nipped in the
bud.  Ideally you'd crush it with some kind of brick wall LPF pre-decimation (sub sampling) but even approximations to this are generally
computationally expensive, so you look for economical solutions that are good enough.

But what here is good enough?  I did a quick web search for FM / phase noise sensitivity of the human ear but didn't find anything of interest.  Need to do
some experimenting on myself.  The threshold is probably rather high otherwise people would be complaining about all the likely egregious offenders out
there.

"Mostly I just popped onto this thread to say hi, because it can get lonely having no replies / comments.."

You're my brother in arms Fred!  I'm treating TW like a blog / technical diary which must seem weird to a lot of readers (all 2 of them including me). 
Thanks for supporting my babble, and I do very much value your comments!  We seem to have caught the same disease.  

FredM 10/3/2014 5:07:33 PM [913]

OT.

Thank you, Dewster - Its great to be reminded of that infection! - even if mostly all that's left are the scars.

Brought back old memories - of my first American friend, a pacifist / draft dodger who came to SA, he was a born-again Christian at the time (like me)
and fellowshipped in our church.. Also became active with me in the Anti-Apartheid movement.

Sadly, some elder in the church persuaded him of his "Christian duty" so he went back to the USA - I went the other path and joined the banned
communist party - we lost contact in the '70s.

All seems so damn pointless and futile now - the barbarism and apartheid continues - only now its not based on color so much, its based on wealth.. New
bosses, but the desperately poor are still desperately poor, the miners are still being shot at, nothing has changed except the delusion that the people are
"free".. Even though, unimaginably, most are ever worse off.

Perhaps candles aren't enough..

Fred.

dewster 10/5/2014 11:41:05 AM [914]

"Perhaps candles aren't enough.."  - FredM

In an interview on a DVD I was watching a while back, George A. Romero stated that one of his biggest disappointments was the failure of the counter
cultural revolution.  "We thought we changed the world.  All of a sudden, it wasn’t any better, any different."  With birth & death ignorance springs
eternal, so it's a constant uphill fight.  If we all lived long enough to know better and remained healthy enough to do something about it this intraspecies
warfare would have ended long ago.

dewster 10/5/2014 12:13:35 PM [915]

Expanded the CIC spreadsheet to do cascaded (polyphase) CIC:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=530Hqoamf3Q


This is the previous CIC filter followed by a second CIC with 1/16 decimation and 16 comb delay.  As can be read from the graph, at Nyquist (~20kHz)
the alias rejection is around 55dB.  Response at 1kHz is around -6dB due to the two droopy responses adding together (multiplying actually).

What's interesting is the second CIC operates at 1/256 of the system clock of 160MHz (polyphase!) so the decimation and comb delay have the same
impact as the much longer first CIC.  The reason the alias rejection isn't vastly improved is because the increased attenuation slope is countered by the
movement up that slope due to the lowered sampling frequency.

Using a simple first order LPF instead of the more complex second CIC I can get similar rejection / droop results.  With two first orders in cascade I get
~70dB rejection.  This LPF could likely be implemented with higher order and with more finesse in software and have better droop characteristics.  I'm
toying with having a 32 instruction (=clock) loop running in one of the cores (rather than using the interrupt mechanism) to snag the data and operate on
it (i.e. to do higher order secondary filtering down to ~1kHz BW).  Maybe I'm being overly cautious keeping the frequency number update in ultrasonic
territory, but I don't want to take chances with sticky pitch and the like.

I can't say I've ever seen a CIC used exactly this way, i.e. a huge comb delay to give an extended 1st order roll off amongst the field of zeros.  Normally
the comb delay is set to 1 or 2, and the response at the first hump is used as the attenuation, with higher orders used produce faster drop off.  But higher
orders can easily lead to huge bit width growth, and here would require more FPGA hardware.  If you have a spare BRAM, the first order CIC with huge
comb delay is fairly inexpensive hardware-wise, and (with decimation=256 and comb delay=256) the bit growth is 16, for an output of 32 bits for 16 in,
which is right at the limit of the processor (though 8 bits could probably be discarded as noise).

Spreadsheet is here:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/l3a0a5lwl2iue09/CIC_combo_2014-10-05.xls

dewster 10/6/2014 9:45:33 PM [916]

Did some FM experiments on myself just now using the "Generate | Tones..." feature in Adobe Audition 3.0.  Tried sine, square, triangle, sawtooth.  A
sawtooth around 1kHz seemed most sensitive to FM to my ears.  For the modulation frequency, values in the 10Hz to 20Hz range were the most audible,
though I tried significantly above and below this as well.  Tried ramping the modulation frequency from 10Hz to 40Hz but steady state on / off
comparisons seemed to reveal more.  Finally, I tried varying the modulation depth (entered as Hz in the dialog) and found 1Hz to be at or below the edge
of my audibility.  So:

  20 * log10( 1Hz / 1000Hz ) = -60dB

This seems to be the maximum corruption level (of noise, aliasing, etc.) to aim for when it comes to processing pitch values in any domain (including
analog).

FredM 10/8/2014 1:39:07 PM [917]

Thanks Dewster - Useful information!

I haven't really used Audition's "generate tones" - but its a real useful tool.. I realized that I could generate sweeps using Audition which I can then import
into Proteus as .wav's ... Now that is going to save me a lot of simulation time!

... Rather than having to build a VCO with wave-shaper (actually, I do this kind of thing so often I have created a VCO component I just drop in) I can
simply place a generator and assign it to the .wav so the simulator doesnt have the overhead of simulating the VCO..

I can also take the simulation output to a .wav and thereby use auditions analysis tools, and also partition the design into  audio sub-sections which can
work with the preceding stages audio output..

Real useful at this stage, as the design gets huge and full simulations take hours - I can generate approximately the right input waveforms, quickly test the
next stage and hear / analyze the results, take that output to the next stage etc.. Then when I have what I think I want, can go back to the first stage and

http://www.mediafire.com/download/l3a0a5lwl2iue09/CIC_combo_2014-10-05.xls


actually run the heterodyning etc, save and check the audio output, and feed this into the following stages.

Because my HF oscillators are both capacitive and voltage controlled, I can actually set up a CV sequence to "play" the instrument - Partitioning the
design in this way, I am hoping to actually be able to generate a "performance".. I have tried this before with the full system, but after running all night I
come back and the system has crashed (and often only got 10 seconds into the simulation before crashing)..

Being able to actually hear the instrument playing before its built would be really encouraging and interesting (I am actually videoing my attempts, so
that if I get this right, I can YT it.. ) but I must also be careful not to let this become a "project" in its own right - Its of absolutely no practical use to
anyone ;-)

Fred.

One interesting hypothetical question..

If I have a simulation of analogue oscillators and analogue heterodyning with analogue audio processors following it.... What is the result in terms of the
great analogue / digital "contest" ?

I think the result must technically be "digital" because all components simulated are done so numerically with finite resolution.. But depending on how
one sets the simulation up (what tolerances one allows for currents and voltages, and what time-steps / resolution one sets for convergence etc) and how
long one is willing to wait for the simulation to complete (the higher the resolution, the longer it takes) one can certainly get way better than in needed for
the audio output resolution..

Because this is a long way from real-time (1 minutes of audio can easily take an hour to simulate at high resolution on my system - hopefully partitioning
will speed this up) I think that for practical purposes the audio output will be "analogue"... Which must (if true) mean that an "analogue" instrument could
be produced with high enough resolution / fast enough real-time digital circuitry.

There are "analogue emulation" synthesisers available, both as hardware and soft-synths.. Some are damn good - but as yet, I have not heard ant that were
absolutely convincing (perhaps they are under a 64 bit OS on a fast quad core - I am still on 32 bit XP with moderate speed dual core, so probably way
below the minimum needed)

dewster 10/8/2014 3:12:16 PM [918]

"I haven't really used Audition's "generate tones" - but its a real useful tool."  - FredM

CoolEdit was a marvel of shareware, and Adobe actually improved it substantially with 3.0, though the price jumped crazily.  Then everything went
down the crapper with the subsequent complete rewrite / gutting, and at this point (with the additional sins of PDF and Flash foisted upon us) I wish I had
a time machine in order to go back and kill Adobe's great great grandparents.

"If I have a simulation of analogue oscillators and analogue heterodyning with analogue audio processors following it.... What is the result in terms of
the great analogue / digital "contest" ?  <*snip*> There are "analogue emulation" synthesisers available, both as hardware and soft-synths.. Some are
damn good - but as yet, I have not heard ant that were absolutely convincing"

The instant one records analog digitally and is satisfied with the result I think many arguments regarding digital processing go out the window as there
are quite a few (albeit highly oversampled) digital filters in that chain along with the quantization of levels and sample timing.  Regarding digital
generation, I suspect many analog simulations done with DSPs cut too many corners in terms of parameter update bandwidth, aliasing, and model
complexity, and the results of this are audible.

dewster 10/8/2014 5:39:27 PM [919]

Coded up the CIC in SystemVerilog and put the finishing touches on it this morning.  By using full width math throughout the internal arithmetic can be
made signed / unsigned agnostic, so handling either is simply a matter of sign or zero extending the input value.  With 16 bit input, 32 bit output, R=256,
M=256, one 8kb BRAM, one accumulator, one subtractor, and one output register, it runs >200MHz and consumes 84 logic elements, all of which are
almost perfectly utilized in terms of LUTs, carry chains, and registers.

Sampling this in the processor at 625kHz, there are 32 clocks to do further filtering.



Above is the single CIC followed by a proposed droopy (Q=0.5?) 4th order IIR LPF in software.  Response is down ~4dB at 1kHz.  Sampling this in
software at the audio rate (48kHz) gives almost 100dB alias rejection.  I think this will be entirely satisfactory, though of course experimentation will tell.

I should also mention aliasing a bit.  It isn't entirely unpredictable as the input is heterodyning with the Nyquist frequency, or 1/2 the sample rate - the
input "folds back" into the passband at Nyquist.  So if aliasing is confined to the higher regions it can be reduced via subsequent LPF, particularly in an
oversampled regime.  I guess my point is that aliasing need not be "stamped out" by the first decimating stage, only reduced to some reasonable level
based on the combined influence of subsequent LP filtering.

FredM 10/9/2014 1:10:52 AM [920]

A word of warning to anyone contemplating using PSoC 3,4 or 5 - Particularly if you are used to PSoC 1 PWM's..

I have just been badly burned..

Had everything working to a level that I could pin it out, and stick real oscillators on..

Had been using internal clock signals for testing...

WTF!

The damn TCPWM blocks on these F**King devices will only accept clocks derived from internal sources! (well actually, will only allow clocks from
the master clock divider chain) - Unlike the PWMs in PSoC 1 where you could wire the clock input to a pin (and so implement frequency division on
external inputs) you are strapped.

Ok - You can implement PWMs / Counters etc in the UDBs (PLD's) - But I have used every available UDB resource for other things which cannot be
done in the fixed blocks - I have four 16bit TCPWM blocks unused, and the most elementary basic functions cannot be used in my application because I
cant get signal to them!

I have raised a case with Cypress about this - Oh, its my fault - One line in the TCPWM data sheet does tell you - but PSoC Creator allows one to wire a
pin to the PWM clock input (I tested this quite early just to be sure I could route things the way I wanted later) , and the fitter dumps an error message
and stops compilation!

Been here before with Cypress. Why the F dont I ever learn from past mistakes!?

Fred.

Oh - Gordon.. You shouldn't need to worry - The PSoC 4 works perfectly for simple configurations.. Problems probably only appear if you try to use all
its available resources and dont realize that the fixed blocks might be useless.

And if you havent bought a board yet - I may well have a few I will want to get rid off!

dewster 10/9/2014 3:42:12 AM [921]

Fred, I'm very sorry to hear about the issues you are running into with PSoC.  (There can be many gotchas associated with programmable devices -
Altera's earlier block ram used the falling clock to do the write which was weird and rather severely impacted timing margins.  DLLs in Xilinx offerings
often weren't what people were expecting in the way of PLL behavior.  It's all in the fine print - after enough users complain.)

When it comes down to it, the tools need gobs of development in order to not put up roadblocks with respect to what the hardware can actually achieve. 
A company can make the best HW in the world but if they have poor tool support one would likely never know it.  I suppose that's why I don't look too
far afield of Altera and Xilinx as their toolset support is incredible.  Tried Lattice and had an OK experience, but it really wasn't the same.



If you could move more of your design into purely digital it might save you some heartache (though it will give you some initial headaches).  I'd be
happy to help you in this regard in any way I could.  For example, first order PWM is pretty trivial, second order is entirely doable, third order MASH is
simple but requires a small DAC.  NCOs generating ramps and triangles are also trivial, as are fixed frequency sine waves.  First order filters and
cascades of them are nothing, second order with fancy Q and precise cutoff are where the weirdness starts.

FredM 10/9/2014 4:24:40 PM [922]

Thanks for your offer of help, Dewster..

Have now moved from angry frustration to actually finding it quite funny! - When I talk about using PWM blocks here, its at simplest most trivial level -
all I need as two dividers that can either be programmed to divide be 2,4,or 8,and / or a pair of counters tapped at 1 (input) 2, 4 and 8 going into a MUX..

It was bitter enough having to dedicate two complex 16 bit TCPWM blocks for something so trivial (at first I created a specific UDM component for the
job, but soon found that I had run out of UDM resources, so moved this function to TCPWM blocks, and everything fitted and ran well - when using
clock-chain clocks )

I am now going back over the UDM components to see if I can implement some in LUT state machines.. The fitter report is not detailed enough (doesn't
give the equations for the fitted logic, which is a major bummer - perhaps it does when it actually manages the fit) but I think the bottleneck is with the
registers (DFF and the like)

I have seen an "escape" route - Not a route I really wanted to go, but if I must.... I had planned on a basic build with just 1 PSoC4, and limited user
control implemented with potentiometers- this was going to have a serial port for communication with a second board having a comprehensive digital
user interface and more audio processing stuff.. The idea was that the first board had place for digital potentiometers and was wired ready to drive these,
but on the simple theremin the digital pots would instead go to manual user pots... these being replaced by digital pot IC's if the second board was added
(the idea was to simply have the manual pots wired to headers which plugged into the IC sockets intended for the DPots)

I really wanted to keep the first board a simple stand-alone theremin with register switching.. The second PSoC will need almost no UDB resources -so I
could palm off the register switching to this one, and make the first board a non-register-switching stand-alone theremin.. This route probably makes a lot
of sense even from a selling perspective - But its still frustrating.. Adding register switching for the cost of a selector switch, and using resources inside
the chip which cost no extra - for that to be inhibited by something stupid really annoys the hell out of me!

Fred.

Ok - Got some feedback.. This issue only applies to the PSoC4, not to the 3+5..  PSoC4 is quite restricted and its a big mistake to think its similar to the 3
or 5 - its a low cost cobbled down part.

>> Update:

Ok - I am an ignoramus! ... I have just discovered a whole suite of deep-level editing tools for the UDB.. I have only been playing with the tip of the
iceberg (the logic gates etc available in the main component catalog) and linking these to make 'components' ... But hidden away, each UDB has a
dedicated state machine, data-path block, a counter, status and control registers.... And all of these can be accessed with a dedicated UDB editor,
complete with Verilog code generator.. The only problem is, it will take me longer to read the damn manual than it took to put the whole design together..

>> Update:

A few small changes to the 'components' (after understanding the PLD structure better) and I was easily able to fit the additional logic to implement
register switching, and have spare capacity (fitter now tells me I have used 56% - but I dont trust the fitter one bit ;-)

The fitter was telling me, before I made some minor adjustments to the components, that I needed another 4 UDB's to fit the design! (there are a total of 4
UDB's in the device) .. It should have been able to re-route the resources automatically IMO..

You are right, Dewster - Its the tools that are probably the biggest problem, not the silicon.

dewster 10/10/2014 4:20:58 PM [923]

"Its the tools that are probably the biggest problem, not the silicon."  - FredM

This is why I'm fairly averse to using programmable devices from any but the big 2 - and if you ask me even their tool teams are somewhat wildly out of
control when it comes to code bloat.

================

Updated the Hive Excel simulator to reflect the latest HW changes:  http://www.mediafire.com/download/4vy7d202xu7fdbs/HIVE_SIM_2014-10-08.xls

I'd really like to move the simulator into a more stable, cross-platform, standalone application.  Does anyone have any suggestions as to how I might do
this?  Every time I look into widgets and such I get deflected by all the complexity and weirdness and massive learning curve.  And I don't want to
require people to install a bunch of crud just to run my app.  Maybe Python & TK?  (I have zero experience with either.)  I'm totally open to suggestions
here.

================

The SPDIF TX component is actually quite central to this project as it generates the "heartbeat" interrupt for all internal audio processing.

FredM 10/10/2014 10:20:35 PM [924]

Dewster, you are WAY beyond me in this area.. I always had problems with the tools - even the simple ones like linkers for standard MCU's.. It always
took me longer trying to decipher the cryptic error messages than it did to write the code!

So when it comes to Python or TK, Sorry, I have heard the names, but have no idea how they'r used..

http://www.mediafire.com/download/4vy7d202xu7fdbs/HIVE_SIM_2014-10-08.xls


I have just hit a brick wall - Its a strange one, been here many times before.. Its not a "physical" wall like not being able to fit the blocks in the chip- its
the other (almost worse) kind - purely psychological..

I have the chip completely designed and tested ( a full register switching analogue and mixed signal theremin - a lot off-chip, but all the logic and some
analogue - phase comparators [3] mixed signal heterodyning [4 mixable waveforms] 4 octave register switching for both internal mixed signal and
external analogue heterodyning, Volume circuitry using 12bit ADC, Four 10 bit PWMs for level control,SPI for digital potentiometers, UART for comms
to other boards / UI.. Other than dealing with a single ADC interrupt, at present the processor does absolutely nothing! - it will need to deal with serial
comms and write the Volume value to a couple of DPots,and write to other DPots if it gets commands to do so - but its a real waste of a Cortex M0!) , as
much as I can without all the hardware.. So I must either sit down and breadboard a mass of oscillators and audio circuits, or design and commit to PCB..
I might manage to get my laminator and etching stuff from my old lab to make my own PCBs... But whatever, theres this feeling of being stuck in treacle
that I often get at this point.

I am actually quite astounded at getting everything into a $1.50 chip (even £4 module) - I ended up getting more into it than I had planned - and have now
used all available pins (cannot fit an encoder, which is a bit sad, because a few more pins and I could perhaps have done the whole thing, UI and all, on
the chip)

Its a strange madness this - ;-) ... I could quite easily go back and try to re-arrange things so I could have everything on one chip - Rather than just go with
my far more sensible plan of having a simple analogue UI for the basic, and adding another £4 board for DUI and expansion.

Fred.

 

dewster 10/11/2014 3:32:38 PM [925]

"... I always had problems with the tools - even the simple ones like linkers for standard MCU's.. It always took me longer trying to decipher the cryptic
error messages than it did to write the code!"  - FredM

A long time ago I discovered devcpp, which gives you a nice editor and just compiles without any craziness or rigamarole.  With a few minor edits it
even compiles the moldy old code from my college days.

Had Python 3.4.1 installed from a while back.  The interpreter window is kind of interesting in that it lets you try a bunch of stuff without the fuss of
compiling which is nice for exploring the language, and it has Tkinter which reportedly is Tcl/Tk.  Literally anything has to be better than VBA in Excel,
where every mundane hardware operation (bit shift, modulo without throwing a warning, etc.) is more difficult to implement than it has a right to be.  I'm
jumping through hoops and on my knees begging VBA to behave like the hardware it's physically running on, which is exceedingly ironic. 

"I have just hit a brick wall - Its a strange one, been here many times before.. Its not a "physical" wall like not being able to fit the blocks in the chip- its
the other (almost worse) kind - purely psychological.."  - FredM 

I know from whence you cometh (though I'm not trying to put words in your mouth nor define your own particular mental roadblock).  I'm quite fine in
the programmable realm, but stick a soldering iron in my hand and it's uphill all the way.  I can do it but I don't exactly relish it.  Solder a switch?  OK -
look what I can do!  Solder 21 LEDs and NPN drivers on vector board?  Durr - for some reason it's a battle that takes all day and leaves me drained.

FredM 10/11/2014 5:55:53 PM [926]

"Solder 21 LEDs and NPN drivers on vector board?  Durr - for some reason it's a battle that takes all day and leaves me drained." - Dewster

Its weird - its not the physical construction / assembly (other than case / mechanical, which is an even bigger wall) -its somewhere before that for me... Its
the "commitment" phase I suppose -

I always do a PCB layout, but for prototypes I do this layout on a 0.1" grid, keep top-side tracks to a minimum, and make these tracks straight - the idea
being that I can then construct the prototype on pad board in a way that is close to the layout for a real board..

But restricting the layout to 0.1" with straight links (and compulsory vias rather than being able to use component pads to carry signal from top to bottom
layer) the board takes a lot more time and is bigger - and this is my first wall... About 1/4 way through the layout I am thinking F**K the money, just do a
"real" layout and get boards made. I usually manage to fight this, but somehow it all seems much more difficult after that moment.. 

With the layout done, construction is easy (even for quite a complex board) because I dont need to think about where to wire anything - simply place the
components, solder them in place,trim their legs, flip the board over and follow the wiring pattern..

But its a battle getting to that point!

I had beaten that whole dilemma with toner-transfer and etching, there are still restrictions (straight links and extra vias because PTH is beyond my
facilities) but dont have access to that kit right now..

Fred

dewster 10/13/2014 4:14:23 AM [927]

"Its weird - its not the physical construction / assembly (other than case / mechanical, which is an even bigger wall) -its somewhere before that for me...
Its the "commitment" phase I suppose"  - FredM

From my test equipment and component buying experience at this point I know that >3/4 of what I purchase will never even leave the shipping box as
my research (?) game plan (?) changes day to day.  This makes it really hard for me to commit to even minor investment in what I'm doing, or even to
commit my precious breadboard resistors to a permanent life on a dubious vector board.  I kind of miss having a schedule and a manager and lots of
prototype cash, but then I suppose this project would never have been entertained in the first place due to likely zero ROI, or rushed out the door half-
assed like the Theremini.  But that's part of its charm.  (Whatever you do will be insignificant, but it is very important that you do it.' — Gandhi)

=============

http://www.bloodshed.net/devcpp.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Z_ZDLlnhcw


Spent the day looking at a variety of ways to make tables with Tkinter which comes bundled with Python.  There is no base table type (surprise!) so there
exist in the wild a few non-optimized solutions by those who have stumbled on this failing.  In lieu of that tables may be built from a grid of an abstract
base type that has (IMO way too many) options bound to it (strings / images, fonts, etc.) which require disparate storage for each item, when all I want is
to pass it an array pointer and have a bunch of the same width numbers (or at the worst hex) displayed that needn't be edited by the user.  I get how
people write widgets for the general case (whatever that is) and indeed write entire languages for some kind of universal ideal in their heads, but there is a
efficiency in providing raw fodder that removes the need to anticipate every little thing that a user might possibly desire at a higher level for whatever
reason in some indeterminate future. 

Python seems nice for general math and can fake bit manipulation, but C is likely the better language to do hardware simulation as it has explicit width
typing with no overflow checks and the like.  Tk (=Tkinter) is actually written in C and placed in a "wrapper" for other languages (go figure).  Not saying
C is the best language for everything - indeed I'd like to see more language offerings that are simpler, close to the metal, and that offer robust, efficient,
and varied GUI creation.  Abstraction can be an incredibly powerful thing, but the lack of abstraction can be equally powerful - and in many cases
present much less of a fake learning curve.  Everyone needs a respite from the annoying details that SW can easily manage for us, but programmers these
days are overwhelmed with arbitrary constructs and syntax (compilers are a magic box!) when much of the real work is often nearer the bottom,
particularly in engineering.

The Theremin in a way is the perfectly abstracted musical instrument.  So beautifully removed from harsh reality it is almost unplayable by mere mortals.

dewster 10/13/2014 3:27:01 PM [928]

Some GUI / widgity stuff:

Qt is used for the Altera Quartus FPGA tool and some Linux desktops.

JUCE is used for Pianoteq and Tracktion - an amazing GUI undertaking for just one guy.

wxPython seems kinda dead.

Someone should write a OO language that is somehow GUI-centric at its core.  So when you create an object with private data it's ready for button
clicking input and rendering on the screen.

It's kind of strange that the whole interpreted vs. compiled thing is still going on, the best language IMO whould have both options (and I don't mean in
the form of a Java virtual machine or whatever - blea).  Briefly looked at Perl but it's kind of ugly and clunky.  Going with Python makes me feel a little
like I'm jumping on some kind of fanboy bandwagon (and it doesn't help that with Python 3 they broke backward compatibility).  Sticking with C++ is
compiler / linker / library hell. 

dewster 10/15/2014 3:52:07 PM [929]

Picking up any new language isn't fun, but Python is really loose and probably not my cup of tea.  There isn't a case/switch statement which is
fundamental IMO.  Typing and promotion are really hidden.  Integer and other lengths can be infinite, which would be great if there weren't real world
limits and speed penalties associated with that.  It seems to be more of an overgrown educational language than anything else.  When trying to talk
myself out of watching a movie I have a strong inkling I'll dislike (due to the subject matter, the presence of a particularly loathsome actor, director,
writer, etc.) I pour over the bad reviews on IMDb.  Found this Python rant that did the trick and snapped me out of my trance:
https://semitwist.com/articles/article/view/why-i-hate-python-or-any-dynamic-language-really.  Python is probably great for doing abstract math stuff,
but then why not use numPy?  IMO ideally the bottom level should be quite strict, with fancy top level libraries and such built up from that.

The problem with looking for programming & GUI creation tools is that researching and trying them out can take what seems like your whole life.  And
there's the compiler, compile targets, OSes, installers, etc. stuff to take into account.  This programmable world consists of billions of constantly shifting
targets and gobs of hype.  It's an incredibly busy turnpike providing an endless supply of new and shiny polished turds. (<=showing my age)

FredM 10/16/2014 1:48:41 AM [930]

" It's an incredibly busy turnpike providing an endless supply of new and shiny polished turds." - Dewster

LOL ;-) .. I love that description.. It sums up this age, and the whole "technical advancement" industry IMO  - Shiny new turds to put in your pocket -
new Iphone turds, new turd tablets, turd baguettes, turd compilers and debuggers, even turd disassemblers... Flying drone turds with fatal laser guided
turds to seek and destroy the competitors latest turd.

Us humans are just spectators and victims as the turds fight it out..

LOL ;-)

Fred.

dewster 10/19/2014 6:40:05 PM [931]

After looking at a bunch of other languages I'm back to Python.  The bit manipulations aren't too bad and seem to speed things up over the high level
gyrations you are forced to do in Excel VBA.  Just finished describing the ALU as a class and am now debugging it.  The interpreted shell IDLE (I
assume ala Eric, as Python is ala Monty?) is really pretty nice for this, just cut and paste your code into it and interact with it via small iterated
statements, I wish every language had this exceedingly valuable debug feature.  There's nothing like getting to know your code via simulation.  Like the
SystemVerilog description, I made the ALU sim code data width a variable, so even exhaustive checking is simply a matter of reducing the bit width to
something narrow like 4 and going to town.

When you do processor simulator design you find out how math oriented languages are rather than hardware oriented - modulo integers have a
consistency and magic all their own.  You also find out how complex simple seeming things like add, subtract, multiply - and particularly division - are
(with Python v3 they added an int floor division to resolve float & int division situational ambiguity - this broke backward compatibility but at least they
addressed the issue). 

http://qt-project.org/
http://www.juce.com/
https://semitwist.com/articles/article/view/why-i-hate-python-or-any-dynamic-language-really


When doing math in hardware it all ends up modulo the registered width, and sign is only a convention, so you pick a convention and stick with it.  For
instance my ALU simulation code uses signed as the default, and I picked this over unsigned as it makes testing the MSB trivial - in hardware the signed
form provides for automatic lead padding.  Some kind of sign extension is always going on even when doing unsigned stuff, our number system notation
is biased towards leading zero suppression, so when leading ones are called for (2's complement negative) it seems unnatural.

dewster 10/29/2014 1:25:29 AM [932]

They say the two best days in the life of a boat owner are the day you buy the boat and the day you sell the boat. 

The TWDNSIN (Theremin which dares not speak its name) has left the building (casa del dewster).

FredM 10/29/2014 1:33:07 AM [933]

Its not a bloody theremin!  - the "thing" that dares not speak its name! ok ;-)

Anyway - If you start getting withdrawl symptoms, or find your head starts to clear from unnatural lusts, let us know!

;-)

(I suspect voodoo involvement in said "thing" ! )

LOL ;-)

(hope you didnt lose too many cents in the deal - you didnt tell the buyer it was a thermin I hope.. cause the Karmic price for such a lie is really high! -
particularly if you dont have the excuse of ignorance!  ;-)

dewster 10/29/2014 1:40:09 AM [934]

"Its not a bloody theremin!  - the "thing" that dares not speak its name! ok ;-)"  - FredM

I stand corrected!  ;-)

TLOWDNSIN = Theremin like object which dares not speak its name

FredM 10/29/2014 2:03:02 AM [935]

Well done Dewster -

Its been a particularly severe blow to you and other (digital) theremin developers to have such a fake object attract the attention and reduce your chances
of being taken seriously. While earnest discussion and critical evaluation of a few ms latency has gone on here, the last thing I think anyone was
expecting was that thing to jump up like a jack-in-the-box, adorned with the sacred logo, and mock these efforts and the whole theremin community
(players and developers alike)

But im not going to rant.. ;-)

Have a party - no doubt it will be bitter-sweet, a bit like a divorce party.. I think that thing will cause a bigger divorce in the end, and divorce this
community from the things creator.

Fred.

dewster 10/29/2014 3:44:01 PM [936]

"hope you didnt lose too many cents in the deal"  - FredM

It didn't cost me too much to buy and sell (maybe $70 all told) and I learned a lot in the process.

As with any product, more complete information in the hands of the consumer will lead directly to more satisfying purchases with fewer disappointing
gotchas down the road.  Depending on their needs and desires, the TLOWDNSIN might be just what a particular person is looking for.  I'm not trying to
trivialize it by saying this, but it makes for a really great coffee table addition / conversation piece, and rather dramatically demonstrates to the casual
"woo-woo" passerby the magic of capacitive sensing.  But due to the clunky calibration, low gestural bandwidth, and linearity issues, I don't think it is the
best fit as the first or only Theremin for those who want to play melodically.  IMO.

dewster 10/30/2014 3:34:30 AM [937]

Am I delusional?

I spent some time with my Excel simulations today and they seem to be telling two things that are counter-intuitive to my tiny brain. Given a
conventional heterodyning analog Theremin (with a series tank where the "EQ" coil is effectively the tank L and the antenna the tank C):

1. I was under the (now seemingly mistaken) impression that decreasing the nominal frequency of the pitch oscillator by increasing the inductance would
reduce the sensitivity (octaves per pF). 

2. I was also under the (now seemingly mistaken) impression that increasing the stray capacitance at the antenna would reduce the sensitivity. 



What seems to be the actual case is that once the local oscillator is readjusted for far null, sensitivity and linearity are the same regardless.  All that
happens with increased tank inductance and/or increased stray antenna capacitance is that the overall heterodyned frequency gets reduced (like doing a
register shift).

If this is true, it likely means all simple Theremin oscillators (those which have only a single inductance) when properly adjusted for null will have
identical response in terms of heterodyned octaves per pF, sensitivity, linearity, range, etc. regardless of the inductance value and stray capacitance at the
antenna.  The only difference will be in the heterodyned operating point (i.e. the location of the range over which it plays).

FredM 10/30/2014 7:14:30 AM [938]

"If this is true, it likely means all simple Theremin oscillators (those which have only a single inductance) when properly adjusted for null will have
identical response in terms of heterodyned octaves per pF, sensitivity, linearity, range, etc. regardless of the inductance value and stray capacitance at the
antenna.  The only difference will be in the heterodyned operating point (i.e. the location of the range over which it plays)." - Dewster

Not absolutely true me thinks.. Given a 680uH tank, and a nominal 180pF antenna + Tank capacitance, using f=1/(2*pi*sqrt(L*C)) you get:

 

Capacitance Frequency Delta 
pF:  Hz:  Hz/Pf

179 456183.1 1268.94
180 454914.1 1258.409
181 453655.7 1248.024
182 452407.7 1237.78
183 451169.9 1227.676
184 449942.2 1217.708
185 448724.5 1207.874
186 447516.7 1198.173
187 446318.5 1188.6
188 445129.9 1179.154
189 443950.7 1169.833
190 442780.9 1160.633
191 441620.3 1151.554
192 440468.7 1142.593
193 439326.1 1133.747
194 438192.4 1125.014
195 437067.4 1116.394
196 435951 1107.882
197 434843.1 1099.479
198 433743.6 1091.181
199 432652.4 1082.986

200 431569.4  

 

From the above it can be seen that for a 1pF change in capacitance, sensitivity reduces as the bulk capacitance increases.

So if you were to have a larger 'background' antenna capacitance, and retune the null to that, you will get lower sensitivity than if you could tune null
when there was less background capacitance.

Ahh.. But now I see what you are actually saying, and yes, I think you are right...

Alter the inductor value, and the ratio of sensitivity only actually relates to the capacitance.. Changing L to 750uH one gets:

 

       
Capacitance Frequency Delta   
pF:  Hz:  Hz/Pf   

179 434373.2 1208.273 1.79E-10
180 433164.9 1198.245 1.8E-10
181 431966.6 1188.356 1.81E-10
182 430778.3 1178.602 1.82E-10
183 429599.7 1168.981 1.83E-10
184 428430.7 1159.49 1.84E-10
185 427271.2 1150.126 1.85E-10
186 426121.1 1140.888 1.86E-10
187 424980.2 1131.774 1.87E-10
188 423848.4 1122.779 1.88E-10
189 422725.6 1113.904 1.89E-10
190 421611.7 1105.144 1.9E-10
191 420506.6 1096.499 1.91E-10
192 419410.1 1087.966 1.92E-10
193 418322.1 1079.543 1.93E-10
194 417242.6 1071.228 1.94E-10
195 416171.4 1063.019 1.95E-10
196 415108.3 1054.915 1.96E-10
197 414053.4 1046.913 1.97E-10
198 413006.5 1039.012 1.98E-10



199 411967.5 1031.209 1.99E-10

200 410936.3   2E-1

       

If we look at .... No - Not sure... Pick a frequency, get the right L to match the antenna C, and the frequency delta will just be determined by the LC.. so
increasing the 'background' will always decrease the sensitivity. With a simple oscillator like this I see no way to increase the sensitivity, only ways to
reduce it - ways to reduce it include padding the antenna (which reduces the oscillator frequency), or series connecting a capacitor to the antenna so that
its influence is reduced.

Fred.

 Oh - I do agree that all simple oscillators should have identical responses... But they dont have ;-) Frequency of operation and antenna voltages seem to
play a big part.. Higher antenna voltages seem needed at lower frequencies than higher frequency ones for example.. But I dont know.. its all voodoo ;-)

I probably wont be 'round for a while.. probably be reachable by email if you get lonely..

good luck! ;-)

Fred.

dewster 10/30/2014 3:35:32 PM [939]

I'm confusing things by using the term "sensitivity" in two contexts.  Capacitive padding / stray will definitely reduce the change in frequency due to the
movement of the hand.  But post heterodyning with far field null, it seems that one gets the same range of response (in terms of octaves) regardless (but
with a bulk shift in frequency).  It is the process of nulling that makes this so.

Here is the spreadsheet I'm using, rather boiled down to the analog (where output frequency = hetereodyned frequency) and digital (heterodyned period
measurement with numeric offset) cases:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/n4556tpbzwwtpz3/Analog_Digital_2014-10-30.xls

Which is not to say that one would necessarily desire to load down the oscillator with a ton of capacitance as this would make the actual frequency
changes due to the hand smaller, thus likely degrading overall SNR.  (And in the digital case we want maximum absolute - as opposed to heterodyned -
sensitivity.)

I think these kinds of false assumptions on my part were what gave me such trouble coming up with a simple linearizing method.  Perhaps logarithmic &
exponential processes / data are fundamentally counter-intuitive?

[EDIT] Fred, it stands to reason that reducing the series blocking capacitance between the antenna and tank should reduce heterodyned sensitivity (if
properly nulled).  But this doesn't seem to be the case in my more complete simulations where this component is included and the value of it changed:

Above is a simple series LC oscillator with 100pF (top) and 1pF (bottom) blocking C.  The operating point has changed dramatically (not shown here)
but the response in terms of octave range and heterodyned sensitivity is virtually identical.

Am I delusional?  This is so counter-intuitive I'm having a hard time accepting it.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/n4556tpbzwwtpz3/Analog_Digital_2014-10-30.xls


[EDIT2] I updated the simple spreadsheet to include explicit tank and blocking capacitance.  This makes the invariant effect described above much more
obvious.  This spreadsheet is broadly applicable as a simple (series or parallel tank, no EQ) Theremin design tool:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/tdhhci3q6gs3yuk/Analog_Digital_2014-10-30b.xls

If the above is true, then one could use just about any suitable inductance in any configuration (series or parallel) to build an analog Theremin that would
work identically over a variety of ranges.  If the inductance is too small and the resulting heterodyned range too high, then capacitive padding (tank, stray,
etc.) could lower it and produce the same response as a larger inductor without the padding.   All within reasonable bounds of course.  And all of which
flies in the face of an EQ inductor being necessary(?) for a large pitch field, so I'm kind of stumped when it comes to reconciling this behavior with
reality.  Maybe it's just a voltage swing thing?  Time to hit the bench...

dewster 11/13/2014 1:04:08 PM [940]

To see the invariant in action, download the spreadsheet above and do the following:

1. On the ANALOG worksheet set "Far Field Null" to 0, "Ltank" to 1mH, "Ctank" to 0pF, "Cblock" to 10000pF (any large value), "Cstray" to 0pF.  This
gives a total C of ~4pF if the "Antenna Length" is 250mm and "Antenna Diameter" is 10mm ("Cant" under "MISC").  Note the red line in the top graph
passes through the point (0.3, 14) or @ hand distance 0.3m and octave 14. 
 
2. Now change "Ltank" to 4mH (4x change) and note the octave drop in response, which is entirely expected because f=1/(2*pi*sqrt(L*C)).  The red line
in the top graph now passes through the point (0.3, 13). 
 
3. Now change the capacitance by 4x by setting "Cstray" to 12pF (12pF || 4pF = 16pF) and note the 3 octave drop in response - which is not expected! 
The red line in the top graph now passes through the point (0.3, 10).  Change the capacitance another 4x by setting "Cstray" to 60pF (60pF || 4pF = 64pF)
and it drops the response drops another 3 octaves to (0.3, 7). 
 
4. Also note that none of the above changes influence the bottom sensitivity graph in any meaningful way.  Play around with any / all of the capacitances
or the inductor and nothing really changes the heterodyned sensitivity.  Only antenna geometry has an influence over heterodyned sensitivity, and that is
rather slight.

I think what is going on is increasing the capacitance 4x drops the operating point 2x (one octave), but also drops the absolute sensitivity 4x, which drives
the operating point down 2 additional octaves after renulling.

I've checked the spreadsheet rather closely and it seems OK but I guess you never know.  And of course in real life one wouldn't go putting a Farad in
parallel with the hand capacitance, for one thing the operating point would be subsonic.  The broader practical implication is that tuning/nulling via
padding the antenna capacitance will be 3x more sensitive than via altering the tank inductance.

dewster 12/21/2014 4:17:06 PM [941]

Been busy revisiting things that felt fairly unresolved. 

1. As I posted over on the analog thread, I took a bunch of data with various antenna geometries and stuck it in a spreadsheet with both analog and digital
Theremin simulations:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/8qzfo3529j831if/Analog_Digital_2014-12-13.xls

http://www.mediafire.com/download/tdhhci3q6gs3yuk/Analog_Digital_2014-10-30b.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/download/8qzfo3529j831if/Analog_Digital_2014-12-13.xls


Above is my measuring apparatus with the measuring stick resting on the chair I sat in to take the data.  In use the stick rested on my shoulder, with the
wooden piece sticking down from it against my shoulder to maintain constant distance between my body and the antenna.  There are notches in the
bottom of the rod that let my thumb "feel" the test distances.  Tripod height was adjusted to make the measuring stick perpendicular to the antenna axis,
checked with a small spirit level.  Grounded via mains outlet in the background, where the frequency counter is also charging.



A closer view of the oscillator.  Two NFETs on a plastic breadboard in a plastic box.  That's the 0.5mH air coil on the right held on with rubber bands. 
Powered by 9V battery regulated down to 3.3V.

Above, from top to bottom: measuring stick, antenna #3, #2, #1, #4, #5 & #6 (whip was tested for two different lengths of extension).  Plate antenna #7
not shown.

I gave up on developing a predictive mutual capacitance formula.  The data for antenna 7 (a 235mm high x 115mm wide metal plate) is particularly
interesting for digital Theremins.  Not surprisingly it is the most sensitive in absolute terms, and also looks the most linear when measuring the offset
heterodyned period.  With a ~2.5MHz oscillator and a minimum of stray or pad C, the minimum far field heterodyne is around 200kHz, which is way
above audio:

A plate would be somewhat directional as well.  I'm having trouble coming up with a good physical design for implementation.  Being able to rotate it
about the vertical axis some would be good so that the player can orient it as they see fit.  The entire oscillator and coil could be incorporated into the
antenna for maximum sensitivity, which would require a three wire connection (TRS audio jack?).  Insulating the antenna plate would likely be best from
an ESD standpoint.  I'm wondering if PWB material would work, with the oscillator built on the same board?

==================

2. The period measurement (which is variable rate, the inter-sample timing directly proportional to the period itself) has constantly nagged me.  I thought
a CIC filter was the best answer, but all those zeros in the transition zone seem like they could be trouble.  A simple IIR filter requires two wide adds in
the same clock period which tends to limit top speed.  Yesterday I simulated a simple IIR with an extra register between the two adds (the output of
which is actually the high pass response: input-lp=hp) which speeds it up:

The normal IIR is shown at top, the "fast" IIR on the bottom.  Multiplication here is a simple, free, and instantaneous right bit shift by n.  For n>4 the
response of both is almost identical.  For smaller n the "fast" version gets peaky.  I want to run it at the same speed as the processor - 160MHz - and with
n=14 for a cutoff around 1kHz.  Cascading 4 of these 1st order stages gives ~80dB/decade and good transient response due to the low total Q:



The above shows that with this arrangement we can sample the output of this filter at the audio rate of 48kHz and expect no more than -95dB of aliasing,
which should be entirely adequate if not total overkill.  This filter (including a small 1st order variable rate IIR filter before it) takes ~6% of the FPGA
resources with excellent utilization of the logic consumed (LUTs & FFs).  Input data is 12 bits wide, output data is 32 bits wide.  Since we are going from
a sample rate of 160MHz to 48kHz, the bit growth is log2(160/0.048)=11.7 or 12 bits, so the output has 32-12-12=8 bits of excess resolution we can
likely just discard (or not calculate in the first place, reducing FPGA consumption to 5%).

Pflogger 1/5/2015 9:18:10 AM [942]

it is an inscrutable language. It's assembly language for a stack machine.

 

 

 

 

[url=http://www.hulle6.com/category-samsung-galaxy-alpha-zubehoer-125.html][color=#C9C9C9]samsung galaxy alpha hülle[/color][/url]

dewster 1/11/2015 4:26:55 PM [943]

Thinking about the left hand two axis configuration, where two antennas separated by a small distance sense the conventional proximity (Z axis), as well
as the differential between them (Y axis). 

The simplest arrangement would be where one antenna is the "master" with its LC resonance driving the "slave" antenna/L.  The problem scenario with
this is if someone touches the either antenna individually, thus lowering its resonance below the point where strong resonance can be maintained,
producing a signal back to the FPGA that may be difficult or impossible to interpret once squared up. 

A better but more complex arrangement would be to use a DPLL in the FPGA, where separate phase detectors are used for each of the antenna/L
assemblies, and the phase error average (or some other numerical concoction) is used to adjust the stimulus frequency.

In general, I think it is best to quite thickly insulate the antennae of any Theremin.  This would greatly help with the offset resonance scenarios
above by limiting the capacitance change due to the hand when it touches the antenna, and would also largely mitigate the need for aggressive ESD
measures.

I also think that removable antennae should perhaps not be the norm for newer Theremins.  This creates a physically weak point that also
electrically exposes the internals to ESD during installation & removal.  Alternatives such as telescoping / folding / etc. should be investigated.  The
volume antenna could perhaps be a conductive lined "hole" cut in the left top side of a longish non-conductive case.

FredM 1/11/2015 6:46:38 PM [944]

Hi Dewster,

I agree with your insulation suggestion.

I dont however agree with the others ;-) ... ESD protection of the rod at the connector is easy to fit, telescopic / folding antennas with thick insulation and
without any conductive areas accessible could be quite difficult to engineer.

As for the loop - despite the fact that people say its needed, I dont think it is... I think the Melodia shows the simplest and most effective alternative to a
loop..



From what I can deduce about theremin players, they want a loop - but this needs to be a conventional loop.. If you dont give them this, you may as well
give them the simple plate the Melodia uses.

Fred.

dewster 1/12/2015 11:27:09 PM [945]

"... telescopic / folding antennas with thick insulation and without any conductive areas accessible could be quite difficult to engineer."  - FredM

Ha!  I was wondering if anyone would catch that.  Insulated telescoping would be a problem.  But insulated folding might not be too difficult.  They make
non-insulated pivoting bases for CB antennas, and something like the little hinge on most router wifi SMA antennas would work too.  Just make the case
long enough to have the antenna fold down on top of the controls.  Maybe have the top hinged to cover it all up.

The wifi antenna mount also rotates, so the volume side might consist of two of these folded down and rotated in, then simply rotated out for use.  The
hinged wifi antenna on my router seems to have a braided wire inside the hinge, not sure how many flexes it could take.  A weak spring here might be
better than a wire.

Rough sketch:

xtheremin8 1/13/2015 4:58:44 PM [946]

oh how i love sketches.  is the lid for cover? if so, you could make  the lid go flat down when opened, those two volume antennas then do not need to be
hinged, only rotateable....do'h, just saw, you did not  sketch hinges for those two anyway! volume antenna: i thought that the antenna hinges are made of
brass and so the conductive part, so that it does not need a extra wire/soft spring. (like telescopic radio antennas).. {but hey, as a volume plate antenna
lover since ever, what can i say? plates are easier to design or to hide in the chassis. on the tmini, it's basically a plate antenna, with a hole. i guess, many
theremin player just need the loop to get a grip on something real. like their anchor point in space and time.}

PlastiDip for insulation of existing antennas? 



 

dewster 1/14/2015 12:02:16 AM [947]

xtheremin8, PlastiDip is a good suggestion, I'll keep that in mind.  I'd kill to get a case that has either a removable lid or one that stays back at a 45 degree
angle with some room inside for the tuner display.  Going with a plate under the top going to the left and down the side would likely be easier than the
volume antennas.  I suppose if people aren't screaming too much about the Theremini volume side then just about anything goes.

xtheremin8 1/14/2015 4:13:46 PM [948]

who would not kill for "the" box?  i guess you need more but just one? i once found a wooden 35mm slide box. for storing two rows of each 50 slides.
nearly the dimensions and look of a etherwave. well, 10cm shorter, but that was long enough for my purposes. the lid is 2cm deep. enough for a display?
that was a single finding and i needed to take out the inlays.

because i don't sleep much anyway, i found that one: chinese slide boxes . (no dimensions mentioned, but laboratory slides are rather small. so i think
these are a bit more expensive: british tool-box . but i guess that something similar could be found in the states too. i thought you have once found a
black-box case once?  i think, designing things is such a multidimensional task anyway. material, look, shape, size, functionality, colour, price, maybe the
ethics of production, and more all counts in.

still my personal favorit: aero-plywood, 1mm with 3layers!  my "avataremin" is made with that: 3mm for bottom and the sides, 1mm for the curved
surface. could easy be lasercutted and massproduced. naaa, the later is just kidding.  i simply like the look of alu and sycamore. and here comes the
 factor: taste. and that is endless....:-)

FredM 1/14/2015 8:23:47 PM [949]

"I'd kill to get a case that has either a removable lid or one that stays back at a 45 degree angle with some room inside for the tuner display. " - Dewster

One theremin I built (a quick knock-together based on the EPE-2008 I did for one of the people who played my H1 and wanted it with volume) used a
hard pool cue case - the hinge was not strong enough so I replaced these with catches to make the 'lid' removable, and I used FR4 for the panel. The
length of the case was ideal (volume sensor was a plate on this).

dewster 1/15/2015 4:00:08 PM [950]

Hi Fred,

Thanks!  I believe that's the Attache case 2647 from Peradon?  If so, the 34" length looks good, and the 5" width is about right, but the 2" depth is likely
too shallow.  The FPGA board itself is ~1" deep when a ribbon cable is plugged into it, leaving little room for top and bottom case thickness, panel &
knob height, etc.

dewster 2/1/2015 7:48:36 PM [951]

Been thinking about PLLs and DLLs as the basis of oscillators, particularly those for the volume / left hand axis control where resolution isn't quite as
pressing.  LC resonators don't make the best "clocks" (they need periodic stimulation to get to higher amplitudes) so from my limited experimentation it

http://german.alibaba.com/product-gs/microscope-slides-box-wooden-microscope-slides-box-26pcs-424478957.html
http://moranswoodcomponents.co.uk/shop/wooden-tool-box-bh180-p-308.html
http://www.peradon.co.uk/cue-cases/two-piece-extension-cases/attache-case-%282647%29.aspx?view=1608#product


seems simply using the LC signal delayed to whatever phase is appropriate for LC stimulation can lead to stalling and other strange GIGO behavior.  The
best configuration seems to be a steady clock of some sort as stimulation, with phase lock to the LC output.

PLLs employ an explicit oscillator with frequency control input.  This isn't ideal because we really want the period, which is the inverse of frequency and
to a first order proportional to capacitance.  A DLL with cyclic or repeating output may be best here.  Two axes for the left hand might be implemented
with two Ls connected to two antennas with the output connected to two phase detectors, with the combined output controlling a single repeating delay-
based stimulus.  The phase error must be integrated to set the delay, and this provides a natural LPF output for the operating point, which could easily be
LPF'ed more for use in synthesis.

=============

Also thinking about LC Q some.  If Q is degraded then the resonant peak is broader and squatter, which makes resonance less selective and may let
environment interference and the radiation of other axes in.  In-phase stimulation & sense gives the best Q because the drive resistor can be made quite
small (tens of K) but unfortunately the sense reverses phase just a bit below resonance.  Above resonance it's fine though.  Arrangements that rely on RC
delay (Vackar?) kind of scare me because they don't naturally go right to the natural resonance point and so may require component value adjustments to
get them right for a given antenna.

dewster 2/28/2015 5:35:49 PM [952]

Found potential cases to build Theremins in!  A search for "arrow case" on Amazon brings up lots of long plastic boxes with hinges and latches. 

Like this one from Plano:

 Or this one from MTM which comes in translucent or black:

  (Personally, I find bow hunting unnecessarily cruel in the extreme, but the "sport" has some nice cases.)

dewster 9/7/2015 4:10:33 PM [953]

Coming up for air after ~8 months of Hive work.  Feels like I gestated and birthed a human child whilst in solitary confinement!

http://www.mediafire.com/download/844087o9v6c914j/HIVE_2015-09-07_v08.06.zip

That zip archive has the latest design document, the latest System Verilog code, the new C++ simulator, and a spreadsheet of algorithms.

The sim is what's taken me so long to develop.  It's a Win console app that simulates all 8 threads and runs about 800kHz clock speed on my older PC
(~0.4% of 200MHz, the actual SV core running on a cheap FPGA ).  The sim is interactive, and I developed a new verification boot code file on it that
helped me hone the user interface.  There's a short run-through of the sim in the design document.

Good exercise as it helped me refine the opcodes (got rid of short A?B jumps, replaced them with skips, which made room to expand some 6 bit
immediates to 8 bits, among many, many other changes), and the tool is something I've been really needing for code development.  Maybe now others
will find Hive easier to use too, thousands have looked at the document but very few download the SV, and maybe 2 people have contacted me via email,
which is about 1 per year :-(.  Famous last words, but no more basic hive development for a while I hope, and back to Theremins.  

I'm thinking of starting a new thread that is less speculative, more of a documentation of what I'm doing.  The physical thing is still getting me, but plate
antennas will make it easier I think as they can be built-into the case rather than hanging out in space, reducing ESD and connector concerns.  Given
sufficient room, the plates could be angled inside the case, or the pitch plate could go in the open lid, etc.

Strange Tank
dewster 9/10/2015 10:42:10 PM [954]

http://www.mediafire.com/download/844087o9v6c914j/HIVE_2015-09-07_v08.06.zip


Strange Tank

Looking through my engineering notebook, I decided to play with this circuit a bit more (I thought it up in February of this year).  The idea here is to use
a circuit very similar to a split capacitor Clapp LC tank but replace the bias resistor to ground with an inductor of equal value to the series inductor.  As
usual, the series inductor obviously resonates primarily with the antenna & hand capacitance.

The reason I thought of this circuit is that, when playing on the bench, I noticed the bias resistor had a huge effect on noise pickup, something I wasn't
necessarily expecting.  So I figured if the bias could be frequency dependent (an inductor) then maybe we could "short out" gobs of low frequency noise
from the antenna to ground.  In fact the noise response doesn't look all that different from that of a resistor, but the resonance looks somewhat better.
 Enough to warrant a second inductor?  I didn't think so at the time but now I'm thinking yes.

This is a very low-current in-phase drive / sense arrangement, and it is particularly well suited for digital use. The digital I/O are at relatively high
capacitance points and somewhat isolated from the tank, facilitating ESD treatment.  The inductors here are really high value for experimental stimulus
via a function generator.  The FPGA logic would likely be some form of DPLL (I'm looking into period based digital oscillators rather than frequency-
based as period is more useful as an operating point).  3V square drive gives a pretty nice looking 3V sine wave out, with around 18V at the antenna.  For
more swing increase the caps to 470pF and reduce the drive resistor to 10k, which gives ~35V.

This circuit is an excellent candidate for the volume side of things, and maybe the pitch side too.

[EDIT] The FPGA drive & sense could obviously be replaced by a FET or BJT to produce an analog Clapp oscillator.

dewster 9/27/2015 2:36:06 PM [955]

I made a Clapp oscillator using the above tank and it had two modes, a lower frequency one that would kick and stick higher when I touched the antenna.
 The above tank isn't good for left hand use, where phase can't be allowed to flip when the hand gets very near or actually touches the antenna.  A Vackar
tank is best for that scenario when going the digital route.

For LED drive I ran across the TLC5916 (8 LEDs) and TLC5926 (16 LEDs) which are serial to parallel devices.  They set global brightness with a single
resistor, and have an internal brightness register one can access via the serial port.  Pretty nice looking, will order some shortly.  Should massively cut
down on the wiring effort in the "tuner", with plenty of outputs left over for the LCD backlight and other panel indicators.

Am settling on a 20 x 4 LCD from Eastrising:  http://www.buydisplay.com/default/3-3v-5v-20x4-character-lcd-display-module-black-on-white-high-
contrast, it's available on eBay for less but I may buy direct as the ordering process is clearer.  Thinking of using PWM to control the contrast voltage
digitally (or possibly a resistor in series with one of the output constant current sources of the the TLC5916?). 

For prototype use I'm going with a pencil box similar to this one from Staples:  http://www.staples.com/Staples-Pencil-Box-Translucent-
Clear/product_472593.  The tuner and LCD will simply be visible through the translucent plastic.  Will mount it on a stick or something along with the
antennas and tank circuits until I can find something more permanent.  Thinking of a vertical mount for the controls with the tuner at the top, LCD in the
middle, controls at the bottom.  This way the tuner is most visible to peripheral vision.

Downloaded Eagle a few days ago and wasn't blown away by it, I may stick to hand wiring things for a while.

Developed a periodic delay-based PLL last week, have yet to try it out in hardware but the sims look very promising.  Dithering the fractional part of the
delay requires no multiplication (unlike a frequency based phase accumulating NCO) and placing the dither earlier in the feedback loop allows it to also
truncate the loop filter output, producing an almost trivial construct that kicks out low pass filtered period rather than frequency as the operating point.   I
don't have any pressing need for period rather than frequency - either should work almost equally well for the left hand, and since the right hand will be
heterodyned the operating point isn't used directly.  But if it pans out it should be an extremely efficient topology for FPGA dithered oscillator use.

rkram53 9/27/2015 3:48:54 PM [956]

Are you now using the LCD to show pitch or are you still using that rather unique method you described a while back that had a different matrix device
you constructed I believe. 

Rich

dewster 9/27/2015 6:01:17 PM [957]

Hi Rich,

I'm going to use the dedicated LED matrix shown earlier.  Here is my proposed control unit layout (<bad> artist's conception):

http://www.buydisplay.com/default/3-3v-5v-20x4-character-lcd-display-module-black-on-white-high-contrast
http://www.staples.com/Staples-Pencil-Box-Translucent-Clear/product_472593
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHCSxjQrT1E


The control unit will be mounted at the center of a cross member, with antennae at the opposite ends end of the cross member.  

I'm thinking no analog volume control, just digital SPDIF control with some kind of quick defeat mechanism.

The LEDs can be any color, maybe one color for the note display and another color for the octave display.  I'm wondering if an actual number for the
octave (0-9) might be easier to interpret?

rkram53 9/27/2015 6:17:45 PM [958]

Yea - that's what I remember. So how does a performer quickly know they are playing for example a C vs. a D (primarily for when muted to get the note
to come in on)? I know there is a way to figure that out from your matrix - but people that already are used to note names will likely be better off with a
simple display of that.

So it still would also be very helpful to see the closest pitch on the LCD in note letter names (that you can change with one of your dials to show as either
sharp (say C#) or flat (Db), etc.

dewster 9/27/2015 6:32:41 PM [959]

video

The beauty of LEDs is you can see them clearly peripherally, if arranged in certain ways major and minor scales form simple patterns, and the C# / Db
doesn't need disambiguation.  But having the octave and note on the LCD as well is a good idea, thanks!  The tuner will be largely in software, and I plan
to implement pitch quantization and correction, so the info should be there for the pickin'.

rkram53 9/27/2015 9:45:03 PM [960]

The reason for C# vs. Db has more to do with musical issues. If I am playing a piece in C# and some may even be looking at a score when playing, I'm
actually thinking C#, not Db (though in minor you do commonly mix things so you would need to know what minor key and impose leading tones). It
will get complicated musically and key change will rear its ugly head making it even more complicated to figure out flats vs. sharps. So thinking more
maybe trying to gear display to actual key is not worth it. I guess you could just know how to convert your matrix patterns in your mind to be one or the
other. I'm interested to see how that is going to develop.

Now after playing a lot with Theremini pitch quantization, I've come to these realizations. 

1. Too much and its just an effect and useless for musical playing

2. It doesn't take a lot to get to be too much.

3. Just a touch of quantization to effortlessly gravitate to the nearest note is likely what will be used most unless someones just wants to play scales. But
then vibrato raises its ugly head. Actually, the theremin is all about vibrato and portamento. All else is rather simple - the sound source itself of a
theremin is not that complicated or in some senses even that interesting. Flexibility of pitch is the name of the game and that again means vibrato and
portmento - the enemies of quantization and your biggest challenge in creating musical pitch correction.

Quantization that gravitates to the nearest note (by say settings of 10 cents, 20 cents, up to 40 or so cents) could be useful. But what you really might
want is to slightly adjust too. For example if I am 25 cents off, but using vibrato, its going to be hard to know whats going on unless you average things
and maybe not just try and throw me back to 0 cents off, but maybe just throw me back to within 10 cents off (maybe randomly in the 0-10 range) as

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHCSxjQrT1E


vibrato is going to be moving things around. There are a lot of cool things to experiment with there - but you need to be playing to really determine how
quantization is going to be useful and how it affects musicality.

Lets compare the Etherwave and the Burns B3. The Etherwave (at least mine) is very, very sensitive to hand motion. The B3 much less so. So very slight
hand motions on the Etherwave will appear to change pitch constantly where on the B3 it seems like pitch is locking in better. In reality it's the theremin's
sensitivity that is creating that perception, and in effect perhaps what quantization can help achieve. In its best case, quantization should not appear to be
locking you into notes, but instead appear to be letting you hit pitches with greater ease, possibly at the expense of hearing a bit less vibrato. But you still
need to hear smooth portamento between notes when pitch correction is on (or quantization just becomes a scalar effect).

I'm not sure if this makes sense, but that is the feeling I get when I play. I only use a little bit of Pitch Correction when playing the Theremini, and if set
right it really feels like the normal pitch production on the Burns B3 Pro. So quantization in addition to possibly being a learning tool for beginners
should also let you simulate the "feel" of any theremin and that is where it likely will come in most useful to better theremin players.

 

 

dewster 9/28/2015 9:12:46 PM [961]

Rich, what are your feelings regarding pitch quantization (ala the Theremini) versus pitch correction as they apply to real-time Theremin playing?  I'm
thinking correction might be too disorienting, but the AC high-pass possibilities of letting vibrato and portamento through seem desirable.

==============

I ordered a bunch of stuff for the prototype, most from Hong Kong and China, so a couple of weeks before things really get going. Currently looking at
the screwed up way older LCD controllers are talked to.  Thank goodness the SPDIF TX component is behind me.

rkram53 9/29/2015 12:36:11 AM [962]

Dewster,

If you try and correct pitch (or just quantize) but in the process portamento and vibrato get drastically affected, musicality goes out the window. Pitch
correction may well be a useful and desired effect (like the Autotune vocal quantization effect you hear all over now) but if the goal is to create a
theremin for "precision" playing, it’s crucial that vibrato and portamento come through sounding and feeling effortless. And this all comes down to the
setting. Quantization at some level turns into pitch correction (at least will sound that way). I don't really want pitch correction so much as varied pitch
response that possibly gravitates slightly to a tone (but it must have a defeat option for when you want totally smooth “analog-like” response).

So if you are just quantizing without regard to gravitating towards a pitch, that will likely just feel like the instrument can be set to be more or less
responsive to hand motion.  In other words it will maybe do what I am suggesting – let you turn the quantization dial and have an Etherwave feel turn
into a Burns feel, etc. But turn it too much and it's an effect.

But I also think a small bit of pitch correction will be helpful. Frankly at the lower settings I think Moog did a very respectable job there on the
Theremini (their problem is horsepower to handle vibrato). But there are a lot of issues to work out here vs. simple quantization if vibrato and portamento
have to be considered in the processing and it could get tricky - for example you might only want it to kick in pitch correction when you sense hand
motion (or intended vibrato) has stopped so the players ear can just deal with vibrato as they would normally use it but you will let them more easily hold
a desired pitch steady. And I think likely it should not correct to 0 cents but dynamically correct randomly around 0 cents around some offset to sound
more musical.

First I suggest you see where variable quantization gets you - hey - its only SW! You can always change it. I get that a lot at work.

Rich

dewster 9/29/2015 3:37:29 AM [963]

Whatever I end up implementing will be 100% defeatable, and before that certainly somewhat customizable to whatever degree makes sense.  As you, I
think for the Theremin some blend of quantization with high pass influence over pitch modulation is important, though AFAIK this isn't implemented in
the Theremini beyond simple quantization.  The solution is probably somewhere between how quantization and correction are currently implemented.

The Theremini likely has the horsepower to do all kinds of fancy real-time stuff, but my guess is they didn't properly research their choice of front end,
and it ended up owning them in the bandwidth department.  Not their fault I suppose, it takes someone (Bob M.) thinking about this stuff all the time to
make any headway at all, and modern companies simply don't work that way anymore (lunch is over, down on your knees).

Alternate Tuner Layout
dewster 9/29/2015 2:32:06 PM [964]

Alternate Tuner Layout



There are two ways to do the note display (above right): (1) the way I had it in the original video, and (2) the way shown above, where it is rotated 30
degrees and the notes moved over one.  I think I'm partial to the above.  I don't like the way it doesn't have C on the outer ring, but the "house" pattern of
C maj / A min scales are perhaps a bit more contiguous looking to my eyes, and the A note is directly above the C note which seems mildly fortuitous as
well.  Given rotation, there are only two major / minor scale patterns regardless of the starting note.  I would of course prefer one pattern, but I have a
feeling that isn't possible to do and still get an easily recognizable pattern to the eye (I'm all ears to suggestions of any sort).  With both (1) and (2) the
B/C note transition (i.e. octave switch point) is located on the left horizontal axis, so that's a wash.

The octave display is a 7-segment deal on the left.  It only changes on the B/C note boundary, so a single number may make the most sense here.
 Numbers are fairly universal when it come to Earth-based languages.  

All LEDs are 10mm diffused high brightness through-hole types, and I believe there is enough empty room on the board for the driver ICs and associated
passives.  [EDIT] Will most likely use red LEDs for the octave digit as the 1.7V forward voltage drop can support two in series with the driver IC @ 5V.
 The others are singles so they can be any color (all other colors have higher forward voltage drops).  May make the inner ring a different color than the
outer, with the center LED white or something.  I ordered a large assortment of many colors for experimentation along these lines.

==============

My wife teaches private piano, and one of the materials she uses a lot lately is the "Pattern Play" series by Akiko and Forrest Kinney.  Being a guitarist
I'm a huge believer in pattern-based learning, and it's interesting seeing it applied to keyboard.  (As an instrument designer, what might be the most
pattern-centric and most playable configuration of keys, what would those keys look like and how would they function?)

GordonC 9/29/2015 5:56:41 PM [965]

Can I just toss in my idea for Pitch Guidance. (Would require stereo pitch preview earpieces.)

With Pitch Guidance a tone that is exactly in tune would be located centrally in the stereo pitch preview field. A note that is ≈50 cents sharp would be
located purely in the right hand earpiece (or left hand for left handed players)  and a note that is ≈50 cents flat would be located purely in the left hand
earpiece (or right hand for left handed players). The effect would not be audible to anyone but the player.

I have not tried this, it is just an idea. The idea is that to correct the pitch you would move your hand in the direction required to locate the sound in the
centre of the stereo field.

dewster 9/29/2015 6:52:25 PM [966]

GordonC, isn't stereo image perception based on phase difference rather than pitch difference?

ILYA 9/29/2015 7:28:12 PM [967]

GordonC, nice idea!

ILYA 9/29/2015 7:38:12 PM [968]

Bringing the idea to its logical conclusion: the apparent location of the sound source might be not at the right/left, but around the head.

rkram53 9/29/2015 10:37:55 PM [969]

Dewster,

What posting page was the original description on? I forget how this all works.

A stereo field to indicate pitch? Some of us don't hear the same way in both ears, some may not hear at all in one ear. And once you start playing with
other instruments you are never going to be able to hear that stereo field right, plus stereo earpieces for pitch preview will not let you properly hear
yourself. 

A nice inventive idea - but in practice I think it will have serious shortcomings.



dewster 9/29/2015 11:04:09 PM [970]

Rich, I posted a drawing of the original (and a link to the video) one page back in this thread.  Let's try out the spankin' new post link addressing feature!

#209081

Here is the original note part redrawn on the same background as the proposed new:

I think I'm back to liking the original better - gaaa!  

C is on the outer ring, A is in a direct line to C, and somehow it just looks cooler.  And there is more useful spare room for the driver ICs and cable
connector.

rkram53 9/30/2015 12:12:02 AM [971]

Ah,

I missed the video link. Yes this new link works!

Can you please review the operation. What tells me I'm in tune and how much in or out of tune?

LEDs on the left are octaves?

Thanks

 

dewster 9/30/2015 4:30:47 PM [972]

Hi Rich,

Yes, the current plan is the LEDs on the left indicate the octave number via a single numeric 7-segment display.

On the right you can see the note letters in the LEDs.  Increasing pitch is clockwise.  There is an LED for each note on the chromatic scale, in a staggered
fashion around the center LED.  The center LED acts like a pivot point, sharing the indication of on-pitch with the associated outer LED.  Pulse-width
modulation is used for brightness control.

From the video you might notice darkness is quite distinct, but discerning even half brightness from full brightness is difficult.  This is due to the use of a
linear brightness scale as perceived by the logarithmic response of the eye.  For example, the center LED is never more than 1/2 brightness due to the
indication mechanism - it gets "handed off" from one note to the next at the 1/2 brightness point - but it appears almost fully on at its brightest.  This is
why I went with a negative display, where darkness indicates the pitch.  Another upside of this approach is that the whole thing can be covered with a
dark filter and one can still see the locations of the full display (as in the video).  Working with the eye's log response rather than against it means that
even if you are slightly off the note you will get an indication of that.  The PWM "dark" zone width may be adjustable to help with seeing which direction
one is off the note (in the video it is the width of one note or 1/2 step).

My apologies to everyone for rehashing this stuff for what seems like the 1000nth time (to me too) but IMO most products these days would benefit from
more effort put into the basic design up-front.  You never know when you're making a memory <Rickie Lee Jones>

Left Hand Axes
dewster 9/30/2015 6:17:27 PM [973]

Left Hand Axes

I want to implement at least two axes on the left hand, the usual vertical axis and a side-to-side axis.  I intend to try two plates 90 degrees to one another.
 Yesterday I had the thought that 3 axes might be implemented with three perpendicular triangular plates forming the corner of a cube:

file:///forums/T/28554?post=209081#209081


   

Above I cut the corner of a cardboard box and placed it on my notebook (obligatory Dilbert).  Not sure which orientation might work the best, probably
the first.

Three axes might be necessary to manipulate vocal formants.  The response of all three plates could be combined to give two or the classic one axis
behavior when desired.  Not sure what players might make of having a point rather than a loop with a hole in it under their left hand?  Though if you cup
your left hand it might be OK as the point could go there?  The point could perhaps be truncated some without significantly altering the response.

The TLC5916 driver ICs arrived today (DigiKey and USPS sure are fast!) but the LEDs are probably literally on a slow boat from China (I'm a huge
cheapskate when it comes to postage).

rkram53 10/1/2015 12:06:26 AM [974]

This is gonna be one interesting theremin!

I have to say in all honesty however, a much simpler arrangement that will map more easily to those used to thinking about notes and octaves ascending
would be LEDs arranged like this (one LED per note, One LED per octave):

C  C# D D# E  F F# G G# A A# B

1   2   3  4   5  6  7   8 

The note LED lights as it's in tune: fully in tune = fully bright, 49 cents out of tune = dark (or something like that). Will be really cool playing in the dark!

I can easily see things much better this way instead of having to relearn a mapping that may or may not work well - though of course you can test all
kinds of things. Whether you are a pianist or guitarist or flute or trumpet player this will seem intuitive - notes ascending - octaves ascending.

During a portamento, not sure what will happen in any case as there is likely some hysteresis in there of some sort - or will LEDS really flow instantly
from one to the other (of course in portamento they will all seem out of tune so not sure if anything will even light).

Just my 2 cents.

I'm not sure if your controller can sense it but it would be nice if up and down motion always increased or decreased volume (maybe you can have a
setting for max volume away or at the antenna). Then XY position is used for whatever parameters you need to assign to them. This way any thereminist
will be used to volume and they can learn how to kick in formants and other things with X-Y motion.

Rich

 

dewster 10/1/2015 4:18:37 PM [975]

"I have to say in all honesty however, a much simpler arrangement that will map more easily to those used to thinking about notes and octaves ascending
would be LEDs arranged like this (one LED per note, One LED per octave):

C  C# D D# E  F F# G G# A A# B

1   2   3  4   5  6  7   8 

The note LED lights as it's in tune: fully in tune = fully bright, 49 cents out of tune = dark (or something like that). Will be really cool playing in the
dark! I can easily see things much better this way instead of having to relearn a mapping that may or may not work well - though of course you can test
all kinds of things. Whether you are a pianist or guitarist or flute or trumpet player this will seem intuitive - notes ascending - octaves ascending. During
a portamento, not sure what will happen in any case as there is likely some hysteresis in there of some sort - or will LEDS really flow instantly from one
to the other (of course in portamento they will all seem out of tune so not sure if anything will even light)."

Since notes don't really start or end on C, repeating with each octave, it's a quick mental jump to having the note display a circle or some other cyclic
pattern.  But 12 things in a circle can a bit difficult to differentiate from the corner of one's eye (as can the 8 things indicating octave) and staggering
yields some interesting simple patterns for common scales.  Using light rather than dark means the pattern disappears if a contrast increasing filter is
placed over the display (though I suppose the display could be "always on" at some minimal brightness) and the logarithmic response of the eye to
brightness means you have to use some kind of double exponential on the brightness function to make the active note pop.  Limiting the pattern to only
indicating when very near a note means the player may have no guidance much of the time / when they most need it.   

http://comics.wata.fi/?date=17-02-1999


I'm not sure if your controller can sense it but it would be nice if up and down motion always increased or decreased volume (maybe you can have a
setting for max volume away or at the antenna). Then XY position is used for whatever parameters you need to assign to them. This way any thereminist
will be used to volume and they can learn how to kick in formants and other things with X-Y motion."

I agree, the left hand and right hand operating point data should be malleable and routed however the player desires, with said info saved with the synth
patch.

Reciprocal Tank
dewster 10/1/2015 6:06:29 PM [976]

Reciprocal Tank

In electronics, a reciprocal network is one that replicates the previous stimulus at the stimulus port if you drive the response port with the previous
response.  I got to thinking last night and this morning that I should try driving a split coil in the middle, where I've generally been looking at the
response, and examine the response at the end, where I've been generally been driving things.

One big problem with driving things via series R with C to ground (e.g. Vackar) is the phase shift / amplitude interaction and frequency dependence
going on.  As the hand capacitively loads the antenna and shifts the LC resonance frequency down, the RC attenuation decreases, so you get a bigger
amplitude where you don't want it, and you have to scale the far field amplitude response back so as not to overload things near-field, hurting far field
SNR.  (Using a single RC for phase shift is problematic as you get the full 90 degrees only at zero amplitude, and you are introducing one more possibly
temperature sensitive delay in the feedback loop.)  It would be better to have the amplitude response either poop out as the hand gets nearer, or best to
have the amplitude response remain relatively constant.  This requires straight resistive drive on the coil end, but this produces Q losses which lower
absolute sensitivity, though not by too much.  Better perhaps to drive through a tiny capacitor and examine things on the other end across a much larger
capacitor (split capacitive voltage divider):

The above is running on my bench as I type, stimulated with a function generator.  There is a fair amount of (60Hz?) bobble that is largely tamed with the
100k resistor (my desk is quite noisy electrically).  Drive current is low.  Drive & sense electronics could be in the same package due to the quadrature
phase (drive and sense edges are completely separated at LC resonance).  The areas above and below LC resonance appear to be quite clear of false
resonances and ripple, which should facilitate a digital implementation.

I've given up on finding the perfect tank, but this one has renewed my interest in the search for good, workable tanks for Theremin use.  The antenna
voltage swing could be a bit higher, but 38V p-p ain't too shabby.  Lowering the inductance to push the resonance frequency up above the FM band might
help, I just used a coil I had laying around.

rkram53 10/2/2015 12:00:45 AM [977]

The most universal staggered pattern - especially for scales - I can think of known to a majority of the people who will likely play the theremin if they
have any former musical training:

   O     O         O    O   O

O    O    O   O    O    O    O     Pitch LEDS

 

O   O   O   O   O   O   O   O    Octave LEDs (Frankly you'll be a lot more interested in pitch LED than octave)

dewster 10/2/2015 1:02:35 AM [978]



Rich, don't you think the pitch LEDs should be arranged in some kind of cyclic pattern?  Notes do cycle... 

The key of C is pretty much cast in stone with music notation (other keys being deltas off the key of C) so my tuner arrangement gives it a special place,
but that's about as far as I can genuflect to it.

Octave is important with a wide-range Theremin setting (e.g. special effects).

[EDIT] Rich, I hope you don't think I'm bullying you.  I really appreciate your input, and probably seemingly contrary to how I'm replying your
comments are making me think in different directions.  Certainly if someone strongly desires a certain kind of note / octave display they could be
accommodated.

Thinking about it, the driver ICs I picked can't do all LEDs on at some minimal brightness with the LED of interest brighter without doing PWM on all of
them at once, which might generate too much hash at the antennas.  Though having only a few LEDs on at a time would really lower the current draw
and the heat in the control unit.  Even at 10mA per LED we're talking around 1/4 Amp across 5 volts which is 1 Watt.

 

dewster 10/2/2015 5:49:25 PM [979]

One could bias the LED coloring towards the C major / A minor scale:

Or simply have different colors for the inner / outer ring:

I just dashed these out without too much thought as to the colors themselves, though the octave digit will almost certainly be red.

I'm kind of partial to a simple two color scheme:

The driver ICs are constant current, so putting any color anywhere is trivial.

 

rkram53 10/2/2015 10:58:05 PM [980]

Dewster,

But does this have any real musical function in relation to how a musician perceives music or how your hand moves when playing?



To answer the question if they should be in a circle I have to know how you intend the lights to be used and this brings up some interesting issues
regarding how a person plays the theremin which anyone building one should consider. Musically speaking, there are basically three types of theremin
players (applies to any instrument but special considerations when applying to the theremin).

1. People with absolutely no musical training that (kind of by definition) don't read music. They have no preconceived notion of music notation or even
established musical function - though they might possess very good ears which they may realize or not (but they will very quickly find out once they start
playing the theremin). For them, it likely doesn't matter what pattern the LEDs are in. They will have little use for them other than as a curiosity as they
will be driving 100% by their ears (well all thereminists are), though eventually they may want to know if they are playing in tune or not – as they may
well not be able to tell (in which case they picked the wrong instrument). They don’t know notes so LEDs will likely just be a pretty pattern to them or
maybe eventually they will learn you new "notation" as they go. They will be totally Dewsterized.

2. Then we have people with perfect pitch who come to the theremin. Perhaps they have not been exposed to music (the least populous segment discussed
here) but still intuitively they likely will have little need for your LEDs as they can hear the tones and don't need LEDs to help tell them they are in tune.
Only use of LEDs I can think of for them is getting a note to come in on for pitch preview (as even if you can hear all the notes, you still don’t know
exactly where that note is physically in space to begin or after a very long rest).

3. Then there are people without perfect pitch with previous musical exposure who likely read music (maybe not) and come to the theremin from diverse
musical backgrounds (likely your largest "customer base"). They will use the LEDs for pitch preview functions (if no audio pitch preview is available - I
forget if you are adding that) and to help them see how much in tune they are (probably more during practice). Maybe they will like seeing how their
scales light up though functionally I’m not sure LEDs are a value there. They likely won't look at the LEDs much while playing. But among the three
groups I think this group will use the LEDs most. So I think it's important you put the LEDs in a pattern they can easily grasp musically because speed to
get the note is important. My suggestion is to put them in a keyboard pattern because that is likely going to satisfy the most musicians coming to the
theremin and it’s something they will instantly be able to read without having to learn a new musical system. Guitarists might cry foul, but even many
guitarists will know a piano keyboard.

So in short – the bigger question you have to ask, especially if you have audio pitch preview, is are those LEDs of much use?  In a real product are they
worth the cost? And ideally if you are going to provide them, can they be movable so a user can put them in whatever position they want on a grid? I
realize that is a tall order.  I would use it as a visual pitch preview, and maybe for practice if there was an easy way to see exactly how much out of tune I
am - maybe the LCD screen can tell me that for practice.

Now as for C. In equal temperment, there is nothing any more special (or central) about C then G Flat or any other tone. The problem is that most people
are taught music starting in the key of C because teachers think learning keys with sharps and flats is a more advanced musical study (and many people
get cornered into the key of C and rarely leave it because of this). Some instruments perhaps might be more difficult to play in a lot of sharps and flats
especially early instruments (transitioning from other tuning systems) but the notion that C is an easier key to play in is all artificially created by
inadequate teaching, study and practice. However, the theremin being unique in that it is not touched to be played is also unique in that there is absolutely
no difference to the player whether the piece being performed is in a key with no sharps or flats or in one with seven (or more - yes you can have keys
with more than 7 sharps or flats for limited times using double sharps and double flats). And by the way not having perfect pitch, most times I could care
less what key a piece I am playing is in if I have it memorized. All keys are created equal on the theremin.

Someone totally untrained (or self-trained) may not however intuitively center on C or keys with few sharps or flats. Irving Berlin, who was one of
America’s great songwriters but not “trained”, wrote most of his music in F# major/D#minor – as he liked to stay centered on the black keys of his piano.
That's how he taught himself and eventually wound up getting a device that transposed from F# to other keys. 

So arrangement of those LEDs, if anything should be according to some musical function as it’s the trained musicians just coming to the theremin that
will likely use them the most, I think. If you want a circle, I would use the Circle of Fifths (C-G-D-A-E-B-F#, etc) – upon which the harmonic structure
of most all Western tonal music that most people know is based (Bach to Mahler – including a ton of pop music). But this is a musical function that many
will not know or care about.

Another reason I think they should be more ascending in some manner is that if you are playing a scale and you want to easily verify you are hitting the
right minor or major second for that scale, seeing it on an ascending/descending matrix is the easiest way to view it mapping to the way you are playing
as your hand is either moving towards or away from you.

This is just my feeling of course. I could be wrong. I’d be interested in knowing how you think those LEDs are going to be used.

dewster 10/3/2015 4:03:39 PM [981]

Hi Rich,

It's all quite malleable at this point as the first prototypes will be hand wired, but of course one needs an initial goal for the build. LEDs rotating
clockwise as the hand moves closer will be my first shot, if that doesn't seem sufficiently useful I'll try other approaches. I do appreciate your ideas along
those lines.

My hope is that anyone using my Theremin for the first time will immediately understand how the tuner functions, and find it increasingly useful and so
come to rely on it more and more as they play.  That's the goal, and if it ends up looking like a turd with a light inside I'll be OK with it as long as it
works well ;-).  My initial Xilinx board used the short string of tiny LEDs on the protoboard as a tuner and I found even that fairly intuitive, so better
arrangements should be able to enhance that.

With the tuner deviating somewhat from keyboard layout instruments (but not necessarily from non-keyboard layout instruments like strings) I find
myself edging into the space alternative keyboard people operate in.  On the one hand one wants to make playing easier, but that is often traded-off by
abandoning hard-won skills people have acquired on traditional instruments.  The industry takes no risks it isn't forced to so we end up with the same old
tired input devices year in / year out, ironically right when we have the technology and the means to easily try brand new approaches to musical
controllers.

Right now there's a bit of wiring to do, and a lot of software to write.  I've got a new PLL construct that I'm quite anxious to try out in hardware,
particularly with the reciprocal tank - if it works well I'll likely use it for all the sensors.  But the software is ditch digging so I keep putting it off.  And
the LCD interface is so ugly even a mother couldn't love it.

rkram53 10/3/2015 6:18:04 PM [982]

Dewster,



I can't wait to see and more importantly hear your creation!  Just remember the most important thing by far is that it sounds good and the response is
fluid. Frankly all this other stuff - just nits that can be overcome with practice.

Rich 

 

dewster 10/4/2015 2:08:42 AM [983]

"I can't wait to see and more importantly hear your creation!"

Your proximity to the casa del dewster laboratory of evil & laundry room may make you an early guinea pig!  ;-) 

rkram53 10/4/2015 2:23:51 PM [984]

Bring it on! I work for kibble.

dewster 10/5/2015 8:12:48 PM [985]

The LED assortment and prototyping boards arrived from China today.  The assortment is 20 each of red, yellow, blue, white, and green, with 100 470
Ohm resistors in a separate pack that I wasn't expecting.  The eBay ad claims these are 5000 mcd but I seriously doubt that as the red ones aren't as bright
as some red 1000 mcd LEDs I bought from Adafruit.  But the price was right, and shipping was pretty fast considering.

The yellow is kind of amber, and the forward voltage is almost the same as for the red (both about 1.98V) so I could probably use either for the octave
digit.  The green and white are the brighest, so I'm thinking white for the center and key of C, with green for the sharps/flats.  This forms a "W" of
white - coincidentally my last name starts with W, so god told me to do this!  :-)

Explorations In Max Q Space
dewster 11/1/2015 2:27:16 AM [986]

Explorations In Max Q Space

Been thinking a lot more about LC stimulus / sense.  It seems most likely that the best way to do both is in as "unloaded" a fashion as possible (least
power passively dissipated) and with as few extraneous resonances as possible (due to the square wave stimulus). 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075930
http://www.michaelhutchenceinfo.com/maxq.htm
http://www.michaelhutchenceinfo.com/maxq.htm


So along these lines I've been looking more at Q, which is the resonance frequency divided by the width of the -3dB points.  I'm rather enamored with the
Colpitts approach as the inductor is pretty much a ground at DC and thereabouts, shorting out 60Hz hum, and parasitic self-capacitance (Ctank) of the
coil isn't a big issue.  Directly stimulating and sensing via a tiny capacitance gives low damping, and the capacitive voltage divider on the sense side is
similarly easy on damping.

R2 / C4 give the opportunity to roll off unwanted HF content a bit without phase shifting too much (though I'd prefer more roll off).

Q of the coil and sim is profoundly influenced by the inductor parasitic DC resistance Rtank, so I wound a few coils today to investigate this in the flesh.



The coils, from top to bottom:

1. Single winding ~250uH of 34AWG on 0.5" Schedule 40 CPVC, 3.0Vp-p.

2. Single winding ~250uH of 30AWG on 0.5" Schedule 40 CPVC, 3.12Vp-p.

3. Counter-wound ~500uH of 26AWG on 1.5" Schedule 40 PVC, 2.92Vp-p.

I fully expected coil #3, utilizing one of the single coils, to have the highest resonance voltage, but indeed #2 is the best on the bench, though not by
much.  From this it seems DCR isn't a huge deal with this circuit, so one can use as fine a wire as one desires with relative impunity.  30AWG is the
easiest to work with, 26 is kind of heavy, 34 is kind of thin.  I'm thinking 32AWG might be optimal, but don't have any on hand.  0.75" or 1" PVC would
probably also be more ideal (but I don't seem to have any left in the garage, need to make an order and hit the hardware store).

[EDIT] This exercise also taught me the value of "melt it off with solder" varnish insulation on magnet wire.  The insulation on the 26AWG and 30AWG
wire had to be scraped off prior to soldering, which was a pain, and nicks can seriously weaken the wire.  155C wire seems to be meltable with solder and
200C not, so I'd recommend the 155C stuff for those who are planning to purchase.  I get mine from Tech Fixx at eBay.

dewster 11/12/2015 8:50:44 PM [987]

The 32AWG wire arrived several days ago.  Wound a couple of coils with it:



The one on the left is the 34AWG shown in the previous post, the ones in the center and on the right are 32AWG.  3/4" PVC wall thickness (coil on right)
is quite a bit thicker than 1/2" CPVC (the other two coils) and probably overkill for supporting fine wire like this.  Not a real wire or space savings either,
so I'll probably stick to 1/2" CPVC.  32AWG is definitely easier to work with than 34AWG.

ILYA 11/14/2015 7:51:08 AM [988]

Great, dewster!

Do you have a logged data (dimensions, SRF etc.) for all your coils? How well they are consistent with the David Knight's formulas ?

dewster 11/14/2015 3:21:56 PM [989]

Good question ILYA.  I record the dimensions & specs in my notebook, and measure the inductance and DCR after I wind them.  My function generator
doesn't go high enough for me to measure the SRF of the smaller coils, something I should probably remedy somehow, but in a Colpitts grounded coil
tank, SRF isn't very important.  The targets for the above coils were 250, 200, and 200 uH, so you can see they are somewhat off of the mark in terms of
measurement.  I'm pretty careful to count the turns while winding - counting the linear length of wire used would be preferable but I don't know how one
might do that accurately.  Not sure how accurate my LC meter is either with these small inductances.

Though of course I would prefer the coils to be spot on, it fortunately doesn't matter very much.  The operating point is non-critical, and the antenna static
capacitance isn't an exact thing either.

================

Those looking for suitcase type enclosures to build Theremins and other electronic projects in might try the Seahorse brand.  I stumbled across this
Pelican knock-off a couple of days ago, the SE models 120, 300, 520, 540, 710, 720, 920, and 1220 have panel mount flange molded in, screw holes and
all, and you can purchase pre-cut waterproof aluminum panels.  There is a red model SE120 (internal dimensions 7.57" x 5.00" x 3.23") on Amazon for
$11.76 with free shipping that I'll be ordering soon I just ordered to check them out:

 

The larger models seem just the ticket to build a suitcase PC in.

[EDIT] Synthrotek uses the above case (in yellow) for a small portable synth rack, which sports a detachable lid via removable hinge pins.

http://www.synthrotek.com/products/modular-circuits/water-proof-7u-portable-eurorack-case/


dewster 11/24/2015 8:24:03 PM [990]

Sorry about the similar ~double post.  My first post went to moderation, and I got impatient so I tried a second time which was the charm.  I wonder what
trips the auto moderation script?

The Seahorse case above arrived last week.  It's really nice, and indeed has mounting flanges and pre-drilled holes in both the case bottom and top.  If
you open it fully and set it on its top it looks like it has the makings of a portable tiny PC (with a keyboard mounted in the top and the guts & screen in
the bottom).

=========

Also am sampling CCTV camera mounts for the antenna holders.  Bought a couple off of eBay and they seem like they might work:

Would mount them horizontally left and right off of the central control box and affix the antennas on the ends.  The antennas won't be like traditional
Theremin antennas, the pitch side will most likely be a rectangular plate positioned diagonally inside square plastic tubing, the volume side in who knows
what (some kind of plastic container).  I'd mount the antennas in a way that would allow for them to be aligned in parallel with the collapsed shafts for
portability.  The only thing I don't like about these is the camera mount ball end being made out of aluminum, the threads might break off kind of easy if
the thing hits the floor.

I hope I end up using them - with all the prototype stuff I've bought and ended up not using I could have bought a new scope.  (Those looking for a scope
should seriously consider the $399 Rigol DS1054Z.  There are hacks to unlock everything in there including doubling the bandwidth.  4 channels,
100MHz, wow!)

As for the central control box, it needs to have the screen and control area at 45 degrees or thereabouts, I'm pretty much giving up on finding anything
pre-made that might work, though 6x9 wedge type speaker boxes are very close:

http://www.amazon.com/Rigol-DS1054Z-Digital-Oscilloscopes-Bandwidth/dp/B012938E76


CRC-32
dewster 11/25/2015 7:23:07 PM [991]

CRC-32

Been looking into error detection for software loads.  The usual approach is to do a CRC over the data, particularly as a check to see if the software load
in Flash is valid before using it.  

Not surprisingly, engineers, programmers, and mathematicians had their mutually inconsistent ways with things, so it can take a day or more to come to
grips with what's going on.  It's really more obfuscated than complicated, and the fact that hex dumps and C strings have a rather jumbled display order
just adds to the fun.  Surprisingly, the standard CRC-32 polynomial is sub-optimal, it doesn't even flag all odd numbers of errors.  Koopman performs
exhaustive computational searches for better polynomials and apparently hasn't finished for CRC-32.  I find it incredible that the world relies on CRC for
so much yet Koopman is doing this in his off time.  If anything should get funding it's this kind of stuff.

The clearest explanation I could find was in Hacker's Delight, 2nd edition, though the simplest implementation is not shown in code form there.  Warren's
hardware view sidesteps all the endian nonsense and language ambiguity, though his diagram is that of a left shifting, non flipped CRC & residue type.
 For me (granted, a HW engineer) it helped to initially approach CRC implementation as an LFSR-based serial data scrambler, rather than a byte and
table (or no table) arrangement.  The concept of parallel input such as bytes can then be pulled in later, but all the byte and/or word flipping can be
confusing without an understanding of the underlying serial process, which has nothing to do with bytes, just bits and 32 bit values.  The byte & table
approach is just a bunch of precomputed xoring, and a hardware implementation of the table could be easily replaced with a sea of xor gates, which
conveniently factors down to something fairly manageable.

Excel spreadsheet: http://www.mediafire.com/download/yxfyu871wf4yb08/CRC32_2015-11-20.xls

I wrote a Hive subroutine today that does one round on 32 bit input data.  5 cycles through the loop with one loop per bit.  I'll probably use this with the
SPI Flash device that will be holding the software load and presets:

    ADDR     OC  SA  SB     IM       OP  Pseudo code               Comments 

   0x100  0xc11  s1  s1      .      LIT  s1 := -306674912          -- SUB : CRC32 - poly : 0xedb88320 

   0x101 0x8320   .   . -31968        L 

   0x102 0xedb8   .   .  -4680        L 

   0x103 0xb1f2  s2   .     31      BYT  s2 := 31                  -- loop idx : 31 

   0x104 0xaffa  P2   .     -1    ADD_8  P2 += -1                  -- loop start, dec idx 

   0x105 0x1c00  s0  s0      .    SK2_O  (s0==odd) ? pc+=2 

http://www.mediafire.com/download/yxfyu871wf4yb08/CRC32_2015-11-20.xls


   0x106 0x97f8  P0   .     -1   SHP_6U  P0 <<= -1 (u) 

   0x107  0x402   .   .      2    JMP_8  pc += 2 

   0x108 0x97f8  P0   .     -1   SHP_6U  P0 <<= -1 (u) 

   0x109 0x3718  P0  s1      .      XOR  P0 ^= s1 

   0x10a 0xff92  s2   .     -7 JMP_8NLZ  (s2!<0) ? pc += -7 

   0x10b  0x106   .   .      6      POP  P2 P1 

   0x10c 0x2df0  s0  P7      .      GTO  pc := P7

Rotary Encoders
dewster 11/30/2015 10:16:40 PM [992]

Rotary Encoders

These little guys kick out a two bit Gray code when you rotate the shaft.  If you use pull-up resistors (the norm) then you get an inverted Gray code:

clockwise: 11 (detent), 10, 00, 01, 11

counter clockwise: 11 (detent), 01, 00, 10, 11

I was going to use a hardware state machine, but am thinking that a software state machine would use less in the way of FPGA resources and be more
malleable if bounce or race conditions were to arise.  With some thought, the Gray code can be trivially converted to binary by inverting both bits, taking
the MSb as it is (i.e. inverted), and XORing the two inverted bits to form the LSb.  The next valid state is then formed by incrementing (CW) or
decrementing (CCW) the current state.  A third bit can be used to keep track of CW or CCW rotation, if it is tacked onto the state as the MSb then it can
be considered to be the sign bit and everything pretty much just tracks.  We can then tack a zero onto the binary converted input and compare it to the
next CW state, and simultaneously tack a one onto the binary converted input and compare it to the next CCW state, if there is a match then the
corresponding state is assigned (+1 or -1), otherwise no change.  Transition from state 3 to state 0 is a CW pulse, from state -3 to state 0 a CCW pulse.  If
the detent state is detected then the state is assigned 0, thus disallowing state -4.  The machine tolerates / rejects noise on single inputs, and requires full
sequences to generate pulses.

Implementation would be to resynchronize the encoder outputs to the internal clock via 2 cascaded flops per output, and present this to the processor in
the internal register space.  The pushbutton on the shaft would be similarly pulled up via a resistor, resynced, and sent to the register.  So four encoders
with three outputs each (CW, CCW, button) would require 4 x 3 = 12 register bits.  Sampling these at the audio update rate (50kHz) should be entirely
adequate if not overkill.  Separate up / down counters with hysteresis should work for debouncing the buttons.  If real-time becomes an issue then maybe
only examine one encoder per update, cycling through them.

I used to own the Roland JV-1010 and it was pretty clear that they hooked the encoder directly to processor interrupts with little or no debounce.  You
could freak the box out simply by just spinning the knob a bit too fast, and it sometimes crashed even when you turned it slow.  Behavior one could sort
of tolerate in the studio, but not live.  Bad engineering, whatcha gonna do?

ILYA 12/1/2015 3:31:10 PM [993]

dewster,

do I understand correctly that the Hive was designed just for service control, not for DSP? 
For example, I could not find such the useful commands as a saturation arithmetic.

dewster 12/1/2015 5:02:38 PM [994]

"dewster, do I understand correctly that the Hive was designed just for service control, not for DSP?For example, I could not find such the useful
commands as a saturation arithmetic."  -- ILYA

It's true that there aren't any DSP-centric opcodes in Hive, but I do intend to use it for DSP (generation, filtering, etc.).  It will just take more code and
real-time to do it.  Super-specific / intense stuff could be off-loaded to FPGA logic.  It's a somewhat limited platform, but they all are in one way or
another.

Incidentally, I've updated the Hive simulator to display pseudo-code, which helps to understand what exactly is going on or being entered:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/d853799bcv3hzip/hive_sim_2015-12-01.zip

http://www.mediafire.com/download/d853799bcv3hzip/hive_sim_2015-12-01.zip


The PDF in there has been updated to reflect the changes.  Inclusion of the pseudo-code view has drastically reduced my code comments.  For instance,
here is the LOG2 subroutine:

    ADDR     OC  SA  SB     IM       OP  Pseudo code               Comments 

   0x640 0xd010  s0   .      1  JMP_8NZ  (s0!=0) ? pc += 1         -- LOG2 SUB START 

   0x641 0x2df0  s0  P7      .      GTO  pc := P7                  -- return if input zero 

   0x642 0x3d01  s1  s0      .      LZC  s1 := lzc(s0) 

   0x643 0x8c18  P0  s1      .    SHL_S  P0 <<= s1 (s)             -- normalize 

   0x644 0xb1a6  s6   .     26      BYT  s6 := 26                  -- loop index 

   0x645 0x8b08  P0  s0      .    MUL_U  P0 *= s0 (u)              -- square - Loop Start 

   0x646 0x9019  P1   .      1   SHL_6S  P1 <<= 1 

   0x647 0xe020  s0   .      2  JMP_8LZ  (s0<0) ? pc += 2          -- MSB 

   0x648 0x9018  P0   .      1   SHL_6S  P0 <<= 1 

   0x649 0xa019  P1   .      1    ADD_8  P1 += 1 

   0x64a 0xaffe  P6   .     -1    ADD_8  P6 += -1 

   0x64b 0xff96  s6   .     -7 JMP_8NLZ  (s6!<0) ? pc += -7        -- Loop End 

   0x64c 0x3498  P0  P1      .      NOT  P0 := ~P1 

   0x64d 0x2dfe  P6  P7      .      GTO  pc := P7; P6              -- LOG2 SUB END

ILYA 12/2/2015 6:19:24 PM [995]

dewster,

being an expert on the FPGA can you tell who holds the records for clock speeds in the FPGA world ?

Is it possible at the moment to implement the capture timer (based , maybe,  on the ring counter schematic), say, to 400 MHz and higher?

dewster 12/3/2015 1:47:08 AM [996]

"dewster, being an expert on the FPGA can you tell who holds the records for clock speeds in the FPGA world ? Is it possible at the moment to implement
the capture timer (based , maybe,  on the ring counter schematic), say, to 400 MHz and higher?"  - ILYA

The pin toggle rate is usually the limiting factor, the internals will generally run much faster (for simple constructs like narrow width counters and such).
 For a price one can go to more expensive families and higher speed grades, but unless you are a big guy directly negotiating with the manufacturer to get
the price way down for a ton of them, the price will be really high - which is why I tend to stick to the cheap low end stuff.  

If you are trying to resolve input phase more finely there are round-about ways of controlling the phase of one of the internal clock managers (PLL /
DLL).  You can also statistically vary the drive period to reflect short-term fractional phase.  And an A/D input can resolve sine wave input more finely
than digital means.

 

ILYA 12/5/2015 8:41:49 AM [997]



Visiting manufacturer' web pages, I've not found clear information about the maximum internal clocks. I suppose that info is disguised among tons of
datasheets and verbiage.  

So the question is the same: I need a capture timer with the internal clock >400 MHz, the capture signal is external, the delay between input and
capturing is not essential, but should be constant. Minimal depth 12 bit.  

What can I get using the FPGA/CPLD? (Your answer will decide whether I will learning FPGA/CPLD or still wait.)

dewster 12/5/2015 5:17:43 PM [998]

ILYA, I agree the specs are a bit buried.  For an Altera Cyclone 4 speed grade 8, the datasheet shows 402 MHz as the maximum internal clock tree rate.  
(The block RAMs and 18-bit multipliers run slower at 238 and 200 MHz, respectively.)  

The way to really know is to compile a design, as the tool is hyper aware of all timing.  As a test I stuck a PLL (50 MHz in / 400 MHz out) and a simple
up-counter together and had it output the MSb of the counter to a pin (so the output pin toggle rate isn't a limiting factor).  In Quartus 10.1 web edition
I'm seeing 428 MHz top speed for a 15 bit counter, which is limited by the tool to 402 MHz (max clock tree rate).  Going to 16 bits the top speed drops to
328 MHz (limited by the carry chain logic).  Since this is pushing the (cheap & slow) FPGA logic to the max, top speed really depends on how the
counter output will be used internally.  

File is here: http://www.mediafire.com/download/zoh1n6adu41c8s2/speed_testing_2015-12-05.zip

Are you are thinking of using something like this to measure the period of an external oscillator?  If so you could just let the oscillator run, snag the
counter output at the input edges, and subtract the previous counter value (i.e. a differentiator).  If you need more bits the counter can likely be
deconstructed into sections (registering the intermediate carry chains).  Low pass filtering the results would increase resolution (though, if you think
about it, the standard trick of zero padding between samples to increase the distance between aliased images unfortunately won't work because as many
zeros will be averaged as the count value, yielding a constant average - though you can do a bit of varable-rate filtering initially quite inexpensively).

ILYA 12/5/2015 6:22:44 PM [999]

Thanx dewster!

Installing the design software is a great idea on evaluating the different FPGA logics. Unfortunately, all of them (software) are the monsters.

"Are you are thinking of using something like this to measure the period of an external oscillator?"

No. I puzzled about heterodyning in digital domain.

Analog Theremins Considered Harmful
dewster 12/6/2015 1:58:03 PM [1000]

Analog Theremins Considered Harmful

Sort of kidding, but my point is this: other than helping the designer to understand exactly what a Theremin is in a musical sense, I think approaching
digital Theremins from an analog Theremin angle is fraught with the very real danger of causing one bark up the wrong trees forever (or until one burns
out, whichever comes first).  A lot of analog Theremin technology and design technique "unlearning" has to take place before one can be effective at
designing the digital variety.  I think livio demonstrated this best with his fairly unconventional oscillator, plate antenna, and linearizing software (likely
based on working the capacitance backwards to distance).  With digital it's a C sensor problem first and foremost.

With that off my chest, I'm strongly considering ditching the entire "roughly linear in an exponential way" approach.  It's THE major analog stumbling
block: with cramped near-field response which pretty much forces one to use long thin low sensitivity antennas, linearizing inductors that complicate
tuning, etc.  I have to convert from exponential to linear and back again for the LED tuner and tilt / offset adjustments, and these aren't free in terms of
processor real-time, so I'm thinking why not do a direct conversion of frequency (or period) to linear distance?  I've worked through the math (based on
my experimental findings that plate/hand mutual capacitance is strongly linear with 1/distance) and it's roughly the same complexity when using either
period or frequency as the input, with a single division (or inverse) the most processor time consuming mathematical function.  One nice thing with this
approach is that the constants are related to real world parameters (inductance, antenna static capacitance, antenna mutual capacitance "gain", null
distance) so setting them should be simpler (in theory).  (Post manipulation, this linear figure would of course still require exponenetiation.)

SNR, particularly when using a small plate antenna, should be sufficient.  A plate gives the best 1/d linearity, the highest sensitivity, and some welcome
directivity.  I had an idea last night (simple shield drive) that I need to try out on the bench before parading it around which, if it pans out, would provide
even stronger directivity and possibly a bit higher sensitivity.  I wonder how stable (in terms of C vs. temperature) one can construct a plate capacitor
with an air (or other) dielectric?  Plates ~0.1m on a side, separation ~25 mm (to give ~3pF of mutual C).

tinkeringdude 12/6/2015 4:18:11 PM [1001]

Hey dewster. While I can't be certain to understand everyhting you said in "Analog Theremins Considered Harmful" exactly, I think I catch the drift. 
And am now wondering: could you, more precisely, actually mean that the thing to unlearn is the way analog theremins are typically built, using the
direct difference of two RF signals as the audible waveform? 

Could the things you have learned when thinking about doing things differently actually feed back into analog theremin design when attempting designs
which do seperate the functional modules involved more clearly cut? E.g., distance detection, conversion to a useful curve to control the sound generator
pitch, and a sound generator - maybe some sort of VCO plus some wave shaping afterwards? 

I ask this just as a fan of analog sound generation and perhaps it could still be easier, if only PCB manufacturing wise, than digital stuff.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/zoh1n6adu41c8s2/speed_testing_2015-12-05.zip


dewster 12/7/2015 4:11:54 PM [1002]

"And am now wondering: could you, more precisely, actually mean that the thing to unlearn is the way analog theremins are typically built, using the
direct difference of two RF signals as the audible waveform?"  - tinkeringdude

Yes, measuring the frequency and offsetting it numerically is very similar to analog Theremin heterodyning.  Offset heterodyning with period
measurement is more complicated and can likely yield better perceived linearity, but it also gives an exponential numeric response that must be run
through a log converter before being further manipulated.  Measuring frequency or period directly and doing the math to give a linear number change
with linear hand distance change is the direct sensor approach.

"Could the things you have learned when thinking about doing things differently actually feed back into analog theremin design when attempting designs
which do seperate the functional modules involved more clearly cut? E.g., distance detection, conversion to a useful curve to control the sound generator
pitch, and a sound generator - maybe some sort of VCO plus some wave shaping afterwards?I ask this just as a fan of analog sound generation and
perhaps it could still be easier, if only PCB manufacturing wise, than digital stuff."

Interesting question.  Squaring and inverse are involved, so doing the math via analog methods would be difficult.  But then you could feed the result to
analog synthesis modules (VCO, etc.) to produce the sound.  Probably a lot easier to do the sensor part digitally where the math is straightforaward and
then do D/A conversion going to the analog synthesizer.  And easiest of all to do it all digitally. ;-)

Shield Drive C Sensor!
dewster 12/7/2015 8:23:38 PM [1003]

Shield Drive C Sensor!

Wow, this is possibly a game-changer!  Had an idea the other night to put another plate behind the plate antenna, forming a small value capacitor.  This
back plate is then driven with a 3.3Vp-p square wave.  The front plate is tied to ground through an inductance, and the resonance at quadrature is sensed
via a capacitive divider:

The front plate, being a plate, is already fairly directional to hand movement.  Since the back plate is driven by a relatively low impedance, it
conveniently acts like a shield, making the front plate even more directional.

I wanted the front & back plate mutual capacitance to be around 3pF, and some quick web research gave the usual formula where the capacitance is equal
to epsilon 0 * the area of one plate / the distance between the plates.  A roughly fist sized plate is 100mm x 100mm, and working backwards the distance
between them for 3pF should be 27mm.  I cut two squares of aluminum from an old NJ license plate, three pieces of 1/4" wooden dowel for spacers, and
used 5 minute epoxy to glue it all together.  Wood has a fairly low dielectric constant but the most stable dielectric is a vacuum (air) so we want to keep
the wood to a minimum.  Wood on end like this also should have a really low coefficient of thermal expansion of (~3ppm/C).  So wood should be an
almost ideal spacer  material.

The capacitor measures around 6pF with my LC meter, which I suppose could be mutual plus intrinsic, and fringing fields could also be playing a role
here.  I obviously need to look into this further, as well as other geometries for the front and back plates.  I stuck the capacitor in the freezer (-20C) for a
while, took it out and connected it to my LC meter.  I warmed the capacitor up with a hair dryer and noticed around -180ppm/C, which isn't the best, and
doesn't seem directionally correct in terms of wood expansion, so I need to look into this further as well.  There may be twisting of the plates going on or
something.

Tossing the circuit together on my bench, and using a couple of inductors to get the resonance point down to <2MHz so I could use my function
generator as stimulus, I measured about 200Vp-p on the front plate at resonance 1.71MHz, which works out to 11.3pF total as seen by the coil.  In reality
the back plate would be driven through a resistor larger than the 50 ohms internal to the function generator, which would lower the voltage swing
somewhat.  And the probe is so close to the front plate that it is likely picking up more voltage just due to proximity than through the 1pF series capacitor
alone.



It's a rat's nest, but the results are quite encouraging.

Here you can see the square drive on the rear plate (CH1) and the sine wave on the front plate (CH2) at resonance.  Note the quadrature, and note also
that the stimulus perhaps counter-intuitively seems to lag the response.  The back plate does indeed heavily reduce the response to my hand movement in
back of the antenna compared to the front.  Not sure how all this affects capacitance linearity in a 1/d sense.

What's also neat about this is I will most likely be able to use a single drive plate to stimulate the three plate arrangement I'm planning on using for the
left hand (3-axis controller).  And directionality is desirable for band-on-small-stage type performance environments.

One could also just ground the back plate and drive the front plate via a 3pF capacitor, but this would add to the total capacitance, and therefore lower the
absolute sensitivity somewhat.

Shield Drive C Sensor (continued)
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Shield Drive C Sensor (continued)

I got the idea to use my separate FET sense / drive oscillator with my new shield drive plate antenna, the combo seems pretty stable.  I need this to test
for C vs. hand distance.



C1 is actually the antenna, the right side is the back driven shield, the left side is the front sensitive plate.  Two 1pF caps in series form C2, it seems the
gain here has a lot to do with stability.  One might be able to stick this circuit close enough to the sensitive plate and forgo actual coupling via explicit
capacitance, but I haven't tried that yet.

Here it is on my test setup:

The resonant coil is on the right side of the project box, held on by the rubber band.  It oscillates at 2.7 MHz, with ~40 Vp-p swing, and draws 1.9 mA
from the 9V battery (including 3.3V regulator).

Spice file here: http://www.mediafire.com/download/63dev5zd9r6ifnb/colpitts_fet_2015-12-07.asc
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Shield Drive C Sensor (continued)

Since the inductance is rather small, I thought it might be interesting to wind the coil on the spacer between the plates.  The grounded end of the coil
doesn't swing much voltage-wise in relation to the back shield plate (which swings 3.3V), and the resonant end of the coil swings exactly as the front
sensitive plate does, so it's a natural.  Locating the coil between the plates might provide a bit of electrical field shielding for the coil as well.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/63dev5zd9r6ifnb/colpitts_fet_2015-12-07.asc


I had an old broken spring-loaded window blind out in the garage with a hollow wood dowel as the former, OD 25.7mm, ID 17mm.  So I cut a piece
38mm long and put 148 turns of 32AWG on it, which when measures 310 uH, 6.2 DCR.  I cut two plates from an old aluminum license plate, one
140mm square, the other 100mm square.  I'm experimenting here with a larger shield to possibly make things more directional.  Here they are before
assembly:

I used 5 minute epoxy to glue them together and waited an hour or so before experimenting.  Here is the assembly on my test setup:

I had to increase coupling from the front plate to the FET to 1pF to make it stable and to make the buffered output amplitude decent.  It oscillates at 2.9
MHz with 30 Vp-p at the front antenna, and draws 2.1 mA from the 9V battery.

It seems stable, but I need to build the oscillator on a decent board and place it closer to the antenna.  The question is where to best place it?  It requires a
direct connection to both front and back plates, so I'm thinking maybe between the plates, at the outer edge of the back plate. 

Plate Linearity
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Plate Linearity



One thing that really shocked me as a result of getting real hand & antenna mutual capacitance data was the very linear correspondence of capacitance to
inverse hand distance for the plate antenna (slight pooping out near the antenna is likely due to the rectangular geometry I chose to test).  So I again went
to the academic capacitance papers and books available on the web, trying to find either a decently accurate formula for two disks, or tabulated data from
some process proven mathematically to be accurate.  If you read these papers you'll notice that the researchers are fond of incorporating "aspect ratios"
into their calculations, because the results are identical if the physical configuration is scaled up or down in a certain way.  This makes the solutions more
generally applicable, but it also makes it more difficult to convert their findings into real hard numbers.  The most down-to-earth paper I could find was
"Form and Capacitance of Parallel Plate Capacitors" by Nishiyama & Nakamura, 1994.  Table 2 in particular compares the results of a boundary element
method (BEM, a kind of finite element analysis I presume) with two extremely simple 2-plate equations.  Working backward through the aspect ratios,
and things confusingly called capacitance that are really just multipliers, I was able to correlate their numbers with the simple equations.  

It turns out that total capacitance is very close to the trivial mutual capacitance equation you see in high school texts (C = epsilon0 * Area / distance
between the plates) plus the intrinsic capacitance of the elements with the universe.  Within 1% or so for larger distances, growing less accurate as the
plate distance shrinks.  This was a surprise to me, I expected the trivial equation to be more accurate the shorter the distance, but in fact it gets worse in
this direction.  And we are left with an almost perfect (for government work) linearity over the longer distances involved in Theremin play (say 2" to 3
feet for reasonably sized plate antennas).  Here is a plot of perfectly calculated capacitance for two fist-sized plates (one the hand, one the plate antenna):

So the 1 on the x axis corresponds to the plates 1m apart, 10 is 100mm apart.  These papers also talk about geometries getting pretty equivalent as
distance increases, so the spherical-ish hand with a plate antenna should behave largely the same as two plates.

Anyway, if my Theremin had a pitch field as linear as the above curve I'd be quite satisfied I'd done my best.  How might we convert the measured
oscillator frequency or period into a number we can feed an analog or digital oscillator?  Obviously by working backwards from the LC equation:

Two circular plates with radius r (m)

 f = 1/p = 1/(2*pi*sqrt(L*Ctotal))

 where L is the inductance (Henrys) of the coil

Ctotal = Cmutual + Cintrinsic = Cm + Ci (F)

 Cm = Kc/d

  where Kc = epsilon0*pi*r^2 (pF*m^2)

  and d = distance between the plates (meters)

  and epsilon0 = 8.8542 (pF/m)

 Ci = 8*epsilon0*r (pF)

Taking the first equation and solving for Ctotal:

 Ctotal = 1/(4*pi^2*f^2*L)

Expanding Ctotal and solving for d:

Kc/d + Ci = 1/(4*pi^2*f^2*L)

Kc/d = 1/(4*pi^2*f^2*L) - Ci = (1-4*pi^2*f^2*L*Ci)/(4*pi^2*f^2*L)

d = (4*pi^2*f^2*L*Kc)/(1-4*pi^2*f^2*L*Ci)

So we have an f squared term in both the numerator and denominator, and we have to do a divide or at least an inverse.

We can solve this for the measured period as well simply by plugging f = 1/p into the above result and multiplying top & bottom by p^2:

p = (4*pi^2*L*Kc)/(p^2-4*pi^2*L*Ci)

This looks a bit simpler: the numerator is a constant gain factor, and the 4*pi^2*L*Ci in the denominator is also a constant, which is set to the value of
p^2 when the hand is at infinity.

=============



But we can't use the distance directly as input to a VCO.  For one thing it is linear (which is fine if your VCO has an exponential response), for another it
increases as the hand distance increases.  What we really want is a number that decreases as the hand moves away from the antenna, and goes to zero (or
some constant value) when the hand reaches the null point distance.  We might as well incorporate variable sensitivity and overall pitch offset here as
well.

Call dn the null distance.  We want input factors alpha and beta as sensitivity and offset, respectively.  The value (dn - d) gives us a directionally correct
curve.  Subtracting dn/2 lowers the curve to the x axis, whereupon we can multiply the sensitivity factor alpha, after which restoring it to the original
position by adding dn/2.  Finally we add the offset factor beta:

op = (dn - d - dn/2) * alpha + dn/2 + beta

op = (dn/2 - d) * alpha + dn/2 + beta

So for alpha = 1 we get normal sensitivity, for alpha = -1 we get reversed sensitivity (opposite pitch sense), and for alpha = 0 we get a constant tone of
dn/2.  We are making the hand vs. distance pitch curve "teeter-toter" about the mid point with alpha, and offsetting the bulk result with beta.

We can take this result (op) and use it as the input to the linear tuner.  And we would need to do an exponential conversion on the result (op) in order to
use it as the input to a linear VCO.

=============

It's interesting to think of the above processes in relation to the Theremini calibration procedure.  For the period measurement, the denominator
constant 4*pi^2*L*Ci is likely set to p^2 when you are told to stand far away from the Theremini.

I'm thinking of just presenting the user with 2 or 3 values that can be tweaked with feedback as to what is going during the tweaking process.  Perhaps Ci,
alpha, beta.  With L and r buried in some submenu.

=============

You have to be really careful around physics types when they're using the term "capacitance".  Sometimes they are talking about mutual, sometimes
straightforward mutual + intrinsic, sometimes a weird mix of mutual + intrinsic, etc.  For Theremin use one is usually most interested in the total C as
seen by the coil, which is mutual + the intrinsic of the antenna (i.e. a weird mix).

Plate Linearity (cont)
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Plate Linearity (cont)

Here is my 2-disk capacitance spreadsheet: http://www.mediafire.com/download/226w0ou33xdk90e/plate_capacitance_2015-12-11.xls

Here is the error of the simple equation according to the paper on which the spreadsheet is based (for 100 mm diameter plates):

I take this to mean that the simple equation predicts mutual capacitance very well for larger separations, which is surprising because it is the the exact
opposite of what one would expect ("accurate for small d" or similar invariably accompanies the simple equation.)

The only thing I can figure is maybe they're talking about total capacitance, not just mutual.  But if you add in the intrinsic plate capacitance then the
simple formula again works best at wide separations.  Literally academic I suppose, as the error is negligible for Theremin distances & geometries, and
even the capacitance formed by the drive and sense plates can be calculated via the simple formula with only a few percent error.  

The paper contains a more accurate simple formula that is broken into two ranges of separation for those situations requiring greater accuracy on the low
end.

dewster 12/15/2015 4:30:36 PM [1008]

http://www.mediafire.com/download/226w0ou33xdk90e/plate_capacitance_2015-12-11.xls


Shield Drive C Sensor (continued)

I transferred the oscillator to pad-per-hole protoboard and affixed it to the back drive plate:

Here is a view of the assembly:

It oscillates at 3.43MHz, with a 38Vp-p swing on the front plate.  Even at 50ms scope delay the 1.4Vp-p buffer output is very stable and the whole thing
seems quite sensitive and directional.

dewster 12/17/2015 6:13:31 PM [1009]

Bought one of those 50V ceramic capacitor assortments off eBay for $6 / free shipping.  20 pieces of each value, 50 values from 1pF to 100nF, including
1pF, 2pF, ..., 9pF, 10pF:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/201450036161


Every budding Theremin builder should have these or similar in their kit.  Some of the markings are faint, the leads could be longer, the little bags are
hard to open if you don't know the trick, and the voltage could be higher, but all-in-all they're a pretty good deal. I spot checked some and they were
within 10%.

In contrast, the resistor assortment offerings don't seem all that good, as they give you the same resistor count for all values (when you really want the
most of the standard 1, 1.5, 2.2, 3.3, 4.7, 6.8, 10, etc. values) so you end up with a lot of weird ones.  The metal film ones tend to be poorly marked.  I
may end up rolling my own kit, as some sellers will give you 100pc of any value for $1.  10ohm to 10meg would cost $37.  It sure is strange being able to
buy small quantities at near wholesale prices.

dewster 12/19/2015 2:10:03 AM [1010]

Shield Drive C Sensor (the end)

In an attempt to better understand the capacitance of multiple plates, hands, etc. I did another web search for tools that operate on this type of problem
and stumbled across FastCap, part of a suite of tools which were written back in the early 90s: http://www.rle.mit.edu/cpg/research_codes.htm.  There is a
Win version off of that page: http://www.fastfieldsolvers.com/.  The input is text based, with a GUI and some DOS helper apps to create meshed 3D
structures.  Been playing with it for a couple of days investigating various geometries and it looks as though the shield drive configuration is inherently
low sensitivity, so I'm ditching it.

The output is a capacitive matrix that gives you a lot of info.  One thing that surprised me (though looking back on it it shouldn't have) is that intrinsic
capacitance of the antenna changes when mutual capacitance between the hand and the antenna changes.  Charges on the conductors redistribute and
everything changes, so you need a tool to tell you exactly what is going on.  Intrinsic capacitance reduces with the approaching hand, which hurts
sensitivity.  Anyway, the most linear geometries that are also the most sensitive are large plates, say 0.2 meters square.  A plate 0.1m x 0.3m is a close
second and may be preferable as it is a more conventional antenna shape.  I'm using a 0.1m diameter sphere as the hand model:

http://www.rle.mit.edu/cpg/research_codes.htm
http://www.fastfieldsolvers.com/


There's an 11.4% capacitance change (as seen by the inductor) over the 0.1 to 1.0 meter range.  The FastCap program is quite nice!

[EDIT] I verified the FastCap results with values the paper I mentioned previously.  Indeed, the results in that paper are based on boundary element
methods (BEM) which is the basis of FastCap.

Spreadsheet: http://www.mediafire.com/download/sa4lesjaxxm5f3g/plate_capacitance_2015-12-17.xls

Antenna Geometries
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Antenna Geometries

I wrote two geometry generators for FastCap: one that makes meshed rectangles, and another that makes meshed ellipses.  They draw "rings" of plates
(rectangles and triangles, respectively) around a central plate (a rectangle and a hexagon, respectively) with the number of rings and other pertinent
values specified via command line parameters.  Ring sizing is geometric, so you can make the gradient from the inner plates to the edge plates
progressively smaller or larger (you generally want smaller spacing where the field gradient is largest, which gives better accuracy for fewer plates).

I did some FastCap runs using a hand sphere of 80mm diameter, and antenna plates with different 5 different geometries but with identical areas of
0.02m^2.  The sphere was generated with a "refinement" of 3, which gives ~1.3k triangles.  The plates are constructed of ~2k elements.  Some results:

The above capacitances are artificially offset from each other by 0.05pF to avoid a plotting jumble.  

In terms of linearity and sensitivity, there isn't much difference to speak of between the disk, square, ellipse (2:1 aspect ratio), and rectangular (2:1 aspect
ratio) plate antennas.  All have around 9.3% capacitance delta over the 0.1m to 1.0m distance, with 0.985 linearity (measured via the Excel "RSQ"
function).

http://www.mediafire.com/download/sa4lesjaxxm5f3g/plate_capacitance_2015-12-17.xls


The strip antenna (8:1 aspect ratio rectangle) has somewhat lower sensitivity 8.25% capacitance delta, but almost perfect 0.996 linearity.

The arm isn't being modeled here, but it's pretty clear that antenna geometry isn't a major factor where linearity is concerned, at least for the case where
one is using a plate antenna and working backwards through the LC and 1/d formulas.

My FastCap stuff & Excel spreadsheet: http://www.mediafire.com/download/kayzialofgadmj4/theremin_fastcap_2015-12-21.zip

Off Axis Response
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Off Axis Response

I performed the same capacitance analysis but with the hand sphere off axis to the plate antennas, here is a sampling of the disk shaped antenna response:

Since the x axis is inverse separation, larger numbers on it are actually closer to the antenna (closer is on the right, farther on the left).  The higher
sensitivity closer is due to the sphere being physically closer to the edge of the antenna, so it isn't a surprise.  What is a big surprise is the pretty much
identical response in the far field on and off axis.  I thought a plate would be at least somewhat directional in the far field but it seems this isn't the case.

Plates are more sensitive so I'll still be using them, but this lack of any directionality is a bit of a let-down.  Ah well, the truth wherever it leads.

dewster 12/22/2015 3:42:32 PM [1013]

Just looking over the spreadsheet to see if there is anything further to glean from the results.  Here's the disk and sphere results in tabular form:

distance (m) C11 C12 Cinf
0.1 6.1926 -1.604 4.5886

0.13 6.0201 -1.3203 4.6998
0.16 5.912 -1.1211 4.7909

0.2 5.8288 -0.93407 4.89473
0.25 5.769 -0.77392 4.99508
0.32 5.7219 -0.62316 5.09874

0.4 5.6913 -0.50953 5.18177
0.5 5.6732 -0.41572 5.25748

0.63 5.6596 -0.33554 5.32406
0.8 5.6501 -0.26759 5.38251

1 5.6435 -0.21583 5.42767

C11 is the total capacitance as seen by the antenna, and therefore the LC tank.  C12 is the mutual capacitance between the antenna and the hand (ignore
the minus sign).  Cinf is the absolute difference between C11 and C12, which gives us the intrinsic capacitance of the antenna, or the capacity between
the antenna and the universe.  

What's interesting is that Cinf reduces as the hand approaches the antenna, something I didn't expect, though it makes sense as field lines that were going
out to space terminate instead on the hand (I suppose I've always thought of Cinf as a constant).

Absolute sensitivity is the ratiometric change in C11, so the intrinsic capacitance sets something of a baseline for it.  Notice that intrinsic C changes in the
opposite direction of mutual C, and that this lowers overall sensitivity.  If Cinf were indeed constant the above simulation would have ~1.4pF total C
change, rather than the ~0.55pF total C change, a more than 2.5 time increase.  It seems that sharper antenna shapes (things with corners) have slightly
higher total sensitivity than smoother shapes.  Sharper shapes have higher mutual capacitance change, but this is offset by a higher intrinsic capacitance,
so it's something of a wash.

If you look at the linearity of change for mutual C only, the disk is the most linear antenna shape with RSQ = 0.993.  But when intrinsic C is factored in
the strip is the most linear.

http://www.mediafire.com/download/kayzialofgadmj4/theremin_fastcap_2015-12-21.zip


But this is just a disembodied hand-like sphere being modeled.  The player's arm (and body) will influence the mid and far field, so one is likely better off
having a somewhat upward curving sensitivity as the sphere approaches the antenna, as the mid and far fields will "gain up" due to the antenna "seeing"
the arm more there.  This is an argument for a plate antenna geometry vs. a strip.  The thing to do next I suppose is to model the hand & arm & body as
series of electrically connected spheres.  This could likely be done via a simple *.lst file generator for FastCap.

I wonder if a geometry that has intense field gradients, like a "bed of nails" antenna aimed at the player, might perform?

Bed Of Nails Antenna
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Bed Of Nails Antenna

I constructed a square "bed of nails" antenna comprised of 14 x 14 pyramids, each with 0.01m per side and a height of 0.02m, which consist of 7
elements per triangular face and 9 elements for the base, with smaller elements at the edges.

Hand sphere is again 0.08m diameter consisting of ~1300 elements, and again the hand to antenna distance varies from 0.1m to 1.0m, where the
separation distance is measured between closest points.

Using FastCap I measured the simulated capacitance for the hand sphere both in front of and behind (180 deg) the antenna.  No real difference, absolute
sensitivity (8.55%) and linearity (0.99) are somewhere between the various simple plates and the strip.  So it seems detailed antenna geometry is fairly
moot (in terms of sensitivity and directionality) and this particular tree isn't in need of any more barking up.

Virtual Clara
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Virtual Clara

I've developed a capacitive body model based on spheres:



Will test it out tomorrow.

FastCap Results
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FastCap Results

To maximize capacitive fidelity, I gave virtual Clara a conductive floor on which to stand.  (Making the floor too large or too detailed in terms of
elements tends to kill the sim via memory allocation issues.)  Here she is "playing" a disk shaped antenna:

Long story short:

1. A single spherical "hand" simulates almost exactly like the hand attached to an entire body (though the body obviously increases the intrinsic baseline).
 So the detailed geometry of the body itself is fairly unimportant.

2. 3D structures such as tubes and the like don't perform as well as plates (for this application; none of this applies to analog Theremin design).

3. There is no significant difference between a circular plate and a square plate.

4. Antenna plate aspect ratio influences sensitivity and linearity, but not by much:



5. Sensitivity and linearity increase roughly with the square root of antenna plate area, but there is a limit past which they decrease:

6. Both sensitivity and linearity peak around area A = 0.065m^2.  I haven't thoroughly investigated this, but the trend is clear from the individual plate
graphs that the near field downward curvature (i.e. pooping out) increases past this point.

So the most linear shape is something around a 4:1 rectangular plate with A = 0.04m^2.  And the most sensitive is a circular or square plate with A =
0.065m^2.  

The best compromise is probably a 2:1 rectangle with A = 0.065m^2 - this is a rather large plate with dimensions 0.18m x 0.36m.  The most acceptable to
a traditional Theremin player is likely a 4:1 rectangle with A = 0.04m^2, or 0.1m x 0.4m.

But, once you select the area to get the sensitivity you want, there probably aren't noticeable differences (to the player) associated with the shape of the
plate.  The nit pickers among us who feel the need to optimize parameters which offer very marginal returns now have some data and rules with which to
do so.  Lots of work to know something is fairly moot, but until you do it you don't really know.  And sims are way easier than collecting data from
physical systems, so there's that.

My FastCap & Excel files: http://www.mediafire.com/download/96o0nsm9nrkx235/theremin_fastcap_2015-12-25.zip

HW / SW DLL
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HW / SW DLL

Not sure why I didn't think of this sooner.  Instead of stimulating & sensing the LC tank via a HW (hardware) DLL (delay locked loop), then filtering and
downsampling the result in the 48kHz processor SW (software) domain, I believe it is possible to break the DLL feedback loop and do extra fancy loop
processing directly in SW.  This is largely just a reshuffling of the hardware, but having SW in the loop allows one to more intelligently manage DLL
operation and filter things:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/96o0nsm9nrkx235/theremin_fastcap_2015-12-25.zip


The above shows the HW / SW division.  The LC tank is stimulated by an NCO (numerically controlled oscillator), sensed via a FET, with the result and
input reference compared with a phase detector.  The result of this is low pass filtered (anti-aliasing) and sampled at 48kHz by SW.  More filtering,
including mains hum filtering, happens here, with the result attenuated and accumulated, and sent to the NCO as input.  If you do a bunch of math on the
LC tank you'll find the cycle / cycle "peak gain" is equal to Q / pi.  The phase detector has a gain of 4 or 2^2.  An attenuation factor of 2^-3 in the 48kHz
domain gives us ~1kHz cutoff.  For loop stability the total loop gain needs to be less than one.  If the LC Q is around 80, then the LC peak gain is around
25 or roughly 2^5. So alpha would need to be less than 2^-(2+3+5) = 2^-10.

For stability the loop bandwidth is necessarily less than the anti-aliasing filter bandwidth.  I'm thinking a target of maybe 250Hz or even 100Hz might be
fine, but I need to test this out.  There shouldn't be too many other delays in the chain leading finally to audio, and lower bandwidth is an inertial delay
rather than transport delay, which seems to be better tolerated by human response.  It's certainly miles better than the sub 10Hz bandwidth of the (original
firmware) Theremini and the Open.Theremin.  The loop bandwidth could also be set by the player, or be dynamic with a lower cutoff when the hand is
way out in the pitch field.  (A personal goal of mine is to make a system that is stable enough to play "The Sound of Music" with only pinky movement at
1 meter.)

I've got a period-based NCO written in SystemVerilog that is simpler than the frequency-based type.  Going period-based simplifies the dithering (no
need to multiply the LFSR noise by the input) and provides a lower gain component in the loop.  And period is somewhat more straightforward for
downstream processing to audio.

The SW filtering might function better downstream and outside of the loop - another thing to investigate.

Modified Chamberlin State Variable Filter 
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Modified Chamberlin State Variable Filter 

I ran across the paper "The Modified Chamberlin and Zolzer Filter Structures" by Duane K. Wise a while back and finally got around to studying it.  The
original Chamberlin state variable is from the book "Musical Applications of Microprocessors" by Hal Chamberlin, and it's basically just a replacement
of the integrators in the analog filter with digital integrators.  A single delay in the loop (the use of two different kinds of integrators) makes it stable with
infinite Q, and it provides simultaneous high pass, bandpass, and low pass outputs.  Signal flow for both is shown below: 

I won't do the math here, but you can see by inspection that the w multiplications have simply been repositioned after the accumulations rather than
before the accumulations, so the modified form has identical transfer functions to the unmodified form.  The accumulators will clearly require larger

http://www.dafx.ca/proceedings/papers/p_053.pdf


headroom so as not to over/under flow, but truncation distortion and other bad behavior will be ameliorated as the attenuation happens post accumulation
rather than pre accumulation.  The d multiplication has been replaced by wd, which is simply the value w * d.  One could pick the damping feedback
source as BP, which has already been multiplied by w, thus avoiding the calculation of wd, but the double truncation associated with the double
attenuation might cause trouble in some scenarios.

Here it is doing some moderate Q filtering: 

It's a bit surprising that Chamberlin didn't choose to do the attenuation post integration, as his first order filter construct does this.

I must point out that I made a math error in my previous spreadsheet regarding the Chamberlin filter, which made the frequency response look a lot worse
than it really is.  It should work quite well for music synthesis, though the high pass error is worst for low Q, and the high pass passband "gains up"
somewhat with higher cutoff frequencies.

Spreadsheet: http://www.mediafire.com/download/51debdrbbh9fvsy/modified_chamberlin_2016-01-01.xls

(I'm investigating it at this point in development because I want to model LC resonance phase behavior in a DLL simulation, where the bandpass output
will be employed.)

ILYA 1/3/2016 10:16:06 AM [1019]

Happy New Year Mr. Dewster and Capacitiss Clara !

More sensitivity and linearity in new 2016 year!
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Happy New Year to you too ILYA!

=============

I added 3:1 aspect ratio rectangular antennas to the spreadsheet, the first page compares them all:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/r14j8rv6rudw66r/plate_capacitance_2016-01-03.xls

I'm probably going to use 2:1 for my prototype.  Bought a roll of 6" wide aluminum flashing yesterday and a plastic Sterilite box a 0.15m x 0.3m antenna
plus drive / sense will fit inside with lots of room to spare.  Will likely use an identical box for the controls, and a smaller one for the left hand.  May

http://www.mediafire.com/download/51debdrbbh9fvsy/modified_chamberlin_2016-01-01.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/download/r14j8rv6rudw66r/plate_capacitance_2016-01-03.xls


simply mount them on a 1" x 4" stick with some CCTV camera mounts.  It's all finally starting to come together even if it won't look all that pretty for
now.

dewster 1/7/2016 4:33:23 PM [1021]

To prepare for the audio side of things I'm looking into vocal synthesis.  Not finding a whole lot on the natural excitation of the filters (ala physical
modeling of brass and woodwinds, where impedance discontinuities lead to oscillation w/ noise stimulus).

Downloaded SuperCollider yesterday and ran across this nifty cymbal synthesis method: http://www.mcld.co.uk/cymbalsynthesis/.  Just 100 resonators
randomly assigned above 300Hz in an exponential manner and stimulated with pink noise creates a startlingly realistic cymbal sound.

Just as PCs require a certain amount of MIPs and memory to do remarkable things, music synthesis seems to benefit greatly from complexity and
horsepower.  If I never hear another standard Moog patch (VCO => VCF => VCA) it will be too soon.

dewster 1/8/2016 12:01:24 AM [1022]

Ha!  A "singing vowels" vocal synthesizer for SuperCollider:

http://sccode.org/1-4Uz

The 'I' vowel sounds kind of weird, I can see why the Talking Box goes for tenor Aah!

All the formant tables are there in the code, including Q.  Something to play with.

rkram53 1/8/2016 4:52:30 AM [1023]

Interesting. What is it about "ah"? When you sing that your vocal cavity is pretty much wide open. Is that open cavity easier to model and emulate
mathematically with filters than any degree of closed - which is what you get when you sing any other vowel or dipthong? Appears so. I don't know
enough to go any farther here right now.

I bet a completely closed mouth might be more doable too - like "mm". That's just a guess though. 

By the way - what's the goal for your sound engine? What types of sounds are you after. You thinking of doing it a number of ways - for example maybe
formats for vocal stuff, samples for others, etc. I really would like to see a theremin that could download a .WAV file for sampling (ideally wireless but
maybe USB to start) and then have the theremin use that (the trick being playing it allowing theremin vibrato and portamento to be imposed on the
sample - and possibly having an envelope control).

Post 2^10 (yikes!)
dewster 1/8/2016 2:35:14 PM [1024]

Post 2^10 (yikes!)

"What is it about "ah"? When you sing that your vocal cavity is pretty much wide open."  - rkram53

When more closed, the lips form something of a low pass filter, reflecting more energy back into the vocal tract, perhaps making resonances not modeled
by a simplistic formant approach more pronounced?  I don't know exactly.

My initial direction is to find and explore synthesis methods that are resonant and that oscillate naturally when stimulated, rather than the well worn
oscillator => filter approach.  There is a waveguide model of the vocal tract done by Perry Cook (his PHD thesis) but he punted when it came to stimulus
(pre-computed wavetables) probably due mainly to the wimpy computing resources available to him at the time (1991).  I don't have a ton of RAM to
play with, so things like long delays and reverb are probably out, but waveguides are doable.  I see that much of the waveguide stuff was patented, but
apparently the patents have all expired, so that legal minefield has thankfully been cleared.

Prototype
dewster 1/16/2016 7:03:34 PM [1025]

Prototype

2016 is the year of the prototype!  I hope!  Here it is so far:

https://supercollider.github.io/
http://www.mcld.co.uk/cymbalsynthesis/
http://sccode.org/1-4Uz


Except for the aluminum flashing plate antenna inside the right pitch box, these are just empty Sterilite boxes affixed to a piece of plywood via CCTV
camera mounts, on an old RS folding mic stand.  The CCTV mounts are frail and shaky even when tightened up, so I wouldn't recommend using them for
the final deal.  I wound a 0.3mH coil on PVC for the pitch side but haven't experimented further.

==================

I've been spending my time looking into sound synthesis, particularly PC software that will allow me to easily experiment in floats, and to finally try
things out with fixed point ints before coding the algorithms up in Hive.  Supercollider works, but the language syntax is IMO quite arcane and so very
hard to get into, and the sound synthesizer is buggy on my XP machine (lots of trial and error coaxing to get it to start up).  Haven't looked at Csound
yet.  One interesting app is SynthMaker, where GUI modules are interconnected via heirarchical schematics, you can drill all the way down to code, and
it will even produce stand-alone modules and plug-ins.  It seems to have morphed into something called "FlowStone":
http://www.dsprobotics.com/flowstone.html where the base language is Ruby.  Even my old version of SynthMaker is quite slick and very nicely done.

==================

Anyway, I examined the SynthMaker state variable filter code for any insights it might afford.  Turns out it's a straight-up Chamberlin, but there's a
polynomial sine approximation for the input tuning variable, which made me investigate the subject for a Hive subroutine.  Several days later I've got an
8th order poly cosine worksheet in Excel with +/-1.2 ppm error, and now need to work on a Hive version and get it documented.  So many digital ditches
to dig!

http://www.dsprobotics.com/flowstone.html


Normalized Sine
dewster 1/23/2016 12:11:18 AM [1026]

Normalized Sine

It's rather eerie that a Taylor series polynomial can approximate as many sine (or cosine) cycles as you want: 

  sin(x) = (x^1 / 1!) - (x^3 / 3!)  + (x^5 / 5!) - (x^7 / 7!) + ... 

Because it only has odd powers of x, sine is an odd function.  So the polynomial, truncated to however many terms which provide sufficient accuracy,
may be evaluated with half the usual effort.  But the coefficients will have to be carefully adjusted to best fit the truncated series that we settle on. 

First we have to decide what form the input and output will take.  To make the function more generally useful, and to maximize resolution, we can
normalize the input angle z so that the full range of input produces one full rotation (x = z * pi / 2), and normalize the output to produce the full range of
values over one rotation.  Both input and output are signed, and in a perfect world the output sign would follow the input sign naturally, but doing so
wouldn't leave enough headroom for the calculations, which must instead be performed in an unsigned manner over a single quadrant. 

I used trial and error to obtain the coefficients, which requires a fair amount of time and patience.  It helps to train yourself by solving the simplest case
first and then working your way up.  In all cases the first "hump" in the error curve from input zero to positive should be negative, and there should be as
many "turns" in the error curve as there are terms.  For a 32 bit process that employs a Hive type "extended unsigned" multiplies (i.e. the upper 32 bits of
a 32 x 32 unsigned multiplication) the errors are as follows: 

  one x term:   -45M 
  two x terms: +/-1.3M 
  three x terms: +/-175k 
  four x terms: +/-15k 
  five x terms: +/-10 
  six x terms: +/-2 

For 32 bit representations it seems worth going to 6 terms as the error here is negligible.  It might be possible to reduce the error to +/-1 as there don't
seem to be many input values that give error larger than +/1, but I ran out of patience.  One must be careful to produce a slightly negative error at the end
of the polynomial or the output will overflow. 

Mathematical operations are minimized by interleaving the power operations in with the coefficient operations: 

  y = Ax - Bx^3 + Cx^5 - Dx^7 + Ex^9 - Fx^11 
  y = x[A - x^2(B  - x^2[C - x^2(D - x^2[E - x^2(F)])])] 

Before the initial squaring, the input is shifted left two positions, which removes the extraneous quadrant info, maximizes the resolution of the
calculations, and provides sufficient headroom for the A coefficient.  After this, the input signed to unsigned is handled via a subtract 1 followed by a bit
NOT of the input if the second most input MSb is set.  The subtract 1 step is skipped if the input is the full scale negative value, which neatly
accomodates it, and convenenetly in the area of the graph where it is flattest and therefore the output is changing the least.  Output unsigned to signed is
handled similarly if the input MSb is set, but here the coefficients can guarantee that there will be no overflow. 

To get Cosine from this we simply offset the input value by +1/4 or -3/4 full scale (add 0b01 to, or subtract 0b11 from, the input MSbs).

Note that the output is not necessarily monotonic, particularly for the higer term cases, because the LSbs have truncation noise.



I've got it coded up in the Hive simulator, results match the Excel spreadsheet.  24 instructions minimum, 29 maximum (depending on the input value). 
Sine is one of those things that's hard to tell when you're really done figuring out all the nuances.

Normalized Cosine
dewster 1/31/2016 5:28:08 PM [1027]

Normalized Cosine

I believe cosine may be slightly superior to sine in terms of truncation noise because the five term polynomial regression error "poops out" right at the
threshold of 32 bit resolution.  And it is considerably easier and less dangerous to do the final cosine polynomial coefficient touch-up adjustment because
the quadrant endpoint is around zero rather than at a maxima as in the case of sine, so there seems to be no possibility of overflow with mis-adjustment /
noise.

I used Excel's "LINEST" function to get the polynomial coefficients, though this function sometimes fails by leaving out data it doesn't cotton to
whenever it feels like it and without warning, which is basically insane (like everything else in Excel it seems).  For those situations (i.e. when the higher
power coefficients start growing rather than shrinking) I obtain the coefficients from this site: 

  http://polynomialregression.drque.net/online.php

I've got polynomials for EXP2 (which speeds things up by a factor of 5 over the bit-by-bit root multiplication approach and is considerably more
accurate), LOG2, and TANH, but am currently looking into the best way to include a "NEG" (arithmetic negation) opcode in Hive.  One can do B*(-1);
0-B; (~B)++;  ~(--B), etc.

Floats are another thing I'm looking into.  The EXP2 function specifically brings you face to face with their usefulness.  Though the packing & unpacking
into a 32 bit space is inefficient and reduces precision.

It's never been so clear to me how math functions are used disparately by engineers and mathematicians.  Engineers often need something fast and "close
enough", while mathematicians seriously tax the life out of a system by ignoring the underlying hardware and software limitations.  And base 10 is really
unfortunate, if only we had not considered our thumbs when devising our number system, much of the binary "magic" one encounters for the first time
when designing digital logic (https://graphics.stanford.edu/~seander/bithacks.html) would be second nature, and there wouldn't exist non-represenational
fractions between the systems.  Base 4 would perhaps be best as it is square (2^2), one can readily distinguish 4 items from 3 or 5 at a glance, and times
tables could be learned in kindergarten.  Probably a good thing I'm not king of the world!

rkram53 2/3/2016 12:58:10 PM [1028]

Dexter,

Don't worry. The qubits are coming! The qubits are coming! Soon it will be time for a total rethink.

I'm saving up for a quantum theremin.

dewster 2/15/2016 2:41:10 PM [1029]

"I'm saving up for a quantum theremin." - rkram53

Ha ha!  Yeah, it must seem that way.  Ran across this article today via Hacker News that seems rather apropos to development in general, including
physical products:

http://polynomialregression.drque.net/online.php
https://graphics.stanford.edu/~seander/bithacks.html
https://news.ycombinator.com/news


The Rise of Worse is Better

I seem to be following the "MIT" approach, building something between a "big complex system" and a "diamond-like jewel" - god help me.

==============

I left arithmetic negation out of the Hive opcode set because, due to the overflow case of -2^(32-1) = 2^(32-1), I couldn't imagine a scenario where it
could be applied blindly.  And of course I ran into just such a scenario with the SIN and COS subroutines where it was safe to do so.  I flailed around
with various approached in the ALU until deciding to simply pare the immediate ADD range down from [-128:127] to [-32:31] as I didn't seem to be
utilizing the larger add range much (famous last words), and using the opcode space freed-up to implement a small [-32:31] immediate MULtiply, which
is much more versatile than arithmetic negation.  There was room left to let me separate the 5 bit immediate POW from SHP_U (their combination was
forever confusing me) and add a 5 bit immediate ROL (rotate left).  Since COS input is keyed off the upper two MSbs, an immediate rotate left 1 exposes
them both to testing via sign and odd, which is nice.  The moral I suppose is to look for and carefully evaluate inexpensive general opcode solutions,
rather than jumping on common narrow opcode solutions to specific problems.

A lot of the tricks and techniques they show you regarding ALU design apply more to trivial processors (i.e. that don't have hardware multipliers) and
more to raw transistors than to FPGAs.  E.g., the classic reuse of the add path to do ADD and SUBtract via logical NOT and carry in creates a input
multiplexer that might slow things down and strand a carry chain.  It might be faster and paradoxically require less logic to simply ADD and SUBtract
simultaneously and mux afterward (this is what Hive does).  And a more or less permanent subtract path is generally useful for conditional jump testing. 
I'm finding the hardware multiply to be a huge game changer when it comes to implementing higher math algorithms, as it enables the fast and efficient
evaluation of polynomials and Newton's method.  The slow bit-by-bit algorithms for divide and such are more for narrower data width processors without
a hardware multiply, a fact I haven't encountered in my readings.

I'm not 100% happy with the Hive opcode set, but I'm much more sanguine with it than I ever thought I would be.  It seems that once you have an opcode
set that covers most scenarios pretty well, any additions yield very diminishing returns, which among other things provides the designer with a clear
opportunity to declare victory and go home.  I've never really read anything regarding the process of processor design either, like how the opcode sets are
arrived at in the first place.  They just seem to be handed down in stone from on high and the discussions proceed from there. 

[EDIT] Since the opcode space is finite, opcodes have to earn their keep by being more or less necessary, but a clear grading them in terms of usefulness
is an almost impossible exercise in quatification.  You can't even rely on compiler benchmarks and the like as compilers are designed to target already
existing hardware, so it's a chicken / egg thing.  You either accept the common lore at face value, or you build your best guess and do a bunch of hand
coding to discover the lay of the land, change stuff, do more hand coding, etc.  It's a massively inefficient design loop that the texts and literature tend to
gloss over.

EXP2 - Float
dewster 2/21/2016 12:03:14 PM [1030]

EXP2 - Float

The motivation to develop a better EXP2 algorithm is mainly due to efficiency.  The bit-by-bit square and multiply method I worked on before was
accurate enough for Theremin use (provided one worked in a fudge factor) but very slow.  Using polynomial approximation one can get essentially error-
free results in a fraction of that time.  And we need EXP2 in the first place because the plan is to calculate linear distance from capacitance, and the result
of this must be exponentiated in order to conform with the ear's logarithmic response to pitch.

An exponential of the form 2^y where y is a non-negative integer may be implemented via a trivial left shifted one, with the shift distance given directly
by the value of y.  Evaluating a decimal exponential of the form  2^y.x is more involved.  Because of a property of powers, a decimal exponential can be
separated into an integer portion and a fractional portion: 

  2^y.x = 2^(y + 0.x) = (2^y) * (2^0.x) = (2^0.x) << y 

http://www.dreamsongs.com/RiseOfWorseIsBetter.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOhZgAPn_CU


So if we have a method to determine the fractional portion 2^0.x then all we need to do is shift this left by y in order to find 2^y.x. 

The Taylor (actually Maclauren since the input is not offset) series polynomial for 2^x is: 

  2^x = 1 + (x^1 / 1!)(ln(2)) + (x^2 / 2!)(ln(2)^2)  + (x^3 / 3!)(ln(2)^3) + (x^4 / 4!)(ln(2)^4) + ... 

Since we desire adapting this to the full I/O range of 2^32 where we are only interested in the results of fractional inputs, we can scale and carefully
adjust the coefficients to work optimally with a truncated series, and move the constant 1 to the other side of the equation, giving us: 

  2^x - 1 = Ax + Bx^2  + Cx^3 + Dx^4 + ... 

This function is conveniently concave downward, which means there is no need to prescale the input or output to have the coefficients fit in the unsigned
32 bit space. 

For a 32 bit process that employs a Hive type "extended unsigned" multiplies (i.e. the upper 32 bits of a 32 x 32 unsigned multiplication) the errors are as
follows: 

  one x term:   -370M 
  two x terms: +/-16M 
  three x terms: +/-650k 
  four x terms: +/-23k 
  five x terms: +/-600 
  six x terms: +/-80 
  seven x terms: +/-3 

For 32 bit representations it seems worth going to 7 terms as the error at that point is negligible.  It might be possible to reduce the error to +/-1 as there
are only a few input values that give error larger than +/1, but I ran out of patience.   

Mathematical operations are minimized by interleaving the power operations in with the coefficient operations: 

  poly = Ax + Bx^2 + Cx^3 + Dx^4 + Ex^5 + Fx^6 + Gx^7 
  poly = x(A + x[B + x(C + x[D + x(E + x[F + y(G)])])])

Because it is non-linear (unlike INV_F), EXP2 doesn't lend itself to linear scaling of input and output.  In addition, EXP2 presents one with the very
pressing need to implement some kind of decimal place indicator for both input and output - an EXPonent - which together with the input/output value -
the SIGnificand - form floating point values.  We require an input exponent because it tells us how to separate the input integer part from the fractional
part for processing: the fractional part is evaluated via polynomial approximation and the input integer part forms the basis of the output exponent.  And
we strongly desire an output exponent because doing the actual shifting of the result would generally toss away many bits of precision.  Implementing a
float version of EXP2 is something of an algorithmic trial-by-fire, as it raises all sorts of thorny issues that must be dealt with. 

The float convention that seems most natural to me is for the significand to have the decimal place to the left of the MSb.  This gives an unsigned range
of [0:1).  One of the reasons it "seems most natural" is due to the fact that it is impossible for the multiplication of the significands to overflow with this
arrangement, i.e. if both input values are guaranteed to be less than one then the multiplied result will always be less than one.  This arrangement also
maintains maximum precision for the truncated (i.e. chopped off LSb's) multiplied result.  Since the unsigned representation has an implicit leading zero
to the left of the decimal, the quantity 1 must be represented as 1/2 * 2^1, or SIG = 0b100...000 and EXP = 1. 

There is a huge value in having floats fit into conventional spaces, and cleverly packed floats such as the IEEE754 - where the sign bit, biased exponent,
and unsigned significand occupy a power of 2 bit width - may be conveniently arranged to undergo magnitude comparison as simple signed integers.  But
there are also major disadvantages.  The packing and unpacking process is inefficient if it is not directly supported in hardware.  Worse, whatever room is
reserved for the exponent has an obvious and direct negative impact on the precision of the significand, so it is impossible to represent all signed n-bit
integers with an n-bit float, forcing one to go to 2n floats if that is needed.  Packed floats are a classic trade-off scenario. 

The IEEE754 float specifies an implicit 1 to the left of the significand decimal point, yielding an unsigned range of [1:2) which clearly doubles the
precision by adding a bit.  But the downside is that significand multiplication overflow can occur, and underflow "denorms" - where the exponent low
end limit is hit and the significand is allowed to take on values less than 1 - require special handling.  I believe the implicit 1 is there mainly to make up
somewhat for the loss of precision from packing, and not because it makes anything easier.  With the given input range of [1:2), the output range of a
multiply is [1:4), which complicates things. 

IEEE854 generalizes IEEE754 and adds an "extended precision" type where the single precision significand occupies the full 32 bit space, and the
exponent presumably some fraction of a second space.  This seems geared towards processors that don't possess floating point hardware.  It only places a
lower bound on the width of the exponent, so I'm using 16 bits here because it's generally easier to use a power of 2 width. 

Anyway, how do we handle the input and output exponents, and how do they influence the output significand?  From the discussion above, we know how
to generally handle the integer and fractional parts of the input.  The fractional part is found via polynomial approximation, and the integer part simply
shifts that left: 

  2^y.x = 2^(y + 0.x) = (2^y) * (2^0.x) = (2^0.x) << y 

In terms of preprocessing, we have some input SIG_i and EXP_i that we have to translate into y (shift value) and 0.x (poly input value).  In terms of post
processing, we need to determine EXP_o, and massage the result of the polynomial approximation a little to determine SIG_o.  Due to the float
representation of the value 1 it won't be too surprising to discover a lot of +1 offsets in the EXP_o algorithm.  Note that the poly result gives 2^(0.x) - 1,
and not 2^(0.x), so a poly input of 0 gives a result of 0.  We need to shift the poly result to the right once, add 0b1 (negate the MSb), and increment the
exponent, which gives us the correct result of 2^0 = 1/2 * 2^1 = 1.  We also need to keep in mind that Hive shifts are signed modulo and not internally
limited in any way.   

The most basic case to consider is when EXP_i is within the shift distance non-modulo limit [-32:31].  For the full range of EXP_i here, we set 0.x =
SIG_i << EXP_i, which for non-negative EXP_i simultaneously left aligns the decimal portion 0.x with the implicit left decimal, and truncates away the
upper integer portion y.  Performing the opposite shift (i.e. EXP_i - 32) yields the upper integer portion y right aligned, which forms the basis of EXP_o:
EXP_o = [SIG_i << (EXP_i - 32)] + 1.  What about the case where EXP_i is within the modulo limits but negative?  Here there is no integer portion y, so
we set EXP_o = 1 and let the right shift of SIG_i naturally denormalize 0.x towards zero. 



If (EXP_i < -32) then the input is to be right shifted beyond the basic data width of 32, to zero or past, so 0.x = 0.  Since 2^0 = 1, we desire SIG_o =
0b100...000 and EXP_o = 1, which is satisfied by 0.x = 0 and EXP_o = 1.  Since the (EXP_i < 0) case is already covered above, there is no new rule
needed for it here. 

If (EXP_i > 31) then the input is to be left shifted beyond the basic data width of 32, which means what exactly?  Well, there can't be a fractional portion
so 0.x = 0.  And with no fractional portion we are dealing purely with integer powers of 2.  In fact, EXP_o = [SIG_i << (EXP_i - 32)] + 1, just as in the
basic case above.  And this works until we hit overflow. 

Underflow can't happen as very small inputs denorm to zero, giving 1 as the result.  But overflow is definitely possible since we have an exponential
input being exponentiated.  How do we detect overflow?  One way is to look at EXP_o and see if it exceeds the maximum.  But we can't rely on this
alone due to the modulo nature of the shifting - we won't get false positives from checking EXP_o but we can get false negatives.  A method to see if
we're close to overflow is to calculate how many bits EXP_o requires.  Since EXP_o = [SIG_i << (EXP_i - 32)] + 1, we need to count the bits required
by the SIG_i value, which can be found via 32 - lzc(SIG_i).  Since this is shifted by EXP_i - 32 we can add the two to find the bits required: EXP_o bits
= 32 - lzc(SIG_i) + EXP_i - 32, = EXP_i - lzc(SIG_i).  It is unfortunate that the EXP_o calculation has the "+1" at the end because this creates a corner
case, so we must also check the actual value of EXP_o itself. 

Things not covered here are negative input (which should return an inverse result), rounding, overflow signaling, etc.

I've been wanting to do a deep dive on transcendental functions for what seems like forever, which I suppose is one of the reasons I'm dwelling so heavily
on it now.  I don't know why, but it's freakily satisfying seeing a polynomial with some input conditioning return essentially the same values as Excel
over the full float range.

dewster 2/21/2016 5:08:09 PM [1032]

Ya, it may seem like I'm off on a tangent (I'm actually off on a cosine ;-) but an efficient EXP2 is a must-have in order to implement the current (shifting
sands of my) digital Theremin game plan.

Lots of nitty-gritty in the math libraries and floating point hardware everyone takes for granted.  A lot to be learned there as well.  When it comes to
doing things the most straightforward way in the binary hardware of the processor, high level languages and compilers often paradoxically stand in your
way.  Reading this nearly made me weep:

http://foonathan.github.io/blog/2016/02/11/implementation-challenge-2.html

All those backflips for "portability" (ARM Cortex-M0+ has no CLZ hardware function!).  If you ever wonder why your +4GHz 8 core machine often
goes down for the count, read that article.  Every coder does this kind of thing all the time these days - worse it's often in an interpreted scripting
language.  Retarded turtles all the way down. 

With the right standard library, a bit of OO, and a little inheritence, C++ could have killed.  Too bad it became the bloated, unwieldy monster it is now. 
Other languages don't seem to be much better, and few exploit the soul of the hardware as well as old school C does.  Straight up bit manipulation is now
regarded as an "unmaintainable, arcane art" god help us.  Binary is where all the real action is. 

Needs More Cowbell Tank
dewster 2/23/2016 6:22:07 PM [1033]

Needs More Cowbell Tank

Designers (the recent term "makers" turns me off as being overly Ayn Randian) tend to fall into ruts; we cling to tried-and-true comfort zones when it
comes to circuits, so it's nice every once in a while to revisit old stuff after doing something completely different (algorithms in my case) with a clean pair
of eyes.

I understand resonance and how it applies to Theremin tanks and oscillators much better now than when I started down this road.  Some current
observations / ramblings in no particular order:

1. Ping an LC tank and it will ring based on Q, which is governed by coil DC resistance (DCR) and any external resistances connected to the tank,
because resistance turns electrical power into heat. 

2. Some LC power is also lost due to RF emission, and I suspect the intrinsic capacitance of an antenna looks somewhat less than ideal mainly due to this
(i.e. it is radiated away).

3. Repeatedly ping an LC tank at resonance and Q is the transfer voltage "gain" you get, which is most easily seen with the series tank configuration. 

4. Parallel tanks require high impedance drive to maintain high Q, because the drive is at a high impedance point in the tank.

5. Series tanks require low impedance drive to maintain high Q, because the driver is interposed between the capacitor / coil return path.

6. Both series and parallel tanks require similar drive currents in order to maintain similar resonant voltage swings, and the magnitude of the current
seems to be inversely proportional to the tank inductance value.

7. Parallel tank drive through a capacitance directly loads the antenna capacitance, whereas series tank drive through a low impedance driver on the other
end of the inductor doesn't.  Series tanks are therefore capable of higher absolute sensitivity.

8. Theremin operation at lower frequencies is problematic because the DCR of the longer finer wire generally required to wind larger valued L coils
limits Q.  (To a first degree, inductance is proportional to wire length, as is DCR.)

9. Using ferrite to make physically smaller coils with less wire is problematic because of the losses associated with AC magnetization of the core lower
Q.  Ferrite also introduces undesirable thermal dependence in the value of the coil (drift), though this can sometimes be traded off with the magnetic field

http://foonathan.github.io/blog/2016/02/11/implementation-challenge-2.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsngp1Bm-YI


concentration the ferrite core provides via precision air gaps or various ferrite formulations (and best of luck with that).

10. There are two good reasons you don't see a lot of JFETs in schematics, particularly in low voltage designs: a) The critical parameter VT - the cutoff
voltage - is ill defined.  b) They tend to have poor gain.  Bipolar transistor turn on voltage is always around 0.7V and gain can vary but is usually
guaranteed to be above some reasonable value.  Now, sometimes you want a square law low gain and have the supply voltage headroom to properly
linearly bias a JFET.  And sometimes you need the high impedance gate input a JFET gives.  The rest of the time a BJT will probably work as well or
better, and will be easier to get your hands on and less expensive to boot.

11. High Q is generally desirable because it leads directly to higher antenna voltages, so the Theremin generated signal is much larger than external RF
interference.  This is a signal to noise (SNR) argument.

12. High Q gives better selectivity - external RF interference that differs in frequency from the Theremin generated signal is less able to interfere the
larger the difference and the higher the Q.  This is a signal to noise (SNR) argument.

13. High Q gives higher voltage swing with less drive current - high currents cause heating that can easily lead to drift.

14. Capacitive padding at the antenna directly leads to lowering of absolute sensitivity, but can sometimes raise the Q somewhat due to (I imagine) the
lack of RF losses in the padding.

15. The phase response of an LC tank has a "phase gain" directly associated with Q.  This is important if you plan on implementing a PLL with an LC
tank as one of the elements in the loop, because total loop gain needs to be below 1 for stability.  The phase gain peaks at resonance with a value of Q/pi,
so this is what you have to design to.  I won't show the calculations here, but it involves differentiating the formula that links phase and Q and
normalizing it: phase(phi) = -tan^-1[Q(w/w0 - w0/w)].

16. If properly driven via a low impedance source, series tank frequency response to interference is the same as that of the parallel tank.  Low frequency
interference such as 60/50Hz mains fields gets coupled via the antenna intrinsic capacitance (~10pF) to the coil, and then to ground (or low impedance of
the series driver).  For both types of tanks, interference sees a bandpass filter to the rest of the circuitry with a correspondingly shaped impedance load. 
Adding series capacitance between the antenna and tank cannot improve SNR in this scenario, and may actually make it worse.  There may be other
reasons to add it, however, such as DC blocking, letting the antenna "float" to the earth field gradient, etc.

17. "Doubly resonant" designs like the Etherwave improve nearfield linearity by having a fixed frequency tank stimulate and respond to a variable
frequency tank.  Moving the fixed tank away from its center frequency causes it to have less response, to "poop out" as the hand approaches.

18. For various reasons the far field pitch response with any design will likely be non-linear, and coupling will only make this worse, hence the
desirability of the ESPE01 and YAEWSBM decoupling modules.  Pitch going to zero is by definition a huge non-linearity for a continuous logarithmic
process or one based on ratios.

19. Antenna intrinsic capacitance is not fixed, but varies as the hand approaches and recedes.  Think of one of those lightning balls:

When sitting alone, the discharges are evenly distributed spherically, but as a hand approaches the nearest discharges veer towards the hand.  Same with
antenna intrinsic capacitance, it is highest when the antenna is sitting alone, but decreases as a hand approaches.  Decreasing intrinsic with increasing
mutual cancel each other out to some degree unfortunately, lowering absolute sensitivity.

20. ALL oscillation is just loop gain in excess of 1 @ 360 degrees phase.  The point of oscillation can easily not coincide with the LC resonance point,
hurting Q.  For stability, voltage swing, SNR, etc., delays in the oscillator loop have to be inventoried and watched like a hawk, particularly those which
are temperature dependent (e.g. semiconductors, ferrite cores, etc.).  Noise from resistors and active components can easily influence stability as well.  In
particular, large value resistors are noisy and have trouble driving capacitance in a snappy manner, so they can easily introduce huge delay when all you
really want is voltage division with minimal loading.  Output rise time or slew rate for a given load is also delay, and this, along with poor transport
delay, is the reason you shouldn't use 74C or CD4000 devices in Theremin oscillators.

21. Another thing that can negatively impact Q is skin effect.  This is where the AC current density in the wire forming the coil is greater near the outer
surface of the wire than near the center core of the wire (a nice practical explanation may be found here - gotta love hams).  Since the full cross sectional
area of the wire isn't being fully employed for conduction, the net effect is that of a higher resistivity conductor.  Skin effect starts kicking at low RF
frequencies and can easily give you effectively double the measured DC resistance or worse at just a couple of MHz.  Multi-stranded Litz wire is one way
to increase skin area, though only below 1MHz or so.  Another way obviously is to increase the diameter of the wire, though this doesn't utilize the
copper efficiently.  Between the air core inductor bulk size decreasing with the inverse square of frequency and skin effect increasing with the inverse
square root of frequency, there is an island of optimality around 1 to 2 MHz that is unfortunately mostly shared with the AM broadcast band.

========

Given all the above, I'm gonna bore you with yet another tiny variant on stuff I've been posting for what seems like forever:

http://www.w8ji.com/skindepth.htm


LTSpice file here:  http://www.mediafire.com/view/we9sdeali4sdpie/quad_drive_sense_2016-02-22.asc

The series tank is superior for this application, and it requires low impedance drive for high Q.  R1 is transformed at the emitters of Q1 & Q2 to R1/beta,
where beta is generally around 100, so the left side of the coil "sees" around 2.2 ohms, which is below the DCR of the coil.  R1 isn't necessarily a real
component, it could be the impedance of an FPGA output pin or similar.  The right side of the coil resonates with the intrinsic C of the antenna, and is
knocked down 100:1 via C1 & C2, and buffered via R2-4 and Q3.  I initially had a J113 JFET here but a 2N3904 works just as well and has more
predictable behavior.  Cquad, Rquad, E1, and all the stuff to the left is just there to sustain oscillation at resonance for the simulation, real stimulation
would come from the FPGA.  E2 is there to square up the output, and may end up being implemented inside the FPGA as well.

Note that Q1 & Q2 drop the input voltage extremes by 0.7V, so 3.3Vp-p in gives 2.1Vp-p drive.  I'm seeing ~250Vp-p swing on the breadboard with a
582uH coil, so the Q is around 120 with a 10pF capacitor as dummy antenna.  In the sim with a 330uH coil, the current drive through Q1 & Q2 is ~27mA
peak, half sinusoidal, which seems rather troublingly high but is consistent with drive being inversely proportional to inductance.  I'm seeing 7mA
average current draw for the 582uH coil including 5v => 3.3V regulator and output buffer, and the transistors are cool to the touch.  With only 1pF
antenna padding for sensing, the absolute sensitivity should be just under the maximum theoretical.

At higher frequencies I suppose one could drive the input with a lower voltage bank FPGA output pin, such as 2.5V.  This would result in ~1.3V drive at
the coil and lower current through the transistors.  I wish the AM band was located somewhere else.

Sensitivity Revisited & EWS Pitch Antenna Capacitance
dewster 2/24/2016 5:24:12 PM [1034]

Sensitivity Revisited & EWS Pitch Antenna Capacitance

Revisited ways to characterize sensitivity again yesterday.  The result must allow one to generate a real calculable capacitance, and must also represent a
somewhat linear function (it's kind of a gain factor).  After some thought it's clear that % change in C will lead you back to the experimental results, and
C is largely linear over inverse distance, so this is what we use.

  % delta C = 100 * 2 * (C1 - C2) / (C1 + C2)

This is the C difference over the C sum, and when we multiply by 2 it is the C difference over the C average.  Multiplying by 100 gives us percent.

  delta 1/D = 1/D1 - 1/D2

This is simply the difference of the individual reciprocals of the distances associated with the capacitances above.

Sticking it all together as a ratio:

  Absolute sensitivity = [100 * 2 * (C1 - C2) / (C1 + C2)] / [1/D1 - 1/D2]  (% delta C * m)

I'm not all that clear on the units, the capacitances seem to cancel giving a pure ratio over 1/m, so % meters?  Whatever, it does work and you can work
backwards to reality given this number.

- For a moderate sized plate (0.05m^2) the sensitivity works out to around 1.5 %m. 

- For the EWS pitch tube antenna the sensitivity works out to around 0.796 %m (I just ran this through FastCap):

http://www.mediafire.com/view/we9sdeali4sdpie/quad_drive_sense_2016-02-22.asc


 

So the moral here for digital Theremin designers is this: don't use the EWS tube as your pitch antenna if you want maximum sensitivity (and linearity) -
use a plate instead.

Absolute sensitivity characterizes raw capacitance at the antenna as seen by the LC tank, and not direct nor heterodyned frequency response (though you
can obviously plug C change into to the LC equation to get those).

dewster 2/29/2016 6:47:13 PM [1036]

oldtemecula, you bring up a point that I have thought about to some degree. 

Every once in a while I stand at my new prototype and try to "feel" the implications of the ergonomics.  A large-ish plate antenna is likely as easy to play
as a standard 3/8" rod antenna.  It might actually be easier to play, as the plate is easier for the player to see, and thus easier to judge the distance between
the pitch hand and plate.  (I also like the way I can mostly keep my upper arms vertical and very near or touching my body, because it is the most
comfortable and stable position IMO.)

Not sure what audiences might think of plate antennas, but that takes a distant second in my mind to optimizing things for the player, which like it or not
calls for a plate.  Form follows function and all that.

Thierry 2/29/2016 7:37:13 PM [1037]

dewster, how comes that the most linear theremins which are used by true professional musicians, like the EPro and the Henk prototype which Lydia
played in the early nineties, have rod and not plate antennas?

Rupert Chapelle playing an Art Harrison theremin is for sure interesting for certain people but also for sure, it is very very far from being professional
and representative.

I really enjoy your commitment to theremin research and design, but obviously you are missing an important factor : Regular contact and exchange with
true professional thereminists and their instruments. You should have lessons with people like Lydia, Carolina and Thorwald, you should put your hands
on all upper class theremin models which have been built and sold in the last 30 years. That takes an immense amount of time and money, but without
that, you risk to miss the real target with your creative engineering.

dewster 2/29/2016 9:35:45 PM [1038]

"... how comes that the most linear theremins which are used by true professional musicians, like the EPro and the Henk prototype which Lydia played in
the early nineties, have rod and not plate antennas?"  - Thierry

It all depends on the technology of your approach.

A thin rod is the best linearizing shape to use when generating audio pitch directly via baseband heterodyning. 

A plate is the best linearizing shape to use when exploiting the fact that mutual capacitance (as seen by the antenna) is highly proportional to the inverse
of distance (and calculating that distance by working backwards through the LC resonance equation).  A plate also has around double the absolute
sensitivity of a rod, something you don't care very about much when doing analog heterodyning, but something you care very much about when going the
direct measurement route.

The target I'm aiming for hasn't been built yet, though I do agree that there are things to learn from the old masters and their creations.

The Mummy's Enclosure's Curse
dewster 2/29/2016 10:41:10 PM [1039]

The Mummy's Enclosure's Curse



Theremin enclosures are a huge problem IMO.  It's my feeling that way too many Theremins are built around a given enclosure, rather than vice-versa. 
For cost reasons the selected enclosure is usually too small, which gives cramped pitch and volume antenna spacing, and antenna heights that aren't
optimal from a player's perspective.  Unfortunately, it seems that custom cabinetry is called for in order to maximize the ergonomics of the design.  I like
the sideways 'C' of Theremin's later Theremins. 

dewster 3/2/2016 1:20:24 PM [1040]

Adding: maybe I've had Theremins on the brain for too long, but the ergonomics challenge that Theremins present seems fairly simple compared to other
musical instruments.  It boils down to what will the antennas and control surface look like, and how might they be optimally positioned for the player.  In
contrast, when designing a guitar there are a thousand ways to die.  Tight tolerances for the fret placement, and nut / bridge placement and height for
intonation, ease of playing, and elimination of buzzing; fingerboard and neck radius / thickness fitting the hand; body shape fitting the human body; not
to mention things like overall tone and physical attractiveness.  One little thing wrong can kill the whole deal.  Tradition is something you often end up
fighting and conceding to with guitars, whereas there is very little of that with Theremins.  I suppose there is freedom in fewer expectations, but there are
fewer guideposts as well.

dewster 3/2/2016 3:07:43 PM [1042]

"And there is your downfall as I believe the beauty of the theremin is completely in the on-stage classical tradition or presentation. Imagine Clara
Rockmore playing metal plates."  - oldtemecula

Opinions differ, and audiences could certainly be more fickle than I'm imagining.  But the physical appearance of the modern Theremin is already all
over the place, with the lectern type obscuring the player (where the player is "playing the top of the coil" as much as they are playing the exposed
antenna), to the slim horizontal bar Subscope, to the baguette from space Theremini, etc.  It's hard for me to imagine throwing a plate into the mix will
instantly kill the appeal of the performance, but I could certainly be mistaken.

If things work out, players will come for the precise linearity of the pitch field and stay for the precise linearity and broad useful adjustments to the pitch
field (and hopefully stay for the tuner and multi-axis volume hand as well).

============

Been pissing w/ Hive again, this time adding mixed signed and unsigned add, subtract, and multiply opcodes (trivial to do, though no current use for
them), as well as some cosmetic reordering of some ops.  Every time I do this the code editing and testing set me back at least a week.  Also refining the
inverse algorithm as I imagine it will get used a lot.  I don't believe Newton's method can be beat with a polynomial, and I'm seeing why the negative
exponent range in the floating point standards is kept smaller than the positive (so that underflow can't happen when taking the inverse).

Language / Console / Graphics Suggestions?
dewster 3/5/2016 4:46:44 PM [1043]

Language / Console / Graphics Suggestions?

Trigger warning: software rant ahead.

My Hive simulator / code development tool is written in C++ and is compiled to be a Win32 console app.  It runs absolutely fine on my XP32 machine,
but I've noticed that it runs quite sluggishly on the two Win7 machines I have access to (an old laptop with ALL the Aero and similar stuff turned off, and
a newer AMD A10 with the default settings).  The Win7 console must have layers of scripting or similar sleaze going on in the background.  I
downloaded a few console replacements for XP32 but they won't size to 132 x 66 and/or are even more sluggish.  This makes me think I should be
targeting a TK text window or similar, rather than the console, but graphical stuff has been deflecting me since the beginning of time it seems.  Not sure
why but 99% of my dips into the software world are completely negative experiences, including languages and programming environments.  Dev-C++ is
one notable exception, though the latest version is fairly buggy.

The above led me yet again to web searches for GTK and the like.  GTK seems to have dropped support for XP32, which is my fault I suppose. 

This led me yet again to web searches for alternate programming languages that better support GUI widgets and general programming.  Anything having
anything to do with Java is out as the whole virtual machine thing is crazy, particularly the way Java implements it.  Go looks interesting; I particularly
like the explicit assignment operator ":=" and the focus on leaving things out, but C pointers and the modern tilt towards iterators are kind of a turn off. 
D has nice package support, something profoundly lacking in C (the whole C compiler directive thing ("#define) is super clunky and bug-prone).  I've
looked at Python enough to know that I'm not fanboy material.  There is no dearth of testimonials on the web where individuals proclaim their search for
the perfect programming language finally over now that they've found "x" (fill in the blank) - I dearly wish I could say the same (I find myself adding "-
java -python" to most of my web searches these days to eliminate some of the chaff).

It's a total shame the Win console doesn't support ANSI escape characters for formatting and screen control, and that the Win7 console is a snail.  So
much can be done in the console, neatly sidestepping the bottomless pit of full graphics support.  I know I say this a lot but the software world is pretty
much utter chaos, and most SW people seem to oddly not notice this or are oddly OK with it.  Their world doesn't seem to be strongly anchored to
anything in reality.  (My theory is: overly complex processors => overly complex compilers => "anything goes" languages => programmers blind to the
hardware.  The problem starts at the bottom with the HW and snowballs from there.  And the puzzle solving types drawn to SW seem to positively revel
in pointless complexity.)

Anyway, has anyone out there found a simple, direct method to crank out simple apps (text windows that experience a lot of updating) that aren't sluggish
on the various platforms?  I'm thinking mainly XP32, Win7-64, Linux-64.  I'm loathe to recode my C/C++ Hive source, but would consider it if the
solution were long term and generally applicable to new projects.



Division / Reciprocal
dewster 3/8/2016 5:54:09 PM [1044]

Division / Reciprocal

Found a couple of fascinating papers:

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/Reports/TR-08-2004/rnc6_12_markstein.pdf

http://research.microsoft.com/pubs/70645/tr-2008-141.pdf

Goldschmidt division is kinda spooky - it converges quadratically like Newton Raphson, but does so by repeatedly squaring a fixed error term, and it's
almost trivial for finding the reciprocal.  The second paper above details software integer division using iterative methods with practical notation and
algorithms.  In hardware I can see why they pick table approximation for the initial guess followed by a couple of rounds of Goldschmidt or Netwon.  I
was thinking a polynomial might be used to provide a good guess, but the convergence is so fast it's hard to beat even with a fairly crude initial guess.

[EDIT] My main takeaway from the first paper (other than describing Goldschmidt pretty well) is the opportunity for hardware concurrency that
Goldschmidt provides, which is most likely why it's used in processor hardware dividers.  But, because it doesn't use feedback directly, small truncation /
rounding errors grow as it converges, making a pass or two through Newton (which does use feedback) at the end mandatory.

The second paper really drives home the practical use of tables for a certain level of starting precision as the initial guess (how we got the Pentium bug). 
A sweet spot for the table output is ~9 bits because each iteration doubles the precision.

dewster 3/13/2016 6:25:02 PM [1045]

Thanks to the above papers I've got unsigned integer division & modulo down to 30 cycles worst case, which is a mere 15% of the 201 cycles the bit by
bit routine required.  And unsigned float reciprocal is down to 31 cycles worst case via unrolling the loop and employing the new immediate multiply
opcode.  These two operations get used a lot in general computing, so extra time spent making them fast means more real time to do lots of higher level
stuff.  It's tedious work, but these are the building blocks, so they can't be made of sand.

===============

Ran across a quote today by Orson Welles: "The enemy of art is the absence of limitations."  I think this is quite applicable to digital musical
instruments in general.  You can build almost anything so sky's the limit, no constraints to help define what it is that you're doing or trying to do.  All that
freedom can be paralyzing to the designer, and cause player / consumer expectations to be all over the place.

Float Denorms
dewster 3/17/2016 6:25:35 PM [1046]

Float Denorms

Reading about the history of IEEE 754, it seems the biggest bone of contention in the standards committee was over denorms, or numbers smaller than
2^-126.  Normalized floats have a significand between 1.000... and 1.999... but denorms hit the minimum exponent value and are allowed to violate this
rule by having significands less than 1.  This fills the "hole" around zero with values that degrade in precision the closer they approach zero, which is
generally considered a "good thing" by mathematicians.  It effectively extends the low end dynamic range by 2^23, which was probably felt necessary
due to the limiting pressures of packing floats into a 32 bit space.

Examining source code for Freeverb I encountered some cryptic lines that I had to go to the web to decipher.  Turns out they exist in order to circumvent
denorm values creeping in.  Why?  To the web again, where I find everyone doing DSP does this, particularly with IIR filters and reverbs and other
things where signals recursively decay to zero.  Why?  Because denorms are usually implemented in software via a hardware trap mechanism, where they
can take ~100x longer to execute and crash your real-time program!  Idiot me thought this was all handled in hardware from day one.  What a mess. 

Here is one example (from http://rcl-rs-vvg.blogspot.com/2012/02/denormal-floats-across-architectures.html?view=classic):

Seems most processors with floating point support barely even bother with denorms and just flush little numbers to zero, which is the reason for the
bogus good looking 1x speed of Cell and ARM in the chart. 

Anything having anything to do with processors is just ludicrously complex and arcane.

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/Reports/TR-08-2004/rnc6_12_markstein.pdf
http://research.microsoft.com/pubs/70645/tr-2008-141.pdf
http://rcl-rs-vvg.blogspot.com/2012/02/denormal-floats-across-architectures.html?view=classic


[EDIT] Like I noted above, denorms expand the dynamic range at the expense of precision within that expanded range.  If the dynamic range is really
too small then take another bit from the significand and give it to the exponent.  I'm all for standards, but I think denorms are a mistake, particularly the
way they are (or aren't as the case may be) implemented.

[EDIT2] My bad, it seems some of these processors actually do have hardware support for denorms, but hardware that slows down to a crawl when
dealing with them.  Statistically denorms should be rather rare, but there are common DSP scenarios which generate piles of them.

Zero = Denorm!
dewster 3/31/2016 1:19:47 PM [1047]

Zero = Denorm!

I've been working on floating point algorithms and have a polynomial version of square root pretty much finished.  I finally figured out how to simply
adjust poly coefficients by hand when the poly degree is high without the whole thing going crazy: just apply the opposite adjustment to the next higher
term as well - this very much localizes the adjustment.  I've probably spent weeks adjusting poly terms, wish I'd stumbled on this a lot earlier.

Anyway, I decided to go back and do the simple things like float multiplication, addition, subtraction, etc. and it turns out they aren't all that
straightforward to do and require gobs of cycles.  Signed significands introduce complexity, but the surprising thing is zero, which, if you think about it,
is a denorm!  So even if you plan to flush denorms to zero, you still have to give zero itself special treatment everywhere.  I probably should have started
with float multiplication and worked my way up to the heavier algorithms, but what do you do?

(The reason zero is a float denorm is because the exponent and decimal aligned significand make floats semi-logarithmic.  And while logarithmic systems
can get arbitrarily close to zero, they can never reach it.  LOG[0] = negative infinity.)

To deal with floats I added a OP_SGN opcode to Hive, which returns -1 for negative numbers and +1 for non-negative.  By doing say:

  s3 := SGN[s0] 
  P0 *= P3

you get the absolute value of the number in s0.  And the sign itself can be kept for later use if desired.

It's kind of ironic that the same hardware guys who pushed the IEEE float committee hard for denorms then went on to implement them in super
inefficient ways.

"...premature optimization is the root of all evil."  - Donald Knuth

Encountered the above quote and, while I agree with the spirit of it, often during a local optimization process you gain deeper insights that are difficult to
pick up again later.  So you might as well put a certain level of effort into what you are doing before moving on, particularly if it is thorny and full of
nuance.  I don't dare drop this algorithm stuff until I'm substantially past it as it's just too detailed to quickly and easily relearn and get back to the same
spot.  When I was gainfully employed I remember one coder who spent most of the day coming up to speed on what he did the day before, and only then
would he add to or change things, often in the late evening.  Heads can only hold so much.

dewster 3/31/2016 2:16:35 PM [1049]

Ya, "premature optimization" can make you unpopular with the coder ladies! ;-)  Kind of like "cone droop" in speaker design circles.

 

Algorithms = Mental Quicksand
dewster 4/17/2016 7:13:31 PM [1050]

Algorithms = Mental Quicksand

If you're an old like me, you probably remember back when TV went through a period where it seemed literally every actor on the tube was getting stuck
in quicksand.  It could happen anywhere, even in the desert (!), they're minding their own business and *bam* they're mired and fighting for dear life. 
The actor tasked with saving them invariably admonished them "don't try to get out, you'll only go under faster!"  Kind screwed no matter what they did,
and struggling it only made things worse.

Feel a bit like that lately with algorithms.  Today I was innocently going to extend unsigned integer division / modulo to signed and immediately ran into
the question of what to do with the maximum negative value divided by -1.  With no special checks it will return the maximum negative number, which
seems dangerous.  But then again, C allows integers to roll over and under with addition and multiplication, so should why integer division be any
different?  So I coded it up in C with uint_32's and it crashes!  No help there.  The asymmetry of 2's complement with respect to positive & negative
numbers is simultaneously a natural wonder of the world and a rather harsh mistress, particularly at modulo limits.

Floating Point Addition
dewster 4/23/2016 7:40:49 PM [1052]



Floating Point Addition 

Floating point addition is fairly nuanced.  Because addition is essentially little endian, the decimals of the inputs need to be aligned before the addition
can take place, which in the float world is accomplished by right shifting the significand of the input with the smaller exponent a distance equal to the
difference of the exponents.   

A good place to start is with normalizing the inputs before denorming the one with the smaller exponent.  Zero is a denorm that can confound things here
because it will test larger than a non-zero input with negative exponent, so we need to examine each input for zero significand and deal with it somehow. 
One way is to replace the exponent with a very negative value, so zero will always lose the battle of the exponents.   

Next we need to compare the input exponents by subtracting one from the other.  Because Hive shift distances are modulo, we need to somehow limit the
shift range to the interval [-32:0].  One tricky way to do this is to zero out the significand if the shift distance is greater than -32.  Shifting the value zero
any distance will always return zero, and subsequently adding this zero to the other signifcant won't change it, which is what would happen if it were
actually shifted -32 or beyond. 

Then we do a signed addition on the significands with a check for over and underflow, followed by normalization of the result if necessary, and the usual
bounds checks on the output exponent.  A zero result should return both zero significand and zero exponent. 

The output exponent is simply the largest of the two input exponents, given input and output normalization.

I'm reaching the point where a lot of this stuff is becoming boilerplate, which is good.

dewster 5/1/2016 2:58:45 PM [1053]

Found this fantastic paper this morning via Hacker News and am in the process of digesting it:

  http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~waterman/papers/phd-thesis.pdf

Read it and weep!  Laundry lists of fail regarding every popular ISA (instruction set architecture) are laid bare in plain English.  Literals being given too
much opcode space in almost every ISA is an issue I've really grappled with (and IMO effectively dealt with via a tiered method) in Hive.  Surprisingly
even ARMv8 (the ISA everyone is currently hitching their wagons to) substantially sucks.  The paper rightly tears the x86 ISA a new one, it's absolutely
horrid.

Like some newer programming languages which pare things down by purposely omitting various features, I think it's super important to keep the
processor as simple as humanly possible.  ISA design is really hard work, but it's amazingly poorly done for the vast impact computing has on the world. 
And we really need open standards here.

[EDIT] I like the way they handle different width immediates, by breaking them up and reassembling the pieces in a way that doesn't require hardware
muxing (though muxing here isn't really that onerous).  I'd love to use that idea but can't.  They also picked little endian, which tells me they aren't
completely insane.

LOG2 Float
dewster 5/6/2016 10:39:11 AM [1054]

LOG2 Float 

Logs are exponents - it's too bad the term exponential is taken. 

Log base 2 is the exponent of 2 required to produce the input value.  So it's a work backwards thing: 

  2^0 = 1  so  log2(1) = 0 
  2^1 = 2  so  log2(2) = 1 
  2^2 = 4  so  log2(4) = 2 

Inputs less than one produce negative results: 

  2^-1 = 1/2  so  log2(1/2) = -1 
  2^-2 = 1/4  so  log2(1/4) = -2 

It seems log2(0) equals negative infinity (negative overflow). 

If the input is a float with significand S and exponent E: 

  log2(S * 2^E) = log2(S) + log2(2^E) = log2(S) + E * log2(2) = log2(S) + E * 1 = log2(S) + E 

so: 

  log2(S * 2^E) = E + log2(S) 

The output significand is basically the input exponent, plus a positive fractional offset caused by the input significand.  The output exponent is simply the
distance required to normalize the output significand.  This works for any positive input. 

As in the EXP2 case, observation of the LOG2 graph reveals the fact that we can scale a small portion to cover all input and output scenarios by
compressing the input by appropriate powers of 2 (manipulation of the float exponent).  First we subtract 1 from the input to move the curve down to the
origin of both axes, and mulitply it by 2 to better fit the calcuation space.  This also makes the polynomial approach fundamentally tractable.  The

https://news.ycombinator.com/news
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~waterman/papers/phd-thesis.pdf


polynomial coefficients are adjusted so that they also fit in the calculation space, which gives an polynomial output that is 1/2 the expected value. 

What to do with negative inputs?  I rashly decided to take the absolute value of the input.  Zero input is the only scenario that can cause (negative)
overflow, all other inputs should easily fit in the output space. 

Here is an illustrative example of how to handle the input value 12.25 (where the significand width is 8 and the exponent width is 4): 

               SIG               EXP 
               ---               --- 
 START         01100010          0101 
 ABS & NORM    11000100          0100 
 CHVAR         10001000          0011 
 POLY_i        10001000
 POLY_o        01001011
 NORM (signed)                   01100000 (SHL 5) 
 MOVE          01100000
 POLY          00010010 (SHL 5-7) (7 here instead of 8 to make up for poly output of 1/2 expected value) 
 ADD           01110010
 EXP_o                           0011 (8-5) 
 END           01110010          0011 

So the result is (114 / 256) * (2^3) = 3.5625  (the actual precise result is 3.6147...) 

The polynomial requires 11 terms for minimal error.

COS - Float (via polynomial)
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COS - Float (via polynomial) 

Since cosine is cyclic, we have to figure out where in the particular cycle the input float value happens to be.  This is accomplished by multiplying the
input value by the inverse of the cycle (1/2*pi) which gives us a signed integer portion that represents the cycle count from zero, and a signed fractional
portion which represents the location within the given cycle.  We discard the integer portion because it gives us no intra cycle information, and present
the fractional portion as input to the cosine polynomial as a signed integer.  The polynomial result is also a signed integer, which is requires conversion to
float. 

Note that larger input values devote more information to the cycle count and less to the location within that cycle, so the significance of the result
suffers.  In the extreme, the result has no mathematical relation to the input.  For instance, maximum input for the native cosine in Excel is (2^27)-1 and
anything larger gives a #NUM! result, presumably because the underlying polynomial also employs something like 32 bit integers, and 32 - 27 = 5
remaiing bits of precision, which ain't much.  In the larger sense this issue is due to the non-ideal mapping of the semi-logarithmic float domain to the
linear domain of the integers and cosine.  It's hard to know what to do with this scenario without signaling, but it's clear that declaring the result invalid
after its precision sufficiently poops out is the right thing to do. 

For implementation, I found it most straightforward to: 

1. take the absolute value of the input and normalize it; 
2. multiply by 2/pi in order to maximize the precision of the extended multiplication and subtract 2 from the exponent to compensate (*1/4);
3. unsigned shift the significand the distance of the exponent; 
4. multiply this by the input sign in order to restore its signedness; 
5. plug this into the COS2_POLY routine; 
6. normalize the result as a float. 

The shift in step 3 above should be limited so as not to exceed the hardware shift distances (+31,-32). 

It isn't necessary to check for zero significand at the input as multiplying and shifting a zero will always yeild a zero result.  However, after the
normalization / conversion to float in step 6 above, the output exponent should be zeroed out if the output significand is zero (to squash the generation of
"dirty zeros" here). 

SIN - Float (via polynomial) 

To implement sine float, the above routine simply calls SIN2_POLY in step 5 (which offsets the polynomial input by -0x4000,0000 and calls
COS2_POLY).

===================

I realize I haven't posted the spreadsheet I've been developing and testing these algorithms in:

http://www.mediafire.com/download/89q89lneraywo6y/HIVE_algorithms_2016-05-10.xls

Rather intentional as I never feel it's really complete enough, but it's getting there.

Hive Assembly Language (HAL)

http://www.mediafire.com/download/89q89lneraywo6y/HIVE_algorithms_2016-05-10.xls
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Hive Assembly Language (HAL)

The Hive simulator displays disassembled code as pseudo code, and I generally write code in my notebook in pseudo code form, so it seems the time is
ripe to write an assembly language interface.  First step is to make a *.mif to *.hal file converter (which provides fodder for the reverse conversion). 
Most of the functionality already exists in the simulator code, so it's easy peasy lemon squeezy (took me all of 4 hours or so, most of it spent making the
output pretty).  For instance, here is the unsigned integer div/mod routine in HAL converted from the MIF source:

0x560    (s0!=0) ? pc += 0x3    // DIV_MOD_U SUB START - check a 
    P0 := 0xff    // max q 
    P1 := 0    // zero r 
    pc := P7    // return 
    s2 := lzc(s0)    // x := pow[lzc[a]] 
    P2 := 1 << s2 
    s0 *= 0x3f    // na := -a 
    s0 *= s2    // 1x Newton Raphson 
    P0 *u= s2 
    P2 += P0 
    s0 *= s2    // 2x 
    P0 *u= s2 
    P2 += P0 
    s0 *= s2    // 3x 
    P0 *u= s2 
    P2 += P0 
    s0 *= s2    // 4x 
    P0 *u= s2 
    P2 += P0 
    P0 *= s2    // 5x 
    P0 *u= s2 
    P2 += P0 
    P2 *u= s1    // q := b * x 
    s2 *= s0    // r := b - (q * a) 
    P1 -= P2 
    s1 -= s0    // 1x adjust q & r 
    (P1<0) ? pc += 0x6 
    P1 -= s0 
    P2 += 0x1 
    s1 -= s0    // 2x 
    (P1<0) ? pc += 0x2 
    P1 -= s0 
    P2 += 0x1 
    P0 := P2    // move q 
0x582    pc := P7    // DIV_MOD_U SUB END

(It looks pretty, oh so pretty...)

Now for the harder part: implement a token parser for this language and have it kick out a MIF file.  Though a lot of that type of code already exists in the
simulator to parse MIF files and the simulator command line.

HAL
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HAL

Two weeks later (!) I've got the HAL to MIF parser finished, which means I can now develop in Hive assembly language.  This is nice because assembly
is pretty much how I already write and document the code, and the manual (and therefore error-prone) translation steps can be eliminated.  Along with
the usual end-of-line comments, HAL also supports block comments, so the commenting can be more in-depth and descriptive, and whole chunks of code
can be quickly swapped in and out for debug, or kept in reserve for future use.  Currently the *.hal <=> *.mif conversion is done via command prompt,
I'm not sure yet how much I'll eventually integrate it into the simulator.

The main hold-up was figuring out how to deal with the various representations of literals.  A signed 8 bit value is an immediate field in the OP_BYT
opcode, signed and unsigned 16 bit values are single in-line literals following the OP_LIT_S and OP_LIT_U opcodes respectively, and 32 bit values are
two in-line literals following the OP_LIT opcode.  I wanted to use the same HAL notation for all three (e.g.: s2 := 0x89) and let the assembler figure out
the best fit based on the value, which turned out to be rather tricky.  If the value fits a signed byte and there is no extra pop (OP_BYT is a single operand
instruction) then OP_BYT is used.  If not, then if the value fits in signed 16 bits OP_LIT_S is used.  If not, then if the value fits in unsigned 16 bits
OP_LIT_U is used.  Otherwise it's 32 bits and OP_LIT is used.  This goes smoothly from signed to unsigned to moot, so it's easy to remember.  To not
break existing code that may rely on relative and absolute addressing, the parser adds NOPs as needed.

Another hold-up was in moving the interrupt controller closer to the opcode decoder and removing register set support for it.  It is now controlled via
one-hot (one bit per thread) dedicated opcodes.  The interrupt controller has been one of the most volatile elements during the design of Hive, I'm hoping
it stays put now.

Finally, I got rid of the explicit OP_NOP and moved JMP_8 down to the base of the opcode space.  JMP_8 with a zero immediate value gives an opcode
that is zero, and a zero jump doesn't do anything at all.  There are a couple of other candidates that also do nothing under various circumstances, but



having unconditional JMP_8 at the bottom of the opcode space and JMP_8* conditionals at the top neatly bookends things.  However, the lack of an
explicit NOP threw a wrench into the simulator opcode decode, so that took some thought and work to get past.

With most of these structural changes, the core as synthesized for the FPGA has actually been shrinking a bit (utilizing fewer resources) which is not
exactly expected, but is nice.  I'm thinking of moving to the EP4CE10 device, which would double the main memory space (16 BRAMS => 32, for a
whopping 32KB ;-) and can be had on eBay for <$40.
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OK, the HAL parser has been integrated into the Hive simulator.  It took me a while to figure out the best way to handle file flow.  Now there is no
default file at sim startup, memory is blank until a file is loaded manually via the sim command line.

This is the way file I/O now works: 
  - Both *.hal and *.mif files may be parsed as input, but only *.mif files may be written. 
  - Reading a *.hal file clears the default write file name. 
  - Reading a *.mif file sets the default write file name to this *.mif file name. 
  - Writing a *.mif file sets the default read file name to this *.mif file name, and also 
    writes the hive_odd.mif and hive_even.mif files for FPGA BRAM init.

I can't use *.hal as a basis for saving within the sim as block comments in the code would get discarded.  So it's kind of a one-way street from *.hal to
*.mif, though the reverse route is available via a stand-alone Windows command line program.

I converted the verification *.mif file to *.hal and combed through it for literal value issues.  It's working now for core verification purposes, and that
exercise was very much worth doing.  Coding in HAL in a normal text editor seems to be much easier than editing memory contents with the simulator
command line.

===========

Now I'm back to contemplating boot loaders and such.  The SPI Flash device I have on hand is the Winbond W25Q80BV (got it from Adafruit).  It will
transfer serial data at 100MHz max in read mode, which is plenty fast even if I only use one of the serial lines.  What I don't like about it is the big endian
nature of the transfers.  With serial protocols I seriously wish they would stick to little endian, as this keeps you from constantly consulting the datasheet
to answer the question "big end of what?"  Indeed, the end is only important for the address (24 bits, MSb first) and moot for everything else (byte
commands and particularly byte data can be seen as endian agnostic).  With little endian the answer is "little end of anything" which is nice and
consistent.  Software types will often state that endianness is a wash, just pick one and don't talk about it too much or you'll start a holy war - but they
don't do hardware.

Anyway, this Flash device works all the way down to DC, which vastly simplifies data transfers so dedicated byte I/O serial hardware should be a snap. 
And since the software that deals with the serial hardware is broadly useful all the time (e.g. for reading and writing presets) it can remain in memory
even when not doing software image updates and the like.

The LCD interface is stupidly complex enough that I'll be doing that entirely in software.  The init process is like something from the stone age, and data
transfer is amazingly slow, even at the bus transaction level.

Rotary encoders will be resynchronized in hardware, and perhaps inverted, but that's it I think.  Debounce / state machine tracking is best done in
software.
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"Now you can give us an estimated time of arrival? I would like to experience the results of your labor which can sound like anything you choose? Will
your work use the name theremin or more appropriate a proximity controller?"  - Christopher

No idea on ETA but I continue to work on it every chance I get.  I want to get a pitch and 2 axis left hand prototype working this year.  Still not sure
about the synthesis method, particularly after looking into physical modeling and finding it generally to be a pile of special case hand waving nuance. 
Will definitely be calling it a Theremin.

SPI MASTER
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SPI MASTER

I coded up a simple SPI bus master in System Verilog and installed it in Hive (gave it register set support).  One could just connect SPI devices to GPIO
pins and have at it, but that would be kinda slow.  Anyway, here is a simulation of it:



This is the simulator built-in to the Altera Quartus tool doing a functional rather than timing-based sim.  At top are system reset and system clock (the
clock toggling all the logic).  Below it are register write (decoded from execution of the register write opcode and the specific register address) and input
chip select (a bit in this register that it shares with the tx data byte).  Note that the input chip select has to be low before a write will initiate a SPI bus
cycle, and that the write data is provided at this point also (0xA1 here).  While a cycle is going on a busy indicator is sent back to the processor (a read bit
in the same register that it shares with the rx data byte). 

Internally a phase counter counts the clocks in each bus clock (scl_o) high and low period, and this is configurable at build time to easily provide slower
bus timing than the system clock (SPI memory devices are fast, but not as fast as the Hive system clock, which can be ~200MHz).  The SPI bus clock
acts like a counter bit which resolves full clock cycles, and next we have a bit clock counting the bit cycles below this, which lets the logic know when a
byte is complete.  A simple three state state machine tracks global state (idle, busy, SPI chip select deselect).

You can see that the serial data (sdo_o) is sent MSb first, and that the bits change when the SPI bus clock transitions low, and sampled on clock high
transitions.  This is true for both bus entities (master & slave).  SPI bus chip select (scs_o) is active low from the beginning of the cycle until we disable
it, and this allows us to send & receive multiple bytes via multiple writes to the Hive SPI register.  Note that the SPI bus doesn't have a read / write
indicator, reading and writing (and other operations) are defined by the first byte sent in a transaction (when the SPI chip select goes low).  For reads and
writes, a 24 bit address follows this byte, and write or dummy data (for a read) follow this.  Above you can see the value 0xB3 being read from the bus
(sdi_i) and sent back to the processor for reading (data_o).

I made the busy bit [31] in the read register, which allows for simple jump testing in software via the sign.  The read and write data are double buffered,
but I don't think I'll be taking advantage of this in software.  Double buffering keeps the parallel data around between cycles making it easier to supply
and catch with slower processes, and it also decouples timing to some degree which is mainly why I use it here.  In actual use I plan to have the SW do an
interlocked cha-cha loop: read data, then write data, then wait for the busy flag to go low, etc.  Checking the busy flag also reads the data, so these steps
can be combined.  For this Flash memory device, the SPI bus clock works all the way down to DC, so we can wait as long as we like between bytes. 
Note that I implemented SPI mode 0 here, wherein the SPI bus clock is quiescent low.

This kind of basic simulation really has to be performed for all low level SV components (even those that are this trival) because there is often no easy
way to figure out errors up at the top when many components are interconnected and things start getting complicated.  I very much enjoy this kind of
interactive simulation, which you used to be able to do with Quartus, I really wish they had retained the simulator in their tool (v9.1 sp2 was the last of
the Mohicans).
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It seems I was beaten to the punch with the invention of Hive's pop bit, Mark Shannon described such a construct in his 2006 MSc Thesis:

https://www-users.cs.york.ac.uk/chrisb/main-pages/publications/ShannonThesis2006.pdf.1

Interesting read, but if you look at his "optimized" code there are still tons of stack manipulation operations, which are fundamentally inefficient.
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"A theremin is two RF Oscillators, a mixer and audio amplifier, nothing more. Which part are we looking at in your demonstration to simplify the
approach, make the proximity more linear and the sound more pleasant?"  - Christopher

That the heterodyning of two oscillators can give an OK approximation of pitch linearity to our logarithmic ears is quite interesting.  And that the act of
mixing them can give an OK timbre is also nice. 

But these fortuitous things can be chains that bind developers and keep them from going to the next level of linearity and timbre, where the tight coupling
of features is counterproductive.  I'm showing in (excruciating?) detail my attempts to pull it all apart, to divide and conquer.

Do a Google image search for "metal detector schematic".  It's fascinating to see how far technology that was initially very similar to the Theremin has
evolved over time.  If Theremins were anywhere near as common than metal detectors I think we'd see a lot more in the way of technical movement in
the field.
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Yesterday I got back to hardware by trying out various Hive programs on the FPGA demo board.  Wrote a quickie that does UART loopback via software
and found an RX ready read timing bug that I fixed by adding a flop (the internal register set timing is a little tricky if you are handling clear-on-read
timing manually in logic, rather than via the pre-defined canned register set constructs).  Translated the bouncing LED MIF code to HAL and that worked
first try. 

And I finally came up with an efficient way to convert ASCII Hex to numbers, I can't believe how many hours I've put into this trivial 16 line subroutine:

0x40    P0 -= 48 
    (s0<0) ? pc += 10    // bad 
    s0 -= 10 
    (P0<0) ? pc += 11    // OK, 0-9 
    P0 -= 17 
    (s0<0) ? pc += 6    // bad 
    s0 -= 6 
    (P0<0) ? pc += 6    // OK, A-F 
    P0 -= 32 
    (s0<0) ? pc += 2    // bad 
    s0 -= 6 
    (P0<0) ? pc += 2    // OK, a-f 
    P0 := -1    // bad, return -1 
    pc := P7 
    P0 += 10    // good, offset A-F 
    pc := P7

The trick is to divide good / bad value areas as negative / non-negative via subtraction, then jump or continue to decode further based on that.  Most of
the subtractions have to happen anyway, and the code will accept either upper or lower case A-F.  Too bad whoever invented ASCII didn't make the 0-9,
A-F codes match up with their hex values.  They could have at least made 0-F contiguous, but no.  Going from a hex value to ASCII is trivial (takes ~4
lines of HAL).

This morning I expanded the HAL parser / disassembler to optionally employ the "-=" syntax with immediate adds and jumps, which makes things like
"P0 += -45" easier to read and write as "P0 -= 45".

Now I'm mulling over boot loader strategies.  Something simple to take ASCII hex over UART and stick the values in memory, while all threads but one
spin at a single address, then clear the threads to kick it all off.  I've been at this point before with previous stack processors, but never with this level of
simulator and assembly language support.

Pump You Up
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Pump You Up

Thinking about the various ways to do code upload to a target processor.  RS232 is becoming quaint for this kind of thing, but RS232 over USB is still
alive, and USB is currently providing 5V for the demo board via a serial TTL / USB cable, so it's a natural.

If the baud rate is 115200 and there are 11 bits per byte (1 start, 8 data, 2 stop) then the byte rate is roughly 10kHz.  If we employ only printable ASCII
characters to express the byte value, we will be sending less than one byte of data for each serial byte sent.  Hex could be used, which would give 50%
efficiency tops.  Since Hive main memory is likely to max out at 32kB for this project, it would take 2 * 32k / 10k = ~6 seconds to send this via ASCII
hex, which isn't exactly light speed, but doesn't seem terribly onerous either.

Looking at the defacto standards like Intel Hex, I'm not sure what the exact goals are for them.  Compact file size?  Per line transmission correctness? 
Beats me.  One can easily run a CRC32 routine over a region of code once it has been uploaded which would catch more errors than a checksum.  And
who cares how big files are these days?

I've made it a point to avoid states or "modes" with both the Hive core and Hive simulator, and this has worked out really, really well.  The only real
simulator mode is whether it is executing code or not, but even this is just looping using the single step command, so it's more of an extrapolation or
automation of basic functionality.  I suppose this is driving me towards the avoidance of an explicit upload "mode" for the processor boot code, though
this will clearly negatively impact code upload efficiency.

The simulator has a "wm" command which takes an address, 32 bit data, and the "wm" command itself, and performs a write to memory.  If the address is
omitted (detected by counting command line tokens) then the highlight address is used as a default.  Using something similar for code upload, the first
write could give the starting address and first data, and subsequent writes would use the default incremented address. 

If there are to be other commands in the command set then we need to make sure they aren't misinterpreted.  Writing text parsers has given me a lot of
insight into the low-level mechanics of the syntax of a language like C.  Numbers always start with 0-9, and starting hex numbers with "0x" signals the
multiplier for subsequent digits to be 16 rather than 10, and '0' is a benign starting point for the value itself.  Keywords and variables never start 0-9, so
token parsing is fairly simple.

So, if we use standard C hex notation, what would the efficiency be?  Transmitting three full 32 bit hex values would entail something like:

 0xFFFF 0xFFFFFFFF wm 
 0xFFFFFFFF wm 
 0xFFFFFFFF wm

The spaces are transmitted bytes, as are the line breaks.  Ignoring the address for long sequences of writes, it would seem to require 14 bytes per 4 bytes
stored, giving a 32kB upload time of 6 * 14 / 4 = ~21 seconds.  However, many lines could likely be compressed, particularly those which are NOPs or
blank, or those which can be expressed by small values:

 0 wm



This is where I am at the moment.  I've taken another look at the CRC32 algorithm and made it a bit more efficient by using a rotate opcode rather than a
shift, with a slightly modified polynomial (MSb = 0):

0x40    s1 := 0x6db88320    // <<CRC32 sub start>> - poly 
    s2 := 31    // loop idx 
    P0 >>r= 1    // <loop start> rotate right 1 
    (s0!<0) ? pc += 1    // check MSb 
    P0 ^= s1    // xor w/ poly if MSb is set 
    P2 -= 1    // dec loop idx 
    (S2!<0) ? pc -= 5    // <loop end> 
    P1 P2    // clean up 
    pc := P7    // return

Been adding features to HAL, above you can see how negative left shifts can be expressed as positive right shifts.

The way the CRC32 subroutine would be used is:

1. Invert first 32 bits of data (or XOR with all ones, same thing).

2. Call subroutine.

3. XOR next 32 bits of data with the subroutine result.

4. Call subroutine.

Repeat 3 & 4 until done with all data.  If the encoding CRC was appended to the tail end of the code, and if there were no errors, the result should be
0xDEBB20E3.

[EDIT] In summary, I plan to use a simple command line interpreter to upload code.  The sim has a "zm" command which zeros out memory, which I
can easily implement here as well to smash huge blank swaths of memory.  The programming file will then be a series of commands that contain data,
rather than just raw data.  Mapping MIF or raw memory array contents to the programming file should be straightforward.  Checking afterward via
CRC32 and even flashing can be incorporated in the programming file as well.
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A week in from my last post and I've got a lot of the underlying functionality done for the bare bones command line / monitor / sub boot thing.  With all
the jumps and such, assembly can instantly turn into spaghetti code.  The main trick to managing the complexity seems to be time-honored factoring into
subroutines.  So it's all divide and conquer, with basic subroutines for UART TX, RX, ASCII to BIN | DECIMAL | HEX, HEX to ASCII, white space
detection, etc.  A subroutine that tokenizes the input is finished.  It passes the results to a token parser subroutine which is just a skeleton at this point. 
And a subroutine that interprets and transmits 32 bit HEX and packed ASCII is done.  In a way it's fun, but I can see why no one codes in assembly
unless they just can't help it, as it isn't a super efficient use of the programmer's time.

Been grappling with the best way to program in HAL.  Assembly language is simple, but it's definitely learning yet another language.  It feels somewhat
like back when I was programming some of my earlier pure stack processors, as there are plenty of opportunities to dither and fret over efficiency and
operation count, but the multiple indexed stacks in Hive provide much relief from this.  With a cannonical stack machine you invariably waste a
significant fraction of cycles just getting things lined up for the ALU, and the anxiety levels from looking for ways to trim one more instruction (usually
at the expense of readability and therefore maintainability) are just too much for my poor brain.  I've learned that tricky solutions are generally sub-
optimal for a variety of reasons (e.g. trouble divorcing the beautiful trick when it stands in your way).

Anyway, I can see why soft labels and such are features of most assembly languages, as micro managing address in a text editor is fairly painful.  Add
enough automated features in assembly and before you know it you're edging into high level language territory.  With the token parser I'm grappling with
data interpretation, or typing at the lowest level. It's all quite fascinating from a historical perspective, with ontogeny recapitulating phylogeny and all
that.
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Yet another week in and I've got address label support working in the HAL parser. 

The low hanging fruit here are the thread clear and interrupt vector addresses, which I've decided to use the symbols CLT[0-7] and IRQ[0-7] for,
respectively. So e.g. CLT[4] in HAL code gets replaced by the thread 4 clear vector address.  This is simple pre-processing substitution of token patterns
with hard wired address values obtained from constants in the package.

I've also got more generic LBL[] address labels working.  The way they work is via explicit or implicit assignment.  An example of an explicit
assignment is:

  LBL[3] := 0x45

on a line by itself, which obviously assigns the address 0x45 to label 3.  Label 3 must be null prior to the assignment or this is an error.

An example of implicit assignment is:

  LBL[4] <some code>

where a null LBL[4] is assigned the current running address.  If label 4 isn't null then the label is replaced with the assigned label value.

A label showing up in place of a literal:

  P4 := LBL[4]

also replaces the label with the assigned label value, and the use of an uninitialized (0, null) label here is an error. 



Labels can also be used for constant non-zero data if desired.

Ideally, labels would have easy to use names like SIN or PI or whatever, but I thought I'd start here and see how cumbersome a simple indexed array
construct is to use.  Labels are nice because they keep you from having to micro manage addresses you don't really care about in an absolute sense.  For
example you might want to stick a bunch of subroutines somewhere with no spaces between them, but still have the option of easily adding or subtracting
lines of code from them without changing every reference in the rest of the code to their calling addresses.  Or you might want to have a handy flexible
table at the beginning of your code which nails down the locations of various entities in memory space - things like thread start points.

===========

One thing that is difficult to deal with in programming languages is the chicken or egg situation where A and B need to reference each other directly, but
they are necessarily defined sequentially.  C gets around this with header files, but that seems like a kluge to me.  Mandatory prototyping header files in
VHDL were something I was really glad to leave behind with verilog and SV.  No one likes to type any more than necessary, and the extra *.h files tend
to clutter up directories.

===========

The cases for hardware support of main memory byte access that I've encountered are iterative algorithm initial value tables (to reduce the number of
iterations) and data storage / buffering of ASCII and other byte data (B&W image pixel values perhaps).  Whether these are worth hardware support is
probably debatable.  Anyway, to slightly facilitate the parsing of bytes stored in memory I changed the Hive 16 bit memory read to unsigned.

HAL Parsing
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HAL Parsing

Here is a quick look at how to parse programming text files:

The input file is on the left, it is opened and one line at a time is fed to the comment processor.

The comment processor uses the rules of the language to separate comments from code content.  If a block comment spans more than one line the
comment processor waits until a code line is complete before handing the code line to the tokenizer.  So the three states here are "in code", "in a block
comment", and "in an end of line comment".  It is safe here to add any amount of white space that makes the parsing easier - one could just replace the
comment characters with spaces.  Hal uses file end of line to indicate the end of a command, but C uses the semicolon.

The tokenizer takes the code line and slices it up.  This is where your white space language rules get applied as extraneous white space is removed and
meaningful white space is interpreted / added as token divisions.  Any "special" symbols are given separate tokens.  Otherwise contiguous alpha is kept
contiguous (including the underscore character), as is contiguous numeric.  The main job of the tokenizer is to make things uniform for easy downstream
processing.

The token line then get handed off for token processing.  First labels are assigned / replaced with actual address values.  Then they are examined for
pattern matching to commands.  Any token line not matching a command is an error.

The output of the token processing is interpreted as machine code and stored in the memory array.  The contents of this array can executed in the
simulator, and can also be read out as *.mif files for hardware synthesis (BRAM initial contents = boot code).

============

I just made a cheesy command line linting tool for *.hal and *.mif files which works by enabling the verbose option in their respective parsers, which
sends warnings and errors to cout.  Pretty neat!  It's interesting how, once you have a critical mass of code, new complex things can be done with very
little effort.
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"I made some changes in my several thousand lines of VB code and now finding it a bitch to isolate a bug." - Christopher

I've been pretty lucky with the Hive simulator code, but I did some floor planning up-front.  Structures that encapsulate functionality and data together
are C++ objects.  The main memory is an obvious object, with private and public functions that read and write, copy sections, parse hal and mif files, etc. 
There are 8 threads so I decided to make them objects as well, which drastically reduced redundant coding.  The core creates the memory and threads and
is itself an object, so I could instantiate a multi-processor sim pretty easily.  I'm comfortable with the OO approach because it is very similar to the
component approach hardware description languages employ.



But, yes, I sit around writing out small critical snippets until I feel they're pretty well nailed down before actually coding.  That makes me a slow coder,
but I think I spend a lot less time tracking down bugs.  The sim code is getting a bit ungainly at this point, but I don't think I'll be adding much more to it.

VB is one of the worst languages I've used, but you're kind of forced to if you want to do anything fancy in Excel.  It's clunky, overly verbose, slow as a
snail, and not very readable.  I pretty much loathe it.  C and to some extent C++ make a lot of sense to me, but some of this may be my familiarity with
them.  C very clearly targets real processor hardware, and that's the best starting point for a language IMO.  C++ would benefit from a whole lot of stuff
being removed, particularly most of the class and inheritance crap.  And pointers in both drive me crazy, I hate pointers and I hate the lame syntax they
picked.  Pointer arithmetic is just asking for it IMO, and I think that's what makes these languages so unsafe.  If you want to indirectly reference a bunch
of items instantiate them as an array.

HCL (Hive Command Line)
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HCL (Hive Command Line)

Just got the command line up and running an hour or so ago.  I decided to make it as minimalist as possible, so the basic commands, which can be up to 4
characters long, only use single letters for the functions.  Parameter count is limited to none or one, with none generally signaling a read, and one a write,
where the parameter value is the write value.  Addresses are handled via a separate address command, with auto increment on memory read / write.  Here
is a list of the commands so far:

a : read address 
<addr> a : set address 
m : read memory (32 bit), addr += 2 
<data> m : write memory, addr += 2 
l : read memory (16 bit), addr++ 
<data> l : write memory, addr++ 
v : read version register 
<data> v : write version register (no action) 
t : read time/id register 
<data> t : write time/id register (no action) 
e : read error register 
<data> e : write error register 
u : read uart register 
<data> u : write uart register 
g : read gpio register 
<data> g : write gpio register 
s : read spi register 
<data> s : write spi register

Commands are case sensitive.  Parameters may be entered as unsigned decimal or hex.  If an unrecognized command or malformed numeric parameter is
encountered a question mark is spit out.  All responses are in hex on a new line.  Conveniences like backspace and doskey command recall are not
supported.  ESC clears things out.

The framework can handle up to 32 tokens per command, and could be trivially modified to handle per-radix tokens and signed values, but I decided to
KISS.

Writing to the GPIO register sets the LEDs, pretty cool stuff!  Next will implement CRC32 checking.

Programming via this interface can be done by setting the base address, then doing repeated 16 or 32 bit writes to memory.  The command line prompt '>'
isn't transmitted until the individual operation is complete, so a programming script can key off that to wait / proceed.

[EDIT] Just added CRC checking.  It uses the default address as the start and end, and if there is a parameter it substitutes that as the end address.  The
single value 0xdeadbeef gives a residue of 0xe5a59fe0 just like the spreadsheet says it should - sweet!  Inverting this gives 0x1a5a601f, and appending
this to the first value and running the CRC check over both gives 0xdebb20e3, which is the good CRC check residue value (a constant).

One thing that's interesting here is if I put all the threads in an infinite loop except for one, then overwrite all of memory with identical code to what the
active thread is running, I'm then free to overwrite the code areas that aren't being currently executed with whatever I like (provided the running code isn't
using the memory for data storage).  After that it's just a matter of resetting all the threads in order to run the fresh SW load.  You can see why they call
all this stuff "bootstrapping" as it takes a lot of thought to make a flexible processor start up procedure.
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Knee-deep in involuntary volunteering (and the big fool said to push on) so haven't had much time to devote to my own stuff.

This morning I made a simple Tera Term (excellent program) macro (script) which writes the ~24 lines of the bouncing ball LED program to the demo
board starting at address 0x160.  It then overwrites the initial jump address for thread 0 to address 0x160, and finally overwrites a line of code that thread
0 is executing to reset the thread, which causes it to vector to the uploaded code.  It worked first time (if you don't count the first three basic tests :-) and
is bouncing in front of me now.  So I'm mostly past the point of needing to recompile the HW just to run new SW.

I knew going down this road that it might take years to reach this point.  Now I have a processor with full simulator, assembly language, floating point
math package, and command line interface support.  What a long strange trip it's been.  So it's back to actual Theremin hardware as soon as I can catch a
break.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waist_Deep_in_the_Big_Muddy
https://en.osdn.jp/projects/ttssh2/releases/
file:///forums/T/28584?post=199800#199800


NCPD
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NCPD

I'm taking another look at the digital generation of square waves for LC tank stimulus.  Generating a precision variable lower frequency clock from a
fixed higher frequency system clock is a fascinating area of study, and one I've nosed around in quite a bit.  LC is nice because it acts like a low pass or
band pass filter, thus strongly attenuating drive harmonics.  LC also acts like a flywheel, so as long as the stimulus is correct on average (i.e. over several
cycles) then individual cycle stimulus can be less than ideal - which it will be because we only have discrete system clock periods with which to construct
the output cycles - the output transition points are fixed so they usually won't correspond exactly with the desired transition points.

The general approach is that of the phase accumulator or NCO (numerically controlled oscillator).  Take an input number and on each system clock add it
to a fixed width accumulator.  The larger the input number the more often the accumulator will roll over.  The MSb (most significant bit) of the
accumulator is a square wave clock with frequency

  clk_o = clk_i * freq_i / 2^n 

where clk_i is the system clock, freq_i is the input number, and n is the bit width of the accumulator.  The precision with which we can set the output
frequency is set by the accumulator width, and it's fairly trivial to get PPM resolution just by using 20 or more bits.  Lower frequencies can be
accommodated with an integer divider afterward, which enables a decoupling of the carry chain for speed up.

The output will be best-effort in terms of phase error from the ideal.  That is, the nearest system clock edge is used as the output clock edge.  This may
sound ideal, but in most cases it actually isn't because the output phase error can easily form low frequency alias patterns (limit cycles) that are
impossible to deal with via filtering, even in our LC case.   One way to break up patterns is to permanently set the LSb of freq_i to a 1, which keeps the
lower bits of the accumulator active, and provides ~3dB SFDR improvement (spurious free dynamic range is the figure of merit here).  An even more
effective technique is to take the parallel output of the accumulator, add a small amount of dither noise (peak average amplitude >= than the value of
freq_i) and use the MSb of this as the output square wave.  Each new output edge triggers the noise generator to provide a new noise sample. 
Conceptually, what is happening here is we are statistically exposing the full accumulator value to the world.  Using this technique one can produce
square waves with high spectral purity, certainly with enough quality for digital Theremin use.  Indeed this is exactly what my first prototype employed,
in a DPLL configuration where the phase error was measured and used as feedback to adjust the frequency / phase.

So why look this dithered, LSb=1 style NCO gift horse in the mouth? 

Well, one issue is the freq_i input is accumulated on every clock.  This can be an asset, because variations in freq_i are then averaged over the entire
cycle (this is a form of moving average or boxcar filter).  But it also means this small number gets multiplied up by a factor of clk_i / clk_o, so if we are
generating freq_i from a control process like the accumulator or low pass filter of a DPLL, it must be highly attenuated before use, which tends to throw
away precision in the digital realm.  Another issue is the dither noise should ideally vary between zero and the value of freq_i, which requires either
multiplication, or the employ of a somewhat non-ideal fixed and larger noise level (though there are tricky and efficient ways to do the multiplication via
a series of adds).  A final issue is that we measure things like phase error by counting system clocks, which are therefore period rather than frequency
based, which gives us a variable loop gain factor to worry about.  It would be more direct if we could control the period numerically, rather than the
frequency.  How might we do that?

The obvious approach to a NCPD (numerically controlled periodic delay - my term for it) is to take the input period_i and count up to it from one, or load
it into a counter and count down to 1.  But how do we handle fractional periods, where e.g. period_i = 9.125?  We could accumulate the fractional
portions until the sum is >= 1 then extend the output period by 1 system clock and subtract 1 from the accumulator.  This approach works but it is a bit
fiddly if implemented as two parts.  It gets even fiddlier if we dither it, and we definitely want to do so.  Is there any way to more tightly integrate things?

The above diagram shows where I am at the moment with a solution.  The input is a fixed decimal with i integer bits and f fractional bits.  This gets
selected for one clock at each output clock edge, which adds the value, with the integer 1.0 subtracted from it, to the accumulator A.  The rest of the time
an input of zero is used, which gives us -1.0 as the input accumulator value, which decrements the integer portion of the accumulator value and leaves the
fractional portion undisturbed.  After this, noise is added and the MSb of the result is registered and the rising edge detected.  This flag is used to toggle
the output, to control the input multiplexer, and to generate a new dither noise sample.

What's so clever about it?  First, the accumulator holds both the integer and fractional values, which lets the accumulated fractional portion naturally
carry out into the integer portion.  Second, it's a closed-loop "leaky bucket" implementation, so the input accumulation can happen at just about any point
and it will still function correctly long-term, which allows us to perturb an individual period without affecting the next, we can employ roll under
detection (MSb going from zero to 1) to sense when to accumulate period_i, and we can inject noise without slowing things down.  Third, the optimal
dither noise width is fixed (the same bit width as the accumulator fractional width) so we don't need multiplication in order to scale it.  Fourth, there is a
bit of magic that can be applied to the noise generator which gives us an approximately differentiated output with one clock per sample almost for free
(I'll describe this in a future post).

Using a fairly deep pipeline here really speeds things up (>300MHz system clock limited to max 250MHz net toggle rate in the target device).  It also
limits the smallest input period value, though that doesn't really matter as we will be using the NCPD to synthesize square waves with many tens of
system clocks per period.



Dithering
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Dithering

As I pointed out above, dithering is used to statistically expose the least significant portion of a value (to the world downstream) which would normally
get simply truncated.  Lopping off the lower bits can obviously produce truncation noise, and this is the reason the final step in CD mastering (before
truncation) is the application of dither.  Without dither, if the the volume is turned up during a very low passage (e.g. song fade out), the listener will hear
increasing distortion with decreasing loudness.  With dither, the perceived distortion will be vastly lowered, and the listener will be able to clearly hear
audio information below the noise floor.  It seems a little like magic, but it is actually a slight increase in one kind of noise (dither) that leads directly to
better performance by reducing a worse kind of noise (truncation).  The dither noise may be straight white, or shaped.  The important features are that it
have sufficient amplitude to expose all truncated values (+/- 1/2 bit post truncation), and that the waveform represent all values equally over some time
interval (for the statistics to work).  Having minimal energy near DC may also be important for some applications.

As an example, say we have a 24 bit value IN[23:0] that we need to reduce to 16 bits OUT[15:0].  The difference in width here is 8, so we would apply
dither DITH[7:0] to IN[23:0] via addition and get RESULT[23:0], to which we would then truncate off the bottom 8 bits to get RESULT[23:8], and this
then is OUT[15:0].

It's easiest for me to think of IN[23:0] as a fixed decimal: IN[23:0] = HI[15:0].LO[7:0] (and I often wish hardware description languages allowed for the
use of negative bit indices so that the decimal portion could be expressed as LO[-1:-8]).  So a value near the noise floor such as 12.5 would have a 50/50
chance of being dithered and then truncated to 12 or 13.  The fractional portion directly dictates the probability of the integer portion being bumped up
one.

It might seem that the dither signal could be injected anywhere, but this generally isn't the case.  Filtering or accumulating the signal in any way will alter
the statistics of it (averaging white noise gives you a Gaussian distribution), rendering it less useful at reducing truncation noise - or perhaps worse,
emphasizing low frequency content in the dither signal itself.  So we shouldn't e.g. combine dither noise with freq_i at the input to an NCO.

In practice, the dither signal can often be unsigned, even if we are working with signed values.
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Hanging out at hacker news a lot (hey, it beats working!) and ran into the term "technical debt" a few days ago.  I suppose I'm so averse to it that I spend
what some might deem too much time polishing hardware description code for prototype use, but even my polished stuff often seems too crude to me. 
The trouble with polishing up-front is you spend less time with a functioning prototype, but the the problem with not polishing up-front is you spend
weeks or months tracking down the simplest of bugs, only to feel stupid and relieved after you find them.  To me, debugging boners is zero fun, but
deeply understanding each part of the whole is quite enjoyable - and I've got no boss with a bogus timeline breathing down my neck.  Is anything good or
lasting ever done in haste?

LFSRs & "Free" Logical Differentiation
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LFSRs & "Free" Logical Differentiation

A fascinating digital construct is the Linear Feedback Shift Register.  Using a shift register (string of flops), a two or four input xor gate (depending on
the shift register length), and judicious choice of stages for the feedback, one can produce sequences that are "maximal length" or 2^n - 1; one less than
the states of a binary counter of the same width.  The output can be taken serially from one flop, or in parallel from the entire string or some some subset
of it.  Because the feedback is so simple, such constructs can be used as jumbled counters that run at extremely high speeds, though they are most useful
as sources of pseudo-random noise.  The "pseudo" here is because the noise has many properties of a true random number generator, but is entirely
deterministic.  Two such noise generators combined with another xor gate form a Gold Code generator which is used to allow many cell phones to use the
same frequency, and deterministic noise has obvious data encryption uses, but I digress.

Where I'm going with this is we need a source of dither for our NCPD above.  Say the LC resonance is nominally 2MHz, this gives us an "edge rate" of
4MHz, so we need a new noise sample every 4MHz.  Say the period fraction (the portion that needs to be dithered) is 16 bits wide.  There are a couple of
options:

1. Run the shift register for 16 clocks for each output edge in order to get a new, relatively unrelated 16 bit noise sample for each edge.  The minimum
system clock required would then be 4MHz * 16 = 64MHz.  So as not to have humans easily detect the repetition of the sequence, we set the period to
many seconds.  Since 64M ~= 2^26, 26 flops give us a one second period, and we set the shift register to 29 flops to get 8 seconds of noise samples
before repeating.  We could easily set it longer, the addition of each inexpensive flop doubles the period and has no impact on the speed.  If the shift
register is sr[28:0], then the LFSR output is sr[15:0].  If we want to kill the DC of these noise samples we simply differentiate the output. 

2. The second option is quite tricky and one that's taken me some time to wrap my brain around.  Say we're lazy, or don't have the real-time to generate a
full 16 bits of new noise for each output edge, so we simply clock the LFSR once for each output edge, and differentiate the output in order to scramble it
a bit and kill DC.  On a whim we look at the outputs of the LFSR and differentiator and discover they're virtually identical!  This is because a single shift
of the LFSR multiplies the old output by 2 and adds either 0 or 1 depending on the feedback value, so output values are highly correlated (related to each
other).  If the old output was n, then the new output is 2n or 2n +1.  Differentiating this gives 2n - n = n (+0|1), which is pretty much the old value, so the
undifferentiated output is in some sense already differentiated.  The key is examining the behavior at the modulo points.  A one shifting up through a field
of 8 zeros gives:

0 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 0 ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_debt


Differentiated:

0 1 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 -128 ...

So we can simply invert the MSb to get "free" first order differentiation.  If you do this exercise in a spreadsheet you'll see a somewhat tilted up at zero
spectra for the one-clock per sample LFSR output, which becomes somewhat tilted down when the MSb is inverted.  And the effect is more pronounced
for higher bit widths, presumably because the feedback error "noise" bit (deviation from true differentiation) is smaller compared to the maximum value.

You can do this kind of free "logical differentiation" to as many orders as you wish, but it leaves large gaps in the output values above first order.  I've
derived the logic via observation and tested it to third order, and it's almost eerie watching it work.  First order is nice because it still gives you the full
range of values to work with.

Credit to U.S. Patent US7580157 "High-pass dither generator and method" for the above, and it unfortunately has many years before expiration.  The
patent also covers conventional differentiation of noise, which doesn't strike me as novel in the least.  The patent doesn't seem to cover higher order
logical differentiation, so I may have thought of it first but I'm not about to patent it (and IANAL).

My spreadsheet: http://www.mediafire.com/download/twd99yb1yn28wvt/lfsr_logical_diff_2015-10-22.xls

[EDIT] I should add that there is a third option, one I've tried in the prototype (so I know it works for the NCO): simply run the LFSR continuously.  To
restore the repeat period to several seconds the shift register will likely require extension by a few flops, but this is inconsequential.  The dither circuitry
may need slight alteration to accommodate the continuously changing noise without error.
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Trying to read that patent but my eyes keep glazing over from all the gobbledygook.  It claims the MSb inverter is part of a high pass filter block, but
that's incorrect.  The parallel data coming from a singly clocked LFSR is already ~differentiated if you consider it to be signed.  The inverter merely
converts signed to unsigned.  IANAL, but I believe if you want signed and differentiated noise from an LFSR you can just use it directly (and sign extend
it if necessary) and not infringe on the patent.  If you want unsigned you would need the inverter, but it's not clear to me as to how this would be
infringement either, as inverting the MSb is a well known method of converting signed <=> unsigned.  Ugh, this shit just ties people's hands in nonsense.

One thing the patent mentions is the combination of uncorrelated noise samples leading to a triangular PDF (probability density function).  You get a
rectangular PDF when you throw one die, because the probability for each value 1 thru 6 are the same.  You get a triangular PDF when you throw two
dice, which is easily seen by listing all possible outcomes:

2 = 1+1 
3 = 1+2; 2+1 
4 = 1+3; 2+2; 3+1 
5 = 1+4; 2+3; 3+2; 4+1 
6 = 1+5; 2+4; 3+3; 4+2; 5+1 
7 = 1+6; 2+5; 3+4; 4+3; 5+2; 6+1 
8 = 2+6; 3+5; 4+4; 5+3; 6+2 
9 = 3+6; 4+5; 5+4; 6+3 
10= 4+6; 5+5; 6+4 
11= 5+6; 6+5 
12= 6+6

So you can see 7 is the most likely outcome, and 2 and 12 the least, with a linear slope to the probabilities on either side.  Triangular PDF works well for
dithering audio, but applications like video and NCO / NCPD work best with a rectangular PDF.  Also, triangular dither requires an amplitude of 2 LSbs
(post truncation), while rectangular dither only requires 1 LSb, so the injected noise with rectangular is lower.  Anyway, one can see how combining two
independent noise sources might lead directly to triangular dither.

To get Gaussian PDF noise (not mentioned in the patent) you add together a bunch of (5 or more - more giving a better approximation) independent noise
sources.  This gives a nice sinusoid, smoothing out the triangle above.  Gaussian noise is most similar to the noise generated by analog electronics.

The patent also uses the length of the LFSR to generate multiple samples at once, and to store previous values, which is neat but quite obvious - so what
is really unique and patentable here?  To me it's exploitation of the otherwise problematic correlation of LFSR parallel samples separated by one clock.
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Investigating differentiated noise via spreadsheet, I was surprised to discover that straight 1st order differentiation of independent noise samples produces
a triangular PDF.  I suppose I should have been prepared for this, as even though the use of each sample is spread over two successive time slots (first it
is used as the main thing which gets the old thing subtracted from it, and then it is used as the old sample which gets subtracted from the new) the noise it
gets combined with is itself independent, and independent combinations are like two dice, hence the triangular PDF.  Knowing this, it was not so
surprising to find that higher order differentiation tends to Gaussian PDF. 

Things they don't teach you in school (and that don't instantly turn up in Google).  IIRC, my first encounter with the use of a multi-sample combination to
produce Gaussian noise was in a physics lab in college - extremely basic and handy information that was nowhere to be found in any of my class texts.

Rotary Encoders
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Rotary Encoders

(Mostly a rehash of this post.)

http://www.mediafire.com/download/twd99yb1yn28wvt/lfsr_logical_diff_2015-10-22.xls
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Busy bolting a bunch of System Verilog of stuff onto the processor. Got the NCPD, simple quadrature phase detector, and 4th order LPF tied together
with a processor register interface.  Need to do the same with the SPDIF TX component and for some kind of serializer for the LED tuner.

I was planning on doing the rotary encoder debounce and decode in software, but now I'm wondering if throwing a tiny bit of hardware at it in order to
conserve processor real time for bigger and better things might be a better approach.  I was thinking SW would be safest if glitching is a problem, as it
could perhaps be dealt with more flexibly in SW, but as a first pass I'm going the HW route.  The pushbutton (when the encoder shaft is pressed)
debounce is probably best being SW based, as it may need tuning.

The encoder hardware outputs form a 2 bit glitchy inverted Gray code, but only one input is supposed to glitch at a time.  Detent state is 11.  First thing is
to synchronize the inputs with the system clock, and we do this with two shift registers, then we invert.  It's much simpler to feed the result to a state
machine (SM) if we first convert the Gray code to binary, here the MSb is fed to the SM straight, while the XOR of the MSb and LSb form the LSb fed to
the SM.  To see this:

CW rotation (inverted Gray): 11, 10, 00, 01, 11

Inversion (Gray): 00, 01, 11, 10, 00

Binary conversion: 00, 01, 10, 11, 00

A trick here is to use a 3 bit up/down binary counter as the state machine.  Detent position is 000, with CW rotation incrementing by 1 thus going
positive, CCW decrementing by 1 thus going negative.  Machine transitions are limited to seeing an increment or decrement value at the input, and detent
at the input always resets the state.  So if the machine has transitioned to +3 and detent is seen, we output a CW pulse.  And if the machine is at -3 with
detent input, we output a CCW pulse:

CW state transitions: 000, 001, 010, 011, 000

CCW state transitions: 000, 111, 110, 101, 000

Even if doing this with SW we would need resynchronization, which takes at least 4 flops.  Doing it all in hardware (including resync) requires 12 LEs
(logic elements), which is just a drop in the ocean even for the smallish FPGA we're targeting.  Each encoder needs a separate SM to track what's going
on, and the processor register interface would likely be clear on read.

I suppose the moral here is to use the carry chain logic for state encode / decode if binary is (or can be made) a good fit to the state.

================

Also finalizing on system timing.  There's a 50MHz oscillator on the demo board.  Running this through one of the 2 configurable PLLs in the FPGA
and multiplying/dividing by 29/236 gives 6.144067MHz.  For SPDIF we need 48kHz * 128 = 6.144MHz.  So the reference is 67Hz high, or +11pmm,
which is within the 50MHz oscillator manufacturing tolerance limits. 

The SPDIF TX module has a 48kHz frame output which will be resynchronized and used as an interrupt for the one or more processor threads handling
the capacitive DLLs, sound generation & filtering, as well as LED tuner output and rotary encoder sampling.

The second FPGA PLL will be used to drive the processor core at whatever maximum speed is fairly easily attainable (hopefully ~190MHz or so for 190
aggregate MIPS).
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Trying to figure out the TLC5916 via the datasheet (serializer and constant current driver for the LED tuner) and for the life of me it's all but impossible. 
I've seen some lame datasheets in my time and this one is near the bottom in terms of describing what's really going on.  There's a rather odd way to place
it in the mode where you can set the brightness and read diagnostic info, which they describe in various vague and vaguely different ways.  They show
the latch as an independent clock in some of the diagrams, but then they give setup and hold to it from the serial clock?  The text states the output data is
latched on the falling edge of the latch, but the edge to output spec is from the rising edge?  I'm going to have to breadboard it and send it some signals. 
Independent clocks and asynchronous enables shouldn't have other modes where they behave as synchronous to some other clock.  Kind of surprisingly
coming from TI.  </rant>

It's only slightly better than this joke data sheet.

[EDIT] Someone else crabbing about the TLC5916 datasheet, so it's probably not just me.  What's unsettling is the more time you spend poring over the
datasheet the less sense it makes.  This IC should be one of the most straightforward things around but it's loaded with poorly documented cruft.  This
seems to be a case of an analog team designing a fundamentally digital IC.  Analog is hard, but digital is deceptively harder than it seems to do right -
simplicity, consistency, and adhering to rational interface norms are everything.

The TLC5916 is just a serial string of 8 flops - a simple shift register - driving a second layer of 8 flops in parallel, which drive the constant current
outputs.  The serial clock shifts the serial data in and out.  Two other inputs control transfer from the serial flops to the parallel flops, and output enable. 
The basic operation of these other two inputs is strange, and their overloaded functions are implemented in weirdly complex ways.  Even the current
(brightness) setting is oddly implemented, with a discontinuity in the center and flipped endianness.

[EDIT2] Levenkay over at AVR freaks: "I finally took a look at the spec-sheet for that LED driver IC. Its interface is so totally botched that there must
have been some enormous-volume customer who locked in on the unwieldy nightmare early for TI not to have corrected the design. Kind of like those
oddball AVRs that have only twelve I/O pins, but are packaged in 294-pin hairbrushes, 'cause that's what General Motors ordered (I know, I exaggerate
somewhat...). I would expect TI to offer a similar part, but with a sane interface that you could switch to; do they?"

I wish.  "Hairbrushes" <snerk>.

TLC5916 - The Breadboarding
dewster 7/29/2016 4:11:35 PM [1085]

http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/tlc5916.pdf
http://repeater-builder.com/molotora/gontor/25120-bw.pdf
https://softsolder.com/2009/11/21/calculating-the-current-setting-resistor-for-a-tlc5916-led-driver/
http://www.avrfreaks.net/forum/spi-questions-2


TLC5916 - The Breadboarding

Yesterday I modified the Hive CLI (command line interface) to enable the interruption of individual threads.  Then I wrote a routine for thread 1 which
takes four 32 bit values from memory and serially kicks them out over four FPGA pins.  This gives flexible and independent control over all the
TLC5916 inputs: clock (rising edge), data, latch enable (active high), and output enable (active low), all conveniently triggered via interrupt.  Clock
period is approx. 1.8us.

I stuck the TLC5916 on a breadboard with the FPGA demo board providing 5V and 3.3V via the USB serial cable.  Using the serial interface to Hive I
can manipulate the CLI and therefore exercise the chip, and this can be automated via the TTL scripting language in the terminal program I'm using (Tera
Term).  I've got 7 jumbo yellow LEDs connected to the chip, and two jumbo red LEDs in series hanging off the 5th output.  The LEDs are powered from
the 5V supply, and the chip is powered off of 3.3V.  Here's a picture of my setup:

Test Results:

1. Two high brightness red LEDs in series can be powered off of the 5V LED supply.  This is good news because I was planning to do this on my
Theremin tuner display board.  LEDs in series are more power efficient in this configuration.

2. LED[0] (hanging off of TLC5916 pin 5, nOUT0) lights when a single 1 is shifted in with a single clock, followed by the rise and fall of LE (latch
enable).  This means the serial data in "normal mode" is MSb first.

3. The behavior of the latch enable is pretty odd.  Setting LE high and clocking in new data causes the continuous transfer of data from the serial flops to
the parallel outputs, so it seems to be a transparent latch rather than a clocked flop.

4. Setting LE high and clocking a single high bit in and all the way through (nine clocks), I see all of the LEDs light very briefly and very faintly.  So
control over LE (and/or OE) is essential for applications in which the LEDs need to be completely dark when off.

5. Since LE is a transparent latch, output data changes on the rising edge of LE.

6. The switch to special mode is accomplished by sampling OE (on the clock rise) high, low, high, with LE sampled high on the fourth clock rise.

7. Special mode data is sent LSb first!  The datasheet says OE must be high for special mode data shifting.

8. In special mode, with a 1k current set resistor, the maximum measured current is 19.54mA, the minimum is 1.634mA.  The datasheet says these should
be 18.75mA and 1.575mA, so not too far off the mark.

9. The switch back to normal mode is accomplished by sampling OE (on the clock rise) high, low, high, with LE sampled low on the fourth clock rise. 
The datasheet has a typo here.

10. Clock rise to data output on the serial data output pin 14 is around 18ns.  This could be problematic when cascading devices (data race, I've seen this
before on real hardware).  They should have kicked the data out on the clock fall, though this could lower the top speed of the serial interface.  If you
have extra controller pins you might consider feeding serial data to each device separately.

11. The LE high event which causes the switch to special mode doesn't actually latch data, and you can shift data in and out of the part during the switch
to special mode - a latch at the end will latch the data into the brightness register.

12. Due to 11 above, you can shift brightness data in while doing the normal => special mode switch.  If you want to switch back to normal mode at the
end the OE low for one clock can follow the LE event that latches the special data.  This requires 12 clocks.

Other:



In other fora, I've seen suggestions that OE be used for PWM brightness control.  That is possible, and PWM is more efficient than lowering drive current
in an analog fashion, and PWM preserves color temperature.  But flashing a gob of LEDs on and off together will cause huge current spikes on the power
supply lines.  For lower brightness it is probably best to do PWM on individual LEDs, that is turn only LED[0] on for a ms or so, then turn only LED[1]
on or a ms or so, etc. which would keep the current load low and at roughly the same level over time.

It's interesting to see the difference between 20mA and 1.6mA drive.  Oh, you can definitely tell the drive is considerably lower, but it doesn't really seem
12 times lower (because of the non-linear response of the eye to light intensity).

Because LED forward voltage varies little with forward current, the IC should dissipate less when the drive current is lowered.  I didn't notice the IC
getting hot or even warm during my testing.

I'm considering wiring all three TLC5916 devices in parallel, with separate LE drive for each.  This would provide an 8 bit interface to the processor. 
Steering would be via two bits in the processor register.

TLC5916 - SV Driver 
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TLC5916 - SV Driver 

So how long can one badly designed chip take to examine and integrate into your setup?  The TLC5916 has taken me upwards of a week.  Because of the
possible cascade data race, I decided to supply each of the three chips with data independently.  I also decided to parallel the rest of the control signals
(clock, latch enable, output enable).  This allows a single state machine to feed all three chips at once, which shortens access cycle time, and allows the
processor to write 24 bits of data at once and then go away until the next update is due (no bit camping / babysitting).  Finally, I decided to integrate
mode switching into a separate cycle, where the mode is switched from normal to special, special data is transmitted, and then the mode is switched back
to normal.  Special mode is specified by a register bit.  Here is a simulation of the System Verilog code:

The first transmission is in normal mode.  8 serial bits are sent LSb first with 8 serial clocks.  In the 9th clock position the clock is suppressed (red circle)
and the latch enable is made high for that period, which latches the data into the LED select register.

The second transmission is in special mode.  Note the first group of green circles, where OE is sampled high / low / high and then LE is sampled high. 
This puts the device in special mode during the transmission of data, and the LE is otherwise ignored here (latching is inhibited when LE is being
sampled for mode switching).  Again at the 9th clock position the clock is suppressed (red circle) and the latch enable is made high for that period, which
latches the data into the brightness register.  Previous to the latch the OE is sampled high, then after the latching event it is sampled low / high and then
LE is sampled low, which returns the device to normal mode. 

Both of these cycles were confirmed to work via the breadboard & Hive & scripting exercise above, but I haven't integrated this HW driver into the Hive
Theremin core yet.

I would prefer to have a more unified cycle, where the mode switching is always done at the start, but I didn't want to be flicking the OE unnecessarily
when updating LED drive in normal cycles.  Normal cycles should overwhelming predominate, so it makes sense to cater to them.  The LED numbering
is MSb first, but special data is sent LSb first, so I'll be numbering the LEDs opposite of that on the data sheet to make both accesses LSb first.



Even after ~20 years of designing FPGA hardware, I go round and round with implementation details re. these simple types of hardware drivers in SV. 
This one started out two registers deep with a conventional state machine, but it was having trouble hitting 200MHz, so I made it three registers deep and
employed the counter clock (prescaler) / bit counter as the state which worked out much cleaner and faster.

The TLC5916 seems to power up with the LEDs off, which is nice.  There is no direct control over OE via the processor register - the user can write all
zero data in normal mode to turn them off.

Initially I didn't plan on doing this level of I/O hardware encode / decode for the Hive Theremin peripherals, but it makes sense as it should simplify the
software and free up more real-time, and anyway there is hardware left over just sitting there.  These are actually the best kinds of co-processors because
they're simple and relieve a lot of brain-dead SW activity.

LCD Display
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LCD Display

Even worse than the TLC5916 interface is the LCD display interface.  It seems to have originated with a really old CMOS process, so it runs really slow
(really long setup, cycle, and hold times) - worse, you're talking to a super slow processor on the board that can only take data at a snail's pace.  There is a
provision to run this parallel interface with 4 bits of data rather than 8, and it seems most people do this to limit interface pins.  The busy bit for the bus is
unfortunately in a read register, so you can't just wire it to hardware, so it seems most people just wait for the longest time necessary for each instruction -
which is hugely variable depending on the instruction!

Hardware power-on reset perhaps can't be trusted to put the display in a working state, and again there is no hardware wire for this, so there is a strange
reset procedure which can be performed at the processor interface - during which time the busy bit is unreadable!  The reset procedure is strange in that
you tell the processor that you want the 8 bit interface several times in a row (of course with different minimum times between each write) which is a
pretty weird thing to be doing when you really want the 4 bit interface!  And the 4 bit accesses for this procedure are single nibbles rather than the paired
nibbles of a byte, which makes it the odd man out and therefore one more thing that must be designed around.  (My conjecture is that the "set the
interface to 4-bit mode" command is sticky and persists until another reset comes along, but the "set the interface to 8-bit mode" isn't.)

I really don't want to devote an entire processor thread to babysitting the LCD interface, so another custom SV hardware interface seems necessary here
to compensate for yet another poorly designed peripheral.  I wonder how much engineering time is wasted worldwide on this kind of thing?

I've implemented a purely hardware interface to a two-line LCD display in the past in VHDL, but I've never experimented much with what's really going
at the LCD interface beyond adhering to worst-case timing and such.  I don't believe there is an overall speed impact with running it in 4 bit mode,
though there is perhaps the opportunity for nibbles to get jumbled.  Reset might be dealt with most simply by toggling power to the display, as I suspect
that reset failures are mainly related to excessive power ramp times and glitching, and this might get one around the strange nibble writing reset
procedure.  I'm thinking a 9-bit FIFO (command type bit + 8 bits of data) feeding a state machine which examines the commands coming out and adjusts
cycle times accordingly (pretty much what I did before in VHDL, but simpler).

Beyond reading the SPLC780 datasheet, this is a really nice web site which discusses some of the tricky issues at this decidedly odd and sluggish
interface: http://web.alfredstate.edu/weimandn/index.html.  I miss those old-school web pages where all you get is the facts.

LCD Hardware
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LCD Hardware

I'm probably overthinking this, but it's given me a reason to revisit some constructs and finally put them to bed.

Bus cycle timing in terms of setup & hold is likely somewhat dependent on the LCD controller logic supply voltage.  The wait after the cycle for the
LCD processor to do it's thing may also be supply voltage dependent, but more indirectly because it is based on the on-board RC oscillator.  So I decided
to decouple the cycle and wait timing.  If you do some math on the datasheet timing values, it seems the wait time for a normal instruction is 10 clocks,
and the wait for a long instruction (screen clear, cursor home) is 40 times this.  RC minimum frequency is 190kHz, so normal cycle max wait is
10/190kHz = 53us, and long cycle is 40*53us =  2.12ms. (!)

The bus sub cycle is defined by setup time, enable time, and hold time.  The total of these set the per nibble time, so two sub cycles are needed to transfer
a byte.  Bus cycle times are ~1us per nibble, which is a drop in the bucket compared to wait times.  So it doesn't make a lot of sense to aim for minimum
bus cycle timing as it doesn't net you much.  And with 1us inter-nibble timing we can give the setup and enable times lots of extra margin without
impacting the overall access time by much at all.

The bus cycle setup, active, and hold times are given in the code as separate parameters in ns.  After the nibbles are transferred the wait timer starts, and
this is based on a direct digital frequency synthesis (DDFS) component which gives a rough approximation of the 190kHz as the time base.  10 edges for
a normal cycle, and 400 edges for a long cycle.  So all of the cycle times are based on the FPGA system clock, some hard timing numbers, and a derived
clock, all of which can be independently set but that track together via the parameter math.

http://www.buydisplay.com/download/ic/SPLC780.pdf
http://web.alfredstate.edu/weimandn/index.html


The above shows the bus cycle portion of an LCD access.  Ready will come from the not-empty output of a FIFO, read will do a FIFO pop.  RS is an
extra data bit from the FIFO, giving 9 bits total.  Setup time for RS & data are the same here 300ns, enable time is 600ns, and hold is 100ns to make the
full 1us nibble cycle.  The most significant nibble is presented first, the least significant second.  After this the wait timer starts and continues for a long
time off to the right (not shown).

I worked on my FIFO construct, I had to make pointer protections optional and then disable them in order to get the speed up.  The external logic will
safely access the FIFO, so pointer protections aren't necessary.  The other construct I worked on was the DDFS component.  The parameters now take
input and output frequencies as reals (floating point values) and use the given phase increment width to ensure a worst-case level of precision.  DDFS is
also used for the UART baud clock.

So I need to connect a FIFO and Hive register to this, stick it in the core, and see what it does on the breadboard.  Not sure if the 4 line x 20 char LCD I
bought will work (had to solder a voltage shifter onto it as they sent me the 5V version).  LCD modules don't do anything when you power them up,
which seems kinda dumb to me.  A self-test pin or something would be a very welcome addition.

Internally the design uses a direct form 5 state machine, two counters, and the DDFS component.  LCD interface timing is so long and sloppy compared
to the system clock that internal delays and such are moot, which really simplifies things.
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Got the LCD interface running a little bit ago, added Hive command line access to the LCD register:

Display looks a little skanky because I haven't removed the scuffed up protective plastic adhesive thingy.  No backlight is on here either.  Initialization
and text provided via a TeraTerm script.  Ran first time right off the bat!

dewster 8/11/2016 2:24:27 PM [1092]



Thanks, but it's not the top view thread (yet), this one is for some reason:

http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/28802/new-entry-for-moog-halloween-competition

Going off camping with the family for the weekend, will continue hardware integration on return.

Pushbutton Debouncing
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Pushbutton Debouncing

Interfacing logic with an SPST pushbutton is more complex than it seems (these are the types of switches in typical rotary encoders when you press on
the shaft).  Switches like this tend to "bounce" or make and break several times when closed, and can take a while to float back up to VCC when opened
(via a pull-up resistor) which can produce multiple logical threshold transitions due to noise.  One method here is to put a capacitor across the switch,
which is quickly discharged via the first bounce, and which "holds" the state during subsequent bounces.  This tends to slow down the float back up, and
discharging a cap directly like this can prematurely wear out the switch contacts.

One way I've done this in the past is to have a "stability detector" which is just a counter and an edge detector.  When an input change is detected the
counter is reset, if the counter reaches maximum the output is set to the input.  If you think about it you don't even have to stop the counter at max.  One
problem with this method is "tuning" or making sure the timing interval is long enough to catch all bounce and noise events, but not so long that reaction
to the switch state feels sluggish or delayed to the user.

I'm still thinking about it (there is the possibility of driving the other side of the switch and detecting "transmission" through it) but it's probably best to
have software more involved in the detection of switch events so that they can be more flexible, and any changes in state can be responded to in real-
time.  It's not enough to simply sample the switch state every here and there and really know what's happened between samples (an aliasing issue,
actually) so two bits could be provided for each switch: one read bit that indicates the current switch state, and one clear-on-read bit that indicates state
change since the last sampling point.
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Thanks Christopher.  This is a good application for hysteresis, and the whole RC low-pass thing is also good as it would tend to roll things off above
2kHz here, so the Theremin pitch and volume fields probably wouldn't cause it to switch.  But I wonder if shorting out that 10nF every time the button is
pressed would decrease the lifetime of the switch by wearing out the contacts?  An extra series resistor seems called for (from:
http://www.ganssle.com/debouncing-pt2.htm):

The Theremin presents one with a rather harsh EMI scenario, so extra caution is likely called for.  For the rotary encoders I'm hoping gray code state
tracking will be enough.

[EDIT] I just hooked the pushbutton output of a rotary encoder up to a 1k pull-up and examined it with my scope.  No matter what I did I couldn't get it
to bounce when closing the contact.  Opening the contact would occasionally give a bounce though.  These are well-behaved switches.

Lies My Datasheet Told Me*
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Lies My Datasheet Told Me*

Back from vacation and spending some quality time with the LCD module / Hive serial command line interface / TeraTerm scripts.  Things I've learned
today:

1. The display powers-up in 8-bit data, 1-line, 5x8 pixel mode, display OFF.  After powering up the LCD and adjusting the contrast, I notice the first and
third lines have all the pixels activated to a light gray.  This is 1-line display mode, and the light gray can be adjusted out with the contrast control.  (Note
that the controller line count is different than the actual display line count: most modules, even most single line ones surprisingly, require the controller to
be in two line mode, presumably for the lowest electrical multiplexing ratio, and therefore the best contrast.)

file:///Forums/T/28802/new-entry-for-moog-halloween-competition
http://www.ganssle.com/debouncing-pt2.htm


2. After hardware reset (power cycle) it is only necessary to issue a single Function Set command (binary 0010,1xxx) in order to set the interface width
(4-bit data and 2-line mode here).   After issuing this command the first and third line light gray pixels above turn off completely and the display is blank
- I believe this difference in contrast is due to the change in electrical multiplexing between the 1-line and 2-line modes.

3. Issuing a Display Clear command (binary 0000,0001) also resets the cursor position to address zero.  This is consistent with the datasheet.

4. 5x10 font mode is not supported in 2-line mode.  It is supported in 1-line mode.  This is consistent with the datasheet.

5. The controller datasheet makes a huge deal about the funky Software Reset procedure, and says that after issuing a Function Set command "...the
number of display lines and character font cannot be changed afterwards."  But I'm not seeing this at all!  I can freely set the display lines, the font, and
the data width at any point and the controller responds accordingly.  Because of the this, the much ballyhooed Software Reset sequence seems to be
essentially meaningless?  Things you can't change once set without going around your ass to get to your elbow merit extreme caution, but I'm just not
seeing it here.

6. I believe you can always send full bytes as two nibbles, even for things the datasheet says to send as a single nibble (i.e. the Software Reset cha-cha). 
This alone is worth all of the investigation I've done, as it simplifies the hardware interface considerably.

So here is the minimal start-up command sequence (the MSb here is the inverse of the RS bit sent to the module, 1=command):

  0x128  // Function Set: 4-bit data, 2-line mode (5x8 font is implicit for 2-line mode).
  0x101  // Clear Display
  0x10C  // Display: display on, cursor off, blink off

This seems to be the default and therefore optional, but I would do it just to be safe:

  0x106  // Entry Mode: increment address, no shift

I'm only testing a single modern part (SPLC780 is the controller EastRising points to for this module) and could be that they've cleaned up the controller
behavior somewhat since the early days and neglected to update the documentation, or this is the wrong document for the part on the board, or perhaps
there are variations out there which behave differently (lots of manufacturers seem to make this part) - who knows?  But, even though it has pretty
terrible timing at the interface, this one isn't nearly as squirrely in terms of reset, mode switching, and nibble demands as the datasheet would certainly
lead one to believe.  Datasheets that deceive in this way are the worst IMO because they can lead to all kinds of superfluous / superstitious thought and
activity surrounding the part.  A datasheet should give you a very clear picture of what you should and should not do at the interface in order to get the
behavior you expect.

* A riff on the movie titles "Lies My <Father|Mother> Told Me".

Pushbutton Debouncing (cont.) 
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Pushbutton Debouncing (cont.) 

Following up on some vacation circuit doodling.  If you think about it there are two separate things going on with pushbutton conditioning.  1: The first
thing is dealing with the high impedance state of the open switch - high impedances invite EMI or RF interference to confound things.  2: The second is
debouncing, or deciding what state the switch is in in the presence of contact bounce.  I believe the first is best dealt with in the analog domain.  The
second will likely be improved somewhat as a side effect of dealing with the first, but the time constants required to fully cover the worst-case debounce
interval can be orders of magnitude longer and require tuning, so they might best be dealt with in the digital / software domain.

As Christopher noted, squashing RF can be done with an RC network, and a second resistor should be used to limit current inrush through the switch in
order to protect the contacts long-term.  So three passives per switch minimum.  The RC forms a kind of integrator that low pass filters RF and also pulls
up the open switch.  Playing with the resistor values one can make both integration times roughly equal, or the open=>closed integration time much
shorter.

RC isn't the only game in town, I was thinking one could employ dual current mirrors to pull the capacitor around in a linear ramping fashion:

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0073293/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0433588/


The transistors on the left are diode connected, and using them to bias the transistors on the right creates dual current mirror arrays which pull to VCC
and ground.  The resistors are sized to give roughly double the pull-down current, so the net result is the capacitor "sees" the same current whether
ramping up or down (pull-up current is ~1/4 mA, pull-down ~1/2 mA, and clearly 1/2 - 1/4 = 1/4).  An equivalent representation is shown on the right. 
The two diode connected transistors can bias many transistors to the right.

When no buttons are pushed there is no current flowing in any of the transistors except for the two diode connected ones.  Each switch requires two
transistors and a capacitor.  With the above values and a 3.3V supply I'm seeing ~12us fall time when the button is pressed, and the same ~12 us rise time
when the button is released.  Occasionally the rise time can be as long as 100us.  These are pretty clean switches.

It might seem excessive to devote two transistors to each pushbutton, but it's a pretty clean setup.  I can inject a 24Vp-p 1MHz sine wave into the 1nF via
a series 10pF cap and the interference doesn't look very significant on the scope (maybe 0.3Vp-p).  I don't think the Theremin environment will be quite
that harsh, but if it is the R's and C's can be adjusted accordingly.
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Yes, and you can describe the same structure in FPGA fabric.  I'd definitely go that route (or a clocked version of it - always use a common clock if you
can as the outputs will integrate better with the rest of the design) if the pushbutton were SPDT rather than SPST.  The essentially zero / infinite
impedance of the two SPST states is a real problem - it might actually be easier to deal with NC (normally closed) rather than NO (normally open) SPST
due to EMI issues - I suppose they make all the contacts in rotary encoders NO so that they won't draw power when just sitting there.

It's Clobberin' Solderin' Time!
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It's Clobberin' Solderin' Time!

Started wiring up the LED tuner yesterday, finished it this morning, and finished testing it a few minutes ago:



These are front (above) and back (below) views.  It uses three TLC5916 chips, and is controlled via a special serializer construct connected to the Hive
register set (described in a previous post).  The Hive demo board is connected via those colored wire jumpers and can be seen above left.

OMG wiring is lots of work, I'd much rather be coding!  A bottle of liquid rosin flux is your best friend when doing this kind of thing.  Make sure you use
a high quality plated-through fiberglass epoxy (FR4) prototyping board, and good machined sockets for the ICs.  I used wire wrap wire for the digital
signals, separated floppy ribbon cable wire for the 3.3V supply and LED drive connections, and bus wire for the grounds and 5V supply connections. 
The clock and latch enable are wired in a star pattern from the pin header for best signal integrity.

I wrote a register access subroutine called 'f' for the Hive command line interface, and exercised the register via a TTL script.  Lit each LED, did some
patterns and some 7-segment decoding, tested the current drive settings.  It all works fine, no surprises (thank goodness).

The final one will likely be surface mount, with the ICs mounted on the other side, and some kind of black mask or black spray paint for the background
so as not to distract from the LEDs.  Some smokey Plexiglas or acrylic sheet in front to further heighten contrast.



I'd post a video of it operating with the script, but it's pretty dull as there's no PWM going on, just blinky stuff.  The plan is for the real software to do
PWM at the audio sample rate (48 kHz).

Panel Layout
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Panel Layout

Playing around with various rotary encoder layouts:

The left option is obviously the most symmetrical, so it would be best for an ambidextrous controller box, and it would also allow for the smallest
physical controller box in the vertical direction.  The center option appeals to me because the LCD has 4 lines, and giving the knobs some vertical
association / correspondence with the LCD lines would make the interface more intuitive (I'm strongly considering having the hierarchical UI based on
knob per line control) albeit less ambidextrous.  The angle the knobs takes in the center option is also fairly ergonomic for a non-south-paw, allowing
tight knob spacing without too much interference between the manipulation of them.  The right option is a blend of the first two.

I'm struggling with which one to do because my inner cheapskate is screaming at me to do the center one so as to not to consume another LED display
sized protoboard (I only have two, but I have tons of these smaller protoboards).  But other parts of my brain like the other two options better and dislike
the relatively cramped center one.  Knobs that are too close together could be disastrous in a live performance parameter manipulation scenario, but
having them close would likely speed up editing.  What to do?

I could just wire the switches and pull-ups in the air, but that might be risky in terms of shorts and stuff.

[EDIT] My inner cheapskate won.  Wiring it up now.
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I mounted the LED tuner, LCD module, and rotary encoder board in the prototype box yesterday (imagine the middle image above but with the stuff
mounted beneath the translucent plastic top). 

Today I'm doing an FPGA pin inventory and am thinking about power distribution as there are only two +5 pins, two +3.3 pins, and four ground pins on
the FPGA headers.  There are 80 I/O pins brought out to the FPGA board headers, and the Theremin requires somewhere around 40, so it's not a squeaker
in terms of pin count.  Thinking of integrating the SPI Flash, SPDIF Toslink TX, and UART interface on a small board, with multiple power and ground
breakout pins.  Once the pins are assigned I can move on to the oscillator interface modules at the antennas, which will mark the end of the hardware
integration phase and the beginning of the serious (non-toycode) software phase.

Got a sale email from Electronic Goldmine this morning and strangely they have Toslink TX modules on sale, 25 for $5, so I rashly ordered 50 (one for
every serious Thereminist in the world ;-):

http://www.goldmine-elec.com/
http://www.goldmine-elec-products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G16911B


I threw in a bag of 100 0.5pF-5.6pF adjustable caps for $5:

Because at some point I may try my hand at making an analog Theremin or two.

dewster 8/27/2016 3:31:44 PM [1104]

The TOSLINK TX modules arrived today, first class USPS from Phoenix AZ in 2 days is pretty sweet.  I figured they were just an LED in a box, but
there is an active driver in there.  3V to 5V supply, with switching input that is easy to drive because of the buffering.  It drives so easily (high
impedance) you can see the LED inside lighting up with coupled 60Hz hum from your finger.  Here is a datasheet:

http://www.sys-concept.com/toslink_receiver_files/Toslink-TX-Data-16Mbps-Sys.Concept.pdf

I just soldered one onto the SPI flash / power distribution board:

http://www.goldmine-elec-products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G13324A
http://www.sys-concept.com/toslink_receiver_files/Toslink-TX-Data-16Mbps-Sys.Concept.pdf


That's the SPI Flash chip at top, power distribution headers in the center (L-R: GND, 3.3V, 5V), and TOSLINK module at the bottom.  The SPI Flash
socket is kind of DIY, as it consists of two individual rows of socket strip (I got tired of ordering specific 14-pin, 16-pin, etc. sockets).

The Secret 'O Life State Machines
dewster 8/30/2016 9:22:49 PM [1105]

The Secret 'O Life State Machines

A really weird thing about doing anything technical, but particularly coding, is how one's understanding and ability can exponentiate over time.  Starting
off in the hardware description biz I knew my code pretty much blew.  Sure, it did what it was supposed to, but it wasn't pretty and it took me forever to
write the simplest dang thing.  As time went on I wrote faster and easier and better, but the distance in time I have to go back to loathe my previous work
has gotten ever shorter as well.  It's so bad that I find myself rewriting anything over maybe 6 months old now.  I run across or develop a new technique
and I want to use it everywhere it might apply, but sometimes that can have rather drastic repercussions on other aspects, so perfectly fine and functioning
stuff breaks for a while, and I'm taking one step back for every two steps forward.  But I'm finding and fixing bugs, so there's that.  (Code review by any
means necessary...)

Case in point is the RS232 UART in Hive.  After FIFO buffering the LCD I decided to add FIFO buffering to the UART.  But it's taken me some time to
determine how to best do that.  I've written many UARTs before, and have re-written this one more times than I'd like to admit (maybe 10?).  What
precipitated it this time is a better sense of buffering for software, and a somewhat new take on state machines.  (There's also some "philosophy" of
UART reception that I've acquired via much thought, but that's another story.)

As for the buffering, it makes sense to stick a FIFO between the register write side and the TX UART.  You often want to kick out a bunch of digits
and/or text, and don't want the processor waiting for each character to transmit.  On the receive side it makes less sense to FIFO buffer, as the code is
often dealing with single characters one at a time, which buffers them naturally as the algorithm goes along.  Using the SPDIF 48kHz interrupt to sample
the RX side leaves plenty of cushion here with 5x oversampling at 115k baud.  Yes, I could software buffer the TX side as well using this interrupt, but a
hardware FIFO here allows for some pretty simple toy coding.  (You want simple & robust toy code.)

In terms of state machines, I've lately formed the opinion that they aren't necessarily best practice when the increase in complexity they bring doesn't pay
its way.  The SPDIF TX component for instance is comprised of a single up counter with various bit fields decoded for various things going on in the
frame, so no formal state machine is necessary or even desired here.  The LCD driver is complicated enough that it pretty much requires both counter and
state machine.  But the UARTs are kind of at the edge of these two spaces.  My previous designs all used both counter and state machine, but I've come
up with new versions that employ only counters and decode various things going on to function, and they seem easier to understand to me.  Complexity
always brings with it the danger of having missed something important; on the other hand you never want to do anything simple but too tricky.  It's a fine
line sometimes, one that I'm finally starting to dimly see.

"Believe those who seek the truth, doubt those who find it..."  - André Gide



SPI FLASH
dewster 8/31/2016 8:02:28 PM [1106]

SPI FLASH

As I did for the UARTs, I removed the state machine from my SPI Flash interface this morning, simulated it, assigned some FPGA pins to it, hooked it up
to the Flash board above, and ran some experiments via the scripted terminal interface.  I can read various device IDs in there, as well as read and write
the Flash memory space, which is nice.

Rewriting the SPI I noticed it wasn't sampling incoming SPI data at the ideal point, so I moved the sample point to just before the SPI clock falls, where
the data has had maximum time to settle but no race condition is possible.  I also specified the output drive to be 4mA to give nice slow outputs and
reduce ringing.  The SPI clock is running at 1/4 the system clock, which I have conservatively set to 160MHz for now via one of the FPGA clock
conditioning PLLs.  (Top Flash speed is 50MHz for the simple read mode I'll be using.)

==============

Just remembered FPGAs usually have a "bus-hold" feature one can enable at the inputs which can help with debounce.  This is equivalent to a non-
inverting input buffer with a feedback resistor.  The minimum drive necessary to switch a Cyclone IV input with bus-hold is 0.5 mA, which is too much
for the 10k pull-up resistors I put on the encoder board.  The strength of bus-hold can surprise you (in a bad way) when sprinkling what you think are
"strong enough" pull-ups on your board signals.

The Whole FPGA Shebang
dewster 9/1/2016 8:59:41 PM [1107]

The Whole FPGA Shebang

Today I instantiated all of the Theremin peripherals in the FPGA (Hive core, pitch side, 2-axis volume side, tuner, LCD, rotary encoders / pushbuttons,
SPDIF), assigned pinout, and worked on the timing constraints.  The timing analyzer by default makes the various clock domains dependent on each
other, and it takes some work to make the tool not do this.  Also made it ignore any I/O timing, as everything hooked up is glacially slow compared to the
FPGA logic, and inputs are resynced to the core clock where necessary.  The whole shebang takes ~4k LEs (logic elements) which is ~2/3 of the device. 
One of the runs hit ~195MHz, though I'm holding this at 180MHz for now to keep development build times reasonable.

I don't have the LC drive / detect boards built yet, but I tested out the pitch side NCPD (numerically controlled periodic delay) for the first time and it
works like a champ.  Hooked the FPGA output pin directly to a 324uH coil and 10pF cap, and even out at 20ms trigger delay (max for my scope) there's
only ~5ns total jitter (phase noise).  Out at 20ms changing the delay value by one gives roughly 7.5ns change, which is better than 1ppm.  So I'm pretty
proud of my NCPD.

dewster 9/3/2016 3:12:02 PM [1108]

Yesterday I spend a lot of time breadboarding various methods to sample the LC tank signal.  I generated a square wave via the FPGA NCPD and
controlled its frequency via the command line.  Buffered this with a single 74LVU04N inverter, followed by a simple bipolar driver (NPN & PNP with no
crossover distortion amelioration), with a fixed 10pF in place of the antenna. Its nice to finally have a signal generation source that can go significantly
above 2MHz (the limit of my function generator).

I was using a capacitive divider here to knock the signal down in the past, followed by a FET or NPN follower.  I found that the capacitive divider could
drive a fairly low resistance (~20k ohms) without noticable phase shift, which makes sense because the capacitive reactance of a 47pF capacitor at 2.2
MHz (tank resonance) is around 1.5k ohms.  So I figured I could maybe do some high / low pass filtering at this point with an RC network.  Played
around with topologies and values while watching the phase of the drive vs the phase and amplitude of the network output on the scope, and settled on
the following, which I spiced this morning:

file:///forums/T/28554?post=210450#210450


From the AC plot, we can see the attenuation is around 34dB, which is a factor of 200.  We also see the phase shift is zero at the LC resonance frequency
of 2.2MHz, and that the filter cutoff points (-3dB) are around 300kHz and 15MHz.  The cutoff points could be moved in somewhat, but not too shabby
results for just dinking around on the breadboard. 

Still debating what to buffer it with, but it will likely be a transistor feeding another inverter.  I feel kind of weird knocking this huge signal down and
then jacking it back up again in order to measure the phase with low voltage circuitry.  I wish there were some way to deal with the large signal directly
and limit it somehow, it looks really pure and clean on the scope before I start messing with it.

Generic Series LC Oscillator
dewster 9/10/2016 7:57:53 PM [1109]

Generic Series LC Oscillator

Yesterday I was trying to test various tank buffering topologies in simulation, and realized that the source had to be a real (simulated) LC oscillator.  So I
spent several hours today designing a generic series tank LC oscillator, which pulls together a bunch of stuff I've used in the past, and some new LTSpice
techniques I've just learned:



The sim uses a B source as a current controlled voltage source, where the reference current is the tank inductor current, and the output is limited using the
LIMIT command.  A second zero volt source is in series with it for AC analysis stimulus.  You can set the min and max voltage drive values, as well as
the transresistance (gain) of the B source.  There are parasitics you can set for the tank inductor and antenna capacitance, and the initial "kick" (to get
oscillation up and running quickly) is provided by an initial inductor current condition.  Two transient simulations are provided, one from time zero to
check for steady state (actual oscillation rather than just ringing from the "kick"), and a detailed end-point sim which measures the frequency of
oscillation.  The AC analysis measures overall Q (which is influenced up to a point by the transresistance).  Measurement results may be found in the
Spice error report.

Spice file here:  http://www.mediafire.com/download/7cd63234dfxc5fr/generic_series_lc_oscillator_2016-09-10.asc

[EDIT] It turns out the HP/LP filter shown in the previous post is something of a Q killer (Q=26.8), so I guess it's back to a simple capacitive divider
(Q=38.7).  Also, I tried to use the current through Cant as the feedback, but couldn't get it to work for some reason.

NCPD
dewster 9/11/2016 9:04:11 PM [1110]

NCPD

I almost don't believe the numerically controlled periodic delay (NCPD) is working as well as it is - the math makes complete sense but it feels like my
eyes are lying when I look at the scope.  I have it hooked up and driving an LC tank, and the jitter anywhere I look (in terms of trigger delay, max on my
scope is 50 ms if not zoomed in all the way), with every delay setting I've tried (admittedly not a ton), is seemingly constant and less than 5 ns.  Since the
system clock is 180 MHz, the inverse of this is 5.55 ns, which is the source of the jitter (it's dithered).

The delay control is for 1/2 of an output cycle, with two hex digits for the integer (number of system clocks) portion of the delay, and four hex digits for
the fractional (sub system clock) portion of the delay.  So changing the delay one least significant digit (LSD) is a delta of 1/180MHz * 1/(2^16) = 8.477
* 10^-14 ns - this is really fine control!  At 50 ms trigger delay, with the LC resonating at 2.218 MHz, changing the LSD by one gives an edge location
change of ~19 ns.  Wow!

I guess we'll see how it behaves in a phase locked scenario, where the input numbers will change a lot, and the feedback will likely expose any
weaknesses / issues.  I may be able to shave some bits off of the control word (dither noise & environmental noise & feedback may make such fine

http://www.mediafire.com/download/7cd63234dfxc5fr/generic_series_lc_oscillator_2016-09-10.asc


control unnecessary).  It's an amazing, and amazingly simple, construct.  Not trying to blow my own horn nor be negative, but I'm so used to nature
playing gotcha that I've come to distrust good fortune.

LC AFE Board 
dewster 9/16/2016 9:13:30 PM [1111]

LC AFE Board 

Been kinda agonizing over this for too long, finally settled on values, vector board size, IC locations, etc.  Anyway, really old news for anyone following
this thread, but the most critical construct by far for the project:

Still using the 74LVU04N hex inverter, and the Littelfuse SP721 for ESD protection.  I decided to use 100 ohm resistors pretty much everywhere as the
RC delay is minimal, and this protects things between the separate power supplied circuits, as well as the CMOS ESD diodes, and gives nice signal
integrity over the relatively long connecting wires.



And here is the physical view.  The FPGA board is at top, the power distribution / FLASH / SPDIF TX board is in the middle, and the LC AFE board is
at the bottom.  It's connected to a 0.3mH air core on the left, and the test "antenna" is a 10pF cap.  On the LC AFE board the 3.3V LP295 regulator is at
the upper left, the NPN / PNP driver just below it (socketed), the SP721 in the center of the board, and the hex inverter to the right.  I've got things
arranged so that a second LC can be hooked up (for use as the two axis volume side).  With the dummy antenna the board draws ~30mA when unlocked,
and ~15mA when manually adjusted for quadrature phase.  The signals look really nice!

After much experimentation, it's pretty clear that the phase reference also needs to pass through this board (the lower output in the schematic), as the
various delays are just too long to ignore at ~2.5MHz.  This should help with temperature drift issues too.

dewster 9/17/2016 1:38:49 PM [1113]

"At 3 pf loading I think you are going to be disappointed, I have thought about this over the years. For me it makes no sense."  - Christopher

Since the points being protected are fairly capacitive insensitive (tank NPN/PNP drive side; 100pF tank sense side) I think it all really depends on how
stable that 3pF is (with temperature, etc.) and I haven't measured this.  The device is socketed so I can remove it if it's a problem. 

I agree that insulating the antennas largely obviates the need for ESD protection - my plates are inside plastic boxes and I don't intend to let them out. ;-)

LC AFE Response
dewster 9/17/2016 5:08:50 PM [1114]

LC AFE Response

Hooked the AFE board up to the FPGA with my Hive processor in there and ran a script that varied the output period and measured the resulting phase
error, then grabbed the data and pasted it into Excel for analysis:



This is over a frequency of 2.31 MHz to 2.25 MHz, and is using a 10pF capacitor as the "antenna" for testing.  If you do a bit of difference math in the
spreadsheet you'll see that the slope around zero phase error is approximately 200.  This seems in the ballpark, though perhaps somewhat on the high
side.  The gain of the phase detector is 4, so we're left with an LC phase gain of 50, which I determined via some math a while back to be equal to Q/pi. 
So Q = 50 * pi = 157.  Actual Q with a real antenna will almost certainly be ~1/3 this due (presumably) to RF radiation.

From this, for phase lock, the accumulated phase error will need to be attenuated by more than 200 for loop stability.  Actually, since the accumulation
will be happening at 48kHz, and the bandwidth of the phase error low pass filter is 1kHz, the required attenuation may be on the order of 200 * 50 =
10,000.

dewster 9/18/2016 6:42:42 PM [1115]

Today I worked on the phase detector a bit.  It now uses an internal reference to dump the integrated error, rather than the external reference, thus
sidestepping any glitching issues.  I'm pretty sure it doesn't matter much when the dump happens (as long as it is relatively consistent) because small error
in any given period will be made up for in subsequent periods, and it's all low-pass filtered.  My main concern is in keeping low frequency aliasing from
creeping in somehow and causing sticky points in the response.  While I was in there I removed the phase offset option because it likely won't be needed,
and fixed the dump reset value to be an accumulate rather than a constant.  With all the hardware and software stuff going on there are zillions of
opportunities for bugs, so I think my red alert paranoia level is justified.  Surprises are like news, none is good.

OT: Read this really interesting article on passive solar heating, a quote from it resonates with how I feel about my own research efforts:

"My attitude was that I would take as long as needed to get the job done – and that it would cost whatever it cost."

HW / SW Phase Lock
dewster 9/21/2016 1:04:59 AM [1116]

HW / SW Phase Lock

Got hardware phase lock yesterday via software in the loop - a first for me anyway.  The processor's thread 7 external interrupt lead is connected to the
internally generated SPDIF 48kHz frame signal, so on every interrupt it reads the phase error (which is 4th order filtered in the hardware to -3dB @
~1kHz low pass), accumulates it, attenuates it, and writes the resulting value to the numerically controlled periodic delay, which drives the LC tank.  The
numbers are stored in Hive memory which I can manipulate via the Hive command line interface, so I've been playing around with it quite a bit.  At the
moment the setup still looks like the photo a few posts above, with a 10pF dummy antenna.

I'm seeing nice quadrature even if I grab the coil with my fingers and thus drastically lower the Q.  It won't start up without having the initial values
somewhat in the ballpark, but I haven't seen it lose lock after that.  I have a script that walks through a series of attenuation factors which sets the loop
cutoff higher and higher with each mouse click on the script dialog box button and it's very interesting to see the interaction of the Q based gain with loop
stability (see the graph 2 posts up).  With gains that are on the border of stability, the instability is only AROUND the lock point, but as the phase error
bobbles away from the lock point, stability clearly returns and tries to restore quadrature lock, but this causes the Q to increase and therefore the loop
gain to go back up, which decreases stability, etc. so it acts like one of those pendulum gravity vs. repelling magnet executive toys.

I've also experimented with 4th order phase error low pass filtering via software.  It's pretty trivial to do, but it doesn't seem to improve things much,
other than a general lowering of the feedback bandwidth - a gain thing more than anything else.  With this filter set to -3dB @ ~500Hz, the edge of loop
stability is with an accumulator gain of 2^-12, which is quite a bit more loop gain than I was thinking was likely to work in a stable manner (but I haven't
worked the math yet).

Also just experimented a bit with a software high Q comb filter to kill 60Hz, but it seems to make things somewhat noisier and less stable.  Maybe
putting it inside the feedback loop is a mistake?  I've had high hopes for that filter, but I haven't messed with it enough to know if it will be useful or not,
or even if I've implemented it correctly in software.

Anyway, almost no matter what I do I'm seeing ~200ns of jitter out at 50ms trigger delay, which is ~4ppm or so and somewhat more than I would like. 
I'm sure using a real antenna this will be much worse, need to hook one up and see what range of stable numbers it can give.  This jitter could be coming

http://www.iedu.com/Solar/Panels/index.html


literally from anywhere: environmental pickup, the fan on my PC, thermal noise in the logic inverter, dither noise in the NCPD, timing slop due to
different clock domains and interrupts, etc.  I'll try to track it down, but everything is so exquisitely sensitive that may be impossible.

dewster 9/23/2016 9:04:35 PM [1117]

Tried a bunch of stuff over the last few days, up to but not including "the big dirty" which would be to phase lock with a single clock, and all in
hardware.  Didn't sleep well last night due to visions of phase detectors dancing in my head. Tried a new one out this morning but it didn't really change
the behavior.  I'm coming to the conclusion that there is no simple perfect phase detector (wideband & noise rejecting) but there likely exists a "blend"
that could do it all in this scenario.  Not that it really needs to because software is tightly within the feedback loop, but it's fun to think about.

The jitter seems fine really.  I've got it hooked up to a 268uH coil and a small piece of a license plate serving as an antenna, positioned less than 2 feet
from my monitor and a fluorescent desk lamp.  The signal looks stable and clean, and it clearly reacts to my body over 1M away with 10ms scope delay
(~100Hz bandwidth).  I should probably just keep going forward and deal with obvious troublemakers nearer to the end.

dewster 9/24/2016 3:05:59 PM [1119]

"Not to be mean but what is the advantage or outcome of going from analog to digital then back to analog, this approach screams with latency which
seems to consume most of your focus?"  - Christopher

I should have been clearer in my description of the setup: the 10ms scope delay is trigger delay, not inherent latency of the circuit.  It shows me
intuitively and roughly how good the data will be when band limited to 100Hz (1/10ms).  I'm not certain yet what the final playing bandwidth will be, it
certainly needs to be substantially below 48kHz for stability of the feedback loop.  I'm pretty sure even 100Hz bandwidth would be OK for playing. 
Where one might be able to perceive 100Hz playing bandwidth is with touching the antenna, where the phase error accumulator takes a while to wind up
and down due mainly to the non-linear phase gain (Q) of the LC tank.  I'm thinking this might be somewhat ameliorated with a non-linear function
applied to the phase error in software but it doesn't concern me all that much as it is now.  Even analog oscillators can poop out or act crazy when the
antenna is touched (though I have seen players employ antenna touching used as a musical effect).

If it comes down to it I could also do the feedback purely in digital logic, where higher bandwidths would be much easier to do.  The ideal approach
might be to accommodate any interference (i.e. high bandwidth) and filter it out downstream (i.e. outside the feedback loop).  I believe it mainly comes
down to the dynamic range of the phase detector.

[EDIT] I can actually kind of do this with the current HW / SW loop, the loop feedback can be made higher bandwidth than the downstream feed.

"...what is the advantage or outcome of going from analog to digital then back to analog...?"

Analog designers don't necessarily think in these terms, but analog oscillators also have feedback gain and phase issues; with my approach I can deal
with these independently and very flexibly, so it's divide and conquer.  The digital approach also simplifies the analog portion of the LC oscillator.  And
musical synthesis should also be easier with DSP than with analog and a billion pots / patch cords, so digitizing the data as early in the processing chain
as possible makes a lot of sense.

dewster 9/25/2016 8:33:52 PM [1120]

Built a special pitch-side LC driver board today, very similar to the volume side board but a slightly different layout because of the single axis.  Spent
hours yesterday trying to understand an apparent sign inversion in the loop feedback, only to notice there are three inverters in the LC side and only two
in the feedback side on the volume board - doh!  When it comes to feedback sign, I find my first mental take is almost always wrong, so I was banging
my head trying to get it to see a light that wasn't there!  The pitch board has three inverters in both paths to maximize thermal stability.

Environmental noise from the real antenna plate seems to perhaps help the stability of the lock, which is interesting.  It could be that natural dither is
going on, breaking up modes.  I've got a different software low pass filter in there now but I'm not seeing a lot of up side having it in the loop, so it may
get stripped out (or more likely moved outside the loop downstream).

That's the final big piece of the prototype circuitry done, so it's time to stick it all in the boxes and wire it up, and get cracking on the real software.

[EDIT] Speaking of software, I've been using a nifty feature in Quartus for the past couple of weeks that updates the FPGA memory initialization files
without having to do a complete FPGA rebuild of the logic, which really speeds up software turnaround time.  I can edit the code in a text file, pull it into
the Hive simulator and save it, copy the resulting MIF files to the FPGA build directory, do the update in Quartus, re-run the assembler, convert the
programming files to target the demo board, and pump the FPGA in just minutes.  It might sound involved, but it's pretty quick and painless after you've
done it a few times.

I really hope Intel won't screw with Altera's stuff too much now that they've been acquired and all.

dewster 9/25/2016 11:31:16 PM [1122]

I hate to say it, but it kept me up until 2 AM.

Interesting LC Buffer Behavior
dewster 9/26/2016 8:45:25 PM [1123]

Interesting LC Buffer Behavior

Discovered this morning that I'm not giving the phase detector enough dynamic range (counter bits), which causes it to modulo roll over / under, which
causes lock problems with lower frequencies - frequencies much lower than tank resonance.  Fixing this is simple and should make the phase lock much

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eaZmFGnkqQ


more robust and self-starting.  While looking into this I've been thinking of adding some sort of assist to the phase detector to generally improve the
bandwidth it can cope with.  You have to do this kind of stuff very carefully, as it can easily introduce non-linearities and unintended behavior.  Since the
LC is a low pass filter, the I/O phase delay will be near zero degrees below resonance, near 180 degrees above resonance, and 90 degrees at lock.  With
this limited range one might think an XOR is ideally suited to the situation, and it pretty much is.  But the tank drive is a square wave, so the strong odd
harmonics of a lower frequency driving the tank could confuse things, causing a lock to a harmonic rather than to the fundamental.

I've been aware that the buffer I'm using, an NPN / PNP pair arranged in a non-inverting follower configuration, has a rather large dead-band.  The drop
across the emitters lowers the output voltage swing, though this probably isn't an issue.  The buffer can pull in both directions, but it doesn't provide a low
impedance if the thing it is driving decides to pull the other way.  I haven't considered this to be an issue, since at resonance the tank doesn't do this, but
when not at resonance it can and will, and I noticed some unexpected and rather nice behavior regarding this that I'd like to share because it means we
can use a simple XOR phase detector over a very wide range of frequencies.

The above is a scope shot of the NPN/PNP buffer output driving the tank at the top, and the tank output (capacitive divider and twice inverted) on the
bottom which feeds the FPGA board.  You can see the top signal amplitude is roughly two diode drops below the 3.3V supply, and that the tops and
bottoms are somewhat concave, indicating current draw from the tank.  Note that the bottom signal lags by roughly 90 degrees, the lock condition for the
phase detector, though to obtain the data shown here I am simply manually manipulating the drive frequency via the command line and the resonance
frequency with my hand.

Above I've brought my hand near the antenna, dropping resonance / causing the drive frequency to be too high, which makes the phase difference larger
than 90 degrees.  Note the buffer has spikes that go one diode drop beyond the supply as the collectors reverse bias and clamp to the supply rails.  The
spikes are due to the buffer trying to drive the tank too early in the other direction, when it is still trying to pull current from the buffer.  Note that this
isn't a huge deal in terms of the integrity of the lower signal being sent to the FPGA.



 

The above is what happens when the drive frequency is 1/3 of the resonance frequency.  "Bumps" at the resonance frequency can be seen riding on top of
the drive, and they are fairly high amplitude due to the inability of the buffer to constrain the opposite swing.  This is reflected as dips in the signal going
to the FPGA at bottom (so we wouldn't want to use an edge detecting phase detector here) but the overall duty cycle and phase are clearly correct
(slightly larger than zero because the drive frequency is way below resonance) so the XOR result will be directionally correct and drive things to lock.  If
the buffer presented a continuous low impedance to the tank we would see a sine wave on the bottom, and the XOR wouldn't know what to do with that,
so the discontinuous output impedance is actually a plus.

The above is the 5th harmonic driving the tank, it isn't nearly as bad looking as the 3rd harmonic, and the signal going back to the FPGA will give the
XOR a very clear indication of which way to drive the output frequency. 



And here is a view of the 7th harmonic driving the tank to resonance, it shouldn't be a problem either.  And this brings us near the bottom in terms of
output frequency range of the numerically controlled periodic delay, so no other harmonics should be an issue, and the XOR should be able to lock over
the entire range.

The only place phase gets ambiguous is when driving the tank above 4MHz or so, so if we start things out low it should seek out and lock to the
fundamental without issue, and almost no matter what value inductor we use.  I haven't actually tried this out yet but I trust it will work.  If lock
robustness is confirmed, I may make the pitch side oscillator purely digital hardware and only use software to process the operating point data.  The
volume side will likely use a HW / SW combo loop, as previously discussed (ad nauseum - sorry about that, Chief).

[EDIT] TL;DR:  A quirk of the tank drive buffer is that it doesn't provide a low impedance if the inductance pulls the other way.  Fortuitously, this
behavior allows a simple XOR phase detector to be used over a very wide range of frequencies.

dewster 9/27/2016 10:54:11 PM [1125]

Call me crazy, but I cling to rationality.  To a fault?

DOMINIK 10/8/2016 6:07:19 PM [1126]

Dewster, recently i purchased a Casio MT-400V. I guess you already stumbled across its voice generation. I don't get how it works, but in case of you
don't know what it is all about: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel–consonant_synthesis. Might be interesting for digital timbres as i think that some
voices sound quite good.

dewster 10/9/2016 4:55:14 PM [1127]

Hi Dominik,

No I hadn't encountered that one.  Found this page on a variant:

http://weltenschule.de/TableHooters/Casio_CT-410V.html#ConsonantVowel

Haven't gone patent hunting, but it seems square wave based, so I suppose I'm not super interested, but I do appreciate the pointer and had fun reading
about it.

The name "vowel-consonant" seems to imply human voice synthesis, but that's not the case.  I believe it's just morphing between two multi-pulse square
waves.

DOMINIK 10/9/2016 6:57:46 PM [1128]

You are welcome. I thought square wave and digital might fit the bill, but you guess it: i don't go that routes and just were guessing..

Anyhow. At least the voices oboe and cello (ok, with the analoge filter ON) would be something i'd like to have being choosable with the theremin.

dewster 10/9/2016 7:15:43 PM [1129]

Dominik, I can actually do analog equivalent stuff (DSP) in the processor, so I'm not limited to square waves and such with the audio generation and
processing.

=============

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Get_Smart
http://weltenschule.de/TableHooters/Casio_CT-410V.html#ConsonantVowel


NCO

Have been spending a lot of time coding and demoing various approaches to the pitch antenna side of things.  It's quite clear to me that the highest quality
sensing is best done entirely in hardware, and with an NCO rather than my NCPD as the signal source (LC tank drive).  The NCPD is really nice in that
the parameters and loop gain and such are quite obvious, but I can't seem to get rid of tiny islands of instability in the pitch field.  Tried messing with the
dither amplitude, and tried four LSbs set to one, but I finally gave up on that avenue.  Yesterday I worked on a spreadsheet that calculates and helps me
understand the various parameters when an NCO is used in a delay-based phase locked loop, and today I have what I believe is the ideal NCO construct
for this:

 

The top most loop is the phase accumulator, and the bottom loop is the dither noise generator.  The noise is scaled to the range from zero to FREQ_i by
successive right shift and accumulation of FREQ_i or zero, gated by a pseudo random bit from an LFSR generator.  The noise is updated by one add and
shift on each edge, rather than all m bits on each edge, which seems sufficient.  I also have the two LSbs of FREQ_i set to one to keep the LSbs "busy".

Running right now on the bench with a license plate antenna.  The loop is a simple XOR phase detector followed by a 24-bit up/down counter to
integrate.  With 16.667 ms scope delay it's rock solid and very smooth.  This scope delay forms a comb filter for 60 Hz noise, using non-integer periods
of delay clearly show the influence of mains hum on the signal.  So hopefully the hum will be easy to filter out downstream in software.

I believe the reason an NCO works better here is that the NCO is accumulating a constantly changing input, which makes the operation more chaotic than
that of the NCPD, which only grabs an input value every half output cycle.

The lock range is super wide (essentially 0Hz to ~4MHz) and completely automatic (as long as operation is restricted to be below ~4MHz), for reasons
given a couple of posts up.  I believe the loop bandwidth I'm looking at is ~1kHz, but it's kind of tricky to figure it out with an NCO in the loop, and the
bandwidth likely changes a fair amount as my hand approaches the antenna.

[EDIT] I swapped coils from 324uH to 268uH in the live circuit and it popped right back into phase lock, so this arrangement looks like it's set and forget
in terms of hardware (no need for software to give it a "kick").  Now to mount it in the prototype, and move on to finalizing the volume side hardware.

Pitch Side
dewster 10/13/2016 8:59:21 PM [1130]

Pitch Side

Mounted the tank board in the pitch antenna plate plastic box yesterday and started dissecting cable candidates in the junk box in order to do the
interconnect.  I discovered that an old style VGA cable actually has three coaxial cables as well as a bunch of other misc. wires inside, and would most
likely work quite well.  A DVI cable has four individually shielded twisted pairs, which would probably also work well.  This morning I cut apart a CAT-
5 cable, which has four unshielded twisted pairs inside, and gave that a go.  I simply grounded the other twisted wire at the source, but not at the
destination, in order to give some shielding but to not cause ground currents or loops.  One pair provides the tank drive, two other pairs the zero and
quadrature return, and I'm using the fourth pair to provide 5V power to the board (which is regulated to 3.3V).



The above shows the pitch antenna plate box hinged open so you can see how things are arranged.  If I'd thought about it more I may have laid out the
PWB opposite, so the coil would be positioned as far away from the control box (on the left) as possible, and the cable closest, but it's probably not that
big a deal for the prototype.  Might actually be best from an electrostatic shielding point of view to have the coil mounted at the center of the plate.  The
FPGA board is currently sitting on my desk (and not installed in the control box quite yet).

Here is a close-up of the board / coil / cable.  The two small pieces of blue tape secure the coil wires to reduce problems with vibration.  The cable is
affixed via a cable tie.  Interconnection (on both ends) is via small jumpers.  I used a small coil spring to make the coil and sense capacitor (1pF)
electrical connection to the plate antenna.  The 324uH tank coil is secured to the box with a plastic wire tie.

It's running right now, resonance is around 2.35 MHz.  With the scope probe a few inches away from the plate there is ~6 Vp-p on the scope, which drops
to ~1/2 that when my hand is about 1" from the plate antenna.  Sensitivity is quite high, and the interconnecting cable doesn't seem to be messing with



loop lock or anything.  Probably sounds stupid, but I've been kind of dreading this point in the project - when detecting at the attofarad level, literally
anything can go wrong - so huge sigh of relief!

Volume Hand 1 or 2 Axes - Player Opinions?
dewster 10/14/2016 11:22:08 PM [1131]

Volume Hand 1 or 2 Axes - Player Opinions?

Kind of hard to believe I'm this far into the project before seriously investigating more than one axis on the volume hand - better late than never I
suppose.  After doodling around in my notebook for a while I rigged up a two coil / two plate arrangement on my workbench, stimulated by a function
generator, each plate response on the scope.  To get around the need for a third scope channel (someday...) I triggered the scope with the generator TTL
output to make an "implied" channel among the data. This scope arrangement actually works pretty nice in terms of showing what's going on.

Not surprisingly, rather low Q (implemented via rather high resistance drive) worked best as it smoothed out the normally sharp phase response. 
Surprisingly, I had to separate the plates by a foot or more to get decent differential phase response.  So this is a dynamic capacitive interaction between
the plates rather than the static interaction I thought it might be.  I'm not thrilled with low Q, and this separation seems kind of wide, so I'm fundamentally
rethinking the volume side.  To the point where I just rewired the volume side plate antenna PWB to be single rather than double axis (so it is now a copy
of the frequency side board above).

An option for two axes here is to use separate frequencies rather than simple phase separation between them.  I looked into this a while back and if the
frequencies are different enough the antennas can be right next to each other without noticeable interference.  But before I go there I'm wondering how
"playable" two axes might even be?  FredM made his two axis (pitch & volume on one hand) Theremin only to discover it was essentially unplayable.  I
can imagine trying to vary the volume without disturbing the pitch in this scenario would be an almost impossible task, and Theremins are already
difficult enough to play.  But having volume and timbre on one hand rather than volume and pitch might be less difficult?  Or are three axes just too much
to handle?  I'm no player, but when I had functional Theremins in the house it was a challenge for me to knock out the simplest thing pitchwise, and
doing anything with the volume totally threw that in the crapper.  Then again, I'm no player, and maybe the whole two axis (volume and pitch) thing
becomes second nature over time.

I'm curious what real players (intermediate to virtuoso) think of the idea of two axes on the left hand?

[EDIT] Sorry, didn't mean to leave anyone that felt like weighing in on this subject out.

Volume Side Experiments
dewster 10/17/2016 10:33:00 PM [1132]

Volume Side Experiments

Since I'm seeing a range of ~2.3MHz (nominal) to 1.4MHz (hand on box) on the pitch side, I decided to set the volume side nominal to somewhat lower
than this, 1MHz seems like a good target.  2.3MHz on the pitch side works out to ~14pF of antenna capacitance, and the volume antenna area will be
somewhat smaller, so a ~2mH coil seems called for.  I didn't have one handy so I wound one today.  I cut an 80mm length of 1 1/2" PVC schedule 40
pipe and wound about 250 turns of AWG 32 on it, removing turns until my LC meter told me it was 2mH (thought the target is crude and this level of
fussy isn't really called for).  DCR is around 22 Ohms.  Then the usual wire wrap wire leads, clear nail polish to secure the wire ends, and clear battery
heatshrink on the outside to protect it against dings and such.  Hooked it up to the rewired (now single channel) volume tank driver board and hooked this
to the FPGA board. Using a 1/3 license plate antenna for initial testing, the final plate should have a bit more area:



It resonates just below 1MHz, so I hit the target pretty well, at least with this plate.  Separated from the pitch antenna maybe half a meter, I'm not seeing
any interference on the pitch side.  See a tiny bit on the volume side with my hand a couple inches from the pitch antenna, but it probably won't mean
much in the final deal.  I'm watching this stuff on the scope via an unattached jumper wire, so the interference might not even be real.  Or there might be
interactions I can't readily see on the scope that will pop out via pitch and volume playing, though I kind of doubt it.

First time I've messed with two oscillators at once via FPGA and it seems OK.  Now to make the real antenna plate and stick it all in the plastic box.

Am considering relocating the Hive vectoring address space to 0x80 in order to free up the 0x0 to 0x7F space which can be addressed via byte addressing
(for efficient storage).  I want to clean up the command line interface code some as well.

RoyP 10/18/2016 11:06:15 AM [1133]

Hi dewster,

just wondering about your two-axis volume control and how practical/necessary/playable such a thing would be.

I think, as you noted, that linking the volume with pitch on the same control but different axis would be almost impossible to play, on an instrument
which is not exactly easy to begin with. Further more, what would the advantage of such a setup be?

Linking volume and timbre on the same hand with two-axes might be more useful, more subtle and less intrusive as pitch would not be effected.

As I recall, the Lost Volts LV-3 theremin (Lost Volts) has a volume-timbre thing going on where by the timbre changes the louder the volume becomes
but it's not an 'axes' thing, more an artifact of the theremin design.

Just a thought.

 

Roy

dewster 10/18/2016 7:55:38 PM [1134]

Thanks for weighing in on that Roy, I appreciate it. 

http://www.lostvolts.com/


Timbre change with volume / pitch shouldn't be difficult - the Theremini pretty much does this - just a matter of patching numbers to filter cutoff and the
like. 

Being a Thereminist yourself, how playable do you think a volume & timbre 2-axis left hand might be?  And what hand / arm positions and motions
might you be inclined to desire there?  I don't see any clearly best way to make it the most playable.  The z axis should clearly control the volume
(because players are used to this) but should the second axis be x or y?  Moving the hand closer to / farther from the body (y axis) seems awkward,
though it would likely interfere the least with the pitch field.  Moving the hand left and right (x axis) therefore seems called for, but how would one
control the volume while keeping the timbre largely constant and vice versa?  What kind of arm / hand motion could be used accomplish this / would be
desirable?  What kind of antenna geometry and positioning would make this the most natural?  Nothing is jumping out at me at this point.

Perhaps when I have more antennas to play with I can mock something up and see what works best ergonomically.  The frequencies would have to be
quite different, or perhaps a single frequency with a grounding plate in between antennas might offer better phase separation.  It's thorny enough that I'm
shelving it for now, but I'm very interested in pursuing it further once the prototype has basic functionality up.

Volume Side
dewster 10/18/2016 8:06:57 PM [1135]

Volume Side

I cut a piece of aluminum flashing for the volume side plastic box and affixed it via nylon screw and masking tape.  This gives a larger area antenna
which is good for sensitivity, and having it curve around the side means those who are used to the volume plate on the side may find it easier to play.  The
PWB was affixed with two screws on standoffs cut from a discarded ballpoint pen.  The coil was attached via friction fit to a knockout plate with a hole
in it, itself attached using the same antenna screw through the middle.  A strain relief cable tie keeps things stable:

Above: Again I used a bit of masking tape to keep the coil wires from vibrating, and a nylon cable tie keeps the interconnect wires stable and away from
the coil.



Above: Here it is in position on the board & mic stand.  I've since located the ball joint base to the bottom of the board in order to position the volume
antenna somewhat lower, this feels more comfortable to me.  Desk is a mess as usual (I'm kind of a pig).

I'm seeing ~1.05 MHz nominal and really healthy voltage swing.  This arrangement seems to be working really well so far.  Now I suppose it's time to
start stuffing the FPGA board and related circuitry into the central control box, and get the software show on the road.

RoyP 10/21/2016 10:04:07 AM [1136]

Hi dewster,

 

I think a 2-axes volume/timbre left hand would be playable and it would possibly be a benefit to the instrument overall. 

Difficult to know exactly how such a system would work though but for sure the standard volume operation would have to be maintained as most
thereminists would find it very difficult to divert from the normal close/quiet distant/loud system.

I guess, keeping the standard volume/expression loop, if the x/y/z axes are up-down/left-right/close to body-far away, respectively, then the timbre may
be controlled by an alteration in the y axis. So imagine a movement where the hand is brought up to increase the volume but at the same time the hand is
swept to the left (away from the instrument [-y direction]) as a means to change the timbre. For quiet, then the hand would be raise only a little from the
loop and taken to the left, once again away from the instrument.

I think this would be the most natural way of playing a 2-axes system.

Obviously other players will have other thoughts.

Interesting idea though, 2-axes functionality :-)

R

dewster 10/21/2016 6:03:19 PM [1137]

Hi Roy,



To define the axes on my prototype a bit better, I present this crude sketch:

Call anything vertical (up out of the page here) the z-axis.  For comfort and control, I'm thinking the left hand elbow will be at or near the body most of
the time, with volume work done mostly by vertically pivoting the forearm at the elbow.  This makes the left hand x-axis movement perpendicular to the
pitch antenna, so the volume hand x-axis is pretty much the pitch hand y-axis.  Similarly, the pitch hand x-axis is pretty much the volume hand y-axis. 
This is in terms of influence on the respective antennas, not direction, if you see what I mean.

I'm thinking some kind of twisting of the left forearm (& therefore the hand) might be the most natural movement for the second axis, but I'm not sure
how to make that work with two simple antennas. 

Maybe something like a half axis in the negative x direction of the left hand, where the hand would have to be somewhat to the left in order to make a
difference in timbre (rather like the Roland joystick which has +/- x but only +y) ? 

In both cases, the differential antenna distances won't track with volume movements unless the hand is moved at an angle rather than vertically.  Perhaps
I'm making the mistake of thinking left hand axis separation should be entirely a hardware thing, and underestimating what can be accomplished
mathematically in software. 

RoyP 10/24/2016 10:01:38 AM [1138]

Maybe something like a half axis in the negative x direction of the left hand, where the hand would have to be somewhat to the left in order to make a
difference in timbre (rather like the Roland joystick which has +/- x but only +y) ? -dewster

Aye, that's essentially what I thought too although my axes were different as I was looking at the scene from front on rather than above 

dewster 10/24/2016 10:10:22 PM [1139]

Thanks again for your input Roy, you're helping me get a better grip on this.  And sorry to switch the axes around on you in midstream. ;-)

If you think about it, the pitch and volume axes on a normal Theremin are half axes (in that they only work in one direction).

============

Currently rewriting the Hive command line code, and that effort is rippling back into the label scheme.  Probably the main thing that slows me down and
causes the most bugs when writing Hive assembly (HAL) is the calculation of relative jumps.  This is because the label scheme is one-pass and absolute. 
So I'm working on multi-pass interpretation of labels that can also produce relative addressing for the jumps, and this seems to require the generation of
intermediate temporary files. 

(I remember a CS class I had in college where I was talking to the Prof about using temp files because my program kept running out of memory on the
sleazy 386 in the lab, and the Prof told me "No!  Always program like you have infinite memory!" - easy for him to say.)

dewster 11/1/2016 10:32:39 PM [1140]

Finally got HAL pre-processing and HAL multi-pass labels working.  My HAL parsing code started out life as MIF file parsing code, which is a
considerably simpler thing to do: very few syntactical constructs, and you can do literally everything in one pass through the input file.  So I had to
untangle / refactor a bunch of stuff, fix it after that broke it, etc. 

First pass generates two temp files, an end-of-line comment file and a tokenized code file.  The code file is pre-processed to replace simple fixed values
like thread clearing labels and interrupt labels with physical addresses.  Also replaced here are single quoted groups of characters like 'crc' with
concatenated byte ASCII equivalent values (one to four characters, as this fits in a 32 bit register).  Then three passes for the labels, each one generating a
temporary output / input file.  First pass I look for explicit label assignments like "LBL[5] := 8" and remove the entire expression after sticking the value
8 in the label table at index 5.  Second I look for beginning of line labels such as "LBL[6] s0 ^= P4" and if LBL[6] isn't null I replace the label with the
table entry, otherwise I place the current address in the table and delete the label.  Third I look for things like "s3 := LBL[9]" and replace the label with
the table entry, and while I'm at it I also look for stuff like "pc := LBL[3]" and after doing a bit of math with the current address and the table entry, I



replace the expression with a relative jump.  Finally, the third label pass file is parsed to opcodes and it and the end-of-comment file contents are placed
in Hive memory.  I now have an appreciation as to why languages often expose mechanical pre-processing in their syntax.

I made a cheesy linting tool a while back that I modified to be more of a stand-alone compiler.  This lets me turn on a "verbose" option during the HAL
parsing to get more info on errors and warnings spit out to the console, and it also optionally preserves the intermediate files for inspection which is quite
handy.  Intermediate files seem to be the way to go for complex parsing.  Now on to beefing up the CLI code.

Since this is my self-imposed "Year of the Prototype" I need to get on the stick so as to have rudimentary functionality up by December 31!

dewster 11/21/2016 6:01:42 PM [1141]

Found a nasty flaw in the way I was parsing labels.  Explicitly assigned labels work fine, but those that are implicitly assigned can be broken because
addresses can require one, two, or three opcode slots when assigned to a literal, which can move all of the code forward zero, one, or two opcode slots per
literal depending on the address value.  But the label address value can be dependent on the location of the label, so it's a chicken / egg thing.  For
instance, say we want to place a label value on stack 0, but the label is implicitly assigned somewhere higher in address space.  We can't do the
assignment unless we know the address, and we can't know the address unless we do the assignment!

One can work this sort of problem out on paper, so a solution exists.  But formally coding it is another thing, particularly with a fixed number of passes
over the code.  One could probably gather all the info and do some sorting and thresholding, but it may be easiest to do repeated passes over the code,
updating the label table, and exiting when the table stops changing.  This will be the first approach I try.  If labels weren't so useful I'd just drop it
altogether, but I'm finding coding with them really speeds things up and removes a lot of pain and bookkeeping.

===========

Am also polishing the command line interface, when it's done it should be easily extensible to do other things.  Engineers get criticized for spending
inordinate amounts of time automating and optimizing things (XKCD), time one may not make up by making those things run more smoothly.  But this
fails to take into account all of the necessary experimentation and self-training going on - which enables future projects to be developed that much faster. 
If we could live forever an engineer might be your go-to person for getting lots of stuff done quickly because they will have worked long and hard on lots
of problems, with ready solutions to many thorny issues.  As for premature optimization, well it's often difficult to tell where you are in a project, so it
can be difficult to tell if your efforts are indeed premature.  Experts will tell you to make a quick prototype, then toss it and make another, etc. but often
the project isn't a good fit for that advice.  E.g. my Hive simulator code is about as rats-nesty as I can tolerate / follow, and I often need to add features to
it which isn't all that easy, but I'm not about to scrap it and start over.  

===========

Once the above is behind me I will attempt an experiment in order to characterize the noise at the pitch antenna.  In the DPLL, the operating point
numbers are fed to a 4th order low-pass digital filter at double the edge rate (~5MHz).  This filter lops off noise starting at ~1kHz and pretty much kills
everything above 1/2 the sampling rate (48kHz).  So I should be able to send the output of this filter more or less directly to the SPDIF TX logic and
record it as audio in Audition.  From there I will be able to see what is going on both spectrally and in terms of overall amplitude.  This will allow me to
assess countermeasures implemented in order to reduce the noise in SW or in FPGA hardware (comb filter, variable LPF, etc.).

The numbers from the DPLL are likely good enough to use as-is, but it never hurts to have more precision than you need, particularly when a fair amount
of math will be performed on them.

dewster 11/23/2016 6:10:40 PM [1142]

Was literally burning the midnight oil coding last night, slogging through the nested IFs, trying to catch and handle all of the label scenarios I could
imagine - it's remarkably nuanced.  Got it working and hit the hay, then got up this morning to work out the final bugs and apply some shoeshine.  In the
process I was able to finally reconcile the minus sign '-' as a valid HAL symbol in the parser, dealing with negative numbers and various fancy assembly
code constructs systematically in the pre-processor.  The final pass is now more of a post-processor, where some absolute jumps get turned into relative
jumps.

So HAL parsing goes like this (all generated code files are tokenized):

1. Split the source HAL file into tokenized code (hal_code.tmp) and end of line comment (hal_eol.tmp) files.

2. Read the code file and pre-process it to hal_pre.tmp.  Here we deal with negative numbers, as well as opcode convenience constructs not directly
supported by the processor.  This makes downstream parsing easier too.

3. Read hal_pre.tmp, put explicit label values in the table and delete the assignment statement, and write the results to hal_lbl0.tmp.

4. Read hal_lbl0.tmp, replace all explicit labels with table values, and write the results to hal_lbl1.tmp.

5. Read hal_lbl1.tmp and place the remaining implicitly assigned label values (addresses) in the table.  Refer to the table for all label values as the file is
parsed repeatedly as many times as it takes until the table values are stable.  Delete beginning of line labels, replace all remaining labels with table values,
and write the results to hal_lbl2.tmp.

6. Read hal_lbl2.tmp, convert certain jump constructs from absolute to relative addressing, and write the results to hal_post.tmp.

7. Parse hal_post.tmp and hal_eol.tmp files to the memory array and delete all temporary files.

It might seem that steps 3 and 4 could be combined, but doing so would make it harder to detect table collisions and null assignments.  As with all other
parsing I've implemented, original line numbers are retained throughout, and parsing halts on the first error encountered (reporting the line number).  This
makes it a lot easier to figure out what when wrong where when it inevitably does.  The stand-alone compiler has a command line switch option that
retains the temp files for debugging purposes.

 
Here's a small example of HAL processing.  This is the HAL source code for writing a byte to memory (memory is addressed in 16 or 32 bit "chunks"
hence the need for this subroutine and a similar one for reading bytes from memory):
 

http://xkcd.com/974/


lbl[0x14] s2 >>= 1 // * SUB: WR BYTE * (0:data, 1:addr, 2:idx, 7:rtn | -)
P1 += P2// base addr + idx/2
s3 :u= mem[s1]// read mem
P0 <<= 24// in_byte to MSB position
P2 >>r= 1// test idx odd
(P2<0) ? pc := lbl[0x15]// idx odd=wr_hi
P3 >>= 8// wr_lo: hi_byte to MSB position
pc := lbl[0x16]// do common
lbl[0x15] P3 <<= 24 // wr_hi: lo_byte to MSB position
P0 >>= 24// in_byte to LSB position
lbl[0x16] P3 |= P0 // common: combine
P3 <<r= 8// rotate to final position
mem[P1] := P3// write mem
pc := P7// * sub end * return
 
 
Here is the code after being tokenized:
 
lbl [ 0x14 ] s2 > > = 1 
P1 + = P2 
s3 : u = mem [ s1 ] 
P0 < < = 24 
P2 > > r = 1 
( P2 < 0 ) ? pc : = lbl [ 0x15 ] 
P3 > > = 8 
pc : = lbl [ 0x16 ] 
lbl [ 0x15 ] P3 < < = 24 
P0 > > = 24 
lbl [ 0x16 ] P3 | = P0 
P3 < < r = 8 
mem [ P1 ] : = P3 
pc : = P7 
 
 
And here is the code after being post-processed:
 
s2 < < = -1 
P1 + = P2 
s3 : u = mem [ s1 + 0 ] 
P0 < < = 24 
P2 < < r = -1 
( P2 < 0 ) ? pc + = 2 
P3 < < = -8 
pc + = 2 
P3 < < = 24 
P0 < < = -24 
P3 | = P0 
P3 < < r = 8 
mem [ P1 + 0 ] : = P3 
pc : = P7 
 

All of the labels here are implicitly assigned, so the beginning of line labels are removed, and the remaining are turned into relative jump distances.  The
convenience expression "mem[s1]" is converted to the standard expression with zero offset "mem[s0+0]".   All immediate right shifts and rotates are
converted into left shifts and rotates, with the immediate shift value negated.  Other expressions not shown here like ++ increments and -- decrements get
turned into += 1 and += -1 respectively.

This work is pretty tedious in C++, other languages likely implement parsing in a more natural way.  Now, back to the CLI coding in HAL.

dewster 12/1/2016 6:22:16 PM [1143]

Still pondering the command line code structure.  Found this today via hacker news: https://interpreterbook.com/ which is kind of interesting as he
probably addresses many of the issues I've encountered while implementing the HAL assembly language, as well as the Hive command line interpreter.
 The command line is actually more difficult because it has to be done in limited hardware / software, which prevents me from using things like multiple
intermediate buffers.

At the moment I'm leaning towards buffering the command line like everyone else seems to do, and that is via a circular buffer, with read/tail and
write/head modulo pointers.  My previous command line code buffers everything directly as tokens, but that prevents the use of destructive backspace
editing (mainly because "undoing" input values building base 10 tokens is problematic) - the lack of which I've found to be pretty frustrating to use.  The
RX UART is only double buffered, so one either runs the RX interrupt to the software process, or oversamples the RX register somehow.  I think I'll go
with using the 48kHz audio sample interrupt to do this as it is ~5x the ~10kHz byte rate (the audio int is quite handy). The interrupt process will look at
the incoming byte, and if it is not BKSP (backspace) stick it in the current slot and increment the write pointer.   If it is BKSP it will decrement the write
pointer if it is not equal to the read pointer.  I could include ESC (escape) here and have it set the write pointer equal to the read pointer, but that seems a
little scary.

The read process then doesn't have to deal with BKSP at all (which would be a royal pain), but it still must figure out when to process tokens.  I keep
forgetting that the command line is interactive, and that the serial stream feeding the command line, whether an actual human banging on the keyboard,
or automated via TeraTerm, will wait and look for a new line as confirmation that the processor has consumed & processed the current command before
issuing another.  So the read side can leisurely look for a change in characters (head PTR - tail PTR, modulo) with a command character at the end (white
space, function key, etc.).

https://interpreterbook.com/


I want to make it possible to respond to things like single function keys being pressed without hitting the enter key (or adding some other white space to
the end).  I also want to make all of the sub processes as generic as possible so I don't have to reinvent the wheel every time I make a fundamental change
to the way the command line functions.  It's taken me a fair amount of thought to get here (where everyone else ends up, LOL) so I'm not all that keen on
revisiting it yet again.  

3.14 12/7/2016 4:16:44 AM [1144]

Hi.

Wow this is a great thread!!

I love theremins but only constructed an EW (from scratch). I didn't like the EW very much (the sound and the thermal drift, the manual calibration, etc). 

 

I like the idea of having a minimal analog front end which receives the fixed pitch frequency from the digital part, and then does the heterodyning in the
FPGA.  Also I would implement a similar idea for the volume antenna. And for sure some beautiful synthesis of the ideal theremin sound...

 

I´m sure that from the study of this thread (I´m at page 4 :)) I will find the inspiration I need.

But first just a little question, as I´m a newbie in FPGAs... and Intl shipping is slow here... so I'd like to order now some FPGA to start with when I'm
ready. I don't care if I have to rewrite all the code of program myself the thing, as learning FPGA is part of the fun... I was looking for example at the
Altera Cyclone II EP2C5T144 which is quite inexpensive (something like USD 15). Would it be enough?

Thank you!
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"I was looking for example at the Altera Cyclone II EP2C5T144 which is quite inexpensive (something like USD 15). Would it be enough?"  - 3.14

Cyclone 2 is kind of old, I'd suggest Cyclone 3, or better yet 4.  Can you purchase things from China or Korea via eBay?  If so I'd recommend this EP4CE10F17C8N board
from Waveshare:

http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE10F17C8N-EP4CE10-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Evaluation-Development-Core-Board-/131816136496?
hash=item1eb0da9f30:g:fQAAAOSwt7pXOUO0

You'll need a USB Blaster to pump it up.  FPGA's aren't for the faint-hearted, it's taken me forever to get comfortable with them and really
understand digital design, but they are really open-ended.

This thread isn't so much about traditional heterodyning Theremins, but more linearized digital LC capacitive sensors as the next level of
Theremin technology.  Lately it's (perhaps unfortunately, particularly for readers) been more about my vanity soft processor (Hive) which
forms the core of this project.

3.14 12/7/2016 9:16:02 PM [1146]

That's great. Thanks for the advice! 

Which version of the variable oscillator would you recommend? Else, I would start the experiment with the variable pitch oscillator from etherwave, as I
already have it working (that one around Q1&Q2 http://www.theremin.info/index.php?module=-&type=file&func=get&tid=15&fid=image&pid=54)

Also (I think it has been discussed, but not sure about the conclusions), the linearity of the antenna, is that important? I mean, cannot it be corrected in
FPGA-Ware? (how should one call it? Firmware?) 

I've seen that you experimented with SPDIF output which is cool. I was thinking in sending digital audio to a USB DAC (M-Audio Fast Track) which I
have lying around, problably SPDIF is even a better idea.

Cheers!
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"Which version of the variable oscillator would you recommend? Else, I would start the experiment with the variable pitch oscillator from etherwave, as
I already have it working..."  - 3.14

I would NOT recommend the EW oscillator or any oscillator based around differential pair transistors.  The topology works OK if there is an EQ coil in
series with the antenna, but will give you a fairly distorted sine wave otherwise.  And differential pairs are kind of slow, and so tend to produce
feedback phase error.  I don't recommend any oscillator that stimulates the tank via the collector (or FET drain) as this connection will reverse bias on
large negative swings of the LC tank.  I also don't like oscillators that have DC flowing through the tank inductor.  Just because Bob Moog, or Theremin
himself, used an oscillator is not a good enough reason for anyone else to do so without fully understanding why, as well as the alternatives.

http://www.ebay.com/itm/EP4CE10F17C8N-EP4CE10-FPGA-ALTERA-Cyclone-IV-Evaluation-Development-Core-Board-/131816136496?hash=item1eb0da9f30:g:fQAAAOSwt7pXOUO0
http://www.theremin.info/index.php?module=-&type=file&func=get&tid=15&fid=image&pid=54


Without getting into it too deeply, one of the main things you want in an oscillator is high Q.  High Q can give large voltage swing for little energy input,
thus swamping environmental noise and keeping heat to a minimum (to keep thermal drift low).  I say CAN because the phase of the feedback is also
crucial, if it is off by just a little bit you won't get maximum voltage swing.  If you are building a digital capacitance sensor Theremin rather than a
heterodyning Theremin, then you want an oscillator with the highest sensitivity to changing capacitance, and this means you can't pad the antenna or tank
or tank sense with a lot of capacitance (ideally none).  For the above reasons I chose to digitally stimulate the tank, and sensing is also digital.  You also
want to use a plate antenna here instead of a rod.

If you really want an external, transistor driven oscillator, you might try my Colpitts NPN (note that Cant and Rant are NOT components, they are
parasitics of the antenna - and you really, really want to regulate the 3.3V supply):

"Also (I think it has been discussed, but not sure about the conclusions), the linearity of the antenna, is that important? I mean, cannot it be corrected in
FPGA-Ware? (how should one call it? Firmware?)"

If you're building a digital capacitance sensor Theremin you can mathematically work backwards in software via the LC resonance equation to get
capacitance.  The capacitance is highly linear to the inverse of hand distance, so no linearization beyond this is likely necessary (I'm nearly at this point
myself).  If you are building a heterodyning Theremin then all you can do is employ an EQ coil to improve linearity.  Tuning this setup is difficult (two
LC resonances and one local frequency), and you're stuck with the note distances that it gives you.  FredM was experimenting with an electrically tunable
EQ inductor, but that's a lot of trouble to go to for a fairly inflexible setup.  It's better IMO to decouple the C sensing from the sound generation.

"I've seen that you experimented with SPDIF output which is cool. I was thinking in sending digital audio to a USB DAC (M-Audio Fast Track) which I
have lying around, problably SPDIF is even a better idea."

SPDIF gives you electrical isolation via optical cabling, which is quite nice.  The audio noise floor really benefits from this, and it's one less wire hanging
off the Theremin causing trouble.

3.14 12/8/2016 3:50:37 AM [1148]

Oh ok I think the digital capacitance sensor, decopled, to a synth which outputs through SPDIF is quite cool.

So you're using the AFE described in the first pages? The 4011 based one? 

dewster 12/8/2016 3:53:30 AM [1149]

"So you're using the AFE described in the first pages? The 4011 based one?"  - 3.14

No, the one based on the 74LVU04N on page 112 (the 4011 works but is kinda slow):



I have two copies of this up and running, one for each hand (pitch and volume).  The volume side uses a 2mH inductor.  And the above schematic isn't
100% correct, I have two inverters in series on the bottom rather than one (to make all the digital latencies the same), making a total of 5 in use of the 6 in
the package.  FPGA drive is a dithered NCO, feedback is a simple XOR gate coupled to an up/down counter (with some digital limiting).

I should probably put an index in the first post to help bring newcomers such as yourself up to speed on where things are now.  Four and a half years of
posting (yikes!) can be a lot to wade through.  Many of my first instincts were pretty good, but I know tons more about this stuff then when I started out.
 Theremin research can be a mine field (lots of well-worn dead-ends), but it can also be quite edifying if you approach it with an open mind.

3.14 12/8/2016 12:33:53 PM [1150]

Yeah, you could as well setup a github repository with code/circuits/excels and just put last versions there.

I can help with that if you wish.

So both coils 0.3 and 2mH are calculated with the excel in your mediafire repo?

Here it is very common to have .18mm wire, I think it's like AWG33.

Also I wonder if for the volume part there is a NCO adjusted by PLL to get 90 deg phase or you just measure phase shift. I guess I should dig into the
code to answer myself...

 

dewster 12/8/2016 3:43:22 PM [1151]

Hi 3.14 (pi?)

Thanks for prodding me re. github!  I've been meaning to look into getting these projects on something like that for like forever.  I've got Hive over on
opencores.org, but the site is kinda cumbersome and kinda dead seeming as I get only maybe one doc download per day.  So I signed up for a free github
account and will investgate the process shortly.  If you have any hints or tips I'm all ears.

Yes I calculated the coils via my spreadsheet.  I also measured them and adjusted them a bit after the winding and before the I installed the leads and nail
polish, though final measurement and adjustment isn't really necessary for this application.  Larger diameter wire has lower DCR and less skin effect, and
this helps keep Q high, though you're also dealing with radiation losses, so Q can only be so high in the completed circuit, and one quickly encounters
diminishing returns.  I usually aim for a coil that has coil height:diameter ratio somewhere around 1:1 to 2:1.  1:1 will provide close to ideal inductance
for a given overall wire length, higher ratios give more distance between the drive end and the sense end (likely less intrinsic capacitance) though nothing
in this range of ratios is all that critical, and you generally want the coil height to be a minimum of maybe 30mm or 40mm just to keep the capacitance
down.  I suppose I also try to not waste copper if it's not necessary to the function.  

I maintain PLL lock on both the pitch and volume sides.  I know what you're saying though, as analog Theremin volume sides often work as you
describe, and one could conceivably build a digital Theremin that worked that way.  I think FredM's idea of "upside down" circuitry was similar to this,
with one frequency driving both antennas.  But I've found that with sufficient frequency difference and sufficient distance separating the antennas, the
interference is moot.  Indeed, no Theremin would work if this wasn't the case.  Phase lock gives you the highest amplitude voltage swing in all situations,
and the highest selectivity and sensitivity.  Not using phase lock would also introduce a strong non-linearity in the response.

========

What kind of test equipment do you have?  You should have a decent scope, DMM, function generator, and LC meter.  I can give you suggestions as to
brands and such if you like.  I have an old Tektronix TDS210, a Fluke 76, a Goldstar FG8002, and a cheap though very useful LC meter from eBay.  I
also have an FC-1 frequency counter that has come in handy.  You can get inexpensive tiny capacitor value assortments from eBay.  You can use a
standard plastic breadboard for experimenting (though you have to be aware of the parasitic capacitance).



If you have a scope and a function generator, and you want to get a good intuitive feel for what is going on with the LC side of things, I can show you a
simple setup that I've used quite a bit.  With it you can clearly see the influence of your hand & body out past 1 meter, see the influence of mains hum,
examine the relative stability of various oscillators, and quantify total Q (coil, antenna, drive, sense).

3.14 12/9/2016 8:57:33 PM [1152]

Hi dewster, yeah an imprecise version of pi here :)

Working with github has a learning curve. The idea is that you have a local repository (versioned) in a normal directory, and pull from/push to the central
repository at github. This requires a command line tool or a gui provided by github. The good thing is that everything is versiones, you can delete stuff
and it stays in the history. You can start by putting al your stuff in a directory and order things. In your case I would just put latest versions of things. A
possible subfolder arrangement could be

 

simulation, research and design

   analog

   digital

   inductors

product

   schematics (the analog front end, wiring to fpga) 

   pcbs

   verilog

   construction (i.e. for inductor sketches)

   docs

 

The product folders will always have latest stuff as it evolves. You can just setup this in your local machine, then run "git init" and then create the
repository at github and follow instructions to push. I can also create it myself in my account with the files at mediafire and transfer the ownership to you.

====

I think I will start grabbing components and stuff soon. 

The hard part is equipment, currently I only have a (not very good) multimeter. As this is just a hobby, having a big oscilloscope (a tube one) has no
space, and a small LCD one has no budget :) . I was speculating with USB oscilloscopes but I won't plug it to the the Mac, so probably I should throw
away old stuff to make space and/or get budget.

I studied electronics at high school but then turned to computer science, where I've been the last 30 years. So having a lab is like going back to school :)
My first come back was like 6 years ago when I built the EW.  I wanted do it "the right way" so I did the schematics, simulations, pcb design based on the
schematic's "net", etc. And I enjoyed the "model to thing" engineering approach. Without instruments it was hard to make it work, and this held me back
from building other electronics projects I had in mind. So maybe it's time to have a lab!

So my first goals are:

1) Setup a useful lab that I can afford. I do accept recommendations. I know Tektronix, HP, Agilent, Fluke are excellent, but probably I should
consider other "second line" brands. Also some DIY freq generator ?

2) Get the FPGA board(s). I would prefer to buy two cyclone II instead of only one cyclone IV, except if you tell me it's wasted money.

3) Learn verilog. I'm currently starting to play with Icarus Verilog, which has a simulator and can display things with GTKwave. Copied/pasted examples
and simple tutorials seem to work, so I would start serious stuff. I wonder how do you simulate/test "in paper" the whole theremin?, I mean sweep antena
capacitance and simulate the NCO. I guess I need to write a a test in verilog which emulates the AFE... but probably there is another shorter path?

4) Read something about DSP?

5) Setup the Quartus environment (for which I also need a virtual machine as I use Mac)

6) Play with real LC and learn all that...

For my next theremin I think the "overall" design would be: FPGA/DewsTeremin based, capacitance sensing (decoupled from generation), digital signal
generation to SPDIF (leave for later a separate "internal" SPDIF+DAC+Amplifier module). On the other hand, I'd like it to look and feel "classic" in all
aspects: the antenna shapes, the enclosure, the controls, the voice...
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Hi 3.14,



Thanks for the github explanation!  I'll get on it soon, and when I do I'm sure I'll have questions.  Am currently revisiting the Hive UART for what feels
like 1000th time (but now it's better than ever!).

=====

1. You don't need the best DMM in the world (though it never hurts).  You might look at EEVBlog for suggestions.  I've been trying to convince myself I
need a new scope, and keep drooling over the Rigol DS104Z ($400USD).  You need a half way decent scope for this kind of work.

2. Cyclone 2 is old and I personally would avoid it.  I've got a Cyclone 3 board laying around that I'll probably never use now that I have a Cyclone 4
board (more block memory).  If you're putting a processor in there you can use Hive, though an external processor might make more sense for most
people as it would be more easily programmed at a higher level and you could do stuff like reverb.  Why don't you wait until you really know what is
going in the FPGA(s) before you buy?

3. The simulator in Quartus 9.1sp2 (sadly, the last version to have it) is pretty nice, and you can get experience with the Altera toolset at the same time.
 In the project settings you can select "timing" or "functional" sim, I usually do "functional" because compile and sim are a lot faster.  SV
(SystemVerilog) is definitely the language you want to use IMO, I started with VHDL and it's really overly verbose.

There isn't a need to simulate the entire Theremin, just the unknown pieces.  I've done enough C measurements and sims so that I pretty much know
what's going on in a quantified way.  I've done LC sims in Excel, and I heavily simulate all of my SV code.  I observe the hardware results on my scope,
and analyze sound generation via Adobe Audition.

I assume you haven't done much concurrent digital design work?  That's the hard part IMO.  I've looked around, but there really aren't any good books on
the subject.  We all seem to learn by looking at other people's code and mucking around.  I use a system of block diagramming and wave sketching that
gets me through even the biggest projects, but I've never seen anyone else do this.  I've found that I can't even do the simplest bit of coding without at
least diagramming it.

4. Get a copy of "Musical Applications of Microprocessors" by Chamberlin.  It's old (~30 years) but it's a great intro.

5. There are Linux (red hat) versions of Quartus too.

6. Once you have a scope and a function generator I'll show you some really simple experiments.

Re. the "classic" look and feel in all aspects:  For a digital Theremin, a plate antenna is really the way to go.  Slightly more linear and much more
sensitive than a rod antenna.  I don't really care what it looks like, and my pitch antenna plate should be playable by anyone who is comfortable with and
has developed playing techniques for the standard rod antenna.  Form follows function, baby. ;-).  Tradition is much too strong in this field.

Processor Memory Access Width
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Processor Memory Access Width

Processors often support byte read and byte write in hardware.  The byte read can be easily replaced with software reading 16, 32, 64, etc. bits, and a
subsequent shift or two isolates the desired byte.  Doing this with byte writes is more problematic because the write requires a read, a replacement of one
byte, then a write, which is not atomic.  That is, another thread could write the same location in the middle of this process and really mess with things.
 One solution is to somehow avoid writes by other threads always, or at least when a given thread is doing a software byte write.

Hardware byte read is fairly trivial if you've got cycles in the ALU pipeline to shift and isolate the desired byte.  But there are other downsides of
supporting byte read and write in hardware: 1. the LSbs of the address may become externally rather moot for wider accesses;  2. which can reduce the
effective address space by half or more for a given address width; 2. wider data accesses become more sensitive to design questions of byte alignment -
can you read 16 bit data starting at both even and odd byte addresses, or only at even addresses?  For 32 bit accesses there are four possibilities, for 64 bit
accesses there are 8, etc. and machines that sidestep the alignment issue must then contend with inefficient storage of values, particularly in a Von
Neumann machine where values and opcodes are stored in the same memory.

I don't think I ever specifically decided to not support hardware byte access in Hive.  It's probably more the case that I saw it as difficult and not very
necessary, and so just didn't.  Eight bits just can't do that much either as data or opcode.  16 bits are very useful as opcodes, but not so useful as data.  32
bits can do a heck of a lot, and can support reasonably ranged packed floats (single precision) as well, but are probably overkill for opcode use.  It would
be nice if we could pick a single width for the data and opcodes, but alas this generally isn't the best from an efficiency standpoint.  A 16 bit opcode and a
32 bit register width seems to be the sweet spot for a modern smaller processor.  

Since the Hive opcode width is 16, memory read and write at this width has been supported from day one, and indeed 16 bits is the fundamental data unit
in Hive because an address is the location of a 16 bit value.  32 bit access (both aligned and unaligned) was added once I recognized the value of reading
and writing entire 32 bit register values.  So there are 8 bit signed literals, 16 bit signed and unsigned literals, 32 bit literals, unsigned 16 bit memory
reads and writes, 32 bit memory reads and writes, as well as 32 bit register copy/move, and 16 bit signed and unsigned register copy/move.

Now that I'm doing a lot of work with ASCII data, which operates on the byte level, I've decided to add a couple of opcodes that facilitate the isolation of
byte values.  It's easy to do this already via left and right 24 bit shifts, but there are two slots open in the logical section of the ALU, so it's something of a
natural.  So the new ops are register copy/move byte unsigned and signed (CPY_BU and CPY_BS) and give the the option of copying/moving the result
to another register at the same time (immediate shifts don't allow for a simultaneous move).  Moves in a two operand machine are always welcome, and
probably even more welcome in a register / stack hybrid like Hive.

I've done this, and the FPGA LE (logic element) count has gone from ~2500 to ~2600.  The speed seems perhaps a tad slower at ~195MHz, but it's hard
to really know without doing a lot of seed sweep builds with the before and after, and even then you have to have the "right" seeds in your sweep.  I've
already decided that I'm not going to run Hive above 185MHz or so, just to keep build times reasonable, so not hitting 200MHz after a short seed sweep
isn't breaking my heart like it used to.

I updated the simulator and assembly compiler to reflect these hardware changes.  While I was in there I decided to add a view into the UART TX FIFO
buffer, which is working pretty well.  I also streamlined / refactored some of the HAL assembly code interpretation code.  



And, of course, while I was mucking around in the Hive SV code I just had to redo the UART for the millionth time.  I separated the TX and RX
registers, removed the error and loopback bits, and inverted the ready bit sense.  This makes it trivial to read and write bytes from and to the UART
sections without any byte filtering.  I modified the UART code itself to have both master and slave ports - master for direct connection to a FIFO, slave
for direct connection to a register set.  This arrangement works out surprisingly well.  UARTs seem simple but they bring up a lot of issues surrounding
access buffering, handshakes, and division of labor in the SW driver.

Handshakes (no, not the DT's ;-)
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Handshakes (no, not the DT's ;-)

When designing digital circuits you often need to route data from one blob of logic to another.  If the data doesn't change on every system clock then you
need some way to signal newness.  This could be as simple as an active high enable from the data source. Sometimes the data sink can't take data on
every clock, so it sends some kind of "ready" signal upstream to the source.  These are handshaking scenarios, and there are many ways to approach and
implement them.  You want to use simple, robust, self-correcting handshakes that avoid issues such as deadlock, livelock, etc.

For a practical example let's look at UART interfaces.  The TX UART takes a parallel byte and transmits it serially. It takes quite a few system clocks to
transmit the byte over the relatively slow serial connection, so the TX UART must tell the parallel interface when it can and can't accept data.  It can do
this in one of two ways, either as a bus master or bus slave.  As a bus slave, the TX UART tells the bus master when it can accept new data, and the bus
master tells the slave when it has written it.  As a bus master, the TX UART looks to see when there is new data presented by the bus slave, and tells the
slave when it has read it.  So the master controls ready, and the slave controls the read/write strobe.  Processor register buses tend to be masters, so it
seems natural to design the TX UART interface to be a slave.  But what if we want to put a FIFO buffer between the processor register and the TX
UART?  Both sides of the FIFO are slaves, which is fine for the processor bus side where we would have master & slave, but the connection between the
read side of the FIFO and the TX UART would be slave / slave.  This won't work without some extra logic or similar.

One approach is to add the additional logic as a simple interposing shim of sorts, which either turns one of the slaves into a master, or acts as a double
master.  Another is to provide both master and slave handshake ports on the TX UART component, and only use the one you need given the presence or
absence of the FIFO (it's nice to have this kind of thing configurable at build time).  I've messed with FIFOs and UARTs so much that I can safely say
I've likely tried ALL approaches, and neither of these is ideal.

When a UART doesn't have a FIFO attached as a deep source of data (or deep data sink in the case of a RX UART) it is often double buffered, which
means there is an extra layer of buffering at the parallel interface.  So if a processor wants to transmit two bytes over the TX UART it writes the first, and
then only has to wait a short time until the UART sticks the first byte in the serializing shift register before writing the second byte.  Double buffering is
even more important on the RX side because it allows the previously received data byte to just sit there waiting on the processor to read it while another
incoming byte is being being parallelized.

We can build double buffering into our UARTs, but it does complicate things some.  In particular, an RX UART with double buffering, master handshake,
and slave handshake can get pretty hairy - this is right at the edge of complexity that I feel comfortable managing in a single component.  Is there a way
to simplify things?  Yes, and the secret is to make the double buffering buffer a separate one deep FIFO.  Pulling this buffer out of the UART and
designing the UART handshake to be master only significantly simplifies the UART logic, and this arrangement also allows us to easily swap in and out a
real FIFO if desired in place of the one deep FIFO.  We can draw on FIFO design concepts in order to construct the buffer:

At top is the basic idea for the synchronous (one clock domain) slave / slave handshake mechanism.  In the quiescent state output wr_rdy is high and
output rd_rdy is low.  Since write sees ready it can pulse input wr, which toggles the flop and causes wr_rdy to go low and rd_rdy to go high.  Read sees
this ready so it can pulse input rd, which puts the outputs back in the quiescent state (but with opposite toggle flop output states!).  This is a super
simplified version of the conventional FIFO cross pointer operation because the pointers only have two states.

In the middle we see an asynchronous version (i.e. separate write and read clocks) where the state from the other clock domain is sampled twice in the
local clock domain to eliminate metastability issues (violating setup / hold at the input of a clocked flop can cause the flop output state to change much



more slowly than anticipated, but two flops in a row sufficiently restores snappiness).  Note that the local state feedback is immediate, and all latency
to/from the other side won't cause errors as long as the handshake protocol is observed individually by both sides locally.

At the bottom we see the asynchronous version with pointer protection (the AND gates prevent not ready reads / writes), ready output registering (to
increase the top speed of the logic), and the registering (latching or updating and holding) of the parallel data with a valid write.

The TX UART logic is now really trivial, and the RX UART logic finally feels mentally manageable.  I also used this single level FIFO at the input of the
LCD component, which makes FIFO buffering there optional.

Finally, I added an asynchronous version of the buffer to the register interface of the SPDIF TX component - this provides data storage and a new
readable ready feedback signal to the register set, so the SPDIF software can either poll the register or rely on the PCM interrupt to service the SPDIF
hardware.  (The register set and the SPDIF component are in two different clock domains, which complicates data transfer and handshaking.)

dewster 12/25/2016 4:56:30 AM [1156]

Got the handshake working at the SPDIF register set interface, wrote a quick 1kHz sine wave generator in Hive assembly:

lbl[0] s0 := 0                 // sin init - THREAD 0 BEGIN
       s1 := 0x8000            // cos init (amplitude)
       s2 := 0x21800000        // alpha (frequency)
lbl[1] s3 := reg[0x8]          // <loop start> read SPDIF L
       (P3 < 0) ? pc := lbl[1] // loop if busy
       reg[0x8] := s0          // sin to SPDIF L
       s0 *s= s2               // sin * alpha 
       P1 -= P0                // cos -= sin * alpha
       s1 *s= s2               // cos * alpha
       P0 += P1                // sin += cos * alpha
       pc := lbl[1]            // <loop end>

and looked at the results in Adobe Audition:

Super clean!  Full 16 bit resolution, even going in through the analog input of my motherboard audio jack.  

Now to make a software low pass filter and run the pitch operating point through this gauntlet to examine the noise spectra there.

Characterizing Noise At The "Antennas"
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Characterizing Noise At The "Antennas"

I wrote a simple routine in Hive assembly which snags the pitch antenna number at the PCM rate via the SPDIF 48kHz interrupt, first order high pass
filters it (-3dB @ 7.5Hz), attenuates it by a factor of 4 (to prevent overload at my SPDIF to analog box which only has a 16 bit analog range), and writes
the result to the SPDIF TX component.  I then captured the result as audio via Audition:



Above you can see what the antenna picks up in terms of environmental noise.  This is an AC signal riding on top of the DC pitch number.  Not
surprisingly, the vast majority of the noise is 60Hz mains hum and harmonics of that.  You can also see the action of the anti-aliasing filter, which has
cutoff of ~1kHz and is 4th order, which gives ~24dB / octave slope (most easily read from the 4kHz to 8kHz interval).

Analyzing the amplitudes, the 8th harmonic is 24dB below the first, so they are falling off at ~8dB per octave.  The 1st harmonic is ~40dB above the
noise floor, so killing it is job one.  The problem with using a comb filter to do this is they only work on odd harmonics, so you can kill the 1st, 3rd, 5th,
etc. (@60Hz, 180Hz, 300Hz, etc.) with a comb at 60Hz, but you need a second at 120Hz to kill the 2nd, 6th, 10th, leaving the first "hole" uncovered at
the 4th harmonic, which you need a third comb at, etc.  The question then is how many combs to use, and where to put a really steep low pass filter to kill
the rest.  If we could kill them all we might improve the pitch number by 40dB, or 7 bits of precision, which is quite significant, and killing them would
prevent AM & FM intermodulation of the Theremin audio output too.

Comb filters memory use is directly related to the frequency of the first notch.  A 60Hz comb filter requires 400 32-bit memory locations reserved.  A
120Hz comb filter only requires 200 slots, and a 240Hz filter 100 slots.  So no matter how many combs are implemented a maximum of 800 locations are
needed (per antenna).  For 50Hz mains hum the maximum memory slot use would obviously increase to 800 * 60 / 50 = 960.

=============

I just wrote another routine that kicks out the pitch number as hex to the UART every second or so.  My hand next to my shoulder reads around
0x6CAD00000, my open hand a couple of inches away from the center of the pitch antenna reads around x67000000. This is a difference of 0x5AD0000
or about 100,000,000 decimal.  But these aren't nice round numbers, there is quite a bit of noise. The bottom four hex digits are bobbling around, and the
fifth most significant is bobbling by one or two values.  So of the 0x5AD0000 we can only trust the 0x5AD part or so, which is 12 bits of information.
 Double checking this with the high pass filtered value, there is a peak to peak amplitude variation of 50k, and this is attenuated 4x to prevent clipping, so
there is 50k * 4 = 200k. This is approximately 18 bits of noise, or 4.5 hex digits, exactly what we can see by eye via the UART hex data.  12 bits of info
is just barely enough, so we definitely need to address the noise issue.

I'm not sure why the noise isn't simply 60Hz sinusoidal?  Why the strong harmonics?  It could be that the antenna is picking up clipped 60Hz from the
variety of electronic devices in the environment that rely on rectification of the power line voltage.

If anyone wants to "hear" what the antenna "hears" I posted a 4 second MP3 here.

[EDIT] Oops, I think my HPF was incorrect and messing with the waveform.  Picture and MP3 above have been updated.  60Hz is ~12dB stronger than
the other harmonics, and the MP3 sounds more like the hum you hear when touching a microphone input and such.

Crush, Kill, Destroy
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Crush, Kill, Destroy

Routing the operating point to SPDIF is incredibly revealing.  I found several glitchy points in the pitch field that I hadn't previously detected via
watching the scope alone. :-(

Here are the results of running the operating point through four comb filters (freqs = 60, 120, 240, 480Hz; attenuation Q = 2^-4), a 1st order high pass
filter (freq ~7.5Hz), and a 4th order low pass filter (freq ~ 240Hz):

http://www.mediafire.com/file/xjc59jyjqj7ux2u/pitch_ant_2016-12-26_b.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1uh13Ebzjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1uh13Ebzjk


All the mains hum spikes are crushed, and peak-to-peak noise is down from 50k to 6k.  No clue how playable this is, have to somehow address the sticky
points first.

What's interesting is that the noise floor above isn't constant, but varies quite a bit depending on where my hand is.  I think the NCO needs more dither.  

[EDIT] Here's what I'm seeing in terms of sticky points, I recorded my hand slowly approaching the antenna then slowly withdrawing:

If you squint you can see the symmetry of the sticky points on either side of the cursor at center.  They don't look so bad here because they are largely 4th
order high pass filtered out (to reduce the influence of the movement of my hand).

Ask Me About Dither
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Ask Me About Dither

Tons of progress since yesterday.  I upped the dither noise amplitude quite a bit and all of the sticky points disappeared.  Up to a certain point, increasing
the noise doesn't really increase the noise floor, which might seem counter-intuitive.  What's happening is the noise whitens things up, which causes the
peaks flatten out into the noise floor, and this only raises the floor a bit.

Here is my hand going from my shoulder to maybe 1" from the pitch plate, and then back:



Up until today I never felt like I had a firm grip on the subject, but can now state that I totally understand what is going on regarding dither in a digital LC
PLL.  

The key is this: the dither noise at the FPGA output pin driving the input of the LC tank must sufficiently "shake things up" at the output of the LC tank
so that the FPGA input pins see in excess of 1 clock period of dither.  The LC tank Q acts like a phase noise filter, so the amplitude of the driving noise
has to be considerably larger than 1 clock period in magnitude.  And for a given LC with a given Q the optimal amplitude will be a constant (which
simplifies the design of the dithered NCO).  Any "sticky points" are purely an input sampling phenomena.  That's it.

Today I increased the input sampling timing precision by using an FPGA DDR element at the PLL input pins.  With the core clock at 180MHz, this gives
an effective input sampling rate of 360MHz (or 2.8ns).  The required dither amplitude dropped by a factor of 2, and the noise floor seems to be a bit
lower because of this.  I want to play around with noise shaping of the dither to see if I can reduce it even more.
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I appreciate very much your work. I read your posts in waiting for the scope (Hopefully a Ds1054Z) to start my own fun :)
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More progress.  Since the dither is being low pass filtered by the LC, I thought it might be interesting to try using the edges at the output of the LC as the
event that snags the operating point and stuffs it into the 4th order LPF (I was using the output edge of the NCO to do this).  I also placed the 4th order
software LPF at the end of all the other filtering (4x comb, 4th order HPF) to squash any truncation noise or "hash" coming from them.  What I ended up
with is a 20dB, or factor of 10, reduction in the operating point noise:



I'm now seeing around 650 x 4 = 2600 or so peak to peak bobble, which is around 3 hex digits.  So I'm getting around 15 bits of clean difference between
hand ~0.6m away and hand ~1" away from the pitch antenna, and I still haven't done much in the way of experimentation with noise shaping.  So far so
good!  When you're doing numeric stuff you want all the numbers you can get.
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Spent several days trying out various noise shaping techniques, but nothing I've found lowers the noise floor.  Also found an evil SW bug (accumulator
overlap in memory) that was causing the HPF "hash" and fixed that.  I'm having trouble even replicating the above, all of which has been somewhat
discouraging.

So I'm looking again at digital offset heterodyning in Excel.  Not surprisingly, it is best behaved over a wide difference frequency band when two sines
are multiplied.  It's simple to convert the NCO accumulator ramp to a triangle, and a bit of low pass filtering makes this fairly sinusoidal.  This works
well for the local oscillator, but introduces quite a bit of amplitude variation when used for the variable LC oscillator.  And the LPF following the
multiplier mixer introduces even more amplitude variation.  Though we are really only interested in the frequency of the result, not the amplitude.
 Anyway, lots of filters, lots of trade-offs, and hard to know if it's worth it without actually trying it out in hardware.

Pawing over patents and papers on-line, it occurs to me that a sensor like this is really an FM receiver that goes all the way to DC.  We want a voltage (or
number) that represents the static frequency deviation.

Clarissa Dewster Explains It All - (DEIA)
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Clarissa Dewster Explains It All - (DEIA)

I've had the feeling like something stupidly simple and unifying has been on the tip of my brain for a few days (months? years?) now, but not ready to
float up through to consciousness.  This leads to much mulling at all hours, in hopes that I'm giving my subconscious enough technical fodder to work
with.  On my scope I can clearly see a very steady signal out at 16.67ms trigger delay (to magnify phase change, and to kill mains hum), with enough
resolution and SNR to play a song with my pinky movement alone at 1/2 meter or more.  It's got to be more than 16 bits of clean info. The digital
oscillator seems fine, but how does one snag this digitally (for linearization and subsequent use by a digital voice synthesizer) without absolutely
squashing the gestural bandwidth?  (Anyone can do it that way, and the trick is not to.)

This morning I realized that I've likely been going at things wrong by using the PLL frequency input to the NCO as the operating point output. Due to the
PLL loop filter design, this number is only steady at NCO output edges, and has wideband intrinsic noise that impacts precision.  And after looking into
down conversion via heterodyning some more, it seems like a big can of worms (at least digitally).  

My flash of insight was this: we want a fixed sampling interval (something like 48kHz so we don't hear changes or "zippering") and what we want to
sample is the number of PLL output cycles - including portions of cycles - that have happened in that interval.  We want to sample the total phase change
in the interval, and not the frequency per se.  Since the NCO is a phase accumulator, we can just give the accumulator more bits so that the roll over
period is longer than the sampling period, then modulo subtract (differentiate) at each sample point to get the sample period phase change.  The
difference in the extra NCO bits tells us how many integer cycles, and the difference in the NCO accumulator bits tells us the cycle fraction.

We are effectively building a CIC, or boxcar, filter in hardware and software.  The integrator is just the NCO with some extra bits in hardware, the
differentiator or comb can be almost free in software, and the decimation (ratiometric lowering of sample frequency) is happening at the sampling point.
 It is likely possible to do a higher order filter to lower the decimation alias noise, I'm currently reading Hogenauer's seminal paper from 1981 to see how
internal CIC truncation works (oddly, no other paper I've encountered describes internal truncation).  Finally, I feel like maybe I'm getting a handle on
a part of the design that's bedeviled me forever. It's been staring me in the face on my scope for years.

http://read.pudn.com/downloads163/ebook/744947/123.pdf


DEIA (part 2) - How Is A Delayed Sweep Scope A CIC Filter?
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DEIA (part 2) - How Is A Delayed Sweep Scope A CIC Filter?

When you look at a Theremin oscillator (good design, connected to antenna) on a scope with delayed sweep, you'll notice that some trigger delay values
give you a very chaotic display, and others give you a very stable display.  The chaotic display is easy to understand: the strong mains electric field is
coupling into the antenna and frequency (or equivalently phase) modulating the Theremin frequency, and this tends to decorrelate the delayed view of it,
making it bobble around on the screen.  

The first stable delay point (if your AC mains supply is 60Hz) is found at the trigger delay of 16.67ms, which is simply 1/60Hz.  Why is the display
stable here? This isn't too hard to figure out either: in the 16.67ms of memory the scope is storing exactly one wave of 60Hz disturbance, where the
Theremin oscillator frequency increasing and decreasing over the same range, with the net result of zero.  So it doesn't matter where in the disturbance
the scope triggers because it always holds one complete disturbance.  And this works for harmonics of 60Hz as well: two 120Hz 2nd harmonic waves
will fit in 16.67ms of memory; three 180Hz 3rd harmonic waves will fit; etc.  

What does the frequency response of this delayed scope "filter" look like?

Like the above.  It's a rather severe filter in terms of limiting bandwidth, with lots of drooping around the harmonic comb zeros (60Hz, 120Hz, 180Hz,
etc.) and increasing attenuation between harmonics (-13dB peak between the 2nd and 3rd; -18 peak between the 3rd and 4th; -21 peak between the 4th
and 5th; etc.) and the -3dB point is around 27Hz.  Would a filter like this be OK for Theremin use?  Likely so, I believe it's near the edge of the lowest
acceptable gestural bandwidth (though other Theremins currently exist with much lower bandwidth).  What's nice about it is a single filter kills all mains
harmonics deader than vaudeville.

If we were going to implement a digital filter that functions like the above, what would it look like?  First off, it's clear (to me, from the mechanics and
the frequency response) that it would function like a boxcar filter: we're averaging all of the samples over a certain period and adding them together.
 When the next sample comes in we work the newest sample to the average and remove the oldest sample from the average.  So the number of samples in
the average is fixed, and the samples are contiguous in time.  The average moves like a boxcar over the sample set, so it's also known as a moving
average filter.  If you don't actually average but simply sum, the filter is more like a CIC, or cascade of integrators and combs (differentiators), and the
output gain is obviously the number of samples in the sum.

(You might object and say "the delayed scope view isn't adding anything up!"  But (fortunately for us) we're not actually interested in the waveform
details for our purposes.  All we want is the count of how many Theremin oscillator cycles there are in that 16.67ms of time.  And to achieve this the
thing we sample is the NCO phase accumulator, because it can tell us exactly how much phase has happened since the last sample was taken.  But I'm
probably getting ahead of myself.)



The naive approach shown at the upper left is to keep the samples in a shift register, and do the average with each new sample. This requires as many
adds as there are samples, which seems wasteful.

A more sophisticated approach is shown at the upper right.  It maintains a running sum, adding each new sample to the sum, and subtracting the oldest
sample.  This only requires two adds per new sample, regardless of how many samples are in the shift register.  The shift register and subtraction form a
comb (a differentiator with more than one delay) and the running sum forms an integrator.

If you're really clever, you know that filter elements can often be moved about willy-nilly without affecting the transfer function.  At the lower right
we've transposed the comb and integrator.  With some thought, and perhaps some simulation, it will be clear that the integrator can roll over all it wants to
and the comb won't be bothered by this.  The stipulation for correct functioning is that the integrator roll over interval period be longer than the comb
delay.  So you can feed a DC level into it without the internal numbers blowing up, and the output will be exactly what you get from the naive approach.
 (The 1/n normalization in this last topology was omitted for clarity, you could just stick it on the end like in the second approach.)

DEIA (part 3) - Quantifying Scope Observations
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DEIA (part 3) - Quantifying Scope Observations

Looking at the 16.67ms delayed pitch side oscillator, I'm seeing ~25ns of phase noise.  16.67ms / 25ns = 666,800.  Moving my hand from my shoulder to
maybe 2" from the plate antenna I'm seeing ~4% change in frequency.  So 666,800 * 0.04 = 26,672.  This is almost 15 bits of clean, stable information
and should probably be OK for pitch computation use as-is.  It could likely be improved with a multi-order low pass filter placed somewhere between
100Hz and 1kHz.  

The trick is to digitally acquire this without significant degradation.

Mains Filtering Via CIC
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Mains Filtering Via CIC

During my experimenting lately, listening to the audio version of the pitch operating point, and examining its noise levels and spectra via FFT,  I've
noticed that the cascade of high Q comb filters (four of them) briefly lets mains hum through when I move my hand around in the pitch field.  It takes
them a while to adapt to new DC levels, and while they are adapting they aren't doing a proper job of filtering.  They are probably better than nothing, but
that's sort of debatable.

As we've seen above, a single CIC running at 48kHz with a delay of 800 samples (48kHz / 60Hz = 800) in the differentiator or comb section will let DC
through, will aggressively smash all harmonics of the mains hum, and will provide high frequency roll-off.  So I coded up an unsigned CIC filter in Hive
assembly, and replaced the cascade of high Q combs with this single filter.  Here is the HAL code:

/* CIC SUB - (0:in, 1:base, 2:depth | 0:out) */
lbl[0x50] s3 := mem[s1] // * CIC SUB START * get accum
          P0 += P3 // in + accum



          mem[s1] := s0 // store in + accum
          s4 := mem[s1+1] // get idx
          (s4 != 0) ? pc++ // modulo
          P4 := s2
          P4-- // dec idx
          mem[s1+1] := s4 // store idx
          P4 *= 2 // index * 2 for 32 bit access
          P1 += P4 // calc addr (pop idx)
          P2 := mem[s1+2] // get sample
          mem[P1+2] := s0 // store in + accum (pop addr)
          P0 -= P2 // in + accum - sample
          pc := P7 // * CIC SUB END * return

And here it is in action:

I removed the software 4th order LPF so you can clearly see the comb notches here at 60Hz, 120Hz, 180Hz, 240Hz, 300Hz, etc.  If you squint you can
see attenuation factors described previously for the various lobe peaks in between the smashed harmonics.  Since the CIC has a gain equal to the comb
delay 800, I shifted the filter binary input value to the right 10 places, which gives a total gain of 800 / 1024 = 0.78 or roughly 1.

I'm not hearing (or seeing) any hum or settling or anything else going on when I move my hand.  So unless I find a fatal flaw, or something better comes
along, I'm sticking with this CIC as the mains hum filter.  In many ways it's just what the doctor ordered.

Theoretically, the CIC is an integrator followed by a comb section.  By itself the comb kills DC (has a gain of 0 @ 0Hz), by itself the integrator has
infinite DC gain.  Quite conveniently, these gains cancel and give us a (normalized) gain of 1 at DC, while giving us zero gain at every mains harmonic,
as well as the characteristic integrator low pass roll-off.

"The trick is to digitally acquire this without significant degradation."  (--
moi)
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"The trick is to digitally acquire this without significant degradation."  (-- moi)

Major milestone passed (like a kidney stone, LOL) yesterday.  I've been working on the LC DPLL SystemVerilog code, adding input parameters, auto
calculating others (some that influence the hardware synthesis, others just for informational purposes), altering the clocking arrangement, and radically
changing the way the pitch and volume operating points are obtained and processed.

I suppose parameters are a form of premature optimization, but when you have a filter-like structure such as a DPLL you don't want to have to stop and
think for 10 minutes every time you change an accumulator width or a bit shift distance.  When you're experimenting it makes sense to implement the
"knobs" you want to adjust as build parameters.  Otherwise, operator errors tend to get incorrectly chalked up as failed experiments.

Anyway, the main breakthrough here is the implementation of a second order distributed CIC filter to get the pitch and volume numbers into the software
domain of the processor.  There is an NCO in the DPLL, and if you think about it, what is going on is the accumulation of an input phase increment.  The
larger the increment the higher the frequency of the NCO output.  What we want in software is a band limited version of the frequency increment, and I
was doing this with a 4th order low pass filter in hardware.  What I'm doing now instead is to take the accumulator of the NCO and feed it to a second
accumulator, and this combination forms a second order cascade of integrators.  The output of this is sampled at 48kHz and passed to the processor via an
interrupt.  The software runs the sample through a second order cascade of differentiators - and voila! - out pops the NCO phase increment!  So the NCO
is an integral part of a second order CIC, where half of the CIC is in software where it is exceedingly trivial and essentially free, and as a result I was able
to remove a ton of FPGA logic.  (Hardware reduction isn't a high priority for this project, but it never hurts, because the more stuff you shovel into an
FPGA the longer it takes to build, and the more difficult it becomes to meet timing closure.)



It was difficult getting all of this working, so I started with the first order CIC (just feeding the NCO accumulator - sampled at 48kHz - to the processor,
and a single differentiating stage in software).  Once I got that running and felt comfortable with it, I tackled the second order case.  Here is what I'm now
seeing in terms of spectra of the pitch operating point:

I'm doing a bit shift of 5 after the HW/SW CIC before feeding it to the mains hum CIC, then a 4th order LPF, and finally a 4th order HPF for the SPDIF
output.  The software is also kicking the operating point out the UART connection, and I'm seeing six or more hex digits of really clean data there.

To get the HW/SW CIC decimation (down sampling from 180MHz to 48kHz) to work right I had to alter the clocking to keep the decimation factor
constant.  So the DPLLs and the SPDIF would ideally both be clocked by 48kHz * 128 * 32 = 196.608MHz, but the closest I can get with an FPGA clock
tree PLL is 50MHz * 59 / 15 = 196.667MHz, which is +298ppm off the exact number, but I believe this is OK for SPDIF.  It's about +1/2 a musical cent,
which should be undetectable by human ears in terms of musical pitch deviation.  I had to work on the SPDIF component to get the speed up and to
include a clock pre-scaler, but all of this has worked out rather well because the processor core clock is now largely independent of the Theremin logic
clock.  Down the road I could perhaps get the processor core clock up to 197MHz, at at that point I could cascade the two PLLs and get much closer to
the ideal SPDIF clock rate. 

Not seeing any sticky points, but there is a significant level of dither being applied to the LC tank.  The dither gets filtered by the LC, and this actually
may be a problem, because the LC DPLL compares the input LC drive to the LC output and, since the input dither is quite a bit higher than the output
dither, the difference is probably injecting large levels of noise into the downstream process.  I believe this large difference is also directionally incorrect
in terms of phase error.  I will try independently dithering the reference and the tank (same noise but at different levels) to see if this helps to lower the
operating point noise floor.  If it does, I may rewire the antenna drive boards to accommodate it (to keep the reference and quadrature analog delays the
same).

This distributed HW/SW CIC filter integrated into the NCO is quite straightforward, economical, and very elegant - it's possibly one of my most
fundamental contribution towards the realization of the modern digital Theremin, basically a stripped-down version of what's going on with the delayed
sweep scope (though the scope scenario skirts aliasing by always triggering at the same point on the input wave).  It would be interesting to integrate the
hum CIC filter into this too, but that would require excessively wide operations, and having the hum filter in software really isn't a big deal.  
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"I will try independently dithering the reference and the tank (same noise but at different levels) to see if this helps to lower the operating point noise
floor.  If it does, I may rewire the antenna drive boards to accommodate it (to keep the reference and quadrature analog delays the same)."

Experimented with this today with inconclusive results.  Having the reference local to the FPGA and the LC tank output traveling over wires seems to
inject a significant amount of environmental noise into the phase detection.  Seems as though it's time to break out the soldering iron and install a
separate reference path through the antenna board.  Not a huge deal, and truth be told routing power through the CAT5 cabling has felt kinda faux pas'ish.

Volume Side
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Volume Side

After a couple of days of hard labor (generating, printing, stuffing, addressing, and posting 470 snail mails - volunteer work) I thought I'd try something
easy like taking a gander at what the redesigned volume side is doing.  Using the same pitch side assembly code to examine it via SPDIF and UART, I
only changed the attenuation (x2 less attenuation) before the hum filter to give it roughly the same full scale amplitude coming out of the UART
(0x441CF086 is one number that just scrolled by in the terminal emulator):



This is clearly at least 12dB better than how the pitch side is performing, or roughly two bits of data SNR improvement.  I suppose it's due to the lower
nominal operating frequency of the volume side.  Pitch side has a 330uH coil and runs around 2.5MHz.  Volume side has a 2mH coil and runs around
1MHz.  I was thinking the pitch side would have less noise due to being outside the AM band, but the minimum dither amplitude must always be around
1 logic clock, which means the pitch side gets perturbed more in a relative sense than the volume side, with the "more" here being ratiometric to the
operating point (2.5MHz / 1MHz).  And dither gets injected and detected differentially, so it directly impacts SNR.

Hmm.  This makes me want to put the pitch side operating point below that of the volume side, and to use larger coils in general. Though the reason to
put the volume side below pitch side is so that when the hand is really on the volume antenna and driving the frequency to ~1/2 nominal, it doesn't
perturb the pitch side - so there's a design space tension here.  And I'm wondering how moot AM band interference with a high Q / high voltage swing
tank is?  We're essentially receiving what we're transmitting, so it's all very local.

I should also mention that this isn't all apples/apples.  The volume PLL is running slower, and this makes the phase LPF cutoff that much lower than the
pitch side (digital filter parameters track with sample frequency).  The proportionally lower dither and proportionally lower cutoff form a one-two punch,
as it were.  The numbers at least makes sense from that angle.
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Seeing the better performance of the volume side was a bit surprising, though not so much in retrospect I suppose.  I'm working on a spreadsheet that
may help predict a "sweet spot" for the operating point, though it's currently rather mired, or rather my brain is.

For the heck of it, today I cut down my largest air core inductor and stuck it in the rearranged pitch side plate antenna box:



I moved the driver board off the bottom of the box and located it on the side.  The inductor was also moved from the bottom corner of the box to the
center of the plate antenna.  Using a new plastic cable clamp for the CAT5 wiring, so I was able to remove the blue masking tape there.  The inductor is
~100mm winding length of 34AWG single coat on 2" schedule 40 PVC, which gives ~9.1 mH with ~94 Ohms DCR.  The inductor had a center tap that I
removed, and I trimmed the ends of the PVC to get it to fit in the box (though it bulges a bit).  I like this location of the inductor as the plate
electrostatically shields it to some degree.  And since the "business" end of the inductor is oscillating at the same amplitude as the plate, it makes sense to
stick them together.  As on the volume side, the coil is affixed via a friction fit plumbing knockout, which is bolted to the front of the box with a nylon
screw, with the antenna plate sandwiched between.  Electrical connection between the coil and the plate (and the sense capacitor) is via a small coil
spring on the left.

Results are interesting.  Resonance is around 450kHz, it requres 8x less attenuation in software to get the signal up, after that the SPDIF is similar SNR to
the volume side.  I'm hearing faint aliasing tones in the SPDIF signal as my hand approaches and withdraws from the antenna, something I didn't
encounter when running it at 2.35MHz.  Total Q seems about the same, with a 2.5Vp-p signal at the capacitive divider (which is 100:1, so the swing at
the antenna is 250Vp-p).

Not sure where this is leading.  My (likely broken) initial spreadsheet predicts much higher Q of ~200 at this point, but I'm only seeing ~100.  The
slightly audible aliasing probably isn't very relevant, but it's something to consider.  I really don't want to be winding huge honkering coils for ever
Theremin I build, so I'm hoping the ideal (or near ideal) solution uses smaller ones than this.  And should the pitch operating point be above that of the
volume, or vice versa?
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Since it's working so well, I decided to transfer the volume side 2mH coil over to the pitch side, and cut down one of the other coils I had laying around
the bench for the volume side:



The coil I cut down was a counter wound double, with each section around 3.8mH and 47 Ohms DCR.  So the volume side is now running around
730kHz, and the pitch side around 930 kHz.  When I put my hand on the pitch antenna I see some small pulling of the frequency on the volume side, but
nothing similar on the pitch side when I put my hand on the volume antenna.  So a 2:1 inductor sizing with the pitch frequency above the volume
frequency should work fine.  This is actually what the Theremini does IIRC.

With the antenna portion of this project seemingly fairly well nailed down, and I can finally move on to getting the FPGA board off my desk and properly
stuffed into the control box.  I'm quite anxious to get this baby off the ground.
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Christopher, I was starting to worry about you.  So sorry to hear about your troubles, diabetes can be a real bitch.

DPLL & DDR
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DPLL & DDR

I previously instantiated DDR (Dual Data Rate) FPGA elements at the inputs to the pitch and volume DPLL phase detectors.  Today I similarly
instantiated DDR FPGA elements at the outputs of the DPLL NCOs (apologies for the poor quality of the figure below, it's just a scan of my notebook
scribbling):

 

https://www.cardcow.com/images/set504/card00065_fr.jpg


At top is the DDR_O element functional equvalent, where two inputs are sampled on different edges of the clock and the result selected via the clock
phase, which provides a doubling of the data rate.

At bottom is the NCO, where the input frequency value is accumulated and the dither noise is added.  The accommodation of the DDR_O element
follows, where 1/2 of the input frequency value is subtracted from the dithered accumulator value, which gives us 1/2 bit resolution.  This is fed to the
DDR output stage.

I'm not seeing tons of improvement, but I think it's probably worth the effort to do everything one can to to get the effective NCO clock as high as
possible, which in this case is nearly 400MHz at both the inputs and outputs connected to the LC tanks.

============

There's a bit more interaction than I'd like at the volume side when I put my hand on the pitch antenna, so down the road I may put a bit more separation
between their operating point frequencies by adjusting their inductances.

Yesterday I got the FPGA board, power split-out board, and Altera USBBlaster installed in the control box - now I just need to wire it up.  Fingers
crossed that the pitch display PWM hash doesn't mess with the antennas too much.

ILYA 1/22/2017 4:57:06 PM [1175]

Welcome back, Christopher, 
hope hearing your new theremin sounds again! No difference 1MHz vs 286 kHz in clear capacitance  measurements. But it will be important in the
particular theremin design. I am going soon to simulate the different theremin topologies using my data.

 

dewster,

did you noticing the effect of a shortcircuited turn caused by solid electrode located near the coil ?

 

dewster 1/22/2017 7:32:56 PM [1176]

"did you noticing the effect of a shortcircuited turn caused by solid electrode located near the coil?"  - ILYA

Hmm, I hadn't considered that!  I just figured the plate was oscillating at the same peak to peak voltage, so what's the harm of sticking the plate there?
 The plates are ~15mm away on the pitch side, ~20mm away on the volume side.

OK, I just did a quick experiment:  I put an extra ~15mm spacer between the pitch coil and the plate.  The operating point went from 955kHz to 932kHz,
and the voltage swing at the capacitive divider went from 2.4Vp-p to 2.9Vp-p.  So it seems the plate is acting like big a shorted turn and the coil should
be kept some distance away from it.

Thanks a ton for pointing that out ILYA!

dewster 1/22/2017 8:21:10 PM [1177]

Today I wired up the FPGA board (at bottom center right) and power distribution/SPDIF/FLASH board (bottom center left) to the (right to left:) LED
tuner, LCD display, and rotary encoder boards:



Gobs o' jumper wires!  I bought some of those ribbon cables off eBay and pulled them apart to make singles.  Kinda scary as one false move could blow
the FPGA board and set me back a month or so (shipping time from China).

I decided to run the LCD backlight off of the FPGA board regulated 3.3V, and it's drawing around 16mA.  I was going to run it off of one of the unused
LED tuner channels, where it would draw power from the 5V rail and I could adjust the brightness in software via PWM, but thought that might generate
noise.  Perhaps down the road.  I don't like drawing from the FPGA board regulator because it isn't sufficiently heatsinked for higher currents.

That's the Altera USB Blaster at the upper right, it pumps up the FPGA board.  And the thin black SPDIF optical cable can be seen at the lower left.

These translucent Sterelite (shoe?) boxes are really great to prototype in: no trouble making holes, no need for display bezels and the like, and they open
and close easily for quick adjustments.

Now it's time to verify that the hardware is connected correctly and still works.  The oscillators are running, the LCD backlight lights and the contrast
control works, and no smoke.  I'm powering it via the USB RS232 cable and a 2 meter USB3 extender cable I got off Amazon (should have got the USB2
3m cable).

dewster 1/28/2017 12:30:45 AM [1178]

Via snippets of Hive assembly, I've verified that all the hardware is functional.  

The digital conditioning of the rotary encoders in particular is interesting: I take the clockwise and counterclockwise inputs, resync them (shift registers),
and invert them.  This gives a two bit Gray code, which I convert to a two bit binary code via XOR.  From there it's easy to check for the next clockwise
state (+1) or counterclockwise state (-1), with full count up or down from and to the detent state causing a corresponding clear-on-read bit to light up in
the Hive encoder register.  It works really well, I don't see any glitching or missed rotation events.  The carry chain is often your most efficient decode.
 Each pushbutton on each encoder is similarly given a clear-on-read delta bit for when it changes, as well as a bit that is lit as long as it is pressed.  The
pushbuttons do show a bit of bouncing, but very little as these things go.

I'm seeing what is probably USB 5V droop at the LED tuner, with the red octave LEDs in series (1.7V * 2 = 3.4V) most affected by being modulated
with gross circular note display activity.  Not sure how important this is.  I don't see a lot of pitch oscillator disturbance with the note LEDs cycling, but I
do see some with the octave digits, which is understandable.  Not sure how important this is either.

I stuck a power toggle switch on the side of the control case so I wouldn't wear out the USB connection power cycling it.  I also ordered a 3 meter USB2
extension cable which should arrive tomorrow.

===========

Today I investigated the use of the approximation d = 1/C for Theremin pitch and volume values in an Excel spreadsheet.

Working backwards from the LC resonance equation:

  F = 1 / [ 2 * pi * sqrt( L * C ) ]

Substituting in d = 1/C, Cinf as the antenna intrinsic C, and Kc as the "gain" of the hand capacitance with distance, we get:

  d ~= F^2 * 4 * pi^2 * L * Kc / [ 1 - ( F^2 * 4 * pi^2 * L * Cinf ) ]

If: 

  K1 = 4 * pi^2 * L * Kc



and 

  K2 =  4 * pi^2 * L * Cinf

we get the form:

  d ~= F^2 * K1 / [ 1 - ( F^2 * K2 ) ]

Multiplying through by K2, and setting K3 = K1 / K2, we get:

  d ~= F^2 * K3 / ( K2 - F^2 )

Clearly, K2 will be set to be a bit larger than F^2 when standing away from the Theremin.  And K3 is a general gain factor.

To get an operating point number that gets larger as the hand approaches the pitch antenna, we subtract d from a number that is the value of d when we
are standing at the playing position with our pitch hand retracted.  To generalize this we can make K3 negative, which makes d negative, so we simply
add d to this new factor.  What is the form of this new factor?  We want changes to a new control K4 to translate or move the entire response up and
down, so it is an offset.  We also want changes to the gain control K3 to "rotate" the response about some middle point without translation.  This gives
independent control over playing range and sensitivity.  With a negative K3, the graph of the line is negative sloping from zero, so we want to pull the
line up to the origin at the middle point, and this is accomplished by adding -K3 * K4 (i.e. by adding a scaled translation value) to the response.  The final
translation up is simply adding K4:

  translation factor = -K3 * K4 + K4 = K4 * ( 1 - K3 )

So the final form is:

  Pitch (linear) = [ F^2 * K3 / ( K2 - F^2 ) ] + [ K4 * ( 1 - K3 ) ]

Which we can feed directly to a linear response pitch display and to an exponential response oscillator or NCO.

Interestingly, with proper adjustments to everything, linearity doesn't seem to be affected by the removal of F^2 from the numerator.  But having it there
probably helps normalize things.

Also, the above will work for the volume side, where we want the volume number increasing as we withdraw our hand, by simply making K3 positive
and K4 negative.

dewster 2/4/2017 12:35:43 AM [1179]

Found a small bug in LC DPLL parameter calculations which was causing the overall gain to change quite a bit depending on certain settings.  Fixed it
and now the gain of the pitch number is pretty much the same regardless of how I configure the LC DPLL FPGA hardware.  This has allowed me to
easily experiment with the various settings associated with data widths, cutoff frequencies, and dither generation methods and amplitude.  

And somewhat surprisingly none of the settings do all that much to make things worse or better.  Setting the phase bandwidth the DPLL loop itself lower
of course improves things by removing noise along with signal (responsiveness), and there are minor improvements to the faint aliasing I'm hearing in the
noise floor, as well as to the minor noise increases around those aliasing points, but it's real diminishing returns territory.  The dither amplitude max is set
to that of the input frequency number, and the frequency input number has the LSb set to '1', both of which are normally ideal for a square wave NCO,
and seems to be pretty much ideal in this case too.

So the above is what I'm seeing via SPDIF, and this is a second order HW/SW CIC to downsample, a first order CIC to kill mains hum, an 8th order low
pass filter set to around 175Hz, and a fourth order high pass filter set to around 3Hz (the final high pass is only there to make the SPDIF signal AC for
these diagnostics, and won't be in the final signal chain).



Truncation Noise
dewster 2/6/2017 10:14:00 PM [1180]

Truncation Noise

The CIC filter I'm using to kill mains hum has a gain of 48kHz / 60 Hz = 800.  I'm feeding it 32 bit values from the HW/SW CIC downsampler
(decimator) and to keep things from overflowing in the hum filter I'm shifting its input data to the right 10 places, which is the same as dividing by 1024.
 This is truncation, which can produce noise and other SNR issues.  Whenever you're throwing energy away bad things tend to happen.

Papers on digital filtering, delta sigma modulation, and digital sine wave generation all deal with truncation noise by taking the truncated energy, filtering
it, and feeding it back so it eventually escapes the system.  The filtering here doesn't affect the signal going through, though it does "shape" the truncation
noise spectra to be more optimal.

So I took the standard form of the truncation filter, created a Hive subroutine, and placed it immediately before the hum filter:

Above is how truncation is often done.  The input in this case is from the output of the decimator comb, and this goes to a summing node.  The 32 bit
output of the summing node enters the Q block where it is truncated, the upper 22 bits are shifted down 10 bits to accomplish the hum filter input
attenuation requirement, and this is fed to the CIC hum filter.  The lower 10 bits that were truncated in the Q block are fed to a simple filter.  The filter
consists of two delay taps with two coefficients, both of which feed back to the summing node.  The coefficients are trivial multiplies, the first is 2, the
second is -1.  Note that the sum of the coefficients is 1, so there is no net gain effect.  All of the operations above are unsigned because we're dealing with
unsigned input and output data.  ("S2" and "S3" in the diagram are the Hive hybrid stacks/registers I'm using in the subroutine to temporarily hold the
delay tap values.)

Here is the result of me bringing my hand slowly towards the pitch antenna, then slowly retracting it (operating point high pass filtered to remove DC,
fed to SPDIF):

All of the faint aliasing I was hearing in the mid field (a tone lowering to 0Hz then raising back up) is totally absent now.  I'm listening through
headphones with the volume all the way up (don't try this at home!) and the center portion (where my hand is closest to the antenna) just sounds like a
very distant storm (no tones).

DSP is fun once you get the hang of it!  But it's a bit of a pain getting to that point...



All Theremins Need Mains Hum Filtering In The Signal Path
dewster 2/8/2017 7:28:51 PM [1181]

All Theremins Need Mains Hum Filtering In The Signal Path

While farting around integrating the truncation filter into the CIC hum filter this morning (I don't think anything else will need it as a subroutine, and one
can compute the truncation bit width using the CIC depth parameter) I wondered if I'd broken anything, so as a check I removed the hum filter from the
signal path (I should note for completeness that removal of the CIC introduces 1024 / 800 = 1.28 or ~2dB of gain below, which is negligible):

Completely unacceptable spectra.  And you should see the waveform view: +/-15k peak and the hum is loud as hell in my headphones.  Numbers coming
from the UART show at least a 4 bit degradation in the pitch operating point.  With the CIC hum filter in the signal path the waveform peak is +/-500,
and there is no hum whatsoever in my headphones even at full volume (with a Presonus HP4 driving them that's a lot of gain at full volume!).

I'm not sure I would be inspired enough keep going much further in this project if it weren't for the squeaky clean data and relatively spur-free noise floor
the CIC hum filter provides.  It's a real game changer.

dewster 2/8/2017 10:21:03 PM [1183]

"I think you mean All Digital theremins, when properly done in Analog it is not an issue." - Christopher

I'll stand by my statement, having experienced my EWS growling like an unmuffled Harley-Davidson due to mains hum AM/FM intermodulation.  One
could conceivably lower mains hum interference quite a bit in an analog Theremin by lowering the impedance at the antenna (I've seen this on the bench,
the intrinsic C and lower R form a high pass filter) but that generally hurts Q and voltage swing.  It's best, I think, to let it in the door and then
immediately bang it on the head with a CIC cast iron frying pan.

[EDIT] Here is one spectral grab of the sound sample you just posted:



Note the 60Hz hum about 30 dB below the signal.  Granted, this is the most egregious point I could find in the sample, and it's not the end of the world
by any means, but who wants that mixed into (or worse, intermodulated into) their musical instrument output if it can be eliminated?

3.14 2/20/2017 6:46:08 PM [1184]

Cheers again dewster .

I came back from my holidays, with a DS1054Z in the cabin bag :)

So what I need now is the homework you promised :)

Progress Report
dewster 2/20/2017 11:04:18 PM [1185]

Progress Report

Been plugging away.  I removed the operating point low pass SW filter, and redesigned the CIC hum and high pass SW filters.  Also revisited the LC
DPLL SV code and simplified the constructs and  parameters somewhat.  Lots of experimentation, trying to understand the basis for the things I'm seeing
via SPDIF.  Complex systems are complex, and there's much to come up to speed on, discover the nuances of, and become accustomed to.

file:///user/dewster


Above is the pitch operating point through just a CIC hum filter, and a first order high pass filter to remove DC.  This is me moving my hand from far
away, to maybe 1" away from the antenna plate, and back.  There is an attenuation of 4 bits, 1/16, or -24dB, so that the 32 bit values applied to the 16 bit
SPDIF interface are contained sufficiently to not roll over and cause false peaks.  The view above is vertically zoomed to +/-8000 or about 1/4 full scale.

The larger noise levels with my hand very near the plate are due to insufficient HP filtering (for this test) - so any small jitter on my part causes a signal;
environmental noise coupling through the increased hand to plate capacitance; and perhaps a lowering of the Q as my hand parasitically draws energy off
the tank, significantly lowering oscillation voltage swing.  I don't believe it will be an issue because the numbers are changing hugely when my hand is
near the antenna, so even if the noise is larger, the signal is larger as well (i.e. the SNR is probably fine).

I'm getting a better feel for SW filtering; when I'm working with more than 32 bits and need two 32 bit regs to hold them, I'm now aligning the
input/output with the most significant 32 bit register rather the bottom of the least significant register.  This makes the shifting manipulations clearer, and
the signed ALU operations work as they were designed to.

Above is full gain, with me fluttering my hand about 0.75m away from the antenna.  There's a ~15Hz component in the noise floor that's rather clear here
if you squint, not sure what's causing that but I think it's environmental because it comes and goes.  The main takeaway is the ~4000 count change with
only a far field hand gesture, on top of a ~600p-p noise floor (and some of the "signal" - my hand flutter - is likely being removed by the high pass filter).

dewster 2/25/2017 9:42:29 PM [1186]

Spent the last several days rethinking and reworking Hive memory access.  The memory is indexed for 16 bit data, which is the opcode width (most
processors index bytes with the address).  I had opcodes that would read and write 32 bit values, as well as read and write 16 bit values.  Since the
beginning of time it seems I've been wrestling with whether the 16 bit read should be signed or unsigned (whether the read value MSb at [15] should be
replicated to the upper word [31:16] bits).  Can't have both signed and unsigned 16 bit read because both operands are used along with a 4 bit index or
offset field, which makes them rather expensive in terms of opcode space.

Now that I've got a fair amount of programming under my belt I decided to revisit this.  I don't find myself using 16 bit access much at all, and making
subroutines to do the equivalent of 16 bit and 8 bit signed and unsigned reads are't too inefficient, so I decided to pare the hardware read down to just the
32 bit read.  This leaves room for the old 32 and 16 bit writes, as well as a new 8 bit write opcode.  Narrow width writes are more cumbersome than reads
in software because they entail a read, a substitution of the relevant write data, followed by a write.  And these kinds of writes aren't atomic, so things
could get jumbled in memory if some of the data changes between the read and the write back.  I had to heavily modify the main memory hardware to get
this to work because the old version of Quartus that I'm using doesn't support inferred byte lane enables.  Along with this I had to heavily modify the C++
code that generates the init contents for the main memory ram (boot code).

I removed the copy byte opcodes due to disuse.  I made a new opcode - BRS or Bit Reduction Sign - which replicates the sign bit across all 32 bits.  One
can do an immediate signed right 31 shift and get the same thing, but this precludes a move at the same time as the immediate value consumes the second
operand select slot.  BRS is useful for normalizing floats.  I also made all the bit reduction opcodes (and, or, xor) return -1 for true rather than returning 1.
 This make the bitwise NOT function correctly on their results.

It's really interesting designing a processor and tools for it - you get to do a lot of mucking around at levels few ever get to visit, and there's a lot of
insight to be gained down there.

dewster 3/2/2017 5:01:01 PM [1187]

I think I've finally fully resolved Hive memory access.  A few of days ago while washing my face before going to bed (what is it about water running that
frees the mind?) I realized there are 8 modes of memory access, and powers of 2 cropping up in digital stuff generally means the universe is trying to tell
us something we don't know.  So all write modes, as above, are 32 bit, 16 bit, and 8 bit.  And all read modes are 32 bit, 16 bit signed and unsigned, and 8
bit signed and unsigned.  What's a bit peculiar is the read/write division isn't binary (3 writes, 5 reads), also 8 bit access isn't "natural" in the sense that the
smallest addressable unit of data is 16 bits (the opcode width) so 8 bit access somewhat awkwardly relies on the immediate (a value carried in the
opcode) index to resolve the high or low byte.

Reads and writes had four bits of immediate indexed positively offset memory locations. None of my code up to this point needs anything like 16 read /
write slots, so removing an immediate index bit allows for the increase from 4 to 8 memory access opcodes with 8 indexed locations each in the opcode

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baq3K5fsER0


space, which seems adequate.  I really liked the index being a nibble, but that probably hindered the exploration of other possibilities in my mind.

I made the necessary changes to the simulator and assembler, wrote some HAL code that exercises all the corner cases, got the last SV bugs out last
night, and verified everything in the chain.  The extra logic required to do this isn't much at all, and after jiggering the decode order it doesn't seem to
negatively impact the top speed either.

So why don't I just make the memory byte addressable?  The logic is substantially there to enable it, and many (most?) other processors do this.  In my
mind it comes down to the relative utility of byte data vs. opcodes.  Byte data is used rather heavily in text and vision/image software, so it makes sense
to accommodate them in the hardware.  But basing the addressing on them is a bridge too far IMO, because it means you have to think of two different
address spaces when coding, one for data bytes and one for 16 bit opcodes.  Do you allow for opcodes that are offset by a byte (how might this be
useful)?  Or do you just ignore the LSb?  Either way the the instruction address space shrinks by 1/2.  How about jump distances, are they byte or 16 bit
based?  Byte based consumes precious immediate index space.  Byte indexing of memory isn't a panacea, bytes themselves don't carry a ton of resolution,
and memory tends to be pretty cheap these days (though not inside FPGAs).   So many processor decisions are compromises, but maybe I've thought
enough about this to finally feel at peace with it all.

It's semi-major structural changes like this that make me glad I'm coding for Hive in assembly, rather than binary.  Accommodating even something like a
complete scrambling of the opcode space essentially comes down to a simple re-assembly of the old code.

dewster 3/8/2017 3:43:43 PM [1188]

Working on the command line interface (CLI) again.  I really miss it, and really need it to peek & poke memory, run hardware exercise scripts, and the
like.  The one I wrote and was using was somewhat awkward - in particular the backspace key didn't work like you expect so there was no way to fix
single keystroke errors.  I've done this kind of investigation before, but yesterday I got really serious and recorded all the codes that are produced in the
text terminal via C++ getch() when the PC keyboard keys are pressed, stuck them in a spreadsheet, and sorted them:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8f0dch71a1z8i8y/ascii_getch_table.xls

There are lots of these kinds of documents on-line, but I've found most of them to be rather untrustworthy / not filtered through a Windows-centric
development environment.

Also included in the spreadsheet is a worksheet table with four-column ASCII, with vertical least significant hex nibble values and horizontal most
significant hex nibble values.  This nicely shows the repeating nature of the ASCII character encoding.  Hex is the best way to view, list, and understand
ASCII encoding, I'm not sure why coders often use decimal here as it obscures the underlying symmetry.

But an ASCII table doesn't tell the whole story of what's going on in terms of keyboard output, hence the need to document actual getch() data.  It's a
matter of input vs. output, there are way more key combinations (with SHIFT, CTRL, and ALT) than there are ASCII characters to display.  The excess
input combinations are handled via escape characters.  The original IBM PC keyboard used the value zero (0) to indicate escape, with the following
character interpreted differently than normal, and a reversion to normal interpretation after that character.  The IBM 101 PC keyboard added a second
escape character 0xE0 to handle the new page navigation pads.  So these have to be accommodated somehow in a full CLI implementation.

Almost all keyboard generated codes are in the range 0 thru 127, which is an unambiguously (whether signed or unsigned) positive byte.  And the escape
characters don't show up as escaped data, which makes things easier - if you encounter them they definitely are escape characters, so you don't have to
look from the beginning of time to know what the current state is.

Because my hardware doesn't interface to it, I haven't done any investigation into what codes are actually emitted by the keyboard hardware.  I do know
the keyboard serial interface is bi-directional, and there are ways to determine when multiple keys (beyond the usual SHIFT, etc.) are being depressed /
lifted. 

ASCII, keyboard codes, the way they are interpreted by the OS and programming language libraries, and the whole English-centric thing, are a big
steaming pile of legacy, hence the need for rosetta stones here.  (If I were in charge of straightening this mess, at minimum I'd make the ASCII codes for
the characters 0-9 and A-F correspond to their hex values.  As it is the ASCII code for the zero character is 0x30, and the code for the letter 'A' is 0x41 -
crazy stuff.  It could be a whole lot more crazy, but it could be a whole lot less crazy too.)

[EDIT] Holy Moses!  The scan codes coming out of the keyboard hardware serial port are one serious mess!  Check this out:
http://retired.beyondlogic.org/keyboard/keybrd.htm

dewster 3/16/2017 10:14:02 PM [1189]

Just got the key and token buffers assembly code working on the FPGA board.  I'm seeing a lot of VT100 escape characters that I didn't anticipate. For
instance, pressing the F1 key gives the string [11~ which is sorta weird.  Outside of the main QWERTY pad only ESC, BSKP, DEL, and on the number
pad 0 thru 9, the decimal place, and ENTER give ASCII codes.  The rest of the keys give these goofy escaped strings. So much for using the function
keys in my command line interface.  And so much for accommodating the escaped getch() codes, I don't believe any of them get transmitted normally by
the terminal emulator.

So it's time to integrate the command part of the loop.  I'll likely retain the FORTH like <#> <#> ... <#> <@> command format, where # is a numeric
parameter, and @ is a non-numeric parameter / command.  Numeric parameters are C-like, with 0x hex prefix and the like.  The command is executed
when the non-numeric parameter is recognized, and can vary depending on the parameter count. Commands can be up to 4 ASCII chars beginning with a
non-numeric char and followed by space or return, or followed by nothing in the case of things like backspace and escape.

I'm having to flow chart the parsing in order to have something to follow and not freeze-up when coding.  There are so many what-if scenarios and only
so much room in my brain.

Variable & Immediate SEX!
dewster 3/29/2017 10:09:19 PM [1190]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8f0dch71a1z8i8y/ascii_getch_table.xls
http://retired.beyondlogic.org/keyboard/keybrd.htm


Variable & Immediate SEX!

Now that I've got your attention... Sign EXtension, that is!  And its partner in crime ZEX, or Zero EXtension - both are bit modulo operations that can
force register values to behave in a modulo manner smaller than the natural modulo of register width of 32.

Spent a pleasant last week in an enclosed lean-to in Stokes State Park here in NJ and had some time away from the internet and other distractions to
really think through various Hive things.  I thought I hit on a really innovative opportunity - the fetch port is only 16 bits wide but could easily be 32 bits
and supply a 16 bit in-line immediate, freeing up the 32 bit data port for other things.  Opcodes are already variable width in a way, with 0, 1, or 2 - 16 bit
literals following them, so this wouldn't be all that new.  And using byte addressing would allow for an 8 or 16 bit literal, potentially raising utilization
efficiency.  It seemed like a fantastic thing for a day or so, but seemed less so after hammering out possible implementation details.  The expanded
opcode space would allow for more and varied opcodes, with and without expanded immediate values and operands, but the various groups would have
to be encoded in such a way as to be fairly orthogonal, and thus easy to decode.  Alas, I fell out of love with the notion, there were just too many new
datapaths, and two value comparisons are a can of worms.  I think the current rather limited opcode set now available is sufficient to do just about
anything, and it's pretty easy to keep in one's head.

The upshot though is I decided to remove the 16 bit and 8 bit memory read modes, and implement both variable and immediate sign extension and zero
extension opcodes to take up some of the slack.  I also reduced the memory access immediate offset to 3 bits, and expanded the immediate multiply to 8
bits.  This leaves a couple of holes in the opcode decode space for future additions.  I might expand the immediate add to 9 bits, or the smallest
immediate load value to 9 bits (to cover both signed and unsigned 8 bit values).  We'll see I suppose.

It was interesting implementing the ZEX and SEX opcodes.  There was the basic question of exactly how the sizing input modifies the data: should the
sizing value specify the input data width to preserve, or should it specify the MSb to replicate to higher bit positions (in the case of SEX)?  I chose the
latter because it seems a bit more useful.  So a size value of 7 for example will preserve a byte and zero / sign extend the higher bits.  A size value of 0
will preserve the LSb and replicate it to the full vector (again, in the case of SEX), and a size value of 31 will leave the data unchanged (for SEX or
ZEX).

Zero extension can easily be done in a single clock (<5ns) but sign extension requires decoding of the given MSb location, with replication similar to
ZEX after, which barely fits in a single clock and slows other things down.  So I decoded the MSb value and registered it, implemented both zero
extension and ones extension, registered them, and picked the right one for the ZEX output based on the registered MSb value.  The muxing worked out
rather cleverly with the existing muxing.  The basic core is now up to 2760 LEs, and hits 194.7MHz on a short seed run.

CLI (again)
dewster 4/5/2017 12:28:29 AM [1191]

CLI (again)

I've completely rewritten the Command Line Interface (RS232 communications with a simple software monitor of sorts).  It now allows for backspacing
on the command line and sports 5 commands:

1) The Read Memory command, or "rm", can take 2, 1, or zero parameters:

<start addr> <stop addr> rm

<addr> rm

rm

Two parameters create a listing of the address:data from the start address to the stop address.  The addresses are 32 bit, data is 16 bit, and both address
and data are displayed as hex.  Start and stop addresses are saved in memory, so if the "rm" command is repeated with no parameters it will use the stored
values.

2) There is an identical "rr" or Read Register command for the register set.

3) The Write Memory command, or "wm", can take 2 or 1 parameters:

<addr> <data> wm

<data> wm

Two parameters write the data to the address and increment the address before storing it. The address is 32 bit, data is 16 bit. The address is saved in
memory, so if the "wm" command is repeated with no address parameter it will use the stored value.

4) There is an identical "wr" or Write Register command for the register set.

5) Finally, the "crc" command takes 2 parameters:

<start addr> <stop addr> crc

This calculates the CRC32 over the address range and kicks it out as a 32 bit hex value.  It actually gives the residue rather than the CRC, the CRC is
simply the bit inverse.

One trick I ran across when implementing the hex display function was to output '0' for a zero valued input, and only prefix non-zero values with the
expected "0x".  This helps to quickly visually spot zero values in a memory dump.  I also made the function suppress leading zeros, so it can be easily
used for any width output up to 32 bits by truncating (zero extending) the input value to whatever desired modulo width.

The old CLI code was kind of spaghetti-like, this new one is much more structured.  I'm still fairly slow at it, but I think I'm finally getting the hang of
assembly coding.



dewster 4/17/2017 2:36:28 AM [1192]

So sorry that so much of this thread is ending up about my Hive soft processor rather than digital Theremins.  I promise to get back on the latter stick
shortly.

For the last couple of weeks I've been thinking about and implementing a 16 bit literal memory channel in Hive.  Since each thread has access to a dual
port memory, and both ports are 32 bits wide, one could potentially read and write 64 bits each cycle, which is a fair amount of bandwidth.  Each port has
a single address (address port count is how ports are basically defined in FPGAs) so the 32 bit opcode port can supply a 16 bit literal or immediate along
with the 16 bit opcode.  Writing to this port is problematic because the address is constrained to the program counter value, so I'm not doing that.  But the
read gives an immediate value quite early in the cycle, so it can be used for just about anything in the pipeline.  The data port access is later in the pipe so
I'm only using that for data reads and writes.

I'm using this new immediate as a jump value, and freeing up space in the opcode itself means it can compare two operands rather than just the one
operand to zero, and it gives a much larger jump distance (16 bits vs. 8 bits).  Though of course the immediate consumes an opcode space, it executes in
only one cycle along with the opcode, so there is savings of real-time.  I'm not using it in conjunction with the data port so that's a bandwidth opportunity
missed.  I've retained the 8 bit jumps because they are efficient and I end up using them a lot.

The conditionals for the old 8 bit jumps are comparisons to zero (a==0), (a!=0), (a<0), (a!<0) which assume a is signed.  These cover most conditional
situations, and those they don't cover can be preceded with a subtract or XOR to give a really wide range of comparisons.  In terms of two operand
comparisons, equality (a==b), (a!=b) are clearly sign agnostic, but (a<b) and (a!<b) aren't.  After much thought I decided to implement these only as
signed, which gives a total of 8 conditionals for this new 16 bit immediate jump:  (a==0), (a!=0), (a<0), (a!<0), (a==b), (a!=b), (a<b), (a!<b).  Unlike one
operand zero only comparison, two operand gives a natural unconditional jump by comparing (a==a) or (a!<a), and indeed I've made this an automatic
substitution in the assembly language code.

I finally got the bugs out of this new FPGA SystemVerilog code, the simulator, and the assembly code this morning, and my new command line assembly
code is again working with it.  It's interesting and valuable to have the SV defining the hardware, the SV hardware simulation in Quartus, my C++ Hive
simulation and assembler, and special verification assembly code to serve as independent checks on the correctness of the design.  When they all work
you've generally got it nailed.  Though when the architecture changes this much (a new data channel in the PC pipeline) the churn can quite time
consuming.  I'm hoping this will be my final big addition for a while.  The core (without Theremin logic, but with a UART and GPIO) consumes ~2600
LE (logic elements) and hits ~196MHz.  With the Theremin logic, around 2/3 of the FPGA fabric I'm targeting is consumed, which is a nice comfortable
point to be at.  Any less and it feels like something is being wasted, any more and speed problems begin to creep in, and one starts getting nervous re.
room to accommodate future changes.

I also decided to move the interrupt and thread clearing logic out of the opcode space and back into the register set space.  The version register wasn't
doing much, so that's now doing double duty - external interrupts can be enabled or disabled, and internal interrupts can be initiated, along with thread
clears, via writes to this register.

I've only used 8 opcodes out of the free 16 spaces for these new jumps, so there is room for future addition here.

It's weird, it's taken me years to get to this point, but if I had to do it again tomorrow I could probably code up Hive in a week. Recoding the sim and
assembler / disassembler would probably take months though, it's a total bear and I'm quite happy to have that behind me.

ILYA 4/18/2017 6:06:07 PM [1193]

Dewster, 
the more I rape the ARM core (Cortex), the more I feel the need for FPGA on DSP. I have a feeling that our paths will someday cross.

dewster 4/18/2017 8:30:19 PM [1194]

Hi ILYA,

There are few things in EE that drive me as nuts as is the massive pointless complexity of processors.

But the ARM has it all over Hive in terms of floating point stuff (which is what I'm grappling with at the moment) and memory (can't do more than
maybe an echo in terms of reverb in Hive).  Better FPGAs have floating point hardware and more memory, but they are likely too expensive for this
application.

It might make the most sense to use an FPGA w/ Hive as the front-end, and run the data back to the ARM processor via serial port or similar.  I could
whip up something like that in a day.  A small CLI could let you set parameters too.  

Or a really small front-end FPGA with no Hive, only dedicated hardware.  That wouldn't be very difficult either.

System timing would require some thought, you only want one master.

It's really hard to beat the flexibility of an FPGA at the center of it all.  No oscillators, no EQ coils, most of the wiring on-chip so the soldering iron stays
cold.

Buggins 4/19/2017 3:36:58 AM [1195]

the more I rape the ARM core (Cortex), the more I feel the need for FPGA on DSP. I have a feeling that our paths will someday cross.

 

ILYA, what are limitations of ARM you faced with? Theremin sensor implementation or synthesis?

 



I'm going to use ARM M4 with hard floating point support (Teensy 3.6 board). Seems good and powerful enough.

 

The Mysteries Of SPDIF
dewster 4/19/2017 1:35:02 PM [1196]

The Mysteries Of SPDIF

So I come downstairs this morning and decide to turn on the prototype and look at the pitch side noise via SPDIF one last time before I replace the
software load with something else I'm working on.  The pass band noise floor looks good at -60dB with no spurs, but I notice that the noise is higher after
being recorded for maybe 10 seconds, with clear spurs at 32Hz, 88Hz, etc.  By simply stopping and restarting the recording the noise floor goes back to
good, then back to noticeable spurs after 10 seconds or so.  It seems that this is some kind of sample sync issue, where a software buffer is running out of
resync room?  But what is it syncing to in the first place?

I look in the Audition hardware setup control panel and see the analog input is selected as the sync source, which doesn't make a lot of sense to me as
there isn't any straightforward way to detect sync on the analog input - they must mean the free-running analog input hardware itself is being selected as
the sync source.  With no SPDIF input to my sound card to sync to I guess I'm kinda stuck with this situation.  Not the end of the world, but rather
confounding when you're peeping at the noise floor, trying to improve the source, and the destination is actively screwing you up.  The spurs aren't huge
(the highest at 32Hz is below -48dB) but you gotta watch everything like a hawk.

markaudiomusic 4/19/2017 2:07:53 PM [1197]

dewster: This thread is fascinating - thanks. When I am finished with my final tube based theremin next year, I will continue on my digital design. This
thread will most certainly be a vast resource of knowledge.

What little I know of SPDIF is that the receiver extracts the clock from the source signal. There is no other choice.  If the source ADC clock is a little
unstable, or if there is noise on the line, there can be enough bit slip to introduce noise into the analogue output. I hadn't thought that it could take up to
10 seconds though. That is weird.

I use SPDIF with Toslink adapters for my home theatre system running 35 foot cables for my ATSC receiver (don't ask).  I haven't noticed any
objectionable effects when watching TV, but I shudder to think what I would see on my scope of I wanted (and I don't) to look.

Keep up the good work all.

Mark

dewster 4/19/2017 2:26:35 PM [1198]

Hi Mark,

Glad you like the thread, it's kind a rambly and long though, more of an engineer's notebook blog.  At some point I may put an index in the first post.

The source of the SPDIF sampling issue seems to be either Windows or Adobe, or maybe the driver (too many layer of software written by too many
programmers who don't know what's really going on).  I'm playing with the sync source, buffer depth, etc. in the Audition control panel but nothing
seems to change anything.  The spurs kick in like clockwork right at 10s of recording, it's gotta be a sync & buffer thing.

markaudiomusic 4/19/2017 3:39:08 PM [1199]

While black-box programming is great for ease of interfacing, it doesn't hold a candle to a truly through-programmed piece of code, but with vast
resources of memory and of processing speed (My son is building a media server for fun using two 10-core 2.3GHz processors he got by trading a day of
vacation for them from his company.), one can write bloated code and not worry too much. Sad, in a way.

10 seconds to see the spurs is still weird. If it precisely predictable, there should be an integer-based solution that would point to a buffer setting or
interrupt priority setting. If it is not precise, it may still be buffer based, but caused by too much noise in the SPDIF signal.

Good luck.

Mark

ILYA 4/19/2017 4:33:49 PM [1200]

"Theremin sensor implementation or synthesis?" - Buggins

Signal processing. From a dead pure sine to a living sound.

 When I started my project, I thought of using algorithms with unchanged (or relatively slowly updated) parameters (formant filter  frequency for
example). Simulation of natural sound requires a lot of interrelations, and the high-quality sound requires updating the parameters at the sampling
frequency.

Buggins 4/19/2017 6:15:21 PM [1201]



"Signal processing. From a dead pure sine to a living sound.

 

 When I started my project, I thought of using algorithms with unchanged (or relatively slowly updated) parameters (formant filter  frequency for
example). Simulation of natural sound requires a lot of interrelations, and the high-quality sound requires updating the parameters at the sampling
frequency." - ILYA

For ARM 180MHz with hard floating point and 44KHz sample rate, about 1000-2000 floating point additions/multiplication may be done per sample.
ARM has some nice instructions for loading/saving several registers in one command, etc. Overclocking to 240MHz is possible.

If processing is being done by frames (N samples, e.g. ~1ms), many parameters may just be linearly interpolated between start and end of frame.

If filter parameters are being changed slowly, for short interval (frame) they probably may be calculated for begin and end of period, and then
interpolated. At least I hope so. Some tricks or alternative optimized algorithms, or pre-calculated tables may be used to fit into limited hardware.

 

 

dewster 4/19/2017 7:06:12 PM [1202]

If I could do a float in 2-4 cycles I'd be all over them.  But they're not efficient in Hive so I'll be avoiding them as much as possible.  Fixed decimal is a
tough slog though, I can see why most DSP engineers throw up their hands and do everything in floats.

I'm going to do filter updates at the sampling frequency (48kHz).  Anything lower and you might hear the updates.  Filters don't necessarily have to be
analytic (e.g. 0x1000 corresponding to a Q of 1 or some such with perfect linearity) so the filters can be sloppier and the parameters more efficiently
computed.

Haven't totally gotten into vocal synthesis yet, but I'm hoping a realistic vocal tract can be simulated with maybe 10 filters, with continual adjustment of
Q and cutoff.  I'm sure that's doable in software on top of the Theremin hardware babysitting.  Reverb is out, but I figure anyone can buy a better vocal /
guitar pedal than I can do in SW.

ILYA 4/19/2017 7:28:16 PM [1203]

Buggins

the frames mean a latency. To hell with it and Theremini!

dewster 4/19/2017 7:44:10 PM [1204]

"the frames mean a latency."  - ILYA

To put it in perspective, keyboard players seem to tolerate >10ms of outright latency (transport delay) in MIDI instruments, which is >480 sample periods
@ 48kHz.  

I don't want to do the frame thing because I think it's generally a bad thing to do in a DSP synth, and it makes things more complicated.  If I need more
throughput (doubtful) I'll design some hardware to handle it and strap it onto the Hive register set.

Buggins 4/20/2017 3:48:51 AM [1205]

"Buggins the frames mean a latency. To hell with it and Theremini!"

Audio latency itself is not as audible if frame is short enough. 1-3ms is probably acceptable - this delay is less than time sound travels from speaker to
your ear. If synthesizer would track controls with high enough rate (several times per frame), and then interpolated it for frame using several points
(instead of two points - start and end) you would not notice this audio frame latency.

When some thereminist connects his theremin to PC for effect processing, he adds latency (3-10ms). But he still can perform well.

In my SoundTab soft theremin app, I see that 3 and even 6 ms frame lengths sound acceptable.

This app uses Wacom tablet as low latency input (horizontal pen movement - pitch, pressure - volume, vertical - some effect controller). Interpolation of
pitch and volume just linearly over frame gives good enough reaction on pen. Much better than theremini.

file:///user/Buggins
https://github.com/buggins/soundtab


As an upset owner of Theremini, I feel that it's overall latency looks more like 100ms frame. I believe engineers from Moog cannot use such long frames,
and it's shorter than 10ms. (Did someone try MiniMoog? Does it have audible latency?)

I think Theremini's problem with latency is in theremin sensor part. Probably sensor output contains too much noise, and they use averaging to reduce
hand position measurement noise. This averaging is what is killing vibrato in Theremini.

I've tried Ehterwave and some other theremins at Peter Theremin's express courses. Theremini is far from analog theremins. That's why I've started my
own digital theremin project. I think anyone can build better digital theremin than Theremini. Of course, Peter Theremin was able to play even on crap
like Theremini (vibrato was awful although).

Interesting: Theremini in the same room as Etherwave (even 5 meters from it) does not response to hand movements at all. Instead, it plays what is
currently played on Etherwave, with note some shift up or down. :) LOL

dewster 4/20/2017 2:34:43 PM [1206]

"As an upset owner of Theremini, I feel that it's overall latency looks more like 100ms frame. I believe engineers from Moog cannot use such long frames,
and it's shorter than 10ms. (Did someone try MiniMoog? Does it have audible latency?)"

"I think Theremini's problem with latency is in theremin sensor part. Probably sensor output contains too much noise, and they use averaging to reduce
hand position measurement noise. This averaging is what is killing vibrato in Theremini."  - Vadim

My educated guess is that some of the Theremini latency is caused by the sensors and the synth being separated by the MIDI interface, as it is in most
decent (non-toy) digital keyboards.  It takes a lot to smooth out MIDI to the point where you don't hear steps and such.  And the oscillators are very low
voltage at the antenna so, as you say, they are probably low pass filtering / averaging like hell to lower environmental noise (I doubt they are using a CIC
hum filter here, so multi-pole LPF << 50Hz).

"I think anyone can build better digital theremin than Theremini."

I haven't researched this, but I wonder if Moog Inc. isn't up against FCC RF emissions regulations?  If so, then perhaps they are constrained to have low
voltage at the antennas, and there isn't a lot you can do if that's the case.  Certainly the Theremini calibration could be vastly improved to make the
response and linearity more consistent.  And the tuner display seems like it was designed by a committee of non-musicians.

"Interesting: Theremini in the same room as Etherwave (even 5 meters from it) does not response to hand movements at all. Instead, it plays what is
currently played on Etherwave, with note some shift up or down. :) LOL"

Surprising!  But not too surprising as the EW kicks out a pretty healthy signal and the Theremini is a wuss in that department.  I found that I could place
an FM modulated RF source near the Theremini and seriously mess with it.  This is how I measured the gestural bandwidth to be somewhere between
1.6Hz and 2.4Hz in this TW post.  Sad!

The way the Theremini turned out is really a shame.  A good Theremin engineer could take 99% of what's in there and turn it into a real instrument.
 Moog Inc. probably should have concentrated on making a more stable, more playable, less expensive alternative to the EW with fewer bells and
whistles.  A few waveforms and a filter or two.  They could have used a much less expensive computing platform to do that.  They should have insulated
the antennas too.  It's pretty obvious that Bob Moog is gone and the pencil pushers are now in charge.

Buggins 4/21/2017 5:49:25 AM [1207]

"Surprising!  But not too surprising as the EW kicks out a pretty healthy signal and the Theremini is a wuss.  I found that I could place an FM modulated
RF source near the Theremini and seriously mess with it.  This is how I measured the gestural bandwidth to be somewhere between 1.6Hz and 2.4Hz in
this TW post.  Sad!"

Wow. We are talking about 1-3ms latency/response time as bad one. But having 200-400ms latency like in Theremini is beyond evil.

"I haven't researched this, but I wonder if Moog Inc. isn't up against FCC RF emissions regulations?  If so, then perhaps they are constrained to have low
voltage at the antennas, and there isn't a lot you can do if that's the case."

Hmm. When I'm feeding LC tank with 2MHz 5V via 300 ohm resistor, isn't 50cm antenna radiating as a good transmitter?

Is there any method to check if some device exceeds FCC rules?

file:///forums/T/28554?post=206041#206041
file:///forums/T/28554?post=206041#206041


dewster 4/21/2017 8:38:30 PM [1208]

"Wow. We are talking about 1-3ms latency/response time as bad one. But having 200-400ms latency like in Theremini is beyond evil."  - Vadim

Well, there's two kinds of latency.  One is "transport delay" or pure delay, like an echo.  The other is "intertial delay" which is like phase delay through an
RC network.  Transport delay is much worse than inertial delay in a feedback (human playing a Theremin) scenario.

"Hmm. When I'm feeding LC tank with 2MHz 5V via 300 ohm resistor, isn't 50cm antenna radiating as a good transmitter?"

I should have an equation for this, but I believe a Theremin antenna acts like a monopole above a ground, so the closer the antenna length is to a multiple
of the wavelength at the operating frequency the more efficiently it radiates RF.  At 2 MHz the wavelength is 3x10^8 m/s / 2x10^6 = 300 / 2 = 150 m.  If
it's a direct ratio (I don't really know) then 0.5 m / 150 m = 1 / 300, so very little RF is being radiated.  The radiated power puts an upper limit on tank Q,
because it acts like a resistor (power sink).  You can pretty much tell that not much power is radiated with a Theremin oscillator on the bench, because
with a good coil you can get 100's of volts swing at the antenna with one mA @ 3.3V supply.  

RF transmission loss is an argument against making the Theremin sensors look like antennas.  Plates - or ideally spheres I suppose - should radiate less
because the largest dimension is smaller for a given surface area (which sets intrinsic C and sensitivity).

I've wasted a fair amount of time on-line looking for relevant antenna info, but they usually assume the antenna length is tuned, so everything is given in
terms of useless impedances.

"Is there any method to check if some device exceeds FCC rules?"

I should have a ready answer for this too but I haven't even looked into it.  I know that FCC radiated emissions were a huge deal when I was working on
telephony equipment, they'd spend weeks sniffing the equipment rack with all kinds of antennas, installing shorting tooth conductors between the doors,
ferrite beads on the cables, etc.  Everyone got nervous at the end of a design cycle, and they'd often have to play games with the emissions results to get a
pass ("assuming the cabinet doors stay closed", etc.).

Vadim, have you seen this?: http://humancond.org/wiki/user/ram/electro/capsense/0main.  One way to meet emissions requirements in general is to
spread the energy in the peaks out.  The techniques in that article are quite interesting, but the main problem with it (other than the super low bandwidth)
is the sensing instability.  He's driving the shield, which exposes the shield / plate capacitance, which drifts with temperature.  I think one could perhaps
do like he does and design a low Q tank, drive it with a band-limited pseudo-random sequence (NRZ), and synchronously AM detect it, but without using
an explicit shield.  Might get around the drive / sense / emissions issues with high Q LC.  Something to ponder, anyway.

Stop Me Before I Kill Tinker With Opcodes Again!
dewster 4/24/2017 11:10:36 PM [1209]

Stop Me Before I Kill Tinker With Opcodes Again!

Fairly productive week or so.  Removed the generally unused conditional goto and conditional interrupt return opcodes, and moved the new 16 bit jump
opcodes into their place.  Restored the read low and read byte opcodes (both unsigned) as I found myself needing them.

Also tinkered with the CLI code to handle carriage returns in the token parser (was using the space character to indicate the end of a command, return
forces the situation).  The basic CLI feels pretty robust and complete now.

Been coding rather "blind" in skanky old notepad, which doesn't do code formatting - but worse it only has one step of undo!  So I researched code
editors a bit and ended up downloading and installing notepad++.  It seems pretty nice!  I made my own HAL assembly language format definition,
which took maybe an hour (took me 1/2 of that to get hex to format!) and it works great! Feast your eyes:

Ooo la la!  It feels pretty, oh so pretty...

Theremin wise, I'm currently dealing with the LCD code, but should be testing the linearity of the pitch field very soon.  A lot of what's been holding me
up is not being 100% confident about scalability, as well as technical debt buildup.  The re-write of the CLI and coding in a good editor has gone a long
way to dispel that.

dewster 4/26/2017 6:13:12 PM [1210]

So while I'm writing the LCD code I'm thinking of incorporating the processing of the rotary encoders and push buttons (on the encoders) on the same
thread.  The overhead is low so why not?  Maybe as an interrupt routine on thread 7, which currently handles the CLI.

My approach to what shows up in the register set for both has changed today.  Previously for the rotary encoders I had two clear-on-read register bits per
encoder, one for CW (clockwise) and another for CCW (counter clockwise) detent-to-detent action.  A better use of those two bits is for them to give 01
(+1) on CW, and 11 (-1) on CCW, which requires only a simple sign extension to modify a running sum.

http://humancond.org/wiki/user/ram/electro/capsense/0main


For the push buttons I also had two clear-on-read register bits, one for current state (1=pressed) and the other to indicate a change since the last read.  But
since the buttons will really only bounce when going from open to closed, we just need to debounce the closed to open interval.  Which means we only
need one bit per push button, with a 1 indicating that the button is either currently pressed or was pressed since the last read, with the "currently pressed"
setting taking precedence over the clear-on-read clearing (necessary for correct tracking).  

I have a tendency to overthink this kind of stuff - both of these changes are so basic I couldn't see them before.  I'm also combining the push button and
rotary encoder Hive registers as this makes sense.

Thinking ahead to the assembly code that handles the encoders, I want to incorporate some kind of velocity sensing on the rotation speed to increase the
inc/dec value for faster turns.  I think maybe I can use the push button debounce interval for this.  So I hooked an encoder up to my scope with a pull-up
resistor and looked at what the software might encounter.  A really fast spin with no knob gives detent-to-detent speeds of ~1 ms (1kHz!).  A more
reasonable fast spin is maybe ~4 ms, and a fairly slow spin is around 50 ms.  If we sample the hardware at 48 kHz we'll definitely catch all events.  If we
then sub-sample this at 1/(2^-12) *48 kHz we get a debounce interval of around 10 Hz or 100 ms (which should be adequate for LCD update too).  The
reasonably fast spin count in this interval would be 25, the fairly slow spin 2.  So I'm thinking of taking the debounce interval spin count, squaring it,
dividing it by 4 (>>2), and adding this to the count (taking direction sign into account of course).  This would give 25 + 25^2 / 4 = 181 per detent for fast,
2 + 2^2/4 = 2 for the slow, an exponential distribution in-between, and +/- 1 below.  This will be the first thing I try anyway.

Until you really get into the software, it's hard to know what the hardware should look like.

dewster 4/29/2017 7:43:22 PM [1212]

Strings & Things

I haven't done enough assembly programming yet to really feel comfortable and efficient at it.  But I always get this hazy sloging kind of feeling when
I'm learning a new language.  There are usually best ways to do various things, and it takes a fair amount of bumbling around to discover and become
comfortable with them.  I'm now able to do some limited HAL coding directly in the editor, but it's still easier to do serious coding in pencil in my
notebook.

But I have done enough assembly programming to clearly see the utility of C type strings, where an arbitrary number of byte characters are terminated
with the null (0) character.  This construct is quite handy and compact for things like fixed messages (error, info, etc.).  But it's a bit dangerous, and it's
not suited for general purpose string manipulation.  With the same overhead for short strings (<256) one could use the first byte of a string to indicate the
length of the string, and this would be safer and really useful all-around.  Or using the first two bytes of a string for length could accommodate super long
strings (~ 1 chapter of a book).  Or use one or more of the first byte codes to indicate more indexing info in the next byte or bytes, etc.  Any type of
simple string can be a useful intermediary target for input and output formatting functions, so e.g. you only have to write one kind of 32 bit HEX to
ASCII string conversion routine, one string to UART routine, one string to LCD routine, etc.  But you need an index to do any kind of string
manipulation efficiently, which is why one of our first labs in C++ in college was to write a string class.

Yesterday I made the byte and word reads in Hive signed.  ASCII is nice in that it doesn't utilize the MSb of the byte, so signed/unsigned is moot.  And I
made several HAL language constructs implicitly signed.  So Hive / HAL are now basically signed, with some explicit unsigned stuff.  Byte addressing is
still kind of haunting me, can't seem shake it.

ILYA 5/1/2017 5:20:45 PM [1213]

Photo of the day:

Since 2012 this building has consistently been:

1. The traffic police office 
2. Auto parts shop 
3. Driving school 
4. Night club "Hive" (now).

 

dewster 5/1/2017 11:22:28 PM [1214]



"4. Night club "Hive" (now)." - ILYA

Ha ha!  Probably some great "threads" in there too!

============

Some progress: I've merged the CLI code with my pitch testing code, and I've written a subroutine that converts and writes a 32 bit hex value to a string.
 Looked at the encoder output on the LCD screen and that's working but could use more gain with faster rotation.  Routed the pitch number through the
hex string code and am now able to display that on the LCD.  Pretty much what I saw via the UART, though this is obviously more self-contained and
interesting (~15 steady bits over the hand range with ~12 bits of bobble).  Pitch uses thread 0, CLI uses thread 7, LCD stuff is done with the thread 7
interrupt.  So I'm at the point where can I route intermediate math numbers in memory to the LCD and snoop on things that way.

Techno Fear
dewster 5/3/2017 1:58:07 PM [1215]

Techno Fear

I seem to spend my days alternately writing one or two smallish subroutines and integrating them into the code - which often breaks things so I spend the
following day tracking down bugs and polishing.  I'm not complaining because it's not entirely unpleasant.  Stack machines are good/bad in that when the
code is slightly broken everything tends to break, and Hive has 8 threads sharing a single Von Neumann memory (data & opcodes) so it's extra achy-
breaky.

But at this point I realize the mild feeling of dread I have regarding the process is avoidance of the paralyzing befuddled state that results when
confronting even minor technical debt in a largish project.  And I think this is the reason developers often practice the "evil sin" of premature
optimization: there's just too much context switching going on when bugs come out of the woodwork, any one of which may require a multi-day deep-
dive on the side to fix.  Combine even the most air-tight subroutines on the most well-crafted logic and you'll get bugs, so why go looking for trouble?

This has been a really big (though extremely enjoyable and edifying) project for me (processor, simulator, assembly language, integer and float math
packages, CLI - on top of all of the Theremin & DSP stuff) so I've had to be extra vigilant in order to get anything accomplished in the longer term.  The
only thing I wish I'd done differently is the core of the simulator - I probably should have written the C++ code to better mirror the actual hardware, with
explicit pipelines and such.  The initial writing and subsequent editing would likely have been much easier.  It does help that verilog and C share much of
the same syntax.

The more I code with indexed strings the more I realize null-terminated strings aren't worth dealing with at all.  I'm now using a string to hold the pre-
tokenized CLI input, a temporary string to hold hex to ASCII converted data for CLI output, and four strings for the LCD display buffer (one for each
display line, with auto-space padding at the end).  To manage the complexity I'm trying to keep the assembly code as modular as makes sense, even if it
means forfeiting some execution time efficiency.
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Was writing assembly and noticed I didn't have a way to stick a non-zero value in memory without it being somehow associated with or interpreted as an
opcode.  I only had a way to initialize and mark contiguous portions of memory to zero, my Z16[] and Z32[] commands.  So I generalized these to allow
reserve & initialization to a value:

# lit

## lit

#[reps]

##[reps]

The first above allows initialization of a single opcode space (16 bits), the second two opcode spaces (32 bits).  The last two initialize multiple spaces, but
only allow initialization to zero.  The first is the "real" HAL code, the last three are converted to it via pre-processing.

I also changed the NOP opcode to be POP with a zero immediate, rather than an unconditional zero immediate jump.  This seems a bit safer, and is
linguistically attractive as well (NOP = no pop).  There are pluses and minuses to not having an entirely separate, reserved opcode for NOP (mostly in the
simulator code).

Finally, I added a readable "interrupted status" field to the vector register.  For safety, interrupted threads can't be "re-interrupted" until they have returned
to normal operation.  Reading the status repeatedly (e.g. via the CLI) gives a rough (statistical) indication of how much time a particular thread is
spending servicing the interrupt, which is kind of handy.  I once saw a programmer hook a scope up to a GPIO pin to observe this directly (the IRQ code
would set the GPIO high at entry and low at exit).  Real-time estimates can get kinda murky when executing higher level code, with caches and such
confounding things even more.

Floats & Efficiency
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Floats & Efficiency

The main reason I'm skittish about using floats in real-time processes is the very real-time they consume when you don't have dedicated float hardware in
the processor.  Most of the multipliers in the FPGA fabric are sitting idle (there is an 18x18 multiplier for every two block RAMs, so 15 mults in the E6
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part, and 23 in the E10 - the Hive ALU currently uses 4 to do a 33 x 33 = 66 bit signed multiplication) so down the road I may somehow integrate some
sort of co-processor.

What's going on in these float routines?  There's input normalization, and this can include the normalization of input denorms. There's usually signed to
unsigned conversion because this allows for the simplest calculations and provides the most headroom for them. Then there's the actual function we're
trying to do in the first place, which may be a single cycle add / subtract / multiply, or a short unrolled loop of Newton's method for inverse, or "unrolled"
polynomials for sin, cos, exp2, log2, etc.  Then there's normalization of the result, and often sign calculation or restoration.  If the answer is undefined
this must somehow be conveyed to downstream processes (for conventional floats this is via in-band signalling, or special reserved patterns in the float
itself).

So there's lots of time consuming piddling around both leading up to and upon exiting the core function.  Conventional floats are severely constrained to
fit in a power of 2 bits (32, 64, etc.) space, so there is even more farting around to make this storage as significant and precise as possible.
 Mathematicians require accurate rounding, which sometimes means a nominally 32 bit result must be worked out to 64 places just to know how to
round.  And hardware floating point units often punt when it comes to input denorms, trapping to software or microcode routines that are orders of
magnitude slower than the normalized hardware path, which can also trap the unwary coder trying to do DSP on a general purpose CPU.

Some obvious optimizations for real-time DSP are:

1. Forget about rounding.

2. Don't use packed floats. 

3. Doing (2) lets us skip either the input or the output normalization step.

(2) makes storage less efficient but sidesteps unpacking and packing, and also increases the significand and exponent resolution.

For (3) I'm thinking that skipping output normalization is probably the most efficient because input normalization is usually tied to the changing of
signedness, and often also incorporates a simple but necessary change of variable to make a polynomial approach tractable.  Many results are already
fully or mostly normalized, and normalization of a result often doesn't do anything to increase the resolution of that result, so if we aren't space
constrained and we normalize all inputs, then result normalization may be a waste of time (though the presence of unpacked denorms can make the
mathematical comparison of two numbers more difficult).

Signalling is a tough nut to simplify, there's got to be some way or ways to do it, perhaps not in-band?  The DSP cases for signalling can likely be pared
down to a small handfull of the usual suspects (NaN, +/- infinity, etc.).  Or maybe track this stuff in the higher algorithm ("hmm, maybe I don't want to
send a negative number into the square root routine, or divide by zero, etc.").

A first pass at a hardware float unit might be to have it just quickly perform all the time consuming fiddly bits associated with the set up, staging, and tear
down of of float operations (unpack, norm, change of sign, change of var, renorm, repack, etc.) and do the actual core functions themselves in short
software routines.  It would have to significantly lower float routine cycles for me to undertake the design and implementation of such a unit, as sharing
the unit among threads could make it rather complex and cumbersome to use via the register set interface.  I suppose if it had dedicated opcodes it could
simply be an optional part of the ALU.

A second pass might do all that along with add, multiply, and inverse.

Other reasons not to like floats in DSP routines: exponent packing necessarily decreases the resolution of the significand, and this can lead to limit cycles
or strangely high noise floors in low frequency audio filters if using 32 bit floats.
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Some Hive float subroutine real-time inventory:

FUNC  CYCLES
add   55
sub   59
mul   30
sqr   23
inv   47
sqrt  53
exp2  59
log2  53 

These are maximum cycles for each function, 32 bit significand and 16 bit exponent, normalization of inputs and outputs, flush to zero for small
denorms. The add and subtract are surprisingly expensive, and this is because there is more set-up before the actual add can take place.

For operations that have to happen every 48kHz, there will be approximately 500 cycles to play with per thread, so around 10 float operations could
happen in that interval per thread, or a total of 80 floats if all threads were employed.

I'm hoping to do all pitch and volume data capture, filtering, and linearization with at most with two threads (one thread each).

I have the feeling that flushing small denorms to zero is a more OK thing to do when the exponent has a wider range than the normal packed float
exponent of 8 bits.  A 16 bit exponent makes the "hole around zero" much smaller.

==========

Spent the morning reading about Risc-V, an open processor project that's starting to hit silicon.  Floats are handled via register file and ALU expansion.
 Patterson (of Hennessy & Patterson / Patterson & Hennessy textbook fame) seems to have had a lot of input.  I agree with most of the choices, though
I'm not sure homologizing the ISA's (instruction set architectures) across multiple data widths is all that necessary and it could tie the designers hands.  I
don't like the absence of a leading zero count instruction, and making the zeroth register always read zero is an old trick that strikes me as wasteful.  It's
cached and pipelined with the usual branch prediction stuff and security level hardware.

I applaud any efforts to kill off the Intel ISA as soon as possible, and ARM should probably go by the wayside as soon as there is a decent open spec like
Risc-V appears to be.  I'd really like to see the whole external memory chip thing gone too, processors should live smack dab in the middle of a sea of
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memory.  Architectures could get radically simpler if that were the case.  And security detail belongs in a separate processor IMO.

Floating By
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Floating By

The IEEE floating point standard is really remarkable, they thought of everything!  I suspect there's a long history behind it, with many hard(ware)
lessons learned, it's great to encounter a spec that makes 100% sense.

But the fields are packed together - which is no trouble for hardware because bundling buses this way or that is essentially free - but in fixed-width
hardware the packing and unpacking isn't free, and the packing itself imposes narrower precision and dynamic range limits than necessary on 2^n width
calculations.  For my own stuff I picked a 32 bit signed significand with 16 bit signed exponent, and indeed this form is also discussed somewhat in the
IEEE spec.  But even if you normalize all values in and out of functions, the maximum negative significand value can cause problems because it has no
corresponding positive value.  It's a corner case that you have to include special tests for all over the place, which slows things down.

I'm playing around with a IEEE style sign & magnitude significand, where the sign is either the MSb of the significand, or in a separate register.  I'm also
playing around with an implied '1' to the left of the significand, which makes all input normalized by nature, but since zero is a denorm it must then be
"signaled" - and in the IEEE packed float this via reserved codes in the exponent, which makes a lot of sense because this only slightly impacts the
dynamic range while keeping the precision maximal.  If the sign is in a separate register one can "signal" zero via a zero there, with +1 and -1 values for
pos & neg.  Keeping me busy writing the floating add and multiply routines with the various representations.

One thing that really slows floating point calculations down is the significand normalization and exponent limiting done at the end, which is absolutely
essential if the float is packed, but can be significantly relaxed or perhaps even postponed until the result is stored in memory if the exponent sits in a 32
bit register between calculations.

DSP calculations are often "fast and loose" because maximum absolute precision usually isn't required.  For instance, a non-packed floating point
multiply can be as short as 8 instructions if the least significant bit isn't important.  I gotta keep remembering I'm building a Theremin, and not a scientific
pocket calculator.

ADD_F : Artisanal, Curated, Handcrafted, Bespoke
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ADD_F : Artisanal, Curated, Handcrafted, Bespoke

OK, I'm trying out a float representation with:

  32 bit unsigned magnitude with MSb = 1

  16 bit signed exponent (not offset for now)

  8 bit signed sign (-1, 0, +1)

The MSb = 1 unsigned magnitude means I/O values are explicitly normalized.  This is simpler and more straightforward to implement than an implicit '1'
scheme.  The MSb = 1 obviously cuts resolution to 31 bits, but 32 bit range is restored with a separate 8 bit sign (this was a desired goal).  The separate
sign allows for easy zero, but more importantly this arrangement gets rid of the max negative 2's complement value that plagues the signed magnitude
approach.

Using this float representation I've been able to pare the float addition down to 19 cycles maximum, and float multiplication now clocks in at an almost
trivial 7 cycles maximum.  With unsigned magnitude & separate sign you have to micro-manage addition (subtract when the input signs differ) but it's
still significantly more efficient.  Zeros are generally constrained, but really large exponents aren't - I'm thinking of constraining them at the point of use /
storage.  I may switch to an offset exponent to facilitate this once I convert the other functions (EXP2_F, LOG2_F, etc.) to this format.

One thing I've finally got something of a handle on is the structuring of these functions.  Since this is very much "inner loop" code it must be brutally
minimized.  The optimal general form seems to be a series of quick tests / jumps that deal with zero inputs (zero is a denorm) and then sort out the
various treatment scenarios, with a final normalization.  Minimization of the longest path is the order of the day, so if code must be duplicated in the
various branches to do this then that's what you do.  As long as the other branches are shorter than the longest one then they're kosher, and they can easily
take care of output zeros, cleanup, etc. in the cycle slack they have.  It's very much the balancing out of a binary decision tree.



Above is the current ADD_F function which I'm testing now.  It's rather nuanced and took me almost two days to write!
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Christopher,

why there are no pictures (say, from the Playboy) on the walls  in your version?
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(^^^: yeah, one of my co-workers used to call me "perfessor" - though I don't feel my mental meaderings are really at that level...)

Floats...

Still thinking about floats, though it's winding down.  Had to really look into this feeling I was getting that there was some optimal representation for
both storage and calculation, but I now believe that feeling is groundless.  In fact, it is the differing needs of storage and calculation that make a single
optimally efficient float representation for both an unlikely prospect.  

If you implement floats in software you see a lot of the same stuff going on almost regardless of the function.  Zeros are denorms, so there's the checking
for input zeros and the handling of those special cases.  If there are two input values there may be some comparisons between them to pick the right path.
 Then there's the central function itself performed via iteration, polynomial, etc. The output often needs to be normalized, and if output zero is possible it
must be dealt with somehow (conceptually quite a tough nut in a fundamentally exponential representation).  Float packing and unpacking overhead can
take as much time as the algorithm itself, really slowing things down, so you either have special hardware do pretty much everything or nothing.  But
even though the steps for the various functions are very similar, they aren't completely similar, and this really complicates the floating point hardware.  

Floats are nasty but almost impossible to avoid.  And I'm in the position where I could actually add the hardware if I wanted to. The fact that an unpacked
float is composed of three values (sign, exponent, magnitude) makes any ALU or other specialized hardware that operates on them slow and problematic
from an I/O standpoint.  For example, adding two unpacked floats via hardware would require 6 writes and 3 reads, or 9 cycles minimum - whereas the
software approach takes ~19 cycles maximum.

So I believe the best software solution is to employ a float representation that is primarily efficient when it comes to calculation, and pack/unpack them
to/from memory if space is a problem.

Almost all algorithms operate on magnitude & sign separately, and this includes those which you might imagine would work better with natural 2's
complement I/O, such as addition and multiplication.  For instance, the addition of two non-negative numbers can overflow but not underflow, but
subtraction is the opposite.  At the start of all this I recall spending weeks looking for a division algorithm that would natively work on 2's complement
numbers, only to come up short.  I thought those who recommended the sign & magnitude approach (convert to unsigned, divide, restore the sign) were
possibly just being lazy, but that approach is actually most efficient and consistent with most (possibly all) other functional algorithms.

Anyway, one thing I believe I've resolved (for my stuff) is the representation of zero.  Doing it via a large negative exponent is the most correct
mathematically, but I'm going with a zero magnitude here.  The zero sign is out because it's redundant, and redundancy just means one more thing to
check and assign special case values to.  Several days of work for a minor tweak, I believe that's deep in diminishing returns territory.  I must say though
that this exercise has really expanded my fundamental understanding of numerical representation.  E.g.: one's complement is a very natural way to pack
the sign and magnitude, but it's a poor basis in which approach the calculation.  (Kind of hard to believe early computers actually used it for integer math,
the "wrap around carry" must be rather slow in hardware.)

=========

To more efficiently support float exponential calculations, I looked into adding a variable width signed saturation opcode to the Hive ALU.  A fixed
width saturation is doable in two clocks, but variable would probably need three clocks and would consume a fair amount of hardware.  Fixed could
either be 6 bit or 16 bit.  Saturating 6 bit values with fixed 16 bit hardware would require a left shift of 10, saturate, right signed shift of 10.  I'm kind of
leaning toward the 6 bit (to limit shift distance).  I also looked into removing the variable width sign extension to make room for an immediate saturation,
but realized it can be used to detect saturation.  And I also looked into hardware limiting the shift distances, but that's slow and not a panacea for all cases.
 Hmmm...

=========

Ran across an interesting 2014 article yesterday by Walter Bright (the author of D) on writing your own language: LINK.

Oooh, Mr. Bright is an interesting guy!  "I'll note here that working on stuff that I needed has fared quite a bit better than working on stuff that I was told
others need."  (link)  Almost nothing I've worked on for employers has even made it to market - not the way to spend one's life.
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"I did assembly in Z80 and 8080 processors back in the day because processors were slow and memory was expensive. Someone can know how to use
every opcode available but if they have poor logic their skills will not amount to much." - Christopher

I agree completely.  Digital/logical/arithmetic design is a deceptively deep art.  It's even trickier when you get to specify the opcodes.

"As you may remember I have been writing VBA code in Excel the last 18 months. You kind of put it down like some people put down Walmart.
Everything has its purpose."

VBA "works" but is clunky, verbose, and not fun at all (for me) to code in.  There are much "better" scripting languages out there, MS picked VBA for
whatever dull corporate reasons they do everything.  The suits are always killing any fun there is to be had.

And Walmart sucks! ;-)
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So I'm farting around with the floating point functions generated by the "Megawizard Plug-in Manager" in the FPGA tool (Quartus 9.1sp2).  This spits
out canned, pre-optimized verilog components, saving us the hard work of reinventing the wheel.  One can adjust the depth of the pipelining registers to
trade latency for speed.  To get the floating point add up to the processor core frequency (~200MHz) the logic has to be 13 clocks deep, which consumes
994 LEs (logic elements) and runs at 212.68MHz.  The floating point multiply must be at least 10 clocks deep, which consumes 364 LEs and runs at
224.57MHz.

The add needing ~3x the LEs of the multiply is partially a book keeping thing, as most of the "action" in the multiply is going on in the hardware
multipliers, which are attached to the block RAM elements rather than the LEs.  But it's also partially the reality of addition being more involved in terms
of float setup and teardown (one of the inputs must be shifted pre-add, and the add itself may actually be a subtract).  The core is currently < 3k LEs,
adding just the floating point add would increase this by 33%.  And the floating point multiply in software only takes 8 clocks max, which isn't terribly
onerous, so I'm not too inclined to add that either.

I don't think I'm at the point of increasing the Hive core pipeline depth to accommodate this kind of floating point hardware.  One could, I suppose,
supply the floating point inputs via the stacks and read the results via the register set interface.  This would give a bit of wrap-around in the core pipe and
another clock or two in which to perform the calculations.  No easy answers here, you can see why the floating point units in modern processor ALUs are
independent of the integer units.

Hardware Limiting of Shifts, Rotates, and Powers of 2
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Hardware Limiting of Shifts, Rotates, and Powers of 2

How to handle hardware shifts, rotates, and powers of 2 is something I've been hazy about from the git-go. The default I've gone with is to treat the shift
distance as modulo (bit mod 5 for unsigned powers of 2, and bit mod 6 for signed shifts and rotates) so everything wraps around at the shift distance
boundaries.  If you want hard limits then it's up to you to implement them in software.  I think this is actually OK for rotate, but not for the rest.

Now that I've got some assembly under my belt, I think it's probably best to hardware limit shifts and powers of 2.  Limiting unsigned left shift distance
values beyond -32 (which makes this a right shift) should clearly produce zero (for a 32 bit machine).  What about signed left shifts beyond -32?  If the
value being shifted is not negative then the answer is clearly the same (zero).  If the shifted value is negative then a signed left shift of -31 results in -1 or
-2, a shift of -32 gives -1, and so it seems we have our pick of -1 or zero.  What about unsigned left shifts beyond +31?  Well, given the binary value
100...000 a shift of +1 will give zero.  So zero results aren't all that unexpected even though we think of left shifts as multiplication (this is what always
gave me brain freeze).  Certainly from a logical perspective we would expect a zero result for a shift distance of +32 or more, so let's do that here.  And
since signed left shifts are no different than unsigned left shifts for a given positive shift distance, zero covers the signed left shift case too.

How about powers of 2, where we shift a single one a given distance left from the least significant position?  Using the criteria above for shift distances
greater than +31, the result should be zero.  For distances less than zero we might want to repeat the pattern, going from 100...000 (shift -1) down to
000...001 (shift -32), and then transition to a zero result for shift distances less than -32.  This allows us to manually implement right shifts and the like
via multiplication.

Is this "going to zero on both ends" the best approach to shifting?  Or should we simply limit (saturate) the input distance to the range [-32:31] which is
the natural range of the shift in binary?  Well, limiting the input shift value would happen at a timing pinch point in the multiplier logic, and it doesn't
cover cases beyond the limits.  And I think the "going to zero" is actually more correct in most scenarios, and the zero can be introduced (muxed in) at the
end of multiplication, so we have time to properly detect it.  Should one want the previous modulo behavior, one can make the input shift distance
modulo (via two shifts, or the sex/zex opcodes).  Saturating to [-32:31] would have been done manually, and the new hardware limits are outside of this,
so it won't behave differently with the limits in place.

Detecting out-of-range to zero is pretty easy, just bit reduction ORing of the bits [31:5] and bit reduction ANDing of the same.  Register these, then XOR
and pipe the result (for shifts and powers of 2 operations only) to the zero mux.

After implementing the above, I will most likely be removing the SEX, ZEX, and saturation opcodes.  The first two took up too much room and can be
replaced with double shifts, the latter will be rendered largely moot.  SEX and ZEX kinda bugged me in that the input parameter was a bit position rather
than a bit width, so good riddance to them from that angle as well.

[EDIT] With these changes the floating point add is down to 14 cycles max. as I don't believe zero inputs need to be singled out for special handling.

Byte Me!
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Byte Me!

I'm fairly happy with the opcode encode / decode packing at this point, but I really don't like how cumbersome it is to do byte read & write operations.
 And it would be nice to have a bit more granularity when it comes to opcode width.  The choices at this point are 32 bit (for a/b comparison 16 bit
jumps) and 16 bit (everything else) opcodes.  (16 & 32 width is actually an ARM thing as well.)

It seems the siren song of byte-based memory access is pulling me onto the rocks.  First things first, I modified Hive main memory to be byte-based
rather than 16-bit based (i.e. the address indexes bytes).  This required the installation of full byte barrel shifters at the I/O ports, where there were partial
barrel shifters already.  This slowed things down a bit and added a bit of bloat.  It also cut the memory space and relative jump distances in half (good
reasons not to do this!).

Now I'm looking at how this might shake out in terms of opcode changes.  It will probably make code less efficient (more program space required for the
same functionality) but it vastly increases the space and make the decode simpler.  It can make assembly coding a bit easier as well with more inherent
moves incorporated into the functionality.  I'm thinking of just four types of opcodes:



1. 0 operand, 16 bits: [15:8] operation; [7:0] immediate for things like selection of stack for pop, unconditional jump distance.

2. 2 operand, 16 bits: [15:8] operation; [7:4] stack B select; [3:0] stack A select.  The vast majority of ops.

3. 2 operand, 24 bits: [23:16] immediate; [15:8] operation; [7:4] stack B select; [3:0] stack A select.  Stuff that needs a 5, 6, or 8 bit immediate, including
rotates, adds, multiplies, and conditional jumps.

4. 2 operand, 32 bits: [31:16] immediate; [15:8] operation; [7:4] stack B select; [3:0] stack A select.  For conditional jumps.

Not the most efficient packing, but there aren't various width immediates all over the place, just 8 bits located in the least significant byte position, or
8/16 bits at the most significant position.  This also allows for B indexing of registers, and non-indexed memory access (which were a couple of other
things that were bothering me a little).

Modifying the hardware (SV code) should be fairly straightforward.  Modifying the simulator and assembler will probably be a bear, but I've got to do it
in order to test the hardware.

This will be little-endian of course, big-ending is asinine.  (I don't care how many people say it's moot, it ain't.  ARM actually has a big/little endian
hardware switch in one of the config registers - which is just one more setting to forget and break everything for days - isn't software supposedly the
malleable thing in this hot mess?)

You may notice that there are no 8 bit opcodes.  Other than things like NOP (no operation) I couldn't come up with a justification for this category
intruding on the decode of the other categories.
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The SV code has been edited for byte access, but other than lacking compile errors it's unverified.  So I'm now pawing through the C++ simulator /
assembler code in order to get it to generate valid assembly for the SV verification.

The C++ code is fairly ad-hock, so it's a chore.  I'm taking this opportunity to clean it up and test drive a couple of the containers built-in to the standard
library.  Using string vectors and string streams relieves me of having to test for out-of-bounds array indices, and makes token parsing a snap.  With these
I've implemented the HAL comment / code split and pre-processing subroutines, and they seem to be working fine.  Employing temporary text files as
intermediate containers here is super handy.

The tokenization that takes place before the pre-processing is called "lexing" and I've implemented it by checking each character to make sure it is part of
the language (some characters are not valid text, numbers, nor symbols), adding space around symbols, and then removing excess space within various
constructs to ease downstream parsing.  For instance, the label "LBL[0x56]" becomes "lbl [ 0x56 ]" and deflated/tokenized to "lbl[", "0x56", "]" (without
the quotes and commas) which is straightforward to parse.

Now I'm at the point of dealing with label processing, and am considering using a map container to associate labels with addresses.  This opens up the
opportunity to associate random user-defined text labels with data and addresses.  I'm currently using the syntax "LBL[#]" with a unique number for '#'
for labels, but it would be nice to instead use more human readable constant, variable, and function names. This would undoubtedly require more
bookkeeping, but perhaps not all that much more.  Some form of typing seems necessary to fix the widths of numerical values.  This would blend
together the label and literal syntaxes.  (Literal syntax is now "LIT[#A, #B] where #A = {1, 2, 4} or the byte width; and #B = the literal count - so
multiplying them together gives the bytes consumed by, or the jump distance over, the literal field.) 

It's weird how whole language mechanisms just jump out when one is merely busy with the nuts and bolts.  I can see how people end up writing
compilers for a living, it's quite interesting boiling down a complex process into a gauntlet of simple transformations.  There are many ways to "solve"
this sort of thing, and the generalizing that goes on during the implementation can inspire the language itself.
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"I showed you my path to wealth which could have financed your project but it is gone now, you may have been distracted by the trees."

I appreciate that, but at this point even a guaranteed get-rich-quick scheme is a distraction.  I'm not rich but I've got enough money.

"Some day when you are tired the two great walls to climb, in front of you, will be packaging and marketing."

Yes, not exactly looking forward to that.  One of the few things I miss about working for a large company is the way other departments would handle
physical design, manufacturing, and sales.

 

Variables and Pointers
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Variables and Pointers

At it's most basic and mechanical, programming is assigning data values to memory slots.  Memory slots are consecutively numbered from zero, and this
numbering is the address.  Addresses are obviously unique, and an address can hold any data value. Addresses are generally full-width (i.e. 32 bits wide
in a 32 bit machine) but the value at the memory address can span one or more address slots, be signed or unsigned, etc.  In other words data is "typed" or
needs extra information to properly evaluate it.

Programming languages support names that are convenient aliases for constant and variable data values, which may or may not exist at actual memory
addresses.  Opcode (processor instruction) data is inferred from the code.  Data may be used to statically size constructs like arrays, and in this case serve
more as a build parameter that gets removed at compile time.  Data may make it through compilation and remain fixed (a constant) or it may be changed



during run time (a variable).  Data may exist in memory, or may only "live" for a time in processor registers.  Data values in memory may be indexed by
the address, immediate (contained in the opcode), or in-line literals (following the opcode).

The C language is something of an odd man out in that it has pointers and allows limited math to be performed on them.  Pointers are just alias names for
address values.  Even though addresses are full-width, pointers are typed - why?  So that it's clear what kind of data is being pointed to, and how to do
math on the address.  Pointers can also be the address of a subroutine or function, and in that case are typed according to the return value.

Say we want an integer variable in C named "d":

  int d;  // create int

We can assign it the value 5:

  d = 5;  // assign data

The address at this point is implicit, and we often don't care what it is.

We can create a pointer named "a" with the star:

  int * a;  // create pointer to int

We can assign it the address of d with the ampersand:

  a = &d;  // assign address

If we want the data of the thing pointed to we again use the star:

  * a  // dereference

which is equal to 5.

So we can define a variable name or pointer name without assigning them address nor data, nor even linking them, which is kind of interesting.

Array names are actually pointers, and demonstrate one use of pointer math:

  int b[4];  // create array of 4 ints

Here "b" is a pointer to an int.  We can assign a value to one element via indexing:

  b[2] = 6;  // assign data

Or via pointer math:

  *(b + 2) = 6;  // assign data

When we pass an array to a function we're actually passing it the address of the array, so the array contents can be changed by the function!
 Presumably this was done to limit needless copying large structures when calling functions, but it's a coding hazard.

I can see where they came from, and how they might be used, but I've never liked pointers in C and have avoided them as much as possible.  For one
thing I find the choice of syntax confusing.  Why didn't they use @ instead of star?  Maybe use the ampersand for declaration?  Having pointers running
around uncoupled seems dangerous, and mechanisms such as scoping can cause decoupling.  Indeed, the use of pointers in C++ is discouraged.  One blog
comment I read recently stated that modern control structures (if, then, else, while, etc.) have made code more readable and have largely eliminated the
need for GOTO and the like, which are too wide open and unstructured.  And the object oriented approach has done the same for data structures, largely
eliminating the need for pointers. 

I discuss the above because I'm still grappling with how to deal with pointer syntax in my HAL assembly language.  Really I just need a way to reserve,
initialize, and link to a section of memory, and I already have this, but I'm looking to better integrate it into the assembly process.  Looking at other
assembly languages doesn't help much because they tend to be clunky and super low-level, with really arcane syntax.

Pointer Syntax
dewster 6/15/2017 1:10:11 PM [1234]

Pointer Syntax

There's a lot of shorthand going on in the syntax of programming languages.  Terse languages make for easier typing, but this can kind of obscure what is
going on.  Some shorthand going on with C arrays is that reference to the naked array name is to the base pointer, or address of the first element of the
array.  Reference to the indexed array name is to the data in the array:

  int a[3];  // array of ints

  a = 0xf5;  // set value of base address

  a[2] = 7;  // set value of data at location 2

This is kind of odd because you might think that putting braces on a pointer would give you an array of pointers, rather than an array of data with a
pointer to the first element.

I've decided to adopt this type of array / pointer syntax for HAL labels, with an '@' at the head to aid parsing, and sizing via the assignment statement
rather than via typing:



  @thd_0 := 0xd56a  // declare label and assign address

  @thd_0[4] :b= {1, 0}  // reserve 4 bytes, initialize to 1, 0, 0, 0

The first step above isn't necessary, if it's omitted then the label address is implicit.  Here is an example of the style in a subroutine:

This provides for handy descriptive naming of subroutine labels, as well as very welcomed ad-hoc "scoping" of the label name space within.  My
previous labels took the form "LBL[#]" with unique numbering, and I found myself wasting a lot of time micromanaging the global assignment /
sequencing of those numbers.  I plan on using the C++ "unordered_map" to handle label value lookup during assembly.

dewster 6/22/2017 11:38:12 PM [1235]

Went through and really cleaned up the assembly language interpreter C++ code.  What I've been calling the "tokenizer" is generally known in the
parlance as a "lexer".  Played around with alternate methods to recognize multi-character operators but fell back to what I was doing in the first place,
which is to put spaces around symbols, tokenize (based on spaces), and then re-clump recognized sequences of operators back to single tokens.  So the
assembly:

  @sin P3:=1<<24

gets "puffed up" (and lower cased) to:

  @  sin  p3  :  =  1  <  <  24

Next the two sequences ":   =" and "<  <" are recognized and reclumped back together:

  @ sin p3 := 1 << 24

It bothers me a little that this kind of operator spacing is thus allowed in the language itself, but it's so brain dead simple to puff and clump that it's hard
not to do it this way.  (Clumping is done with the longest sequences recognized and reclumped first, then the next longest, etc. so as not to confuse
subsets of similar longer sequences for the shorter ones.  And the minus symbol in front of number is somewhat problematic regardless - is it an operator
or a sign?)

I'm using a standard library <vector> of strings to hold the tokens, and a stringstream type to do the tokenizing, which works really well.  Using the
unordered_map to do the label processing is also working like a champ, now my labels are much more descriptive and useful, and much less fiddly in
terms of assignment naming.

At the point now where the rest of the simulator code could use a good rogering.  I'm thinking of pulling out all the features I'm not using in order to
make it easier to maintain.  With an assembly language I'm not going to write code in the sim anymore, so I can get rid of all the editing functions
including the undo system.  The core sim logic is based on object oriented modules, a situation which is rather cumbersome and confusing to clock.
 Thinking of going with a two phase clock to each module, with the "lo" clock evaluating the async logic, and the "hi" clock updating the synchronous
(flop) values.  If I made all module inputs async and all outputs sync, this would remove all possible race conditions when hooking it all together, and
things could be clocked in any order, even multiple times (lo or hi) without harm.  Like the cha-cha of a clock escapement.

dewster 7/2/2017 6:27:31 PM [1236]

Still at it, doing the general re-write of the assembler and sim code.  Not at the sim point yet, but the assembler code is largely done.  I've got it kicking
out a text file that includes the address, the code length, the code as hex and a disassembled version of it, and a literal flag.  It also kicks out the associated
assembly source file line number, a super useful bit of info.  You can get significant debugging of the whole shebang accomplished by comparing the
assembly source, this generated file, and the SV simulation of it.

The switch to byte addressing is making me look at and reconsider a lot of things.  I realize I've slowly slouched up to a variable width opcode with no
desire nor intention of going there at all.  The NOP (no operation) is now 1 byte, one and two operand ops are 2 bytes, one and two operand ops with an
immediate value are 3 bytes, and immediate jumps are 2, 3, and 4 bytes.  Literals can be thought of as 3, 4, and 6 bytes (if you count the jump over the

http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/unordered_map-in-stl-and-its-applications/


memory port read).  Variable width is good in that it is a form of compression, but bad in that it is more difficult to know what you're looking at in a
memory dump, and calculating things like jump distances gets a lot trickier (though the use of assembly labels eliminates much of the guesswork).  My
old sim would go through memory and flag things that were literal values and, while it never gave me any trouble, I don't think that was actually a valid
thing to do.  I now use the literal information directly from the assembly process and store it in the memory module (the software version of it, not the
hardware).  Probably the best part of variable width instructions is they give the designer much greater freedom to do "what if" opcode explorations
without worrying too much about shoehorning the new instructions into the opcode space.  I wish I'd realized this a long time ago as much of my time
has been spent just getting things to fit in the limited 16 bit space.

I've shuffled the basic opcode itself to have the operation byte located in the least significant byte position.  The next byte up consists of the two stack
select nibbles (in the case of unconditional jump +127/-128 it is the immediate jump distance).  The next byte or bytes up form an 8 or 16 bit immediate
value.  This utilizes the full 32 bit width of the memory opcode read port.  Placing the operation byte in the LSB keeps me from being tempted to use
portions of it as immediate, but makes for an unconventional numerical ordering of the operations (they aren't grouped by simple arithmetic value
anymore) and I suspect this may be one of the reasons processor designers pick big-endian for their architectures?  I've long though that big endian was
an attempt to make things ordered in memory more like the way we read and write numbers, rather than a desire for elegant design.

Anyway, lots of work to get back to where I was a couple of months ago, and I'm not there yet.

Conjoined Twin Separation Surgery
dewster 7/14/2017 11:00:40 PM [1237]

Conjoined Twin Separation Surgery

For the new sim code I decided to break the centralized opcode decoder into localized pieces.  Routing the opcode itself through a pipe rather than
decoded signals through their own separate pipes seems more straightforward, though it's harder to see the entire decode at a glance.  This got me
thinking something similar might work for the SystemVerilog code (which describes the actual processor hardware).  So today I split the opcode decode
in two, one side for the control ring and the other side for the data ring.  Whew!  I had to examine the code for hours before I began the repartition, and
made sure I had a day free so I didn't miss critical details during the process.  The surgery is done, and the core is back to building and passing
verification, so tomorrow I'll rearrange the register set logic.  Then it's back to the sim rewrite.

This exercise has cut many connections between control and data logic, and has brought resolution to many trivial signal "ownership" issues that have
nagged me for years.  The design is much cleaner now.

dewster 7/19/2017 8:53:09 PM [1238]

Programming languages (PLs) are so weird (to me).  Hardware description languages (HDLs) make much more sense (to me) but I suppose that's because
they are closer to the metal, and are used by hardware people who are fairly forced to be practical.  

One thing HDLs really get right is bit manipulation (signals are indexed bit vectors), which is generally rather cumbersome in PLs (shifting and
masking).  A direct fallout of this is trivially easy concatenation and separation of sub signals in HDLs.

Another thing HDLs totally nail is signal assignment ownership.  Unless the signal is a tri-state bus (unusual in HDL code, and often not even actually
real in the hardware if not at a pin) there can only be one assignment driver.  Multiple drivers in PL code are trivial to do, and are likely a huge source of
bugs.  PLs try to mitigate this through object oriented design, where objects "own" their local signals, which are manipulated via a local functions, thus
"hiding" things and presenting a simplified interface to the rest of the code base. It's not a bad approach, and HDLs do something very similar with
componentization.  But object oriented PLs kind of fail when it comes to actually exposing information in a useful manner.  In C++ there is no simple
"read-only" mode for local state holders (you can approximate this by making a billion trivial functions to access the local information), whereas in
HDLs output signals are by definition read-only externally, and input signals are read-only internally.  

HDLs also directly support multiple return values from functions (i.e. components) but this is awkward to do in many PLs.

With all the smart technical people working with and on PLs it's a mystery to me why most of them suck so badly, and are such a poor fit to describing
and solving everyday technical problems.  When coders get together and talk about high-level concepts, the shoddy, fairly unmoored base of their
implementations never seems to come up.  It's all lambdas, iterators, namespace pollution (prepending std:: to literally everything and making the code
generally much less readable), and other (IMO) BS. 

=============

My rant above is precipitated by the sim work I'm doing in C++.  Beyond dealing with and modeling the synchronous aspects of the HDL, I'm running
into gobs of "ownership" situations that don't have clear object oriented solutions.  Even though Hive has relatively little state compared to other 32 bit
processors, with 8 threads there are a fair number of global state holders that must be readable by much of the logic.  Globals (like gotos) are considered
harmful, but most of the harmful is due to possible multiple drivers.  Every fiber of my being is squealing, but I'm finding it easiest to construct a big core
processor class, with all of the state holders just sitting there, and all the functions that operate on them as member functions.  That's a big gob of state
and a gigantic gob of member functions, with the rampant opportunity to accidentally back drive signals, but oh well.  (I tried using "constant" in many of
the functional input values, but this massively slowed down program execution, presumably due to unnecessary copying of arrays and such - ??? - the
compiler doesn't seem smart enough to handle rational and routine types of needs).

Previously I had a thread class that got instantiated as 8 objects, but it wasn't synchronous and so relied too heavily on order of evaluation to fake the
synchronous updating aspects.  It worked, but before every modification I had to study it for a week, particularly when tinkering with the register set
(where all the threads could interact).

=============

[EDIT] I've since discovered the C++ "bitset" library which indexes the bits in an int and such.  This may make the register set easier to implement.  And
I'm back to using class objects for the main memory and stacks, but with only public elements, as this makes the name referencing of object data and
functions more uniform.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Considered_harmful


dewster 8/2/2017 4:54:03 PM [1239]

Got the last of the core sim code mostly written yesterday - it compiles but (except for the HAL assembly/disassembly functions) is largely untested.  The
toughest part was the register set, particularly the interrupt register logic.  This logic is a single layer of flops with feedback and write precedence, which
makes it extra tricky.  Feed-forward would have been more tractable, but the read and write operations have to happen in a timely fashion in order to fit
with the rest of the pipeline timing.  The C++ "bitset" data type was useful, and I was able to "hide" the asynchronous signals inside the clocking
functions via old school "static" means.  The code is definitely cleaner, but it remains more difficult to follow than I would like.  I actually ended up
modifying the System Verilog interrupt code as part of this exercise - it was implemented as a bit-slice component in a generate loop, and it is now
natively parallel via a more conventional loop.  Writing a simulator in a different language gives one fresh insights into the original design, and forces
one to revisit and verify many of the critical aspects.

So now it's on to the simulator I/O.  I'll still be doing it as text in the XP console, but am considering leaving out many of the features that I never really
utilized in the old sim, such as the main memory grid display, the stacks memory display, memory editing functions, command line recall (~doskey), and
operation history display.  One main screen that shows the state of one thread, including a bit of stack depth and the register set contents, would likely be
sufficient.  I never really look at the individual opcode field decodes either, and instead rely on the disassembly to follow what's going on.

dewster 8/7/2017 4:16:12 AM [1240]

Got the core running a couple of days ago and added enough visibility (mostly stack state) to debug it today.  Just got the last thread to pass verification a
couple of minutes ago (thread 4, the one that performs stack and stack error testing).  Found a couple of bugs in the verification software because of my
decision to make stack errors and reporting of them sticky.  Verification really should be done in as many ways as possible, and making a working model
of the processor is a great way to do that, as well as making very necessary tooling.

Now to add a few other bells and such to make it a full-fledged simulation environment, but not too much.  I suppose the reason I needed to do a re-write
from the ground up was because the complexity all the features in the old sim caused the code to be fairly opaque to modification.  That, and I have this
negative thing for code that I'm not so familiar with - even if it's my own code and I've grown distant from it due to time passing - where I tend to think
the writer was a total moron - LOL!.  I'm an inverse Will Rogers because I rarely meet code I like.

Trying to squeeze as much coding in before I leave on the usual family vacation, which this year is at Stokes State Parke in SC where, weather
permitting, we will be able to view the solar eclipse in totality.  I saw a partial eclipse in Michigan when I was a wee budding engineer, via a telescope
projecting onto a white piece of paper in a box.

Currently reading "One Jump Ahead: Challenging Human Supremacy in Checkers" by Jonathan Schaeffer.  He basically solved checkers, and the book is
quite an interesting read, provided you care at least somewhat about computing and/or checkers.  His determination seems to have ruined his marriage,
which is always something of a cautionary tale (and one that can be interpreted from various angles).  Every time I think the way I spend my life is kinda
weird I think about those who have acting as a profession, and feel a bit less out there (though I very much appreciate what they do).  Books like this one
help too, there's no substitute for obsession.

dewster 8/8/2017 6:09:32 PM [1241]

Thought you might like to see the sim so far:

The listing for thread 7 is above, at lower left is the register set (with only the basic core registers shown, none of the Theremin registers), at lower center
is the stacks status for thread 7, and at lower right is some info / sim status.  I'll probably swap the register and info views to make room to view more
registers on the lower right with the command line on the lower left.

In the listing display, the "BYT", "LIT", and "LINE" columns are new, they show how many bytes are in the opcode, whether the opcode is a literal or
not, and what line in the sourcecode the opcode came from (extremely useful).  Note the explicitly variable lengths in the opcode column now.

https://www.amazon.com/One-Jump-Ahead-Computer-Perfection/dp/0387765751


The command line code isn't implemented yet (only doing single key stuff at the moment to prove the core and display) and I'm not sure if there will be
any screens other than this one because I want to keep it really simple.  For the current single key stuff (which will likely change somewhat) the number
keys select the thread to display, the 'c' key does one clock, the spacebar does 8 clocks, the 'h', 'u', and 'i' keys pick the display radix, and the 'q' key quits
the sim.  I need ways to interact with the UART FIFOs, GPIO, and SPI; load a different *.hal file; issue core clear and external interrupts; and page/scroll
through the memory listing display without execution.  (I wish IBM had started the function key numbering at F0 rather than F1...)

The new sim snags pertinent state info for each thread when it crosses from stage 7 to stage 0 in the pipeline.  This way the state info remains stable
throughout an 8 clock thread cycle for display purposes.  In the old sim the displayed state was dependent on the stage you were viewing, which was
realistic, but cumbersome and a little confusing - after changing the thread view I usually had to do several single clocks to get past stage 5 where the
fetch happens in order to see the next state.

===========

[EDIT] Wow, this thread got ~500 views in 24 hours.  Kind of hard to believe there are that many people in the world, much less visit here, with the
intersecting interests of Theremins and soft processors.  Bots?  Web page scraping?

dewster 8/11/2017 3:27:45 PM [1242]

Not a lot of visual change, but it all of the essential features are implemented and seem to be working:

I swapped the register and info views to make room to view more registers on the lower right with the command line on the lower left.  The Theremin
registers aren't here, I will add them later, and may make them an executable command line option so that others who want to use the Hive core won't be
bothered by them.

Doing 800,000 verification cycles (as seen on the command line at the lower left) takes 94 seconds of real time on my PC (AMD Athlon II X2 250, XP
SP3). 800,000 cy / 94 sec = 8.5 kHz, and this is the per thread rate.  The core clock rate is 8 times this, or 68 kHz.  The FPGA hardware runs over 180
MHz, so the C++ sim is is a couple of thousand times slower than the hardware, which really isn't too shabby.  

Ten times the cycles (8,000,000) in the old sim take 81 seconds, so the new sim is roughly 12x slower than the old.  I haven't done any profiling, but I
imagine the slowdown is due to data moving through the pipelines in a more realistic manner, with double the representation for clocking (asynchronous
& registered).  Whatever, it's going to be easier to maintain the new sim code, and it's likely fast enough for what I need to do.  Sort of ironic that the
things you do to speed up the hardware implementation slow down the software representation.

One nifty feature I added to the sim last night is a cleared screen which shows the verbose results of the HAL assembly process to memory, with a "hit
any key" pause to read them.  Today I added a MIF file write command which kicks out the FPGA config files. Together these features largely obviate
the need for a stand-alone assembler.

(Will be going on vacation for a couple of weeks starting Sunday, so light to no posting in the interim.)

ILYA 8/11/2017 7:03:41 PM [1243]

Have a good vacation Dewster! Dont forget about TW!

dewster 8/11/2017 10:38:27 PM [1245]

"Have a good vacation Dewster! Dont forget about TW!" - ILYA

Thanks ILYA, I won't forget!



"Coding is not like riding a bike or the nasty, walk away for two weeks and it takes precious time to get the brain synapses fired up again. Have fun and
we will not worry if you found paradise and do not come back." - Christopher

That's the truth!  The main reason to code as simply and directly as possible.  I had this bad feeling when coding the initial sim (as an exercise in
OOP) that I should have instead been doing so with as much fidelity to the hardware as possible.  Ah well, a rewrite was probably called for at this point
anyway.  Leaving every possible option out and combining / simplifying those that remained is something you can only do more or less correctly in a
later pass.  At the time of the initial sim I didn't know that I'd be implementing an assembly language down the road (I did everything I could to avoid it,
but it makes too much sense in the developmental flow of things) so there were a bunch of editing options I was able to remove this pass.

dewster 9/3/2017 8:10:37 PM [1246]

Back from vacation, had a great view of the solar eclipse when we were at Table Rock state park in South Carolina as it was in the path of totality.  This
was my first total eclipse, and I must say it was every bit as amazing looking as any photo I've seen, like a black fireball in the sky.  It got really dark out,
but not as dark as I expected.

Had a few ideas while I was away and am finally getting around to implementing them.  The main one was to make encoding of the opcodes more
orthogonal.  Now that Hive is byte addressed and opcodes are a variable 1 to 4 bytes in length, all the pressure is off in terms of fitting everything into a
fixed width field.  Which paradoxically somewhat confounds my thought processes as I've been working in a very constrained design space for so long
I'm finding it difficult to change gears. Freedom overspill.

Anyway, I moved the opcodes around in the encode space so that those with 8 bit immediate values, those with 16 bit immediate values, and the versions
of these without immediate values are now simple offsets of each other.  Doing so expanded the number of immediate add, subtract, and multiply
operations to 4 each (1 normal and 3 extended) for each immediate size, which is fine and essentially free.  

I can't seem to put the issue of the inclusion or removal of the unconditional jump with 8 bit immediate to bed - every time I talk myself into excluding it
I find myself arguing the other side and putting it back in, and vice-versa in an endless loop.  The immediate field as a signed binary value is non-
standard (re-use of the stack selects, though this is used one-hot for stack pop and clear opcodes) and there is no 16 bit immediate version, but it has some
utility.  In my command line code I count around 28 instances of it in 930 lines of code.  Another idea I implemented was code statistics reporting from
the assembly process:

******************************************** 
* HIVE HAL Assembler : Core Version 0x1106 * 
********************************************

HAL lines   : 930 
Label passes: 3

OP bytes    : 1887 
OP count    : 684 
OP avg      : 2.75877 
OP %        : 11.5173

LIT bytes   : 3528 
LIT count   : 1047 
LIT avg     : 3.36963 
LIT %       : 21.5332

TOTAL bytes : 5415 
TOTAL %     : 33.0505

Elapsed time: 0.182085s

********************* 
* Exiting Assembler * 
*********************

In the absence of an unconditional im8 jump, a conditional im8 jump is automatically substituted with the condition (s0 == s0) which is always true even
if the stack is empty or otherwise uninitialized.  Both have the same execution time, but the conditional version consumes another byte, so this comes
down to a matter of storage efficiency.  If 28 instances in this code is anywhere near the norm (who can say?) then we're saving 28 bytes in 5415 bytes
total, which is roughly 0.5%.  So I'm rather inclined to drop it.  And tomorrow I'll come up with an even better argument to keep it, LOL!

I'm also considering adding unsigned conditional testing, but that's about it for my new ideas.  Really hope I'm at the scraping the bottom stage as I'm
quite anxious to get back to real SW and Theremin work.

ILYA 9/4/2017 5:02:46 PM [1247]

welcome back dewster! 
Relation of the moon with the theremin? There is nothing easier!

https://vimeo.com/72196271


(idea of Dmitry Gurovitch, implementation by our member Valery)

 

dewster 9/5/2017 1:36:22 PM [1248]

Hi ILYA!  Wow, is that a Theremin?  If so, I've had similar thoughts as to that physical design, except mine would be a straight tube with square cross
section, mounted at an angle to put the pitch end high and the volume end low.  This puts the controls at a good height for seeing / manipulating them, but
they unfortunately also get angled.

(Found this crazy page when Googling for that image.)

======

Changing the SV according to my previous post was fairly quick and straightforward, and it doesn't seem to have broken anything. Changing the
assembler / sim is proving to be more involved. I'm looking into more intelligent parsing steps to get it done.  The usual suspect is the minus sign which
can be either an operator or a negative sign.  Read an interesting comment to an article over on Hacker News where the person was talking about a
"micro compiling" workshop technique, where the input is changed slightly to something intermediate but closer to what you want and then output, with
40 or more steps in a chain of these transformations.  This makes a lot of sense as the total transformation is very difficult for the brain to take on at once;
much more tractable implemented as baby steps.

ILYA 9/5/2017 3:29:32 PM [1249]

"is that a Theremin?  "

yea,  based on the assembled EW pcb .

https://translate.google.ru/translate?sl=ru&tl=en&js=y&prev=_t&hl=ru&ie=UTF-8&u=https%3A%2F%2Fjazzpeople.ru%2Fjazz-in-faces%2Fdmitriy-
gurovich-termenvoks-luna%2F&edit-text=

 

dewster 9/13/2017 10:54:02 PM [1250]

Lots of work done on Hive, the assembly language HAL, and the Hive simulator in the last week or so. 

Instead of getting rid of the unconditional jump with immediate byte distance, I decided to embrace it and add 16 and 24 bit versions - don't want to
waste any memory access bandwidth opportunities.  In the assembler I removed the remaining "clumping" as the "puffing" step that comes before it is a
surgical insertion of spaces now that doesn't require much post fiddling with to tokenize and parse.  I added OP_HLT which is a halt operation that is a
one byte infinite loop - this is for convenience as it keeps me from having to declare self labels to jump to.  I also added more jump conditionals,
unsigned less than and unsigned not less than, as well as odd and not odd.  This brings the single operand conditional count to 6, and the two operand
conditional count also to 6, and the comparison syntax is now signed / unsigned where necessary to disambiguate (<s, <u, !<s, !<u).  Once again, the bit
reduction operations return 0 and 1, rather than 0 and -1, which I've realized is more in line with C bools (in terms of adding a bool to an int, and bool bit
vectors).  The mixed signed and unsigned add, subtract, and multiply now are US (unsigned, signed) rather than SU (signed, unsigned), which is easier to
think about and perhaps more useful when the sign of the thing operating on the unsigned thing isn't known (i.e. a variable in a register).  It took years for
the dust to settle on most of these final issues in my brain (and it may unsettle at any point!).

Spend most of yesterday editing the verification assembly code, the sim and FPGA version check out OK.  The FPGA place and route has difficulty
making 190MHz now, which isn't terribly surprising.  The logic element count is just over 3k so it hasn't grown significantly.

Getting tapped out (I hope!) on processor ideas to try, so I'm going back to algorithm polishing with the new opcodes and my 3 term float type (sign,
mag, exp).  Then back to Theremin prototyping stuff.  Gotta do a major update on the Hive design doc at some point too (hopefully in the form of a book
someday).

Processor design is like solving a gigantic, indistinct crossword.  You slowly fill in a few things here and there, and end up erasing a lot of it, but the more
you do the more the momentum builds and the faster it goes, though the overall rate is glacially slow.  It's certainly the biggest puzzle I've ever worked
on, with only the vaguest of clues at the outset.  Aside from attempting some new overall architecture (the main reason to do it in the first place), a
major part of it is deciding on the set of basic operations you want / need to include, and you can only get a feel for this after you've designed a processor

http://www.thereminworld.com/user/details/Valery
https://www.pinterest.com/fadeievs/photo/
https://translate.google.ru/translate?sl=ru&tl=en&js=y&prev=_t&hl=ru&ie=UTF-8&u=https%3A%2F%2Fjazzpeople.ru%2Fjazz-in-faces%2Fdmitriy-gurovich-termenvoks-luna%2F&edit-text=


of some sort and programmed it to do mathy stuff, which is quite involved on its own.  And any significant programming activity like this pretty much
requires an assembly language, so you're on the hook for that, as well as some form of efficient simulation.  

The thrust of hardware description languages like SV is to cover two distinctly different "modes": 1) code that describes hardware, and 2) code that
verifies that description (test bench implementation).  But, as painful as it is, I must say that describing the design in two different languages (SV & C++)
is incredibly valuable from several standpoints.  One form tends to catch logical errors in the other form so verification is strongly aided, and looking at
the design from different angles helps to gain general insight which directly leads to improvements in the design.  And the C++ version can be used to
make a full featured simulator and process the assembly language, so it's not wasted effort.

32/16/8 Float
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32/16/8 Float

I'm going through my various floating point math subroutines and optimizing them for the unpacked float type under consideration. The float consists of
a 32 bit unsigned normalized (MSb=1) magnitude with decimal place to the left of the MSb, a 16 bit signed non-offset exponent (power of 2), and an 8
bit sign (1 or -1), all stored in separate processor registers / memory slots.  Forcing the output of these subroutines to produce normalized results, plus a
very well defined non-norm zero (MAG=0, EXP=-0x8FFF, SGN=1) means a lot of the up-front processing can be removed.  I'm hoping that allowing the
exponent to "roam free" in the 32 bit space (in calculations between memory storage and retrieval) will reduce the cycles needed to implement the math I
need to do, and I have a specific "lim_f" subroutine that reigns it back in to 16 bits when desired (7 cycles max).  Floating point multiplication now takes
8 cycles max, and floating point addition takes 16 cycles max.  I wrote functions that convert floats to / from signed ints, and they take 9 and 8 cycles
max., respectively.  Onward and upward!

Strong Typing
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Strong Typing

One way programming languages are characterized is by how strongly typed they are.  Typing is a way of assigning a label to a constant or variable so
that operations on it (arithmetic, logical, storage, printing, etc.) automatically behave a certain way.  Common types are (signed) ints, unsigned ints,
floats, characters, etc.  (One horrible thing about early C is the vagueness of the bit width specified by the common types of int, long, etc. as well as
modulo behavior.  You often desire a certain modulo along with the natural behavior of it under 2's complement operations, and indeed newer extensions
to C++ have explicit width types such as int32_t, uint32_t, etc.)

Typing is an interesting way to automate things, but you often need to override the default action, and this is done through casting, which syntactically
uses the type as a sort of function.  For example, int32_t(x) returns the signed 32 bit int representation of x.  Often the value returned isn't different, only
the type label has been changed so that it gets operated on as expected for that type.  (Another horrible thing about C is the way it handles signed
functions, where all inputs have to be signed for the signed operation to be employed, otherwise the operation is unsigned, which leads to all kinds of
unexpected error situations.)

I get the typing thing for bit width, but not so much for signed behavior.  It seems to me that the operation rather than data should be typed, and this is
what I do in my assembly language.  Less than comparisons between variables are also typed (using signed or unsigned subtract, equality is sign neutral,
less than comparisons to zero are always signed).

==========

Still working on the basic math subroutines.  EXP2_F is done (35 cycles max) and I thought LOG2_F was wrapped up but now I'm seeing some wasted
headroom opportunities in the polynomial coefficients.  I could improve the error by 1/2 bit or so worst case, but it might take days to tune the thing.
 Same issue with the float version of COS.  There seems to be more headroom available in the COS polynomial vs. the SIN polynomial, another reason to
use COS as the basis for both.

This stuff can be fairly complex at the algorithmic level, and incredibly nuanced at the numeric level.  One thing that's really paying off is the hardware
limiting of shifts, that alone massively cleaned up the EXP2_F code.

==========

In the processor I removed all the mixed signed / unsigned ops and installed a "reverse subtract" op.  Add, multiply, and, or, xor - none of these care about
operand order, but subtract does.  The reverse version swaps (commutes) the operands.  This shaves off an instruction or two here and there, particularly
for the immediate ops, not sure if it will stay.

Algorithms
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Algorithms

If anyone is interested in my latest Hive math algorithms, I put a spreadsheet describing them here:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/9o1e1r879g9vtpw/HIVE_algorithms_2017-09-28.xls

http://www.mediafire.com/file/9o1e1r879g9vtpw/HIVE_algorithms_2017-09-28.xls


I've test-benched each one, they're all polished up and ready to go.  It really helps to work out the algorithms in something interactive like Excel, you get
a lot of insight by actually seeing what's going on at each step.  Coding them up in HAL and watching them run in the simulator is also quite informative.
 And of course the results of both should match exactly.

==========

# include <filename>

The best way to maintain these algorithms is to have a single copy in a file somewhere, and pull it into your program via a pre-processor directive.  C
uses the "# include" syntax and that's what I've decided to do in the HAL assembler.  It's kind of thorny adding this feature because:

1. Errors can now happen in the other files that get pulled in, so the file name needs to track here for meaningful error reporting.

2. With multiple files the line number isn't unique anymore, so this also needs to track for proper error reporting.

3. There can be files within files within files etc. so we need a system to keep track of the read position in any files we will be returning to to read from
some more.  This is very similar to pushing the subroutine return address.

4. The commenting syntax should also operate on these directives so they can be commented out, which means the discard of block comments, and the
separation of live code and end-of-line line comments, must happen at the same time we are evaluating the directives and pulling any other file contents
in.  Looking at the current code, the separation state machine can be simplified and modified to function on a per-line basis, with only a bool state
(in_block_comment flag) to be preserved and passed from one line to the next.

I've been punting forever on line numbers, using blank lines in the intermediate files to preserve them and such, but it seems that now is the time to face
this issue head on.  For as useful as they are from a diagnostic standpoint, I'm going to move away from intermediate files and use an indexed struct or
object that has the source file name, line number, code text, and end of line comment for each source line.  This will nail down any error reporting issues
for good, and will allow more flexible pre-processing as the addition of lines won't throw off the line counting and labeling system.

Use of the newer containers in C++ (vectors, hashed storage) has really streamlined the code and taken it to the next level.

==========

Pre-processor directives aren't something you want to use in a higher level language, though C++ uses them extensively to include code, which leads to
clunky directive guard tests that attempt to include the code only once.  What you want is a package system that allows you to pick and choose what
functionality you want include in and expose to your code.  A package can be a single file with multiple sections, or multiple files, that can be nested.  SV
has a really nice packaging system where you can stick all your magic numbers and other stuff in one place, and then refer to them anywhere as many
times as you like without conflict, and limiting it to defined subsections of that shared data if desired.

==========

In revisiting the math subroutines, I found the new byte-addressed processor refreshingly easy to program, mostly due to the optional operand move now
available with all immediate operations.  Moves are inherently wasteful, so in the past I'd find myself spending hours trying to remove them, particularly
from critical sections of code.  This is a huge problem with pure stack machines (Hive is a hybrid register/stack machine) and stack languages, the
programmer knows in his heart that moves, swaps, dupes, drops, etc. - any stack manipulation that doesn't involve a functional change to the data itself -
is an inefficiency to be minimized, but this effort isn't in any way related to the problem at hand (writing a program to do something) so it's unwelcome
mental overhead.  I like puzzles as much as the next person, but not so much when they seriously impede the solving of a bigger puzzle, nor when the sub
puzzle solving is an exercise in the minimization of something bad rather than the elimination of it.

The unsigned comparisons were really needed but never fit in the opcode old encoding, so it's nice to have those too.  
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Got the new #include system going several days ago.  Using a vector of structs in a LIFO configuration (C++ vectors have LIFO like controls, so I didn't
need to add much code to them in order to do this) to hold the state info as it traverses the various input files.  Had to open the files in binary mode for the
"tellg" and "seekg" stream pointer functions to work correctly, but other than that it ran shockingly well right off the bat.  The only real wrinkle to iron
out was what to do with the #include statement lines - I was attempting to discard them, but didn't want yet another thing going on to keep track of.  It's
actually much simpler to just stick them in the store and ignore / delete them later.  The data from the input files is stored in a vector of structs, with each
indexed struct holding one line of info separated out (file name, file line number, code, end-of-line comment).  I keep them around until the end so the
error system has data to pull from.  Now that I am explicitly tracking file and line, I was able to throw in a processing step that discards empty lines.
 There are 7 steps in the assembly process, 3 to pull in the data and massage it (pre-processing), 3 label processes, and a final process that interprets the
result to a model of Hive memory.

An #include system is an amazing thing!  All my math subroutines are in separate int and float files, and now I'm going through the CLI (command line
interface) code and cleaning it up (byte addressing makes all kinds of things much easier).  Files can be #included inside of other files, which can be
#included inside other files, ad infinitum/nauseam.  Sticking code in separate files can really clean up the view of the thing you're working on, and the
separation process helps to define the overall modularity of the project.  I've got a math package (which contains int and float packages), a char package
(ha ha), a string package, a CLI tokenizer file, a CLI parser file, and a CLI top file so far.  I'd forgotten how much code I'd written!  It could all use a
second look and a polish anyway.

What would be really useful would be something that somehow determines what can be safely left out when pulling things in, which would automatically
minimize the memory image footprint.  I suppose functions could be enclosed in brackets, and the labeling system could look for orphaned references?
 Something to think about.  

I changed my string format a bit.  These are small strings for display and such so they don't need to hold a whole encyclopedia or anything.  The chars are
obviously 8 bit, but at the head of the store the first byte is reserved for the fullness index (post inc write pointer), and the second byte is the fullness
limit.  Having a separate limit means you don't have to allocate powers of 2 string buffers, which is nice for shorter fixed messages, and for nutty stuff
like the 20 line LCD display.  Having a byte index means you can only store 255 chars max (there are 256 states associated with 255 chars, you need one
more for "empty").  So this string type is "str8".  Whenever I need longer strings I can easily make a new type with indices of 16 or 32 bits and call it
"str16" or "str32".



{Fight Club}
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{Fight Club}

Programming language scoping is namespace containment.  You're free to re-use variable and subroutine names when in differing scopes and you can
expect those names to remain local to the scope.  Kind of like Fight Club, what happens in there stays in there.  Namespace pollution can happen quite
easily in larger coding projects, and can often be tricky to debug, so you see things in C++ code like "std::cout << blah" where the cout function name is
referenced to an explicit library (though I think peppering your code with "std::" pretty much ruins readability).

Scoping in C isn't super sophisticated, rather it's quite mechanically controlled by the {} braces.  An open brace { takes you into another scope, and a
close brace } takes you back to the one you were in before the { came along.  So if I write:

{ int tst = 5; }

cout << tst;

I'll get an error if tst wasn't defined somewhere previously in the root scope:

int tst = 3;

{ int tst = 5; }

cout << tst;

which prints 3.  And this also works just fine:

int tst = 5;

{ cout << tst; }

The behavior then is that scopes can "see" names from their own scope all the way back to the root scope.  The determination of which one to use is
simply the one in the scope closest to where it is being referenced for use:

int tst = 5; cout << tst; 

int tst = 4; { int tst = 5; cout << tst; }

int tst = 3; { int tst = 4; { int tst = 5; cout << tst; }}

will all print '5'

int tst = 4; { cout << tst; }

int tst = 3; { int tst = 4; { cout << tst; }}

will all print '4', etc.

Every time an opening brace is encountered, a new scope is created and the names within it must be unique among themselves, but not so among the
names in all the scopes looking back towards the root.  All scopes share the root scope, which makes it a global resource, but other than that scoping
depth isn't necessarily an indication of shared name spaces, because two scopes can have the same depth but only share the root scope:

Here scope 2 and scope 4 have the same depth but only share the root: 

scope 0 { scope 1 { scope 2 }} 

scope 0 { scope 3 { scope 4 }}

Here scope 2 and scope 3 share scope 1 and the root: 

scope 0 { scope 1 { scope 2 }} 

scope 0 { scope 1 { scope 3 }} 

Naming is one of the hardest things programmers have to do.  Names should be descriptive, yet terse, and locally unique and consistent.  Most of my
programming time is spent coming up with names for things, coming up with better names for things and renaming them, etc.  Language features that
reduce the amount of naming can really facilitate the coding process, and scoping is a simple and powerful way to do this.  With scoping we can use
common iterator names like 'i' over and over again, and we don't have to make the names in similar subroutines different so they don't clash.

Scoping also naturally contains things like subroutine guts:

return_type sub_name (port_type port_name, ...) { sub_guts...; return(return_value) }

The port can be seen as a bridge between the inside and outside scopes.  And the return is necessary so as not to "fall through" the closing brace (all of
these mechanisms are more mechanical than you might initially think).

=============

Since my last post I've implemented scoping support in the assembler, and WOW is it useful!  Now I don't have to worry about variable names so much
(because there really aren't any) but label names are a different matter.  Not having the local labels "fighting" globally with all the others anymore is an
immense relief.  The labels can also now be more descriptive, so I don't need to explain as much regarding program flow control in the end-of-line
comments, and anything that cuts down on the need for micro documentation is generally a step in the right direction.  These are the assembler steps:



1. Read in files, split code & comments, implement the #include directive.

2. Implement #define (forward text-based search and replace) and #undef (removal from table).

3. Convert to lower case & insert spaces around certain text groupings.

4. Pre-process certain HAL constructs to make them easier to decode later, kill blank code lines.

5. Replace all explicit labels with addresses, kill their address assignment statements.

6. Flatten label name space by traversing {scope} hierarchy and assigning globally unique aliases.

7. Kill scopes anchored by orphaned LH labels (recursively), kill all braces.

8. Process implicitly assigned label tokens, replace with physical addresses.

9. Parse final assembly to memory array.

If you notice in step 7 the process is now removing dead code, which is code that is written like this:

@some_label { some code... }

where the label isn't referenced by anything in-scope.  You have to do this recursively, or in a loop, because removing some dead code can remove the
only reference to some other code, which is now dead, etc.  What's great about this is I can now have packages of subroutines that get pulled in with an
include statement, but only the ones that actually get called will make it all the way through the assembly process.

============

I also decided not to go too crazy on pre-processor directives, and I've changed from the C/C++ syntax of #<directive name> to the SystemVerilog syntax
of `<directive name>.  The SV syntax is actually safer because directive names when used must have the prefix ` so the namespace is kept separate from
everything else.

JAL
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JAL

Last week I was revisiting the CLI (command line interface) HAL assembly code, puzzling over what to stick where in terms of the register stacks while
doing the tokenizing and token interpretation.  And it struck me that I could easily incorporate JAL or "jump and link" opcodes - relative subroutine
commands - in the processor, which would avoid the use of a register for the subroutine start address.  The subroutine start address would then be a
signed offset to the current thread PC, given by immediate 8 or 16 bit value, or by the value at the top of stack B.  And I could do the same for memory
accesses, which otherwise requires a register to specify the memory base address.  The inclusion of these opcodes would really help clean up the CLI
assembly code, and would slightly compact it and make it run slightly faster as well.  I've read both the Hennessy & Patterson and Patterson & Hennessy
texts so I have no excuse for not thinking to include JAL earlier! :-)  (Though I named my JAL "JSB" for "jump to subroutine" to match my "GSB" or
"go to subroutine".  I briefly thought of renaming all my "JMP" opcodes "JTO" to match my "GTO" opcodes, but "JMP" has a clearer meaning to my
eyes.)

In doing this I also re-addressed the HAL syntax for jumps and subroutines.  I removed any explicit invocation of immediates here, as calculating the PC
offset manually is dangerous and prone to error.  All jumps automatically calculate the opcode immediate value given the current PC and an address (or
label converted to an address), so the JMP syntax looks more like a GTO, and JSB more like a GSB.  And I decided to remove my primary JSB / GSB
syntax:

  pc := @lbl, sa := pc    // jsb_8 or jsb_16

  pc := @lbl, sa := pc, pb    // jsb_8 or jsb_16, w/ pop b

  pc += sb, sa := pc    // jsb

  pc := sb, sa := pc    // gsb

and promote the secondary syntax which is looking cleaner to me now:

  sa := pc := @lbl    // jsb_8 or jsb_16

  sa := pc := @lbl, pb    // jsb_8 or jsb_16, w/ pop b

  sa := pc += sb    // jsb

  sa := pc := sb    // gsb

For the memory access opcodes, I changed the immediate offset to a strictly byte offset.  The offset used to be an increment that was sized to track and
index the access width (in terms of bytes) but that hems one in too much for wider accesses relative to the PC, where one has no real control over the byte
"phase" of the PC.  This actually frees things up generally in terms of grouping multiple width reserved data blocks together.

The target FPGA has limited block RAM resources, which limits the main memory address to only 12 bits wide.  This is easily reachable in a direct sense
via a 16 bit immediate, but I've been studiously avoiding the inclusion of any opcode that directly addresses some subset of memory.  Offset or relative
addressing is totally fair game as it operates locally and doesn't rely on anything weird (like paging mechanisms, etc.).  I don't want to paint the design of
HIVE into a corner that doesn't treat all 32 bits of address space as equally as possible.



This morning I added a second highlight in the simulator listing that isn't necessary "glued to" the current thread's PC, so I can observe a section of
memory while the threads are off doing their thing.  The keys up / pg-up / dn / pg-dn and the 'g' command "unglue" the highlight, hitting the home key
"glues" it back.  Minor coding change but pretty handy.
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Worked on the `include logic a bit more in the assembler.  Files can be plopped directly into code by including them, but what if one file includes another,
and vice versa?  This would lead to an endless recursive loop that could crash the assembler.  Initially I had the logic go back through the files that were
opened to get to the current one, examining the file names, and erroring out on a match to the new one.  Then I though I could get tricky and do a poor-
man's package system by doing this globally over all the include file names, and simply excluding those that were already included.  But the include
system should be fairly brain dead, so I've returned too the original method, but I've retained the global accounting to note how many files have been
repeatedly (and non-recursively, obviously) included.

It took me a bit to reorient my thoughts regarding the include logic, particularly now that scoping has been implemented.  Include takes place very early
on in the gauntlet (pre-tokenization, actually) so it is unaware of scoping.  With scoping, the same code can legitimately be included multiple times
without label namespace conflicts.  This is good and bad, sometimes you really want multiple copies of some function / data, sometimes you really don't.
 The scoping mechanism finds and removes most dead code, but it can't deal with all situations.  A person could retire working on these kinds code
optimization issues.  I'd still like some sort of packaging system though.  I can see why C++ doesn't have one yet.

For all the good that scoping brings - and it's a lot of good! - it often confounds assembly error reporting.  I see this in my C++ coding as well.  Leave off
a brace or include one too many and all you usually get is a cryptic error message way off in la la land.

I've got the command line HAL assembly code polished and back up and running on the FPGA processor, and am working on the remaining LCD,
encoder, SPDIF, and DPLL interface HAL code.  The addition of scoping, include, jump and link, and relative memory access to the hardware and
language have brought this recoding process to a higher, somewhat more abstract level.  Before when I had a pile of code it felt like the bigger it got the
less manageable it became.  I'm not feeling that so much now, which is a relief.

Unsuccessfully staring down a couple of weeks of heavy volunteering, so it's dead slow ahead for the USS Theremin.

[EDIT] Forgot to mention that I finally got around to incorporating ASCII escape characters as used in C into the assembly process.  I can now write
things like:

  s0 := '\n'

and not have to refer to an ASCII to hex table.  This really helps with things like my "token" type, which is a tiny (up to 4 character) ASCII string held in
a 32 bit int:

  s7 := '\nfab'
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Polished on the actual pitch and volume acquisition assembly code yesterday and today.  The prototype is now displaying pitch and volume numbers as
32 bit HEX on the LCD.  As before, the data is differentiated twice to form the second order downsampling CIC filter with the hardware DPLL, and then
run through a 60Hz first order CIC filter to kill hum.  The acquisition and filtering takes place at the PCM rate of 48kHz via interrupt, and the LCD
update rate is set to roughly 10Hz.  The assembler (built into the sim) tells me the hum filters are consuming roughly 50% of the available RAM.  Rather
expensive, but worth it IMO.

These are just raw operating numbers that need the linearization treatment.  Thread 0 is handling pitch, thread 1 is handling volume, and thread 7 is
handling the I/O (LCD, encoders, pushbuttons) via interrupt and the CLI via normal processing.  I'm thinking of having the float-based linearization math
for the pitch and volume happen via normal processing on their respective threads.  8 threads, each with their own interrupt, is a fairly powerful thing.
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1. The simplest handling of the pitch (and volume) number is subtraction from a constant, which is numeric hetertodyning if you think about it (analog
Theremins subtract a changing pitch from a fixed one).  This gives you a value that increases as you approach the antenna, zero at null, and negative
values out past null.  Exactly like analog heterodyning, the nature of the value obtained is roughly exponential with hand position, so you can feed it
directly to a linear oscillator (or NCO) to generate your tone.  But to view it with a linear response pitch display you need to take the log2 of the number
first.

2. Somewhere around the second simplest is my d = K/C linearization scheme, where we work backwards through the LC resonance equation, perform
some constant aggregations, and obtain:

   d ~= K3 * ( F^2 ) / ( K2 - F^2 )

Compared to the denominator, F (and F^2) in the numerator doesn't vary much, so we can safely remove it from the numerator without significant effect:

   d ~= K4 / ( K2 - F^2 )

Note that d increases with increasing hand distance.  What we want is an operating point number that increases with decreasing hand distance, or as the
hand approaches the pitch antenna.  We could subtract d from a number that is the value of d when we are standing at the playing position with our pitch
hand retracted.  Or we could swap the denominator factors to make d negative, and add the offset:

   Pitch (linear) = K5 + [ K4 / ( F^2 - K2 ) ]

On top of all this we add offset and gain controls to translate or move the entire response up and down and to "rotate" the response about some middle
point without translation.  These give independent control over playing range and sensitivity.  K5 already functions as an offset, so we just multiply the
whole thing by gain factor K6.  Translating an additional time by K5 allows us to control the rotation axis point.  So the simplest final form is:

   Pitch (linear) = K5 + [ K6 * ( K5 + [ K4 / ( F^2 - K2 ) ] ) ]



What is our real-time budget?  Ideally we want to do this calculation at the 48 kHz PCM rate.  There are 8 threads, and if the core is clocked at 160MHz
this gives us 160M / 8 / 48k = 416 cycles.  

Working our equation from the inside out, the ( F^2 - K2 ) term can be done as integers.  Conversion to float, float inverse, and conversion back to int
takes around 33 cycles.  K4 is a bulk fixed large gain term that can be implemented by adding a constant to the float exponent pre conversion to int.  K5
and K6 can  be done in the int domain as well.  This gives us ints as parameters, which is handy, and consumes around 60 cycles max.  Doing the CC_U
acquisition and CIC hum filtering takes approximately 38 cycles per axis (volume, pitch).  So it seems we can acquire, hum filter, and linearize both axes
with a single thread interrupt routine:

   2 * ( 60 + 38 ) = 186 cycles

with plenty of room to spare in our 416 cycles!

The nature of the value obtained with this second approach is roughly linear with hand position, so you can view it directly with a linear response pitch
display, but to convert it to a tone via linear oscillator (or NCO) you need to take the exp2 of the number first. The float and int versions of EXP2 take 35
and 27 cycles, respectively.

=======

Of the two methods described above:

1. The first has only one adjustment, null, which strongly influences linearity.  Multiplication of the pitch number can give pitch offset, but to change the
sensitivity one needs to resort to power manipulation of the pitch number (log2, add/mult, exp2 is the most generic) which can be expensive (in terms of
real-time).

2. The second is naturally linear, so simple and inexpensive (add/mult) manipulations alter pitch offset and sensitivity, and the exp2 at the end is less
inexpensive than log2, though the initial manipulations are more expensive than the simple subtract of the first method.  There are three user adjustments:
null, offset, and gain.  The null adjustment here also strongly influences linearity, though setting it is perhaps more difficult with the other two parameters
influencing the actual pitch null.  In simulation, it seems once null is set correctly then offset and gain track (i.e. one can use null to correct for stray C in
various environments and the other two settings should more or less fall in line).

=======

Yesterday, on top of (hopefully) finalizing linearization, I developed a COS16 assembly subroutine.  It takes a signed 16 bit integer input and produces a
signed 16 bit cosine, with a period of 2^16.  Getting +/- 1 bit accuracy takes three polynomial terms, two of which can be immediate values, so the
subroutine takes 21 cycles max.

It's pretty trivial to generate ramps and triangle waves from the accumulator of an NCO, but sine waves require a function like COS16 (or an interpolated
look-up table, or a tracking filter, or etc.)  so 21 lines of code / cycles is fairly cheap as these things go.

My ultimate goal is to do much more than a tired old DSP emulation of a tired old analog synth, but I need a sound generator of some sort in the interim.

dewster 11/7/2017 12:43:09 AM [1260]

I know everyone (including me) is sick to death of linearity at this point, but this is kind of weird.  Surprisingly, all three of these give
essentially identical linearity in simulation:

   Pitch = K4 + [ K3 * ( K2 - [ ( F^2 * K1 ) / ( K0 - F^2 ) ] ) ]

   Pitch = K4 + [ K3 * ( K2 - [ K1 / ( K0 - F^2 ) ] ) ]

   Pitch = K4 + [ K3 * ( K2 - [ K1 / ( K0 - F ) ] ) ]

(I'm playing a bit fast and loose with the constant names, they wouldn't have the same values for the same response across all three equations, but I
think you get the general idea.)

As described in the post previous to this, the first equation is working backwards through the LC resonance equation, assuming C = K/d, and with
sensitivity and offset controls K3 and K4 added.  F^2 in the numerator changes so little compared to the denominator it can be safely removed from the
numerator, giving us the second equation.  But we can actually not square F in the denominator and get essentially the same response (in terms of
linearity) with the third equation!  Again, I suppose it's because F changes so little that there isn't much difference between F and F^2?  Still, kind of a
shock.

The third equation is actually functionally analogous to how the open.theremin pitch side works: two frequencies are analog heterodyned to obtain the
difference frequency ( K0 - F ) and the period of that is measured [ K1 / ( K0 - F ) ].  So now we know why this approach works so well, it is a highly
efficient simplification of the first equation, which is entirely grounded in physics.  

And another piece of the Theremin design puzzle falls into place.  [EDIT] Not exactly, see my next post.

What's Happening?
dewster 11/10/2017 6:46:01 PM [1261]

What's Happening?

So I've got assembly code running that grabs the pitch info and linearizes it via the method described above.  The LCD allows me to observe (via more
code) 32 bit hex values at any point in the chain, and the 4 encoders (via even more code) allow me to easily alter up to 4 values.

I've also got code that takes the linearized pitch number and performs PWM on the LED tuner.



I'm seeing pretty much what my spreadsheet predicts in terms of linearity, the pitch change poops out in both nearfield and farfield, with maximum
change in the mid field.  The gain difference is quite noticeable, on the order of 50% or so, and isn't nearly sufficient in terms of linearity.  So that's a
disappointment.

The LED display is maybe too antsy seeming to really be useful.  I've tried both positive (only one LED on) and negative (only one LED off) modes.
 One thing that helped a lot was squaring the subnote data before applying the PWM count, this seems to compensate pretty well for the log response of
the eye to brightness.  I also need to try not modulating the center LED to see if that helps readability.  Another thing to try is applying a slight brightness
to all the LEDs with an otherwise positive type display.  I'm hoping some combination of things will make it useful, otherwise the hardware needs a
redesign.  I'm running the LEDs at bare minimum brightness (settable via a register in the serial driver) as anything higher is blinding to stare into, so I
should probably lower the analog current set resistor on each serial driver to something lower than 15mA max.  The PWM cycle rate is 180Hz (to get
filtered out by a CIC hum filter notch) and there are approx. 256 gray scales.  The display doesn't seem to be noticeably influencing the pitch field (huge
relief).  The octave is a hex number on the seven segment display that transitions via PWM at the B to C note transition.

As for linearity, my edit in the previous post is due to my not mentioning the fact that AFAIK the operating point for the open.theremin is not
exponentiated before being fed to linear NCO code.  In my spreadsheet I applied a log2 function to the linearized data and believe it or not it looks to
have almost exactly the same shape both before and after the log2!  So the numbers coming out of linearization are somewhere between linear and
exponential (I think ILYA was trying to tell me this).  Weird.  I would prefer linear so that the display can be fed directly and the NCO input
exponentiated, otherwise I would need to do log2, offset and gain, and then exponentiate.  I can't believe how much time I've put into linearization theory
only to end up here with very little to show for it.  I'm thinking of trying curve fitting in Excel to generate a simple polynomial to make the raw data (or
some simple transformation of it) linear.  But I don't want a bunch of things to adjust, anything beyond one or two knobs gets overwhelming, and I can
see why they automated the calibration process in the Theremini.

Anyway, except for actually making noise, IT'S ALIVE!

dewster 11/12/2017 11:08:53 PM [1262]

Been back in the linearity mines for the last few days (ugh) and I found what appears to be a good simple solution in Excel simulation, but I haven't tried
it on the prototype yet. 

It seems the inverse of the square root of the frequency difference gives really good linearity in the near and mid fields:

  d ~= 1 / (K0 - f)^0.5

or 

  d ~= (K0 - f)^(-0.5)

And obviously with a small vertical offset:

I didn't include the sensitivity graph, but it looks like it's good to maybe 10% or so over the 0.1 to 0.5 meter range.  The far field response past 0.5 meters
is geometrically dominated by the hand merging with the body, and so is almost impossible to really linearize via simple means.

This is from my "virtual Clara" C sims with a plate antenna, I imagine the power (-0.5 = inverse square root) would vary for other antenna geometries.  I
have both integer and floating point square root subroutines, as well as floating point inverse, but one should be able do it all (square root and inverse) by
taking log2, multiplying by -0.5, then taking exp2.

What's nice about this is the linearizing factor (the power) is likely a constant for a given antenna geometry, if so then it's a "set-and-forget" type
parameter that would only require rare touch-up, and could be buried in a menu somewhere.  The user would only have to set one parameter (K0) to
compensate for environmental C.  It's been my experience that these types of adjustments have to be kept as dead simple as possible.

dewster 11/14/2017 4:05:47 PM [1263]

Got the above working on the prototype a little bit ago.  A power of -0.25 seems to make it pretty linear, though there is some obvious pooping out near
the antenna (~<0.1m).  Tuning it is fairly easy, just step back a bit and adjust for far null.  With more filtering I could probably play a rough tune a couple
of meters out by waving my forearm.  So it seems linearity is sufficiently solved (for now at least).

Still mucking around with the pitch display, not sure what where that's going.  I've tried turning the center LED off and that seems to help interpretation.
 Maybe it needs more LEDs, or something to make the notes more geometrically individual looking.  Not sure color difference is all that good for that,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuoKNZjr8_U


thinking of replacing the blue LEDs and the center green LED with white (i.e. making the note display entirely white LEDs).  Right now I've got a
positive display going with the subnote info squared twice.  I need to change the current sense resistors anyway.

dewster 11/15/2017 8:54:50 PM [1264]

Replaced all the colored note LEDs with white LEDs, This seems to help a lot with seeing what note is being played, but I kind of miss the nice
symmetric color pattern. I've got the center LED non-modulated (on all the time) which also seems to help readability.

Lowered the minimum LED drive to ~0.5 mA by increasing the current sense resistors to 3.3k Ohms.  The LED serial drive ICs only give a current drive
range of 1 to 1/12, which really isn't enough to adjust over a full range of brightness. You want full blast 20 mA or so for sunlit scenarios, but 1/12 of this
is too bright for dimly lit scenarios.  One could always do PWM to lower the bottom end I suppose, but I'd prefer to do this digitally so as not to splatter
the system with noise.

I'm not seeing any visual indication that the note/octave display is interfering with the pitch field.  The PWM cycle rate is set to be super close to 180Hz,
so it sits squarely in a zero of the CIC hum filter.

========

In Hive I yanked out the byte and half word copy opcodes (due to disuse) and installed an endian byte swap opcode (otherwise awkward to do in
assembly).  I wish there were immediate 8 and 16 bit mask instructions as this pops up now and then in my assembly - may add them at some point.

dewster 11/17/2017 2:37:52 PM [1265]

Doing a lot of thought and some experimenting regarding the best way to implement the pitch side sense reversal, as well as the user gain and offset
controls.  Rather like the audio chain on a mixer board, there are multiple points at which the numbers can clip, go modulo, etc.  But the user only
experiences the final result of the mathematical manipulations, so any evidence of trouble somewhere in the gauntlet could easily be hidden or
confounded.  And the process is already probably complex enough seeming for the average person, with linearity control K1 (linearization power) and far
field null control K0 each influencing overall gain (though I'm becoming fairly accustomed to it).

It helps to have previously developed float and int assembly math packages, as I'm aware of numeric and bit twiddling tricks that can come in handy here.
 One in particular is the logical NOT of an unsigned int, which reverses the direction of change.  I'm using this to make the pitch number increase rather
than decrease as the hand approaches.  It's gain sensitive, but not overly, so an offset of the last float exponent seems to work well in terms of converting
the float magnitude to int.  I'm relying on the limiting action of my float-to-unsigned-int subroutine to confine the output range, and that's working well
too.  Seeing ~30 or octaves of change here which is plenty.  (As with analog synthesizers, you need a gain standard to define what an octave is, like
1V/octave.  The way I'm defining octaves is by taking a cue from the 5.27 input of the unsigned int EXP2 function, where the top 5 MSbs are the octave
info, and the lower 27 LSbs form the octave fraction.  I'm using the same convention at the input of the LED tuner.)

After this I plan to apply a simple unsigned extended multiplication, the result of which cannot overflow because it is an attenuation, followed by a
signed offset, the result of which can both overflow and underflow, and so will need explicit limiting.  The signed offset adjustment will probably be one
note per detent of the encoder.  The gain adjustment should "hinge" at the far-field offset null point, which I hope will be the most intuitive for the user.

Some kind of "dumb" mode to aid rough setup is perhaps called for, which could entail just the zeroing out of the final offset, the display of the
intermediate operating point there, etc.  Automation could be employed, though I think Theremin users are probably used to doing manual setup and
would prefer it?  Manual setup keeps one in shape when it comes to really understanding the instrument.  Automatic setup is what makes the operation of
the Theremini so opaque IMO, the procedure is diddling hidden internal parameters, altering them all en masse when you maybe only want to change one
or two.  The only automation I'm considering is something I implemented on my first prototype, where at power-up or reset the null point is calculated.
The user then just touches it up.

[EDIT] There have been several "make-or-break" points in this project and, as a developer, facing them has been "exciting".  The first was early on,
where I was doing calculations and simulations for months in order to determine if the digital / FPGA approach was feasible, and then coaxing the initial
prototype hardware to behave the same as the sim.  Another scary point was wiring up the antenna units and seeing if they would function with a couple
of feet of wire between them and the FPGA board.  Until it was done, I thought the whole CIC method of operating point downsampling might dead-end.
 CIC as a hum comb filter replaced an inferior high Q variant I'd found in a paper - and the CIC seems rock solid.  Firing up the tuner for the first time
several days ago was somewhat hair-raising, as I half expected it to interact with the pitch field.  Linearity has been a constant thorn that also came to a
head several days ago.  These user interface adjustments are equally important to get right IMO, because what good is a Theremin that's too complicated
to actually set up and use?  There are so many ways to ruin an otherwise sound approach, perhaps the easiest is not spending the time necessary to refine
each element of the design and properly integrate it into the whole.  The longer one spends on development, the higher the expectations from everyone,
including me.  But it's often a diminishing returns kind of thing.

dewster 11/19/2017 5:03:00 AM [1266]

A fairly productive day.  I decided to define the initial subtraction (for null) result as a fraction, so feeding this to the LOG2 / mult (a negative fraction) /
EXP2 gives a number larger than one.  So the final multiplication after the logical NOT gives almost a full scale unsigned integer, and only 4 parameters
are needed to fully compensate for environmental C, linearize, scale, and offset the pitch side number. The final offset is scaled to 0xAAAAAA or
(2^27)/12, which gives one note +/- increments. The pitch scale "hinges" about the near field, rather than the far-field, but I think it's vitally important to
minimize these adjustments, as they tend to interact and cause confusion. 

I also put more info on the LCD screen, so I'm able to peek in real-time at the linearizing variables and their intermediate results (nice to have 20 chars
and 4 lines here).  For some it may seem like TMI but for me at this point it's pretty informative.

The results are quite encouraging.  The null adjustment seems to compensate for even gross changes in C, and I'm seeing decent open / closed hand
linearity out past 1 meter.  Something I didn't expect was to see roughly the same hand gesture linearity regardless of where my body is placed.

Time to get the volume side code and LCD menus up and running, and get this baby to make some noise.

dewster 11/20/2017 9:04:12 PM [1267]



Farting around with the LED "tuner" assembly code, trying to make the pitch display more readable.  It's a positive display, meaning the LED associated
with the note is lit and the others aren't.  It's PWM, so if the pitch is between notes then two LEDs are lit with their individual brightnesses keyed to how
closely the pitch is to the notes they represent.  The problem is LED brightness is linear with current or PWM, but the eye is logarithmic.  So being just
slightly off the note slightly lights a second LED, but the slight doesn't look slight enough, making the display appear somewhat cluttered and ambiguous.

So I'm running the pre PWM note fraction number through a variety of non-linear functions that otherwise give 0 out for 0 in, and 1 out for 1 in. First
tried a sinus function based on the cosine polynomial, but that didn't provide much definition.  Next tried a dead zone at the extremes, but it didn't do
what I wanted either. Tried a 2nd power and finally a 4th power "scoop out" and that seems to help a lot.

s6 := s2 >>> 31  // MSb: 0 or -1

P2 ^= s6  // rev dir if neg

P2 <<= 1  // * 2

P2 *u= s2  // ^ 2

P2 *u= s2  // ^ 4

P2 >>= 1  // / 2

P2 ^= P6  // rev dir if neg

Above is the code snippet.  First the MSb of the input is made full width, giving us 0 or -1.  XORing this with the input flips all the bits if the MSb is set
(the upper half of the unsigned range) which reverses the input change direction.  Shifting left once multiplies by 2, which makes the input range [0:0.5)
go to [0:1).  This is squared twice, then shifted right once to divide it by 2, restoring the range to [0:0.5).  A final XOR reverses direction again for the
upper half, which is equivalent to subtracting it from full scale.

So an input value of say 1/4 is not flipped, multiply by 2 gives 1/2, double squaring gives 1/16, divide by 2 gives 1/32.

An input value of say 3/4 is flipped to give 1/4, multiply by 2 gives 1/2, double squaring gives 1/16, divide by 2 gives 1/32, and the final flip gives 31/32.

If you do this exercise for inputs of 0, 1/2, and 1 you'll see they respectively give 0, 1/2, and 1 as outputs.  So the scoop out action is happening between 0
and 1/2, and between 1/2 and 1, with the output heavily weighted toward the extremes 0 and 1.

The non-linearity of this function is quite strong, but to the eye the display brightness transition only appears to be moderately non-linear.  I'm not sure
the average person would notice the non-linearity without experiencing some kind of before and after deal, or without it otherwise being pointed out to
them.

dewster 11/21/2017 10:20:10 PM [1268]

A while back it finally dawned on me that all 2 operand input opcodes should have immediate forms.  So today I separated out the last few that weren't
already separate, and installed immediate 8 and 16 bit AND, OR, and XOR instructions to do small masking and the like.  I yanked out the AND and OR
bit reduction opcodes BRA and BRO from Hive due to disuse (too bad, I kinda liked their acronyms!) as the functionality of these are covered by
equality comparisons to -1 and 0 respectively.  I kept the XOR bit reduction BRX as it's useful for parity and LFSR pseudo random number generator
taps.  Shuffled the opcodes a bit to make it a scoch cleaner.  

Off the top of my head the only remaining thing I can think of changing in the processor is some kind of double wide push for ADD, SUB, and MUL
(since the full results are wider than 32 bits) - this would increase the bandwidth coming out of the ALU, but I'm not sure how useful it would actually be,
and it would be sorta strange (though you have to be wide open to strange stuff when designing processors).  It's nice having some assembly experience
under my belt, and it's nice to have a project like this digital Theremin to prod me to do so.  I do have to watch that I'm not "teaching to the test" when
coding, i.e. that I'm not limiting my thinking and my solutions to the current set of opcodes unnecessarily.

Baby Steps
dewster 11/22/2017 10:18:43 PM [1269]

Baby Steps

For the heck of it today I added a few lines of assembly to the tuner 48kHz interrupt routine, which takes the linearized and exponentiated pitch number,
accumulates it (NCO), converts the ramp to a cosine, attenuates it to 16 signed bits, and feeds this to the SPDIF hardware.  Nice low grumble with my
hand at a distance, ear piercing squeal with my hand at the antenna (with the power-up defaults).  Here's the spectral view of my hand approaching and
receding from the pitch antenna over a period of about one second:



No volume control at this point, though what's really holding that up is the development of a menu system to access pages of parameters via the UI.  And
no attempt to align the LED displayed pitch with actual A 440 pitch, which is just a gain or offset somewhere.  Fun though!  (Talk about delayed
gratification...)

Video
dewster 11/23/2017 7:42:31 PM [1270]

Video

Just made a quick & dirty video of the prototype, did my best to make the LCD and LED tuner legible:

Still don't have the volume side up, but I wanted to show you all where it's currently at.  The audio is via the webcam microphones and is pretty gritty-
kitty; in real-life I'm experiencing a pure sinewave coming from my PC speakers.  Video breakup is kinda strange, it wasn't doing that on the first take, it
could be that I've got the camera plugged into a slow USB port.  Here's a walk-thru (knobs are 0 upper left, 1, 2, 3 lower right; LCD display shows
settings associated with the knobs on the left, the result of those settings in the processing gauntlet on the right; LED tuner shows hex octave numbers on
the left and notes on the right, with 'C' at 10:00 o'clock.):

0:00 - Turning it off & on via the switch on the left.

0:09 - Adjusting far field null with knob 0.  If you look at the upper right on the LCD you'll see the number go from zero to larger as I dial it up.  This
number clearly increases as my hand approaches.

0:20 - Reducing the pitch slope, or gain, with knob 2.

0:45 - Reducing the pitch offset with knob 3.  

0:50 - Adjusting the gain to get ~1/2 octave near-field with hand open/closed gesture.  After that I'm adjusting far field null to also get ~1/2 octave far
field.  (Nothing magic about 1/2 octave, but it's easy to see on the note display.  It's also about 1/2 gain of an analog Theremin.)

1:10 - Demonstrating linearity.  Note that I didn't touch knob 1, which adjusts the exponential factor.

1:30 - Playing a song!  Crappily!  This is maybe the 4th time I've attempted it, and not my best effort (the take before this was better but the audio was
clipping something fierce).  Clearly IANAT.

2:15 - Making spooky sounds.

https://youtu.be/MetIILjATdE


2:30 - Turning it off. 

The tuner doesn't make playing as easy as falling off a log, but it definitely does make it easier to play.  1/2 octave or so per open/closed hand is easier to
play too.

dewster 11/23/2017 8:35:46 PM [1272]

"Good to see a demo, I was starting to become concerned your theremin was only in your mind." - Christopher

I know I've yammered on too much regarding things I hadn't fully tested, but there was a lot to do in order to get to this point.

Nothing like reality to quickly sort out what's important and real and what's not.

Christopher: what do you think of the tuner?  And what's the gain of your Theremins (notes per hand opened/closed)?  What's your take on variable gain?

dewster 11/24/2017 4:00:22 AM [1274]

"Your red LED's seemed sluggish, the white very responsive. Does the display represent G#, my tuner says A#" - Christopher

As I said a couple of posts ago: "And no attempt to align the LED displayed pitch with actual A 440 pitch, which is just a gain or offset somewhere."  It
should be trivial to have a tuner setup screen where sub note, note, and octave offsets can be set.  This is a minor detail I'll definitely address after I get
the volume side working.  The tuner actually represents E in your screen grab, and I can do the math from the logic and code.

The red octave LEDs linearly PWM transition between B and C, which you are misinterpreting as "sluggishness".  Physically, there's no way the octave
display can be slower than the note display as they are derived from the same number at the same time, and PWM'ed at the same rate.  I publish my code
and you can review it if you don't believe me.  (The bandwidth for both are identical and cannot be less than 60Hz, the first zero of the CIC hum filter.)
 Do you think having it "snap" to the next octave at the B-C boundary would be better for the player?  These things are just software and can be easily
changed.

So, I asked you some questions?

Tuner Correction
dewster 11/24/2017 7:31:57 PM [1276]

Tuner Correction

Calculations to align the pitch display are a bit involved.  The NCO does 32 bit modulo accumulation, so the pitch number that gets accumulated is really
a fraction of 2^32.  Multiply this by the sampling rate of 48kHz (repeated additions are multiplication) to get the output frequency.  

Working backwards through EXP2, the UINT_32 function is really 2^(x*(2^-27)).  The sampling rate is a multiplier on the NCO side, but is an adder on
the pitch display side.  Pulling the sampling rate back through EXP2 gives an offset of log2(48k) * (2^27) or 0x7C67EDEE.

Adding that number to the pitch display input gives an error of 4 octaves, which is just an octave numbering bookkeeping thing (every system - MIDI,
etc. - numbers octaves differently) so we use 0x5C67EDEE to fix it.  But there remains an error of -40 cents (A440 measures ~430Hz).  Half a note I
would understand due to PWM, but this is approximately 1/3 of a note so it's kind of a mystery and I can't just hand-wave (!) it away.  Maybe there's
something I'm not taking into account with the PWM 4th power thing going on?  Ah, whatever, good enough for now (using 0x5C2F0A60 gives no
significant error with the FFT based frequency measurer in Audition, but I'd certainly like to know why).

An offset at the input to the pitch display is definitely the way to handle this because it is 100% modulo - so no overflow or underflow to worry about.

Menus, Volume Axis
dewster 11/26/2017 11:09:47 PM [1277]

Menus, Volume Axis

Pretty productive day! After some thought yesterday I coded a menu system that allows multiple pages of parameter viewing and adjusting, so now I've
got two pitch and two volume menus.

Just piped the linearized and exponentiated volume side number over to the pitch side (a signed & unsigned multiply) and tried it out. Sine wave with
volume control sounds very much like a human whistle!  Playing while listening through headphones my wife asked if that was me whistling or the
prototype.

The volume side parameter adjustment gains need tweaking, and I'll add a tuner menu tomorrow (octave, note, sub-note offsets).  I'd estimate 90 to 95%
of the grunt work is over, now it's time to practice every day to hone my playing skills (I don't have my standard "I don't have a decent instrument"
excuse) and to delve into vocal synthesis.  

I'm thinking reverse sense on the volume side (a menu setting now, actually) might be more my cup of tea.  I wonder if the traditional volume sense
(louder farther away) is done that way mainly because of the non-linear response of the analog circuitry?  I haven't used my left hand much when playing
in the past, and I wonder if it's partly because the response seemed kinda weird/lame to me?  A lot of it is probably anxiety of losing audible perception of



the pitch, which seems to be compensated for with a decent pitch display. And having to keep my hand on the volume antenna just to shut the thing up
seems like too much work (first world problems). When is touchless not touchless...

Touchless 11/27/2017 12:06:59 AM [1278]

dewster said "When is touchless not touchless..."

I remember this project back in the day of Fred, are you still beating this dead horse?

dewster also said: I'm thinking reverse sense on the volume side (a menu setting) might be more my cup of tea.

You need to be careful going against tradition. Tradition & rituals are very powerful, ask the Catholic Church when they fire up the incense when they
need smoke and mirrors to hide what is really going on.

T

dewster 11/27/2017 10:58:44 PM [1279]

"I remember this project back in the day of Fred, are you still beating this dead horse?" - Touchless

Are you being held at knife-point and forced to read TW?

"You need to be careful going against tradition."

Axis sense reversal is just a setting in the menu, it's not baked into the design.  Your concern is duly noted.

dewster 11/28/2017 10:14:55 PM [1280]

Added another menu page to adjust the individual brightness of the octave and note displays, as well as a disable mode that turns the pitch display off.  At
this point everything seems good enough to proceed to the final basic design issue, which is the anti-alias filter.  Not too surprisingly, I'm hearing tons of
aliasing on mid and higher pitched square and ramp waveforms, so this must be addressed now.  Looking for efficient hardware or software solutions
today, without a lot of luck.  Certainly everyone runs up against this at one point when doing DSP synthesis, it's strange that I'm not finding solutions
almost instantly.  There is ~30% left of the target FPGA logic, so if it gobbles up a whole processor thread or more I may turn to a hardware solution of
some sort.  For the heck of it I tried 4 first-order IIR's in series but that didn't make much of a dent.

For practice I'm playing along through headphones to my wife's younger students piano lessons going on upstairs.  Frosty the Snowman in the key of C is
pretty easy, particularly when watching the regular patterns the tune forms on the tuner.

dewster 11/30/2017 1:22:25 AM [1281]

Mystery solved.  Worked backwards through the pitch display and NCO code and was able to figure out the magic number offset to the display.  The
exact value is 0x5C289612 because of the vagaries of note frequency mapping and the +298.4 ppm of the FPGA PCM PLL.

Still researching anti-aliasing, it seems to be a tough nut.  Even pre-computed waveform tables aren't a perfect solution, as harmonic content limit doesn't
scale with oscillator frequency.  So designers turn to oversampling at the generator, or correcting harmonic causing waveform features manually (BLEP,
polyBLEP, etc.).  To tame guitar distortion harmonics they use upsampling with an interpolation filter, distort, then downsampling with a decimation
filter.  Yeesh.  I'm starting to lose hope that there is a generic solution one can feed anything to and kill aliasing.  Anyone got any ideas?

Polyphase filtering goes hand in hand with this sort of thing, which can dramatically cut FIR filter tap count, but I'm wondering if IIR might still be more
efficient in SW (IIR gives phase distortion, which is generally inaudible).  Half-band filters look interesting, but I see them criticized for poor anti-
aliasing performance at certain points in the signal chain (where they are apparently used in a lot of HW).

dewster 11/30/2017 3:35:36 PM [1282]

Added variable power (in terms of multiplications) to the non-linear PWM transition tuner function to the menus, as well as a control to make the note
display inverse (all LEDs lit except for the LED corresponding to the note).  Played with it a little but 4th power positive display still seems about the
best.  The non-linear function helps the negative display too, though it's harder to tell which side of the note you're on.

Also am playing around with aliasing in Audition.  With a sample rate of 48kHz, generating a square wave sweep from 1kHz to 10kHz obviously aliases
all over the place.  The thing is though, no amount of filtering gets rid of it, even really steep, really high order filtering, which is a complete surprise to
me. Clearly one can mechanically round off sharp edges and dramatically lower the aliasing, or even better add Gibbs phenomenon, so why can't an in-
band filter do this too?  Increasing the sample rate (Audition will do up to 192kHz) and then filtering helps a lot, but that's expensive when it comes to
synthesis because one has to run the processes that much more often.  So I'm looking into upsampling, filtering, and then downsampling.  A CIC might
actually work here too.

Poor Man's Pitch Correction (Chromatic Quantization)
dewster 12/2/2017 7:11:39 PM [1283]

Poor Man's Pitch Correction (Chromatic Quantization)



Now that I thoroughly understand the linear to exponential business on the pitch side (really have to do this stuff in an interactive spreadsheet) it hit me
yesterday that I could use basically the same non-linear process I'm using to improve the readability of the LED tuner to quantize the pitch itself (ala the
Theremini).

To do so we need to temporarily offset the tuner side NCO input value with a constant so that it lines up with the binary 5.27 format to isolate / extract the
sub-note info and non-linearly process it.  Working backwards from C0 NCO output through EXP2 to the linear tuner side, we shift the value left 5 places
(% 2^32) to find the octave fraction, then multiply by 12 (% 2^32) to find the sub-note fraction.  We then undo this by dividing by 12 (umult by 2^32 /
12) and shifting right 5 places, giving the constant value 8524950, or 0x821496.

To use it we subtract the constant from the NCO input value, and then separate out the octave, note, and sub-note values using the same shifts and
multiplications we used to find the offset constant.  At this point we can non-liearly process the sub-note value, then recombine the octave, note, and non-
linear subnote values, and finally add the constant back.

For the non-linear sub-note quantization function itself, I've picked a simple power here (described in a previous post).  The input slope is folded down
(logical NOT) when the input exceeds 1/2, which gives a triangle.  We multiply this by 2 to get an output range of [0:1), multiply it by itself a number of
times (the power here sets the quantization strength), divide the result by 2, and the output is flipped (logical NOT) if the input exceeds 1/2.  XOR may be
employed to do the logical NOT, and shifts for the multiplication and division.  Decimal powers could also be implemented, though integer powers seem
to give sufficient control over the process, and are much less expensive in terms of processor cycles.

So I've implemented this on the prototype and it works pretty much as expected.  Squaring gives quite mild quantization, 4th power is getting stronger,
8th and above is pretty strong, but even going way above this there isn't any hard "stepping" sound.  Not sure if I'll use it much, particularly as it kind of
kills on-note vibrato (and accentuates off-note vibrato!) but it was an interesting thing to try out.  It's a first stab at actual pitch correction, which I believe
uses more of a quantized PLL approach to things.

=============

It's kind of a shame they didn't use 1Hz as the frequency basis of our note system, because it's already pretty close to just a 4 octave offset (16Hz) from
C0 (~16.3516Hz).  C0 is only ~2.2% or ~37 cents above 16Hz.  (If we could go back in time and change things I'd pick note numbering rather than
lettering, with C=0, and with chromatic rather than C major scale based intervals.)

gerd 12/3/2017 9:08:27 AM [1284]

... wouldn't some kind of look-up-table with linear interpolation be faster and much more simple?

dewster 12/3/2017 2:59:09 PM [1285]

"... wouldn't some kind of look-up-table with linear interpolation be faster and much more simple?"  - gerd

The note quantizer subroutine is only 28 lines of assembly with a minor loop, and the designer has to understand these things intimately anyway, so I'd
say no.

I'm not sure if the quantizer is going to remain in the prototype as it has limited uses.  I'd much rather have real pitch correction.

Pitch Field Linearity Solved!
dewster 12/3/2017 4:13:28 PM [1286]

Pitch Field Linearity Solved!

Something I tried just now: pointing my open hand perpendicular to the face of the pitch antenna plate, putting the tip of my longest finger actually on the
center of the (insulated) antenna, then closing my hand, I'm getting essentially the same open/closed hand linearity all through the playing field (0 to ~0.6
meters).  So linearity with this scheme (negative fractional power of the frequency difference, fed to an exponential oscillator) doesn't seem to
significantly poop out right at the antenna (where my sims have no data but seem to suggest pooping out).  

I'm quite stoked by this!  It seems that, for all practical purposes, Theremin pitch field linearity has been solved all the way to the antenna.

It's pretty easy to dial in the parameters too.  Power-up calibration:

1. Adjust far-field null (P0) to get a response with no hand near antenna (much like an analog Theremin setup here).

2. Then check near-field open/closed hand response, adjusting the multiplier (P2) if necessary (it usually isn't).

3. Then check far-field open/closed hand response, adjusting far-field null (P0) until it is the same as the near-field response.

That's it!  The linearity parameter (P1) seems to be fairly constant and not in need of touch-up.  After calibration the multiplier (P2) and offset (P3) can be
used to alter the pitch sensitivity and offset without affecting linearity.  But overall it's pretty much like setting up an analog Theremin. And no squealing
when the (insulated) pitch antenna gets touched (squealing is a non-linear pitch field effect).

Encodering Uppage
dewster 12/4/2017 7:01:52 PM [1287]



Encodering Uppage

I'm coming to the conclusion that 4 encoders aren't really sufficient, and 4 values on the LCD (1 menu value and 3 parameter values) aren't either.  There
are too many menus to page through even with the minimum functionality I've implemented thus far.  So today I'm going to wire up a 6 encoder board
and work on the menu system.  I'm thinking 2 knobs to control menu and sub-menu, giving a line to each of these on the LCD, then 4 knobs for 4
parameters, with 1/2 a LCD line per parameter.  The parameters themselves can probably be displayed as small signed base-10 offsets or similar, 8 digit
unsigned HEX numbers are likely too confusing / not all that informative to the average person (though they're great for development).

I put in two lines of assembly that copy the pitch number to P0 at power-up, which auto-nulls the pitch side.  The oscillators fire up immediately, and this
copy is performed after the LCD reset timeout and initialization.  It works quite well, and I'll likely be adding this function to one of the encoder
pushbuttons in the near future.

Volume Side Thoughts
dewster 12/6/2017 11:38:18 PM [1288]

Volume Side Thoughts

I got the new encoder board wired up and installed yesterday.  Now I'm thinking about how the various parameters are represented in the code and on the
LCD screen.  The trick is to give the adjustments the right amount of "gain" per detent (though there is a square term or velocity applied for faster spins),
to limit the adjustments to useful ranges, and to display them in a meaningful way (I'm not a fan of 0-10 or 0-100 type normalization, particularly when
the underlying process is strongly binary).  Internally, the trick in the code is to do this in a systematic fashion so that adding / removing parameters is
straightforward.  Having all the parameters in one spot in memory should make it easier to back them up to EEPROM or similar, and to recall subsets of
them as "patches".  My current approach is to have the gain baked into the target code, and have the actual parameter (or offset thereof) value, hi/lo
limits, and text label in a structure or table.

I really need to spend more time on the volume side of things, because at this point it's more or less a copy of the pitch side processing, and one size
doesn't really fit all here.  For one thing, I don't think precision linearization is necessary for the volume control, we can just go with the stock linearity
(power = -1, or take the reciprocal of the frequency difference) and no one will ever notice (stock linearity here is better than analog Theremin response).
 The scaling and offset controls need to be better adapted to the smaller playing field, and I'd like to get them to the point where swapping the near/far
sense doesn't require much fiddling.  I'm also going to try intentional non-linearity, as well as high-pass feed-through to see if that can give a sharper
attack envelope.  Finally, I'd also like to try a delta arrangement with a larger field, where more movement of the left hand causes larger volume, rather
like bowing a violin.  Perhaps this could be part of the high-pass feed-through arrangement.

Today I made the pitch side offset do octaves instead of notes, so it's a bank switch like on the EWPro.  Lots of ominous swells, wolf-whistles, finger-
mouth popping, and bird chirp sounds were to be had!

Yet More Encoderage
dewster 12/8/2017 1:28:46 AM [1289]

Yet More Encoderage

Yarg.  Going from 4 to 6 encoders strikes me as still not enough.  I can fit 8 reasonably sized parameters (4 digits and sign) and their labels (4 chars) on
the LCD screen (2 per line * 4 lines) so why settle for 4 (2 per line * 2 lines, + menu + sub menu) with 6 encoders?  And why take up entire lines for the
menu & sub menu?  Sub menus are kind of a pain to manage (do you remember where you were in each sub menu, or do you reset it when the main
menu selection changes?) so if you have 7 parameter you can probably get by with a single menu depth.  Nothing precludes implementing sub menus
later should that be necessary.

I removed and rotated the new 2 x 3 encoder board 90 degrees, and added a smaller board below it with the last 2 encoders in my parts box.  So there are
now 2 columns of 4 encoders each (and the prototype front panel is starting to look like Swiss cheese!).  Soldered a header on backwards, and had to
move a bunch of pin assignments in the FPGA, but it's all wired up and good to go now.  The moral here is don't solder or drill until you've mulled it over
for a day or two, something my natural procrastination usually does for me (but unfortunately not this time).  Need to look into using the FPGA
programmable pullups rather than raiding my resistor assortment for 10ks, and I should ground the encoder bodies to protect the FPGA inputs against
ESD.

It hit me that I should not be using the null point on the volume side as an actual hard stop in the response.  The volume side should auto-null at power-up
(like the pitch side does) and the downstream processing use some window of the values produced.  This will give the best linearity as well.  In most
situations I don't think the volume side null would need any touch-up, as it is normally played near-field.  The volume side is turning out to have more
nuance than expected.

ILYA 12/9/2017 7:12:26 AM [1290]

"  C0 is only ~2.2% or ~37 cents above 16Hz.  (If we could go back in time and change things ..." -- dewster 

it may be interesting that in the new soviet republic, in 1930s, the C0 was exactly 16 Hz.



Source: S.N.Bronshtein - "Termenvox and Electrola".
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"it may be interesting that in the new soviet republic, in 1930s, the C0 was exactly 16 Hz." - ILYA

Fascinating!  

Though, other than the C's, the other notes look to be kinda off?  For C1 = 32Hz to C2 = 64Hz I calculate:

  32, 33.9028, 35.9188, 38.0546, 40.3175, 42.7149, 45.2548, 47.9458, 50.7968, 53.8174, 57.0175, 60.4080, 64

It's not just rounding going on in that image.

 

Volume Side
dewster 12/9/2017 2:42:11 PM [1292]

Volume Side

Still mucking about with the volume side code.  I thought I could get away with a simple "inverse of the difference" equation for rough linearity, but it
turns out that linearization of the hand response very near the plate antenna (something that happens a lot on the volume side) is highly dependent on
having a fractional power here.  So I put that back in and the volume response is now markedly more linear.  The non-linearity was confounding all the
thresholding and gain stuff I was trying out, so sailing may go a bit smoother now.

Knowing the above may simplify the pitch side linearity adjustment procedure to just "dialing out the pooping out" right at the antenna.

I may have speculated on this before, but I can't help but wonder if the reverse volume sense on the Theremin (farther = louder) was chosen to give a
certain response shape to the volume field that couldn't be achieved (with the simple analog circuitry) if the sense was reversed?  I've tried playing with
conventional volume sense and I pretty much loathe it, closer = louder is infinitely more intuitive for me.  I think this is one of the big reasons why I
couldn't get into my EWS when I owned it, and why I never really worked with the volume side.  I also didn't think that a certain amount of non-linearity
on the volume side would be a big deal, but it really can be.  You want everything as linear as possible it seems.

Volume control seems like an afterthought with many Theremin designs, but I'm finding that it's really important to get it right.

[EDIT] Worked all day on the volume side and have a basic approach working.  It's a copy of the pitch side all the way up to the logical NOT to change
the directional sense - here it's optional via a parameter.  After that is a stage that has one of two gains depending on the input value, with the first gain 1,
and the second gain 1 thru 255.  The threshold is the half-way point of the 32 bit range, which gives a gain break-point of 16 bits on the exponential side
of things (this roughly corresponds to the dynamic range of the human ear).  After the (unsigned integer) exponentiation itself that's pretty much it.  Setup
is pretty simple: 1) power-up auto-null generally doesn't need touch-up;  2) adjust overall gain to set the general playing height above the antenna; 3)
adjust break-point gain to set operating zone height.  Steps 2 & 3 interact somewhat so there's a bit of back and forth.  Once it's set the way you like it it
doesn't need changing later.  Setting the break-point gain super high gives a sharp on/off envelope.

A dual gain on the volume side is necessary to maintain a good playing height above the volume antenna, and have this be independent of operating zone
(full on to full off) height.  Not having dual gain on a regular analog Theremin means you need something like a volume loop antenna geometry (or side
plate like the Melodia) so as not to hit it with certain gestures and gain settings.  I don't want to get anywhere near the thing for fear of banging it during
play, and won't have to with this arrangement.

Also worked on the menus some (all params are now 16 bits, with individual high & low limits), just need to manage the display of numbers a bit better
on the LCD and then I can move on.  Still not sure if I'll go with hex or decimal displayed values, though I'll definitely go with signed values.

https://translate.google.ru/translate?sl=ru&tl=en&js=y&prev=_t&hl=ru&ie=UTF-8&u=http%3A%2F%2Ftrmvox.ru%2Fbooks%2Fthereminvox-and-electrola-bronshtejn-1930.html&edit-text=


Basic Functionality Achieved (come try it if you want)
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Basic Functionality Achieved (come try it if you want)

Beavered away for the last couple of days on the menu system.  Now have 7 parameters per screen, with 4 screens (pitch, volume, tuner, mixer).  Screen
numbers are now signed decimals over the interval -999 to +9999 (to make room for the negative sign). Implementing BCD (binary coded decimal) was
pretty simple (bumper sticker: "ask me about algorithms") but right justifying it and sticking the negative sign immediately to the left of the value was a
bit of a bear.  The BCD ASCII is stored to the string address presented to the subroutine.  The string copy, etc. subroutines now don't return a status flag, I
found I was just tossing it out all the time.  Also got away from my CH4 data construct, where 4 ASCII chars are stored in a 32 bit number - I wasn't
using it much, and strings aren't that much less efficient storage or operation wise, and are much more flexible from a screen formatting perspective.

Also wrote a low-res EXP2 subroutine that operates on UINT16 types.  Two poly terms give < +/-0.4% error max.  I'm using it to scale the static mixer
volume numbers.  Not sure what I think of the gain control it gives, linear might be better on the low end.

Next up on the agenda is a mixer noise source, alias amelioration, HPF on the volume for attack, and vocal sim.  But the basics of prototype are
implemented and fully functional, should anyone want to visit casa del dewster here in beautiful Boonton, NJ and give it a spin.  Come for the ruler-flat
linearity, stay for the tuner!

My excuse for not learning to play the Theremin is gone :-(

dewster 12/12/2017 9:35:35 PM [1294]

Gobs of DSP algorithms here: http://www.musicdsp.org/showmany.php

yldouright 12/13/2017 3:25:17 AM [1295]

dewster

Your passion for this project is infectious. I registered just to participate in this project.

dewster 12/13/2017 6:06:25 PM [1296]

"Your passion for this project is infectious. I registered just to participate in this project."  - yldouright

Thanks!  I'm having trouble sleeping with the project hitting so hard and finally coming together.  Lots of fascinating little puzzles to work through and
solve.  This thread seems to get hundreds of views per day, which is encouraging, but it's always nice to get more direct feedback.

What is your musical / electronics / programming background?

=========

The note display seems fine now, but I find I'm not paying any attention at all to the octave display on the tuner. I think it's too large, and could benefit
from a readability standpoint by being constructed from segments rather than round LEDs.  So yesterday I ordered a couple of 1" red common anode 7-
segment displays from China (eBay) which will no doubt get here after xmas due to the flurry of shipping going on (this time of year I hate ordering
anything / going anywhere - bah, humbug!).  I kinda wanted green here, but all the larger ones seem to have two LEDs in series per segment - since these
are powered from the USB 5V supply it can't tolerate that much forward voltage drop (it can barely do 2 reds in series @ 5V).

Since the LED drivers have 4 outputs left over (13 for the notes + 7 for the octaves = 20;  3 drivers * 8 outputs = 24;  24 - 20 = 4) I'm going to add a 4
LED volume side thermometer display when the 7-segment displays arrive.  This should really help "tune" the volume side thresholding.  (And maybe
help the display appear less "Star Trek"-ish.)

Yesterday I implemented a 32 bit LFSR noise source and piped the output over to the mixer.  I sounds like white noise, but I wonder if aliasing could be
an issue with it? Also took another look at the modified Chamberlin state-variable filter - have it coded up but not yet parameter scaled nor tested.  A
straight sine wave sounds remarkably like whistling, but I'm hoping a resonant filter with dynamic Q control might be even more realistic.  I want to get
as far away from tired old conventional analog synthesis as fast as possible.

Also, the last two rotary encoders I added were from Adafruit.  They're more expensive, and at first glance seem to be of higher quality than the Chinese
ones I paid almost nothing for, but I'm finding they're fairly inconsistent in operation (movement doesn't always register).  Glad I didn't buy a bunch of
them!  The Chinese ones work quite well, though who knows how long they'll last.

Internal Scaling
dewster 12/15/2017 3:43:50 PM [1297]

Internal Scaling

One issue that seems to be resolving itself is the scaling of numbers in the Theremin software.  This is something that felt fairly arbitrary in my first all
hardware prototype.  The difference is that the first prototype operated in the exponential domain, and this latest one operates in the linear domain.  

http://www.musicdsp.org/showmany.php


In a conventional analog Theremin, a fixed high frequency and a variable high frequency are subtracted (via non-linear mixing and some form of low
pass filtering) and the resulting pitch spacing in the mid field sounds linear to our ears, which requires exponential spacing to sound linear, so the entire
process leading up to our ears is exponential.  If one instead measures the variable high frequency to get a value (voltage or number), one can subtract
this value from a bit larger constant, feed the result to a linear response (voltage or numerically controlled) oscillator, and achieve basically the same
thing because in both cases we are subtracting frequency - the first in the time domain, and the second in the value domain.  So this particular
value approach (or process) is also exponential all the way to our ears.  Heterodyning and other approaches which employ frequency difference directly
will all give you the same qualitative hand / pitch response.

There are many reasons not to go the exponential processing route.  For one thing you get basic pitch field linearity that is identical to that of an analog
Theremin, which isn't terrible (it's entirely playable) but cramps up near the antenna, and the notes have a fixed rather cramped pitch (~1 octave with
open / closed hand) even in the linear mid-field zone.  Fixing the mid-field note cramping is just a matter of taking some root of the numbers (e.g. square
root will double the inter-note distance).  But fixing the near-field cramping in the exponential domain is a pain, it's a pain even coming up with an
algorithm to do it.  

If you instead take the frequency difference and raise it to a fractional negative power (somewhere around -0.5 to -0.25, probably depending on the
antenna geometry) the resulting numbers are remarkably linear with hand distance, and so must be fed to an exponential response oscillator in order for
the note spacing to sound linear to our ears.  In fact, it sounds linear all the way up to the antenna, which is fantastic.  And there is only one "knob"
necessary to adjust this linearity, which is doubly fantastic.  And the adjustment is simple and non-critical, which is triply fantastic.  And offsetting and
scaling the pitch, as well as measuring and displaying it on a tuner, are all that much easier in the linear numeric domain (simple add, subtract, multiply,
with no powers or roots needed).  It's win-win-win-win (win turtles all the way down).

What I didn't expect was for the linear / exponential "border crossing" at the input to the NCO (numerically controlled oscillator) to naturally set the basic
gain of the processes leading to it, which is also pretty nice as it resolves things that were being arbitrarily set.  The best analogy here is an analog
synthesizer, where the oscillators and filters convert linear voltages to exponential pitches, and the input standard here is usually 1V per octave.  The
numeric approach has a natural gain based on the input format of the unsigned integer EXP2 function which feeds the NCO, which is a 32 bit 5.27 fixed
decimal.  The upper 5 bits set the octave, the lower 27 bits set the octave fraction, and full scale change on the linear side (0 to 2^32 - 1) gives full scale
change on the exponential side.  (The 5.27 format is used internally by the EXP2 subroutine, where the lower 27 are fed to the polynomial, and upper 5
shift the polynomial result; for a full shift over the 32 bit field the shift distance needs log2(32) = 5 bits).

So the unsigned 5.27 format is used for control throughout, for the pitch processing, for the tuner input, for the volume breakpoint processing, etc.

For processing 16 bit numbers (audio samples, volume settings, etc.), a 4.12 format seems in order (though perhaps implemented as 4.24 with the lower
16 output bits ignored).  I'm currently working on subroutines that require fewer cycles at this reduced precision / resolution (fewer polynomial terms),
one in particular is the sin(x*pi) needed to correct the modified Chamberlin state-variable filter tuning.  Yesterday I finished a SIN2 subroutine that gives
a maximum error of +/- 3 over 16 bits, which takes ~1/2 the time of the 32 bit version, and should be sufficient (spectrally pure enough) for audio
generation and processing, particularly if it is attenuated at all.  Sine is a slightly better choice here than cosine, as the polynomial gives somewhat less
error for the same number of terms (though for 32 bit high precision it's a wash as you hit a wall of diminishing returns given the same required number
of terms either way).

gerd 12/15/2017 8:38:43 PM [1298]

dewster 12/15/2017 8:48:51 PM [1299]

Gerd!  You did it, man!

dewster 12/16/2017 6:34:27 PM [1301]

"I use to ask Fred what your theremin could sound like, as beautiful as the best analog theremin? He said it can sound like anything you want it too. How
far in the future are we from excellent sound?"  - Christopher

DSP is extremely similar to analog electronics.  But things that are falling off a log in analog can be quite challenging in digital, hence the steep learning
curve.  Guitar digital multi-effects are a good example, it took them a long time to figure out non-aliased distortion, and to get amplifier and speaker
emulation "close enough" to the real thing.  But once they solve it it's set in stone, and much easier/cheaper to replicate exactly. Presets are a billion times
easier to do in digital as well.  Delay effects (phasing, flanging, echo, reverb) are easy in DSP but a huge challenge in analog.

It can sound like anything given enough programmer expertise and effort, and real-time processor cycles.

"I know finding a top Thereminist for the demo can be difficult."

Yah, it's not a Field of Dreams kinda thing (if you build it they will come).  I'm hoping my proximity to NYC will help in this respect.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3c_pJ_CLJQ


Volume Control
dewster 12/16/2017 6:55:49 PM [1302]

Volume Control

I'm finding volume control, such as in the mixer, to be even more involved than expected.

If you look at audio taper pots, they have a certain slope from 100% rotation to ~65%, a soft knee, then a less steep slop from there to ~25% rotation, then
pooping out to zero.  Log response is then a piece-wise approximation of linear responses.  Mixing console faders are similar, but use a piece-wise
approximation of log responses, with the upper ~1/2 section covering a range of ~20dB (presumably the gain side of the slider), and the ~1/3 section
below that dropping at a steeper log slope, followed by two more log slopes, and ending on a definite designed-in physical dead zone.

You can't use a perfect log response here because you want zero output when you set the control to zero, but zero output isn't possible on a log scale, only
smaller and smaller outputs.  Consulting "Small Signal Audio Design" by Douglas Self, the response of the Baxandall active gain control is perhaps the
thing to emulate.  It gives a fairly (+/-3dB) logarithmic ~30dB or so output change (at a ~44dB rate) over the top 80% of the input control range, and then
dive-bombs in a smooth but non-logarithmic manner to zero.  I'm thinking maybe a polynomial can do this.

[EDIT] Messing around in Excel, it seems the mixing console fader response is quite close to a simple cubing of the input.  Fairly linear in the upper half
with -18dB @ 50%, -36dB @ 25%, -54dB @ 12.5%, -96dB @ 2.5%, -infinity @ 0.  Interesting.

My problem with all this is: what's the ideal response for a volume control?  Does an ideal even exist?

[EDIT2] Just tried cube on the prototype mixer - it works like a champ!  Saves a bunch of cycles too (don't need to do low res EXP2).

[EDIT3] Just tried simple squaring, it's even better!  Wow, excellent volume taper and exponentiation with a single assembly instruction!

I think a lot of the log response choices in analog circuit volume controls are for reasons other than what is absolutely optimal, e.g. the Baxandall
removes the absolute value of the pot from the equation.

Room For Squares
dewster 12/18/2017 5:13:09 PM [1303]

Room For Squares

I'm running into squaring everywhere it seems, squares and powers of squares x^(2^n).  Using it in the tuner to weight the LED that's on, using it in the
pitch quantizer to weight the nearest chromatic note, using it in the mixer to taper the volume and do linear to exponential conversion.  Wonder where it
will spring up next?  Squaring is concave in the linear domain and convex in the logarithmic domain, so it's kind of a crossover function.

Speaking of the mixer, in the interim where I don't have full-blown vocal synthesis going on, I've got some basic waveform such as sine, triangle, ramp,
and square.  These are easy to generate from the NCO ramp, but the sharp edges generate quite audible aliasing, so I find myself not using anything other
than the sine wave at all, and the sine wave is getting kind of boring. One semi-fix may be to start with a sine wave and mutate it in ways that don't
produce slope discontinuities.  Squaring it gives more of a pulse wave shape, square root gives more of a square wave shape.  Square root is expensive, so
flipping it, squaring it, and flipping it back gives a similar looking result.  Squaring or ~square roooting quadrants I & IV, and II & III independently can
give even harmonic content while retaining smoothness at the transitions. 

I've coded up a precision state-variable filter and can't wait to try it with the noise source.  I also have a "quick" version that has some tuning error at
higher cutoffs, but uses fewer cycles, which should be useful for formants and the like.

============

[EDIT] Woah, squaring portions of sines and inverted sines works pretty good for generating harmonics without too much aliasing.  And the state
variable filter is working much better than I was expecting - it's pretty fantastic actually!

[EDIT2] Yet another squaring: to expand the resonant end of the state variable filter damping control value.  Quite nice!

dewster 12/21/2017 1:33:51 AM [1304]

Today was rewrite day. I noticed the NCO was generating a super high frequency when it should have been 0Hz.  Turned out to be underflow related to
the pitch quantization pulling things into the nether regions.  The tuner and pitch quantizer now share more common code, and things are more modular
(subroutines) and straightforward in their implementation.

Yesterday and today were vocal formant filter day. I stuck a low-pass and two band-pass state variable filters (all in parallel) in the signal chain, along
with UI menu access.  Vocal synthesis seems highly reliant on the harmonic content of the glottal waveform, my inverse squared (one or more squarings)
two quadrant sine wave processing seems to give a pretty good starting point.  The filter Q doesn't seem all that important in terms of adjustment, though
the level and certainly the frequency are.  Three formants are sufficient to do fairly realistic vocal stuff.  Mixing in some noise and a final low-pass add to
the realism, though these are just initial investigations.  I'll post some videos soon, it can do a female sudden intake of breath that's pretty scary!  (And I'm
beginning to understand the vocal tract physics behind it all - here's a good paper: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~prc/PRCThesis.pdf, and a fun web
thingie: https://dood.al/pinktrombone/)

Glottal Fry

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~prc/PRCThesis.pdf
https://dood.al/pinktrombone/
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Glottal Fry

I learned this term (new to me) from the Perry Cook PHD Thesis I linked to in my previous post.  It's speaking in a very low pitched register so that the
vocal chords produce a "popping" impulse sound (think of how Noam Chomsky talks, or how many young people tend to speak lately).  This is pretty
easy to do, synthesis-wise, as the vocal chord waveform has to be rich in harmonics, and slowing it down (lowering the pitch) gives this kind of effect.
 The "pops" cause the "ringing" (Q) of the vocal tract resonances to be more noticeable.

What's harder to do is simulate the dynamics of the vocal chords. The paper discusses open/close times of the chords, open constant times, etc. and how
the waveforms can be synthesized with minimal aliasing. I need to implement something here tied to volume dynamics, because what I'm doing now
sounds like someone adjusting the volume control on a stereo, not a person talking louder and softer.

The paper also discusses the design of a physical model of the vocal tract, something I was burning to try but am now a bit colder on.  In many ways
physical modeling is what you want to do because the adjustment "knobs" on it usually closely correspond to physical parameters (string stiffness,
resonant tube length, etc.) and can therefore be more intuitively tailored.  And a lot of desired behavior (resonance, decay rate, spectral coloring, etc.) is a
natural consequence of stimulating the model.

I'm finding three formants (band pass filters) in parallel can give a fairly realistic voice sound if properly stimulated.  The human vocal tract is basically a
'Y' pipe, where the vocal chords are at the bottom, and the two upper paths are the nasal and mouth resonators.  The mouth resonance is complicated by
the jaw opening and closing, and the tongue and the lips, while the nasal resonance is largely constant (if not stopped by the back of the tongue).  A
fourth somewhat fixed band pass filter can fill-in the throat and face sounds that naturally radiate when humming and such.  The mouth and nasal pipes
are open on the ends, so some of the sound reflects back into the pipe with reversed phase.

My signal chain right now is a mutated sine wave for the glottal sounds.  Flipping and repeatedly squaring two of the normalized quadrants gives a pretty
nice even and odd harmonic content without a lot of aliasing, and doing this to all four quadrants gives an odd harmonics only rounded square wave,
which unfortunately does alias at higher squarings and frequencies, though nowhere near as badly as a true square.  The harmonic control is quite
convenient, as I have it arranged to do two quadrant squaring for positive parameter adjustments, and four quadrant squaring for negative parameter
adjustment (and a pure sine wave for parameter = 0).  In parallel with this mutated sine wave I have white noise feeding a tracking or fixed state variable
filter.  Both the sine and noise are volume controlled via the left-hand antenna.  These feed into a formant filter bank, consisting of four band pass filters
in parallel.  The banks are split into two screens, and I can disable either half (or both) of the filters with a parameter, and when all are disabled there is an
automatic pass-through.  Having two banks of two is handy, because I'm using two filters for the mouth resonance, and two filters for the nasal and throat
resonance.  Turning off the mouth filters sounds like humming or nose breathing.

It's quite fun to play around even with this basic setup.  Sharp intake of breath causes turbulence at the lips, so simply mixing in unfiltered noise is a close
approximation.  Breathing is just noise through the formant filter.  The two axis continuous control the Theremin provides is highly suited to this sort of
thing.  It's kind of weird adjusting the formants though.  It's rather like summing sine waves manually to get a certain tonal color: unless you're close you
don't know it, and your ear hears the separate things you are adjusting until it all suddenly pulls together.  The human brain has quite strict categories for
what sounds human; fortunately it isn't too difficult to fake it out with simple signals and filters.

And... yet another use for squaring!  Instead of converting the formant filter frequency parameter control from linear to exponential via EXP2, I'm using
one squaring.  This nicely expands the low end of the adjustment and is essentially free (a single assembly instruction).  So all three formant filter
controls (frequency, damping, mixing) now employ squared parameters (as does the noise tracking filter when it's in manual tuning mode).

gerd 12/22/2017 6:04:34 PM [1306]

>And... yet another use for squaring!

So you're building a Squaremin?

 

dewster 12/22/2017 10:32:55 PM [1307]

"So you're building a Squaremin?"  - gerd

Ha ha!  It would seems so...

 

Video 01 - Pitch Field Linearity
dewster 12/22/2017 11:04:32 PM [1308]

Video 01 - Pitch Field Linearity

Made some videos of the prototype today, here's the first one:



Linear all the way from touching the antenna to my hand at the side of my body!  I honestly never expected to achieve anything quite this perfect nor as
easily adjustable.  I know I yack about it too much, but it's my pride and joy, and the very cornerstone of the best Theremins.

Video 02 - Octave Switching
dewster 12/22/2017 11:08:33 PM [1309]

Video 02 - Octave Switching

The pitch screen has an octave bank switch, +/-7 octaves:

For all your little bird chirp needs.

Video 03 - Volume Field Adjustments
dewster 12/22/2017 11:17:54 PM [1310]

Video 03 - Volume Field Adjustments

The volume antenna adjustments screen lets you set the size and location of the volume field, as well as reversing the sense:

The volume system works fine, but it still needs some work.  I'd like less interaction between the parameters.

Video 04 - Pitch Quantization
dewster 12/22/2017 11:25:47 PM [1311]

https://youtu.be/crjbTuCnlvI
https://youtu.be/lm7DPvUaquw
https://youtu.be/m6nnEG6A0C0


Video 04 - Pitch Quantization

Like the Theremini, the prototype has pitch quantization, though it is only chromatic. There are 8 levels, 0 (none) to 7 (steps):

And, as with the Theremini, pitch quantization has very limited uses.  I want real pitch correction!

Video 05 - Tuner
dewster 12/22/2017 11:29:26 PM [1312]

Video 05 - Tuner

I love my tuner, it uses PWM and is quite useful and responsive.  Here I'm showing the brightness control, and quantization which makes it more
readable, as well as the inverse mode (which I thought would be the bee's knees, but I've since abandoned):

As I mentioned earlier, the octave number will be shrunk to a real 7-segment display, and a 4 LED volume bargraph will be added.

Literally everyone who has gone down this road in the past at least tried to put some kind of pitch indicator on their instruments, and it's easy to see why.
 Even if you have an excellent ear the Theremin will put you out in the weeds.

Video 06 - Mutated Sinewave NCO
dewster 12/22/2017 11:44:40 PM [1313]

Video 06 - Mutated Sinewave NCO

A phase accumulator NCO feeds a polynomial sinewave generator, and the sinewave is flipped per quadrant and squared one or more times to produce a
smooth waveform that doesn't alias too much considering the harmonics it generates.  Even and odd, or just odd harmonics are on tap:

https://youtu.be/_tVfaZDg7wE
https://youtu.be/onTCRCq8C6o
https://youtu.be/vn2uuYh9q-I


Video 07 - Noise Source & Filter
dewster 12/22/2017 11:45:09 PM [1314]

Video 07 - Noise Source & Filter

A white noise source feeds a state-variable filter.  The filter frequency can be constant or can track the pitch number.  There are controls for damping, and
mode: high pass, band pass, low pass, notch, and bypass.  The filter can infinitely resonate if desired:

The modified Chamberlin topology is pretty incredible!

Video 08 - Male Vocal
dewster 12/22/2017 11:58:44 PM [1315]

Video 08 - Male Vocal

Here a bank of four bandpass filters with moderate Q, fed by the NCO set to produce maximum even and odd harmonics, gives us a fairly realistic male
voice:

Two resonances for the throat / mouth & tongue, one for the nose, one for the face / throat emission.

Video 09 - Female Vocal
dewster 12/23/2017 12:05:16 AM [1316]

Video 09 - Female Vocal

Here is the same filter bank and NCO doing a passable female voice:

https://youtu.be/jcIq-OnQqC4
https://youtu.be/ExEyotYfeVE
https://youtu.be/nzieT8n18h0


The glottal dynamic function clearly needs some work.

Video 10 - Male Vocal Breath Noise
dewster 12/23/2017 12:09:20 AM [1317]

Video 10 - Male Vocal Breath Noise

The filter bank with the previous male settings is fed with filtered noise instead of the NCO:

Kinda scary!

Video 11 - Female Vocal Breath Noise
dewster 12/23/2017 12:17:23 AM [1318]

Video 11 - Female Vocal Breath Noise

The filter bank with the previous female settings is fed with filtered noise instead of the NCO:

Kinda sexy!

Video 12 - Female Vocal & Breath Noise
dewster 12/23/2017 12:23:07 AM [1319]

Video 12 - Female Vocal & Breath Noise

The filter bank with female settings fed with a mix of filtered noise and NCO:

https://youtu.be/Wf1mEHvZo8E
https://youtu.be/1cJo4yS_Nyg


The sharp intake is startlingly realistic!  I scare my wife (and myself) with it.  Weird how our brains are wired for scared.

xtheremin8 12/23/2017 4:57:30 PM [1320]

wow dewster, your tupperware-party is starting to sound and look interesting. congratulations. the noise video is amazing, that really impressed me. i
learned from vcv-rack, a free open source modular eurorack synth sw, how much fun it is to work with filtes and noises. and the breath intakes are really
close to real, maybe that's why we associate it with scary or lusty. maybe you created the first theremin that got x-rated. and shipped with a parental
advisory sticker on it. just teasing.: "no ma' it's just the theremin.."

some question marks: that wobbly pitch on the second video at 0:05 and the in the third at 0:33..? that remembers me like the open-theremin sounds alike
when i have a switched-wall wart around (in my case the one for the strymon big sky, if i turn it off, wobble is gone well, not really but a bit better.)
quantisation is something i still can't get around with. i think it's the spacing between notes. the start/end point..thing. but i see benefits like to
learn phrygian or other more exotic scales, that are not obvious to our western-chromatic tuned ear. or different tunings like the lucy scale for example.
colundi everyone?  which scales have you in peto on your machine?  that leads me to another question i had and was always to afraid to ask: that led
tuner. now in action it makes a bit more sense...i worked some years ago some days with a local synesthetic artist and she told me much about how that is
different and such, to see tones in colours. so that strikes me every time i see rgb leds and the possibility to create almost every colour with. but i don't
know if such a thing would be possible, to have a big led changing colour according to the played note.

a nice book: "push turn move" it's all about interface design in electronic music, if you like fat heavy prints,1.7KG, it's published by bjbooks in
denmark. if i could i would beam it under your christmas tree right away. cheeriooohohohoho.

dewster 12/23/2017 6:03:29 PM [1321]

"maybe you created the first theremin that got x-rated."  - xtheremin8

Ha ha!  I must give credit to a Thereminist here in NJ for whom I've done some surgery on his instruments (ESPE01).  When he came over the first time
he did a very identifiable orgasm-y thing on his Theremin.

"...that wobbly pitch on the second video at 0:05 and the in the third at 0:33..?"

It's nothing really, though I'm glad you brought it up because it could be misinterpreted as a flaw.  The prototype is on a carpet with pad underneath,
so it shakes around some when I'm fiddling with the knobs (sorry, not shouting at you, just wanted to emphasize that).  There's a fluorescent desk
lamp a foot or so from the pitch plate (my cramped work space) which makes jiggling things worse (in a capacitive sense, not a mains hum sense - the
hum filter crushes all hum).  If I shake it on purpose with the formant filter on it sounds a little like giggling.

This is why the Kowalski Theremin - where the left hand is manipulating performance controls - is a large-ish box with four firmly supporting legs.

"quantisation is something i still can't get around with. i think it's the spacing between notes. the start/end point..thing. but i see benefits like to learn
phrygian or other more exotic scales, that are not obvious to our western-chromatic tuned ear. or different tunings like the lucy scale for example. colundi
everyone?  which scales have you in peto on your machine?"

Pitch quantization is isolating the note value, then applying a non-linear function to it so that the value is smoothly biased towards the end points.
 Stronger bias gives stronger qantization.

The Theremini has pitch quantization, as well as scales and base key settings, so I pretty much knew the value of it, which is not a whole lot to me.  The
prototype only has chromatic quantization so far, though I might make it more complex later (it might only take a day or so of work to make it like the
Theremini).  I turn it on a bit (setting 1 or 2) sometimes when practicing, it helps make things sound better, though it interferes with vibrato.  It's an
interesting toyish feature, which is probably why it was included in the Theremini.

You bring up a good point though, that quantization with scales could help train the ears of those who are new to music theory -  or it might just make
them lazier!

"that leads me to another question i had and was always to afraid to ask: that led tuner. now in action it makes a bit more sense...i worked some years
ago some days with a local synesthetic artist and she told me much about how that is different and such, to see tones in colours. so that strikes me every
time i see rgb leds and the possibility to create almost every colour with. but i don't know if such a thing would be possible, to have a big led changing
colour according to the played note."

FredM waved me off of color changing due to some people being color blind.  I thought emphasizing certain notes on the tuner with a different color
(very much like the black keys on a piano) would help, but it really interfered with readability.  

Having a single LED changing color might be interesting to watch, but I don't think it would be discrete enough to really be useful. With the prototype
tuner certain scales have patterns that are pretty obvious (major, minor) - in different keys they are rotated.

In the end, color is another axis of information, though for some reason my brain can't process it quickly enough.

https://youtu.be/vQZbJ_MjOzc


"a nice book: "push turn move" it's all about interface design in electronic music, if you like fat heavy prints,1.7KG, it's published by bjbooks in
denmark."

Thanks for the pointer!  I'll look into it.  I've read a certain amount about UI design on the web and a lot of it is fairly practical (group common things,
don't have more than 5 or so things in a group, place the most important things at the edges of the group, etc.).  Synthesizers have a lot of adjustments,
and tend to have poor UIs.  Yamaha has made some notoriously bad UIs (FS1R, Motif Rack, AN1x - I owned 'em and now I don't, and the UI's were
largely to blame).

[EDIT] Ooh, that's a pretty looking book!

dewster 12/23/2017 11:30:55 PM [1322]

On the twelfth day of xmas, your dewster gave to you: 12 (previously posted) Theremin prototype videos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crjbTuCnlvI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lm7DPvUaquw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6nnEG6A0C0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tVfaZDg7wE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onTCRCq8C6o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vn2uuYh9q-I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcIq-OnQqC4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExEyotYfeVE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzieT8n18h0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf1mEHvZo8E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cJo4yS_Nyg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQZbJ_MjOzc

Just the beginning of the synth side of things, it should go a lot faster than the theoretical and processor side of things...

Give me your constructive criticism TW, I promise I won't bite (much)! 

xtheremin8 12/23/2017 11:37:23 PM [1323]

thank you for the clearing words about the wobblies. i was worried but now i'm not.

yes, colours are worrying and the rather lame eye get's easily fooled. the synesthetic thing is also a bit more complex. i don't know if you understand
german : http://www.farblicht.ch/farblichtfluegel  . good thing  when you have quantised/ stepped pitches, it can also be usefull to slightly trigger external
effects.

UI's are really crazy sometimes, as said vcv-rack was my eye/ear opener for this year. still beta. only limit is cpu. and when i look at some hw modular
synth modules...i would like to know what drugs these people are on while developing their products.  or the theremini, good fact on that thing: there's so
much obviously wrong with it, for example the double feature of the knobs. one needs exclusive pitch and volume knobs, dedicated by size or placement
or both. all the rest is mostly labeled or after two three times of use already learned. as more complex it get's the more infos one needs. olé oleds..... and
the most confusing manuals trophy goes to : yamaha, no roland is worse.

 

 

dewster 12/24/2017 12:01:32 AM [1324]

The Theremini needs more knobs.  Gobs of them are trivial when you've got the pins and logic galore of an FPGA, but they're more problematic with
processor GPIO.   IMO the drugs these guys are on is "get it out the door / get the kids thru college" capitalism, and basic lack of background (gotta wear
a lot of hats with this stuff).  Theremin himself was stupendously well suited for what he accomplished.

xtheremin8 12/24/2017 1:25:56 AM [1325]

the country i live in missed the chance of giving every citizen a basic income, so one could decide more freely what to do with the given time. you're
right, to know on witch side the soldering iron gets hot is far not enough. oh, already..  merry christmas..

gerd 12/24/2017 7:36:33 AM [1326]

Does she have a basic income? I hope so ...

https://f1.blick.ch/img/incoming/origs4819380/644253663-w1280-h960/stock-image-fail-soldering-iron-bob-byron-1.jpg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crjbTuCnlvI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lm7DPvUaquw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6nnEG6A0C0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tVfaZDg7wE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onTCRCq8C6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vn2uuYh9q-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcIq-OnQqC4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExEyotYfeVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzieT8n18h0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf1mEHvZo8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cJo4yS_Nyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQZbJ_MjOzc
http://www.farblicht.ch/farblichtfluegel
https://f1.blick.ch/img/incoming/origs4819380/644253663-w1280-h960/stock-image-fail-soldering-iron-bob-byron-1.jpg


 

Oilspill 12/24/2017 8:32:13 AM [1327]

"Does she have a basic income? I hope so ... https://f1.blick.ch/img/incoming/origs4819380/644253663-w1280-h960/stock-image-fail-soldering-iron-
bob-byron-1.jpg"

 

 not necessary for her, she is married....

@dewster: i like the "Tupperware" cases.. sometimes i also use kitchen-things for my prototypes, my wife hates me sometimes for that

Cool project

 

dewster 12/24/2017 1:09:36 PM [1328]

Yeah, that's gonna leave a mark...  and there isn't a lot on that side of the motherboard that would need soldering.  To be fair, I know zero about modeling,
and the best high-end irons allow one to grip it closer to the action (as god intended).

Much as I think it's one of the greatest ideas ever, basic income will never happen because humans are hard-wired to enslave everything in sight - plants,
animals, us - and they really don't care how much damage and suffering it causes as long as their bank account gets another nickel.  The ice caps are
melting and the insects are dying off, but, hey, I got mine.  The way we're going one guy will end up owning the entire earth any day now, the
redistribution of wealth vs. time curve is directionally incorrect (like a mofo).  I'm so old I remember when they were predicting we'd all be living the life
of Riley at this point.  I didn't even get the shirt.

Oops, I meant: ho ho ho!

Volume Side Nailed
dewster 12/24/2017 9:24:18 PM [1329]

Volume Side Nailed

Believe it or not I've been losing sleep thinking about the volume side processing.  I've wanted something that works equally well for either far or near
louder, with parameters that don't interact too much.  What's been confounding me is the transition from float to UINT (unsigned 32 bit integer) after the
LOG2, multiply, and EXP2 (to do the linearizing variable fractional negative power).  Up until today I was variably gaining up the float to UINT
conversion so as to maximize UINT resolution, then manipulating things afterward, but that isn't ideal. This morning it hit me that I should offset the last
float stage with a parameter before gaining up the conversion.  Making the float negative allows us to use a positive number to set the zero crossing point
in the field, which is more intuitive.  And if the float is converted to a signed INT rather than a UINT, then converting the resulting signed int to unsigned
is a simple matter of inverting the MSb, which centers the whole shebang in the middle of the final UINT.  This works like a champ!  It works so well
I've applied it to both the volume and pitch sides.  On the pitch side it gives one more parameter to fiddle with, but you don't really have to fiddle with it
once it's set to something that works over the range you're using, and it gives you finer pitch vs. hand position setup control vs. only having octave bank
switching.

https://f1.blick.ch/img/incoming/origs4819380/644253663-w1280-h960/stock-image-fail-soldering-iron-bob-byron-1.jpg%22


So the volume zone size (operating width) and zone location (height above the antenna where things start happening) are much more independent, and
switching the sense doesn't require a lot of fishing around for the right settings.  Setting the zone size is a matter of placing your hand at the point where
you want the zone to start or end and adjusting the knob until you hear the desired zone edge kicking in.  

So that's a very basic thing finally put to bed!  It's weird, implementing these things once there's a game plan goes pretty quick, but sizing adjustment
range, gain, and response of the new parameters can take hours.

Next up I suppose will be experimenting with high pass filtering of the volume signal mixed in to produce faster attacks and the like. And I need to dig
out a microphone and start analyzing my own dynamic glottal waveforms.

=========

I'm using a Logitech C920 webcam to take my movies, and the included recording tool gives you a surprising level of manual control over the internal
settings of the camera.  But for some reason it really messes with the sound, even when I'm using direct input from my motherboard rather than the built-
in stereo mic.  High frequencies alias all over the place and I hear a lot of "hash" associated with them.  I suppose they're doing some serious audio
compression or something.  I wish I could turn that off.  So I'm using a hodge-podge of tools to record the audio separately, strip the WMV audio, edit the
audio to match the video, then reinsert the audio.  What a pain...

dewster 12/25/2017 10:20:29 PM [1331]

"Can you feed a familiar audio signal through your volume control circuit to demonstrate response and quality of signal pass through?" - Christopher

Yes, I'll do something like that soon.  Was playing today with high-pass filtering added to the volume control signal, which gives some attack envelope on
fast hand moves.  Just got it working a few minutes ago and need to experiment with it more (I love working for myself, I get to pick the 80 hours I wish
to work each week).

"I do this in my sample which also demonstrates another feature I achieved by using my method of PWM. The outer volume field is more
responsive/aggressive than the inner near the loop. This allows for a very gentle, yet wider, soft control window near the loop before off."

Yes, I need to experiment with non-linear responses more, though the linearized response with hard limits seems pretty OK to me.

"You get a freaky daily visitor count on your thread."

So I've noticed!

"I like to think it is several competitive manufactures waiting for a moment to buy out your research with a perfect offer you cannot refuse. That end
packaging scares me for you."

For a Theremin?  I don't think anyone outside of a few tens of people in the world could care all that much, there's no money in even the best Theremin.
 Though a fantastic performing digital Theremin could probably be manufactured for <$200 (but good luck getting it through emissions testing).

"Ran a little test with the little girl pic, this thread is huge being cataloged in the search engines (google). Most hits are landing on other pages, not the
most recent. A visit is still a visit. Would be nice you get a dollar for every hit, they all see that nice theremin ad at the top of the page."

I'd take a penny for every hit!  I'd be interested in your data if you want to post it here or send it to me via email.  I've no clue what's causing the hits, but
this thread has been going for what seems like forever and I just figured it was a mix of bots and people who check in now and then.

dewster 12/25/2017 11:25:11 PM [1333]

I live in Boonton, NJ, and Parsippany is quite close, both in Morris county.  It's not exactly a wilderness, but northern NJ can be a bit more lush, nature-
wise, than one might think.  So what's your hit data showing?

LPC Residual
dewster 12/26/2017 5:00:14 PM [1334]

LPC Residual

Dug an old microphone out of my PC junk box.  It wasn't working due to an internal cable break, so while I was fixing that I swapped the mic cartridge
with a known high quality omni-directional one I bought several years back.

So I'm recording my voice and looking at it in Audition 3.0.  The formants are fairly clear in the spectral view, but in the waveform view the vocal tract
resonance are completely obscuring the generating glottal waveform shape.

It seems vocal synthesis researchers all run into this at some point, how to separate the source from the filters?  LPC (Linear Predictive Coding) is one
way they've solved it in the past.  If I understand it correctly, LPC is a time domain based method of predicting the next sample value in a digital audio
stream.  The coefficients are selected by iteratively finding the least square error and subtracting it out.  Essentially, it's a trainable filter bank that ends up
filtering like the thing it's trained to, in this case the human vocal tract.  The error that's left over after training - the residual - is the glottal waveform.  It's
often replaced with a simple pulse train, which gives you the robotic buzzy sounding Speak-n-Spell type voice.

For the glottal generator I'd really like to have a physical approximation of the turbulent noise source that it really is.  Though I've noticed the mutated
sine (per quadrant inverse squaring) isn't all that bad, and when some noise gets non-linearly added to it (accidentally in my experiments) it can sound
quite realistic.

==========



Yesterday and today I experimented with high-pass filtering of the volume side signal.  Mixing it back in I can get faster attacks and decays, and taking
the absolute value I can "bow the air" (move my hand closer & farther) to make sound.  Not sure what to make of any of this yet, the audible effect isn't
nearly as prominent as I expected it to be.

Glottal Papers
dewster 12/28/2017 3:27:23 AM [1335]

Glottal Papers

Found several good papers on parameterized glottal simulation by Gunnar Fant et al.  10.1.1.643.5278.pdf ("A four-parameter model of glottal flow" -
1985) is early basics, and 1995_36_2-3_119-156.pdf ("The LF-model revisited" - 1995) revisits and regroups the parameters (you can find those and
more here: http://www.speech.kth.se/publications/show_by_author.php?author=Fant).  I really (really!) love spending time reading papers about things
I'm burning to understand.

Their glottal waveform can be obtained by stimulating a state-variable filter tuned somewhat above the fundamental frequency and stomping on the wave
via heavy damping somewhere mid-cycle.  Played with this in Excel for several hours today but am not ready to code it up yet.  A strictly math-based
approach might be easier, but it pulls one away from the physics and is expensively iterative with transcendental functions.  So the idea of a resonator
rather than a formula as the glottal source appeals to me more.  The sharp discontinuity produced either way will alias like a mofo, so I need to spend
more time looking at it all.  The waveform itself is a differentiation of the pressure wave, which is just a somewhat mutated raised cosine.  Generating
this and differentiating it in real-time might be easier than directly generating the results of differentiation (though better minds than mine have studied
this for decades).  The needs for a single vowel singing voice are a lot more relaxed than for a fully dynamic talking vocal sim.

For the filter stimulation, I tried sine, triangle, and square with band-pass output, and pulse with low-pass output.  For the heinous levels of damping it
seems one needs to damp both integrators simultaneously.  But too much damping can easily lead to instability, what to do...

tinkeringdude 12/28/2017 3:14:19 PM [1336]

Hah! I'm even more glad now having subscribed to this thread :-D 
What a coincidence. The past few weeks, I have been looking at / tinkering with putting together a (by today's standard) primitive speech synthesizer. 
As a crude glottal waveform, I just used a band-limited sawtooth, which I expected to sound somewhat more bowed-string-like than voice, but perhaps
close enough. 
My goal actually was to get a "robotic" sounding voice, and setting the waveform to a very low freq like 65 Hz (C2), vowel formants I got from tables
floating around the net for the male voice do produce an intelligible robot-ish sounding voice.(using pulses followed by a LPF sounds rather horrible. Is
that what a "pulse train" is? Just a "low duty" pulse wave?) 
At 110 Hz it's still intelligible but sounds less robotic. At 220 Hz it is less intelligible, and using female formants makes it worse, not better - but it could
very well be because the portion of my oscillator implementation which I wasn't too lazy to translate from my C++ synth to my C# vocal experimenting
sandbox project is currently no longer band-limited at that higher freq and there might be enough aliasing to muddy things up ;-) 

I'll look at the very interesting papers you mentioned, although the math is probably above my math skill set (which is rather limited, hence my tendency
to use such crude methods and be somewhat happy if I get something working decently ;-) ). 

Btw, there is a really nice open source program called PRAAT (dutch for talking), made by phonetics professors, for students. 
It is really good at tracking & visualizing formants in the spectrum of a recording (you can make short recordings from within the program and then do
stuff with them, very handy, or load wav files), among other things. UI may be a bit funny, but not too bad. 

EDIT #2: 
Here's a quick howto: Scroll down 1/2 to see a screenshot of formant tracking (red dots)

EDIT: 
Btw.: 
Though a fantastic performing digital Theremin could probably be manufactured for <$200 (but good luck getting it through emissions testing). 
(emphasis: mine) 

Ha! I have wondered about that. Is that the reason why even Etherwave is sold as a kit? (at least where I have seen it) 

Tinkeringdude
dewster 12/28/2017 4:39:15 PM [1337]

Tinkeringdude, until I find something that works better I'm using a two quadrant multiple squared sine wave as a "poor man's" glottal source.  It's fairly
band limited in that it doesn't noticeably alias in the normal speaking and singing registers.  It gives a sort of rounded sawtooth with variable harmonic
content by mutating the falling edge of a sine wave (making it "snappier" or more vertical in transition).

To form it with floats:

1. Make a sawtooth NCO by adding a phase increment (at every cycle) to a modulo accumulator.

2. Feed this to a standard sine wave function which takes [0:2*pi] range as input and gives [-1:1] range as output.

3. Make a flag that tells you if the sine wave is currently in the middle two quadrants (where it goes from 1 to -1).

http://www.speech.kth.se/publications/show_by_author.php?author=Fant
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
http://home.cc.umanitoba.ca/~krussll/phonetics/practice/praat.html


4. Make a flag that tells you if the sine wave is currently negative.

5. Take the absolute value of the sine wave to give an output range of [0:1].

6. Multiply this by -1 and add +1 to flip it, to again give an output range of [0:1].

7. If the quadrant flag is true, repeatedly square the value (3 or 4 times).  This again gives an output range of [0:1].

8. Multiply this by -1 and add +1 to undo the flip in step 6.

9. If the negative flag is true multiply by -1 to undo the absolute value in step 5.

It's very simple (and even simpler when doing it with 32 bit integers).  If you want a poor-man's band limited square wave just set the quadrant flag to
always true, which will process all quadrants the same (I implemented this with a negative parameter, where the positive parameter value only does the
middle two quadrants as described above, and the absolute value of the parameter sets the number of squarings, 0 giving a sine wave).  Not doing the flip
/ unflip gives a different "blip" type of waveform, but it doesn't have sufficient harmonics for vocal use.

=========

For the formants, I've found you can pretty much set a common Q and common formant mix level and get good results (with my mutated sine wave
glottal source anyway).  The results are a little better with individual formant mix control, and a bit better with individual Q control.  But the formant
positions are critical, you will probably have to hand adjust them to taste, some of this likely depending on the harmonics mix of the glottal source.

=========

Wow, thanks for the pointer to PRAAT!  The formant view is quite interesting.

tinkeringdude 12/28/2017 5:24:47 PM [1338]

Ah, thanks, I'll play with that type of source. 
As for square or other regular waveforms - if I know how to produce a LUT for something, it's easy to use for me. I implemented the "crude but
effective" (TM) scheme of "audio mip mapping" with one waveform LUT per octave and 2x oversampling to deal with the shifted-up harmonics of the
bent-up base frequency one LUT was computed for, using the additive synthesis formula for a given waveform, producing a plenty oversampled set of
tables with harmonics up to 16k or so, further reduced number of harmonics for each higher octave table. (I just omitted the mip level switching/blending
for the code I ported to my C# test project here, so it's currently not alias free for higher freqs, but my original C++ impl sounds just fine also at very high
notes). It is cheap enough with linear interpolation to run on a $3 or so microprocessor (which is the final target for all of this, which is one further reason
why I'm not looking at current speech synthesis methods or existing libraries which need at least the "steam" of e.g. a Raspberry Pi).

You mention Q and mix level. Are you aware of tables which not only list vowel formant frequencies but also their bandwidth and relative loudness? 
I only found tables with freqs, and even fewer going beyond 2 formants... 
Well, my experimenting program has a bank of resonant state variable filters with level control, so I ended up fiddling Q and amplitude for every setting
by hand, yielding ok results, but I guess they could be better. (perhaps looking more at spectra of my own voice, and slapping the FFT display to my test
program to actually see the overall simulated "vocal tract" response will make me wiser in that regard, but that's on the TODO list ;) ) 

dewster 12/28/2017 6:02:26 PM [1339]

Yes, 2x additive wavetables are certainly a good solution to aliasing.  I don't have the luxury of wavetables as memory is quite limited, but that's actually
fine by me as it forces me to do more physical-type synthesis.  It's kind of strange that filtering doesn't do much to eliminate aliasing, but mechanical
things like polyBlep do.  I wish there was such a thing as a generic polyBlep, though even that benefits from 2x sampling.

If you have a sample of the voice you're trying to emulate then the relative formant levels could be found by looking at a spectral view, taking into
account the downward slope of the glottal harmonics.  Formant Q is rather mild because of the vocal tract aspect ratio and the soft stuff it's made of.  If Q
is too high it clearly rings, if too low it doesn't do what it should, and setting it to some middle ground doesn't seem all that critical.  I watched some
videos of software vocal synths and I believe the Q was more or less fixed for the formants - the skirts all looked very similar while they were dragging
them around with the mouse to change their frequency / amplitude.

I haven't tried using formant frequency tables, just adjusting things on the prototype to sound human.  Minor adjustments to a single formant frequency
can make things go from fairly human to fairly not, so I wouldn't expect a formant frequency table to e.g. completely nail Pavoratti, and particularly if it
doesn't specify the glottal harmonic parameters.  And, as I mentioned earlier, squaring the formant filter frequency, Q, and level parameters seems to give
more useful adjustment ranges.  "Tuning" like this pretty much has to be real-time interactive, otherwise it will drive you crazy.

The glottal synth papers imply that certain generator settings will give a "breathy" type sound, which I find hard to believe without some type of added
noise to the process.  Am anxious to see if this is the case, but have a week or so of volunteering ahead of me that I've been putting off for far too long.
 Gaaa!

A strange side effect of this type of investigation is the heightened awareness you get of this part of your body: you discover can close your nasal passage
with your soft palate, close your mouth passage with your tongue, and do all sorts of things with your vocal cords, all while lying in bed, trying to get
some sleep.  Talking to my wife about the various aspects of the vocal tract tends to creep her out (in a meat robot sense).

tinkeringdude 12/28/2017 7:10:42 PM [1340]

Oh, as for noise, forgot to mention I'm actually mixing some noise to my sawtooth, as voices seem to have at least some little breathyness to it, not to
mention consonants. 

As for the "heightened awareness", hehe, I actually need to pay attention when recording vowels to actually make *speaking* vowels. I already have
been quite aware of some of the goings on when vocalizing as classical singing is another one of my hobbies, so when I am about to vocalize to record it,
my brain likes to switch to "vocal excercise mode" out of habit, and I end up with operatic-ish resonances :D



If talks creep her out, wait until she sees videos of the glottis in action ;)

dewster 12/28/2017 8:46:42 PM [1341]

I haven't tried this but you might try adding some +/- noise to the NCO increment too.  

What are you doing about dynamics?  With a fixed glottal waveform, louder and softer sounds like someone adjusting a volume control.  Not realistic at
all.

Martel 12/29/2017 3:03:41 PM [1342]

quotation: "A tunable active filter with three quasi-resonant frequency points.

.... Such a filter is the basis of formant speech synthesizers.

In them from the harmonic rich signal there are three frequency bands (formants),

 which after addition in the summing device give a vowel sound. "

https://image.ibb.co/gF1G2G/p0067.jpg





(the end of the article is - https://image.ibb.co/hdU8Gb/p0068.png)

-------------------------------------

But this is not applicable to the theremin, because it does not have "rich in harmonics (overtones) signal."

Checked personally :-)

The difficulty in enriching the sinusoid (yes at least a rectangle!) With a lot of harmonics and overtones.

 

 

dewster 12/29/2017 4:14:09 PM [1343]

"The difficulty in enriching the mean and poor sinusoid (yes at least a straight man!) With a lot of harmonics and overtones."  - Martel

Yes, and not just any harmonics and overtones, but certain ones, and with variation based on the volume hand.  When I lower the squaring of my sine
wave mutator there are fewer harmonics (it sounds like a low pass filter is getting stronger).  When I switch the mutator to all quadrants producing a
rounded square wave, the result doesn't sound very human.

=========

Found a very nice summary PhD thesis: "HMM-based Speech Synthesis Using an Acoustic Glottal Source Model" by Joao Paulo Serrasqueiro Robalo
Cabral (link).  I don't care (at this point) about articulating the vocal sounds but it's got plenty of background and references.

 

tinkeringdude 12/29/2017 7:27:21 PM [1344]

"I haven't tried this but you might try adding some +/- noise to the NCO increment too.   What are you doing about dynamics?  With a fixed glottal
waveform, louder and softer sounds like someone adjusting a volume control.  Not realistic at all."

About dynamics, well, I have a typical envelope generator from my synth project, not sure yet whether its linear or exp attack is perfectly adequate, but it
sounds ok, I can even assemble a few intelligible words by stringing together a few vowels + consonants with envelopes for each, just need to implement
morphing between them to get e.g. better diphtongs. 

Btw, interesting link in the later post! (joao thesis)

dewster 12/30/2017 4:16:50 AM [1345]

I think ADSR type envelopes might mask issues with ultra slow attacks as are capable on the Theremin?  Cool that you can do articulated speech.

After spending all day in a spreadsheet sim (analyzing a ringing 2nd order filter with negative and positive damping phases idea that didn't pan out) I'm
back to looking at artificial (i.e. mathematical) generation of the glottal pulse.  There is an old 1970 paper by Rosenberg ("Effect of Glottal Pulse Shape
on the Quality of Natual Vowels") which does human listener A/B testing using various glottal pulse shapes, and a third order polynomial (3rd order
rising, 2nd order falling) wins.  A more recent paper ("A New Approach to Parametric Modeling of Glottal Flow" Tahir Mushtaq & Khalid Saifullah,
2011) uses what looks like 3rd order all around (the falling edge "blends" rather than just slams into the x axis) but is actually based on a mass & spring
model.  With any experience at all generating naive audio waveforms in DSP, one can see aliasing coming a mile away, so I'm partial to no sharp edges
and the more rounding the better, though I realize the harmonics have to come from somewhere.  Beyond rounding, the trick is probably to keep the rate
of the edge that generates them below some maximum value.  Once there are sufficient harmonics it seems the smoothness of the spectra is also an issue,
as any lumpiness can negatively interact with the formant amplitudes.

I just looked at the spectra of my "poor man's" glottal function.  When set to 4 squarings I see a pretty even row of harmonics that smoothly roll-off of
24dB per decade, though the harmonic 2 and 9 are a slightly lower than the others.  With 3 squarings there's about 28dB per decade.  Some papers talk
about 12dB per octave, which is 40dB per decade, and I get this with 2 squarings and very little aliasing.  I think I'm probably overdoing it in the glottal
harmonics department, less actually sounds better to me now.

What I don't get at all is some researchers seem to use what looks like the glottal pressure wave (~chopped tops of slanted cosines) directly with good
results, and other use the derivative (a + bump with a - sharp tooth).  They seem to be two entirely different animals.  Perhaps the derivative version is for
the normalized skewed up formants that some methods are partial to?

tinkeringdude 12/30/2017 2:29:47 PM [1346]

Glottal wave: 
Yeah, paper's I've seen all describe how to mathematically produce the movement / air flow of vocal folds, which doesn't translate to a bandlimited
waveform (unless you dream in math I guess). 
I wonder, could one generate a glottal wave cycle by such methods, sample that into a buffer, look at the spectrum which will have aliases, and if you
cleverly pick the fundamental of that waveform with respect to the samplerate, mirrored-back aliases would not coincide with harmonics, so you could
run some code over the FFT bins and remove peaks which are not multiples of your fundamental, and then you have a "cleaned up" spectrum that you

https://image.ibb.co/hdU8Gb/p0068.png)
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/srenals/pdf/joao-thesis.pdf


can use to generate a wave table again? 

I feel so dirty. I just found a site with depictions of glottal waveforms without vocal tract. 
But didn't see some handy CSV file or so for download. 
So I copied the image, removed anything not-curve, had my gfx program of choice interpolate the material to a higher resolution / smoothe things a bit,
convert to 1bit, then let some code run over it to extract a 1D table of samples from that. 
Yes, there is alias in there :-D But not to a horrible extent. That table now actually works, I can get an intelligible female voice now using female f0 pitch
and formants - that didn't work too well with the sawtooth, which I will keep, though, for when I actually want a robot voice ;-)

dewster 12/30/2017 3:37:48 PM [1347]

I get the math angle in the papers, they're desperate for a stable model they can feed parameters to and have it give known, repeatable behavior,
particularly when it's just a part of a bigger articulated research system.  I'm more interested in organic behavior.  I need it to track pitch accurately, but
that's about it.

I'm learning to recalibrate my ear to vocal overtone levels, and can tell now that a sawtooth has way too much harmonic content.  Which is great because
it sprays aliasing all over the place.

That Electroglottography site you point to is interesting. It's makes sense but it's confusing to reconcile with how the academic papers describe what's
going on at various points of the waveform:

Above, the flat section is labeled as where the glottis is open rather than closed.  And the abrupt closing part is rising rather than falling.  I suppose
reversing things in time gives identical spectra?

It does look very similar to my "poor-man's" glottal wave set to 2 squarings:

http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/institut/arbeitsgruppen/phonetik/EGG/frmst2.htm


The smooth rise from negative to positive is just the unadulterated sine.  The flattened top, sharp fall, and flattened bottom are from the flipping and
repeated squaring of the two center quadrants.  So you get a nice tilted deal with a fast edge, a slow edge, and rounding everywhere. And the integer
computations to get it are exceedingly trivial.  Here's the spectra:

I think it's best to not generate any unneeded harmonics in the first place, as removing their alias products later is generally a can of worms.  

==========

Ideally, I'd like my vocal synthesis to be able to go from a non-tonal breath / whisper to fully tonal singing voice, based on the left antenna value. It's
pretty easy to get a band-pass state-variable filter to oscillate with a noise input, and dynamically altering the Q doesn't seem to inject much noise into the
process.  So I'm going to try feeding a band-pass SV with variable amplitude noise, modulate the Q based on dynamics, and feed the result to some sort
of mild distortion function, followed by the formant filter bank.

[EDIT] Played with that a bit and using band-pass filtered noise directly doesn't seem to be a good approach because the amplitude of the resonance
bobbles around (which makes sense).  What's mainly causing the oscillation in the vocal tract is air pressure from the lungs vibrating the vocal chords.

Glottal Wave Shaping via Bi-Damped SV Filter
dewster 12/30/2017 8:24:37 PM [1348]



Glottal Wave Shaping via Bi-Damped SV Filter

Playing with a dynamically damped SV (state variable) filter in Excel. The basic setup is just feeding a sine wave to a single second order filter. If you
design the filter so that both integrators have damping feedback, and then modulate that damping within the cycle you can get very academic "glottaly
looking" waveshapes:

Above shows the bandpass and lowpass integrator outputs.  The damping modulation is simply switching from one fixed damping value to a second
larger fixed damping value when the lowpass signal goes negative.  Above the damping values are 0.5 and 5.  The open and closed times can be varied by
altering the ratio of the filter center frequency to the input sine frequency, above the ratio is 1.  Haven't actually tried this in hardware yet, but in
simulation it all seems to track without being super-fiddly (unlike all the non-linear iterative backwards math in the papers).  The spreadsheet is here if
you want to play along at home (my "poor-man's" glottal mutation sim is on the second worksheet page).

tinkeringdude 12/31/2017 3:05:42 AM [1349]

Interesting method! 
As for sawtooth, it seems the harmonic richness can serve its purpose when tamed somewhat.

Audio file (may be loud)

(some stereo reverb added in Audacity for fitting aural context. And randomly fiddled with the pitch) 
The high end of the source wave is rolled off starting at ~ 2kHz with 12dB/oct, played in mezzo/soprano range with a +/- 100cent vibrato, using female
formants. 
Not Birgit Nilsson, but it produces some nice tones, or tones which show potential of what I might be able to do with this stuff that I wasn't thinking of
before playing around with it, but isn't that always so ;-) 

EDIT: 
Now I, the dillettante layman, tries to explain to himself how this "We have an opera voice now??" accident happened. 
The female formant setup I used model a normal "speech mode" vocal tract. They do not model a changed vocal tract due to the lowered larynx of the
operatic voice. The larynx position is one thing done different from "regular vocalization", another is tighter cords and more wind pressure to compensate
that (I think). Does this produce more overtones, like my sawtooth, some of which I then darken with that 2kHz LPF (longer vocal tract -> darkening?)? 
In other words, does the sawtooth + LPF combo imitate the low larynx with tighter cords, then feeding into the upper throat/mouth area which are still
modeled by the regular female formants? (I don't know about the raised soft palate, from the sound, it doesn't appear to be missing, but it shouldn't be in
the speech formants, I guess, perhaps the sawtooth also helps with that) 

dewster 12/31/2017 4:37:29 AM [1350]

Very nice tinkeringdude!  What are you rendering this in (what's your synth)?  And I approve of ogg files (most of my music collection is ripped to ogg).

I would think a lowered larynx might lower at least one of the formants?  The three "pipes" in the 'Y' come together and the lowest branch is getting
lengthened.  For some reason it's weird to feel this lowering consciously with my fingers on my throat.

I think it was the Rosenberg paper that stated something like "the glottal source has zeros but the the vocal tract consists only of poles".   He also states
that rolloff of speech and the glottal source is somewhere around 12dB per octave.  At any rate, the goal seems to be to get the resonance coloration as
independent of the glottal source as possible (at least for research purposes).  In practical terms, this probably means that vowels should sound largely the
same regardless of pitch.

[EDIT] Actually, what you're doing (sawtooth + LPF) makes a lot of sense as it gives you a nice even spectra that you can adjust the tilt to.  That seems to
be the goal of a lot of the glottal pulse shaping.  In the more complex glottal waveforms the rate of the return to zero is discussed as effectively LPF.

tinkeringdude 1/1/2018 3:21:34 AM [1351]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/pc1ct9j3lkr18cc/glottal_2017-12-30.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/file/cj0ajq2j8rjwh8a/synthvoice-soprano.ogg


MP3 sounds nasty somehow, esp. with fricative sounds, unless using highest bit rates, and ogg sounds fine with 96kb/s nominal for stuff like this. I can't
explain it, but when listening with headphones or in the car, mp3 gives me some sort of "ear fatigue" (it gets unpleasant, I need to stop) rather quickly, not
so with ogg. 

"The synth" is something I cobbled together in my high level language platform of choice, C# / .NET. 
And I was even too lazy to implement a dump-to-disk feature as I saw that Audacity can record that via some loopback feature. It's basically a bunch
of 2nd order SVFs with output level controls, oscillator & noise source, envelope gen, and lots of GUI knobs for everything to play with.

dewster 1/1/2018 9:58:27 PM [1352]

tinkeringdude, I'm guessing your synth code is float-based?

===========

In between the revelries and general merrymaking I'm made some headway, but I don't know where it's taking me!  Got a double-damped SV filter going
today, where each integrator has its own damping negative feedback.  Feeding it with a sine wave and giving it extra damping on the LPF output negative
excursions, I'm seeing exactly what the Excel sim shows.  I made the damping threshold variable but zero works best (you don't want to hear a sine wave
before the glottaling action kicks in).  Adjusting the damping ratios for maximum effect sounds good, but only maybe a little better than my previous
squaring waveshaping.  And it aliases more.  Can also adjust the center frequency of the filter relative to the oscillator feeding it.  Higher ratios do give a
more "open" sound, but really it sounds much like a mild LPF being opened up.  So all these papers are teasing out the mathematical nuances of
something that doesn't seem like all that big of a deal.  Chasing after specific waveshapes to give specific harmonics feels kind of like a suckers game, as
there isn't a one-to-one correspondence, but rather many waveshapes to one set of harmonics.  On a deeper level, waveshapes which have baked-in
spectral coloration that makes certain notes or registers more realistic are likely to negatively impact the realism elsewhere.

===========

I've mentioned Google's wavenet before (link) but I want to again because it is so freaking eerie - eerie that a neural network can do all that just
predicting the next PCM sample (kind of a Linear Predictive Coding from hell), and eerily human sounding both when speaking and when spouting
gibberish.  Vocal simulation has this big initial payoff with very little effort (a buzzer and three filters give you a realistic singing voice) but articulation
details constantly toss you back into the uncanny valley - it's a very diminishing returns kind of thing.  Bludgeoning the entire problem at the most basic
level with a neural net is pure genius, and it works so remarkably well I almost don't believe it.

tinkeringdude 1/2/2018 12:40:48 AM [1353]

Yes, it's all float. I made an integer port of most parts years ago, but that sat to rot while I was continuing on the PC fixing problems and actually doing
things with the components. There was some slight noise problem IIRC that I hadn't looked into. Haven't ported that particular filter (from the recording)
to integer, though. I should hope it works on some $3,- 32bit MCU, the formula came out of a 1980's book (Chamberlin). I guess resonance can be a
problem with regards to error? Most of my fixed point programming had to do with computer graphics in the late 1990's, stuff might have looked
somewhat ugly sometimes, but nothing usually exploded in your face, or ears, unless it was intentional :-)

--- 
but rather many waveshapes to one set of harmonics

Hehe! I noticed that with surprize when I wasn't aware that our ears apparently don't give a damn about phase relations of harmonics. "Hey, that looks
almost like a sine, why does it sound square?" Because it was a very "rounded out" waveform. Then I started to plot waveforms, deliberately changing
just the phase offsets of harmonics to get a feel for how different they can look.

EDIT:

On a deeper level, waveshapes which have baked-in spectral coloration that makes certain notes or registers more realistic are likely to negatively
impact the realism elsewhere

I did think about, several times, why stick to the source + filters scheme. Why not just look at spectra and how a spoken word morphs between those, and
try to emulate that by whatever means gets that job done. 
From the limited knowledge I have of such things, it just continues to seem like there's no option nearly as computationally cheap as that source + filter
model to accomplish that, so that's why I stuck with it so far. (it is supposed to run on some MCU at some point, after all. Although I won't ignore
byproducts of this exploration which may be better suited to other host platforms)

 

--- 
That WaveNet thing is interesting. So far it was more on the "no no" side in my head, having neural networks touch individual samples, thinking it must
be quite computing intensive. That notion is either wrong, or the google thing runs only on a PC or something as powerful. 
It had crossed my mind to use smaller networks to control synth module modulation parameters and such, to aide with speech production on a higher
level, perhaps saving some work. I.e. instead of me having to do another "speaker synth patch" in all aspects by hand, just train it to something. My
experence with NNs does not go beyond executing some demo code & playing with it, though, I have no idea how small they may actually be for this
application & if it could all run on a cheap MCU. 

dewster 1/2/2018 4:03:05 AM [1354]

I use a modified Chamberlin SV topology, with integers because floats are too expensive on my lamer platform.  I really don't get why Chamberlin
himself didn't modify it, his first order filter uses the modification, which is to do the frequency attenuation post integrator rather than pre.  The
integrators have to be wider to accomodate the gain, but you get plenty of resolution with 32 bits.  I've heard there are issues filtering with floats,
particularly with limit cycle pumping of low frequency IIR filters.  And the floating point pipelines in many processors don't handle denorms directly,
trapping to software solutions that can be orders of magnitude slower. Programmers often insert tiny offsets to get around this (I've seen this in PC-based

https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio/


DSP code and it's quite puzzling when first encountered - IIR tends to decay to nothing, generating gobs of denorms as they fall into the black hole of
zero).

I'm looking for organic solutions in DSP space, which is kind of contradictory.  I think the vocal researchers do too, as natural touchstones tend to let you
know you're heading in the right direction, and lend some nature-based gravitas to what you're doing ("hey, I got the waveforms from the voice box
itself").  Altering natural parameters can often solve / sidestep a lot of nuance type problems, and the parameters themselves are often more intuitive than
those we might think up in an intellectual vacuum.  But I suppose one can take it too far.  Simple vocal stuff has a lot of low-hanging fruit.

From what little I've read, Wavenet is quite computationally intense, and until recently not possible to do on a PC in real-time. A high-power GPU thing
I'm pretty sure, nothing we'll be doing anytime soon on a Raspberry Pi.

=======

What I really want to do is somehow capture the full gamut of breathy to vocal, with a random kind of rattly thing in-between, and to do it as elegantly as
possible.  I realize now that the breath sound itself is just turbulence in the tract, and not the thing that stimulates the chords to vibrate, though there is
some turbulence with the chords vibrating.  Gotta look at more mass / spring physical models I suppose, the analog of which can often be boiled down to
an SV or three interacting non-linearly.  The need for exact pitch might be a problem, though even non-linear VCOs can be linearized via PLL feedback
loops.

Sine * Ramp^n
dewster 1/2/2018 6:42:34 PM [1355]

Sine * Ramp^n

A lot of glottal generators run a phase ramp (raised or unsigned sawtooth) through one or more non-linear functions.  I got the idea yesterday to take a
standard NCO phase ramp, feed it to the SIN2 subroutine to generate a sinewave (as normal), but then take the phase ramp and square it several times,
then multiply it with the raised and normalized sinewave.  More squaring of the ramp makes the result lean over more, makes the duty cycle narrower,
and increases the speed of the falling edge:

The above is 3 squarings (8th power) in Excel.  The thin red trace is the sine wave, the thin blue trace is the multiply squared ramp, and the thick black
trace is the result of multiplying them.  It sounds pretty good and doesn't alias much.  Harmonic amplitudes are nice and even with no dips.  I can hear
what they mean by "openness" or a thinning of the bass and accentuation of the harmonics when the squaring is increased.  And I can also now hear the
reason for independent control over the openness and harmonic content, as you might want more harmonics but not have this cut the bass content.  I've
got it coded so that 0 squarings give a sinewave, and there is a small second order polynomial that normalizes the output amplitude based on the
squarings.

It's running on the prototype, but there is an obvious DC balance issue; they were careful to remove this from a similar function in one of the papers I
read.  The multiply squared ramp  should probably be more of an exponential to make the slope at the very end steeper, to give more harmonics with a
wider pulse, and thus a better balance of bass and treble.  But honestly it's pretty good, stable, and simple to implement.  Just multiplying the unsquared
ramp makes it jump from sine wave to vocal sounding, but the ramp squarings really make it shine.

[EDIT] Just stuck my old "poor man's" glottal generator back in and I actually like it better than the above.  It does super low "fry" type sounds infinitely
better, so it covers a wider range without adjustment.  And there's no DC offset to worry about.  Lots of smart guys barking up that tree above though.
 OK, lesson learned, now I really don't care if the wave looks anything like electroglottalography or inverse filtered human voice.

"Hi Lo" Glottal Source - Nailed!
dewster 1/2/2018 11:13:15 PM [1356]



"Hi Lo" Glottal Source - Nailed!

Hoo boy, was thinking the "poor man's" glottal generator could use a scoop out to reduce the low frequency content, it hit me that I could take the NCO
phase ramp, XOR it with its MSb to flip the upper half down, then flip the MSb to add 1/2.  This gives a triangle wave that goes from 1/2 to 1 to 1/2 to 1
to 1/2 over the full cycle.  Repeatedly multiplying this with itself gives a big-top tent-like double scoop, which I simply multiply the "poor man's" glottal
result with to morph it even further:

Above is what it looks like in Excel with the "poor man's" multiplication count set to 3 and the new multiplication count set to 5. The thin red trace shows
the new morphing function, and the thick black trace shows the result of multiplying it with the "poor man's" morph.  Note that the big-top function peaks
where the "poor man's" edges are happening, so the upper harmonics aren't super-affected by the new parameter.  This is why I'm calling it "Hi Lo"
because the "poor man's" parameter mainly sets the highs, and this new parameter mainly cuts the lows.

The controls can be set to give a pure sine wave, a rounded square wave, a rounded sawtooth, etc.  It would probably make a great generator for analog
synth emulation with not too much aliasing spatter if not set too extreme.  If you can do floats then the two input parameters could be made more
continuous, but discrete integer multiplications give you enough control if you aren't articulating things.

It sounds pretty amazing on the prototype!  It doesn't look all that "glottal" but who cares.  I believe the whole point in getting the harmonics of the
generator right is to balance the vocal "fry" with the upper registers (why does no one discuss this basic point in the academic literature?).  My previous
(today) sine * ramp^n didn't do that, but this one does, and with no DC offset problems.  With this I believe I've reached the end of my glottal generator
endeavors for the time being and can move on to breath / vocal dynamics.  Will post a video or sound file of it in action soon.

dewster 1/3/2018 3:27:43 AM [1358]

Sound file (link).  I obviously didn't take any care making it, probably too breathy, but I ran across this different sounding male by playing with the nose
resonance, which strangely has a lot to do with the character.  Anyway, the glottal generator works well through the entire vocal range with a single
setting.  Scooping out the pulse really tames the low end and makes the formants easier to set. Spectral view shows a certain constant harmonic fall-off in
the low range, which "rounds over" to a steeper constant fall-off in the higher range.  This, I believe, is a major element of good vocal synthesis.

Next up is better integration of breath noise. All vocals have breath, but the volume of it shouldn't simply track the overall volume. Pitch should have a
low end below which it can't go, or turns to breath, and it should have something of an abrupt turn-on with volume.  Lips are a low-pass filter, and I
haven't addressed that yet either.

All this vocal stuff aside, and I don't mean to sound egotistical, but by almost any measure I believe my prototype is the best Theremin in existence.

tinkeringdude 1/3/2018 5:30:34 AM [1359]

modified Chamberlin SV topology

What are the effects of the difference between original and "modified" versions? 
Btw, I have checked, the one I'm using isn't from Chamberlin, it's an approximation to it, by J.Dattorro. It can be tuned only to < 1/4 fs, which I forgot
about because the project I took it out of uses oversampling all the way and it was never a problem, but I got just reminded of that fact ;) I might have to
look into that subject again. Well, I might have to actually properly learn DSP I guess, or it would at least help to know some of the problems better. So
far I have been shying away from the math part. Using such things like lego blocks works to a certain degree. 

Your wave sounds pretty clean, despite a lack of deliberate regards to band-limiting (?). It reminds me of that venerable speech synth singing "daisy,
daisy...". 

As for vocal vs. friction sounds. I wonder why classical speech synth setups of this category tend to use an own resonator path for the noise shaping.
After all, there is only one vocal tract, not two that are mixed together. Just that the different sound sources are located in different places within it.

Martel 1/3/2018 2:45:05 PM [1360]

A sample of interesting, soft, volumetric sound.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8x82g7ge8k0zr5z/2018-01-02_male.ogg


Only I do not know if this is a termenvox :-)

https://youtu.be/6NOEbDjg3Wc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NOEbDjg3Wc

 

 

dewster 1/3/2018 3:07:30 PM [1361]

"What are the effects of the difference between original and "modified" versions?" - tinkeringdude

There's a paper on it, and here's a poster (link) but I don't think they clearly convey the simple thing that's going on.  For any filter, analog or digital,
reduction in gain controls the cutoff frequency (because it controls the rate of integration).  Each gain reduction is paired with an integrator, and the pair
count tells you the order of the filter.  When the order is > 1 there will be additional gain reductions associated with damping.  

When you have limited resolution, gain reductions can easily be problematic.  Even floats can't get you around this entirely because they also have
limited resolution, so when you add something significantly smaller than the thing you are adding to, nothing changes.  (There may be situations where
floats actually make things worse, because the exponent consumes some of the resolution space.)

So where you place the gain reduction in relation to the integrator is critical to the basic resolution of the thing being integrated. If you place the gain
reduction before the integrator you've reduced its resolution by truncating its least significant bits.  On the upside, the integration won't grow much larger
than the thing feeding it, and the value of the integrator is often a direct filter output (LP, BP) which can be handy.  If you place the gain
reduction after the integrator then the integration will grow to be much larger than the thing feeding it, but if you have headroom in the integrator then
this is the best possible scenario because there is no truncation going on until after the integration, where there is excess resolution to throw away.

Resolution reduction is bad because it directly degrades signal SNR, and makes the parameters less continuous.  And the least significant bits you chop
off can sometimes remain in the filter and recirculate, causing low-level limit cycles (you want everything to decay to true zero).

I think Chamberlin picked his SV topology (gain reduction preceding integration) because it was a direct replacement of the analog SV integrators with
digital integrators, and he likely was working with an 8 or 16 bit processor so wide integrators were perhaps problematic from a performance standpoint.
 But he didn't go this route for his single pole HP/LP, so I don't totally get his thinking here.

"Btw, I have checked, the one I'm using isn't from Chamberlin, it's an approximation to it, by J.Dattorro. It can be tuned only to < 1/4 fs, which I forgot
about because the project I took it out of uses oversampling all the way and it was never a problem, but I got just reminded of that fact ;)"

I also limit my filters and oscillators to 1/4 Fs.  For one thing, who can really hear 12kHz all that well?  For another, going above this causes all kinds of
aliasing problems with oscillators, and stability problems with filters.  You never want to have positive feedback for any integrator in a filter, but you'll
get it with high damping and high corner frequency, and guarding against instability with up-front parameter math can be a complicated thing (most
stability criterion as implemented stay quite far away from actual instability as they are set for a single worst-case).

"Your wave sounds pretty clean, despite a lack of deliberate regards to band-limiting (?). It reminds me of that venerable speech synth singing "daisy,
daisy..."."

No band-limiting at the source, and it's generated at Fs (48kHz).  I find that I'm always setting the glottal too "buzzy" during adjustment - I suppose it
adds to the clarity, and it helps my older ears hear the formant details in the mix.  But once my ears have had a rest it sounds too harsh.  BTW, the wave
looks very much like your LP sawtooth!  Mutating a sine can be incredibly effective, and, if done as gently as possible to get only the harmonic levels
you need, can yield lower aliasing.

"As for vocal vs. friction sounds. I wonder why classical speech synth setups of this category tend to use an own resonator path for the noise shaping.
After all, there is only one vocal tract, not two that are mixed together. Just that the different sound sources are located in different places within it."

I've noticed this too, and I think it's because the turbulence is often caused by the tongue (which isn't influenced by the nose or throat much), or by the
lips (ditto), or by the nose opening (external to the body).  A sudden intake of breath is mostly a mouth resonance.  Deep breath sounds can use the vocal
tract.  In Perry Cook's Thesis, noise can be injected at several points in the tract, and this seems like it might be the best approach?  I don't know why one
would leave the tract itself entirely out of the equation, unless it is to remove those resonances that don't occur in real life.  But why not just modulate
those resonances?

dewster 1/3/2018 3:49:17 PM [1362]

 "Heard your sample below, to me digital sounds flat like it lacks a soul or is un-unnatural." - Christopher

https://youtu.be/6NOEbDjg3Wc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NOEbDjg3Wc
https://youtu.be/6NOEbDjg3Wc
http://www.dafx.ca/slides/poster_053.pdf


Probably a listener bias thing because you know it's digital.  If you believed it was analog you'd probably have a very different reaction.  One can get
essentially the same results either way.

That reminds me, I need to go out in the forest and pick some fresh organic analog transistors.  I've grown tired of all this sterile man-made technology
and need to get back to nature.

[EDIT] The glottal spreadsheet with the Hi-Lo wave shaping method is located here.

[EDIT] A female sample here.

Martel 1/3/2018 4:59:22 PM [1363]

A sample of interesting, soft, volumetric sound.

Only I do not know if this is a termenvox.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NOEbDjg3Wc

https://youtu.be/6NOEbDjg3Wc

dewster 1/3/2018 9:55:34 PM [1365]

I'm not burned out at all Christopher, quite the contrary.

Anyway, I wasn't at the point of thinking about the sound-making side of things until now.  But I can recommend that if you're looking to do a female
voice in analog you should set up (buy or build) a bank of three or four tunable bandpass filters and try running your Theremin output through that.  You
don't need a lot of tuning range nor Q, and the filters all go in parallel with a volume control for each.  A parametric equalizer will work, a graphic
equalizer probably won't.  Each filter would take a quad op-amp max if you want to roll your own (and a stereo pot).

There are two ways to wrangle harmonics: additive and subtractive.  If you're doing additive via a fixed waveform, then the harmonics will track the
pitch, and this is a somewhat unnatural thing to run across outside of synthesis (think Hammond organ).  So you can't get a fixed timbre with a fixed
waveform, you either have to mutate the waveform with pitch (difficult to do) or turn to subtractive synthesis (harmonic rich source with filters to reduce
/ remove the harmonics you don't want) to get a fixed timbre.  The human voice is largely fixed timbre, and a good waveform to drive vocal synthesis
looks a lot like a sawtooth (or some other signal rich in all harmonics, perhaps low-pass filtered).

The beauty of digital here is I can have a 100 filters (I'm currently using 7 running on one thread), all controlled by 3 knobs, and each filter is just a
subroutine call and some processor real-time, and not days and days of wiring and massive front panel real estate devoted to pots.  The hissing of analog
actives and passives doesn't even enter into the picture (like it tends to do on analog mixing boards and such).

The power of the dark side commands you to try this! :-)

tinkeringdude 1/4/2018 6:52:51 AM [1366]

Ah, thanks for the detailed filter explanations, dewster! It all makes sense to me. 
The 1/4 fs max filter cutoff would be a hindrance if I run things on a samplerate like 24k for a system that's to output speech and some alarm sounds only.

Noise: I guess doing e.g. voiced "S" may require to at least not feed the noise into all formant filters (equally strongly), with my current simple setup I
have not gotten a good "zzzz" sound. I don't know whether the hiss is more or less "white" and one of the formants shapes the spectrum, or some of the
coloration of the hiss is inherent in its production - then I guess one would need extra filters to get that.

As for the "lifeless" sound. The analog thermin sample posted had the typical theremin sound with the tone pot set to a vaguely voice like setting,
whereas the digital samples posted here were of attempts to produce a straight voice sound, not a "analog theremin that wants to sing" sound. Why would
one be disappointed not to hear one's favorite kind of sound then?
I don't know what dewster has planned, but I'm pretty sure "analog theremin model X" is a sound that could be imitated, among many others. From my
theremin sounds exposure, there isn't that much of "life" going on that needs imitating, all of the animation comes from the hands?

dewster 1/4/2018 4:54:04 PM [1367]

"Edit: One Master Thereminist stated the theremin is a "one trick pony", but if mastered? I add the theremin is not a gimmick but harnesses a real natural
phenomenon. Why demean the name of Lev Sergeyevich when your design has little connection if any to his work. This is the most bothersome part, I
really don't care what you build if you do not misrepresent it in the theremin community.

After many years of electronic gibberish your thread still goes nowhere, delete all the hundreds of posts that do not demonstrate anything of value. Look
out for the newbies that stumble upon your 136 TW webpages in the search engines, then they leave mislead or discouraged, even if they wanted to build
digital. You have a responsibility with your knowledge to properly teach, not to become the latest Glasgow approach where the designer knew it was a
good idea that could never work properly."  - Christopher

Christopher, please stop trolling me and spamming this thread.  You're being a huge negative vibe merchant.

If you feel that strongly about technology that you can't be arsed to understand, please start your own thread where you can rant and rave and post
pictures that reveal unsuspecting viewer's IP addresses.

dewster 1/4/2018 6:38:05 PM [1368]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/n2wz113vbh9i632/glottal_2018-01-02.xls
http://www.mediafire.com/file/hvzlq93ldz15qxx/2018-01-03_female.ogg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NOEbDjg3Wc


"Noise: I guess doing e.g. voiced "S" may require to at least not feed the noise into all formant filters (equally strongly), with my current simple setup I
have not gotten a good "zzzz" sound. I don't know whether the hiss is more or less "white" and one of the formants shapes the spectrum, or some of the
coloration of the hiss is inherent in its production - then I guess one would need extra filters to get that." - tinkeringdude

The vocal tract in Perry Cook's Thesis has noise injection at many points, with amplitude controls (I assume they are individually and likely dynamically
adjustable) on each one.

The "zzzz" sound is interesting to think about.  It's clearly noise and glottal oscillation - maybe have the instantaneous amplitude of the glottal wave
modulate the amplitude envelope of the noise?  This is what I want to try for the onset of vocalization, the transition between breath and pitch.

"As for the "lifeless" sound. The analog thermin sample posted had the typical theremin sound with the tone pot set to a vaguely voice like setting,
whereas the digital samples posted here were of attempts to produce a straight voice sound, not a "analog theremin that wants to sing" sound. Why would
one be disappointed not to hear one's favorite kind of sound then?

I don't know what dewster has planned, but I'm pretty sure "analog theremin model X" is a sound that could be imitated, among many others. From my
theremin sounds exposure, there isn't that much of "life" going on that needs imitating, all of the animation comes from the hands?"

There are several threads here at TW regarding this (link, link).  Most analog Theremin waveforms look like sine waves mutated in various ways, which
isn't too surprising given the results of heterodyning, and the following, often somewhat non-linear, volume control processing.

With the criticism of "sterile, digital sound" no one talks about the elephant in the room, which is generally the highest regarded modern professional
Theremin in the world, the Moog Etherwave Pro.  It uses digital XOR gates (I assume for heterodyning) and binary ripple counters (I assume for bank
switching, though they might also be somehow tapped for harmonics) in its voice generator.

The sonic goal for many Theremin designers is likely more historical (and perhaps accidental) than anything else.  They seem to opt for wave shapes that
give certain (as you say) vaguely recognizable timbres (female voice, violin, etc.) over certain limited pitch ranges.  I admit that it has a certain charm,
but I don't think I could listen to it long-term without one or more filters in the chain somewhere.  Clara's super buzzy tone starts driving me up the wall
after a song or two.

dewster 1/5/2018 10:12:29 PM [1369]

Trying to get the onset of oscillation more realistic: link

This is a subtraction by a constant of the exponential volume antenna value, which gives a non-linear roll-off for smaller values.  I think I need to do this
on the linear side of things and use squaring or something to give more control as it needs to snap on a bit more and not interfere with the general gain
when it's on.  I'm just doing this for the oscillator amplitude, and not the noise amplitude, which follows the volume antenna directly.

[EDIT] Having an absolutely linear pitch field over the entire range is amazingly freeing from several angles.  In the ogg file above I was hitting the high
tenor note with my hand right at the antenna, and I kind of screwed up the vibrato because I was out of hand-wiggle headroom and didn't want to hit the
antenna.  I can use the same hand wiggle everywhere from right at my body to right at the antenna and get the exact same vibrato depth.  

And having variable sensitivity without impacting the pitch field linearity (literally just twisting one knob) means one can entertain all kinds of fingering
and hand techniques one can't do on a conventional Theremin.  I've got the pitch side sensitivity set to 4 half steps (delta) per open/closed hand, so it
takes 3 of these gestures to cover an octave.  Thinking of going to a perfect 5th (+7 half steps delta) but afraid that might be too sensitive.  Could go down
to the 4th I suppose (-5 half steps delta).

I realize now that I should probably be concentrating on features that make my playing sound better, so that the presentation comes off less annoyingly to
those who can actually play.  So after I get the vocal transition to an OK point I'll probably look into real pitch correction.  It might be as simple as using
feedback to reduce the error to the nearest note center, with long enough time constants to allow for vibrato and glissando.  I've noticed that the pitch
quantizer makes my pitch sound noticeably better when not using these techniques, but it's too crude of an effect (not crude in the way I implemented it
but crude in a general sense) for general use.  Anyone who owns a Theremini probably knows what I'm talking about.

True Pitch Correction Implemented!
dewster 1/6/2018 9:10:55 PM [1370]

True Pitch Correction Implemented!

I couldn't sleep this morning so started thinking about how to implement true pitch correction on the prototype.  I figured it would involve low pass
filtering of the linear pitch number subnote information normalized to the range -1/2 to +1/2 (full scale) and applied as a correction to the full pitch
number.  I thought of ways I might alter the strength of the correction.  Then, while I looking to reuse some of the pitch quantizer code, I realized it
already generates this correction signal, and that all I needed to do was low pass filter it.  So I designed a simple first order low pass filter that works rail-
to-rail, stuck it in there, and after a bit of debugging and fiddling with parameter scaling, it works!  It works amazingly well!  I've got a second order low
pass filter in there now which it doesn't seem to add all that much to what it was doing with the first order, but I'm still feeling my way around playing
with pitch correction engaged.

So the addition of one LPF and one knobed parameter, and I've got full-blown chromatic pitch correction that, when the cutoff is set to the high end,
gives simple pitch quantization, and when set to the low end is quite subtle in the way it slowly corrects the pitch.  It seems to help me play better, and it
doesn't stomp all over the vibrato like quantization does.  Definitely a keeper, all Theremins should have some form of pitch correction on tap, if only as
noob training wheels (and to give some relief to those who are forced to listen to them practice).

That came together much easier and faster than I expected, pretty much falling off a log once I saw the clear path.  I've got a fairly solid code base to pick
and choose from now, which helps a lot too.

file:///forums/T/31261?post=209539#209539
file:///forums/T/31291?post=209709#209709
http://www.mediafire.com/file/g3i2ku1lqfi8vf9/2018-01-05_male.ogg


Hi-Lo 2: Circling the Square
dewster 1/7/2018 5:27:45 PM [1371]

Hi-Lo 2: Circling the Square

Raising a [0:1) ramp to a power gives a nice concave curve over the same interval.  A rising and falling [0:1:0] ramp (triangle) over the same interval
gives a double scoop with a point in the middle.  If you flip the second half upwards you get a nice continuous [0:2) "sinus" function that we can divide
by 2 (right shift once) to get it over the [0:1) interval.  If we subtract the initial ramp from this, where the initial power is 2, we get something that looks
remarkably like a sine wave (a second order polynomial approximation of it, arrived at accidentally).  If the initial power is greater than 2 we get the
familiar looking glottal wave of Hi-Lo, but without using the sine subroutine!  And we can play the same powers scoop out game afterward to reduce the
low frequency content:

I haven't tried this on the prototype yet, and it has more amplitude variation with the various settings, but it is an interesting and computationally
inexpensive way to get adjustable controlled harmonic content without trig functions.

[EDIT] I can't figure out a straightforward way to get odd harmonics from it, so I'm sticking with the original Hi-Lo sine mutate.

[EDIT2] My headphone amplifier, a PreSonus HP4, literally burned up yesterday while we were out of the house (!). Whole downstairs smelled strongly
like burned phenolic. Opened it up and one of the quad op-amps was charred, the PC board under it browned, and a nearby filter cap was bulging
(presumably due to the heat).  Unsoldered the bad stuff and it still smoked when I plugged it in. Turns out a trace was somehow shorted to ground, so I
clipped that and I'm back in business, but with one less output channel.  I'd like a reason to replace the HP2 actually, it has way too much gain IMO.

Tuner Update
dewster 1/9/2018 11:17:48 PM [1372]

Tuner Update

The 1" 7-segment common anode red LED display (KYX-1106BS) I ordered several weeks ago from HK arrived today.  So I just had to tear the old
octave display out and install this new one.  In the process I added a 4 blue LED volume bargraph enhanced with PWM (pulse width modulation - used
for the rest of the display which yields a nice smooth gray scale).  This completely consumes all 24 serial LED driver outputs (TLC5916):

The 7-segment could be brighter I suppose but it will do.  And I would have aligned it vertically with the other two displays, but the IC was in the way
and I didn't feel like tearing it off the board just to move it.

The volume bargraph steps are 6 dB per LED, and this is using the linearized volume number rather than output volume.  I wanted it to reflect left hand
height and active volume zone more than actual volume.

https://youtu.be/ZO1aNTBE_KY


Also demonstrated is true chromatic pitch correction with variable quantization strength and variable second order low pass filter time constant.  I've got
the strength turned up here more than normal (for me) so the action is rather exaggerated.  Static and slower movements gravitate to the chromatic scale,
whereas vibrato isn't attenuated, and other types of faster pitch change are smooth and continuous.

With the crazy extended cold snap we've had lately, and all the dryness caused by raising our house temperature without doing anything about the
reduced relative humidity, I've noticed several ESD event when touching the knobs (obvious reset of the menu and stack errors flagged in the processor
error register).  So while I was under the hood working on the tuner I ran ground wires to the encoder bodies (which otherwise just float).  I should
probably make some kind of safe bleed-off pad that I can touch and safely drain off any HV my body is charged to.  Several resistors in series to make
1M or so.

dewster 1/10/2018 9:18:05 PM [1373]

What's the Frequency (Kenneth?)

Trying to put internal pitch numbers to bed.  There's a lot to consider in this seemingly simple exercise, such as maximum oscillator / filter frequency,
what gets aligned to what, tuner pickoff point, pitch alignment to the real world (tuning), and hardware induced offsets.  

Some basics:

1. The linear pitch number itself is an unsigned 32 bit integer with fixed 5.27 decimal place.  The decimal location is naturally given by the EXP2
function, which takes a 5.27 as input and gives a full unsigned 32 bit output (5 bits give a 32 bit shift).  So the upper 5 bits give us the octave, and the
lower 27 bits are obviously the fractional octave.  Running this through EXP2 gives us the exponential pitch number for use with oscillators and filters.

2. Maximum possible pitch with an Fs (sampling frequency) of 48kHz is Fs/2, or 24kHz.

3. There is sub-note quantization going on within the pitch corrector, and also within the tuner display, so aligning the pitch representation with integer
note values seems worthwhile.

4. Translating the pitch number to an actual frequency and displaying it accurately means we have to align things with the standard A4 = 440Hz.

5. We need 2^12 the PCM rate for the SPDIF logic clock, but there are limits to the hardware PLL in the target FPGA, and the closest we can get with the
stock demo board oscillator is 50MHz * 59 / 15, or +298.4 ppm (~+2 cents; under ideal circumstances the human ear can hear maybe 3 cents of error.)

6. I can't hear Fs / 2 = 24kHz, and I can just barely hear Fs / 4 = 12kHz (though my ears are getting kinda old) so oscillators could be limited to Fs / 4.
 Certainly the center frequency of filters don't need to go much higher than this either as there isn't a lot of point in altering harmonics that we can't hear.
 In fact, we could probably set the upper limit somewhat lower and no one would really notice or care.  And the lower we set it the less trouble we'll have
with aliasing.

7. The pitch side has an offset adjustment as part of the linearity calculations which can be used to move the pitch number around.  It comes before the
gain (sensitivity) adjustment so it can vary in strength, but it can be employed for rough global pitch offset with respect to hand location.

Previously I was taking up all the slack and weirdness at the tuner, dividing the oscillator frequency inputs by 4, and the filter frequency input scaling
rather naturally included a divide by 4.  But that gets complicated really fast, so I had to rely on a spreadsheet to track what was going on, and had to
waste a lot of time coming back up to speed every time I worked on it.  And it basically broke when I added pitch offset and sub-note quantization.

The method:

I'm picking C9 as the maximum frequency, which aligns the subnotes and the notes (i.e. the entire octave fraction). This is 8.372kHz which may seem
kind of low at first glance, but sounds pretty high to my ears.  The linear pitch number for this is the maximum 0xFFFFFFFF + 1.  The 5.27 octave value
is 0, so we have to add 9 inside the tuner, or 0x48000000, for it to display the octave number correctly.  Note that the tuner octave display is hex, so it's
modulo 16, even though there are 32 octaves in our 5.27 standard.

To make our oscillators generate the C9 frequency of 8.372kHz, we work backwards through the NCO phase accumulation at 48.014kHz, and the EXP2
function.  At maximum input the EXP2 function conveniently returns essentially the same maximum output, so it can be ignored, and it then also
conveniently cancels with the phase accumulator modulo, so it too can be ignored.  The NCO equation is:

  F_out = K_nco * Fs * F_exp / accum_modulo ~= K_nco * Fs * F_lin / accum_modulo

  8.372kHz = K_nco * 48.014kHz * (2^32) / (2^32)

  K_nco = 8.372kHz / 48.014kHz = 0.174365; or 0x2CA32F85 as a 32 bit unsigned fraction.

And since the filter inputs naturally divide by 4, we multiply this by 4 to get the filter constant K_filt:

  K_filt = 4 * K_nco = 4 * 0.174365 = 0.69746; or 0xB28CBE13  as a 32 bit unsigned fraction.

So we've normalized both linear and exponential frequency busses by declaring the maximum value on them to be the note C9.  And we conform with
standardized A440 pitch inside the tuner with a 9 octave addition to the linear bus value, and inside each oscillator / filter with a fractional multiply to the
exponential bus value.

Signal routing:

Here is the way I currently have the pitch side signal flow:

  pitch antenna => linearization => offset & gain => (tuner tap) => pitch correction => (tuner tap) => cent, note, octave offset => (linear bus) => EXP2
=> (exponential bus)

The two tuner taps let me observe either the pre- or post-quantized pitch.  Global pitch offset happens after this so as to offset the actual pitch rather than
the observation of it, after which it is exponentiated and fed to the various oscillators and filters.

===========

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Rather#"Kenneth,_what_is_the_frequency?"


ByteBlaster Blues (you made me cry)

While modifying things I pulled the USB connection on the Altera USB Blaster (FPGA JTAG pumper) and almost had a heart attack when I turned the
prototype back on, met with what looked like a huge drain on the power (very dim LCD backlight, dim LED tuner).  Thinking I shorted something out
during the latest mod I looked in vain for the issue.  Plugging the USB Blaster back in restored all the brightness.  So I was thinking maybe the USB
serial port wasn't supplying sufficient power, and perhaps the USB Blaster was providing some?  Turns out there is an errata concerning power cycling
the USB Blaster target board and the USB connection to the USB Blaster.  Altera (now Intel) says you can burn up the programmer by yanking the USB
connection, though to me it seems likely you could also easily burn up the target with that kind of power draw.  Idiots.  Things they should be telling you
up front... (and things they should have foreseen during the design phase)

Squared Exponential Parameters
dewster 1/11/2018 5:28:13 PM [1374]

Squared Exponential Parameters

Made a chart that tells me what the NCO or filter frequency is given the squared parameter on the LCD screen:

Squaring works well here as it gives access to the lowest frequencies without hurting the resolution and linearity of the mid and upper frequency points
too much, and it keeps us from having to call the rather expensive EXP2 function.  Win-win.

[EDIT] Just ordered a couple of Microchip 25LC1024 1 Mbit SPI Bus Serial EEPROMs from eBay.  Looks like a drop-in replacement for the Winbond
W25Q80BV SPI FLASH I bought a while back from Adafruit.  Easier to program (no need to erase first), small pages, withstands 10x more writes, data
retention >200 years.  Should be able to fit several software loads and all parameter presets in there with plenty of room to spare.  The SPI SystemVerilog
module I wrote is hanging off the processor bus and has been successfully tested with the Winbond device, which is socketed in the prototype but
otherwise unused at this point.  Need to implement a preset system and some kind of bootloader...

SPI Flashin'
dewster 1/16/2018 7:51:23 PM [1375]

SPI Flashin'

Added some code to the Hive simulator that kicks out a TTL (TeraTerm scripting Language) text file which, when executed in TeraTerm, uploads (via
RS232) the assembled software load and programs it into the SPI Flash.  The first 32 bits are the load length, the last 32 bits are the CRC32.  I'm using
the 'wr' HCL (Hive Command Line interface) instruction to do a register write to the SPI SystemVerilog serializer / deserializer component hanging off
the processor.  Upload and programming of ~16kB @ 230400 baud takes around 50 seconds, which is roughly comparable (once you've done it several
hundred times) to an FPGA memory image update and re-pump (getting FPGA pumping out of the software update process is a high priority).  Since the
thread managing the command line (7) also handles the LCD display and encoders, and the receive side of the UART isn't FIFO buffered, the script
disables the interrupt during upload to avoid receive errors.  I've spot checked the programmed data in the SPI Flash and it seems OK, but I need to run a
CRC over the entire thing to make sure.

One issue that complicates this whole mess is the idiotic big-endianness of the SPI Flash device.  It normally deals in bytes (which are endian agnostic,
though its serial ports want MSb first) but addresses are 3 bytes and it wants the most significant one first.  The processor is little-endian (as god
intended) though I gave it an "OP_SWP" opcode that endian swaps the bytes.  The actual CRC32 value is also dependent on the endianness of the data
fed to it in 32 bit chunks.  Consistency is everything, so I'm thinking of writing a subroutine interface or two that make the SPI Flash look little-endian to
the rest of the code.

Wasted a lot of time yesterday re-researching CRC32 as my spreadsheet values were't jibing with the various lame/cryptic/useless examples I could find
on the web.  Turns out that was an endianness thing too.  I believe software types love big endian mainly because it takes things as we type them, and
numbers are typed big end first.  But it's no way to organize processor memory, where the little end should have a smaller index value (address) than the
big end.  With little-endian you never have to answer the question "little end of what?" as you do with big-endian, because the little end always refers to



the same bit, nibble, byte, etc. regardless of the data type width.  And that, boys and girls, is why variable aspect ratio memories, such as those in FPGAs,
are always little-endian.  

("Big-Endian Can Byte Me!" would make a great nerd t-shirt.)

[EDIT] Made a new "ws" (write SPI) HCL command that takes a 32 bit value and jams it at the SPI Flash: image upload time reduced to 15 seconds!

Boot Loadin'
dewster 1/18/2018 12:41:29 AM [1376]

Boot Loadin'

Just hit an embedded milestone, my first successful bootload!  Bootloader code is often in ROM, in this case I've got it located at the top of the 16kB
address space, along with the subroutines it relies on.  So at boot, all threads except 7 vector to 0x3fff, which contains a halt instruction (spin loop).
 Thread 7 goes to the boot_load routine at 0x3e00.  Here it checks a local flag to see if it has warm booted in the past.  If so it vectors to the normal
beginning of thread 7 routines.  If not it sets the flag and reads the SPI Flash load and calculates the CRC.  If the CRC is bad it vectors to the normal
beginning of thread 7 routines.  If the CRC is OK it copies the load to memory (stopping short of the top region it's occupying) and resets the threads.
 Then the whole thing starts over.  It's a little tricky keeping the boot code and boot state separate, and tracking the warm and cold boot state.  The FPGA
load itself acts like a ROM at start-up so that helps, and the boot code and fall-back code entry points (data and subroutine addresses) should naturally
track as they are assembled and pumped together, though I imagine some kind of fixed location jump table in lower memory might help with keeping
future updates more in sync with older boot loads.

So I can now just fire up the simulator, which assembles the code and generates the hive.ttl script, run the script in TeraTerm, do a power cycle, and I've
got a new load up and running in under 30 seconds.  No need to fart around with the ByteBlaster anymore unless I want to change the boot code or the
basic memory partitioning.  From a production standpoint the prototype is now both factory and field upgradable.  Free at last, free at last!

Future Proofin'
dewster 1/18/2018 6:09:22 PM [1377]

Future Proofin'

Boot loading is like a time travel movie: it's all too easy to get caught in a loop, and it's difficult to think about and therefore avoid said loops.  You can
have old boot code with a new SW load in the Flash, and vice-versa, so references between them need to somehow always work no matter what.  The
goal therefore is to absolutely minimize cross references that require synchronization across all SW and boot loads, with zero being the ideal here.

I realized this morning that I could convert the boot loader to a subroutine, then return from it regardless of whatever happens there, which obviates the
need for: 1) a warm boot; 2) a warm boot flag to keep the boot load process from looping; and 3) the need for the boot loader to know the beginning
address of thread 7 code.  The boot loader subroutine calling address is nailed down with an explicit label assignment, and, as usual, the subroutine return
address is automatically provided by the subroutine calling mechanism.  I also realized that the assembly scoping and include mechanisms allow me to
encapsulate local copies of the various SPI subroutines in the boot loader subroutine itself, so there's no need for jump tables in the normal program space
nor the boot code space.  Voila!  One explicit tie and zero implicit ties (addresses, calls, etc.) between the SW load and the boot code!  And no state
associated with the boot process!

Of course this bit me in the ass first time I messed with it.  I pumped the FPGA up with the cunning new boot plan code, after which it promptly ran to
the SPI Flash and loaded the old incompatible load, which bricked things and killed the UART port.  Hmm.  Suddenly it's clear to me why many
programmable items implement a "hold down these two buttons you would never normally press during power-up to enter this special mode" deal.  So I
added a check for a push button being depressed during power-up, which bypasses loading from the SPI.  I placed the check after the SPI load CRC
check so as to give the button pull-ups time to pull them up.  It works!  If button 7 is pressed thru power-up then the software load will match the boot
load, which guarantees correct inter-operation.

With all this going on, boot times appear to be slightly longer than they were before.  I have a huge 0.75 second delay at the beginning to allow the LCD
to wake the hell up (and to allow the DPLL oscillators to stabilize) which I could probably make a bit shorter.  Still, it's under 2 seconds total, nothing
like waiting for our digital pianos to rise and shine.

ESD Bleedin'
dewster 1/20/2018 1:32:44 AM [1378]

ESD Bleedin'

When I was working on the control box I added a piece of aluminum tape to the outside bottom corner of the encoder area:



This is a bleed-off point for any charge on my body.  I touch it before touching the encoders, which as I said earlier now have a ground wire running to
their otherwise floating shafts.  This ESD pad is connected to ground via two 470k resistors in series, making 1M total. Why not just ground it?  You
don't want big jolts of voltage / current entering the system because no ground is perfect, and large slugs can cause fairly scary levels of "ground bounce".
 And you don't want to get shocked if you can help it :-).  1M bleeds it off pretty quick, and you don't even feel it.  I haven't had an ESD event since I
grounded the encoders (processor reset / flipping out / errors in the error reg), but a dedicated ESD bleed pad is something all Theremins should have
IMO. 

I've read that thick film and carbon resistors are the best here, thin film can't stand as much over-current/voltage.  And you have to be careful how you do
ESD grounding, you don't want it smacking other stuff down the line, so direct grounding to the lowest impedance point is best.

When I was gainfully employed, I remember lots of voodoo associated with ESD PWB layout.  We had a human body model spark gun, and one of the
requirements was that the processor could flip out but would have to recover on its own without a power cycle. On one card it turned out the status LEDs,
as seen through holes in the faceplate, were the most vulnerable to ESD. I suppose I need to put a watchdog of some sort in Hive, though none are
perfect, and they tend to get in the way during development.

EEPROMin'
dewster 1/23/2018 5:03:57 AM [1379]

EEPROMin'

The Microchip 25LC1024 EEPROMs arrived in the mail today.  Got them off eBay from Portugal, shipping was actually cheaper than from inside the
US, go figure.  Increased one number, the SPI clock high / low time value in the Hive SV package, to accommodate the lower max clock frequency
(50MHz for the old Flash part, 10MHz for the new EEPROM), recompiled the FPGA, pumped it, and I'm back in business.  It uses the same codes and
procedures for reading and writing, and I can't say I notice any difference in terms of boot times.  Probably the best thing about this EEPROM is you
don't have to erase it to reprogram it, you can overwrite a single byte in a page and the rest of the data remains, and it's reprogrammable at the 256 byte
page level, rather than the 4KB block level of the Flash part.  Should be much more straightforward to store both program images and parameters in
there.  So I guess it's time to come up with some kind of plan for instrument presets.

Linear Domain Filtering
dewster 1/25/2018 6:49:50 PM [1380]

Linear Domain Filtering

On my third try to put some kind of velocity response on the volume side.  A Thereminist I know knows Pamelia Stickney/Kurstin, and she does an
interesting walking bass via Theremin:



Speaking volume is really low, but from the video above it's clear she's getting the attack by quickly closing her hand.  Her hand movement for the decay
is more subtle and only clear when she turns the Theremin sideways - it's a slow movement towards the antenna after the attack.

Someone at TW recently posted a video demonstrating an attack circuit, but I can't find it now.  I wonder if there is anything going on in her EWPro that's
enhancing the effect?  I spent much of yesterday analyzing the EWS volume circuit in LTSpice, but didn't find anything that manipulates the attack /
decay in that manner (LM13600 first stage seems to be an inverting level shifting diode, second is the VCA).

Anyway, I'd like to add some sort of attack / decay to the prototype but the things I've tried so far don't seem all that useful.  One thing I ran into
yesterday is where to locate it when conventional IIR/RC filtering is going on.  I think that sort of manipulation should be on the exponential side of
things, rather than the linear side.  The linear side should be more like constant integration. Otherwise you get a double exponentiation, one from the filter
decay and one from the EXP function.  This makes me wonder if I should not be using conventional low-pass filtering with the pitch correction, but
simple integration instead.

It doesn't seem like the attack should work both ways, that is by turning the volume on and off quickly.

[EDIT] Yarg!  Giving up on it for the third time.  It just doesn't seem all that worthwhile.  Added a filter to the oscillator, rearranged some screens, need
to get hustling on presets.

Presets
dewster 1/26/2018 8:54:23 PM [1381]

Presets

No presets implemented yet, but I'm thinking about it.  

Memory limitations - I'm working with a 128KB EEPROM, half of which I am reserving for software loads.  The main memory is only 16KB so 4
loads, or a single load 4x larger, could conceivably fit in that half.  This leaves 64KB for presets and the like.  What makes up a preset?  A preset is
basically a group of parameters that get written from EEPROM to various RAM locations when loading a preset, and vice versa when storing a preset.  

Parameter sizing - What is a parameter?  A bunch of things actually.  At the lowest level it's the current "position" of the associated encoder.  There may
be manipulation of it in order to use it in the code (filter frequency, audio mix, etc.).  Finally, it may require yet more manipulation in order to display it in
a convenient human readable form (decimal Hz for example) which includes a text label prefix.  (It's really too bad we somehow picked base 10 for our
numbering system.  Base 4 makes much more sense, and would have relieved us all from the drudgery of memorizing times tables, long division, etc.)

For efficiency of storage, what's the smallest practical number the lowest level parameter can be?  I'm thinking unsigned byte here.  Even though the
encoders employ code that senses velocity, spinning a knob from 0 to 255 is perhaps about as much as I'd want to do for any single setting adjustment.
 Thinking about specific applications, and given an upper frequency limit of ~8kHz and a lower of maybe 8Hz gives a span of 10 octaves, dividing this
by 255 means we can specify 1/25th of an octave, or ~1/2 note, which seems fine enough resolution for most things.  I'm thinking unsigned because it's
easy to check over/underflow, and most parameters values are used unsigned by their code.

Parameter forms - What converts the lowest level parameters to a useful form by the code?  Currently I'm doing this in the code itself, though that's kind
of clunky and slow for code in the DSP critical path.  I have a separate thread which deals with the encoders and updates the associated parameters, but it
could also be handling this conversion.  Finally, what converts the parameters to display values and strings?  I'm also doing this on a separate thread.

I'm currently grouping the lowest level parameter, its upper and lower limits (all 16 bit values), and its string label in a single blob.  These blobs are
grouped together for a single screen, but otherwise are located all over the code.  This requires a striding function to return a pointer to the base of the
indexed blob, but once the pointers get one or two deep I can barely keep straight what's going on.

Normalization - I'm thinking of defining specific types of parameters (yes/no flag, unsigned limited to 1 thru 15 forms, unsigned limited to (2^n)-1, etc.)
and then having a byte "type" dictating how they are to be interpreted to both real values in the code (stored as a 32 bit) and for display (stored as a 32 bit
pointer to a string).  The type byte, real value, and string pointer are fixed in the code, with only the low level parameter byte needing to be stored in
preset memory.

There are only 8 screens so far, with max 7 parameters, so 56 bytes tops per preset.  We could have a thousand presets, which is way more than I
anticipate implementing.

System parameters - There are parameters that shouldn't be updated with the preset system, and these are things like volume and pitch linearization,
sensitivity, and offset; mains frequency (for the hum CIC filter); etc.  I'm still thinking about how to handle these, perhaps only storing them when
performing an auto-calibration of the axes or similar, and only recalling them at power-up.

Auto parameters - Should the instrument track all user activity and store this in EEPROM in real time, so that any playing around is remembered
through power cycles?  I'm not sure.  It seems like a handy thing, but users often rely on power cycles to clear situations that are causing them trouble.

https://youtu.be/woqiCK49CHI


Default preset - I'm thinking preset 0 should always load at power-up.

Factory vs. user presets - Often there are factory preset regions and user preset regions.  Sometimes you can write over the factory presets.  And there is
almost always a way to reset things back to 100% factory settings.

External editors and preset storage - Lots of instruments have PC or tablet software you can run that accesses the parameter system, which can provide
easier editing and preset storage / updating / trading with others, etc.  I don't really like external editors.  Sure they're convenient, but they invite laziness
with the development of the native instrument UI , and they (and their electrical interfaces) tend to go out of style pretty quickly (try to run and connect
even a 10 year old editor on anything to anything).

Binary to BCD
dewster 1/27/2018 12:20:52 AM [1382]

Binary to BCD

I was using an algorithm I found on the web (link), where the BCD nibbles form a contiguous binary shift register:

  {thous[3:0], huns[3:0], tens[3:0], ones[3:0]}

which can also contain the binary input concatenated to the least significant end:

  {thous[3:0], huns[3:0], tens[3:0], ones[3:0], bin[15:0]}  

0. Load the input value into bin[15:0] and zero out the BCD nibbles.

1. Add 3 to each BCD nibble that is greater than 4.

2. Shift the whole shebang left one bit.

3. Goto step 1 and do as many times total as there are input bits.

Conveniently, the adds in step 1 will not cause carry out into the upper nibbles, so there is no need to isolate things in any way while performing the adds.

It works great, but it takes 162 cycles max to execute!  (Though you can speed it up considerably for smaller input values by short-circuiting leading
zeros.)

When working on the tuner a while back I realized that, if you have a 32 bit unsigned value that you are treating as a fraction (decimal to the left of the
MSb) then if you multiply it by 12 the extended result (the bits above the MSb) gives you a modulo 12 value, and the normal result gives the modulo
fraction remainder.  I just tried applying this to a 16 bit integer, with repeated multiplications by 10 to the fraction for BCD conversion, and it works if
you initially multiply the input by (2^32)/(10^n) where n is the number of BCD digits desired.  And it only takes 16 cycles to kick out 4 BCD digits!  A
10x savings of real-time, incredible!

It's this kind of crap that kills you when doing real-time stuff, conversion to crazy human base 10 and displaying it, so it's nice when any kind of shortcut
come along.

ILYA 1/27/2018 1:03:44 PM [1383]

"No presets implemented yet, but I'm thinking about it."

 

You should keep in mind a compatibility problem every time you improve your code. Format of preset data is reviewed many times until you reach the
release version... 

There is such a helpful thing, as transfering of settings from one instrument to another... 

Yet there is a problem for the end user on parameter compatibility after firmware upgrading (sure they want to use their previous settings)... 

and tonns of other usefulness!

All this routine job (maybe for years!) kills all the enthusiasm (mine was killed several years ago). Hope you arnt a pessimist.

 

 

 

dewster 1/27/2018 4:34:12 PM [1384]

ILYA, I agree, UI's are quite a lot of grunt work, and with not a lot to obviously show for it.  I've got three iterations into the CLI (command line
interface) that no user will ever really see, and am on the third spin of the menu system which the user will definitely see, so it's a bit more gratifying.
 But I've spent much more time on the CLI and UI than I have on the audio DSP side of things.  It's mountains after mountains.

As you bring up, synchronization of the presets across loads can obviously be a huge can of worms, worse than keeping the separate boot and software
loads playing nice.  I'm heartened to some degree by the simplicity of the Theremin.  Mid Moog creations seem to be more complex (with Bob farming

http://www.eng.utah.edu/~nmcdonal/Tutorials/BCDTutorial/BCDConversion.html


out the digital side?) but the EWPro has only one preset for the user.  And after implementing a pretty decent human voice (and all the fun that has been
to do and fool around with), I think most players really just want something that suggests a voice or violin family instrument in certain registers.  Plus a
sine wave to do all that Tannerin 50's sci-fi stuff.  There's a certain level of recognizability, utility, and charm to be found in the "standard" Theremin
voices.

Day of the Short Algorithms
dewster 1/27/2018 11:08:14 PM [1385]

Day of the Short Algorithms

Nice thing about a project this big (where I used to work something like this would have had several engineers on it for an extended period) is you can
always find things to do if you are studiously avoiding some other aspect, or in this case waiting for your brain to make up its mind regarding UI preset
details.

Squaring and multiple squaring is working great for a lot of parameters, but I think it's a bit too "steppy" for the sine wave glottal mutation function.  I'd
like to have a more continuous input here, so harmonic content could be smoothly modulated with the pitch and/or volume operating points (to do
vocal fry and Theremin coupling sounds).  Variable powers and roots are the bread and butter of LOG2 and EXP2, where you take the log, multiply, then
exponentiate the result.  So I thought I'd look into "cheaper" rough-and-ready versions of these functions that use less real-time than the 32 bit float or
integer forms.  

I already had a low quality version of EXP2_UINT, but it wasn't quite good to 16 bits (arbitrarily chosen point) with no error.  So I added a term to the
polynomial (4 total) and now the error is +/-0.0005% for 18 cycles.  I then implemented a low quality version of LOG2 using a 5 term polynomial which
yields similar error of +/-0.0008% and takes 23 cycles max.  Looking at the polynomials themselves, they aren't all that far away from a straight line
going from 0 to 1 in both axes, so I also implemented VLQ (very low quality) versions of both of these functions where the polynomials are totally MIA,
giving +6% error and 7 cycles for EXP2, and -0.3% errror and 9 cycles max for LOG2.

So if you want an EXP2 float, UINT32, UINT16, or VLQ, you have to spend 35, 27, 18, or 7 cycles, respectively.

And if you want a LOG2 float, UINT32, UINT16, or VLQ, you have to spend 48, 41, 23, or 9 cycles, respectively.

It might make sense to implement two term polynomial versions as there is a huge jump in %error and cycles from VLQ to UINT16.  I suppose I'll wait
and see if anything goes obviously awry when the VLQs are pressed into service.

[EDIT] Ha, couldn't help myself and had to do second order polynomial versions of EXP2 and LOG2, which consume 12 and 14 cycles, respectively.  So
that price / performance hole is filled.

Also made low quality versions of square root, which is a huge honkering function.  The float version is 42 cycles, and the UINT32 version is 43 cycles.
 I made a 16 bit accurate version that takes 25 cycles, and a non-polynomial version that consumes 14 cycles.  It's strange but the input interval [0.5:1)
which gives [0.707:1) is linear to a pretty flat -1.5%, and all inputs are normalized to that interval.  So for rough-and-ready stuff you can use a normalized
line segment and the error will never be worse than that.  There is no error at the ends where the accuracy is often much more important.

It might seem that I'm navel gazing, but having this kind of functionality ready to go can really keep the coding momentum going when you find you
need it, and there it is just lying there in the library, waiting for you to use it.  It's gotten to the point where it's actually fun!  My bit-twiddling fu was born
in FPGA logic design, but has grown much more muscular with assembly work.  The very lowest levels are where all the real speed increases and
memory/fabric reductions are to be found.  It's really too bad more developers don't get the opportunity to start down here, standing on the shoulders of
giants is sometimes kind of a drag.

dewster 1/30/2018 11:42:02 PM [1386]

A very nice Master's Thesis on building a basic synth with an older DSP: Design of a Scalable Polyphony-MIDI Synthesizer for a Low Cost DSP.

The inexpensive low-aliasing sawtooth generation technique is something I need to try.

BCD, OO
dewster 1/31/2018 4:13:12 PM [1387]

BCD, OO

Just did a quick web search, and I'm almost certainly missing something, but I don't see my binary to BCD algorithm anywhere, which is kind of weird.
 Lots of hits for the subject, lots of complicated algorithms, literally everyone needs to do this at some point, often in hardware, why can't I find this
extremely simple and blindingly fast method elsewhere?  For this reason I'm posting the algorithm here in HAL:

// UINT16_TO_BCD4  - (0:uint16, 7:rtn | 0:bcd) 
// return BCD of 16 bit unsigned value, [0:9999] range
// no input bounds error checking
// 16 cycles max/min 
@uint16_to_bcd4 { s1 := 0x68db9  // ** UINT16_TO_BCD4 SUB START **  (2^32)/(10^4)
                  P1 *= P0       // scale bin
                  s0 := s1 *u 10 // bcd := bin *u 10
                  P1 *= 10       // bin * 10
                  s1 *u= 10      // bin *u 10

http://lib.tkk.fi/Dipl/2010/urn100219.pdf


                  P0 <<= 4       // bcd << 4
                  P0 |= P1       // comb bcd
                  P1 *= 10       // bin * 10
                  s1 *u= 10      // bin *u 10
                  P0 <<= 4       // bcd << 4
                  P0 |= P1       // comb bcd
                  P1 *= 10       // bin * 10
                  P1 *u= 10      // bin *u 10
                  P0 <<= 4       // bcd << 4
                  P0 |= P1       // comb bcd
                  pc := P7 }     // RETURN =>  ** SUB END **

In plain English:

1. Scale the input by (2^32)/(10^4), where the '32' is the binary modulo and '4' is the number of BCD digits you want.  Call this the residue.
2. Multiply the residue by 10.  The upper 32 bits are the new BCD digit, the lower 32 bits are the new residue.

The HAL code does step 2 four times (unrolling the loop) to get 4 BCD digits, and combines the BCD digits via left shifts and ORing.  That's it!  I
suppose it's fairly counter-intuitive to do multiplication and get something like modulo division out of it.  A full 32 x 32 = 64 bit multiplier (or in the case
of Hive: 33 x 33 = 64 to accommodate signed/unsigned) is an extremely powerful thing, and it usually pays to investigate specific ways to use it.

=========

Read a nice article on the programming culture of complexity this morning (link).  My brain is probably deficient, but the syntax they picked for pointers
in C completely stymies me all the time.  The * and & can confusingly be stuck to either the type or the variable, and for some reason the roles seem
reversed in my head.  Why @ wasn't used is beyond me as it seems like the most a natural symbol for addresses.

And the C++ implementation of objects seems entirely overblown.  I like objects, and can totally see a real crying need for making things that are an
amalgam of private data store and functionality, even at the assembly level.  But I literally never use inheritance, and public / protected / private section
designators don't include an external read-only mechanism, so I end up writing a ton of trivial functions just to read otherwise private data (and spending
an inordinate amount of time naming these functions).  I'm sure Bjarne Stroustrup is way smarter than me, but IMO his C++ fetishises objects and gives
short shrift to practicality.  

*.h file prototyping is more completely inane busy work pushed off on the programmer, as is the glaring lack of a packaging system in 2018.

tinkeringdude 2/1/2018 1:23:40 PM [1388]

Yeah, there are, or so I claim, some inconsistencies in that C syntax. For one thing, you can declare a bunch of variables of the same base type, say int, in
a list, and then decide individually which one gets to be a pointer, like: int a, *b, c; 
Which is why some people always put the * to the variable name. I can't blame them. But I don't like it. Ther is no magical extra property for a
variable saying "it's a pointer", it clearly belongs to the type: pointer to int. 
I don't use such declarations and always put the * to the type, if not using a typedef for some things which makes it even more clear. Not sure what they
were thinking. The '&' probably is strange, but I'm so used to it that it doesn't feel strange. Although I'm not *that* old (mid 30's with lower formal
education than I should have at this point), I did start out on a C64 and still think "$FF" looks better than "0xFF", but I get why the rest of the world
disagrees :D 

Inheritance is probably sometimes useful and "natural", but people got a bit crazy with that and it comes with all sorts of problems and has kinda fallen
out of favor; at least as a tendency, the wisdom of the year seems to be "prefer composition over inheritance", i.e. "has a" over "is a" relationships. That
often does make sense to me. There have been texts written about inheritance saying, you should rid yourself of the boundaries of the natural seeming
examples like "dog IsA mammal, FiatPanda IsA car*" and go far beyond and get all abstract with those things. It looks to me that sticking to using
inheritance mostly in places where it does seem to naturally map on things may not have been so wrong after all, after a lot of people agree that designs
have gotten really messy and insanely complex :-D 
(* not everyone agrees) 
If you want to use interfaces in C++, you kinda have to use "inheritance". I like interfaces. Sometimes. 
Perhaps using virtual functions isn't the best thing in some inner loop in an embedded project. One just has to keep that in mind I guess. 
I like templates. Also for embedded. I made some array types with bounds checking in debug build, which are drop-in replacements for "naked" arrays
and do everything else like native arrays (non dynamic). That *did* help me see some bugs early, and I don't have to reimplement basics such as (partial)
copying between arrays, with offsets, etc, correctly, 100 times over. (I don't use the clunky, malloc happy STL containers in MCU projects) 
Some find operator overloading crazy. You can certainly abuse it dangerously. But after implementing a template vector & matrix (basic linear algebra)
library, and being able to (almost) just write calculations like on paper, I wouldn't want to go back.

If you write lots of functions to read private data, like all those Java classes flooded with getters (and setters). It kinda feels like defeating the purpose to
me, although that's what they teach you in intro Java courses. Perhaps the separation of concerns is not optimally worked out, if you feel the need to pick
quasi-private fields from some entities often. It's a hunch, I won't pose as a software engineer or "architect", I'm not one, but I developed some software
and have some ideas about some things ;) 
I guess sometimes it's a quicker route to make something work more time-optimal (cycles), which easily trumps other things in MCU projects. 

*.h file prototyping is more completely inane busy work pushed off on the programmer, as is the glaring lack of a packaging system in 2018.

Ha! Hear, hear. I have been saying things like that for a long time. That's why I can't be bothered to use C++ for any "desktop software" project (well, I
can be "forced", under protest). I prefer C# (not the oh so similar Java which is pain and facepalm inducing to work with, they really done f'ed up early
on in design) and if I some day feel like it, will look more at F# or other functional languages. May seem like a fad, but I do like the "sorta functional lite"
aspects that C# has been given. 
They keep bolting "modern" stuff to C++, making an already insanely complex language even more so, and to stay relevant, at some point, I'll have to
make myself familar with all of it, although for my private embedded stuff I only have been using some slim subset of it, when I felt bending C to
emulate some OO-esque features was becoming silly. (and I really hate all the #define magick madness needed to get anything done in C. And why did
they think broken constants are cool?). 
So C++ gets ever heavier, but it's still ancient to the core. Text replacement and text pasting (e.g. #include) is quite a crude mechanism, which always
seemed to me does not exist because it has virtue, but because back in the day, tech was just too primitive / computers to weak to not push this stuff,
which to me looks like it should be compiler internae and are not part of a language, onto the developer - like the damn computer is outsourcing grunt

http://blog.greaterthanzero.com/post/58482859780/c-and-the-culture-of-complexity


work to the user. Insolence! Patching stuff like circular #include dependencies and finding errors due to misspelt include guards (well I use #pragma
once, which "all" compilers support), hahaha, good one... 
In some future C++ standard, packages were supposed to be a thing, but I think it was pushed further away or kicked, I don't remember. I wonder how
they would keep backwards compatibility, and also make C++ less of a mess in at least that regard. 

Btw, interesting link, that low-end DSP article. I never worked with an actual DSP. Since I got to play with ARM Cortex M4 with HW float (STM32F7
even implements double precision, IIRC) and some dsp-ish instructions, the idea of trying one has fallen further down on the toiletpaper long TODO list
of mine. 
What would you say are the benefits of a "real DSP" today, and where? (although the interest is mostly hobby, price at moderate quantities is not totally
unintersting. Who knows. Maybe I'll sell something some day, howewer unlikely ;)) 
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"I did start out on a C64 and still think "$FF" looks better than "0xFF", but I get why the rest of the world disagrees :D"  - tinkeringdude

The '0' in front makes a lot of sense, because it allows it to "pass" as a number.  My command line interface parser also uses it to identify numbers.
 Maybe the default should have been hex, with some special designator for decimal?

"...and I really hate all the #define magick madness needed to get anything done in C."

"Text replacement and text pasting (e.g. #include) is quite a crude mechanism..."

Mechanisms that work well in assembly, but really should not be part of a higher level language.  *.h files seem to be there only to resolve future
references, so why can't the compiler be arsed to look ahead?  It does for other things...  

I'll probably make you vomit, and it's really stupid, but I try to write my C++ code so there are no future references, so I don't need to make *.h files.
 Then again I don't do big projects.  I'm also extremely project file averse, so I use a ton of #include in my C++ code.  I have no choice but to make a
project in Quartus for my SystemVerilog, but it's really just a list of files (the order of which is critical, which is idiotic) and the hierarchy is in the code.  I
like compiling a single file and having it pull everything else in that it needs.  IMO languages should just work without needing some kind of meta level
of new rules and syntax to manage them.

"What would you say are the benefits of a "real DSP" today, and where?"

DSPs are usually implemented as expensive co-processors, but I haven't looked at them in ages because FPGAs can do a lot more processing and do it
much faster (and the board processor can be a soft or hard core in the FPGA).  And as you note, there are many DSP functions in modern GPU (general
purpose processor) ALUs.  Back when I was somewhat interested in DSPs they were inexplicably slow compared to GPUs, running at 200MHz and the
like.  

Also at the time I could never figure out why they didn't make blindingly fast (~4GHz) bare bones 8, 16, and 32 bit processors.  Like overly complex
high level languages, target processors are way, way, way too complicated for what they do.  And I'm not just talking about the bloated Intel instruction
set.  Things like security rings, caching, pipeline stalls, TLBs, supervisory modes & registers, and speculative out-of-order execution are coo-coo
bananas.  Have a bunch of threads and put one on security detail or something (and maybe think about defunding the NSA).

Phase Modulated Glottal Source
dewster 2/2/2018 1:32:47 AM [1390]

Phase Modulated Glottal Source

Looking at all the glottal waves I've been generating, it seemed to me that it would be more straightforward to simply modulate the NCO accumulator
number before feeding it to the sine function.  If the modulated number still traverses the full 32 bit value field then one has reasonable guarantees that
the resulting shape will be somewhat smooth and the amplitude full scale.  Spreadsheeting it, a square and higher value power pull to zero would give the
glottal shapes I've been experimenting with.  Coded it up a couple of days ago and, other than the constant amplitude, it didn't seem all that much better
than the others.  Today I made the power more continuous via LOG2, 5.27 multiplication, and EXP2.  And I noticed that for powers between 0.5 and 1.0
(not the ones I designed it for in the first place: 1.0 and higher) the vocal simulation sounded quite a bit better, particularly on the fry end of things.
 Instead of the appearance of a hollowed out bump, the wave looks exactly like a linear ramp with rounded transitions:



This generator does it, but I'm also not convinced anymore that a perfect sine wave needs to exist somewhere in the harmonic adjustment, as one can
easily get this with a low-ish harmonic signal fed into a tracking bandpass or lowpass filter, though it's a bit more fiddly to do so.

I'm also finally getting a bit more of the hang of playing the thing.  My "Sound of Music" is quite a bit better than my first video (that's not saying a lot, I
basically butchered it).  The progress seems kind of sudden after a weeks of no obvious improvement (not that I practice much).

[EDIT] PM with a power of 0.25 as shown above sounds better on the fry end but also aliases more than the other approaches I've tried, and it's clear
why that is if you look at the vertical rising edge and at the modulating waveform.  Hmm.

[EDIT2] I think I'm giving up on the PM approach.  Besides the aliasing issue, it has this nasty high-pitched buzz that I can't seem to ignore anymore.  I
need to develop a variable decimal powers algorithm that doesn't break when asked to work with higher powers, and apply it to the HI-LO algorithm.  I
can see why there are so many papers on the mathematics and subjective quality of various glottal excitation functions.

Pitch Correction
dewster 2/3/2018 9:21:32 PM [1391]

Pitch Correction

I've been practicing both with and without the pitch correction on.  Despite having two adjustments (strength and rate) in some instances it seems to help,
in others it seems to hinder.  I'll use it for a while and like what it's doing, then come back to it later with the same piece and not like it (and vice versa).
 Here is how it's structured:

The linear 32 bit unsigned pitch number goes straight through to an adder at the output.  In the example above it's ramping smoothly from note 0 to note
2.  

The pitch number also gets fed to a sub-note splitter, which returns the full width (32 bit) fractional part of multiplication by 12 * 2^5.  In the example
this gives us two ramps, one for note 0 to 1, and the second for note 1 to 2.  The note fraction gets quantized (with settable strength) which distorts the
note ramps towards 0 and 1 (on the y axis).  



Subtracting the note ramps from the quantized note ramps gives us a correction signal.  With no quantization the correction signal is a flat zero.  With full
quantization the correction signal is a triangle wave that goes from 0 to -1/2 to 0 to +1/2 to 0 over the course of one note transition.

We low pass filter (with settable cutoff frequency) the correction signal, scale it to a one note step, and add it to the pitch number, the result of which is
then exponentiated and fed to the tuner, oscillators, and filters.

I spent several hours yesterday googling (duck duck go-ing, actually) to see how others design pitch correctors, and watching videos of them in
operation.  There doesn't seem to be much out there in the way of what they do with the values once they get them.  It's a huge problem to extract pitch,
and another to change it, so the few papers I could find concentrated on those aspects.  This application is much, much simpler in this regard, as the pitch
is absolutely known and given by a solid high resolution number, and changing the pitch is just messing with that number downstream of figuring out
what to do with it.

So I'm kind of stumped on how to improve what I've currently implemented, but it seems to need improvement.  I've tried 1st, 2nd, and 4th order simple
low pass filtering (the equivalent of isolated RC sections all tuned the same) - 2nd order seems to be an improvement over 1st, but 4th doesn't seem much
if any different than 2nd.

The behavior I'm not so happy with can be inferred from the diagram with a bit of thought.  If you use wide vibrato then the filter integrates the
correction signal over more than one note, which tends to un-bias it from the note center.

You want the thing to track larger, faster movements, and then start correcting from there, but how to do you detect this, and how do you get it to recenter
when it isn't correcting so that the end note isn't off?  I think you want it to correct to the center of more than one note width, but without obvious
hysteresis.  Ideally there is some kind of non-modal, linear process that can do this, but as usual the problem seems to be secrecy by those who do know.
 If I find something better I'll share it - whether you want to know it or not! ;-)

Pitch Correction II
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Pitch Correction II

It feels like I've made significant progress since the last post.  Here's the current pitch corrector as of this morning:

Very similar to the previous post, but plays much nicer with vibrato.  By that, I mean vibrato isn't significantly attenuated nor depth modulated depending
on whether one is on the note or not, and off-note vibrato doesn't cause off-note averaging to take place, which was throwing the pitch off center in the
previous design.

The first filter is a critically damped 4th order low pass "vibrato" filter, set to around 3Hz or so.  This tracks the pitch fast enough to tell us what note
should be corrected for, but slow enough to attenuate vibrato.  It basically makes the note selection cleaner and less noisy.  The critical change here is the
second low pass filter post note fraction extraction: it is severely slew limited (currently to 1/256 of full scale = 1 note) so that it functions more as a
straight line fixed rate skew than as a traditional filter.  The result of this is quantized and used to correct the pitch.

The slew limiting can be seen as one-size baby steps in the correction process.  The filter skews one limit sized step at a time to the center of the note.
 Over time (~1 second if far from the note center) the filter hits the center.  If vibrato makes it a change back and forth between two notes, then the one
that dominates in terms of duty cycle will get stepped to and centered in terms of correction, though it will take longer.  It's like someone telling you to
walk next door, then telling you part of the way to come back, and so on.  If they let you walk even slightly longer in one direction you'll eventually get to
the destination on that end.

I've currently got a string of 4x simple first order filters with droopy Q in place of the first filter, hope to turn it into a ladder filter (ala Moog) via some
feedback to tighten up the droop.  I may remove the quantization strength adjustment, and make the bandwidth of the first filter dependent on the
bandwidth of the second.  The skew limiting in the second filter takes place before the corner frequency attenuation, so the limited steps are actually quite
a bit smaller than 1/256 of a note.  And this filter was moved to a position before the quantization, where there is a big sharp step between notes (though
I'm not sure that matters, and with no quantization strength adjustment the quantization signal will also have a sharp step).

The function of it is fairly subtle, which makes it difficult to evaluate.  Kind of like adjusting minor processing knobs on a reverb, you have to develop a
major ear for what's going on in order to hear any difference at all.

[EDIT] So I implemented the 4th order critically damped pre-filter, and it doesn't seem to do much at all!  More ear training is clearly in order...

[EDIT2] New filter issue was a typo in the code that I caught with a reality check by routing the whole pitch operating point through the filter.  With that
setup, on low bandwidth, it felt like the vibrato-killing Theremini!  So the filter is working now and seems to sort of help?  

I made a miscellaneous screen in the UI for trying various things out, should have done that long ago.

[EDIT3] Noticed some minor glitching between note so moved the slew limiting filter to after the quantization, as in the previous post.  And ladder filters
are really weird, not all that useful for this kind of analytic filtering.

https://duckduckgo.com/


Playing with it, I'm getting pretty good results with the first filter set to ~11Hz and the second set to ~0.1Hz (if you fudge factor in the slew limiting
attenuation as a frequency term).

Volume Processing IV (4th time's the charm!)
dewster 2/10/2018 7:02:22 PM [1393]

Volume Processing IV (4th time's the charm!)

Finally got some acceptable attack and decay assembly code working on the volume side:

Basically a first order low-pass filter with separate paths for attack and decay, and a velocity processor bolted onto the front.  The velocity processor takes
the current volume number and subtracts it from the previous volume number.  Positive differences are multiplied by the attack value and added to the
volume number, limited to avoid modulo roll-over, with the result input to the bi-modal LPF.  The filter accumulator is subtracted from the input; positive
results are attenuated a bit to smooth things out; negative results are slew limited and attenuated by the decay value.  The selected result is accumulated
(integrated).

The smoothing is here for positive velocity inputs.  Velocity differences from sample to sample at 48kHz tend to be quite small, so the attack multiplier is
quite large, leading to audible raspy sounding stepping when the attack knob is set to higher values.  The slew limiting is here to make the decay linear
over most of the range, which we need because this processor is on the linear side of things (with the result exponentiated and used for oscillator volume
and the like).

The decay value set by the knob [0:63] is subtracted from 64 to give longer decays for higher values.  Both attack and decay values are squared to expand
the lower range and to make the upper range roughly exponential.  Zeroing the attack knob removes all velocity sensing, zeroing the decay knob makes
the decay time constant so short that it isn't noticeable.

Referencing the velocity to the current input value and having a single accumulator eliminates any possibility of "pumping" (where repeated attack
movements of the hand cause the audible threshold position in the volume field to move around - something you really don't want).   Attack can be
accentuated and given a definite physical "switching point" by lowering the volume null into the playing zone.  Lowering the smoothing to zero with a
high attack level gives a "gritty" sound that could perhaps be used musically or as an effect.  Setting the decay to maximum gates the volume side open
permanently to the maximum volume played.

=========

A Cry For Help

For audio recording and analysis I use Adobe Audition 3.0.  I can't recommend this software enough, it's just incredible, and it's free!

For video recording I'm using a Logitech C920.  It works great for video (gives you manual control over everything if you want it), but all audio - even if
you pick an external source rather than the internal microphones - goes through a resampling puke funnel that aliases all over the place.  I've tried every
setting in the Logitech webcam software, scoured the Logitech technical fora, pawed the web, etc. and it seems there is no solution.  Which is
exceedingly annoying because it forces me to record the audio separately in Audition, use my lame Cyberlink PowerDirector video editor to align the
audio with the video, trim it, and export the audio only, then use Machete 4.5 to insert the audio without re-rendering the video.  What could be 5 minutes
or so of capturing a quick video turns into a painful half an hour or more.  The Machete free trial ran out so I purchased it today for $20USD.  The UI
is kind of sleazy, but it does what it does very quickly, and the price could be worse.  Anyone out there got a better "quick but decent musical video
capture" solution that works on WinXP?

tinkeringdude 2/10/2018 8:47:27 PM [1394]

I don't know about "musical". 
There are still some copies of Sony Movie Studio 11 floating on ebay for sometimes < 10 USD. 
It's for editing audio + video, but I have seen tutorials where people capture audio for overdubs, and capture video, but haven't seen video+audio
recording, so I can't say for sure. A lot of youtube folks seemed happy with that product line overall (which now is called Vegas, and sony sold it to some
other company), switching from the ultra crude Windows Movie Maker back then. V11 supposedly works on WinXP.

 

dewster 2/11/2018 2:57:56 AM [1395]

Thanks!  But I was looking more for video hardware that comes with a native capture package that doesn't seriously mess with the audio.  I believe that
web cams are all going to some new standard, like scanners and other stuff went with TWAIN and such.



Just did a couple more quick tests with the C920, there is literally no setting that will force a 44.1 or 48 kHz audio sample rate. Setting it to "Best - (DVD
Quality) 48kHz" gives you 32 kHz.

Here's someone crabbing about it and Logitech reacts incredibly lamely, like they're surprised but have no answer: link.

Here they give it a 9.55/10 but say the audio "tends to sound a little muffled" (ya think?): link

dewster 2/11/2018 7:38:22 PM [1396]

I made the velocity detector an 8 sample delay differentiator to give it more gain, and the velocity is now available as a bus to the rest of the code.  Here's
a brief view of the volume side attack and decay in action (you need a really fast attack to do drum sounds):

I'm getting a little better!  (Though I tense up something fierce when the camera's on me...)

 

ILYA 2/11/2018 8:32:23 PM [1397]

dewster, interesting,

can you demonstrate, like the first video,  a staccato with different amplitudes (say, in the  "crescendo/diminuendo" style)?
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"can you demonstrate, like the first video,  a staccato with different amplitudes"  - ILYA

Good question, and unfortunately no.  I'm kind of cheating as I'm using the null point to give a sharp threshold for the velocity sensing to give a sharp
attack.  These things pretty much just fly into the wall (max volume) and hit it, not sure how you might constrain it, but I'll think about it.  Maybe
something squared, or the difference of the difference (acceleration), but it's already so jaggy and squirrely I'm not all that hopeful.  And I'm not sure any
of this is all that useful in the end, I'm just following up on the things people sometimes implement in analog Theremins to see if I can do it digitally, and
if there is any merit.

The hand can only move so fast; ultimately you're up against whatever you can do with that without losing complete control over the necessary rudiments
(i.e. volume control).  But if you (or anyone else) have any suggestions I'm certainly all ears.

[EDIT] Thinking about it a bit more, I suppose you could go entirely non-linear and trigger a fixed rate attack if the hand exceeds a certain velocity, and
key its peak volume it to some >1 ratio of the current position.  With the current arrangement I'm not seeing a lot of value in attacks that aren't all the way
into percussive territory (I find myself setting the attack knob pretty much full off or on, not in-between).  

[EDIT2] For the current setup the envelope decay rate is a constant set by a knob, and as I say I've wangled things so the null point gives an exaggerated
velocity which also yields a pretty much constant attack rate, and the trigger is at a constant point in the field.  Instead of using the velocity to directly
form the attack, one could detect when it exceeded a certain rate and set a timer.  When the velocity hits zero the value of the timer could be used to set
the strength of the attack of a more conventional envelope generator, the result of which could be added to the current positional volume.  So: exceed the
(uni-directional) velocity anywhere in the field to trigger an envelope, and the attack amplitude will be set by the total distance of the hand movement.  It
would probably look like the player is hitting an imaginary drum head in space.

https://community.logitech.com/s/feed/0D53100005VA2VqCAL
http://www.toptenreviews.com/computers/peripherals/best-webcams/logitech-hd-pro-webcam-review/
https://youtu.be/vmRaUYdxl2s
https://youtu.be/seGUK7R0nQw
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Про фильтры может эта статья пригодится - http://www.timstinchcombe.co.uk/synth/Moog_ladder_tf.pdf

Martel 2/12/2018 1:09:09 PM [1400]

 

Research papers on the Moog ladder and related filters - http://www.timstinchcombe.co.uk/index.php?pge=papers

Good Filtering Info
dewster 2/12/2018 7:14:36 PM [1401]

Good Filtering Info

1. J. O. Smith on the Chamberlin filter: link (Smith also does physical modeling work, it's all on his web pages.)

2. John Dattoro on filters and effects: link link link link (Dattoro is a refreshing blend of mathy, practical, and passionate; you can safely ignore the
derivations and jump to his conclusions.  He gives the most in-depth and useful analysis of the Chamberlin I've seen anywhere.)

3. Zolzer DAFX book: link  (Zolzer designed a variation on the Chamberlin filter.)

4: Duane K. Wise on a Chamberlin variation: link (Wise has some other papers on audio filtering behind the stupid paywalls.)

The above because I'm taking another look at the topology of the filters I've implemented.  Some papers show the BP output as delayed, others not, and
I'm wondering which I should use if I'm going to implement a fader control that varies from from all input to all output (have to watch the phase when
mixing them or else bad things will happen).

[EDIT] I don't think one clock phase difference makes much difference when mixing, so it likely doesn't matter where BP gets tapped off of.  In Excel
sim I'm seeing some strangeness associated with mixing HP and LP due to the grosser phase differences of their outputs.  I believe the right way to do
this is via all-pass fed to the mixer, where the phase difference does the actual filtering and works for you.

Volume Processing Times Infinity (nth time's the charm)
dewster 2/13/2018 10:45:47 PM [1402]

Volume Processing Times Infinity (nth time's the charm)

Can't believe how much time I've spent on this one dumb thing and with almost nothing to show for it.  I just realized that my "cheating" in the video
above actually makes the most sense in a way, and is the most intuitive, playable, and comfortable.  You don't want to have to flick your hand quickly
(velocity threshold) to have the envelope generator kick in, you instead want to merely move your hand past fixed positional threshold in space to trigger
it, and use the velocity at the crossing to set the attack amplitude.  The position will necessarily be outside the normal playing field (or inside it if you
have it set for farther = louder), and you don't want velocity kicking in when you're playing normally, so I believe this is the best approach all around.
 Yarg...

Decent Volume Envelope Triggering & Generation
dewster 2/15/2018 12:22:22 AM [1403]

Decent Volume Envelope Triggering & Generation

A lot of time and effort went into this but it's working about as well as I had hoped (sorry about the whining):

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/svf/Bode_Plots_Second_Order_Butterworth.html
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart1.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart2.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart3.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/DigitalTimesI.pdf
http://www.music.mcgill.ca/~ich/classes/dafx_book.pdf
http://www.dafx.ca/proceedings/papers/p_053.pdf


Measuring velocity by sampling the volume position number with a difference in time of 48kHz (one PCM period).  Subtracting the two numbers as they
pass the equivalent volume threshold of -48dB full scale gives the velocity, and we take the positive difference so it only triggers in one direction.  Then
some gain, and I found a rough square root following this helps to tame things and gives better control over the variable velocity.  This is mixed back into
the volume number and presented to a peak detector.  The detector obviously replaces any smaller input numbers with larger ones, and this is used to
retain the attack velocity amplitude while the following accumulator works its way up to it by successively adding the attack number.  Once there, it
successively subtracts the decay number until it reaches the input value, while also telling the peak detector to now follow its input.  Retriggering is
automatic because the peak detector also compares its value to the accumulator value.

It took me a while to set the right volume threshold at which to measure the velocity.  -48dB is where all 4 LEDs on the bar graph are extinguished, and
also very near the edge of audibility, which seems just about right.  If you snap back just a tad after triggering it then you don't hear any constant tone,
and if you do want constant tone after a trigger it's right there with very little additional movement needed.  I added the square root about an hour ago and
it seems to really help - there's probably a kinematics physics reason for it but I can't think of one right off.

Here's a quick video.  The koto sound is obviously just a percussive female vocal sound.  The chime sound is just a click (fast attack and decay of a sine
wave) fed through the female formants set to really high Q.  The drum sound is a sine wave.  I should have included a reverse envelope, it does those
pretty well too:

[UPDATE] Just improved the velocity detector.  It takes the peak positive velocity over the -60dB to -48dB range and spits it out for a single cycle at the
-48dB boundary.  Negative velocities and positions outside this 30mm or so window (the way I currently have the volume sensitivity set, it's entirely
adjustable) clear the peak and output 0.  Seems more responsive and reliable now, lower velocities are easier to do with higher trigger gains, which means
less arm movement is required.

In case it isn't clear from the above discussions, the volume processing pipe is rather passive and really messes with the general response times, and the
envelope is generated by the velocity spike going down it.  Unlike the pitch side, the volume side can take more of a hit in terms of absolute response
time without too much trouble.  At any rate, setting the trigger gain to 0 and the attack and decay values rather high makes it all transparent.

[EDIT] All my dB figures in this post were off by a factor of 2!  They're fixed now.  The volume LED bargraph on the prototype has 12dB per LED
(which is a 4:1 ratio).

invisiblejelly 2/15/2018 11:33:07 AM [1404]

Excellent work dewster, what fun (and hard work) you have been having (doing).Do the different sounds respond differently on the pitch side?I thought
the chime sound didn't seem to change a great deal on the pitch side even though you moved the pitch hand quite a bit.I really liked the koto and theremin
combo....that alone seems like a nice instrument in itself, a 'therekoto'. That to me sounded really impressive.You would have a big market in Japan for a
stand alone 'therekoto'.I couldn't quite tell from the video but can you do a softer and louder pluck?

dewster 2/16/2018 12:50:03 AM [1405]

"Do the different sounds respond differently on the pitch side?I thought the chime sound didn't seem to change a great deal on the pitch side even though
you moved the pitch hand quite a bit."  - invisiblejelly

The only thing changing during the chime part was the wave in the short attack / decay stimulating the filters, not the resonance of the formant filters
themselves.  It's subtle, but it makes it sound like different composition mallets are being used, or the chime is being banged on in different locations.  I
do have pitch following on other filters, just not the formants yet.  It's probably time to implement some kind of modulation matrix.

"I couldn't quite tell from the video but can you do a softer and louder pluck?"

Yes, and worked on that more today.  The square root helps tame the hand velocities, but LOG2 really tames them, and gives something of a variable
velocity curve.  Multiplying the trigger before the LOG2 treatment with a small value favors softer amplitudes, larger values favor louder amplitudes.  It
seems to be considerably easier to control the dynamics with LOG2 vs. SQRT.

Here's a quick video where I show reverse envelope, and soft, medium, and hard velocity curve:

https://youtu.be/7WxHBDQBu2o


invisiblejelly 2/16/2018 1:16:33 PM [1406]

A very interesting instrument you have developed there.

BTW your theremin playing style (sound of music in your other video) reminds me of this guy's style.

about 42 seconds in....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3lq6U4PDZo

dewster 2/16/2018 2:00:59 PM [1407]

"A very interesting instrument you have developed there."  - invisiblejelly

Thanks!  Have I mentioned that the pitch antenna is about a foot from a fluorescent desk lamp?  And that the volume antenna is about 2" from a particle
board bench and a bunch of metal tools?   Auto-calibration (at power-up, and when I press one of the encoders) covers all of this, and I've never once
heard it pick up any mains hum, even when listening through good headphones with the volume way up.  The mains filters gobble up a lot of the tiny
processor memory, but man are they worth it.

"BTW your theremin playing style (sound of music in your other video) reminds me of this guy's style."

He's a decent player, and I like his composition, though the intervals in it don't look too hard, and I'm becoming wise to the techniques Thereminists use
to hit notes, such as the slow correction he used a couple of times.  If you miss a note but correct it quickly enough it doesn't seem as bad.

Yesterday I set the pitch sensitivity on the prototype to that of a conventional Theremin and memories of EW ownership came rushing back.  I couldn't
move my body at all because the tiniest thing threw my notes off, and controlling vibrato was more difficult.  Though I must say that dialing the
sensitivity back to where I've been practicing means you need more exaggerated vibrato movements, which can be tiring, and can appear rather weirdly
palsied.  I'm also out of shape on guitar and can only play for 10 or 15 minutes before my left hand fingertips start complaining, so I suppose tiring out on
Theremin after about the same amount of time isn't too alarming.

One of the main things that makes developing a Theremin technique so difficult is the tension between the gestures needed to hit the pitch and induce the
vibrato.  With a lowered sensitivity it seems easier to use my arm to hit the pitch and my hand to do the vibrato, though quick precise little notes are
difficult with this approach.

invisiblejelly 2/19/2018 2:41:10 AM [1408]

"The mains filters gobble up a lot of the tiny processor memory, but man are they worth it."

Maybe use batteries.The Harrison 302 uses just one nine volt battery.But I guess if you got lots of processing to do.

"Yesterday I set the pitch sensitivity on the prototype to that of a conventional Theremin and memories of EW ownership came rushing back"

I think the EW has too many octaves, 4 well spaced octaves is ideal for me...and not too high up the scale.A cello,which the theremin is based on...it's like a single string
cello,and a cello has only 3 and 1/2 octaves of playable notes.

Well dewster you have inspired me to make my own theremin from scratch,I spend the weekend making some adjustable coils...which I can adjust with bolts screwing in and
out of the centre...I measured different sized bolts and the effect they had on the changing induction...even a small nail can change it.I'll see how I go and report any successes
here.

 

dewster 2/19/2018 3:03:52 AM [1409]

"Maybe use batteries."  - invisiblejelly

The thing is, the mains field is pretty much everywhere, regardless of how you power things.  Theremin antennas are generally high impedance, so they
can pick it up quite easily.  And if the Theremin relies on AM to do things like the volume envelope then it can sneak into the audio signal path.  I believe
the mains field also influences FM or phase detection, so it's important to have comb, CIC, higher order low pass, or some combination thereof on both
the pitch and volume sides.  With an analog Theremin you can do this on the volume side, but I'm not sure how you might do it on the pitch side.

"Well dewster you have inspired me to make my own theremin from scratch,I spend the weekend making some adjustable coils...which I can adjust with
bolts screwing in and out of the centre...I measured different sized bolts and the effect they had on the changing induction...even a small nail can change
it.I'll see how I go and report any successes here."

https://youtu.be/DuYrHfuR16U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3lq6U4PDZo


I'd suggest oscillators with fixed air-core inductors and trimmer caps to tune it, but there are many ways to skin the cat as it were.  I like ILYA's approach
of higher frequencies (which give you physically much smaller inductors) with dividers and low pass filters before the mixer.  I often fall back to a sine
wave, or a slightly morphed one, to give a touch of harmonics.  Whatever you do, use a 3 terminal voltage regulator - a stable supply is your first line of
defense when it comes to oscillator stability.  And, as a sort of rule, the less current your oscillator draws on average the better, as that can mitigate
thermal drift issues, and can often lower noise issues.

invisiblejelly 2/20/2018 2:16:01 AM [1410]

Thanks for the sound advice dewster...I've seen some of ILYA's interesting posts and there is a wealth of other material here...I'll just plod along and see
how I go.

Grunt Work
dewster 2/20/2018 8:07:28 PM [1411]

Grunt Work

As of yesterday I've laid most of the groundwork to implement presets.  As per my previous post re. them, I standardized on a byte for the ENCoder
preset value, a byte for the preset TYPE (kind of an opcode), a 32 bit USE value, and a 4 byte LaBLe, all of which fit in a contiguous 10 byte space.  I
stuck all 50-ish of these structures together in memory to form a contiguous block that can be accessed with a stride of 10.  ENC is the thing that gets
manipulated by the associated encoder on a given page, USE is the value that gets used directly (or after something simple like a multiply, offset, or shift)
by the code, LBL shows up on the LCD preceding the value, and TYPE helps the various parts of the code interpret what to do.  ENC is the only thing
that ends up in EEPROM as a preset, and being 8 bits limits any single adjustment to this number of discrete values.

It took me a while to settle on the TYPE encoding in terms of ENC limits.  TYPE 0 is null, and displays a blank on the LCD.  The TYPE values 1-127 are
just that, limits of 0 to the value.  The next 64 are +/- limits, the next 8 are 0 and 2^n - 1 limits, the next 8 are squared versions of those, and the next 8 are
-2^n to 2^n - 1 limits.  This leaves 3 remaining TYPEs if we want to adhere to the LSb decoding, or 3 * 32 = 96 types if we don't (I obviously chose not
to adhere).  I currently have two custom types, one for half note spacing of filter frequency and the like, and one with 2^12 dynamic range for volume
attack and decay.  To arrive at this encoding I did a quick inventory of the limits in use (most are 0 to 2^n - 1). 

Having a TYPE means we can put anything we like on the LCD for the encoder value.  It's nice to finally see Hz for filter frequencies (I need to do
something similar for Q or damping).  Handing the LCD string address directly to the display generator to stick the LBL and displayed value in there was
the most straightforward way to do this.

And now all complex / time consuming conversion from ENC to USE values (LOG2, EXP2, INV, etc.) is out of the critical real-time path, and handled
by a thread that gets interrupted at the LCD / encoder / refresh rate of 180Hz.  With the core running at 180MHz and 8 threads sharing this, that means
we've got 1,000,000 / 8 = 125,000 cycles to do it in, which is a lifetime.

All of the USE values on the displayed page get updated at this rate, but none of the others.  So I've got a function that goes through and refreshes all
USE values, and call it at start-up so I only have to put default values in one slot (ENC) and the rest auto-generate.  I'll be using this function when a new
preset is loaded.  Limiting parameter loading from EEPROM to a subset, say past a certain point, can avoid changing system parameters that are placed
lower than the limit.  I'm thinking of having system parameters store to EEPROM only when the associated knob is pressed, and recall only at power-up.
 One system parameter will select 50/60Hz mains filtering, another will select the power-up preset to load, and there will be others for pitch and volume
sensitivity, offset, linearity, etc.

A little more than 10% of RAM is left, which is probably OK though I wish there were more.  Most of the subroutines are defined and in memory, so
calling them a bunch more shouldn't need all that much code.  It's kind of creepy making huge structural edits to the code at this point, as I need the
prototype to remain in playable condition for practice and show-and-tell.  Some weird external RF thing was going on last night around midnight which
made me think I'd subtly broke the pitch side, but by sticking older loads in there I finally realized that I hadn't.

DSP ~= Fractions
dewster 2/22/2018 2:26:24 PM [1412]

DSP ~= Fractions

The vast majority of DSP math is fractional.  Filter coefficients are almost always less than one, gain terms tend to be defined in terms of 1 = max, the
underlying polynomial coefficients in the various math library functions are less than one, floats themselves are fractions with separate signs and
exponents, etc.  Fractions are everywhere because they're well-behaved (i.e. they don't blow up).  And if the fractions are unsigned (i.e. non-negative)
then things are even more well-behaved.  Multiply an unsigned fraction by another unsigned fraction and you get an unsigned fraction.  Raise an
unsigned fraction to an unsigned fractional power and you get an unsigned fraction, etc.

LOG2 is kind of mind bending in this regard.  My current UINT version of it gives a 5.27 unsigned decimal output which is fine, but the big issue with it
is what to do with 0 input.  The input range [0:1) should give an output range of [-infinity:0) which is negative, and unsigned ints can't express the
negative, so I punted here and return the smallest value I can, which is 0.  I'm wondering if I should instead define the input as an unsigned fraction, and
return negative LOG2 which gives (+infinity:0].  

I'm trying to design a pipeline of LOG2 => fractional mult => EXP2 that gives fractional powers for any fractional input.  I think I already have the
pieces to do it but need to convince myself whether that's true or not.  Sorry, kinda thinking out loud here.

[EDIT] Got it figured out.  



1. Clearly, for UINT x and output, and UFRAC y (UINT ^ UFRAC = UINT) we can use the integer forms of LOG2 and EXP2, with an extended
unsigned multiply in the middle.  Then force zero out for zero in.

2. For UFRAC x, y, and output (UFRAC ^ UFRAC = UFRAC):

  LOG2(in / (2^32)) = LOG2(in) - LOG2(2^32) = LOG2(in) - 32

So we can employ logical NOT to negate the LOG2 result, multiply (extended unsigned), then NOT again.  This performs UINT <=> UFRAC in the
middle so we can again use the integer forms of LOG2 and EXP2 along with a zero force.  Max error about the same as the version of EXP2 employed.

Glad to finally put this to bed, it's been in the back (and front) of my mind for too long.

[EDIT2] And of course, after looking at it some more, it's not put to bed.  For waveform bending and quantization and such I really need UFRAC ^
UINT = UFRAC, which gives nice parabolas and such.  Not sure how to do the multiplication without it blowing up.

Odd & All
dewster 2/27/2018 9:03:45 PM [1413]

Odd & All

I've been using integer powers of fractional ramp and triangle, generated by and subtracted from the NCO fractional ramp, to produce ramp-ish and
square-ish waveforms.  Setting the knob to 0 gave a sine wave, increasing positive values gave increasing quantities of all harmonics (ramp), and
increasing negative values gave increasing quantities of odd harmonics (square).  Not bad in the aliasing department, but the glottal fry struck me as
lame.

Yesterday I switched to LOG2 | MUL | EXP2 to implement fractional powers of fractional I/O and used two variants of this to generate a sort of rounded
step NCO phase, and fed this to the SIN2 function as phase modulation.  The panel knob works the same as before, but the underlying power is
continuously variable, so I can use it as a harmonic control input.  Here's a sample of it: (link).

When set to higher levels of harmonics, it obviously aliases above C7 or so, but the glottal "pop" is much clearer, and human voices don't often go above
C7 (though other things do).  I guess it's time to really start looking into anti-aliasing methods.

Touchless 2/27/2018 11:41:18 PM [1414]

You joined a year after me, why the insults? I have met who you speak of, an unselfish contributor who helps theremin enthusiasts build things that work.

Yes this sound is much better, trying not to be a cheap digital whistle... but after your "many" years of research would Clara like it or even Lev himself?
Have you ever had a qualified Thereminst test your approach, is this a direction that improves the original design or is it simply Theremini-2 which you
call the original a toy.

link

T

dewster 2/28/2018 1:12:42 AM [1415]

 "I have met who you speak of, an unselfish contributor who helps theremin enthusiasts build things that work."

You mean Christopher, who regularly shows up here to unselfishly contribute a ration of shit?

"Yes this sound is much better, trying not to be a cheap digital whistle... but after your "many" years of research would Clara like it or even Lev himself?"

Jesus, who can say?  Who cares?

I mean, I have respect for them, but if they were somehow reanimated and it turned out they disapproved (?) it wouldn't really change what I'm doing or
where I'm trying to go with this project. 

tinkeringdude 2/28/2018 10:46:18 AM [1416]

It seems to me some people here are not good at seeing potential in things and imagining a possible trajectory, extrapolating (not necessarily linearly!)
from the past so far. That, paired with a lack of understanding of the effort involved in R&D for this new instrument to get every little detail exactly right
- especially as a one man band. And as a third, a failure to discern the (I guess. I'm not dewster and haven't read the whole thread from start) the two
different goals between, say, the "Theremini" and this new device here. The former was made to produce some cheap device for the masses to get some
first idea of theremin. To try out some notoriously difficult to learn, let alone master instrument, spending 400 bucks or so for *a kit*, like the Etherwave,
may seem a bit much, if you can get a beginners guitar or keyboard for less than 100. 
Dewster's instrument, on the other hand, does apparently not have this target audience, although as I understood it, there are some aspects to make it more
playable, as an option/setting anyway. 

He is about to put all the details he has worked on together and you can already see and hear the baby scream, now please have the patience to let it
mature into an adult who may be able to do great things! 
To me it looks and sounds very promising. As soon as the playing responses are working satisfactorily, there are endless possibilities to enhance the
sound / give different kind of flavors of typical and untypical theremin sounds, if that's on the agenda. 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/3fkn559cvj9y6qj/sin_sq_vocal_2018-02-27.mp3


And on a side note - I do have *some* sympathy for the "analog sounds better" crowd - e.g. in certain areas of analog synthesizers, where even the better
implementations maybe are 90% convincing. Some people like to tease skeptics with blind A/B comparisons, but they usually use patches which are
flattering to the digital synths, not really kicking it hard. Esp. the fatter or nastier settings are, in the synths I've heard, not fully convincing. Although in
recent years, researchers have apparently stepped it up a notch. 

BUT - when it comes to an instrument as utterly tame (sonically) as a theremin, I find the hostility towards digital sound production utterly ridiculous.
From my limited knowledge, and hands-on experience, I would say there's not much going on that poses too much of a challenge *in general*, especially
if you have lots of resources (memory, processing). 
In dewster's case, he imposed some strict limits on those things (for BOM price point?), which is why a lot of optimization is going on and things are not
as easy. 

But there were already some nice sounds... I'm especially impressed by the percussion sounds and their seamless playability connected to fluid playing. 
There are possibilities not known before in theremins. 

I, for one, am looking forward to the product! 

P.S. as for people like Clara not liking it - it depends. The old Clara, maybe not. But do note that the young Clara obviously was very open to playing a
new strange instrument that hardly anyone plays to this day, and that was of a category that some musicians considered to be somehow evil, unnatural
(spooky electronic, nobody understands!!!),or "not a real instrument" and such things. 
I say, if there's anyone who would be delighted by this instrument, it's (young) Clara Rockmore.

Captain's Log, Stardate 2018.02.28
dewster 2/28/2018 3:26:18 PM [1417]

Captain's Log, Stardate 2018.02.28

My main goal was to develop a professional grade Theremin that's simple to set up and maintain, is linear and stable, with adjustable sensitivity and a
pitch display.  I've met that goal.  

The prototype is much simpler to set up than the Theremini or EW, and requires no maintenance, tuning, or alignment.  It is likely is more linear and
rejects hum better than any other Theremin in existence, and I've found the responsive pitch & volume display to be invaluable to my own (pitiful)
playing ability and advancement.

As it sits, the prototype has maybe $75 in parts, which could likely be reduced, though cabinetry is always expensive.  I suppose one could stick it all in a
plastic box and call it a day, and manufacture it for (wild guess) $150 or so, and sell it retail for 3x or 4x this. Still, not bad for a Theremin that could mop
the floor with the EW-Pro.  Mass production (however unlikely) could get it below the cost of the Theremini.  It would be great if everyone could afford
an excellent Theremin, and this, ultimately, is why I'm doing this work.

What I'm working on now is (in one sense literally) bells and cheap digital whistles.  I looked at pitch correction some more yesterday and have it
stripped down to almost nothing (though I'm still a bit on the fence as to its usefulness for me personally).  Alias mitigation is now more urgent with the
more harmonically rich oscillator, and presets are crying out to be implemented.  Outside of a single oscillator, a noise source, the formant filter bank, and
the volume side envelope generator, almost nothing has been done in the way of signal generation.

The underlying soft processor core is both a limitation and an asset.  It's so simple that coding in assembly is quite tractable.  And 8 threads with 8
interrupts gives a lot of flexibility in terms of real-time bandwidth allocation.  But there isn't much main memory so things like reverb are pretty much
out (I love reverb, though one could easily spend a man-year on it alone).  A smaller FPGA lashed to a cheap multi-core ARM or similar with gobs of
memory seems like a prudent course, though I'm loathe to give up the fine grained control I have over Hive, and the ability to design custom peripherals
for it.

============

"I do have *some* sympathy for the "analog sounds better" crowd - e.g. in certain areas of analog synthesizers, where even the better implementations
maybe are 90% convincing. Some people like to tease skeptics with blind A/B comparisons, but they usually use patches which are flattering to the digital
synths, not really kicking it hard. Esp. the fatter or nastier settings are, in the synths I've heard, not fully convincing."  - tinkeringdude

Agreed.  Familiarity with things like aliasing and truncation error, and reading reviews of digital guitar FX pedals, can help one appreciate at least a
portion of the analog=better argument.  Some things, like distortion, which are trivial in the analog domain, are quite problematic (though not impossible)
in the digital domain.  But digital has it all over analog when comes to stability, repeatability, noise, economics, UI, etc.  Digital is often disparaged as
being too precise, which is kind of ironic.  And (big) if given the effort, digital can sound as - or more - nuanced than analog.  So my take is digital=better
(except for the exceptions).  They look sexy, but few would want to own & operate one of those huge wall-covering analog synths.  They take forever to
program (no presets) and just keeping the pots clean would be a part-time job.  The Caustic synth is $10 and runs on my crummy Fire7.

One can easily do all sorts of things really wrong, or audibly vaguely wrong, in digital, and draw legitimate criticism.  I stop listening when people
challenge the fundamentals (e.g. sampling theory) with superstition and techo-fear.

tinkeringdude 2/28/2018 5:05:31 PM [1418]

As for reverb, could you just slap something like this onto your processor? (receives and sends digital).

http://www.coolaudio.com/docs/V1000_DATASHEET.pdf

Apparently, the BUgera V22 guitar amp has this (using reverb mode only). The board seems to have digital noise issues, to no fault of the chip I assume.

http://www.singlecellsoftware.com/caustic
http://www.coolaudio.com/docs/V1000_DATASHEET.pdf


Prices per piece in USD: 
10 pcs: 11.50 
100-999 pcs: 2.90 
> 1000 pcs: 2.40

Source: 
http://coolaudio.com/prod-coolaudio-semi.php?page=1
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"As for reverb, could you just slap something like this onto your processor? (receives and sends digital)."  - tinkeringdude

Hmm.  With 128 cycles per PCM sample, I have a hard time believing the reverb could be anything but very rudimentary.  Could maybe replace a spring
reverb in a guitar amp, but I'd want more.  The equivalent of 128 DSP cycles could probably be done with one Hive thread.  Hanging more memory off
the FPGA and utilizing some of the remaining ~33% of the fabric would likely do better.  Maybe down the road...

Our Roland RD-700NX keyboard has surprisingly lame reverb, so lame I'd rather not hear it.  I can't remember the Theremini ambient effects very well,
but I don't recall a real reverb being in there, just simple delay effects.  There are decent digital multi-effects pedals out there that could likely run circles
around both (and provide another axis of control over them via pedal).

 

Thierry 2/28/2018 5:43:09 PM [1420]

"Captain's Log, Stardate 2018.02.28 My main goal was to develop a professional grade Theremin that's simple to set up and maintain, is linear and
stable, with adjustable sensitivity and a pitch display.  I've met that goal.   The prototype is much simpler to set up than the Theremini or EW, and
requires no maintenance, tuning, or alignment.  It is likely is more linear and rejects hum better than any other Theremin in existence, and I've found the
responsive pitch & volume display to be invaluable to my own (pitiful) playing ability and advancement. As it sits, the prototype has maybe $75 in parts,
which could likely be reduced, though cabinetry is always expensive.  I suppose one could stick it all in a plastic box and call it a day, and manufacture it
for (wild guess) $150 or so, and sell it retail for 3x or 4x this. Still, not bad for a Theremin that could mop the floor with the EW-Pro.  Mass production
(however unlikely) could get it below the cost of the Theremini.  It would be great if everyone could afford an excellent Theremin, and this, ultimately, is
why I'm doing this work. What I'm working on now is (in one sense literally) bells and cheap digital whistles.  I looked at pitch correction some more
yesterday and have it stripped down to almost nothing (though I'm still a bit on the fence as to its usefulness for me personally).  Alias mitigation is now
more urgent with the more harmonically rich oscillator, and presets are crying out to be implemented.  Outside of a single oscillator, a noise source, the
formant filter bank, and the volume side envelope generator, almost nothing has been done in the way of signal generation. The underlying soft processor
core is both a limitation and an asset.  It's so simple that coding in assembly is quite tractable.  And 8 threads with 8 interrupts gives a lot of flexibility in
terms of real-time bandwidth allocation.  But there isn't much main memory so things like reverb are pretty much out (I love reverb, though one could
easily spend a man-year on it alone).  A smaller FPGA lashed to a cheap multi-core ARM or similar with gobs of memory seems like a prudent course,
though I'm loathe to give up the fine grained control I have over Hive, and the ability to design custom peripherals for it. ============ "I do have
*some* sympathy for the "analog sounds better" crowd - e.g. in certain areas of analog synthesizers, where even the better implementations maybe are
90% convincing. Some people like to tease skeptics with blind A/B comparisons, but they usually use patches which are flattering to the digital synths,
not really kicking it hard. Esp. the fatter or nastier settings are, in the synths I've heard, not fully convincing."  - tinkeringdude Agreed.  Familiarity with
things like aliasing and truncation error, and reading reviews of digital guitar FX pedals, can help one appreciate at least a portion of the analog=better
argument.  Some things, like distortion, which are trivial in the analog domain, are quite problematic (though not impossible) in the digital domain.  But
digital has it all over analog when comes to stability, repeatability, noise, economics, UI, etc.  Digital is often disparaged as being too precise, which is
kind of ironic.  And (big) if given the effort, digital can sound as - or more - nuanced than analog.  So my take is digital=better (except for the
exceptions).  They look sexy, but few would want to own & operate one of those huge wall-covering analog synths.  They take forever to program (no
presets) and just keeping the pots clean would be a part-time job.  The Caustic synth is $10 and runs on my crummy Fire7. One can easily do all sorts of
things really wrong, or audibly vaguely wrong, in digital, and draw legitimate criticism.  I stop listening when people challenge the fundamentals (e.g.
sampling theory) with superstition and techo-fear."

Dewster, your self-adulation is ridiculous. You never made an attempt to get your design approved by at least one of the well known professional
thereminists, like Carolina Eyck, Lydia Kavina, Thorwald Jorgensen, or Peter Pringle. AFAIK, none of them played your instrument in a public concert
up to now. All your (arrogant sounding) statements like "could mop the floor with the EW-Pro" are only based on... your personal experience as a
professional musician? Did I miss your last concert and CD recording with the New York Philharmonics? 

dewster 2/28/2018 5:56:38 PM [1421]

"Dewster, your self-adulation is ridiculous. You never made an attempt to get your design approved by at least one of the well known professional
thereminists, like Carolina Eyck, Lydia Kavina, Thorwald Jorgensen, or Peter Pringle. AFAIK, none of them played your instrument in a public concert
up to now. All your (arrogant sounding) statements like "could mop the floor with the EW-Pro" are only based on... your personal experience as a
professional musician? Did I miss your last concert and CD recording with the New York Philharmonics?"  - Thierry

I suppose it sounds like puffery, and I certainly don't mean for it to.  I'm actively working on getting the input of good players, but am enough of a
musician (and EE) myself to know what I've got.  I'm not exaggerating when I say that I very likely have, in all the areas that matter, the most advanced
Theremin in the world sitting here.  I wish you could easily give it a spin and see for yourself, it might make you less defensive.

Should anyone want to come and try it (Boonton, NJ) my lab door is open for show-and-tell with a bit of notice.  Contact email is in my TW profile.

Thierry, are you this mean to everyone bringing tidings of joy?  If you don't want me talking about the hard-won successes of my Theremin development
on TW of all places, can you recommend a better forum?  This is a tough crowd...

[EDIT] New Theremins have to meet all these varying standards of acceptance.  Would Clara hate it?  Have any of the players on my personally
approved list performed with it publicly?  Don't believe anything if they won't give you a sound sample.  Digital will never blah, blah.

http://coolaudio.com/prod-coolaudio-semi.php?page=1


All of them I kind of get, particularly if I were making fantastic claims and refusing to describe how I did it (i.e. the norm in this field) but I'm not doing
that.  And top musicians are often paid to endorse otherwise mediocre products.  I don't have the money nor the inclination to engage in the old razzle-
dazzle.  It's been almost 6 years now and I'm fairly proud of how far I've been able to take the prototype, though I suppose pride is a sin for a reason...

This is a test...
dewster 2/28/2018 9:24:25 PM [1422]

This is a test...

Quick test of your listening skills / preferences: link

There's a difference between the first take and the second. 

1. Can you hear a difference? 

2. Can you tell what it is? 

3. Which do you prefer?

In the second take I was playing louder, which can confound things - sorry about that.  And I'm a crummy player, so don't bother commenting on that. :-)

Got the accompaniment from YouTube, it's quite nice.

Thierry 2/28/2018 11:47:43 PM [1423]

"(...) All of them I kind of get, particularly if I were making fantastic claims and refusing to describe how I did it (i.e. the norm in this field) but I'm not
doing that.  And top musicians are often paid to endorse otherwise mediocre products.  I don't have the money nor the inclination to engage in the old
razzle-dazzle.  It's been almost 6 years now and I'm fairly proud of how far I've been able to take the prototype, though I suppose pride is a sin for a
reason..."

Ok, then be it. I could not imagine that you were serious, but obviously, you were. I stand corrected. Please accept my apologies for that
misunderstanding!

It‘s perhaps a question of mentality (US American vs French/German), but I, personally, would never publicly judge the quality of my own work or
compare it to other more renowned people‘s creations, be it in the Theremin domain or any other, but let this part up to people with more wisdom and
experience than myself.

dewster 3/1/2018 1:39:43 AM [1424]

Thierry, apology accepted.  But I don't think the issue is cultural.  If I could submit my prototype to an impartial panel of Theremin judges I'd do it
tomorrow, but that doesn't exist, so it's a chicken or egg kind of thing where people don't know about something because no one knows to tell them about
it, so I suppose it's up to me to start it, but I'm highly suspect as a source of info (my baby).  But companies can talk their crap products up to the moon
and no one objects, it's just business as usual. 

Certainly if you stated you'd made a Theremin that "mopped the floor with the EW-Pro" I'd sit up and take notice; your statements would be innocent
until proven guilty.  But you're somebody in these circles and I'm nobody.  What's a soul to do?

One Knob Pitch Correction / Note Quantization
dewster 3/1/2018 3:24:31 PM [1425]

One Knob Pitch Correction / Note Quantization

You look at consumer vocal processors and have to wonder how much flexibility they give up when dumbing-down the user interface. Power users desire
access to key feature parameters, but exposing them can confuse casual / low-information users who want the thing to "just work".  All users are
generally happiest when the most useful functionality is "curated" and presented in the most useful manner (power users pretty much want it to "just
work" as well, and only desire the resort to a deep-dive when it doesn't).

I've wondered how they get a single knob for pitch correction, and this morning I've achieved that, with no real loss of functionality or control.  Voila:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/2clubfar3f4op96/test_2018-02-28.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwwPFpaWaB8


The 4th order LPF is gone, and the slew limited LPF has been replaced with a simpler slew limiter.  Going through the circuit:

The unsigned pitch number is tapped off and multiplied by 12 (B), which gives a [0:1) note fraction.  The fraction can be viewed as unsigned or signed,
here we treat it as signed.  A logical NOT (C) flips the direction, and fractional multiplication gives the quantization strength (D).  The result is slew-
limited, scaled by multiplication with 1/12, then mixed back in (E).

The graphs at the bottom show the result (E) of partial quantization strength, full strength, and no strength.  I've found partial instantaneous quantization
to be pretty worthless, so I removed the quantization multiplication.  The pitch correction subroutine now checks the slew rate for a value of 0 and
bypasses all processing in that case.  So low and medium slew rate settings do pitch correction, and higher settings do quantization, with time doing the
quantization smoothing, rather than an explicit instantaneous smoothing function (this is key).

It seems to work as well as anything else I've tried, though it can be quite subtle, even with the slew rate cranked up.  Vibrato kind of messes with it,
though it doesn't seem to mess with vibrato when set for pitch correction.  And it's really simple, with one knob giving the full range of both pitch
correction and note quantization effects (including bypass).

============

While pondering the above, I thought of a new interesting construct, but it's currently a solution in search of a problem.  The construct is a modulo filter
or slew limiter.  Say the I/O is 3 bit unsigned and it is steady state with an input of 2.  If the input suddenly changes to 5 then the output filters / slews
over time 2, 3, 4, 5.  But steady state from 2 to sudden 7 produces an output of 2, 1, 0, 7.  So if the I/O difference is greater than 1/2 full range, then the
output filters / slews in the opposite direction.  My subconscious is telling my conscious mind that this is applicable to pitch correction, but my conscious
mind can't see a way to it.

PM Experiment
dewster 3/2/2018 2:20:23 PM [1426]

PM Experiment

A TW thread from a couple of years ago takes you to this very nice article: http://www.channelroadamps.com/articles/theremin/.  The tone is fairly Clara-
ish, and if you save the MP3 and examine it, the waveform is as described in the article: a rectified sine with a hollowed-out section, possessing mostly
all harmonics and with a secondary slump in the spectra:

http://www.channelroadamps.com/articles/theremin/


Though there isn't any explicit coupling in that design, coupling makes me think about phase distortion, which made me wonder what would happen if I
gave the phase modulation signal feeding the sine function in my glottal oscillator a fixed phase offset.  I did so this morning and the results, which look
rather dramatic in the waveform department, are sonically fairly lackluster.  Adjusting the phase offset can produce something that looks like a rectified
sine, but sounds almost exactly like the glottal waveform with the harmonics turned down to 1/2.  Same for the odd harmonic settings, this method can
give you an almost perfect triangle wave if you want that, but it doesn't fundamentally change the way it sounds other than reducing the overall harmonic
level.  The phase offset doesn't seem to make aliasing any better or worse, and it tends to introduce a DC offset.  So, overall, meh.

This is roughly analogous to the ear being deaf to phase, but somewhat more complex and surprising.

The design in that article says the mixing product is almost a sinewave, and diodes are used to rectify it.  After that a high pass filter (0.001uF & 1Meg =
160Hz) provides the scoop-out.  I can get pretty much the same waveform by setting my oscillator filter to high pass, Q=1, frequency=800Hz:

I'm not sure why the cutoff frequency needs to be higher, and there seems to be a secondary spectral fall-off around 1kHz that I can't rationalize via his
schematic, but I assume it is due to the natural roll-off of the large diameter vintage speaker.  I have a feeling a lot of the character of the sound originates
from ambient miking of the amplifier & speaker in the cabinet.  The cabinet, speaker, and microphone modeling of a good guitar multi-effects pedal
board might come in handy here (set to a small 10" or 12" open-backed cabinet), as might the milder distortions (and reverbs!) to be found in there.

I believe FredM once stated that he found a full-wave rectified sine to be a fairly ideal glottal source, and this experiment has really driven that home to
me.

Presettin'
dewster 3/7/2018 8:28:22 PM [1427]

Presettin'

Did a final re-tooling of the parameter subroutines and got the preset system working today.  I have a PRESET screen that has two functioning knobs
load and stor.  As usual, spinning the load knob loads various presets.  To store a preset, set the stor knob to the preset slot you want to write to and press
the knob.  This dual selection facilitates copying and moving presets around in the preset slot space.

Preset slot 0 is reserved for global system parameters.  Having built the thing I know which are which, but I suppose this could be a hazy area for those
getting newly acquainted.  Thinking maybe of a mechanism of storing individual parameters in a preset - whether global or not - by pressing the



associated encoder on the given page, which would get around a lot of the need to have intimate knowledge of the inner workings.  We'll see, but at least
now I have a way of holding onto presets and quickly selecting among them.

===========

Had a power outage for a few days due to the previous nor-easter.  Locally it was mostly just our block, though many thousands of poor souls in NJ, PA,
NY, etc. are still waiting, and my sympathy goes out to them as it must be particularly bad with the snow dump today. We hear about "rolling blackouts"
and think they must be hell, but I'd take those any day to a continuous multi-day blackout, where you have to figure out what to do with all the food in the
fridge, and the email backs up.  My $28USD Baofeng UV-82 was super handy, picking up the weather bands, the local fire company, and FM broadcast
radio, going for many hours with hardly a dent in the battery charge.  Dug out my old Sony portable CD player to get my music fix.  Weird how quickly
one reverts to "farmer's hours" when there's no artificial lighting.

I used the down time to peruse the DSP books in my library and revisit several key papers I had printed out.  The current setup I have for pitch and
volume operating point capture could probably be reduced from second order CIC to first order, which would simplify and save some FPGA fabric
(though I'm not really strapped in that department).  However, increasing the decimation by a factor of 16 (196.66MHz => 3kHz) could save 16x the
memory in the CIC hum filters, though this would require an interpolation filter to get the operating points back into the 48kHz PCM clock domain.  I
know the CIC form can do this as well, though I haven't really looked into it much.  One thread running at the 3kHz interrupt rate could easily handle
much of the volume and pitch processing. This is known as multi-rate filtering and I have a new appreciation for the concept.  Getting ~1/2 of the main
memory back would let me breathe a bit easier, and would allow for things like audio delays and cabinet sims and stuff.  In many ways operating point
processing isn't as critical as audio processing.  [EDIT] The more I look at it, the more it seems I have to stick with second order CIC.  First order doesn't
give nearly enough alias rejection.

[EDIT2] What's confusing me about CIC decimation is the apparent ability to trade aliasing for bandwidth after downsampling. This contradicts the
general admonition that aliasing is generated by downsampling, and that it must be controlled via low pass filtering before any downsampling occurs.

Obligatory "Clara's Voice" Post
dewster 3/10/2018 12:17:52 AM [1428]

Obligatory "Clara's Voice" Post

For analysis purposes I went through my two CDs of Clara Rockmore and extracted the portions that featured just her Theremin playing sans
accompaniment: MP3 link.  There are 15 samples, the first 10 are from "The Art of the Theremin" and the last 5 are from "Clara Rockmore's Lost
Theremin Album", and they are all separated by 1 second of silence.

The first CD is much "drier" and unprocessed sounding.  The second sounds fairly heavily processed (e.g. the piano sounds very compressed).

Regarding the subjective tone in general, the upper registers sound quite female vocal, the mid registers are buzzy, the bass registers super strange
sounding. Here and there it almost sounds like there is damage to the speaker cone or something similarly non-linear going on.  Around 300Hz the tone
(to me) starts to get objectionable, and I find 200Hz and below to be unpleasant.

If you look at the samples with an 8k FFT, for the mid and higher notes you'll see a dip around 2kHz, and a sharp drop around 4kHz with no real output
beyond 4.5kHz or so.  The dip disappears for lower notes, and the 4th harmonic also is suppressed, and I suspect oscillator coupling is happening here.
 The 2kHz dip is only present in the samples from "The Art of the Theremin".

One has to be very careful when analyzing this stuff for clues as to what is going on electrically to generate the timbres.  The main confounding thing is
the recording is almost certainly of her open backed "monitor" speaker, which will roll off the bass and comb filter the midrange.  The response of larger
drivers tend to drop like a rock (~4th order LPF) in the highs, but not before breaking up and resonating and doing other complex things before that.  And
of course there are room reflections and other resonances.  So, just as an electric guitar sounds utterly different when listened to straight into a mixing
board vs. open back amplifier miked, something very similar is going on with the Theremin sound on these CDs.

I hacked together a very rudimentary speaker cabinet simulator using a delay (back to front baffle travel time) and small CIC (to average the various
travel distances) with destructive feedforward summation (subtraction) and attempted to get something similar to Clara's sound.  I'll do a post on that
soon.

RoyP 3/12/2018 11:43:25 AM [1429]

dewster,

whilst I don't understand much of what you post in this thread (analogue, I can almost get my head around but digital...) I do read it and try to follow it.

Most interesting stuff on the Clara Rockmore sound extracts though 

(Just commenting so that you know people are reading your posts and that you are not posting into a vacuum)

 

Roy

Obligatory "Clara's Cat's Voice" Post
dewster 3/12/2018 2:34:23 PM [1430]

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00E4KLY34/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/9ye4td0ph5czp0n/clara.mp3


Obligatory "Clara's Cat's Voice" Post

Thanks Roy!  Posting into a vacuum is OK, though some back and forth is always quite welcome.  I worry about readers getting tired of it all, but I'll
push on as long as there are developments.

Hey, while looking for Clara's Theremin voice I stumbled across Clara's cat's voice! ;-)  MP3 link.  Glottal (~ramp) waveform feeding a second order
tracking bandpass filter with moderate Q and offset a couple of octaves above the fundamental.  This flattens the first 4 harmonic amplitudes.  The
smooth expressiveness of the Theremin lends much of the realism to otherwise fairly basic timbres.

About Clara's Theremin voice: it's pretty easy to get female type vocal sounds at the upper range because there are so few harmonics and formants up
there.  The key goal I think is to make the range below this sound like the violin family.

Something I'm currently hung up on is a more generalized audio synth signal and processing path. Trying to minimize the page & knob count while
maximizing the versatility.  I believe in the near term it will end up something like this: 

  oscillator & noise (with filter) => fixed/variable 1st/2nd order filters (series) => fixed/variable formant bank (parallel)

tinkeringdude 3/12/2018 11:14:56 PM [1431]

Haha, cat! Some time ago I was looking for dog vocal tract formants and, lo and behold, I found a paper about it which lists, alas only 2, formants vs. dog
breed in a table. 
I was not yet able to make notable use of that info, as I don't have a setup to produce the distorted, "violent" kind of vocalization dogs have, and I'm not
sure I would put a huge amount of effort into it, but it would be funny ;-)

dewster 3/14/2018 12:24:58 PM [1432]

"Some time ago I was looking for dog vocal tract formants and, lo and behold, I found a paper about it which lists, alas only 2, formants vs. dog breed in
a table."  - tinkeringdude

Ha!  Animal formants aren't something I would have even thought of.  I'm not sure how dogs do the barking thing, but a lot of audio stuff, when the
process is sped up, takes on an entirely different character.  So maybe it's something simple happening quickly?

Is this (link) the paper?  This (link) chapter is good too, barks don't involve the nasal resonances as that is closed off.

=============

In a effort to modularize the code, I stuck a first order filter (low-pass, high-pass) together with a second order state variable filter (low-pass, band-pass,
high-pass, notch) and made the first order operating modes negative values of a parameter, with zero a pass-through. Homing in on a single versatile filter
"blob" that can do whatever I need it to do.

Digital filters tend to have more and more tuning error the closer you get to Nyquist (1/2 the sampling frequency) - the second order form goes a bit
sharp, while the first order goes really sharp.  Chamberlin gives formulas for correcting them, but in the end it comes down to polynomial approximation.
 

After dumbly staring at the chain of transformations I had in front of the second order frequency for too long I decided to trash it and go with a single
polynomial that does it all, which simplifies and speeds things up. A simple polynomial that gives almost 16 bit precision is 0.547946x - 0.0271x^3 and
this takes care of the maximum frequency being C9 (8372Hz) for full-scale input as well. 

For the first order filter I found the polynomial x - (x^3)/3 to give 8% or so error max (and on the low end), which sounds like a lot but there is no
peaking or resonance that might reveal the exact frequency it's set to, so tuning isn't nearly as critical.  We mainly just want to tame the super sharp high
end, and ideally the max error would be located there, but even if you wanted to get surgically precise, the high-pass cutoff diverges from the low pass
cutoff at higher frequencies, and the high pass response oddly gains up somewhat as well.  They have their uses, but first order filters are mushy sorts of
affairs, and it doesn't pay to go too crazy on them.

For just about anything that really matters in music synthesis (pitch, waveform fidelity, noise floor, etc.) I've found 16 bit precision to be a reasonable,
rough-and-ready target.

Footloose
dewster 3/15/2018 1:40:44 PM [1433]

Footloose

Made a new parameter type that gives 64 1.5dB steps and tried using that for mixing and volume levels.  But it turns out I prefer the simple parameter
squared response, as it provides an expanded 0 to -30dB or so over this most used range, with a smooth transitioning drop to zero (a denorm for logs).  In
particular I wanted dB for the formants, to make the preset settings more scientific, but oh well. Who'd think something as simple seeming as volume
control could be so complicated?  The digital world lacks the (literally) canned solutions to these kinds of things that the analog world has enjoyed since
the beginning of time.

But the 1.5dB step parameter type does work quite well for filter damping.  There's a minor debating society in my head on using Q (Q = 1/damping)
instead, as dialing up the Q makes the filter more resonant.  But the default state of the filter is infinite resonance, which is reduced via damping.  And
damping goes from [0:1] (I've excluded critical damping of 1.414 as it can make the filter unstable at high frequencies) whereas Q goes from 1 to infinity,
so damping is easier to implement as a preset parameter in the code and on the screen.  (But if this were analog I'd go with a Q knob instead.)

This new precise control over the low end of damping has revealed an issue with the resonance that I was hearing sometimes: unnaturally fast decay at
lower amplitudes when the filter is set to ring like a bell.  It's particularly obvious when several filters are set to different frequencies and "struck"

http://www.mediafire.com/file/kmb666vj4pbhfl3/claras_cat.mp3
http://jeb.biologists.org/content/jexbio/202/20/2859.full.pdf
http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/50634/1/6._Taylor_et_al._The_SOCIAL_DOG_2014.pdf


together.  The higher frequency filter will reach some point in the decay first and drop like a rock in a linear, rather than exponential, manner.  The lower
frequency filter will do so too, but will take longer to hit the linear point, and the contrast between them makes it really stick out.

I thought the modified Chamberlin, with the frequency fractional multiplications positioned after the integrators, was immune to this sort of behavior, but
apparently not.  The behavior is clearly a resolution issue, where the decaying values in the filter loop hit some point where they don't behave sufficiently
continuously (i.e. when small numbers are attenuated and used for subtraction). 

Taking a step back, the filter frequency setting is actually attenuation, and attenuation in a feedback loop translates into gain (feedback flips everything on
its head) so the integrator headroom (the room the accumulated value has to expand before hitting the 32 bit register width limit and rolling over)
decreases with decreasing frequency setting.  I've got things set up now so ~32Hz is the lowest setting, with ~8kHz the top, which gives 8 octaves, which
is 8 bits of dynamic range.  Gain in the loop is also directly set by the damping, with lower damping giving higher gain and lower headroom.  You can
never really control these things enough to avoid clipping/rollover somewhere, but if we have a 16 bit audio value and 32 bit registers, we have 16 bits of
headroom, 8 of which are consumed by the frequency attenuation.  If we reduce the input amplitude in order to accommodate the resonance (no point in
getting more than 16 bits at the output) we have 8 bits of headroom left.

So I took this headroom and turned it into "footroom", or room at the bottom, by shifting the filter input up 8 bits and shifting the output down 8 bits
(signed shift here).  And this seems to have cured the annoying decay issue completely. 

Analog or digital, seems there's lots of tinkering to do at the end, though the nature of it is quite different.  It's unavoidable, many times I've seen my own
stuff go from lame-ass crud to fairly acceptable after a diligent application of elbow grease.  The trick, it seems, is in knowing when to stop tinkering.

dewster 3/15/2018 9:25:17 PM [1434]

Very interesting paper on violin formants and how they relate to human formants: "Stradivari violins exhibit formant frequencies resembling vowels
produced by females" by Hwan-Ching Tai and Dai-Ting Chung (link).  Nice tables of various violin and human formants.

ILYA 3/17/2018 3:37:32 PM [1435]

yes its quite interesting... you and other theremin builders/effect manufacturers try emulating the human voice by electronics, but Stradivari did it by
wooden hardware...

dewster 3/18/2018 5:54:26 PM [1436]

  ... you and other theremin builders/effect manufacturers try emulating the human voice by electronics, but Stradivari did it by wooden hardware...  -
ILYA

Yes, the confluence of aesthetics & physics underlying Clara's Theremin voice, the human voice, and the violin is blowing my mind a bit.

===========

Doing some reading today regarding turbulent noise and random variation in vocalization.  Here is a nice paper where they use a guitar talk box and
white noise to characterize the vocal tract ("Using a White Noise Source To Characterize a Glottal Source Waveform for Implementation in a Speech
Synthesis System" by Brandon R. Graham):

  https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?/&httpsredir=1&article=1246&context=gradreports

What I found most interesting was the discussion of jitter / shimmer for the glottal source.  They characterized the bandwidth of both, as well as the
correlation between them, and came up with an economical 2nd order combo filter + delay.  I need to give this a try, anything that might improve the
realism would be super welcome.

Simple Baffle Simulator
dewster 3/18/2018 6:45:31 PM [1437]

Simple Baffle Simulator

Speaker baffles don't get too much simpler than the square ("diamond") shape that Theremin came up with.  To simulate it from the perspective of a
listener positioned directly in front of it, due to the open back the back wave comes around and mixes with the front wave.  The back wave is 180 out of
phase, so it is destructive, though it has to travel farther than the front wave, and this distance depends on how it finds its way to the front.  The speaker
isn't a point source either, but is on the same scale as the baffle, which further "smears" the back wave timing.

If we imagine the square dimension is somewhere around 2', we know sound travels at roughly 1' / ms.  With a 48kHz sampling frequency a 1ms delay
takes 48 samples.  So the general back wave delay is around 96 samples.  The square gives us a travel distance variation of 0 to 0.8 (from 2 * (1 - 1.414))
or 40 samples with an output tap for each. Due to the geometry these are roughly equally weighted, so we can use a boxcar or CIC filter to implement it
economically.  The CIC has a gain directly proportional to the sample delay, so that has to be figured in as well.  We destructively add this to the direct
signal (i.e. the front wave) and the low pass filter at the end is for modelling the high frequency roll-off of the speaker itself, which should be around 4th
order with a cutoff around 4kHz (though I haven't implemented this yet): 

http://www.savartjournal.org/index.php/sj/article/download/16/pdf
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?/&httpsredir=1&article=1246&context=gradreports


Playing around with the parameters, I found a common delay of around 60 to 80 to sound the most realistic, with lower values giving more pronounced
midrange, and higher values edging on audible delay type stuff going on.  I also found the CIC delay of 24 or so to give decent blurring of the upper end
of the comb filter type sound.  Since these delays are adjustable, the CIC gain compensation is via LOG2, NOT, EXP2 which gives an exponent of -1, or
inverse. The mix knob allows control over the back wave signal from 0 to 2, and settings from 0.25 to 2 work well.  

It's not super magical sounding, though it does impart some complexity to the sound that wasn't there in the first place.  Integrating room reverb into the
whole thing would almost certainly help, but I don't have the memory to spare.

[EDIT] A quick sample (link) of the baffle sim, first is full mix, second is half mix, third is none.  The following is a passage 2x with violin formants
performed an octave apart, the lower is violin-like, the upper female vocal-like.  The last is a wah-wah vocal / sad trombone.  Everything has about 1/3
mix baffle sim.

Volume & Pitch Axis Modulation => Filter
dewster 3/18/2018 7:26:14 PM [1438]

Volume & Pitch Axis Modulation => Filter

This was a surprisingly difficult issue for my lame brain to grasp and finally puzzle through.  I wanted it to have as few knobs as possible, but with as
much flexibility as possible.  Here is what I finally settled on:

Keep in mind that the internal linear pitch and volume axis representations are unsigned 5.27 values.  At the bottom, the +/-Vmod knob value is gained
up to give one note per detent.  The unsigned linear volume number from the volume axis has 3/4 (full scale) subtracted from it, with the result gained
back up to full scale, and these are combined via multiplication to yield a signed value.  Similarly, the +/- Pmod knob is gained up and combined with the
subtracted and scaled linearized pitch axis number.  These are combined, and also combined with the unsigned FREQ knob value (which is 5.27 scaled
via the parameter system).  The result is minimum limited to ~32Hz, exponentiated, and fed to the filter frequency input.  The minimum frequency limit
minimizes static and popping that otherwise happens when the filter is set to too low a frequency and then quickly increased. 

It works as you might think, zeroing out Vmod and Pmod gives sole center frequency control to FREQ, which has 1/2 note resolution from ~32Hz to
~8kHz. Positive and negative settings of Vmod give positive and negative influence over center frequency based on the volume hand position.
 And positive and negative settings of Pmod give positive and negative influence over center frequency based on the pitch hand position.  You have to
play around with it a bit more than I would like, e.g. increase FREQ when dialing Vmod or Pmod negatively, but it does what I wanted it to do.  Setting
Pmod to 30 gives a tracking filter (with offset FREQ) so you can simulate fixed waveforms that way.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/r6tc8crq6q6s4xa/2018-03-18_baffle.mp3


The thing that got me the most was in deciding how to handle zero axis values, and I did this by limiting the dynamic range via subtraction and scaling.
 On the volume side this threshold is -48dB of full scale (~edge of audibility) and on the pitch side this threshold is ~32Hz (again, ~edge of audibility).
These both work out to 8 bits of dynamic range (not to be confused with resolution here, which is much higher).  It's pretty weird that volume and pitch,
and the ranges of both, scale so similarly for the human ear, and that they are both perceived as LOG2.

[EDIT] An MP3 sample (link) of the envelope generator with some filter frequency volume (negative) modulation.  First half is odd harmonics, second is
all. The overloading here is intentional for effect, and I believe it's happening at the filter.

[EDIT2] And here (link) is a sample showing the nice decays of the filters now that they have adequate "footroom".

Jitter & Shimmer
dewster 3/20/2018 2:15:58 PM [1439]

Jitter & Shimmer

I tried adding 2nd order low pass filtered noise to the pitch (jitter) and volume (shimmer) - this seems like a dead-end for vocal synthesis via a Theremin
controller.  In retrospect, Theremins already have enough (some would say too much) variation in these parameters during normal playing, so this is a
situation where more is less.  Though I can see the need for them if you're using software or a keyboard or some other rigidly discreet one dimensional
control to do vocal synthesis.  If carefully adjusted, jitter in particular can add realism to highly static pitch (I jacked up the pitch correction to quantize in
order to test this).

In many ways a Theremin controller is highly suited for simple (singing vowel) vocal synthesis.  Though it (or I should say the player) isn't very good
at staccato volume and rapidly changing discreet pitch, something that the human voice can do fairly easily.

I sort of question the paper I pointed to a few posts back regarding this issue.  They show a cross correlation delay of ~1/4 second between jitter and
shimmer, and I suspect this may be due to the ways they're processing and extracting this data, rather than any real delay.  Off the top of my head I can't
imagine any physical process in the human vocal tract that would produce highly correlated pitch and volume variation with that large of a delay between
them (though filters set to really low cutoff frequencies can easily introduce large phase delays).

Vocal / Breathy Transition
dewster 3/21/2018 3:36:00 PM [1440]

Vocal / Breathy Transition

I can get very realistic breathing sounds using band pass filtered noise as the glottal source.  And my phase modulated sine glottal wave gives fairly
realistic vowels and fry sounds.  But how does one synthesize transition sounds?  Simply adding the sources is sorta close but doesn't really cut it, and the
onset of periodicity sounds somewhat non-periodic.  Something decidedly non-linear is going on here.

Reading papers on synthesizing breathy voice, I found one that added 2kHz high pass filtered noise, gated at the glottal rate, with fixed phase offset and
duty cycle.  The phase is important, I found 0 and 360 degrees to impart a weird DSP-ish burbly sound, with 180 degrees the sweet spot.  And, as the
paper says, 50% duty cycle is about right.  I experimented with the high pass cutoff and Q, and also with the use of triangular gating rather than
rectangular (on/off).  But it doesn't sound realistically breathy to me.  Fry sounds are strange as you can hear the noise gating, and for higher glottal
frequencies (F0 in the parlance) it just sounds like additive noise.  A dead end I think, at least for this project.

Grabbing the bull by the horns, I whipped out a small microphone and the nearest handy larynx (my own).  Jacking my jaw and lips wide open and
sticking out my tongue seems to minimize many of the confounding resonances.  And placing the microphone inside my mouth reduces much of the
confounding nasal resonance (and throat) radiation.  Strong resonances remain, but certain details are clear-sh.  Here it's going from rough fry to vocal:

1. Much of the randomness seems to be a random amplitude spike at the beginning of the glottal wave. 
2. At some levels of vocal effort, this spike seems to favor every other glottal wave, producing a sub-harmonic you can see in the FFT view. 
3. The vocalization glottal wave itself looks very much like a rectified sine wave, with some tilt, just like in the papers.

So the vocalization transition doesn't seem to be as simple as "add some noise to this or that" but "add a periodic randomized amplitude spike of some
sort in a statistical manner that favors the first sub-harmonic".

tinkeringdude 3/21/2018 9:07:09 PM [1441]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/3q53g456jd1kb7p/2018-03-18_boom.mp3
http://www.mediafire.com/file/l6u8risynsg69g7/2018-03-18_chime.mp3


 Jacking my jaw and lips wide open and sticking out my tongue seems to minimize many of the confounding resonances

Sticking your tongue out also raises your larynx (depending on how far out, and whether it's already raised, of course) it may get a little "constipated" in
the throat around it, probably doesn't sound natural. Especially since pulling your jaw down all the way tends to engage the muscles which lower the
larynx (2 longer ones, below / left and right of it going down the throat), and if you pull in the other direction with the tongue, the thing tends not to
appreciate that (excess tension), and it limits what the vocal apparatus can do. 
Okay, there are people who use their voice like that, but I wouldn't say it sounds pleasant :-D 

dewster 3/22/2018 2:47:03 PM [1442]

"Sticking your tongue out also raises your larynx (depending on how far out, and whether it's already raised, of course) it may get a little "constipated"
in the throat around it, probably doesn't sound natural."  - tinkeringdude

Oh, I agree.  But every time I record my own vocal sounds I find that the details are lost in a sea of resonance, and I don't want to go the route of every
other researcher and spend the rest of my life doing LPC and other forms of inverse filtering just to get a clue as to what the larynx is up to.  If I can
practice a bit and generate pretty much the same sounds without too much resonance then maybe I can sidestep most of the pain.  I'm really just trying to
get a sanity check after reading too many papers and coming up empty.  Sometimes it's tough seeing a way forward.

Yesterday's flailing around didn't get me anywhere either, and I realize today that I should be working on making the basics sound more realistic, as I've
found that adding obvious little features can sometimes open new avenues to explore.  Adding weird pulses and stuff to the fry feels like a wrong move.

I've complained before that the vocal volume control sounds just like that: someone adjusting the volume control on an audio amplifier.  It's not all that
hard to control the strength of a high pass filter to accentuate harmonics with volume.  It's likely even more straightforward just to pipe the volume
number over to the sine phase power harmonics control.  I've limited the harmonic level control to the range [0.5:1) in order to limit aliasing, but there are
plenty more harmonics in the range [0:0.5) to be mined if necessary.

And I need to implement some kind of threshold control for the onset of vocalization.  My own voice jumps from breathy aspiration to low level
vocalization. I'm hopeful that this threshold can be manipulated with noise to give a more realistic turbulent onset.  If I can achieve that then I think I'll
finally be OK with the vocal sim.

Volume Envelope Knee
dewster 3/27/2018 6:29:45 PM [1443]

Volume Envelope Knee

Sometimes I'm stymied by what seems like a simple problem.  When that happens I often find that utilizing the visual centers of my brain will get me
through it much faster.  I always do this with digital design: I draw the logic pipeline, and then some waveforms associated with it - sort of a paper sim of
critical functionality before I implement the real thing in SystemVerilog.  

With the Theremin assembly code I'm up against modulo math a lot, and drawing graphs of the various steps makes it much clearer.  For example, I
wanted to add a variable "knee" or downward slope to the volume envelope to make the vocal transition more realistic.  At first I looked at the obvious
geometric ways to do this (x intercept, slope, etc.) but in the end it was much easier to generate a separate sloped signal and subtract this from the volume
response:

Above we see the volume response 'X', which is linear, on the left.  The point 'T' is where we desire the break or knee.  If we subtract 'X' from 'T' we get
the center response, and if we multiply this by 'K' we get something that hinges about 'T' at the x axis.  We can then subtract this from the original input to
get our knee response.  All of these operations are full-scale 32 bit, and saturating math is used throughout.  I have many of these functions in the integer
library I wrote, and it would be great if I could include them in the Hive op codes as they seem to get used a lot, but I have doubts that the Hive pipeline
would allow it.

So the volume processing side is now:

  operating point acquisition => filtering => linearization => velocity envelope => knee => attack / decay via slew limiting => EXP2 => to stuff

I find that placing the knee before the attack / decay lets me soften the decay knee a bit in time, which sounds more realistic from a vocal perspective.
 Voice often jump-starts, but then later can taper off below the starting level.  I wound up sharing the variable threshold 'T' knob between both the
velocity envelope and knee functions, as the double-duty seems to make sense here.

===============

DSP Architecture

I'm still pursuing the goal of designing the signal path for vocal sim first, and anything else that's easy after that.  I've developed all the modules for the
following architecture, and have had most of it up and running for a while now:



On the left: I need to add volume axis and possibly pitch axis modulation to the oscillator harmonic content adjustment.  The noise has a dedicated filter
because it usually can't be used raw, even if it is being processed by the formant bank.  In the center: there are two formant banks, the top one is for nose
and throat radiation, the bottom one is for mouth radiation.  The filter following the lower one is for lip modulation.  On the right: the formants are
summed and we can do final stuff like baffle simulation.  Then we ship it to the SPDIF module for D/A conversion.

I've currently got 6 formant bandpass filters, though voice sounds fine to me with just 4 (2 + 2 in the above plan).  They might benefit from a bit of
volume axis / pitch axis modulation to their center frequencies.  It's easy to go crazy on this stuff and provide an adjustment for everything, but then you
end up lost in a sea of screen menus.  Looking for a sweet spot of maximal flexibility with minimal control.

Getting Closer
dewster 3/28/2018 11:19:19 PM [1444]

Getting Closer

I piped the volume axis over to the oscillator harmonic brightness (which is accomplished via phase modulation as outlined in an earlier post) and gave
the strength a knob.  In academic papers they describe the harmonic level as "openness" or "effort", and making it dynamically variable is somewhat
subtle sounding, but ultimately makes a massive difference in the level of vocal realism.  The new volume knee and a bit of decay time also help.  See
what you think: (link).

Laughter is pretty easy to do with a Theremin controller.  Read some papers on it (here's one: link) and there's a web site (link) where they automate /
articulate it via a laptop (they can certainly do a wide variety of laugh types, but I think the underlying voice sounds somewhat artificial).

Envelope Generator Reorg
dewster 3/29/2018 9:42:15 PM [1445]

Envelope Generator Reorg

While installing the knee function in the envelope generator, I took the opportunity to rewrite the peak hold and velocity sensing code.  The velocity
sense & injection has always struck me as a "bag on the side" but today I believe I've formulated a much more unified approach.

The old way: 
  volume number => (+) velocity sense & trigger => knee => peak hold => attack & decay (slew limit) => EXP2 =>

The new way: 
  volume number => knee => (+) velocity sense => peak hold => attack & decay (slew limit) => EXP2 =>

The old way used a window, stored peak positive velocity inside the window, spit this out when the hand crossed the closer window edge, multiplied this
by a gain factor and took LOG2 to give it some dynamic range.

The new way relies on the knee to naturally gain up the velocity and provide a small window, so the velocity sense is just a floored subtraction.  There's
almost nothing to it and, while I haven't spent a lot of time polishing on it, retriggering seems a bit more reliable.  It also gives a natural emphasis to
attack (and so de-emphasis to decay if adjusted correctly) so vocal disengagement seems a shade more realistic now, and doesn't rely entirely on fixed
decay timing (which quickly gets dull and repetitive sounding).

[EDIT] It does a marching band snare pretty good (link).  

And I'll say this about development: you get a lot of fairly painless practice time in while demoing and polishing new features.  I get maybe 1/2 hour per
day or more of practice this way, which is sufficient to progress fairly quickly.

Touchless 3/29/2018 11:21:07 PM [1446]

I guess if you listen to any digital noise long enough it begins to sound good. I admired Stephen Hawking (RIP) and thought his voice after a while
sounded rather natural.

dewster 3/30/2018 2:50:03 PM [1447]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/kd8ka7j18x8xr5t/2018-03-28_male_female.mp3
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/mcd/publish/files/2013-nime-lolol.pdf
https://vimeo.com/58348046
http://www.mediafire.com/file/22blbqc6dho9h6c/2018-03-28_snare.mp3


"I guess if you listen to any digital noise long enough it begins to sound good."  - Touchless

So digital = noise?  Literally all audio you've heard in the last 20 years or so has been digitized (including LP recording, engineering, and mastering) so it
must be hell on earth for you.

"I admired Stephen Hawking (RIP) and thought his voice after a while sounded rather natural."

You seem to be implying that my Theremin sounds robotic.  There's no accounting for taste I suppose.

Look, I'm all ears when it comes to constructive criticism, but you're just blindly tossing bombs.

Presets & Menus
dewster 4/3/2018 8:46:06 PM [1448]

Presets & Menus

Just a quick video to give you a better view of what I'm staring at when playing the prototype:

Tried to adjust the exposure so the LEDs wouldn't blow out / bloom, but then the LCD is kinda dim and the whole video is rather dingy looking.  And the
LEDs are flickering in a rasterized way that they don't in real life, but I hope you can get the general idea.  First a major scale, then a walk through the
menus, then some playing with the few presets that I've got stored.

Jimmied with the volume axis modulation of the oscillator harmonic level - it now has more range and is limited to only increasing the brightness, not
decreasing it.

Also added a "drop" function to the noise envelope, which gives control over what the noise does as you cross the threshold.  Leveling it out or
decreasing it at the onset of vocalization seems to add realism, though I'm slowly coming to the conclusion that I'll probably never be 100% satisfied with
the addition of noise to the vocals.

I'm using pitch correction here, you can maybe catch it in action around 2:00 or so.  There's a fine line between too much and too little, and it can mess
you up sometimes, but after using it for a while now it seems to be a net positive.

=============

Found and ordered this RAM brand ball joint (part number RAP-B-103U-A) on eBay ($12 USD, free shipping):

https://youtu.be/IArJHE82Plk


It arrived yesterday and it seems like something that would work quite well for the next prototype or even the finished product.  Unlike the CCTV mounts
I'm using now, the 1" diameter rubber ball really grips without having to massively torque the tightener down.  I wish it were available with a ball flange
on both ends (gotta order that separately for $6.50 - part number RAP-B-202U).  Except for the tightening bolt, it's all durable seeming (reinforced?)
plastic (and rubber of course).

DOMINIK 4/5/2018 3:34:52 PM [1449]

Is the normal volume behaviour (the closer the quiter) also an option? 
And then i am interested in the very low frequencies. How deep can it be?

dewster 4/5/2018 10:59:03 PM [1450]

"Is the normal volume behaviour (the closer the quiter) also an option?"  - Dominik

Yes it is a switchable option.  Here's my video from several months ago demonstrating the inverse volume response (as well as user adjustable volume
field size and location):

The -4/+3 bank limits are arbitrary, the high end is absolutely limited to C9 (~8.372kHz) but the low end could go as low as you like (deep sub Hz).

I think it's nearing the time to finalize the DSP path, finalize better cabinetry and hardware, finalize the circuitry and get some PWBs made and
populated, and ship at least one demo around to folks to get their feedback.

DOMINIK 4/6/2018 8:20:46 AM [1451]

Multioptional! 
Have you already seen my last posting on velocity?

dewster 4/6/2018 1:30:16 PM [1452]

"Have you already seen my last posting on velocity?"  - Dominik

Just did!  Dominik, your videos are always really well done and very informative from both player and engineering perspectives!  I really like the running
scope.

https://youtu.be/m6nnEG6A0C0
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/28879?post=213441#213441


My own velocity sensing path has been drastically simplified (post 1443 in this thread) and I will draw the signal path out to better illustrate soon.  It is
much more in line with what you are doing in analog, though your latest video is making me realize that the prototype velocity could use more gain.  I'm
currently using the knee to gain up the velocity, and so there is a lot of interaction between knee slope and velocity gain that I'd like to address somehow.
 The knee location is also variable, so the attack associated with it can be positioned in space, but it would be nice perhaps to not require it to be so fixed.
 Velocity requires a lot of gain, and when doing this digitally that can easily lead to zippering, graininess, or audible steps in the field.  So there is some
tension between envelope smoothness and attack sharpness.

Dominik, do you have any kind of knee in your volume response?  A player always desires linearity of the field itself, but adding a knee allows
interesting dynamic variation and control, particularly for vocals and such.  And it can be an integral part of any percussive type playing as well if you
place the knee before the velocity sensing. 

DOMINIK 4/7/2018 7:49:59 AM [1453]

Thanks. Yes, a scope is a nice thing to have i would say.

The knee. Nope, no knee. And i must admit that i have not understood it completely. Much of your work seems to be speech oriented. Where a word
starts with a specific loudness. Is it that? Hm.. of course i think that my velocity feature covers this as well..  (how to disable auto smilies?) 

dewster 4/10/2018 8:36:02 PM [1454]

Dominik, I'm studying your excellent video closely (what camera do you use?) but can't quite tell certain things from it due to the fast timing.  If you
would be so gracious as to relieve my confusion:

1. It seems there is a diode or similar which favors the attack? 
2. It seems there is a fixed RC decay time, could you perhaps tell me what that time (R*C) is?   
3. it seems that racing your hand towards the antenna can make the decay shorter?

Even though you don't use an explicit knee, I'm wondering if you are somehow (perhaps without realizing it) employing the non-linearity near the
antenna?  If I jack the velocity up on the prototype I can get it to "trigger" anywhere, but that also makes the volume field pretty twitchy.

Thanks!

Touchless 4/11/2018 2:11:44 AM [1455]

"If you would be so gracious as to relieve my confusion"

That is a funny request, almost confusing in itself coming from you. In my years of theremin study much of the stuff from europe was some kind of
secret. Now our Russian explorers were always very giving in what they shared, stuff that was inventive and it actually worked.

T

Code Dump
dewster 4/11/2018 11:59:46 PM [1456]

Code Dump

High time that I posted my HAL and SV code (to date):  

HIVE   
SV  

It's not like there's anything secret in there, I've posted just about all of the background (ad nauseam) here at TW.  I suppose one can only hope their stuff
is worth ripping off! :-)  The Hive processor was documented OK at one point but that long-ish paper has fallen far behind.  I need to write a book or
two...

The SV archive contains all of my Hive soft processor SV code, as well as my SV code for the Hive peripherals necessary to implement the digital
Theremin prototype (LC PLLs, tuner display interface, SPDIF TX, SPI master, LCD interface, rotary encoder interface, UART, etc.).  If you know what
you are doing you could pump an FPGA demo board given those files.

The Hive archive has all of my digital Theremin software, as well as the C++ simulator / HAL assembler source code.   So if you are interested in soft
processors, assembly languages / assemblers, command line interfaces, integer / floating point math packages, digital Theremin hardware / software,
DSP, etc. you may find something there for you.  If you know what you are doing and have all the hardware peripherals attached to said pumped FPGA
demo board mentioned above, you could program the soft processor within the FPGA via the serial port and TeraTerm (the assembler kicks out a TTL
script for programming) and have yourself a working digital Theremin.

I'll probably post updated schematics as well soon.  Will most likely stick it all on github or similar when it's all closer to some kind of finalization.
 FPGA pin assignments may likely change (like an idiot I clipped some I/O board header pins off too early on).

The electrical aspects of the project are fairly simple as these things go, but I definitely wouldn't recommend this as your first (or second) exposure to a
soldering iron! And for the love of god promise me you won't even think of taking anything like this on without a scope...

tinkeringdude 4/12/2018 7:35:51 PM [1457]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/1o7zzuuxheowqij/2018-03-31.zip
http://www.mediafire.com/file/4bw3zo1317wa1xs/HIVE_SV_2017-12-05_v12.02.zip


Well I wish I already started looking into FPGA, which is on my bag of toilet paper rolls long TODO list (imaginary). 
(one could always just build other peoples' stuff, but I'd like to understand at least on some level )

Yeah, open (for reading) github repos are free of charge, and having your development stuff insta-backed up from your project folder to servers that won't
burn down with your house at the click of a button is nice (ok, maybe one has other worries if the house burnt down, but I think I would be even more
depressed if I knew all of my years of development efforts were up in smokes, too )

It's also nice to use git not only with github to publish things, but to version-manage projects on your PC, really nice for looking for bugs, comparing
older and newer versions of your files, etc. (I don't know about you, but EE's I know tend to shy away from such things, it's weird software dev stuff, my
brother is one of them, so I'll mention it). 
Granted, git does not do (larger) binary files well in the long run (binary is not their goal), but if you don't check in 500MB large files which are changed
all over in bit pattern every day(1), it shouldn't be a problem.

As for publishing, there's also SourceForge. But their reputation kinda got scratches, they seem to look for abandoned (e.g. moved to github ) projects
and add (optional) crapware to the installers...

(1) like the damn Siemens PLC project I once had to do: project file = giant encrypted binary blob, that changes in compressibility between 1 and 99 %
after you add a word to a comment line somewhere and press "Save"... 
If they have anything to hide, it's their atrocious software alltogether, couldn't they rather heavily encrypt that, so nobody has to see it... 

dewster 4/12/2018 9:09:17 PM [1458]

"Well I wish I already started looking into FPGA, which is on my bag of toilet paper rolls long TODO list (imaginary)." -- tinkeringdude

FPGAs are a hard field to get into.  No good books that I know of either.  Best to look at other's real code I think, and have someone with experience
explain their approaches, and the crutches they employ, to perform parallel logic design.  The real fun starts when you get to the point when you are
bolting together well-written modules, but that can take years.  Once in, you find the field itself is mounted on a rocket that you can't possibly keep up
with, which is discouraging and rather frightening if it's your job.

Having some conventional (serial) programming under your belt helps, but not perhaps as much as one might think as the skill sets are pretty divergent.
 And after a few years of doing it you realize that state machines are something you will have to come to terms with again and again (and again) as there
is no single right way to do them (the whole Mealy vs Moore thing is at best an academic distraction).

The truest goal of any kind of coding is to describe the solution in a way that is correct, safe, and readable / maintainable.  So aesthetics play into it, and
one's experience level and aesthetics change over time.  With FPGAs you have I/O pin and inter-stage timing to worry about, as well as flop vs LUT
ratio, and BRAM utilization.  A lot of rubber hitting the road.

I recommend Altera (now Intel, grr!) over Xilinx.  Every once in a while I get to thinking "Xilinx is the biggest, and they write awesome white papers,
they must be doing everything better than everyone else" and then I give their new tool a spin with their latest economy FPGA, and find they don't
support some essential language feature, and the design runs 25% slower than on the roughly equivalent Altera part, and the part itself costs 50% more.
 It's a lot like Intel vs AMD when AMD has the upper hand.

IMO a big part of the opaqueness of the FPGA field is due to the lame, ultra expensive simulator everyone uses.  I can't stand ModelSim.

"(I don't know about you, but EE's I know tend to shy away from such things, it's weird software dev stuff, my brother is one of them, so I'll mention it)."

That's me too!  I completely understand the need for SW versioning, but the tools I've dealt with have been uniformly painful and horrible - way more
trouble than they're worth, particularly on a small project.  SW types never seem to complain when forced to jump through millions of arcane hoops. ;-) 

tinkeringdude 4/12/2018 10:47:03 PM [1459]

 but the tools I've dealt with have been uniformly painful and horrible
- way more trouble than they're worth, particularly on a small project

Does that include clients like SourceTree, or the windows explorer integration like TortoiseGit? (the latter changes names / approaches for some things to
be more like in TortoiseSVN, which some git purists complain about, I like its usability for the few standard things for everyday work, and use gitk as
treeview, and resort to the console when necessary).

Of course it does make sense to look at how git works internally, to a certain extent, to be able to work with it effectively. Just trying to use a git client
may be confusing otherwise. It's not quite self-explanatory. 
I'll admit, it is some effort. I'm not quite a git expert myself, just some basic usage which suits my needs. Stackoverflow will, in most situations where I
don't know, have a readily answered thread for "how do I achieve X in git".

Then I discovered my Synology NAS supports hosting a git server with some clicks. Mine has RAID-1 and I basically use it to store stuff I want to keep
for a longer while. Now it's also where I most often push my work for backup from my PC.

SW types never seem to complain when forced to jump through
millions of arcane hoops. ;-)

Tsss, don't mix up SW types with *Apple developing* SW types! Those are required to jump through hoops on a regular basis, because apple says so. It's
part of the Apple developer bullying program. (I think it was called... something like that...)

But granted, git is somewhat arcane. But isn't everything that comes from the Linux world... those people (I mean those who dream in bash commands)
are weird ones. 



A Bit Better?
dewster 4/13/2018 4:17:35 PM [1460]

A Bit Better?

My ham-handed attempt at Pie Jesu: (link).  One take after an hour or so of total practice, and I added a bit of reverb in post.  Probably too breathy, and
as usual I'm relying on the LED tuner and pitch correction internal to the prototype.  I fear I'll never be 1/10 as good as the incredible Amethyste (link)
who absolutely kills on her Subscope + EH Talking Machine.  I should also note that some of my note cut-offs are a bit abrupt, and that's because I've got
an experimental load in there that senses velocity in both directions.

As I hack my way through Nessun Dorma, I understand why the incredible Peter Pringle uses vibrato throughout (link) as it adds tons of vocal realism.
 Also notice in that video the voice clearly goes from AH in the lower registers to OO in the upper registers.  I wonder if the TM is doing this or if it is the
Theremin source voice causing the vowel shift?

Human vocals really make the Theremin fun to play!  I don't ever find myself reaching for the mellow or buzzy waveform presets, just the vocals.  When
the voice I'm using starts getting old I switch to a preset of the other gender, or dial in a new one.  I wonder if the single TM voice gets tiresome?  They
probably could have easily put tons of different voices in there.

===========

"Does that include clients like SourceTree, or the windows explorer integration like TortoiseGit?"  - tinkeringdude

Yes, opencores.org forced me to use TortoiseSVN (*spits*) to post early versions of Hive.  I never felt like I had any control over anything on that web
site, screw up the text in a post and it's there forever, making you look like a big dummy.

DOMINIK 4/13/2018 4:40:20 PM [1461]

Dominik, I'm studying your excellent video closely (what camera do you use?) but can't quite tell certain things from it due to the fast timing.
 If you would be so gracious as to relieve my confusion: 
1. It seems there is a diode or similar which favors the attack? 
2. It seems there is a fixed RC decay time, could you perhaps tell me what that time (R*C) is?   
3. it seems that racing your hand towards the antenna can make the decay shorter? 
Even though you don't use an explicit knee, I'm wondering if you are somehow (perhaps without realizing it) employing the non-linearity
near the antenna?  If I jack the velocity up on the prototype I can get it to "trigger" anywhere, but that also makes the volume field pretty
twitchy.Thanks!

I am happily using a Sony RX100 M3.

1. There is no diode. The 'bednarz-schaltung' (a friend called it so humorously) consists of an opamp, an electrolytic, six resistors and a potentiometer. 
2./3. I have had to look it up again with a scope: decay behaves just like attack – velocity dependent. But the further away from the loop, the less velocity
has an effect.

There are no fixed attack or decay events like in e.g. ADSR or AR or whatever envelope generators. 
The non-linear positive or negative or zero acceleration of loudness is momentarily determined by the hands speed. Here i was writing: 
- let A be the control voltage corresponding to the volume hands position. 
- let B follow that voltage, but delayed. Like B'new=B'old+(A-B'old)/2 
- A/B'new gives a multiplier to somehow generate the velocity voltage

I guess that was confusing. 
Imagine you hold one end of a soft tension spring (let it be 20cm) in your hand. On the other end a somehow suited weight is being attached. If you
slowly raise your arm, the distance between the hand and the weight won't differ. But a fast move up will stretch the spring in our example rapidly up to
60cm. While the weight after that move follows and settles smoothly in its normal position (in fact it would jump around wildly, but let our spring be a
magic one). The lenght of the spring is the multiplier for the positive acceleration. Of course this example works for positive acceleration only. 
I guess that was even more confusing. 

dewster 4/13/2018 10:27:27 PM [1462]

"I am happily using a Sony RX100 M3."  - Dominik

Thanks!  How are you handling audio and editing?

"1. There is no diode. The 'bednarz-schaltung' (a friend called it so humorously) consists of an opamp, an electrolytic, six resistors and a potentiometer. 
2./3. I have had to look it up again with a scope: decay behaves just like attack – velocity dependent. But the further away from the loop, the less velocity
has an effect.

There are no fixed attack or decay events like in e.g. ADSR or AR or whatever envelope generators. 
The non-linear positive or negative or zero acceleration of loudness is momentarily determined by the hands speed."

Ah, much thanks for that info too!  It seems clear now - though I believe there is an RC time constant associated with the electrolytic and whatever
resistance it "sees" - no? 

I think the problem I'm having replicating the behavior of your Theremin is that I'm using velocity, which is the differential of position, or a simple
difference of the current position with the previous position.  I believe you are high pass filtering the position, which is the difference of the current
position with the integrated past position.  That, and I'm rectifying the velocity and you aren't.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/zaicb7ber67e8rt/2018-04-13_Pie_Jesu.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMOxMWCgfU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2cQ7NYM_Wc
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/28879?post=213441#213441


So there's a new test load in the prototype that uses unrectified high pass filtering, and I'm going to try it out for a few days.  Again, thank you for
divulging your secrets!  You're a really good Theremin player too!

DOMINIK 4/14/2018 7:54:34 AM [1463]

Thanks for compliments. Of course there is always some room for improvement.

There might be RC time constants for attack and decay maxima (i cannot calculate those – trial and error will serve the purpose), but the RC time is
floating inbetween..

High pass filtering the position.. Integrated past position.. Unrectified high pass filtering: i don't get it.  
Could you explain it for blondes, please?

Unfortunately the Sony RX100 M3 has no audio or mic in (unlike the M2). And with the integrated (hey: integrated again) mic being to far away from
the amp recordings are so-so. Thus i use a JamMan looper as recorder. Premiere then brings it all together.

Can users (easily) build their own sounds with your theremin? A broad field.

dewster 4/14/2018 8:35:17 PM [1464]

"High pass filtering the position.. Integrated past position.. Unrectified high pass filtering: i don't get it.  Could you explain it for blondes, please?"  -
Dominik

I can try!  Here's a sketch of some rough digital / analog equivalents:

At top is a differentiator, digital on left, analog on right.  The circle is an add, the box with "z^-1" delays the input number by a single clock.  So if we
input 3, and on the next clock 5, what gets output on that clock is 5 - 3 = 2.  The analog version clearly has a bleed resistor, which forms an RC time
constant, but if the input is changing significantly faster than RC then you get a differentiation action that is similar to the digital version.

In the center is an integrator,digital on left, analog on right.  If the input again is 3, and then 5, we get 3 + 5 = 8 output on that clock.  The analog version
has a bleed resistor, which makes the output follow the input over the long term, but gives summation in the short term.

At the bottom is a combination of digital differentiator and integrator in a feedback loop, which yields a first order digital filter.  This is more analogous
to the analog differentiator and integrator because it has a true time constant as given by w (omega) which is a number less than one.  Notice that IN - LP
= HP which is how analog filters work too.  It's probably easiest to see how this works in Excel, but you can do a small simulation of it on paper too.

If you differentiate then you get what I was doing for velocity.  I think you're using an analog differentiator, which is more of a digital high pass filter.  I
was also forcing negative results of differentiation to zero, whereas you aren't.

I'm still on the fence as to what to do here and it's got me kinda stuck.  I can do a lot of what you show in your video, but not all, and I'm thinking a lot of
it comes down to non-linearity and / or analog hitting limits.  And I suppose I'm somewhat biased having played it for a while, but having a definite
threshold seems to make it more controllable when mixing regular playing and percussive playing.  But you really show a lot of control in your video so
it's still something of a mystery to me.

"Can users (easily) build their own sounds with your theremin? A broad field."

Yes, within the framework of the fixed DSP datapath and the parameters controlling the elements (all knob parameters are part of the preset system).  It's
a small virtual analog synth with emphasis on vocals.  I'd like to get an OK violin family sound from it, but emulating existing analog Theremin sounds
has become less important to me. 

DOMINIK 4/15/2018 2:19:23 PM [1465]

Thanks for your explanations! I didn't get it all but at least i did some research about some basics.. but still have to keep on, in order to understand what i
have found per chance / experimentation..

Violin family sounds good. A raspy celloesque timbre with a little reverb (to get the body) is one favorite for me.



pagehamilton 4/16/2018 9:33:48 AM [1466]

hi

I'm based in London and looking for a theremin player to record some brief parts for a song i'm doing. Are you interested in having a go? We can
correspond a bit and ill answer any questions you might have. Thanks     

Domink:
dewster 4/23/2018 2:45:09 PM [1467]

Domink: I imagine the VCA in the Subscope is linear?  If so, then the velocity sensing is in the exponential domain.  My prototype does velocity sensing
in the linear domain, which could explain much of the difference between the responses of our Theremins.  This is something I need to explore.

[EDIT] Never mind, I just graphed this in Excel and it doesn't appear to be a factor.  (I encountered exactly this sort of thing in grad school, where we
were doing math on a CO2 sensor.  The biology engineering prof. on the team whipped out some graphs that showed there was almost no difference
between the function of a small difference and the small difference of a function.)

Electro-Harmonix Talking Machine Formants
dewster 4/24/2018 2:26:08 PM [1468]

Electro-Harmonix Talking Machine Formants

A kind and generous TW member who hasn't posted here yet sent me this sine wave sweep of the EH Talking Machine pedal:

Some comments regarding the sweep are included on the right.

I set the prototype to these formant frequencies and amplitudes, and added a small amplitude resonance around 2kHz, and another around 200Hz, just to
fill things out a bit.  I haven't compared it directly to the TM recordings, but it definitely sounds like a tenor.  It doesn't do the AH - OO thing like Peter
Pringle's videos, but that's probably some unknown processing going on and / or the influence of a pole in the source.  I intend to add articulation to
several or all of the prototype formants, so I'll be able to at least approximate that behavior soon.

A huge "THANK YOU!" to our mystery member for this highly useful info!

Progress Report : 2018-04-28



dewster 4/28/2018 6:23:58 PM [1469]

Progress Report : 2018-04-28

- For a while now have noticed here and there that twisting an encoder really fast would make it's value go the wrong way.  Turns out it's probably a
hardware issue (a bad encoder). Wish I could buy higher quality ones without breaking the bank.  Seems they're either $0.80 or $10 with nothing in-
between.  Need to test them for this somehow before soldering them to the board.

- While staring at the code I realized I'm truncating the noise and oscillator outputs to 16 bits, then jacking them up at the filter inputs 8 bits to provide
"footroom" and then lopping them back to 16 bits before kicking them out via SPDIF.  I'm now truncating the sources to 24 bits and feeding that to the
filters, so the "footroom" is now filled with real data.  24 bit data baby!

- Added amplitude modulation to the noise source, which uses the oscillator waveform for doing the AM.  Also limited the noise envelope drop range and
made it higher resolution.  Both of these things make the onset of vocalization seem a bit more realistic.  And you can do steam trains and purring cats
with the arrangement.

- Took another look at the hum filter.  The CIC now decimates by 16, which reduces the comb delay memory requirement by 16!  So I've got almost 1/2
of Hive main memory back.  Still looking at it, if it holds up it'll provide a lot of welcome coding room.

- Back to LOG2 velocity scaling.

=============

Ordered a ~$20 plastic box for possible antenna use.  Hasn't arrived yet.  The enclosure / superficial stuff will kill you.

Ordered another RAM ball joint thingie to look at - the type that has a "diamond button" on one end and ball on the other.  The octagonal button neck
makes rotation too difficult and restrictive, unfortunately (they should have picked a polygon with more sides).

On the excellent suggestion of someone else, I ordered some 1" plastic ball knobs with M6 brass inserts to see if they might work as ball joints.  Quite
inexpensive from Hong Kong.  Haven't arrived yet.

Gotta get serious about the audio aliasing issue, rearrange the UI screens, start PWB layout, etc.

=============

Say aah!  (MP3)

Anti-aliasing Oscillators
dewster 5/4/2018 5:58:34 PM [1470]

Anti-aliasing Oscillators

Stumbled across this very nice summary of anti-aliasing oscillator techniques:

https://edoc.site/antiasliasing-osc-algoritmsubtractive-synth-pdf-free.html

BLIT and BLEP are shown, as is DPW.  DPW uses analytic (numeric) integration of a naive sawtooth followed by signal type differentiation.  It's
fascinating and looks really promising, and doesn't require fancy gating, but has subtle scaling and gain issues.  Look up other papers by Välimäki for the
details (as in all things research paper, sci-hub is your friend).

I was thinking a CIC interpolator followed by a CIC decimator might natively anti-alias, but haven't been able to work through that as the first order case
seems to devolve into a trivial solution.

Now I'm thinking, since my PM-based oscillator has a brightness control, and I don't hear aliasing until it hits around 1kHz or so, it might be easiest to
just start tapering the harmonic content off via the brightness control when the fundamental goes above ~1kHz, until it's just doing a sine at the max of
~8kHz.

One paper I read said harmonics that alias below the fundamental are the most audible, which makes sense.  With my own generator I don't hear them
until they reach an amplitude of -48dB or so of the fundamental, and the ones below the fundamental really jump out at you.  There's an analytic masking
function for it (i.e. things your ear can't hear).

[EDIT] More in-depth: "Filter-Based Oscillator Algorithms for Virtual Analog Synthesis" by Jussi Pekonen

And "Antialiasing Oscillators in Subtractive Synthesis" by Vesa Välimäki and Antti Huovilainen is worth a search.  (Sad / ironic how much useful
science is stuck behind paywalls.)

Rocket Surgery
dewster 5/5/2018 5:05:39 PM [1471]

Rocket Surgery

Yesterday, Hacker news (link) pointed to Akin's Laws of Spacecraft Design (link) and I was particularly struck by #4 and #20:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/gucx3z63d2s3dkt/2018-04-28_say_aah.mp3
https://edoc.site/antiasliasing-osc-algoritmsubtractive-synth-pdf-free.html
http://sci-hub.tw/
https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/bitstream/handle/123456789/12835/isbn9789526055862.pdf
https://news.ycombinator.com/news
http://spacecraft.ssl.umd.edu/akins_laws.html


4. Your best design efforts will inevitably wind up being useless in the final design. Learn to live with the disappointment.

I've experienced this quite a lot in this project, there's not much you can do about it as many ultimately blind / not-applicable alleys must be followed to
their logical conclusions.  Doing extra research slows the project down, but isn't always disappointing or painful (reading research papers can be
extraordinarily fun) and you never really know where your next implementation idea will come from.

20. A bad design with a good presentation is doomed eventually. A good design with a bad presentation is doomed immediately. 

I've given this quite a bit of thought lately and really have no idea as to how to handle it.  I want to show (via video, sound clips, etc.) what the prototype
can do, but I know I'm not the best player (there's a reason they hire Elton John et al to play keyboard demos at NAMM) and I'm often demonstrating
half-baked engineering results in a somewhat rushed manner.  I fear I'm turning a lot of potential future customers off, but what do you do?  I suppose I'm
more interested in finding and presenting solutions to the various engineering stumbling blocks associated with digital Theremins & vocal synthesis than
I am in making a big splash with the next iWhatever.  Though I do understand why companies keep products under wraps until the "black eye" phase has
passed.

[EDIT] I'll just leave #1 here:

1. Engineering is done with numbers. Analysis without numbers is only an opinion. 

Aliasing Is Really Weird
dewster 5/8/2018 4:34:11 AM [1472]

Aliasing Is Really Weird

I remember reading about aliasing in Hal Chamberin's book "Musical Applications of Microprocessors" and thinking he must have it wrong, or I must be
reading it wrong, or something - the world can't be that crazy.  I figured "I'll just generate the wave, and if that gives me trouble I'll filter it, and if that
gives me trouble the worst I'll have to do is generate it at 2x oversampling, filter it, and downsample."  The crazy harsh truth is you can't digitally
generate anything but a sine wave and not have it alias all over the place without going to great lengths, because in a very real sense you are "sampling" a
continuous wave in the sampled realm by the mere fact of generating it, even if at each sample you're doing everything perfectly.  There's no way to filter
the aliasing away after you generate it, which is really counter-intuitive.  But there are mechanical ways (fractional filters, injecting gibbs phenomena
type ringing, etc.) to ameliorate it, which is also really counter-intuitive.  Why do mechanical methods work but filtering methods don't?  

I don't know exactly, but wonder if it has something to do with the non-ideal behavior of the digital differentiator.  The digital integrator works as analog
ones do, but the gain of the digital differentiator drops off near Nyquist, and then reverses afterward.  I've read people saying this, but I never really
understood it until this morning.  When you have almost 1/2 a wave in the differentiator, the gain is dependent on the shape of the wave, which is a sine,
which is non-linear.  And this, I believe, is why sine shows up as an error term in digital filter tuning.  DSP people must know these things, but they
rarely just blurt them out.

On top of this, musically interesting waveforms tend to have a lot of harmonics, and they generally fall off slowly at 6dB/octave / 20dB/decade, so when
you go for that >1kHz fundamental you get a pile of harmonics with significant energy hitting Nyquist (1/2 the sampling rate) and folding back down
right into your lap.  And all of the solutions / ameliorations to this are fundamentally problematic in one or more ways.  They work, some better than
others, requiring things like big tables in memory, odd calculations, strange thresholding/detection, switching in and out over various ranges, variable
gain over a large range, leaky integrators, etc.  There's no "THAT'S IT!" solution.  Part of the strategy often seems to be picking the top note on the piano
as the upper limit and calling it a day.

[EDIT] "There's no way to filter the aliasing away after you generate it" - this isn't true actually.  You can use a tracking comb filter, either FIR or IIR, to
lower inter-harmonic aliasing, and a high pass filter can lower the more audible aliasing below the fundamental.  But comb filters take memory, and you
need a fractional delay element in there, as well as a way of switching the delay without glitching.

CIC Interpolation
dewster 5/8/2018 9:46:04 PM [1473]

CIC Interpolation

I pretty much understand CIC decimation, which lowers the sampling rate.  The opposite of this is interpolation, which is used to "fill in the blanks" when
increasing the sampling rate.  A CIC interpolator is a series of N differentiators, a zero-stuffing up-sampling "switch" which closes for one sample every
R samples, followed by N integrators.

What was getting me was the switch and the first integrator following it. If you feed an integrator zeros it just sits there holding it's value (a "zero order
hold" in the lingo) which means you can pull the first integrator back through the switch and run it at the lower source rate and get rid of the switch. And
now the last differentiator and following integrator should cancel!  So an Nth order CIC interpolator should only require N-1 differentiators and
integrators, and no zero stuffing switch.  Am I losing my mind?  There's no mention of this in Hogenauer's paper, which seems like a huge oversight if
true.

Indeed, it is true: https://www.dsprelated.com/showthread/comp.dsp/368488-1.php

Many other hardware saving tricks like this in the fantastic paper "Reducing CIC Filter Complexity" by Ricardo A. Losada and Richard Lyons, IEEE
SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE [124] JULY 2006.  Just more fundamental DSP stuff no one bothers to mention...

Martel 5/13/2018 5:29:49 AM [1474]

https://www.dsprelated.com/showthread/comp.dsp/368488-1.php


Видео по теме;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=384&v=UHTF1-IhuC0 

Shaken Harmonic Syndrome (Dither)
dewster 5/13/2018 1:49:28 PM [1475]

Shaken Harmonic Syndrome (Dither)

Thought I was onto something but it has issues that aren't easily surmountable.  The way I'm getting a spectrally pure square wave going to the antenna
tanks is by applying one sample cycle's worth (amplitude) of white phase noise, or dither, to the phase accumulator (but we don't actually accumulate it
because that would give us a Gaussian noise amplitude distribution rather than rectangular).  It was something of a mystery to me how this actually works
but it's clear now that I'm investigating audio alias suppression.  To wit: harmonics at Nyquist (1/2 the sampling rate) "live" in exactly two samples (or
cycles), and harmonics higher than this "live" in less than two samples.  Adding 1 cycle's worth of phase noise to the waveform causes everything
"living" in two samples or less to average together.  However, as you might imagine, this raises the noise floor.  And higher fundamental tones have more
harmonic energy at and above Nyquist, and so they have a higher noise floor when dithered.  Viewed another way, the added dither noise has to be scaled
(multiplied) with the frequency in order to kill aliasing, and this increases the noise floor for higher fundamental tones.

On the audio side of things, using white dither I can generate a ~250Hz sawtooth that sounds pretty good, but above this the dither noise starts becoming
obvious, until at 8kHz the tone is drowning in noise.  One could spectrally shape, or filter, the dither to be outside of the area of the most sensitive human
audibility but still below Nyquist in order to make it less obvious.  One could also use a tracking high pass filter to suppress the noise below the
fundamental.  One could certainly generate things at an oversampled rate, and the dither would scale down with the oversample ratio (OSR).  8kHz /
250Hz = 32 OSR which is a lot of calculations to do!  One could certainly combine milder OSR and noise shaping, the OSR region would give plenty of
dither room above audio but below Nyquist, but then we're doing more calcs at a lower rate - no free lunch, it's all a trade-off, with some worse than
others.

While researching dither I ran across the rather mis-named "subtractive dither."  Here one injects dither at one point, quantizes, and then subtracts the
same dither downstream.  Something one can easily do within a system, but not so easily between systems as the dither signal would need to be
replicated and synchronized.  To subtract the injected phase noise post NCO accumulator (quantization) one would need a linearized variable sub sample
delay, and this element can be problematic.  It seems feedback (IIR forms) can't be used because the delay is changing quite dynamically with each
sample, and higher orders based on spline interpolation are necessary to sufficiently reduce variable delay with frequency (group delay).

Which brings us more or less to the poly-BLEP method of alias reduction.  Here the naive saw edge is fractionally delayed based on the phase
accumulator error, and Gibbs phenomena ringing is also injected, both of these via a short polynomial based spline FIR filter.  It sounds more
complicated than it boils down to, but there's a fair amount of engineering involved behind the scenes.

It Was Necessary To Destroy The Precision In Order To Save It
dewster 5/17/2018 12:17:59 AM [1476]

It Was Necessary To Destroy The Precision In Order To Save It

I read an article yesterday regarding the writing of early space software, where the processors were asthmatic and had no floating point hardware.  Seems
they spent 30% of the time just managing precision, which is much better than my ratio!

For the last couple of days I've been trying to implement a toy NCO (numerically controlled oscillator) that employs a fractional delay to align the
sawtooth edge, which happens at accumulator rollover, and the value in the accumulator at rollover gives the fractional delay if you divide it by the phase
increment (normalize it).  So we need the reciprocal of the phase increment, which calls for the dreaded integer division, where precision basically goes
to die.

Premature optimization, but I pared the Newton's method integer quotient and remainder subroutine down to give just give the reciprocal, which is 22
cycles max.  The precision issue raises its head when you feed it larger integers, which give very small fractional results.  Give it 32 bits and you get 0
bits, give it 0 bits and you get 32 bits, so the happy medium seems to be 16 bits, but it really depends on the range of the input data.

Given a 32 bit accumulator, to generate 32Hz at a 48kHz sampling rate we need a phase increment of (32 / 48k) * 2^32 = 2863311, which is 21.5 bits of
info, taking the reciprocal of this gives 10.5 bits of info, and we have to take the worst (10.5 bits) here for the precision (garbage in/out).  To generate
8kHz the phase increment is (8k / 48k) * 2^32= 733007751, which is 29.5 bits of info, which means the reciprocal only has 2.5 bits of info!  Shifting the
phase increment to the right 10 bits obviously throws 10 bits of input info away, but increases the minimum precision of the reciprocal.  Over the 32Hz to
8kHz range this shift gives a precision of 15.5 bits over the middle range and 12 bits at the extremes, which should be sufficient for this application.

https://youtu.be/UHTF1-IhuC0


[EDIT] So I used the above to reduce aliasing and it does work.  I can get a clean sounding sawtooth up to ~1.4kHz.  Need to try it with 8x
oversampling. One nice thing about that is the reciprocal is a constant over the oversampled period.  Not sure where this is going as I really like the phase
modulated sine wave approach, and I don't think this method of alias reduction adapts well to that.  I'd like a generic process that is continuous, just feed
it anything and have it kill aliasing without looking for edges, but I'm not aware of any process that can do that.

[EDIT2] Here's the sawtooth NCO: 

The frequency (phase increment) comes in and gets scaled to C9 max.  The upper path shifts it right 10 places to trade 1/x precision, then 1/x is called
(unsigned).  The middle / lower path accumulates the phase increment, producing old and new values, which are compared (signed) to detect the
sawtooth edge.  If so, 1/2 (2^31) is added to the new to make it unsigned, whereupon it is shifted right 10 places to match 1/x, then the two are multiplied
together (regular, not extended multiplication, which is sign agnostic).  The resulting unsigned value is use to crossfade between the old and new NCO
values, and the result is the output sawtooth waveform (signed).  When there isn't an edge the old and new get averaged together, which gives us a filter
zero at Nyquist.

The NCO accumulation value can be seen as signed or unsigned, but you have to be consistent or it won't work (ask me how I know this).  As with PLLs,
I get easily confused when it comes to "error" vs. "correction" signals.

Lately I'm coding up NCOs and commenting all but one out, and recording the audio of the variations in one audio file, comparing the sound, waveforms,
and spectra in Audition, an arrangement which is working out well.  Otherwise it's hard to keep it all straight.

Casio Patent
dewster 5/19/2018 8:28:33 PM [1477]

Casio Patent

I suppose most people looking into this kind of stuff have seen the old Casio waveform synthesis patent: (link).

It's really simple and fairly ingenious.  They generate the usual NCO ramp and use it as cosine phase (via a ROM lookup).  But they modulo multiply the
phase ramp so as to get more than one wave per period.  To kill discontinuities at the start and end (if the waves per period are not an integer multiple of
the base period) they make the cosine unsigned and starting at zero, then they multiply it by the logically negated base ramp (to make the ramp fall rather
than rise), or with an unsigned triangle formed from the base phase ramp.  With this they can get fairly what I think of as "molar" looking waves - humps
with bites taken out of them, often associated with Theremin and formant stimulus.

[EDIT] I simulated some of the Casio waveform synthesis in an Excel spreadsheet, both triangular and raised cosine AM:

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4658691.pdf


Top: The waveform (heavy black line) and NCO phase (thin red line) are shown for a fundamental of 500Hz with 1.9 cycles per cycle, triangular AM.
 Note the nice "molar" shape.  Unlike in the patent, I'm using a signed sine wave as the base wave, rather than unsigned cosine, which mostly gets around
the DC offset issue.

Bottom: Resulting FFT (2048 points with triangular window).  Note the suppression of even harmonics starting at the 4th.

I played around with phase offset but it didn't seem to make much difference to the FFT.  Raised cosine AM makes the harmonic amplitudes more
uniform - perhaps more boring?  Now to try this on the prototype and see what it sounds like...

Casio Patent - continued
dewster 5/21/2018 2:53:46 PM [1478]

Casio Patent - continued

OK, coded up the phase & amplitude modulation (PM & AM) techniques in that patent and tried them out on the prototype.  All three sound like a
tracking filter, with increasing number of cycles per cycle (the cycle multiplier) sounding like stronger (higher Q) tracking.  

To my ears, raised cosine AM is the least musically interesting.  It's really smooth sounding, with higher harmonics diving to zero.  You can get the first
two harmonics and nothing else if you want that; or the first three; or the second, third, and fourth and nothing else.  Settings in-between give the rest of
the harmonics, but their amplitudes are kind of low.

Reversed ramp AM could be fairly useful if you didn't otherwise have a tracking filter, as it moves the emphasis (harmonic peak) from the fundamental to
the higher harmonics.

Triangular AM gives the most variety of sounds.  Setting the phase multiplier to less than one gives all harmonics falling off at a fairly quick but even
rate, it could probably be brightened with a filter and used to stimulate vocal formants.  Setting it really low gives odd harmonics.  Setting it to 1.5 gives
rather human sounding vocals without formant filtering.

==============

Rethinking C9 Max



The top octave on the prototype ends on C9, which is 8.372 kHz.  This is one octave higher than a piano goes and it's a tough octave from a couple of
synthesis angles:  It's obviously really hard to eliminate aliasing that close to Nyquist, and it limits the lower end of the Q range for the second order filter
I'm using.  So I'm thinking of lopping it off and going with C8 max.

Encoder Debounce
dewster 5/25/2018 12:52:31 AM [1479]

Encoder Debounce

One of the encoders has gotten so flaky I can barely use it.  Turning it CCW at any significant rate causes it to do the opposite thing at a huge rate!  I've
gotten away up until now with no real debounce, just resync and routing it to a simple Gray code counter based state machine (running at 180MHz!).  So
today I thought about, coded, and added debounce logic to each encoder lead (8 encoders with 2 leads each = 16).  You can't save logic and debounce the
2 leads together, and I believe the best solution here is true debounce, and not just a stability time updater.

The input is resynced via a short shift register, then combined with an up/down counter max and min based on the 3 MSbs.  This gives ~3/4 of the total
range, and also nice ~1:1:1 sized hi/no_change/lo hysteresis range.  The associated MSbs are [011], [001], [110], and [100] for (signed) max, hi, lo, min.
 The minimalistic decoding reduces the logic and really speeds things up.  Then the output is updated based on the hi/lo counter range.

With an 8 bit counter it's working like a champ!  The flaky encoder seems to be quite well behaved now, and the rest are doing their usual fine thing.

Also, in the software I went ahead and set the max frequency of the oscillator and filters to C8, which is 4.186kHz.  For the filters this is right at the edge
of being able to do the upper female formant, so I may address it again at some point.  Maximum damping for the filters is now 2.0 (it was 1.0) and stable
for any frequency setting.  Perhaps counter-intuitively, higher damping requires more feedback, of which the corner frequency is also a factor.  So max
frequency and damping is where you will encounter instability (if it exists).

BLITs and BLEPs and DPWs (Oh My!)
dewster 5/25/2018 5:09:41 PM [1480]

BLITs and BLEPs and DPWs (Oh My!)

Having delved into the various alias reduction methods I thought I'd summarize them.  These are methods to generate the standard analog synth
waveforms (triangle, sawtooth, square) with reduced aliasing.  The main "trick" behind all three is in exploiting the extra information one has about the
ideal waveform (as it exists in the continuous amplitude and time space, such as analog) and utilizing this to construct something that is close to the
sampled and band limited (digital) representation.  I haven't actually done any BLIT or BLEP in practice nor in simulation.

I encountered BLIT (Band Limited Impulse Train) and BLEP (Band Limited step function, not sure where the "EP" comes from) on various coding
sites, but it seemed the coders were mostly blindly following instructions from papers and copying each other, so there was little insight to be gained
from their resulting floating point code. 

With BLIT they generate (via tables or polyphase FIR filter) a SYNC-like train of impulses (periodic spikes that have Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing"
leading up to and trailing the spike).  The impulses themselves are largely band-limited, so a string of positive ones can be "leaky" integrated to form
ramps, but the leakage here must scale with frequency.  An alternating string of positive and negative impulses can be simply integrated to form square
waves (here minor constant leakage is used only to get rid of any DC bias).  

With BLEP they concentrate on reducing the aliasing of instantaneous steps in the end waveform.  The approach is very similar to BLIT (with tables or
polyphase FIR filter) but they instead generate ringing, band-limited edges and merge these with the naively generated desired waveform.  The polyphase
filter approach can be quite efficient and effective at alias reduction.

Both BLIT and BLEP use the phase error information in the phase accumulator immediately after a modulo roll-over to fractionally position the output
edge, which kills a good portion of the aliasing, and the Gibbs ripples lower it further.  And if you think about it, this phase error isn't something you can
trivially intuit after the fact.  Running the naive (quantized) edge through a low pass filter will just average the positive and negative points, always
returning a point that is roughly centered at zero, when what you need is a point that is more positive or negative based on the quantization error sign and
magnitude.  So THIS is why simple low pass filtering can't get rid of aliasing.

With DPW (Differentiated Parabolic Waveforms) they recognize that, over the cycle, a ramp is just a line with a slope.  Mathematically integrating it
gives x^2, or a parabola.  If we then differentiate this (i.e. the phase ramp value squared) with a DSP filter type differentiator, a reduced alias ramp is
produced, seemingly by magic!  To better understand what's going on here I simulated it in Excel and compared the results of mathematical integration to
DSP filter type integration.  Again, the "trick" is that mathematical integration includes extra information about the phase that the filter type integration
doesn't, and this info helps to fractionally position the sawtooth edge.  A problem with this approach is that aliasing isn't eliminated, and this forces one to
higher order mathematical integrations and more DSP differentiations.  Which seems OK, but mathematical integration doesn't have the gain associated
with an integration time constant, so one must scale the result 20dB (10x) per decade per order, which can really add up.



One of the simplest approaches is to comb filter (FIR or IIR) any aliasing in the gaps between the harmonics, and below the fundamental.  The problems
with this are that you have to know up-front if the waveform contains only odd or all harmonics, and the fractional delay filters employed are somewhat
dispersive (non-harmonic) so they will interfere to some degree with the harmonics themselves.  And the filter requires as much delay memory as the
lowest fundamental you desire to put through it.

============

In the end, I'm pretty happy with my phase distortion-based oscillator.  It gives me continuous and dynamic control over the slope of the harmonic roll-
off, as well as all/odd/no harmonics, and doesn't alias too bad.  And if I want screaming cats I can just use a tracking filter.

[EDIT] In a way, I think it's maybe a mistake to try to replicate what's going on in the analog synth world with 100% fidelity.  If you want harmonics you
can get them in many ways, and resulting waveforms don't have to even remotely look like the analog classics.  I mean, those waveforms were picked
mainly because they're relatively easy to generate with standard circuitry and such.

I must say, this exercise has got me thinking about harmonics in new ways.  e.g. instead of clipping to get harmonics, maybe just run an amplitude-based
control over the harmonic content input.

Axis Processing Update
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Axis Processing Update

Yesterday I thought I'd take a more or less final look at the assembly code that processes the axis information.  The main thing that was bugging me was
the borderline OK behavior of the volume side when set to non-inverting mode sense, or what most people think of as "normal" where farther = louder
response.  The sensitivity and offset controls were working fine for the "abnormal" mode where closer = louder.  Here is what I have in there now for
both the pitch and volume axes:

The number comes from the down-sampling, acquisition, & filtering section (CIC & 4th order IIR) to get nulled via K0.  The minimum is limited to 1 so
as to fix inverse overflow downstream.  This is converted to a fractional float, LOG2 is taken, K1 is fractionally multiplied and negated, and then EXP2
is taken to complete the linearization.  The new thing here is K2, which pulls the result center down to the x axis to make it +/-.  After this it is multiplied
by K3 (sensitivity) and offset via K4, after which it is converted to an unsigned integer and fed to the rest of the logic.

K2 is a semi-constant in the range 3 to 12.  The value is chosen to place zero roughly in the middle of the range, so as to "pivot" the result via
multiplication with K3.  It's a different value for the pitch vs the volume side, it is strongly influenced by the oscillator parameters and K1, and it has a lot
of control over the normal vs. abnormal mode of the volume side, so I'm thinking it should be a system parameter rather than a hard-coded constant in the
assembly.  I don't like adding variable parameters to things as just one more increases the complexity of adjustment geometrically, but what do you do?  It
will largely be a set & forget thing like linearity.

The sign of K3 is used to control the sense of the axis (negative for the pitch side and "abnormal" volume side).  Note that K3 and K4 have switched
positions from the old way I was doing things here.  You really want to bring the thing to the axis (-K2), tilt (*K3), then offset (+K4) and in that order.
 There's no need to restore K2 after doing K3, as K4 will swamp K2 in this scenario.

400k Views!
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400k Views!

Thanks for the interest folks!  It's been a week or so of heavy volunteering, then the muffler on the car fell off, etc.  Hopefully back to some prototype
improvements soon.  I've got some ideas about alias reduction that I need to explore via spreadsheet.

gerd 6/4/2018 5:56:32 PM [1484]

>400k Views!

Thank you Eric for sharing your project and your knowledge. I haven't followed the complete thread but, your work is a great inspiration for my own
theremin project. And maybe for some further theremins.

R.E.S.P.E.C.T. 

ILYA 6/4/2018 7:55:45 PM [1485]



dewster I beleive in you!

DOMINIK 6/4/2018 9:26:14 PM [1486]

Dewster - undoubtedly your project is interesting. 

dewster 6/8/2018 11:02:58 PM [1487]

Gerd, ILYA, DOMINIK, thanks so much for the encouragement!  

I post mainly as an engineering diary - to document what I'm doing, and to keep something of a mental focus.  The camaraderie is definitetly a plus!

================

Patent US6806413B1 (Oscillator providing waveform having dynamically continuously variable waveshape)

Ran across this patent (link) while reading a paper on anti-aliasing oscillators.  Did an Excel simulation of it (link). 

The basic idea is extremely similar to my exponential phase distortion glottal oscillator that I'm using in the prototype, but it uses the distorted phase
directly rather than running it through a sine function.

Both forms in the paper suffer from amplitude variation with n and have significant aliasing for higher frequencies and higher harmonic settings.  For the
lowest harmonic settings both give diminished even harmonics, though the 2nd form is worse here.  And both forms devolve to a second order
polynomial approximation of cosine for the minimal harmonic setting, hence the residual odd harmonics.  Neither control the harmonics in an ideal non-
pole type way (where the harmonic roll-off dB is a straight line regardless of setting) though neither does my PD method.

1st form: n less than 1.5 or so gives diminished even harmonics.  The harmonic roll-off is fairly linear between 1.5 and 2, and above this the harmonic
envelope is fairly linear up to 5 or so with diminished fundamental, and above 5 the envelope is a downward inflected arc which diminishes the lower
harmonics as well.

2nd form: n less than 0.65 or so gives diminished even harmonics.  The harmonic roll-off is fairly linear between 0.65 and 0, but above 0.65 the
fundamental is accentuated, and there is a general accentuation of higher harmonics overall upward inflected arc.

The patent was issued 2004 and presumably expires in 2024, which I'm OK with as I can't really use the ideas in it.  It's nice and all but IMO it's so
generic that what it describes shouldn't be patentable (~ham sandwich).  Patents like this impede progress.

================

Not a real productive couple of days.  Tried restricting harmonic content to limit aliasing via the power input, which works to some degree but I'm not
super happy with it.  Tried using slew limiting and low pass filtering on the phase signal, which was pretty much a bust.  This alias stuff is really tough.

Noodling With The Best
dewster 6/10/2018 9:51:42 PM [1488]

Noodling With The Best

Spent the afternoon noodling around to Amethyste & Doug Hammer's excellent CD "Secret World" (link).  Lush piano, and Amethyste has such amazing
pitch, volume control, and nicely seasoned vibrato.

I set the prototype to female vocal and lowered the harmonic content to give it a more ethereal sound.  Wish I had a reverb pedal to spook it up even
more. I'm not that great but I can sound semi-OK now and then when "virtually jamming" with the masters! ;-)  "Crystal Water" is particularly fun to play
along with.

The tuner patterns reveal the various keys they're playing in, and I'm getting better at straying from the C/Am pattern.

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/6806413.pdf
http://www.mediafire.com/file/j46tp45ghwjw4jc/US6806413B1.xls
https://doughammer.bandcamp.com/album/secret-world


tinkeringdude 6/10/2018 11:28:14 PM [1489]

"Wish I had a reverb pedal"

Hehe. I connected, as one of the first things after it basically worked, my Etherwave "sorta clone" to my cheap guitar tube amp with spring verb and some
amount of preamp saturation. That did produce some interesting sounds. "Tortured cat from outerspace", is about my playing level.

Not pedals, but anyway, doesn't cost an arm or leg:

Such nice and clean UI. Scroll below the video, there's a box with a bunch of audio examples. 
M100 fx processor

dewster 6/11/2018 2:12:09 AM [1490]

The M100 looks and sounds nice, and is certainly priced right!  I dig the smaller form factor rather than rack mount.  And I'm not a fan of bending over to
adjust knobs on footpedals, so who knows what I'm looking for.  Had a Lexicon MPX100 I kind of wish I'd held onto but it had input level issues.

Anti-Aliasing ~= 1/x
dewster 6/11/2018 11:31:35 PM [1491]

Anti-Aliasing ~= 1/x

It's fascinating reading recent papers on anti-aliasing oscillators.  Some of the best ones are written (or co-written) by Vesa Valimakai, and Jussi Pekonen
shows up in many of the best as well.  Both sharp persons who write very clear papers and slides on the subject.

Unfortunately, it seems division, or reciprocal, shows up just about everywhere, regardless of method.  BLIT & BLEP rely on fractional delay filtering,
and this requires the magnification of the error to fit the sampling period (1/F).  FIR & IIR comb filtering the aliasing away also require fractional delay.
 DPW requires 1/F scaling to compensate for the differential gain.

Test
dewster 6/14/2018 3:02:42 PM [1492]

Test

This has been a test of the TW twit filter.  All of my posts for the past month or so have been blocked and flagged for moderation.  Jason fixed it.

Free at last!

TANH Soft-Clipping
dewster 6/14/2018 4:58:27 PM [1493]

TANH Soft-Clipping

Found this quite fantastic paper: "New Perspectives on Distortion Synthesis for Virtual Analog Oscillators" by Victor Lazzarini and Joseph Timoney,
published in Computer Music Journal, 34:1, pp. 28–40, Spring 2010.  One approach detailed in it soft-clips a sine wave via the tanh (hyperbolic tangent)
function, which gives odd harmonics with two different roll-offs, the usual 1/f up to a point, then 1/(f^2) above that.  If you control the amplitude of the
sine wave going into the clipper you can place this transition point around 10kHz, the effect of which is inaudible, and which nicely limits aliasing due to
the 1/(f^2) roll-off up to Nyquist.  This gives odd harmonics - for all harmonics they mix the result with a cosine, which accentuates the second harmonic
a bit.  By controlling the cosine mix they can conveniently control the odd / all harmonics ratio.

Difficulties with this approach are: 
1. You need a high quality tanh function, which is difficult to do. 
2. The sine gain function is 12000/(x * log(x)), which is difficult to do. 
3. Reducing the sine gain below 1 to lower the harmonic content will significantly lower the output amplitude. 
4. Reducing the sine gain below 1 to lower the harmonic content gives poor results when the output is mixed with cosine.

tanh(x) = (e^2x - 1) / (e^2x + 1) = (1 - e^-2x) / (1 + e^-2x)

This would take one exponentiation and one division, probably float, both of which are expensive.

Looked for papers on calculating tanh, none provided simpler solutions.  Tried polynomial fitting, which doesn't directly work well at all.  For 16 bit
precision the input can be clipped to +/-6, for 32 bits +/-12, which reduces the solution space somewhat.  One approach I discovered via spreadsheet is to
divide the input by a small constant, subtract it from 1, raise it to an integer power, then subtract this from 1.  Unfortunately this isn't accurate enough to
avoid alias products.

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/M100--tc-electronic-m100-stereo-multi-effects-processor


Anyway, this has given me a new appreciation for "knee" type harmonic roll-off.  And I wonder if noise mixing pre-clipping would approximate the onset
of vocalization better?  Something to try.  It wouldn't have occurred to me to attempt vocal dynamics via clipping, as the physics seem quite different.
 And I'm not sure I want harmonic content so closely tied to amplitude, though it often is in nature.

Aliasing Effectively Vanquished! (way back in 1978 : US4249447)
dewster 6/20/2018 7:25:45 PM [1494]

Aliasing Effectively Vanquished! (way back in 1978 : US4249447)

I don't know why I keep thinking I can add anything fundamentally new to the research that's already been done regarding waveform generation.  People
who had almost nothing in the way of processing horsepower wracked their brains and long ago mined out all of the simplest and most efficient and
direct discoveries.  Spent a couple of weeks looking into soft clipping, tried many things, sadly with nothing of interest to report.  On Monday I was
casting about listlessly on the old music DSP website (link) and encountered some code describing an old patented oscillator.  Found the patent and
simulated three different forms detailed there (link).  Coded it up and have it running on the prototype.  WOW!  Pretty much exactly what I was looking
for, a quasi band-limited version of my power-based phase modulation glottal generator.  Here is a diagram of what I've got running:

The phase increment value ("frequency") comes in at the upper left and gets routed two ways.  The lower way is fed to a second order polynomial, which
gives us smaller numbers for larger phase increments.  The upper way is scaled to give C8 maximum and accumulated in the normal NCO fashion.  The
accumulated phase forms a sawtooth, which is optionally modulo multiplied by 2 to double the frequency, and fed to two summing nodes, which in turn
feed sine wave functions.  The lower sine wave is averaged for stability reasons (and to give a zero at Nyquist, or 24kHz), combined with a fraction
(beta) of the polynomial result, and fed back to the phase inputs of the sine functions.

Beta controls the harmonic content, with 0 giving a pure sine wave, and 1 giving a 1/f harmonic roll-off (~sawtooth equivalent of 6dB / octave) and
numbers in-between giving steeper slopes (we want ~12dB / octave nominal for vocal stuff).  If we do the frequency multiplication for the lower sine
generator we get odd harmonics at the output (~square wave) with similarly variable harmonic content.  If you don't want just odd harmonics you can use
a single sine function.  The full all / odd consumes 62 cycles max. on my Hive processor.

The beauty part though is the spectra have the secondary steeper "knee" heading into Nyquist, which really tames aliasing.  Here are some results from
simulation which make that evident:

https://web.archive.org/web/20170802003331/http://www.musicdsp.org/showmany.php
http://www.mediafire.com/file/5o1xq69akykapp9/US4249447.xls


When beta = 1 there is a bit of ringing and rounding, but otherwise the waveform looks like a sawtooth.  The spectra shows a secondary steeper roll-off
above 10kHz which massively controls aliasing fold-back.

Using the output sinewave itself as a feedback phase modifier is super simple and quite ingenious!  I've been avoiding all of these FM type solutions
figuring they produced inferior spectra, were difficult to control, etc. but it doesn't really get much better or easier than this, particularly if you're looking
for continuously variable harmonic content.

Is the knee audible?  When beta is dialed back I would say yes to some small degree as muffledness, though the knee ends up being many tens of dB
below the fundamental, which masks it a lot.  At very low frequencies there is a bit of digital "burbling" going on, but it's pretty low level, and it seems
all methods do this somewhat.  It's more noticeable when pitch correction / quantization is applied.

[EDIT] Here's a sample of the new oscillator in the prototype: (link).  Other than the marked lack of aliasing, and a more linear dynamic curve to the
harmonic modulation input, I honestly can't tell any difference between it and the old oscillator.  My ears are kinda old, let me know if you hear any
aliasing, the polynomial can be easily adjusted to fix various frequency bands.

The last main brick in the DSP wall!  (Leave those kids alone...)

[EDIT2] Tweaked the polynomial coefficients to minimize aliasing while maximizing harmonic content.  Using 0.44, 0.76, 0.54 now (L to R in the
drawing above).  The "hump" out past 10kHz is now gone.

tinkeringdude 6/20/2018 11:47:14 PM [1495]

sounds good to me! 
Btw, nice theremin-ey voice-ish sounds there near the end! 
Now even the ugly bird dude should find it harder to complain.

dewster 6/21/2018 2:25:53 AM [1496]

"sounds good to me!"  - tinkeringdude

Thanks for listening!

http://www.mediafire.com/file/2ub0u55b1we823f/2018-06-20_demo.mp3


"Btw, nice theremin-ey voice-ish sounds there near the end!"

Yah, though pretty much the same formant settings as before, plus a heapin' helpin' of Audition "studio reverb" (man don't never hear enough reverb...).  I
mainly wanted to show that this oscillator can sub ~100% for the other one in the vocal department, which I believe it does.  

I think I'm hearing a faint bit of aliasing with beta jacked all the way up.  I've already jimmied with the polynomial a bit since that recording and will
undoubtedly adjust it some more.  I've come to loathe aliasing, it's one of those "can't unhear it once you've heard it" kinds of things, where even a whiff
of it triggers.

Speaking of triggering, at the end of that demo the high Q formants are "triggered" via the edge of a sub-audio sawtooth, something that happened
accidentally one day, kinda neat sounding.

tinkeringdude 6/22/2018 10:54:50 PM [1497]

If you're not sure about ear reliability at the upper end - couldn't you see aliasing as "too high peaks in wrong places" in an FFT view, like if there are
some at above -80 dB call it bad, or is there some gotcha I'm missing?

Btw, have you heard of the Novation Peak synth? It's said to use an FPGA to massively oversample (like 24 MHz sampling rate internally), and actually
produce classic synth waveforms the naive way, and the Nyquist wall is so far away that hardly a thing makes its way back into audible range. 
Brute force "because we can", well, and because mean effects like hard-sync are suddenly easy without alias, without a team of math PhDs to figure it
out. 
I don't know whether that was just rumor or it got confirmed somewhere. 
The Commodore 64's SID was running things at 1 MHz, same principle. It was a little noisy, but kinda nice.

dewster 6/23/2018 2:41:24 PM [1498]

"If you're not sure about ear reliability at the upper end - couldn't you see aliasing as "too high peaks in wrong places" in an FFT view, like if there are
some at above -80 dB call it bad, or is there some gotcha I'm missing?"  - tinkeringdude

This is an issue that is addressed best in Välimäki's papers.  He uses a masking function, I imagine rather like the ones used by lossy compression
algorithms to throw away data that we can't hear, to evaluate aliasing numerically and objectively.  I can see the aliasing in a clunky one-frequency-at-a-
time kind of way via simulation (FFT in Excel is low resolution and really slow), and in real-time via the FFT view in Audition (8k points max for real-
time display, at least on my old PC).  What I see is the steeper reduction knee around 15kHz and the single reflections off of Nyquist before they take a
dirt nap around 10kHz or so.  As one would expect it's obviously worst at maximum frequency (C8) and maximum harmonic level setting.  At Nyquist
it's fairly low level, maybe 60dB below the fundamental.  I can't hear much above 12kHz so I don't know how this might be perceived by younger people.
 (When I was a kid they had ultrasonic motion detectors mounted on store ceilings, I couldn't "hear" them in the usual sense but the beams would give me
an instant headache, and I could always tell when one was near and pointed at me without looking.)

Also, I don't think it's my imagination, but having any "splatter" due to aliasing seems to interfere with the pitch field.  Maybe it's harmonics getting into
the headphone cord?  I haven't done any controlled experiments, but when I adjusted the polynomial to get rid of the hump it seemed to get better.  I'm
actually kind of shocked that I'm not having to deal with this sort of thing on a more regular basis.

"Btw, have you heard of the Novation Peak synth? It's said to use an FPGA to massively oversample (like 24 MHz sampling rate internally), and actually
produce classic synth waveforms the naive way, and the Nyquist wall is so far away that hardly a thing makes its way back into audible range. 
Brute force "because we can", well, and because mean effects like hard-sync are suddenly easy without alias, without a team of math PhDs to figure it
out."

No, I hadn't heard of that, interesting and thanks for the pointer!  I see they're using a 4 line LCD as well, they're quite handy.

It's actually not all that difficult to make "classic" analog synth waveforms that are sufficiently band-limited, but constructs that give continuously
variable harmonic content are harder (I only know of three, two of which have alias reduction).  I haven't played around with it, but reportedly one can do
sync sounds as well without significant aliasing.  Once aliasing has been sufficiently tamed, I find the "burbling" low end to be more of a give-away.

I'm not sure why they went with analog filters, to me that's the really easy thing to do digitally, particularly if there is a bit of oversampling going on (the
digital effects are reportedly running at >90kHz).  Though it seems the Moog 4th order (4x 1st orders w/ feedback) is a digital challenge.  But chaining
two modified Chamberlins for 4th order works fine.  AFAIK, digital filters don't alias (though they can accentuate residual alias products, as can analog
filters).

tinkeringdude 6/23/2018 5:17:13 PM [1499]

Hmmm. Ok, so the DSP people with their current oscillator designs build upon some psycho-acoustic "tricks" to get a way with some things which we
can't hear directly - but what if further signal processing then makes things behave differently than from what the whole system would behave like if it
actually was alias free? Is it really equivalent to an "alias free oscillator" then? Like, if you sell an oscillator component, and don't know what exactly
people are going to do with the signal (funky non linear stuff)... not sure how else to put it... Am I making sense?

Ultrasonic, there you remind me of this weird thing, seems kinda Star Trek-ey, and the dev kit costs about as much as a "dilithium crystal", I imagine: 
https://www.ultrahaptics.com/products-programs/touch-development-kit/

I'm not sure why they went with analog filters, to me that's the really easy thing to do digitally,

Easy, but only because there is an equivocation at play here  
In analog synth world, when people say "VCF", they have certain ideas of what it does, and clinical filtering is only one aspect, kinda like literally
amplifying is only a part of what an electric guitar's amp + speaker are about.

Have you used an analog, say MiniMoog ladder filter? And tortured it a bit? 
(as for what it generally does, I guess you have seen the paper by Tim Stinchcombe? I can't tell how comprehensively it captures what's going on in what



signal scenarios, too much greek, probably literally, heh)

Or a Steiner Synthacon VCF (SVF)? You can hear a modernized (stable even in self-oscillation) version in the Arturia MiniBrute - the first analog synth
from Arturia, designed by known synth DIYer Yves Usson aka "YUSYNTH" - and apparenty since he wanted to give back / be oldschool, the entire
schematic of that nicely nasty little SOB synth is public. 
As the legend goes, the formerly only DSP based Arturia people, when they first invited Usson to demo some of his modules and see whether they'd want
to hire him for the project, they quickly had a really big grin on their faces. Needless to say, there have been more Arturia analog synths out there since
then. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzDjIBJ4tU8&t=1m10s

That's only some thing a found quickly, probably not the most comprehensive demonstration of what I'm trying to say. 
And i't also more subtle / varied than this outright noisemaking here.

Or a Korg MS20 VCF. 
When used "right", you can hear they are their own kind of beast, so an EE purist would probably be shocked how bad those circuits are, if "by the book"
is the measure  
Probably not a mystery, when you see diodes in an opamp feedback path it seems rather deliberate, whereas the Moog was more of an accident of
miscalculation to produce gnarlyness.

So, one can say, ok, it filters, and has distortion. But that's not really all, to my humble ears anyway. Now speaking from playing with Steiner VCF and
Moog VCF, there seems to be some complex interactions going on between those 2 aspects, and it gets wilder when you have funny fluctuations in the
signal, e.g. complex patterns due to multiple modulation of partially very different (order of magnitude) rates, and the level of distortion and bending of
filter characteristics would have non-obvious patterns, giving the whole thing some weird, alive seeming characteristic.

Probably least audible are such things when listening to a more tame, clean mid 80's poly synth from Roland, which have their own charm (and I might
be wrong about because I bet there are people who can make it sound mean, but that's not what I associate with it, anyway)

--- 
This editor is... not fully cooperative...
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"Hmmm. Ok, so the DSP people with their current oscillator designs build upon some psycho-acoustic "tricks" to get a way with some things which we
can't hear directly - but what if further signal processing then makes things behave differently than from what the whole system would behave like if it
actually was alias free? Is it really equivalent to an "alias free oscillator" then? Like, if you sell an oscillator component, and don't know what exactly
people are going to do with the signal (funky non linear stuff)... not sure how else to put it... Am I making sense?"  - tinkeringdude

The more psycho-acoustic "trick" type approaches are low pass filtering (to reduce aliasing below the fundamental), comb filtering (to reduce aliasing
between the harmonics) - both of these rely on masking (the ear being deaf to close frequencies that are lower in amplitude).  Others mimic higher rate
generation and downsampling, rather like multi-rate filters that don't calculate intermediate results which will ultimately be discarded.  A couple of
others, including the one I've finally picked, rely on secondary roll-off between the upper threshold of hearing and Nyquist to attenuate fold-back.

It's possible to do things like PWM and sync with base-band (i.e. non-oversampled) digital oscillators, I've read about this but haven't experimented along
these lines.

I imagine the noise floor of an analog oscillator tends to white.  While the digital noise floor could be anything, and I suspect "perfect repetition" over
many cycles that digital processes often do can lead to audible "tells".  And I imagine amplifying the noise floor could unmask aliasing in certain
scenarios (though if they conform to something like the MP3 masking function like they are probably pretty insignificant).

"Ultrasonic, there you remind me of this weird thing, seems kinda Star Trek-ey, and the dev kit costs about as much as a "dilithium crystal", I imagine: 
https://www.ultrahaptics.com/products-programs/touch-development-kit/"

~$5k USD, eek!  It must require a lot of power for one's fingers to feel the ultrasonics?

Reminds me of the "perfect speaker" from a couple of decades ago, where they heterodyned ultrasonics in the air with enough power to make the
medium go non-linear.  It supposedly gives you private and localized audio sources, but I wonder what it does to the rest of the body long-term.

Easy, but only because there is an equivocation at play here  
In analog synth world, when people say "VCF", they have certain ideas of what it does, and clinical filtering is only one aspect, kinda like literally
amplifying is only a part of what an electric guitar's amp + speaker are about.

Have you used an analog, say MiniMoog ladder filter? And tortured it a bit? 
(as for what it generally does, I guess you have seen the paper by Tim Stinchcombe? I can't tell how comprehensively it captures what's going on in what
signal scenarios, too much greek, probably literally, heh)

I see your points and very much appreciate them!  And I'll look at your links a bit later (the SO is hosting two piano recitals today and I'm the unhired
hand). I haven't played around at all with modern analog synth filters, though long ago I built a second order state-variable as a guitar effect, and the
digital filter in our AN-1x was really fun to control with the ribbon.  

Forcing a digital filter to do non-linear things would almost certainly cause aliasing, and perhaps this is the main reason they went with analog filters.

"This editor is... not fully cooperative..."

Yes, I've fallen back to copying and pasting from an external editor to get around all the unwanted formatting insertion.  There is a "reveal codes" button
all the way to the right that allows one to clean up the remaining formatting dregs.  And drag & drop seems to work better than copy & paste.

I have to do this in Word all the time too, "Paste special..." "unformatted text" should be the default (but alas it isn't).  Word holds onto extraneous
formatting like a Pit Bull on a steak...

[EDIT] OK, had some time this morning to look into this a bit and think about it.  I must say, the Moog ladder filter is one of the stranger analog circuits
I've encountered, though I first saw a simpler version of the diode ladder in the PAIA low pass VCF schematic.  Not sure who invented it first, but it



seems every synth designer more or less copied everyone else with just enough slight variation to avoid legal infringement / hype the difference.  I think I
first saw it in this paper by Stinchcombe (link) which led me to this paper by Stilson & Smith (link) - digitizing the linear response is non-trivial, and
digitizing the non-linear response probably even more problematic.  It's interesting that tanh shows up in both the analog analysis and in the paper I
pointed to recently using tanh digitally to generate controlled harmonics.

It's kind of weird to me that simple analog synthesis is a "thing" in terms of sound.  I mean, everyone likes to play with knobs, and interactive filtering
can be loads of fun, but the basic waveforms are really dull or harsh sounding to me, without a lot of in-between.  I suppose I've come to appreciate
variable harmonic content not gotten by way of filtering, but by way of generation.  Don't get me wrong, I love electronica, ambient, dance music, etc.
but I don't think what remains of my life would be any less rich if I never spent any more time playing with an analog synth or the DSP equivalent or
some combination.  The thrill for me is mostly gone (and quite frankly was never all that big to begin with).

There are some things that are easy to do in analog that require a lot of study and effort to do in DSP, though with processors becoming almost free that
trade-off is becoming more and more lopsided.  And there are some thing that are easy to do in DSP that are virtually impossible to do in analog (delay,
stability, low noise floor, tons of virtual knobs, ease of manufacture, ease of complexity, etc.).  It's too bad that going from one domain to the other is
rather difficult.

tinkeringdude 6/28/2018 5:48:45 PM [1501]

Here apparently someone did BLEP on a small arduino with no HW divides, using tables.
https://github.com/ErroneousBosh/slttblep

Someone (mailing list) commented that there's still some aliasing, attributing it to the low resolution of the table values. 
More of a proof of concept. Maybe interesting.

As for boring basic waveforms, there's stuff like modulating the waveshape, or with a modulator, adjust blending of waveforms, and such. 
Oh, and, of course, using more than one oscillator per voice, and modulate them differently, can yield funky overall tone.

I'm not so much into electronic dance music with regards to synths or otherwise (sometimes it's ok), more when prog rock/metal bands are using them or
fusion jazz and what have you. 
Heh, or why not play a Minimoog, and an organ, in a church? (not showcase of interesting filter usage, just popped into my mind) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeHaO1bF8Ng 

dewster 6/28/2018 7:23:26 PM [1502]

"Here apparently someone did BLEP on a small arduino with no HW divides, using tables.

Someone (mailing list) commented that there's still some aliasing, attributing it to the low resolution of the table values. 
More of a proof of concept. Maybe interesting."  - tinkeringdude

Thanks!  Overlapping tables are one way to do BLEP, though they reportedly need a certain level of precision.  And I too can hear (and see) the aliasing
products in that example, as they are only 30 something dB below the fundamental.  I've been studiously avoiding tables as they gobble up the very
limited memory I have in the FPGA.  Though it requires a reciprocal, Poly-BLEP is likely more efficient, and the simple poly fractions are actually shifts
and multiplies. 

Fun With PM
dewster 6/28/2018 11:24:36 PM [1503]

Fun With PM

Played around today with several configurations of the PM oscillator (separate phase accumulators, cross coupled accumulators, etc.) but I keep coming
back to what I've been using.  One interesting thing is to make the phase multiplier panel control a fixed point decimal.  You can get a lot of different FM
kinds of sounds this way, and they're fairly free of aliasing.  Here's me steadily increasing the multiplier from 0 to 4.0 (link).  0 gives sine, 1 gives ramp, 2
gives square, and higher numbers give wilder metallic sounding harmonics.  Multipliers with fractional components give fuzzier sounds due to the harsh
reset of the phase modulating wave.  You can see from this humble example how the DX7 rose from the swamp.

Giving more thought to vocalization also.  Tried using filtered noise as phase modulation, but it wasn't spectacular.  I'm thinking one should put a lower
limit on the oscillator frequency, and somehow statistically take out or modulate entire cycles as the pitch number approaches it.  There are many ways
the voice goes from breathy to oscillating and back, I suppose I should pick one and attack it.

[EDIT] OK, I didn't like the fuzzy sound of the values in-between the integers, so I removed them and the multiplier control now just goes from 0 to 8.
 It's interesting having a simple process like this dictate what the available base waveforms will be - kind of hard to argue with, and they probably aren't
something I would have thought of on my own.

Just posted my version of Ave Maria over on another thread, thought I'd stick it here too (link).

Another Hat to Wear (Light Under a Bushel)
dewster 6/30/2018 3:15:21 PM [1505]

Another Hat to Wear (Light Under a Bushel)

http://www.timstinchcombe.co.uk/synth/Moog_ladder_tf.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~stilti/papers/moogvcf.pdf
https://github.com/ErroneousBosh/slttblep
http://www.mediafire.com/file/xxc990v77unb1fp/2018-06-28_pm_nco.mp3
http://www.mediafire.com/file/l9iuzx6wvmf4w5g/2018-06-29_ave_maria.mp3


It seems to me that any serious and dedicated designer / builder of Theremins, or any new / obscure musical instrument for that matter, simply must learn
to play the thing at an intermediate level minimum, and whether they want to or not.  It's chicken or egg, so someone's got to get the ball rolling.
 Theremin himself must have been acutely aware of this.  

I thought there was enough critical mass out there in the way of professional players demanding a "better" instrument (in terms of linearity, stability, pitch
feedback, simplicity of setup, voices, etc.) that several would be beating on my door by this point, but alas that isn't the case.   I speculate the lack of
spontaneously expressed interest from professional players is due to several things:

1. I don't have a nicely packaged instrument for ready sale; 
2. I'm presenting my (necessarily technical) offering in an extremely technical way;  
3. I'm somewhat blind to this, but I'm doing my best not to hype it (and hype seems to be the norm); 
4. There just aren't all that many players out there;  
5. With the advent of social media, TW and sites like it have unfortunately become a bit of a backwater.

So I'm practicing when I can, and am slowly getting to the point where I'm able to showcase the various features without instantly giving myself (nor
others, hopefully) a headache, or otherwise wincing all the way through the performance.  My wife (an often unintentional audience) has been quite
encouraging, and I'm hoping we can do duets soon.

If you're on a similar long-term development path, use the feature trial times as practice time and you'll be killing two birds with one stone.  Though the
danger here is becoming too accustomed to things that need fixing / attention.  Practice, practice, practice...  and then you can be the best advocate for
your creation.  And the better player you are the better designer / builder you'll be.

Even More Fun With PWM
dewster 6/30/2018 6:37:16 PM [1506]

Even More Fun With PWM

After limiting the multiplier to integers, I decided to try "filling in the blanks" between the decimals with a decoupled phase accumulator.  This gives
beating sounds and such which can be fun to play with.  And then I piped the volume axis over to the multiplier to make it more interactive.  With this
setup lowering the volume lowers the harmonic content and lowers the harmonic multiplier frequency.  If anyone wants a diagram I'll post it.  Anyway
(MP3).

And seeing as how it's nearing the 4th, a patriotic ditty (MP3).  Literally the first time I tried it, by ear, first take (sorry!).

This stuff is kinda fun and all, but there's only so much you can do with two interconnected sine waves, and I'm much more interested in real sounding
things like human vocals, violins, bells, etc.

tinkeringdude 6/30/2018 10:51:27 PM [1507]

Though the danger here is becoming too accustomed to things that need fixing / attention.

Oh yeah! If one has thought up something oneself, or it's something lower on the priorities list but one still comes in tough with it all the time when
trying out other stuff that can't easily be separated from it, one may develop an intuition for the thing and it doesn't feel like it's all that bad, and if one has
not documented this and looses awareness, then may end up with a product the developer(s) find really intuitive, but most of the target audience does not 

We had this a couple times at the old place I worked at, at some point freelance testers would be hired in certain intervals, and most importantly, fresh
people, and no one involved in the development was counted as tester except for blatant defects. That did help to find some things. 
Also, in games development, it's a routine thing.

I have seen a couple of younger people showing their theremin playing on youtube. Some of them aren't bad. Maybe they are more curious than players
with strong opinions about what a theremin should be. If they're intermediate level and your device is less difficult to play, maybe they'll write raving
reviews on some more fashionable sociel network thingy or whatever.

Is your prototype hardware expensive? If not too much, perhaps one of the reputable players would be interested in having sent a clone of your setup and
give some feedback.

Maybe there is a dispersed "crowd" out there of people who find the concept of touchless playing kinda cool, tried it, and found it too hard. Could those
be "lured" to back you in a, say, kickstarter, gofundme or whatever crowd funding campaign for the end product, and the top level backers, which are
limited in number by your choice of how many "tickets" there are for that pledge amount, might get sent a prototype somewhere in between, and the cost
of that is covered by the backing?

Just letting my thoughts run wild here  
Doing something like crowd funding may also add pressure to this, of course, and if that'd take the fun out of it for you... 

dewster 7/1/2018 9:40:31 PM [1508]

"If one has thought up something oneself, or it's something lower on the priorities list but one still comes in tough with it all the time when trying out
other stuff that can't easily be separated from it, one may develop an intuition for the thing and it doesn't feel like it's all that bad, and if one has not
documented this and looses awareness, then may end up with a product the developer(s) find really intuitive, but most of the target audience does not" -
tinkeringdude

I like to think I'm fairly tough on UI, eliminating every knob I can, naming parameters clearly, laying out the menu pages logically, etc.  But I'm sure I
need more eyes on it to point out things I'm missing.  I mean, those crazy Yamaha UI's probably make sense to someone.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/7bwfp6bztl08171/2018-06-30_pm_nco.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/wmonsqcqxs8lsm1/2018-06-30_ssb.mp3/file


"I have seen a couple of younger people showing their theremin playing on youtube. Some of them aren't bad. Maybe they are more curious than players
with strong opinions about what a theremin should be. If they're intermediate level and your device is less difficult to play, maybe they'll write raving
reviews on some more fashionable sociel network thingy or whatever.

Is your prototype hardware expensive? If not too much, perhaps one of the reputable players would be interested in having sent a clone of your setup and
give some feedback."

That's a good point.  Maybe aim for newer, younger players rather than the establishment.  A bare-bones enclosure prototype in "tupperware" would be
pretty cheap, maybe $100 or so in parts, though cheesier housings might not survive shipping so well.  Probably a bit over $200 in better cases with
rubber ball joints.  Once the software settles a little more I'll start on the PCB layout.  Enclosures have been and remain a problem.

"Maybe there is a dispersed "crowd" out there of people who find the concept of touchless playing kinda cool, tried it, and found it too hard. Could those
be "lured" to back you in a, say, kickstarter, gofundme or whatever crowd funding campaign for the end product, and the top level backers, which are
limited in number by your choice of how many "tickets" there are for that pledge amount, might get sent a prototype somewhere in between, and the cost
of that is covered by the backing?

Just letting my thoughts run wild here  
Doing something like crowd funding may also add pressure to this, of course, and if that'd take the fun out of it for you..." 

Yes, a real possibility I should look into more, though every time I watch one of those ultra glitzy videos I get a little nauseous (e.g. the Roli Seaboard -
urp!) - too much of the budget dumped into hyping a bad idea / mediocre hardware.  I'd rather do one-offs like a guitar luthier but maybe that's not
realistic.  Crowdfunding seems like a lot of pressure, it's shit or get off the pot time, which is maybe good/bad.

=================

Spent some quality time with the new oscillator, trying to figure out what waveforms are naughty / nice, and how to select them (surprise!: the nice ones
are integer multiples of the fundamental).  With decoupled phase accumulators, the lowest frequency one determines the fundamental, so I'm thinking of
dealing with that more directly in the design and UI.  The secondary (phase modulator) oscillator, when set below the fundamental, causes peaks in the
harmonics which track (meowing).  Over a limited range (~1 octave or so) they can give "poor man's" formants, which is a little counter-intuitive to me.
However, real (relatively) fixed formants easily beat it in terms of realism.

Had a visit from 2001 Hal today (MP3 - no formant filtering, just the new oscillator "in the raw").

PM Oscillator - 99% Finalized
dewster 7/2/2018 6:17:39 PM [1509]

PM Oscillator - 99% Finalized

Spent even more quality time with the PM oscillator today and think it's mostly put to bed.  It's back to a single phase accumulator as I didn't find
fractional beating multiplier values all that useful musically.

As usual, the harmonic parameter controls the amount of harmonics (slope / how quickly they drop off).  I've got the multiplier parameter now going
from -8 to 8 (integers).  0 gives a sine wave, positive values multiply up the phase accumulator feeding the sine PM function, negative values multiply up
the phase accumulator feeding the base sine wave that gets phase modulated.  This way the register (i.e. octave being played) stays constant regardless of
the multiplier setting, and similar sounding settings are grouped together.  Both of these features are quite handy and welcome.

Here's a sample: (MP3).  It starts off switching through increasingly positive multipliers, then increasingly negative.  Then I turn the harmonics down and
play a bit of a tune with a rough female voice via mult = -2 and no formant filtering, then a rough male voice with mult = -3 and no formant filtering, then
a proper female voice with mult = 1 and formant filtering for comparison.  Then some sweeps with increasing positive multipliers, then increasingly
negative.  Notice that negative multipliers increasingly accentuate the higher harmonics, giving moving/tracking "poor man's" formants, or that classic
"meow" sound.  Fixed (or nearly fixed) formants are clearly a much better way to do realistic vocals.  Note also that the multiplier values of +1 and -1
both give the same waveform and therefore identical sonic result (just the way things worked out, though this forms the basis of the two natural
progressions).  On the negative side all harmonics are present, on the positive side all are present for mult = +1, but some start going missing above that
(e.g mult = +2 gives only odd harmonics).

I believe synthesists used to go for this kind of thing (i.e. harmonic shaping via waveform) more when filters were prohibitively expensive in hardware or
software.

Next I intend to work on the volume axis modulation of the harmonic content a little more.  The modulation code (pitch and volume axis numbers
influencing performance parameters) has been significantly more tedious than I expected.

[EDIT] With mult = -5 it does a pretty realistic helicopter sound: (MP3) - so the meowing is good for something! (other than cats fighting)

tinkeringdude 7/2/2018 9:49:06 PM [1510]

Hehe, nice rendition of bicycle for 2 

Hah. I just remembered now... around the beginning of the new year I was playing with simple speech synthesis. 
Alas, I'm no further by now than I was. New year I was temp. unemployed, but no longer, so far less time  
But I did a quick hack job in stringing phonemes together, changing pitch and everything with a frickin windows gui timer, which is why it's so horribly
inaccurate. Also, there is no morphing between phonemes, much less a realistic one, and some of the consonants (esp. noisy fricative ones) are really
badly set up. 
Nonetheless, I was having some fun the last day or so I worked at this, to hack this together:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n-bEy9ISpM
http://www.mediafire.com/file/49md2t12ckt34xv/2018-07-01_daisy.mp3
http://www.mediafire.com/file/45df9dc0dy9q3d1/2018-07-02_pm_nco_mult.mp3
http://www.mediafire.com/file/758oqyb0ws1c23w/2018-07-02_heli.mp3


Note: the melody was an extra bad hack - oscillating filters that my experimental app happened to provide in abundance  So it's basically a bunch of
sines, which can sound really nasty, interspersed with saying from... well if you watched MTV in the 90's, you know what. 
one two three...

Ok, and of course, I had to try this... The transistions are so bad that it sounds like some freakazoid steampunk robot, you can hear the valves plunging
sometimes... But it gives me a vision of something to continue work on some time  
not quite Maria 

dewster 7/3/2018 6:59:23 PM [1511]

"... well if you watched MTV in the 90's, you know what"  - tinkeringdude

Very nice!  Both of them!  Phonemes stuck together without morphing is a really interesting effect!  Morphing of the various parameters gets it a lot
closer, but not all the way out of the uncanny valley.  Realistic vocal synthesis must drive researchers crazy, with more and more effort required to yield
increasingly diminished returns.  Just too many parameters with complex control functions, though I suppose even 1/2 way there is fine for weather
channels and such.

I watched MTV (and VH1) in the 80's so I missed that song (link).  And I really miss having wall-to-wall music video channels, they were a great thing
to have on as background at parties.  I guess YouTube more or less fills that gap now.

Pitch & Volume Axis Parameter Modulation
dewster 7/5/2018 2:29:58 PM [1512]

Pitch & Volume Axis Parameter Modulation

There's a lot going on with modulation parameters that probably isn't all that apparent, even in modular analog synths.  When, where, and how to scale
and apply them has been one of the tougher nuts for me (hence much whinging - sorry!).  Since I had to revisit this issue for the oscillator harmonic level
input, I thought I'd post a somewhat clearer explanation of it while it's still firmly in my head. 

The above is my current approach (implemented via subroutine) to modulating several parameters via the pitch and volume axis numbers.  The pitch
number associated with C0 and the volume number associated with -48dB are actually the same: 0xC000,0000 which is 3/4 of a full scale unsigned 32 bit
value.  So, except for a factor of 4 weighting favoring the pitch side, both the pitch and volume processing branches are identical.

Following the upper pitch branch: the (unsigned) linear pitch number has (unsigned) C0 subtracted from it.  This is a saturating unsigned subtraction
(negatives limit/clip to zero) so the result is also unsigned.  The result is at most 1/4, and it is multiplied by 4 to be full-scale.  After this the most
significant bit [31] is flipped (logically negated) to give a +/-1/2 (full) range signed value.  This is then (signed) multiplied with the (signed) modulation
knob parameter PMOD, yielding a +/-1/4 range signed value.  The volume branch is the same, but the result is right signed shifted by 2 to provide a
division of 4, yielding a +/-1/16 range signed value.  These are combined and used as a signed offset to various things, such as the (unsigned) filter
frequency shown at right.  Note that combining the pitch and volume modulation numbers by simple addition is safe to do, as the result will always be
less than +/-1/2, but the result with other things downstream requires saturating math.  Even if you did this stuff with floats you would need to saturate
somewhere.

Please note what isn't at all obvious (IMO) from the above diagram & explanation: the initial subtraction, *4, and NSb operations provide a signed value
that "hinges" (has zero crossing) about the midpoint of operation, which is C4 and -24dB, or 0xE000,0000.  Multiplying this by another signed "hinged"
value, PMOD / VMOD from the knob, creates a sort of "teeter-totter" with slope strength and direction controlled by the knob.  Since the pivot point is
mid-field, it's entirely possible to, say, make the knob value more positive and have it change the current static modulation negatively - which is fairly
counter-intuitive, but it seems that that's life in the big city.

The gain difference of 4 favoring the pitch side is to roughly make up for the generally more limited range the pitch field controls.  For the filters, setting
PMOD to +32 gives normal chromatic spacing, setting it to +63 gives ~twice this, and negative values give negative directional modulation.  You really
need one specific setting value to give exact chromatic tracking here (so ringing filters can be used as rough oscillators, so filters track the oscillators to
yield harmonic content similar to fixed waveforms, etc.).

So the above is nothing new in terms of how I was doing the filter modulation, but I think the explanation of the central nuance is much clearer.  The
above is however new for the oscillator harmonic level modulation.  Previously, I was only modulating the harmonic level with the volume axis, and only
in a positive (louder = more harmonics) way, which wasn't entirely ideal.  If you don't constrain the axis modulation and make it "hinge" about the mid-
field you get most of the change happening at the far-field, where the volume is too low to really hear it change.  

As for pitch axis modulation of harmonics, adding a bit of negative modulation seems to make human vocals more realistic sounding to me.  Which
makes sense because the low pitch end vocal "fry" needs lots of harmonics, whereas on the high pitch end the vocal process is entering falsetto territory,
which tends to be more mellow.  Traditional Theremin voices also tend to have more harmonics on the low pitch end due to oscillator coupling.  For
violin type sounds, negative volume modulation of the harmonics might help emulate the initial "skritching" of the bow.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/hb9x78fdezxcs53/u96.ogg/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/pxx9iez89ziyfg8/vissidarte-lessbreathy.ogg/file
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVxXbTk-zsQ


From many synthesis standpoints, it is extremely useful having a harmonic level input on the oscillator.

=================

It's strikes me as a bit odd that simple waveforms which merely accentuate upper harmonics (and not even in a fixed resonance way!) can sound anything
like a human voice.  Though I suppose waveforms like that don't generally exist in nature.  Kind of like literally any flying insect basing its navigation on
the sun and therefore being utterly confused by artificial lighting, everything our auditory system has been designed by nature to detect has been, up until
very recently, fairly simple (to generate) waveforms + resonant structures.

================= 

[EDIT] Here's a bit of "Danny Boy" (MP3) with the latest harmonic modulation.  I must say that it feels a little strange controlling somewhat realistic
sounding voices that aren't my own.  Here's hoping that articulating (matrix mod) the formant frequencies will add even more realism.

Dueling Modulations
dewster 7/7/2018 5:11:42 AM [1516]

Dueling Modulations

Adding pitch axis modulation to the oscillator harmonic level has IMO increased vocal realism by accentuating fry and mellowing out the higher
registers, but it has also introduced the possibility of no harmonics when what you actually want is a minimal level.  The volume and pitch axis numbers,
when combined via various signs and gains, can easily push the harmonic level down to zero, but in reality vocal harmonics never go so low as to be a
sine wave.  So today I added a "minimum harmonics" knob which seems to have fixed that.  It's weird, but the lack of all harmonics is a distinctly audible
state, even if it is smoothly segued into.

I know I just said this, but having a variable harmonic level is an incredibly powerful synthesis generalization.  Stuff you might otherwise do via clipping
/ overload is easily done independent of amplitude (though of course you can have it track amplitude if you wish).  This new oscillator is a dream come
true for me, gobs of variable harmonics and no audible aliasing.  Most (all?) musical instruments have variable harmonic content, and things like tuba
sounds are pretty easy to synthesize when it's a modulation input. 

When recording multiple voices in Audition (multi-track mode), I've noticed the pitch correction pulling things too close to perfect, causing phasing
issues.  So for harmonies and such (which I really want to get into) I'll probably have to dial it back or disable it.  My playing ability is getting to the
point where I probably don't need it as much, though it has been a welcome set of "training wheels" for this noob, at the very least a psychological crutch,
increasing my early confidence.

Fry's Creak
dewster 7/7/2018 3:39:30 PM [1517]

Fry's Creak

I've gotta find some kind of process that does "creaky" voice.  I recorded me doing it, with my mouth closed, microphone next to my nose.  You can
capture all kinds of noisy phenomena this way, but this snippet for me stands out:

The fundamental before the cursor is ~85Hz.  Immediately after the cursor there is a strong 1/2 harmonic at ~42Hz, and you can see the low / high
periodic amplitude modulation that's producing it.  Further to the right the periodicity goes to roughly 3 or 4 cycles, with a ramp up.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/api1i6ena11uhfc/2018-07-05_danny_boy.mp3


I think what's going on is the springy air pressure from my lungs is so low that it's only good to get oscillation going, but poops out in a rather dramatic
fashion with a peak.  It would be nice to capture or emulate this on the prototype but I'm not sure how.  Pitch and volume would definitely be inputs, as it
should only occur at low values of both together.  Maybe some sort of integrate and dump?  With a variable residual it might form a rather chaotic system
without the explicit addition of noise (a sort of non-linearly dumping delta sigma modulator).

Headbanger's Ball
dewster 7/12/2018 2:05:29 PM [1518]

Headbanger's Ball

Still pondering and spreadsheeting, trying to find some way to do creaky voice and similar.  It's a strange thing because it's semi-oscillatory, yet semi
stochastic, and these things are mostly at odds with each other.  At the very base I've got an oscillator which is entirely oscillatory, and am trying to
shoehorn it into a stochastic setting.  It's probably sufficient to put some sort of volume envelope on the oscillator to make it sound creaky, though I
believe the envelope would have to somehow be "aware" of the oscillator cycles in order to properly manipulate them, and I have no idea how to best do
this.

In the process I've again looked at first and second order delta sigma modulators.  First order is perhaps not stochastic enough, second order likely too
stochastic.  Maybe threshold and filter white noise somehow?   I feel a bit dead in the water, which is usually a sign that I haven't experimented enough,
am looking at things wrong, or haven't read the right paper yet (who knows).  It seems I'm not very good at coming up with basic things, but feel
competent enough at refining them and integrating them into my setup once I find them.

One big trap in this biz is seeing waveforms, rather than harmonics, as the goal.  The vocal researchers fall into it when they filter the resonances away
and are left with a hooked hump, which they go to a lot of trouble to mathematically model, anti-alias, DC restore, etc. rather than looking for a more
efficient and controllable process which produces the same or highly similar harmonic content.  The only harmonic content uniquely tied one-to-one to a
specific waveform is the sine wave, which is something to keep in mind always.

Another of my "rules of thumb" with regard to harmonics generation: if the oscillator algorithm "switches modes" depending on the current phase of the
waveform (i.e. where you are in the current cycle) then it's probably a bad algorithm.  Mode switching might seem fine when simulating low frequencies,
but phase points are not very clear cut at higher frequencies, where only a handful of phase values end up defining the output waveform.  The hooked
hump falls afoul of this rule as well.

In the end, I've found that the more general the approach to synthesis the more broadly useful the final result.  The trick is in nailing down what is general
and implementing it.  It's rather like figuring out which opcodes to put in your processor.

Pitch Correction (part 10?)
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Pitch Correction (part 10?)

I'm noticing with pitch correction that sometimes the pitch sounds "too perfect" or "honky" - a bit of vibrato breaks this up, but I find myself avoiding
constant tones when doing vocals, and perhaps over-using vibrato.  This got me to thinking that the linear slew function could instead be replaced by a
first order low pass filter.  The correcting action would therefore be stronger (faster) when way off of the note, but softer (slower) when closer to the note.
 So I did the replacement and am playing around with it.  As I've said before, unless it's cranked way up to pitch quantization, pitch correction is very
subtle, and you have to become accustomed to it to get a feel of what's really going on and with how it interacts (for better / worse) with your playing
style.

Thought I'd do a quick technical demo of the pitch and volume axis harmonic modulation for vocals: (MP3).  I think you'll be able to easily hear that the
waveform gets brighter at higher volume (vmod+) to accentuate non-linearities; and also at lower pitch (pmod-) to accentuate fry.  The first 3 are female,
done at high / mid / low octaves (via my RH playing position) and the second 3 are male, with male and female sweeps at the end.  There is a lower limit
to keep sine waves from creeping in, but I'm finding that, for vocals at least, I keep the minimum knob value set to the nominal knob value - so perhaps
there is an opportunity here to remove a knob?  I need to play with more extreme settings to see if there is any advantage to keeping them separate.  IMO
knob/setting removal (if it can be done without crippling or lobotomizing things) is a good goal, as too many settings can confuse things and clutter up
the UI if they don't add sufficient value.

[EDIT] I don't think I'll combine the minimum and nominal knobs as there seem to be "effects" type uses for different values, particularly when doing
"reverse" type modulations. 

Pitch Correction (part 10.5)
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Pitch Correction (part 10.5)

Now that I'm using a conventional 1st order low pass filter on the pitch corrector instead of a slew limiter, and also now that I have a better "feel" for how
pitch correction interacts with my playing style, I thought this might be a good point at which to experiment with higher filter orders.  A 2nd order really
starts to noticeably separate the vibrato from the nominal pitch!  And a 4th order does this even more - I can dial it all the way up to pitch quantization
and still introduce some vibrato, which I absolutely couldn't do with the slew limiter or 1st order filter.  I wonder if / where the sweet spot for filter order
is here?

http://www.mediafire.com/file/cytr3543wc3s1a2/2018-07-13_vocals.mp3


Here's a quick demo (MP3) where I have it set to a moderate amount of correction and smoothly move with vibrato over a range, then move smoothly
over a range without vibrato so you can more clearly hear the chromatic stepping, then with the same settings play that patriotic ditty for the 14th (!) of
July so you can maybe tell here and there what it sounds like during normal musical play.  

Large phrased or staccato pitch steps can be pretty tough to do on a conventional Theremin, but they're relatively easy on the prototype once you develop
sufficient eye/hand coordination.  And the combo of pitch correction and real-time pitch display keep my pitch from wandering when playing
unaccompanied (without these aids / cues I tend to float sharp over time).

[EDIT] So here's the higher level view of the pitch side:

Not much, but the basics are sometimes strangely difficult (for me at least).  Where in the processing chain do you put the "tune to another instrument
that isn't in tune" knob?  I found what I've been doing got broken at some point, and having the tuning offset point located at the tuner didn't change
anything in terms of audio output / displayed pitch.  Just about every setting leading up to the linearized pitch number changes it, and with no change to
the pitch correction note bin locations, so the solution is to offset the post pitch corrected output.  I've got a pre and post correction option going to the
tuner, and prefer (at this point anyway) to view the pre corrected pitch on the tuner.  The final exponential pitch number is only used by one component
(the oscillator) so in the end I may move the exponentiation there rather than have a global function providing it.  It's all very much like analog synths,
where the interconnect signals are mostly linear, with exponentiation happening inside the oscillators and filters.  Things you don't think about a whole
lot unless you're the one implementing them.

tinkeringdude 7/15/2018 10:57:22 AM [1521]

'I watched MTV (and VH1) in the 80's so I missed that song '

(sorry for straying further off topic here, I feel I have to comment on this "song")

Well, as an adolescent, that "song" was kinda fun and all, but knowing the actual music behind it, I must say they kinda butchered it. Them playing the
melody and not getting the chords right at every time makes me cringe a little in places, and then the silly overuse of the "orchestral hit" sound sample 

 Well, you had to experiment with those new ROMpler thingies back then, I guess.

The music is a simplified adaptation of the main theme from this movie soundtrack here, which I find enjoyable to listen to by itself. Maybe only because
I saw the film, hard to tell.

Das Boot - Soundtrack, 1h14m 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gB2ePUPk83g

Composed by Klaus Doldinger, a reknown jazz/fusion performer and composer of several film scores. I like his style of using synthesizers. You can hear
he knows what he's doing, it's different from some more or less clueless fumbler with synths trying to create pop music with it, or 90's+ dance music (not
saying I don't enjoy some of that nonetheless). Yet he also doesn't sound purely like "doing classical using synths as approximation of classical
instruments", he does do some uniquely synth things with them, in addition to composition.

That movie was rather gripping. Remembering seeing a rerun of the "short" cinema version way back, I actually watched the ~ 5h long bluray version
(glued together TV mini series that was made after the theatrical release - or rather, just not cut away as much as for the cinema version) a year ago, I
don't think I ever voluntarily watched a movie anywhere near that long, lol. 
It's just a huge bummer that the English overdub is rather horrible. Not because it's spoken by the actual actors, hey, you'd expect (exaggerated) German
accent in american movies there, too, hehe. But they heavily sanitized the lower ranks roughneck crewmen talk, which was dirty, sometimes in a
bizarre/sexual way, for american cinema, completely distorting the dialogs' meaning, topics, everything, and makes it totally goofy, instead of following
the attempt of recreating the atmosphere in that smelly, crowded, underwater metal cigar. There was no talk about no damn fat valkyries in the original,
aaargh!
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Thanks for the pointer, tinkeringdude!  I'm giving the soundtrack a listen as I type this.  I'm more impressed with synth qua synth, rather than as a toy
effect or orchestral fake (thought those have their moments too).  I can get into William Orbit's "Pieces in a Modern Style" (the first one, not the second
so much) but, try as I might, could never understand the allure of "Switched On Bach" (other than as some kind of quaint technological milestone) though
I have tremendous respect for the early trail-blazers in all their forms.  Have you listened to the soundtrack to "To Live & Die in LA"?  (link)  I've just
about worn that CD out.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/ext6j267h5rrghf/2018-07-14_spangled.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gB2ePUPk83g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bf4x36XKhsM&list=OLAK5uy_mDtc9OJenhBFRvtxeicj2ZEKQ25TUKzHQ


I'm a huge movie fan (watch at least one per day) but Das Boot is one I haven't seen for some reason (I was 26 when it hit theaters).  I guess I'm not super
attracted to war films, though that one looks like it was really well done (in all of its many forms!).  From what some IMDb reviewers say, the English
subtitles  were "sanitized" as well, a double shame as I usually prefer to watch foreign film in their native tongue with subtitles.  They seem to think we're
a bunch of babies here, and maybe they're right ("F-bomb" etc. - don't get me started).  

American movies from the 1930's are among my favorites.  Without the chromanance blurring things, black and white can be remarkably hi-def.  The
theater industry was firing on all cylinders, with some fantastic actors, writers, directors cranking out reliably entertaining fare at a breakneck clip.  The
"pre-code" era alas didn't last nearly as long as it should have, with all of the interesting adult content (not nudity per se, but issues real adults deal with)
squashed by the Hays code around 1934.  The code was finally cast off in the late 60s, another era I'm fond of for its experimentalism. 

Velocity Envelope (part 100?)
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Velocity Envelope (part 100?)

After having practiced some songs for a while, I believe the pitch correction code has been significantly improved by swapping out the slew limiter with
a 4th order filter as discussed earlier.  As I said, even with the correction high enough to be in the quantization zone I can now introduce a little vibrato if
I do so rather carefully so as not to "pop" over to the adjacent notes.  This lets me do stuff like horn voices with a bit of realistic and interesting sounding
vibrato added to it.

This has got me reviewing at the velocity envelope code for what feels like the zillionth time.  But now I see what is wrong with it: I'm adding the
velocity to the nominal volume signal before exponentiating it, and an add before an exponentiation is equivalent to a multiplication after.  This is why
scaling the velocity with LOG2 before the add works so well, as it somewhat mitigates the effective multiplication.  

The thing I can't seem to keep in my head is this: there is nothing linear in an analog Theremin - everything is exponential!  Heterodyning resolves to
an exponentially spaced pitch, the volume control voltage is used to directly control a linear VCA, etc.

As an experiment I moved the velocity code after EXP2 and made it a high pass filter rather than a peak hold and linear slew limit.  But with this
configuration the result of velocity hand movement is proportional to where my hand is in the field, weaker farther out, stronger closer in, which I don't
like.  I also made it bi-directional, so negative movements cause abrupt cut-off, which is interesting.  But then the smoothness of the decay is super
dependent on the steadiness of my hand after the velocity movement, which I also don't like.

[EDIT] So I think I can probably improve what I've got a bit by being more mindful of the linear / exponential regimes and their mixing.  I may remove
the attack control as the function of softer attack can be accomplished with lower velocity gain / less steep volume knee.  Reverse envelopes and the like
are kinda fun and all to mess with once or twice, but I don't see a lot of serious need for them.  And I still think it's best to have envelopes "trigger" at the
knee point, where the knee gain accentuates the velocity, and at a fixed point in space.

2^10 = 1024 ~= 1000
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2^10 = 1024 ~= 1000

An interesting coincidence that gives us a valuable binary/decimal equivalence point that's easy to remember; e.g. 10 bits of resolution give a 1000:1
ratio.

Another handy thing is a one bit, which is a 2:1 ratio (octave), is almost exactly 6dB; e.g. the 16 bit PCM audio dynamic range is 6dB * 16bits = 96dB

Also, a 10:1 ratio is exactly 20dB; e.g. the "20dB pad" switch on your mixing console or high-end stereo reduces the signal to 1/10.

1/f is 6dB per octave, or 20dB per decade, or a first order change.  A second order change is 1/f^2, 12dB per octave, 40dB per decade.  Third order is
1/f^3, 18dB, 60dB, etc.  I use these all the time when thinking about filters.

I've found that 1/2 the 16 bit PCM dynamic range, or -48dB, is right around the threshold of hearing for an "average" signal in an "average" setting
(which includes headphones).  48dB = 20dB + 20dB + 8dB, or a ratio of roughly 10 * 10 * 2.5 = 250, or 8 bits.  You of course want your signals to go
fully off (-96dB) when turned off.

===========

"This has got me reviewing at the velocity envelope code for what feels like the zillionth time.  But now I see what is wrong with it: I'm adding the velocity
to the nominal volume signal before exponentiating it, and an add before an exponentiation is equivalent to a multiplication after.  This is why scaling the
velocity with LOG2 before the add works so well, as it somewhat mitigates the effective multiplication."  -- me, above

I think I was kind of wrong saying this, as I add a bunch of stuff linearly and then exponentiate it in other places and it works fine.  Then I thought it was
an offset issue, as the 32 bit linear signals need a huge offset to even start producing exponential results, but velocity is generally riding on top of a large
nominal volume position signal to begin with, so that's probably not it.  I'm thinking maybe the main problem with the way I'm handling velocity is the
smallness of the signal and the small variability of velocity with hand movement.  The forearm and hand are a sort of sprung mass which is easy to get
moving quickly but perhaps rather difficult to make move all that much faster?  And the hand doesn't move all that far in 1/48kHz so the difference signal
is small and rather noisy when sufficiently gained up (2^10 to 2^16 or so via the knob, this on top of the extra change the knee introduces).
 Differentiating is inherently noisy, but a certain amount of integration of it (low pass filtering or averaging) could be done as the bandwidth feeding it is
<100Hz.  It's somewhat counter-intuitive to contemplate the integration a differentiation.

Putzing around with other stuff, added an auto-offset to the volume and pitch when doing an auto-calibrate (initiated via encoder pushbutton) that I
should have done ages ago as I always have to add 25 or so to the pitch.  And I never null the volume, which means I've been using a somewhat less than



ideally linear volume field for all my experimenting to date.  Also added a 50Hz option to the hum filter for those bathed in the "other" EMF.  Tried
adding an extra HPF to conduct the vibrato signal when the pitch is highly quantized, but it didn't seem to produce positive results.  Often it's hard for me
to tell if I just didn't give it the old school try or if it's a real dead-end, so a certain minimal level of effort has to be put into serious putzing to have any
assurance of the result, one way or the other.

===========

Read a story on Hacker news where the writer was contemplating coding up a good touchpad interface for Linux.  Not to knock him personally, and not
saying I know everything, and not saying people can't learn once they're out of college (indeed that's generally where the most in-depth learning happens)
but I think coders often don't have sufficient engineering background - in this case signals and control theory - to do much more than hack on stuff unless
they really dig into what they're actually trying to accomplish with the code.  I don't code to the prevailing "best practices" (though I don't intentionally
not do that), but I enjoy coding and try to do it well - coding to me is an exact functional description of the problem solution in that medium, and a means
to an engineering end.  I suppose I kind of don't believe in the idea of "coder" as a generic job as it rather misses the whole point behind the coding,
though perhaps with that I'm making something of a straw man argument.  But I've seen some pretty bad code in my time, and feel surrounded by terrible
examples in most modern household appliances (anything with a sensor &  feedback & averaging going on is almost guaranteed to be obviously
botched). (#notallcoders)
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"the writer was contemplating coding up a good touchpad interface for Linux.  Not to knock him personally, and not saying I know everything, and not
saying people can't learn once they're out of college (indeed that's generally where the most in-depth learning happens) but I think coders often don't
have sufficient engineering background - in this case signals and control theory - to do much more than hack on stuff unless they really dig into what
they're actually trying to accomplish with the code."

Ok, so there is one domain specific thing that the guy maybe doesn't know about, other people don't know much about many other domains and couldn't
provide quality solutions made in software within those domains. 
Then there are domains that he knows about, and there he can create good solutions? 

In this instance, I guess "touchpad" sounds innocuous enough for someone who is not aware of the underlying engineering challenges to get it "really
right". Although you may call it botched, but is it really in the case where it works, if "works" means it does what the user expects and there doesn't seem
to be missing anything? 
But even just the simple fact of not having thought deeply about / thoroughly investigated a subject makes one susceptible to fall in the trap of thinking
it's easy, at first, I guess. 
I have to say I have been somewhat shocked by your thread here, I had not imagined that making intuitive, properly working controls for such a musical
instrument would be such a deep topic by itself and entail the amount of R&D which can be witnessed here. 
Then again, your theremin also goes beyond currently existing designs in what it does, that may also be part of it.

I guess throwing simple stuff like averaging on something is an attempt of getting something to work well enough quickly enough, without having to
think a lot. Can sometimes be the right thing to do? As for the particulars, well I don't have this mathematical and signals theory background and only
pick something little up here and there. To me, averaging makes random noise cancel out over time, which sometimes seems exactly the thing needed.

"I don't code to the prevailing "best practices" (though I don't intentionally not do that), but I enjoy coding and try to do it well" 

Best practices, or a subset of them, are somewhat contextual, I would say, though. 
And also a bit a thing of "a school" and consistency within that, in which all makes sense and does work - but then there is a great intersection of
principles between those, which is just objectively right, or so it seems, as ignoring them consistently apparently inevitably produces disaster, depending
on overall circumstances. 
Those practices are heuristics, though. People who are extremely good probably know when to ditch them and by how much, but not everyone is or needs
to be extremely good - those practices also helps them, without the benefit of the deeper understanding that the superstars of the scene may have.

Do keep in mind that such best practices are usually intended with keeping in mind of development as a process, not you, some single dude, think
something up, implement it, cast in iron (or rather silicon) and that's it. What if someone else (which may also be future you) has to revisit the project,
maybe change some aspect of its nature or at least extend it because new customer X wants it and boss can't say "no"? And many people working on a
thing and having to be able to quickly understand the others' code... people leave or get sick, or are on leave. 
It may exist, but I have not come across projects with a scope such as your theremin and a dozen (let alone 2) electrical engineers working on it, with
shifting assignments of who works on what part, later maintaining and sometimes extending it. 
A bit a thing of perspective and particular needs within a given scenario / circumstances, I guess.

" - coding to me is an exact functional description of the problem solution in that medium, and a means to an engineering end."

You're assuming that you actually understand what you are building up front, or if it's a contract work, that even the customer understands what he wants
and needs, while in reality, he may begin to understand that 6 months down the line. 
Now I do see that you have your R&D journey here and things are not carved in stone from the beginning. But with many collaborators and annoying
customers who actually want to see stuff and like to argue why you are wrong about why certain things need to be this or that way even though they
clearly don't understand...yet..., and really like to change their mind often about requirements and scope, it's much more difficult than the luxury of
assuming there is one thing, for which a clear cut functional description exists, that you can "code", and that that's all that you have to think about - "the"
mere technical solution itself. But much of the effort is far from just being that, or, what "that" is, keeps changing, and not really to anyone's fault. There
are always a lot of nasty dependencies of different kinds and levels (technical and social). 
Best practices are not just random, they have been won by lots of pain and agony, and may help reducing that in future projects  
But I would guess that, the "tinier" one aspect of a supposed "best practice" gets, the more likely it's actually silly bureaucrat-ish nonsense without real
merit.

By the way, I have seen quite atrocious code made by EE's  Probably the mathematical solution of the problem is totally great and all, but the rest...
Although those were also a few not extremely "coding happy" EEs, they did it when they had to, so probably, there are just many hours and insights
about problems in certain regards missing...  
(I've also seen horrible code from physicists, probably the smartest guys I know, but that doesn't make an instant great software developer out of
everyone, apparently. ) 
Now you may doubt my non-engineer judgment about that all you like, but stuff I have done as a teen and learned the hard way it'll come back and bite
me in the butt, does not turn into a good idea when done by a proper engineer  



"I suppose I kind of don't believe in the idea of "coder" as a generic job as it rather misses the whole point behind the coding, though perhaps with that
I'm making something of a straw man argument."

I don't really like the term "coder", it sounds like something that probably should be automated, lol. A "mere" translation from one domain into another.
Although real-world coding involves craftsmanship that's not to be sneezed at. I consider myself a "software developer", and some design of hopefully
sound systems is involved. Solving problems. Not nearly everything that can be and needs to be done in software requires application of theory about
signals and controlling. (I'm not saying it couldn't actually be advantageous to maybe view certain things in that light even if it's not directly taught in that
context, though let's be honest, not even every engineer thinks out of the box a lot like that)

"Computer science" and all its offshoots, or even just software development without lots of theory, has so many so deeply specialized sub areas these
days it's not funny, I lost track. 
People seem to be willing to pay them for some reason, maybe they feel they're actually providing solutions to their problems. 
I wonder how many of the Linux kernel developers know the first thing of control theory. Okay, probably a few more than, say, people in enterprise
business type software  But those also can't afford to be stupid. Different domains. There are so many, on mere mortal can be expert in them all. I'm
not saying some aren't intellectually harder than others. I don't see how any point is being missed by anyone, though. (which is probably because I am
missing one here  I'm sure I'll be lectured) 
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tinkeringdude, I was really afraid you might think I was trolling you!  Hence the #notallcoders hashtag...

"In this instance, I guess "touchpad" sounds innocuous enough for someone who is not aware of the underlying engineering challenges to get it "really
right". Although you may call it botched, but is it really in the case where it works, if "works" means it does what the user expects and there doesn't seem
to be missing anything?"

Sorry, I should have given more background.  The author was lamenting that Apple had seemingly perfected the trackpad device driver, which made
switching to Linux a bad experience for him.  There are apparently 3 Linux drivers to choose from but they all reportedly suck in comparison to the
Apple, and the Windows driver is somewhere in between in quality.  The author thought he might take a few months and fix the situation, though he was
quite vague about what that might entail, and quite honest about his vagueness.  I suppose I was wondering aloud what in his background, other than
coding, equipped him for such an undertaking, though he wasn't being egotistical or anything.  (Personally I can't stand trackpads, a decent wireless
mouse is inexpensive and worlds better, though I would prefer a built-in optical trackball for portability reasons, but those went out of vogue long ago.)
 Making a driver that would please someone this finicky seems like it would take a lot of deep knowledge and finesse? 

"And also a bit a thing of "a school" and consistency within that, in which all makes sense and does work - but then there is a great intersection of
principles between those, which is just objectively right, or so it seems, as ignoring them consistently apparently inevitably produces disaster, depending
on overall circumstances. 
Those practices are heuristics, though. People who are extremely good probably know when to ditch them and by how much, but not everyone is or needs
to be extremely good - those practices also helps them, without the benefit of the deeper understanding that the superstars of the scene may have." 

I agree, nicely put.

"What if someone else (which may also be future you) has to revisit the project, maybe change some aspect of its nature or at least extend it because new
customer X wants it and boss can't say "no"? And many people working on a thing and having to be able to quickly understand the others' code... people
leave or get sick, or are on leave."

The future me often encounters my old code and wonders WTF I was thinking!  For that me I above all try to make my code as direct and as free of
"tricks" as possible.  Emergent behavior is great and all but it can be a bear to puzzle through and convince yourself that you've safely covered all
scenarios and failure modes.  Code can never be made clear enough it seems, it's always a chore picking it back up.

"By the way, I have seen quite atrocious code made by EE's  Probably the mathematical solution of the problem is totally great and all, but the rest...
Although those were also a few not extremely "coding happy" EEs, they did it when they had to, so probably, there are just many hours and insights about
problems in certain regards missing...  
(I've also seen horrible code from physicists, probably the smartest guys I know, but that doesn't make an instant great software developer out of
everyone, apparently. ) 
Now you may doubt my non-engineer judgment about that all you like, but stuff I have done as a teen and learned the hard way it'll come back and bite
me in the butt, does not turn into a good idea when done by a proper engineer"

I hear you Hoss, and totally concur! :-)  EE's, at least the one's I've encountered, are often (usually?) sloppy coders, I don't know why.  I realize the
human tendency is to believe "everyone else's code stinks" but wow, I've seen (and spent way too much time re-writing) some hair-raising awful HDL
code in my time.  And not just code, I've seen fairly terrible HW designs, like so bad entire teams are kept busy for years playing bop the gopher with all
the bugs.  The worst by far was a terrible EE designing a couple of terrible ASICs at the core of an entire product line.  They were first to market and
made money and everything, but OMFG, life's too short to spend it cleaning up after hacks.  After enough of that you don't want to work with anyone on
anything the least bit creative (hence my permanent state of whinging).  I realize a lot of bad design is due to inexperience - they let me do a lot of stuff
that I probably shouldn't have been that near and it still haunts me a bit - I suppose everyone has to start somewhere.  But some never stop starting! :-)

Once sat in a meeting with timing IC reps, and a tech manager who was directing a department of developers hoping to build a feature that distributed
sub-ns timing over the network.  The tech manager clearly had zero knowledge of control theory and was asking pretty stupid questions.  The reps looked
flabbergasted and I permanently lost some faith in engineering and management that day.  Good times!  :-)

Programming Your Brain
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Programming Your Brain



This project has a lot of detail (some would say at least partially needlessly so due to the custom processor, and on a bad day I might agree) covering a lot
of different areas.  The other day I was working on the integer library (because I was working on a filter because I wanted to try something in the pitch
corrector because...) and wondered if adding mixed signed add and subtract could remove a cycle or two from the subroutine in question.  So I looked at
the current opcode arrangement / decoding and ultimately decided against it, but an afternoon was gone in a puff of smoke, most of it spent reacquainting
myself with gritty details I'd implemented and forgotten.  I end up doing this a lot, it sometimes takes me days or even more than a week to get fully back
into a groove that I had known quite well at one time - reprogramming the brain (or at least my brain) for technical activity isn't very efficient, and it
makes one quite aware of how much and how quickly the brain simply forgets detail.

If you ever find yourself designing a 2 operand machine, you definitely want the "A signed * B unsigned = AB signed" type extended (upper 32 bits)
multiplication in there somewhere.  You'll use it everywhere for polynomial and filter coefficients, volume control, etc.  The reverse operation, "A
unsigned * B signed = AB unsigned" doesn't seem to have nearly as many uses.  This was not obvious to me at all, even after having spent much time
analyzing it up front, until I started programming the thing in earnest.  You are often treating the 32 bit value as a fraction, so the unsigned range is [0:1)
and the signed range is [-0.5:+0.5).  Multiplying signed * unsigned doesn't change the resulting range of [-0.5:+0.5), but multiplying unsigned * signed
reduces it to [0:0.5) because the negative portion gets lopped off.  And fractional signed values are just weird in general because the sign often cuts into
the range, e.g. multiply two signed fractions and the range reduces to [-0.25:+0.25] so I find I don't do that very much in actual use.  That the resulting
range includes +0.25 is actually problematic because it means you can't simply multiply the result by 2 to restore the range without checking this one lone
corner case.
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Hehe, no thinking of trolling, there was enough truth in that post, just confused by some details or the angle of view.

"Making a driver that would please someone this finicky seems like it would take a lot of deep knowledge and finesse? " 
Maybe it's also a matter of taste. I can't stand Apple stuff. Who knows in what weird way that works they claim is genius! 
My notebook luckily has the driver option to auto-deactivate touchpad whenever a mouse is connected, also known as "always". My mouse tracks every
surface so far excellently, if needbe my pants on the thigh - still better than the annoying touchpad which tends to be in the way...

Lenovo has this interesting red rubber thing on some of their notebooks. I don't know what's inside. You apply some force with a finger in X,Y direction,
and barely move/deform it at all, but it reacts like some sort of analog joystick, with minute movements. 
I at first never used it and dismissed it as a toy, but for me, now it surely beats touchpad when I have no mouse.

A relative uses an USB trackball by Logitech(?) for some hand problems which make use of a mouse very uncomfortable. So that still exists, if as an
external device.

"above all try to make my code as direct and as free of "tricks" as possible.  Emergent behavior is great and all" 
Lol! Code like I imagine from reading this ("emergent...") warrants the emergence of a large fly swatter right on somebodies behind. 
There is this one saying: "Debugging a piece of code is 10x harder than writing it. So if you're being as clever as can be writing it, you're by definition
not smart enough to debug it." Seems accurate enough.

"puzzle through and convince yourself that you've safely covered all scenarios and failure modes." 
If you are speaking of times when you need to change code not well understood anymore and the fear of breaking something without noticing: 
I have no clue of HW dev equivalents or applicability, but in software, for this there are unit tests (using test frameworks for different languages &
environments, to not repeat all the work common to all tests, and to automate stuff)

There's a wide spread notion that this isn't practical for embedded projects. The book "test driven development for embedded C" disagrees. I have not
really worked through that book yet, though  
Of course one can't practically cover everything. But to check whether a module does basically what it's supposed to, how it reacts to edge cases. 
If you then change something and the tests are run through and something changed the behavior, it explodes in your face and you know you need to fix it. 
If it seems difficult or complicated to test edge cases of a module, that module is probably less of a module and more of a ball of wool *after* the cat
played with it. Or worse, the whole system is like that. Dependencies make isolated testing hard / impossible - so just trying to do that will even warn you
about maintainability problems in the code one may not have thought about before, because one was not forced to.

For parts of a system which are highly experimental in R&D, it is probably less practical, because a lot of things are expected to be moving a lot for a
while, and it would be tiresome to change tests all the time. 
Also, if only one person works on something and changes being made to (not experimental) parts of code at some point is very unlikely, the cost/benefit
is perhaps less good than in other scenarios.

"Code can never be made clear enough it seems" 
Indeed, and some of the "best practices" also help make it clearer. If e.g. code is composed in a way that there's never too much complexity in one place,
it's easier to follow than a  page of code that jumps between levels of abstractions all the time, forcing the reader to context-switch a lot, which is
mentally exhausting, and makes one error prone in attempts of getting what's going on, for at some point your mind will just be in the wrong frame... 
Which means: keep things simple, and reasonably split responsibility into smaller units of code (files, modules, classes, whatever). 
That was a thing that really bugged me about the code at a former work place. Where the "lead" (more boss than lead) hadn't heard of separation of
concerns. When the editor is showing a really tiny scroll bar, one might as well take the hint that the source file is too damn large  And then of course
he had variables accessed from everywhere throughout the system and couldn't possibly be aware of all potential race conditions. Not to mention that it's
smelly to begin with that accesses of the same variable from different logical layers of the program are happening... as well as HW driver functions being
accessed from different levels in the logical hierarchy of the program... who needs a well defined flow structure or resource access, or clearly separated
responsibilities anyway!?

"I've seen (and spent way too much time re-writing) some hair-raising awful HDL code in my time." 
I couldn't comment on hardware languages. I sometimes suspected when some EE wrote some funny piece of software that they were thinking in
hardware design mode which didn't translate too well. But as I have at best very sketchy ideas about what HW design is like, I don't give too much
weight to that hypothesis  We'll see, if the day ever comes that I actually look into FPGA, whether I'll do the reverse and my EE colleague laughs at
me for it 

"But some never stop starting! :-)" 
Sounds somewhat like: 
https://daedtech.com/how-developers-stop-learning-rise-of-the-expert-beginner/
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"Hehe, no thinking of trolling, there was enough truth in that post, just confused by some details or the angle of view."

That's a relief!  I was wielding a pretty broad brush and didn't mean to get any paint on you! :-)

"Maybe it's also a matter of taste. I can't stand Apple stuff. Who knows in what weird way that works they claim is genius!"

Well, some folks I like a lot like them a lot, so I try not to step on toes, but as one wag stated they seem to be more of a fashion company at this point.

"Lenovo has this interesting red rubber thing on some of their notebooks. I don't know what's inside. You apply some force with a finger in X,Y direction,
and barely move/deform it at all, but it reacts like some sort of analog joystick, with minute movements."

I had one of those as corporate issue and could never get into the eraser thingie, though I can't say I tried all that hard.  There are comparisons to naughty
bits that I shan't go into. :-)

"A relative uses an USB trackball by Logitech(?) for some hand problems which make use of a mouse very uncomfortable. So that still exists, if as an
external device."

I've owned and used a lot of trackballs, the early ones rode on rods that, if they weren't properly hardened and heat treated, actually wore away pretty
quickly with the plastic ball rubbing against them - something that seems kind of impossible but there it is.  Logitech makes an OK one but lacks a scroll
wheel, which is a must IMO.  Used a Kensington Expert for years, works well if you remove the magnet in the outer dial, but the whole thing is way too
high in the sky, leading to wrist fatigue.  Good build but overpriced.  The default pointing device in many early laptops was a small trackball, and I have
no earthly idea why that changed, as everything else seems quite inferior.

"Lol! Code like I imagine from reading this ("emergent...") warrants the emergence of a large fly swatter right on somebodies behind."

It seems quite common among HDL hackers.  A counter or two coupled to async statements, sometimes the flops are off somewhere else, grouped
together for no obvious reason.  The worst is schematic capture of "standard logic" type boxes, no clue as to what's going on, just a pile of unnamed
wires.  Best practice is to use state machines, but they don't interact with counters all that well - get two clocked things together and the timing becomes
almost impossible to simulate in your head.  I've sort of come full circle, from counters + async, to state machines, and back again, though I use state
machines when they really make sense.  Clean consistent code layout, comments for most sub blocks, short but descriptive signal naming, "right sized"
modules (not too complicated but not trivial either), and all with an eye towards ease of verification.

"I have no clue of HW dev equivalents or applicability, but in software, for this there are unit tests (using test frameworks for different languages &
environments, to not repeat all the work common to all tests, and to automate stuff)"

HDL has this too, for medium to large projects there is often is a sim guy who does nothing (!) but run scenarios with a gauntlet of theoretical and
previous pass / failure cases.  It's good and bad, I think it can make HDL coders (even more) sloppy and lazy.  For me testing is an absolutely essential
and enjoyable experience, but I have zero interest in catching anyone else's bugs.

"Of course one can't practically cover everything. But to check whether a module does basically what it's supposed to, how it reacts to edge cases. 
If you then change something and the tests are run through and something changed the behavior, it explodes in your face and you know you need to fix it.
 If it seems difficult or complicated to test edge cases of a module, that module is probably less of a module and more of a ball of wool *after* the cat
played with it. Or worse, the whole system is like that. Dependencies make isolated testing hard / impossible - so just trying to do that will even warn you
about maintainability problems in the code one may not have thought about before, because one was not forced to."

Exactly.  Preach it brother!

"Indeed, and some of the "best practices" also help make it clearer. If e.g. code is composed in a way that there's never too much complexity in one place,
it's easier to follow than a  page of code that jumps between levels of abstractions all the time, forcing the reader to context-switch a lot, which is
mentally exhausting, and makes one error prone in attempts of getting what's going on, for at some point your mind will just be in the wrong frame... 
Which means: keep things simple, and reasonably split responsibility into smaller units of code (files, modules, classes, whatever)."

Yes, KISS, modularity for ease of understanding and verification.

"When the editor is showing a really tiny scroll bar, one might as well take the hint that the source file is too damn large"

LOL!

"And then of course he had variables accessed from everywhere throughout the system and couldn't possibly be aware of all potential race conditions.
Not to mention that it's smelly to begin with that accesses of the same variable from different logical layers of the program are happening... as well as
HW driver functions being accessed from different levels in the logical hierarchy of the program... who needs a well defined flow structure or resource
access, or clearly separated responsibilities anyway!?"

Was this Toyota mission critical SW?  Probably not, but it sounds like it.  There was a SW type analyzing their code for a court case and it was horrible,
unsafe globals, giant cryptic functions,  processes dying for lack of real time, you name it and they were doing it wrong.  He could flip a single bit in the
code and the car would take off like an uncontrollable rocket.  Happened a couple of times to my Dad in a used Toyota they bought, sitting at a stop and
the thing revved up out of the blue and just about killed him, his quick thinking was to cram on the brakes and turn off the ignition.  Which is what got
me looking into the issue. Toyota lost the case, which is good because that code killed some people, but it seems they worked really hard to cover it up
and blame the victims.  Maybe they all do it (?) but I'll never buy a Toyota.

"I couldn't comment on hardware languages. I sometimes suspected when some EE wrote some funny piece of software that they were thinking in
hardware design mode which didn't translate too well. But as I have at best very sketchy ideas about what HW design is like, I don't give too much weight
to that hypothesis  We'll see, if the day ever comes that I actually look into FPGA, whether I'll do the reverse and my EE colleague laughs at me for it"

You're giving them way too much credit! :-)  List type programming and HDLs are more alike than different, and share many of the same techniques and
approaches.  But managing anything beyond the simplest concurrency requires a few new crutches (i.e. sketching of the logic showing the domains
bordered by flops as well as any flop crossing feedback/forward; and sketching of waveform tables) and of course being familiar with basic digital



constructs and their code representations.  At some point higher level architectural issues and therefore interfaces and handshakes become the focus and
that's when the real fun starts, though the devil as always remains below.

Attack Shape, Damping
dewster 7/24/2018 12:02:06 PM [1530]

Attack Shape, Damping

Still puzzling through the volume side.  I continue to experiment whenever I come up with a new approach or arrangement, but feel rather mired and can't
stop thinking about it.  Maybe I'm just not looking at it right.  It feels like I'm missing something really obvious, which makes me feel kinda dumb.

The order of the various processing elements seems like it should start with the knee, which gives a (variable) rapid linear ramp up to a (variable)
threshold and then continues linearly to max.  The knee seems fairly important for realistic vocal onset, for vocal harmonic modulation, and just seems to
make the performance control of vocals and other sounds generally easier.  I suppose that in a way it's a very rudimentary envelope generator.  I initially
thought the sharp transition between the slopes would be audible and would therefore require smoothing, but surprisingly it doesn't.

The second element should probably be velocity sensing, as having the knee before this increases the slope (= velocity) and therefore gives a natural
attack zone in the volume field.

The third element should then be the attack / decay slew limiting envelope generator.  This allows high slope knees and/or high velocities to trigger it.

Also, I think some way of damping the decay would be nice.  This would be a point in the field farther in/out (depending on volume sense polarity) than
the knee (to allow retriggering without damping) and could even potentially damp (lower the Q of) the filters to silence them if they are being used as
resonators.

What's I can't seem to figure out is how to combine the knee and velocity signals to feed the envelope generator.  Up to now I've been taking LOG2 of the
velocity and adding it to the knee, but this makes the gain of the velocity somewhat dependent on the volume as the add happens before the EXP2, which
then feeds the (digital multiply) VCA function.  So everything is linear until the last EXP2 and this is causing an unwanted gain interaction.  Adding in
the linear domain is like multiplying in the exponential domain, and multiplying in the linear domain is like a power function in the exponential domain.
 But there is no "lower functional" equivalent in the linear domain to adding in the exponential domain, so it seems some things simply must be combined
post EXP2.

This raises something I've never quite understood about the shape of the attack of an envelope generator.  There is always an exponential converter inside
the VCA, so the generated envelope control signals should then be linear?  A linear decay is just a line, and to do reverse envelopes correctly this means
the attack should be just a line as well, but I often see exponential side graphics which portray the attack as an inverse curve, which seems entirely wrong
and also impossible to generate given the nature of the equipment.  The graphics make attack / decay look like an RC charge / discharge - I agree with the
decay = discharge, but not the attack = charge.  Often the front panel artist is the circuit designer, so the having the basics not properly represented is
puzzling to encounter all the time.  I've also seen the attack drawn as a straight line and the decay as an RC discharge, further adding to the confusion
here - pick a domain guys!

===============

Watched this video yesterday:  https://learningmodular.com/understanding-the-differences-between-exponential-linear-and-through-zero-fm/

Interesting to see the gain and offset issues that plague analog synths, and how linear / exponential control is often internalized or hidden.  The "zero
problem" is always there regardless of analog/digital (zero doesn't exist on a log scale).  I personally don't like the audible gritty instability of the 12 bit
digital oscillator he plugged in later (not all quirks are good; he seems to be making lemonade out of lemons).  Also interesting to see the residual
harmonics of the imperfectly generated analog sine wave, it's been my experience that these have to be significantly low so as not to be heard (40dB or
even more below the fundamental).  An amazing amount of picky hardware accomplishing amazingly rather little in an analog synth, though I can
certainly see some of their allure.  (<= damning with faint praise / blatant potshot at analog - sorry!)

[EDIT] So I'm poking around the web looking at various envelope generators.  Some are linear, some exponential, some switchable, one is variable from
log to linear to exponential.  Generalizing the envelope generator to an interpolating sequencer, I would think that one would probably desire a linear
output, which would facilitate the control of VCO pitch and such via their exponential pitch input.  Some of the envelope generators that are strictly
exponential might actually use RC charge for the attack, which is fairly wrong IMO (reverse envelopes would sound weird), but at least the graphic
would be right! :-)

The analog synth world seems somewhat similar to the Theremin world, where many/most of the offerings are designed and built by enthusiasts, so I'm
sure it's all over the place in terms of quality of design and construction and nailing down the fundamentals.

[EDIT2] A perhaps clearer explanation of my conundrum: If the volume field is linear then the number you get from the axis controller (vol) is linearly
related to distance (d), which means it is either vol = c0 * d or vol = c0 * (c1 - d), depending on the axis polarity sense.  Either way, velocity is change in
distance divided by change in time, and if the field is linear then it doesn't matter where in that field you make a velocity movement, you should get the
same number for the same velocity.  The value of vol needs to be exponentiated in order to use it as a signal volume control multiplier, as does the
velocity number, but adding them pre EXP2 means you are effectively multiplying them post EXP2, which "gains up" the velocity based on vol, which
isn't what we want.  So it seems separate EXP2's are called for, then an add, then a LOG2, then the envelope generator, then an EXP2 yet again.  Perhaps
I should design an exponential envelope generator?  But many things want the linear signal...  Maybe I should abandon proper attack generation?

I think one of my problems is I'm stupidly obsessing over the (not all that substantial) real time this takes, when I've got two threads just sitting there
doing nothing (though I think they will be consumed when I articulate / modulate the formant frequencies).

dewster 7/26/2018 9:34:31 PM [1531]

Still beavering away, trying different configurations for velocity.  Rewatching Dominik's most excellent video (link) again and again for inspiration -
thank you for taking the time to make and post that video Dominik!  Getting closer and have a strong feeling it will end up more or less like this:

https://learningmodular.com/understanding-the-differences-between-exponential-linear-and-through-zero-fm/
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/28879?post=213441#213441


Linear left hand position goes through the knee function, and forks to feed EXP2 and a high pass filter (HPF).  This is fed to a first order low pass filter to
gain it up with some averaging of the stepping noise (LP1_GAIN), then the two are combined to form the system exponential control signal (~CV),
which is fed to LOG2 to form the system linear control signal.  It doesn't look like much but, ye gods, the mixing of linear and exponential signals isn't
something I find at all obvious as a solution to anything.

The knee probably provides enough control over the sharpness of the attack that I don't need a dedicated control for this in a formal function generator,
though this perhaps precludes things like reverse envelope type effects.  The HPF frequency knob controls the exponential slew, or decay.  I may add an
optional peak hold, separate rise / fall decay rates, a dedicated damping point, etc. once I'm happy with the basic functionality.

I have most of the elements of this up and running and it's quite sensitive to C changes.  I can sit ~1m away and tap my bare foot on the metal leg of the
table my PC is sitting on, which causes the volume LED bar graph to jump each time.

Pissed away yesterday trying to make an exponential envelope generator based on a 1st order filter.  It mostly works but the attack phase is problematic
(too dependent on accumulator initial and dynamic values). Linear slewing run through EXP2 is simpler and airtight.  It seems just about everything is
easier to think about and do linearly (so it's unsurprising that the dominant patch cord domain for analog synths is linear).

My (Least) Favorite Mistake
dewster 7/27/2018 7:38:42 PM [1532]

My (Least) Favorite Mistake

Still at it, but one thing is becoming quite clear: measuring and using true velocity (as the difference of two consecutive left hand position values) is a
dead end for synthesis use.  The difference over a small time period (1/48kHz or ~20 us) is itself small, so gaining it up gives nasty stepping noise.  You
can average the differences, but do it too much and it dulls the attack by slowing it down.  You get a much larger signal with conventional first order high
pass filtering, and the high pass filter time constant can then be used to generate an exponential decay if you like.  I'm currently doing this, but running
into internal limiting issues that I need to address (gained-up attack overflow is causing the envelope to peg at max for a while rather than simply peak
and decay).

Sometimes you take what seems to be the most obvious and direct road, and months later you're actually farther away from the destination.

[EDIT] I suppose a lot of the directional incorrectness can be chalked up to semantics.  You go into it thinking "velocity" and so build a velocity sensor,
when what you really want is the log2 of the high pass filtered position - the former is highly similar but different enough to be not the droid you're
looking for (Theremin mind trick you play on yourself).

[EDIT2] Having played with this for a while it of course isn't working as well as I'd like either.  For quieter notes the attack isn't sharp enough sounding,
and there isn't sufficient control over dynamics, so I think explicit generation of the attack envelope is called for.

Not Quite...
dewster 7/30/2018 4:18:13 PM [1533]

Not Quite...

Got this running an hour ago: 

Subtracting post LOG2 is mathematically equivalent to dividing pre LOG2, but in actual use with integers it's generally better from a resolution
standpoint to subtract after, and I'm using a flooring subtract here to limit the effect.  What to do with signed values pre LOG2 is a problem, do you offset
the input or lop off the bottom half?  Here I'm lopping with a math diode (zero if < 0).  The HP1 corner frequency rate gives a convenient exponential
decay that gets linearized via the LOG2.  So the final sum is linear and unsigned.



Does it work?  Yes, with it I can replicate what DOMINIK is doing in his video.  What I don't like about it is when the attack is made steep enough to be
sharp sounding the attack amplitude then becomes somewhat more difficult to control.  And the decay gets lost if the sensitivity is set too high (if the
subtracted number is too small).  But it seems to be a step in the right direction.  I believe that having the envelope generation in the velocity path rather
than in the final combined path may give more opportunity for expressive control?

One behavior that seems useful is the rectification, or the use of only positive velocity.  When the hand goes through the knee zone in a positive direction
the velocity is naturally higher, generating an attack.  Hand movement after this doesn't influence the decay much because the velocity gain is lower when
not in the knee transition.  Moving the hand in the opposite direction will cancel or damp the decay, but not as profoundly or abruptly as the attack.  It's
this kind of subtle but very useful (from a performance standpoint) behavior that I'm searching for.

I think the next obvious experiment is to move the exponential decay to a slew limiter on the linear side, and concentrate on making the attack amplitude
more controllable.  Having the velocity sensing and decay combined is rather neat, but it's probably asking too much of a simple algorithm.

The (90) 7% Solution - Volume Side
dewster 8/1/2018 2:50:33 AM [1534]

The (90) 7% Solution - Volume Side

The above made me realize I should place the envelope generation in the velocity sensing leg, rather than in the final combined volume processing leg:

"...one thing is becoming quite clear: measuring and using true velocity (as the difference of two consecutive left hand position values) is a dead end for
synthesis use."  - dewster

Yeah, don't listen to that guy!  What an idiot...

Knee, then lower branch is a rectified single sample difference, fed to LOG2, floor subtracted for variable gain, then the usual peak hold and envelope
generator. As before, this gives a very nicely controllable (in terms of variable peak amplitude) fixed attack and decay.  If simply combined with the knee,
the player must keep their hand fairly still after the envelope is triggered if either the attack or decay is set to a rather long time, otherwise the envelope
can be instantly damped (particularly so if pulled back through the knee) or, to a lesser extent, accentuated.  For some things this might be exactly what
you want, but if you desire retriggering without significant damping, then the "SLIM_FALL" linear decay slew limiter (which instantly tracks when the
input is larger than the output, but decays at a programmable linear rate when the input is less than the output) in the upper leg can be set to a time
constant somewhere near the envelope fall time to allow decent sounding uninterrupted retriggering, as well as less abrupt sounding damping.  And the
lower velocity leg can be bypassed (by setting the vel subtraction to a large value) to give fixed decay envelopes off the knee via slim_fall if that's what
you want.  Overall, it seems sufficiently versatile without too many knobs, and attacks can be quite sharp sounding if the envelope rise time is set to the
quicker side.  It's easy to adjust and easy to play.

So that's it!  I think I'm pretty much done with the volume side.  Hope to make a video of it, or at least an MP3 or two, before the family camping trip hits
this weekend.  This was a long time coming, and now it's major hump-overage for me, whew!  I suppose it doesn't seem like much, or all that different
from what I had before, but finding basic combinations that work, getting them in the proper sequence, and then fine tuning the parameters, can make all
the difference.  The lower branch elements had been previously fine-tuned, so it all went together fairly quickly once I finally got it though my thick skull
where to put stuff.

Bit of work on the UI as well, the main power-up page now has controls for preset load/store, auto calibration, volume and pitch side null, and output
volume.  Made the auto cal a knob twist rather than a knob push, as that's easier to do.  Unlike the Theremini, auto cal is instantaneous.

dewster 8/1/2018 4:08:27 PM [1535]

Great site you can get completely ambiently lost in, not sure if I've pointed to it before: https://mynoise.net/noiseMachines.php

Under "Synthetic Noises" the "Sweep Noise" set to "Brown" sounds amazingly angry surf-like.

dewster 8/2/2018 2:41:10 PM [1536]

Next up I'd like to nail down the filtering, which amounts to: 

1. Articulating (volume & pitch axis modulating of) the center frequencies of the formant filters (all 2nd order bandpass). 
2. A separate filter for the oscillator source. 
3. Optional 4th order filtering (maybe just lowpass?) for the noise and oscillator sources. 
4. UI support (knobs/screens) for the above.

https://mynoise.net/noiseMachines.php


I notice I'm using a lot of saturating math (add, subtract, multiply) which can be rather expensive (depending on the operation and the signed/unsigned
assignments of the operands: 11/4 cycles max/min, including the subroutine call) and which could conceivably be done in one cycle in the processor
hardware.  I don't believe multiplication overflow can be detected early enough in the cycle to conditionally jump, and the jump approach probably
wouldn't save that many cycles anyway.  But I would need to shoehorn in a lot of extra opcodes, and employ the final multiplication multiplexer to cover
saturation values (0, 1, -1/2, +1/2) as it only covers zero at the moment (for shifts that slide into the abyss) so that could be a timing bottleneck.
 Something to think about on vacation.  If I end up doing it that would likely be the final major change to the processor as well.

dewster 8/3/2018 10:03:54 PM [1537]

Off on the family reunion camping trip for a week (Stokes State Forest, NJ - rent an enclosed lean-to in winter and visit High Point next door!).

Y'all take care of each other!  Cheers! 

Sisterhood of the Traveling Flags
dewster 8/11/2018 11:10:15 PM [1538]

Sisterhood of the Traveling Flags

I'm back!  In the lean-to, with notebook in hand, I had a chance to really think about the limiting [0:2^32) of unsigned results and the saturation
[-2^31:2^31) of signed results.  The multiply is the pipeline bottleneck, just not enough time to both evaluate and set the output to the limits (one more
stage and I could do it).  And jump testing is not the way to do this quickly.

I believe one could use the 4 extra unused stack memory bits (each byte of width has an extra bit for parity, error correction, general use, etc.) to hold
information about the extended 64 bit result.  So after each (lower, or unextended) add, subtract, or multiply these bits would be assigned various
overflow results, and those results may then be used by two special opcodes (LIM, SAT) on the next cycle (or later) to test for out-of-range and do the
limiting.  I have to extend the multiply result to 65 bits (+1) to cover the full unsigned and signed ranges and see if that impacts top logic clock speed too
much.  

With this scheme one can't have the stacks "spill to / fill from memory" as that is 32 bits wide, but I don't find myself ever doing that as the stacks are
way deeper than I really need (32 entries deep each).  Rather like the simple "zero, sign, etc." flags that get tested in a conventional register-based
processor, these would be copies that "stick" or "ride along" with the stack data, neatly avoiding the addition of shared core state.  This way the thread
can take an interrupt and return, with the flags for that particular stack datum intact.  I only need three bits for this, the fourth could be used for other
things I suppose.  Unlike with conventional processors, I can't imagine needing instructions that explicitly manipulate (set, clear) these traveling flags.  If
it works out it should be quite clean, and may resolve a couple of other long-standing awkwardnesses.

It's interesting finding two cycle solutions to opcode functionality, and the individual one cycle steps often end up being handy for other uses.

[EDIT] Worked on the multiplier, adding the extra bit hasn't noticeably slowed it down.  Also combined the logical functions with the miscellaneous
functions, and added the limit and saturation opcodes to the ALU.  Still need to shuffle the opcode encode / decode and verify, maybe another couple of
days worth of work ahead.  

(Moving on this kinda slow, lots of yard work after the storms last week knocked some dead trees over.  Tried MX Linux for the first time on an older
laptop but it's not as good as Mint IMO.  Nothing like an SSD to really speed up old, sluggish laptops.)

[EDIT2] Now working on the sim & assembler C++ code.  Thinking of a struct (flags & data) for the stacks entries.  Always rather cumbersome
modeling SystemVerilog constructs and timing.  Lots of churn, hoping this will be the final major processor revision.

[EDIT3] Sim is compiling and verification file is passing.  Next up: add tests for the new functionality, then verify both sim and core.

Past Another Hump
dewster 8/20/2018 8:19:48 PM [1539]

Past Another Hump

Woke up at 1:30 am with an idea for the multiplier and just had to see if it panned out.  Ended up using it in the sim but not the hardware core (>64 bit
math is not standard to C++ so I had to generate the 65th multiplication bit manually given the various signed / unsigned input scenarios - because the
inputs are 33 bit sign/zero extended, it's basically 0 for U*U, and the 64th result bit for mixed U*S, S*U, S*S).  Spent all day writing verification
assembly and tracking down a few bugs.  Sim and core both verify, it's nice having the same thing described in two different languages as it catches a lot
of mistakes / bad ideas (though it's a trifle disorienting switching between C++, SV, and Hive assembly).  Just finished recoding the sections of Theremin
and library code which aren't supported anymore.  Notably, immediate logical AND, OR, and XOR are gone.  I never used immediate OR or XOR, and
only used the immediate AND a few times here and there.  Immediate extended arithmetic operations are also gone due to infrequency of use.  Even
though I used it a fair amount, I removed the reverse subtract - it always kinda bugged me, as an odd man out it never really fit in the encoding, and there
are various two cycle replacements.  The core SV code compiles and meets timing, but I don't have the courage today to do the FPGA pump.  Best to quit
and declare victory while one is ahead!

With the addition of travelling flags, it feels like the core is in a basically better and more interesting place, though I haven't gone through and replaced all
of the limiting / saturating subroutine code with the new and more efficient opcodes yet - will do that once I've got it all back up and running in a stable
fashion.  One thing at a time, debugging time seems to increase exponentially with the number of changes applied at once.  Churn like this at the lowest
level upsets the whole house of cards, and while I haven't hit a bug yet that I could lick in a day or two, the possibility of that kind of bad luck is always
present.  Flirting with disaster is my middle name...



[EDIT] Moron seems to be my middle name today.  Was trying to track down a stack push bug and forgot to do the "Assembler: Generate Programming
Files" step in Quartus, the FPGA tool.  So it wasn't at all obvious that the software load wasn't changing with my edits.  The bug was on thread 7, which
is the command line thread, so I couldn't upload new SW loads the usual way, so I had to re-pump the FPGA each time and do a non-SPI Flash boot.

In my defense, there are many steps to the SW build process:
1. Fire up the Hive simulator, or do a "cfg" command in it, which translates HAL assembly to MIF. 
2. Run "copy.bat" file on my desktop to copy the 4 MIF files to the FPGA Hive source directory. 
3. In Quartus do a "Processing | Update Memory Initialization Files".  
4. In Quartus do a "Assembler: Generate Programming Files".  (Doh!) 
5. In Quartus do a "File | Convert Programming Files..." select the *.cof file (which automates this) and click "Generate". 
6. In Quartus open the programmer and run it (also largely automated).

When the command line is working I only have to do step 1, then run TeraTerm and send the generated TTL macro to the FPGA, which programs the SPI
and reboots the Theremin.

I have a core version number I can read in the register set via the command line to confirm the SV firmware pump, and I really should have an easily
readable software version somewhere as well.

Anyway, it's all back up and running like it was before I started monkeying with things.  Now to clean up the library code a bit.  I can't think of anything
else I might want to change or add to my Hive processor, it's feeling kinda done and I'm pretty happy with it.

[EDIT2] Removed all the manually implemented saturation / limit subroutine calls, which has reduced and streamlined several functions.  Having a two
step saturation / limit allows you to add, multiply, and especially subtract (which isn't commutative) with the same move flexibility as a 3 operand
machine, which is quite nice.

There are real down sides to "kitchen sink"-ing the opcode space.  Leaving certain out ones (like leading zero count, byte flipping, etc.) which take many
operations to implement can hurt you in specific scenarios, so you should include those (anything that speeds up floating point operations, or if you have
to deal with endianness, should be included if possible).  But ones that you only use now and then, and which can be implemented in two steps with other
ops, should probably be removed.  I think people often think of theses things in terms of AMD vs. Intel benchmarks, and how a slight performance
difference in one or more seems like certain market success / death, but they're shoveling tens of millions of transistors at those benchmarks for very
small improvements, and creating something so complex no one fully understands them so there are bugs, security holes, and assorted gotcha's
everywhere.  It's kind of crazy, even fairly modest software and processors are enormous shaky state machines running on enormous shaky state
machines, and the whole thing is only manageable because of a huge amount of automation (it's enormous shaky state machines all the way down).

And another thing: we all do it I suppose, but isn't it weird to rely on the error reporting of the compiler when modifying your code?  It's a testament to
how well error reporting works, though it's easy to miss important editing details.  My assembler halts on the first error it encounters, which generally
pinpoints the issue well, though generally not when it's a scoping error (I notice the C++ compiler I'm using also has problems pinpointing scoping
errors).  But scoping is much too useful to not implement / employ.  The C++ compiler doesn't halt on first error, but rather insists on finding a huge pile
of them before giving up, whereupon I fix the first one and recompile.  Kind of a time waster IMO, particularly since the subsequent cascade of errors
tend to be due to the first few.  Though I suppose in certain debugging scenarios it's critically important to examine as much error info as possible.

Whistler's Poor Stepchild
dewster 8/22/2018 4:28:26 PM [1540]

Whistler's Poor Stepchild

What makes a human whistle?  You might think it's just noise through a resonant bandpass filter, but a second order rings too much and lets too much
noise sound through.  A simple sine wave is amazingly close.

I recorded my own real whistling and looked at it spectrally.  Surprisingly there is a small amount of harmonic content that increases when the whistle is
"pushed" rather like vocal harmonics but a lot less.  So I dialed up the all harmonics phase modulation setting with just a touch of volume axis harmonic
modulation.  Adding some pitch tracking bandpass noise makes it both realer and not realer, something I need to work on.  Will be adding 4th order
options to the noise and oscillator filtering, so maybe that will lead somewhere.  Anyway, here is a sample of my Theremin whistling: [MP3]

There was a blank space on the prototype main UI page so I added the oscillator octave control, which is something I use a lot.  So the main page has
preset load and store, pitch and volume null, auto-calibration, global volume, and oscillator octave controls.

Software 95% Done
dewster 8/25/2018 8:56:23 PM [1541]

Software 95% Done

I finally got around to pitch and volume axis modulating the six formants (2nd order band pass filters) and giving these UI screens.  Also made 4th order
LP, BP, HP modes (via two 2nd order state variable filters in series) for the noise filter, and gave the oscillator one of these 2nd / 4th order filters as well.
 Was running out of real time on the noise / oscillator and formant threads so spread the functionality to the two remaining free threads.  A few minor
tweaks: made the pitch correction parameter cubed (to increase the dynamic range), removed the frequency notch option from the noise and oscillator
filtering (didn't really work with the new 4th order option, and wasn't all that useful), and a fair amount of code cleanup.

Getting to the point of exploring the possible sounds with this synth topology and making useful / funky presets.  I thought there would be more in the
way of sources for the matrix modulation at this point, but I think you need more when the controller is just a stupid keyboard.  The two axes of the
Theremin give you a surprising amount of useful overlapping continuous control.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/cp4txxvkndjochi/2018-08-22_whistle.mp3/file


Sound Snippets
dewster 8/26/2018 8:28:12 PM [1542]

Sound Snippets

Been playing around with the newer stuff today, thought I'd give you a few samples of what it can do.

[MP3] Tuba, not filtered at all, just harmonic modulation with -2 setting phase multiplication.  
[MP3] Articulated male and female formants. 
[MP3] The final envelope generator with dynamic damping. 
[MP3] Weird sounding filter setting with oscillator. 
[MP3] Eerie sounding articulated resonant formants, stimulated by filtered noise and very low frequency sawtooth.

[EDIT] I added one more sub octave to the oscillator control, it now goes from -4 to +3 octaves from nominal.  I hear the envelope generator saturating
now and then (which produces an odd sounding attack, peak hold, decay, rather than attack, decay) - need to fix that if possible.

tinkeringdude 8/28/2018 6:08:39 PM [1543]

Software 95% Done.

Ah, so there are only further 45% to do, got it!

The female sounds invoke some images of animated stick figure drawings "talking" to each other, maybe also a cat, I'm not sure, it's very blurry. What
the heck am I remembering there? 

The envelope generator demo sounds like you might be able to simulate an electro-mechanical  e-piano with that, sorta. 
I'm only familiar with simple ADSR using either linear or RC charging curves. What does dynamic damping mean - do you modulate the decay rate or
something?

Oh, and that eerie sound is quite nice!

dewster 8/28/2018 9:11:53 PM [1544]

"Ah, so there are only further 45% to do, got it!"  - tinkeringdude

And if the first 95% took 95% of the time, the remaining 45% should take the other 95% of the time! ;-)

Honestly, other than my creaky voice snipe hunt, the code feels largely done to me.

"The female sounds invoke some images of animated stick figure drawings "talking" to each other, maybe also a cat, I'm not sure, it's very blurry. What
the heck am I remembering there?" 

Tomita?  Charlie Brown?  This?

"The envelope generator demo sounds like you might be able to simulate an electro-mechanical  e-piano with that, sorta. 
I'm only familiar with simple ADSR using either linear or RC charging curves. What does dynamic damping mean - do you modulate the decay rate or
something?"

Yes to the modulating of the decay rate.  There are two separate decay knobs, one for the velocity ("fall") and one for the position when moving to a
lower volume ("damp").  If you do a volume hand attack move (through the knee location to speed up and position the trigger point in space) and then
hold your hand relatively still, you get attack & decay (or, as I've named them: "rise" & "fall" - orthodoxy: should higher numbers give longer times or
faster rates?  I picked faster rates...).  If you move your hand to a lower volume position during the velocity decay you get a secondary positional decay
which sounds like damping.  Sort of a crude, interactive ADR (without the S portion).  With the phase modulation knob set to +8 it does sound rather e-
piano-ish.

I fixed the "flat top" envelopes just now, here's a quick sample of it: [MP3]

"Oh, and that eerie sound is quite nice!"

Thanks!  Kinda tricky how I'm volume axis modulating the "tink tink tink" sound - via the harmonic content, a softer LF (octave -4) sawtooth is inaudible
in the general mush.  The resonant formats are staggered and counter modulated (the first modulated +, the second -, the third +, etc.) so they diverge.

pitts8rh 8/29/2018 8:48:33 AM [1545]

Hey Dewster,

As we discussed privately a while back, I am still interested in being one of your early adopters as you get closer to completion.  Your latest audio
samples are getting more intriguing, particularly the vocal sounds. I hope you can work on some bright cello sounds too. 

Fortunately I don't need any packaging at all (I can do my own cabinet work), but I would need hardware or at least complete information on the current
build so I can do it myself, and of course software and updates as they come.  And probably some hand holding for the digital stuff.  I am willing to try
the plate antennas, but if I understand correctly the conventional rod and loop elements (which I favor) can be adapted as well?  My pitch hand is trained
to play off the interception of circular pitch contours surrounding a vertical pitch rod, and I'm anticipating that a plate would require some changes.  And
I would want conventional volume sensing as well - quieter closer to the plate/loop.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/0dtiuemiv5mqg6p/2018-08-26_tuba.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/6cfq44k7kb6o6c1/2018-08-26_articulated.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/jwz141oufme7nmf/2018-08-26_env_gen.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/abiyixc9c05hs4a/2018-08-26_weird.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/1sw8m3bp4hbjni7/2018-08-26_eerie.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/93s7nswkxh1dg8i/2018-08-28_girl_cat.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/3mxhzfqp5ra1rve/2018-08-28_env_gen.mp3/file


If you would prefer please PM me or contact me directly via email to discuss if, how, and when we could do this, and your terms. There's no rush if you
aren't ready, but as I said before, please count me in when you are.

Thanks, Roger

dewster 8/29/2018 6:43:31 PM [1546]

Hi Roger,

I haven't forgotten about you!  String sounds would be great, I'm hoping further research into creaky voice will have some side payoff on that as well. 
Just checked the non-reversed volume sense system setting and it's still working.  I believe it could be adapted to rods, and I could certainly help you do
that, though I'm willing to bet you will feel comfortable with plates, particularly with the excellent linearity and variable sensitivity.  Will keep you in the
hardware loop.  I've got a lot of volunteering and house repair for the next few weeks, but hope to get to PCB layout soon.  Would you be interested in
helping with that?

Strings & Things
dewster 9/2/2018 2:39:04 AM [1547]

Strings & Things

Tried to find some papers on cello formants, though didn't try too hard and didn't find much, so just started dinkin' around with settings by ear.  Roughly
set the fixed formants resonances to 523, 622, 830, 1141, 1437, and 2033 Hz, with Q a tad higher than human vocal.  Stimulation is 3/4 brightness ramp +
1/8 volume axis modulation.  Envelope is a slight knee with a bit of decay time.  See what you think: [MP3], I'm always open to comments / observations
/ suggestions.

I wonder if I should implement 4 more formants, they seem to be quite useful for various things.

tinkeringdude 9/2/2018 8:22:53 AM [1548]

How about throwing this at a spectographer? 

To extract (or download in the first place only?) the audio, this could be used: 
Youtube-DLG

Next to the "Add" button on the ~center right is a drop-down box: select an audio instead of a video format there. 
If you'd rather like the download date instead of the video publishing date as the file date, go to settings (gearwheel icon @ top right corner) -> Options -
> Extra: at the bottom, check "No mtime". (at least I found that "feature", i.e. the default to use publishing date, useless & confusing as hell)

Your take does sound like a nice theremin cello, though! But since you mentioned not finding formants... 

dewster 9/2/2018 2:08:44 PM [1549]

"How about throwing this at a spectographer?"  - tinkeringdude

Oh, that's beautiful sounding!  I snagged it and looked at / listened to it in Audition.  Tried to extract formants in praat, but the problem is the same for
vocal analysis, separating the excitation from the resonances.  What I need is an impulse response (something you can't easily do with vocals) i.e. a
recording of someone tapping the bridge location with a small hammer, preferably with the strings muted and in an anechoic chamber.  Found some
recordings here http://www.openairlib.net/ but no impulses of cellos.

I lowered all the resonances and "carved them out" (de-emphasized the middle ones) and the cello sound is better I think (I was going for a violin or viola
in my last recording).  Playing with the resonance locations, it's actually kind of hard to avoid producing a male vocal vowel sound.  I'm also reminded of
the super realistic cymbal sound in supercollider, where 100 or so resonators are splayed out at random exponentially spaced frequencies (whereas here
I'm only using 6, but they are more or less exponentially spread by 1/2 octave).

Much of this exercise isn't to exactly mimic a cello (I wish!) but to get a rich and interesting low end timbre, rather like that of a coupled Theremin.

[EDIT] OK, here's Ave Maria again, but with cello (and a couple of obvious mistakes): [MP3].  Clearly I'm using too many vocal techniques while
playing.  For the upper end I think I prefer human vocals, which aren't nearly as literally "edgy" sounding.  But it's nice having a bunch of resonances

http://www.mediafire.com/file/i0dwfob86c7tqlc/2018-09-01_violin.mp3/file
https://youtu.be/NyE-eDB8uSw
https://mrs0m30n3.github.io/youtube-dl-gui/
http://www.openairlib.net/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/3v9etcxz6pcpknb/2018-09-02_ave_maria_cello.mp3/file


resonating when playing the low end.

When you listen to recordings of real strings, the bow scraping is rather similar to creaky voice, there's a random element in there doing something you
can't hear when listening to very short snippets.

Buggins 9/4/2018 1:36:45 PM [1550]

OK, here's Ave Maria again, but with cello

Great! Are you planning to implement reverberation?

I believe it would sound much better with reverb. 

dewster 9/4/2018 2:51:20 PM [1551]

"I believe it would sound much better with reverb."  - Buggins

I actually put a bit of reverb on that.  Didn't drench it in reverb like I normally do!

I don't have the real-time cycles or memory to do reverb.  Probably a good thing, researching and implementing a decent reverb might take a year or
more to do right.

Resonators
dewster 9/4/2018 6:59:26 PM [1552]

Resonators

While looking for violin body resonance info I ran into this interesting paper: "Electronic simulation of violin resonances" by M. V. Mathews and J.
Kohut, 1974. They stick what is essentially an electric guitar pickup on what seems to be a non-acoustic violin setup, feed this to a bank of bandpass
filters, and subjectively adjust and evaluate the sound while comparing it to a recoding of a real violin.  As I have found with with vocal sim, they find
too much or too little Q produces an unrealistic tone.  It seems 20 to 40 resonances roughly exponentially spaced are necessary to make a good, realistic
violin sound.  The paper also makes the observation that at least part of the job of vibrato is to "reveal" the resonances, something I hadn't considered, but
it makes sense. Playing my measly 6 resonances viola / cello (or 4 resonances human voice) sounds much better and much more realistic with vibrato.  

A quote from the paper:  "Having recognized the effects of bumpy frequency responses, one can identify a naturally occurring continuum of bump
responses. Brasses and woodwinds may have one or two spectral peaks which have some formant-like character in the acoustically important frequency
range up to 5 kHz; the human voice has four or five; violins have twenty or thirty; reverberation chambers may have 100 to 200 depending on their size.
By selecting an appropriate number of peaks, a resonant filter can approximate one of these naturally occurring effects or can produce effects
intermediate between two natural ones."

It would be nice if there were some filtering construct that automatically and efficiently generated exponentially spaced resonances, but I'm not aware of
it (anyone?).  So I'm looking at 2nd order resonators.  The standard one uses only feedback, has difficulty with low frequencies, and needs polynomial
tuning, so I'm looking instead to modify the modified Chamberlin.  A nice feature to have would be constant peak gain regardless of Q, as I'm always
having to reduce the input amplitude to get rid of clipping for higher Q settings.  Another feature that might be nice is constant bandwidth rather than
constant Q with changing center frequency.  This would give a constant resonance decay rate with changing center frequency.  However, I don't know
which (constant Q or constant BW) is more consistent with the physics of wooden violin bodies - it would be nice to have a single Q or BW control for
all of the resonances.  It would be even nicer if the resonances didn't need individual amplitude adjustments.

I'm also looking into how to implement digital bass and treble tone controls, a somewhat thornier / vaguer subject than you might expect.  On our Roland
RDX-700 keyboard the EQ can be assigned to be a system function or a per patch function.

tinkeringdude 9/4/2018 7:44:50 PM [1553]

Reverb: 
Slap-on a Raspberry Pi zero, then you have lots of RAM and extra cycles  Or PocketBeagle (more I/Os, IIRC).

Let's pretend for the moment I was being serious... 
Or run the whole damn show on it? (I have no idea about the kind of processing and I/O your device uses and in how far your code would be painlessly
portable).  
Availability: Worry only about the CPU/SOC, I know for a fact that SeeedStudio will produce a BeagleBone as custom order even if a certain model is
not normally available anymore, even customized IIRC, well, it's all open source I believe. 
It certainly has some processing power for such a task, even if the embedded (weak-ish) GPU is not used (and lots of crap you don't need, the "Zero" /
"Pocket" variants less so.) 
Naked, a Pi Zero board can be had for about 10 bucks (i.e. no case or other accessories) 
- 1 GHz ARM Cortex A? core, with GPU attached (using the latter meaningfully would be considerable extra effort) 
- 512 MB RAM, bounce sound around until the cows come home! 
- I²C, SPI, GPIOs, some not too great ADCs on the Beagle, no idea about the Pi 
- 4GB internal flash on the Beagle, to run the OS from (e.g. some Debian Linux / derivate), alternatively from the SD-card slot 
- Rasp Pi needs to run the OS from card



Starting Linux can take a while, which is not nice for such devices. Can be considerably trimmed down, though. Default Linux image has "everything
you're ever gonna need" for the target audience. (There is a ready image without desktop environment for one thing, though)

As for "1 year research", there is some open source (no idea about license) implementation of a convolution reverb, I forgot the name, but doesn't it
basically mean you "just" need to record the response of a nice sounding room, and Bob's your uncle? (do only Aussies say that? I hear one saying that
frequently.)

But I guess you have lots of code optimized for your meager bare metal target and porting it to a more generic computer takes more effort than
recompiling, eh?

I recently played with those boards. And they're so cute and have so low cost and, compared to my bare metal MCUs I used prior, so much steam behind
them! Even if skimpy on the peripherals. I had to mention them  

dewster 9/5/2018 12:36:44 AM [1554]

"Slap-on a Raspberry Pi zero, then you have lots of RAM and extra cycles  Or PocketBeagle (more I/Os, IIRC)."  - tinkeringdude

Yes.  And thanks, I do appreciate it.  And you're right, this is the thing to do, should one want all the bells and whistles (and I do).  

"Or run the whole damn show on it? (I have no idea about the kind of processing and I/O your device uses and in how far your code would be painlessly
portable)."

I kind of doubt that that would work.  Too much ~200MHz custom logic.  But it could certainly be put in a smaller FPGA and run as a peripheral.  That's
what the rational person would do! 

"Starting Linux can take a while, which is not nice for such devices. Can be considerably trimmed down, though. Default Linux image has "everything
you're ever gonna need" for the target audience. (There is a ready image without desktop environment for one thing, though)"

My prototype "boots up" in about a second, which is reading the code from the SPI EEPROM and doing a CRC32 on it, then reading it again and sticking
it in FPGA BRAM if OK, else fall back to the image already in the FPGA (part of the logic pump).  I don't think I could stand much more than a few
seconds of boot.  Our digital piano takes 10 seconds or so, which seems like an eternity for some reason.  Musical instruments should boot instantly IMO,
creative impulse can pass so quickly.

"As for "1 year research", there is some open source (no idea about license) implementation of a convolution reverb, I forgot the name, but doesn't it
basically mean you "just" need to record the response of a nice sounding room, and Bob's your uncle? (do only Aussies say that? I hear one saying that
frequently.)"

Well, a huge part of this project has been to become intimately familiar with all the DSP / electronic music stuff I've been missing out on all these years,
and in that sense at least it's been quite valuable (to me at least).  The linearized C sensing has been fascinating, the vocal sim almost equally so, the
processor design portion is something I couldn't shake to save my life.  I've read many papers on reverb and feel I could probably do a passable one in a
month or so, if the HW resources were available, but who knows how long I'd practically spend in that rabbit hole?  For those who really get into it it's an
entire career, which sort of scares me.  I loooove reverb!

"But I guess you have lots of code optimized for your meager bare metal target and porting it to a more generic computer takes more effort than
recompiling, eh?"

Kind of.  The thing with a very simple processor is that the timing is quite deterministic.  You can depend on it to never leave the room and go make a
sandwich (e.g. cache miss) in the heat of the moment.

"I recently played with those boards. And they're so cute and have so low cost and, compared to my bare metal MCUs I used prior, so much steam behind
them! Even if skimpy on the peripherals. I had to mention them"

I completely get where you're coming from, and have to re-convince myself on a regular basis that I'm doing the right thing, for the moment at least.  All
that >GHz horsepower out there with a boatload of memory for almost no scratch.

Another aspect of it all is the UI.  Color touchscreens cost almost nothing, but I really don't want to go there at this point.  For one I don't have the
memory to map fonts and graphics, for another I think the ancient 4x20 LCD and 8 encoders pretty much do the job (but it's my baby, so I'm kinda blind).
 It could be sexier, but would that be inherently better?

In a few years FPGA technology should get to the point where 2 or more Hive images with plenty of memory could be instantiated in a very low end
part, and integrating reverb would then be pretty simple.  I suppose that's where my head is at as regards this project.  Or, who knows, maybe someone
else will do the integration.  For now I'm focusing on sound generation and filtering, and I wish I'd done this whole thing ages ago.  Life is quite short,
and one's creative time on this earth even shorter.

Violin < Reverb?
dewster 9/6/2018 3:11:31 AM [1555]

Violin < Reverb?

The violin paper I noted above used test resonance frequencies selected from a really busy Stradivarius spectrum, so maybe they weren't inherently
spaced exponentially?  Picking exponential spacing might just be an economically convenient way of covering the bandwidth evenly?  The paper was
from 1974 so gobs of filters might not have been all that easy to do, even for Bell Labs?  I don't know.

I'm looking at reverb papers again as they use comb and all-pass filters to generate gigantically huge gobs of resonances.  Comb resonances are linearly
spaced, so they use multiple combs (with different, prime-ish delays) in parallel to generate them, with multiple all-pass filters (with different, prime-ish



delays) in series to somehow multiply them (still pondering at this).  A couple of papers uses nested all-pass filters, and one paper uses only nested all-
pass with local feed-forward and global feedback.  Anyway, I'm wondering if a butchered down reverb might make a decent violin body resonator?

A couple of days ago the car put one last tire in the grave (power steering blew out, exhaust is rotten), the lawn needs mowing, the piano lessons start
next week, the concrete driveway is slowly disappearing one pit at a time - my raison d'etre (Theremin research) is in something of a holding pattern.

Buggins 9/6/2018 5:27:11 PM [1556]

I'm looking at reverb papers again as they use comb and all-pass filters to generate gigantically huge gobs of resonances.  Comb resonances
are linearly spaced, so they use multiple combs (with different, prime-ish delays) in parallel to generate them, with multiple all-pass filters
(with different, prime-ish delays) in series to somehow multiply them (still pondering at this).  A couple of papers uses nested all-pass filters,
and one paper uses only nested all-pass with local feed-forward and global feedback.

It looks like there is no possibility to implement straightforward reverb based on impulse response even in FPGA since IR usually lasts several seconds.

So, direct convolution cannot be done. 
Convolution via FFT - probably, yes, but such algorythms will add big latency. 
Having a set of filters taking differently delayed signal looks more realistic.
I wonder if there is any method to convert IR into set of filters and delay values.

Anyway, I'm wondering if a butchered down reverb might make a decent violin body resonator?

Nice idea.

dewster 9/6/2018 9:47:16 PM [1557]

"Convolution via FFT - probably, yes, but such algorythms will add big latency."  - Buggins

I haven't read this paper, but it seems to claim that the latency can be dealt with.

Sensitivity & Playing Technique
dewster 9/10/2018 4:38:14 PM [1558]

Sensitivity & Playing Technique

Before the prototype reached the point of playability and I began learning to play it, I suppose I had some inkling that altering the basic sensitivity of the
pitch axis would require a concomitant alteration of the "standard" ways in which the Theremin is played.  I was fairly resistant to learning on a
conventional analog Theremin because I didn't want to get stuck in a rut due to the limitations of a particular instrument implementation (also: I'm lazy,
and the EWS has no pitch display).  Now that I've become somewhat sorta OK at playing a handful of pieces (I can sometimes get through a short piece
without a major pitch flub) I feel we should discuss methods of playing a reduced sensitivity instrument.

The sensitivity of an analog Theremin without series EQ inductor, when adjusted for maximum linearity in the mid-field, is approximately one octave per
open/closed hand.  I presume / believe Theremins with EQ inductors also have roughly this same sensitivity, with the EQ inductor mainly serving to help
linearize the near-field (when properly adjusted).  This "invariant" sensitivity response is due to the direct use of the pitch subtraction result of
heterodyning in an exponential manner (the pitch sense of the ear is logarithmic so it "hears" exponentially spaced pitch as linearly spaced).  The basic
physics of the arrangement mean you can't substantially change the sensitivity of a heterodyned Theremin without negatively impacting linearity, and
setting things for optimal linearity will always give you pretty much the same open/closed hand = 1 octave sensitivity.  Let's call this "ATSI" for "Analog
Theremin Sensitivity Invariant."  The only way around this that I'm aware of is to address the pitch antenna obliquely, which would lower sensitivity.  

Not a sales pitch, but the sensitivity of my digital prototype is an infinitely variable preset based on taking the mathematical root of the frequency
difference (no actual heterodyning is going on, just a mathematical subtraction of the axis value from a constant, though the end result is the same).
 Except for doing special effects and the like, I don't think anyone in their right mind would set the sensitivity higher than ATSI to play tunes.  The
problem of needing to stand stock-still, or even breathing, would be amplified.  Nearby disturbances (people walking by) would also be amplified,
throwing off your performance even more.  So this leaves ATSI or lower as a realistic option for non-aleatoric players.  Historically, until the Theremini,
this option hasn't been available to the player, so there probably hasn't been a real discussion of what the "optimal" sensitivity might be for most players,
and for the various playing techniques.

Obviously, for "aerial fingering" as it's generally practiced you will want ATSI sensitivity.  In fact, if you've spent years developing "any" technique you
probably want ATSI, as it will be immediately familiar and therefor maximally useful to you.  Those who are new to the Theremin, or aren't too deep into
learning how to play it, would probably find something significantly less than ATSI, such as ATSI/2 or ATSI/3, easier to play initially as it isn't nearly as
squirrelly as a conventional Theremin.  With substantially lower sensitivity you can more or less just casually stand at the Theremin - it doesn't demand a
"Tai Chi stability pose" to maintain a steady pitch - and less nuanced hand movements can be used to select the desired pitch.   

In general, there is a tension between low and high sensitivities.  Here is a list of the pros and cons of low vs. high as I see them:

Low (vs. High) Sensitivity 
PROS: Subjectively much easier to play initially.  Doesn't require a statuesque playing pose.  Introduction of vibrato is fairly straightforward. 
CONS: Not as amenable to quick & precise intonation techniques such as "aerial fingering."  Lower vibrato speeds more difficult.

http://alumni.media.mit.edu/~adamb/docs/ConvolutionPaper.pdf


My ATSI/3 Playing Technique (so far) 
I started out (for reasons that I can't recall) using ATSI/3, and am so accustomed to it at this point that (other than the ATSI response of my old EWS) I
am likely a poor judge of the objective merits of alternative sensitivities.  I hold my thumb and index finger loosely together, with the tip of my index
finger positioned under the center of the end joint of my thumb.  My other fingers are almost completely relaxed, not held together nor far apart, with all
of the joints fairly straight, and all fingers the same initial angle as the base joint of my index finger.  My wrist is relaxed and slightly curved in, and my
forearm is mostly perpendicular to the antenna.  So the backs of my fingers address the antenna at maybe a 30 degree angle.  For vibrato I twist my
forearm.  To articulate quick notes I hinge all of my free fingers together to get +/- one or two half steps, beyond that I hinge my wrist to reach +/- 4 half
steps or so, and anything larger I move my whole arm.  With this arrangement, I feel the natural resonance of my twisting forearm is a bit too high, so I
have consciously slow it so as not to sound like the rapidly trilling crooners from the roaring 20's.  Due to the frequent larger scale hand and arm
movements, this technique works best if you have audible pitch preview or a real-time pitch display, and some pitch correction generally doesn't hurt
either.

Volume Axis Thoughts
dewster 9/10/2018 10:00:21 PM [1559]

Volume Axis Thoughts

The volume side of the Theremin usually doesn't get enough attention from designers IMO.  You really want a linear volume axis response.   On top of
this I've found a field sensitivity that goes from full off to full on over the space of about 6" to 8" is preferable, and with my hand never needing to get
any closer than 8" or so is pretty comfortable (I don't like approaching either antenna closely in the course of playing).  A knee, or two zone sensitivity in
the field, helps a lot with things like human vocals, violins, horns, etc. which tend to start more abruptly.  I usually have the knee point set to around the
-16dB point, with the softer side sensitivity set to around 4x of the louder side sensitivity.  A really sharp knee facilitates velocity sensing, as the softer
side ramps almost immediately from zero to the knee point, which gives the velocity logic a big delta to work with, and a definite point in space where an
attack can be easily be played, and quickly and repeatedly replayed.  All of this is adjustable on the prototype.  A knee is key to the majority of playing
situations and voice types IMO, and keeps you from having to whip your hand around a lot over large distances when you want a faster attack or decay,
while still giving you the ability to easily swell once past the knee.

I haven't concentrated on my volume axis technique much at all, and I think my playing is beginning to suffer due to that.  I've noticed that pro players
often quickly lower the volume when transitioning to a new note, then slowly increase it, much like operatic singers do (though operatic singers
sometimes take it to such extremes that I find it irritating).  Volume dip during pitch transition really masks not hitting the target pitch exactly right, so
that in itself makes it a useful technique for Thereminists to learn.

Violin Body Resonances
dewster 9/11/2018 10:10:37 PM [1560]

Violin Body Resonances

Interesting paper [LINK]: MODELING HIGH-FREQUENCY MODES OF COMPLEX RESONATORS USING A WAVEGUIDE MESH by Patty Huang,
Stefania Serafin, and Julius O. Smith III.  They use 8 or 9 second order resonators to model the resonances up to 1.4kHz, then a 2D mesh to model the
higher resonances.  So there's increasing hope that a lobotomized reverb plus maybe a handful of formants could do a passable violin.

I'm working on somewhat simplifying the formant structures, and on making the gain / overload point largely independent of Q.  And I want to play with
some simple reverberators to see how they perform with really small "room" size delays.  Ideally, I'll stumble over a generic resonant filtering synthesis
element.

tinkeringdude 9/12/2018 5:38:41 PM [1561]

I only ever implemented one crude reverb made up out of a couple delay lines, and IIRC, a few simple filters, but not sure anymore. Crude by what's
available now anyway - I got the diagram from the 1980's "Musical Applications..." book by Hal Chamberlin, it was called a "good quality" stereo reverb

 It sounds somewhat metallic, but as long as it's only to make my synth experiments sound less dry without having to chain any other gear or software
behind it, it has served me well enough. 

dewster 9/12/2018 9:28:54 PM [1562]

"I got the diagram from the 1980's "Musical Applications..." book by Hal Chamberlin, it was called a "good quality" stereo reverb  It sounds somewhat
metallic..."  - tinkeringdude

Yes, I played around somewhat with freeverb, which has similar topology, all of which almost certainly originated from the paper "Natural Sounding
Artificial Reverberation" by M. R. Schroeder (1962!).  From what I recall, freeverb wasn't all that natural sounding.  William Grant Gardner's 1992
Master's thesis "The Virtual Acoustic Room" uses a cascade of all-pass and nested all-pass filters, with the output a mix of the intermediate nodes, and
global feedback.  He states:

"Despite the attractiveness of these allpass structures for reverberator design, it is difficult to fashion a good sounding reverberator out of simple
cascaded and nested allpasses. However, when some of the output of the allpass system is fed back to the input through a moderate delay, wonderful
things happen. The harshness, buzziness, and metallic sound of the allpass system is smoothed out, possibly as a result of the increase in echo density
caused by the outermost feedback path. This outermost feedback path is simply a comb filter. A lowpass filter can be inserted into this feedback path to
simulate the lowpass effect of air absorption."

http://imi.aau.dk/~sts/publications/dafx00mesh.pdf


Running my Theremin stuff through my rudimentary speaker baffle sim (~notch comb filter, since removed) sometimes gave things a bit more
complexity or character, sometimes not. Running the pretty nice (as digital pianos go, which are generally a crime against humanity)
roland RD700NX SuperNatural Piano sound through the internal shitty reverb tends to cheapen it.  Go figure.

A fantastic book/paper on digital oscillators: http://argos.vu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Digital_Sound_Generation_1.pdf.  It includes most of the ones I
looked into, as well as variations on the one I'm currently using.  Wish I'd found it earlier.

I'll say this: most synths don't have nearly enough filters to be really interesting.  Unless you're going for a "classic" (i.e. boring  IMO) analog synth
sound, filtering is very often >90% of a realistic sounding timbre.  You need, absolute bare minimum, 6 formants, and the more the better, though there
may be diminishing returns above 20 or so, and it may be possible to cover higher ranges (violins, cymbals, reverb) with formants + comb / all pass
filters.

Constant Q -vs- Constant Decay Time
dewster 9/13/2018 2:04:27 PM [1563]

Constant Q -vs- Constant Decay Time

I can't find much on this issue with respect to synthesis, though Chamberlin touches on it in his book (in the "Percussive Sound Generation" chapter).  If
you "ring" a constant high Q filter at various pitches, higher pitches will have shorter decay times (because the "rust" or damping removes energy per-
cycle, and there are more cycles per second at higher frequencies). If you musically sweep a constant decay time filter over a large range then higher
pitches will have higher Q.  Q is usually tied to peak gain, so if the Q isn't constant that would have to be explicitly dealt with, though dealing with it
anyway is probably a good thing as it makes filter setting adjustments easier.  I imagine things like the human vocal resonant system and other natural
systems are more or less constant Q due to the damping qualities of the physical construct?  I don't know.  "Classic" analog synth sound is constant Q, but
is that what we generally want in a synth that's targeting physical systems? Angry wind sounds seem to be constant Q.

There is a possible middle ground here.  Both 2nd order bandpass integrators could be given damping feedback, one before the center frequency
fractional multiplication, and one after, giving neither constant Q nor constant decay time with changing center frequency.  Though the construct might
necessarily be inherently unstable at infinite Q.  (This is something I wasted a couple of hours proving to myself yesterday.  Chamberlin has a "Perfect"
digital oscillator in the "Percussive Sound Generation" chapter which uses two delaying integrators in a loop, and his associated Basic code does the
same.  If you simulate it with integers in Excel it quickly either dies or blows up.  Dattorro's excellent paper on "Effect Design" [LINK] discusses this
and other topologies in depth.  If you use one delaying integrator and one non-delaying integrator in the loop it is amazingly and rather shockingly stable,
though you don't get perfect quadrature at the sin and cos outputs due to the unequal integrator delays - though I believe you can fix this with a simple
one clock averaging of the slow output and a one clock delay of the fast output.)

Noise Generation
dewster 9/13/2018 11:06:56 PM [1564]

Noise Generation

Just starting to experiment with alternative filtering, and one great "diagnostic" signal to send through filters is white noise, to then be analyzed via FFT
in Audition to directly display the frequency response. Which made me wonder how "white" my current generator was?  It was running a 32 bit LFSR for
8 cycles, then taking the 32 bits as a result, then inverting the sign bit. The FFT it looked pretty flat peak-wise, maybe a slight tilt down towards the DC
end if you instead looked at the average.  Now, 8 LFSR cycles aren't the end of the world, but is there a faster way, so as to save a bit of real-time in the
processor?

First, a couple of sanity check experiments.  I tried a single LFSR cycle with unsigned output - this gave a huge (~40dB down at 100Hz) spectral tilt
towards DC, and you could easily hear the lack of low-end.  Next I tried a single LFSR cycle but converted the unsigned output to signed by flipping the
most significant bit.  Wow, night and day! A bit of a hump, maybe 6dB, from 500Hz to 5kHz, though completely usable from a sonic standpoint.
 Dattarro's paper that I pointed to above talks about all this (after you wade through the math and prose) and also shows a very simple EQ to improve it
by subtracting 2x the previous output from the current output: 

http://argos.vu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Digital_Sound_Generation_1.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~dattorro/EffectDesignPart3.pdf


Above shows my current noise generator.  A memory location is read, an LFSR is performed on it (input is AND'ed with 0x80200003 and a bit reduction
XOR performed on the result; output is the input shifted left by one; LSb of the output is the XOR result) and the result stored back in memory. Both the
old and new LFSR unsigned results are converted to signed by flipping their sign bits, then scaled via signed shifts (I opted to scale down rather than up
to provide headroom), then subtracted.  The FFT looks pretty damn flat (peak-wise) and it saves some real-time (down to just 15 cycles now).  I highly
recommend this process!

[EDIT] There's a small but critical error in the above!  For a corrected version go here: [LINK]

tinkeringdude 9/15/2018 8:13:25 PM [1565]

Violin resonance again:

I just got a reply back from a former colleague, of whom I remembered that he had as his thesis making an expensive violin's sound out of a cheap toy
violin via DSP. Keep in mind I don't understand a lot of those things and may make a translation error: 
"Basically, there is a long FIR filter, for convolution with the impulse response of the [emulated] violin body. A bit of additional filtering, and all in all,
quite a bit of computational power [dedicated DSP] to get convolution in the time domain with low latency."

Does kinda sound like it's too much going on for your spare cells or whatchamacallit in your FPGA, right? 
Otherwise, the guy might look whether he can still find the paper, for some more details. (I'd have to translate them, though )

dewster 9/16/2018 4:54:25 PM [1566]

"Basically, there is a long FIR filter, for convolution with the impulse response of the [emulated] violin body. A bit of additional filtering, and all in all,
quite a bit of computational power [dedicated DSP] to get convolution in the time domain with low latency."  - tinkeringdude

Thanks!  That's the right and most generic way to do this if you have the horsepower.

"Does kinda sound like it's too much going on for your spare cells or whatchamacallit in your FPGA, right?"

Yes, too much for my processor, though perhaps doable in FPGA fabric.  The main thing I don't like about the convolution approach is the huge amount
of characterization data, which is a barrier to tweaking, fiddling (!) with, and altering the sound.  So I think I'm looking for a filtering add-on to the
formant bank, but not formants per se.

Found an interesting site on the web where the author is using a Nord to do physical modeling synthesis of various instruments: http://electro-
music.com/pm_tutorial/Index.htm

The violin & cello sounds he gets are quite realistic sounding, but the tutorial for these is unfortunately incomplete. There are a few pages that exist but
that aren't linked to from the main page:

http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-Plucked.htm 
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-BowStringJunction.htm 
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-WoodenBody.htm 
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-Final.htm

The use of pulsed noise is interesting, and the body resonances are 48 explicit bandpass filters, which he says isn't sufficient, so he employs filter
parameter morphing over a 3 semitone per entry spaced table.  Wish he'd finished that tutorial.

At one time Moog Inc. actually manufactured a "Moog CE String Filter" which someone provided external and internal pix of
here: https://www.flickr.com/photos/macrutan/sets/72157629574187729/with/27333128556/.  Basically a box of 40 fixed frequency bandpass filters with
variable global Q.  Here is someone who was reproducing the functionality of it at one
point: https://web.archive.org/web/20080229000952/http://home.debitel.net/user/jhaible/jh_string_filter.html

People are discussing it here: https://forum.moogmusic.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=569&sid=5ea5cd4933002aa85bbf46f1e04f3c12 and someone in that
thread reported: 

"I landed an ADA STD-1 tapped delay last year. That thing can get nice woody resonances. With the MIDImurf->STD-1 chain (using the Murf as a fixed
filter bank) you can get scary good violins, violas, cellos, etc."

http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Index.htm
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-Plucked.htm
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-BowStringJunction.htm
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-WoodenBody.htm
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-Final.htm
https://www.flickr.com/photos/macrutan/sets/72157629574187729/with/27333128556/
https://web.archive.org/web/20080229000952/http://home.debitel.net/user/jhaible/jh_string_filter.html
https://forum.moogmusic.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=569&sid=5ea5cd4933002aa85bbf46f1e04f3c12


The MIDImurf is a lowpass filter and 7 bandpass filters with two selectable fixed 1.5 ratio tunings and variable global Q. The unfortunately named STD-
1 is a now extinct multi-tapped analog delay line with feedback, which, when applied, forms a comb filter. Something very similar to this combo is the
way I'm currently headed.

An interesting patent re. pulsed noise in string, woodwind, and vocal synthesis: 
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/5157216.pdf.

There's a paper which is exceedingly similar: 
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/files/papers/stanm61.pdf

[EDIT] This seems to be (on paper) what I'm looking for, a nested multi-mode (including all, odd, and inharmonic) comb filter: 
http://www.richarddudas.com/documents/ahn_dudas_icmc2013.pdf

With Bells On
dewster 9/17/2018 4:22:13 PM [1567]

With Bells On

Paper on mimicking a real bell via a highly dispersive comb filter with nested 2nd order all-pass in the feedback path (to make the poles non-harmonic)
with sound samples (always fun):

http://legacy.spa.aalto.fi/demos/dafx02/

Probably easier (though probably less efficient real-time) to ring 7 bandpass filters, but it demonstrates what can be accomplished with delays and
feedback.  I knew IIR combs were dispersive (which makes them a bit less useful as anti-aliasing filters) and was wondering if one could be made
exaggeratedly so via all-pass feedback - the answer is clearly yes.

They use further constructs to create the low frequency beating, something a bandpass filter implementation would be naturally good at.

In conclusion: several bandpass formants for the low end and a dispersive comb or all-pass construct for the high end seems like it may be an efficient
and useful general approach to a variety of complex resonant situations.

My Very Own SVF? (IGNORE THIS POST, SEE BELOW)
dewster 9/19/2018 10:50:23 PM [1568]

My Very Own SVF? (IGNORE THIS POST, SEE BELOW)

I believe I've come up with a novel State Variable Filter (SVF) form that solves some small but significant issues with the Chamberlin form: 

If so, I've got dibs on naming it the Wallin SVF!  It's basically a Chamberlin with damping at each integrator, rather than only at the first integrator.  One
thing that's always bugged me about SVF damping is that critical damping is 1.414, or the square root of two.  If you don't care about integrator gain-up
you can lump both frequency (w here) gains together as w^2, and this made me think an optimal damping situation might be damping both integrators
separately, so that the damping value of 1 would be critical.  I haven't simulated this enough but I believe this might be the case.

Other changes are fairly superficial: the integrator positions have been swapped, and the damping attenuation is a loop gain reduction rather than full
feedback with subtraction.  Previously I was juggling headroom (for low damping and low cutoff frequency gain-up) and footroom (for smooth decay).
 But now that I'm explicitly reducing input gain to accommodate various damping settings, it makes more sense to left justify the input signal and do the
center frequency gain reduction before the integrators as well.

The great Zolzer (who has his own SVF) wrote this great paper on filtering: http://www.music.mcgill.ca/~ich/classes/FiltersChap2.pdf

In it, he shows normalization of the SVF as input * sqrt(d) and filter feedback as d, as well as a low-pass "tilt" filter to equalize the high frequency end.  I
don't believe my double damped SVF suffers from the high end issue, and bass response seems noticeably stronger and flatter now.  Zolzer also discusses
various damping gain normalizations, and states:

"With a suitable normalization scheme the filter can prove to be very easy to handle whereas with the wrong normalization, the filter might be rejected by
musicians because they cannot operate it."

Which I absolutely agree with.  Experimenting on the prototype, I found that normalizing for peak amplitude is surprisingly not the most musical,
because the average sound level is more important to the ear.  So I squared the feedback damping term and this gives quite reasonable and
even sounding loudness with damping change.  I'm also back to squaring the damping from the linear knob control value, so the input is actually

https://www.moogmusic.com/products/moogerfoogers/mf-105m-midi-murf
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/5157216.pdf
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/files/papers/stanm61.pdf
http://www.richarddudas.com/documents/ahn_dudas_icmc2013.pdf
http://legacy.spa.aalto.fi/demos/dafx02/
http://www.music.mcgill.ca/~ich/classes/FiltersChap2.pdf


normalized by damping squared, and the feedback is damping to the 4th power.  For a [0:63] control range, this conveniently gives human resonance
values around midway (~32), strings around 24 or so, and much longer decays of bells and the like below 10, but with sufficient resolution on the low
end.  Optimal normalization for narrow-band signals like sine waves and broadband signals like noise can be very different, but I think this provides a
happy medium.

Anyway, here are a few quick string sounds with the (my?) new SVF: [LINK].  Still just 6 formants, but the bass response sounds more balanced.  I'll
give this new SVF a good theoretical spreadsheet analysis shortly.  Then on to a comb / all-pass filter to provide even more resonances.

It's kind of weird turning up the Q (lowering the damping) of the formants when simulating a stringed instrument or a human voice.  Doing so gives
acoustic room cues to my ears.

Double Damped SVF: not so good :-(
dewster 9/20/2018 6:41:05 PM [1569]

Double Damped SVF: not so good :-(

Finally simulating my double damped SVF and the results are not encouraging.  It makes an excellent lowpass filter, but bandpass and highpass don't
look that good, with a low pass sort of shelving going on.  The various outputs sound more or less like you expect, particularly at lower damping / higher
Q, but otherwise are kinda fugly at higher damping.  Damping of 1 does appear to give critical damping (maximally flat) for the low pass output.

Ah well, sorry to have jumped the gun on this, back to the Chamberlin form for me.

tinkeringdude 9/20/2018 7:01:03 PM [1570]

Especially the lowest sequence of notes sounds a lot like it's in an instrument body. 
The attacks of the second and last sequence sound interesting. It does actually remind me of a sound I associated with the onset of friction on the string,
with the bow, until it gets into steady motion. There is some slight movement in there. I wonder what does that. It's a very subtle thing though, so I'm not
sure you'll know what I mean  (maybe it's even just in my head, heh)

dewster 9/20/2018 8:20:10 PM [1571]

Yes, the "viola" and "cello" sound fairly realistic to me too.  Some of it is what I'm doing, a quick +1 octave slide, which lets the harmonics "ring" a lot of
the formant resonances.  Vibrato does this too, but not nearly as much.  The subtle movement might just be the band pass filters ramping up to full
output?  I've got a little volume axis brightness modulation, but the basis is ~3/4 the way between sine and saw.  I think I've got the Q a bit higher than
before, which gives a "woodier" sound.  If you play them at really low frequencies they sound like a creaky doors.  Something kind of "rubber bandy" in
there, but I'm not doing anything special to cause it.  No velocity, no formant modulation, a mild volume knee as usual.

Read a couple of old papers on bow and breath noise: I'm wondering if multiplying the signal with uni-polar noise, rather than adding the noise, is the
secret? With the exception of multiplying the noise by the unipolar wave or phase (and then adding it), everything I've done up to now has been additive,
which just sounds like adding to me, not an inherent coarsening of the oscillator timbre.

Resonator Damping
dewster 9/21/2018 10:55:14 PM [1572]

Resonator Damping

For my formant filters, the input is now scaled by d^2 (the panel knob scaling function) and the filter damping is scaled by the square of this, or d^4. 
This is a nice scaling for musical use as the peak and skirt amplitudes scale equally about the 0dB point, which keeps the average somewhere near 0dB,
so the perceived sound level is fairly constant, and overload with lower damping is somewhat tamed.  

Control knob squared scaling with knob value range [0:63] gives a nice expanded low end, with human formant damping around knob setting 40 (actual
damping=0.15), violins and such around 30 (0.05), wood blocks around 20 (0.01), and bells and such around 10 (0.0006).  (You honestly can't spend too
much time adjusting stepping, ranges, and responses of the controls.)

Maximum damping is 1, musically we're usually not all that interested in clinical issues such as critical damping (d=1.414), maximal flatness, and the
like.

Today I simulated the inharmonic resonator in Excel, it's really crazy looking!  Hope it sounds just as crazy...

[EDIT] ... and just because it looks crazy doesn't mean it will sound crazy, or vice-versa.  Our senses are surprisingly good and bad at various disparate
things.  I took the path of that paper and simulated first a comb, then a reverberator, and then finally both together.  I have a bit of experience with feed
forward (FIR) combs from the CIC, but none with feedback (IIR) combs.  And no experience at all with all-pass / reverberators.  All of these forms are
about as simple as these things get, but stick a couple of them together - particularly with some feedback - and the results get fairly unpredictable.

[EDIT2] One thing about coding filters with external feedback: you need the old filter output before you can calculate the new filter input, which is
inconvenient if the old output can't be found just laying around in some register or memory location.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/j655xku13yb2plt/2018-09-19_strings.mp3/file


Non-Harmonic Resonator
dewster 9/23/2018 3:36:06 AM [1573]

Non-Harmonic Resonator

Implemented the filter from the paper I pointed to a couple of posts back, a comb with internal reverberator.  It's quite interesting.  Surprisingly, it can do
OK human voices without any formant filtering whatsoever, and it can sort of add to the 6 format string patches (violin, etc.) to flesh out the upper end.
 And, being a delay / filter, it can do other fairly "wild" stuff one expects delays to do.  I need to get the Q higher so that it can do bells better (decay is too
short), and there is an issue now and then with high frequency ringing going on way too long, but it's fairly useful as-is:

The 'c' parameter is much like the Q control in a 2nd order filter.  The 'k' parameter controls non-harmonic blend, and I find that I'm not using the 'g' path
at all, which is straight through.  As a formant filter it should be placed in parallel with the other formants, but as a delay effect it should be placed in
series.  You make either make 'c' signed or 'k' signed to get odd / even comb feedback.

Here's a sample: [MP3].  The first three are resonances "struck" by a sine wave w/ attack, the third has maximum delays and some overloading.  After
that are some human voices.  Following that is my usual 6 formant cello, first without the new filter, then with the new filter in parallel, then without (for
comparison purposes).  The filter pumps up the bass with that cello setting, which somewhat confounds the comparison.

I wouldn't want to depend on it entirely for human voices (SVF formants sound better IMO) but, like a dog walking on it's hind legs, it's remarkable that
it can do it at all.  Whatever the approach, female voices are always easier / more realistic sounding because the resonances are higher, and the harmonics
start higher and so are more widely spaced - it's simply the case where there are fewer cues to tip off a phony.  This is why you run across many analog
Theremins that can do a passable female vowel, but can't do a male vowel without external help like the EH Talking Machine.

After my experience with this type of delay-based filter doing formants, I'm now somewhat wary of physical modeling synthesis in general, as it is delay-
based.  I wonder how many physical models have audible artifacts of the underlying delays?

Before I added the filter I did a quick inventory of processor real-time and memory left over.  Of the 7 real-time threads (thread 7 does non-real-time
stuff: displays, encoders, serial port command line, etc.) I had around 46% real-time to spare, and also about half of the 16kB total.  The new filter
consumes fairly little real-time and 2kB of memory.

Violin: 6 Formants + Non-Harmonic Resonator
dewster 9/24/2018 2:58:24 PM [1574]

Violin: 6 Formants + Non-Harmonic Resonator

I haven't done any work to the non-harmonic resonator yet, still playing with it to see how it might be optimized for my uses.  For a better violin sound I
snagged the first 6 Stradivarius format frequencies from a paper (277, 392, 466, 565, 720, 905 Hz) and mixed in the non-harmonic resonator set to g=0,
c=-29, k=32, n=9, m=9.  See what you think: [MP3].  The beginning is just the 6 formants, then I mix in the non-harmonic resonator and play a bit.  Then
I play another piece, first without reverb, then with.  For reference, each delay sample corresponds to the speed of sound divided by the sample rate: 

  (343 m/sec) / (48k sample/sec) = 0.0071 m/sample = 7.1 mm.

Total delay is (9 + 9) * 7.1mm = 128 mm, and we multiply this by 2 because of the inverted comb gain (c=-29) to get 256 mm, which is very roughly the
"size" of a physical violin.  This doesn't get the lowest filter resonance anywhere near the lowest formant, this would require n+m to be around 64 + 64 =
128 samples.

I plan on normalizing the delays to make them ratios of the total, and perhaps each other, as well as q enhancements and scaling, and serial / parallel
modes. It might also be useful to include a 4th order high-pass filter to better integrate the filter result with explicit SVF formants.  With a high-pass filter
one could set the delays longer to make them more dense, then chop them off at the formant zone transition so as not to compete with / color the "real"
SVF formants.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/i06mc648oia0ymu/2018-09-22_inharmonic_filter.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/c15g2xw18vs0td2/2018-09-24_violin.mp3/file


All About All-Pass Filters
dewster 9/27/2018 11:32:12 PM [1575]

All About All-Pass Filters

Can't say I knew much about them until this exercise with the inharmonic resonator.  Basically the superposition of a feedback comb filter (poles or
positive going lumps in the frequency response) with a feedforward comb filter (zeros or negative going sharp dips) in the frequency response, with the
two forms sharing a common delay element (z^-n, or n sample delay).  The zeros and poles coincide and cancel to give a static gain of 1, but if the input
isn't static the poles and zeros will influence the output in the short term time.  Put a sine wave into it and you'll get the same amplitude sine wave out, but
with likely different phase.

One runs across many forms of the first order allpass:

The first dates back to the early Schroeder reverb papers (the feedback and feedforward gains are quite obvious and non-interacting), the second is the
most common portrayal (but I find it hard to think about), the third more likely to be encountered in digital waveguide papers IIRC.  Surprisingly, if you
trace them out and do the math (I did), they all have the same transfer function: y/x = [(z^-n) - g] / [1 - g*(z^-n)].  Not sure if there are any advantages /
disadvantages to the various topologies when it comes implementing them in code.  Clearly, when g=0 you get a simple z^-n delay.  For reverb, g is
generally set to be around 0.7.

A nested allpass is formed by taking a first order form above, adding a series delay (z^-m) either to the input or output, and using this as the (z^-n)
element in the first order form.  The inharmonic resonator is a comb with an allpass nested inside instead of a simple delay.  

If you flip the sign of g you swap the zeros / poles locations.  If you take the second or third first order allpass forms above and make both gains positive
or negative you get a jagged comb where the zeros and poles alternate.  

I tried adding a 4th order high pass to the inharmonic resonator.  Setting it somewhat above the highest SVF formant allows you to dial the delays longer
to get denser upper resonances without them interfering with the SVF resonances.  I think my next experiment will be to try a nested allpass nested in a
comb to see if that is any improvement.

Vocals Correction
dewster 9/30/2018 3:02:52 PM [1576]

Vocals Correction

I noticed that the non-harmonic resonator vocals I posted previously accidentally had some SVF formants turned on.  Without them I can get a realistic
sounding medium pitched male voice, and somewhat realistic sounding lower pitched male voice, but that's about it.  Here's a short song with the
medium pitched male voice, no SVF formants, only the non-harmonic resonator supplying the formants: [MP3].

Did a lot of simulating of non-harmonic resonator variants in Excel yesterday.  The paper states: "Although we did experiment with additional levels of
nested filters, the results we obtained did not seem to offer any significant musical advantage over the nested pair of filters described above, neither in
terms of interesting sonic results, nor computational stability during quick parameter changes."

I don't notice a big visual difference between one all-pass filter nested within the comb vs. two all-pass filters in series nested within the comb, but an all-
pass nested within an all-pass nested within the comb seems to give a more visually chaotic resonance spread.  Hope to code it up soon on the prototype
to see how it sounds.

Better Violin?

It sounds better to me anyway: [MP3].  It's the first 6 Strad formants via SVF again, with a 4th order high-pass filter on the non-harmonic resonator set to
a bit above 1kHz to avoid overlap of the two resonance generators.  Delays are 69 for the comb; 44 for the all-pass.  Gains are 0.5 for comb feedback /
feedforward; 0.67 for the all-pass feeds.

Buggins 10/1/2018 8:51:03 AM [1577]

dewster,

Nice voice. 
What excitation signal is used? Something like single pulse? Can't it sound better if excitation is changed?

Violin sounds really nice.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/bn2tiu6vwoy828i/2018-09-30_inharmonic_filter.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/egj8bes5s6lpbg1/2018-09-30_violin.mp3/file


dewster 10/1/2018 2:42:56 PM [1578]

"Nice voice.  What excitation signal is used? Something like single pulse? Can't it sound better if excitation is changed?  Violin sounds really nice."  -
Buggins

Thanks!  I've been using this fantastic oscillator exclusively (note the new polynomial coefficients in EDIT2):

#213760

For human vocals I use about 0.28 base harmonics with about +0.28 volume axis modulation, which makes it considerably brighter as it gets louder.  You
want the harmonics to drop off somewhere around -12dB/octave, which is twice the rate of a sawtooth (-6dB/octave).

For the violin I'm using around 0.75 base / +0.125 volume axis mod, so it's almost a sawtooth. 

A single pulse would almost certainly sound too "buzzy" and would alias (unless you generate it via BLIT).   I haven't heard *any* aliasing since I started
using this oscillator.

If you want I can point you to a couple of waveform generation papers that cover just about every approach known to humankind.  BLIT and BLEP get a
lot of attention lately but they're not at all what I was looking for, and it took me a while to realize that.  Having a harmonic control input on the oscillator
is an incredibly powerful thing.  

Buggins 10/1/2018 3:23:17 PM [1579]

Didn't you try additive synthesis? 
Formant filter might be applied to harmonics directly (e.g. lookup table amp(f) -> interpolation). 

dewster 10/1/2018 6:50:46 PM [1580]

"Didn't you try additive synthesis?  Formant filter might be applied to harmonics directly (e.g. lookup table amp(f) -> interpolation)."  - Buggins

I haven't tried additive synthesis.  Who knows, maybe I'll end up there as it is incredibly powerful and generic.  One could almost trivially generate
hundreds of sine waves via the FPGA logic, and individually scale and sum them (MAC).  

I suppose I prefer modulated harmonic level + filtering at this point because it's very tractable with the 180 mips / 16kB mem resources I have available.
 I'm also attracted to synthesis methods that have "knobs" which correspond to physical things, like resonance frequency, Q, etc. that the player can easily
manipulate.

Say your lowest note is 16Hz and you want all harmonics up to 15kHz.  That's 15,000/16 = 937.5 or ~1k sine waves.  If they have arbitrary frequency and
amplitude that's 2k worth of tables if everything is static.  The amplitude table could be implemented exponentially, but that's more real-time calculation
to do. Things like formant skirt width (Q) would have to be baked into the table itself.  I guess I just don't see anyone wanting to fart around with that
much arcane data to make a patch, though off-line tools could certainly assist this (though I have an aversion to off-line tools as well).

dewster 10/2/2018 2:24:53 AM [1581]

More violin: [MP3]  Just played this for the 6th time or so, starts on the lowest violin note and is in key of C, so it's revealing & simple.  The tempo is
somewhat off because I'm super sleepy - wish I was a better player.  

Trying to simulate a particular voice really makes you appreciate all the nuances of it, you have to really listen to understand what's going on.  I don't
think I ever realized how rich and beautiful sounding the violin is.  It's a crazy moderately high Q multi-resonant box.

Even though it only has 2 axes, the Theremin is a very natural controller for a lot of synthesis - much better than a keyboard for many (most?)
monophonic voices IMO.

Been playing with the filter code today, and adjusted this violin patch by watching the spectral display with noise going through the filter bank to even up
the amplitudes and eliminate the gap.  Using a 2nd order HP filter rather than 4th for the non-harmonic resonator and a lower cutoff frequency.  I've heard
it so much today that I'm probably going deaf to the violin sound, but a perfectly passable patch seems to only require a reasonable pile of somewhat
disorderly resonances driven by a slightly mellow sawtooth.  Like human vocals, it's fairly low-hanging fruit for relatively simple synthesis hardware /
software.  And also like human vocals, it's a blast to play.  Job #1 for any instrument is to have good tone, otherwise no one wants to listen, including the
musician.

dewster 10/3/2018 3:23:30 AM [1582]

Even more violin!: [MP3]  (same opening interval as the previous, which is what brought it to mind...)

Worked on the SVF filters again this afternoon, turned the damping knobs into resonance knobs: (1-damping)^2, where resonance = 0 gives a damping of
2 (less than critical damping) and resonance = 63 gives more or less infinite ringing.  I've wanted to do this for a long time, as "turning it up" should give
more "effect" and make it ring longer, and not shorter as a damping knob does (following the Python principle of least astonishment).  Stuck with
damping this long because, to me anyway, it's physically "realer" than Q in terms of what's going on inside the filter, and the limits are more constrained
[0:2] and therefore tractable to implement.  I'm not labeling the knobs 'Q' because the number displayed technically isn't that (technically Q =
1/damping).  But who cares.

I know I'm no virtuoso, and the significantly lowered sensitivity and pitch correction do help, but I can't imagine playing anywhere near this well without
the pitch display. If it's a crutch, it's one I believe I can live with long term.  Anything to make the Theremin less of a harsh mistress.

Buggins 10/3/2018 6:22:55 AM [1583]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/zra76zo6ofoqkxj/2018-10-01_violin.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/mn1z651xwy7vl1a/2018-10-02_violin.mp3/file


Great! Violin sounds more and more realistic. 

dewster 10/3/2018 4:26:38 PM [1584]

"Great! Violin sounds more and more realistic."  - Buggins

Thanks!  Vibrato and slides in particular reveal the many resonances.

===========

More About All-Pass Filters

Back to the diagrams: 

As I stated before, all of these forms have the same transfer function: y/x = [(z^-n) - g] / [1 - g*(z^-n)].

If you mark the input to the delay as 'A' and solve for the transfer function of A/x you get:

1:  A/x = 1 / [1 - g*(z^-n)] 
2:  A/x = [1 - g^2] / [1 - g*(z^-n)] 
3:  A/x = 1 / [1 - g*(z^-n)]

So 1 & 3 have the same amplitude and phase response at A.  2 shares the same denominator with 1 & 3, but the numerator has a gain factor of (1- g^2),
which should lower the amplitudes of the delay line samples.  Indeed, if you graph and compare the frequency responses, the delay line peak amplitudes
for 2 are bounded by +6dB (gain of 2) as g approaches 1, whereas the peak amplitudes for 1 & 3 are unbounded as g approaches 1.  This seems to be a
good reason to prefer 2 as the filter topology to implement, as the storage upper dynamic range is constrained.

It's not at all unusual for digital filter designers to favor certain topologies over others for these types of reasons.  Internal overload happens in the analog
world too, but it doesn't seem to get discussed as much.  Though overload in digital systems can be more catastrophic (modulo rather than limiting).

[EDIT] Just noticed with topology 1: if you move the (1 - g^2) to before the delay & feedback you get the A/x transfer function of 2.

===========

More On Violin Synthesis

Now that I've had some time to think about the research papers I've read, and experimented a bit with what they're doing, I believe I'm beginning to get a
feel for the underlying and unifying concepts at work.

One violin synthesis paper uses explicit bandpass filters for the lowest formants and a waveguide mesh for the remaining formants above that.  The lower
violin formants are likely the primary resonant modes of the body but, since the body is constructed of 3D objects, the harmonics of these resonances are
non-harmonic (i.e. not n, 2n, 3n, etc.).

The reverb papers often use a bank of comb filters in parallel (because you don't want the resonances of one to be crushed by the response of the others)
feeding several allpass filters in series with each other, or nested within each other, or both.  Now, each comb gives you a series of resonances, evenly
spaced by Fs / n (sampling frequency / comb delay) but the even spacing is problematic because the ear easily identifies that sort of thing, so the allpass
filters are there to knock the resonances off of their even spacing (but this is tricky to tune in order to not sound comb-like because the allpass filters are
also acting in a systematic fashion).  Since they also have significant delay elements and are recursive (have feedback), the allpass filters also increase the
density of the echos circulating through it all - but the allpass filters don't increase the number of resonances (this is key).

For violin synthesis we are looking for rather the opposite of this.  For each fundamental resonance we want the harmonics count to be roughly that of the
harmonic series, and for the harmonics to be somewhat randomly located in the harmonic space above the fundamental.  And we don't want to hear any
recirculating echos.  So there are at least two ways to approach the use of explicit formants coupled to "fake" harmonics.  The first is in the paper I
mentioned above, have a mesh (~many interconnected combs and allpass filters) where the element delays are short enough for the resonance of the
whole to begin where the formant resonances end (though they use a highpass filter to do the blending).  The second is to use a lower frequency comb so
that the resonance spacing is dense enough, with one or more internal nested allpass filters to jumble them up, and cut the thing off with a high pass filter
somewhere around the highest fundamental formant so as not to compete on the low end with the formants (this is what my prototype is doing now).  A
potential problem with the second approach is the ear flagging the long delays, though the formant filters themselves often sound eerily delay-ish to me.

Maybe somehow have formant filters with non-harmonic partials, and just add a handful of these together?

p.s. I've seen other reverb topologies that are essentially the non-harmonic resonator writ small:  many allpass filters in series with each other and nested
within each other, with a series delay and global feedback - which forms an outer comb.

All For Naught (0)



dewster 10/6/2018 5:25:30 AM [1585]

All For Naught (0)

So I'm fooling around with the inharmonic resonator, trying to figure out the practical meaning of zeros (dips) in the frequency response.  If I give it some
feed forward gain it produces comb filter zeros, which enhance the dips between the poles (peaks).  The audible effect is to make the resonant peaks
steeper, in other words it increases the effective Q.  If I remove the feed forward gain (remove the zeros) and then dial up the feedback gain (increase the
pole amplitudes = +Q) to compensate, the result sounds the same to me to the former lower Q + zeros.

Vocal and violin synthesis / characterization papers sometimes mention zeros but don't really deal with them meaningfully.  One way or another they
figure out what the poles are, but then either assume there are no zeros in the vocal tract response, or throw their hands up in the air with the violin zeros.
 It's kind of strange, poles and zeros show up almost equally in electrical and digital filter theory, which are largely analogs of physical things, so why the
lack of zeros and/or interest in them when analyzing actual structures?

In Excel, the resonator response without zeros looks a lot like a bunch of band pass filters, where the skirts level off between resonances.  With zeros the
transitions between resonances dive much deeper, and I'm wondering if that is audible / important / critical / unrealistic to a physical resonator like the
violin body?  I'm kind of thinking zeros, outside of the internal filter operation, maybe aren't all that important.  If you even casually mess with the
various types of filters and orders of them you'll find that narrow, high Q poles are quite easy to hear, but notches are more or less inaudible unless they're
fairly wide / low Q.

As I pointed out earlier, allpass filters / reverberators can be designed to naturally have relatively low peak internal signal levels, even when the Q is high,
though the same isn't true for comb filters. William Grant Gardner's Master's Thesis "The Virtual Acoustic Room" from 1982 discusses taking the output
of a reverberator from the internal point just before the delay, and rejects this due to the "lumpy" non-allpass output it gives, but that's pretty much what
we're looking for in an inharmonic resonator.

Anyway, the approach I'm currently looking into for inharmonic resonance is two or three nested allpass resonators + delays, with internal node output
and no combs anywhere.  I'll also try sticking a low pass filter in the outer feedback path to make the higher frequencies decay faster, which they do for
reverbs and other resonant physical models based on comb filtering.

Ideally, the gain vs. Q for the inharmonic resonator would be the same as that for the formant SVF filters, so making global adjustments to Q would keep
the normalized levels somewhat even between all the filters and resonator.  So that's a design goal too.

Resonator
dewster 10/8/2018 3:29:53 AM [1586]

Resonator

After some experimentation, I've concluded the outer resonator should be a comb with no zeros (no feedforward path), and the inner resonator unchanged
as an allpass.  The lack of feedforward helps the inharmonic resonator blend with other filters in parallel (otherwise their Q gets diluted).  Here's what I've
currently got going on the prototype:

Basically the nonharmonic resonator from that paper, but the inner allpass resonator is the type that constrains inner amplitudes to < +6dB, and I've added
a feedback lowpass filter.  The Kn and Km knob parameters are signed (-0.5:+0.5) so I've incorporated their limited ranges into internal scaling that
operates the inner resonator at 1/2 amplitude.  The Kn parameter is used linearly.  The Km resonance parameter is a flipped, squared, flipped type which
gives expanded range at the maxima.  The lowpass w cutoff parameter is unsigned and currently just squared to better fit an exponential frequency type
curve, but I may make it polynomial corrected and truly exponential.

Note the output is taken before the delays, and this helps to minimize phase issues when mixing it with the conventional SVF based formants.  Also note
the signed saturation points, which keep it from going ape shit (modulo) with input/internal overload (really glad I added the tags and logic to do single
cycle limiting / saturation in the processor stacks & ALU).  The added first order lowpass filter in the feedback really tames high frequency resonances
from unrealistically running on as long or longer than the lower frequency resonances.  With it, you almost don't need Km, as dialing down the cutoff
frequency damps things considerably.

Not shown here is the second or 4th order highpass filter feeding it, which keeps it away from the SVF formants.  Also not shown is some form of in/out
gain to match the other formant levels (though it tracks the SVF formants pretty well with Q) and maybe some series / parallel routing to use it instead as
a cheesy delay type thing instead of a resonator. 

I still haven't tried nesting two allpass reverberators internally, will do that soon.  Wanted to get the basics here up and running and in good shape, and get
some experience with it all before I do.

Here's a 6 formant cello patch with the resonator in parallel (with external reverb): [MP3].  I'm learning more about the natural ranges of these
instruments so as not to go below any pitch they can't physically do, which helps with realism.  Here's the same number played 1/2 step above the lowest
cello note (C2, no reverb added): [MP3].

http://www.mediafire.com/file/76qakh65oxp47f3/2018-10-07b_cello.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/gnuhj288134q9ha/2018-10-07c_cello.mp3/file


[EDIT] The diagram has two small errors: 
1. The arrow head going into the right side of the lowest z^-1 box should instead be going into the left side. 
2. The leftmost summing node input should have an arrow head on the lower (feedback) input.

pitts8rh 10/8/2018 2:29:40 PM [1587]

Hi Dewster,

The cello mp3 in your last post above has me returning to press you into making your system, as it stands now, available for buying, borrowing, or
stealing. 

I don't know if we talked about where you are ultimately going with this, but it sounded like you were receptive to putting some preliminary systems out
there, either supplied by you or as DIY projects.  I would be willing to go either way - buy something from you or build it myself from your
documentation (as long as I know where that is in the past 1586 posts), and I'm the easiest customer of all - I don't need an enclosure of any sort.  I'm
flexible regarding whatever you are willing to do, but if it's going to happen it would need to be sooner rather than later. 

Let me know what you think here or via email if you prefer.

Roger H

PS: did I say I love the cello mp3 above?  I'm dangerously close to building a Haible String Filter (because: zero latency and impressive boards), but your
cello might save me the effort.  Consider it... 

dewster 10/9/2018 4:50:27 AM [1588]

Hi Roger,

Which MP3 did you like better, the higher pitched one or the lower?  I'm not that great, but I think much of the impact is the performance and the piece. 

I am 100% receptive to preliminary models getting out there, and particularly to you as I'm certain your feedback would be invaluable.  It's a time
budgeting quandary for me though.  I've never laid out a PWB so that might take me a month or so to pick a program, come up to speed on it, get
comfortable with it all, and order boards.  But in that month I might be able to get most of the DSP software behind me for at least the first pass, and I'm
really burning for that to happen.  Not saying what I will, won't, or can't do, just wondering what to do when :-)!  I could also spend a month or so just
hand wiring two more prototypes...  I do need something more portable and robust to take out / send out for show and tell, but I haven't managed to burn
up the original yet (knock wood).

I really wish you were closer, to make visiting easier.  Do you ever visit the NJ / NY area for other reasons, or might you want to for this project?  I think
you would be happy with it, but I don't know, I'm so close to it all.  Building one would certainly be easier than an analog board with 40 variable Q band
pass filters!  And if you really need 40 resonators I'm pretty sure that could be done digitally if they aren't articulated or modulated.  The SVF subroutine
takes 14 cycles, and there are 468 cycles per thread per sample interval, so maybe 2 threads worth of real-time if it were coded efficiently.

Torturing (as tinkeringdude put it) the non-harmonic resonator is kinda fun: [MP3].  All the clipping / overloading going on there is probably in the filter,
there was no clipping at my PC soundcard input.  I worked on the knob gains and delay scaling today, I think I'd like to give it a common pool of sample
memory with taps so as to more efficiently utilize it.  I made clockwise movement of the delay knob decrease the delay / increase the filter frequency -
it's more of a filter than a delay and I was always turning the delay knob the wrong way.

Eric

pitts8rh 10/9/2018 10:53:13 AM [1589]

I like both of the samples, although I thought they were the same patch just played at different pitches.  The woody resonant sounds are very similar to
what I have been hearing with the Haible analog string filter, and with a little additional processing there are some great possibilities.  Not to mention
tweaks that you may be able to make in the patches themselves.

Never get to NJ, and I only travel by car or RV these days.  I'd love a hands-on, but I really need the traditional volume-sensing and possibly traditional
rod and loop elements (don't be offended-I'd try plates, but there are many personal preferences to consider both in playability and aesthetics).  Ideally I
would just like to build one and update it as you make changes.

Before I go much further I'll contact you via email first, but these latest cello sounds are making me want to drop everything (except my other little
theremin project) and get started on this over the winter.  I understand that you are not in a position where you want to be stopping what you are doing to
build hardware, and I can do that myself anyway.  But to even consider that I need to understand exactly what the hardware looks like. Depending on the
complexity I would probably want to do some board layouts for home fabrication.  These may be of use to you for a backup prototype but they would not
be suitable for obtaining production boards (too many alterations/concessions made for limitations of home processing).

Anyway, look for an email from me, probably tomorrow, and hopefully we can go from there.  This is really an outstanding body of work, and its time is
coming.

Roger 

dewster 10/9/2018 3:29:21 PM [1590]

Hi Roger,

I believe both cello MP3s used the same preset settings.  With my monkeying around with the non-harmonic resonator code I've lost the exact settings for
that part of the preset, but it isn't too difficult to dial something that sounds extremely similar back in.  The loss of presets during development is rather
unfortunate, as one often stumbles upon crazy sounding configurations during the testing.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/pbir79raubgg3wb/2018-10-09_torture.mp3


I play my Theremin with reversed volume sense, which seems more intuitive to me, but others have trained for years with the traditional volume sensing
or desire it for other reasons, so this is a switchable option on the SYSTEM page of the menu (as is 50Hz mains hum squashing).  Traditional sense has
the advantage that it is likely easier to perform the "quick cut & slow swell" operatic note change as the "quick cut" move is towards the antenna.  But it
seems backwards to me, and with the sense reversed you don't have to manually shut the thing up when you move away from it.  I need to tweak the
scaling of one of the axis parameters to give it 2x or 4x more resolution, which I believe is just a trivial int => float exponent adjustment.  As it is right
now the axis gains and offsets need a bit of tweaking after the sensing is reversed, and I'd like to eliminate that as much as possible.  This was the main
reason I added the final axis parameter a while back.  I've been putting off any non-critical path edits lately, but do track them in a README.TXT file in
the code directory.

I promised you and TW a while back that I'd make better schematics and take some better close-up pix of the prototype details.  I can probably do that in
a day if hand-drawn is OK.  

1. The oscillator boards are relatively simple, though there is a fair amount of interconnect over CAT5.  You might want to get some CAT5 board or
chassis connectors to mount on the oscillator boards to make everything neater and more modular.  The oscillators have their own regulators, but
everything else gets regulated 3.3V power from the FPGA board or uses ~unregulated USB 5V.  So power cycling shouldn't be an issue.  The coils are
physically mounted to the plate antennas, which minimizes any vibrational C interaction between them.  The high impedance end of the coil is positioned
nearest to the plate (though the end winding is an inch or so away as the plate "looks" like a big shorted winding to it), the other end of the coil is low
impedance.  The CAT5 is a problem if you use the connectors on it as they are larger than the diameter of the cable - I was thinking of running the wire to
the board through the case split point with a split rubber grommet or something for sealing and strain relief, which would put the cable connection inside
the sealed box rather than at the box wall.

2. The encoder boards are just wires and you could easily wire them in the air if you prefer.  Or make subset boards with 2 or 4 encoders per board.  I
recommend the arrangement I have as the knob layout corresponds physically with the display entries, and there is enough finger room between the
encoders.  And obviously you want the knobs below the displays so as not to block them when adjusting them.

3. The LCD is just wires to the FPGA board, though there is a contrast pot you'll have to deal with somehow.  I soldered a tiny pot to the display board
and drilled a hole for access (it's a prototype so it's supposed to be hideous!).  This is a purely 3.3V part, they make 5.5V and 3.3V/5V mixed boards, so
beware.  The one I ordered from eBay was advertised as 3.3V, but arrived mixed, so they had to send me the components to convert it.

4. The LED "tuner" board is the most complex.  It has 13 white LEDs, 4 blue LEDs, all 10 mm high efficiency types, and a red high efficiency single
diode type 7 segment display.  There are 3 serial to parallel LED driver ICs, 3 current setting resistors, and some decoupling, but it's really mostly just
wires and the layout is entirely non-critical.  The LED "tuner" board should be mounted at the very top of the control box display area, as it gives critical
performance feedback.  Watch what 7-segment display you purchase, you want the single diode type so the forward voltage isn't too high for the ICs to
drive off of 5V.

5. I have a small "catch-all" board that has the EEPROM 8 pin dip, the SPDIF TX LED, and some power distribution.

I'll add another post(s) with more information and a parts list as it develops.  If you want to get started you should order the FPGA board, and FPGA
programmer, the encoders, the LEDs, the LCD, the EEPROM, and the other ICs.  I can provide you with coils and the SPDIF TX LED if you like, though
the coil values might have to change if you go with traditional antennas.

I would urge you to at least give plates a trial period as they are more sensitive (very good engineering reason).  And you might find them easier to see
and play, though of course aesthetically they are different than the expectation.  Build it cheesy with plates, get it working and become familiar with it,
then adapt it / cannibalize it for the final target enclosure(s).

There are prettier ways to make plate antennas.  You could use a thin rigid non-C substrate (not wood I wouldn't think, but you could certainly
experiment around to see if wood is viable here) with aluminum tape or plate sandwiched inside, and the coil exposed or otherwise viewable sticking out
the back (I think the coils are pretty and make it look like real engineering is going on) with a small box on the back holding the driver board.  The plate
could be round, square, rectangular, oval, etc. without a lot of variation in the linearity of response.  My volume plate is a 3D 'L' shape and it seems to
work fine.  You could use 3 layer PWB material with no external copper for the antenna - you could even put the driver electronics on the back if you
removed the antenna plate copper from a small region.  Or use 1 or 2 layer and cover the front with a piece of plastic or stick the whole thing in a plastic
box.

(Test for non-C material with a regular Theremin: wave a longish piece of it near the pitch antenna &  touch the antenna with it.)

Eric

Buggins 10/9/2018 3:55:40 PM [1591]

Dewster, are you going to share / open source for the whole design? 

dewster 10/9/2018 4:59:52 PM [1592]

"Dewster, are you going to share / open source for the whole design?"  - Buggins

Absolutely!  I already have in most ways, though rather informally.  Let me update the FPGA and firmware links:

- FPGA SystemVerilog code: [LINK] 
- HIVE simulator C++ / Theremin firmware HAL (Hive assembly): [LINK]

gerd 10/9/2018 5:16:18 PM [1593]

Buggins 10/9/2018 7:15:03 PM [1594]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/k4u2kd2kjf8cdk0/HIVE_SV_2018-08-23_v13.02.zip/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/lukutm41t1suueg/2018-10-08.zip/file


It's really great!

BTW, why not github or other source control site? 

dewster 10/9/2018 10:40:05 PM [1595]

"BTW, why not github or other source control site?" - Buggins

Soon, kinda buried at the moment.

================

First Post Index

I finally started an index into this thread that might help those trying to get a quick grip on it.  See what you think: [LINK].

(I'm re-reading a lot of my own own words and fear I've come off as a bit of an arrogant old fool - so sorry!)

pitts8rh 10/10/2018 12:44:13 PM [1596]

I'll add another post(s) with more information and a parts list as it develops.  If you want to get started you should order the FPGA board, and
FPGA programmer, the encoders, the LEDs, the LCD, the EEPROM, and the other ICs.  I can provide you with coils and the SPDIF TX
LED if you like, though the coil values might have to change if you go with traditional antennas.

Eric,

Can you recommend a specific FPGA board and programmer to order?  Remember, zero FPGA experience here...

Do you have schematics or PLs to identify the remaining parts that you described above so that I can get at least these ordered?  I can do the coils, and I
would start with plates until things are working and I can work backward, if necessary, to adapt to rod and loop.  Not sure what the SPDIF TX LED is
either, although if it is documented I can make that too.

My biggest question right now is where to find the basic design information (schematics and/or photos and parts list) for your current configuration.  I
can hunt around a bit, but there is a lot of design evolution so I need to know where to start.  Any specific information on a few things to get ordered
would be helpful.

Roger

Buggins 10/10/2018 2:43:15 PM [1597]

I finally started an index into this thread that might help those trying to get a quick grip on it.

Index makes this topic REALLY useful!

Prototype Parts List
dewster 10/10/2018 10:07:36 PM [1598]

Prototype Parts List

OK, spent the day trying to figure out what's in the prototype and where I got it from.  Amazon purchase history is excellent, eBay purchase history is
almost worthless.  The 74LVU04N is unfortunately gone, and after looking at datasheets for a while (actual data in TI datasheets is really sparse) I
believe the SN74AHC04N is likely similar enough.  Do socket it, if only for ESD purposes.  

I've got tons of Toslink TX modules if anyone needs one, but you can also just stick a red LED inside the converter if you are going the electrical RCA
route exclusively.  I did this during testing and it worked fine.

On eBay the 7 segment display has conflicting critical info (common anode or cathode?) so buyer beware.  I did purchase this item from that seller, but it
was quantity 5 rather than 10, so who knows.  You want common anode for the LED serial driver ICs, and you also want single diodes in the segments,
not two diodes, which is common for larger displays, but raises the forward voltage too high for anything but red.

Also on eBay, the LCD was listed as 3.3V, they sent me a 3.3V logic / 5V panel, so they had to send me the level shifting parts to make it full 3.3V as
advertised, so ditto.

I've got those questions into the eBay sellers, but haven't received any response yet.

As I believe I've said before, the ultra inexpensive rotary encoders from China seem to be better, from a contact bounce perspective anyway, than the
more expensive encoders I bought from Adafruit.  If anyone knows where to get higher quality encoders for not too much, please let me know.



Next up: schematics.

-------- 
- GUTS - 
-------- 
ITEM:   EP4CE6 EP4CE6E22C8N FPGA ALTERA Cyclone IV Development Evaluation Board Core Kit 
SELLER: waveshare on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/251194059567 
PRICE:  $28.20 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  n/a

ITEM:   USB Blaster V2 Download Cable ALTERA FPGA CPLD EPCS16 EPC1/4 Programmer Debugger 
SELLER: waveshare on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/251150460146 
PRICE:  $20.23 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  I have no experience with this as I have an old genuine Altera USB Blaster (with all of its board destroying faults).

ITEM:   Microchip 25LC1024 1 Mbit SPI Bus Serial EEPROM
SELLER: joaoccabral on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/123394475225 
PRICE:  $3.05 + $3.80 s&h 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  I bought 2 for some reason (probably to amortize the postage).

ITEM:   SN74AHC04N (hex inverter) 
SELLER: mouser.com 
LINK:   https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Texas-Instruments/SN74AHC04N?
qs=sGAEpiMZZMutVWjHE%2fYQw%2fPEs7KMKRQq6RY9CbibEkY%3d 
PRICE:  $0.48 
QTY:    2 
NOTES:  One for each axis.  This should replace 74LVU04N which is unfortunately EOL.

ITEM:   SP721APP (ESD clamp array) 
SELLER: mouser.com 
LINK:   https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Littelfuse/SP721APP?qs=%2fha2pyFadugLGwurnh9rv0x%252bpEqosLOt5%252bztt5r57Oc%3d 
PRICE:  $2.40 
QTY:    2 
NOTES:  One for each axis.  Perhaps omit if antennas are insulated.

ITEM:   LP2950-33LPRE3 (LDO 3.3V voltage regulator - or equivalent) 
SELLER: mouser.com 
LINK:   https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/595-LP2950-33LPRE3 
PRICE:  $0.46 
QTY:    2 
NOTES:  One for each axis.

ITEM:   TLC5916IN (LED serial driver) 
SELLER: mouser.com 
LINK:   https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Texas-Instruments/TLC5916IN?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsE420DPIasPpR0nm8USuLtmpNyFAt1L4Y%3d 
PRICE:  $1.36 
QTY:    3 
NOTES:  For the display board.

ITEM:   Toslink TX Transmitter Module 
SELLER: Electronic Goldmine 
LINK:   http://www.goldmine-elec-products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G16911B 
PRICE:  $37.25 / qty 25 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  I HAVE TONS OF THESE!  You can also just cram a standard red LED into the Toslink SPDIF converter dog door.

ITEM:   Digital Optical Toslink or SPDIF Coax to Analog L/R RCA Audio Converter Adapter 
SELLER: aotoper on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/302595988978 
PRICE:  $3.89 + $2.99 s&h 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  This includes an optical cable.

ITEM:   3.3V High Contrast 20x4 Character LCD Module Display,w/Tutorial,HD44780,Arduino 
ITEM:   Manufaturer & part number: Eastrising ERM2004-2 
SELLER: buydisplay on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/301965686712 
PRICE:  $10.82 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  Received 3.3V/5V display, had to bug them for the level shifter & solder it myself.

ITEM:   100pcs, 10mm Red Yellow Blue Green White Diffused Bright 5K MCD LED Leds Light 
SELLER: colorfulplace888 on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/321297296247 
PRICE:  $11.95 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/251194059567
https://www.ebay.com/itm/251150460146
https://www.ebay.com/itm/123394475225
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Texas-Instruments/SN74AHC04N?qs=sGAEpiMZZMutVWjHE%2fYQw%2fPEs7KMKRQq6RY9CbibEkY%3d
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Littelfuse/SP721APP?qs=%2fha2pyFadugLGwurnh9rv0x%252bpEqosLOt5%252bztt5r57Oc%3d
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/595-LP2950-33LPRE3
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Texas-Instruments/TLC5916IN?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsE420DPIasPpR0nm8USuLtmpNyFAt1L4Y%3d
http://www.goldmine-elec-products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G16911B
https://www.ebay.com/itm/302595988978
https://www.ebay.com/itm/301965686712
https://www.ebay.com/itm/321297296247


QTY:    1 batch. 
NOTES:  The ones I received are clearly not 5K MCD, but they are bright enough and even.

ITEM:   10pcs 1 inch 1 Digital 7 Segments Led display Red Common Anode 
ITEM:   Part number: KYX-1106BS 
SELLER: uincelec on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/153199522097 
PRICE:  $5.50 + $2.50 s&h 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  Kinda big, slightly dim compared to 10mm LEDs but really OK.  I HAVE 4 OF THESE!

ITEM:   10 pieces 12 mm key switch rotary encoder switch Q1S3 
SELLER: cpthreego on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/332747289811 
PRICE:  $4.28 
QTY:    8 
NOTES:  20 detent with PB switch.  I bought from some other seller, these are likely the same.

ITEM:   Armorview PL2303HX USB To TTL To UART COM Cable Module Converter 
SELLER: Dualmax on Amazon 
LINK:   https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B008AGDTA4 
PRICE:  $6.99 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  This provides power, EEPROM SW pump, Hive CLI.

------------ 
- PHYSICAL - 
------------ 
ITEM:   Sterilite 1805 - Large FlipTop Box 
SELLER: ?? 
LINK:   http://www.sterilite.com/SelectProduct.html?id=702&ProductCategory=249§ion=1 
PRICE:  ?? 
QTY:    2 
NOTES:  One for controls, one for pitch axis.  Got mine at Home Depot really cheap.

ITEM:   Sterilite 1803 2.5 Qt. Flip-Top Box 
SELLER: Home depot 
LINK:   https://www.homedepot.com/p/Sterilite-2-5-Qt-Flip-Top-Box-18038612/203002006 
PRICE:  $2.28 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  For volume axis.

ITEM:   RAM Mount Plastic Short Open Socket Arm System with Round Base and 1 inch Ball 
SELLER: gpscity on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/172390522613 
PRICE:  $12.49 
QTY:    3 
NOTES:  One for each axis box, one for control box.

ITEM:   RAM Mounts 2.5" Plastic Diameter Round AMPS Mounting Plate RAP-B-202U 
SELLER: gpscity on eBay 
LINK:   https://www.ebay.com/itm/201944848041 
PRICE:  $6.49 
QTY:    3 
NOTES:  One for each axis box, one for control box.

ITEM:   Atlas AD11BE 5/8-Inch 27 Thread Surface Mount Female Microphone Flange, Ebony Finish 
SELLER: Kellards on Amazon 
LINK:   https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0002GY10M 
PRICE:  $12.99 
QTY:    1 
NOTES:  Microphone stand mount.

-------- 
- MISC - 
-------- 
- 2mH air core solenoid for pitch axis: 
  - 260 turns single coat AWG32 on 1.5" PVC 40 former, OD 48.26 mm  (I did this) -OR- 
  - 232 turns single coat AWG34 on 1.5" PVC 40 former, OD 48.26 mm  (to use same wire as volume side) 
- 4mH air core solenoid for volume axis: 
  - 295 turns single coat AWG34 on 2" PVC 40 former, OD 60.325 mm 
- I buy my coil wire from techfixx: https://www.amazon.com/s?me=A169M3CDF2YEK0&page=1 single coat solderable. 
- PVC 40 knockout end caps to mount coils w/ nylon screws. 
- 2N3904 / 2N3906 or similar for coil drive (qty: 2 each) 
- Handful of misc. passives including 2x 1pF or series equivalent. 
- 40 pcs Dupont wire jumper cables 10cm 2.54mm female to female (qty: many, tear apart) 
- 40 pcs Dupont wire jumper cables 20cm 2.54mm female to female (qty: many, tear apart) 
- 1pc Double Side Prototype PCB Bread Board Tinned FR4 8 x 12 cm 80x 120mm (qty: 1, if hand wiring display) 
- 10pc Plastic Round Screw type Knob PN-8F ( PN-38D ) ?15.5x14.2mm h=?6.4mm RoHS (qty: 8) 
- 6" Aluminum sheet flashing (or similar) for antenna plates 
- CAT5 cable, preferably stranded 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/153199522097
https://www.ebay.com/itm/332747289811
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B008AGDTA4
http://www.sterilite.com/SelectProduct.html?id=702&ProductCategory=249&section=1
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Sterilite-2-5-Qt-Flip-Top-Box-18038612/203002006
https://www.ebay.com/itm/172390522613
https://www.ebay.com/itm/201944848041
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0002GY10M
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=A169M3CDF2YEK0&page=1


- Nylon wire strain relief (several) 
- Pin headers, IC sockets (I do DIY sockets from in-line stock) 
- Power switch (mini toggle) 
- 3 meter USB 2 or 3 extender cable (Amazon basics). 
- Stick of wood to mount it all on, the grungier the better (it's a prototype, it's supposed to be ugly!).

pitts8rh 10/11/2018 12:23:50 AM [1599]

I've already started ordering. The links are a huge help.  Thanks for this!

dewster 10/11/2018 5:29:53 AM [1600]

"I've already started ordering. The links are a huge help.  Thanks for this!" - pitts8rh

Sure! I am sincerely looking forward to where this is going.  Let me know if you want a TOSLINK TX part, or one of my 7-segment displays, as I have
spares just sitting around doing nothing.

When winding the coils, I suggest cutting the PVC pipe former as long as will fit in the box, then offsetting the windings to one end so as to get them as
far away from the plate as possible when the pipe is mounted perpendicular to the center of the plate (the high impedance end of the coil should be on the
plate side, the low impedance end away from the plate).  An inch or so between the nearest winding and the plate should sufficiently minimize magnetic
coupling (plate looks like a short turn), but the farther the better.  Start winding 5 or 10 mm from one end (the low impedance end) and wind in.  The coil
winding height for both is less than 50mm if you're following the instructions above for making duplicates of what's in the prototype.  

I encourage you to check all of this with my spreadsheet [LINK] or the INCA software before you wind or even purchase wire; for your own reasons you
may want to explore and use other coil geometries or wire gauges.  A 1:1 coil height:diameter is a reasonable soft target, though height > diameter can
give you a bit less self C.  I haven't found significant Q reduction with thinner wire (which should give larger R loss), but really thin wire (36AWG and
finer) can be a bear to handle so I avoid it. Use single coat insulated wire to get the turns as close as possible, and get the type of insulation that melts
with solder so you don't have to strip it.  I drill tiny holes in the former, solder wire wrap wire to the coil ends, and feed this through the holes, coating it
and the end windings in clear nail polish.  Encase the entire thing in thin battery pack type clear heat shrink tubing to make it more durable.  Glue a pipe
knockout into the plate end, drill a hole in the center of the knockout, and affix both coil and plate to the axis box with a nylon screw & nut.  I'm using a
small coil spring on the plate to electrically attach the coil end wire and the 1pF sense cap to the plate; a solder lug here would be more secure.

pitts8rh 10/11/2018 11:54:57 AM [1601]

I did order everything that I didn't already have, including the 7-segments, but I'm thinking I have a couple Toslink modules in my parts.  If not, I'll get
back to you.  I probably don't need 25 from Electronic Goldmine.  I even bought two FPGA boards just to prove I'm all in, baby!  I ordered the 20x4
display from the same source as you, so if you got the wrong board I may have the same problem.  When the time comes I may have to ask you what the
problem was and what you had to do to modify it...

Since there are a couple things here that are totally new ground for me, particularly in the FPGA side, I will be attempting to initially build everything as
specified to eliminate too many variables.  If/when that is up and running I will go off on my own and experiment with the oscillators/antennas, one thing
at a time.  I didn't order wire because I have these and several other gauges already.

While I'm waiting on parts I'll watch for your schematics (no rush), but I've still got plenty to do with the CNC project from hell (so I can drill boards)
and a couple other projects.  Oh yeah, and acres of leaves to clean up soon...

The Toolsing
dewster 10/11/2018 2:59:01 PM [1602]

The Toolsing

Roger, here's the tools side of things:

Get the FPGA tool Quartus: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/programmable/downloads/download-center.html.  I use version 10.1sp1 (the free
web edition) to compile the SV code and pump the board, and to update the blockram Hive ROM default boot code.  (I also use 9.1sp2 as this is the
unfortunately last version that has the simulator, but you won't need that unless you want to dig into the actual FPGA logic.)  I'm hoping that counterfeit
USB Blaster doesn't give you any trouble (all this stuff should be open sourced IMO).  Some versions seem to rely on a cloned Prolific USB serial bridge
chip which is unfortunate because Prolific started a driver war over it, and we all get caught in the crossfire.  Same for the USB serial TTL cables, it's a
mess.  I hear FTDI plays nice.

For programming the EEPROM chip via the serial port, I'm using Tera Term Pro version 4.81 (I see it's up to 4.100
now):  https://osdn.net/projects/ttssh2/releases/.  It has a "TTL" macro language that I use to manage the CLI port handshaking.  My Hive simulator
automatically kicks out a "hive.ttl" file that you just run (Control | Macro) in order to update the SW load.  Port speed is 230400 baud, 8N1, no local
echo.  When you get the USB serial TTL cable try sticking a low value resistor or wire between TX and RX and see if you get an echo in the Tera Term
console.

The Hive assembler / simulator runs fine in my WinXP console, but I've noticed on Win7 machines the UI interaction is pretty sluggish.  It may be that
It's running 32 bit C++ code rather than 64?  The newer Win console seems very different.  Something I should work out on my end now that I've got a
Win10 laptop.  I assume you're not running WinXP?  [EDIT] Here is my latest Hive sim C++ code and Theremin HAL assembly code with a compiled
32 bit simulator included: https://www.mediafire.com/file/789x49armcbt91a/2018-10-11.zip/file

I'm using Notepad++ as my HAL code editor: https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ which is an absolutely fantastic editor.  I've got a color & highlight scheme
just for HAL that you can import: https://www.mediafire.com/file/b229v5gy8c4vau4/notepad_plus_hal_defs.xml/file.  Setting the tab size to 36 or so

http://www.mediafire.com/file/s1zk9ya761xlvmc/solenoid_design_2015-04-29.xls/file
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/programmable/downloads/download-center.html
https://osdn.net/projects/ttssh2/releases/
https://www.mediafire.com/file/789x49armcbt91a/2018-10-11.zip/file
https://notepad-plus-plus.org/
https://www.mediafire.com/file/b229v5gy8c4vau4/notepad_plus_hal_defs.xml/file


makes HAL code more readable.  You can set things up so that opening a *.hal file uses the color scheme and tab spacing.

The LCD display people (eastrising) are telling me that is the 100% 3.3V version, but there's a bit of a language barrier (though they are quite responsive
and friendly seeming).  You should be able to instantly tell just by looking at the back of it when it arrives.  Still no response from the 7 segment display
dudes.  [EDIT] I'm told by the sellers that the 7 segment is common anode; the listing title was accurate, the details not, so that should be OK too.

pitts8rh 10/11/2018 5:20:11 PM [1603]

 When you get the USB serial TTL cable try sticking a low value resistor or wire between TX and RX and see if you get an echo in the Tera
Term console

I'm reading this thinking "what USB serial TTL cable?".  It was late last night when I was ordering parts furiously, and I guess I wasn't paying much
attention to what I was ordering.  Turns out I think I have a couple of these already, somewhere.  It's a good thing you didn't slip any prank links in there.

I have WinXP as my utility bench laptop, with 7 32bit and 10 machines within reach.  Already use Notepad++, too.

dewster 10/11/2018 7:10:12 PM [1604]

"It was late last night when I was ordering parts furiously, and I guess I wasn't paying much attention to what I was ordering. ...  It's a good thing you
didn't slip any prank links in there."  - pitts8rh

When the Interocitor kit arrives, tell the big giant headed dude on the screen I said "hi"  ;-)

"I have WinXP as my utility bench laptop, with 7 32bit and 10 machines within reach.  Already use Notepad++, too."

Wow, I can't imagine running into anyone else quite as ready / able / qualified as you to do this.  An EE with a full home lab & fab shop - and you're a
fantastic guitarist!

Note the [EDIT] above, I put the compiled Hive simulator in the zip file along with my HAL assembly and sim C++ code.  Unzip it to a folder and make
a shortcut to "hive_sim.exe".  Right click on the shortcut and click the "Options" tab, set "Command history" "Buffer size" to 48.  Click the "Font" tab
and pick 8x12 raster fonts.  Click the "Layout" tab and set both "Screen buffer size" and "Window size" to 128 x 48.  Apply and close, then run the
shortcut to see if everything is OK.  

The function keys select the thread to view (F8 = thread 0), up/down arrows move one line at a time, page up/down a page at a time, home returns to the
execution line.  F10 single steps, the command "isr" without quotes and with a space at the end issues an interrupt to the current thread.  Since everything
in the Theremin software is interrupt driven you need to single step a bit until the thread parks, then issue an isr, then single step some more to see the isr
code being executed.  If you input a number, say 100, and press F11 it will do 100 cycles every time you  press F11.  F9 is a single clock step (8 per
cycle).  Input an address and press F12 to run to breakpoint.  Escape stops infinite loops and such.  

To reload the file and reset the sim do a "cfg" command, and you can specify a different source file before the command if you like.  "theremin.hal" is the
current hard coded default source, and it pulls in a bunch of others in that directory.  Generated in that directory whenever you open the sim or do a "cfg"
is "hive_0.mif" thru "hive_3.mif" which are FPGA blockram config files, which can be copied to the FPGA directory (I've got a batch file that does this).
 Also generated is "hive.ttl" which is the Tera Term macro to pump the EEPROM.

The Hardwareing: AFE
dewster 10/11/2018 8:59:45 PM [1605]

The Hardwareing: AFE

The AFE (analog front end) takes a square wave drive from the NCO (numerically controlled oscillator) inside the FPGA, buffers it, drives the LC tank,
reduces the voltage and squares up the resulting large amplitude (hundreds of volts) sine wave, and then sends the result back to the FPGA.  It also sends
back a buffered reference in an attempt to null out any temperature dependent delays, and the phase of these two signals are compared.  The DPLL
(digital phase locked loop) logical construct in the FPGA constantly adjusts the NCO frequency to maintain a quadrature (90 degree) phase difference
between them, as this is the peak resonant point for the LC tank where we get maximum voltage swing, as well as the most "phase gain" between the two
signals.

The AFE is identical for both axes, though different coil values are used to keep the operating points (frequencies) spread apart enough to keep  them
from seriously interfering with each other.  And of course each employs a separate DPLL.  Additional logic inside the FPGA takes the NCO number, low
pass filters it, and downsamples it to 48kHz, whereupon it is further conditioned, the hum removed, offset, scaled, and linearized, for pitch and volume
use in the synthesis engine.  So the values are obtained directly, and there is no heterodyning going on.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interocitor


Above is the AFE circuit shown two different ways.  The upper view is more schematic, the lower more of a component layout view.  In the lower layout
view note that the signal drive side also "drives" the ground, but the ground on the receive side is not connected.  This is done to eliminate ground loops,
and for signal integrity purposes.  The interconnect wires are twisted pairs in the CAT5 cabling.  There are 4 pairs, one is used for drive, two are for
sense, and the last to provide 5V power.  All local voltages are regulated to 3.3V to give a clean reference and for maximum stability.  Use tantalum 4.7uF
caps at the regulator I/O.



Above is a view of the top of the AFE board.  Note the two resistors peeking out from the right edge of the hex inverter, there is enough space under
these DIY IC sockets (I use single socket stock and cut it down, one strip for each side) to run passives under there.  The 100pF divider cap is socketed to
allow easy adjustment of the amplitude in the 1pF / 100pF capacitive voltage divider.

A view of the back of the AFE board.  Note the 0.1uF decoupling cap on the hex inverter.  Also note the header I've got the CAT5 cabling soldered to.
 Probably best to use actual CAT5 connectors, but the staggered jack leads wouldn't work on 0.1" center PWB stock.



Here is the pitch antenna box opened up to show the coil in the center and AFE board mounted on the left.  The plate is 6" aluminum flashing.  The cable
has a nylon strain relief.



Another view of the pitch antenna.  AFE board mounting details, and the coil spring I use for electrical connectivity.  The 1pF cap hangs out in space
between the spring and the socket on the AFE.



Here is the volume antenna box opened.  Note that the plate bends up on the right to cover the side wall as well as the face.  This gives more capacitance,
and allows it to be played more like a Melodia if you like.  The blue painter's tape keeps the coil interconnect wires from vibrating.  Another nylon strain
relief.



Yet another view of the volume antenna showing the spring electrical connect to the plate.

Note that I HAVE NOT TESTED THE ESD PROTECTION SCHEME AT ALL!  If I were doing this again today I'd run ESD protection to the cabling
I/O as well (as indicated by asterisks in the schematic).  Once I'm finally at the real PWB layout stage I'll almost certainly use CAT5 connectors and 1
meter prefab cables to make it all much more modular.

pitts8rh 10/12/2018 1:49:53 AM [1606]

This is all interesting stuff, and I'm already seeing boards to make and enclosures to consider (breadboarding only at first, though).  This is going to be
fun.

You have no doubt done a lot of work with the antenna inductors, so if you had to, what direction would you take in order to reduce their size with
minimal impact on performance (different aspect, ferrite cored, pi-wound, etc)?

I assume that these cat5 cable connections are the ones where you suggested using either board mount or panel mount connectors?  I would probably like
to use board mount, especially if this all ends up in a single enclosure where there wouldn't be separate housings for the antenna electronics.

Don't feel pressured to put all of this out all at one time, unless you want to.  You are way ahead of me already, and I am currently spread thin playing
with too many different things at once.  But this is a high priority project for me when my parts come in and I get rolling, and I'm looking forward to it.

dewster 10/12/2018 4:55:53 AM [1607]

"You have no doubt done a lot of work with the antenna inductors, so if you had to, what direction would you take in order to reduce their size with
minimal impact on performance (different aspect, ferrite cored, pi-wound, etc)?" - pitts8rh

I haven't done all that much work, but I've looked into it enough to know that very few offerings out there are suitable for Theremin use, and even fewer
now that the Bourns and Hammond RF chokes used in the Moog EW are evaporating.  The first spec for inductors is usually size, which usually means a
highly concentrating ferrite, which usually means temperature dependence and drift.  Which maybe isn't the end of the world, but why tolerate it when
you don't have to.  The smaller the coil the closer the ends are to each other, which seems to be strongly correlated with higher self C and therefore lower
SRF.  Which maybe isn't the end of the world either, as long as your design is operating maybe 2x below that.

You could wind your own smaller coils with ferrite, but getting your hands on certified mild ferrite is probably a task in itself.  With the lack of ferrite
tempco specs, and other necessary specs like SFR, I pretty much gave up on commercial coils for Theremin use, though it wasn't for lack of looking.  But



i could easily have overlooked some useful offerings, who knows.  Air cores really helped me move on from that fairly discouraging point, except for
size they are superior in every way, and there will never be an artificial shortage if you can wind them yourself and wire remains obtainable.  You will
always have Q lowering magnetic core losses with ferrite that you won't have with air core.

Pi-wound is just a way to miniaturize while separating the windings and ends of the windings, not an intrinsic improvement beyond that IMO.  Larger
winding height vs winding diameter aspect ratios can certainly give you lower SRF, but those ratios will need more wire because the separation causes
the magnetic coupling to decrease, so you will get a somewhat lower Q.  I don't see a lot of call for > foot long coils like Theremin used in a digital
instrument.  Very roughly, a 1:1 ratio solenoid seems like an entirely reasonable target.

If you want somewhat smaller air core coils you could certainly use smaller wire.  Smaller wire is more difficult to handle but that's the main downside.
 If you want really smaller coils you should probably go to a higher operating frequency, as the inductor will shrink physically with the inverse of the
square of the frequency, which can be really significant.  Doing higher frequencies with digital stimulation is somewhat problematic, as the dither
required to smooth inter-clock increases, though it scales with the inverse of the frequency, rather than the square of it.

How physically small do you desire the coils to be?  I think big coils are kinda cool looking, but they are one more thing to house.

"I assume that these cat5 cable connections are the ones where you suggested using either board mount or panel mount connectors?"

Yes.

"I would probably like to use board mount, especially if this all ends up in a single enclosure where there wouldn't be separate housings for the antenna
electronics."

Yes.  And if the antennas aren't articulated and all in one enclosure you may be able to dispense with the AFE boards too and do it all with a couple of
more pins on the FPGA.  If I were looking to manufacture a large pile of them I'd definitely be investigating that.  But then, I probably wouldn't be using
an expensive FPGA (processor and cheaper FPGA, or just processor).

Exposed / articulated interconnect is problematic from so many angles: bending fatigue, ESD, etc.  I'd love to avoid it.  I think plate antennas might help
there, as it seems to me they make for a bigger, easier, less focused target for the hands, so their placement and geometry are likely less constrained.

"Don't feel pressured to put all of this out all at one time, unless you want to."

I really hope you don't feel undue pressure from me either.  If I seem overly eager it's just that this has been a driving force in my life for a while now,
and it's always nice to share a real interest with others who are similarly enthused.  Cheers!

Buggins 10/12/2018 6:05:21 AM [1608]

Dewster,

Are you using some tool for winding coils? They look firmly coil-to-coil winded.

Are you still sure that Altera is better than Xilinx? 
Did you consider Altera PSOC (with ARM core)? I heard, there is no free programming tools for PSOC in standalone mode (only for Linux).

dewster 10/12/2018 3:16:22 PM [1609]

"Are you using some tool for winding coils? They look firmly coil-to-coil winded." - Buggins

Yes, I show and talk about it here: #199874.  The wire comes under the copper pipe and I direct it onto the PCV former with my left index finger.  With
AWG34 (0.16mm copper, 0.173mm OD) the winding is really pretty easy.  I use wire wrap wire for the connections which works great, good quality
clear nail polish on the end windings, and that tough thin heatshrink they cover battery packs with over the whole thing.

"Are you still sure that Altera is better than Xilinx?"

Last time I checked (a while ago, so an eternity for FPGAs) Xilinx only supported SystemVerilog in their latest higher end tools.  Years ago I did a speed
test of Altera vs. Xilinx and the Altera parts were clearly faster by maybe 20% and cost considerably less, though the Altera speed was more dependent
on pin locations.  I love Xilinx white papers, but I prefer Altera parts and toolsets.

"Did you consider Altera PSOC (with ARM core)? I heard, there is no free programming tools for PSOC in standalone mode (only for Linux)."

Interesting.  I'll have to look into that and the other changes going on in the field.  With the 180 MIPs I have now I think I could almost get some kind of
reverb going if I had double the internal memory.  With a little bit larger FPGA I could put two Hive processors in there.  I know it's a little crazy that I'm
using my own processor, but with it I have total control over the software development. And it's nice to have a real application for something I've spent so
much time on.  You learn so much about processors, integer math, assemblers, etc. designing a processor and the toolset for it.

The Hardwareing: LED TUNER
dewster 10/12/2018 5:18:52 PM [1610]

The Hardwareing: LED TUNER

The pitch & volume display circuit is really simple.  Just three TCL5916 ICs with decoupling and current set resistor, and a bunch of LEDs.  I used
10mm high brightness white for the note and blue for the volume.  

The note display has C located at the 10 o'clock position, which gives a nice vertically symmetric pattern for the key of C and Am.  I have a couple of
modes for it in the software, but only use the positive mode (note = LED on) with a bit of hysteresis, and the center LED is always on.



The volume display is implemented as a thermometer type in the software, with 12dB per LED, which works out well as the threshold of audibility seems
to be around -48dB.  4 LEDs here, particularly with PWM, seem entirely sufficient in terms of resolution.

The 7 segment octave display is a 1" tall common anode higher efficiency red - beware that very often larger 7 segment displays have two diodes in
series per segment, and using anything other than red for a two diode type will probably raise the forward voltage too high to work at 5V LED supply.
 The one I used is a single diode per segment type.

All LEDs have PWM applied in software to dramatically increase the resolution and make it all operate a lot smoother, including the octave display,
which transitions between B and C.

The minimum brightness is set via the 3.3k resistors, you might try 4.7k to go even lower if your LEDs are really high efficiency.  There is a knob on the
tuner UI page that adjusts the brightness via the TLC4916 "special" mode.  I wired the LED outputs in reverse order than they are labeled in the datasheet
to make them little endian, which is a better match for the "special" mode which is little endian (why the mixed modes in something so simple?).  Inside
the FPGA I'm driving three serial data lines in parallel, which speeds up the transfer and is just about as simple as anything other configuration.  I'm
always leery of race conditions when cascading serial devices, so that is studiously avoided here.

The front of the board.  The ICs and silver pads are quite visible here which is kind of unfortunate.  It would be nice to have a purely black background
for the LEDs to increase the contrast.



The back of the board is a rat's nest of wires, but that's about it.  The reason you see 6 resistors here is I used 2.2k + 1k in series (was adjusting the current
and never replaced the two with a single 3.3k).

Here's a precision view of the board as I would probably lay it out now.  I only put the octave display higher on mine because I didn't feel like moving
IC2.



The schematic.  I would swap SD0 and SD2 at the connector just to keep things clearer at hookup.  FPGA pins can always be easily relocated too.

Honestly, I rarely consult the octave display, so it could probably be a lot smaller.  It would be an interesting experiment to see how small the note display
LEDs and star pattern could be made and still have it as readable and effective as the 10mm here.

The volume display is more useful than I thought it would be, giving visual feedback on things like knee point setting and the like.

What's really nice about the note display is, after you use it for a while, when you're picking out melodies by ear you can easily "see" what the key of the
song is just by the pattern the notes take.  It's sort of like playing the guitar, where it's more about the relative patterns the notes make on the fretboard
than it is about the specific notes themselves.  And the tuner UI page has a note offset knob, so you can play anything in the key of C tuner-wise until you
get used to the other patterns - there are obviously 2 and their rotations.

I haven't used pitch preview and I'm thinking I probably never will.  Even when I could clearly hear what my EW was doing pitch-wise, I'd always
wander off into the weeds when playing unaccompanied.  That literally never happens to me now with the tuner.  Pitch correction helps too, but I'd say
90% of it is the precise pitch feedback the tuner provides.  Without the tuner I probably would have given up on the hope of playing with any level of
precision by now.  And my ear isn't all that bad (after decades of tuning my guitar and singing).  People without a really good pitch sense must spend a
fair amount of time more or less lost on a conventional Theremin.

And I say the above not to piss anyone off, nor to make them feel bad about their Theremin, nor to blow my own horn.  I frankly am a bit shocked at how
much the note display improves playability, but people are different and so YYMV here as in all things.

pitts8rh 10/12/2018 8:45:52 PM [1611]

I seem to remember that you told me that you had (or could easily have) an unmodulated audio signal point available for an optional pitch preview
circuit.  Is that correct?

With that available I would just add an analog VCA waveshaper for PP.  I would prefer that this be under potentiometer control anyway, not encoders and
menus.  Not everyone needs pitch preview, but those that do may not even consider a theremin that doesn't have it.

I used to think that fast visual tuner would be a huge benefit for the theremin.  For that reason I like to use the spiral display in SpectraTune for
Windows.  It was fast, and it had the easily recognizable circular scale, similar to yours except it was continuous.  Don't get me wrong, I still think the
visual tuner of some sort (I like a fast waterfall) is a useful feature, especially if you do not use pitch preview.  But I still stick by the argument that
relying on a visual feedback loop to control pitch is much, much slower than using auditory feedback (many brain cycles slower, whatever your particular
brain clock speed is ). 

On top of that, if voltages were made available (or outputs for DACs) that are at least roughly proportional to pitch (doesn't need 1v/octave
compatability) and volume, I would be ecstatic.  The volume voltage can be conditioned to make PP volume level controllable with theremin volume
(either sensing, including inverted ala Subscope), and the pitch voltage can be used to lower PP volume with increasing pitch, something I currently have
to do with an external 2-pole LPF just to keep perceived PP loudness fairly constant with pitch.  Having a pitch-proportional voltage available lets you
control the PP VCA with any slope you want.  I always have a problem with pitch preview in that you set the volume barely loud enough to be able to
perceive low notes and it ends up screaming in your ear at higher pitches.

And while I'm making my Christmas Wish List, lets build in a constant-tone switchable output available for the pitch preview earpiece.  Just like a
chromatic guitar tuner's tone output (which is what I use now), except built right into the theremin.  This is for those of us that tend to wander off scale
without any accompaniment (and close our eyes while playing, so that we wouldn't see a tuner anyway..).  You just play theremin with a constant pitch
tone droning in your earpiece.  It takes a little getting used to, but if you can sense relative pitches just fine but not absolute pitch, it acts as a constant
reference.  For me I find that it doesn't matter what pitch the drone note is at, as long as it is audible.  It seems to make any note in the scale just light up
when you play on pitch.

This is useful if you would like to record a theremin piece at your own pace and add accompaniment later.  Or if you want to perform a piece without any
accompaniment without wandering out of your lane and into the ditch.  It's like a little tuner in your brain, if you aren't gifted with the real thing.



For a while I thought that playing with a drone tone it was just something that I fell upon, but of course I looked it up and apparently it is a thing.

Anyway, I got off on a rant there, but pitch preview - gotta have it.  Or at least some unmodulated audio for DIY PP. Gotta gotta.     

dewster 10/12/2018 9:24:45 PM [1612]

"I seem to remember that you told me that you had (or could easily have) an unmodulated audio signal point available for an optional pitch preview
circuit.  Is that correct?"  - pitts8rh

Absolutely.  The SPDIF converter box is stereo, and the SPDIF register in Hive that feeds the SPDIF logic is also stereo.  At the moment, for lack of
anything better, I'm just slapping the same mono signal into both PCM slots.  One could easily add more FPGA logic and register set interface, and feed
more SPDIF boxes if it came to that.

(When reading up on analog string filters you mentioned, one design routed every other bandpass filter to L & R with a stereo spread control, which has
got me thinking something like that might be easy to do with the non-harmonic resonator; I'd love to get some kind of synthetic stereo going.  But I
digress...)

"With that available I would just add an analog VCA waveshaper for PP.  I would prefer that this be under potentiometer control anyway, not encoders
and menus.  Not everyone needs pitch preview, but those that do may not even consider a theremin that doesn't have it."

What would this "waveshaper" do exactly other than VCA?

The main UI page is full, but something could be moved (such as a duplicate of the volume axis null which I never really use) to make room for pitch
preview control. There's a master volume control on there now that works quite well via the generic encoder input.

"Not everyone needs pitch preview, but those that do may not even consider a theremin that doesn't have it."

Good point!  And I hope you don't think my ~rant in the previous post was aimed at you, it wasn't.  I like to think I'm really not out here to try to change
player's minds or twist their arms over things they like / want / need, but offering them higher quality versions of what they already have, plus some key
extras.

"I used to think that fast visual tuner would be a huge benefit for the theremin.  For that reason I like to use the spiral display in SpectraTune for
Windows.  It was fast, and it had the easily recognizable circular scale, similar to yours except it was continuous.  Don't get me wrong, I still think the
visual tuner of some sort (I like a fast waterfall) is a useful feature, especially if you do not use pitch preview.  But I still stick by the argument that relying
on a visual feedback loop to control pitch is much, much slower than using auditory feedback (many brain cycles slower, whatever your particular brain
clock speed is)."

Any time lag here is probably deadly, and it's hard for me to believe things that have to do FFT analysis or period measurement or auto-correlation aren't
somewhat laggy.  Well, if nothing else it will be interesting to see what you think of the effectively instantaneous display on the prototype.

"On top of that, if voltages were made available (or outputs for DACs) that are at least roughly proportional to pitch (doesn't need 1v/octave
compatability) and volume, I would be ecstatic.  The volume voltage can be conditioned to make PP volume level controllable with theremin volume
(either sensing, including inverted ala Subscope), and the pitch voltage can be used to lower PP volume with increasing pitch, something I currently have
to do with an external 2-pole LPF just to keep perceived PP loudness fairly constant with pitch.  Having a pitch-proportional voltage available lets you
control the PP VCA with any slope you want.  I always have a problem with pitch preview in that you set the volume barely loud enough to be able to
perceive low notes and it ends up screaming in your ear at higher pitches."

Slowish (less than audio sample rate but fast enough to control your VCA) DC voltages should be doable with a delta-sigma DAC logical construct in the
FPGA and some external analog filtering.  But all of what you describe above would be pretty easy to do via DSP inside the FPGA.  I'm hoping we can
perhaps help each other develop this to your satisfaction.

"And while I'm making my Christmas Wish List, lets build in a constant-tone switchable output available for the pitch preview earpiece.  Just like a
chromatic guitar tuner's tone output (which is what I use now), except built right into the theremin.  This is for those of us that tend to wander off scale
without any accompaniment (and close our eyes while playing, so that we wouldn't see a tuner anyway..).  You just play theremin with a constant pitch
tone droning in your earpiece.  It takes a little getting used to, but if you can sense relative pitches just fine but not absolute pitch, it acts as a constant
reference.  For me I find that it doesn't matter what pitch the drone note is at, as long as it is audible.  It seems to make any note in the scale just light up
when you play on pitch.

This is useful if you would like to record a theremin piece at your own pace and add accompaniment later.  Or if you want to perform a piece without any
accompaniment without wandering out of your lane and into the ditch.  It's like a little tuner in your brain, if you aren't gifted with the real thing.

For a while I thought that playing with a drone tone it was just something that I fell upon, but of course I looked it up and apparently it is a thing."

That's quite interesting!  How bright should this drone be (e.g. can it be a sine wave?)?  Regardless, it should be straightforward to add this option.

The Hardwareing: SPI EEPROM / TOSLINK TX / Power Distribution
dewster 10/12/2018 11:02:36 PM [1613]

The Hardwareing: SPI EEPROM / TOSLINK TX / Power Distribution

When I initially built this board I stuck a SPI Flash part (W25Q80BV) on it.  The part was quite fast (I was clocking it at 50MHz) but the mandatory
erasing of large swaths was burdensome, and the write cycles somewhat limited.  So I swapped it out for a SPI EEPROM part (25LC1024).  It runs
slower at 10MHz (had to change the SV and recompile / repump the FPGA to accommodate that) but it uses the same codes and procedures for reading
and writing, and I can't say I notice any difference in terms of boot times.  Probably the best thing about this EEPROM is you don't have to erase it to
reprogram it, you can overwrite a single byte in a page and the rest of the data remains, and it's reprogrammable at the 256 byte page level, rather than the
4KB block level of the Flash part.  It's quite a bit smaller, but entirely adequate for this purpose.



I figured the TOSLINK TX was just an LED in a box, but there is an active driver in there.  3V to 5V supply, with buffered input that is easy to drive.  It
drives so easily (high impedance) you can see the LED inside lighting up with coupled 60Hz hum from your finger.

Also on this board are three groups of power distribution headers, basically all the pins in a group are soldered together (except when they aren't but look
like it - fun bug).  This is the power pickoff point for the EEPROM and TOSLINK.

That's the SPI EEPROM chip at top, power distribution headers in the center (L-R: GND, 3.3V, 5V), and TOSLINK module at the bottom.  If I were to
do this again I'd add more pins to the distribution headers, particularly the ground, maybe 16, as I ended up running a bit short.  Both actives are bypassed
via 0.1uF ceramic caps.



Not a lot to say about the schematics here, really simple.

pitts8rh 10/12/2018 11:06:39 PM [1614]

What would this "waveshaper" do exactly other than VCA?

It allows you to change the timbre of the pitch preview,  which helps with audibility under different conditions, such as if you fully plug the ear with an
earpiece, leave the ear partially open, or use other monitoring as I do.  On my frankentheremin I have simply replicated the Etherwave's LM13700 VCA
with the brightness and waveform controls. This gives two identical audio paths - one modulated by the volume loop and the other fixed or modulated
differently to enhance the PP effectiveness. You can simply adjust the PP gain via a pot for volume, or you can sum in other bias voltages (easy with the
CV board on the plus model) to modulate the PP volume as described above.  I meant brightness and waveform when I said wave shaping.

That's quite interesting!  How bright should this drone be (e.g. can it be a sine wave?)?  Regardless, it should be straightforward to add this
option.

I think a sine would work, but maybe a little brighter tone with both even and odd harmonics would be better.  The tuner I use that generates a tone has a
square wave output, which is not the best but still quite effective.  I would think you could variably sum it right in with the pitch preview chain, although
having separate control of the timbre of the drone tone might be key to keeping them separated in your head.  It might seem that having two tones would
be confusing, although I really don't experience a conflict, but again, my drone is a nasty square wave, and maybe that is helping to avoid confusion.. 
Your brain sort of acclimates to the drone, and after a couple minutes you hear normally "around" it.  When you turn it off you really feel like something
has been burned into your brain though.  Like retinal fatigue.  I'm sure there is a term for it.

If you have something to generate a tone near your theremin, give it a try.  There are online drones that you can practice to as well.

The Hardwareing: Rotary Encoders
dewster 10/12/2018 11:38:50 PM [1615]



The Hardwareing: Rotary Encoders

It doesn't get any simpler than this (FPGAs were made for this kind of thing, lots of pins, programmable pullups, customized high speed conditioning):

The center pin of the rotary encoder side (top here) is grounded, and the other two pins sent to the FPGA, where they are given a weak 3.3V pullup,
debounced, decoded (Gray code => binary code via a counter-based state machine), and sent to a Hive register.  Similarly, the pushbutton side (bottom
here) has one pin grounded and the other sent to the FPGA, where it is weakly pulled up, debounced, and sent to the same Hive register.  Hive software
samples this register at 48kHz and accumulates it.  This data is then resampled at the LCD update rate, and velocity calculated to make fast knob spins
give larger values.  It's interesting that, the way things are set up, the mere sampling of the pushbuttons debounces them.

There are 8 encoders, located below the LCD display, in 2 columns / 4 rows to directly correspond to the parameter data entries on the LCD.  Vertical
interspacing is ~30mm, horizontal interspacing is ~39mm.  You want enough room here so you can spin the knobs easily without interference.  The
horizontal interspacing could probably be reduced a bit from ~39mm without causing interference, but the vertical combined will probably be more of a
limiting factor for the controls enclosure if you use anything smaller than the specified plastic shoe box.

Note the case of the encoder is grounded, this helps keep ESD, a very real thing on something like this that gets touched a lot, from making its way to the
FPGA, which could be kinda bad.  Before I grounded them I noticed ESD events pushing the processor off the rails.

You could panel mount the encoders and wire them in the air, or put them 2 or 4 to a board, whatever makes the most sense.  I have 6 on one board and 2
more on another board, which is a historical thing rather than planned (the encoder count grew several times during development).

I don't think there is an electrical / mechanical standard for the rotary side of these things?  IIRC, the ones I bought from AdaFruit (not recommended)
had the opposite CW / CCW sense on the pins than the cheap Chinese ones I bought (recommended).

OK, I think all that's left is the FPGA board pinout.

The Hardwareing: FPGA & LCD
dewster 10/13/2018 5:46:32 PM [1616]

The Hardwareing: FPGA & LCD

The FPGA board is a WaveShare CoreEP4CE6 I bought off eBay.  Schematic is here: [LINK].  The board has two banks of pins on each side, which I
connected to the other boards in the prototype via short (100mm) and long (200mm) "Dupont" "Arduino" female-to-female jumpers.  The jumpers came
connected together as a rainbow ribbon cable, but I pulled them apart to yield individual jumper wires.  Individual wires reduces crosstalk between
jumpers, and may also improve signal integrity from an impedance standpoint.

The most accurate pinout is necessarily in the "ep4ce6e22c8_demo_board.qsf" file, a Quartus Settings File, which tells the Quartus tool how to assign
them, among other things.  Altera makes Excel spreadsheets with pinout info for all their parts, and I like using these as I find it easier and more
systematic to micromanage and generate the *.qsf file myself (it is a text file).  

I made another spreadsheet that shows more graphically where the jumpers go, which helps when actually doing the jumpering: [LINK].  Here's a view
of that:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/3n8cvopr2c2zq2p/CoreEP4CE6.pdf/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/m1n31hr30briyak/theremin_fpga_pins_2018-10-13.xls/file


This is a view looking at the pin jumper side of the board, which is actually the backside.  The FPGA signal naming convention here is inputs have "_i"
appended and outputs have "_o".

Connect the USB TTL serial bridge serial data wires to uart_rx & uart_tx.  Connect the USB TTL serial bridge power wires to GND and 5V.  This
provides power to the prototype, and provides serial communication between it and the host PC.  3.3V is a regulated output of the FPGA board, run it and
5V and ground over to their respective power & ground distribution headers on the SPI EEPROM / TOSLINK TX board.

The LCD hookup goes like this: 

I soldered a row of pins to the back of the LCD to accommodate jumper wire hookup.  The data hooks up D4 through D7 on the LCD, with the lower
nibble unused, so I snipped those pins off.  I used wire wrap wire to run the ground from pin 1 over to pin 5 and pin 16. Similarly, I ran +3.3V from pin 2
over to pin 15.  The contrast pot I used is actually a 22k linear miniature screwdriver type (what I found in the junk box, works fine) that I mounted on
the front of the LCD (physically and electrically by soldering the pot lugs to LCD pads), with access via a hole drilled in the enclosure.  The white LED
backlight has an internal current limiting resistor scaled for 3.3V.

OK, other than the ESD bleed pad I showed earlier here [LINK] I think that's pretty much it for hardware documentation.  Y'all let me know if I missed
something, or if anything seems too ambiguous.

The prototype hardware is pretty simple because 90% of the complexity is captured by digital constructs in the FPGA and the Hive firmware.  A good
rule to live & design by: do the absolute bare minimum in analog, and the rest in digital (logic & code).  This yields the lowest construction complexity &
cost, and the most stability & flexibility (particularly when an FPGA is in the mix).

pitts8rh 10/14/2018 8:50:44 AM [1617]

It's good to have most of the current build information and links in one spot.  I've edited this down to only your posts and printed it all into a bench
manual so I don't have to keep referring to a tablet or computer while they are generally preoccupied with something else.



Maybe I've missed it, but do you have a block diagram or photo of the FPGA, eeprom board, toslink, and power source assembly?  Your pinouts above
generally give the information, but at this stage I'm still trying to get a quick overall picture for logical physical package and PC board layouts.  As I said
earlier, although I want to minimize variations from your functional design initially until everything is working, I see no harm in trying to evolve the
physical design a bit where practical to make it one step closer to an easier DIY project.  Another photo or a few would help me fill in the gaps.

Otherwise this is an excellent compilation to have in one place.  It was probably hard to stop what you were doing to draw this all together, but now you
have another very important key topic for your index (which I've lost, BTW).

One more thing...  How stable (design evolution-wise, not functionally) is the oscillator board/inductor combination?  I want to try doing a quick
oscillator board layout, and I'm wondering if you would recommend any extra pads or circuit options (tuning elements) for the board?   I'm still waiting
on parts, but I'm nearly ready to start winding coils and making oscillator boards.

Roger

ON EDIT: a second one more thing - approximate plate dimensions?  I won't be using the plastic boxes for reference, so I need to know a starting place
for the plates.  They will no doubt be somewhat different without the plastic, but knowing your sizes would help.

dewster 10/14/2018 3:22:44 PM [1618]

"I think a sine would work, but maybe a little brighter tone with both even and odd harmonics would be better.  The tuner I use that generates a tone has
a square wave output, which is not the best but still quite effective.  I would think you could variably sum it right in with the pitch preview chain, although
having separate control of the timbre of the drone tone might be key to keeping them separated in your head."  - Roger

All harmonics (both even and odd) are very doable, IIRC this only requires a single SIN2 calculation via the oscillator I'm using.

"Maybe I've missed it, but do you have a block diagram or photo of the FPGA, eeprom board, toslink, and power source assembly?  ... Another photo or
a few would help me fill in the gaps."

There are a couple of pictures in the thread showing the empty prototype, the plywood stick and CCTV camera mounts (lame, don't use), and the internal
wiring.  I put a big bold PIX indicator next to these (and others) in the index.  But I'll take a few more and post them soon.

"... your index (which I've lost, BTW)."

The index is located in the very first post to this thread.  Go to the top of this page and click on the "First" button to get there quickly.

"How stable (design evolution-wise, not functionally) is the oscillator board/inductor combination?  I want to try doing a quick oscillator board layout,
and I'm wondering if you would recommend any extra pads or circuit options (tuning elements) for the board?"

Very stable (famous last words), though of course the ESD protection hasn't been tested at all.  As I stated in the AFE post, I would probably route 3 of
the extra unused ESD protection pins to the cable I/O (there are 6 protection circuits in the IC, with 2 currently in use).  Bypassing the ESD chip power
pins with 0.1uF would be good.  And I would probably put extra pins or pads next to the strip of 3 pin sockets used for the 1pF / ~100pF capacitive
divider caps, just so you could solder everything once the antenna is done and after the ~100pF value has been adjusted so as to not to clip.  [EDIT] Oh,
and I would definitely put a CAT5 connector on there.

"... approximate plate dimensions?"

Ah yes, thank you.  

Both are 6" (~150mm) wide aluminum flashing from Home Depot, held to the case via a nylon screw and nut, which also affixes the coil in the center.

The pitch antenna is as large as will fit in the given enclosure bottom: 6" x 300mm (0.045 m^2). 
The volume antenna is as large as will fit bent in the given enclosure: 6" x 200mm (0.03 m^2).

[EDIT] Antenna plate area is the main thing, and if I had the option I probably wouldn't bend the volume antenna plate.  Antenna shape is pretty non-
critical - on paper, a square or circular plate should give you ever so slightly better linearity than a rectangular plate - but in practice, I very much doubt
that a person would be able to detect the difference.  Linearity on the volume side is important, linearity on the pitch side is very, very important.  

Also, I've noticed that I tend to dial the axis parameters in so that my left hand never gets very close to the volume antenna, maybe 6" minimum here,
anything less feels vaguely dangerous / uncomfortable. When playing the cello voice I sometimes have my right hand almost touching the pitch antenna
when playing the upper register (I use the octave bank switch when doing this a lot so as to avoid the closeness).  I've also found that, while playing some
distance from the pitch antenna is entirely linear, it feels more comfortable to play nearer to the pitch antenna - but not too near, maybe a foot or so away
feels like the sweet spot.  I don't know if that's just me practicing there a lot (muscle memory), or the increased influence of my body C over linearity in
the far field (a thing no matter what linearization scheme is employed), or what.

pitts8rh 10/14/2018 4:27:38 PM [1619]

Listen to these drones - they sound like an organ. FWIW, I don't need to change the tone's pitch for different music.  No matter what key I'm playing in,
the single constant pitch helps act as a reference: 
https://fiddlerman.com/fiddle-learning-tools/drones-for-intonation-practice/

For ball swivels, I have an idea I want to try before mention it, but it doesn't involve any commercial mounts.  There are actually a couple fairly simple
options for this.

And I just received RJ-45 connectors today for the oscillator boards.  But today I'm casting parts for the Melodia, so I won't get any Dewster Theremin
work done.

Have you come up with a name for this yet?

Roger

.



dewster 10/14/2018 5:06:59 PM [1620]

"Listen to these drones - they sound like an organ. FWIW, I don't need to change the tone's pitch for different music.  No matter what key I'm playing in,
the single constant pitch helps act as a reference:"  - Roger

Thanks for that!  I watched his video and downloaded the A drone MP3.  In Audition I see the A3 harmonic series 220, 440, 660, 880, etc.  I also see the
E4 harmonic series 330, 660, 990, 1320, etc.  There are strong harmonics past 10kHz.

"And I just received RJ-45 connectors today for the oscillator boards."

Could you give a link to the part?

"Have you come up with a name for this yet?

The Walther Wallin PK380 - just kidding!  No name yet, I'm open to suggestions.  I suppose it needs "ether" or "aether" or "aeiouther" or "vox" or
"wave" in it somewhere.  xtheremin8 called it my "tupperware-party" which always gets a laugh!  I wonder if the Subscope is so named because it sorta
looks like a submarine with the scope up? 

The Hardwareing: Fashion Shots
dewster 10/14/2018 6:34:53 PM [1621]

The Hardwareing: Fashion Shots

Some more pix of the outsides and insides.  The boxes are mounted on sleazy CCTV camera mounts (use something else! like the most excellent though
somewhat pricey RAM ball mounts I have in the parts list) that barely keep things in position without torquing down on the cheesy plastic thumbscrews
so hard it feels like they're going to snap off.  The wooden stick base is a 3/4" thick x 3" wide x 900mm long piece of scrap plywood I scrounged from the
garage. The control box and the microphone mount underneath are located in the center of the 900mm length, the antenna mounts at either end.  I've got
the volume antenna box mount on the bottom of the plywood, you could probably mount it on the top instead if whatever you're using for mounts
articulates sufficiently.



Make love to the camera baby!  (Please pardon my messy lab and work area, I'm a bit of a pig.)



A better view of the mounts (and the sty).



The control panel.  LED tuner a the top, LCD display at the center, rotary encoders below that, ESD pad along the bottom edge.



The left side.  That's the FPGA board to the left, the SPI EEPROM / TOSLINK TX / power distribution board to the right, and a small toggle switch
above it for power.  Note that the Altera USB-Blaster ribbon is unfortunately rather captive here.

The right side.  That's my Altera USB Blaster to the right, sans it's plastic enclosure give the zip tie something to grip, but mainly to give access to the
programming ribbon cable so as to avoid power cycle catastrophes.  If you aren't doing a lot of FPGA development then you probably don't need to co-
locate the programmer with the FPGA board, but do somehow provide easy access to the programmer pins on the FPGA board, perhaps via a header
extension or ribbon cable or similar.  You might want to buy a second USB extension cable for the programmer if you end up using it a lot.





Some different angled views of the inside of the control box.  Spacers are nylon nuts or ballpoint pen case cut down.  Stuff held in place with screws &
nuts / zip ties.  If you look closely you'll see that the 2 x 3 encoder board has discrete pullup resistors (10k IIRC) and the 2 x 1 doesn't.  There are
programmable pullups inside the FPGA so no external resistors are necessary, and there just isn't any reason to remove them at this point.

You can also see the back of the LCD panel here, the small IC and passives just to the right of "2004A" comprise the 3.3V => 5V level shifter.  If they're
not there then EastRising sold you the wrong (3.3V logic / 5V LCD) part.



pitts8rh 10/14/2018 6:38:26 PM [1622]

I just bought the cheapest fastest Amazon Prime connectors:

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B00E1LBWUQ/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1

If you keep the plastic boxes you could call it the EtherWare.  Otherwise the Wallin Therepetic (that's a Barney Fife thing).  Or go highbrow with
anything in Latin:

Vox Aetheris,  
Vox Aere,  
Musica Caeli,  
Musica Sine Tactu,  
Musica Machina,  
Motus Musica, or the ultimate  
Dewster's Musicis Cibus Buxum Repono

Or just the simple Wallodia

Have fun. 

dewster 10/14/2018 10:37:24 PM [1623]

Thanks!  Wallodia!  (I hate my last name..)  Vox Aetheris is really hoity-toity sounding, I like it. 

I think the best names are those where you aren't sure if you're pronouncing them correctly (like Moog: moooog or mogue?).  One of the FPGA FAE's
that visited me now and then started up the B3 synthesis firm Voce (and lived to tell about it) though IIRC the economics drove him out, a shame.
 Musical notation uses Italian among other things, so "Voce Aeria" for air voice?  The Google Translate pronunciation runs it together to sound like one
word, so it's probably confusing enough for us monolingual US'ns. I might be typing and saying (and if I'm extra lucky reading and hearing) this for the
rest of my freakin life, so gotta be extra careful.

Putzing around this afternoon: [MP3].  The violin needs some adjustment.  Always on the lookout for lately for slow, sad songs that adapt well to violin /
viola / cello.

[EDIT] Played it some more ("Motherless Child" negro spiritual on cello) and like the timing & phrasing of this better: [MP3] (I gotta stop posting stuff
after only playing it a couple of times).

pitts8rh 10/15/2018 3:10:36 PM [1624]

What are your oscillator frequencies?  I apologize if it's been mentioned multiple times elsewhere, but I'll admit that I haven't read everything yet.  I was
scanning around post 1605, but I didn't see it, and it might be worth adding the frequencies there just for completeness.

The reason I ask is because I want to try something that I said I wasn't going to do, and that is deviate from your design a bit.  For purely mechanical
design reasons I would like to use a 1.5" PVC core for the volume antenna (same core as the pitch, although I can still use finer wire).  To get to 4mH I
could use even finer wire than AWG34 and/or probably introduce a segment of 10mm diameter ferrite.  While testing the pitch coil made per your first
option with 260 turns, I was able insert this small ferrite to get up to 4.8mH with the SRF still in the MHz range. 

If necessary I can easily make the 2" coil and adapt it physically, but I'd like to start with the 1.5" if possible. 

BTW, thanks for all of the previous pictures.  I'm starting to understand how it all goes together, and I have enough to go on for now, except for the
periodic questions as I actually put things together.

dewster 10/15/2018 6:17:37 PM [1625]

"What are your oscillator frequencies?"  - pitts8rh

Good question.  I just stuck my frequency counter with a short antenna on it about 6" away from each plate:

963 kHz : PITCH 
742 kHz : VOLUME

Of course, the intrinsic C of the plate (and its more or less immediate surroundings) will play into this too.  The larger the plate area the higher the C and
the lower the frequency.  So one way to ease the volume coil construction would be to make the volume plate area larger.

I have very limited experience with ferrite as a core here.  There will be some temperature drift, and magnetization losses that will lower the phase gain
and the tank Q, but whether those will be significant enough to matter I can't say.  The DPLLs in the FPGA SV code are fully parameterized, so you can
just change the operating frequency and Q and recompile if necessary.  They should operate over a pretty wide range as-is, though perhaps not entirely
optimally (the usual suspects: resolution, loop gain, loop bandwidth, stability, etc.).  I wouldn't go too high in frequency as the dither is necessarily sized
to one generate / sample clock period, which in this case is a bit less than 400MHz.  So the pitch side dither is around 1MHz/400MHz, or about 52dB
down. And dither is one hard limit on SNR.

I might try 36AWG, but any finer gets pretty tedious hand directing the feed on the jig.  I'm pretty sure even AWG40 would work fine (if you can manage
it).

Have you tried my Excel coil calculator?  It underestimates L a bit compared to the final deal, I think mainly due to the windings not being as close due
to the physical dimensions of the wire and any slight bends and such being inexact.  Any winding spreading lowers L.

https://www.mediafire.com/file/vn5ekzv7zd18jhy/2018-10-14_violin_cello.mp3/file
https://www.mediafire.com/file/51b98hchns475x3/2018-10-14c_cello.mp3/file


ALSO: something I meant to tell you before, the pinout on the FPGA is entirely malleable.  There are 4 LEDs on the board that go to 4 of the pins, and
these could be removed to put those in play as well.  So if you wanted to make a motherboard for the FPGA demo board to plug into, I could help you
reassign them any which way that makes that easier.  There are 8 VCC banks inside the FPGA and I tried to keep critical things like the pitch and volume
oscillator I/O in their own banks, and other things out of these banks, but that's about all.  Something to keep in mind for your possible next rev, at least?

ILYA 10/15/2018 6:22:21 PM [1626]

"Or just the simple Wallodia"

according to private tradition -- the Wallimin.

hmm... how about  "Volumin"?

dewster 10/15/2018 6:35:00 PM [1627]

"according to private tradition -- the Wallimin."  - ILYA

Ha!  Get it down at the Wal-Mart or Walgreens.  My last name isn't very glamorous.

pitts8rh 10/15/2018 7:10:49 PM [1628]

I might try 36AWG, but any finer gets pretty tedious hand directing the feed on the jig.  I'm pretty sure even AWG40 would work fine (if you
can manage it).

Actually I just finished winding the 4mH volume coil with #34 on a 1.5" core, and the coil ended up being almost the same length (69.5mm) as that of the
pitch coil (68.2mm).  I didn't even count turns on this one - I just over-wound it and unwrapped wire to the correct value.  For the pitch coil I put on over
270 turns thinking I would do the same, but even with the extra turns it came out a little low (1.98mH).  Good enough though.

I have very limited experience with ferrite as a core here.  There will be some temperature drift, and magnetization losses that will lower the
phase gain and the tank Q, but whether those will be significant enough to matter I can't say. 

Fortunately temp drift of a ferrite is probably one of the last things I would worry about in this case, at least unless I was supplying theremins to the
military.  It will be interesting to see if a smaller air-core coil supplemented with a partial ferrite core might work out.

dewster 10/16/2018 4:35:42 AM [1629]

"Actually I just finished winding the 4mH volume coil with #34 on a 1.5" core, and the coil ended up being almost the same length (69.5mm) as that of
the pitch coil (68.2mm).  I didn't even count turns on this one - I just over-wound it and unwrapped wire to the correct value.  For the pitch coil I put on
over 270 turns thinking I would do the same, but even with the extra turns it came out a little low (1.98mH).  Good enough though."  - pitts8rh

I should probably put a tolerance on these so people don't try too hard to meet some goal I put almost no effort into.  The prototype coils were literally
laying around my bench, one I cut down from a very early dual winding experiment.  I don't want anyone (I know you don't Roger, and I hope you don't
think I'm faulting you for doing your best to replicate, I totally would too just to eliminate variables) to think there is any magic whatsoever in this, just
two reasonably sized and reasonably different valued coils, build in a reasonable manner.  Heck, at one point I swapped the coils!  (Though I eventually
changed the SV build parameters to reflect this and recompiled the FPGA.)

"Fortunately temp drift of a ferrite is probably one of the last things I would worry about in this case, at least unless I was supplying theremins to the
military.  It will be interesting to see if a smaller air-core coil supplemented with a partial ferrite core might work out."

To entertain the troops!  

I'm almost certainly overstating any issues associate with ferrite.  Certainly even crazily temperature dependent formulations, when loosely coupled / air
gapped, will necessarily be incapable of causing too much trouble in any department.  I just think ferrite, like non NP0 dielectrics in capacitors, should be
avoided when the avoiding is easy to do.  I certainly don't mean to play the retro card, but if big honkering coils are somewhat accepted / expected by the
Theremin field at large, then why not be a bit idealistic with these components which are so central and critical to its operation?  It's one of those rare
opportunities where the aesthetical desires of the electronic enthusiast public intersects directly with the practical optimization desires of the designer /
engineer.  They (to me, and perhaps incorrectly) convey a certain level of mastery, gravitas, and craftsmanship that tiny pi-wound chokes just can't.

That, and they're cheap. :-)  

Buggins 10/16/2018 6:48:40 AM [1630]

Looks cool!

I think using of graphical LCD may improve usability. 
I'm planning to implement graphical "pitch preview" functionality - show current note position, and "zoomed" several half-tones zoomed in "tuner"
window, generated in hardware (to avoid CPU load, to achieve fast realtime updates - e.g. for 100Hz screen refresh rate, player will see current note - and
how is it close to center of halftone in realtime). 
At least, this feature would be useful for beginners. 
Probably, with good on-screen pitch preview, pitch preview in headphones will be unnecessary. 



pitts8rh 10/16/2018 2:10:54 PM [1631]

I'm almost certainly overstating any issues associate with ferrite.  Certainly even crazily temperature dependent formulations, when loosely
coupled / air gapped, will necessarily be incapable of causing too much trouble in any department.  I just think ferrite, like non NP0
dielectrics in capacitors, should be avoided when the avoiding is easy to do.  I certainly don't mean to play the retro card, but if big honkering
coils are somewhat accepted / expected by the Theremin field at large, then why not be a bit idealistic with these components which are so
central and critical to its operation?  It's one of those rare opportunities where the aesthetical desires of the electronic enthusiast public
intersects directly with the practical optimization desires of the designer / engineer.  They (to me, and perhaps incorrectly) convey a certain
level of mastery, gravitas, and craftsmanship that tiny pi-wound chokes just can't.

I agree that large air-core coils can be a thing of beauty for a theremin and add a retropunk look to an otherwise boring piece of electronics.  We no longer
even have the silver sparkle and glow of vacuum tubes, but coils give a nice tesla-coil feel. 

But countering this argument is the fact that the inductors should ideally be lumped elements and not distributed (in the literal, not microwave design
sense) and need to be located immediately at the capacitive elements, lest they become part of, and distort the fields.  For your plate design they are a
perfect choice and easy to locate. For vertical coils merging into the vertical pitch rod such as the RCA, this is less noticeable than if you had, for
example, the horizontal arm of the EW Pro as one long air coil.  It's not a certain problem, but something to think about and it may even be useful to
intentionally do so.

My interest in considering the use of a small ferrite was solely to keep the coils the same diameter, for reasons which will soon be apparent.  Fortunately
the smaller gauge wire alone did the trick.  I wanted to make sure that there was nothing super-critical in the oscillator design.  I'm not a fan of PVC, and
in the future I will probably use phenolic tube, but with the choices of colored magnet wire available, these coils are pretty as well as functional.

 

dewster 10/16/2018 4:11:41 PM [1632]

"But countering this argument is the fact that the inductors should ideally be lumped elements and not distributed (in the literal, not microwave design
sense) and need to be located immediately at the capacitive elements, lest they become part of, and distort the fields.  For your plate design they are a
perfect choice and easy to locate. For vertical coils merging into the vertical pitch rod such as the RCA, this is less noticeable than if you had, for
example, the horizontal arm of the EW Pro as one long air coil.  It's not a certain problem, but something to think about and it may even be useful to
intentionally do so." - pitts8rh

I agree.  Along these lines: Theremin was no slouch when it came to anything electronic, but why exactly were his pitch inductors so freaking tall?  The
huge separation between drive and sense certainly minimizes self-C, but to such a diminishing returns degree it must be way past meaningless.  High
aspect ratios dramatically reduce inter-winding coupling, so more wire is necessary, increasing DCR.  I can only imagine he was thinking in terms of
making the coils roughly as long as the useful pitch field?  Or maybe he had very dimensionally limited coil formers / wire gauges to work with?  It's a
total mystery to me.



"My interest in considering the use of a small ferrite was solely to keep the coils the same diameter, for reasons which will soon be apparent.  Fortunately
the smaller gauge wire alone did the trick.  I wanted to make sure that there was nothing super-critical in the oscillator design.  I'm not a fan of PVC, and
in the future I will probably use phenolic tube, but with the choices of colored magnet wire available, these coils are pretty as well as functional."

I'm using PVC because until recently I was still experimenting with former dimensions and it's easy to obtain in a wide selection of diameters, and it is
structurally quite stable (in short sections).  The permittivity is around 3 which is pretty good as these things go (it only influences self-C, which itself is a
vague thing conceptually).  But PVC is quite heavy in the larger diameters if you're using schedule 40 - there are thinner walled variants out there that
preserve the OD dimensions, but then I suppose you might as well be ordering phenolic.  PVC cuts really nicely on my radial arm saw.

Your coils look nice!  I put the heatshrink over the whole thing and cut off the excess that ends up blocking the ID after shrinking it.  If you are mounting
one end to the plate (?) you should locate the coil windings off center, more to the drive end to minimize magnetic coupling (ILYA pointed out to me that
the plate looks like a  short winding). An inch or more between the nearest winding and the plate seems to be OK.  Sorry to keep repeating that, didn't
want it lost in the shuffle.

pitts8rh 10/16/2018 5:14:18 PM [1633]

If you are mounting one end to the plate, you should locate the coil windings off center, more to the drive end to minimize magnetic coupling
(ILYA pointed out to me that the plate looks like a  short winding).

You can see that effect on the coil's swept response too.  I won't be mounting to the plates though. 

The Hardwareing: Rotary Encoders II
dewster 10/16/2018 5:57:24 PM [1634]

The Hardwareing: Rotary Encoders II

I sorta punted in the previous rotary encoder post.  Here's a rear view of how they connect to the FPGA pins:

Yesterday I noticed the encoder I use the most - #7, which is located at the lower right when looking at the front of the control panel, and use to select the
UI page - is getting a little flaky.  I've got the software so that the UI selection hard stops between the UI page ends, so as to easily locate them with a



quick spin one way or the other.  Occasionally now a quick spin CCW causes CW rotation.  So it's probably time to up the hardware debounce counter
widths (currently at 8 bits).

The mechanical stuff is always the Achilles heel.  I wish I could buy guaranteed higher quality longer life encoders for $2 or even $3 each, but the market
is just flooded with these cheap things.

Digital Theremin LC Tank Q Limitations
dewster 10/16/2018 9:53:45 PM [1635]

Digital Theremin LC Tank Q Limitations

Some basic background, experience, and conjecture on this.

R, L, C: 
1. Resistors (R) convert electrical energy to heat, which leaves the circuit, never to be seen again.  (Oddly, they also spontaneously generate noise which
can be quite troublesome in analog electronics - the R's in your junk box are hissing at you right now!) 
2. Inductors (L, measured in Henrys) and capacitors (C, measured in Farads) are energy storage devices.  They can and do have varying types and
degrees of energy eating parasitics, but ideally they act as reservoirs for energy, using a magnetic field (L) or electric field (C) as the storage medium. 
Ideally all of the energy that comes in is available to go out. 
3. L's are coils of wire, and wire has resistance, so the longer and thinner the wire the higher the resistance of the L - this is known as direct current
resistance (DCR) and you can measure it with the ohms setting on your DMM.  DCR behaves exactly like that measured R in SERIES with a perfect L. 
4. C's almost always behave more ideally than L's, that is, they are characterized less by their non-ideal parasitics and more by their energy storage
capacity.  Unlike L's, C's aren't plagued by magnetic field interference, and many useful C values can be made physically quite small.  For these reasons
you see lots of C's in modern circuitry and almost no L's.

LC tank, Q: 
5. Functionally, L's and C's are opposites of each other.  L's are short term opens and long term shorts, C's are short term shorts and long term opens.
Bizarrely, if you hook an L & C in parallel (an LC "tank") and either has any energy stored, that energy will transfer back and forth between the two -
sinewave oscillating / ringing ideally forever, only decaying due to parasitic and other energy losses.   
6. This decaying is known as damping, the value of which is the fraction of total energy lost per cycle.  Q, or quality factor, is the inverse of damping.  So
infinite Q = zero damping = no losses = ringing forever. 
7. The resonant frequency of the sinewave oscillation of a ringing LC tank is given by 1 / [2*pi*sqrt(L*C)]. 
8. Just like pushing a child on a swing, small electrical pushes applied to high Q LC at the resonance frequency can result in quite large voltage
oscillations across the L & C. The final amplitude is limited only by the energy losses! 
9. Q directly multiplies the tank drive amplitude.  Give an LC tank with Q=100 a drive of 1V and it will swing 100V.  This is great for drowning out
environmental interferers and intrinsic oscillator noise.
10. Q is measure of discrimination, so you want high Q to better pinpoint resonance frequency and swamp (by effectively putting a big flywheel on)
interference.  In some instances you may want to lower Q in order to smear out resonance and operate over a larger range off of the resonance point (this
is how the volume side on the Etherwave and others works). 
11. Adding some R to the LC tank lowers Q / smears out the resonance.  Either a large R in parallel with the LC, or a small R in series with the series L
drive (see #13). 
12. L DCR acts like a resistor in series with the series L drive!

LC oscillator drive: 
13. The most direct way to drive an LC tank with low voltage modern digital logic is to break one LC connection and insert a grounded low impedance



drive.  This grounds the C and wiggles the L.  When the drive signal is at LC resonance, the unbroken LC node will swing with a large amplitude sine
wave, even if the drive is a square wave, because the LC is acting like a second order lowpass filter, hugely suppressing all harmonics of the drive
waveform.  At resonance the high voltage swing node will lag the drive signal by exactly 90 degrees ("quadrature").  For example, the prototype uses a
~2V p-p tank drive, and the ~100 Q tank air core solenoid L and plate antenna C cause the antenna to swing ~200V p-p. 
14. An LC tank can be driven somewhat off of its natural resonance frequency and still give largish, though reduced, amplitude swings. 
15. Higher Q means less room for error with phase of the drive signal. 
16. It may not be obvious at first glance, but simple analog LC oscillators often depend on phase error in order to work, and may introduce losses in order
to sense / time the tank drive. 
17. Phase drive error leads directly to off resonance frequency error, and thus LC tank voltage swing reduction. If you're simulating an LC oscillator with
perfect LC and the tank swing isn't huge, there is too much drive phase error (you're off resonance) and/or there are circuit elements wasting energy. 
18. Phase locked loop (PLL) LC stimulation techniques can enforce exact quadrature between series L drive and antenna C, therefore maintaining
oscillation at the exact LC resonance point, therefore maximizing tank / antenna voltage swing. 
19. Phase gain is Q/pi, and this is important because it is part of the PLL loop gain, so it must be accounted for (loop gain < 1 for stability, loop gain
determines loop bandwidth).  You can directly see high phase gain on a scope by observing both the drive and antenna signals with variable frequency
drive - the relative phase of a high Q tank will suddenly "pop" from 0 degrees to 180 degrees when transitioning through the resonance point unless
you're adjusting the drive frequency quite slowly.  At quadrature the "pop" rate is at its peak.

Theremin losses: 
20. The "antenna" of a Theremin functions mostly like one "plate" of a capacitor, with the air around it the dielectric field, and anything conductive past
that the other "plate" of the capacitor. 
21. Human body interaction with a Theremin antenna is very much like a variable capacitor, with the human side "plate" grounded through a series R. 
The closer the human hand or other body part to the antenna, the higher the mutual C, but the losses increase as well due to the body R.  You can readily
demonstrate this by placing a scope probe near the Theremin antenna and watching the amplitude on the screen become dramatically reduced as the hand
approaches. 
22. The "skin effect" starts kicking in at fairly low frequencies, magnifying DCR.  The moving charges in the L wire flee from the center of the wire and
crowd to the outer edges or skin, causing an effective reduction in the cross sectional area of the wire, raising the AC resistance, and lowering Q.  (My
solenoid spreadsheet calculator takes this into account.) 
23. There are RF losses as well, and I believe it is these that ultimately place an upper limit on LC tank Q.

When I first started winding coils I reasoned that the L DCR would be the overwhelming LC tank Q determinant, so I tended towards larger diameter
wire which required physically large coils.  But the huge Q's never materialized, and coils wound with thinner wire behaved about the same.  It's obvious
that a Theremin "antenna" actually behaves like a very short, highly resonant, coil loaded dipole with capacitive cap.  And I believe the way those work is
to jack up the antenna voltage swing via LC resonance, and thus somewhat make up for their huge impedance mismatch to the "ether" via sheer
amplitude.  Sort of like screaming to be heard because someone has their hand clamped over your mouth.

Anyway, it doesn't take much in the way of drive phase error or R or RF losses to seriously lower a high Q swing, it's a fairly tenuous thing.  The most
you can hope for here is maybe 200 or so, and that's really pushing it.  Lucky for us, 100 or even less seems to work fine, though I worry about the RF
disturbing transmissions and such.  

[EDIT] The shorter the antenna the less well it behaves as an antenna, so the lower the RF transmission.  So a circular antenna fed from the middle is
something of a best-case here in terms of highest C interaction with the hand and smallest physical dimension to radiate RF?  I'm strongly thinking that
my next build will have circular center-fed antenna plates, perhaps with some kind of bulls-eye painted on or a contrasting outer rim, to see them better
peripherally.

Jurgen Haible String Filter
dewster 10/19/2018 6:29:22 PM [1636]

Jurgen Haible String Filter

Before my (serious Theremin & synth work) time, but this fellow seems to have done a lot of analog synth design.  He tragically passed in 2011 (though
I'm not sure how).  Long ago (2004?) I downloaded an MP3 of his cello string filter and was blown away by it (at the time).  You can read about the filter
here [LINK] and an audio sample is here [MP3] (which is archived via the Wayback Machine).

The filter is interesting because it's 40 resonators (band pass filters) spaced exponentially, and then shaped via a few more broader filters plus a notch.  To
my now more discerning ears it sounds pretty much like a sawtooth through a complex filter rather than a cello, though it's definitely amazing to hear the
transformation the filter makes.  My current cello filter of 6 resonators plus highpass non-harmonic resonator has no global shaping and I think it sounds
quite a bit better than his analog filter, though that could have a lot to do with the choice of stimulation waveform too.  I've seen resonance plots of the
violin and, except for a slight upward tilt to the whole thing, they look like a straight resonance bank without any other shaping.  So I'm not convinced
shaping is necessary or even desirable.

So much of synthesis is dynamics, and I think the Theremin lends much realism to cello synthesis via the smoothly interactive pitch and volume.  It's
glaringly obvious that the limited expressiveness of a keyboard isn't a good match as an input controller for this voice.

pitts8rh 10/19/2018 8:11:45 PM [1637]

The string filter alone driven by a sawtooth waveform doesn't sound that much like a cello, particularly when the source is a keyboard.  But it is
nevertheless impressive, I think.   The string filter was intended to be chained with a cello or violin filter which would shape the overall response of the
40-filter bank.  I think Haible built a prototype that had these additional filters, but decided not to commit these to boards as he originally intended
because the most users would already have the LPF, HPF, and parametric filters needed to accomplish the task.

I ordered the boards for the string filter itself last week with the intent of trying it (if I ever get there) on one of my experimental Etherwave mods that has
a sawtooth output.  The later versions of the Haible board have the provision to bring all 40 filter gains to pots.  With linear pots you can just shape the
overall response much as you would with a graphic EQ.  It's a wiring mess though.

I'm on a cello-quest.  Analog or digital, whatever works.

http://jhaible.com/legacy/string_filter/jh_string_filter.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20060820135820/http://jhaible.heim.at/string_filter/jh_string_filter_benadecello_cs50.mp3
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"The string filter alone driven by a sawtooth waveform doesn't sound that much like a cello, particularly when the source is a keyboard.  But it is
nevertheless impressive, I think.  The string filter was intended to be chained with a cello or violin filter which would shape the overall response of the
40-filter bank.  I think Haible built a prototype that had these additional filters, but decided not to commit these to boards as he originally intended
because the most users would already have the LPF, HPF, and parametric filters needed to accomplish the task."  - pitts8rh

Hope you don't think I'm trolling you! :-)  You brought up the filter which helped me remember that I'd encountered that page long ago and had been
meaning to do a post on it for a while now, so thanks!

There are live links on his page to samples that seem to include the cello filter? 

Hailble is going at things a bit differently than me, he gets all the resonances lined up exponentially, whereas only my first 6 are more or less, with the
remaining spaced linearly but jumbled, and starting low but the lowest high-pass filtered.  Mine use actual delay to generate those upper ones which
might add to the hollowness, not sure about that though as a couple of resonant filters often fool my ears into thinking I'm hearing acoustic space.  Mine
is more based on a physical modeling paper, but only very roughly so.

If I were building an analog string filter I'd probably take the same approach, 6 or so lower formants I could position frequency-wise and a bunch of
higher ones that are static, maybe with a 2nd or 4th order HPF partitioning them.  That way you could set it to be a cello, viola, violin, etc.  I think the
upper ones just have to give you some brightness and the impression that something complicated is going on up there, and the lower ones define the
instrument.  Getting the Q right is a lot of it, and I believe that can be a global thing.

Haible is relying on a book that I have a copy of (PDF) for the cello resonances.  I've looked through it, perhaps not thoroughly enough (?), but have been
unable to locate in it the data he is using for his filters.

"I'm on a cello-quest.  Analog or digital, whatever works."

Both approaches have their issues, but I don't think I've got it in me anymore to attempt something like an analog string filter, particularly with not being
100% certain it will turn out to be exactly what I need/want for the rest of my life.  If nothing else I imagine you'll find playing with code and settings
somewhat easier than slaving over a hot iron.  Anyway, please don't get your hopes too high!  All voices get repetitious after a while, and some lend
themselves to certain tunes better than others.

You seem to be approaching the antennas from a different angle, have you seen the pix of livio's Theremino?  [LINK]  I look at that and sort of wonder
why I'm bothering doing what I'm doing.  NIH I suppose, and the pedagogical aspects.

pitts8rh 10/20/2018 9:03:42 AM [1639]

"Hope you don't think I'm trolling you! :-)  You brought up the filter which helped me remember that I'd encountered that page long ago and
had been meaning to do a post on it for a while now, so thanks!

There are live links on his page to samples that seem to include the cello filter?" -Dewster

No, but I am trolling you!

Actually there are some links that demonstrate the string filter with the either the cello or violin filter added, but I can't point directly to them at the
moment.  There are several pages dedicated to Haible, some of which have multiple broken links, but it may be one of these:

http://jhaible.com/legacy/string_filter/jh_string_filter.html 
http://electro-music.com/forum/topic-20360-50.html 
http://sonicsheep.com/Synthesisers/4-JHStringFilter.html 
http://www.tellun.com/motm/mods/jhstring/jhstring.html

The enhancement wasn't dramatic, but overall I think that when sourced using a sawtooth theremin this combination could sound very nice.

"Both approaches have their issues, but I don't think I've got it in me anymore to attempt something like an analog string filter, particularly
with not being 100% certain it will turn out to be exactly what I need/want for the rest of my life.  If nothing else I imagine you'll find
playing with code and settings somewhat easier than slaving over a hot iron.  Anyway, please don't get your hopes too high!  All voices get
repetitious after a while, and some lend themselves to certain tunes better than others." -Dewster

I'd have to be lucky indeed to even be playing theremin in ten years, so I'm going with what I can get in hand now, and my hopes only get too high if I'm
waiting for that next best thing just around the corner. I do wish I could trade some of my fruitless guitar years for more theremin practice, but I'm having
fun with it now nevertheless.  I prefer string and vocal sounds because they work well with the pitch transitions of the theremin.  I would love to be able
to play Clair de lune as well as Randy George, but those types of theremin voices seem difficult to me.  

As long as the Haible board set is available, stuffing it is a non-issue; the packaging (especially with 40 sliders) is the more daunting task.  I wouldn't
bother designing one these days, though.  I do have high hopes for the Dewster approach as well, and we'll find out about that soon enough.

I had to laugh at this quote from the link you gave above:

"This is not a "concept". Lello built (3D-printed) several of these Theremins (each one with a new and better shape) and they are used every
day by musicians, in piano bars and on cruise ships." - Livio

Now that is the user base that every theremin manufacturer should hope to corner. 
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Roger, thanks for those links!  Regarding this one:

http://www.tellun.com/motm/mods/jhstring/jhstring.html

I'm listening to the pink noise samples there and they are quite impressive.  I'm often surprised at how complex sounding noise can be when filtered.  If
I'm hearing it right the lower resonances sound like bells and the higher ones have much shorter decay time, which is consistent with constant Q.

For vocals and strings the levels and Q's are often all the same (except for the tenor voice), so IMO the trouble he goes to though to have level controls
and patch points for each filter is way, way overkill.  If one doesn't want to stimulate certain sections then maybe just 4th order pre-filter the input signal.
 And I'm probably creatively impaired here, but I can't imagine what use all those patch points might have.  It looks like an awful lot of work for
dubiously enhanced functionality and exponentially more points of failure / noise / oscillation.

http://electro-music.com/forum/topic-20360.html&postorder=asc

By all accounts Jürgen Haible was quite devoted to electronic music and loved to share his experience with others.  It's generally a ton of work with little
to no chance of making any money, so it makes for a bear of a side job, particularly if one has a spouse & kids.  Stealing an hour or so here and there
won't cut it, stealing more than than means abdicating other significant portions of one's life. And it seems he volunteered quite a bit. Divorce and
premature death seem to be something of a mummy's curse when it comes to this field.  

"I would love to be able to play Clair de lune as well as Randy George..."  - Roger

Wouldn't we all!

Noise II
dewster 10/24/2018 9:26:35 PM [1641]

Noise II

I'm re-reading Dattorro's excellent "Effects Design Part 3" paper in the course of taking another look at the LC oscillator dither generators.  I realize now
that my previous post on audio noise generation [LINK] has a glaring error, and I'd like to address that now.  I made a spreadsheet (noise_2018-10-
23.xls) if you want to really see what's going on and maybe play with it a little: [LINK].  Some notes from that:

For computation, we want the whitest noise as fast as possible, and the most efficient algorithm I've run across is this one.  The simplest way to do this is
take the parallel output vector (bits) from a (generally wider) LFSR (linear feedback shift register) after cycling it multiple times.  I haven't studied
exactly how many cycles are requited to sufficient whiten the output, but it is definitely more than one.  If we only do one cycle and the shift is left, each
output value is often 2x the previous output (with an additional LSb=1 one half of the time).  Thus the outputs are highly related to each other, and the
FFT forms a roughly +10dB ramp from the highest to lowest frequency, so lower frequencies are somewhat emphasized.  I won't go into Dattorro's
derivation as it is extremely mathy and I can't say I follow it entirely, but the upshot is one can stick an exceedingly simple FIR filter on the output of a
single cycle LFSR to flatten the FFT and thus whiten the noise.  For such a simple seeming construct there are many ways to get things wrong and not get
the expected result, so I'll spell them out explicitly here.  The signal chain (elements described below) is: LFSR => NSB => FIR

The LFSR 
Dattorro unfortunately doesn't come right out and say it, but I believe he is using a right shifted LFSR.  The shift direction is important because I believe
it determines the weightings in the whitening filter.  Anyway, my code uses a left shifted LFSR, that is:

1. The input value is ANDed with the LSFR polynomial (which has ones only at the tap locations). 
2. The result of (1) is bit reduction XORed (where odd bit count gives -1, even bit count gives 0). 
3. The (untouched) input value is shifted left once. 
4. The result of (2) is subtracted from the result of the result of (3), which gives us the output value.

The polynomial I'm using for a 32 bit wide LFSR is 0x80200003.

Unipoloar To Bipolar Conversion (NSB) 
Dattorro shows proper and improper ways to convert a single ended or unipolar noise vector to bipolar signed, and quite honestly I'm at a bit of a loss as
to how he defines things here.  But I believe (because of simulation) the way he converts from unsigned (unipolar) to signed (bipolar) is by negating the
MSb (most significant bit).  Flipping the MSb this way is mathematically equivalent to subtracting 1/2 if the number is considered to be a fraction (as
DSP processors generally do), or subtracting 2^(n-1) from an n bit-wide value.  The processor I'm using has an opcode that does this: NSB (not sign bit).

The Whitening FIR Filter 
So the output of a single cycle of the LFSR is converted to bipolar and presented to the whitening filter.  The output of the whitening FIR filter Dattorro
shows in his paper is simply the input minus a one cycle delayed version of the input multiplied by 2:

  out(n) := in(n) - 2*in(n-1)  (Dattorro)

Whereas, since I'm using a left shift LFSR, I've found I had to change it to the following filter in order for it to function correctly, which is the input
minus a one cycle delayed version of the input divided by 2:

  out(n) := in(n) - in(n-1)/2  (spreadsheet & prototype code)

It's perhaps not obvious, but the output values go right up to but don't exceed the binary bounds, which is great.  I should stress that you need to look at
actual values produced, as a slightly wrong method may give a non-white spectrum, or a white spectrum but with output values confined to output
maximum & minimum.

http://www.tellun.com/motm/mods/jhstring/jhstring.html
http://electro-music.com/forum/topic-20360.html&postorder=asc
https://www.mediafire.com/file/9eezp51b7ub7in7/noise_2018-10-23.xls/file


The above is coded up and running on the prototype and behaving quite well.  I can't hear any difference between it and the previous incorrect version,
but the incorrect version was clearly outputting min/max levels as the sample level was visually (but not audibly) rhythmically pumping.

Dattorro is one sharp cookie, I wish my brain worked 1/2 as well as his, dude's some kinda supergenius.  His bio from that paper:

Jon Dattorro is from Providence, RI. He trained as a classical pianist, attended the New England Conservatory of Music where he studied composition
and electronic music, and performed as soloist with Myron Romanul and the Boston Symphony Orchestra for Children’s Concerts at Symphony Hall. His
scores include a ballet and a piano concerto.

Mr. Dattorro received a B.S.E.E. with highest distinction from the University of Rhode Island in 1981, where he was a student of Leland B. Jackson. In
1984 he received an M.S.E.E. from Purdue University, specializing in digital signal processing under S. C. Bass. He is currently working towards a Ph.D.
in electrical engineering at Stanford University.

He designed the Lexicon Inc. model 2400 Time Compressor with Charles Bagnaschi and Francis F. Lee in 1986, and he designed most of the audio
effects from Ensoniq Corp. between 1987 and 1995. He shares two patents in digital signal processing chip design with David C. Andreas, J. William
Mauchly, and Albert J. Charpentier. Personal mentors are Salvatore J. Fransosi, Pozzi Escot, and Chae T. Goh.

Axis Pre-Processing Software Datapath
dewster 10/25/2018 9:12:07 PM [1642]

Axis Pre-Processing Software Datapath

Taking another look at the axis pre-processing, it seems you can never polish this stuff enough.  Now that I know more about the ways to scale / offset /
non-linearize the preset knob values it seemed like a good time revisit some of my earliest coding efforts.  The main goal here was to homologate the
volume and pitch pre-processing, as well as to try out a couple of things I was advocating for earlier.  I used to use the volume side pre-processing to
create a knee of sorts, which I'm doing explicitly now downstream, so there's no more need for extreme pre-processor settings.  Here's the pitch side:

Top path: 
1. The pitch value is read from the processor register interface. 
2. The 2x integrated value is "undone" to DC via 2x differentiation. 
3. 4th order 150Hz Chamberlin low-pass filter to reduce aliasing for next stage. 
4. 16x decimation (subsampled) to reduce memory requirement for next stage. 
5. CIC hum filter set to either 50Hz or 60Hz. 
6. 16x oversampling to return to 48kHz sample rate. 
7. 4th order Chamberlin low-pass filter to smooth previous result.

Bottom path: 
8. Result is subtracted from P0 (NULL) scaled up. 
9. Limit to prevent negative numbers. 
10. +1 to prevent zero. 
11. UFRAC to Float conversion. 
12. LOG2 (float). 



13. Result is multiplied by P1 (LINEARITY) reversed direction, offset, scaled, converted to float. 
14. * -1 to reverse. 
15. EXP2 (float). 
16. Result has subtracted from it P2 (OFFSET-) scaled, converted to float, scaled. 
17. Result is multiplied by P3 (SENSITIVITY) offset, scaled, exponentiated, converted to float. 
18. * -1 to reverse. 
19. Result added to P4 (OFFSET+) offset, scaled, converted to float. 
20. Float to UFRAC conversion.

The changes are rather minor, but I think it's somewhat better for them: 
1. P1 LINEARITY is now signed rather than unsigned, and centered at 0.25, +/-0.125.   
2. P2 OFFSET- is now an unsigned 4.3 decimal.   
3. P3 SENSITIVITY is now exponentiated to cover a wider range. 
4. Addition of LP4 before CIC hum filter.

Volume side differences are an 18 shift scaling instead of 16 for P0, no offset and slightly different scaling (U1.6) for P4, and optional axis reversal.
 Other than that, the two axes are the same, pre-processing wise anyway.  The pitch side goes on to pitch correction, cent offset, and exponentiation.  The
volume side goes on to envelope generation and exponentiation.

I tried re-applying OFFSET- in the other direction post SENSITIVITY scaling, but that didn't work very well at all.

I don't know if it's just due to the geometry of my antennas, but it seems one could almost remove the LINEARTY adjustment and just use a constant
0.25 or thereabouts (I've got both axes set to P1 = +2, which you could work backwards for the actual value, a bit smaller than 0.25).  This simple
linearization scheme works amazingly well, I couldn't be happier with it.

It might look complicated, but it's really fairly basic.  Though there are a lot of nuances / judgment calls to getting everything balanced and maximally
useful. I suppose it's no wonder it's taken me this long to more or less complete it.  Analog design has many of the same offset & scaling concerns /
minutiae.

Code Reviewin'
dewster 10/27/2018 9:56:15 PM [1643]

Code Reviewin'

After catching my audio noise generation assembly bug I thought it would behoove me to take another look at the FPGA SV code that dithers the NCO's,
and indeed I caught two errors.  One error was where I was incorrectly converting between signed and unsigned via NSB - I decided to always
differentiate the noise once and always output it as signed.   The other error was where I was incorrectly setting the input phase accumulation LSb to 1
via concatenation, which unintentionally gained it up 2x - I fixed this by instead ORing the desired 1 LSb (which helps break up accumulation patterns
when the input has a lot of zero LSb's).  I also made the dither addition signed, so it moves the output edge forward and back rather than just forward.  I
haven't output the raw control signal to SPDIF to check it, but large arm sweeps look good (non-sticky) in the Audition spectral frequency view.  I'm not
seeing any subjective difference in behavior when I play it (was hoping for a bit less far field bobble).  The dither amplitude is now at the theoretical
minimum for non-stickiness with DDR elements at the input and output (effective ~400MHz clock rate with dither sized to the effective phase
accumulation magnitude).  Gotta really watch how one manipulates noise arithmetically / logically, the least little thing will alter the range, spectra,
probability density function, etc.  Kinda fragile.

And I upped the rotary encoder debounce counters from 8 to 12 bits wide, which seems to have fixed the flaky encoder (for now at least).

Modal Synthesis
dewster 10/29/2018 6:26:32 PM [1644]

Modal Synthesis

It seems stimulating filters and other resonators is a type of synthesis:

  https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~bilbao/booktop/node14.html

IMO, the (vast?) majority of synthesis can be (and is best?) done this way, particularly sounds heard in nature as well as the orchestra pit.

In search of cheaper / simpler formant filters, yesterday I looked into a biquad based resonator via Excel.  One form is covered in Chamberlin's book, and
Julius O. Smith has a nice treatment of another:

  https://www.dsprelated.com/freebooks/filters/Constant_Resonance_Gain.html

Fairly simple construct, but for the life of me I couldn't get the graphs to come out right, even when starting with a previous, known working analysis /
sim spreadsheet.  Spent hours trying to figure it out, and finally noticed the linear frequency axis in his graphs, and missing numerator zeros in his
equations, which changed everything.  Once I got it working I decided it probably wasn't worth any more investigation.  Q flabs out at lower frequencies,
Q and tuning over wide ranges happens with tiny parameter changes (making it quite parameter sensitive), and the zeros needed to tame it require an
extra 2x delay. Lots to hate, little to love.

So I'll stick with the trusty Chamberlin state variable.  The subroutine only takes 14 cycles (including internal overload protection) + 7 cycles for the
tuning polynomial subroutine.

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~bilbao/booktop/node14.html
https://www.dsprelated.com/freebooks/filters/Constant_Resonance_Gain.html


I'm thinking of: 
1. Expanding the parameter type system to handle various fixed point generic exponential values, as they are quite useful. 
2. Adding to that: explicit frequency display and Chamberlin SVF polynomial correction for fixed formant use. 
3. Reducing the number of articulated formants (have 6 now; reduce it to 4 or even just 2). 
4. Using the real time to implement more non-articulated formants. 
5. Going from pitch and volume axis modulation to a more generic modulation matrix, maybe with only a single source selectable per element. 
6. Having one or two LFOs (& noise source) as source in the mod matrix.

And do all that without making things too complicated for the average user to grasp what's going on.

Thread 7 is flying high above the 48kHz sampling fray, handling the command line serial interface, and its interrupt handles data conversion for the LCD
and periodic refresh writes to it, and the gathering and conversion of preset / knob values.  Running on the LCD update schedule means it's got eons of
time to do its chores, and I should be leveraging this more to free up real-time on the other 7 threads. 

[EDIT] No holds barred / by any means necessary on the C sense side of things, but I think it's important to constrain the synthesizer portion of this
project to something reasonably small to medium sized.  This is happening anyway due to the limited computing resources (MIPs, memory), so what to
stick in there for maximum benefit and what to leave out?  The architecture itself seems to be evolving naturally so far, though in fits and starts.  It's been
interesting to start with a specific goal - vocal synthesis - and see it do other things well with just a few additions here and there (more formants & the
non-harmonic resonator => violin).  IMO, every analog / digital synth should have something like a formant bank / string filter.  Multiple resonance is
quite magical.

dewster 10/30/2018 4:30:29 PM [1645]

Slightly different violin, same old song (with reverb): [MP3]

String voices are highly dependent on formant Q, and on the non-harmonic resonator settings.  Having an adjustable 1st order low pass filter in the
feedback path of the non-harmonic resonator is an enormously good thing as it tames those jangly upper resonances.  Many settings of the non-harmonic
resonator make certain notes sound kinda thin; certain settings impart a strange hollow or odd vocal sound to the whole thing.

Got Caitlin Canty's latest album Motel Boquet which is more in a C&W or pop-folk-bluegrass vein so it has a bunch of fiddle on it.  Noodling along with
it is pretty fun with this latest violin setting, in the mix it's hard to tell it's not real.  I'm trying to restrain my vibrato depth and slow it down - it's tough to
do but it seems that's how most violinists tend to play.

==========

Upped the encoder velocity sense (was: enc + (enc^2) / 4) and noticed yet more encoder bouncing nonsense when spinning some of them really fast.  I
don't think these cheap-ass encoders are meant to be used that way.  Scaled it back from: enc + (enc^3) / 4; to: enc + (enc^3) / 8 and now I'm not seeing
any problems, though I'm sure they're lurking.  Evidently the fastest portion of the spin glitches to go the wrong way, and this is magnified by the enc^3,
which swamps the slower & correct rotation counts.

==========

[EDIT] Not trying to pat myself on the back, or generate hype, or get anyone's hopes too high, but with pitch display and pitch correction I've noticed
that I have zero anxiety associated with playing that "first note" off pitch, or any note starting from silence thereafter.  Not that I played it all that much
(and this was one of the reasons why not) but I had so much trouble with this on my EWS - it's quite understandable why even the pros with highly
developed hand gestures and aerial fingering techniques often have a guitar tuner plugged in.  I'm sure the expanded (lower sensitivity) pitch field (as it is
currently set on the prototype) helps a lot here too.

Inharmonic Resonator: ~Done
dewster 11/2/2018 10:46:48 PM [1646]

Inharmonic Resonator: ~Done

Been working on it for a couple of days now:

1. Sample memory is now 1024 deep x 32 bits wide.  This gives 48kHz / 1k = ~48Hz as the lowest operating "frequency", though the resonance
displacement which happens due to the internal allpass filter can drive the lowest resonance peak subsonic with certain settings. 
2. The allpass sample depth knob now selects a fraction of the total delay knob, which seems to give OK timbre tracking with total delay changes. 
3. Total sample delay knob sense is reversed to give higher frequencies with higher knob values, the polynomial used to somewhat exponentiate it is x +
x^2. 
4. The comb delay is whatever is left over after after the total delay and allpass tap point are selected. 
5. Both allpass feed forward/back and comb feedback are flip / square / flip parameters (signed) to stretch the extreme ranges. 
6. The comb feedback lowpass filter frequency knob is somewhat exponentiated via squaring. 
7. The output level knob is exponentiated via the parameter system. 
8. There is a dedicated critically damped 4th order highpass filter with variable cutoff placed before the inharmonic resonator to limit the stimulation
zone / blend with the formant filters. I modified the 4th order lowpass filter to do this and added saturation opcodes at the summation nodes to suppress
weird modulo overload cycles.

The inner allpass loop doesn't have any lowpass filtering in the feedback so it can ring on oddly with higher settings of feedback, so I decided to not
accentuate this by not squaring the knob value.  I tried adding a nyquist zero in a couple of places but the whole thing just goes unstable (this sort of thing
was mentioned in the paper that I got the basic idea from).

I need to add a serial / parallel knob to it so it can be used either as part of the formant bank or as a final global processing element (like reverb).

It can almost make a cymbal sound, as there are tons of resonances when the delay depth is set to max.

https://www.mediafire.com/file/s133jag6w2x5yjx/2018-10-30_violin.mp3/file
https://caitlincanty.bandcamp.com/album/motel-bouquet


==========

Doing some other grunt work with a parameter type inventory.  Parameter types are like opcodes writ small, you don't know what you should do until
after you've done it a bunch and can analyze that.  Turns out the 0 to 1, 2, 3... types that gobble up 1/2 the space are barely used, so I'm thinking of
shrinking that dramatically and adding some other types to free up a bit more real-time.

I'm not totally sanguine with the dedicated articulated filters associated with the oscillator and noise source, and am wondering if they could somehow
pull double duty as articulated formants.  Formants are a parallel thing though, so it would require switching.

One thing that I can't seem to resolve is what kind of stepping formants should have?  I've got up to 256 values on the knob to be apportioned, right now
they go from 16.35Hz to 4.186kHz with musical half step separation, yielding 193 values.  But when the pitch correction system perfects the notes it can
reveal the perfection of the formant placement, which is a bit unnatural.  Still, it seems useful to have exactly pitched formants for certain things.  I used
to use 1/3 note spacing starting at 32.7Hz, maybe I'll go back to that, though it means more encoder spinning to get from one end to the other.

pitts8rh 11/3/2018 6:00:40 PM [1647]

It's time to shift gears from the Melodia and come back over here for a while.  I think most of my Dewster Theremin parts have arrived, although I
probably should look at them to make sure that I don't have any of the issues that you mentioned.  I'm going to spend a couple days putting a prototype
structure together to hold the main electronics and antennas.  I've got a total of about 10 minutes into the oscillator board schematic in Diptrace so that I
can make a simple layout, but I quit when I found that the ESD dip was not in the library.  No problem though.  But I have three questions for now...

1) I thought I should start a separate "Let's Build Dewster's Theremin" thread to keep from hijacking this one with my musings, but what would you
prefer?

2) Have you decided on a suitable name for this thing yet?  Something with VOX in it?

3) What would it take to have an square or sawtooth audio input port to provide some of your fancy signal processing to an external signal?

dewster 11/3/2018 9:02:36 PM [1648]

"1) I thought I should start a separate "Let's Build Dewster's Theremin" thread to keep from hijacking this one with my musings, but what would you
prefer?" - pitts8rh

Totally up to you, I don't have a preference.  I'm interested to see how you implement the antennas.  License plates work great!

"2) Have you decided on a suitable name for this thing yet?  Something with VOX in it?"

Nothing yet.  I rather like "Voce Aerea" ("air voice" sez google translate) but wonder how that will sound rolling off people's tongues that don't
speak Italian (like mine).  Maybe E-Vox?

"3) What would it take to have an square or sawtooth audio input port to provide some of your fancy signal processing to an external signal?"

AD input is more difficult than DA output.  For one thing there's the master timing issue.  Digital outputs use local system timing, whereas digital inputs
usually want the local system to take their timing.  Which usually means PLLs to generate system timing.  Both hardware PLLs in the FPGA are
currently in use, and I don't know if they can even operate at low enough frequencies to generate system timing from SPDIF.  Probably the best option
would be to lash an AD converter to some FPGA pins and let it control the timing of the conversion, but I haven't looked into this lately.  Perhaps there's
a handy daughter board out there for Arduino or FPGA motherboard kits.

I don't think you'll hate the oscillator in the prototype, it's quite versatile.  If you need a simple second oscillator I'm sure there's enough real time to
generate it.

Volume Velocity Processing (Final!)
dewster 11/3/2018 9:27:15 PM [1649]

Volume Velocity Processing (Final!)

I'm rather embarrassed to report that today the volume side velocity processing has been simplified to this:

This removed the "damp" knob that I was always setting the same as "fall", removed the decay envelope generator in the straight through path, and
removed some fancy footwork I found necessary to do in order to combine the paths.  There's probably a way to combine "knee" and "velo" into one
knob, but I'm keeping them separate for now.  Good lord, so much churn for such a simple final form.  It just seems so obvious.

tinkeringdude 11/3/2018 11:00:51 PM [1650]



But should there be one ADC MUX "channel" left, maybe you might gift that apparatus an input for an expression pedal, if not already present? 
I don't know much about theremin playing, but think I have seen some players sitting, so why not make playing even more challenging and provide a
third means of control  Could be nice to be able to morph through a list of vowels. Then again, might as well sing, heh. But there are probably also
other sound characteristics that could benefit from playable controls.

dewster 11/4/2018 1:05:40 PM [1651]

"But should there be one ADC MUX "channel" left, maybe you might gift that apparatus an input for an expression pedal, if not already present? 
... But there are probably also other sound characteristics that could benefit from playable controls."  - tinkeringdude

I haven't looked into it lately, but some of the higher end FPGAs have things like DACs and ADCs, which should eventually migrate down into the much
cheaper low end.  One can PWM a pin to an RC and do some digital filtering and probably end up with near audio quality ADC, but system noise on the
digital pins would likely be an issue.  On/off is of course trivial, so one could easily have something like a piano damper pedal.  8 bit resolution is
probably in the realm of easily doable with a few passives and some code.

Physical contact with controls can alter the grounding of the player, I've noticed this effect when playing in the far field and touching my toe to a metal
desk leg.

But yes, I agree that more playable control is a good thing.

D-Lev (dLev, d-Lev, DLev, DLEV, DLeV...)
dewster 11/4/2018 1:12:43 PM [1652]

D-Lev (dLev, d-Lev, DLev, DLEV, DLeV...)

I think I'll name it D-Lev - the 'D' for "digital" + Theremin's first name in Russian.  Lev is like levitate, which is a little spooky, so that's good.  

I'm no good at this naming stuff, though I very much appreciate the ability in others.  Often half of the initial allure of a song, painting, person, device,
etc. is in the name.

pitts8rh 11/4/2018 3:37:56 PM [1653]

Quick questions..

Do the eight encoders have fixed functions or are functions soft-assigned (is that a term?) on the display pages?  I'm trying to decide if there is a logical
grouping or if they should just be arranged in a numbered order.

I'm mainly wondering if you have common functions (for example the equivalent to volume and pitch on an analog theremin) on dedicated encoders,
with secondary functions on assignable encoders.

dewster 11/4/2018 4:12:39 PM [1654]

"Do the eight encoders have fixed functions or are functions soft-assigned (is that a term?) on the display pages?  I'm trying to decide if there is a logical
grouping or if they should just be arranged in a numbered order."  - pitts8rh

The encoders are arranged to correspond to the positions on the LCD.  For instance:



This is the main UI screen - the other (13) screens are selected via the lower right encoder.  The preset to load is selected with the upper left encoder.  The
preset to store is selected with the encoder below that, volume axis null with the encoder below that, and autocal with the bottom left encoder.  Output
volume is set with the upper right encoder, octave offset with the encoder below that, pitch axis null with the encoder below that.  (This screen has
changed a bit since this photo was taken: I removed vnul and put pnul in its place, and put the pitch correction strength where pnul was.)  

"I'm mainly wondering if you have common functions (for example the equivalent to volume and pitch on an analog theremin) on dedicated encoders,
with secondary functions on assignable encoders."

With the exception of the UI screen selection encoder, none are dedicated, all change their function depending on the UI screen.

A rear view of the encoder numbering is here [LINK].  Upper left is 0, upper right is 1, ..., lower right is 7.

pitts8rh 11/4/2018 4:35:21 PM [1655]



Okay, I get it.  It makes sense to keep them in the general grouping you have, or possibly have two columns of four placed on either side of the LCD
display.  I'm looking for a way to make a wider-aspect panel to allow a larger pitch led circle, and the two-column knob arrangement would work well
with that.

The first thing I checked this morning in the parts that I received was the 7-segment displays - they sent blue instead of red. Also the encoders have
flatted shafts instead of knurled.  I think I'll just order different encoders instead of set-screw knobs.   I hope I do better with the other parts...

dewster 11/4/2018 4:43:33 PM [1656]

"Okay, I get it.  It makes sense to keep them in the general grouping you have, or possibly have two columns of four placed on either side of the LCD
display.  I'm looking for a way to make a wider-aspect panel to allow a larger pitch led circle, and the two-column knob arrangement would work well
with that."  - pitts8rh

I like them all together and below the LCD.  That way your hand doesn't have to move far to get to any encoder, and your hand won't obscure the LCD.
Though it takes a lot of panel real estate to provide sufficient finger clearance.

I think the pitch circle is probably large enough even for those who have to wear reading glasses, and was wondering if it could actually be reduced! :-)
 But please don't think I'm trying to tell you what to do.

"The first thing I checked this morning in the parts that I received was the 7-segment displays - they sent blue instead of red. Also the encoders have
flatted shafts instead of knurled.  I think I'll just order different encoders instead of set-screw knobs.  I hope I do better with the other parts..."

Blue will work if there is only a single LED per segment.  Check the forward voltage drop.  My encoders have flatted shafts, I kind of prefer that as
knurled shaft knobs can be a bear to install / remove.  I couldn't find blank knobs without indicator dots, but I can't say that bothers me.  I really like
"communication" type knobs, they have a nice look and feel.

I think these are the knobs (PN-8F, PN-38D) [LINK].  Crap, I paid $11.90 for 10 back in 2015.

Eerie + Inharmonic Resonator
dewster 11/4/2018 5:42:10 PM [1657]

Eerie + Inharmonic Resonator

Added the inharmonic resonator to the "eerie" patch - it overloads nicely and does a pretty good gong sound: [MP3].

pitts8rh 11/5/2018 4:37:34 PM [1658]

I have a few thoughts and questions before I go much further.  This time I'll try not to ask questions that have been clearly answered previously (like my
last one regarding the encoder functions).  No guarantees though, since I tend to jump around a bit.

Some of these questions affect how the a board or boards are laid out, and how many separate boards that I need to use.  It is also helpful to do as much
panel machining in anticipation of future mods before any components get mounted.  Since I will be aiming strictly for evaluation boards that can be
home-fabricated, the inability to work with very small features and a lot of vias may favor using smaller boards interconnected with harnesses, which
allow for easy crossovers that exceed the capability of a 2-layer board.  I won't know until I get there.  

1) I ordered some cell-cast plexiglass last week to use for an easily-modifiable main panel to carry all of the electronics including encoders and displays.  
It was to be hinged to or just rest in a simple box that supports the arms. 

I've changed my mind though, and I now want to break the theremin's main console into two enclosures.  The LCD, encoders, and switches and IO would
be housed in a plexi box looking something like a shorter and somewhat taller Etherwave with a sloped front panel, and with extendable arms to support
the plates.  The tuner display and drivers would be in a separate enclosure that could attach to the top and back of the main box for a unified main
console, or alternatively be detached and placed anywhere in the desired sight line on the floor or a separate stand.  The tuner could use a short or long
cable as needed.  I don't currently use any visual tuner, but I want to build it anyway, and for it to be of any use at all it needs to be placed where I gaze
while playing, which is not toward the main console. 

Your thoughts on this?

2) We discussed earlier the viability of providing a fixed output for VCA processing into a pitch preview output (with analog conditioning).  Can I
assume that this would not in any way change a board layout, since this would be an FPGA change only, to re-purpose the second SPDIF converter
channel (or another)?  The VCA pitch-preview processing would be on a separate board. 

3) This may be more effort that it is worth, but if you could make good use of the 8th LCD menu space that is currently dedicated to the MAIN return on
all pages, it might be nice to have dedicated central hardware button to take care of this function no matter where you are.  Preferably a large, green
button similar to those used as panic buttons on test equipment.  I'll admit that part of this is driven by the fact that I have a large number of illuminated
green push buttons leftover from my CNC mill project, but don't let that influence your opinion on this...

4)  So for the front panel I'm planning on including the 8 encoders, LCD display, dimmer pot, power switch, maybe a couple mini jacks, and some future
PP control holes. And the big green button, which is going on anyway just because I want it -I could just duplicate the encoder 8 push button function for
now. 

For the back there would be a phone jack audio output, maybe a duplicate or line level PP output, power adapter jack, and maybe panel mount USBs for
the programmer and UART.  Any other suggestions?

5) If it works out that I can have the FPGA eval board plug onto a main board without cabling, do you have recommendations on any unused pins that
should be brought out to accessible solder pads for future expansion, or any that I can be certain will not be used so that board space is not wasted?

https://www.ebay.com/itm/10pc-Plastic-Round-Screw-type-Knob-PN-8F-PN-38D-15-5x14-2mm-h-6-4mm-RoHS/130959160476?hash=item1e7dc6349c:g:EfoAAOSwd4tT09CM:rk:1:pf:0
https://www.mediafire.com/file/rt0g4it7ps2t9ti/2018-11-04_eerie_reson.mp3/file


6)  Finally, I know you don't like to get pinned down on this, but I may want to have a little fun with the logo on my ugly prototype.  Is it dLev, dLEV, d-
Lev or something else?  How about the "Wallin" (small print, upper left) "d____" (large print) "Digital Theremin" (medium print, under the name)? 
Nothing will be set in stone, unless I make the housing using some of my leftover granite tiles...

Roger

On edit:  I forgot to ask about making some FPGA output available to be turned into an analog volume CV.  Don't need to know anything else at this
point except how it would affect pinout accessibility for FPGA.

dewster 11/5/2018 6:58:18 PM [1659]

"The tuner display and drivers would be in a separate enclosure that could attach to the top and back of the main box for a unified main console, or
alternatively be detached and placed anywhere in the desired sight line on the floor or a separate stand.  The tuner could use a short or long cable as
needed.  I don't currently use any visual tuner, but I want to build it anyway, and for it to be of any use at all it needs to be placed where I gaze while
playing, which is not toward the main console.

Your thoughts on this?"  - Roger

I never got past the very beginner stage on the two previous Theremins I've owned (EWS, Theremini) so it's difficult for me to know how a more
experienced player such as yourself will react, both short term and long, to the various features on the prototype.  I remember having a lot of difficulty
with finding initial pitch & staying on pitch, and felt the pitch field was just way too sensitive and non-linear.  For me, ~1/3 sensitivity feels about right,
and this, combined with linearization right up to the antenna, the LED tuner, pitch correction, as well as the larger target plate antennas, has resulted in
my not having to pay anything beyond casual / very infrequent attention as how I'm addressing the pitch antenna.

So, while I'm quite excited to see where you might take the physical portion, I'm concerned that you won't get the full "experience" (for whatever that's
worth) before changing things too much (I truly wish you could spend a month with my prototype).  I realize that playing styles are quite personal, and I
hope you don't think I'm strong-arming you to change yours.  But I would urge you to at least have some configuration of what you end up with be
roughly on par with the ergonomics of the prototype, just to give them a fair shake.  

"2) We discussed earlier the viability of providing a fixed output for VCA processing into a pitch preview output (with analog conditioning).  Can I
assume that this would not in any way change a board layout, since this would be an FPGA change only, to re-purpose the second SPDIF converter
channel (or another)?  The VCA pitch-preview processing would be on a separate board."

I don't have plans at the moment to generate stereo, so yes there is a second channel available.  It would be a software change, the FPGA logic is already
stereo.  And I bet we can do that processing in software to your satisfaction (he says to a perfectionist! :-).

"3) This may be more effort that it is worth, but if you could make good use of the 8th LCD menu space that is currently dedicated to the MAIN return on
all pages, it might be nice to have dedicated central hardware button to take care of this function no matter where you are.  Preferably a large, green
button similar to those used as panic buttons on test equipment.  I'll admit that part of this is driven by the fact that I have a large number of illuminated
green push buttons leftover from my CNC mill project, but don't let that influence your opinion on this..."

Encoder 7 (the 8th encoder) and the LCD position (lower right) that corresponds to it is the UI page selector.  You can see an older version of the UI it in
action here (preset load and store was the main page back then): [LINK].  You can't see my hand, but I'm rotating encoder 7 to flip between UI pages.
 The main page is the first page, and there's a hard stop at the first and last pages, so a simple counter clockwise quick twist of encoder 7 gets you back to
the main page.  You won't need a button, but maybe you could use it for something else, like auto-calibration.  I used to use one of the encoder
pushbuttons to do auto-cal, but twisting an encoder is much easier.

"4)  So for the front panel I'm planning on including the 8 encoders, LCD display, dimmer pot, power switch, maybe a couple mini jacks, and some future
PP control holes. And the big green button, which is going on anyway just because I want it -I could just duplicate the encoder 8 push button function for
now.

For the back there would be a phone jack audio output, maybe a duplicate or line level PP output, power adapter jack, and maybe panel mount USBs for
the programmer and UART.  Any other suggestions?"

I'm powering via the UART USB cable.  If you want to power another way you'll need a ground somehow.  You might also put resistors on the UART
leads to keep them from back-powering the FPGA if you power some other way.  My genuine Altera programmer also has idiotic / dangerous power
cycle issues: if the programmer is powered down (USB disconnected) with the FPGA powered then the FPGA backpowers the programmer, which pulls
a huge load and can damage things.  Your programmer is different and so may not have these issues. I don't think you'll use the programmer very often at
all, so just having access to the programming header on the FPGA board should be sufficient.  I stuck my programmer inside for ease of development, but
rarely use it at this point and will at some point remove it.

"5) If it works out that I can have the FPGA eval board plug onto a main board without cabling, do you have recommendations on any unused pins that
should be brought out to accessible solder pads for future expansion, or any that I can be certain will not be used so that board space is not wasted?"

If it doesn't hurt to pull unused pins out to pads then I would do that.  If that's too painful, then pull out however many are easy for you.  Internal pin
assignment is a quite flexible resource inside the FPGA.  There are a few pins that have more dedicated global resources, like the PLL clock inputs.  And
the pins tend to be paired for LVDS if you want to use that (I'm not in this design).

Did you grab my FPGA pin spreadsheet? [LINK]?  It shows what pins and their types are brought out to the board headers.  No clock pins are on the
headers, and I've avoided using pins 3, 7, 10, and 11 because they go to the 4 LEDs on the board (which could be desoldered to allow their use), and also
avoided pin 125 which is the FPGA reset.  If it's not clear, the FPGA board provides +3.3V to the rest of the system via the header pins, and the 5V pins
are inputs or outputs depending on how you're powering the board (outputs if you use an external adapter plugged into the barrel connector on the board,
inputs otherwise).

"6)  Finally, I know you don't like to get pinned down on this, but I may want to have a little fun with the logo on my ugly prototype.  Is it dLev, dLEV, d-
Lev or something else?  How about the "Wallin" (small print, upper left) "d____" (large print) "Digital Theremin" (medium print, under the name)? 
Nothing will be set in stone, unless I make the housing using some of my leftover granite tiles..."

Ha ha!  Let's go with D-Lev (and maybe no "Wallin" - it's just not very sexy sounding).

http://www.mediafire.com/file/m1n31hr30briyak/theremin_fpga_pins_2018-10-13.xls/file


pitts8rh 11/6/2018 12:31:09 AM [1660]

So, while I'm quite excited to see where you might take the physical portion, I'm concerned that you won't get the full "experience" (for
whatever that's worth) before changing things too much (I truly wish you could spend a month with my prototype)

I probably could have saved you some writing time if I had phrased that final question "Your technical thoughts on this?"  I was mainly asking if you had
any thoughts about RFI/EMI or signal integrity issues. I have my own, but I wanted to hear yours.

But since you touched on other subjects, let me touch back.  On this next part we probably should just agree to disagree.  I not sure what I might not be
able to experience by making the few changes that I have described.  I will be building to your schematics and general plans, complete with plate
antennas, using your software, and virtually identical controls as a minimum.  The antennas will be on swivels and on arms of adjustable lengths.

But what I won't be doing is using plastic containers and Dupont jumper wiring, because I don't have to and I don't want to build it that way.  I think time
is best spent putting forth some effort making a few incremental changes that put the design a step or two closer to something that I like and would
possibly appeal to more traditional thereminists as well.  The antenna plates won't be in boxes because they don't need to be, and some things will be
arranged differently physically. 

The only significant functional difference that I have talked about here recently is the separation of the tuner from the main console.  I play seated, ideally
with the controls directly in front of me, and a short extension arm for volume and a long one for pitch.  I gaze (if my eyes are open at all) somewhere out
in space in the direction of my hand.  A tuner on the console is going to be nothing but peripheral flashing lights.  And playing visually to a tuner anyway,
regardless of whether placed conveniently or not, would in my opinion be a big step backward in the learning process at this point.  I like to have a fast
waterfall tuner out there sometimes to check my pitch accuracy, and I do sincerely want to try your tuner as well.  But relying on visuals for real-time
pitch feedback (except for training exercises) is something that will only get in the way.  I just have a feeling (no supporting data) that when it comes to
playing accurately at speed, auditory feedback in the brain is a direct connection, while visual feedback may as well be coming in by email.

It is possible that you were thinking of earlier discussions where I asked about the viability of using traditional rod and loop elements.  I am cautious
enough to know that if I end up going that route it is better to do it from the position of having a working prototype, with plates, as a starting point.  I
have every intention of giving plates a fair test and I will spend some time with them to do that, but as you know I have legitimate concerns.  Those
concerns come from observations of the way my hand intercepts the constant pitch "surfaces" that surround the pitch rod.  I have learned to work off
those prolate-spheroid shapes both horizontally and vertically, and Electromagnetic Fields 101 tells me that the constant capacitance  constant pitch
surface contours for plates are going to be significantly different.

Having configurable pitch linearity in software is a great thing.  But linearity is very much in the arm (and hand, and body, and stance) of the beholder,
and I think that plates may have a different feel at close ranges.  If your pitch field is large enough that normal playing distances avoid flat plate
distortions, that is good.  But then I start thinking about the effects of z-axis arm movements in the more spherical far-field (I mean distant field, not the
antenna terminology)

I am excited to build your theremin and try it out.  And if I can't come to terms with plate antennas for the reason mentioned earlier, I will change them to
something else and try that in an attempt to make it feel somewhat similar to other traditional theremins.  It's good to practice on different theremins and
guitars, drive different cars, and fly different airplanes.  But I really don't want to have to significantly change a playing style to adapt to a particular
theremin.  You say I won't have to, and that is good enough for me to go on to build it.  But don't worry about the changes that I am making detracting
from the experience.  While I am completely at your mercy for the FPGA portion, when we get into the analog, I am entirely comfortable making
changes, at least until theremins exceed 22.5GHz, which is where my comfort zone runs out. Many times when I ask you a question about this area, I
already know the answer and what I plan to do, and I just legitimately want your opinion before doing it. 

But hey, let's get on with building it! Rant over.

I don't have plans at the moment to generate stereo, so yes there is a second channel available.  It would be a software change, the FPGA
logic is already stereo.  And I bet we can do that processing in software to your satisfaction

Were you talking about doing the pitch preview in the FPGA?  That would be great, but here would be my wish list:

1) Dedicated full time encoders for at least functions 2) and 5) below, and maybe more. 
2) Volume 
3) Variable slope PP volume attenuation with pitch (I use about 40db/decade external fixed filtering on PP, not quite enough for me) 
4) Variable slope (from positive to negative) PP volume with Theremin CV 
5) Variable threshold intercept for item 4) 
6) Some timbre control can help greatly with low pitch audibility. But if not, a sawtooth or low duty pulse train would be fine (no sine or odd harmonics
only)  
This sounds like a lot of work in FPGA world.  At least a fixed analog signal on one of the SPDIF channels would be fine for now.

I'm powering via the UART USB cable.

I can do that too.  What is your total current, approximately?

dewster 11/6/2018 4:32:16 AM [1661]

"I probably could have saved you some writing time if I had phrased that final question "Your technical thoughts on this?"  I was mainly asking if you
had any thoughts about RFI/EMI or signal integrity issues. I have my own, but I wanted to hear yours."  - Roger

Do you mean: are there any issues with the LED tuner interfering with the playing fields?  The answer to that is yes, and that's one minor reason I was
working on the PLL dither (and some on the LED PWM waveform).  In the very far field, where the mathematical subtraction from the null constant
produces a number that is quite small and has poor SNR, you can obviously see some interaction going on in the way of LF oscillations on the tuner.  You
can see the interaction too if you pipe the highpassed pitch number directly to SPDIF.  But you shouldn't see or hear this when playing normally.  The
tuner can be completely turned off via the UI.

Ideally the tuner would be located smack dab in the middle of the pitch plate, but that would probably be a much worse SNR scenario.



[EDIT] As far as signal integrity for the tuner interconnect, I believe the prescale counter divides the 180MHz core clock by 16, so the clock going to the
tuner board is 11.25MHz and the data is at most 1/2 this.  There are programmable FPGA resources to control output edge rate and drive strength, I've got
them all set to the mildest settings.  The tuner, like the LCD, is a write-only interface for the FPGA (no reading of data going on).

"But what I won't be doing is using plastic containers and Dupont jumper wiring, because I don't have to and I don't want to build it that way.  I think
time is best spent putting forth some effort making a few incremental changes that put the design a step or two closer to something that I like and would
possibly appeal to more traditional thereminists as well.  The antenna plates won't be in boxes because they don't need to be, and some things will be
arranged differently physically."

Oh dear, I should have made myself clearer, I wasn't expecting you to duplicate the prototype to the level of plastic boxes and jumpers.  They're fine for
an alpha lab pass (and are incredibly freeing for development) but beyond that PWBs and sturdier cabinetry are called for.  I was just hoping you
wouldn't steer too far from the basic ergonomics, and it seems that you aren't planning on that.

"I am cautious enough to know that if I end up going that route it is better to do it from the position of having a working prototype, with plates, as a
starting point.  I have every intention of giving plates a fair test and I will spend some time with them to do that, but as you know I have legitimate
concerns.  Those concerns come from observations of the way my hand intercepts the constant pitch "surfaces" that surround the pitch rod.  I have
learned to work off those prolate-spheroid shapes both horizontally and vertically, and Electromagnetic Fields 101 tells me that the constant capacitance 
constant pitch surface contours for plates are going to be significantly different."

I don't have your deeper feel for analog rod Theremins, but I imagine that playing a rod or plate in the mid to far field probably feels similar. In the near
field the rod is a smaller target so "aiming" the pitch hand horizontally is somewhat more critical.  Every so often, usually when I'm playing tired, I notice
that the near field sensitivity is low, and it's because I'm way off of the horizontal re. the antenna.  Plates seem to be fairly forgiving targets.  Maybe you'll
end up hating them, but I'm glad you're going to give them a fair shot. 

"Having configurable pitch linearity in software is a great thing.  But linearity is very much in the arm (and hand, and body, and stance) of the beholder,
and I think that plates may have a different feel at close ranges.  If your pitch field is large enough that normal playing distances avoid flat plate
distortions, that is good.  But then I start thinking about the effects of z-axis arm movements in the more spherical far-field (I mean distant field, not the
antenna terminology)"

The far field linearity is of course contingent on adjusting the null for my body distance, though when adjusted (it only takes a few seconds) I can open
and close my hand right at my body and get the same response as with my hand closer to the plate.  But I find that I play best (on pitch) in the mid and
near fields.  I sometimes touch the plate box going for a high note and there is no "feel change" (that I can detect anyway) indicating that I'm that close.

"Were you talking about doing the pitch preview in the FPGA?"

Yes,  I would very much like work on this with you.

"What is your total current, approximately?"

I think around 330mA with the LEDs on the lowest setting.  If you USB power via UART you get a ground too if the PC is grounded.

Parameter Type System Overhaul
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Parameter Type System Overhaul

Panel knobs control numerical inputs to the various algorithms.  Any conditioning of the input numbers, as well as formatting them for display, sucks up
real-time.  Conditioning and formatting need only be done in "knob twist time" so it behooves us to unload as much of these calculations to non-real-time
thread 7, where they are updated at the (comparatively) glacially slow LCD refresh rate.  To facilitate conditioning and display formatting of these values
and to set the various limits of them I devised a parameter typing system.  Each parameter starts with 4 bytes of "use" data (algorithm input), followed by
the knob position byte, followed by the type byte, followed by the 4 byte text label to be displayed.  So 10 bytes for each parameter.  Since the type is a
byte, we have up to 256 variations that we can encode.  My first stab at this about a year ago was obviously in need of updating, so that's what I've been
doing for the last few days, and the overhaul is now done.

In the old system I devoted fully 1/2 the space to the set of ranges: [0:1] , [0:2], [0:3], ..., [0:126], [0:127] but a recent type inventory revealed this group
was only used a few times!  Once the range gets above [0:31] or so you're at the point where powers of 2 (actually (2^n)-1) make more sense as the upper
limit.  The old system also had a bunch of overlap between groups which was inefficient.  And there wasn't enough conditioning going on.  So here is my
latest type system, which only consumes 1/2 the byte space and is much more useful:

PARAMETER TYPES: 
TYPE    ENC          USE                            DISP 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
00      null         0                              "  " 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint range 
01      [0:1]        ENC                            ENC 
02      [0:2], etc. 
1f      [0:31] 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
int range 
20      [-1:0]       ENC                            ENC 
21      [-2:1], etc. 
2f      [-16:15] 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
equal +/- range 
31      [-1:1]       ENC                            ENC 
32      [-2:2], etc. 



3f      [-15:15] 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range 
40      [0:31]       ENC                            ENC 
41      [0:63] 
42      [0:127] 
43      [0:255]  
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
equal +/- 2^n range 
44      [-15:15]     ENC                            ENC 
45      [-31:31] 
46      [-63:63] 
47      [-127:127] 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, full scale 
48      [0:31]       ENC<<27                        ENC 
49      [0:63]       ENC<<26 
4A      [0:127]      ENC<<25 
4B      [0:255]      ENC<<24 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
equal +/- 2^n range, full scale 
4C      [-15:15]     ENC<<27                        ENC 
4D      [-31:31]     ENC<<26 
4E      [-63:63]     ENC<<25 
4F      [-127:127]   ENC<<24 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, full scale, flipped, squared (for Q and such) 
50      [0:31]       (~(ENC<<27))^2                 ENC 
51      [0:63]       (~(ENC<<26))^2 
52      [0:127]      (~(ENC<<25))^2 
53      [0:255]      (~(ENC<<24))^2 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
equal +/- 2^n range, full scale, flipped, squared 
54      [-15:15]     (~(ENC<<27))^2                 ENC 
55      [-31:31]     (~(ENC<<26))^2 
56      [-63:63]     (~(ENC<<25))^2 
57      [-127:127]   (~(ENC<<24))^2 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, full scale, flipped, squared, flipped (for Q and such) 
58      [0:31]       ~((~(ENC<<27))^2)              ENC 
59      [0:63]       ~((~(ENC<<26))^2) 
5A      [0:127]      ~((~(ENC<<25))^2) 
5B      [0:255]      ~((~(ENC<<24))^2) 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
5C      [-15:15]     ~((~(ENC<<27))^2)              ENC 
5D      [-31:31]     ~((~(ENC<<26))^2) 
5E      [-63:63]     ~((~(ENC<<25))^2) 
5F      [-127:127]   ~((~(ENC<<24))^2)

----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, mul, offs, exp2 (96dB) 
60      [0:31]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)           ENC 
61      [0:63]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
62      [0:127]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
63      [0:255]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, mul, offs, exp2 (72dB) 
64      [0:31]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)           ENC 
65      [0:63]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
66      [0:127]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
67      [0:255]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, mul, offs, exp2 (48dB) 
68      [0:31]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)           ENC 
69      [0:63]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
6a      [0:127]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
6b      [0:255]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, mul, offs, exp2 (36dB) 
6c      [0:31]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)            ENC 
6d      [0:63]       exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
6e      [0:127]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
6f      [0:255]      exp2((ENC*mul)+offs) 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, full scale, sq 
70      [0:31]       (ENC<<27)^2                     ENC 
71      [0:63]       (ENC<<26)^2 
72      [0:127]      (ENC<<25)^2 
73      [0:255]      (ENC<<24)^2 
----    ---          ---                             ---- 
uint 2^n range, full scale, sq, poly, freq disp 



74      [0:31]       svf_poly((ENC<<27)^2)          ((ENC<<27)^2)*4186 
75      [0:63]       svf_poly((ENC<<26)^2)          ((ENC<<26)^2)*4186 
76      [0:127]      svf_poly((ENC<<25)^2)          ((ENC<<25)^2)*4186 
77      [0:255]      svf_poly((ENC<<24)^2)          ((ENC<<24)^2)*4186 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, mul, offs, exp2, poly, freq disp (48dB) 
78      [0:31]       svf_poly(exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)) exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)*4186 
79      [0:63]       svf_poly(exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)) 
7a      [0:127]      svf_poly(exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)) 
7b      [0:255]      svf_poly(exp2((ENC*mul)+offs)) 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uint 2^n range, mul, offs, freq disp (48dB) 
7c      [0:31]       (ENC*mul)+offs                 exp2(USE)*4186 
7d      [0:63]       (ENC*mul)+offs 
7e      [0:127]      (ENC*mul)+offs 
7f      [0:255]      (ENC*mul)+offs 
----    ---          ---                            ---- 
uns, mul, offs, freq disp (48dB) (for mod svf freq) 
80      [0:192]      (ENC*mul)+offs                 exp2(USE)*4186

I put more options in there than I'm currently using, but that "orthogonality" can help when exploring various ways to scale and offset the parameters -
"tuning" the parameters is often a quite time consuming task.  These new parameter types have considerably cleaned up the main real-time code.

The user never sees this undergirding / scaffolding stuff, but can be so critical to the success and quality of a project.

Hive memory use is now at ~80%, with the code / data utilization weirdly almost exactly 50/50.

[EDIT] Note that I almost completely shun decimal based ranges here (for better or for worse). 
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500K Page Views!

Have a slice of Theremin cake!

Thanks for the interest everyone!  Happy Theremining!

[EDIT] Here's me noodling around with the inharmonic resonator only: [MP3] - there are no format filters engaged at all.  It can do almost passable male
and female voices (though with some delay artifacts), as well as bells, gongs, and drums.  It's amazingly versatile.

2018-11-09
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http://www.mediafire.com/file/2lsepz1e6pg2wh7/2018-11-07_reson_only.mp3/file


2018-11-09

The parameter type encode has morphed a bit more, all of the signed and unsigned powers of 2 types are now grouped together rather than interleaved to
facilitate decode.  I added an encoder reversed exponentiated group and am currently using it for the envelope generator.  This reverses the knob sense so
that higher knob values give longer attack / decay times, something that was always getting me when I'd pick a blank preset slot (why isn't the volume
side responding? Ah yes, attack is set to minimum).  Speaking of blank slots, I took this opportunity to zero out the preset storage area on the EEPROM,
which goes from byte address 0x100 to 0x10000, and wish I'd done this long ago.  The EEPROM has built-in commands to erase pages, sectors, and the
whole thing, but erasing sets all the bits, which maxes out all the parameters, leading to mayhem when selecting a blank user slot.  So I had to write a
program that spit out a TTL script and ran that.  I also rearranged the SW parameter table to make it more consistent and to eliminate any "place holders"
that I couldn't delete without throwing the following table entries out of sync.  Was careful to write down the various knob values for my favorites before
clearing it.

Been going back and forth on how many articulated, or modulated, formants are really needed.  Minus the input parameter values retrieval and data store
address setup cycles, a modulated formant takes 75 cycles , whereas a non-modulated formant only requires 19 cycles, so I could actually just barely fit
16 non-modulated formants in a single thread PCM cycle if I wanted to.  But some mix of them seems called for.  UI optimality pressures dictate 2
screens per 3 modulated formants, and one screen per 3 non-modulated formants, and this is if the 3 share a common Q control.  I like seeing 3
frequencies + 3 amplitudes + Q all at once on the screen as this helps when spacing them out from each other.  But 3 isn't a power of 2, which for some
reason gives me brain freeze when contemplating the relative ratios.  I had 6 articulated formants in there, and I've now reduced this to 3, and added 9
non-articulated formants.  Not sure at this point if a total of 12 are really all that necessary with the inharmonic resonator there "filling in" the resonance
top end, but it's something that I felt needed some test driving.

Po' Boy Reverb
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Po' Boy Reverb

Coded up a switchable series connection for the inharmonic resonator so it can do crappy reverb: [MP3].  Not sure I'll keep this option, but it's certainly
inexpensive.  Wish I had a bunch more memory handy.

The Secret o' Thereminin'

I often think about the original RCA marketing hype "anyone can play it!"  Of course it's not very true of the model they were selling, but I've been
playing this thing for almost a year now and if they could have somehow managed to reduce the pitch sensitivity to ~3 octaves and given it a decent
volume knee, then I think that claim could have been much truer.  Those two changes change everything, and bring it into the realm of the casual player
(which I am certainly).  Add a responsive tuner and pitch correction and you're cooking with gas.

Double Quantization

Pitch correction as implemented on the D-Lev (wonder when using the new name will stop feeling weird?) is slow motion quantization.  The algorithm
drags the output pitch, with variable rate time constant, to the exact center of whatever note the input pitch is closest to.  Speed up the time constant and
you get stepped pitch, slow it down and you get something subjectively quite different feeling.  The pitch display is also quantized because each of the 12
LEDs corresponds to the exact center of each of the 12 notes in the chromatic scale.  Because PWM is used to proportionally light the transitions, if only
one LED is currently lit you're bang on the note.  

Obviously, these two quantizations must (and do) track together, and they also must (and do) match the pitch standard of A440 (or some desired cent
offset of it to play along with difficult to tune instruments e.g. piano).  So, what is one without the other?  I've found the pitch display to be quite useful
on it's own (or ~equivalently with a very slow pitch correction rate).  But, lacking some kind of audible pitch reference such as accompaniment or a
drone, pitch correction alone, particularly with a slow time constant, would probably just get in the way by fighting any player who doesn't have some
sort of robust perfect pitch working full time in their heads.  

TLDR: pitch display alone = useful; pitch correction alone = not so useful.

[EDIT] I should also mention that the tuner input pickoff point - either pre or post pitch correction - is currently switchable, and I keep it on pre so it
responds more quickly and shows me where my hand is rather than where the audio pitch is.  And the tuner has a separate settable brightness response
curve (a non-linear modification to the linear PWM response) that IMO improves readability.
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I don't remember if we touched on the subject of pitch correction in the past, but I wanted to make some comments here since you brought it up.  I'm not
aware of any subjects where you haven't done your homework, so please don't be offended if I'm trying to explain things that you already know. 

If I had your FPGA savvy I would probably be concentrating any extra hardware and time resources toward enhancing the pitch correction feature in the
digital domain where it belongs rather than trying to incorporate a modest reverb, which is well suited as an outboard effect. I do have mixed feelings
about using pitch correction with a theremin, but I think that having it effectively implemented in the core theremin design as you are doing could be a
huge asset provided it has a sufficient array of adjustable parameters to make its effect virtually transparent.

Personally, I don't like the idea of using any pitch correction, certainly not for practicing, which is probably all I'll ever do.  It's more of a hindrance for
practice anyway - a heavily quantized theremin that sucks the life out of pitch nuances is just a limited-voice tone generator with an extremely imprecise
input interface.  You may as well be playing a keyboard with a volume loop.  But few of us will ever have the pitch control of Katica Illényi, and I do
think anything that makes the theremin more musical and capable of playing nicely alongside other instruments (without having to explain to the listeners
that the theremin sounds like it does because it is really difficult to play) could be an asset for those that do perform live under these circumstances.

After trying several different types of hardware and software for real-time pitch correction, I found that just about everything seemed to miss the mark for
theremin use.  One piece of hardware that I tried, the TC Helicon Voicelive, came close to being useful. But one of the parameters had insufficient range

http://www.mediafire.com/file/aerei11891d4nr6/2018-11-10_po_boy_reverb.mp3/file


to be useful for very slow music.  And since it was an external effect there were other problems as well with unstable pitch capture and limited pitch
range.

It sounds from your description as if you have incorporated a pitch correction parameter that is similar to the ATTACK function used by TC Helicon with
their Voicelive line of products (see below).  This has the effect of morphing (over a period of time) a spatially continuous linear (approximately) pitch
field into one that has steps that provide "landings" or flat regions in the linear response that are centered at each of the scale notes. 

ATTACK is the setting that I found to have insufficient range on the Voicelive.  The delay time could not be set long enough for very slow transitions -
the note would get audibly captured and corrected before it should.

I don't know if you have incorporated other features as well, but the WINDOW and AMOUNT settings in the description below are also very important,
and I suspect that you have at least one of these.  WINDOW is a parameter that sets the capture range, in cents, and consequently also sets the spacial
width of these steps as you move toward and away form the pitch antenna.  Typically there can be transition regions between notes where you are
immune from any correction, but once you get within the window range, you are subject to correction set by the AMOUNT parameter. 

AMOUNT has the effect of changing the slope of these steps, so that once you enter the pitch correction capture range (as determined by the WINDOW
parameter and the delay induced by the ATTACK setting), you will be corrected, but proportionally based on your error.

Can you elaborate on what pitch corrections parameters you have, or could you point to a previous discussion of it so you don't have to answer the
question again? 

Excerpted from the Voicelive manual:

EDIT 1 knob: WINDOW (cents).  
When VoiceLive tries to determine which target note you are closest 
to, it uses this parameter. For example, if the set of correction notes includes 
“C, D, E, F, G, A, B” (C-major), and you are singing a very sharp D (80 cents 
sharp), the window dictates whether you should be corrected to D, or not at all. If 
the window was set to 80 or more cents, the D# would be corrected to the D 
because it falls within the window. If the window was less than 80 cents, no correction 
would take place. Your input pitch must fall within the window around one of 
the supplied correction notes if it is to be corrected at all. This allows you to naturally 
inflect your vocals and slide between notes while cleaning up the pitches as 
you get fairly close to them. A setting of 100 cents or larger will cause correction to 
be on continuously when using the scale C-Major, as 200 cents is the largest interval 
between any two notes. 
EDIT 2 knob: ATTACK.  
Once the target correction pitch has been identified by VoiceLive, it begins 
to shift the pitch of your vocal at a rate determined by this parameter. A setting of 
99 gives the fastest setting which instantaneously pulls your vocal in-tune, an effect 
that can be useful for some types of music. Settings between 16 and 40 give the 
most natural results. 
EDIT 3 knob: AMOUNT.  
Scales the amount of automatic correction applied to the input voice. The 
range is 0% to 100%. However, 0% does not mean that the correction is turned off. 
The amount of applied correction depends on how far out of tune the input note is. 
This allows for a very musical way of correcting pitch. It corrects the large pitch 
errors while preserving the natural micro variations around the target pitch. For 
example: 
With the amount set to 100%, a 10 cent flat input will be corrected by 10 cents and 
a 50 cent flat input will be corrected by 50 cents. 
With the amount set to 80%, a 10 cent flat input will be corrected by approximately 
5 cents and a 50 cent flat input will be corrected by approximately 40 cents. 
With the amount set to 0%, a 10 cent flat input will not be corrected and a 50 cent 
flat input will be corrected by approximately 10 cents.
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Hi Roger,

Here's the pitch correction data path, which ended up boiled down to almost nothing with one parameter:



Linear pitch is formatted as an unsigned 32 bit fixed point 5.27 value.  It is modulo multiplied by 348 to get the note fraction, and we can consider the
result to be signed.  It's divided by 2 for a bit (literally!) of headroom and fed to a variable cutoff 4th order critically damped lowpass filter.  The result is
multiplied by 2 to restore the headroom reduction, and also by (2^27)/12 to scale to note stepping, with the result subtracted from the input. So the lower
path forms an error signal which is subtracted from the main signal in a feed forward way.

Not shown here is a bypass if the filter frequency is set to 0, and hard limiting at the final subtraction.  The graphs show a hand approaching the pitch
antenna smoothly as input, the note fractions before and after filtering, and the combined result.

It used to have an amplitude adjustment at the output of the low pass filter to vary the quantization, but I didn't find it to be useful.  I tried slew limiting
instead of filtering, also 1st and 2nd order filtering, but 4th order seems better at separating vibrato from slower note change hand movements.  I thought
slew limiting was called for in the linear domain, but I believe filtering provides more of a constant time to error correct, no matter the size of the error
itself.

Other features could be added to this.  I suppose I'm against anything other than chromatic note spacing as that requires note tables and keys and other
stuff. I mean, it's kind of fun sweeping a scale out with your hand on the Theremini, but it seems kind of gimmicky to me - if I could easily set my guitar
up to play a single scale I don't think I would.  Anyway, I'd be very interested in your take on it, particularly since you have experience with various
external approaches.  I did a lot of web searching for how exactly to pitch correct but very little seems to be out there.  Being internal and having access
to the exact instantaneous pitch number is probably a huge advantage to performance, as I imagine pitch estimation takes a significant fraction of a
second (I assume they're doing auto-correlation to find it).

It seems to work OK, though vibrato throws it off some, as you'll see.  I can really crank it up for vocals without hearing it, but for some reason strings
can't take a lot without hearing the pulling. You can turn it down so slow you can't tell it's doing anything, or turn it up so fast it just quantizes.  If you
record multiple voices in unison with it turned up it pulls them too perfectly together and you get beating.

Pitch Correction Brain Dump
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Pitch Correction Brain Dump

Another observation re. non-chromatic scales: the tuner has made me much more aware of accidentals (as breaks from the major scale pattern), and I've
noticed that the tunes I find the most interesting to play tend to have them.  I can't see myself ever using a feature that prevents me from playing them
(except for maybe as a "gee whiz!" demo for noobs at NAMM).  And having the pitch pulled to equally spaced intervals is one thing, having it yanked
around over uneven intervals is another.

Also, I know I tend to kvetch about parameters, their inclusion, their functional scaling, etc. and I suppose that's mainly because it's such a critical yet
time consuming activity.  Reverse the sense, use squaring or other small polynomial instead of exp2, shift it a bit less or more, make the MSb = 1 so it
only covers 1/2 the range, combine it with another that does something similar or that you find yourself adjusting along with it, figure out how to
minimize interactions with another paramater, etc.  Play with it for several minutes, hours, or days and decide it's not quite right, repeat...  Developing the
basic DSP functions themselves takes less time than the parameters feeding them.  I don't bring this up to crab anew, but to wonder how much time gets
put into fine tuning any user parameters on anything one might encounter.  Tinkerers like the presence & appearance of lots of knobs, but when the whole
useful range of adjustment can be boiled down to a small handful of parameters, then you've hit the jackpot and you're saving everyone downstream a lot
of time and aggravation.  E.g. reverb: I want gorgeous sounding spaces tailored by two parameters, room size and reverb amount.  The other parameters
are usually too subtle for me to hear much difference, so I want someone with "golden ears" to wrap it all up and give it to me as a present.  More knobs
= bad if they're insufficiently curated.

But none of the above is me saying I've closed my mind at this point to useful changes in the pitch correction algorithm, quite the contrary.

Things to ponder:  
1. Is there a way to have it somehow use an input range of more than one note to center on the target?  This would relieve vibrato interference.  I don't
believe there is but I could be wrong. 
2. Separating vibrato from note changes via LPF cutoff frequency is inexact but is the best method I've found (general lack of literature).  With a 4th
order LPF even hard quantized notes can be influenced a little by vibrato hand movements. 
3. Note that with the current pitch corrector, if you're playing a note at say -10 cents hand position and the corrector has made this 0, then you quickly
move to some other note at its -10 cents hand position, this will result in the corrector doing nothing (because it doesn't need to), as the slowly changing
value in the filter is the same as that required previously. 
4. Pitch correction design, as with anything containing feedback / feedforward, requires a bit of controls theory / engineering, but these things are often
tossed over the wall at software types who often lack that.  So even commercial offerings are somewhat suspect. 



5. One way around the "too perfect" pitch when recording multiple voices in unison would be to add a small amount of lowpass filtered noise to the pitch
number (jitter/wander).  Vocals might benefit slightly in terms of realism from this as well.
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I dug up some old notes from a couple of years ago when I was playing with the TC Helicon Voicelive pitch correction.  I think these notes are consistent
with my description above.  This is my interpretation based on the manual's description and my observations of its behavior when connected to a
theremin.

Things to keep in mind: 

1)  The morphing from the left graph to the right graph below occurs after (or prolonged by) a time delay (ATTACK) set by the user, and only begins
when dP(itch)/dt is near zero.  I can't recall if the morphing onset occurs after the ATTACK delay or if the morphing is just stretched out over a longer
period.

2)  The ATTACK setting is very important, and should be infinitely variable, and probably not a delay determined by nth order filtering.  It is the
parameter that permits slow note transitions and free vibrato without any audible pull-in.  The downside of this is that you need to be able to settle close
to the correct pitches (through skill) and hold it for the steps for landings in the right graph to appear. 

3) The AMOUNT setting is important as well.  With 100% correction, you get no feedback as to where you are within the correction window.  You need
to hear some percentage of your positional/pitch error so that you can stay centered. You (and the audience) just don't need to hear all of your error.

4)  If you are playing close to correct pitch and hold it, the landings in the pitch curve appear, reduce your positional sensitivity, and make your job of
sustaining much easier.  With any sudden dP/dt (vibrato or transition to next note), the landings disappear and you have no pitch correction or grabbing
until you settle again.

5)  The bottom line is that having access to all of the parameter settings shown here (and in note 5 below) you could get you to what you might call a pro-
level pitch correction feature. It could be set to have no- to minimal- effect on the nuances that are characteristic of the theremin, but the requirement that
you still must be a skilled player remains.  Of course having these settings also allows you to have any degree of pitch correction up to 100%.

In my opinion this would be close to the ideal type of pitch correction for real-time performance (short of some adaptive AI process).  The Voicelive unit
showed promise to be something that could be "turned down" to have nearly zero interference with pitch subtleties, providing assistance only to help
sweeten the blending of sustained notes when referenced against accompaniment.  It just couldn't be turned down enough, primarily on the ATTACK
delay. 
     
Old notes from 2016:
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Roger, I very much appreciate your notes and observations regarding the TC Helicon!  Particularly since I have no firsthand experience with these
products. So I'm kind of engineering in the dark on this one.  It's interesting that they use dP/dt to engage/disengage the entire process.  I'm out of ideas,
but I'm fairly content with the current pitch correction and always use it now (set to different rates depending on the voice), but any possibility to improve
it is welcome.

I like that mine is always pulling to the center, this makes starting a note from silence trivially easy.  And I like that, unless you have the bandwidth
cranked up into quantization territory, it doesn't mess with the vibrato depth. The main thing I don't like is that, if you have the bandwidth turned up
rather high and your vibrato is wide or you are somewhat off the note with your vibrato, then the vibrato overlap into the neighboring note pulls it
somewhat off center. This error is obviously worse the more you crank up the bandwidth, with note switching happening in the extreme
case of quantization as one would fully expect, but it isn't onerous with a reasonable bandwidth setting. Turning the whole thing off in the presence of
vibrato seems a bit drastic, but maybe that makes sense, though .  I don't get the window though?  I would think it would work opposite, as a dead band
(or reduced action band) around note center, and that you would want correction outside this instead of inaction.  A 10 cent window seems like it might
be hard to hit (humans can only hear ~3 cent deviations)?  Hmm.  I'm kind of surprised there isn't a dP/dt range / threshold control?
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 It's interesting that they use dP/dt to engage/disengage the entire process.

That's just my theory, but it's been a long time since I played with it.  I do remember that certain settings allowed unrestricted vibrato because of the delay



after any pitch change.  I wanted just a bit more delay that the processor was capable of giving.  It's intended for vocals, and on the 0-99 range I think I
was at 1 or 2. 

I like that mine is always pulling to the center, this makes starting a note from silence trivially easy.

But often when playing vocal or string pieces you want to slide up to the note (guitar term, I don't  know the correct terminology). 

Turning the whole thing off in the presence of vibrato seems a bit drastic, but maybe that makes sense, though .

I can't say that it's turned off, but the whole ATTACK parameter function's purpose seems to be to inhibit pitch correction while pitch is in motion.  Does
this mean reduced, killed, or something else?  Who knows.  I could study it on the bench with some stepped and swept frequencies, but I'm not all that
interested unless you are. 

In my opinion internal pitch correction on a theremin could be ground-breaking if it was highly controllable to the point that experienced players would
still want to use it but with almost all functionality (or interference if you will)  turned off, leaving only the very narrow-windowed and scaled pitch
correction to assist in holding sustained notes in unison with accompaniment.  

I don't get the window though?  I would think it would work opposite, as a dead band (or reduced action band) around note center, and that
you would want correction outside this instead of inaction.

A narrow WINDOW setting assumes that the player or singer has enough musical sense to bring pitch to within 1/2 the WINDOW width surrounding the
correct pitch.  If you are outside this window you are there for a reason - a very slow pitch transition for example.    

A 10 cent window seems like it might be hard to hit (humans can only hear ~3 cent deviations)

In a void, I agree - I have no idea what my pitch sense is without reference, but I'm guessing it's pretty bad.  Of course that would be easy to test but I just
haven't done it lately.  I do know that I will drift sharp over time, so I would imagine that my interval sense is pretty poor too.  But playing along with a
reference ( accompaniment or a drone pitch) is a different matter.  A 10 cent window is nearly impossible to hit on a theremin, but apparently not that
difficult to settle on, after the over-undershoot corrections, when you have the reference tone or background music available. 

I just checked the Voicelive again and there it was -the last setting that it was on was a 10 cent window.  I know I had also played with wider windows,
but near the end I was trying to dial everything down to keep it from interfering. As I last left it, the pitch correction was minimal to keep it from
grabbing, but I remember being impressed with the stabilizing effect it still had.
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"But often when playing vocal or string pieces you want to slide up to the note (guitar term, I don't  know the correct terminology)."  - pitts8rh

You could start the slide from the center of the lower note and slide up?  Or turn down the bandwidth enough so that it isn't pulling so fast.  IMO it's
really nice knowing that if you keep still for a bit, the note you play from silence will be on the note.  Maybe not dead center if the bandwidth is set really
low and your hand is moving a little, but close enough not to sound bad.

"In my opinion internal pitch correction on a theremin could be ground-breaking if it was highly controllable to the point that experienced players would
still want to use it but with almost all functionality (or interference if you will)  turned off, leaving only the very narrow-windowed and scaled pitch
correction to assist in holding sustained notes in unison with accompaniment."

Yeah, the last thing you want is it fighting you.  Earlier versions of my pitch corrector used lower order filters that, among other issues, didn't sufficiently
separate the vibrato from other hand movements, and I found myself fighting those more and wondering if they were even worth it.  I had those pitch
correctors dialed way back all the time just to keep them out of the way of my playing.  I should try an 8th order filter...

"A narrow WINDOW setting assumes that the player or singer has enough musical sense to bring pitch to within 1/2 the WINDOW width surrounding the
correct pitch.  If you are outside this window you are there for a reason - a very slow pitch transition for example."

Mine seems to function entirely differently.  Maybe I'll do a video demonstrating it working at several settings.  You wouldn't get the "feel" through the
screen, but it might give you a better assessment.

Not making any value judgments, but this makes me think of PLLs.  PLLs are basically low pass phase noise filters, so they are implemented as linear
control feedback systems.  Communication grade PLLs often have things like clock degradation monitors, auto-holdover, and other necessary (?) state-
based cruft that tries to second guess impairments before the PLL sees them, in an attempt to keep downstream timing from getting too perturbed.
 Commercial pitch correctors seem to have more of a software decision tree or state machine at their core, and for all I know that's the best way to go.
 You could design a PLL as a state machine, but you would have to think about and cover every input scenario, and the result might have non-linearities
that preclude it from acting like an ideal filter (how do you make a 4th order state machine?).  I guess what I'm trying to say is: fundamentally different
solutions will arise depending on whether the problem domain is perceived as a linear controls type system vs. a state / decision type system by the given
problem solver.  I would think that software types would favor the latter more or less by default.

Pitch Correction Video
dewster 11/14/2018 9:20:40 PM [1674]

Pitch Correction Video

Not a whole lot of effort went into this, and sorry about the webcam audio, but making it even incrementally better would take the better part if an
afternoon:



Due to the camera settings (to better expose the pitch LEDs) the octave display is so washed out here that it looks quite a bit dimmer than the pitch and
volume displays - in real life it only looks a little dimmer.  And there is only brightness quantization on the pitch display, which is turned off here (I talk
in the video like it's on both axis displays).  Around 1:00 when I say "you'll see no pulling" I should have said "you'll hear no pulling".

Also, I tried an 8th order LPF in the corrector, but over a few minutes of testing I couldn't tell any difference between it and the 4th order.

pitts8rh 11/15/2018 10:57:38 AM [1675]

Thanks for the video - very well done.  I am looking forward to seeing the tuner in operation firsthand.

Some quick questions to keep me going for the next few days:

1) Can you tell me (again, I think) if you have a set of R and C values for the encoder debounce filtering that you recommend to go with
whatever digital smoothing you have now?  I can't find where you talked about this earlier, and I need to order some surface mount parts for these
boards.

2) I am pondering the wisdom of making a single main board (prototype-grade only) to interconnect and mechanically support the FPGA demo board,
LCD display, eeprom, toslink module, RJ45s for ANT boards, and most of the interconnects between these parts.  If I don't do this I still need to make
some type of board for the eeprom, toslink, RJ45s, and header distribution as you did, and then also make some separate mechanical support for the
FPGA and display.  So the single board would not seem to be much more work.

I am picturing the main board (with FPGA and LCD daughterboards) having ribbons or a cat5 connecting to the tuner board and two ribbons going to
each of the left and right encoder boards.  If the density is something that I can't handle without drilling a million holes for vias, I will probably just resort
to the Dupont interconnects for some of the connections, but ideally still centered around a single board.

I'm not sure until I get into this if the trace and hole densities are achievable with my homemade pcbs. So before I even start on this part, how stable is
the design (I mean in the sense of anticipated additions)?  Do you foresee any need for added memory, etc?  I hope to bring unused FPGA pins to
headers, but if there might be a need for other ICs I could at least add sockets for those with breadboarding header pins for future use.

3)  If I recall correctly, antenna plate dimensions that you had given earlier seemed somewhat loose and were based on the sizes that you could fit in the
plastic boxes.  Does the NCO/DPLL have sufficient range to accommodate variations here, or would it be best to bench-drive and pre-tune the
plate/inductor/antenna board (AFE) combinations to be optimized within a specific frequency tolerance?

Pre-tuning would be preferable because it would be nice to be certain that the AFEs are optimized before connecting to the FPGA, plus I would be able to
see effects (tuning related) that might not be otherwise apparent.

Thanks
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1) Can you tell me (again, I think) if you have a set of R and C values for the encoder debounce filtering that you recommend to go with whatever digital
smoothing you have now?  -- pitts8rh

At 3.3V, the FPGA pullup resistor can be between 7k and 41k.  So we size the pulldown resistor maybe 1/3 of the low end of the pullup to get 2.2k.  The
encoder top speed is around 1kHz, so we size the time constant to be about 1/5 the high end of the pullup * C to get 5nF.  These are rough, ballpark
numbers that should work but I haven't tested them.

2) ... So before I even start on this part, how stable is the design (I mean in the sense of anticipated additions)?  Do you foresee any need for added

https://youtu.be/HRFx5PWcK-U


memory, etc?

I don't have any plans to add any hardware at this point.  FPGA utilization is 72% of the logic elements and 26/30 of the block RAM.  Hive memory is at
85% utilization, real-time is probably a little lower, so there isn't a ton of resource left, but enough to tinker around in. If anything, I'd move to a larger,
newer FPGA to do things like reverb, but no plans in my head.

3)  ... Does the NCO/DPLL have sufficient range to accommodate variations here, or would it be best to bench-drive and pre-tune the
plate/inductor/antenna board (AFE) combinations to be optimized within a specific frequency tolerance?

DPLL operation is limited on the high end of frequency by the sizing of the NCO phase accumulation.  I don't know what the low end is but probably
some (somewhat sub-optimized) decades below the high end.  Optimization at FPGA build time is done by setting a few input values (maximum
frequency, cutoff frequency, etc.) and automated via a pile of SV parameter math, so whatever you end up with (within reason) can be easily
accommodated.  Since the dither noise is proportional to the operating frequency divided by the effective DPLL clock rate of ~400MHz, I would avoid
operating frequencies that are above, say (pulls number out of ass) 2MHz or so.  As with all things DSP: the finer the grain, the better the emulation of a
continuous time system.

Encoder Velocity
dewster 11/16/2018 11:00:03 PM [1677]

Encoder Velocity

Today I installed an upper limit on encoder delta over the 180Hz sample period.  Played around with various velocity scalings and  finally settled on this: 

One of the encoder contacts is shown on the left along with the internal FPGA weak pullup resistor.  This is fed to a counter-based debouncer that acts
much like a low pass filter with hysteresis.  The width of the counter is currently 12 bits, but it could go a little wider if needed.  This, along with the
sister encoder contact given the same treatment, feeds a small state machine, which is just a Gray code to binary converter, followed by a counter plus
logic that only allow single increments / decrements.  The result (-1, 0, +1) is stored in a Hive clear-on-read register.  All of that is in the Hive core
180MHz clock domain.  Software reads the register and accumulates the values at a 48kHz rate.  The accumulated results are read and cleared at 180Hz
and fed to a non-linear function to impart velocity.  The absolute value of the signed accumulation is fed to the limiter (set to 7 here) then used to shift a 1
left (2^n or exponential via an opcode), then shifted right 3 (int divide by 8), the result summed with the abs max, and the sign restored.

I was using squaring here for velocity, but after I installed limiting squaring was too strong!  Seems there was more encoder reverse glitching going on
than I thought.  Tried scaled cube, also simple square & cube polynomial, but exponential seems to give the best feel.  With two fast twists I can cover
around a 200 value change, while still retaining good control over slower and medium spins.  With limiting now there seems to be much more
consistency of action among all 8 encoders.

Velocity is necessary so that it doesn't take the user forever to get from one end of possibly 256 values to the other, and it minimizes encoder wear by
requiring fewer detents.  It's extremely critical to the whole "look and feel" of the instrument, and so warrants all necessary design attention.

LED Tuner Video
dewster 11/17/2018 11:49:00 PM [1678]

LED Tuner Video

Time for another crappy washed out video! 

https://youtu.be/MAKbHS-9Uq4


Did 3 takes on this one believe it or not, this was the best from a purely technical informational angle, though worst from an uptalk or high rising terminal
aspect (yeesh).

And for some reason I couldn't play very well - I blame the tripod crowding me out of my normal position and altering the ether, the chill in the air
downstairs, my lack of practice lately due to coding too much, the dog eating my homework, etc.

pitts8rh 11/18/2018 9:57:24 AM [1679]

I'm glad you made this video because it demonstrates the logic behind the staggered concentric rings of leds and how the intensity balance between
adjacent leds helps to indicate the note center. I'm still not convinced that the brain (or my brain) can interpret relative intensity levels faster or as fast as
left/right motion (as with a strobe tuner) to indicate pitch deviation.  That doesn't mean that I disagree - I just won't know until I have tried both.   Strobe
motion does seem effective, but I also want to try this. Commercial tuner products use multiple display methods (adding a color axis, too), and it could be
because different people simply respond differently, so there may be no entirely correct answer.

I should mention that one of the many features that I like about the Windows-based soft tuner Spectratune is the ability to user-select the top note instead
of having it fixed.

I hope that my earlier question regarding the possibility of reversing the rotation of the circular tuner display didn't give you the wrong idea.  I hadn't
even entertained the possibility that someone might want to actually view the display in reverse.  I had a different reason for asking...

Earlier I had been considering the idea of putting the tuner display (detachable) out where it could be glanced at without distraction.  When my prototype
enclosure started to take shape it appeared that the pitch plate orientation was getting suspiciously close to being useful for viewing a reversed-rotating
tuner reflected in the direction of the player's hand, provided the tuner could be rotated to face the pitch plate (mirror).  It turns out that 1/8" acrylic mirror
stock makes a fine conductive plate for a pitch antenna with some added benefits in that it is lightweight and it can also be heat-formed into simple or
compound curves (gentle curves only to preserve the metalization) that may serve to benefit pitch contours at near-range.  And it comes in attractive
transparent colors too.

Reversal of a stock 7-segment italic display would be a different matter, but that's a detail.

The downside of this is that the pitch/mirror plate would need to be aimed more toward the main console than normal, making it less than optimum for its
intended purpose, and there may be other disadvantages that won't become apparent until the theremin is actually up and running.  A little bit of cylinder
formed into the pitch plate/mirror would reduce the strict incidence/reflection angle positioning requirement (at the expense of introducing some degree
of funhouse-mirror distortion), and may also be a good thing for close-field behavior.  We'll see.  If all else fails, a separate small mirror on a mic stand is
still easier to deal with than a detachable wired tuner, at least in fixed settings where you could set it up and leave it.

dewster 11/18/2018 1:50:40 PM [1680]

"I'm still not convinced that the brain (or my brain) can interpret relative intensity levels faster or as fast as left/right motion to indicate pitch deviation.
 That doesn't mean that I disagree - I just won't know until I have tried both."  - pitts8rh

A tangent: While setting up for that video I was watching the tuner on my PC monitor, and the small but obvious transport delay made it markedly less
playable.  I think any noticeable delay in performance feedback is absolutely deadly.  Since the axis process filtering on the prototype is > 8th order
@100Hz, there's at least 0.01s of inertial delay, but I believe inertial delay is less intrusive playing-wise than transport delay.

"Commercial tuner products use multiple display methods (adding a color axis, too), and it could be because different people simply respond differently,
so there may be no entirely correct answer."

Barely along those (color) lines: the tuner previously had white LEDs for the "white keys" and blue LEDs for the "black keys".  After a short period of
time playing it this way I noticed my brain was paying much more attention to the patterns being traced out, that C major scale was so obvious it didn't
need special marking, and that the different colors were actually interfering with recognition of the house pattern, and the two patterns rotated.

Also (color): Because I'm using different color LEDs I can't use a colored bezel in front of them to improve contrast, so was thinking of going with a
smoked bezel, but that might hide the LED positions too much.  I believe one could go with a single color for everything and not hurt readability /
recognition. A black PWB background for them would definitely raise contrast, something I intend to do on the next go-round.  Any thoughts on this?

The patterns are rather like stellar constellations, seeing an image in a bunch of dots.

"I hope that my earlier question regarding the possibility of reversing the rotation of the circular tuner display didn't give you the wrong idea.  I hadn't
even entertained the possibility that someone might want to actually view the display in reverse.  I had a different reason for asking...

Earlier I had been considering the idea of putting the tuner display (detachable) out where it could be glanced at without distraction.  When my prototype
enclosure started to take shape it appeared that the pitch plate orientation was getting suspiciously close to being useful for viewing a reversed-rotating
tuner reflected in the direction of the player's hand, provided the tuner could be rotated to face the pitch plate (mirror).  It turns out that 1/8" acrylic
mirror stock makes a fine conductive plate for a pitch antenna with some added benefits in that it is lightweight and it can also be heat-formed into
simple or compound curves (gentle curves only to preserve the metalization) that may serve to benefit pitch contours at near-range.  And it comes in
attractive transparent colors too."

You rascal! :-)  What an innovative idea!  It puts more distance between the tuner and you, thus making it appear smaller, but allows you to keep you eye
on the pitch antenna.  If it weren't for interference I'd probably stick the tuner smack dab in the center of the pitch antenna, and this is one way to do it.
 So you're going to do a mild parabola to make it appear bigger?  

I obviously haven't tried (nor even thought of!) your proposed arrangement, but I can say that a plate target isn't nearly as hard to "hit" pitch-wise as a
rod.  I do wander a bit now and then when sleepy, but my pitch hand & plate are sufficiently in my field of view that I can pay attention to it when
needed.  I've become accustomed to the tuner being about 1/2 meter from my face.  The tuner is only ~0.25m from the pitch antenna and the pitch
antenna is located somewhat behind it.  But don't let me discourage you.

"Reversal of a stock 7-segment italic display would be a different matter, but that's a detail."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_rising_terminal
http://nasmusicsoft.com/Spectratune.php


A parameter test and secondary 7-segment lookup table, ~20 lines of assembly.  Mode knob is already there (often the determining factor!).

"The downside of this is that the pitch/mirror plate would need to be aimed more toward the main console than normal, making it less than optimum for
its intended purpose, and there may be other disadvantages that won't become apparent until the theremin is actually up and running.  A little bit of
cylinder formed into the pitch plate/mirror would reduce the strict incidence/reflection angle positioning requirement (at the expense of introducing some
degree of funhouse-mirror distortion), and may also be a good thing for close-field behavior.  We'll see.  If all else fails, a separate small mirror on a mic
stand is still easier to deal with than a detachable wired tuner, at least in fixed settings where you could set it up and leave it."

It does seem like you could run into alignment issues.  The plate doesn't need to be 100% perpendicular to your playing arm, though when you find
yourself playing super close to it any angle could be a factor in how close you can comfortably get, particularly with vibrato going on and depending on
your style there.

I need to get another volume side "shoe box" and try to cramming the pitch side in there as an experiment.  The antenna could be a flattened U to retain
surface area intrinsic C, but I'm mainly wondering if linearity would suffer much with that arrangement.  Would be nice to use the same squarish box for
both antennas.  I believe it's much more about bulk surface area than the finer details of the geometry.

pitts8rh 11/18/2018 2:39:26 PM [1681]

Also (color): Because I'm using different color LEDs I can't use a colored bezel in front of them to improve contrast, so was thinking of going
with a smoked bezel, but that might hide the LED positions too much.  I believe one could go with a single color for everything and not hurt
readability / recognition. A black PWB background for them would probably definitely raise contrast, something I intend to do on the next
go-round.  Any thoughts on this?

Neutral density might be the best compromise, although since white LEDs are not monochromatic you might experiment and find some filter color that
lets a muted red and blue through while allowing the brighter (filter color) pitch display.  A black pcb solder mask alone is still going to let the LEDs and
the 7-segment background show through. 

Another quite easy thing to do is make your panel from clear acrylic or polycarbonate.  Mask off areas on the back side that you wish to remain clear,
then paint the back side black (or even multi-color with additional masking).  When you remove the masking, you will have clear windows over the
displays.  Now you can cut different color transparent film to glue or tape over the back side of the windows.  Voila - a nice shiny panel that is immune to
paint scratching.  Even the worst sloppy paint job with sags and hairballs will look perfect from the front side through the clear plastic.  Some paints are
not good for the health of the acrylic though.

You rascal! :-)  Very interesting idea!  It puts more distance between the tuner and you, thus making it "smaller" but allows you to keep you
eye on the pitch antenna.  If it weren't for interference I'd probably stick the tuner smack dab in the center of the pitch antenna, and this is
one way to do it.  So you're going to do a mild parabola to make it appear bigger?

The opposite curvature, as in "TUNER IN MIRROR IS CLOSER THAN IT APPEARS".  I was thinking of a wider field of view, not narrower.  Of
course you could go with the parabola and project a real image of the tuner right in front of your face, but I don't want to have to wear reading glasses to
see it.

A parameter test and secondary 7-segment lookup table, ~20 lines of assembly.  Mode knob is already there (often the determining factor!).

If your HDL could correct the rightward slant built into the display modules, that would be impressive .  Actually a non-italic 7-segment made as part
of a custom display panel would be simple to do.

dewster 11/18/2018 3:55:42 PM [1682]

Sweet!!  Roger, I bow to your super human fabbing skills!



I posted this rough sketch a while back, and it turned out to be pretty much spot on in terms of where the prototype is now and how I address it when
playing: 

Here's a player's eye view of things, with the (~wide angle) camera placed where my head normally is for playing: 

So, from both of these I hope it's fairly obvious that the pitch antenna is in clear view when staring at the tuner.  The distance from the center LED to the
center of the pitch plate is ~300mm (as the crow flies).

You can (and absolutely should!) do what you think best in terms of physical design, I just don't want anyone thinking I didn't put a certain amount of
thought into the ergonomics of the prototype.  I figure players can easily rack up thousands of hours on an instrument, so why not make that experience
as user friendly as possible.  I still think the knobs should be grouped together below the LCD, but I play with reverse volume sense, and so have to
"man" the volume antenna with my left hand to get any sound while knob fiddling with my right hand.  Normal volume sense would often leave both
hands free.

The next pitch antenna will probably have the ball mount on the bottom of the box rather than the back in order to move the plate back a bit from the
player.

============

Also, thank you again for your pitch correction observations, I'm mulling them over.  I'm not completely happy about how "magnetically note-centric"
my approach is, and using dP/dt to scale back the pull might be the best approach as it is blind to note divisions.  I believe it would entail highpass
filtering before note division, rather than lowpass filtering after note division.  The quantization function could perhaps have a softening control, though I
had this in the past and didn't find it useful.

Right now I'm in the middle of reviewing the velocity mechanism for what feels like the 100th time, trying to make it automatically scale with knee
location.



Knee / Velocity / Attack / Decay (maximally polished version)
dewster 11/19/2018 6:56:25 PM [1683]

Knee / Velocity / Attack / Decay (maximally polished version)

Everyone's pretty tired of this one by now (imagine how I feel!).  But I just finished some work on the volume side post-processing and wanted to yak
about it a bit.  Here's the latest (and hopefully final) data path: 

Same old stuff except for: 
1. Reversed level is used to "gain-down" the velocity (via offset) for lower level settings, which makes the velocity strength consistent over the level
range (the level and velocity knobs were heavily interacting). 
2. Velocity strength is now set via the knee knob (the knee and velocity knobs were more or less tracking together and so have been combined).

This forms pretty much exactly what I was looking for when I started down this loooong path.  Depending on the knee knob setting it gives:

1. no knee 
2. soft knee 
3. hard knee 
4. hard knee + a bit of velocity 
5. hard knee + wide range controllable velocity 
6. hard knee + maxed out velocity 
7. hard knee + maxed out velocity with easy retriggering inside the knee.

All with a linear and entirely playable zone inside the knee (except for #7 obviously).  And by twiddling the rise and fall knobs you can get percussive
envelopes, reverse envelopes, etc.  Consumes a mere 4 knobs.

As I've whinged on about previously, if you're doing it right you'll end up spending more time fiddling with parameter inclusion/removal & scaling than
the actual data path those parameters control.  It's amazingly time consuming.  Adding a single subtraction here took me like two days.

Is That All There Is? 
dewster 11/20/2018 8:45:52 PM [1684]

Is That All There Is? 

Bringing some of my presets back to life now that the D-Lev has 12 state variable formants instead of 6.  For cello I'm starting at 196Hz and going up
from there 3.5 semitones at a time (196, 240, 292,... , 1205, 1479, 1815) with all amplitudes and Q the same.  To fill in the top end I've got the inharmonic
resonator high pass filter set to 773Hz, and the rest of its settings dialed in by feeding noise into the whole thing, watching the spectra, and making the
intersection smooth and the inharmonic resonance spacing similar to the 12 state variable formants at the intersection (this is linear spacing vs.
exponential for the SVF's).  To my ears, SVF formants sound better - smoother, less artifacty - than the inharmonic resonator formants, so the voice has
improved somewhat because the inharmonic resonator is doing less fill in work.  See what you think: [MP3].

I've read string synthesis tutorials on-line that say you need a formant every semitone! And analog string filters have like 40.  I've only got 12 with some
filler, I'm not doing any amplitude shaping at all, and it sounds pretty OK to me.  Do my ears need calibrating, or am I missing something?  Why does
something as complex as a cello or violin boil down to an exponentially spaced resonance bank?  Roughly (or, equally strange, precisely) dial up a
handful or two of resonances and a cello pops out.  It just seems too easy.

So, having at least 12 formants seems worth it, and you'll probably want a lot more if you don't have something like the inharmonic resonator in there,
puttying over the gap.

tinkeringdude 11/20/2018 9:51:50 PM [1685]

Those great numbers of formants... maybe those people are referring to string ensemble sounds, not a single instrument? 
*wildly guessing* 
And the current sample does sound nice, I don't think your next ear doctor visit is very urgent 

dewster 11/21/2018 1:08:20 AM [1686]

"Those great numbers of formants... maybe those people are referring to string ensemble sounds, not a single instrument?"  - tinkeringdude

It could be I suppose.  I've probably pointed to it before, but this article talks about synthesizing cello resonances with a Nord: [LINK]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/uiqg1f1gmiggb84/2018-11-20_cello.mp3/file
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Bow-WoodenBody.htm


He starts at the lowest resonance of a contrabass, which is 58Hz, does one per semitone up to 880Hz, then stretches the rest to just below 20kHz, using 48
total (due to limitations of the Nord I believe).  He says 48 aren't enough, and feels the need to adjusts the individual amplitudes per note via interpolated
tables in order to get closer.  But there isn't any "based on a real cello" resonance location going on, other than the lowest resonance, with the rest fleshing
out the space.

I could maybe do 48 but I wouldn't have much left over to do anything else.

Further Adventures In Pitch Correction
dewster 11/25/2018 6:19:29 PM [1687]

Further Adventures In Pitch Correction

Roger (pitts8rh) has spurred me on to consider a more professional level of pitch correction (thanks Roger!).  As I said before, my current pitch corrector
works well but is a bit too "note centric" in that off-center vibrato which bleeds over into the neighboring note can drag the correction off center.  And it
often corrects "too well" in that it voices recorded together beat against each other.  I very much like the "one knob" aspect of it, and like that the
adjustment of that knob goes from off/unnoticeable, to a range of noticeable, to full quantization (I think all knobs should do something really obvious
and non-redundant/overlapping).

The gist of pitch correction is this: generate a correction / error function and apply it to the pitch number.  The function is obviously the same/repeats for
all notes.  The simplest function I've found is to use the linear note ramp (a straight line going from one note to the next) "layed down" on the x axis to
form a sawtooth as the error, and subtract this from the pitch number.  Low pass filtering the error slew limits the abrupt changes between notes, knocks
the sharp edges off, and lowers the amplitude (strength of correction) for faster changes, and adjusting the low pass corner frequency markedly changes
the correction experience.  Reducing the error amplitude with an explicit fractional multiplication by, say 0.9, would actually fix the odd sounding unison
"too perfect" correction.

If we want more control we could use line segments to construct the correcting waveform, but line segments are kind of hard to do without division, and
division is hard to do without floats, and line segments aren't smooth anyway.  A good candidate here is the type of squaring based smooth quantization
I'm doing for the LED tuner brightness (I was also using this to generate glottal waves for a while).

The above is an Excel plot of the correction function generated via various logical transformations and repeated squarings (here 3, or raised to the power
8) of the note ramp.  The lighter trace is the correction function multiplied by 0.9, and the darker trace is this added to the pitch number to produce the
corrected pitch number from note 0 to note 1.  Note that there's a broad plateau at each note center, the correction isn't "perfect" due to the 0.9
multiplication, and the transition between notes is fairly steep but smooth.

If we apply the above directly we get smooth quantization (yes, an oxymoron), not pitch correction.  Pitch correction requires amplitude modulation of
the correction function.



I got the above up and running on the D-Lev prototype the other night and have had a couple of opportunities to play around with it.  The upper graphs
show the transformations applied to the note ramp to get the correction function.  Modulo multiplication to get the note fraction, XOR via full-width MSb
to fold the upper half down, *2 to get full scale, repeated squaring, then backed out doing inverse functions, laid down on the x axis via subtraction of the
note fraction ramp, followed by note scaling, amplitude modulation, and mixing with the pitch number.

At bottom is the signal flow with three paths.  Top path is the mix, middle path generates the correction function, bottom path modulates the correction
function.  In the ABS_VEL block the absolute instantaneous velocity is found via subtraction of the previous pitch number sampled at 48kHz
(differentiation), then 4th order low pass filtered at 15Hz to reduce noise.  Bulk gain is applied via left shift.  The result is slew limited in the fall direction
only, giving a leaky peak hold.  Finally a negation of all bits reverses the direction.

The setup of this arrangement is much more subtle than my previous one knobber - in fact, I finally broke down and made a debug parameter type that
displays 8 digit hex on the LCD in order to get some observability of the modulation path inner workings.  Not too surprisingly, the quantization squaring
knob has the most noticeable influence, with 3 squarings around the most you might want in terms of slope between slowly played notes (if not going for
a quantization effect).  The gain knob functions more as threshold for how much hand movement is required to scale the correction back.  The slew limit
knob seems the least useful, and could perhaps be replaced with a constant.  I need to try the LOG2 trick to gain up and reduce the dynamic range of the
velocity, as this worked like a champ on the volume side envelope generation.

Overall, I like this better as it totally gets out of the way of vibrato, and the note-to-note transitions are less magnetic.  However, there's clearly a tension
between too much disengaging and too little (gain knob).

pitts8rh 11/26/2018 4:29:32 PM [1688]

We could more closely study the behavior of the pitch correction in my Voicelive processor if it would help with your development.  It would be a good
idea to confirm that the assumptions that I made back then (and just fed to you as fact) are correct.   I now have some equipment that I don't think I had
back when I was experimenting with it on the theremin.  I'm thinking of some tests looking at exactly how the three parameter settings affect the pitch
correction when applying slow sweeps to notes and variable vibrato magnitudes & rates around the notes, using an arb generator as an input source.

I don't think the Voicelive is any ultimate pitch corrector, but they did do some smart things that make you think a little harder about what might be really
needed for the full gamut of pitch assistance from Kiddie Thereminie to a completely non-intrusive stabilizer that even the best players might want to
use. 

I have ideas on some tests to do, but if you have any requests post them or contact me in case I get some spare time around the holidays.  I don't think I'll
be able to do much close-up board work anyway starting next week and running at least into January.

Roger

dewster 11/26/2018 11:08:50 PM [1689]

Hi Roger,

I'd be most interested in the results of any testing you feel like doing!  I'd try the things you've listed, variable rate ramps across several notes, variable
rate ramps from one note to the next, variable speed and width vibrato both centered and off-center.  Perhaps with the goal of proving your mental model
of how it works, rather than a quantitative analysis, as there are so many variables and so many tests (geometric explosion)?

The thing I'm contemplating at the moment is dealing with the midpoint region between notes.  If I move my hand really slowly it exposes the steepness
of the note transition.  My playing style is kinda sloppy, so it benefits from a wider "correction plateau", but the wider the "correction plateau" is the
narrower and steeper the transition region is.  Though with a milder correction curve of two squarings (^4) or three squarings (^8) the transition isn't very
obvious.  It may be that I'm just overly used to having to really dial back the low pass filtered 100% quantization curve of my previous pitch corrector?



I tried LOG2 velocity gain / compression yesterday and I think it's directionally incorrect.  I've got velocity squaring in there now, which interestingly
does triple duty as gain / expansion / absolute value.  I also removed the 4th order LPF without obvious deleterious effect.  The slew limiter is more
important than I initially thought, and am thinking that something like a 10:1 rise/fall rate (rise rate 10x faster than the fall rate) might work well, though
the instant rise is currently working fine AFAICT.  Without the modulation value being displayed as hex on the LCD I'd be pretty much in the dark, so it's
especially important to properly scale and limit the parameters to useful ranges, and perhaps combine some to further exclude uninteresting combinations
of settings.

pitts8rh 11/27/2018 9:24:34 AM [1690]

Two quick questions:

1) What's on the other end of each of the pb_i[x] connections shown below?

2) What do the BANK B1, B2, etc. divisions mean?  I've ignored them for routing so far.  I'm wondering if they are just some groupings on the FPGA
chip itself. 

dewster 11/27/2018 12:33:53 PM [1691]

1) These are weakly pulled-up FPGA inputs for the push button switches built-in to the encoders.  Connect to either encoder pin (on the side that only has
two pins) and ground the other encoder pin.

2) The banks are FPGA I/O voltage banks.  FPGAs can support all kinds of I/O standards, but if different standards are required for various things and
those standards require differing I/O voltages, then they must be grouped by FPGA bank.  When you do an FPGA build / compile you get warning
messages that admonish you to insure the you are indeed supplying the correct supply voltages to the banks.  The FPGA demo board bank supplies are all
3.3V (wondering when that will disappear).

You'll note that the pitch and volume axes I/O each have their own exclusive bank, and this is an attempt to electrically isolate them as much as possible
from everything else going on.

pitts8rh 11/27/2018 2:27:01 PM [1692]

1) These are weakly pulled-up FPGA inputs for the push button switches built-in to the encoders.  Connect to either encoder pin (on the side that only has
two pins) and ground the other encoder pin.

Doh!  I already had the push buttons connected by following the separate encoder drawing that you had made, so I'm thinking Power Board? Lead plate?

Also meant to to clarify a couple things about power so I don't have to search through previous posts and emails...

1) Is the FPGA itself really the sole source of regulated 3.3v for all non-AFE requirements (no extra regulator)?  and

2)  Would your long-term plan be to power the theremin through the UART with a USB power adapter rather than a traditional wall-wart and power
jack?  I'm thinking of the purely hypothetical scenario when the design is stable (ha) and there is never any need to have it connected to a computer.

dewster 11/27/2018 3:58:34 PM [1693]

1) I was kinda wondering why you provided connectivity for every encoder pin!  Sticking both previous drawings here together for reference:



The center rotary pin is grounded, as is one of the pushbutton pins (doesn't matter which), as well as the case (ESD).  The numbers in the lower drawing
are the FPGA pins they go to (though of course you have optional analog debounce RC interposing).  I've encountered encoders which use a reverse
sense on the rotary pins (CW vs. CCW).

1) Yes, 3.3V is from the FPGA board.  I'm trying not to tax it as that regulator gets pretty warm, though I do use it for the LCD backlight.

2) The UART cable power wires are pretty thin, and I've had lots of power droop issues with it's USB connector, so it's not a very good short-term
solution either!  My USB Blaster provides some leakage power back so I tend to keep that plugged up.  I tried using my Kindle Fire USB AC adapter
rather than my PC as the 5V source but that sometimes glitched the UART so hard it locked up the processor (I have a known overflow bug in the CLI
that I need to address at some point - thread 7 is a pain to debug and the CLI code is rather spaghetti-ish) and it doesn't provide an AC ground, where as
my PC does.  

So the USB provides ground as well, and it may be easier to find an AC grounded USB adapter than an AC grounded wall wart?  Or go with a separate
ground wire, but that seems too fiddly for most.  One could pull the SPDIF adapter into the case, run Theremin ground to the RCA barrels, and get the
ground via whatever audio equipment it's connected to.

I've got so many USB AC adapters laying around, it seems like a standard that's really catching on.

Not to scare you, but when the 5V droops so low it makes the 3.3V droop, the LCD brightness flutters depending on what the FPGA is doing, kind of an
inadvertent busy indicator.



pitts8rh 11/27/2018 5:02:04 PM [1694]

1) I was kinda wondering why you provided connectivity for every encoder pin!

I brought everything out and added debounce filtering to the pushbuttons because whenever possible I like to add generalized connections so that boards
can potentially be used elsewhere when prototypes are junked.  I like having a collection of building-block pcbs with header pins that can be
interconnected for other purposes.

So the USB provides ground as well, and it may be easier to find an AC grounded USB adapter than an AC grounded wall wart?  Or go with a separate
ground wire, but that seems too fiddly for most.  One could pull the SPDIF adapter into the case, run Theremin ground to the RCA barrels, and get the
ground via whatever audio equipment it's connected to.

I think that last idea is the winner.  The Subscope uses a simple wall-wart and obtains its ground through the audio cable.  So if we use an external wall-
wart, say 9v or so regulated to 5v and 3.3v on board, how should the UART be handled (ground connected, 5v not, or something else)?

On a side note: the main board layout that I have nearly completed is relatively large and complex as homemade boards go, and I'm starting to question
whether I should first make a simpler toslink/eeprom/power distribution board like yours with jumper interconnects just to get up and running. I think
there are too many uncertainties at this point to go to the effort of fabbing the larger main board (with all those hand-drilled holes) that is almost certain to
change.  I am already putting too much into this prototype, and I would like to fire it up before investing too much more in what may be a wasted layout. 
This should speed things up a bit.

dewster 11/27/2018 6:09:43 PM [1695]

"I brought everything out and added debounce filtering to the pushbuttons because whenever possible I like to add generalized connections so that
boards can potentially be used elsewhere when prototypes are junked.  I like having a collection of building-block pcbs with header pins that can be
interconnected for other purposes."  - pitts8rh

Ah, that makes a lot of sense!

"I think that last idea is the winner.  The Subscope uses a simple wall-wart and obtains its ground through the audio cable.  So if we use an external wall-
wart, say 9v or so regulated to 5v and 3.3v on board, how should the UART be handled (ground connected, 5v not, or something else)?"

All of the things that use 5V are all LDO regulated at point of use (the tuner LEDs are current regulated) so I don't think you would need to use 9V unless
you think the feed v-drop will be significant.  The power issues my prototype experiences are caused by (in order from most to least significance):

1. The USB connector on the UART cable.  I can wiggle it where it connects to the USB extender cable (pretty beefy looking things from Amazon) and
watch the LCD backlight flicker.  I've tried both USB2 and USB3 extender cables and the weak point is always the UART USB connector.  Tried
reflowing the solder but it seems to be the connector itself that's flaky. 
2. I believe my PC USB voltage is a bit low, probably due to the crazy power cycling issue my USB blaster has.  I think they use PTC's to protect against
shorts, and mine has definitely been exercised that way.  The Amazon Fire USB AC adapter makes the LCD backlight brighter. 
3. At one point the power toggle switch was acting up (used from my junk box) - replaced it but I still don't completely trust it. 
4. I soldered the UART push-on connectors to their wires just to eliminate that as a source of v-drop, but the power wires are quite thin.  

I should cannibalize other USB stuff and make me a $6,000,000 UART cable.

I don't know how to handle the UART cable with external powering, though I suppose I wouldn't connect its +5V to the Theremin.  If there are series
resistors on the board that would help with power cycle.  I'll take a look at this next time I'm trying to fix mine.

"On a side note: the main board layout that I have nearly completed is relatively large and complex as homemade boards go, and I'm starting to question
whether I should first make a simpler toslink/eeprom/power distribution board like yours with jumper interconnects just to get up and running. I think
there are too many uncertainties at this point to go to the effort of fabbing the larger main board (with all those hand-drilled holes) that is almost certain
to change.  I am already putting too much into this prototype, and I would like to fire it up before investing too much more in what may be a wasted
layout.  This should speed things up a bit."

You have much more in the way of fab experience / resources than I do, so even your "experimental" stuff is going to be a lot more "finished" than mine.
 This is actually the first project I've gone out of my way to do as flexibly and skankily as possible, and wow, for a largely ergonomically-based product,
it's been a real eye-opener.  Hugh Le Caine would work late into the night, soldering tubes and other components together in long strings splayed out on
the workbench, and in the morning one of his tech assistants would stick it in a chassis and pretty it up, with the final real polish only if it went to market.
 (I need a technician - or a clone!)

I think the next acoustic guitar I build will be a prototype with the body made of paper mache.  That's another ergonomic project that could benefit greatly
from a lot of relatively painless tinkering.

Furtherer Adventures In Pitch Correction
dewster 11/30/2018 7:29:27 PM [1696]

Furtherer Adventures In Pitch Correction

Been giving this a lot of thought and some experimentation.  Just about any approach that amplitude modulates the quantization function will give you
some kind of pitch correction that works most of the time.  The rub is what it does to the pitch between notes.  If the quantization function has a steep
slope at the note transition point and the amplitude modulation is performed via low pass filter, then if you move your hand slower than the filter cutoff
you get quantization.  The same thing happens with an extreme sinus quantization function amplitude modulation via filtered absolute velocity.  Is this
what we want?  If not, at least for the second case we can dial back the sinus to make it less extreme.  But the sinus imparts a lot of slope in trade for
transition smoothness, so I think it is probably not the most ideal function to pick here.  I'm currently using an unsigned line segment for the volume knee

https://www.amazon.com/Sackbut-Blues-Caine-Pioneer-Electronic/dp/0660120062


which is working great, so I need try a signed line segment for the pitch correction quantization function.  The dots have to be connected somehow, and a
line segment gives the least slope between adjacent note correction regions.

dewster 12/3/2018 4:07:54 AM [1697]

So Roger, I'm looking again at the Voicelive info you kindly posted here [LINK] (manual knob descriptions) and here [LINK] (your notes on it).  Not
trying to pin you to the mat or anything, just picking your brain a bit.

If it behaves like they are using velocity (and I wouldn't doubt that as it's an entirely reasonable approach), then I would kind of expect a knob to control
the velocity gain?

A velocity type approach seems technically inconsistent with their description of the cent window operation.  I mean, it would be velocity modulating the
quantization, not leaving and entering a window?

I could see a window-centric approach working too, but I'm not sure how it would segue from correction to no correction.  I don't think it could happen
instantly without hearing it.

It could be that someone non-technical wrote the manual (a fairly common occurrence) and the description of the correction mechanism got lost in
translation?

I ask because I've got something working pretty good now that is much more like your observations and as opposed to the manual description.  It take 4
knobs though, and velocity gain is a fairly essential knob, which confuses me.  The quantization is line segment-based, and the knob for that controls the
correction plateau or "window" width.  So I've got knobs that correspond to the knobs the manual describes, but it's velocity-based rather than window-
based.

pitts8rh 12/3/2018 10:19:50 AM [1698]

Until I get a chance to revisit the Voicelive's behavior with some test equipment, I really shouldn't speculate further on observations made two years ago. 
I am prepping for what will be a busy week, but I will try to test out the specific area in question by this time next week.  I should be in a much better
position now to see what is actually happening with pitch capture and correction.  So to paraphrase, let's table that discussion for a later date.

In the meanwhile, there is always pitch-preview that could use some loving attention...

dewster 12/3/2018 1:45:43 PM [1699]

OK, yeah it's seasonal (and other) crazy time around here too.  If it's not obvious, I've been doing deep dives on many of the functional basics so as to nail
them down for the D-Lev's Minnesota debutante ball :-).  The pitch correction is in a much better place now - it's more transparent, though also more
nuanced to adjust.  I think I'll retain a version of the debug filtered velocity display on the pitch correction UI screen to aid user adjustment.

And there's one last (!) Hive opcode change I'd like to do, which is to bring back immediate AND, OR, XOR, along with a small-ish re-org of the
encode/decode. (I miss the reverse subtract, but not quite enough to bring it back as well.)  Would like to do that before you get to the FPGA pump as it
affects the default SW load.  Absolutely no pressure, but any even vague ETA on that, just to be ready-er for it on my end?

pitts8rh 12/3/2018 9:41:49 PM [1700]

Just to take any pressure off either of us for the month, why don't we just say probably no earlier than January.  I can finish my D-Lev hardware, and if
I'm waiting for anything from you at some point, I'm  certainly not going to be complaining.  I've got the Melodia, some Subscope mods, the CNC
conversion project from hell, two new used machines to set up, a couple surgeries, and oh yeah, Christmas in there too.

Take your time and have some holidays!

dewster 12/4/2018 1:06:42 PM [1701]

"Take your time and have some holidays!"

I'll take that as an order! :-)

==============

The Cello & Early Synthesis

For all I've read about him, for some reason I didn't know that Theremin played the cello.  As did Maurice Martenot.  Hmm.

Hive v13.04 - Finally Done?
dewster 12/7/2018 4:55:12 PM [1702]

Hive v13.04 - Finally Done?

I think the design of my Hive soft processor is finally done!  For those new to this thread, Hive is a general purpose processor written in SV
(SystemVerilog) HDL (Hardware Description Language).  It's a 32 bit stack / register hybrid barrel processor with 8 threads that runs at ~180MHz in the
low-end Altera (now Intel) FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array).  Hive is the processor I'm using as the core of my D-Lev FPGA-based digital



Theremin, and there are special Hive peripherals I wrote in SV to support the functionality necessary (pitch & volume LC DPLL & CIC downsampling,
SPDIF TX controller, UART, Flash SPI controller, LCD controller, LED tuner controller, encoder conditioning, etc.).

The last major change to it was the inclusion of "travelling flags" on the stacks which facilitate signed saturation and unsigned limiting of arithmetic and
shift results, which I'm using the hell out of in the DSP assembly code.  Yesterday I re-implemented (they were removed at one point) immediate ADD,
OR, and XOR, as well as reverse subtraction.  I know I said I probably wouldn't put the reverse subtraction opcodes back, but when they're available they
often get me out of a mental bind when I'm coding.

The inclusions are situated quite nicely in the opcode space, and I shuffled the opcodes around a bit more to increase orthogonality (and thus make the
decode simpler and faster).  The simulator and verification assembly have been updated to reflect the new changes.

I can't think of any way that I'm not pretty satisfied with Hive at this point, so YAY!  Designing a processor and learning DSP have been two major life
goals of mine (designing and implementing the HAL assembly language and Hive simulator came along for the ride).  And perhaps only a bit more to go
now on my goals regarding the D-Lev prototype.

Hive core & D-Lev peripheral SV code: [LINK] 
Hive simulator / assembler / verification & D-Lev assembly code: [LINK]

pitts8rh 12/7/2018 5:31:20 PM [1703]

So does this mean that you openly defied our wait-until-early-January pact and finished everything ahead of time? 

And on the same day that I broke our pact by finishing my prototype?

Obviously neither of us can be trusted...

dewster 12/7/2018 6:28:22 PM [1704]

"Obviously neither of us can be trusted..."  Ha ha! :-)  Who can resist the siren song of Theremin design / construction?

It's more tidying up than anything else, though at some point they latest tidy becomes the last revision.

pitts8rh 12/8/2018 12:27:23 PM [1705]

Eric,

Do you have a basic procedure somewhere for the whole FPGA/EEprom programming procedure?  I'd like to at least give it a try, following a written
procedure on my own, before resorting to the Teamviewer hand-holding where I would be guaranteed to forget what I did as soon as it was over.

If you don't already have something, I wouldn't ask that you to take a lot of time writing up every detail, especially with the holidays coming up (and I
don't really need it that soon for the same reason).  I could start with just an outline, perhaps pointing out any of the key pitfalls that you warned of, and I
can just prompt you for any questions that come up.  I think that would put me in a better position to write up a streamlined "FPGA Pumping for
Dummies" for the other build-specific thread.  But if you have or want to do a detailed procedure, that would be great too.

I think I'm almost ready to go ahead with software.  I had a little fit problem when I tried to install the panel on the wood enclosure that required
changing the encoder board headers to right angle, but that is fixed now.  I am still impressed by the relative simplicity of the hardware side.  This has
been a very fast and easy build.  I'm bracing for some major wiring eff-up if I grossly misinterpreted something, but everything is fixable with cuts and
blue (not white) wires.  I'll just make sure that all the beauty-shot photos of the hardware are posted before that happens.

Thanks,  
Roger

PS: I going to try to look at the Voicelive this weekend.  If I can't verbally describe what is happening, I'm thinking of making a video of a couple
displays showing input versus output pitch for various settings, but I want to avoid that if possible.     

FPGA Pump Instructions (for Quartus II v10.1sp1)
dewster 12/8/2018 2:20:52 PM [1706]

FPGA Pump Instructions (for Quartus II v10.1sp1)

Setup: 
1. Unzip the latest D-Lev SV (HIVE_SV_2018-12-07_v13.04.zip) and stick it somewhere. 
2. Install & fire up Quartus II v10.1sp1. 
3. Tools | Options... | General | "Default  file location" (at bottom) navigate using the "..." button to  the location of the D-Lev SV code. 
4. Tools | Options... | General | Internet Connectivity | uncheck all boxes (this makes Quartus start up faster). 
5. Plug in USB programming dongle and install drivers (if necessary).

Compile: 
1. Fire up Quartus. 
2. File | Open Project... 
3. Navigate to the D-Lev SV directory "Q10.1sp1" and open the file "ep4ce6e22c8_demo_board.qpf". 
4. Processing | Start Compilation... (will take a few minutes and should generate 5 warnings & no errors). 
5. Table of Contents (window pane) | TimeQuest Timing Analyzer | Slow 1200mV 85C Model | Fmax Summary | pll_core s/b > 180MHz. 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/ngfsi0gc43s75nd/HIVE_SV_2018-12-07_v13.04.zip/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/8mm19lx1xqa19ed/2018-12-07.zip/file


6. If pll_core clock is below 180MHz change the seed and recompile: Assignments | Settings | Fitter Settings | Seed | Apply | OK | step 4. 
7. File | Convert Programming Files... | Open Conversion Setup Data... | open file "ep4ce6e22c8_demo_board.cof" | Generate | Close.

FPGA Serial Configuration Device Programming: 
The FPGA configurator pump is the weakest point in the chain and therefore the most difficult to explain.  Even if the USB programming dongle is
plugged in 24/7, Quartus will "forget" it now and then.  And the initial JTAG chain setup can be a pain as the auto detect process for some reason can't
auto detect the exact serial configurator device, so you have to tell it (EPCS16).  But once you get past the initial pump successfully then the other
settings somehow stick pretty well.  It's controlled by a *.cdf file in the Q10.1sp1 directory.

1. Fire up Quartus and open the project file.  Connect the programming dongle to the FPGA board either before or after this (see warning below). 
2. Tools | Programmer | if you don't see the "USB-Blaster" next to the "Hardware Setup" button: Hardware Setup... | USB-Blaster (double click) | Close. 
3. (A miracle occurs) Do whatever you have to do to make the programmer dialog look like this:

4. Click the "Start" button.  If you see "Failed" in the "Progress" bar: close & open the programmer and try again (!). 
5. Power cycle the FPGA board to pump the FPGA itself with the new configurator load.

Warning: If you are using a genuine Altera USB-Blaster programming dongle, you must be very careful how you connect it to the FPGA programming
header! Specifically, you must avoid situations where the dongle is connected to the FPGA board but disconnected from USB (powered-down) while the
FPGA board is powered-up.  (The opposite - dongle powered-up and FPGA board powered-down - is fine.)  I have no experience with other dongles, but
it wouldn't hurt to be careful here regardless.

Default Hive SW Load 
The FPGA load has a default, fully functional D-Lev software load for the Hive processor "built-in" to the block RAM at the time the FPGA gets pumped
by the serial configurator device.  So you should get a working D-Lev Theremin even if the D-Lev EEPROM isn't hooked up, or if the EEPROM load is
corrupt.  The boot portion of the FPGA default load wakes up and checks the EEPROM SW load CRC, and if the CRC is good it overwrites the FPGA
default SW load with the EEPROM SW load and starts things up (there is a bit more delay added to let the oscillators settle and auto-cal, boot takes ~1
second).  You can force a default load by depressing encoder 7 during powering up.

Default Hive SW Load Updating 
The default FPGA D-Lev load is contained in these four files: "hive_0.mif" "hive_1.mif" "hive_2.mif" "hive_3.mif" which are automatically generated at
the time of HAL assembly (to be addressed in a separate post).  To update the default FPGA D-Lev load without having to recompile the FPGA:

1. Copy "hive_0.mif" "hive_1.mif" "hive_2.mif" "hive_3.mif" from the Hive simulator directory to the Q10.1sp1 directory (overwrite the files there). 
2. Fire up Quartus and open the project file. 
3. Processing | Update Memory Initialization File. 
4. Processing | Start | Start Assembler. 
5. File | Convert Programming Files... | Open Conversion Setup Data... | open file "ep4ce6e22c8_demo_board.cof" | Generate | Close. 
6. Reprogram the FPGA serial configurator & power cycle.

Good luck Roger!  You've got my contact info if you hit a brick wall.  I'll update the above instructions with any feedback you would like to provide.
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1) At what point in this sequence does the FPGA board itself get connected to the blaster, or doesn't it matter?



2) What about the eeprom?

3)  I have the Waveshare dongle that you recommended - is it immune to the unpowered-state connection issue that you warned about or should I still
observe the same cautions?
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1) It doesn't matter.

I edited the above to answer your other questions as best I could.

If you have any trouble with the FPGA compile, let me know.  I can easily post pre-compiled serial configurator files.

Assembling & EEPROM Pump (WinXP)
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Assembling & EEPROM Pump (WinXP)

Hive Simulator Setup: 
1. Unzip all files (the latest archive is "2018-12-07.zip") to a folder and make a desktop shortcut to "hive_sim.exe".  (I don't normally archive the EXE
file in the zip file, but I did so for this latest one.) 
2. Right click on the shortcut and click the "Options" tab, set "Command history" "Buffer size" to 48.   
3. Click the "Font" tab and pick 8x12 raster fonts.   
4. Click the "Layout" tab and set both "Screen buffer size" and "Window size" to 128 x 48.   
5. Apply and close, then run the shortcut to see if everything is OK.  You should see successful assembly results, then the simulation screen.

Tera Term Setup: 
1. Install Tera Term, make a desktop shortcut. 
2. Setup | Serial Port |  
- Baud rate: 230400 
- Data: 8 bit 
- Parity: none 
- Stop bits: 1 
- Flow control: none 
3. Setup | Terminal | 
- New-line Recieve: AUTO 
- New-line Transmit: CR 
- Local echo: none

You can set the Tera Term baud rate and port defaults via the shortcut "Target": "C:\Program Files\teraterm\ttermpro.exe" /BAUD=230400 /C=5

Serial Port Test 
1. Connect the serial port to the FPGA board, start Tera Term. 
2. Press the enter key.  This should produce a question mark (return is an unrecognized control character) followed by greater than (the ready prompt). 
3. Type "0 9 rr " without the quotes or return, and with the final space.  This should list the contents of the first 10 internal Hive registers.

Assembling & Uploading to EEPROM 
The Hive simulator automatically assembles HAL (Hive Assembly Language) code when it is opened in the simulator.  This produces the Tera Term
script file "hive.ttl" which can be uploaded to the Hive processor on the FPGA demo board via UART serial port, in order to program the D-Lev
EEPROM.

1. Start and close the simulator to assemble (the default input file is "theremin.hal"). 
2. Start Tera Term. 
3. Control | Macro | navigate to and select "hive.ttl" | Open. 
4. Stuff should stream by for ~15 seconds, followed by a CRC check producing "debb20e3", followed by "BL" which indicates successful boot via
EEPROM.  If it hangs or stalls out at any point just close Tera Term, reopen it, and do steps 3 & 4 again (Tera Term seems to get tired now and then).

Presets & Clearing 
The presets are also stored in the EEPROM, but they are not a part of the software load.  So when your D-Lev comes up for the first time it probably
won't do much in the way of Theremin-ish stuff, though it should show you functioning menu screens and a maybe stuck tuner.  I'll address this in the
next post.

There are a couple of text files in the zip archive regarding the use of the simulator, as well as the HCL serial port command line interpreter.

Presets
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Presets

To get your shiny new D-Lev to do anything it will need presets, which  unfortunately are not part of the software load.  I've been concentrating more on
the DSP data path and parameter tuning and whatnot, as these need to be somewhat set in stone for presets to have any meaning.  So, no librarian yet.  



Preset Area Initialization 
At this point you will have to manually enter and save your presets, but the default EEPROM state of erased = 0xFF will fight you by maxing everything
out (I probably should have inverted the data sense here).  So at this point I would recommend you run this TTL script that zeros out the preset area:
[LINK].  It's kind of long, so it may hang up / stall out.  If so, re-run it.  It may also corrupt the program space, so you may have to repump the D-Lev
EEPROM program area afterward.  But you only have to zero things out this once, so get through it as best you can.

Preset Types 
There are 256 presets, [0:255].  Preset #0 is special in that it is reserved for system parameters, which are common to all presets.  You can store to preset
0 but you can't explicitly load from it, instead it is loaded whenever you load a user preset, and at power-up.  All presets slots are programmable, none are
read-only as in many electronic instruments. There is no "factory reset" as of yet.  Presets unfortunately don't have assignable text names, just the number
of the slot you saved it to.

Preset Load [1:255] 
To load a preset (set the current settings), go to the default UI screen "MAIN" and twiddle the "LOAD" knob to the slot containing the preset you want.  

Preset Store [0:255] 
To store the current settings from a preset, go to the default UI screen "MAIN" and twiddle the "STOR" knob to the slot you want to store it to, then press
the "STOR" knob.  If the slot is #0 then only system parameters are stored.

Preset Copy [1:255] 
Say you want to make a new preset #10 based on another preset #2.  You simply load preset #2, work on it, then store it to preset #10. 
Say you want four presets #50 - #53, to be different vowel sounds of the same basic voice of preset #99.  Load #99, store to #50 - #53, load #50, edit #50,
store #50, load #51, etc.

Preset Default
When you store preset #0, whatever preset is currently loaded (i.e. the slot the "LOAD" knob is set to) will be the power-up default preset.

Some Parameters 
To get things up an running with a minimum of fuss, here are my current system parameters (store to slot #0): 
PITCH 
- lin : 3 
- ofs- : 43 
- sens : 69 
- ofs+ : 91

VOLUME: 
- lin : 3 
- ofs- : 29 
- sens : 82 
- ofs+ : 60 
- rev: 1 (you may want 0 here for normal axis sense)

TUNER: 
- brit : 0 
- step : 4 
- mode : 1 
- pre : 1 
- note : 0 
- oct : 0

MISC 
- pcal : 20 
- vcal : 20 
- 50Hz : 0

To get a male vocal "ooh" sound, set these non-sysem parameters and store to a non-zero slot of your choice:
MAIN 
- vol : 63

P_CORR 
- velo : 12 
- rate : 23 
- step : 10 
- corr : 31

ENV_GEN 
- hght : 12 
- knee : 5 
-rise : 0 
- fall : 19

SOURCE 
- mult : 1 
- harm : 16 
- vmod 15 
- nois : 0 
- osc : 22 
- oct : -1 
- pmod -3

FORM_0_2 
freq : 467 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/27dl2bwk7285gq2/params_clear.zip/file


freq : 762 
freq : 2554 
reso : 29 
levl : 63 
levl : 63 
levl : 60 
sel : 3 (next page)

Axis Nulling 
If you've gotten this far, the axis nulling works like this: 
- Power up does an auto-cal.  If you're fine with how it's working you're done.  The check here is getting the same open/closed hand interval response (as
seen on the tuner) when the hand is close to and far away from the pitch plate. 
- On the MAIN UI screen turn the "acal" knob to the right at least once in order to do an auto-cal of both axes.  Do it standing with your body in the
playing position but hands away from the plates. 
- To trim the auto-cal, adjust "pnul" on the MAIN or PITCH screens, "vnul" on the VOLUME screen. 
- System parameters "pcal" and "vcal" are the numbers that get assigned to "pnul" and "vnul" during an auto-cal, so you can trim the auto-cal with these
(and save to #0) if it seems to be consistently off by too much.

I usually have to do an auto-cal after power-up (as my body usually isn't in position), and sometimes later as the temperature changes, etc.  I often adjust
"pnul" a bit after an auto-cal, but never "vnul".
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As usual I lob the ball over the net hoping to give myself some time for other things, and it comes right back into my court.  I'm good for at least a few
days here.  Thanks for all of this.

pitts8rh 12/9/2018 10:31:14 PM [1712]

Eric,

I promised to run some tests on the pitch correction feature of TC Helicon's Voicelive 1, and I'm including some representative pictures below.  I didn't go
very far into the testing because as I saw how it was working (or not), I started to realize that it's performance was quite flawed and not really all that
helpful to study.

Not including scale settings (which are really just tables of notes included or excluded from correction), there are three major adjustable parameters: 
Window, Attack, and Amount. Sketches and descriptions of how these settings seemed to function (and were made without the use of any test equipment
back in 2016) are located here and here.

Even with only three major parameters to play with, trying to document the behavior under a variety of combinations with different types of frequency
sweeps quickly got out of hand, so I'll limit the results to a few pictures and some additional verbal descriptions.

Here again is the segment from the Voicelive manual that describes the three major settings:

EDIT 1 knob: WINDOW (cents).  
When VoiceLive tries to determine which target note you are closest 
to, it uses this parameter. For example, if the set of correction notes includes 
“C, D, E, F, G, A, B” (C-major), and you are singing a very sharp D (80 cents 
sharp), the window dictates whether you should be corrected to D, or not at all. If 
the window was set to 80 or more cents, the D# would be corrected to the D 
because it falls within the window. If the window was less than 80 cents, no correction 
would take place. Your input pitch must fall within the window around one of 
the supplied correction notes if it is to be corrected at all. This allows you to naturally 
inflect your vocals and slide between notes while cleaning up the pitches as 
you get fairly close to them. A setting of 100 cents or larger will cause correction to 
be on continuously when using the scale C-Major, as 200 cents is the largest interval 
between any two notes. 
EDIT 2 knob: ATTACK.  
Once the target correction pitch has been identified by VoiceLive, it begins 
to shift the pitch of your vocal at a rate determined by this parameter. A setting of 
99 gives the fastest setting which instantaneously pulls your vocal in-tune, an effect 
that can be useful for some types of music. Settings between 16 and 40 give the 
most natural results. 
EDIT 3 knob: AMOUNT.  
Scales the amount of automatic correction applied to the input voice. The 
range is 0% to 100%. However, 0% does not mean that the correction is turned off. 
The amount of applied correction depends on how far out of tune the input note is. 
This allows for a very musical way of correcting pitch. It corrects the large pitch 
errors while preserving the natural micro variations around the target pitch. For 
example: 
With the amount set to 100%, a 10 cent flat input will be corrected by 10 cents and 
a 50 cent flat input will be corrected by 50 cents. 
With the amount set to 80%, a 10 cent flat input will be corrected by approximately 
5 cents and a 50 cent flat input will be corrected by approximately 40 cents. 
With the amount set to 0%, a 10 cent flat input will not be corrected and a 50 cent 
flat input will be corrected by approximately 10 cents.



The Android app Vocal Pitch Monitor was used to trace the pitch coming out of the Voicelive processor as it was being driven with an exponentially
swept sine wave input from a signal generator.  Two different images were taken for most of the setting combinations - one over an octave range and
another over just a few notes to give a better view of the corrected pitch anomalies.

NOTE:  The corrections on the traces below do not fall exactly on the scale notes.  Either the Android app was not calibrated or the Voicelive had a
reference offset.

WINDOW parameter varied:

This image represents the hardest correction available. All input pitches are captured and corrected to the nearest scale note. 

Here the WINDOW setting is narrowed so that only input pitches within a certain number of cents of scale notes are corrected.  This forms little plateaus
where the pitch is corrected; if you are outside the window capture range, you can linger freely without being corrected.  My attempt to sketch out this
response back in 2016 was based on how it seemed to behave when connected to a theremin.  What I failed to notice is the pitches in the "free" areas
between the capture windows must match the input pitch.  I had sketched a linear but steeper-slope region between the plateaus, which makes no sense
now.



I only included this image to substantiate the claim that there is a small but noticeable pitch correction with the WINDOW setting on 10.  I'm not sure
that the settings are exactly as described in the manual, but even this very subtle pitch correction helps if you can come very close to the notes by ear.



AMOUNT parameter varied:

This setting affects how "correct" the corrected pitch is.  It changes the slope of the window plateaus, and a setting less than 99 lets some percentage of
the input error appear at the output.  This can provide a more natural sound, and with a theremin it can allow some audible sense of where you actually
are within the window.

All of the previous images have the AMOUNT value set to 99. Once the input is within the capture window, it is corrected to the exact scale pitch.  The
sloping plateaus shown below show how a percentage of pitch error appears at the output.

ATTACK parameter varied:



This is a very important setting that allows free vibrato and slow transitions between notes without note grabbing.  Earlier I did not know if this was a
variable delay of the onset of pitch correction or simply a slowed pitch correction;  the traces show it is the latter.  It's a little disappointing to see that this
is less sophisticated than I thought it was, but then I never found the Voicelive to be a serious candidate for pitch correction of a theremin.  What a slow
ATTACK parameter (Att=1 to 3) does do is allow a skilled player to transition freely to a note which will be stabilized before applying vibrato (which
will not be stabilized).  Playing with very little vibrato will be somewhat easier and will blend more sweetly with accompaniment.

Playing with the Voicelive pitch correction on a theremin was an interesting experiment, but it made me understand the difficulty of implementing pitch
correction without destroying the emotion of the music. I doubt that there is anything here that you haven't already implemented or thought of.
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Roger, thanks so much for performing this investigation!  That looks like a great Android app for this sort of testing!  

Your data really helps me to understand what's going on inside the Voicelive.  It appears that it actually does what the manual says i.e. it turns off the
correction outside of the note correction window:

My main question regarding this is: during your playing and / or your data gathering, were these transitions into / out of the note correction windows
audible?  The abrupt steepness of the slope at the transitions leads me to believe they would be audible, and if so then that would be an argument for a
more linearly interpolated approach (which I'm currently doing) rather than their "turn it off between correction regions" approach.

Regarding the Attack control, you're saying this seems to be implemented as a variable cutoff frequency low pass filter of the error signal?  If so, that
would explain the absence of a Velocity control, which was confusing me.  I was doing this in my previous pitch corrector, and one possible downside to
that approach is this scenario: say a C is being played +20 cents off center but sounds as (has been corrected to) 0 cents.  The player quickly transitions to
the playing position at the center of some other note, which is initially sounds as -20 cents due to the filter lag.  Though if the player is really precise the
note transition gesture will put the hand at the +20 position of the second note, rather than the center, which will sound as 0 cents, so the sluggish filter is
doing the right thing in that scenario?

I could easily add a LPF to the correction error so we both could experiment around with the various approaches.  I'm not dissatisfied with the current
corrector, it does seem more transparent than the previous one, but the more transparent these things are the less they seem actually useful.  My main
issue with it is that it has a multitude of knobs which fairly demand the display of internal state in order to set them.  And I feel a bit insecure with my
selection of squaring the velocity value in order to do absolute value & gain & dynamic range expansion here - is squaring optimal?  Squaring seems
"better" than straight absolute value, and "much better" than LOG2 of the absolute value.  I think you want the velocity to quickly and easily "peg out"
when there is significant hand movement, and then slowly drop to zero when there is little or no hand movement, and some separation of these two
modes via dynamic range expansion is probably desirable.
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My main question regarding this is: during your playing and / or your data gathering, were these transitions into / out of the note correction windows
audible? 

Yes they are audible, and the risetime is not terribly fast.  Even with the hardest correction settings available shown in the first plot, a 5Hz vibrato on the
source gets through because of this risetime.  But a slight application of the Attack softening rounds these transitions off.

The abrupt steepness of the slope at the transitions leads me to believe they would be audible, and if so then that would be an argument for a more
linearly interpolated approach (which I'm currently doing) rather than their "turn it off between correction regions" approach.

I am a firm believer that you must have at least the option to dial in "safe" regions between windows where absolutely nothing is happening.  Why this is
the case is the subject for another discussion.  But do whatever you think is best for transitioning, just don't take away the option of setting zones where
you are immune to any pitch correction.  I think this is very important.  A narrow Window of 10 - 30 and a setting of 1-10 for Attack provided the closest
to ideal that I could get, and I was just a beginner.  I would want even less correction now.  I actually like the combination of controls and degrees of
freedom that the Voicelive has - it just needs more range and some refinement.  And of course the pitch capture as an analog insert sucks, too.  With the
arb I tried various input waveforms to see what it preferred, and all had problems at various times.

Regarding the Attack control, you're saying this seems to be implemented as a variable cutoff frequency low pass filter of the error signal?

That's what I'm thinking now too.

 I was doing this in my previous pitch corrector, and one possible downside to that approach is this scenario: say a C is being played +20 cents off center
but sounds as (has been corrected to) 0 cents.  The player quickly transitions to the playing position at the center of some other note, which is initially
sounds as -20 cents due to the filter lag.  Though if the player is really precise the note transition gesture will put the hand at the +20 position of the
second note, rather than the center, which will sound as 0 cents, so the sluggish filter is doing the right thing in that scenario?

That requires more levels of thought than I can muster this morning.  Honestly, I think part of my initial misconception of how the Voicelive handled
transitions may have been clouded by how I was wishing it would work.  Without thinking too hard about the implications, I am wondering if wouldn't be
better to keep the WINDOW and AMOUNT controls basically the same, but redesign the ATTACK to have a simple variable delay (not a filter, a timed



delay) that disables or dials-down (variable if this option is used) pitch correction for a period after a dP/dt threshold (also variable). The RC-type of
risetime in the Voicelive attack creates some weird asymmetric effects with vibrato.  

 I'm not dissatisfied with the current corrector, it does seem more transparent than the previous one, but the more transparent these things are the less
they seem actually useful.

Bingo on that last phrase. 

But I still think there is the hope of some very subtle type of pitch correction assistance that would be welcomed by even the most skilled players.  I love
the expression available in the theremin, but I rarely hear a performance that couldn't benefit from some "stabilization" (the exception here is Katica). I
certainly don't want to offend anyone, but in my opinion, to an audience that is accustomed to the accuracy of conventional musical instruments, a
theremin performance really needs to be introduced with either a pre-explanation or in some cases a pre-apology.  It can be uncannily beautiful, like no
other instrument, but we are working without any of the physical position feedback cues that even cellos and trombones offer to some degree.

My wish would be for the subtlest pitch correction that would blend the theremin more musically with accompaniment without detracting one bit from
the player's nuances.  I think this is possible.  I want to have to transition to notes accurately by ear and apply balanced vibrato entirely on my own, but if
I have to hold a note, a little assistance to help compensate for my breathing and heartbeat wobbles would be nice.
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"Without thinking too hard about the implications, I am wondering if wouldn't be better to keep the WINDOW and AMOUNT controls basically the same,
but redesign the ATTACK to have a simple variable delay (not a filter, a timed delay) that disables or dials-down (variable if this option is used) pitch
correction for a period after a dP/dt threshold (also variable). The RC-type of risetime in the Voicelive attack creates some weird asymmetric effects with
vibrato."  - pitts8rh

I hadn't thought of a dP/dt thresholding, I suppose because I've been trying to avoid any processing that turns things off too rapidly, but it's an interesting
idea.  I'm using linear slewing to restore correction (with variable slew time) as that seems to work better (be less obvious) than an RC type restore here.
When set to be fairly subtle, any vibrato pretty much turns off all correction.

"But I still think there is the hope of some very subtle type of pitch correction assistance that would be welcomed by even the most skilled players.  I love
the expression available in the theremin, but I rarely hear a performance that couldn't benefit from some "stabilization" (the exception here is Katica). I
certainly don't want to offend anyone, but in my opinion, to an audience that is accustomed to the accuracy of conventional musical instruments, a
theremin performance really needs to be introduced with either a pre-explanation or in some cases a pre-apology.  It can be uncannily beautiful, like no
other instrument, but we are working without any of the physical position feedback cues that even cellos and trombones offer to some degree."

Agree 100%.

"My wish would be for the subtlest pitch correction that would blend the theremin more musically with accompaniment without detracting one bit from
the player's nuances.  I think this is possible."

My goal as well, and I think the current corrector is largely there (though I'm certainly not ruling future changes).

"I want to have to transition to notes accurately by ear and apply balanced vibrato entirely on my own, but if I have to hold a note, a little assistance to
help compensate for my breathing and heartbeat wobbles would be nice."

Reduced pitch field sensitivity is your friend when it comes to stability (though somewhat your enemy when it comes to having to adapt ingrained
playing styles).  Dialing down the sensitivity turns the Theremin into an entirely different instrument IMO, rendering it much easier to play with larger
gestures and without all those micro fingering techniques.

Even More Pitch Correction
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Even More Pitch Correction

Yesterday I implemented a mash-up of the VoiceLive pitch correction algorithm and my own velocity-based algorithm:



The pitch number comes in and is modulo multiplied by 384 to give the note fraction, which is a ramp going from 0 to 2^32 - 1 over each note interval.
 The MSb of this is signed shifted right by 31 to give a 0 or -1 vector, and this is XORed with the note fraction to flip the section above 1/2 down.  This is
thresholded with the "span" input parameter, then XORed again to flip the section back up.  The note fraction is subtracted from this to produce a signed
pitch correction signal which has a dead band outside of the correction span.  Not shown is a final extended multiplication by (2^27)/12, or 0xAAAAAB,
to scale it back down to note widths in the pitch number.

To detect velocity, the pitch number is differentiated, and the absolute value of this along with some dynamic range expansion is accomplished via
squaring, after which this is gained-up by the "velo" input parameter.  Inverting all the bits yields a number that goes to zero when the velocity is high.

The inverted velocity is used as an envelope on the note correction signal, and a second gain reduction is introduced via the "corr" input parameter, which
gives us control over the preciseness of the pitch correction within the note span.

Finally, the modulated and gain reduced pitch correction signal is fed to a 4th order critically damped low pass filter, after which it is combined with the
input pitch number via addition.  The cutoff frequency of the filter is controlled by the "rate" input parameter, which is dynamically scaled via the EXP2
function.

I've only played with it for an hour or so, but my preliminary impression is that the action is less subtle and more useful than my previous pitch
correctors, particularly when playing between notes.  For my previous correctors, a good pitch correction rate for playing "on the note" was usually too
fast for playing "between the notes" revealing the quantization ramp when playing slowly.   The "span" control is completely linear, going from no
correction to 100% quantization, which is absolutely great.  And the "nibs" that develop when the played pitch enters the dead zone between notes are
easily removed by the low pass filter.  Probably because the filter is 4th order, I'm not seeing the RC "upward bowing" shown in Roger's screen caps of
the VoiceLive.  BTW, that VocalPitchMonitor app is available for free on the Amazon Fire, and it's quite nice for visualizing the correction action.

I've retained the inverted velocity numeric display on the D-Lev prototype as it helps to set the velocity parameter, but may get rid of it at some point.

Thanks again to Roger for urging me to check this approach out!  I don't think I would have even thought of it on my own, and if I had I likely would
have rejected it outright and not given it a fair trial.

Volume Knee
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Volume Knee

The D-Lev volume axis has a linearized volume response with hand distance.  The knee is a linear deviation from this; it is a piece-wise linear approach
to implementing an overall non-linear response.  After going to all the trouble of making a really linear volume field, why would we want to mess it up?
 The answer is more in the sounds we're synthesizing than anything else.  If you analyze the difference in dBs between the quietest and loudest you would
normally sing, or play an tuba, or violin, or make a noise with just about anything, you would probably finds less difference than you would expect.  It
takes a certain amount of energy to get your vocal cords, or lips and a column of air, or a string to start vibrating, and any added energy above that can
only make things but so much louder. So it makes sense to have the volume response ramp up from total silence to some lower but significant level of
audiblity over a relatively short distance of hand travel, more gain or slope if you will, and then have a wider region after that in order to provide finer
control over the dynamics.  And this is what the knee gives the player.



Above are views of the traditional "normal" or farther=louder hand/volume response on the left, and the "reverse" or nearer=louder that I currently prefer
to play with on the right.  -48dB is right around the threshold of audiblity, so that is what I chose as the minimum for the vertical axis.  The horizontal
axis is hand position from the antenna.  The larger hand response region is just the unaltered linear axis response, the shorter, gained up "kneed" section is
a line segment deviation from this, with the transition point and steepness set via user knobs.

Without some sort of knee, the majority of voices would be more difficult to play.  And since the knee region has higher dV/dt, it makes a convenient
fixed point in space to detect velocity and trigger the envelope generator.  Finally, the body is often rather close to the volume antenna, and the downward
expansion of the knee response helps minimize the interaction here - it gives you a really solid "off" volume floor to work with.

Would some kind of curve fitting be more ideal than this piece-wise approach?  I don't believe so.  I think having good linearity within the two regions
makes them individually more playable.  And the sharpness of the knee transition isn't evident (it doesn't "pop" or anything like that) unless the knee
slope is jacked sky high, but you would only be doing that for effect, or for velocity / envelope generation purposes.

Playing with a knee means you don't have to move your hand unnaturally quickly over large distances in order to shape the sound.  A large linear volume
field is great if there is the possibility of introducing a knee, and not so great if that isn't the case.  I haven't studied them much, but I wouldn't be
surprised if many purely analog Theremins have something roughly similar to a knee in terms of non-linear volume response.  For them, if done well, it
can likely be a good thing, for the reasons stated above.  

IMO you really don't want to play a perfectly linear volume field in the raw.  You don't want to have to move your hand say 8" to go from true inaudiblity
(-96dB) to the edge of audibilty (-48dB), then another 8" to go to full volume.  Your hand / arm will get tired of fully damping the sound, and your body
will be close enough that full damping probably isn't even possible, so you'll have this low wheedling sound between notes and during other (what should
be) silent passages.  Your volume hand will be flailing around while you're trying to make precision micro-movements with your pitch hand - not exactly
a marriage made in heaven.

My So-Called Playing Technique
dewster 12/18/2018 4:00:43 AM [1718]

My So-Called Playing Technique

It's not every day you get to see a reduced sensitivity digital Theremin played by a hack!  Though I must say that playing the D-Lev prototype has made
me much more aware of the way others play, which I suppose is true of learning any instrument even shallowly. 

As you know, the sensitivity of both axes on the prototype is completely adjustable and independent of the noise making logic, so I've got the pitch field
sensitivity set to around 1/3 the typical sensitivity of an analog Theremin, and this allows me to use arm and hand movements rather than hand and finger
movements.  It also makes standing at it and doing unnecessary things like breathing pretty easy.  But with any fundamental deviation from the
traditional, there exist drawbacks for the already experienced player.  

Regardless of the given Theremin and playing technique, there is a tension between vibrato movement and note selection.  It may look like I'm only
wiggling my fingers, but I'm using my fingers/hand/forearm mass as a torsional pendulum of sorts, which has a natural frequency somewhat above what I
would like for vibrato, hence my "20's vocal trilling" tendency.  Though I do sometimes hinge my 3 fingers and/or wrist a bit to play intervals.

On the volume side there is a tension between inter-note definition performed with a quick dip towards the "normal" antenna, and an attack type envelope
which is performed with a quick dip towards the "reversed" antenna.  I would very much like the former, but can't let go of the latter.  That and I've never
gotten over the "normal" volume sense feeling utterly alien to me.

I wonder what it is about the thumb and first finger touching that is so comfortable and natural-seeming re. Theremin playing?

Anyway, another look my messy bench for a seasonal ditty that's pretty easy to play: (If the audio quality seems particularly bad, it's because I let the web
cam software capture it and mangle it to a 32kHz sampling rate, which is its wont.) 

https://youtu.be/8YErbrCLDbE


Between the relaxed posture and larger movements that come with reduced sensitivity, the LED tuner feedback, and the pitch correction, it often feels
like I'm just painting by numbers.

Happy Holidays everybody!

tinkeringdude 12/18/2018 10:16:07 PM [1719]

Ha! Your lame playing sounds like you're becoming quite decent. I'm *still* at "stomped cat's tail" stage. Ok, then I don't practise, as I haven't got a
permanent solution where to actually put my Etherwave clone (with enough free field around). Would like to try some day with a more well behaved
device such as yours.

Now all you need is a little reverb. How about this? It could double as a volume "antenna"! 
(ok ok, maybe a bit on the bulkier side ) 
(time link apparently doesn work here: listen to &t=13m22s) 

dewster 12/19/2018 10:49:15 PM [1720]

"Ha! Your lame playing sounds like you're becoming quite decent. I'm *still* at "stomped cat's tail" stage. Ok, then I don't practise, as I haven't got a
permanent solution where to actually put my Etherwave clone (with enough free field around)."  - tinkeringdude

Thanks!  A lot of practice is having it set up and convenient to play, and putting in a few minutes here and there.  That's one reason I like instruments that
either don't have to boot (guitar, etc.) or boot very quickly (the D-Lev boots in under 2 seconds).

"Would like to try some day with a more well behaved device such as yours."

If you're ever in NJ, please look me up!  I hope to sell them at some point too.

"Now all you need is a little reverb. How about this? It could double as a volume "antenna"!"

Absolutely fascinating!  Thanks for that! 

CIC (huh, good god y'all)- what are they good for?  (absolutely nothing)
dewster 12/25/2018 8:03:57 PM [1721]

CIC (huh, good god y'all)- what are they good for?  (absolutely nothing)

Well, CIC (cascade of integrators and combs) are pretty great for some things but I just tore all four of them out of D-Lev code.  I know I went on and on
about them in the past, but I've got more DSP under my belt now and can see them for what they are.  

I was using a second order CIC, half in hardware (cleverly part of the NCO phase accumulator) and half in software, to change the sample rate of the LC
DPLL frequency point from 196.666MHz to 48kHz.  As sample rate changers go they're not the best until you get to 3rd order or higher (I was using 2nd
order) which means really wide accumulation, which is too slow to run at the SPDIF master clock rate of 196.666MHz.  I swapped them out with a
cascade of three 1st order "fast" IIR low pass filters, which just barely meet timing (but do), and provide >80dB of anti-aliasing at PCM Nyquist of
24kHz with a cumulative -3dB point of 480Hz.  Here's a spreadsheet on the fast IIR: 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/18gj2oyw28f21ag/fast_iir_2012-12-20.xls/file

https://youtu.be/5OcRMA2FNUE
http://www.mediafire.com/file/18gj2oyw28f21ag/fast_iir_2012-12-20.xls/file


The above is the frequency response of the "fast" IIR cascade implemented in the D-Lev.

CICs also formed the mains hum filters for both axes, where they worked well but gave a 1st order roll-off around 30Hz, they gobbled up a ton of my
precious RAM, and the notches were rather broader than I would have liked.  For a while I bookended them between two 150Hz 4th order low pass filters
and ran the CIC hum filters at 1/16 the rate to save memory, but upon testing them in-depth yesterday I couldn't seem to reproduce the hum suppression
results.  So this morning I looked into notch filters, and it turns out that you can make a really great notch filter from a Chamberlin state variable by
summing the high and low pass outputs.  The resulting output is quite interesting in that the peaking associated with higher Q values disappears, as does
the high pass amplitude deviation from 0dB, and we're left with a variable width notch that can go from fairly broad to surgically narrow.  Here's a
spreadsheet on the Chamberlin notch:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8qtd4dj7tvs60aj/notch_2018-12-25.xls/file

The notch algorithm is pretty efficient, with the subroutine consuming a mere 13 cycles.  So the hum filter is now a cascade of six notch filters with a 4th
order low pass to smash the rest of the higher harmonics.  For 60Hz the notch frequencies are 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, and 360Hz; for 50Hz they start at
50Hz and increment by 50.  The 4th order low pass in both cases is set to 300Hz.  I'm using a table in software to select between the two sets of notch
frequencies, and the damping I chose is a constant 0.5 for all.

Subjectively the axes perhaps seem a bit less noisy when operating in the far field, it's hard to tell.  Low frequency noise should be rather low anyway as
it is small signal grounded through the tank coil and drive (I've never heard the prototype pick up any kind of hum whatsoever).  There is a definite
massive reduction in the amplitude of the noise on the operating point numbers, though you would see that happening with almost any kind of filtering.
 60Hz and its harmonics are clearly suppressed, and switching to 50Hz in my lab setting causes them all to jump up considerably, so I'm certain that it's
working as designed.

Just when you think you've scienced the shit out of something, it ends up needing more.  Ah well, it's on a firmer theoretical footing now, and there
should be more in the way of clean gestural bandwidth available.

I also implemented a rudimentary pitch preview system but it may need refinements.

This project is kind of like doing a crossword puzzle.  Very slow at first, then as things start falling into place it goes faster and faster until you hit the
hell-for-leather final phase where it seems everything gets wrapped up at once.

Happy Holidays y'all!

New Mains Hum Filter Due-Diligence Day
dewster 12/26/2018 6:10:48 PM [1722]

New Mains Hum Filter Due-Diligence Day

To avoid the Journal of Irreproducible Results fiasco of the previous CIC-based mains hum filter, I thought it would be behoove me to put the new
Chamberlin notch filter cascade mains hum filter to bed as it were.  So I first expanded the notch spreadsheet to graph the result of the six notch cascade,
and immediately noticed that the damping setting of 0.5 was causing the higher frequency notch skirts to blend together and form a low pass response on
top of the notching, which lowered the effective bandwidth rather severely.  So I reduced the damping 4x to 0.125 which gives a -3dB point of around
220Hz.  Reducing the damping requires proportionally more headroom inside the notch filter, so I added some gain down/up before/after the notch
filtering to accommodate this.  Here's the updated spreadsheet:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/vv4hsqcqobefy56/notch_2018-12-25.xls

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8qtd4dj7tvs60aj/notch_2018-12-25.xls/file
http://jir.com/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/vv4hsqcqobefy56/notch_2018-12-25.xls


The above is an Excel graph of the 6 notch cascade set to 60Hz and with damping 0.125.  Note the -3dB point of ~225Hz in general trend due to skirt
blending.

I also tied the 4th order low pass filter to the 5th harmonic frequency so the 50Hz case tracks.

Then I used a diagnostic SW load on the D-Lev to take the pre and post filtered axis numbers, 10Hz 4th order high pass filter them to remove DC, and
spit the result out of the SPDIF audio port.  Here are the pitch axis results with the pitch plate ~1 foot from a desk lamp (volume side is very similar):

The raw pre-filtered pitch axis number is above, post-filtered below.  The 60Hz harmonic is suppressed ~24dB, 120Hz ~18dB, 180Hz ~15dB, and the
rest ~13dB or more.  The overall bandwidth is perhaps 200Hz or so.



Here are the MP3s of the audio obtained during SPDIF testing, the three 10s phases are raw, filtered set to 60Hz, and filtered set to 50Hz:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/agylqcfg0qwzx1p/2018-24-26_pitch_axis_pre_post_50hz.mp3/file 
http://www.mediafire.com/file/x2dvwt8oeq6gtoy/2018-24-26_volume_axis_pre_post_50hz.mp3/file

I should note that these files represent the noise contained in the lower 18 bits of a 30 bit axis number!  Though the analog gain is uncalibrated.

During testing of the volume axis I thought I was hearing voices here and there (uh oh, dewster's off his meds!).  Turns out when the axis was operating at
710kHz it was picking up WOR, a 50kW AM radio station out of NYC.  Here's an MP3 of good ol' US of A hate radio via the raw pre-filtered volume
axis:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/0o199uta9un5jre/2018-24-26_volume_axis_wor_710kHz.mp3/file

For that I had to move the volume plate near a bunch of stuff on my workbench and "tune" it to 710kHz by carefully sliding my hand on the bench.

The desk lamp introduces a ton of hum in the raw pre-filtered axis value when the plate is very near it.  With a couple of feet between them the hum level
drops a lot.  None of this is audible or otherwise noticeable to me in the final functioning of the D-Lev.

The far field seems dramatically less noisy now, in particular there doesn't seem to be nearly as much interaction with the LED tuner (which is
intentionally running at the 120Hz notch frequency).  Creamy smooth!  I believe I could play a tune with my hand ~1m away!  For those with 50Hz
mains I should probably adjust the LED rate to 100Hz or 150Hz when the D-Lev is set to the 50Hz mode so they get the benefit of notching here as well.
 A while back, in an attempt to lower LED interference, I made the LED dither signal LFSR noise rather than a ramp, but that didn't seem to change
anything.

[EDIT] Oops, my mistake, the LED rate is currently 48kHz / 255 = 188.24Hz.  Hmm.

[EDIT2] Just changed the PWM from LFSR8 to LFSR32 with no apparent difference, so mains hum was probably more at work than the tuner LEDs in
terms of far field noise.  It seems that I don't have to do anything special to accommodate 50Hz WRT the tuner here.

pitts8rh 12/29/2018 2:47:46 PM [1723]

Eric, since you aren't bragging up your latest pitch preview features, here, let me help.

I do have some questions on a different topic though.  I'm back here because I am losing track of email communications, plus you should only have to
answer these questions in one place.

My problems are perhaps as much about Synthesis 101 as they are specific to the D-Lev.  One question centers around the SOURCE parameter
mult[-63:63], which chooses the harmonic series to be used as a starting point for most pitched presets, along with harm[-63:63] which sets the
harmonic amplitude roll off.  I agree that these would require too many words to describe, and they really should have at least some spectrum analyzer
screen shots or preferably a video to describe. I hope to do this myself and post it once I get caught up, if that helps.  I found that spending a few hours
playing with all of the D-Lev's settings while watching the waveforms and frequency content on the spectrum analyzer was enlightening, but I still have
questions...

It seems that nearly all of the useful presets that you have sent me and that I have been able to make to this point are based on the mult=1 series of all
harmonics (something close to a sawtooth waveform). I can find some use for the mult=2 odd harmonic series as well, although I don't know how to
make it less raw.

For all of the other harmonic series that are available, I am having a hard time understanding how to use them other than possibly for some bell or
otherworldly or chromatic percussive sounds. I would be interested in hearing what the logic is behind these choices and how they can be modified to be
more useful.  It also seems that I am having difficulty synthesizing relatively simple but mildly-bright analog-ish theremin timbres that don't sound horny
(trumpety, perhaps a better word choice) because I don't know how to control the harmonic content without invoking the tracking "harm" setting or the
non-tracking fixed formants or oscillator filter.

Another example of a timbre gamut that I can't seem to reach is slightly woodwind-ish character that has some accentuated odd harmonic content but still
has even harmonics too.  I don't know how to modify the odd-harmonic series to get something that isn't 100% hollow, and I don't know how to suppress
the even harmonics in the all-harmonic series in a manner that is independent of pitch.

The fixed filters and formants, and the inharmonic resonator are amazing for vocals and instrumental sounds, and there are tons of options here.  I'm just
trying to start off with some less realistic and a little more simplistic theremin tones that are traditionally accomplished by wave shaping, and I am
coming up empty.  

Does what I'm saying make sense, and what do you suggest?

dewster 12/29/2018 5:51:17 PM [1724]

Hi Roger,

The PP (pitch preview) is something I threw together in an afternoon (after discussing it with you and thinking about it for a while) from stuff that was
already laying around in the assembly code packages.  I knew you really needed and wanted it, so I thought getting you anything quick would be the best
route.  I just sent you another code update with increased PP volume modulation depth.  I'm currently investigating loudness contours and EQ controls
like bass & treble, and hopefully some fruit from that will end up in the PP and/or elsewhere.

The oscillator phase modulates (PM) a primary sine wave to generate harmonics.  The most important feature of which is that the resulting harmonics
have a drop-off above 10kHz, which really tames aliasing.  For the mult[-8:8] knob, setting 0 gives no phase mod, or a sine.  Settings 1 and -1 are the
same, and give all harmonics - this can be done quite economically with a single SIN2 calculation, as the output of the oscillator is used as the phase
modulation directly! Setting 2 uses a secondary SIN2 calculation as phase modulation running at 2x the rate in order to generate odd harmonics, and
settings >2 are just running this secondary SIN2 at 3x, 4x, ..., 8x the rate.  Negative mult values instead set the secondary SIN2 rate to 1 and increase the
primary SIN2 rate by integer multiples.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/agylqcfg0qwzx1p/2018-24-26_pitch_axis_pre_post_50hz.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/x2dvwt8oeq6gtoy/2018-24-26_volume_axis_pre_post_50hz.mp3/file
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WOR_(AM)
http://www.mediafire.com/file/0o199uta9un5jre/2018-24-26_volume_axis_wor_710kHz.mp3/file
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/32389?post=214629#214629


The above is not the limit to what is possible, nor is it the ultimate nor particularly desired!  It's just the last place I stopped developing it (many gophers
to bop).  As you point out, some control over the odd/all mix might be more useful.  I never quite know what the final form much of this should be as
there are many types of players out there, some who want to do more natural / organic timbres, some who want to do way-out stuff.  But I'm totally open
to suggestion!  And a digital Theremin should at least be able to do traditional analog Theremin voices to one degree or another.

It may be possible to mix the primary and secondary PM and thus control odd content.  I'll look into it.  Thanks!

[EDIT] I just checked, and mult[-8:-1] sounds (not that I'm married to them or anything) can be effectively replicated via mult[1] and a pitch tracking
bandpass filter.

pitts8rh 12/30/2018 2:39:35 AM [1725]

I like the idea of allowing the weighted summing of sources, and if that was possible those oddball harmonic series' (or some variations) might be more
useful.  Maybe it would pay to look at the waveform libraries in hardware or soft synths, but I would guess that you already have more experience in this
area.  I can take a look at what I have.

What have you thought about putting in some waveshaping functionality?  It seems like that would be a relatively easy way to mess up some ideal
waveforms and add more dimensions of spectral diversity without having to think too hard about synthesizing from scratch.  Even though waveshaping
creates a lot of crap, it's sort of like tuning an old shortwave radio with the precise combinations of settings that sound good amidst the noise.  It could be
a useful feature, especially with the ability to save the waveshaper's settings and later replicate interesting timbres which would be further processed in
the subsequent D-Lev stages.

Or not.  It's easy for me to ask about things when someone else is has to consider the work involved. And I have no idea about what kind of processing
power this would take.

I think even in digital world with a vast library of waveforms and filters at my disposal I still like to have my timbre knobs to twiddle...

MORNING EDIT:  I can't stop thinking about how nice it might be to have some waveform manipulation available for SOURCE options in addition to
having weighted summing of a few pre-defined harmonic series', the latter of which it looks like you have already implemented in the latest update. 

Things like variable duty-cycle pulse trains, rectified sines or sawtooths with soft threshold clipping, or other common analog processing techniques all
done digitally might provide more familiar pathways to generation of the complex harmonics needed for a wide range of pleasing synthetic sounds,
including some of the more traditional theremin timbres.  Add to this the extremely effective pmod/vmod modulation and all of the formant filtering and
this might be absolutely killer.

Don't get me wrong-the synthesis options currently in the D-Lev provide a tremendously wide range of sounds unreachable by any other theremin that I
know of.  The vocal and stringed instrument possibilities alone are endless, and much more remains unexplored. I think you could stop at any point and
call it good.  But Dr. McCoy was right about engineers, so I know you'll think about it.

   

dewster 12/30/2018 8:09:09 PM [1726]

"What have you thought about putting in some waveshaping functionality?"  - pitts8rh

Other than harmonic generation via soft clipping (via TANH for reduced aliasing), and the various multipliers in the PM oscillator, I haven't put any
thought into this.  I think it's fairly important to steer clear from anything that might alias as that's the mark of a designer not knowing what they're doing.
 But there may be ways to do waveshaping that don't introduce significant aliasing. 
  
"Things like variable duty-cycle pulse trains, rectified sines or sawtooths with soft threshold clipping, or other common analog processing techniques all
done digitally might provide more familiar pathways to generation of the complex harmonics needed for a wide range of pleasing synthetic sounds,
including some of the more traditional theremin timbres."

Separating the harmonic content from the amplitude and then vmod-ing it back in allows for more control than normal for things that behave like
clipping.  I suppose my main goal has to emulate the beautiful solo timbres as closely as I can (vocals & strings) and anything else that falls out of that is
then gravy.  I want to keep the UI as simple as possible too, which can be difficult when supporting the myriad options the base entities possess. 

============

I'm learning to "emote" or phrase more with my left hand when doing violin/viola, which seems more realistic.  Here's a tune I started on late last night:
[MP3].  The waveform has a bit of odd harmonic emphasis, as per the latest "blending" oscillator, which makes it sound a little more hollow.  It seems
that I'm drawn to tunes that have accidentals and emphasize them.

pitts8rh 12/31/2018 3:25:55 AM [1727]

Eric, I do like the change that you made to allow continuous blend of even and odd harmonics.  I think this is much better than having several fixed
harmonic series.

Can this feature be expanded symmetrically in the negative direction to allow you to go to from all harmonics at 0 to strictly even harmonics at -63?  I'm
also starting to think it would be interesting to have the even/odd blend itself modifiable by "pmod" and "vmod".

It's really adding another almost continuous dimension of control.  Vocals show a substantial change with a little bit of accentuated odd harmonics, and in
particular one of the female voices that I have is greatly improved.  I was able to immediately find some of the bright-but-not-brassy tones that I couldn't
reach previously.  I do think control in both directions would be worthwhile. 

I'm still trying to acclimate to the new pitch preview.  I think I'm seeing some overlap adjustment, but I'm having to work back and forth between two
settings to adjust it ("pprev" is one I think, and I don't remember the other) and keep the volume at a barely audible level.   I was going to say that it
wasn't clear what the "loud" control was doing and then I checked your previous email to find that it is not assigned yet.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/whlwncupzpxcsd8/2018-12-30b_speak_softly_love.mp3/file


Please don't put any effort into the loudness contouring on my account.  In my opinion the "pmod" parameter is working just fine, and better than
anything I've ever had for my Etherwave mods.  Personally I would rather see effort go into working on a single blend control for the PP crossover
threshold if that is at all possible.

I'm trying hard to not suggest pointless features that add complexity without being musically useful.  But sometimes you have to try these things a while
to know if they work out.  In my earlier analog experiments, I would spend a lot of hours building VCFs, VCAs, etc. and signal conditioning boards to do
these experiments only to find out within minutes that the best thought-out ideas sounded like crap. "pmod" and "vmod" are such powerful modifiers that
it's hard to not want them everywhere, but if I can't restrain myself, you'll have to for me.

dewster 1/11/2019 9:16:43 PM [1728]

"Can this feature be expanded symmetrically in the negative direction to allow you to go to from all harmonics at 0 to strictly even harmonics at -63?" -
pitts8rh 

I'm no PM (phase modulation) expert, but I don't know of a way to do this.

"I'm also starting to think it would be interesting to have the even/odd blend itself modifiable by "pmod" and "vmod"."

I'll try this soon.  For the past week or so I've been concentrating on making the PM generation cleaner and the assembly more modular.  Tried a bunch of
things that didn't pan out, hence my lack of posting here lately.

"It's really adding another almost continuous dimension of control.  Vocals show a substantial change with a little bit of accentuated odd harmonics, and
in particular one of the female voices that I have is greatly improved.  I was able to immediately find some of the bright-but-not-brassy tones that I
couldn't reach previously.  I do think control in both directions would be worthwhile."

Yes, I'm hearing that too.  I wonder if things like vocals have a small inherent odd harmonic emphasis due to the vocal tract acting like a closed pipe
during the interval when the vocal cords are closed?

"I'm trying hard to not suggest pointless features that add complexity without being musically useful.  But sometimes you have to try these things a while
to know if they work out.  In my earlier analog experiments, I would spend a lot of hours building VCFs, VCAs, etc. and signal conditioning boards to do
these experiments only to find out within minutes that the best thought-out ideas sounded like crap."

Oh, I've been to that same dry well!

[EDIT] For those who have never heard pitch preview in action (the set of which I'm a member!) here's a sample of me playing with female vocal on the
left and pitch preview on the right: [MP3].  I had the preview set to approximately 50% harmonics and with a bit of -vmod "ducking" going on.  I think
my own playing style has congealed to the point where I'll likely never find myself needing/using pitch preview, but others rely on it heavily so I'll do my
best to support them. 

[EDIT2] Been using the latest pitch correction (what was described before, I haven't changed it lately) and I must say it does what it's supposed to do and
doesn't get in my way.  Once set up I don't find myself having to adjust or otherwise micromanage it at all, unlike earlier versions.  The trick, it seems, is
to come up with and integrate as many scenarios as you can where you don't want it doing anything at all, and let providence sort out the rest.

Assorted Fine Tuning
dewster 1/14/2019 5:44:35 PM [1729]

Assorted Fine Tuning

I've been taking another look at the audio oscillator hoping to make it cleaner and the assembly code more modular.  Here is where I ended up this time:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8aqdsbq01tmrel7/2019-01-11_speak_softly_love_pp.mp3/file


Above is the basic PM (phase modulation) unit.  It takes the NCO phase accumulator and the NCO phase increment as inputs, multiplies them up by 1 or
2, and uses the accumulator value to drive a SIN2 function, which is comb filtered with a zero at Nyquist, attenuated via a polynomial version of the
increment, delayed once (to make it causal), and fed back on itself through the "harm" attenuator to generate harmonics.  The polynomial input is now
scaled by the multiplier, and the polynomial function itself is simpler and more aggressive on the low end of audio.  poly := 0.55 * ( ( ~( inc * 5 ) ) ^2 )

Below is the shell of the oscillator, which employs two PM units.  It takes the phase increment, attenuates it so C8 = full scale, modulo accumulates it,
adds the crossfed PM signals through the "harm" attenuator, and drives a SIN2 function, the output of which is audio.

I found it necessary to offset the NCO accumulation value feeding the odd PM1 unit by 180 degrees to prevent an odd buzzing sound when the "odd" mix
is set about midway, and to prevent a minor suppression of the fundamental when "odd" is set to fully odd.  There's a lot of nuance in scaling / mixing /
attenuating / etc. here and the solutions / ameliorations of which have to be more or less stumbled upon.  It's likely I have only begun to stumble!

============

I also took another look at pre-filter attenuation.  I noticed that I couldn't get the formants to ring long-term anymore because the damping-based
attenuation was too aggressive.  So I removed all damping based attenuation, and moved all filter attenuation knob control from the filter output to the
filter input position (including the resonator).  Unlike analog filters, digital filters don't generate thermal noise (though they do generate truncation noise),
so it doesn't really matter where the attenuator is placed, though placing it at the input allows us to control internal overload associated with low damping
/ high Q along with overall gain.

A special weird case is the 4th order filters following the oscillator and noise sources.  These require damping-based attenuation between the two second
order sections so as not to overload too easily.  It's lucky that, for synthesis purposes anyway, these filters don't have to be "clinically" perfect in shape or
response in order for them to be musically useful.

I also added a notch (HP + LP) filter response option to the 2nd and 4th order cases.  I had this before and removed it, but it might be necessary for better
stringed instrument synthesis.  And it gives an interesting "flanging" effect with low resonance settings.

[EDIT] I just changed all filter "reso" (damping) scaling from [full scale, not, 4th power] to [full scale, not, 3rd power] - and I like this a lot better!  The
upper end of resonance is better represented and isn't insanely infinite until hitting knob max.

Loudness Compensation
dewster 1/16/2019 5:28:21 PM [1730]

Loudness Compensation

A fantastic article on loudness compensation:

http://www.rfcafe.com/references/electronics-world/loudness-control-electronics-world-december-1963.htm

I thought both bass and treble needed boosting at lower volume levels, but that article clearly explains it's only the bass.  As implemented, it's more of a
treble shelving cut than a bass boost, which conveniently lets it function as a level control once the main volume is set.  Here's the relevant graph from
the article, which was obtained by taking the difference between the various Fletcher-Munson curves:

http://www.rfcafe.com/references/electronics-world/loudness-control-electronics-world-december-1963.htm


LOUDNESS!
dewster 1/18/2019 12:50:19 AM [1731]

LOUDNESS!

Here's the analog loudness circuit from the article I pointed to yesterday:

At top is the fairly clever circuit.  Clearly, when the pot wiper is fully clockwise it's pretty much just a wire.  At bottom is the equivalent circuit when the
pot wiper is fully counter-clockwise and maximally "doing it's thing".  Several things to note here: 



1. It's a cascade of two first order low pass filters that can be considered to be isolated due to the 1:10:100 impedances. 
2. The dual resistive dividers each individually limit the treble cut to 1:10 for a total of 1:100 or -40dB. 
3. The treble cut limiting is a "shelving" action, so above some frequency the signal levels out. 
4. The -3dB cutoffs are at 65Hz and 31Hz, so signals roughly below 31Hz aren't attenuated. 
5. The shelving points are 723Hz and 338Hz, so signals roughly above 723Hz are leveling out.

How to implement this digitally?  Zölzer's book shows ways to use all-pass filters with feed-forward to create low and high pass filters, and mixing the
filter input with the filter output creates a shelving filter.  There are ways to use feed-back for cut, but they're hampered by the need for a delay (in order
to be "causal") which messes with the response at the extremes.  So feed-forward is the way to go here, and it conveniently gives us a [0:1) range cut
input parameter.  There's no need to implement the high pass filters as all-pass, I believe that's just a unifying concept in Zölzer's chapter, so we'll use the
normal high/low pass construct.  As in the analog case, we need to cascade two shelving high cut filters in order to obtain a wide enough range and steep
enough attenuation:

The cut input sense is reversed via the logical NOT operation so CW/CCW gives more/less treble, much like a conventional level control.  And since
there are two such attenuations in series, it seems a linear taper feels OK as the result is rather equivalent to a squared taper.  The cut input is limited to
0.9 via extended multiplication (not shown here) so as to limit treble cut to -40dB.  The construct is capable of doing a bit more than this but it gets pretty
muddy down there.  The frequency determining multiplications w0 and w1 are 0.004 and 0.0085 for -3dB @ 30.61Hz and 65.21Hz respectively, same as
the analog case.

Here's the calculated response (Excel) when fully engaged:

I've confirmed the above response on the prototype.  Indeed, turning the loudness knob CCW lowers the overall volume without thinning out the bass. 

Another audio / DSP mystery (for me, anyway) solved!

One Louder
dewster 1/23/2019 12:05:38 AM [1732]

One Louder

That upward tilt of the treble end of the loudness graph was bugging me, and lots of loudness cut sounded muffled to me, so I decided to add some treble
boost.  Tried first order, but it seems to need second order to these old ears.  Two shelving differentiators later and it seems to be working a little better.  I
also moved the mixing attenuation to before the filters rather than after to help with overload.  Here's the curve at maximum cut:



And here's a sample you can listen to: [MP3].  The first 4 riffs are identical, the first at full volume, the second -6dB, the third -14dB, the fourth -28dB,
with the attenuations performed manually after the fact in Audition. The next series is the first riff again (with loudness knob set to 63, or defeated),
followed by the loudness knob being set to 43, 23, and 3.  So, first 4 are turning down the volume, the second 4 are turning down the loudness.  To do it
justice you should "calibrate" your setup to make the very last riff sound fairly balanced in tone.

[EDIT] I tweaked the treble boost calculation a bit and updated the graph above.  Regardless of what that article says, I believe you really want some
treble boost along with bass boost when scooping out the midrange.

[EDIT2] Here's the final design:

It Goes Straight To Math...
dewster 1/27/2019 4:13:24 PM [1733]

It Goes Straight To Math...

Inspired by the woodwind and brass samples at this site [LINK] I'm kinda sorta looking into physical modeling / waveguide synthesis lately.  They
employ variable multi-clock delays, often tapped, which are fundamentally difficult to implement.  For one thing the delay period is the inverse of the
frequency you want it to operate at, so there's that dreaded inverse to deal with.  For a second thing it's rather tricky to generate sub-clock delays that
don't give inharmonic upper partials or frequency response issues.  For a third thing it seems that it's really difficult to do glissandos and the like without
glitching, energy issues, or aliasing entering the picture.  Fourth, they consume precious memory, which I'm rather low on lately.  So I'm having a hard
time warming up to it all because it's such a can of worms.

I ran across this paper, which I actually read a long time ago:  https://quod.lib.umich.edu/i/icmc/bbp2372.1997.068/1  It's not all that common to
encounter papers that tell you exactly how to solve practical problems.  Most go straight to the math and sometimes, almost in passing, give you hints as
to the problem solution.  I know papers are written in order to further our understanding, and math is the tool to use here, but if basic concepts can be
understood before the math then I believe that's the way they should be presented.  I imagine much of the math is done as after the fact proof rather than
as the basis of inspiration or even understanding.

Anyway, that paper is pretty nice, and presents a couple of things I wanted to mention here:  

One seems quite central to implementing any variable delay, and that is to allocate some maximum power of 2 value (size = 2^m) of contiguous memory
space for the delay, and always use it all, regardless of the delay setting.  The idea then is to have the write pointer step through the whole thing in a

http://www.mediafire.com/file/5ly6n86121165pj/2019-01-22_loudness.mp3/file
http://electro-music.com/pm_tutorial/Index.htm
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/i/icmc/bbp2372.1997.068/1


modulo manner, writing to address n, n+1, n+2, ..., n+m-1 and have "the read pointer chasing the write pointer" around like a reluctant dog on a leash,
with the distance between them being the desired delay.  This minimizes delay time change glitching to some extent and gives you a lot of valid data to
work with should you need to interpolate and the like to produce fractional delays at the read tap.

The second is the psycho-acoustic notion of Just Noticeable Difference (JND) for human pitch perception.  The worst / best case (depending on how you
view it!) is the octave between 1kHz and 2kHz (~C6 to ~C7) where we as a species can resolve around 280 JNDs.  I assume these are exponentially
spaced, so the ratio between JNDs is 1 - ((2kHz/1kHz)^(1/280)) = 0.0024786 or roughly 0.25%.  In music, a one cent ratio is 1 - (2^(1/1200)) =
0.0005778 or roughly 0.06%.  So one JND = 0.25/0.06 = 4.3 cents, worst case, which is a handy thing to know.  Before I encountered the JND I was
using the value of 3 cents from something Don Lancaster published IIRC.

LED Tuner Update
dewster 1/28/2019 9:00:06 PM [1734]

LED Tuner Update

I went ahead and did a LED tuner full serialization mod today and it's currently working fine on my prototype.  I edited the FPGA SystemVerilog code to
do this.  The mod reduces the number of sensitive info-carrying wires between the FPGA and tuner board from 6 to 4, which should be ideal for CAT5
interconnect as one can use the other side of each pair to carry ground or power while providing some shielding / isolation.  I avoided this configuration
in the first place because I was afraid of data races between the devices (which I sidestepped completely by using 3 separate data lines providing data on
the falling edge of the clock) but a series resistor is probably sufficient to slow down data changes and give adequate hold time.  The HW/SW interface is
the same so there was no need for a new SW load after repumping the FPGA.  Here's the updated tuner schematic:

The hardware changes are all on the tuner board and they're pretty trivial:

1. Disconnect SDI0 and SDI1 from FPGA to tuner board going to IC0 and IC1 (pin 2).  SDI2 is the only serial data connection now, going to IC2 as it did
before. 
2. Connect SDO from IC2 (pin 14) to SDI on IC1 (pin 2) via 1k series resistor located close to SDO. 
3. Connect SDO from IC1 (pin 14) to SDI on IC0 (pin 2) via 1k series resistor located close to SDO.

While I was at it I went ahead and changed the three current set resistors from 3.3k to 4.7k to make the low end a bit dimmer.  I never use the brightest
settings, and the dimmest setting was a bit too bright in a dark room.  I also upped the encoder debounce counter widths from 12 to 14 to give 4x the
debounce time constant (you have to use every counter-measure known to mankind in order to tame these cheesy things).

Jason 1/29/2019 4:38:22 AM [1736]

Keep it classy folks or I’ll have to start locking posts

pitts8rh 1/29/2019 10:09:20 AM [1737]

"I went ahead and did a LED tuner full serialization mod today and it's currently working fine on my prototype.  I edited the FPGA SystemVerilog code to
do this.  The mod reduces the number of sensitive info-carrying wires between the FPGA and tuner board from 6 to 4, which should be ideal for CAT5
interconnect as one can use the other side of each pair to carry ground or power while providing some shielding / isolation." [i]-Dewster[/i]

I want to make these mods on my prototype this week. So what would you think about implementing this by giving SDI and CLK dedicated CAT5
twisted pairs with LE and OE each being paired with the GND and 5V lines (acting as signal ground)?  This single-ended drive in a high noise



environment is not ideal, but I'm thinking that SDI and CLK are more critical? It would be nice if this change takes care of the erratic behavior with
different cables without having to resort to using stiffer shielded STP CAT5 cable or true differential data transmission.

As I continue to use it I find that I'm getting really attached to the idea of this tuner, despite my earlier skepticism, and I won't be giving it up now.  It will
never take the place of pitch preview for me, but it is turning out to be useful for many other things including ear-training and staying referenced to
standard pitches, and even for getting some visual indication of the level of RF environmental noise.

"While I was at it I went ahead and changed the three current set resistors from 3.3k to 4.7k to make the low end a bit dimmer.  I never use the brightest
settings, and the dimmest setting was a bit too bright in a dark room."

Ha! Just earlier in the week I had changed the current set on R2 to about 1.5K to bring up the 7-segment brightness more in line with the 10mm LEDs. 
But reducing the other currents instead makes more sense. At full brightness you can get retinal burns from those white ones. Although because I have
changed to an apparently less-efficient red 7-segment (for sharper visual focus at a distance) I think it still needs more current than the others for good
balance. 

BTW, have you ever tried the yellow LEDs from that assortment?  Mine seem really lame compared to all the other colors, almost to the point of looking
like a bad batch.  Maybe I should increase the current to destruction to see what it can do.

dewster 1/29/2019 5:11:32 PM [1738]

"I want to make these mods on my prototype this week. So what would you think about implementing this by giving SDI and CLK dedicated CAT5 twisted
pairs with LE and OE each being paired with the GND and 5V lines (acting as signal ground)?  This single-ended drive in a high noise environment is
not ideal, but I'm thinking that SDI and CLK are more critical? It would be nice if this change takes care of the erratic behavior with different cables
without having to resort to using stiffer shielded STP CAT5 cable or true differential data transmission."  - pitts8rh

SDI is async, and I believe OE is too (the ICs seem designed after-the-fact to shoehorn in multi-mode), so my thinking would be to pair these up with 5V
and ground that power the tuner board.  If I were feeling super persnickety, I'd maybe pair SDI with 5V and OE with ground.

CLK is definitely sync, and LE is a transparent latch, so I'd pair these with ground, but terminate them only on the FPGA (source) side, and leave them
open on the tuner side (so currents aren't flowing in the shield, and to prevent ground loops).

"As I continue to use it I find that I'm getting really attached to the idea of this tuner, despite my earlier skepticism, and I won't be giving it up now.  It will
never take the place of pitch preview for me, but it is turning out to be useful for many other things including ear-training and staying referenced to
standard pitches, and even for getting some visual indication of the level of RF environmental noise."

Aha!  A convert! (of sorts) :-)

"Ha! Just earlier in the week I had changed the current set on R2 to about 1.5K to bring up the 7-segment brightness more in line with the 10mm LEDs. 
But reducing the other currents instead makes more sense. At full brightness you can get retinal burns from those white ones. Although because I have
changed to an apparently less-efficient red 7-segment (for sharper visual focus at a distance) I think it still needs more current than the others for good
balance."

My 7 segment is dimmer too, it would probably be best to assign it its own driver IC, or do some kind of sub-PWM, in order to even up the brightness,
but then again I barely use the octave display, so it's kinda low priority for me personally.  Hard to find displays that provide the same brightness /
efficiency as single LEDs for some reason.

Side note: It's right at the edge, but a RED 7-segment with two series LEDs per segment should work off the 5V supply and still current regulate.  Using
red LEDs for the note circle would also allow the center LED to be a common series element, which would completely isolate the 7-segment drive to one
IC.

"BTW, have you ever tried the yellow LEDs from that assortment?  Mine seem really lame compared to all the other colors, almost to the point of looking
like a bad batch.  Maybe I should increase the current to destruction to see what it can do."

Yeah, the yellow ones I got were pretty anemic too.  I picked the tuner colors mainly based on the brightness of the colors in that assortment, white was
the brightest, blue a close second.

dewster 1/30/2019 1:53:08 PM [1739]

"Keep it classy folks or I’ll have to start locking posts"  - Jason

Thank you Jason!  I'm very sorry you had to get involved, but the bullying needs to stop.

Another Day, Another Coil
dewster 2/5/2019 6:44:23 PM [1740]

Another Day, Another Coil

A couple of days ago I wound an 8mH air core single layer solenoid for testing purposes.  The form is 1.5 (48.26mm OD) schedule 40 PVC cut to
100mm long, with the windings 30mm from one end.  I used some 38AWG (0.113mm OD!) single coat that I had laying around from my long ago guitar
building days (was going to wind my own electric guitar pickup but never did).  533 turns gives a coil height of about 60mm and a calculated DCR of
168 ohms.  As usual I used wire wrap wire for the interconnect, affixed the ends with nail polish, and encased the outside in heat shrink:



Actual measured L = 8.24mH, DCR = 183 ohms.

I started winding near the bottom, where you see some gaps, doing 20 or so winds at a time and then pushing them together.  Finally got the hang of it
about 1/2 way through, and you can see the upper windings are much tighter and uniform.  AWG38 is kind of a harsh mistress, I don't think I'd want to
make these babies in any quantity, it's like winding metal human hair.

When I stuck it on the pitch side of my D-Lev prototype it resonated at 471kHz.  I've since removed it and so it is now sitting on my bench doing
nothing.

=============

Roger and I have noticed some fluttering in the pitch far-field.  For the longest time I just assumed it was LED tuner interference, but I narrowed it down
to what I believe is the FPGA core / IO ring voltage fluctuation indirectly influencing the operating points of the axis DPLLs via phase modulation.  The
fluctuation is easily observable via a diagnostic software load (which outputs the high pass filtered operating point as SPDIF audio) as a moving "hump"
in the FFT, which is directly correlated with the audio pitch being played by the synth section - even when no audio makes it to any pin on the FPGA!
 I'm mulling over the options, the AFE may need a redesign in order to isolate the interconnect levels and such.  The thing is entirely playable as-is, but
I'd like to eliminate this effect if at all possible, or at least knock it down some dB.

Pitch and Volume Latency Tests
pitts8rh 2/6/2019 12:35:11 AM [1741]

Pitch and Volume Latency Tests

I don't know if this is what you are looking for, Eric, but I still have the test setup ready if you want to request something else.  I sort of forgot what the
point of this was except to confirm our previous volume latency guesstimates...

In order to simulate rapid hand movements on the pitch and volume antennas, I made a new board with a microwave relay that switched between two
banks of pin sockets populated with paralleled fixed and/or variable capacitors.  The D-Lev was calibrated with the normal antennas, then one antenna
(whichever side was being tested) was removed and replaced by the relay switched to the minimum capacitance position.  The capacitance for that side
was adjusted to give nearly the same condition as with the normal antenna (either near-zero beat on the pitch or full-volume on the volume side).  Then
the relay was energized to switch in the larger capacitance, which was then also adjusted to simulate a near-hand raised pitch or reduced volume.  This is
different from the previous test in that this time an effort was made to select two switched capacitances that would give reasonable pitch or volume jumps
(which turned out to be a little over an octave pitch, and about 36db volume).

Even without the antennas on the theremin this is a pretty twitchy test to run, and that's why my one-octave goal turned out to be 13 semitones, and the
volume shift was set up to go from one fully lit volume LED to all four fully lit.  The capacitance values are shown on the plots to be 1 and 3pf, but that
only represents the values plugged into the test board.  There were other parasitics and intentionally-placed metal objects near both the high- a low-
capacitance sides of the test board to fine tune the two states.

I ran this using your FPGA load with the adjustable pitch and volume bandwidths, p_bw and v_bw.  Before testing, I had been playing the theremin a bit
and I wasn't sure that I could feel or hear any difference between the max and min pitch bandwidths, even with rapid trills.  The volume bandwidth effect
was of course a lot more noticeable.



Unfortunately I didn't have a better way of displaying pitch shift that I could overlay with the switching waveform, so these just show the sine wave and
you have to look at the wave periods to imagine what the pitch response curve would look like.  The first plot is the fastest pitch response with the
bandwidth set to 4185.  I would say this is within 10ms:

And this is the other extreme with the pitch bandwidth set to 16, resulting in something more like 40ms to settle out: 

Even though it is difficult to see where the higher pitch actually settles out, I did notice that the p_vbw setting had no noticeable effect until I got down
into the 300Hz range.



By accident I had some intermittent contact on one of the capacitor sockets for some time that was allowing a pitch jump of a little more than 3 octaves,
and during this time running the bandwidth control from max to min resulted in a barely perceptible change in this larger pitch jump, with the 16Hz
setting producing a very slight portamento tail.  This was impressive because this represents a slew rate that is probably not humanly possible to achieve,
and yet the pitch keeps up.  My impression is that if you couldn't A-B compare the performance with between max and min bandwidths, you wouldn't be
able to tell a difference while playing.  The upside of keeping the pitch bandwidth low is that the extremely far field pitch noise is reduced, not so much
because you hear it but because you can see it on the tuner.

The volume response tests were run the same way as the pitch tests, although the high and low capacitances were optimized to obtain a range that went
from full volume to barely perceptible.  Here of course it is much easier to see the response times.  Plots for three bandwidths are shown; the two
extremes of 16Hz and 4185Hz, and one at 202Hz where the volume response is clearly affected.  There seemed to be no visible effect on latency until the
bandwidth was reduced to about 550Hz.

Here are the three volume response plots at BW=4185Hz, 202Hz, and 16Hz: 



With the volume bandwidth set anywhere in the range of 4185Hz down to 550Hz the full-amplitude volume latency stays within the golden 10ms limit.  I
don't know if there are any compelling reasons to limit the volume bandwidth, but I would like to see it kept as wide open as possible.  I would think that
the pitch bandwidth could be kept low, maybe even at 16Hz. Worst case, some fast trills might require a little more finger movement, but I don't really
feel any sluggishness as you would with volume latency.

[EDIT] I'm going to take back those last two sentences.  After playing some more with the pitch bandwidth set at both extremes it does seem that trills
take a little more effort and are less responsive at v_bw=16.  I tried increasing the bandwidth while watching for the setting where the far-field noise



increases on the tuner, and the point at which trills become less inhibited unfortunately occurs where the noise filtering is minimal.  If these bandwidth
controls (or maybe just p_bw) could be left in permanently or at least for a while we may be able to come to a better answer on this.

dewster 2/6/2019 5:12:58 PM [1742]

Roger, thank you so much for spending the time and effort to do these tests!

"I sort of forgot what the point of this was except to confirm our previous volume latency guesstimates..."

Mainly to investigate the (and by "the" I mean "your" :-) subjective sense of what minimum bandwidths are sufficiently transparent to the user during
play.  As you know, there is the eternal and iron trade-off between bandwidth and SNR, so the bandwidths shouldn't be set higher than necessary, and they
shouldn't be set too low either, creating a Goldilocks zone.

"Even though it is difficult to see where the higher pitch actually settles out, I did notice that the p_vbw setting had no noticeable effect until I got down
into the 300Hz range."

"There seemed to be no visible effect on latency until the bandwidth was reduced to about 550Hz."

This is due to the upstream filtering going on in the LC DPLLs (which act as first order low pass filters for phase noise), and the third order anti-aliasing
filter which is used for rate conversion down to the 48kHz PCM sampling rate.  These HW cutoff frequencies are 365Hz for the pitch axis and 537Hz for
the volume axis in the FPGA load you're testing with, which is pretty much what you measured with your setup.

"After playing some more with the pitch bandwidth set at both extremes it does seem that trills take a little more effort and are less responsive at
v_bw=16.  I tried increasing the bandwidth while watching for the setting where the far-field noise increases on the tuner, and the point at which trills
become less inhibited unfortunately occurs where the noise filtering is minimal.  If these bandwidth controls (or maybe just p_bw) could be left in
permanently or at least for a while we may be able to come to a better answer on this."

I have no objection to leaving them in for as long as necessary as this is a fundamental thing that I'd love to have resolved or at least somewhat contained.
 I don't think I'd feel comfortable with setting it permanently below 100Hz or so for the pitch side, if only for advertisement purposes! :-)  To kill hum
most effectively with the 6x notch filters I've got in there now, the 4th order filters you're manipulating should both be set to roughly around 300Hz (for
60Hz mains; 250Hz for 50Hz mains).

Over the past week or so I've modified the FPGA anti-alias (AA) filter to be 4th order and to sample every other clock, so as to ease the FPGA build
timing closure bottleneck, and to make these filters wider and more optimal in terms of truncation noise.  I'm doing everything I can to make the axis
filtering "blameless" in terms of alias and noise artifacts.  With the 4th order AA it's possible to leave the HW side bandwidth somewhat wider and then
torque it down later in SW, where filtering is cheaper and more exact.

It's interesting that the pitch axis bandwidth can perhaps be quite a bit lower than the volume axis.  If it seems that the volume axis needs more than
300Hz bandwidth I could modify the hum filter to make it squash more harmonics.

The Call Is Coming From Inside The House
dewster 2/10/2019 4:35:34 PM [1743]

The Call Is Coming From Inside The House

I'm looking more closely at the far field flutter and the mysterious moving hump that tracks audio pitch.  There is a peak in the FFT and clear cyclic
behavior in the waveform around 12Hz, which coincidentally (or not) is the LCD and encoder update rate.  My options here are:

1. Smear the peak via spread spectrum. 
2. Stick another notch filter there. 
3. Update the LCD only when encoder values or screen values change.

#1 doesn't reduce the noise, only spreads it out.  #2 might place the lower notch filter skirt really close to DC.  #3 would generate more impulsive noise
during the LCD screen update.  #2 is trivial to implement but consumes real-time.  I'm leaning towards #3 but have to look into it more fully.

Meanwhile, I have a theory for what is causing the mysterious moving hump.  I posit that the FPGA itself is perturbing the capacitance field, rather than
some clock or level leakage in the FPGA core, or level shifting at the FPGA pins.  I could stick yet another in-line notch filter in there to smash it, but the
tuning of the filter couldn't be fixed, but instead would have to follow the audio pitch.  This is a bit of a chicken / egg situation as the thing that's being
filtered is the thing setting the filter notch location.  I'm wondering if I could instead use a variable low pass filter here to "adaptively filter" the far field,
which has the potential to kill a whole lot of birds with one stone.

tinkeringdude 2/12/2019 2:06:42 PM [1744]

Haven't paid attention for a while, trying to catch up: 
The hum filter a few pages back - hey, kindly don't forget the Europeans with 50 Hz option 

Btw., why do do you use wire wrap wire for your coil ends?

As for 12 Hz notch: What speaker reproduces 12 Hz? 
Except those turbine like fans with angle-adjustable blades and big wood cabinet around (this is by far not the biggest / sturdiest setup I've seen, it's for
quasi-lunatics who wish to have some extraordinary home cinema experience I guess): 



Will this have negative impact, audibly, with normal instrument speakers? Well if so, could you instead use an analog high-pass at the end of the chain
which starts to cut off everything from 30Hz or so downwards? (I don't know how much those 12 Hz move around)

dewster 2/12/2019 2:22:30 PM [1745]

"The hum filter a few pages back - hey, kindly don't forget the Europeans with 50 Hz option"  - tinkeringdude

I've got you covered!  There's a system level option to switch the notch filter bank between 60Hz and 50Hz mains frequency harmonics.

"Btw., why do do you use wire wrap wire for your coil ends?"

No huge reason.  But it's flexible, easy to solder, and I have a bunch just laying around.

"As for 12 Hz notch: What speaker reproduces 12 Hz?

Will this have negative impact, audibly, with normal instrument speakers? Well if so, could you instead use an analog high-pass at the end of the chain
which starts to cut off everything from 30Hz or so downwards? (I don't know how much those 12 Hz move around)"

It's a warble in the control number feeding the oscillator and filters, so it has to be good down to DC.  Very analogous to adding vibrato with your hand at
a certain position, you can't high pass filter it without losing the hand position.  Though you could notch filter it, or stop fluttering your hand (remove the
source).  I'm going to look into the latter today.

AM Radio Testing
dewster 2/12/2019 5:03:05 PM [1746]

AM Radio Testing

Since the D-Lev volume and pitch oscillators currently fall smack dab in the US 540kHz - 1600kHz AM broadcast band (or should I say the AM band
falls smack dab in prime digital Theremin operating territory) I thought I'd quickly check out their unintentional radiation.  So I tuned my home stereo to
first 1040kHz and then 600kHz, and fully expected to hear squealing when I "tuned" the axes by moving my hand near the plate antennas, but all I heard
was a fairly low level "hash" sound.   It seems the LC DPLL pseudo-random dither, necessary to dramatically increase SFDR (spurious free dynamic
range) and kill sticky spots in the fields, is doing a spread spectrum job on the emitted RF.  This seems like a good thing, as a bit of hash is probably less
objectionable than a squeal for those unfortunates on the receiving end of this business.

I've often thought it would be really spiffy to psuedo-randomly switch capacitors / coils in and out of the LC tank at the crossover point, thus maintaining
the high Q voltage swing over a really wide swath of frequencies, smearing the peak RF down to almost nothing.  This might enable many axes to
operate in close proximity without interference, perhaps by using orthogonal Gold codes rather than separate discrete frequencies.

AFE2
dewster 2/12/2019 7:50:57 PM [1747]

AFE2

The original AFE (analog front end) was designed back when I wasn't all that sure what the final oscillator would end up looking like.  The FPGA sends
a square drive signal to the AFE, and the AFE sends back square in-phase and quadrature signals.  This arrangement works fine, but needlessly exposes
sensitive relative timing signals to long cable runs, and requires three interface signals.

Now that the FPGA firmware and assembly software aspects of the oscillators have calmed down (for now!) it seemed a good time to re-address the
AFE.  Which I have, et voila!

https://youtu.be/E7Bkrypxzs4


It's more or less the old AFE but it uses XOR gates instead of inverters, implements a local XOR phase detector, and the logic family is AHC instead of
LVU. One weird thing about AHC is that the inputs have hysteresis to improve the noise margin, but this will give you an instant oscillator if you have a
bit of negative feedback and some input capacitance, not exactly what we want when buffering the capacitive divider!  Fortunately, the signal at the
divider seems big enough not to be disturbed by this, and the hysteresis may be improving the centering of the threshold voltage at Vcc/2 as that seems
better than the LVU inverters I've used (or maybe it's just chance).

With the old AFE the capacitive divider was set to a 1:150 ratio in order to contain the voltage swing into the buffer.  With the AFE2 I had to increase the
ratio to 1:220 to give 3V peak-to-peak, which means the antenna is swinging over 600Vp-p with a measly 2Vp-p drive!  Since the coils I use are really
high Q, they are quite sensitive to phase error.  I believe the local XOR detector may be reducing this error, thus allowing the DPLL to hit resonance
more exactly.

I've currently got the AFE2 running on a breadboard and wired into the pitch side, with the parts necessary to better mount it on vector board arriving
sometime later this week.  It's working like a champ, but I guess we'll see how it behaves once correctly mounted, given ESD protection, and over the
longer term.  I modified the FPGA code to accommodate it, with build switches to select AFE or AFE2.  AFE2 only requires one DDR input, so cabling
is reduced from 3 to 2 tender interconnect signals with absolutely no important relative timing between them (the phase information is conveyed via the
duty cycle produced by the XOR phase detector).

==============

Another Day...

Just wound another coil:



It's 175 turns of 30AWG single coat on a 1.5 (48.26mm OD) schedule 40 PVC section of pipe cut to 100mm long.  The windings start 10mm in and the
coil section is roughly 49mm high, giving an aspect ratio of 1.  It measures 1.006mH with a DCR of 9.2 Ohms.  I'm thinking of pairing this with a 4mH
coil for the axes to give 700kHz / 1.4MHz operation, not sure which will go where.

Winding AWG30 is like falling off a log.  It took all of 4 minutes to do 175 turns, including tidying up here and there.

EDIT - Oops, I used AWG30, not AWG32, fixed it.

AFE2 - Continued
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AFE2 - Continued

The parts I ordered from DigiKey came super fast as usual yesterday.  People who live near Thief River Falls, MN must get the package before they click
the "BUY" button!  And USPS first class shipping is quick too, as well as quite reasonable.  So I laid out and assembled the AFE2 boards, just finished
up a couple of hours ago and they're now up and running.  Here are some pix:



The two AFE2 boards.  I used a slightly smaller vector board this time.  These are really nice plated through vector boards - never use those crappy
phenolic ones like Radio Shack used to sell, the foil peels off if you just think about soldering them.  The sockets are DIY, single socket strip material
snipped to length - why buy and personally stock custom expensive sockets?  And DIPs are just about gone...  I ran out of 100 Ohm resistors so used 120
Ohm here.

Here's the back of one of the boards.  Ground runs around the outside (ground loop!), the quad XOR is decoupled, all outer connecting pins are ground
for easy remembering / consistency at hookup time.  The first board took me maybe 6 hours to assemble, the second maybe 4 as copying is easier than
figuring.  I wire really slow but fairly sure.



Here's a top view of the layout and wiring.  I decided to locate the 1pF on board this time rather than have it hanging in space between the antenna plate
and the AFE.  I used a 4x pin block with the two inner pins snipped off to make a good solderable anchor without too much stray C.  I like the layout, it's
cleaner and a bit more compact than the previous AFE.  And this time I ran ESD protection to just about everything I could think of, with one protector
left over.

After removing the old AFEs and installing the AFE2s I modified the FPGA code to also use AFE2 on the volume axis, recompiled, and the performance
seems solid.  I ended up again using 150pF in the C divider, I suspect the coils are still too close to the plates, looking like a distant shorted winding,
causing some Q loss.

What do others here do to remove flux?  I usually scrub with an old toothbrush using first alcohol and then water, but it never gets it all off, leaving the
thing rather gooey all over.  This time I followed up with really hot water and some dishwashing soap, but there's still some flux. 

pitts8rh 2/15/2019 10:03:01 AM [1749]

Just in the nick of time!  I've been thinking about updating my prototype and I wanted to know your latest coil specs.  From a purely mechanical
standpoint it might be preferable to keep the pitch oscillator frequency above that of the volume oscillator, if only for the reason that the pitch antenna is
more likely to be on an extension arm where a smaller coil can in some cases simplify design (at least in one case near and dear to me!).  It's certainly not
necessary though.

Regarding the potential for interference, I also looked at the pitch and volume emissions a couple days ago while trying both AM and FM demodulation,
and the most I heard was either quieting or a rushing sound.  This surprised me too because you'll remember a while back I reported squealing heard on
an AM car radio coming up the driveway.  At the time my pitch oscillator could easily have been right on top of the 830KHz that the radio was tuned to,
so it's possible that this produced some audible difference tone.  It wasn't anything recognizable or even musical, but the same can be said for my direct
audio output at times.

I'll make a thru-hole AFE2 pcb first along with a PVC coil to check everything out.  I still need to order parts and possibly some wire.  I could use your
modified output.jic for this at some point too (still too overwhelmed to try doing this myself just yet).
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"I've been thinking about updating my prototype and I wanted to know your latest coil specs."  - pitts8rh

I screwed up in my penultimate post, I actually used AWG30 rather than AWG32 for that 1mH coil (fixed it).

I'm thinking of going with AWG32 for both coils and varying the former diameter to make the coil height more or less a fixed dimension, and damn the
aspect ratio. This would allow one to space the business end farther from the plate, likely improving Q.  AWG32 is fine enough to not consume a ton of
copper, but not so fine that it's difficult to handle or have high DCR.  But at this point most of this seems to be in the polishing / puttering around the
edges / diminishing returns territory, because just about any half-way well made coil seems to work OK with the AFE.

One thing I really don't understand is the seemingly lower Q of higher frequency tanks.  A smaller L can easily have an order of magnitude lower DCR,
so you would think it would be the other way around, even taking skin effect into account (as my spreadsheet does).  I don't think RF transmission can
fully account for it, but perhaps it's a combination of slight phase error, RF emission, AC skin effect, digital dither, etc...  And of course there is the Q of
the air / universe forming the tank C which is unknown to me.

"From a purely mechanical standpoint it might be preferable to keep the pitch oscillator frequency above that of the volume oscillator, if only for the
reason that the pitch antenna is more likely to be on an extension arm where a smaller coil can in some cases simplify design (at least in one case near
and dear to me!).  It's certainly not necessary though."

I might end up right there with you.  Keeping the pitch axis out of the AM broadcast band might make it more "blameless" and the most straightforward
way to do this is 1mH volume / 0.5mH pitch.  I feel a bit better going to higher operating frequencies with the AFE2.

There is probably a simple formula floating around out there in the ether for how high one can practically go for the given effective FPGA pin clock
resolution of ~400MHz.  The C divider ratio and the signal at it can provide an almost direct measure of overall tank Q, given the (square) drive of ~2Vp-
p, but only if there were no dithering of the output edges.  The amplitude of the dither signal is one UI (unit interval) at the pin clock resolution, so a
higher LC resonance will have more dither than low LC resonance, which smears out the resonance point more, forcing the LC to operate statistically
farther to either side of resonance, thus effectively lowering LC Q.  An analogous way to look at it is a noisy square wave driving a resonant LC low pass
filter - the more noise the less energy is available to drive resonance.



"Regarding the potential for interference, I also looked at the pitch and volume emissions a couple days ago while trying both AM and FM demodulation,
and the most I heard was either quieting or a rushing sound.  This surprised me too because you'll remember a while back I reported squealing heard on
an AM car radio coming up the driveway.  At the time my pitch oscillator could easily have been right on top of the 830KHz that the radio was tuned to,
so it's possible that this produced some audible difference tone.  It wasn't anything recognizable or even musical, but the same can be said for my direct
audio output at times."

Interesting, thanks!  I was trying to replicate your earlier report of major interference some distance away and couldn't.

12Hz LCD Update FFT Bump: Bumped Off
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12Hz LCD Update FFT Bump: Bumped Off

I just finished an assembly code edit that killed the LCD update 12Hz bump in the axis FFT.  I decided to go with option #3 above, where the parameters
and screen values are only updated when an encoder or pushbutton changes.  This also killed my pitch correction velocity display, so I've got to either
make a work-around or do something else.  I'm leaning towards co-opting the volume axis display when velocity view is enabled via an encoder setting.

Oscillator FFT Bump: Bumped Off
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Oscillator FFT Bump: Bumped Off

An idea I had years ago: use the pitch number to dynamically set the cutoff frequency of an upstream low pass filter which is filtering the pitch number.
 This would naturally apply more filtering to the more noisy far field.

I implemented it today in assembly and it's working amazingly well on my D-Lev prototype.  It uses the pitch number before pitch correction just to keep
steps out the feedback loop, but I'm not sure that's actually necessary.  I thought I'd maybe have to pre-filter the pitch number going to the filter cutoff
control, but that doesn't seem necessary either.  So it boils down to almost nothing.

To kill the "traveling hump" in the pitch and volume axis numbers, I've got it set up so the filter is positioned one octave below the pitch number, which
gives -24dB attenuation for the 4th order low pass filter at the "hump".  There's a hard limit of 16Hz on the low end (8Hz seems to work well too, but that
scares me), and the maximum top end is currently variable (controlled by a knob).

A bit of finessing: the -1 octave filter offset follows negative settings of the oscillator octave switch but not positive settings.  This gives extra filtering
when playing high pitches in the far field.

It was a snap to implement, should have tried this a long time ago.  It co-opts the hum filter low pass section to do double duty so it's quite efficient in
terms of real-time.  It currently only dynamically filters the pitch axis number, not the volume axis number.  I think players are likely more sensitive to
bandwidth variation on the volume axis so I'm holding off on that.  If I were to dynamically filter the volume side it would likely be a notch filter rather
than low pass.

The noise is so low now that quantized steps are clearly visible at very low oscillator pitches - noise was dithering them before.

===============

For the past week or so I've had a software diagnostic load in the D-Lev that sends the pitch operating point to one side of the audio for analysis, and thus
also to my headphones.  During my testing I've noticed very clear indications of AM stations being "tuned in" - nothing I can hear as demodulated voice,
but beating that must be RF.  Sometimes at night the pitch axis jumps around, but never during the day, which is also an indication of AM interference.
 As a result of this I'm going to stick the pitch axis above the AM band with a 0.5mH tank coil.  I've already briefly experimented with a 0.5mH
connected to the AFE2, so I know it should oscillate OK.  I may also try a more "cubic" antenna plate enclosure for the pitch side, much like I currently
have on the volume side.

Pitch Axis AFE2 & 0.5mH Coil
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Pitch Axis AFE2 & 0.5mH Coil

Not to be outdone by Roger's magnificent handwork, I proudly present my current pitch side:



AFE2 in the back mounted with screws on chopped ballpoint pen body standoffs; 0.5mH coil I had sitting around mounted solidly and permanently (!) on
top of the old 4mH coil PVC knockout with a piece of painter's masking tape.

Repumped the FPGA and it's oscillating at 1.844MHz.  I'm seeing 3.36Vp-p at the C divider (1pF/150pF) so the swing looks healthy with 

  3.36V * (151pF / 1pF) = 500Vp-p 

voltage swing at the antenna (the swing is actually somewhat larger than this due to scope probe C loading).  Stability at 50ms trigger delay looks solid. 
The pitch side seems a little less noisy, and that was the impression I got when I first tested the AFE2 / 0.5mH on the bench too.  I'm still seeing some far
field bobble associated with the audio signal, particularly when the octave switch is set to negative values.  I may have to set that filter to 2 octaves below
the audio pitch and allow it to go lower.

I tried the new FPGA load before I changed the coil and it was oscillating at 2x the LC resonance (~1.2MHz) which is weird.  So I guess the FPGA load
has to be somewhat tailored to the coil values (it has to be anyway to keep the desired low pass response of the DPLL in the ballpark).  If I ever see this
behavior in the future I'll put a programmable upper hardware limit on the DPLL lock range (it had both upper and lower limits at one point, but they
were never used them so I took them out).

The beauty part of butt-ugly prototypes: You get pretty fearless when it comes to trying things out that will make them even butt-uglier (drilling new
holes, taping things down, etc.).  But an obvious problem with this is they're so butt-ugly only a mother can love them and see their inner beauty.

2019-02-19
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2019-02-19

Some combo work applied to the tracking filter and pitch correction code:

I was worried that noise post axis processing modulating the LP4 tracking filter cutoff frequency might be introducing amplitude modulation, and I
definitely saw noise turning off the pitch corrector mid-field via its velocity feature, so I added a 2nd order lowpass filter set to 16Hz and am using this to



feed the tracking filter cutoff control and pitch corrector velocity.  For the tracking filter, the octave switch is rectified to give only 0 and negative results,
this is offset by -2, which shifts the output of LP2 to the right (negative shift left), causing an octave shift of at least -2.  This is limited to 8Hz min and
variable max, and then fed to the tracking filter.  Noise levels as witnessed on the LED tuner and via diagnostic software loads have been dramatically
lowered by this arrangement.  Almost out of real-time on the pitch axis thread.

All I'm playing lately is The Godfather Theme on violin [MP3].  Hardware / software development provides ample opportunity for practice (when the
thing is actually up and functioning OK).

[EDIT] I forgot to include an EXP2 function right after the LP2 pre-filter on the pitch tracking side. 

[EDIT2] And of course the LP2 filter is acting up on the pitch tracking side, so just I moved it into the pitch corrector.  The pitch tracking filter now has
no pre-filtering.

(Sort of) OT - Neural Nets
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(Sort of) OT - Neural Nets

Ran across this absolutely fascinating 2015 github post via Hacker News:

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/

Train a recurrent neural network overnight and in the morning it will: write almost executable code, complete with comments!  Learn English words,
grammar, and syntax well enough to create almost believable research papers on mathematics!  

These things utterly flabbergast me.

[EDIT] - I say "sort of OT" because neural nets can speak and do other synthesis tasks amazingly well by just predicting the next PCM sample!

Antenna Homologation
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Antenna Homologation

Bought another small "Holds CDs!" Sterilite plastic box (model 1803, UPC 073149803863) from Home Despot the other day (same box I'm using for the
volume antenna).  Cut some 150mm wide aluminum flashing to 300mm long, bent/mangled it on a small dowel, and stuck it inside.  Moved the AFE2
and 0.5mH coil from my pitch antenna over to it, and mounted it on a 1" RAM rubber ball mount I bought a while back.  Here's what it looks like:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8uzoxpwuu57otwp/2019-02-19_speak_softly_love.mp3/file
http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/


New pitch antenna box, viewed from the playing position.  It's a somewhat smaller target.



View through the back, with the antenna top oriented to the left here.

View with the back open.  Coil in the center, AFE2 board to the left (top when playing).  For a production type build I'd probably try to locate the AFE2
on the right (bottom when playing).  The cable strain relief isn't ideal here (cable clamp zip-tied to a screw).  The coil is only held in place by sitting over
the plastic mounting screw, with the back of the box (when closed) holding it tight to the plate.  Not ready for prime time!

The new antenna popped right up when I switched the D-Lev on, which is a great thing about using a digital phase locked loop for the oscillator.  No
hunching over tuning slugs for hours, putting the cover on, taking it off, etc. it just works.

It resonates at 1.763MHz (my old pitch antenna resonated at 1.844MHz).  I had to adjust the linearity control to -4 (this was +3 for the old pitch antenna).
It's interesting (and really great!) that the simple linearization algorithm that I discovered is able to largely correct antennas with such a different
geometries (the old antenna was a flat plate).  The linearity algorithm seems robust and quite not-critical, with the only adjustment a minor influencing of
the near field.  You almost don't need the adjustment knob (but it's nice to be able to tweak it).

I'll play this for a while to see how a smaller pitch target feels.  Hopefully it will be OK, and I'll be able to employ the same box for both volume and
pitch, just with different coils inside.  Been meaning to try this for a while now, good to finally address it.

=================

3D Antenna Geometry

From my simulations - and now real-life experience - with plate antennas, it's clear that they don't have to be flat plates in order to be linearizable.  As
long as most of the antenna can "talk to the hand" in the near field, then the cross section can be a U, a square or round tube, a pie plate, etc. making the
whole thing more compact.  Compactness isn't the ultimate goal, however, if it reduces the playing "sweet spot" to something difficult for the player to
stay aligned to.



I imagine a 3D plate antenna could entirely enclose the coil and AFE, and thus provide some electrostatic shielding for the internals.

Even-All-Odd Oscillator
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Even-All-Odd Oscillator

Whew, been down for the count for the last week or so volunteering, but that's mostly in the rearview mirror now, so I've had some time to work on
something Roger's been urging me to do, to wit: add variable even harmonics to the audio oscillator.  The oscillator already had variable and axis
modulatable odd harmonics, but I really couldn't understand how to do even harmonics, as the extreme case of all even harmonics doesn't include the
fundamental (which is odd) and indeed would just be the case of all harmonics moved up an octave.  But intermediate mixing will still have the
fundamental, though it would be somewhat suppressed depending on the mix level.

Another thing Roger helped me to understand is that the harmonic mixing/crossfading can be done with output waveforms.  I was doing the mixing at the
phase modulation signal level, which is more complex and fraught with amplitude and modulation strength issues.  So the new oscillator is actually
simpler.  I was also able to do the odd/even oscillator with a single SIN2 calculation: squaring the output of this gives a raised sine at double the
frequency, which is required both for self phase modulation and for the even harmonic mix.

As usual, I first did a spreadsheet for proof of concept, to confirm all of the math details, and to calibrate the polynomial: [LINK]

Upper left is the base unit that scales the phase increment (frequency) input, accumulates it, and performs the polynomial scaling to keep modulation and
harmonic content roughly constant with frequency, thus taming aliasing.  Upper right is the all harmonics unit that is driven by the base unit.  The SIN2
output is averaged to put a notch at Nyquist, and fed back as phase modulation.  Lower right is the odd / even harmonics unit that is driven by the same
base unit.  Largely the same as the all unit, but the SIN2 output is squared to double the frequency (both output edges need to be "sped up"), then offset
and scaled to give the even output.  Lower left is the crossfade unit, it switches between odd and even sources based on the sign of the mix control
(negative=even, positive=odd), and uses the mix value to crossfade between this selection and the all harmonics source.

If you think about it, the crossfade from even to all to odd forms a continuum of sorts, from odd harmonics being suppressed to odd harmonics being
accentuated.

It's simpler and cleaner than the old oscillator, and I think the harmonic blending is better.  I played around with the harmonic strength function but ended
up just going with linear control here.  Linear control for the crossfade also seems to work well.  I also removed the negative region from the "harm"
control as it seemed kind of pointless.

Except for an inversion, the recorded waveforms and spectra look just like the spreadsheet.  Looking back, I don't know why I didn't think to try this
method in the first place.  It's quite clean and efficient.  Thanks again to Roger for his very gentle prodding and inspiration!

[EDIT] Here's a quick sweep of the oscillator with the volume and pitch axis modulations set pretty crazy (caution: LOUD!): [MP3]

Organic = Analog + Digital + Compression
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Organic = Analog + Digital + Compression

http://www.mediafire.com/file/5md8x59zpg1uba7/odd_even_nco_2019-02-28.xls/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/dg7ebzd9wcpbpri/2019-03-03_osc_sweep.mp3/file


Our nervous systems are a blend of analog and digital.  Nerves communicate with each other by "firing" pulses of electricity.  These pulses are more or
less fixed height and width, and thus digital.  Nerves sum and integrate incoming pulses over time and fire their own output when an analog threshold is
reached.  So nerves internally are analog, and externally digital.

The retinas of our eyes are actually extensions of our brain, separated by nerve cabling.  There's a firehose of information falling on our retinas, and to
make the cabling tractable, a fair amount of pre-processing compression must be performed at the retina itself.  Many optical illusions work by revealing
the limitations of this compression scheme, the disorienting artifacts of which we are normally literally blind to.

The ear is somewhat similar, where nerve hairs in the cochlea detect (standing?) waves in the fluid, with distance down the cochlea equating to frequency,
another form of pre-processing compression before the information is sent to the brain.  MP3 compression exploits gaps in our hearing sense that we are
literally deaf to.

The brain itself oscillates with a somewhat variable low frequency bulk waveform.  I tend to think of brainwaves as both a clock and a dither source -
providing global synchronization, and perhaps increasing the resolution of the processes.

The reason digitization of music and video works so well is due to temporal limitations of the analog and digital processes that form our senses - one only
needs to make the sampling rate high enough to sufficiently oversample our senses.  And the reason compression of music and video works so well is due
to the limitations of the compression systems our own senses employ.

Some claim digitization has a "coldness" and compression "degrades the sound" - and if not done well there certainly can be issues.  But our own highly
developed "organic" senses rely heavily on both.

AFE2 : A Dud
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AFE2 : A Dud

Here and there I'm seeing the new AFE2 (Analog Front-End, Version 2) lock onto lower harmonics, which is no good, I never saw AFE1 do this.
 Yesterday I added a lower (-2 octaves from max) limit to the phase error accumulator but that didn't fix it as the harmonic lock point is above that (and a
hard lower limit is kind of a kludge).  The problem seems to be a lack of snappiness in the squaring up of the C (capacitive) divider signal (1 stage instead
of 2), and the sending of a >2x BW (bandwidth) signal back to the FPGA board.  I lowered the series resistor going back to 33 ohms which improved
signal integrity, but didn't improve the harmonic locking.  So I'm afraid I'm at the point of giving up on AFE2.  At least there's a known good fall-back
position.

Locking onto sub harmonics is a well-known thing that XOR phase detectors are susceptible to, but a while back I discovered it was ameliorated by a
quirk in the way the transistor tank buffer behaves:

#210884

For AFE2, when the LC_DPLL is locked the return signal needs 2x the BW of the feed signal.  But when it's unlocked it requires considerably more BW
in order to resolve small pulses and such.  And off-resonance, where the C divider amplitude is quite low, the pulses themselves aren't very well-formed
as there is only a single stage of gain to square the tank signal up.  So the LC_DPLL has a pretty trashy signal - that has to travel through a cable - to
work with when off-resonance.  For AFE1 the return BWs are pretty much the same as the drive regardless of lock, and there are two stages of gain
squaring up the C divider.  I believe AFE1 is more or less the key to getting the volume axis LC resonance positioned above the pitch axis (and so have
both out of the AM band) because of its relaxed BW requirements.

I'm going to try to modify my AFE2 boards to be AFE1's.  I'm thinking of lowering the return impedances on AFE1 to 47 ohms or lower, and maybe
some or all of the others resistors as well.

Ah, well, it seemed like a good idea at the time.  C'est la vie.

AFE3
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AFE3

Yesterday I spent a couple of hours converting the pitch axis AFE2 to the new AFE3.  Here's the schemo and rough layout that I followed when doing the
rewire job:



It's actually a blend of AFE1 and AFE2 because the zero signal is driven post transistor tank buffer (ala AFE2) rather than before (ala AFE1).  I want
both outputs to see the same delays as much as possible, to hopefully keep drift to a minimum.  I reduced the zero and quad drive resistors going back,
though that probably wasn't all that necessary as the signals look really good and quite snappy back at the control console.  The FPGA drive signal might
need a little more programmable oomph as it looks a shade anemic.

You can see that I went kinda crazy with the ESD protection, as every SP721 pin is now utilized.

I tried a variety of things but couldn't get it to lock onto sub-harmonics, which is great.  Grasping the bare plate with my hand I got it to search for lock
but it quickly found it again - that's neither surprising nor worrisome behavior, and anyway can't even happen with a moderately insulated antenna.

This is also my first experience with the 74AHC04N and it is quite positive.  The VT (threshold voltage) is amazingly close to VCC/2, which allows
maximum dynamic range at the capacitive divider.  Exactly what you want when biasing CMOS into its linear region.

I'll convert the volume axis AFE2 => AFE3 soon.  Today I want to work on the SPDIF TX code as it often fails timing closure during the FPGA compile.
 I'll throw a bunch of flip-flops at it to improve the timing margins.

"... lost time is never found again."  - Benjamin Franklin
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"... lost time is never found again."  - Benjamin Franklin

Weird sorta bug in the Intel / Altera Quartus FPGA toolset that I had the misfortune of stumbling across.  I was adding some intermediate registering to
the SPDIF component flag decoding in order to speed it up, and for the first time finally took a really good look at the failing timing paths associated with
it.  The component by itself could fairly easily hit the target clock rate of ~200MHz with comfortable (>12%) margin, but when instantiated in the full
FGPA load (Hive processor with all of the peripherals) it would often (depending on the build seed number) fail timing closure.  

Timing paths go from the clock source, to the launch register, through asynchronous logic and wires, to the latch register.  The worst paths in the timing
report were launched from a prescaling counter in the SPDIF component, and latched at the NCO divider (modulo counter) in the pitch and volume axes
LC_DPLLs - registers which are internal to the components themselves and not at all brought out to a port, much less connected!

So I checked, double-checked, and triple-checked the explicit and implicit port connections, but found nothing that could account for this.  Then I spent a
lot of time trying to get observability into the connection via the various views supplied by the tools - the best I found was by doing a "Report Timing...
(In TimeQuest UI)" then right clicking on the path in TimeQuest and doing a "Locate Path..." in the "Technology Map Viewer" which brings up an auto-
generated schematic view of the logic as-built by the synthesis and place & route.  It's a rather tricky viewer to navigate in, and the component ports
names can be kinda cryptic, but it showed a direct wire going from the prescaler LSb register to the NCO divider LSb register.

Thinking it was a bug in the tool that might be fixed with a later version of Quartus, I searched for the latest version that supports Windows XP and
nothing would tell me that, not even the Intel / Altera web page where you download them (!) - but by examining the various chicken entrails and tea
leaves, it seems v13.1 is the latest.  Downloaded that and the latest patch, installed and applied the patch, but it generates the same failing paths as the
older version I was using (v10.1sp1).  Yarg.



Synthesis of the SystemVerilog code performs a variety of optimizations on the final logical blob that gets presented to the fitter.  These optimizations
include the reduction / elimination of redundant asynchronous logic via Karnaugh mapping techniques and the like, and the removal of identical registers,
all followed by a mapping to the logic available in the target device.  I realized this morning that the LSb of the NCO divider was always driven by a '1'
which makes it toggle at 1/2 the clock rate, and this is the same behavior the SPDIF prescaler LSb performs, so synthesis was mushing them together,
causing a timing bottleneck.  Why synthesis is doing this is unknown to me, as the "Timing-Driven Synthesis" option is checked, so one would think that
it really ought to know better.  And the fitter settings let it add redundant registers to reduce fan-out and speed things up, so there's not a lot of excuse here
for why this is happening.

The solution?  Preset rather than reset the prescale count at initialization!  A one character change in the code after a day and a half snipe hunt.  This
rather insidious tooling issue has caused me to lose a bit confidence in the FPGA build process, not to mention causing me to lose a bit of time (and
sleep).

Speaking of time, my personal odometer hit 60 yesterday - surreal.  Beats the alternative, I suppose.

Whither Dither
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Whither Dither

Taking another look at dither in the LC tank oscillators.  Dithering is adding noise for the purpose of increasing digital resolution.  For instance, when
you change the sample size (number of bits of resolution) of recorded audio when mastering a CD, you generally add noise to the least significant bits
before chopping them off to 16 bit PCM.  Doing so gives resolution way below the truncation noise floor, which is counter intuitive.  It's actually a form
of conservation of energy, only violated over a short time frame. If over the longer term the energy isn't lost, but is transferred to the next stage, then all
kinds of good things happen.

What I've been doing up until now is generating pseudo random noise, adding that to the output of the NCO (numerically controlled oscillator), then
chopping all the bits except for the MSb (most significant bit) off to form the output square wave that stimulates the LC tank.  For the longest time I
thought it would be best to push as much of the noise energy up into the higher frequencies, so as to make it easier to filter out afterward.  My latest NCO
performed a double differentiation to tilt the noise up on the high frequency end and down on the low frequency end, but I wasn't seeing a lot of dither
making it to the other side of the tank at the C divider, where it is needed at the FPGA quadrature input to resolve sub-clock intervals.  This makes sense
because the LC is a (very peaky) second order lowpass filter, and the double differentiation is kicking much of the noise energy above the LC cutoff.  The
dither unfortunately is not similarly filtered at the FPGA zero input, and the phase detector can be thought of as a differential input for phase noise, so all
I'm doing is adding noise to the signal, not useful dither.  We want more of a common mode noise situation where the dither makes it to both the FPGA
quadrature and zero inputs.

To replace the pseudo random noise source, I coded up a triangle waveform generator in SV that has a cycle time of 48kHz.  A triangle wave has most of
its energy in the fundamental, and has a rectangular PDF (probability density function) like the noise it's replacing.  However, a triangle wave is
rhythmic, and 48kHz is the same as the software sampling rate, so any rhythmic perturbation happening at the sampling rate should effectively have a
zero in the response - this dither in a way is common mode in the time domain.  48kHz happens to be roughly two decades below the LC resonance point,
as well as roughly two decades above the LC_DPLL low-pass cutoff, which is interesting.  Two decades above the LC_DPLL means any residual will be
attenuated by approximately 40dB.  The new NCO is now substantially simpler, as the frequency input is being dithered rather than the instantaneous
phase:

At the lower left is the triangle generator, which turns an unsigned ramp into a signed triangle by XORing the top two ramp bits and using this to select
the normal or inverted lower bits.  This is registered for speed, barrel shifted (panel knob), shifted again to adjust the base gain (calculated via parameter
math), and added to the input frequency (coming from the DPLL phase accumulator).  This is registered and modulo accumulated at the top right to form
the heart of the NCO.  Below this 1/2 of the dithered frequency is added to the accumulated value to give us the next half clock of accumulation.  The
MSb's of these are fed to the DDR (dual data rate) inputs at the FPGA output pin in order to give us an effective ~400MHz edge rate.  The higher the
edge rate the lower the dither amplitude needs to be.

Testing it, I can jitter the crap out of it and not see the noise floor rise at all, which is really great because there is no obvious downside or trade-off to
setting it as high as necessary.  I was hoping for more jitter making its way through the LC but it seems the high Q flywheel action really attenuates it.  
I'm wondering if maybe the tank Q should be reduced / controlled, as it limits the influence of the dither?  This would be simply inserting a series resistor
in the coil drive (and adjusting the C divider values to accommodate the lower antenna swing).  The dither knob goes from 0 to 7, and in my limited
testing yesterday and today it seems I can pretty much kill the sticky spots with settings 5 or 6.  Setting 7 starts to reduce the antenna V swing as the tank
bobbles around.

I wonder to what extreme this could be taken?  Like lower the Q to 2 and dither like crazy over a 2:1 ratio?  The tank drive voltage would probably have
to be raised though, as the Q voltage boost would be quite small.  Spreading the spectra way out might allow both antennas to be tuned the same, as long
as the dithers were uncorrelated over the period (maybe have the volume triangle dither run at 2x the rate of the pitch side) - kind of a stone age CDMA
(code division multiple access). 

Spread 'Em!
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Spread 'Em!

Some LED tuner driver logic work, removed the prescaler that clocked the interconnect at a fixed 11.25MHz and made it accept an an enable input.  Then
made a parameterized pulse generator that kicks out pulses spaced in a pseudo random fashion to enable it, which spreads the tuner interconnect spectra. I
also lowered the data rate by 4x, which should help with signal integrity in longer cabling, though this puts the lowest harmonic around 1.4MHz with it
spreading up into the pitch and volume field ranges.  If that obviously perturbs anything I can easily move it higher.  

Above is the stochastic pulse generator.  It is enabled by the busy indicator coming from the LED tuner (itself enabled via a write to the HIVE tuner
register by software at a 48kHz rate).  A small down counter limits the number of LFSR (linear feedback shift register) shifts to those needed, an offset
(MIN) is added to establish the minimum inter-pulse distance, and this is loaded into another down counter which generates a pulse when it hits zero.

An interesting thing about this process is that when doing a data transfer (which contains either 50 or 56 edges depending on the mode), it's adding
together many random delays.  A single LFSR delay gives you a rectangular PDF (probability density function), where all possible delays have the same
probability.  Two of these delays added together give you a triangular PDF which linearly tapers up to the median and back down.  And anything over
around 5 delays added together gives a Gaussian shaped PDF, which favors the median and heavily disfavors outliers.  So the total time of the data
transfers is more or less statistically contained to the median and small-ish deviations from it.  This is good because we're doing PWM (pulse width
modulation) of the LEDs to provide grayscale, and with the now lowered data rate, the data transfer consumes a majority of the PWM interval (1/48kHz),
so excessive variability here could show up as unwanted flickering.

I've currently got it set to a 2:1 ratio, spreading the holy heck out of the signals. With this I believe the overall design is largely tapped out in terms of
reducing internal emissions / interactions via logical tricks (i.e. I've limited LCD writes to only those necessary, and the 8 thread interrupts are evenly
spaced in time).

Higher F And Much Smaller L - Too Much Of A Good Thing?
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Higher F And Much Smaller L - Too Much Of A Good Thing?

Unless you're going for the Tesla coil look (which in itself can be a thing of beauty) you usually want your Theremin coils to be small-ish so that they fit
into whatever cabinetry you choose.  You often don't want the coil dimensions dictating your overall cabinet dimensions.  If super high Q and super low
self-C aren't issues, and if you don't mind some thermal drift, then ferrite is your man.  Otherwise you're looking at single layer air core inductors, which
can be large, so what to do?  If you aren't heterodyning, or if you are heterodyning with dividers in the mix, then you can go to higher LC resonant
frequencies and dramatically shrink the inductors.  Since LC frequency is inversely proportional to the square root of the inductance, every doubling of
the LC frequency shrinks the inductor value by a factor of 4.  Every decade increase in the LC frequency shrinks the inductor value by 100!  What are the
practical limits to this?

Lately I switched the D-Lev prototype to the quite small (by Theremin standards) inductances of 0.5mH on the pitch axis and 0.25mH on the volume
axis.  It seems that grounding became more of an issue with the use of these smaller inductors, which isn't surprising I suppose, as ground wires start
acting more like inductors at higher frequencies, and the Theremin is understandably quite sensitive to grounding issues.  The Theremin acts kind of like
a transformer, with low impedance and low voltages on the ground side, and high impedance and high voltage on the antenna side.  Roger discovered that
small voltage perturbations on the ground side translate into large perturbations overall, and this could very well be an interesting and convenient method
to measure the gestural bandwidth of a high Q Theremin.

Anyway, I decided to look into this.  I removed the volume axis coil and temporarily installed, one at a time, a variety of coils I had laying around the
casa del dewster cutting edge high tech Theremin laboratory / laundry room, and measured the noise / hum amplitude given different powering and
grounding.  

I powered the prototype two ways: 1) via USB from my PC which provides a ground, and 2) via an Amazon Fire wall-wart which doesn't supply a
ground.  I provided up to three grounds:  1) via the USB on my PC, 2) via a heavy AC ground wire going to a wall socket adjacent to the one my PC is
plugged into, and 3) via the scope ground from one of the probes of my brand spankin' new Rigol 1054Z (sweet!). 

The volume axis in the FPGA LC DPLL was set to 280Hz bandwidth @ 2600kHz LC resonance, with a 4th order lowpass @ 415Hz.  DPLL loop
bandwidth is inversely proportional to LC resonance, so this is arguably a negligible gain factor for the hum as the BW for the noise is already ~2/3 of the
4th order bandwidth, which ultimately limits it.  And these measurements are pretty rough anyway.

The hum amplitude was recorded in Adobe Audition with constant though arbitrary analog gain setting, using a special diagnostic software load.



Above: plotted data for hum vs. inductor value.  For the 1,2,3 ground chart series the USB and Fire powering with AC ground are averaged (1 ground), as
are the USB with AC ground and Fire with AC and scope grounding (2 grounds).

It seems clear (if my data is any good) that above below 1mH grounding becomes much more critical and touchy.  For this reason I've currently got 1mH
on the pitch side and 2mH on the volume side.  Maybe I should have graphed hum vs. operating frequency, as it's likely the frequency of the ground
currents at work here?  Also, I'm calling it "hum" but it's really mains hum plus noise, with the hum generally dominating.

While performing this testing, I ran into some trouble with the DPLL locking at start-up: the NCO was diving way down into the 10's of kHz and staying
there for long periods until eventually locking correctly.  So I added a parameterized lower limit to the phase error accumulator, set it to a 16:1 range
(way more than enough for anything), and that seems to have done the trick as I didn't see it misbehave again through all of my testing.  Evidence of
absence isn't proof of absence, but it's something, and that extreme low end is really difficult for the XOR phase detector, and particularly for the C
divider, to function at. 

"Maybe I should have graphed hum vs. operating frequency..."
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"Maybe I should have graphed hum vs. operating frequency..."

Above is the data from my previous post plotted log amplitude vs. LC resonant frequency.  Due to the dearth and lumpiness of the data, it's difficult to
draw firm conclusions, but it generally looks more linear in this view.  Log amplitude means there are diminishing returns associated with decreasing the
LC frequency (increasing the coil inductance), but what is "good enough" for all performance situations?  A lot of times the unit will probably be on the
other end of a 100' (30m) or more extension cord when on stage.  The longest ground wire I tested was around 8' (2.5m).



Above is just the Fire wall-wart data.  It seems to imply that at around 1MHz the added grounding has no effect, and with differential influence above and
below this point.

Above is just the USB powered data.  It also seems to imply that at around 1MHz the added grounding has no effect, but with common influence above
and below this point.

I don't know what to make of the huge bump around 1MHz (2mH inductor).  I took the data twice and it showed up both times.  Perhaps I should be
using an automated RMS measure of the hum & noise, rather than eyeballing the peaks.

[EDIT] So I just used the RMS Average measure in Adobe Audition and the graphs look quite similar to the peak eyeball graphs above.  The RMS
graphs track better together below 2mH, so the differential / common observation above is seems moot.

If one is being extra careful about the design of one's digital Theremin, the data trend seems to be saying that the inductors should be as large as possible,
such as 2mH and 4mH, or 4mH and 8mH.  Ideally, I think one would stick the larger inductor on the pitch axis to keep noise & hum to a minimum where
it would be most easily perceived.  But then placing one's hand directly on an uninsulated volume antenna could bring it too close to the pitch operating
point, causing interference.  IMO uninsulated antennas don't make a lot of sense for any Theremin.

Plates vs. Rod & Loop - A Poll!
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Plates vs. Rod & Loop - A Poll!

I've found the plate antennas on the D-Lev to be really easy to play, and am wondering what readers here think of them.



A plate has more surface area than a small diameter rod, and therefore makes a better "half capacitor," with the hand forming the other half.  For this
reason I'm partial to them from an engineering perspective, as they increase absolute sensitivity.

For the volume side, a plate isn't all that different from a standard loop.  You obviously can't put your fingers through the middle of a plate, nor hang onto
it to shut it up (though I use reversed sense so I wouldn't do that anyway), but with the programmable knee there isn't any need to actually get all that
close to it - my hand is never closer than maybe 6".  And you generally don't want to touch the thing anyway as it disturbs the pitch side by getting the
whole thing rocking for a bit, not to mention ESD.

On the pitch side, the width of the plate makes for an easier soft target.  I don't need to constantly have the pitch plate within eyeshot in order to have my
hand address it sufficiently on center to play (which is good because I'm watching the LED tuner like a hawk!).

But boy, are plates a bear when it comes to functional and attractive enclosures for them!  The volume plate is horizontal, so it can fairly easily be
integrated into the top, or top and side, of a total slab-like enclosure.  But the pitch plate needs to be farther away, more vertical, and oriented towards the
player's head, which forms a compound angle that's difficult to integrate into an enclosure formed of right angles (I'm having to deal with these same
issues for the control box).  Bending the plate into a 'U' as I have done and locating the coil behind it allows for a compact cubic enclosure for the whole
thing, but then you've got ball joints and (worse) exposed cabling to deal with (though I could locate the coil in the main enclosure).  

Perhaps one way to have one's cake and eat it too is to make the pitch antenna a hybrid of sorts - a cylinder.  The diameter of the cylinder could allow for
adequate conductive area, and the isomorphism about the vertical axis would preclude the need to rotate it.  It would be a tougher target to hit
horizontally without looking, which is my main gripe.  Perhaps both antennas could be horizontal cylinders?  Or the pitch antenna a sphere?

For some sizing based on the (somewhat arbitrary) surface area of my current plates, which are 0.3m x 0.15m = 0.045m^2:

Cylinder: 0.047m diameter x 0.30m long 
Cylinder: 0.057m diameter x 0.25m long 
Cylinder: 0.071m diameter x 0.20m long 
Sphere: 0.12m diameter

It's interesting that the sphere is close to the volume of a closed fist - smaller than I expected.

What are your thoughts & ideas, dear readers?*

* I'm finding that all sorts of antenna geometries can be adequately linearized on the D-Lev, so don't let that be a concern in your response.

pitts8rh 3/22/2019 5:10:46 PM [1767]

I'll start off stuffing the ballot box by placing 5 votes for a conventional 3/8" x 23.5" pitch rod and an Etherwave-size 3/8" diameter volume loop.  Both
work great, and none of the dimensions seem critical.

Make that 10 votes...

tinkeringdude 3/22/2019 6:04:27 PM [1768]

Could the pitch plate not be in some plastic-y, rubbery, whatever tight-fit enclosure (maybe disc shaped for nicer look? eye of the beholder...), and held at
needed distance and angle with some "fastening wheels" and joints like mic stands have them... 
Would it be so bad if the whole setup looked just very slightly drum kit like? (with rods at angles, holding stuff towards the player - just, maybe, non-
conducting ones in this case, and some thin cable for low capacity connects to a jack at the device base...)
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"I'll start off stuffing the ballot box by placing 5 votes for a conventional 3/8" x 23.5" pitch rod and an Etherwave-size 3/8" diameter volume loop." -
pitts8rh

The design space I find myself in with plates is analogous to those who create synthesis controllers based on acoustic instruments.  On one hand, one
wants to leverage the all the familiarity one can of the large installed base players who learned on the "real" thing.  They'll likely be the biggest initial
consumer group so one logically should go out of one's way in order to accommodate and please them.  On the other hand, many of the "form-follows-
function" reasons for the original simply vanish for the synth controller, so how constrained / freed should the designer feel or behave in terms of fidelity
to legacy?  E.g. if you're designing a guitar controller do you make the "fret" spacing linear now that you don't have to make it logarithmic (for the
strings)?  Do you make the neck straight now that you don't have to taper it (for the strings)?  I mean, you very much want to change these things because
they free the player from having to adapt themselves to the vagaries of the instrument.  Exactly which legacy features are good to retain are a series of
judgement calls, unfortunately.  (As an engineer I've developed a rather visceral reaction to legacy and I'm trying my best to keep that at bay! :-)

I know it sounds pretentious and foolish, but I'd like to do my part to relax the learning curve for the next crop of Theremin players.  And this means, for
better or for worse, influencing / altering how they learn to play the Theremin.  User variable linear note spacing is probably the largest part of this.  I
don't think many would argue that linearity of the entire field is a good goal, even though it removes a prominent playing response common to all
conventional Theremins.  Theremin and Moog were almost certainly doing whatever they could (with what they had at the time) to linearize the pitch
field.  And user variable note spacing frees the player to use whatever hand / fingering style that works best for them (wider settings enable other minor
things like breathing and not having to stand like a statue). Data point of one, but I wouldn't have bothered to learn the Theremin without this feature as it
is so central to playablility for me.  Larger note spacing profoundly alters the playing experience in a very fundamental way - it's like going from a
mandolin to a classical guitar.

In my mind plates are part of this.  A long thin pitch rod is there on analog Theremins for very good engineering reasons as it helps to linearize the field
somewhat.  Once that pressure is removed, can we do better?  And if we can, why not?  I'm sure that there are players who depend, however consciously,
on the geometry a thin pitch rod imparts to the near field for their playing style (I'm looking at you Roger! :-).  Nothing personal, but how much should
such players be accommodated when the slate is clean?  I mean, if they've already accommodated themselves and their playing style to rigid demands of
one form of the instrument, is it too much to ask them to adapt a bit to another?  Though I imagine it could seem like feature removal to them.



One thing that often stands out to me when watching videos of public Theremin performances is the Steve Martin "disappearing dime trick for those in
the back row" effect - traditional antennas are so thin it often isn't at all obvious what is being addressed by the player's hands, thus minimizing much of
the dramatic effect ("why's that guy waving his hands around?" or "why is that girl standing so still and moving her fingers?").  Plates or larger diameter
tubes would be much clearer in this respect.

I suppose one should at least offer the option of conventional rod & loop antennas, but honestly they feel like a step forward missed.  I probably shouldn't
be so adamant about it though, and I hope no one thinks I'm attacking them personally over this.

==================

"Would it be so bad if the whole setup looked just very slightly drum kit like?" - tinkeringdude

Interesting idea, thanks!  Now that I think about it, that's kind of what my prototype looks like at the moment, a crossbar on a mic stand, "drum heads" on
wires going to a "brain."  There's all this air between the controller and the plates that I'm rather loathe to enclose in heavy wood and such as that impacts
portability.  A very minimalistic and lightweight digital drum-like stand would also help with tipping issues - I wonder how many Theremins have bit the
dust after being knocked over?  Though drum stands are rigid because someone's literally beating on them, whereas Theremin play couldn't be more of
the exact opposite!

Cases Qua Cases
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Cases Qua Cases

I've probably said this before, but one thing I'm really drawn to is electronics enclosures that double as shipping cases.  I think people have lower
aesthetic expectations when it comes to this sort of thing, so maybe some sort of thinner wood like flake board with internally braced corners, covered in
rat fur or crackle finish paint, with external corner protectors? 

I've looked around but I don't see any off-the-shelf offerings that have removable tops and internal panel mounting brackets.  Otherwise, things that look
dimensionally reasonable either are - or strongly resemble - rifle cases, and I'm not sure how many people want to walk around in public (or an airport!)
with something like that!  And plastic cases tend to be pretty heavy, so they come with wheels and handles and such, which ironically makes them even
heavier.

I've drawn the required prototype dimensions out on paper, and the thing is so spaced out and 3D I really don't have any idea as to how it might fit in any
kind of case.  I've banged my head against this particular wall many times.

pitts8rh 3/23/2019 7:47:11 PM [1771]

NOTE: These are only my opinions, even though my opinions get a little strong at times.  It's just one more perspective. 

"Exactly which legacy features are good to retain are a series of judgement calls, unfortunately.  (As an engineer I've developed a rather visceral reaction
to legacy and I'm trying my best to keep that at bay! :-)" - Dewster

I think you've done some great things by ignoring legacy for the D-Lev architecture and electronic design.  I think it is riskier to ignore legacy and
tradition when it comes to the appearance and feel of musical instruments.

"And user variable note spacing frees the player to use whatever hand / fingering style that works best for them (wider settings enable other minor things
like breathing and not having to stand like a statue). Data point of one, but I wouldn't have bothered to learn the Theremin without this feature as it is so
central to playablility for me.  Larger note spacing profoundly alters the playing experience in a very fundamental way - it's like going from a mandolin to
a classical guitar."

The D-Lev's ability to optimize linearity and octave spacings to individual preferences is a huge deal - I would say it was the biggest selling point if it
weren't for the even bigger attraction of its synthesizer section (cello!).  Going from the Etherwave, to the Subscope, and then to the D-lev (with
rod/loop), I find that everything just gets easier and more natural with the D-Lev because the nearly perfect linearity allows most music to be played
closer to the body with the forearm nearly vertical rather than being extended outward.  Larger note spacing contributes to the playing comfort, although
making octave spans larger than you can reach with strictly hand and wrist movements tends to reduce the speed and accuracy of fast jumps.  My
standard for setting up maximum octave interval spacing is "When You Wish Upon a Star", because of the fast octave jumps.  At least until Disney sends
lawyers over with a Cease and Desist.

"In my mind plates are part of this.  A long thin pitch rod is there on analog Theremins for very good engineering reasons as it helps to linearize the field
somewhat.  Once that pressure is removed, can we do better?  And if we can, why not?  I'm sure that there are players who depend, however consciously,
on the geometry a thin pitch rod imparts to the near field for their playing style (I'm looking at you Roger! :-).  Nothing personal, but how much should
such players be accommodated when the slate is clean?"

Not at all, if you don't mind wiping clean the slate of skilled- and professional-level players and potential customers who understand that a planar pitch
field is going to feel different from a cylindrical one, or who simply prefer a more traditional-looking instrument.

The D-Lev pitch controls can adjust interval spacings and linearity along a line, but it's the antenna shape that strongly influences how the spacings and
linearity change as you aim to the left or right of the antenna.  A plate has more consistent field contours to the left or right of center and is consequently
less sensitive to aiming errors in that direction.  But for some players this is actually going to be a negative if they are accustomed to intentionally aiming
off-axis for some notes in order to hit the pitch contours tangentially.  If you don't use this technique and your movements are limited to a line directly
toward and away from the antenna, this is going to sound like gibberish.  But if you use both finger extensions and large wrist rotations, a plate will have
a different feel as you get close to it, and intervals will feel off until you acclimate.  Jumping back and forth between plate and rod antennas is the main
concern.  If you play only on plates, I suspect you would never know a difference.

"I mean, if they've already accommodated themselves and their playing style to rigid demands of one form of the instrument, is it too much to ask them to
adapt a bit to another?"



Yes.  If there is no discernible advantage to doing so, why would that even be considered?

I mean, Taylor guitars will probably build you a custom acoustic guitar with a 35" scale if you order and pay for one, but they don't just start building
them that way and force the customers to accommodate their playing style to it.  In my opinion the rod/loop combination on the D-Lev has plenty of
sensitivity and more than it needs for the largest pitch field.  Yesterday I left the theremin on all day to do temperature-rise tests, and as I was going in
and out past it the tuner would start showing movement when I was passing within 10-12ft, and this is with metal benches all around.  I can unscrew the
pitch antenna from my metal ball swivel, leaving only the 3/4" metal ball and the hot end of the pitch inductor for an antenna and still get a reasonably
playable pitch field after auto-calibration.  

"One thing that often stands out to me when watching videos of public Theremin performances is the Steve Martin "disappearing dime trick for those in
the back row" effect - traditional antennas are so thin it often isn't at all obvious what is being addressed by the player's hands, thus minimizing much of
the dramatic effect ("why's that guy waving his hands around?" or "why is that girl standing so still and moving her fingers?").  Plates or larger diameter
tubes would be much clearer in this respect."

That sounds like a bit of a stretch for an argument.  You can't see the horsehair on the cellist's bow either, and it doesn't detract from the performance at
all.  You see an instrument (whether a flute or a tuba or a plain wooden box) and you see the performer's body movements.  I doubt that anyone misses
the fact that a theremin is being played with gestures, and the shape or the existence of the plates or rods or anything in between is probably of no
concern.  It only adds to the mystique if they can't see anything, but it's not like the chrome antennas are invisible either.

"I suppose one should at least offer the option of conventional rod & loop antennas, but honestly they feel like a step forward missed."

I would probably say the same if I saw this really incredible theremin-synthesizer that just came out but it only came with plates, which would more than
likely be a show-stopper for me.  Certainly not everyone feels that way, but since the D-Lev can accommodate both types of antenna styles without
difficulty, it seems to make sense to respect the player preferences and at least offer both types.  This isn't like an analog theremin where minor antenna
changes can easily kill one or both of the oscillators. 

"I probably shouldn't be so adamant about it though, and I hope no one thinks I'm attacking them personally over this."

No, but it's a good thing that we are separated by several states otherwise I'm afraid we would have to settle this outside .  Now that I know that we are
of roughly the same vintage, that is.
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"NOTE: These are only my opinions, even though my opinions get a little strong at times.  It's just one more perspective."  - pitts8rh

Yeah, there's a difference between making an argument and arguing, I hope it's understood that we're both (enthusiastically!) engaging in the former.

"I think it is riskier to ignore legacy and tradition when it comes to the appearance and feel of musical instruments."

Agree, and I do so with some trepidation.  Though I think rod antennas could use a bit of push back for this design.  This is me pushing back! :-)

"My standard for setting up maximum octave interval spacing is "When You Wish Upon a Star", because of the fast octave jumps.  At least until Disney
sends lawyers over with a Cease and Desist."

Ha ha!  I tried that last night from memory and it really jumps all over the place.

"Not at all, if you don't mind wiping clean the slate of skilled- and professional-level players and potential customers who understand that a planar pitch
field is going to feel different from a cylindrical one, or who simply prefer a more traditional-looking instrument."

The argument from field shape is one that I can't (and won't!) poo-poo; the argument from traditional appearance is a bit weaker IMO but I fully agree
that it's a thing.  If there were no engineering differences between plates and rods I would go with rods in a heartbeat.  I mean, why rock the boat
unnecessarily.  I didn't really pick plates, i.e. as something to mark or differentiate my territory, they picked me after a fair amount of research.

"The D-Lev pitch controls can adjust interval spacings and linearity along a line, but it's the antenna shape that strongly influences how the spacings and
linearity change as you aim to the left or right of the antenna.  A plate has more consistent field contours to the left or right of center and is consequently
less sensitive to aiming errors in that direction.  But for some players this is actually going to be a negative if they are accustomed to intentionally aiming
off-axis for some notes in order to hit the pitch contours tangentially.  If you don't use this technique and your movements are limited to a line directly
toward and away from the antenna, this is going to sound like gibberish.  But if you use both finger extensions and large wrist rotations, a plate will have
a different feel as you get close to it, and intervals will feel off until you acclimate.  Jumping back and forth between plate and rod antennas is the main
concern.  If you play only on plates, I suspect you would never know a difference."

It's not gibberish, I can genuinely imagine how antenna geometry influences playing style, and it's a real concern.  Though your last sentence is egging
me on! :-)

Having developed some intuition regarding C fields from simulation and playing, I imagine though that antenna geometry doesn't really influence far-
field playing style much?  That it starts becoming important mid-field?

"If there is no discernible advantage to doing so, why would that even be considered?

Regarding discernible, the LED tuner is a big tell.  It reveals all sorts of stuff, particularly right before null.  Stuff the user would never hear in practical
use, but there it is.  Before I implemented the tracking filter on the pitch axis and limited the LCD writes, the null was full of hum, noise, FPGA voltage
fluctuation, and LCD update interference.  Now it clearly shows the limits of resolution via quantization steps.  Which is pretty fantastic, but perhaps
disconcerting for the user to witness.  To me, the steps near null qualitatively show how much resolution headroom there is when playing.  I knew going
into this project that sufficient resolution was a fundamental make-or-break thing, and rods directly relinquish some of that precious resolution headroom.

I mean, Taylor guitars will probably build you a custom acoustic guitar with a 35" scale if you order and pay for one, but they don't just start building
them that way and force the customers to accommodate their playing style to it.  In my opinion the rod/loop combination on the D-Lev has plenty of
sensitivity and more than it needs for the largest pitch field.  Yesterday I left the theremin on all day to do temperature-rise tests, and as I was going in
and out past it the tuner would start showing movement when I was passing within 10-12ft, and this is with metal benches all around.  I can unscrew the
pitch antenna from my metal ball swivel, leaving only the 3/4" metal ball and the hot end of the pitch inductor for an antenna and still get a reasonably
playable pitch field after auto-calibration."



IMO, with any well-established and widely used musical instrument there is often an "echo chamber" / "tyranny of the majority" type of thing going on.
 To some degree, users expect the things that manufacturers as a whole give them.  Industry is profit oriented and risk averse (i.e. lazy), so they tend to
offer the same old thing tarted up a bit unless absolutely compelled otherwise.  Having said that, I'm not sure how one goes about changing the Theremin
"industry."

Also, most instruments have been around in more or less their modern form for what, centuries?  The technology to build an analog Theremin has only
been around maybe 100 years, digital maybe 25.  So what even is a "traditional" Theremin?  The EW with the antennas too close together?  The EWPro,
of which very few were made?  The T-Vox, with it's stubbier pitch antenna, and of which even fewer were made?  The RCA, of which ~500 were made?
 I would bet that Theremin tried a pitch plate at some point, but rationally ended up using a rod, as that geometry serves a real purpose on a heterodyning
Theremin.

Even though they aren't antennas in the RF sense, Theremin antenna geometry can have much the same impact on the final quality of response (in an
engineering sense).  Poor analogy: an RF designer works for years on a special receiver / antenna combo to get the SNR and range way up, then the boss
says users are uncomfortable with the new antenna and want to use the old one.  So they manufacture it that way and it works, but half of the SNR gets
tossed away.  Then a few users raise obscure but troubling issues that the designer suspects increased SNR would fix or at least improve.  What to do?  In
this toy / fabricated instance anyway, it's clear that the expectations of the users are holding back the product.

Our recent foray into smaller inductors and higher frequencies seems to have exposed grounding sensitivity issues that, while I'm quite happy to be aware
of, are one more boundary to avoid.  And who knows how many more there are out there just waiting to pounce?  Over time with this project I've become
massively risk averse to doing anything that erodes the margins of performance, because you never know what will rear it's ugly head when measuring
femto-farads between a bag of salt water and a rod / plate with any stability in real-time, on a stage with thousands watching, at the end of a 100'
extension cord.

Here's Fastcap simulation of a human body & hand addressing a round 0.049 m^2 plate antenna (top, and roughly what's on both axes of my D-Lev) vs.
the Etherwave Standard rod antenna (bottom):

For the plate, the percent difference in capacitance over the range is 11.4.  For the EWS antenna, the percent difference is 6.23, which is a substantial
reduction in absolute sensitivity.

In conclusion, where and at what point do aesthetic and legacy playability issues trump fundamental soundness of design?  A judgement call
unfortunately, though these kinds of conversations are a big help in figuring out what the issues and expectations are.  But IMO a butterfly wing product
like the Theremin needs all the help it can get when it comes to stability, resolution, etc. so it's become something of a "cold, dead hands" "by any means
necessary" thing for me.  But I can compromise on just about anything if need be (though expect an airing of grievances!).

"No, but it's a good thing that we are separated by several states otherwise I'm afraid we would have to settle this outside .  Now that I know that we are
of roughly the same vintage, that is."

Bring it on, grandpa! :-)  I keed, I keed!  Like I'm a spring chicken...



Being half a continent away is kind of a pisser.

The Impact Of Variable Note Spacing On Theremin Cabinetry
dewster 3/25/2019 1:47:44 PM [1773]

The Impact Of Variable Note Spacing On Theremin Cabinetry

I'm thinking that the option of variable pitch field note spacing can be a disruptive influence on the fixed physical design of the Theremin.  If the player
sets the spacing wider than that of the traditional analog Theremin, then they will likely need more distance between the player's body and the pitch
antenna.

When cobbling together the D-Lev prototype, I positioned the volume antenna under my left hand, with the upper part of my left arm at my side and my
forearm at a 90 degree angle.  I find this to be comfortable, with volume control done mainly by hinging my left elbow.  I positioned the pitch antenna the
distance of my fully outstretched arm and hand away from my body.  This gives a wide near-field and mid-field playing range, with the majority of
playing movement done again via hinging my right elbow in the mid-field.  With wider note spacing one needs literally more "elbow room" to play in.
 The control panel was located directly centered in front of my body, with sufficient distance to work the knobs but close enough to easily view the LED
tuner and LCD.  The angle back makes it so I'm viewing the LED tuner straight on when I lower my head a bit to look at it.

Here's a top and side view of my setup (to scale except for "me" - all dimensions in mm):

As you can see, the arrangement is quite 3D, which makes fitting the whole thing in a single package questionable and problematic.  I suppose a rod pitch
antenna rather than a plate could relax some height issues, but the control box is still a major "angled lump" in the scheme of things.  The more one tries
to fit it all in a single package the more one is enclosing mostly empty space with heavy walls, and the more rigidly one's playing technique is dictated by
the scheme.  The antenna boxes and control panel are mounted on adjustable ball joints, and while I haven't adjusted them very much since the initial
setup, it's nice to have that flexibility.  And it's super nice to be able to flip the boxes around / horizontal when working on the guts. 

The knob section of the control panel could be angled down somewhat more than the display section, though this would lower the visibility of them
somewhat, and would make for a more complex construction.

Ergonomically I'm pretty happy with the current arrangement, though it looks like crap on a stick.  It might not be everyone's cup of tea, but it works well
for me.  Which of course isn't sufficient for a product many will use and in different ways.  And I'm not trying to beat anyone over the head with the
above, just presenting / qualifying / quantifying my seemingly perpetual cabinetry dilemma.

pitts8rh 3/25/2019 6:09:44 PM [1774]

Forget about boxes and fancy-schmancy woodwork and ball swivels. 
  
I'm building my next D-Lev with two separate antenna modules placed on either side of this:



dewster 3/26/2019 12:40:12 PM [1775]

"I'm building my next D-Lev with two separate antenna modules placed on either side of this:"  - pitts8rh

I can see it now: Pull the recline handle to access the far field and get those longhorn baritone guitar sounds.  

And you could incorporate a butt grounding plate!  

Scaling Methods
dewster 3/31/2019 4:52:09 PM [1776]

Scaling Methods

I use many methods to scale encoder values.  Most of the time the encoder value goes from zero to some power of 2 minus one, for instance, [0:63] is
pretty popular on my prototype.  Also, most of the time the encoder value is left shifted so that it represents a fractional 32 bit value of [0:1).  There are
an infinite number of ways to scale this into an output of [0:1), but integer powers are fairly versatile and quite inexpensive from a computing standpoint.
 The obvious scaling functions are squaring, cubing, etc. but one can reverse the curvature (in the linear domain) by doing a logical not before and after
applying the integer power.  A logical not negates all the bits, and is the equivalent of 1 - x, where x is the fractional encoder value.  So for squaring the
result would be 1 - ((1 - x)^2).  Here are some graphs:

Above: various scaling methods compared in the linear domain.



Above: various useful and simple scaling methods compared in the logarithmic (dB) domain.

From the second graph we can compare these methods used directly logarithmically (e.g. the human ear volume response).  Over the upper 3/4 of the
range, squaring produces a roughly linear 36dB change, and drops off towards zero with a total dB over the encoder range [1:63] of over 16 bits, which
makes it a nice fit for controlling volume or the cutoff frequency of a filter.  And for the volume case, when the encoder value is 0 the thing being
controlled is totally turned off, which is also good.

Used linearly, the not-power-not forms reverse the asymptotic behavior, which can be useful for very roughly emulating things like inverse and square
root. Most of the time you're not very interested in a scientifically calibrated type knob, just one that maps well to the useful region of response.

Envelope Generator (again!)
dewster 4/9/2019 5:55:22 PM [1777]

Envelope Generator (again!)

Ye gods, just can't seem to shake banging my head against the envelope generator, been wandering in the wilderness for days now, trying various things.
 I toyed with bringing the pitch number over as an input (harebrained idea I got after hearing a harp on the radio), but there's a "grittiness" to the axis
numbers that's really difficult to deal with.  If I were Moog, Inc. I'd just slap a 3Hz low-pass filter on it and call it a day, but you really don't want to lower
the basic gestural bandwidth.  Several days ago I gave this a try, and returned to it again today: 

The volume number (after linearizing, scaling, and offset pre-processing) goes to a 16Hz second order low-pass filter - now this is just the velocity leg so
we can get away with that sort of thing (as long as there isn't a knee, or differentiation, or other type of sharp non-linearity preceding it, and as long as
nothing exposes the resulting filter delay).  This gets differentiated and limited (so as to give only positive velocity) and then scaled by the "vvel" knob
(which itself is squared to scale the knob range), attenuated a bit, fed to a non-polynomial "quick" version of LOG2, and then the "levl" knob is
subtracted from it to scale things over the range of "levl" settings, with another limit applied to floor negative values.  At this point it is added to the
"kneed" volume number (where values below "levl" are expanded downward), limited, fed to the envelope generator (which has a peak hold feature as
before), then fed as-is to the code which requires a linear version, and exponentiated for the code which requires that version.  The envelope generator fall
rate is modulated by the volume number, the "damp" knob, and the "levl" knob.

The low-pass filter allows for much larger velocity gain settings without too much audible grit, which is nice for doing things like automated swells.
 Increasing the knee gives it a sharp edge, and the two combined give a controllable sharp plucked sound with decay, which is something I stumbled
upon.  And if the sharp edge isn't too important to the preset, it is easily retriggerable by flapping your hand around.

Here's a sample: [MP3]  The preset is a male vocal with series resonator, which sounds rather like a dobro guitar.

Here's the same but with more plucking: [MP3].  It's interesting that the residual volume after the decay sounds a little like stimulation from the "slide".  I
must say, having a built-in synth to goof around with and vary the sounds is quite inspiring for playing different songs and styles. 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/3d47do5w0zvp5l9/2019-04-08_amazing_grace.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/akys488dybqfyo3/2019-04-08_amazing_grace_b.mp3/file


Oscillator Redux
dewster 4/16/2019 1:34:05 PM [1778]

Oscillator Redux

For the past week or so I've been taking another look at the oscillator and redesigning it.  One thing that was bugging me was the fact that it's a double
oscillator, but with no opportunity to do anything other than octave offsets - no possibility of beating and such.  And I kind of missed the higher harmonic
multiplier values of my previous oscillators, which gave metallic bell-like tones when enveloped.  So I resigned myself to adding another UI page to
control it (it's amazing how I/O bound this stuff is), looked through Roger & Me's (!) email discussions on the subject, did a real-time inventory of thread
3 and found sufficient resource for things like a second 16 cycle SIN2 calculation per oscillator, and proceeded from there.  Here is the new oscillator
module: 

The phase increment or frequency number is input on the left and is multiplied by a constant to give the note C8 at full scale (32 bit) input.  In the middle
path this is modulo accumulated at a 48kHz rate to give a sawtooth ramp, and multiplied by the harmonic multiplier "hmul" (which is a knob setting
subjected to pitch and volume axis modulation).  After this the phase modulation is summed in, with the result run through the SIN2 function.  A single
delay following this allows us to close the feedback loop, and a comb filter knocks down troublesome higher harmonics, after which the signal is
modulated by the lower path, then feed back as the phase modulation signal.  The upper path is simply the ramp plus the phase modulation fed to a
second baseband SIN2 function, which generates the output signal.  The lower path multiplies up the phase increment by "hmul", limits it, feeds it to a
LUT (lookup table), and scales it by the "harm" multiplier (another knob setting with pitch and volume axis modulation), which is then used to scale the
phase modulation signal.

Two identical oscillator modules are instantiated, with separate "harm" and "hmul" inputs.  A "mix" knob (also with pitch and volume axis modulation)
cross-fades the outputs, and the phase increment input to the secondary oscillator unit is multiplied up and down up to one octave for offset.  I currently
have the output of the secondary oscillator inverted to give a deep null with the mix knob at the halfway point.  After taking a very close look at
quantized simple ratio beats, I decided to go with cubic encoder scaling for the secondary oscillator frequency offset.  Cubing also gives nice wide
controllable plateaus around the unison and octave points when quantized [-127, 0, 127].

In the previous oscillator I was using a weird though quite simple polynomial to scale the harmonics.  Problem was it used the full scale phase increment
input, and therefore couldn't be scaled with "hmul".  This time I decided to go with a LUT.  PM feedback scaling via linear interpolated LUT is
something I should have tried long ago, it's child's play to adjust.  The scaling forms a symmetric sinus when plotted lin/log, which is something I never
tried/noticed before.  The nine LUT entries are spaced 2^n which nicely fits the correction and gives super simple math with no dividing.  Byte table
entries give sufficient resolution and are quite compact:



Oscillator Thoughts
dewster 4/23/2019 2:33:32 PM [1779]

Oscillator Thoughts

My main goal with the D-Lev synth section has been to make realistic acoustic sounds.  A side goal has been to utilize the same DSP path to make wild
& crazy sounds.  

1. "Wild & crazy" IMO is kind of a tapped out area in analog synth, making the category rather hum-drum at this point.  "Oh, that's a sync'ed oscillator
with a bit of ring modulation, run through a distorted filter" kind of thing.  

2. Non-harmonic waveform content is interesting for percussive sounds, but doesn't make for very pleasant or playable melodic voices. (Non-harmonic
resonances on the other hand are quite rich sounding.)

3. Slight inharmonicity can be interesting, such as the beating of two identical oscillators slightly detuned, leading to a phasing effect.

4. Much like piano strings, it probably takes 3 or more slightly detuned oscillators to really start sound interesting.

5. I've experimented with slightly detuning the phase modulation source from the target, which gives a mild sounding undulation.  If nothing else, it
makes one aware of how important phase alignment is between the modulation source and the target.

6. There's a tension between detuning and exact alignment both within and between oscillators.  When you want zero detuning you generally want zero
(or some fixed) phase offset, so that oscillator harmonics can be properly mixed.

7. Detuning can be ratiometric (multiplicative) or constant (additive).  Ratiometric is good for octave and similar tracking offset, though doesn't sound so
good for slight detuning as the beat increases with increasing frequency, so constant is more what you want for slight detuning.

So I'm thinking three oscillators with both ratiometric and constant offsets.  The ratiometric control can be integer-based, and the constant control a
fraction of some maximum beat frequency.  You can see why many analog oscillators have both linear and exponential voltage control inputs.

And there's the UI to consider.  I try to put as many interacting controls on a single page as possible.  For instance, the formants could each have their
own page, but when "tuning" a human voice you would be constantly flipping pages, so I group the frequency and amplitude of 3 together on a page to
restrict basic twiddling to a single page.  I need to do something similar for the oscillators as I find myself flipping pages a lot.  For instance, I don't see a
lot of use for individual harmonic modulation of the oscillators.

More Oscillator Thoughts
dewster 4/30/2019 2:00:02 PM [1780]

More Oscillator Thoughts

The other day I more or less completed what I thought was going to be the final oscillator, and of course I'm now having second (and third) thoughts with
the actuality of it all.  It's three complete self phase modulating oscillators, 0 is the primary, 1 & 2 the secondary.  1 & 2 have a static crossfade mix knob
between them, 0 has a modulateable crossfade mix between itself and the 1 & 2 mix.  Crossfading in this manner guarantees the amplitude never
overloads regardless of the mix.  1 & 2 have separate and continuous +/- 1 octave offset knobs, and share an additive +/- offset knob for pitch
independent beating times.  And each of the three oscillators has its own integer (0 to 8) modulation multiplier knob (as before: 0 gives sine, 1 gives all
harmonics, 2 gives odd harmonics, 3 and above give weird harmonics, with 4 sounding much like 2 but more hollow).



Music world resonances are largely linear, so you can feed multiple sources through a common filter bank to get independent sounding voices.  In my
mind (I'm going to Carolina) are things like pianos, 12 string guitars, and human chorus, but none of these have the strongly interacting phasing sound of
my oscillator setup going on.  Strings certainly have rigid modes of vibration, but how they express those modes is legion, and highly dependent on initial
conditions (excitation), so you never really get anywhere near full cancellation in the physical world, even with two or three strings mounted right next to
each other and simultaneously hammered or plucked.  Likewise with humans singing together, even if it's the same person in the same recording session
doing multi-track, deep nulls just won't happen due to the vagaries of the acoustic environment & human vocal tract, slight pitch differences, etc.

One big thing missing from my oscillator setup is pitch modulation via the volume axis envelope generator, though one can "ring" a high Q filter and
have the center frequency be volume axis modulated post envelope generator.

I can get weird sounds from this current oscillator, but it doesn't seem all that well suited to pretty realistic sounds.  And much of the weird stuff sounds
too much like the soundtrack to a 1980's John Carpenter horror flick, when DX7's and Fairlights roamed the world, stinking up every movie.

But it all fits exactly on 3 UI pages, which oddly is more of a motivator for me at this point than anything else! :-)

[EDIT] This is about as good as the 3 oscillator sound gets: [MP3].  It's the dobro sound again with osc 1 & 2 down one octave and the global octave
control turned up one, so 1 & 2 form the main "strings" and 0 is one octave above them.  I'm adjusting the additive offset knob at the beginning.  One
thing that stymied me when implementing the additive offset is what ratio to use so as to separate the three beat times (0 beats with 1, 0 beats with 2, 1
beats with 2).  I chose 0.63 for now, but if anyone knows of a "golden ratio" here please pipe up.

pitts8rh 5/1/2019 3:16:44 PM [1781]

That's a pretty decent imitation of a dobro.  Does this have any inharmonic resonator added? It has that boxy stringed-instrument characteristic that you
use in your violin-cello presets.

I suppose this would be nice for those that find a real dobro too trivial to play with those frets serving as a visual reference cheat.  Now if you can also
come up with a 6-channel polyphonic D-Lev (like the "polyphonic" Etherwave) you'll have something.

Roger

dewster 5/1/2019 10:16:15 PM [1782]

"That's a pretty decent imitation of a dobro.  Does this have any inharmonic resonator added? It has that boxy stringed-instrument characteristic that
you use in your violin-cello presets."  - pitts8rh

Thanks!  Yes, it uses the resonator - rather aptly named for this particular voice!  The base sound is a male vocal, oddly enough.  One runs into all sorts of
stuff twiddling knobs on any synth.

"I suppose this would be nice for those that find a real dobro too trivial to play with those frets serving as a visual reference cheat.  Now if you can also
come up with a 6-channel polyphonic D-Lev (like the "polyphonic" Etherwave) you'll have something."

Ha ha!  Or make a spoof video of it - then I could have the (once) highest viewed TW thread by doing literally no R&D.

Multi-Oscillator (final?)
dewster 5/2/2019 3:19:06 PM [1783]

Multi-Oscillator (final?)

Here's (what feels like) my final multi-oscillator (at least for now):

The base PM oscillator module was detailed in a recent post here: [LINK].  OSC0 and OSC1 share identical "harm" (with shared pmul & vmul axis
modulation) and "hmul" controls, and are given variable additive offsets going in different directions via the "sprd" control and the star functional box -
which is a negation and multiplication by a factor less than one but greater than 1/2.  I'm using the golden ratio minus one here, or 0.6180339887, which
seems to give a long interbeating period between all three oscillators when mixed together.  OSC2 has a separate three plateau cubed multiplicative offset

http://www.mediafire.com/file/sxiupcvbrclic13/2019-04-30_3osc.mp3/file


of +/- 1 octave at the extremes, and separate "harm" control (with separate pmul & vmul axis modulation).  The outputs of OSC0 and OSC1 are divided
by 2 (not shown) and simply summed, and the output of OSC2 is crossfaded (with pmul & vmul axis modulation) with the OSC0 & OSC1 sum to
produce the output.

I decided to have the main sound be the paired oscillators and the secondary the singular oscillator, which is opposite of what I had previously, as I
believe the user would expect the "sprd" control to work right off the bat.  By making OSC0 and OSC1 share most knobs, the flexibility isn't significantly
impacted, and it all fits on two UI pages.  Honestly, there isn't a ton of interesting and musically useful variation you can do with three oscillators in a
fixed configuration like this.  And there's a nice division of labor here regarding the input offsets.

Also not shown is a sync method that aligns the relative phases of the phase accumulators across oscillators: 
1. If (sprd == 0) then OSC1 is forced to have the same phase as OSC0, so their outputs are identical and they sum to a full output at their summer.   
2. If (sprd == 0) and (offs == 0) then OSC2 is forced to have the same phase as OSC0. 
3. If (sprd == 0) and (offs == +max) then OSC2 is forced to have the same phase as OSC0 * 2. 
4. If (sprd == 0) and (offs == -max) then OSC0 and OSC1 are forced to have the same phase as OSC2 * 2.

When turning the "sprd" and "offs" knobs, the forced sync conditions (when encountered via the above conditions) usually produce an instantaneous and
noticeable change in timbre.  These transients can't be easily avoided, but the knobs probably aren't going to be tweaked much during actual performance
(and if they are, maybe just avoid the sync condition settings), and it's necessary to have phase alignment when adding formants.  Presets in general
shouldn't have random phase alignment between the elements.

Here's a sample of the interbeating, sounds like a crop duster to me (from the crop's perspective!): [MP3].  It's just 3 sawtooths and a bit of filtering.

Yesterday I remembered I had an old copy of Native Instruments FM8 on my PC, so I fired it up and played with it for the first time.  It has an interesting
GUI when it comes to interconnecting the oscillators, but suffers from significant aliasing at higher modulation levels.  Anyway, it helped me to rather
quickly rule out an idea I had, which was to use a common PM element feeding two separate and offset sine oscillators for beating - the result sounded
just like AM, not what I was looking for.  IMO, the "sound" of FM8 relies heavily on multiple oscillator bank instances and stuff like chorus and other in-
line delay effects.  Phase alignment happens during key-on events (when enabled within the various elements), something a Theremin doesn't have the
luxury of.

D-Lev Tour?
dewster 5/2/2019 9:46:24 PM [1784]

D-Lev Tour?

As readers know, there's been no lack of cabinetry noodling in this thread, but unfortunately without a lot to show for the effort expended.  While
working on the oscillator (above) my thoughts returned to this, and I think I've got some ideas that might satisfy at least some players, as well as myself. 
Here's a very rough sketch, not necessarily to scale or proportion, and which I've dubbed the D-Lev Tour (ala the t.VoX tour):

The emphasis here is on "tour" with a plywood (or similar) rounded corner case with a durable roll-on textured finish and plastic corner protectors like on

http://www.mediafire.com/file/726wzi261zk9d80/2019-05-01_crop_dusting.mp3/file
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/synths/fm8/


amps and such.  The removable lid doubles as antenna storage.  The control panel is recessed lightly smoked Plexiglas, with the volume and pitch coils
visible through it.  Alternatively, it could be back painted clear Plexiglas with masked openings for the tuner LEDs and LCD.  Antennas would attach via
recessed UHF connectors or similar.  I think there would be enough clearance between the coils and the wood case to not have too much stray C. 
Antenna geometry is TBD, but it could be anything from rods to paddles.

Thoughts?

pitts8rh 5/3/2019 10:04:38 AM [1785]

Some thoughts on this:

Pros: 
1) A roadie-case design could legitimately appeal to those who travel and value ruggedness and utility over aesthetics, and I mean that in a positive sense.

2) A box with rounded corners is about as easy to fabricate as it gets (except for the finish - see cons below).

3) Particularly for a road case, having the jacks on the player side is handy and hides the cable mess from audience view.

4) I interpret the inclusion of the inductors in the box and away from the antenna backside as a positive step forward in your thinking.  Having the coils
inside the ends of a long box or at the ends of extension arms seems to be the right thing to do, and there haven't been any obvious problems with that
approach on my prototype.

5) A carrying handle could be part of the detachable cover (assuming that you intended for the hinges to be the detachable type).

6) The corner mic-mount hole could actually be a slot to allow adjusting the slope (with a friction-adjustable female threaded socket) 
 

Cons: 
1) Even though this could be an attractive offering, I would not make this sort of design your flagship model due to the possibly limited appeal.

2) Painted plywood, even texture painted, is difficult to do well.  No amount of texture will conceal the box seams for very long, and even if the box is
highly finished prior to painting the seams and plywood end-grain will eventually telegraph through the paint and look rough.  A box made of a high
quality baltic birch with a textured skin (such as tolex to look like a guitar amp) would be more practical but would be more effort to fabricate in low
quantities than something made from attractive solid hardwood.  You could still have a hybrid case made of nicely finished solid hardwood with the
standard road-case hardware to protect it.

3) Assuming that the AFEs are inside the case, the antenna connectors could be any type of simple threaded or friction contact without introducing the
bulk of an RF connector or something like the obvious plumbing fittings used on the Etherwave. 

4) I too would like to show off the coils through a panel, but this does suggest the need to internally finish the cabinet in visible areas.  For something like
a tolex-covered box this would be some additional work; a solid hardwood box would be a little easier to clean up inside. If I did this I would have to
pimp it out with some LED illumination on the coils of course .

Other thoughts: 
1) In most cases a low-quantity build of this style of case would be accomplished by first building a completely enclosed box and then sawing it through
lengthwise to created the separate lower case and lid.  Consider the possibility of making that cut at a slope, even going so far as to cut the corner of the
box off at 45 degrees to create your sloping front while still maintaining flat-bottom case geometry.  I'm thinking of something like a sloped guitar amp
head, with the cover held on with latches all around instead of latches and hinges.

2) I like back-printed clear acrylic for its appearance and protection of the graphics, but acrylic is pretty fragile to use for a road case.  You could certainly
use polycarbonate instead. But cost-wise it may turn out that a custom self-adhesive matte-finish graphic panel may be cheaper than printing on the
plastic panel itself.

3) A case style like this could be an attractive offering to some, as long as it is not the only choice available.  I think that calling it the D-Lev Tour
suggests that offering this as one option is what you have in mind as well.

Just some random 4:00am ideas...

dewster 5/3/2019 9:57:19 PM [1786]

"Pros:

4) I interpret the inclusion of the inductors in the box and away from the antenna backside as a positive step forward in your thinking.  Having the coils
inside the ends of a long box or at the ends of extension arms seems to be the right thing to do, and there haven't been any obvious problems with that
approach on my prototype."  - pitts8rh

Feels to me like a step back! :-)  Long-ish, heavy-ish box enclosing mostly air.

"5) A carrying handle could be part of the detachable cover (assuming that you intended for the hinges to be the detachable type)."

Yes, I should have included that in the sketch.

"6) The corner mic-mount hole could actually be a slot to allow adjusting the slope (with a friction-adjustable female threaded socket)"

Good idea!

"Cons:



2) Painted plywood, even texture painted, is difficult to do well.  No amount of texture will conceal the box seams for very long, and even if the box is
highly finished prior to painting the seams and plywood end-grain will eventually telegraph through the paint and look rough.  A box made of a high
quality baltic birch with a textured skin (such as tolex to look like a guitar amp) would be more practical but would be more effort to fabricate in low
quantities than something made from attractive solid hardwood.  You could still have a hybrid case made of nicely finished solid hardwood with the
standard road-case hardware to protect it." 

I built a subwoofer out of flake board and covered in a water-based tolex-like crackle paint from parts-express (the paint I do not recommend!) of which
the seams haven't shown through yet (several years now).  I put a couple of coats of sanding sealer on it first though.

"3) Assuming that the AFEs are inside the case, the antenna connectors could be any type of simple threaded or friction contact without introducing the
bulk of an RF connector or something like the obvious plumbing fittings used on the Etherwave."

Yes, AFE's inside, dumb antennas outside.  I like UHF connectors because they are rugged, insulate the center conductor, and firmly lock at various
selectable angles.

"4) I too would like to show off the coils through a panel, but this does suggest the need to internally finish the cabinet in visible areas.  For something
like a tolex-covered box this would be some additional work; a solid hardwood box would be a little easier to clean up inside. If I did this I would have to
pimp it out with some LED illumination on the coils of course."

Yes, LEDs would be fun.

"Other thoughts:

1) In most cases a low-quantity build of this style of case would be accomplished by first building a completely enclosed box and then sawing it through
lengthwise to created the separate lower case and lid."

Yes, I've done this several times in the past, it makes for a perfect fit top.

"Consider the possibility of making that cut at a slope, even going so far as to cut the corner of the box off at 45 degrees to create your sloping front
while still maintaining flat-bottom case geometry.  I'm thinking of something like a sloped guitar amp head, with the cover held on with latches all around
instead of latches and hinges."

That would give less clearance for the coils to the sides.  Latches all around is a good idea, might need to space them differently so that the top doesn't get
installed backwards.

"3) A case style like this could be an attractive offering to some, as long as it is not the only choice available.  I think that calling it the D-Lev Tour
suggests that offering this as one option is what you have in mind as well" 

It's a compromise between what I consider to be ideal and the expectations of others.  I'd like to start with it, or something similar, and see where things
go.

Pitch & Volume Axis Modulation Processing, Auto-cal, Preset Storing
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Pitch & Volume Axis Modulation Processing, Auto-cal, Preset Storing

I'm at the point now where a day or two of light study can sometimes (but not always!) bear more fruit than the months of banging my head against a
problem of a year or so ago.  Modulation of filter frequency, harmonic content, oscillator mix, pitch preview volume, etc. via the pitch and volume axis
numbers is a core function in the D-Lev that I've never been 100% satisfied with, so I decided to revisit it.  Here's the latest:

At top is the software signal flow graph, at bottom is how I graphically think about these things.  The pitch and volume axis numbers are dealt with
identically and then summed at the end.  First the axis number is offset by -7/8, which in the linear domain corresponds to 256Hz on the pitch side and
-24dB on the volume side.  By coincidence, this is roughly the midpoint of the useful dynamic range for both axes.  Now, we want equal +/- control about
this point, but this only gives 48dB total for the volume side, not enough to really shut it off.  Double this would be sufficient though, so we want the final
control dynamic range to be 96dB.  After the -7/8 offset we do a saturation, which removes modulo underflow.  We then multiply by 4 and saturate again,
leaving us with a full range -1/2 to +1/2 signal.  After multiplication by the PMOD knob parameter (which is +/-1/2 signed) we have a range of +/-1/4. 
We can add these together without fear of overflow.  For some applications at this point a positive offset and limit happen, followed by a 2^x to bring it
into the exponential domain for direct use by filters and oscillators and such.



My previous code here had limited control dynamic range of 48dB, and this code seems to be working much better, particularly for the pitch preview. 
You can clearly see above that the overall maximum gain for a single axis is 4 * +/-1/2 = +/-2.  This code is also more configurable, and a bit cleaner and
more compact than what I had before.  A lot of the mystery here is finally gone.

==============

Auto Calibration Change

A few days previous I took another look at the auto calibration routine.  Here's what I've had for a long while now:

The pitch number (same setup for volume side) is filtered (low pass and hum notching), and when an acal happens the current value is stored to memory
location P_ANUL.  Subtracting the current value with itself would produce a null too close to the instrument, so it is offset by the PNUL knob value
(multiplied up 2^16).  So nulling is a two component thing, with one component being the current dynamic pitch number (which will change with the
environment) and the other component being a relative offset to it (PNUL knob).  Doing an acal replaces PNUL with the value held in PCAL.  The
PNUL knob actually holds a value that gets stored to preset 0 - but is never used! 

The acal process is actually simpler than I remember it to be, it's been so long since I worked on it I thought I was using separate V/PCAL to avoid a
feedback loop, but that's not the case - I'm not really sure why I introduced V/PCAL, but I must have done it at a point where I hadn't really thought it
through.  Anyway, removing PCAL allows the stored PNUL value to be employed directly, and this knob then isn't an odd-man-out in terms of general
behavior.  I think the inclusion of V/PCAL would be really confusing to others - it confused me deeply for at least a day upon revisiting it, and I wrote the
damn thing!

==============

Preset Store Two-Step

And even more previously to the above, I added a two step "are you quite sure you want to do that, Dave?" process of storing a preset to a given slot. 
There is a state machine with two states, idle and armed.  The first press of the C/WR encoder pushbutton arms the state machine, lights an LED, and
displays "?WR?" on the LCD.  The second press of C/WR stores the preset, extinguishes the LED, and and disarms the state machine.  Any other action
during arm disarms the state machine.

Today I added a system option that bypasses the two step store for the impatient.  If you use larger knobs it's easy to accidentally twist them when
pressing them, but I haven't had this happen (yet) with the smaller knobs on the prototype.  A two step store is pretty much a necessity for things that
don't have dual "LOAD" and "STOR" encoders, where saving is predicated on a mode that lets one change the single preset slot without performing a
load.

Axis Swap!
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Axis Swap!

A trivial software edit I just did swaps the volume and pitch axes at their sources, based on the setting of a system parameter knob.  Like switching the
volume direction sense, an acal needs to be performed afterward (which takes all of 1 second).  It works fine after that, though some touch-up of the axis
parameters would likely be called for before playing it seriously.  Not sure why it took me until today to think of this and implement it.

You're welcome, southpaws!

All About That Bass (no and Treble)
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All About That Bass (no and Treble)

Added bass and treble tone controls to the D-Lev prototype yesterday.  Implementing the loudness control (an unexpected bust in terms of use) prepared
me for it.  I had a spreadsheet sim from around then which I updated and played with until I was satisfied with the results [LINK].  Here's how I did it:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/3yp96btqmv36d8e/bass_treble_2019-05-10.xls/file


At the upper left is a HP (high-pass) and LP (low-pass) filter which we add / subtract from the input to form the tone control at the upper right.  At
bottom is a method to linearize the boost/cut encoder.

For the filters we use the standard first order type, with no delay on the low pass output (in order to make the larger construct feed-forward).  We employ
a low pass filter for the bass control and a high pass filter for the treble control.  We cascade a bass and a treble unit to get both controls.

The transfer function of a first order low pass filter is:

out / in = alpha / (1 + z^-1(alpha - 1))

The transfer function of a first order high pass filter is:

out / in = (1 - z^-1) / (1 + z^-1(alpha - 1))

where alpha is:

  alpha = 1-e^(-2 * pi * Fc / Fs)

Conversely, if given alpha then the cutoff frequency is:

  Fc = -ln(1 - alpha) * Fs / pi

Boost / cut is accomplished by multiplying the filter input with the signed boost / cut control value, multiplying this by the cut fraction, selecting the
boost / cut filter frequency, doing the filtering, multiplying the result by the boost multiplier (only if boosting), then summing the result with the input
value - which is a surprisingly involved process!

It's not obvious, but you need to use separate filter frequencies for boost and cut.  For the bass control, the cut filter frequency should be approximately
2x the boost filter frequency.  For the treble control, the boost filter frequency should be approximately 2x the cut filter frequency. 

The cut fraction subtracted from one should roughly reflect the maximum cut ratio (e.g. 0.9 for -20dB).  The boost amplitude multiplier (multiplied by
the cut fraction) should roughly reflect the maximum boost ratio (e.g. 10/0.9 = 11.1 for +20dB), though all things DSP tend to deviate, particularly at
higher frequencies.

Since the filters are only first order, there is some interaction going on in the midrange.  A good question here is: what is the center of "midrange"?  My
ears and brain tell me this is somewhere around 500Hz or so when listening to a variable tone source.  The geometric mean of 20Hz and 20kHz is
632Hz.  Another good question is: how much boost / cut is necessary?  +/- 15dB sounds sufficient to my ears, and this keeps midrange gain variation
fairly reasonable.

To minimize overload, the control and cut fraction multiplications are placed before the filter where they form an attenuator.  Signed control here is
usually in the range [-0.5:0.5) which knocks the amplitude down by at least 1/2, which, along with the application of the cut fraction, gives sufficient
headroom for the high pass calculation inside the filter.  Obviously, the output of the filter output must then be multiplied by 2 to compensate.

Scaling of the boost / cut control is a critical element of the design.  Going from cut to boost involves an large gain differential (boost gain), which could
be especially obvious around zero.  And the general spacing of the control detents is quite non-linear.  If we multiply the signed control value by 2
modulo to give dual unsigned ramps, square this, divide it by 2, and then translate the negative side ramp down by flipping the MSb, we end up with a
construct that linearizes the control pretty well over the full range.

For various boost and cut values, the curves are not symmetric about the 0dB axis.  Fixing this involves scaling the cut mode cutoff frequency with some
function of the cut strength.  I chose not to fix this, as first order filters are pretty indistinct sounding in the first place.  The ear really can't discern
whether or not it's hearing scientifically accurate first order filter shelving. 

Anyway, here it is the simulation boosting the bass and treble by ~9dB:



You can see some raising of the midrange here where the bass and treble boosting overlaps, with the center of the dip somewhere around 700Hz.

Implementing mathematically perfect (literally textbook - see Zolzer's treatment) bass and treble controls involves dynamically solving a LOG and a ratio
of TANs (though the TANs could be pre-computed if not varying the cutoff frequency), which is way more trouble than the results are worth IMO.  If one
were building a mixing console, or a multi-band equalizer, then the computational effort would be easier to justify.

Here's a sample of it in action: [MP3].  First the bass is cut then returned quickly to zero, then it is boosted and returned quickly to zero, then the same is
done for the treble control.  The test signal is white noise, which I probably should have cut down on the high end some as it swamps the low end.

Something In A Shade Of Grey
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Something In A Shade Of Grey

Noise filtering is interesting because it can change the character of the noise quite profoundly.  There is a state-variable filter following the noise
generator, but it isn't parametric, so there's no direct way to scoop out the midrange.  Looking into the various noise types, there's white (equal
amplitude), pink (equal energy per octave), and grey (equal loudness).  White sounds really "hissy" with a pronounced upper midrange - indeed, it
directly reveals the Fletcher-Munson response of our ears.  Pink sounds more balanced, though somewhat muted.  Grey sounds like the roaring ocean,
with more pronounced bass content and somewhat pronounced treble.  Anyway, I figured I could recycle some of the ill-fated loudness filter code, now
that I understand tone controls better in general.

As usual, the design process begins with a spreadsheet: [LINK].  My grey noise filter is based on a cascade of first order shelving boost filters.  For the
low end filters we use the standard first order type, with no delay on the low pass output (in order to make the larger construct feed-forward).  For the
high end filters we employ a simple differentiator.  Because this is a boost filter (rather than a cut filter, like the loudness filter was) we sprinkle in a lot of
saturation control after summations and multiplications which can produce values larger than 1:

Because it relies on the psycho-acoustics of the human ear, there is no single "correct" form of grey noise.  From the Wiki, one possible grey response is a
broad dip centered around ~2kHz, with rounded second order slope on either side, which we are approximating here, and I believe this is similar to an
inverted A weighting, but with a shelving on the both ends.  Other possible grey responses are the inverted ITU-R468, and the inverted Fletcher-
Munson.  All of these boost the bass, and to a lesser extent the treble:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/9b6q92qn788v066/2019-05-013_bass_treble.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/r335i6y8frq1zlc/grey_filter_2019-05-13.xls/file


The transfer function of a first order differentiator is:

  out / in = 1 - z^-1

Boost is accomplished by multiplying the filter input with one half the control value (to provide filter headroom), doing the filtering, multiplying the
result by the boost multiplier, then summing the result with the input value.  The boost multiplier should roughly reflect the maximum boost ratio (e.g. 10
for +20dB).  To minimize overload, the control multiplication is placed before the filter where it forms an attenuator.  The treble sections use lower
overall gain so we place these first for overload purposes.

Since there are two stages of low pass and two stages of differentiation, this effectively gives a squared control knob response, and so no further scaling is
needed in order to give a fairly linear (in dB) response curve.

After all this, it seems similar audible results can be obtained by turning up the global bass and treble controls I just added, so I'm not sure how long this
filter will remain in the prototype code.  Sometimes you have to play with things for a while to realize their value (or lack thereof).  If nothing else, I'm
more acquainted with grading filter responses in boost / cut scenarios.  A second order is actually often what you want when approximating a first order
variable shelving response, and I may give this a go with the tone controls too, which are currently first order.

Here's a sample which gradually goes from white to grey, then quickly back to white: [MP3].

2nd Order Bass & Treble EQ
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2nd Order Bass & Treble EQ

It takes more real-time, and a bit more code, but second order is definitely the way to go for bass and treble EQ, even if the goal is a first order roll-off:

As seen above, even with both controls maxed out there is relatively little midrange interaction with second order filters.  The real-time and code spent
linearizing the control for the first order case can be spent on the extra filtering of the second order case, as two first order filters in a row tuned the same

http://www.mediafire.com/file/wo5o5gs38zff369/2019-05-15_grey.mp3/file


way don't need any special treatment in that department.  Here's the updated spreadsheet: [LINK].

[EDIT] I was able to refactor the gray filter, so that it and the bass and treble tone controls now employ the same base subroutines.  I'm getting near the
end of available processor memory (>93% utilized), so it's a lucky thing that the SW side of this feels like it's near to wrapping up.

[EDIT2] These kinds of EQ controls on something like a home stereo can be rather mild, so you could probably get away with first order filters there.
 On a synth they're more of an effect, and second order gives you more "oomph".

Two Knob Preset Load / Store Considered Harmful
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Two Knob Preset Load / Store Considered Harmful

Up until now the D-Lev prototype UI (user interface) has employed two knobs for loading and storing presets.  Preset slot 0 was for system, or global,
presets, while slots [1:127] were for user presets.  To copy one slot to the other was as simple as setting the "Load" and "Stor" knobs to the desired slots
and initiating a write (by pressing the auto-calibrate knob).  To save only the system parameters, one would set the "Stor" knob to 0 and do a write.  This
would also set the power-on slot to whatever slot the "Load" knob was set to when saving the system parameters.

Roger prompted me to consider implementing a two step store to make things safer, and a short while ago I did so.  A couple of days ago I accidentally
overwrote my violin preset (waa!) because I forgot to set the Stor knob correctly during a write.  This made me feel that the two step store was perhaps
not all that fundamentally safe with two knobs, and that the two knobs were the root of the problem.  There's too much going on during a write for my
poor brain to pay full attention to all the important details.

After some thought I've implemented the following:

There is only a single "Load" knob now, and it functions thusly: 
- Preset store also stores system parameters, there is no special system slot visible to the user. 
- System parameters load only at power-up. 
- User slots are [1:127]. 
- The slot that was last written to is the power-up default.

So the way to, say, copy slot 3 to slot 7: 
1. Set "Load" knob to slot 3. 
2. Press "C/wr".  "?WR?" appears on the LCD and an LED lights. 
3. Set "Load" knob to slot 7. 
4. Press "C/wr".  The write happens and "?WR?" goes away and the LED extinguishes.

Doing anything other than twiddling or pressing "Load" while "?WR?" is on the screen blows out of the write.  If you changed "Load" to a different slot
before the blow-out, that slot will load after the blow-out.

During the write arm, I can see the FPGA board LED light up through the translucent enclosure, and think it is a good addition as it draws your attention
to something very important going on.  On a production model this would be a panel LED.

The final implementation will likely have negative ROM preset slots (once I work out a way to save and restore presets via the serial port - probably via
TTL script).  The plan is to have slot -128 be the invisible system preset, slots [-127:-1] be ROM "factory" presets, and slots [0:127] be R/W user presets.
 A "factory reset" would then overwrite the user presets with the factory presets.  I'm on the fence regarding preset 0, not sure whether to force it to be the
power-on default, or keep the last slot written as the power-on default.  The last slot written method is sort of a superset, as one could always write the
desired default voice to slot 0.

Since this code is executed on thread 7 it was kind of a bear to get it working correctly.  And the logic paths are surprisingly deep and broad.

Getting rid of the "Stor" knob on the main page opened up some prime real estate for development, and I stuck the global volume there.

Everyone Loves Raymond Presets!
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Everyone Loves Raymond Presets!

Tera Term is an open source terminal emulator that I've been using to communicate with my Hive processor on the D-Lev prototype.  Tera Term has a
TTL macro language that is feature rich enough to easily automate many tasks and, coupled with my HCL command line interface, I'm able to upload
code to the EEPROM, peek and poke memory locations and registers, etc. 

The SPI commands I implemented in HCL allow me to read and write the EEPROM directly, and since the presets are stored in there (along with the SW
image), one should be able to manage presets off-line.  Indeed, this is what I just accomplished.  Took maybe a day total, and a lot of that was coming up
to speed on various TTL commands that I've never used.

I wrote a TTL macro that reads the info contained in a specified D-Lev preset slot and writes it to a specified file.  And I wrote another that reads data
from a specified file and writes it to a specified the preset slot on the D-Lev.  TTL has a "filenamebox" command that conveniently lists the files in a
directory, which came in quite handy.  And I put in a global loop to automate multiple slot operations.

Works like a champ!  I should have done this ages ago, it would have made tinkering with the preset code much less nerve wracking.  Now users
(currently just Roger and me) can exchange presets!

http://www.mediafire.com/file/vhhapktpnc4is4y/bass_treble_2019-05-15.xls/file


The macros accept as valid input the preset slot range of [-128:127].  This signed range maps to the unsigned EEPROM address range in the usual
modulo fashion: 
  preset slot [0:127] => EEPROM addr slot [0:127] 
  preset slot [-128:-1] => EEPROM addr slot [128:255]

The preset knob on the D-Lev will be changed from [1:127] to [-127:127], with slot -128 (128 unsigned) being the (inaccessible directly) system
parameter slot.  The negative presets will be read-only via the D-Lev parameter management system, but will obviously be readable & writeable via the
TTL macros.  This, along with a simple factory reset, will be, AFAICT, among the last major SW edits / additions.

[EDIT] Just finished the D-Lev SW edits to enable the preset range [-127:127], uploaded the system params to slot -128, and BAM! factory presets are a
thing.  Now to code a factory reset...

pitts8rh 5/20/2019 11:51:37 AM [1794]

Yesterday I spent a little time (very little) uploading and looking at the 2019-05-17d software on my prototype, after sitting on the last six or so updates
while busy doing other stuff.  I went immediately to this version but decided it was too much of a shock so I went back and uploaded each incremental
good version to ease into the changes.  For some reason I was fighting pitch jitter right from the start, but after backing up to the older SW that I have
been using most recently I realized that it is a grounding/environmental noise problem, and that it was not related to anything new.  When I get back on it
I'm going to continue with the theremin ground-current/noise-injection tests that were showing some interesting results.

I've only tried a few things so far, but here are some impressions. 

1)  The double-press store procedure seems to be a win, if I understand it correctly. I gave it the "intuitive" test by not reviewing your procedure first,
instead just going for it, and it worked as expected.  Going through the preset touch-up to fix my "vmod" and other parameter changes was less nerve
wracking when I realized that I didn't have to be cautious when pressing the encoder button.  I was hoping for a flashing LED but I'm going to have
yellow "STORE" led below my display, and even a solid light should do the trick.

2)  P/V reverse (to swap the pitch and volume sides) caught me off guard until I remembered that I had read something about it in your change log.  It
seems like such a simple thing now, but this could be a huge boon to lefties who have had to beg for custom builds or live with the backside control
reach-around.  This could be an argument for keeping the AFEs and inductors in the extension arms or on/near the antennas, with a common plug-in or
screw-on connection at the enclosure.  From a manufacturing standpoint, a left or right product could be identical.

3)  I was a little disturbed at the prospect of losing the process of requiring SYSTEM parameters to be intentionally stored in preset 0 and instead making
it automatic anytime there is a user preset store.  I sometimes make system changes that I don't necessarily want to keep without paying much attention to
the baseline values so that I could get back to the original settings should I accidentally overwrite them.  Being already familiar with most of the D-Lev
interface makes this a minor detail to deal with, but to someone starting out it may eliminate the safe wall between the global system parameters (some of
which may be painful to lose) and the user preset "play area".

But again, this perception is based on limited experience with the new software, so you may have good reasons to have made this change.

4)  I have not tried the read and write macros yet, but I will today.  I don't think I have many worthwhile presets that you don't already have, but maybe
we can pool them anyway.  I've avoided spending much time building presets because of the frequent changes, but it sounds like the time has come.

5) Same goes with the new 3-oscillator source.  I haven't explored it, but more synthesizer capability can only be good .

We should be seeing some progress on the boards early next week.  The software should never be completed before the hardware (ha, as if software is
ever finished)!

Roger
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"I was hoping for a flashing LED but I'm going to have yellow "STORE" led below my display, and even a solid light should do the trick."  - pitts8rh

Getting the new load / store logic working was rather involved, mostly because it was in crying need of refactoring since the change from the LCD being
regularly refreshed to an on-demand type of thing (to minimize interference with the axes).  The edits didn't boil down to all that much, but the boiling
required a lot of basic orthogonal steps involving several factors.  And, this being thread 7, the simulation had to happen largely in my head, so bugs
tended to live unsolved for long periods of time.  One bug I hit was the 6ms page write time of the EEPROM, couldn't figure out why the system
parameters were getting written but the user preset parameters weren't.

I could probably make the LED blink by ANDing it with a bit from the Hive TIME register.  Will give that a shot.

"2)  P/V reverse (to swap the pitch and volume sides) caught me off guard until I remembered that I had read something about it in your change log.  It
seems like such a simple thing now, but this could be a huge boon to lefties that have had to beg for custom builds or live with the backside control reach-
around.  This could be an argument for keeping the AFEs and inductors in the extension arms or on/near the antennas, with a common plug-in or screw-
on connection at the enclosure.  From a manufacturing standpoint, a left or right product would could be identical." 

Since the switch happens right at the HW register level, it does seems like an argument to keep the left and right physical axes as similar as possible (ala
my prototype), or physically swappable.  I don't think the AFEs and coils would need swapping, just the antennas themselves?  One argument against
swapping coils is the FPGA DPLL parameters are (roughly) optimized for a given coil L (combined with the antenna C).

And, yes, huge boon to lefties (or anyone wanting to play reversed) and to the manufacturing side.  It was like a 5 minute edit!

"...backside control reach-around."

Hey now, this is a family forum! ;-)



"3)  I was a little disturbed at the prospect of losing the process of requiring SYSTEM parameters to be intentionally stored in preset 0 and instead
making it automatic anytime there is a user preset store.  I sometimes make system changes that I don't necessarily want to keep without paying much
attention to the baseline values so that I could get back to the original settings should I accidentally overwrite them.  Being already familiar with most of
the D-Lev interface makes this a minor detail to deal with, but to someone starting out it may eliminate the safe wall between the global system
parameters (some of which may be painful to lose) and the user preset "play area".

But again, this perception is based on limited experience with the new software, so you may have good reasons to have made this change."

Now that there is only one preset knob, it's not as simple to bifurcate the storing of settings.  Or at least I haven't been able to think of an obvious way to
do so.  I do agree that the system parameters are painful to lose, as the whole feel changes subtly and uncomfortably when I mess with them, and to have
them updating on every store feels a bit dangerous.  Slot 0 is still something of an odd man out, as there is no equivalent factory preset slot.  I could easily
make it so that writing to slot 0 is the only way to save system parameters (along with the preset parameters)?  I currently have all writes (both system
and user parameters) disabled for the factory slots (you can only program the user parameters via external means).

"4)  I have not tried the read and write macros yet, but I will today.  I don't think I have many worthwhile presets that you don't already have, but maybe
we can pool them anyway.  I've avoided spending much time building presets because of the frequent changes, but it sounds like the time has come." 

I've had so many presets wiped out due to SW updates that I've gotten out of the swing of working on new ones.  The macros are really encouraging from
this standpoint.  The synth could possibly change somewhat, and it is now possible to rearrange the data in the captured presets to follow those changes. 
I may do this anyway, as the preset area in memory is a bit jumbly, and the type system could use a bit of cleaning as well.

[EDIT] Just made those SW changes, where writing to preset slot 0 is the only way to save system parameters.  This has the side effect of making slot 0
the power-on default, which is fine with me.  Also implemented the blinking write LED.

pitts8rh 5/20/2019 6:04:46 PM [1796]

"One argument against swapping coils is the FPGA DPLL parameters are (roughly) optimized for a given coil L (combined with the antenna C)."

I guess I was thinking of the situation with wide-capture (or whatever you would call it) DPLL parameters that I currently have that can accept a wide
inductance range.  I forgot that you planned to go back to narrower, inductor-optimized parameters once things settled out.  Does this mean that you
would have two different inductances, each with optimized DPLL settings, and then essentially swap the oscillators via software?  IOW, a right handed
theremin with a pitch oscillator frequency higher than the volume side converts to a left handed version with volume freq higher than pitch freq?

"[EDIT] Just made those SW changes, where writing to preset slot 0 is the only way to save system parameters.  This has the side effect of making slot 0
the power-on default, which is fine with me.  Also implemented the blinking write LED."

Awesome!  You are too easy.

dewster 5/20/2019 8:59:47 PM [1797]

"Does this mean that you would have two different inductances, each with optimized DPLL settings, and then essentially swap the oscillators via
software?  IOW, a right handed theremin with a pitch oscillator frequency higher than the volume side converts to a left handed version with volume freq
higher than pitch freq?"  - pitts8rh

Yes, exactly.  If you don't optimize the FPGA LC_DPLL code for the LC resonant frequency, then the loop bandwidth varies inversely with actual LC
resonance. For instance, optimizing for 1.23 MHz LC resonance gives a loop BW of 148 Hz.  Running this at 1.0 MHz LC resonance gives a loop BW of
183 Hz.  It's not a linear relationship, but rather more complex to calculate (the NCO gain depends on the operating point) so I let the FPGA compiler do
these calculations for me as part of the build process.  Though loop BW is a first order LPF, so it doesn't influence the gestural BW all that that
profoundly.  LC_DPLL optimization is a power of 2 kind of thing (performed with fixed shifts) so it's pretty rough, but the final design should probably
be optimized just to rule out any possible extra weirdness.

I want to thank you again Roger for suggesting the encoder push => zero out the parameter feature.  With it I can whip on through the screens and
quickly null everything that isn't needed for the desired preset.  And the current preset load / store scheme you suggested seems generally superior to what
I had previously.  Having the system parameters only saving at slot 0 seems like an improvement too, as it gives two reasons (safer sys write, power-up
default voice) for the otherwise odd man out nature of slot 0.  Two heads are better than one, particularly when the added head is yours!

Formants & Filtering & Phase Coherence
dewster 5/25/2019 12:19:10 PM [1798]

Formants & Filtering & Phase Coherence

How many formants do you need to cover most of the organic synthesis bases (without getting into crazy territory like ride / crash cymbals)?  The D-Lev
once had 6 pitch and volume modulated formants.  I changed this a while back to 3 modulated and and 9 static formants for a total of 12, but I've had this
feeling that these (ratio and total) could benefit from more thought.  Human vocals need ~4 static formants, and dynamic vowels only require one or two
of these to be modulated.  My "eerie" preset used six modulated formants and no static formants, but one could argue that it's more of a "woo-woo" than
organic preset.  

I've been using a six (static) formant cello for a while now which is augmented on the top end by an inharmonic resonator, and thought at one point that it
would benefit from a larger quantity of explicit formants, but this hasn't been the case.  Making a cello with formants alone clearly doesn't yield as good a
quality voice as the formant / resonator combination, and I've long wondered why that was.  The way I "tune" this formant / resonator combo is by
observing white noise passed through them on the spectrum analyzer in Adobe Audition.  I set the bottom formant to the known lowest instrument
resonance, with the rest spaced roughly exponentially up to 1kHz or so, and then I play with the resonator high pass filter and other settings to try to
blend the transition of the two groups of resonant peaks.  There is an obvious phase difference that produces a dip or null at the transition, and in the past
I've endeavored to minimize this, but have since come to realize that this "accidental" null is an essential component of the cello sound.  Indeed, string
filters often have an additional global shaping filter which contains a deep notch.



On the D-Lev there are many enables and modes associated with the formants and resonator, many of which switch the audio off entirely, requiring one
to sometimes go on a "knob hunt" to find the source of the constipation.  Now that the "push to zero out" feature has been implemented for all encoders,
many of these switching features aren't as useful nor necessary, so I've been able to considerably simplify them.  I removed an ~80 cycle knob that
sequentially enabled the formants, and replaced it with a 16 cycle ORing of all formant knobs, which produces a testable flag that, if false, bypasses the
formant bank.  And now zeroing the resonator knobs puts it in parallel mode (in parallel with the formants) and kills the resonator output, which removes
it from the signal path without killing the signal.  I also added a 180 degree phase inversion mode to the resonator, to help it blend better with the
formants (should one desire that for non-cello voices).

The removal of one crummy knob, the formant enable, has opened up a world of new UI possibilities for the formant section.  I decided to do 4 mod
formants and 4 static formants, with 1 mod and 1 static per UI page, and all pages identical (except for the page identifier text on the LCD).  This makes
the resonance knob common to 2 formants instead of 3, which is finer grained.  And it lops one page off the UI, which is always good.  I feel pretty OK
with 8 formants total, and with the 50/50 mix of mod and static.  Things you can't know up-front in a design...

Implementing the bass and treble controls made me wonder if I could do parametric boost / cut with the oscillator and noise filters.  There was room for
an additional knob (!), and it looked good in simulation.  But in use, half of the modes felt redundant (boost low-pass ~= cut hi-pass, etc.), and cut
associated with bandpass doesn't function well at higher resonance settings (the cut reverses and turns back into a boost).  So keeping the current selector
knob (-4=notch2, -3=lp2, -2=bp2, -1=hp2, 0=thru, 1=hp4, 2=bp4, 3=lp4, 4=notch4) and implementing just the boost side (which is a simple 5 cycle
cross-fade of the I/O of each 2nd order section) adds versatility to filter shaping without significantly increasing confusion.

I've probably said this before, but you need 2nd order filtering before anything interesting starts to happen, and having 4th order on tap is quite powerful.
There are clear use cases for both 2nd and 4th order filtering, but I don't believe a 3rd order option would be all that useful.  Things no one tells you...

Finally, I re-examined the transfer of DSP data between threads and took steps to ensure this was being done in a phase / delay coherent manner.  You
basically sequentially read all inputs at the start of processing and then sequentially write the outputs at the end.  With interleaved thread interrupts and
dynamic processing, the transfer could possibly bobble by one sample and cause glitching, but all inputs or outputs would bobble together as long as they
are done in the same order and with the same timing on both ends - and this is a different problem than coherence.

[EDIT] Trying to get my eerie patch back: [MP3]

Violin Formants
dewster 5/27/2019 6:05:57 PM [1799]

Violin Formants

Trying to get my violin preset back after accidentally overwriting it a couple of weeks back.  I tweaked on that thing a ton and finally wrung most of the
weird notes out of it, only to have it vanish into the ether.  It was my "go to" voice for months, so it is greatly missed.

I know I've referenced these two papers before, but they're central to my understanding of violins:

1) "Electronic simulation of violin resonances" M. V. Mathews and J. Kohut, 1972 
2) "Stradivari violins exhibit formant frequencies resembling vowels produced by females" Hwan-Ching Tai and Dai-Ting Chung, 2012

Hailing from Bell Labs, #1 is as down-to-earth as research papers get: it lists actual violin resonances of a Stradivarius, shows a general 4dB rise from
1kHz to 5kHz in their amplitudes, notes that there is a tension between the hollowness of too much Q and the blandness of too little Q, and plays around
with evenly exponentially spaced resonances, concluding that 20 to 30 from 200Hz to 5kHz can provide realistic tone.

Paper #2 is a free-wheeling scientific romp that draws parallels between the female voice and the violin via the application of vocal analysis software and
statistics.  It notes that a broad peak at 3kHz gives a brightness normally associated with Strads.

Reading them again, there seems to be a fundamental difference between the "resonances" of #1 and the "formants" of #2. To my mind, formants are
resonances.  Vocal analysis software is designed to extract the 4 or 5 prominent peaks from a resonant cavity being stimulated by a source with strong
harmonic content.  The formants they get from the software seem to fall in-between "forward" female formants?  For as alluring and provocative as this
paper is, in the end I wan't able to use much info in it for my own violin synthesis attempts.

Anyway, my bright idea was to take one of my formant-based female vocal presets, and merge it with one of my inharmonic resonator only female vocal
presets, but that didn't work well at all.  So I went back to my notes for information I recorded on the preset a while back (unfortunately sans useful
inharmonic resonator settings) and messed with that some.  Now that the oscillator and noise filters have the cross-fade strength control described in my
previous post, I was able to apply a broad / mild 3kHz boost, which does indeed help the high end.   Since the odd/even oscillator addition I've been
adding a bit of odd harmonics to the vocal and string presets, which seems to give things a fullness. Now that the triple oscillator is in there, I tried pitch
axis modulating a touch of one octave up sawtooth, which is perhaps more realistic sounding than odd harmonics?  I also added some gated and filtered
noise to the low end to produce a harsh bowing sound.  

My cello preset seems to benefit from all of these things as well.  It only employs 6 formants, and I tried adding the 2 more available but it surprisingly
made things worse.  With the unintentional notch and almost randomly selected formants, my cello preset is more of a happy accident than something I
produced via planning.  I'm going deaf as to what real violin and cello sound like, so it's probably time to listen to the real thing and compare it to my
presets.

[EDIT] Here's a sample of the new violin: [MP3].  I was playing around with the oscillator spread on that and it started sounding a lot like an accordion!
 So the second half is in violin/accordion.  Weird how a lot of stuff is just a bunch of resonance stimulated by a sawtooth.

Closer Violin
dewster 5/30/2019 1:18:13 AM [1800]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/8xs395s1p52o6d6/2019-05-25_eerie.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/l5dmilv148bddfc/2019-05-27_violin_accordion.mp3/file


Closer Violin

I think this is closer: [MP3]

While playing along with the violin on an Alanis Morissette CD (Havoc and Bright Lights, 2012) I tried boosting the Q of the oscillator filter 3kHz bump
quite a bit, almost into formant territory.  My ears are kinda stopped up due to allergies, but the high end now sounds clearer and more realistic to me.
 The low end sounds a little like a sax though.

The locations of the formants are fairly critical IMO, so it's nice to have preset control over where they are in the various violins, cellos, etc.  A single
analog string filter trying to cover all the bases must be a bit of a compromise here.

Buggins 6/5/2019 6:49:46 AM [1801]

Closer Violin 
I think this is closer: [MP3]

Something is wrong with this file. Cannot play it.

dewster 6/5/2019 2:11:57 PM [1802]

"Something is wrong with this file. Cannot play it."  - Buggins

Hmm.  I downloaded it to my XP desktop it plays fine with xmplay.  Here's what MediaInfo says about it:

Code:

General 

Complete name                            : C:\Documents and Settings\demod\Desktop\2019-05-29_violin.mp3 

Format                                   : MPEG Audio 

File size                                : 963 KiB 

Duration                                 : 1mn 1s 

Overall bit rate mode                    : Constant 

Overall bit rate                         : 128 Kbps 

Genre                                    : Other 

Audio 

Format                                   : MPEG Audio 

Format version                           : Version 1 

Format profile                           : Layer 3 

Duration                                 : 1mn 1s 

Bit rate mode                            : Constant 

Bit rate                                 : 128 Kbps 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/2fu1xj5j8941op6/2019-05-29_violin.mp3/file


Channel(s)                               : 1 channel 

Sampling rate                            : 44.1 KHz 

Compression mode                         : Lossy 

Stream size                              : 963 KiB (100%)

Maybe your player is having trouble because it's mono (not stereo)?  Anyone else having trouble playing my MP3s?

[EDIT] I think I've finally got it (not my best playing, just dashed this out as a sound demo): [MP3]

Violin is really tricky, you want a lot of HF resonances, but this can reveal the delay sound in the resonator.  The spacing of the HF resonances creates a
vowel type resonance which is critical to the sound.  The phase inversion notch between HF and LF is super important for that "hollow" sound, though
you don't want it to sound too hollow.  A big, wide 3kHz EQ "bump" is also quite effective at brightening it up: you also want it to suppress the bass a bit
but you don't want to brighten the super high end, so shelving EQ doesn't work here.  I'm glad I added the crossfade mix to the oscillator and noise filters,
as this enables many more EQ shapes / options.

Also with violin synthesis, I'm trying to fake the string resonance with a more resonant body and some envelope decay time, which isn't completely ideal.
 And the bow on the string creates a noisy comb filter which I'm not addressing at all.  There's a bit of meowing / "swishing" with some note slur / vibrato
that I haven't been able to completely tame, but overall it's not too bad IMO and quite playable.

tinkeringdude 6/5/2019 8:05:59 PM [1803]

Foobar2000, VLC, Winamp play it, no probs. 

dewster 6/6/2019 1:30:21 PM [1804]

"Foobar2000, VLC, Winamp play it, no probs."  - tinkeringdude

Thanks for the sanity check!

Buggins 6/7/2019 9:55:01 AM [1805]

"Foobar2000, VLC, Winamp play it, no probs."  - tinkeringdudeThanks for the sanity check!

New version plays ok.

Din't you try adding automatic vibrato? 
It could add some coloring to instrument voice. 

dewster 6/7/2019 1:47:18 PM [1806]

"Din't you try adding automatic vibrato?  It could add some coloring to instrument voice."  - Buggins

I did have an LFO in there for a while, but I found myself never using it.  And it complicated the modulation scheme, so I ripped it out (things have to
earn their keep in the D-Lev).

One or more LFOs are pretty much essential in a highly static instrument like a keyboard, but the Theremin is such a dynamic instrument that it doesn't
really benefit from auto-modulation (IMO).

The Theremin seems like a much more organic interface than a keyboard to control a synth.  I don't play keys (decades ago finished the first adult
beginner Bastien method then quit - too many alternate keyboard ideas in my head made the piano layout seem too cumbersome and under optimized)
but have owned several keyboards and rack synths, and none of them were nearly as fun as I imagined they would be, mainly I think due to a basic lack
of controllability (coupled with my inability to play keys!).  The pitch bend and mod wheels just felt tacked on rather than integrated. 

Further Adventures In Modulation
dewster 6/16/2019 5:31:58 PM [1807]

Further Adventures In Modulation

A somewhat intense couple of weeks of volunteer work plus my wife's group class and piano recital, all now in the rear-view mirror.  During that time I
took yet another extended look at pitch and volume axis modulation of the various parameters, and as of yesterday I believe that's wrapped up now too.

I wanted some sort of limits to modulation of the parameters, particularly for the cutoff frequencies of the filters associated with the oscillator, noise
source, and formants.  For insight into how to do this without adding a million extra knobs, I perused the manuals of some older keyboards (why re-
invent the wheel?  This has all been done before, and often done better in the past).  The Yamaha DX7 in particular has global gains / limits for the
various input devices (mod wheel, breath controller, etc.) which made me think this would be a good idea for the pitch and volume axes.  I decided to use

http://www.mediafire.com/file/5i1lvkndgrn2p8r/2019-06-05_violin.mp3/file


low and high set points, where the low set point is some location in the field, and the high set point is a positive delta offset to the low set point.  If low +
high exceeds the max then it just saturates.  This arrangement sidesteps the ambiguities of using two absolute position set points where the high point is
set lower than the low point.  It provides a "movable window" where the window position and width are independently adjustable, which seems to me to
be what you want to morph vowels and such.

The top series of graphs shows how how each axis output number is manipulated to implement the modulation source.  The low limit is subtracted from
the axis number, limited to eliminate the modulo component, then thresholded with the high limit.  This global signal is then locally scaled via +/- pmod
& vmod knobs, combined, and used as an offset to the filter frequency.  Since the global signal is unsigned the sign of the pvmod knob sets the
modulation direction, which is mentally simpler than a "teeter totter" pivoted source situation.  And separating the global from the local in this way saves
some cycles and code space.

The above works so well I spent several days applying the method to the other modulated parameters (oscillator harmonic level & cross-mix, noise level,
pitch preview level) but ended up backing those out.  You really want a pivoted +/- modulation source - particularly so for the volume axis because the
modulation is happening along with the volume dropping, and if it drops too far before the modulation happens you won't hear it.  This exercise wasn't all
for naught though, as I ended up moving the pivot point closer to full volume where the change is more obvious, and I also made the offsets signed to
further push the pivot point up if desired.  The offset and mod knobs are now scaled identically as well, where the offset covers +/-1 over a [-31:31] knob
range and the mod knobs cover +/-2 over a [-63:63] knob range.  This process on the global side is shown in the lower series of graphs.  7/8 corresponds
to -24dB on the volume axis and ~262Hz on the pitch axis, so those are the pivot points.

With this arrangement, a realistic level of human vocal harmonic content happens when both the vmod and harm knobs are set to 16, which is nice.  I
don't know why (superstition?) but when useful parameter settings happen at 1/2 way (or other simple integer fractions of full-range) knob settings, I feel
a little better about the whole wacky knob scaling scheme.  Though I suppose you want some optimal thing to happen around the middle of the range so
you have room to push it either way and tune it.  (Bubble: Who can say?)

[EDIT] Just added three more knobs: n_en, o_en, and f_en to toggle between the upper type of modulation and the lower type for the noise, oscillator,
and formant filters, respectively.  Turning them all off makes legacy presets (i.e. those created before yesterday!) behave correctly.

[EDIT2] And of course I just realized that I didn't actually change very much with the lower modulation method (just harm and xmix scaling), I'd just
futzed around with it so much I'd just assumed something significant occurred in all the activity.  Never mind.

It's Mock-Up Monday Tuesday!
dewster 6/18/2019 9:54:06 PM [1808]

It's Mock-Up Monday Tuesday!

So I finally got around to making some mock-ups of the D-Lev cabinetry ideas floating around in my head.  Cue the pix (someone hit the lights!):

Above is the D-Lev tour in cardboard with horizontal large diameter tube antennas.  The box is 500mm x 160mm x whatever depth is necessary to hold
everything.  I think the 160mm dimension would have to increase somewhat to accommodate the cabinetry material thickness.

Turnons: 
1. Naturally ambidextrous, just flick an encoder and do a recal for southpaws. 



2. Coils are somewhat away from the main human body mass. 
3. Arm/hand positioning feels sorta OK.

Turnoffs: 
1. Player has to really crick their neck to watch the tuner. 
2. Tuner is rather distant from the pitch antenna. 
3. Pitch coil is really close to the encoders. 
4. Player has to stand somewhat off center and to the left to address it.

Above is a vertical version with the same box, and also with horizontal large diameter tube antennas.

Turnons: 
1. Tuner is fairly well positioned for viewing while playing. 
2. Arm/hand positioning feels pretty good. 
3. Controls feel close enough.

Turnoffs: 
1. Not ambidextrous. 



2. Volume coil is pretty close to the main human body mass. 
3. Volume coil is pretty close to the encoders.

I like the vertical version a lot more than the horizontal as the ergonomics are better integrated, but wonder if the volume coil being so close would be a
killer.  On the prototype the volume plate and coil are pretty far away from my body, but still there is some interaction and need for the application of a
moderate knee to hit the noise floor.  I must say that I don't like the idea of the controls being anywhere near the coils / antennas.  

I can see why Theremin stuck his stuff in large cabinets, but I'd rather avoid that if at all possible.  The D-Lev is composed of a lot of air, and it seems
that requiring standard cubic cabinetry to properly locate and support the coils and antennas ends up adding excess heavy cabinetry to hold even more air.
 What to do?

One could reduce the 500mm dimension somewhat and stick the coils at the base of the tube antennas, though that of course would reduce antenna
surface area and therefore sensitivity.  The coils could be wound right on the PVC antenna tubes themselves, with a layer of aluminum foil for the
antenna, and maybe even put the AFE in there somehow.  Not sure what to use for interconnect & physical support though.

I still have 8 of these plastic corners that would look pretty sharp on a "travel" version:

A removable lid could store the antennas, though making that deep enough for antenna stowing would increase overall bulk and weight.

pitts8rh 6/19/2019 5:07:46 PM [1809]

I was confused at first because I thought that I was looking at PVC extension arms that would hold the antennas-until I saw that you were talking about
tubular antennas.  That also explains the inductor locations.  I always jump to conclusions before I read - but you already know that .

I wouldn't be too worried about the volume inductor proximity to the electronics, at least until it proves to be a problem.  My new build has that inductor
surrounded by electronics (avoiding the  magnetic flux hot spots of course) with no ill effects yet apparent.

A few thoughts on the tubular antennas.  First, with a cylindrical tube you may have good sensitivity but you lose the ability to change the response from
gradual to sharp by moving your hand position between the top of a plate/loop to the edge, respectively.  A plate with one edge folded to a flange works
pretty well, and playing from the flanged edge is similar to the edge of a traditional loop but with a little more sensitivity.  I move between top and edge
of the volume loop all the time depending on how the volume envelopes are shaped.

Second, a horizontal tubular pitch antenna would be an absolute non-starter for me, and I don't think I would be alone - not necessarily because of the
fatter tube aspect, but because of the orientation.   The constant-C (and constant pitch) surface contours are more spherical than cylindrical at close ranges
than those a higher aspect-ratio antenna, but this in itself is probably not a huge adjustment for a player.  But a horizontally-oriented pitch antenna is
going to feel substantially different at higher pitches, and seasoned player might not like the idea of having to change a playing style to adapt to a new
instrument.  I had assumed all along that when you were suggesting a tubular pitch antenna that you were thinking vertically oriented.

Finally, and this is probably a minor logistical point, but large diameter, thin-wall raw metal is not particularly cheap for the retail buyer.  I suspect that
the best thing to do would be to leverage some inexpensive chromed drain pipe or other home-center material that is prefinished and cheap.

On the up side for the second layout,  there could be advantages to having the volume antenna located closer to the body than the pitch antenna.   Even
with the relatively cramped pitch fields of analog theremins it seems that it would be more comfortable to have the volume antenna a little closer in.  But
with the ability to expand the D-Lev pitch field to a larger and more comfortable size, reaching for the volume can be more of a stretch than necessary. 
My Subscope is often positioned at an angle to keep the pitch antenna further away than the volume antenna.

How about if we consider building you an open-faced prototype "breadboard" (like I suggested in the last email) laid out vertically like your second
style?  With the ball swivels you could try antennas placed horizontally, vertically, or anything in between.  I could probably have some way of moving
the antennas up and down the sides so that you could try staggered or inline positions too.  Think about it.



Roger

BTW, the best part of seeing other people's photos is looking at the background junk.  I like your collection of inductors past.  I see a Harbor Freight-type
rubber squeeze bulb, the same Weller soldering iron that I have, and possibly a handheld receiver or frequency counter in the upper left. And of course
the exercise ball. One must be careful what one leaves lying around!!!

dewster 6/19/2019 6:20:04 PM [1810]

"I wouldn't be too worried about the volume inductor proximity to the electronics, at least until it proves to be a problem.  My new build has that inductor
surrounded by electronics (avoiding the  magnetic flux hot spots of course) with no ill effects yet apparent."  - pitts8rh 

I'm not so concerned about the volume coil proximity to electronics, but proximity to my hand when adjusting the encoders, and even moreso to my main
body mass as I stand there playing.  I see some interaction on my prototype where the volume plate and coil are located pretty far away from my body.

"A few thoughts on the tubular antennas.  First, with a cylindrical tube you may have good sensitivity but you lose the ability to change the response from
gradual to sharp by moving your hand position between the top of a plate/loop to the edge, respectively.  A plate with one edge folded to a flange works
pretty well, and playing from the flanged edge is similar to the edge of a traditional loop but with a little more sensitivity.  I move between top and edge of
the volume loop all the time depending on how the volume envelopes are shaped.

Second, a horizontal tubular pitch antenna would be an absolute non-starter for me, and I don't think I would be alone - not necessarily because of the
fatter tube aspect, but because of the orientation.  The constant-C (and constant pitch) surface contours are more spherical than cylindrical at close
ranges than those a higher aspect-ratio antenna, but this in itself is probably not a huge adjustment for a player.  But a horizontally-oriented pitch
antenna is going to feel substantially different at higher pitches, and seasoned player might not like the idea of having to change a playing style to adapt
to a new instrument.  I had assumed all along that when you were suggesting a tubular pitch antenna that you were thinking vertically oriented."

The horizontal pitch tube is for me, I assume most others would want a vertical pitch tube here for the pitch, and perhaps something different as well for
the volume.  The antennas should be removable for travel anyway, so anything goes.

"Finally, and this is probably a minor logistical point, but large diameter, thin-wall raw metal is not particularly cheap for the retail buyer.  I suspect that
the best thing to do would be to leverage some inexpensive chromed drain pipe or other home-center material that is prefinished and cheap." 

I was thinking aluminum tape or some other conductive coating over plastic.

"On the up side for the second layout,  there could be advantages to having the volume antenna located closer to the body than the pitch antenna.  Even
with the relatively cramped pitch fields of analog theremins it seems that it would be more comfortable to have the volume antenna a little closer in.  But
with the ability to expand the D-Lev pitch field to a larger and more comfortable size, reaching for the volume can be more of a stretch than necessary. 
My Subscope is often positioned at an angle to keep the pitch antenna further away than the volume antenna."

Yes, I prefer the antenna location ergonomics of the vertical mock-up for that reason.

"How about if we consider building you an open-faced prototype "breadboard" (like I suggested in the last email) laid out vertically like your second
style?  With the ball swivels you could try antennas placed horizontally, vertically, or anything in between.  I could probably have some way of moving
the antennas up and down the sides so that you could try staggered or inline positions too.  Think about it." 

Thank you!  And that sounds very intriguing!  But I guess for ESD reasons I'm fairly against exposed bare conductors as antennas, which would seem to
rule out conducting ball joints?  Even the mock-up tubes above would (in my mind) be covered in heat shrink, or located on the inside of an outer plastic
tube.

As my musical and ergonomic instincts haven't been carefully trained on a conventional analog Theremin, I've been fairly free to experiment with these
things for myself.  But of course this makes me somewhat blind to the needs of those who have developed their skills that way.  I'm certainly not
interested in driving anyone away from the D-Lev by foisting my layout constraints on them with an iron fist.  But at the same time, if various things can
be address and improved for those who are coming to the Theremin for the first time, well why not.  As long as there are enclosure build / SW options to
satisfy most.  It seems like as good time as any to address these legacy aspects, which have fairly strong engineering reasons to be addressed on a digital
Theremin anyway, particularly if one is trying to make it the best it can be. 

There's something in me that feels like I'm failing if I'm not making something that I'm personally enthused to play.  I'm fighting with this internally when
legacy issues start taking over various aspects of the design, to the exclusion of what I feel are genuine improvements.  It makes finding an optimal
middle ground for me really difficult.  Ideally there is one simple cabinet design that I can build or have manufactured for not too much, that will satisfy
everyone, but everything so far except my prototype, with the separate articulated plate & coil boxes, comes up short for me personally.  It makes me feel
kinda lost as to how to proceed.

"BTW, the best part of seeing other people's photos is looking at the background junk."

You said it!  Junk!  The whole downstairs needs a massive cleaning...

"I like your collection of inductors past.  I see a Harbor Freight-type rubber squeeze bulb, the same Weller soldering iron that I have, and possibly a
handheld receiver or frequency counter in the upper left. And of course the exercise ball. One must be careful what one leaves lying around!!!"

Yes, that's a hand held frequency counter and a super cheap but nice Bowfeng walkie-talkie.  Dad gave me the squeeze bulb.  The Weller ain't a Metcal,
but I really like the analog knob temperature control - don't have to set some digital thing with buttons every time you turn it on, the memory is the pot
position.  And blinking an LED with the PWM signal going to the iron itself (I presume) is genius feedback.

People can infer, probably correctly, all sorts of stuff from one's living arrangements.  My DVD collection is right there, probably a good thing my book
library isn't!

Continuum Type Initial Pitch Correction



dewster 6/20/2019 10:49:32 PM [1811]

Continuum Type Initial Pitch Correction

Yesterday something made me think of the Haken Continuum, which got me to thinking about what I imagine is the initial pitch method on it.  With a
continuous controller like the Continuum, Theremin, violin, trombone, etc, the player 99.9% of the time desires that a given note start its life sounding
on-pitch, rather than off-pitch.  The Continuum has the advantage here of real attack type actions happening on the playing surface to guide the pitch
algorithms, whereas the Theremin generally doesn't.  On the D-Lev, however, one can fairly simply arrange things in SW so that when the volume drops
below audibility the pitch correction becomes more aggressive.  I implemented this today and the results are quite encouraging.  Here is a view of the
entire current pitch correction datapath: 

The section to the upper left is unchanged from before: There are three paths for the linear pitch number, the top path is the unmodified pitch number, the
middle path expands each note to full scale and selects a portion of it to correct (span knob) with a certain strength (corr knob), the bottom path is 2nd
order low-pass filtered (16Hz), and it then modulates the middle path with pitch hand velocity squared and a given variable influence (pvel knob).  The
final middle path is 4th order low-pass filtered and combined with the top path as a feed-forward error correction signal.

The section to the lower right is new: The linear volume number is subtracted from 3/4, which establishes the threshold of audibility as -48dB, the result
is limited, inverted, squared, and inverted, which gives a "hump" like shape below the -48dB point.  The strength of this is controlled via a squared
parameter (subr knob), then combined with another parameter (rate knob), limited, and scaled by 1/16 to control the cutoff frequency of the 4th order
low-pass filter.  This raises the filter frequency between notes, which lowers the settling time of the applied correction (the whole point).

I thought of modulating the pitch velocity with this scheme as well, which would make the correction below audibility more aggressive in the presence of
high velocity strength settings (high pvel), but after playing with it for a while that seems unnecessary.  You can easily see it working if the tuner is set to
post pitch correction, and you can easily hear it working if the pitch preview is enabled and set to "wheedle" when the playing voice is below audibility.
 Otherwise, it's impossible to tell that anything is going on - other than that you are suddenly a somewhat better player!  Provided of course that your
pitch hand is actually indicating the correct note "regions" at the time of their play.  These pitch quantization schemes do have downsides, and one of
them is that they can make certain kinds of mistakes worse.  But, hey, don't set the knobs too crazy.  And (I assume) Continuum players have to contend
with this sort of thing too (really sloppy playing + overly aggressive correction = big boo-boos).

[EDIT] Here's a sample where it's turned all the way up and you can hear the pitch preview stepping between notes, but the notes themselves smoothly
gliss: [MP3].  It does seem to improve my playing.  I have no idea if this would be useful / too aggravating for those who rely on pitch preview, though it
can be turned down to be less "steppy" sounding yet still lend accuracy to the initial phase of notes.

Axis Decimation Inventory
dewster 6/29/2019 3:50:23 PM [1812]

Axis Decimation Inventory

Buggins got me to thinking about how the D-Lev pitch and volume axis operating points (frequency numbers) are decimated (down-sampled) for use by
the software. Down-sampling is something I've struggled to understand sufficiently to feel confident that I'm correctly implementing it in this project.  If
anything, my approach is probably overkill, and so hopefully blameless.  Here is the pitch side (volume side is the same, but cutoff points and such can
vary depending on the inductor value and the desired final bandwidth):

http://www.mediafire.com/file/82mbb8u6axn0zb0/2019-06-20_pitch_corr.mp3/file


1. On the left the DPLL is operating at 196.666667 MHz, which is 4096 the audio sample rate of 48.014 kHz.  (I couldn't do exactly 48 kHz due to the
limitations of the FPGA clock dividing / multiplying / conditioning PLLs, and there are only 2 in the target FPGA.)  The DPLL acts as a low-pass filter
for phase noise, and the cutoff here is set to 182 Hz (via FPGA code build parameters, with steps which are powers of 2).  A first-order roll-off gives 6dB
per octave / 20dB per decade, which translates to -108dB @ 50 MHz.  108dB / 6dB/bit = 18 bits, of which perhaps 1/2 of this, or 9 bits are a real
resolution increase due to filtering.  Due to the XOR phase detector, and due to the fact that the LC resonance is 1.4 MHz, there is a ~42 count (p-p
amplitude) 2.8 MHz frequency triangle wave riding on top of the DC signal.  Since triangle harmonics go as 1/(n^2), the harmonic around 50 MHz is
n=21, so the amplitude is down 1/21^2 or 1/441, which is down ~12 bits, or smaller than the triangle amplitude, so it doesn't seem like much of an alias
problem.

2. Nevertheless, 26 bits of frequency are taken from the DPLL and fed to a new "pre" filter, which is a first-order low-pass set to 497 kHz.  This gives
-39dB @ 50 MHz, which pretty much kills the XOR triangle harmonic energy.  The filter time constant (as are all of the filters here) is accomplished by
right shifting, and here we're shifting by 32 - 26 = 6, which is a multiplication by 2^-6.  This gives a 32 bit output with no internal truncation.

3. The output of the "pre" filter is sampled at 1/2 the rate, or 98.333333 MHz.  Here we are concerned about energy above 1/2 this rate aliasing down,
hence all of the "50 MHz" calculations above.  The sampling is done by enabling the following filter every other clock. 

4. A fourth-order low-pass filter set to 415 Hz follows, which gives -114 dB @ 24 kHz (where 24 kHz is, again, 1/2 the sample rate of the following
stage).  This is a string of first-order filters, with internal width of the I/O + the attenuation factor (32 + 15 = 47) so as to keep truncation noise to a
minimum.  To even out FPGA power demands, the pitch and volume axis filter enables are alternated here (this is a big filter taking slugs of current).

5. Finally, the result is sampled at 1/2048 the rate (the image value of 1024 is incorrect), or 48.014 kHz and sent to a register for the software to read.
 This is a hardware latch so that the software has all the time in the world to snag the value.

Note that all the sampling going on here consists of integer (actually 2^n) multiples, that no non-rational sampling is going on.  When all sample points
fall exactly on top of each other like this there is no possibility of fractional sampling error.  Fractional sampling error is sort of truncation noise, and it
can be minimized via the use of Farrow filter structures and the like (interpolating / polyphase filters), something I wasn't aware of until fairly recently.
 Here is a really basic Farrow filter primer: https://www.dsprelated.com/showarticle/22.php

pitts8rh 7/8/2019 1:49:51 PM [1813]

Are you getting my emails (Sat morn)?  I received yesterday's from you and replied, but the ether seems awfully quiet...

dewster 7/8/2019 2:42:08 PM [1814]

"Are you getting my emails (Sat morn)?  I received yesterday's from you and replied, but the ether seems awfully quiet..." - pitts8rh

Ooh, thanks for pointing that out!  My wife and I share an email address, and I recently converted her PC from XP to Ubuntu.  With two PCs accessing
the account one has to "leave emails on the server" for a couple of weeks.  Thunderbird has a check box for "until I delete them" that is dangerously
checked by default, so she was killing all email to me without knowing it.  As you might imagine, the ether has been really quiet for me!  I got on her PC
and unchecked the box, and fortunately she hadn't purged your deleted emails, so I was able to forward them as a group of attachments (handy feature in
Thunderbird) back to the account.  Am reading them now and will reply via the Russian back channel.

Inharmonic Resonator Overhaul => Pseudo-Stereo!
dewster 7/10/2019 9:36:49 PM [1815]

Inharmonic Resonator Overhaul => Pseudo-Stereo!

For the past week or so I've been working on the inharmonic resonator and have made good progress on improving the signal path, as well as the
interface to it.  The resonator is one of those things I just stuck in the prototype on a whim.  It initially seemed useful enough to refine somewhat, but I
was always ready to rip it out if it got dull or weird or troublesome.  Now that it has proved its worth, it deserved some more thought and polishing, and
I'm happy to report that I've had some solid ideas to improve it, and that they've panned out.

One glaring issue fixed: only 1/2 of the allocated delay memory was being utilized!  Doh!  So it can go an octave lower now.  

Structurally, the biggest change was to relocate the output tap from the input mix point to after the final delay:

https://www.dsprelated.com/showarticle/22.php


As this is pre-feedback LPF, the resonator output is now somewhat brighter.  Movement of the tap point allows direct mixing between input and output,
which means we can do a passable pseudo-stereo by adding and subtracting the resonator output with the input signal:

The top image shows the pseudo-stereo concept.  Mixing a delayed signal with itself gives a comb filter, and subtraction gives frequency response dips
where the addition has peaks, and vice-versa.  On the bottom is the way it is implemented, with stereo strength determined by a crossfade arrangement,
which allows us also to fully select wet or dry output, or anything in between.  Varying the gain of the resonator input rather than the output helps control
overload in the resonator.

I wanted the "dly" knob to be a genuine "freq" knob with more even scaling and full utilization of the smaller delay (higher frequency) end.  What I was
using was the knob value shifted to give full scale [0:1), bit negated to swap the direction, then squared and added to itself, and finally right shifted to
give the required 2^n range for delay.  A [0:1) value raised to any power will still cover the [0:1) range and with the same endpoints, which made me
think to try higher powers in a crossfade situation.  So, after much spreadsheeting I hit on a very sweet, almost ideal function:

Here's the function:

- Full scale, not, * 0.125

added to:

- Full scale, not, ^4, * (1-0.125)

with the result shifted right 22.

The weighting of 0.125 = 1/8 = x >> 3



and 1-0.125 = 0.875 = 0xe000,0000.  If we use a slightly smaller number here and offset the final result we can avoid small values that are basically
hypersonic in terms of frequency.  The steepness of the curve in the exponential region can be manipulated via the weighting factor.  The slope in the
exponential region is conveniently roughly 1/2 semitone per detent, which matches the scaling of the formant and other filter cutoff controls.

The main beauty of this scaling method (when properly adjusted) is that it yields a pretty good exponential response in the region that has the resolution
to do so, and the non-exponential region falls off linearly, employing all of the input changes directly.  So the "chunky" behavior has no missed codes or
weird steps.

For frequency display, I'm multiplying 48kHz by the inverse of the delay value (I finally got to use the integer inverse subroutine that I spent at least a
month working on) .  This gives the exact resonance frequency if the feedback is positive and the tap is set to the 1/2 way point.  

I decided to make xmix above a signed value so as to handle the relative I/O phase more naturally by going negative.  It's all significantly more intuitive
to use IMO.

For the pseudo-stereo effect, too much xmix pulls the focus away from the center and gives a weird "soundstage".  The tap and harm controls don't seem
to have much influence over the pseudo-stereo effect.  Pseudo-stereo seems to be the most realistic when applied to noise type sources, where the
oppositely placed L&R dips and resonances are more difficult to discern.  It even seems to work fairly OK with things like strings, where the resonator is
in parallel with the formants rather than in series, which was a surprise.

[EDIT] And here's me farting around in pseudo-stereo! [MP3].  For the "wind" voice it starts out in mono, goes to stereo, then abruptly goes back to
mono.  This is straight out of the D-Lev, with no reverb or other effects applied post recording.

tinkeringdude 7/10/2019 11:50:27 PM [1816]

Deleted emails... is your email provider so stingy or why can't you use pop and leave them on there indefinitely, and make a calendar entry to check for
space / clean up once every 1..2 years or so  
I for one, like free backups of my stuff "in the cloud". (just not a fan of "stuff only in the cloud") 
No idea what tools your provider offers. 
My free email thingy has a web login with a web based control center, where I can do this: 
~ once a year, filter for emails which contain any of the following in the topic, and are older than X months: 
-  
- enough words of subscribed-to newsletters to probably form a unique ID each 
- whatever other crap you get that is going stale after weeks and you absolutely don't need to keep, and have an IDable topic line

The result list then shown: delete in bulk without hesitation. 
Optionally, after that procedure, filter emails by descending size, and maybe cull a few with big attachments that you don't need anymore.

Result after a few minutes: lots of space free, but you still got a "cloud" backup of mails you might perhaps want to keep for longer. 
I guess after some years even that may be too big. 
My free e-mail service provider gives me 1 GB for e-mails (and 2GB for arbitrary data to store, where I sometimes backup encrypted archive files of
stuff that's good to store off site for free). 
I still have some mails from 15 years ago or so, not anywhere near running into problems yet  

pitts8rh 7/11/2019 10:03:36 AM [1817]

What are the prospects of having a separate spdif output for a pitch preview decoder so that PP capability is not lost when both of the original outputs are
used for stereo?  Or will it have to be either stereo with no pitch-preview or mono with pitch-preview?

BTW I've been playing with that last preset on this recording (forgot the name) and I've been meaning to tell you that it deserves to have an entire space-
horror feature film built around it.  I haven't studied the insides of that preset yet, but there is a lot going on in there.

dewster 7/11/2019 1:43:29 PM [1818]

"What are the prospects of having a separate spdif output for a pitch preview decoder so that PP capability is not lost when both of the original outputs
are used for stereo?  Or will it have to be either stereo with no pitch-preview or mono with pitch-preview?"  - pitts8rh

Mission creep!  ;-) 

OK, I just did a build of the SPDIF codec alone, without Hive register support, and it takes 219 LEs (217 combinatorial, 91 register), which is 4% of the
device resources.  The D-Lev build at the moment takes 5516 LEs (4778 combinatorial, 3926 register), which is 88% of the part (this is my most recent
design with the new "pre" anti-aliasing filters on the axes hogging some LEs).  So there's probably room, but it's getting cramped, which makes it harder
for the builds to meet timing.

I think a secondary SPDIF codec could be integrated into the current SPDIF codec, thus re-using much of the decode logic.  The main new elements
would then be a 24 bit Hive register for the PCM data and a 24 bit shift register to ship it out over the serial link, which might actually take less than 4%
of the device resources.  

Making the secondary codec mono would trim it down a bit.  How well would mono fit into your PP hardware plans?  Ideally I suppose, one stereo codec
would go to one box feeding the main outputs, and another stereo codec would go to anther box feeding the headphones, with all the switching going on
in the FPGA, which would obviously require two stereo codecs.  Do you ever listen through headphones with PP in one ear and the output in the other?

pitts8rh 7/11/2019 3:17:27 PM [1819]

Mono PP is fine with either mono (as it is now) or stereo audio. And of course if adding an extra output is a problem, personally this is not a
disappointment.  For most practicing and playing in private PP isn't used and stereo could be used at that time.  It's only when trying to play when others

http://www.mediafire.com/file/0bcl1jg31c226f6/2019-07-10_stereo.mp3/file


can hear that PP becomes important, and in those cases the mono audio can be somewhat pseudo-stereo-ized in external processing (though not as
effectively).

"Do you ever listen through headphones with PP in one ear and the output in the other?" - Dewster

How PP is monitored is a matter of choice, but I need both ears fully open for the main audio.  I tend to use PP on a monitor at very low level behind my
head to hear the bass notes.  I'm still searching for a solution to a close-ear monitor that has enough air movement to couple bass, but without being
actually in the ear.  My pneumatic speaker-pump thing that I showed you many moons ago comes close, and I may revisit that at some time.

But get back to your bug hunt!

dewster 7/11/2019 5:11:03 PM [1820]

"But get back to your bug hunt!"

Slow going.  If I bypass the EEPROM boot loader (use the default SW image in BRAM) it works with all of the remaining available memory (538 bytes)
consumed.  Thread 7 has been throwing an unexplained pop error at boot for quite a while now, so I suppose it's prime time to really bite me in the ass.
 My fault for not tracking this down sooner.

My Kingdom For 538 Bytes
dewster 7/12/2019 6:30:53 PM [1821]

My Kingdom For 538 Bytes

Got past the evil scary bug, which was just a mismatch between the assembler boot reserved memory (1024 bytes) and the assembly code package boot
code starting address definition (512 bytes) - it was nothing at all to fix once I tracked it down.  So I've got a whopping 538 extra bytes to play with!
 Which is actually a fair amount of assembly...  

While I was in there I added a "ver" HCL command which displays the CRC of the SW load in EEPROM.  Always handy to know what the hell is
currently running.

Back in business! 

SPDIF x2
dewster 7/17/2019 6:02:38 PM [1822]

SPDIF x2

A while back Roger requested a second SPDIF output for pitch preview, and now that the inharmonic resonator supports pseudo-stereo there is more of a
pressing need for this feature.  With a single SPDIF the right audio output gets co-opted for pitch preview (when the pitch preview volume is greater than
zero), but the introduction of a second SPDIF output allows for a better division of labor, where the original SPDIF output may be used as the line level
PA output (and never passing the pitch preview signal), and the second SPDIF as headphone or personal monitor output.  With proper switching, this
would cover the scenarios where a player:

1. Practices alone and monitors the stereo output via stereo headphones (this is me most of the time). 
2. Performs with accompaniment and monitors pitch preview in one ear via a single headphone (this is many players I've watched perform). 
3. Performs with accompaniment and monitors pitch preview in one ear and mono in the other ear via stereo headphones (does anyone do this?).

With all of the above also supporting mono or stereo going to the PA.

SPDIF only takes one output pin of the FPGA, and Roger's experiments have found that an electrical connection works as well as an optical connection (I
thought optical was necessary to keep digital noise out of the output audio).  We want the analog outputs to be in phase with each other, and SPDIF TX is
a timing master, so the most natural solution in the FPGA logic is to replicate the data shift registers.  I did this with an SV "generate" statement around
the shift block, but intentionally excluded the master counter / state machine and flags decode from replication.  This ensures output phase alignment, that
internal data for both components is taken at the same time, and saves a bit of logic here and there.  There were two convenient Hive register locations
left unoccupied, so I used these for the HW / SW interface to the new SPDIF component, one for the left channel and one for the right (24 bits each).
 FPGA usage has gone from 88% to 91% with no obvious dramatic increase in difficulty in meeting timing closure during the FPGA build.  I'm kind of
amazed that the FPGA is this full of logic running at ~200MHz and it isn't too hard to build, nor does it seem to have a thermal problem.

I added a new "Mntr" knob to the SYSTEM UI page to switch between the old single SPDIF arrangement and the new dual SPDIF arrangement.
 Regardless of knob settings, both SPDIF channels are always driven by the software.

===================

Another request of Roger's was reduced sensitivity for the axis auto calibration knob.   This is a dual use knob on the main page which, when turned
performs a instant auto calibration of both axes, and when pressed writes to the preset slot.  A slip when pressing the knob can accidentally turn it, thus
erasing one's current edits, as well as performing an undesired auto calibration.  My prototype has small diameter knobs that are actually kind of hard to
slip and turn when pressing, but the possibility is always on my mind when storing a preset (which actually requires two presses, for double the chance of
slippage).  My solution here was to have the software examine the knob rotation delta, with anything over 1 detent in either direction during the sample
interval triggering an auto calibration, and anything less ignored, so the knob rotation must have some deliberate minimal velocity to register as an event.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S/PDIF


 This was a much easier edit than I imagined it would be, and I want to again thank Roger for coming up with these excellent suggestions for improving
the prototype.

===================

I also added a bass tone control to the pitch preview, so that it now has bass and treble knobs.  And I FINALLY fixed a command line stack fault bug that's
been a minor nuisance for what seems like forever (and this after thinking I fixed it several times in the past). 

Constant Time Gated Noise
dewster 7/19/2019 7:55:38 PM [1823]

Constant Time Gated Noise

Playing around with gated noise again.  Tried gating at twice the oscillator rate, as some research papers claim this is consistent with lower pitched
human vocals, but it sounded less realistic to me.  Then I tried giving the pulses a constant on time, rather than having this be a percentage of the
oscillator duty cycle, and I think it may be an improvement.  One thing I didn't foresee was highly variable harmonic content when the pulse on time is
made quite small.  It makes sense in retrospect though, the gated on portion could have anything going on in there, and lacks the long-term average of
ungated noise.  I need to mess with it some more to see where it might end up, but here is a sample: [MP3].  It starts out with the (muted) oscillator high
enough in frequency that the cycle time is shorter than the gate interval, so the noise is constant.  Then I lower the oscillator frequency to a few Hz, and
turn the gate time down to a small value, where you can clearly hear the harmonic content vary from pulse to pulse.  This is then used to "ring" the
inharmonic resonator.

===========

Trumpet, Trombone, Tuba

This one took me a while to develop, though I don't know why as there isn't all that much to it.  It uses a single variable harmonic oscillator that gets
brighter with increased volume (all harmonics).  Some velocity and knee are used to give it that horn "blip" at the beginning of the envelope, along with a
touch of decay time.  Following the oscillator is a low Q 2nd order bandpass filter set to ~880Hz, with minor volume axis (+2) and pitch axis (+5)
modulation.  It seems to work fairly well over a fairly wide range, imitating the trombone and tuba better than the trumpet IMO.  Here is a sample:
[MP3].  I can't see wanting to play this 24/7 as my main go-to voice, but it might work well in a mix or as accompaniment.  And it's always educational
to experiment with one's playing style, with an ear towards making the voice sound as realistic as possible.

tinkeringdude 7/19/2019 9:56:01 PM [1824]

That's growing into an interesting palette of sounds you're compiling there for a theremin player, and probably playable in a much more responsive way
that if one were to MIDI-fy things and just connect it to some sampler, even if it had more options.

The wind instrument sound realistic enough to know what they represent without sounding silly, yet there is still, to my ear (can't really explain it) some
"theremin" character retained, i.e. it's believable for this to come out of a theremin, and hence perhaps not so outlandish seeming for a theremin player of
many years. Hah. Maybe it's just the playing with the vibrato and volume hand, but I'm not sure.

I wasn't familiar with a "inharmonic resonator", or i forgot about it, very faintly remember hearing about physics of bell sounds, but not the contents. 
I found one explanation putting it as a delay line with frequency-dependent delay time. I wonder how that aspect maps out onto a physical ringing
cowbell or something like that.

Edit: I wonder how and why this editor keeps randomly spitting random font control codes into text without me doing anything with the funny buttons at
the top...

dewster 7/19/2019 11:20:16 PM [1825]

"That's growing into an interesting palette of sounds you're compiling there for a theremin player, and probably playable in a much more responsive way
that if one were to MIDI-fy things and just connect it to some sampler, even if it had more options."  - tinkeringdude 

Thanks!  I think it's important to have a certain amount of internal synth control tied directly to the axes (much like they do for keyboard synths).

"The wind instrument sound realistic enough to know what they represent without sounding silly, yet there is still, to my ear (can't really explain it) some
"theremin" character retained, i.e. it's believable for this to come out of a theremin, and hence perhaps not so outlandish seeming for a theremin player of
many years. Hah. Maybe it's just the playing with the vibrato and volume hand, but I'm not sure."

I think it's mostly me trying to play a discretely pitched instrument like the trumpet on a continuous controller.  And the synth isn't up to doing this kind
of thing with 100% fidelity.  And I'm kinda new to synth programming.  After listening to (and playing along with) some trumpet players on YouTube, I
think I've got a better trumpet preset.  Nothing like listening to the real thing when dialing in a patch.

"I wasn't familiar with a "inharmonic resonator", or i forgot about it, very faintly remember hearing about physics of bell sounds, but not the contents.

I found one explanation putting it as a delay line with frequency-dependent delay time. I wonder how that aspect maps out onto a physical ringing
cowbell or something like that." 

That's a good description!  It's a delay line with feedback, where one of the delay elements is an all-pass reverberator and the other is a simple delay.  It
can be seen as an extremely rudimentary reverb arrangement.  The all-pass makes the resonance locations non-harmonic, and thus more complex
sounding.  With a lot of feedback you get things like bells and gongs, with less you get drums and hollow tubes, with even less you can simulate the
violin family body upper resonances OK.  It's somewhat equivalent to a bank of bandpass filters, though obviously with considerably less freedom in
terms of setting individual resonance frequencies and Q's.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/4394jlskhn6rm3o/2019-07-19_pulsed_noise.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/ijekoiwb88ffjm3/2019-07-19_trumpet_trombone_tuba.mp3/file


"Edit: I wonder how and why this editor keeps randomly spitting random font control codes into text without me doing anything with the funny buttons at
the top..."

I've found it can depend on what browser I'm using.  When editing my post in Pale Moon I sometimes get a bunch of blank lines inserted out of nowhere. 
But in all browsers I have to toggle "View source" (Ctrl+Shft+s, the right-most button) before pasting text, otherwise I get a bunch of unwanted font,
color, size, etc. tags.

[EDIT] Here's a better sounding trumpet IMO: [MP3].  It needs to be able to go from fairly mellow to "blarry" sounding.  Among other things the treble
control was my friend here.  Fun fact: trumpet was my first instrument (grade school band for a couple of years, though I never got anywhere near
mastering it - the one I had was more or less unmasterable, which may have had something to do with it).

SPDIF Box (Cirrus Logic 8416) Strangeness
dewster 7/20/2019 1:20:41 PM [1826]

SPDIF Box (Cirrus Logic 8416) Strangeness

During my pulsed noise experiments yesterday I ran across some odd behavior that I don't believe was directly caused by my assembly code.  When the
SPDIF output from the noise generator was set to long periods (large fraction of a second) of zero data, I saw what seemed like random short-term
muting of the analog output.  The zero period time had a definite threshold below which there was no muting, and above which there was mostly (partial)
muting.  I was able to side-step this by reducing the noise amplitude by 96dB (signed right shift of 16) rather than stomping it to zero.

I believe the Cirrus Logic 8416 interface chip in the SPDIF box (see above) is somehow interpreting a long string of zeros (or perhaps just static DC? - I
didn't test for this) as some kind of special mode.  From the 8416 manual, it's clear that the chip snoops on the digital data to switch modes, but it doesn't
mention anything like this.  Evidently, a highly attenuated (-96dB) signal gives the chip something to "chew on" and keep it from switching modes or
whatever undocumented behavior it's doing.  That this quite obvious weirdness happened during a valid output of the prototype is disturbing to me.

Lord knows I'm not god's gift, but it's this sort of thing that drove me away from working with other random engineers on anything I cared about at all.  I
mean, I can screw things up on my own just fine, thank you very much! #NotAllEngineers (and present company excepted!)  I design my logic to be as
stupid as possible for good reasons.

[EDIT] I suppose I should include the ES7144LV DAC in the lineup of suspects, though it seems to be a much simpler part than the 8416.  Who knows...

Muted Trumpet
dewster 7/20/2019 10:24:43 PM [1827]

Muted Trumpet

Found one presentation on trumpet mutes [LINK] that lists the resonances of some mutes.  Here [LINK] are some photos of mutes and a bit of
discussion.  I suppose the sound I'm looking for is the Harmon mute without the stem, that blaring tinny metallic resonant sound from 60's movie jazz
sound tracks.  I got the trumpet sounding OK to me, then tried a few formants on it to see if I could get that crazy mute sound.  Here are 2092Hz (level

http://www.mediafire.com/file/tgy2tbndc8t4q5l/2019-07-19_trumpet.mp3/file
http://www.stat.pugetsound.edu/courses/class8/brass.pdf
http://seetimbre.com/timbre-of-trumpet-mutes/


41), 2709Hz (level 63), and 4185Hz (level 63) with the resonances all set to 27: [MP3] (I'm just learning this song, please be gentle with your criticism of
my rendition!).  At the end is an inharmonic resonator sound that I found interesting.

Tried noodling with the trumpet sound to some tracks, the unmuted trumpet sounds really nice along with Poe's song "Spanish Doll" off of her CD
"Haunted" from 2000.  Adds a kind of a flamenco spaghetti western vibe.

Ha, I played the real thing for long enough and it never dawned on me that the first valve is a full step, the second a 1/2 step, and the third 3/2 steps. 
Lordy, I was oblivious to all kinds of basic stuff back then. 

Constant Time Gated Noise w/ VMOD
dewster 7/22/2019 12:38:23 AM [1828]

Constant Time Gated Noise w/ VMOD

In my never ending quest for creaky voice (it's either a complicated thing, or I just haven't yet hit on the simple formula), I tried modulating the gated
noise off level attenuation factor with the volume axis number - which unfortunately was a dud so I backed it out.  Worked on the gate time knob scaling,
finally settled on [0:127] 72dB exponential, right shifted to give minimum changes of >1, <2, and offset to give a minimum of 2 (which gives a minimum
pulse width of one 48kHz sample).  I swear, ~90% of implementing anything digital with knobs is knob scaling, and you need a diverse bag of tricks to
do it justice IMO.

As there were a few knob spots left on the noise UI screen (the other ~10% comes down to real estate), I decided to swap the grey filter knob for separate
bass and treble controls.  The noise source already has it's own state variable filter, but it seems that there is no such thing as too many filtering options.

The Outer Limits
dewster 7/22/2019 3:59:48 PM [1829]

The Outer Limits

There are times when I'm trying to use formant frequencies from research papers that exceed the maximum limit of 4.186kHz that I've set for the D-Lev.
Since I've also set the dynamic range of the pitch numbers to 48dB, this gives a lower limit of 16.35Hz.  I would rather both be a bit higher - what are the
hard limits here?

On the low end, the displayed frequency sometimes doesn't increment when spinning the knob because the decimal portion isn't shown on the LCD.  This
produces two detents for the displayed values of 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 26 (all in Hz) which is kind of annoying.

On the high end, the state variable filters can go into oscillation when the damping is set to a low value and the frequency is set to a high value.  This is
due to feedback gain through the state variable structure going above 1.  Currently, the minimum value the damping can be set to is 1, so the maximum
frequency is:

  w = 2 * sin( pi * f / fs )  

where w = 1, fs = 48kHz, and solving for f:

  f = fs * sin^-1( 1/2 ) / pi = 8kHz

In my filtering spreadsheet I'm seeing anything significantly above ~4kHz not behaving all that "scientific".  High Q peaking gets really droopy, and the
center frequency of the peak is significantly in error.  For example, setting it for 7kHz and infinite Q (damping = 0) I see a ~6kHz peak of only a couple
of dB.  So if we made the top frequency 8kHz the entire top octave would have increasing error as the setting approaches the top.

Pushing the top frequency higher might also have aliasing implications for the oscillators.  If I were to go ahead and increase the top frequency I might
try for A8, which is an even 7040Hz, and 8 octaves below this gives 27.5Hz, which is just outside the double detent range.  Will mull it over.

ILYA 7/22/2019 6:06:46 PM [1830]

dewster, dont worry, we are all the men in years, with an upper bound of 10-12 kHz

dewster 7/22/2019 7:12:31 PM [1831]

"dewster, dont worry, we are all the men in years, with an upper bound of 10-12 kHz"  - ILYA

Ha!  Yes, sadly true.  Particularly lately, as my left ear has some kind of middle ear fluid buildup from summer allergies, killing what HF response there
is left. For some reason, losing part of one ear's response seems worse than losing 1/2 of one's entire hearing ability.  But I worry about the younger set
hearing things I don't, or expecting things that aren't there.  Like when I went to live rock concerts as a youth, the mixing guys were all HF deaf due to
over-exposure, so they boosted the treble like a maniac to compensate - really unpleasantly harsh to listen to, and I don't want to be that guy obliviously
dolling out poor sonic experiences.

"In my filtering spreadsheet I'm seeing anything significantly above ~4kHz not behaving all that "scientific".  High Q peaking gets really droopy, and the
center frequency of the peak is significantly in error.  For example, setting it for 7kHz and infinite Q (damping = 0) I see a ~6kHz peak of only a couple of
dB.  So if we made the top frequency 8kHz the entire top octave would have increasing error as the setting approaches the top." - me, above

http://www.mediafire.com/file/ctcpo78qg1nhoch/2019-07-20_white_xmas.mp3/file


There must be something wrong with my spreadsheet sim as I just converted all the filters to A8 max and they're working like champs with gobs of Q
even at A8 (7040 Hz), and Audition tells me that the resonant frequencies are dead nuts to what is displayed on the LCD.  There is one double detent
frequency at 29Hz, but who cares.  Now to convert the oscillators, the tuner, and the pitch correction (and all of the presets...).

[EDIT] All done with the SW edits!  The filter polynomials needed jiggering, as did the oscillator anti-alias polynomial, thought the oscillator anti-alias
LUT was fine as-is (thank god). The oscillator frequency scaling need a touch-up, as did the tuner offset.  It was considerably easier than I thought it
would be, but everything is pretty modular at this point.  Made a table in Excel to assist with old => new filter frequency conversions, just need to apply
it to my presets and back them up to my PC.  The lower octave going down to ~16Hz was fairly useless (so good riddance), and the extra ~3kHz of
headroom for formants and oscillator operation is quite welcome.  It's this fundamental stuff that is totally worth revisiting when the overall design feels
like it's wrapping up.  I'm running out of issues to address, and I suppose that's a good thing, but it means I need to refocus my efforts to cabinetry and
developing more presets.

Inharmonic Resonator Modes Update
dewster 7/24/2019 7:52:11 PM [1832]

Inharmonic Resonator Modes Update

Was messing with the resonator in one of the presets yesterday and got confused about exactly how the four modes were assigned.  Confusion is bad,
particularly since I wrote the thing, so I took another look at it to see if the situation could be improved.  I decided to go from a [0:3] knob to a [-2:2]
knob and use the +2 and -2 positions as stereo.  At first I assigned bypass to the 0 position, but this morning I realized there was an opportunity to utilize
the crossfade xmix control for the formants that I wasn't taking advantage of.  Here is the datapath after the latest code edits:

And here are the current mode assignments shown in a more schematic fashion:

I think having +2 and -2 doing the two stereo modes is fairly intuitive.  

Negative modes place the resonator in series with the formant filters, so the resonator is acting more like an ambience reverb, with the xmix knob
controlling wet / dry mix.  Negative modes can also be used for bells and such that employ just the resonator with a lot of feedback.  

Modes 1 and 2 place the resonator in parallel with the formant filters, which we use for things like the cello voice.  Here the xmix knob controls the
formant / resonator mix.



Mode 0 is a parallel mode that bypasses the resonator (and the high pass filter as well), but allows the xmix knob to control the global xmix of the
formant bank, much like the xmix knobs work for the oscillator and noise filters.

When the xmix control is set to 0, the inharmonic resonator is fully bypassed, regardless of any other knob settings.

While I was in there I converted the high pass filter frequency knob to the type used for the formants.  I'm quite happy with the resonator at this point.

Just did another type inventory, there are whole swaths of unused groups I'm contemplating removing.

pitts8rh 7/25/2019 9:02:18 AM [1833]

Do you remember where you bought the S/PDIF decoder shown in one of your previous posts?

#215481

It appears to be of much higher quality that the random decoders that I have been getting (blue/white solder mask with unlabeled ICs).  I think I've
ordered mine (twice) from the original link that you gave me (Amazon or eBay)

dewster 7/25/2019 11:51:53 AM [1834]

"Do you remember where you bought the S/PDIF decoder shown in one of your previous posts?" - pitts8rh

Had to go back to my 2014 emails because eBay has extremely spotty order history:

https://www.ebay.com/usr/xuusastore/

This is actually something I was thinking we might discuss.  Going from PCM to SPDIF in the FPGA, and then going from SPDIF to serial PCM to
analog in a cheesily made outboard box is rather roundabout if you are contemplating laying out and soldering up your own DAC circuitry.  I don't have
any particular DAC in mind, but you might be able to find a quad DAC in a single package that would require a few FPGA connections (bit clock, word
clock, serial data - or similar) and then buffer the outputs via opamps to line out and headphone out.  I could code up the appropriate FPGA logic, and it
would skip the SPDIF middle man altogether.  IIRC the analog gain of the buffers in the SPDIF box I have is too high, which causes internal clipping and
wastes SNR coming from the DAC.

Building A Better Mousetrap Volume Control
dewster 7/30/2019 8:57:05 PM [1835]

Building A Better Mousetrap Volume Control

Donations from a small local estate filtered their way through casa del dewster last week, which included many small hand bells.  I recorded various ones
and tried my hand at synthesizing them on the D-Lev, thinking that might make a nice TW post, and could lead to some presets.  This led to a rescaling of
the filter damping knobs to have more resolution on the "ringing" end of things, which led to a rescaling of the volume / level functions, which led to a
minor overhaul of the type system, which lead to a set of generic offset exponential types that go to zero on the low or high end, which entirely
supplanted all of my power based-parameters so I ripped them out.  For instance, here is the old squaring based volume control response:

One interesting thing about the old response is that it's down 12dB for every halving of the detents.  That might seem good because it gives finer steps on
the business end where it's louder, but it's actually kind of a problem because the steps there are around 0.27dB.  We can hear ~1dB changes, so that's a
little too fine.  It does drop off to true zero (negative infinity dB), so you can completely shut up whatever it's controlling, and the steps near zero can be
as steep as necessary in order to do this.  But it would be better to space out the changes more in line with the resolution of the ear.

https://www.ebay.com/usr/xuusastore/


What we really want is more like this: 

Here the steps are an almost constant 0.8dB or so until they hit the halfway point (detent 32), then they slowly increase to 1dB down to 1/4 (detent 16),
after which they fall off to zero in a smooth and orderly fashion starting around 1/8 (detent 8).  The way to generate this function is to multiply and offset
the encoder value, do an EXP2 (2^x) and then subtract the residual value you get for zero input.  Depending on the multiply and offset you can generate
any dB change you like, I picked increments of 24 for my types: 24dB, 48dB, 72dB, and 96dB.  Not a lot of use for 24dB, but the others are handy.

This family of knob scaling types has replaced virtually all of my power-based knob scaling types, to the degree that I ripped those out.  Filter resonance
settings are much more uniform now, as are volumes and other levels, and the inharmonic resonator feedback.  Of course this has discombobulated all of
my presets, so I need to go through them and fix things.  I generated a series of tables that will aid in the effort.

Power-based knob scalings work pretty great when you're first starting out, and can almost see you through to the end if you're not too picky.  But EXP2
knob scalings are better suited to most situations that you'll encounter in musical instrument DSP.  Which makes sense, natural things are almost always
linear, logarithmic, or exponential.  Most of these calculations are done on thread 7 in non-real-time, but a very low resolution EXP2 (non polynomial)
can be done in as little as 7 cycles, so they're not super expensive code-wise or time-wise.

With this, my search for the optimal volume control has resolved, as have many, many other scaling issues.

Building A Slightly Better Resonator
dewster 7/31/2019 3:01:22 AM [1836]

Building A Slightly Better Resonator

Yet more changes (*sigh*) to the inharmonic resonator:

Previously I had the cutoff frequency of the low pass filter tied to the level of resonance.  Now I've got it tied roughly to the resonant frequency of the
overall comb.  I added a crossfade to the low pass filter output that's tied to the level of resonance, so the 100% infinite feedback setting goes around it.
 The crossfade scaling is not, cube, not to emphasize the bypass path, the lowpass cutoff scaling is EXP2 48dB, polynomial to more or less track the
comb.  The feedback gain Km scaling is reverse, EXP2 96dB, not, to heavily emphasize feedback very close to +/- 1.

Nothing earth shattering in terms of sonic difference, though high frequency settings can "ring" better and with finer control over the decay time, and the
whole thing now feels less ad-hoc.

[EDIT] Twist of fate: it turns out that it's better to control the crossfade with the frequency knob, and the lowpass cutoff with the resonance knob - and
both simply linear!  The LPF needs to back off at higher frequencies to provide sufficient sustain at higher resonance (higher feedback) levels there, and
moving the LPF up with resonance seems to align with actual physics and sound more natural.  So, initially fairly counter-intuitive, but in the end
understandable.  Tons o' sonic nuance to be ferreted out and dealt with.



With Bells On
dewster 8/1/2019 6:14:17 PM [1837]

With Bells On

Tried my hand at synthesizing some bells on the D-Lev:

You can listen to them here: [MP3].  The real bell is first, followed by the synth bell.  Recorded in this order:

1. Glass bell (the red one in back). 
2. Small brass bell (foreground). 
3. Medium brass bell (center). 
4. Telephone bell (left). 
5. Elephant bell (right).

It's hard to get the excitement sound right, and real bells tend to have low frequency beating going on that I couldn't really address.  The elephant bell was
a bear as it has really complex harmonics that I could only very roughly approximate.  Still, it's kinda fun.

[EDIT] I should add: The way I approach bell synthesis is to examine the spectra of the bell in Audition and set the D-Lev formants to the relative
frequencies and amplitudes, with the inharmonic resonator providing some top end complexity and pseudo stereo.  Simple bells generally don't have a lot
of resonances, though the resonances they do have are generally at non-harmonic ratios. 

So what would an A minor bell sound like?  Here are three of them! [MP3].

First Order IIR Compensation
dewster 8/2/2019 4:36:08 PM [1838]

First Order IIR Compensation

Here is my latest spreadsheet for polynomial correction of 1st and 2nd order IIR filters based on maximum note A8: [LINK].

http://www.mediafire.com/file/y2k4mvq4an11v3h/2019-08-01_bells_real_synth.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/ctyr1t98f7hrhqo/2019-08-02_am_bells.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/4x8dyeq3getch6q/1st_2nd_filter_compensation_2019-08-02.xls/file


It's kind of weird that Chamberlin didn't give an exact formula for the cutoff frequency of a 1st order IIR low pass filter in his book.  I finally ran across
the formula the other day here: [LINK].  I understand the derivation, and it checks out with my simulations.

The exact cutoff (-3dB) point of a first order IIR low pass filter for a given attenuation (tuning) factor is:

  wc = acos( ( a^2 + 2a - 2 ) / ( 2a - 2 ) )

where wc = 2 * pi * Fc / Fs, so:

  Fc = wc * Fs / ( 2pi )

Going the other way, the exact filter attenuation (tuning) factor for a given cutoff frequency is:

  a = cos(wc) - 1 + sqrt( (cos(wc))^2 - 4cos(wc) + 3 )

Simple multiplication by 2*pi*A8/Fs gives maximum error of 59% located at maximum input/output.

Above graphically the 1st order case, the blue line is the perfect attenuation factor, the red line is the polynomial approximation, and the black line is the
%error between the two.  I pushed most of the error towards the high end.  First order low pass IIR filters are really mushy, the exact cutoff point is
audibly indistinct, the high pass cutoff significantly deviates from the low pass, and they massively poop out heading towards Nyquist, so it generally
doesn't pay to get too scientific on them.  Whereas 2nd order SVF filters can be quite exact, particularly when the Q is high.

A two term polynomial (^1 and ^2, with the ^0 term = 0) works fine for the first order LPF.  A two term polynomial (^1 and ^3, with the ^0 and ^2 terms
= 0) nets you +/- 0.005% for the second order SVF.  So none of these calculations are particularly expensive.

Antenna Types & Connections
dewster 8/5/2019 5:51:49 PM [1839]

Antenna Types & Connections

I'm currently on vacation, but can't give this place up!  Getting away always seems to free my brain up from the well-worn paths it takes every day at
home.

Anyway, I'm going to do an experiment when I get home regarding plate antenna composition.  I'm wondering if a mesh or screen might work as well as
a solid plate, and if the mesh works well enough with large holes, maybe even a loop of pipe might be as sensitive?  This is one of those "basic
experiments" which would be nice to know the answers to.  I'm surprised I didn't think to do it until now.

https://dsp.stackexchange.com/questions/34969/cutoff-frequency-of-a-first-order-recursive-filter


Don't have a scanner with me, so these are pics taken of my notebook, manipulated in Gimp (which I'm trying out seriously for the first time).  I think the
experiment could be as simple as constructing the various antennas and measuring their intrinsic C via my resonating LC meter.  Or I could rig up a
connection to one of the D-Lev axes and measure the resonance frequency, and work back to C via the LC equation.  For identical form factors, I believe
intrinsic C is proportional to mutual C.

A screen or tube type arrangement wouldn't obscure the player to the audience as much as a solid plate would.  A tube might look the coolest.  With the
volume horizontal and the pitch vertical, it might look like Robbie the Robot ears!

As for overall form factor, for me and my (non) playing style at least, I think I want it to be square as shown above.  A square would keep my pitch hand
closer to the tuner for better targeting, and the sweet spot should be wider in both axes than compared to a circle or rectangle.

=============

Also pondering at which juncture to electrically connect the antennas to the D-Lev tour case.  Here are the options:

Going from the fewest connections on the left to the most on the right:

1. Connecting the antenna to the business end of the coil is the most straightforward and only requires one electrical connection, but is problematic
because the connection point is very high impedance.  Also, any metal here can look like a magnetic core or shorted winding to the coil. 
2. Connecting after the coil requires two connections, one low impedance and one medium impedance, and places the 1pF component of the C-divider on
the coil side.   
3. Connecting after the C-divider requires three connections, two low impedance and one medium impedance.  This arrangement is particularly
interesting because the C-divider can be tailored to the Q of the particular coil and antenna combination once and for all, making the combo freely
interchangeable with others. 
5. Connecting after the AFE3 requires 5 connections, which is a lot, but they are all low impedance.  But then you have to find room for the AFE
somewhere.

I'm leaning towards 2 or 3 at the moment.  It really all depends on what is available / manufacturable.  Either the connection between the antenna and
coil, or between the coil and the cabinet, would have to be able to freely rotate so as to position the volume plate horizontally and the pitch plate or rod
vertically.

[EDIT] I should have included one more possibility, located between the antenna and the 1pF capacitor, which would require two connections, one low
and one very high impedance.  This would place the entire C-divider inside the cabinet, but again the high impedance is problematic.

[EDIT2] Now that I think about it some more, one could "standardize" on 100pF in the C-divider and vary the 1pF based on the Q of the coil / antenna
combo, giving one interchangeability with the two connection case.

D-Lev tour (the continuing saga...)
dewster 8/5/2019 6:21:38 PM [1840]

D-Lev tour (the continuing saga...)

Sketching again.  Placing the coils inside the D-Lev tour wooden cabinet would expose them to a lot of C due to the wood, guts, and connectors at point
1 in the previous post.  The volume coil in particular would be placed very close to the player's body, which seems like a bad move.  The volume coil



would also likely preclude using the angled bottom end of the cabinet for I/O connections, and that is some precious real estate IMO.  So the coils should
probably go outside the cabinet, and be integrated into the antennas.  I think the AFE3's could / should be inside the cabinet though.  Here's my latest
thinking:

The above shows square "fly swatter" antennas on both volume and pitch - square (though not necessarily mesh) would be my personal preference for
me, others could have whatever they like here.  Having the pitch antenna closer to the tuner will likely improve my playing a bit as that will allow me to
keep a better eye on both at the same time.

tinkeringdude 8/5/2019 6:25:48 PM [1841]

Yeah, a loop/frame kinda thing through which the audience can see most of the player, if you get a good shape, probably looks "cleanest", and "cool" in
an aesthetic sense. Minimalist, functional design. In my funny imagination anyway, that doesn't really know what the rest of it will look like.

As for gimp, 
in case it's still as quirky UI wise as > 10y ago when I once tried it (and you feel the same), and you don't need its truckload of features but rather a
simple image manipulation / non-vector drawing program: Have you tried Paint.NET? It's also open source, less mighty than Gimp. I for one refuse to
learn a bazillion funky key commands to get basic stuff done just for occasional, far-from-pro use. And despite its name, it bears hardly a resemblance to
the similarly named abomination that installs with Windows (last time I saw it).

ILYA 8/6/2019 3:11:05 PM [1842]

the fourth antenna ("female type") could be a mirror in a frame inlaid with Swarovski stones.

dewster 8/6/2019 7:56:38 PM [1843]

"As for gimp, in case it's still as quirky UI wise as > 10y ago when I once tried it (and you feel the same), and you don't need its truckload of features but
rather a simple image manipulation / non-vector drawing program: Have you tried Paint.NET? It's also open source, less mighty than Gimp. I for one
refuse to learn a bazillion funky key commands to get basic stuff done just for occasional, far-from-pro use. And despite its name, it bears hardly a
resemblance to the similarly named abomination that installs with Windows (last time I saw it)."  - tinkeringdude

Haven't even heard of paint.Net, so thanks and I'll give it a look-see, though I suppose the .NET precludes it from running in Linux (and .NET means
another huge blob of versioned OS/SW).  I don't really mind a complex interface to image manipulation SW, it's mostly just acclimation to how they do
things, and the basic transformations tend to be very similar.  Though I find the UI of the "gold standard" Photoshop to be fairly alien to what I expect in
terms of where features are located and how they are used.

"the fourth antenna ("female type") could be a mirror in a frame inlaid with Swarovski stones."  - ILYA

One might use aluminized reflective plastic here for a genuine plate?  (Not my original idea!)  Mirror, mirror on the Theremin: who's the greatest player
of all?

tinkeringdude 8/6/2019 8:57:17 PM [1844]

As I guess they still use regular .NET, then it's probably not for Linux. (I've ran stuff I did in .NET on Mono under Linux, but UI wise that goes only so
far). AFAIK they are planning to melt it all together into one thing next year: .NET / Mono / .NET core, the latter already being multi platform. I'm
curious what that will look like, and if doing multi platform stuff will be easier then.

But... Linux you say... and your FPGA tool chain runs on Linux? 

dewster 8/6/2019 10:53:45 PM [1845]

"But... Linux you say... and your FPGA tool chain runs on Linux?"  - tinkeringdude

It does, and was probably developed on Linux.  I would really like to get off of the MS crazy train, WPS office (runs on Linux and Win) seems to open
the few Word and Excel files I tried surprisingly well, and I'm able to convert my Outlook *.pst files to Thunderbird mbox, so the main fly in the
ointment for my D-Lev stuff seems to be Tera Term, a terminal emulator with a rich scripting language.  How is serial port scripting handled in Linux?



tinkeringdude 8/7/2019 6:42:08 PM [1846]

I didn't even get to try the scripting in TeraTerm, the fact that is does not discern between delete and backspace, which I situationally use all the time
everywhere else, was annoying enough to switch to a different one  
I'm not sure what "serial port scripting" is referring to, is that an established sequence of words to mean something more specific? 
A lot of scripting stuff where the traditional (arcane to my eye) unix scripting languages are not so well suited for seems to be done with python these
days, a lot of Linux distributions apparently come with it installed by default, so it wouldn't be an additional burden to the installation. 
While I have fumbled with some python scripts to change them to my needs, I don't really speak python. But it would seem to make sense to acquaint
oneself with that, it's everywhere. Heck, even the raspberry pi and beaglebone things come with libraries to access GPIOs and stuff from python (with
somewhat limited use, given the speed, but for toying around or using it to test other hardware...). 
It would seem to make sense to know a language like that instead of a ton of funny specialized languages which quickly become a major PITA once you
want to do only a tiny little thing that they were not exactly made for.

EDIT: btw, some engineering & sciency folks say a lot of good things about using python and its math plotting libraries, which some people use as an
alternative to Matlab for some things. (okay, there probably are no nuclear power plant simulation plugins for python)

dewster 8/7/2019 10:06:17 PM [1847]

"I didn't even get to try the scripting in TeraTerm, the fact that is does not discern between delete and backspace, which I situationally use all the time
everywhere else, was annoying enough to switch to a different one"  - tinkeringdude

I think the delete key behavior can be changed in the options.  There's a lot of weird stuff going on with terminal emulation as all of the "standards" are
ancient and defacto.  Tera Term seem more flexible and friendly than any other terminal emulator I've tried, though some of that is probably just
familiarity.

"I'm not sure what "serial port scripting" is referring to, is that an established sequence of words to mean something more specific?"

Tera Term has a scripting language built into it, macros really, that it can execute.  They handle parsing of input, branching, file access, etc. and it has
been more than adequate for this project so far.  I use the macro format to pump the EEPROM with a new SW load, and to read and write presets from /
to various preset slots.

"A lot of scripting stuff where the traditional (arcane to my eye) unix scripting languages are not so well suited for seems to be done with python these
days, a lot of Linux distributions apparently come with it installed by default, so it wouldn't be an additional burden to the installation.

While I have fumbled with some python scripts to change them to my needs, I don't really speak python. But it would seem to make sense to acquaint
oneself with that, it's everywhere. Heck, even the raspberry pi and beaglebone things come with libraries to access GPIOs and stuff from python (with
somewhat limited use, given the speed, but for toying around or using it to test other hardware...).

It would seem to make sense to know a language like that instead of a ton of funny specialized languages which quickly become a major PITA once you
want to do only a tiny little thing that they were not exactly made for."

I suppose you're right, and do appreciate the prodding in that direction.  I briefly tried out python to write the Hive simulator in, but gave up on it
(probably prematurely) as it isn't strongly typed, and being sort of interpreted I was afraid to put a month or more of work into going down that road only
to find it was too slow (you need all the speed you can get in a processor simulator).  I'll give it another look.

tinkeringdude 8/8/2019 6:57:32 PM [1848]

I briefly tried out python to write the Hive simulator in, but gave up on it (probably prematurely) as it isn't strongly typed, and being sort of interpreted I
was afraid to put a month or more of work into going down that road only to find it was too slow (you need all the speed you can get in a processor
simulator).  I'll give it another look.

Hehe. I do have an aversion against dynamic typing, and I've not seen a good argument for its necessity (vs., say static automatic type inference), and
stuff I read to advertize for DT often makes points about a certain language implementation that happens to have DT, but no actual DT-specific
arguments... 
Be that as it may, python is very widely spread according to polls, so one may like that or not, but other options in many places will be less easy to get
going.

As for slowness. Yeah, if you do every math stuff with variables and loops in python code, it's going to be slow. Same with doing stuff in Matlab that it's
not optimized for, though. 
But there are numerical libraries which are implemented in C in the background, for a lot of common tasks, and if you throw your data at it, only the high
level glue logic of your scripts will actually be the high level, interpreted stuff, while the rest is done natively.

And you could then of course make some custom routines in C for something special you need, only as much as is really needed speed wise, in C, and the
rest in the convenience of the higher level language. 
I say that because I guess simulating a processor is quite a special case thing, a mapping from one instruction set to another around as few as possible
corners, so there are probably no libraries for that (where people expect high speeds)? 

dewster 8/8/2019 9:25:51 PM [1849]

"As for slowness. Yeah, if you do every math stuff with variables and loops in python code, it's going to be slow. Same with doing stuff in Matlab that it's
not optimized for, though."  - tinkeringdude

I'm so anal I "rolled my own" dec2hex conversions, rather than rely on the C++ libraries, as there were too many modes and unexpected behavior going
on.



"But there are numerical libraries which are implemented in C in the background, for a lot of common tasks, and if you throw your data at it, only the
high level glue logic of your scripts will actually be the high level, interpreted stuff, while the rest is done natively."

Interesting.

"And you could then of course make some custom routines in C for something special you need, only as much as is really needed speed wise, in C, and
the rest in the convenience of the higher level language."

I was looking at months of work anyway, so interposing a new language and getting it to work with custom C modules felt like a bridge too far at the
time.  The Hive core isn't all that complex, but there are 8 threads so there's a lot of storage in the pipeline.  Doing cycle accurate logic simulation in C
means you need two SW variables for each HW register, so the "cha-cha" (HW actually stores intermediate values via setup and hold times) of the HW
clock cycle doesn't produce a race condition.  The closer the sim mirrors reality, the slower it tends to run.  Have you made custom C modules for python
code?

"I say that because I guess simulating a processor is quite a special case thing, a mapping from one instruction set to another around as few as possible
corners, so there are probably no libraries for that (where people expect high speeds)?"

I don't think I'd try transferring the assembler / simulator to python at this point, though I'm not all that happy with the console ASCII "graphics" of the
sim, particularly when running on Win7 / 10 where whatever they did to the console really slowed it down compared to XP.  It could be that I just need to
recompile to a 64 bit target, but I'm kind of doubting that.  And it would be nice to make the visual side of it cross-platform.

But I'm mainly interested in getting the serial port portion of this project in better shape, maybe even make a simple editor / librarian for the presets. 
Have you messed at all with the default GUI tools (Tkinter) of python?

Buggins 8/9/2019 10:22:09 AM [1850]

I don't think I'd try transferring the assembler / simulator to python at this point, though I'm not all that happy with the console ASCII
"graphics" of the sim, particularly when running on Win7 / 10 where whatever they did to the console really slowed it down compared to
XP.  It could be that I just need to recompile to a 64 bit target, but I'm kind of doubting that.  And it would be nice to make the visual side of
it cross-platform.

Try Qt. It's cross platform, and would allow you to make nice looking convenient simulator GUI.

dewster 8/9/2019 3:40:04 PM [1851]

"Try Qt. It's cross platform, and would allow you to make nice looking convenient simulator GUI." - Buggins

Yes, and thanks - it's probably time to try Qt rather than learn a new language that has Qt "native" and make C module for it.  There's something about
python that I just can't warm up to, like it's just a pile of scripts and not really a language - though maybe that's the beauty part.  If it were strongly typed
and had a compiler I might be a bit more enthused.

D-Lev & Telescoping Antennas
dewster 8/9/2019 4:10:08 PM [1852]

D-Lev & Telescoping Antennas

Thinking about it, a telescoping antenna would be a fairly trivial thing for D-Lev to support.  With analog Theremins, and particularly those with series
EQ inductors, the intrinsic C of the antenna is fairly critical to the tuning process.  So you would have to make sure you extended the telescoping antenna
fully, or you could instead use the antenna length as a tuning device (FreM did this), but it might be tricky because the intrinsic C has a magnified 3x
influence over pitch (due to the "invariant" - FredM used a threaded rod for fine adjustment).  With the D-Lev you would just extend it to wherever, do an
auto-cal, and except for a bit of possible gain / offset / linearity touch-up, it's game over.

tinkeringdude 8/9/2019 7:25:15 PM [1853]

Qt is also quite a beast on its own, though. And some of its functionality is now duplicated by current C++ standard, but I guess (haven't looked into it
anymore) they make you use all the Qt stuff, as that's what works hand in hand with all the stuff that you actually need Qt for. 
Wchich means you will be learning their stuff, instead of the new, equivalent, C++ standard things which you can use whatever library you will be using
should Qt no longer fit your needs or be available on reasonable conditions, in later projects. (if you already are familar with C++11/14/17, and don't
mind piling similar stuff onto that, it's no biggie I guess)

E.g.: smart pointers of different kinds, containers, string types, threads and other mechanisms for facilitating concurrency / synchronization primitives... 
And there is the danger of making code that could/should be agnostic to that stuff dependent on Qt, because they, for reasons which are beyond me,
defined all the basic types like int types as their special ones, with a Q prefix, e.g. Qint8 or so (instead of using cstdint - I guess old baggage from when it
was not in the standard - although defacto standard names like uint8_t have been in existence for a long time). 
Which means that when making independent modules, you'll have some fun casting at the interface boundaries, for the most mundane stuff. Not as
serious a "problem" for primitive types, but std::string vs. Qstring and all the other things I mentioned, makes things more ugly.

And they infuse C++ with some weird-ish additions to enhance the language in some aspects (special syntax), which help do some things more easily, but
to me, really highlight the cracks and gaps between this charade of trying make C++ seem like a modern language, and actual modern languages. Only
one glance, if things suddenly don't work so nice, into the matryoshka template hell, used, among other things, to simulate a modern language, in the
debugger and trying to make sense or see the really really really relevant data items of anything, and I quickly realized that that's not for me and, when I



have the say, I'll use something like C# if a GUI is needed. Although e.g. you won't like that the best tool for that branch is visual studio, I can at least say
I never felt like stabbing myself when debugging there, also because of absolutely useless error messages, because the real issue is buried around 5
corners.

Also, note that Qt is not free, for commercial products. (last time I checked)

But it certainly is a rich environment and covers A LOT of different terrain, no doubts about that. (I'm personally not exactly fond of the Qt Creator IDE,
though :-P)

A not nearly as rich, but also not suffering from above problems, cross platform GUI option might be GTK+3. I haven't looked at that in a long time, and
back then, only briefly, though. 
But the sense I got when reading about peoples preferences is that Qt is mostly preferred because of the wide array of topics covered, not because GTK
was worse at what it does wrt. the intersection between the two.

I mentioned Python as a reply to "scripting", and Python usually being characterized as a "scripting language", optimized for code brevity and quick
results, not so much huge, complex projects (not saying that some don't do it anyway).

EDIT: as for "static typing / had a compiler": Not the first, but the latter - you can create executables. I don't know about the speed gain by that. 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5458048/how-to-make-a-python-script-standalone-executable-to-run-without-any-dependency 
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"I mentioned Python as a reply to "scripting", and Python usually being characterized as a "scripting language", optimized for code brevity and quick
results, not so much huge, complex projects (not saying that some don't do it anyway)." - tinkeringdude

Right, the conversation got a bit derailed there.  Thanks for your input!  It always amazes me how complicated GUI stuff is to implement (at least for
me). Like programming languages, it seems like there should be one or maybe two "best" ways to do things that would trump all others.

If I Only Had A Brain
dewster 8/12/2019 4:15:07 PM [1855]

If I Only Had A Brain

My nephew was whistling it on vacation, so I just started learning it: [MP3].

You can hack your way through a bunch of slow songs which don't have a lot of big pitch jumps, but when it comes to faster stuff you need develop some
sort of pitch hand fingering technique (which I clearly haven't even started to think about).

[EDIT] And the whistle, being essentially a sine wave, is the most forgiving in terms of audible pitch mistakes (so it's my go-to voice when doing
complicated stuff).

[EDIT2] It's amazing / annoying how the brain "paves over" lapses in song memory, and then hangs on to those learned incorrectnesses like a pit bull on
a steak.

Buggins 8/13/2019 6:23:34 PM [1856]

Whistle is must have for playing Morricone hits 

Modulated Pulse Width Modulated Noise
dewster 8/14/2019 5:26:24 PM [1857]

Modulated Pulse Width Modulated Noise

Over the past few days I've been trying out some ideas I came up with on vacation for yet another attempt at creaky voice, but unfortunately none of them
panned out.  Got one knob free on the noise UI page so I thought: why not give pitch axis modulation to the pulsed noise active time?  That way the
active time could be duty cycle based rather than fixed time based, the whole thing would be more flexible, and I could get rid of a history register and a
counter register in software (which felt like a kludge).  I was already using reversed exponential scaling for the fixed time knob, so it was a simple matter
to offset (modulate) a reversed linear knob value with the pitch number, run it through EXP2(), then compare the NCO ramp to this value, killing the
noise (-96dB actually so as not to make the SPDIF IC go to sleep) if the NCO ramp is less than the value.  I picked a 48dB range for the knob, which
seems to be enough, but perhaps just barely.  Before this I was using 72dB for the fixed on time.

So now one can set pmod=0 to do noise enable as a pure % duty cycle of the oscillator; if pmod=32 then the enable width is fixed and independent of
oscillator frequency.  Negative pmod values give a larger enable width duty with lower frequency, which doesn't seem immediately useful, but it's trivial
to do so why not?

Here's the pmod noise doing a helicopter taking off: [MP3].  It's assisted by the noise filter set to 4th order low pass with a bit of pmod on the filter
frequency, pseudo-stereo via the inharmonic resonator, and a bunch of bass and treble.  There's something about propeller driven vehicles that oscillator
detuning (not used here, but essential to the "crop dusting" voice) and inharmonic resonator delay really makes come alive.  It's all about phasing I
suppose.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/5458048/how-to-make-a-python-script-standalone-executable-to-run-without-any-dependency
http://www.mediafire.com/file/xmvvtfgoeeqq7el/2019-08-12_if_i_only_had_a_brain.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/f93y7rmz5lp44tt/2019-08-14_fresh_heli.mp3/file


More Bells
dewster 8/23/2019 6:12:14 PM [1858]

More Bells

Three more small brass bells have been sitting here just asking for it (crying out to be synthesized):

The center one is very similar looking to the one on the right, but it has a much shorter decay time, not sure why.

And here are my very brief (spent maybe 30 minutes on all three, including all the recording and photography) attempts at synthesis of them: [MP3].
 Real bell is first, followed by synth bell, then 2nd real bell, etc.

As before, I couldn't really nail the clapper attack sound nor the inter-beating of the resonances.  And my formants only go to 7kHz, so I'm falling back
pretty heavily on the inharmonic resonator (of which I'm doing absolutely nothing to align the harmonics).  Are you enthused yet?!?   IMO, a lot of the
beauty of a bell's sound is the inter-beating.  In much the same way that playing an instrument increases one's general appreciation of it, synthesizing a
voice allows one to discover and therefore more fully value the sources of the aural pleasures it provides.

AFAICT (though I'm prone to false positives here!) the D-Lev hardware, firmware, and software are done.  I would need more computing resources to
significantly expand the design, and I have no active plans to do so at the moment.  Still need a case design that will satisfy most players (hoping the
vertical tour form factor works out), as well as some sort of preset librarian / editor software.

Post family reunion, but family is visiting for several days, and the SO and I are discussing even more get-away time shortly, probably light posting
ahead.

tinkeringdude 8/23/2019 7:06:04 PM [1859]

How's this one for decay time?  

Are you some sort of mad bell collector? I know no person who has such a collection  
The sounds are pretty close, just the last one reminds me a bit more of a triangle, i.e. less massive than the real one. If the first one had a little of the extra
high end chime of the last, it would also be closer? The one in the middle sounds closest to the original I think.

dewster 8/23/2019 10:52:57 PM [1860]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/tpekk8lzix4e9wn/2019-08-23_3x_bells_real_synth.mp3/file
https://youtu.be/7YEyMLX3sD8


"How's this one for decay time?"  - tinkeringdude

I tried to synthesize it, but the audio in that video seems quite distorted and severely lacking bass and treble, which makes it really difficult to know what
it really sounds like.

Though, in the process of doing so, I found a way to do the inter-beating of the harmonics: tune two formants the same and use pitch axis modulation to
offset one of them.  So, thanks!

Buggins 8/24/2019 6:47:28 PM [1861]

Good bell. Not sure if it's possible to get its recorded ringing sound.

BTW, does it make sense to use bell harmonics as theremin voice? Or it's supposed to hit the bell by fast volume hand move/acceleration?

Did you try to simulate wind instruments?

dewster 8/26/2019 2:42:47 PM [1862]

"Good bell. Not sure if it's possible to get its recorded ringing sound."  - Buggins

I think a better recording of it is possible.  That one is so distorted / weirdly EQed / compressed / artifacted - and there seems to be some sort of wow &
flutter going on.  It probably started out life in a sorry state and got further mutilated going through the video compression puke funnel.

"BTW, does it make sense to use bell harmonics as theremin voice? Or it's supposed to hit the bell by fast volume hand move/acceleration?"

Not a lot of sense, more or less honing my analysis / synthesis skills.  Though it did prompt me to significantly expand the high end of the filter Q control
(lower end of damping, actually) by making it exponential.  For stimulus I'm using either pulsed noise or the steep falling edge of the oscillator (max
harmonics ~= sawtooth) at subsonic frequencies.  I could set it up so that fast movements of the hand would trigger it too.

"Did you try to simulate wind instruments?"

I've done a human whistle, muted and unmuted trumpet, as well as trombone and tuba, and intend to try for more.

[EDIT] I don't think I've read anywhere that the damping control could / should be exponential, but it makes sense to do this as the frequency is
exponential as well, and they are both feedback / feedforward terms in the state variable loop.

First Post Index of Topics & Links *Updated*
dewster 9/12/2019 9:35:24 PM [1863]

First Post Index of Topics & Links *Updated*

I updated the first post in this loooong thread to bring the hot-linked index of topics up-to-date: [LINK].  We're in year 7, baby!  7 big ones...

More Mock-uping
dewster 9/14/2019 2:50:04 AM [1864]

More Mock-uping

Playing with the cardboard mock-up again:



The black Sharpie line at the top is at 17" tall from the bottom, which is the max for 1/2" plywood and 16" smoked Lexan forming the control panel /
bezel.  I've got the tuner located right at the very top which seems OK in terms of viewing angle, I don't have to crick my neck too much to watch it while
playing.



Side view shows the plate angles which seem perhaps the most comfortable to play.  The body is angled back more than 45 degrees, this angling places
the pitch plate at a good distance past the volume plate.  The pitch rod is centered for gravity reasons on the mock-up, and not what I intend for rod users.
 External coils here are just 2D.  I want the plates & coils to fit in the removable lid of the enclosure, which seems maybe possible with the sizing shown
here.

Anyway, I'm doing this more for rough dimensioning, to see how the ergonomics might work out.  No clue on how to attach anything to anything. 
Owners would pick between a rod or a plate on the pitch side, and not have both as shown here.

JPascal 9/14/2019 8:57:39 AM [1865]

Did you plan for the elbows to be almost fixed while hand moving? I like this cardboard model.

dewster 9/14/2019 2:54:28 PM [1866]

"Did you plan for the elbows to be almost fixed while hand moving?"  - JPascal

Yes, exactly, that's the general plan, where the upper arm is more or less immobile and next to the body, particularly for the volume axis. 

[EDIT] Another ergonomic factor I didn't mention that is at work here: I don't feel comfortable having my hands come very close to the plates when I
play, maybe 4" or 6" minimum.  Some players routinely interact with the volume loop at much closer distances.

dewster 9/17/2019 7:17:57 PM [1867]

OK, which one of you wise guys has been playing around with my mock-up? 

Warm Boot Bug Squashed
dewster 9/19/2019 1:49:43 AM [1868]

Warm Boot Bug Squashed

For several months now it's been the case that a processor reset via the register set would lock up the D-Lev, and only a power cycle ("rolling a truck")
would bring it back. I decided to get serious in tracking it down yesterday, and found the issue just now.  The length of the SW load in EEPROM is stored
at the beginning as 4 bytes, and the CRC is stored at the end as another 4 bytes.  The stored length value includes these 8 bytes, but I wasn't taking that
into account during the SW load from EEPROM to RAM, which caused the extraneous byte count to overwrite the first 8 bootcode bytes in RAM, hence
the boot once OK but boot twice lockup situation.  And when thread 7 locks up I lose the ability to debug via the CLI.

Boot code is one of those chicken / egg things.  The boot code is resident in the FPGA load and is never replaced unless the FPGA configurator FLASH
device is repumped.  But after FPGA configuration it exists in FPGA RAM, so it's volatile.

[EDIT] There are certainly many possible ways to update the bootcode in SW, like load the SW section and then jump into a copy at fixed location in the
SW itself while writing the bootcode space - maybe if the coding & build process were more complicated / out of control.  Being this "close to the metal"
I haven't found a need to even implement a watchdog timer - I'm not even sure how one might optimally do it with 8 threads of assembly churning away.

Curses



dewster 10/1/2019 4:32:57 PM [1869]

Curses

Light posting to this thread lately due to two vacations, outside demands, and switching my PC from WinXP to Ubuntu 18 LTS.  I haven't had time to
play my D-Lev much either, or work on presets, which is kind of a bummer.

For the past several days I've been trying to get my Hive simulator / assembler compiling and running on Ubuntu.  I found the nice lightweight C++ IDE
"Geany" and after some editing got the code to compile.  I replaced the console display code with ANSI escape characters, and am getting a decent
display in the console.  But the way Linux handles the keyboard is so different that I'm wasting days trying to get back to where I was in XP.  The
functions "getch()" (blocking keyboard character read) and "kbhit()" (non-blocking keyboard character read and flush) don't have any analog in the Linux
world, which handles keyboard input in a per-line manner (return key initiates things). 

I've tried other's code snippets but so far I can only get a byte at a time, which isn't entirely useful as the escape key code is the same as the escape code
that preceds many non-printing key byte strings - the only way to distinguish between ESC the key and escape sequences is via timing, which is fairly
insane, but there it is.  I'm looking into the ncurses library which provides this very functionality, but it wants to control everything going on in the
console, including display.  It's supposedly "portable" so maybe that's how I should have gone in the first place.

It's weirdly difficult to do GUI stuff.  You have to research and try a ton of stuff just to know what not to do, and even then the prepackaged solutions
fight you tooth and nail.

2019-10-05
dewster 10/5/2019 3:10:07 PM [1870]

2019-10-05

Not a lot of movement to report, there has been so much to come up to speed on after switching to Ubuntu (you forget how much time you've invested
over the years finding, acclimating to, and becoming proficient with various SW).  I installed MS Visual Studio for Linux (via the Ubuntu package
installer) and that looks pretty nice though I haven't done much but fire it up and install C++ support.  People say it's one of the nicest and most powerful
IDEs around, and MS for some reason ported it to Linux too (perhaps to support their Linux "subsystem"?).  Found a couple of very nice videos for using
it with wxWidgets to do GUI development:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOIbK4bJKS8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwUGeV2fnfM

Wow, even with the gentlest of intros, wxWidgets still looks like way too much confusion / work!

The default text editor in Ubuntu is gedit - I've noticed that it does syntax highlighting for various languages and uses an XML file to describe those.  But
Geany is looking like the editor / IDE I think I'll stick with for a while.  It's a lot like notepad++ (which is only available for Win unfortunately) in that it
remembers all the files you had open previously, and it's a lot like Dev-C++ in that it's a lightweight IDE for quick smallish projects.  I hope I can figure
out how to configure it to highlight my HAL assembly code (notepad++ conveniently has an interactive dialog for this).  Linux has tons of IDE's /
editors, I suppose because it's heavily used for code development.

It's too bad modern operating systems can't all pick one graphical framework to draw to the screen.  So much redundant effort, so much incompatibility,
so many wrappery things like wxWidgets trying to pull everything back together up at the top, adding their own set of issues and dependencies.  nCurses
wants to take over all I/O, when all I need for it to do is give me getch() and kbhit(), but it seems like it's all or nothing with nCurses.  Serial port
communication looks like it might be a similar nightmare, with gobs of half-baked / half-broken / non-portable / creaky-assed legacy SW between you
and the port IC.

If you think you might switch to Linux as some point, do yourself a favor and start using as much cross-platform SW as you can right now, as that will go
a long way to easing the transition.  I can't see myself ever going back to MS (or for that matter ever going to an Apple) - Linux and Linux SW are really
mature and entirely satisfactory at this point for just about everything.

[EDIT] Adding: even though the guy is quite entertaining and provides world-class hand holding, I couldn't make it more than maybe 1/2 way through
his videos (pointed to above) without going cross-eyed.  I'm probably not cut out for this kind of SW work.

tinkeringdude 10/6/2019 12:54:34 AM [1871]

(risking repeating myself... this built-in editor is an ABOMINATION, you hear me?! Bloody abomination!)

In code samples, I had to replace greater/smaller symbols on includes (which are normally required for system file includes, although some compilers are
lenient) by " ", because the code tag does not disarm html and the pointy braces are swallowed... 
(next to all the other shenanigans the editor does) 
NOTE that it also stripped some comments apparently, because of an unfortunate sequence of symbols, i saw one where the comment text is there, but
not the comment-starting characters... so that won't compile.

even though the guy is quite entertaining and provides world-class hand holding, I couldn't make it more than maybe 1/2 way through his videos (pointed
to above) without going cross-eyed.  I'm probably not cut out for this kind of SW work. 

Well, C++, especially in the form used by that venerable library (which I have not used myself but it rings very familiar, must be around for ages), is only
called "high level language" by close-to-hardware people  High level concepts will look verbose in it. 
But also, a full fledged GUI toolkit will support a certain expected complexity of UI, and to achieve it in a uniform way, there is a raised bar wrt
minimum effort to make even less complex things. At least with that kind of language. 
I wonder whether, if it exists, a GUI toolkit designed for C++11/14/..., could be more slim with regards to boilerplate code. But I'm not up to date there.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOIbK4bJKS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwUGeV2fnfM


I quickly looked at the video, the idioms used in wxWidgets seem pretty familiar (well there are similar ones across GUI toolkits, but sometimes subtly
different, which can be confusing). 
It looks reasonably lean for that kind of stuff.

One guy there mentioned this, to reduce the manual coding effort: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WxFormBuilder

Geany, heh. Not looked at it, but it sounds like one of those billion come-and-go little tools in Linux. If it does what you want and it's not too bad if in a
year support (bugfixes, development) is ceased, then I guess it's ok. 
If you'd like to consider something more time-tested and probably worked on for a while: 
Well, a lot of people use Eclipse with CDT plugin for C++ development. If your computer was new when XP was current, I'm not sure how much fun
running a current Ubuntu and then Eclipse would be, though... it does not have the reputation of being the snappiest of software... Well it's Java based. 
There is also Code::Blocks, which has been around for over 10 years, and is a lot "old-computer-friendlier" than Eclipse. Like Eclipse, it can be
customized heavily, which can at first also be a burden. (the last stable release is from 2017, but don't be fooled, there are very current "nightlies", there is
active development). 
Btw, Code::Blocks uses wxWidgets for its GUI stuff, IIRC.

There is something from MS which is IIRC open source and much leaner than the actual VisualStudio, it's called "visual studio code", it has been 2..3
years since I used it, but it was nice as a lean editor with a couple of handy IDE-like features, without the bulk. 

Serial port: Look into how to set it to "raw mode", that deactivates all the HW terminal nonsense for stuff that was cool before I was born. 
It is mentioned e.g. here, and there are code samples for different setup scenarios: 
https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/~strupp/serial.html 

But yeah, this stuff carries a lot of historical baggage. 
If you want to spend the time, this text was quite illuminating, but I forgot 80% of the details again  
https://www.linusakesson.net/programming/tty/ 

As for console I/O: 
I have not used it yet, but ncurses is definitely the go to thing these days, it is very widely used.

You *can* get something like kbhit and getch, but it seems very cumbersome, and you can screw things up and then your terminal doesn't work properly
anymore if your program exits and you didn't set things back to normal properly 

I will throw in some code here for both, no guarantees, from when I fiddled around with this once.

Serial port: you'll have to look what the serial drivers are named on your system and replace the string with "ttyTHS", perhaps, this was on some
embedded system. 
This opens one with some common options. For details, refer to the links in the comments, I probably won't remember them, I' very poor at remembering
such things and almost always have to look stuff like that up. 

Code:

#include"fcntl.h" 

#include"unistd.h" 

#include"termios.h" 

#include"sys/ioctl.h" 

static int serial_init(int uartNum) 

{ 

https://youtu.be/u21W_tfPVrY
https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/~strupp/serial.html
https://www.linusakesson.net/programming/tty/


    static const auto filePath = std::string( "/dev/ttyTHS" ) + std::to_string( uartNum - 1 ); // e.g. "/dev/ttyTHS3" 

    int fileHandle = -1; 

    if ( (fileHandle = ::open(filePath.c_str(), O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY | O_NDELAY))  raw mode: https://linux.die.net/man/3/tcsetattr 

    cfsetospeed( &options, baud ); 

    cfsetispeed( &options, baud ); 

    tcsetattr( fileHandle, TCSANOW, &options ); 

    tcflush( fileHandle, TCIFLUSH ); 

    return fileHandle; 

} 

static int serial_shutdown(int fileHandle) 

{ 

    return ::close( fileHandle ); 

} 

static int serial_echo_once(int fileHandle) 

{ 

    static const char prefix[] = "ECHO: "; 

    static const int prefixLen = sizeof(prefix)-1; // without the terminating 0. 

    char buf[ 128 ]; 

    strcpy( buf, prefix ); 



    int numbytes = ::read( fileHandle, buf + prefixLen, sizeof(buf)-prefixLen ); 

    if (numbytes > 0) 

        ::write( fileHandle, buf, prefixLen + numbytes ); 

    return numbytes; 

} 

KBHIT: Yeah, here also a kind of raw mode is enabled... to disable the normal handling of key presses by the system. 

Code:

#include "sys/ioctl.h" 

#include "termios.h" 

static void raw_mode_enable() 

{ 

    termios term; 

    tcgetattr(0, &term); 

    term.c_lflag &= ~(ICANON | ECHO); // Disable echo as well 

    tcsetattr(0, TCSANOW, &term); 

} 

static void raw_mode_disable() 

{ 

    termios term; 

    tcgetattr(0, &term); 

    term.c_lflag |= ICANON | ECHO; 

    tcsetattr(0, TCSANOW, &term); 



    //--- 

    tcflush(0, TCIFLUSH); // Clear stdin to prevent characters appearing on prompt 

} 

static bool kbhit() 

{ 

    int byteswaiting; 

    ioctl(0, FIONREAD, &byteswaiting); 

    return byteswaiting > 0; 

} 

The usage would be like this: 
- enable raw mode on terminal 
- call kbhit 
- after it returns, get the char with getchar() and process 
- disable raw mode again (or the console won't work properly)

tinkeringdude 10/6/2019 1:09:33 AM [1872]

Let me add:

Your mentioning of escape characters reminded me of this stuff, if you want to move the cursor or clear a line etc: 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/38770996/linux-moving-the-console-cursor-visual 
http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Bash-Prompt-HOWTO/x361.html 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1022957/getting-terminal-width-in-c

All of this cumbersomeness seems like this really should be handled by someone else (e.g. ncurses devs)  
(although I have used bits & pieces like those for tiny programs where I didn't feel like getting into elaborate libraries for) 

dewster 10/6/2019 1:12:55 PM [1873]

"(risking repeating myself... this built-in editor is an ABOMINATION, you hear me?! Bloody abomination!)"  - tinkeringdude

Yes, I've found that I have to be careful which browser I use to do the editing, as one of them often throws blank lines inbetween everything when
editing. Thank goodness for the "view source" button on the right (for pasting & cleanup - which I ironically can't refer directly here by typing the less
than and greater than symbols!).  Pasting seems to be a bit better lately?  Just don't try to paste real code (as you have discovered)!

"Well, C++, especially in the form used by that venerable library (which I have not used myself but it rings very familiar, must be around for ages), is
only called "high level language" by close-to-hardware people  High level concepts will look verbose in it."

Yes, I imagine so.  C++ isn't my favorite (what is?) but I've used it long enough to understand and work around the quirks I encounter.  Languages
themselves seem to be such a moving target lately I'm not sure how SW folks get anything done.  The silicon world is like this too (strapped to an
unguided nuclear rocket)  but at least some of that is constrained by physics, rather than pure imagination.  So much of the SW world seems to be driven
by fashion (this from someone mostly outside looking in).

"But also, a full fledged GUI toolkit will support a certain expected complexity of UI, and to achieve it in a uniform way, there is a raised bar wrt
minimum effort to make even less complex things. At least with that kind of language."

It seems there could be more of a middle ground for noobs like me.  Much of my stuff can run off of pop up dialogs, and just having a set of those would
go a long way.  TeraTerm has a nice set but it's not portable (and the TTL language is just for scripting).  An easy way to make the main window "dialog"

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/38770996/linux-moving-the-console-cursor-visual
http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Bash-Prompt-HOWTO/x361.html
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1022957/getting-terminal-width-in-c


would be nice.  And I'd prefer to write the inner polling loop (hence my need for getch()) as it forms a nice framework for my code, and I can control all
the nuance from there.  Though of course I then have to recreate pesky things like backspacing and such.

"One guy there mentioned this, to reduce the manual coding effort:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WxFormBuilder"

Yes, he mentions that in the videos too.  He says he uses it all the time, though to get around the limitations one has to really understand the code it
produces as no GUI builder tool can cover all the bases.  I'll give it a shot, but I have to assume it's over my head.

Even if one has the code all ready and in place, I'm worried that I'll run into build and dependency issues that I won't be able to resolve on my own, even
with all of the advice on the web.  One of those video commenters said he had to delete the contents of a working project and fill it with his own code in
order to get it to compile!

"Geany, heh. Not looked at it, but it sounds like one of those billion come-and-go little tools in Linux. If it does what you want and it's not too bad if in a
year support (bugfixes, development) is ceased, then I guess it's ok."

Story of my life.  I become rather proficient with a piece of software and the next operating system blows it away.  One of the few programs that hasn't
experienced this sort of demise for me is MS Office 2003 (though the sort field buttons in Outlook tend to disappear).  But, again, not portable, so WPS
Office has been a godsend.  But I've relied on Dev-C++ for my small coding projects, and it's not been maintained for a while (not portable).  And
TeraTerm, which was revived at one point and improved.  The photo editor I really know, Paint Shop Pro, was "maintained" to the point of unusability
IMO, and the old reliable version won't run on Win7 (graphics issues), so the latest GIMP is actually looking OK to me.

"If you'd like to consider something more time-tested and probably worked on for a while:

Well, a lot of people use Eclipse with CDT plugin for C++ development. If your computer was new when XP was current, I'm not sure how much fun
running a current Ubuntu and then Eclipse would be, though... it does not have the reputation of being the snappiest of software... Well it's Java based.

There is also Code::Blocks, which has been around for over 10 years, and is a lot "old-computer-friendlier" than Eclipse. Like Eclipse, it can be
customized heavily, which can at first also be a burden. (the last stable release is from 2017, but don't be fooled, there are very current "nightlies", there
is active development). 

Btw, Code::Blocks uses wxWidgets for its GUI stuff, IIRC."

Yea, for some reason I highly value the editor popping up quickly and being just the right level of lightweight.  I briefly tried Code::Blocs (hate the
name!) a couple of years ago when searching for a replacement to Dev-C++ but it was sluggish and weird feeling.  Will install Eclipse and give it a spin,
thanks for the pointer!

"There is something from MS which is IIRC open source and much leaner than the actual VisualStudio, it's called "visual studio code", it has been 2..3
years since I used it, but it was nice as a lean editor with a couple of handy IDE-like features, without the bulk."

Over the past couple of years it seems to have become be THE main cross-platform IDE.  I have it installed but haven't played with it much.  Coming
from MS is a knock against it (call me crazy) though it is open source.

"Serial port: Look into how to set it to "raw mode", that deactivates all the HW terminal nonsense for stuff that was cool before I was born.

It is mentioned e.g. here, and there are code samples for different setup scenarios:

https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/~strupp/serial.html

But yeah, this stuff carries a lot of historical baggage.

If you want to spend the time, this text was quite illuminating, but I forgot 80% of the details again 

https://www.linusakesson.net/programming/tty/"

Thanks!  The first is POSIX, which is Linux / OSX, but not Win, correct?  This is why I want to avoid those types of solutions, though I've coded them
and played with them to try to get around my issues.

"As for console I/O:

I have not used it yet, but ncurses is definitely the go to thing these days, it is very widely used.

You *can* get something like kbhit and getch, but it seems very cumbersome, and you can screw things up and then your terminal doesn't work properly
anymore if your program exits and you didn't set things back to normal properly 

I will throw in some code here for both, no guarantees, from when I fiddled around with this once.

Serial port: you'll have to look what the serial drivers are named on your system and replace the string with "ttyTHS", perhaps, this was on some
embedded system.

This opens one with some common options. For details, refer to the links in the comments, I probably won't remember them, I' very poor at remembering
such things and almost always have to look stuff like that up."

I believe termios is POSIX?  I'll probably end up going with nCurses as they claim it's portable, though not being able to use iostream things like cin and
cout is a pain.  Seems there are many others noobs on the web with my same problem, naively asking the same questions in fora and being pointed to
POSIX solutions or nCurses. 

dewster 10/6/2019 1:58:06 PM [1874]

"Let me add:

Your mentioning of escape characters reminded me of this stuff, if you want to move the cursor or clear a line etc:

https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/~strupp/serial.html
https://www.linusakesson.net/programming/tty/


https://stackoverflow.com/questions/38770996/linux-moving-the-console-cursor-visual"

I've actually converted the cursor movements to ANSI escapes, and it works fine in the Linux console, but that isn't portable to Win (yet?).  The last
response there mentions Dialog, which is a set of script launchable widgets, but I don't believe they are portable, nor well maintained?  And they seem to
introduce a level of complexity beyond their worth?

"All of this cumbersomeness seems like this really should be handled by someone else (e.g. ncurses devs) "

The problem with that is the programmer is then often required to get at least partially inside the head of the cumbersomeness handler(s), which is usually
a much more daunting job than the task at hand.  And then maintenance evaporates down the road and you're left with an uncompileable blob of code,
searching for the next big thing coming down the pike.

Maybe I should just switch to Python and use the guaranteed (whatever that means) built-in Tkinter, but the language feels too "overgrown scripty" to
me.  I actually have a portion of the HIVE sim in Python, but that would mark my 4th rewrite of something that has very limited use.  At this point I can't
tell if it's me or the SW world that's got the problem here.   There's a giant leap to UI programming that everyone seems to be aware of, but few seem
compelled to address?

Thanks much for that VS Code tips video! 

tinkeringdude 10/6/2019 4:05:49 PM [1875]

I don't know what comprises POSIX precisely. I have not used a POSIX book. At some point I somehow slipped into doing stuff for Linux as a target,
and came into contact with various things and how they might be done for Linux, and inevitably, a lot of that will be under the POSIX umbrella, with
some Linux-specific deviations or extensions for practical reasons. It doesn't really tell you when you're using it what's what, wouldn't it be nice to see
lines like #include "posix/feature123.h".

I think Windows only has some parts here and there that are, to some extent, POSIX-compatible, but not as a complete layer. And for the available parts,
one still has to change some things sometimes. Like in winsock for networking, most of the familiar things are there. Sometimes different name,
sometimes slightly different function signature or FLAG_MACROS.

I don't know Win32 API too deeply either. The first time when I really made standard-on-platform-looking GUI applications was with early .NET, and
that seemed all rather sane and well put together. Roughly the right amount of abstraction to do that kind of work fluidly. In between I briefly looked at
MFC and those 3 letters still make me shudder. (and before, well, games custom drawing everything, whether it's a DOS VGA or DirectX pixel buffer
doesn't matter much - who plays games which look like office apps, that screams "boring!", and you need to learn to write pages of boilerplate code to
display a rectangled window with a button? Seemed like building a Rube-Goldberg machine to just do the thing at the very end - which I already knew
how to do.)

As for maintenance evaporation - I don't think ncurses will go anywhere anytime soon. I would be less sure about any GUI related stuff, but how much is
console I/O (requirements) going to change? It seems more like a "*finally* someone took care of this mess and made it usable" project. 
There are many for-developers projects which itself are being depended on by developers which use ncurses, like Yocto / OpenEmbedded. 
I think the Linux kernel menu-config utility itself also uses ncurses.

And about software going crazy, fashion. Well at least it seems to me that they are stuffing languages too full of stuff too quickly. I like some of the
additions to C++ because I have to use C++ and am familiar with the concepts behind some of the things they added (even though it's still more awkward
to use than in more modern languages), and for somewhat higher level stuff, it decreases the amount of work to be done. But C++ code and ways of
doing things of today is hard to recognize from the view of pre-2011 C++. Things have become "deprecated". C# is much younger, but still they are
cramming stuff in high-speed, and sometimes "ok, to make XYZ easier, we introduce this". Next round: "ok, yeah, that was kinda ugly. So now we bend
the meaning of your beloved keywords ABC in some contexts, which now makes XYZ even easier!" Meanwhile, there are several different ways to do
the same thing, and you have to understand them all to maintain code written in that language, even though some of the things shouldn't be used anymore
in new code. And a newcomer has to learn it all to be employable, depending on the company and the code in need to deal with, I guess.

While there are moving fashion trends with regards to designing software structure (how how to do software projects, for that matter), the GUI end of
things is, not so surprisingly, more affected by fashion trends than other things. It's much closer to visual designers and those who constantly need to
changed things to be new and interesting, starting from the surface, and permeating somewhat underneath. I guess smartphones were a big booster for
that fire. They are fancy status symbols, even among kids. Must be shiny and trendy. And we are in the "post PC era", they say. Which I ignore, as I don't
regard a phone screen to be adequate for a whole lot of things and it seems funny in a slightly perverse way to watch people using unproductive, dumbed-
down apps made "usable" on tiny screens, while I'm sitting behind a multi monitor PC setup with lots of stuff opened that helps be do my work. I wonder
where that will go...

The generally accelerated change everywhere, I can only speculate how much it's due to us just having more powerful tools to make more change, a lot
more people involved (who made software of some sort in the 90's versus now?), everything being more computerized more deeply and thoroughly, and
then also more interconnectedness of everyone and everything, and quicker feedback of perceived needs (for changes), of course, entirely without some
sort of big masterplan or supervisor watching from a healthy distance, leading it all in a sensible direction.

Maybe this is all one huge system that's starting to self-oscillate and explode at some point  
(that was not an endorsement of another (gang of) deluded, grandiose "chairman" stepping up to come up with a geat masterplan to leap forward, 2 feet
before the abyss). 

tinkeringdude 10/6/2019 4:39:04 PM [1876]

Oh, and if you want to try Eclipse, be sure to install a pre-packaged "for C++" one, all typical things needed for C++ development are in there. 
This looks like about it: 
https://www.hiroom2.com/2018/05/14/ubuntu-1804-eclipse-cdt-en/

If you found Code::Blocks overwhelming, be prepared for this big clutter box called Eclipse.

BUT, the number of people using it is far greater than C::B, and thus the likelihood that a usage or problem scenario will be covered in more than one
forum thread somewhere and be among the first few google hits, given a good choice of search words.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/38770996/linux-moving-the-console-cursor-visual


This can be made quite usable. But initially it can be exhausting, when a lot of things need to be set up. Some subtle, IMO unusual little behaviors of the
editor, despite general high customizability, cannot be changed, and sometimes I'd like to have a word with the responsibles...

The GDB integration certainly makes it more efficient to use vs. poking around in cmd line GDB for most everyday use, esp. wrt live variable & memory
views that are quickly (re-)accessed, changing data types/formats of things displayed, auto-highlighting memory regions which changed since last run
etc. 
But those features have their quirks and not 100.0% reliability - at least with remote targets, especially bare metal, but I guess that's not unlike with other
tool chains on those kind of targets.

As an editor, I found VS code much more pleasant to use. (after some tweaking, of course). 

adwachiw 10/7/2019 8:17:22 AM [1877]

wow very nice.

Buggins 10/7/2019 1:30:39 PM [1878]

Dewster,

What parts are used in your design as optical (toslink) transmitter and receiver? 

I've found new Teensy MCU - v4.0 with S/PDIF input and output. Trying to find out what footprint to use for optional S/PDIF transmitter and receiver on
theremin PCB. 

dewster 10/7/2019 2:42:16 PM [1879]

"What parts are used in your design as optical (toslink) transmitter and receiver?"  - Buggins

https://www.goldmine-elec-products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G16911B

Roger (pitts8rh) could probably get you a footprint.

Also, the D-Lev will be segueing over to electrical SPDIF out, rather than optical, for feeding the SPDIF D/A converter boxes.

tinkeringdude 10/7/2019 6:23:02 PM [1880]

I was reminded of this add-in for VS code: 
https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=mshr-h.VerilogHDL

Depending on how nice the editor of your FPGA toolchain is, that may be i nteresting or not 

(there is also VHDL, but I believe over the pond y'all are using Verilog, for whatever reason? (what I'm wondering about is the more or less sharp
geographical dividing line)) 

dewster 10/7/2019 9:44:46 PM [1881]

Thanks tinkeringdude!  The HDL editor in Quartus is what I use, no real need to go outside the IDE.  I've heard that HDLs are divided somewhat costally
here, and depending on who you work for / the work you do.  VHDL isn't so very high level IMO, and the verboseness and function prototyping really
slow me down.  SV ain't perfect, but it's less horrible.

For the past day or so I've tried to get a custom syntax highlighter to work with my HAL assembly code and Genie, but have had zero luck - I believe I've
read every tutorial and tried everything!  This morning I looked into how to do this in VS code, but got stumped installing the necessary nodejs and npm
crap in order to do it.  Right now I'm working on a custom highlight file for gedit, which at least responds to the existence and contents of the file, though
there doesn't seem to be any provision for custom tab spacing based on the language.  notepad++ really did this whole thing right by incorporating a
syntax highlight editor, no coding necessary.  So right now I'm trying to learn the language (XML?) that defines the gedit syntax highlighting (gaa!).

tinkeringdude 10/7/2019 11:16:32 PM [1882]

Ah yeah, those fancy editors of today seem to be written with web tech, for what ever reason (github's Atom editor is similar I believe, and it's also
similar to VS Code look & feel wise, other than at least a year ago people said it was slower for bigger files and jumped ship over to VSC).

You mean, notepad++ infers a grammar from you telling it "color this thing such, and that thing such"? That would indeed save some headaches. 
Haven't looked much into gedit, other than occasional use.

This seems fairly recent: 
https://tecadmin.net/install-latest-nodejs-npm-on-ubuntu/

This precedes the installation with the adding of a non-standard (not part of regular distribution) software repository. 
Which suggests to me that it might indeed be missing in your installation and hence your attempts at installing fail. 
That kind of stuff happens sometimes esp. with developer software. 
https://askubuntu.com/questions/4983/what-are-ppas-and-how-do-i-use-them/4990#4990

If I noticed one thing when installing anything on Linux, is that: assuming I have the luxury to use a current version for desktop, then before searching
about info for installing anything, I make sure to set the search engine to filter stuff out that's more than a year old... much lower incidence of "a dozen

https://www.goldmine-elec-products.com/prodinfo.asp?number=G16911B


broken dependencies and sub-dependencies, nothing works, what's going on?", if one can't half absent-mindedly click on a top google hit without
realizing that it's a couple years old. 
Sometimes the site offering the software does not mention everything that's really needed to install something - some people will stumble upon it, and
then there will be some forum entry somewhere with a solution for a certain version of a certain Linux distribution...

Yeah. This is more involved than some tool which infers grammars 
https://code.visualstudio.com/api/language-extensions/syntax-highlight-guide 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/33403324/how-to-create-a-simple-custom-language-colorization-to-vs-code

dewster 10/8/2019 12:46:24 PM [1883]

"And about software going crazy, fashion. Well at least it seems to me that they are stuffing languages too full of stuff too quickly. I like some of the
additions to C++ because I have to use C++ and am familiar with the concepts behind some of the things they added (even though it's still more
awkward to use than in more modern languages), and for somewhat higher level stuff, it decreases the amount of work to be done. But C++ code and
ways of doing things of today is hard to recognize from the view of pre-2011 C++. Things have become "deprecated". C# is much younger, but still they
are cramming stuff in high-speed, and sometimes "ok, to make XYZ easier, we introduce this". Next round: "ok, yeah, that was kinda ugly. So now we
bend the meaning of your beloved keywords ABC in some contexts, which now makes XYZ even easier!" Meanwhile, there are several different ways to
do the same thing, and you have to understand them all to maintain code written in that language, even though some of the things shouldn't be used
anymore in new code. And a newcomer has to learn it all to be employable, depending on the company and the code in need to deal with, I guess."  -
tinkeringdude

I can imagine that there is a tension between including too much / too little higher functionality in the base language itself - make it too simple and
everyone gets busy reinventing their own unique and incompatible versions of various wheels, make it too complex and you're making it harder to learn
initially, and maybe tying the hands of the library developers?  Though learning the libraries really is part of learning the language.  It seems folks have
have high expectations of new languages, particularly of their libraries - they want to be able to do machine learning right out of the box!  Which I
suppose is natural - who wants to build everything (like containers) from scratch?  Still, it must be easier to design a language and libraries these days,
with LLVM and so much working code in other languages to parlay.  But it's sad when they muck around with basic syntax in ways that aren't consistent
with the conventions of the language.

"You mean, notepad++ infers a grammar from you telling it "color this thing such, and that thing such"? That would indeed save some headaches."

Yes, it has a dialog driven syntax coloring / italics / bold feature that kicks out XML.  I had my HAL assembly looking sharp in no time flat, though there
was a trick to getting it to color hex like the other numbers, and you have to order the operators from most characters to least.

Aside: it seems most language syntax editor definitions don't highlight the operators (logical, arithmetic, etc.)?  I think this is due to typing conventions,
where the operation mode (signed / unsigned / extended / etc.) is dictated by the input data types, rather than by the operator.  And I think this is due to
the lack of mixed operations in the processors themselves?  All arithmetic operations in Hive can be mixed, hence my use of signed / unsigned / mixed
operators in the HAL assembly language (example: "s0 *us= s1" multiplies the values on stack 0 and stack 1 and places the result on stack 0; the value on
stack 0 is treated as unsigned, the value on stack 1 is treated as signed, and the result is unsigned).  This is a really fundamental thing IMO, and I much
prefer the signedness of operations to be dictated explicitly via operator syntax rather than implicitly via the input types (where much hilarity often
ensues).

"Haven't looked much into gedit, other than occasional use."

It's the default tiny text editor in Ubuntu Gnome.  It's really almost too minimal for general code editing use, it doesn't even match up parens (oops, yes it
can!).  But it recognizes various languages, and those are extensible.  And it shows line numbers if you turn that on.

[EDIT] So I'm having to edit the gedit HAL config file in the system area (/usr/share/gtksourceview-3.0/language-specs/hal.lang) and to do this I invoke
gedit from the console with su permissions (sudo gedit hal.lang) which brings up a much prettier and more fully featured gedit than the default!  At least I
think the default is some form of lobotomized gedit, there's no help|about (!) and Ubuntu just calls it "text editor".

[EDIT2] Solution was to launch Tweaks and go to the "Top Bar" section. Then toggle the "Application Menu" option OFF and relaunch gedit.  This
shows all preferences and plugins.  Don't think I could have fixed that without help from the web..

Crazy Little Thing Called XML
dewster 10/9/2019 4:24:25 AM [1884]

Crazy Little Thing Called XML

After a lot of Googling, head scratching, and looking at how many other languages perform their syntax highlighting in gedit, I've finally got a working
XML file for my HAL (Hive Assembly Language) - mostly via pattern recognition on my part and a whole lotta' trial and error.  One typo and everything
breaks, so I had to be really careful and check my work after every minor edit, which meant closing the editor with the test file and opening it again
hundreds of times. 

After reading about it for hours I'm not really sure what the whole point of XML is?  It seems to be a poorly constructed generic syntax that you can use
for anything?  But every definition of it is different?  And those definitions can be hundreds of pages long?  And the deal is that it's supposedly somehow
both machine and human readable?  Docs say there are only five or so reserved characters, but you wouldn't know that when programming as many
others need escaping and such just to function.  Here's a snippet that I can't fully decode for you, which detects hex numbers:

Code:

(?%lt;![\w\.]) 

0[xX][a-fA-F0-9]+ 



(?![\w\.]) 

I understand this part, where a 0x or 0X is the prefix, and what follows is 0 through F with no case preference, and the + means there can be more than
one character following:

Code:

0[xX][a-fA-F0-9]+

And %lt; is the escaped version of the less than sign, but I really don't get the rest.  Good luck finding any definitions out there.  The most useful is a
short "tutorial" of the way to apply this to the C language syntax, but it's largely just a pattern recognition / leap of faith kind of thing.  Their instructions
are literally "look at how it's done for similar languages and copy whatever".  Where's my t-shirt?

tinkeringdude 10/9/2019 8:18:31 PM [1885]

Ah, seems like XML has its own dialect of Regular Expressions. 
https://www.regular-expressions.info/xml.html

I wasn't aware of that. When I was using "a lot" of XML, the kind of applications and scope of usage did not require schemata to be defined, never
bothered, just used it bare. 
JSON has become more liked in many places these days, as it's less verbose (all those repeat..../repeat tags in XML...), but still has all the advantages.
That was/is not optimal in XML, but as things are, you have to start from somewhere, and XML was designed looking at HTML, and IIRC even initially
it was mostly intended for web things, not desktop applications, but it became popular for that, too.

When XML was new, binary formats for everything were king. Next to the not very powerful "*.ini" style text files. 
Binary formats are harder to debug. Let alone fix, or create / modify, without custom tools, in case of a partially broken file. 
The latter once saved my butt, actually. When developing content creation tools for a new video game in an understaffed, underfinanced startup, and
others need to use your stuff ASAP, way before prime time, it can happen that after some work was done, the app crashes. Saved data seems corrupted. I
open the thing in a reasonably capable text editor, and after 5 minutes, 2 hours worth of work were saved. That happened a couple times before all was
straightened out. 
I was very thankful for a text-based storage format 

Also, text based formats can be diffed (e.g. git diff, or whatever), to see what changed. Yeah, you could do that with binary files in a hex editor that can
do diffs. Way less "fun" and much more error prone, though. 
Sometimes even more interesting if source code* management is used: see *who* changed what in a file. 
Of course, only, to ask the person kindly what it's about. (nevermind that the command is "git blame", haha.)

* may sound weird, but if you're developing content for a product, which is stored in a text-based structured file, that that's also a kind of "source", and it
makes sense to put it under versioned source code management such as git (which, incidentally, does handle binary files absolutely poorly - for game
media assets, SVN, which does that well, was used - but that's about its only saving grace)

The same goes for MSWord docs etc, their XML based formats.

While the exact, hierarchical layout of a XML file format (as e.g. defined by a schema... or just... the fact that your program writes / reads in that kind of
a structure) is application specific, the fact that there are elements to define a hierarchical structure of arbitrary complexity, and some "optimizations" for
common occurrences (e.g. attributes of tags, instead of having to use own tag levels for every little thing), are universal. 
That means that there can be an XML library for a programming language, which does the basic reading/writing (and validation of adherence to /
integrity of the application specific format via schema) of such a structure, correctly. 
So at least the handling of a big part of your custom format is outsourced, and shared between possibly many different custom formats of yours. 
Or somebody else's, that you want to read/write, and don't want to implement a parser for on the byte level.

A lot of software started to use it instead of binary formats, where sizes is not really an issue. E.g. saving/loading settings for applications, storing data
where the amount is not so big that it will be gigabytes. Documents like of the MS Office suite and similar. 
If things do get too big, you can still compress it using a standard, open compression format for which libraries exist - as you can imagine, it compresses
rather well. 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1082285/best-compression-algorithm-for-xml

Some comments there lamenting how this defeats the purpose - well, not so. Using standard compression formats will still yield the magic of a custom
format that yet everybody can write and read, because for the XML inside, as well as the (de-)compression algorithm, standard tools available for
everyone are used.

But now looking at this: really a lot less verbose  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON#Example

dewster 10/9/2019 10:00:47 PM [1886]

"Ah, seems like XML has its own dialect of Regular Expressions.

https://www.regular-expressions.info/xml.html"  - tinkeringdude

Wow, thanks for that!  I'll read it and take another look at my HAL syntax code. 

And thanks for your very clear explanation of why XML is everywhere lately!  At some point we'll all be reduced to compressed text files...

https://www.regular-expressions.info/xml.html
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1082285/best-compression-algorithm-for-xml
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON#Example
https://www.regular-expressions.info/xml.html


[EDIT] Ha!  Check this out: https://regex101.com/  ("human readable" my ass! )

tinkeringdude 10/10/2019 8:17:17 PM [1887]

Human-readable, well, not the schema part. In normal use that gets done once, and then the files complying with the schema are the written/read
(updated) ones. 
Now I wonder why you'd have to fiddle with XML schema in this context... 
Digging somewhat, it seems I didn't send you 100% on the right track. 
The Gedit stuff seems to have its own RegEx flavor, which is to appear, not in a schema file (which would define an XML format - but they should
already have one, so no make sense!), but in very certain tags of a XML file instance itself, where it gets to the details of parsing the custom language - at
least from looking at these things, it seems to me that way, and that would seem to make sense.

Here is the special regex flavor (instead of the XML schema one I linked to earlier):
https://developer.gnome.org/glib/stable/glib-regex-syntax.html

Which I found here... 
https://developer.gnome.org/gtksourceview/stable/lang-reference.html

which in turn I found here: 
https://superuser.com/questions/353391/custom-gedit-syntax-highlighting-for-dummies

But yeah, those online regex validators are very helpful, had forgotten about those. 
To the left of the one you linked, you can set the "flavor", a special Gnome one is not there it seems. 

dewster 10/11/2019 8:50:09 PM [1888]

Thanks again tinkeringdude!  I've seen your second and third links, but not the first, which is what I was really looking for.  The on-line regex validator is
a thing of beauty, though I can see why it exists: regex is anything but regular!   After wrestling with regex for days now, I feel that literally any other
type of programming syntax must be simpler!  Found out this morning that one can't simply switch languages inside gedit to pick up all of the regex edits,
gedit needs to be closed and opened again.  Switching languages picks up some of the edit changes, but not all, which that caused all sorts of confusion
(on top of the inscrutability & fragility of regex itself).

My regex ain't pretty, but my HAL code is looking almost as nice as it did in notepad++.  I rely on syntax highlighting to let me know if the various
operators are valid, so they had to be defined as well, but the keyword mechanism doesn't work for that so I had to go to manual override.  I guess it's
time to make my own color scheme in gedit - there's an add-on that is supposed to help but it seems buggy.

Turns out ncurses is POSIX (!) which I assume means not portable to Windows machines.  Making a crummy cross-platform console app that captures
keystrokes and paints to the text window is way tougher than it should be (IMO due to MS doing their own thing from the ground up).  Makes me
wonder if the work involved in making a cross-platform GUI is all that much harder...

I was feeling somewhat stalled out and thought HAL syntax highlighting might take an afternoon or so and help get me going again - hah! (two weeks
later)

[EDIT] 800k views!

tinkeringdude 10/11/2019 11:31:06 PM [1889]

Oh, still need windows compatibility?

There is this, but I have never used it nor know anyone who did (to my knowledge), it seems to be an effort of making the predecessor of ncurses - curses
- multi-platform, and appears to be still maintained:

https://github.com/wmcbrine/PDCurses/blob/master/docs/USERS.md 
https://github.com/wmcbrine/PDCurses

Also, now that you mention operators again: I remember a time when you couldn't set an own color for them in editors, for me that's a long time ago,
though. But I guess some people don't regard it as essential and there are some less widely used tools (for software development as such) that still don't
do that. could even be that I'm using some that don't have an explicit color for them, but everything else, so the effect is almost the same. I certainly like
them to be different from other stuff to make them stick out more. And it's weird if they have the same color as *some* of the text (if there generally is
highlighting, i.e. at least some words are not just the default text color), but not other parts, so they don't stick out to the same degree consistently.

dewster 10/12/2019 9:41:06 PM [1890]

Thanks tinkeringdude, I'm probably just going to try to adapt things to Linux, then use preprocessor statements to build it the Win way or the Linux way.

Took me a day, but I got my HAL themed gedit colors more or less worked out.  More XML, but nowhere near as tricky as the syntax highlighting code. 
Here's a snippet of the D-Lev code in gedit:

https://regex101.com/
https://developer.gnome.org/glib/stable/glib-regex-syntax.html
https://developer.gnome.org/gtksourceview/stable/lang-reference.html
https://superuser.com/questions/353391/custom-gedit-syntax-highlighting-for-dummies
https://github.com/wmcbrine/PDCurses/blob/master/docs/USERS.md
https://github.com/wmcbrine/PDCurses


I like my code to go bold when it's recognized as valid syntax, and the various elements separated by color, even though these make it kinda "cartoonish"
looking.  I also like comments to be italic, neutral colored, and somewhat dimmed out.

[EDIT] Hmm.  There's more to this than I thought because the coloring motif you select in gedit is global rather than per language.  So I get things set up
to view HAL files the way I like and it makes everything else look weird, which is kind of a problem as it's the general text editor in Ubuntu.  You can
pull in features from specific languages for special treatment, but I'm not sure if it's surgical enough to make it all work out.  For one thing I like really
wide tab stops to form the HAL code columns, and I don't think there is a way to tie custom tab widths to a language.  (I suppose this is one reason why
many coders eschew tabs for billions of spaces.)

Decoupled Coupling
dewster 10/13/2019 1:15:36 PM [1891]

Decoupled Coupling

It occurs to me that the mechanism which increases the harmonic content of the bass end of analog Theremins is highly similar to the method I use on the
D-Lev to produce harmonics in a more general way: phase modulation. 

When analog Theremins "couple" (to make little Theremins  ), the fixed oscillator "pulls" at the phase of the variable oscillator (and possibly vice
versa) which skew-distorts the waveform to give higher harmonics. 

On the D-Lev, a sine wave oscillator phase modulates a second sine wave oscillator, and they are both fed integer multiples of the control frequency value
so it doesn't sound like ring modulation.  Using the pmod and vmod knobs I can have this "coupling" be zero (sine wave), get stronger at the near or far
end of the pitch field, be constant, vary directly or oppositely the volume, etc. - all the while limiting the maximum coupling strength (via polynomial) to
prevent audible aliasing.  And since there are two sine wave oscillators per oscillator it can also do odd harmonic sounds like square waves.  It's a quite
powerful approach (and highly amenable to digital implementation) when broken down into basic blocks and reassembled in a controlled manner.

The simplest implementation of the D-Lev type phase modulation is a sine wave oscillator modulating itself, and I believe this is analogous to analog
Theremin type coupling.

On an analog Theremin I imagine that you are probably better off eliminating coupling (to make the bass end more playable) and using rectification and
other means to shape the waveform in order to provide harmonic content.

Buggins 10/14/2019 6:38:56 PM [1892]

The simplest implementation of the D-Lev type phase modulation is a sine wave oscillator modulating itself, and I believe this is analogous
to analog Theremin type coupling.

What is a waveform for sine modulating itself?

Does it make sense to summarize several pairs of oscillators? E.g.    a1 sin(f0 b1 x + c1 sin(f0 d1 x) ) + a2 sin(f0 b2 x + c2 sin(f0 d2 x) ) + ...

What if divider is used instead of multiplier for modulating sine?



BTW, phase modulation with lower frequency could produce a kind of vibrato or tremolo.

dewster 10/14/2019 7:56:35 PM [1893]

"What is a waveform for sine modulating itself?"

Digitally, a delay allows you to do this (makes it "causal").  You can play with my spreadsheet here: [LINK]

"Does it make sense to summarize several pairs of oscillators? E.g.    a1 sin(f0 b1 x + c1 sin(f0 d1 x) ) + a2 sin(f0 b2 x + c2 sin(f0 d2 x) ) + ..."

Yes, I'm summing 3 PM sine oscillators on the D-Lev.

"What if divider is used instead of multiplier for modulating sine?"

I think pitch would probably sound like the lowest frequency in the bunch?

(And with this, I find the free version of WPS Office Spreadsheet doesn't support VBA, nor does WPS Writer support mail merge - gaa!  Time to get
away from all MS Office-based products.) 

tinkeringdude 10/16/2019 6:57:07 PM [1894]

I haven't seen the post which now disappeared (only seen it announced via mail). 
But the part about "very large font" does not have to be the fault of the person who posted that... I know from first hand, this editor really likes to
randomly make fonts big without you clicking anything, let alone insert code for it yourself. 
The only remedy seems to be to hit the rightmost button on the editor with the smaller/greater symbols, and delete any opening (and corresponding
closing) tags with "font=something" ... (or edit in some off-site text editor and paste here without changing)

dewster 10/16/2019 7:52:22 PM [1895]

I think it was just a run-of-the-mill hit-and-run spammer (which I flagged the post as) but who knows.

Doing What I Was Told Not To Do
dewster 10/20/2019 7:12:05 PM [1896]

Doing What I Was Told Not To Do

Turns out ncurses isn't POSIX, so it isn't portable to MSWindows.  And it's "all or nothing" when it comes to taking over both your keyboard and screen
in the console.  Simple stuff which took a long time for me to discover and therefore know that it's not a good fit for my Hive processor simulator.  I just
need a couple of simple keyboard handling functions (kbhit() and getch() in the Win world) and can handle the screen myself.  If I'm taking the time to
learn ncurses (which is ancient and clunky) I might as well be learning real GUI design.

Turns out the Linux / Unix / etc. console is highly "line oriented" in that keyboard events need a hard return at the end for the console to recognize them
as input.  There's no way that I know of to "peek inside" the keyboard buffer before the hard return is entered.  Best I've been able to do here is find a
function that lets you know how many bytes are in the buffer, which in the end wasn't useful.  There should be C++ functions that let you peek, count,
flush, etc. the keyboard buffer, but no, they don't want you doing that. 

I tried a ton of stuff and believe I finally have a "not recommended" solution.  If you put the keyboard in "canonical" mode with echo turned off, no inter-
character maximum delay time, and no minimum byte count, you can poll the keyboard buffer via getchar().  If -1 is returned then the buffer is empty.  So
you put getchar() in a loop and reads the bytes out one at a time until -1 is returned.  Polling until a character is entered can peg your CPU, so inserting a
delay of 1ms in the polling loop brings the usage down to just a couple of percent without significantly impacting response time.  It's uglier that I would
like, but it works and nothing else I've found does.  Reverse engineering is the worst kind of engineering.

Single keypresses (e.g. CTRL-F12) can return up to 7 bytes (e.g. 1b 5b 32 34 3b 35 7e).  When concatenated big-endian this conveniently fits in a
uint64_t, giving us a single "key code" association.  Pressing two or more keys at once sometimes confuses things, I assume due to some unspecified
maximum inter-byte timing.  Ah well, I'm not making an interactive game here.

There are literally tons of people on the web asking for help with exactly this, and all of the answers are poor ("why would you want to do that?", "use
ncurses", "don't do that!", "here's some code that doesn't work the way you want") or a fob off.  Accomplishing this in MSwin is an absolute no-brainer.

Anyway, I've got the keyboard buffer code running in a toy environment and will shortly integrate it into the sim.  I'm using ANSI escape commands to
paint the text on the screen. 

What I'd like is something that would auto-generate C++ header files (*.h) from my source code (*.cpp).  The various IDEs I've got don't seem to have
this capability, which seems like a glaring lack?  No help on the web, kind of surprising.

bendra 10/20/2019 7:42:40 PM [1897]

Ncurses with cygwin could be a possibility? 

dewster 10/20/2019 7:57:32 PM [1898]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/5md8x59zpg1uba7/odd_even_nco_2019-02-28.xls/file


Cygwin is a possibility - thanks!  Though I've got the functionality modularized sufficiently for build switches to work easily. 

Ncurses is a no-go as it takes over the screen as well as the keyboard.  It's really ancient, and I couldn't get most of the examples to work.

I guess we're just not far enough away from TTY I/O, the detritus of which gums up the lower layers of Linux. 

Someone should make a cross-platform console that paints easily with text, has widgets and stuff, and gives you basic keyboard and mouse control.

Hive Sim In POSIX
dewster 10/23/2019 7:31:38 PM [1899]

Hive Sim In POSIX

Finally got the Hive sim compiling and running OK on Ubuntu.  Here's a screen grab of the console:

Got hung up for over a day on a segmentation fault that happened whenever I pressed one of the function keys, arrow keys, or other control keys.  Said it
was core dumping, but no core files could be found.  Turns out you have to enable that, then redirect the core file generation, then examine them with
tools that don't tell you much.  Ended up just commenting stuff out until it didn't blow out, the culprit it seems was the C++ function isspace() being fed a
64 bit value.  I replaced it with my own functions and it seems to be fine now.  The C++ build process feels rather fragile and dependent on resources
scattered all around.  I miss the days of small-ish compilers and IDEs bundled together. 

Also looked at using *.h files for this project, but decided against it yet again.  Header and make files are completely opaque to me.  I can see why more
casual coders embrace newer languages like Python, where most of the evil legacy fleas have been shaken off, at least for a while.  The thing that g++
spits out is an object file that I have to run via ./hive_sim, for some reason the nautilus browser doesn't see this as an executable(?), so I can't just double
click it to run it.

Anyway, the console sim display seems pretty snappy, which was something that was potentially worrying.  And I timed all 8 cores doing the verify thing
for 1,000,000 cycles (8,000,000 core clocks) at about 110 seconds, which is 8,000,000/110 = 73kHz.  Since the core runs at 180MHz, this is a slowdown
of around 2,500, which ain't too bad as these things go.

I also added a fifo to the keyboard buffer interface, so it's a lot harder to miss key presses or get bad codes out of it.  The multi-byte key code decoding is
pretty simplistic, it could be made foolproof with more work (which I would do if I were writing an FPS) but it's more than fine for this project.  I'm
thinking of taking a crack at a console-based scientific / programmer / tape calculator.

tinkeringdude 10/23/2019 8:41:52 PM [1900]

The executable probably doesn't start out of the file browser since it's not a GUI based program and isn't kind enough to open a terminal emulator with a
shell to also display the things you'd like to see. 



If your program runs long enough to verify this, try a program like htop (might even be installed already) in a dedicated terminal to look whether you can
see your process running, totally without a shell to output its text to  (or... maybe it insta-crashes if there is no shell, I'm not sure. Still no mistake to
get acquainted with htop)

Does nautilus have a context menu option (on your hive executable) to "open in terminal" or something?

As for headers: 
1. I don't like them either. While it can give a nice fluff-less overview without all the details (if the header is clean), well, an editor that has "fold all" does
the same. But it is some amount of duplication. And then the question - where the interface documentation comments? In the header, because it is then
part of the overview? Or in the .c(pp) file, because it's closer to what *actually* happens and comments getting stale is more easily detected and
corrected? Or in both files (yay more duplication, and out-of-sync-with-reality issues).

And then there is the somewhat, but not extremely remote chance that due to copy & paste errors, more than one header has the same include guard
#define's, and funny things happen that aren't immediately understood, due to enigmatic error messages that C/C++ tends to have... 
The latter can be ameliorated by using just one line at the top of each header file: 
  #pragma once 
Then it happens what should happen (almost - you still have to type that silly line): The compiler takes care of nonsense like this. This is supported by
every major compiler. (but like any pragma, not standard, hence the name) 
There was (or maybe still is) one possibility of failure for this, but it's rather obscure: Under some circumstances when the source files are compiled from
some network share, there can be sporadic wrong detection of whether two header files (out of different folders) are the same or not, or something akin to
this description. I would say, whoever does something like that needs a beating anway - but it's, strictling speaking, "broken" (or was, haven't checked) -
I  am using this for 15 years or so and never had a problem. Compiling from local drive, of course.

2. but how in the world can you make a program beyond hello world that can do without header files? 

Some IDEs should have features to generate headers, or stubs in the .c files from headers, I think. (I tend not to use stuff like that)

tinkeringdude 10/23/2019 8:47:08 PM [1901]

Segmentation fault, do you have GDB set up? Well, it's a lot more practical/sane to use from within an IDE (for everyday work - for some special
scenarios, knowing your ways around the CLI is nice, but I don't know it by heart). 
Debugging with GDB should land you at the piece of code where a sigsegv happens - or if it's in library code, maybe in disassembly... but the callstack
should be there for you to traverse backwards and see where it came from. 

dewster 10/23/2019 10:05:40 PM [1902]

"Segmentation fault, do you have GDB set up?"  - tinkeringdude

Yes, but it barely told me anything so maybe something's off (was using it on the command line?).  The article I read on how to do it seems good and it
promised a paradise of info at the end: [LINK].  I also tried the other two things she mentions there: valgrind (same, very little info) and ASAN (wouldn't
compile).  Took me forever just to figure out how to get the core dump to go to a file.

I removed the fifo from the keyboard scanner, it's simpler to leave unused data in the system key byte queue and remove it as needed, rather than empty it
all at once to an intermediate buffer and read from there.  At least that's working like a champ.

[EDIT] Didn't see your post before this until now.

"The executable probably doesn't start out of the file browser since it's not a GUI based program and isn't kind enough to open a terminal emulator with
a shell to also display the things you'd like to see."

I think it's a problem with what feeds nautilus info re. file types (but I'm no expert): [LINK].  Unix unfortunately doesn't have a dedicated extension or
anything for executables.  (And I hate to gripe, but anything less than the Cadillac of all file browsers in Unix of all things seems kinda nuts.  The WinXP
browser runs circles around anything I've seen in Linux land.  What's with shortcuts on the left instead of a real expandable tree view?)

"If your program runs long enough to verify this, try a program like htop (might even be installed already) in a dedicated terminal to look whether you
can see your process running, totally without a shell to output its text to  (or... maybe it insta-crashes if there is no shell, I'm not sure. Still no mistake
to get acquainted with htop)"

Thank!  I'll definitely look into it.

"The latter can be ameliorated by using just one line at the top of each header file: 

  #pragma once"

Thank you for that too!  Might actually give it a shot (though I'm not too keen on doubling the file count).

"2. but how in the world can you make a program beyond hello world that can do without header files? "

I feel like I'm skirting the upper bound of awkwardness / complexity in not using headers.  Have to make sure that if A relies on B to be instantiated that
B doesn't in any way rely on A.  I don't even have a project file (just #include all files in the top and sub files once).

Even my crummy home made assembler pulls all the files in before it hollers about something being missing.  The sequence of declaration / definition
shouldn't be an issue in a SW project.  I can see why these things are called "languages" as they are difficult to learn and almost impossible to master.

Command Line Weirdness

https://jvns.ca/blog/2018/04/28/debugging-a-segfault-on-linux/
https://askubuntu.com/questions/871926/impossible-to-launch-graphic-executables-in-nautilus


dewster 10/28/2019 4:02:08 PM [1903]

Command Line Weirdness

I'm implementing command line features like in an OS console for my Hive simulator (and also for my proposed command line calculator).  So I'm trying
stuff out on the Ubuntu command line to try to get some sense of how they implemented various things, particularly command line entry, editing, and
recall.

With text on the command line, the left and right arrow keys move the cursor around.  If you start typing with the cursor inside a word on the line, it
inserts the character before the cursor (this is how text is placed at the end of the command line as well).  The insert key doesn't change the mode (e.g.
from insert to overwrite).  The backspace key deletes the character before the cursor and the cursor moves to the left once (remaining anchored on a
character).  The delete key deletes the character under the cursor, and the cursor remains anchored in place (with the text to the right shifting left once). 
When the CTRL key is held down, the right arrow moves the cursor to the next space on the line, but the left arrow moves the cursor to the beginning of
the previous word.  I think the CTRL arrow behavior should be more consistent, so I've made mine go to the first character of the word in both directions.

All of the above is pretty easy to implement via a C++ string and its class functions.

Command past history can be recalled via the up and down arrow keys.  Up arrow once recalls the most recent command, twice the command before that,
etc.  And if you are in the history then the down arrow moves from past to present, stopping on the current command line (whether it's been executed or
not).  What's weird is you are actually editing the history entry when a past command is recalled for modification!  What's also weird is the current
command line is placed in the command history even if it isn't executed! 

So if I type:

1  (up) (backspace) 2 (up) (backspace) 3

Then:

(down) returns 2,  (down) returns 1

And I can get the same results by juxtaposing (up) and (down) if I'm in the history.  Kinda unexpected.  I naively thought only commands that were
executed ended up in the command buffer.  Though decoupling the command storage from the command execution probably simplifies things,
particularly for Linux where everything seems to be line oriented.

Anyway, the command history buffer is fairly weird.  It isn't a LIFO or a FIFO, but kind of circular buffer that gets an element added to it each time.  So
if there is a fixed maximum depth N, then with use it will eventually become full.  When full it needs to remember the most recent N commands via
overwriting and bookkeeping.  I don't believe there is the need nor the desire for a super deep buffer for my stuff, as many of the function keys in my sim
utilize the command line for their implementation (e.g. F6 inserts " cyc " on the command line to do a single cycle) thus somewhat polluting the history.

[EDIT] I think it's pretty odd to have mutable command history - it really shouldn't be.  The edit buffer should be separate, with the up and down arrows
loading from history to buffer.  Execution should be the only way to store the edit buffer to the command history.

Looking at my code, it's also kind of odd they didn't pick the down arrow for past history rather than the up arrow, as accessing the past requires a
decrement of the read pointer / address.  Maybe they were thinking like a text editor, where past entries are up the page?  I'm conditioned so I don't care,
but I wonder if the convention they picked ever strikes noobs as backwards.

tinkeringdude 10/29/2019 12:23:25 AM [1904]

You probably aren't reading this for the first time, but I'll mention those things anyway:

I feel like I'm skirting the upper bound of awkwardness / complexity in not using headers.

Depending on how much stuff you have there, you could also end up with more "locally condensed complexity" that way, though. 
If you find yourself to use crutches to know what's what in your big blob of everything, and instroduce things which remind you f things from other parts
of the system, or other abstraction levels, in places where you shouldn't worry about any of it, there is, in a way, more complexity in place at a time, and it
fources you to think more complicated or be distracted.

Now I don't know what your code and its resulting amalgamation look like, so maybe I speak in riddles, but I'll try to describe potentially occuring
problems. 
Could be it doesn't apply to your particular setup and what still lies ahead implementation wise.

In plain C, headers help encapsulate and decouple by "information hiding" - well not from you if you have the source, but the access is restricted.

If you create really only one singular compilation unit by recursively preprocessor-pasting everything into one c(pp) file (if that's what you're doing), you
don't have that separation. Hypothetically, there could even be a bug in one c file A), referencing a variable by a name that does not exist in that file and
was not intended, but that exists in c file B), and both are include-pasted into c file C), then code in A may have side effects in file B, although you don't
include A in B, but they are pasted in an (un)lucky order in C - and you get really confused. Not noticing the error, when it compiles so nicely, although it
shouldn't in the first place. 
(sure this can be made less likely... by crutches I was alluding to)

If you declare every single routine and module-scope variable in a .c file (the "module") as static, then those won't be accessible from anywhere else,
whether they know the name (or accidentally stumbled upon, or get copy & paste inserted by accident) or not (and auto complete won't list them in the
first place, unless the implementation is junk). The few really necessary interface routines remain not-static ("extern", default) & get a declaration in the
header. 
You could still pass around pointers, of course - via defined boundaries, which sometimes makes sense. But that is so deliberate that, in comparison to
everything just always being "open", accidents should be much harder to produce.

It also means you can, for "private" (static) stuff, keep your names short, named in a way which makes sense in module scope, at which you only need to
be thinking when implementing a module (save for the interface contract). 
In that regard C++ namespaces are an even further improvement. Things within the (sub-) namespaces are named approproately shortly, thinking only



about things relevant within their immediate scope (and external dependencies), and no fear of stupid name collisions and resorting to string
BAKE_FRIKKIN_POOR_MANS_NAMESPACE_TAGS_INTO_EVERY_ENTITY_NAME = "Bob"; and clutter everything with references to concepts
you should not need to be distracted by when thinking about the innards of a certain module at a certain level, like making surrounding higher levels
around where you're at explicit for every 3 words you say.

My header files are pretty lean usually. Some MCU vendor example code sets bad examples of dumping #define "constants" en masse in there which
have no business being there, as not part of the interface & no concern to the client code...

IDEs, like Eclipse, can generate a pair of e.g. .hpp + .cpp files based on a class name and a few option checkboxes, generate pre defined (customizable)
patterns / code skeleton. 
There are probably scripts / macros for certain IDEs which generate a complete matching header from a largely finished .c file, grabbing everything that's
not static, to reduce effort. (I'm not using those things so much)

Some people structure their files such that all header files are in one "header" top folder (or virtual folder, only shown like this in the IDE), and all the
.cpp files in a "source" folder - some IDEs do it like that by default. Including this false dichotomy of "header" vs. "source" naming *clenches fists*. 
Anyway - that way you won't see 2 files of everything in a (virtual IDE) folder all the time - I personally hate that separation, but to each his own.

For some things, you may not want both files, but only headers. 
Sometimes it's nice to put struct, enum etc declarations in a header or headers within a folder that encapsulates logically connected (sub-) modules, which
may partially share those things, and it would make headers with logically close class prototypes unnecessarilly messy if all the little but plenty stuff was
also in there. 
Then there are class template implementation of things which, alas, need to be in header files due to technical reasons...

C++ of course has the problem that this pseudo separation of interface and implementation files is more of a farce due to every private and protected
member variable and method being visible in the header aka interface file, so that you can glean some insights about the implementation and hence
become reliant on it, potentially at your peril. 
Some people run once more around the block to fix that in some deemed important places by making a member variable a pointer of a forward-declared
class with a hidden implementation in the .cpp file, so the "client" sees only the forward declaration, not the gory details. It's called "Pimpl" (private (or
"pointer to") implementation) pattern... (this is popular for libararies with header-only + binary delivery format, I guess)

All that said, C/C++ headers are quite a hack of a mechanism, keeping the tool chain simpler back then, and leaving it open to all sorts of hackery to
achieve things not supported per se (my guess).

I don't even have a project file (just #include all files in the top and sub files once).

*If* you were to use the "Eclipse for C++ developers" bundle, at least that could take off some work in that regard. 
By default, when selecting managed build in the "new project" wizard, simply all (recognized as C/C++ source) files in all folders and subfolders you add
to your project directory are automatically added for compilation. It usually just works, zero manual labor. 
There is also the (still experimental?) option of using a managed, but still makefile based project. I.e. you could later grab the makefile and build the stuff
in other surroundings, I guess, without having to manually fiddle with it, as long as used in Eclipse, anyway. 
IIRC its tree view also has display options to show as-is in the file system, or do some automatic category sortings or stuff (If I'm not mixing that up with
another IDE...), e.g. to not see the headers in the same folder as c files.

The sequence of declaration / definition shouldn't be an issue in a SW project

Amen. 
Newer languages tend not to suffer from nonsense like that. 
I am still reluctant to try it, but I am keeping half an eye on what Rust is doing, supposedly the new "systems programming" language, which, IIRC, is
also less primitive than C/C++ in those regards. 
But I don't see huge support for it yet. 

tinkeringdude 10/29/2019 12:42:43 AM [1905]

Does it really *modify* the history, as in, the old entry from way back, or only modify "the history" in that it adds one entry? (the latter was my
perception, but I didn't pay so close attention really)

The Ctrl + L/R cursor thing, doesn't notepad++ and other windows editors do it thus, too? 
It moves between "beginning of word" (boundary between alphanumerical vs. other character groups) positions (or what it perceives as word, or in a
syntax aware scenario editor, also recognizing sections of a CamelCaseExpression), whether forward or backward - so in that way, it is consistent.

But anyway, there are a lot of weird things. 
Terminal still thinks a DEC terminal is top notch, many of the nice special function keys of this newfangled contraption called the "IBM keyboard" not
working as intended in the standard Linux text processing programs of any sort, even the supposedly more "user friendly" ones. 
Still partying like it's 1969.

If you ever have to edit something in VI(M) (e.g. login in from remote terminal emulator), you'll notice the INS key is used for *something*. (you can't
add new text otherwise)

Up or down... I never pay attention to that. I pressed key and saw what it did, and remember that  
Probably played too many video games in the past to bother with a fixed idea of how up or own should move (key up = screen up vs. flight stick forward
= nose down, both rotating in same angular direction? Both makes sense). 
But I can't stand it when the mouse does it the other way than I expect, for some funny reason. 
I.e. Apple scrolls wrong. Instead of moving a tiny camera over the virtual paper, they move 10 miles of virtual paper past the tiny camera - yeah right
Apple, as if that made any sense - check mate! 

dewster 10/29/2019 5:13:56 PM [1906]



"If you create really only one singular compilation unit by recursively preprocessor-pasting everything into one c(pp) file (if that's what you're doing),
you don't have that separation. Hypothetically, there could even be a bug in one c file A), referencing a variable by a name that does not exist in that file
and was not intended, but that exists in c file B), and both are include-pasted into c file C), then code in A may have side effects in file B, although you
don't include A in B, but they are pasted in an (un)lucky order in C - and you get really confused."  - tinkeringdude

I'm probably making my code sound worse than it is, though I can imagine some coders would look at it and toss their breakfast (as I sort of feel when
coming back to it cold, not so much after re-acclimating to it). 

Since I implemented simple scoping in my HAL assembly language, I'm acutely aware of it when coding in other languages.  For the sim C++ I've got a
hive_pkg.cpp file full of constants and helper functions, and this gets #included after the C++ libraries so everything following can see that info (poor
man's package, seeing as how C++ lacks such).  The rest I do as classes if possible, functions if not, which helps to minimize name space pollution.  But
classes give me the most trouble when doing things this way, due to declaration order dependencies and the general awkwardness of class header files -
otherwise I would aim for everything being encapsulated in classes.  Class dependencies, and the lack of a convenient "read only" access in them, more
or less force me to have more "globals" (public state holders) than I would like inside certain classes, which seems kinda perverse.

I use project files in Quartus (FPGA coding) but notice sequence dependencies in there too.  If I don't have the package file (System Verilog has a real
packaging system that's very nice) at the top of the list the build fails.  You know something's up when there are big honkering buttons in the project file
dialog that repostion files up and down the list!  I'm thinking of going with a single top file there too, with #includes to control the declaration order.

"I am still reluctant to try it, but I am keeping half an eye on what Rust is doing, supposedly the new "systems programming" language, which, IIRC, is
also less primitive than C/C++ in those regards."

Rust interests me too.  Though it still has pointers, which I loathe and avoid whenever possible.  And "->" syntax always strikes me as clunky for some
reason.

"Does it really *modify* the history, as in, the old entry from way back, or only modify "the history" in that it adds one entry?"

I'm looking at it again and it acts like there are two command histories, one that stores command lines that were executed, and another that stores things
that haven't been executed.  If you recall a past command and edit it but don't execute it, then use the up/down arrows to move away from it and then
back, the command remains edited.  You can edit any/all commands in the history buffer and the edits will stick even if you move around in the buffer. 
But as soon as you execute a command all of the edits you did in the history disappear.

tinkeringdude 11/3/2019 7:07:45 PM [1907]

"Poor man's package". There are "packages" at link time, if you will. You can certainly stuff several classes' implementations into one cpp file, if they
belong together (or not, but...), and that will be a "package", just that you ought to know where it's corresponding header is located.

If you keep a folder structure that matches the logical "package" hierarchy, and add the top level folder that contains the highest level packages' folders
(with sub packages as sub folders, or finally, cpp files) as "additional include paths" in e.g. Eclipse managed build (or do the equivalent with make files -
although IMO that technology hasn't aged well... but it's leaner to set up than newer build systems I guess), then you can reference things with #include
"topLevelPackage123/subPackage.hpp" - i.e. you don't have to reference full paths in your cpp files, if "topLevelPackage123" is in a folder e.g.
"packages", the latter of which you added to the "additional include directories" or whatever it may be called in what ever you end up using.

But classes give me the most trouble when doing things this way, due to declaration order dependencies and the general awkwardness of class header
files - otherwise I would aim for everything being encapsulated in classes.

Well, but headers are supposed to solve those order dependendies. Even though it's quite a hack  Which created a type of acrobatics of trying not to
#include headers in other headers as much as possible, which creates extra cruft... (and for C++ standard library stuff, just don't even try to get around it
via forward declarations if it's reference in the header, they'll be nigh(?) impossible to get right (without going bonkers)) 
Ok, it dosn't solve circular dependencies between classes, although I'm not sure how those are necessary. One extra level of abstraction solves that
(implementing a common interface). I very faintly remember having had that problem once, it could be there's another way around it, but since I never
encountered it again, I don't remember. 
(and self references of classes/structs work in C++ without dual namespace tricks like with C structs).

Class dependencies, and the lack of a convenient "read only" access in them, more or less force me to have more "globals" (public state holders) than I
would like inside certain classes, which seems kinda perverse.

Could you elaborate on that, maybe with an example, of what you wanted to achieve, what's in your way, and your unfavored way around it? 
Right now I'm not sure what this means, but maybe I'm just tired.

Rust interests me too.  Though it still has pointers, which I loathe and avoid whenever possible.  And "->" syntax always strikes me as clunky for some
reason.

Pointers, the unsafe ones require to declare your entire program to be marked unsafe which can have ramifications with where it's allowed to execure, or
something like that, right? (I only briefly read about it, and am mapping that onto how it works in C#, which could be wrong)

Well, "->" is two characters for one symbol, with "air" in between, yeah it looks weird. Have you tried the --> operator yet?  It's really great, it moves
a variable from its initial value towards the value it points to! 
operator -->

dewster 11/3/2019 9:25:36 PM [1908]

https://ideone.com/2oyRlv


"Could you elaborate on that, maybe with an example, of what you wanted to achieve, what's in your way, and your unfavored way around it? 
Right now I'm not sure what this means, but maybe I'm just tired."  - tinkeringdude

Say you have a class object (instance of the class) that holds and manages a lot of info that's germane to several other classes, or maybe even the project
as a whole (I'm sure that right there tells you I'm doing it wrong! - but processors sims are like that, with more interconnect than logic).  You want the
class to be the sole writer of the info, but you want the world (or at least part of it) to see the values of those things.  I could be totally wrong, but I
believe you have to make the data private, then write a bunch of "helper" functions, one for each piece of data anything external to the class object wants
to read.  And if that class is within another class there's a whole 'nother layer of helper functions just to pipe the read-only data through to the outside. 
Along with "public" and "private", they could have implemented "read_only" or similar.  The C++ writers seem to be enamored with OO in the abstract,
with all sorts of exotic inheritance that I would bet almost no one really uses, to the exclusion of practical stuff like this.  I get the whole data hiding thing
and how it's generally good, and I hide as much local data as I reasonably can, but IMO the vast majority of the safety comes from local read/write, and
non-local read-only access (this is how all HDLs encapsulate state, exactly the way real-life digital components do, an internal signal can instead be
defined as an output port signal if anything needs to read it, and bidirectional read/write access is quite rare).

[insert_gif:old man yells at cloud]

tinkeringdude 11/4/2019 8:51:24 PM [1909]

Say you have a class object (instance of the class) that holds and manages a lot of info that's germane to several other classes, or maybe even the project
as a whole (I'm sure that right there tells you I'm doing it wrong!

Well, there has to be one point where things are orchestrated, at least at startup.

You want the class to be the sole writer of the info, but you want the world (or at least part of it) to see the values of those things.  I could be totally
wrong, but I believe you have to make the data private, then write a bunch of "helper" functions, one for each piece of data anything external to the class
object wants to read.  And if that class is within another class there's a whole 'nother layer of helper functions just to pipe the read-only data through to
the outside.

Without knowing the details: If that's a lot of info that is closely interrelated, and all managed / write-accessed by one and the same object, then could you
not make an own data type -> data object out of it, which is *owned* by your central managing object, and "interested" outside observers have to fetch
from, or get assigned by, the manager object, a const reference to the whole data object, via one accessor function? That will prevent, sorta, the observer
objects from writing to the data object members. 
As far as C/C++ goes, anyway... some naughty cowboy coder might cast the constness away, which kinda undermines the whole thing, thanks to the urge
for backward compatibility. Static code analysis should catch that, or since it's entirely your code, you just won't do it, right?  (woe is him who needs
to call Unix functions which spit at the concept of immutability of data and require read-buffer pointers which are not to const data...)

And I mean e.g. just a plain struct with data members. Or a vector of those or whatever you need. No own functionality - the allmighty manager might as
well do initialization, if required - saves the pain of "rule of three" (or now "rule of five"). On that low-ish level and given performance requirements, I
see no value to implement accessor functions for every little detail. Which they teach in OO intro courses, and I guess have their place at high levels,
where extensibility / implementation agnosticism are the main goals, and often kinda mimick "properties", a construct e.g. C# (and object pascal?
*scratches head*) has. 
And as I guess cuold be the case in such processor simulation, there will be certain access patterns which have a high likelihood of being very similar
very often, right? So it would make sense to replicate that order and proximity in time within memory layout to utilize cache, so if make it so that your
data object has mostly "full bodied" data members, not pointers to those, closely replicating typical run-time access order, then when you create that
object, it will be one heap allocation with everythin in it just right after another, instead of a lot of fiddly objectlects scattered across the virtual address
space - something that following teachings from the days of the dawn of OO may too easily produce. 

Maybe something like this: 
try that right here (no idea if you could make a header file there, I suspect not, so let's pretend)

Inheritance - once was the proverbial hammer in search of nails, but has fallen out of favor (ok, some teaching institutions may not have heard the call
yet) for blind usage as opposed to composition (of objects from sub objects of (other) types). I like inheritance for some things, and it sovles some things
in an elegant way - although some of what it solves can now also be done via functions as function arguments (lambdas) in C++, partially awkward to use
as they may be (in C++ !). E.g. customizing behavior of more or less generic algorithms with a little code snipped that really is only needed for
expressing what you want it to do, instead of the hefty overhead (esp. in C++) of writing a class (that's likely implemented correctly for all circumstances
of outside usage). 
Especially, one does not need to go crazy with the *deepness* of inheritance hieararchies as was often done in the past enthusiastically... I don't think I
ever had a hierarchy deeper than 5, if even that, but some Java stuff managed to enter 2 digits IIRC... that must be one hell to maintain (or understand). 
I mostly even dislike inheriting from classes that do something. It someties can seem to save some work... but at some point easily as a bullet with
deferred ignition, directed right at own feet. I use it mostly only for interfaces. It can be nice to abstract away the implementation of something which is
kinda heavy or not available reliably enough to be run all the time in an automatted test framework, and also, you don't want to test that thing, too, when
you actually want to test some other module which uses that heaving thing as a dependency. So that dependee gets passed-in a reference to an abstract
base class (all virtual), and doesn know whether it get's the real deal of its dependency, or to an object roughly faking it well enough to fulfill its
expectations (bound by defined interface contract) - and makes the test pass. And keeping some of the modules platform-independent also works nicely
that way, if the dependee never knows what exact implementation it's going to get - just something that fulfills the interface. May not be so nice on too
low a lever either, though, because of the virtual function table overhead.

dewster 11/23/2019 4:51:32 PM [1910]

Thanks for that Tinkeringdude!  You're way deeper onto SW than I'll ever be, so it's interesting to hear your observations, criticisms, and particularly your
emotions, regarding the field.  I suppose the creative process will always have frustrating components, but slogging through the minutiae of language
features until you find they don't do what you want (or maybe worse: finding they almost do what you want) is really up there in terms of shit jobs
(IMO).  I can only take it in small doses, as the path through to success is often quite narrow, poorly documented, and never guaranteed (thank god for
the internet and for the kind souls freely offering up their solutions and explanations).

There must be a sweet spot in terms of the basic complexity of programming language syntax and ability.  You don't want every programmer reinventing
the wheel for, say, strings (shades of C/C++) as that could easily make coming up to speed on some else's code code massively daunting - like almost

https://ideone.com/pCjwWh


learning another language.  But you don't want to hide the basic stuff from them so hard that they find it difficult to produce a wheel when they need to.  I
suppose that's where standard libraries come in, providing basic containers and such.  I imagine libraries are harder to produce than the language itself. 
Ignore basic library needs for too long and you end up with Boost and the like.  Programming is so new and plastic that the dust is still settling on the
basics.  It's both a blessing and a curse that it can be so abstracted (some would say unmoored) from the underlying hardware - and even the underlying
software!

=============

Great link from hacker News (https://news.ycombinator.com/news) today that I feel captures the field of Theremin development:

http://paulgraham.com/genius.html

Obsessive interest in a narrow subject can take you a long, long way, particularly if you are creating something and have the ability and background. 
Those who aren't geniuses (me!) can often contribute through sheer determination, though that determination must almost necessarily be driven by deep
personal interest.  Lord knows there are almost no monetary drivers for Theremin development, which is maybe a good thing for labors of love.  No
amount of money could have made me care enough to really understand, say, higher order CIC filtering (my poor brain doesn't learn very easily).  This is
why I had to leave my (pretty good) paying job, I just didn't care enough about what they were working on to really dig into the fundamentals of what
was going on (networking is a total mess) so I increasingly felt like something of a hack / imposter, even though my basic digital and analog EE skills
were (IMO) constantly improving.  Industry is weird, much weirder than I ever imagined it could be.  Or maybe it's me.  I just always wanted to do music
synthesis work.

dewster 12/1/2019 12:15:15 AM [1911]

"Print design is about unrelenting fastidiousness across a broad range of disciplines." - from: https://opensource.com/article/19/4/linux-graphic-design-
tools-professionals

Nice article, and so nicely put.  I dabble in the graphical arts, so I fancy that I can at least somewhat appreciate all that goes into it.  IMO this applies to
digital Theremin design as well.  So many details to attend to, requiring background in programming, DSP, filtering, synthesis, sampling, alias
suppression, rate conversion, UI, etc.  And if you're designing the processor as well (my vanity project) that's even more that you need to be unrelentingly
fastidious about, because everything is built on it.  But you don't need to know everything up front, the process itself is a great teacher.  Beyond the math
identities, I knew almost nothing about inductors going into this - so anyone can play this game!

[EDIT] Trivial, but the Hive assembler / sim is now in a blue motif:

Thanksgiving is over, but a busy week of volunteering ahead.  I hope to start on a console based librarian of some sort after real life calms down (and I
suppose I've given up on the whole GUI thing for the foreseeable future).

https://news.ycombinator.com/news
http://paulgraham.com/genius.html
https://opensource.com/article/19/4/linux-graphic-design-tools-professionals


Win32 / Linux Hive Sim Homologation
dewster 12/16/2019 3:48:25 PM [1912]

Win32 / Linux Hive Sim Homologation

While I was back in Win32 doing some D-Lev work over the weekend (updating FPGA loads, compiling them, and capturing all of my current presets), I
brought the Hive assembler / simulator, as well as the console based calculator I've been working on, into alignment for the two operating systems
(WinXP and Linux Mint).  The sim work went pretty well, though I discovered some keycode errors: some Win32 keycodes had the wrong escape
prefix.  I also discovered some Win32 keycodes that weren't unique, as well as some that didn't work at all (captured by the OS / console and not passed
on to the application).  The whole used / reserved key situation in operating systems / consoles is kind of a mess, but at least now I've a known working
common subset (for now).

With this and my console calculator coding, I've got many basic building blocks in place to write a preset load / store / display type console application
for either OS.  I think selecting / accessing the serial port will be the most difficult, and will start on that soon.

But today I'm reading up on the Geany IDE help files to see how to implement HAL assembly syntax highlighting.  I'm hoping it won't be more difficult
than the previous gedit XML regular expression exercise, because that was a total bear, and it left gedit in a weird state for general editing use.  I'm glad
in a way that I was able to give Ubuntu a spin before blowing it away with my switch to Linux Mint - it let me make many basic mistakes that I didn't
end up having to live with long term.  Another reason to distro-hop I suppose, at least at first when you're getting your feet wet with Linux.

[EDIT] Finally got HAL assembly code looking pretty good in Geany.  Didn't go so crazy this time as I did for gedit.  Also added SystemVerilog
highlighting to Geany (was my training for HAL).

UI Settings Display
dewster 12/21/2019 4:52:17 PM [1913]

UI Settings Display

Working on the preset librarian, so far it can read and write preset files, crudely edit preset files, and render the preset UI screens to a string and to a text
file:

Above is my current cello preset, and it also shows my particular system settings.  Screen names are in all caps at the lower right, system setting labels
start with a capital letter, user preset labels are all lower case.  As you can clearly see, the cello uses six formants and the resonator for the cello body,
with all oscillator harmonics mixed with some odd harmonics and filtered, along with some filtered pulsed noise for the string sound.  You can also see
that there is global bass accentuation, and that I play the cello voice with a fair amount of pitch correction.

Even at this level the librarian code is quite useful, as it enables a preset to be examined at a glance, rather than via paging through the various screens on
the D-Lev, and with it a preset can be easily printed, sent to another user as email text, etc.

I rearranged the UI screens a bit to display better in this 4 x 5 grid (swapped noise & osc screens, moved the resonator from after the formants to before)
and will soon edit the D-Lev SW to have the same order.  In particular, I like the way the oscillator, noise, and formant screens appear in single rows with
this arrangement, as well as the last row being all system screens.

Patch Librarian (so far...)



dewster 12/22/2019 6:48:34 PM [1914]

Patch Librarian (so far...)

Got the command line and console view working this morning:

Can read, write, and print (to a text file) preset files via the command line.  Can't do any editing via the command line yet, I intend to implement some
kind of highlighting system with the arrow keys to facilitate that.  The system preset is loaded by default at start-up to remove that step.

You can see my tenor patch here.  There are 4 formants at 196, 719, 1077, and 2217Hz.  The first is throat radiation and the level is set somewhat lower
than the others.  The next two are mouth radiation, and the last is nasal radiation.  I placed all of the formants in the PV modulation slots to make it easier
to do that (if desired, the other 4 formant slots are fixed frequency).  The oscillator again has a bit of square wave mixed in (thanks Roger!) and the noise
is again pulse width modulated and filtered.

Now to experiment with serial port communications...

[EDIT] Got the highlighting editing system working.  ALT+arrows turns on edit mode and moves the highlight around the parameters, +/- keys
increment / decrement, ESC exits edit mode.  Works great!

Buggins 12/23/2019 5:56:33 AM [1915]

Didn't you try to use excitation signal closer to real one?
Inverse filter sample tenor wav, then use averaged period as periodic excitation and the rest - to compute noise parameters. 

dewster 12/23/2019 6:52:17 AM [1916]

"Didn't you try to use excitation signal closer to real one? 
Inverse filter sample tenor wav, then use averaged period as periodic excitation and the rest - to compute noise parameters."  - Buggins

No, nothing that fancy, unfortunately.  Though I think it's close enough to do fairly convincing vowel type vocals.  The self-PM oscillator is a nice
variable harmonic content glottal source.

[EDIT] I'm happy to announce that the vocal analysis program Praat (http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/) works just fine in Linux Mint!  A single file,
just download the tarball and run it.

v7peer 12/24/2019 7:41:39 AM [1917]

'Praat' is in the repositories of Debian so you also can install it with your software manager or with the command 'sudo apt install praat'  I think this will
be the same in mint

dewster 12/25/2019 2:01:54 PM [1918]

Thanks v7peer!  I didn't even think to look in the package manager, but there it is!  Though I'll probably stick with the one I directly downloaded it
because it's version (6.1.08) is later than the package version (6.0.37-2).  I wonder why there is so much old SW in the package management system?

Happy holidays!

pitts8rh 12/25/2019 6:41:59 PM [1919]

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/


Whenever your patch librarian is usable, I want!

dewster 12/25/2019 8:33:24 PM [1920]

"Whenever your patch librarian is usable, I want!"  - pitts8rh

Oh yes!  I've got the file reading / file saving / patch display / patch editing parts more or less passably done today.  Still no serial port connect code /
work, which may be quite different for various operating systems (I'm looking at you MSWin!).  Any chance you'll be giving Linux a shot in the near
future?

It might be interesting to have it modify parameters in real-time on the D-Lev, though triggering it to make sounds might be problematic, and the
parameters location in memory would probably best be nailed down rather than floating (or accessed via some new UI commands).

His Master's Voice?
dewster 12/26/2019 6:01:02 PM [1921]

His Master's Voice?

It's pretty easy to get something human sounding just messing around with 4 formants, but I'm trying to figure out how to synthesize a given particular
human vocal sound, and the easiest one to sample is mine, so that's the defacto goal. 

Been playing with Praat some.  I wasn't aware until yesterday that there is a pretty nice interactive spectrogram / formant / pitch viewer in there.  But
Praat seems to have a little trouble now and then with formant identification, and there doesn't seem to be any obvious way to know what the amplitudes
of the formant filters should be set to.  Something I'm experimenting with in Audacity is recording a sweep of my own voice over an octave or so and
viewing the FFT of that.  The sweep helps to smear out the excitation peaks, leaving more or less just formant filtered peaks.  Audacity doesn't let you
zoom in the view on the FFT horizontally, so the horizontal pitch axis is controlled entirely by the FFT window size, which is kinda weird.  The window
size necessarily sets the resolution, so it's not exactly an ideal situation, but workable.  I think I'm seeing my own vocal formants at 600, 1200, 2560, and
3310Hz, with a dip at 5430Hz and an island blob of HF response from 6kHz to 9.5kHz.

Just plugging these formants into the D-Lev and playing around with the amplitudes and excitation yields something human but not exactly "me"
sounding.  The missing island blob is some of it, and I tried filling that in with the resonator but no dice.  And the formant locations sounded weird so I
moved them around a bit - so much for science!  This next step in vocal synthesis is turning out to be more nuanced than I would like it would be, after
the low hanging fruit the next fruit up may need a fire ladder!  Anyway, here's the D-Lev "me" (so far) singing "Love is Blue": [MP3]

And here is the preset: 

pitts8rh 12/26/2019 6:46:46 PM [1922]

Hey, I like this voice!  I also like being able to see all the settings in one view.  Very nice...

Buggins 12/27/2019 11:19:02 AM [1923]

singing "Love is Blue"

WOW! Very cool!  

http://www.mediafire.com/file/4mlcbitrdo1ve2l/2019-12-26_love_is_blue.mp3/file


Sounds almost natural. Such voices show flexibility of digital theremin, (almost) impossible for analog synth. 
Didn't you try to vary some of parameters using additional oscs? 

It would be great if it's possible to create a kind of "demo index" post, with demos of different presets (updated from time to time). 

dewster 12/27/2019 3:44:13 PM [1924]

"Sounds almost natural. Such voices show flexibility of digital theremin, (almost) impossible for analog synth."  - Buggins

Thanks!  There's less science and more farting around than I would like to get that result.  Synthesizing a particular human voice is hard work, and it's got
me wondering if simple formants in parallel are sufficient to model a given vocal tract at a realistic level.  I mean, it's kind of no wonder they've used 3D
physical models here (though at 48kHz the length resolution of each segment is ~1cm which seems too rough for simple non-interpolated delays?).

"Didn't you try to vary some of parameters using additional oscs?"

Like many patches, I've added a bit of square wave, but that's a constant thing.  The harmonic content is the only thing that is dynamic (with volume).

"It would be great if it's possible to create a kind of "demo index" post, with demos of different presets (updated from time to time)."

That's a good idea!  Something to add to the first D-Lev thread post. 

Buggins 12/27/2019 5:52:20 PM [1925]

I'm going to try LPC synthesis for human voice in future. Didn't you look at it instead of simple formant filter? 

dewster 12/27/2019 9:20:47 PM [1926]

"I'm going to try LPC synthesis for human voice in future."  - Buggins

Have you found any high quality LPC sound samples / videos?  I just spent some time on YouTube and everything sounds like a scratchy robot.  There
are some good videos for using Praat though...

Phone Call From Leavenworth
dewster 12/28/2019 7:49:03 PM [1927]

Phone Call From Leavenworth (serial port blues)

Holey moley!  The Linux serial port SW interface an amazing mess of arcane legacy, lore, and whatnot.  It's some of the oldest stuff in Linux, and at one
point was critical to interop, so no wonder I guess - but yowsa!  Though previously working through the gaining full control of the console keyboard was
really good prep for this stage.

One big trick in Linux Mint is opening System Settings | Administration | Users and Groups and adding "tty" and "dialout" to your groups, then
rebooting.  This gives you permissions to access all serial ports, which you aren't otherwise authorized to access.  Before I did this one of my USB serial
interfaces wouldn't even open, but now both my Prolific and FTDI serial cables work.  Linux likes to lock everything down by default, which can (and
will) bite you in the ass at every turn if you're used to the wide open spaces on a PC.

Linux opens the serial port like a file (ton o' legacy there too), and there are structures of flags and fields that set up the behaviors and generally configure
things.  Running the port at 230400 baud is past the highest speed of the previous legacy speed field (see what I mean?) which gave me some concern,
but it seems they've dealt with that since with new speed commands to translate to and from the legacy fields.  The keyboard sends 0x7f for backspace
and that needed to be manually translated to 0x08 for the D-Lev.  I suppose there's a reason there are so many options in better terminal emulators for
these sorts of things.

Anyway, after a couple of days work (that's the current state of C++ / Linux / serial port cables for you!) I'm able to send commands to the D-Lev, and
I'm getting back what looks like good data, so upward and onward with the patch librarian project.  This is the exciting part actually, where the majority
of the grunt work is behind me (though I still need to implement the serial port code for Windows).

D-Lev Tour Ergonomics
dewster 12/31/2019 5:07:30 PM [1928]

D-Lev Tour Ergonomics

Roger's recent playing survey thread [link] has helped me focus on possible physical configurations of the D-Lev Tour variant.  With the electronics
fairly non-critical with regards to placement, it's all about the ergonomics - I don't think it's actually possible to overthink the ergonomics of a musical
instrument.

So I trotted out the cardboard mock-up I made a while ago and in a high-tech fashion gaffer taped it to my prototype.  Here's a quick sketch I made of me,
and me standing at it:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fR4anWNKzGo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fR4anWNKzGo
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/32832?post=216701#216701


Some observations:  
1. My playing "style" is pretty relaxed with my forearms more or less horizontal (parallel to the floor). 
2. My pitch hand / arm is not raised much at all. 
3. I address the pitch antenna obliquely with the back of my hand and axially rotate my entire forearm for vibrato. 
4. I prefer the pitch antenna to be located about as far away as my outstretched pitch arm & hand can reach. 
5. Perhaps because I play with reversed volume sense, I like to keep some distance between my volume hand and the volume plate.  
6. I like to play with the tuner right in front of me, but if it's too low my neck gets cricked.

For this simple "angled back box" type configuration, there is a definite tension between the location of the volume plate being low enough to be a
comfortable distance from my volume hand, the pitch antenna being up a bit and far enough away, and the pitch display being high enough so as not to
crick my neck.  This seems to dictate, at least for my current playing "technique", a minimal length of the Theremin body of somewhere around 17" and a
maximal length of around 20", with the distance between the antenna support axes around 14".

There seems to be no tension associated with the control knobs, which feel comfortably located.  And the LCD only needs to be consulted when
monkeying with the knobs, so that seems fine too.

The above dimensions are contingent on the pitch antenna either being a squarish plate, or a center mounted rod.  An end mounted rod would either raise
the playing point or bring it closer to the player, neither of which would be my preference.  Of course, none of this is hard and fast for other players with
other playing techniques.

Here's a quick movie of me bellying up to and "playing" the mock-up (no audio or verbal commentary):

At one point I hold a dowel that I'm sighting down to show the angle of attack to my eyes.  The paper LED tuner is located here at the top of the 17"
dimension, locating it higher on a 20" body would be more comfortable for my neck, but would present more obliquely to my eyes.  I'm angling the
volume plate forward to better line up with my volume hand movements and to give it a bit more distance.  The pitch plate / rod is angled back to align
with my pitch hand movements.  The entire thing is angled up probably a bit less than 40 degrees.

[EDIT] Wanted to add a dimension: 20" or so horizontally between my resting playing hands feels about right to me.  Too much distance here and my
peripheral vision can't track my pitch hand well enough to reliably keep it sufficiently centered on the pitch plate.

Also, it looks in the video like I'm just shaking my hand / hinging my fingers for vibrato, but I'm actually mostly rotating my forearm.

dewster 1/1/2020 4:23:08 AM [1929]

Happy New Year everyone!

D-Lev Tour Ergonomics II
dewster 1/1/2020 2:58:32 PM [1930]

https://youtu.be/0O9sjQGO54Y


D-Lev Tour Ergonomics II

Just wanted to throw a few more numbers / ideas out there:

The drawings are all with the Theremin body lying flat on its back. 

On left is the vertical distance between the axes of the axes (!), and the horizontal distance between the centerline of the plate and the centerline of the
body.  The plate height is roughly the same as the width of the body, and I did this mainly to make it possible to store the plate antennas inside a
removable lid, otherwise the plate heights could be larger, or U shaped to get more surface area, etc.  As I don't play a rod-type pitch antenna, I don't
know if it should be located the same distance from the centerline as a pitch plate, I suppose it could be closer or farther depending on expectation / feel.

The center view shows the LED tuner location moving up when the body height goes from 17" to 20" but the pitch antenna axis vertical location remains
the same.  In the taller box the LED tuner could perhaps be angled forward a bit towards the player.

The right view shows the encoder arrangement.  Roger has placed analog volume controls on either side, and I would place pushbuttons on either side as
well, one to write the preset, the other to do acal.  This is just an idea I'm kicking around, as actuating these functions has been long-term problematic for
me from a UI design standpoint.

I/O could be located on a small plate on the bottom, or perhaps the bottom of the front panel could be utilized.  Mandatory for me would be a built-in
stereo headphone amplifier that might do double duty for those who use pitch preview.

Tuner Interference Test
dewster 1/1/2020 9:54:49 PM [1931]

Tuner Interference Test

Here I am advocating a much closer pitch antenna without doing my due diligence (oh, doo-dah day)!  It dawned on me that my control unit and pitch
axis plate are both on double ball joints, so I just loosened things up, repositioned them, and retightened, which produced the following configuration,
and which is just asking for unwanted interference:



I then did an auto calibration, followed by some tweaking of Pcal to make it react to my body out past 1 meter.  A bit of dancing around and (literal) hand
waving demonstrated that, for this particular configuration of coils and whatnot at least, the tuner doesn't seem to have any influence over the pitch axis
stability when both are co-located within a couple of inches.  Which is pretty amazing!  Though I'm pseudo randomly jittering the holy hell out of the
LED tuner interface signal timing, and hence the LED display timing, so on some level perhaps not entirely surprising.  But this arrangement works
unexpectedly well, it's almost like the tuner isn't even there.

D-Lev Antenna Geometries
dewster 1/3/2020 2:27:44 PM [1932]

D-Lev Antenna Geometries

A digital Theremin like the D-Lev has somewhat different requirements for the antennas, particularly on the pitch side, than your typical analog
Theremin.  Analog Theremins "like" to have a long thin rod on the pitch side as this marginally improves field linearity.  The D-Lev has an adjustable
linearizing process in the code, which makes it largely agnostic to antenna geometry (at least in terms of linearity).  Let's look at some options here:

Above left is a rod antenna.  It has low intrinsic capacitance, low mutual capacitance with the hand, and the highest possible RF emission for a given



surface area as it is practically one dimensional.  The low intrinsic capacitance gives the tank inductance a smaller energy reservoir to work with, so it
oscillates at a higher frequency, which can tax the coil in terms of frequency dependent parasitics.  And the low mutual capacitance lowers the overall
sensitivity.  These are a problem for the D-Lev as they lower the SNR and cause it to rely more on dithering and filtering to extract and stabilize the pitch
axis value.  RF emission is an energy loss so it can lower the overall Q of the LC resonance, and it can also be a compliance / interference problem,
though I haven't really made any attempt to quantify either.

Above right is a plate antenna.  It is the exact opposite of the rod antenna with regards to the three criteria listed, and so makes a much more ideal
geometry for use with the D-Lev.  The surface area is maximized, as is the way it interacts with the environment and hand, and RF emission / reception is
minimized due to the minimal "longest" dimension.

Above center is a center mounted 'T' pipe antenna.  The larger diameter gives it higher capacitance and response than the rod, and the feed point in the
middle gives it roughly 1/2 the RF emission of the rod antenna.  So the T-pipe is a sort of middle ground / compromise technically speaking.

But what are these like to play?  Above we see a top view of equal capacitance response contour lines rather crudely drawn.  Except for at very close
range, the rod and the T-pipe should "feel" the same to the player.  The rod and T-pipe provide a non-critical vertical target for the hand, but horizontally
they are quite specific as to location, particularly in the near-field.  Being symmetrical in both axes, the plate provides the same response vertically and
horizontally.  All geometries in the very-far-field will behave mostly like point sources, any major differences the user may experience will be in the mid-
field and especially the near-field.

Above is another top view which shows the sensitivity variation in the near-field with horizontal hand location for the rod and plate (and for the plate this
is also the vertical hand location response).  The plate presents a "softer target" for the hand, in that absolute horizontal location of the hand isn't as
critical as it is for the rod antenna.  Depending on your learned playing style this may be a feature or a bug for you.

In conclusion, plates are the bee's knees on the D-Lev if you like them / are indifferent to them / can tolerate them.  If you can't, I'd highly recommend a
T-pipe type of arrangement.  Bringing up the rear, rods seem to work OK, but they tax what the D-Lev can do, and so if any issues of interference or
sticky points crop up, I imagine that you'll likely experience them with a rod worse / sooner than you would with a T-pipe or plate.  These kinds of issues
can make the D-Lev look bad and would give me support headaches, so if / when any D-Levs are built for others (by me anyway) I'll probably only offer
plate or T-pipe options on the pitch side.  For the volume side you're probably only going to be offered a plate (players seem to be more flexible on this,
perhaps due the historic variability of volume antenna geometry).

And the plate and T-pipe work equally well with the proposed D-Lev tour overall ergonomics, whereas the end mounted rod would be problematic
(unless you like to raise your pitch arm or address the bottom of the rod when playing).

D-Lib
dewster 1/9/2020 3:57:00 PM [1933]

D-Lib

Still grinding away in the code mines, working on the D-Lev preset librarian.  Had a minor breakthrough yesterday implementing a bank view:



Above is a view of the actual presets in the EEPROM of my prototype.  It's a little involved producing this screen: the program downloads the preset
EEPROM data for the desired preset slots on the D-lev (for the view above this is slots -40 thru +39) via the serial port, and then stores that data in a
string vector (one string per preset slot).  It then performs a directory listing, filters out the non-preset file names, opens each of the remaining files, and
stores the contents to a string vector (again one string per preset file).  Then it compares each preset slot string to all of the file content strings, and if
there is a match it assigns the file name to the displayed slot.  If there is no match the displayed slot name is "-?-".  For 80 slots this takes a couple of
seconds, most of which is spent on the serial port data transfer.

There is also a directory listing screen, and before I came up with the "live slot bank" thing above which incorporates the functionality, it was just a way
to view the available preset files.

Above is the preset file list view.  When in edit mode you can select a file with the arrow keys, and pressing the spacebar or return will copy the file name
to the command line and exit edit mode.  Then you can type in " rf " to read the preset file data into the editor, or " owf " to overwrite the preset file with
the data currently in the editor, etc.

What was fairly tricky was rolling my own "auto-complete" for the command line.  This is where you enter a character or two and then hit the tab key to
complete the remaining file name, but only up to the point of uniqueness.  It's funny how aware you get of the inner workings of these mechanisms in the
operating system console when you have to re-implement them.

Finally, with all the serial port code and such just laying there, I thought it would be good to implement a way to pump the SW into the EEPROM.  In the
past I was doing all of this via TeraTerm and its TTL macro language, and thought for a while I might implement some small subset of the TTL
language.  But in the end I made the Hive simulator / assembler just kick out four byte lines of hex text (this is the way preset files are formatted as well)
and wrote a C++ routine in the librarian to upload it.  The new file extension is "*.spi" and the upload process seems to work more reliably than the
TeraTerm method.  Here's a view of the beginning of the current SW load SPI file:

3dc407cc 
81c09 
3e08 
0
49809
0
57609
0



65d09
0
82f09 
0
d80a00b8 
80301b04
8b8030c 
fd04d80b 
2c01d82f 
69065c01 
5907cc01

Each line is parsed to 4 bytes.  You can see there is no hex prefix like "0x" or "$" as the format is known to be hex always.  And there are no addresses as
the format is pure data.  And there are no compression routines, as shorter data and zeros perform this naturally.  IMO virtually all raw data formats are
over-thought, over-featured, and overly complicated.

Currently it's all running in Linux; when it's a bit more finished I'll start in on the Win compile (where the real fun starts).  I need to make the file listing
be able to display more files than fit on the screen, add error messages, and generally make the serial port communications as robust as possible.  But it's
fairly useful even now.  IMO the bank view, which allows you can see the actual contents of the D-Lev preset slots en mass, is a really essential and
powerful thing, and once you have that a lot of other features aren't all that necessary.

So there are a total of four screens in the D-Lev librarian: preset editor, directory listing, bank listing, and raw serial port console.

Buggins 1/9/2020 5:13:36 PM [1934]

Can't upload of wrong file turn device into a brick? 
Or it's only configuration data?

dewster 1/9/2020 10:51:40 PM [1935]

"Can't upload of wrong file turn device into a brick? 
Or it's only configuration data?"  - Buggins

Because the SW resides in FPGA block RAM when running, and BRAM contents can be defined at FPGA configuration, a default SW load is actually
part of the FPGA configuration bitstream, and this mechanism makes it impossible to totally brick the D-Lev via the serial port.  The boot code is always
in the FPGA, and after configuration it goes out and reads the entire SW load in the SPI EEPROM - but just to calculate and check the CRC.  Only if the
CRC is good does the boot code copy the EEPROM SW load into the FGPA and run it, otherwise it runs the default SW in the FPGA.  Even if this
process somehow got screwed up, or if the new load is buggy, you can hold one of the encoders down at power-up to just run the default FPGA SW.

The librarian can up / download preset data to / from the SPI EEPROM, and it can also upload new SW loads to the SPI EEPROM.

pitts8rh 1/10/2020 9:37:06 AM [1936]

At first glance I read preset 38 as "fresh hell" and somehow that seemed more relevant than the correct name.

I'm looking forward to having this to replace all of the yellow pad sheets and post-it notes listing preset assignments.

dewster 1/10/2020 4:29:16 PM [1937]

"At first glance I read preset 38 as "fresh hell" and somehow that seemed more relevant than the correct name.

I'm looking forward to having this to replace all of the yellow pad sheets and post-it notes listing preset assignments."  - pitts8rh

And so you shall have it!  I'm going to add a "print to text file" option for the bank screen.

"fresh heli" is my helicopter preset.  The pseudo stereo really helps with the realism.

"Fresh hell" is what I go through with C++!   I've learned to haunt http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/ and very closely examine any exception
throwing behavior ("no-throw guarantee" == good).  C++ programs do this nasty thing where, when they encounter something going on they don't like,
they just freakin' crash.  Two hours of commenting code in/out later you find that the otherwise innocent seeming isspace() is oddly fussy with certain
inputs.  And there are like 10 variations of every string / int conversion function, many of which throw exceptions out of the blue, so it's like a minefield. 

Other than that, the play was fine  - Mrs. Lincoln.

Ditties
dewster 1/12/2020 6:11:33 PM [1938]

Ditties

Always on the lookout for songs that are:

http://www.cplusplus.com/reference/


1. easy to play on the Theremin, 
2. easily recognizable, 
3. already in my head (or so I think!).

Here are a couple I just started playing so I'm kinda rusty on them:

"What'll I Do" in a cello voice dry (no additional processing): [MP3]

"The Shadow of Your Smile" with the "me" voice in two different registers and a skosh of room reverb added: [MP3]

MediaFire shows that many of my MP3's have been downloaded over a hundred times - thanks for the interest folks!

Buggins 1/13/2020 11:43:26 AM [1939]

Nice instruments.

Your playing skills are getting better.

Buggins 1/14/2020 7:05:01 AM [1940]

Always on the lookout for songs that are:

1. easy to play on the Theremin, 
2. easily recognizable, 
3. already in my head (or so I think!).

Could you pleas share list of songs you already found? 

dewster 1/14/2020 3:32:11 PM [1941]

"Your playing skills are getting better." - Buggins

Thanks for the atta-boy!  I think my pitch control is finally getting back to where I was a couple of months ago, though it was never all that great in the
first place.  I need a more portable D-Lev for vacations and stuff, I'm too early into learning to not seriously backslide during breaks.

"Could you pleas share list of songs you already found?"

Here's a list I keep printed out and in front of me at the Theremin.  Most, but not all, are easy for me to play.  When I don't know the key I usually go with
C/Am as I can see that easiest on the LED tuner, though that sometimes sounds weird for the range of a given voice.  I've uploaded recordings of most
here at TW:

Key/Start  Title 
C/C  Ave Maria 
Ab/C Pie Jesu
C/G  Amazing Grace 
C/G  Motherless Child 
C/G  The Sound Of Music 
Gm/A Speak Softly Love 
C/C  Over The Rainbow 
Bm/B Love Is Blue 
C/G  Swanee River 
C/B  Danny Boy 
C/G  Star Spangled Banner 
C/G  Daisy 
F/C  He Shall Feed His Flock 
D/F# If I Only Had A Brain 
D/A  Whistle While You Work 
C/E  The First Noel 
Dm/D God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen 
Em/E O Come Emanuel 
C/C  It Came Upon a Midnight Clear 
C/G  Alfie 
C/C  What’ll I Do 
C/A  The Shadow of Your Smile

One of the real dangers for me is thinking I know a song and playing it for a while, then finding out I was playing certain notes wrong, leaving out whole
sections, etc.  It's really easy to reinforce bad memory to the point where I almost can't unlearn it. 

Buggins 1/14/2020 6:33:35 PM [1942]

It's really easy to reinforce bad memory to the point where I almost can't unlearn it.

Playing in parallel with original (10-100 times) might help (probably).

http://www.mediafire.com/file/nkzwvzxer1vu8y7/2020-01-12_whatll_i_do.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/9d80mcbff7ol84c/2020-01-12_shadow.mp3/file


Key / starting note information is really useful for theremin playlists (in presence of tuner)

I notice that while playing, I think I'm very close to proper notes. But hearing of recorded shows how far I'm from ideal performance 

dewster 1/16/2020 3:30:42 PM [1943]

"Playing in parallel with original (10-100 times) might help (probably). 
Key / starting note information is really useful for theremin playlists (in presence of tuner)"  - Buggins

Yes, I should be more fastidious with my practice, I suppose I've always been lazy about that on every instrument I've ever tried to play. 

The key / starting note is really essential for me on the D-Lev, as I tend to learn things by watching the tuner.

Librarian Progress
dewster 1/16/2020 3:44:32 PM [1944]

Librarian Progress

After almost a month (yikes!) the librarian work is winding down.  It works fine in Linux Mint, but I need to port it to MSWin (eek!).  Here are the
screens:

Above is the editor screen, where individual encoder values can be manipulated.  The +/- keys increment/decrement the highlighted encoder, or you can
enter a number.



Above is the preset file directory listing.  Highlighting a file and hitting enter sticks the file name on the command line below for further manipulation
with the various commands.  The highlight position will scroll the page so you can access as many preset files as there are in the directory.  This file list
is also used for Tab-based autocomplete on the command line.

Above is the slots page with the default download.  You can view all the slots on the D-Lev this way, using the highlight scrolls them if they don't fit on
the page, and the enter key loads them into the editor.



Above is the terminal mode, where you can interact with the D-Lev Hive processor via the HCL command language.  Here I've listed the first 16
Theremin registers (the top 4 nibbles of register 0 are the Hive firmware version, here: 0x1306), the version (last 4 bytes of the EEPROM SW load) and
CRC (the CRC is calculated over the EEPROM SW load, and 0xdebb20e3 is the "good" signature).

And here are the commands: 

Code:

COMMANDS: 

- Command line return status: OK = successful; ? unsuccessful, followed by error 

- The general format is parameters (if any) first, separated by spaces,  

  terminated by the command, followed by a white space (space, return, etc.) 

- Preset file extension *.dlp automatically added / removed. 

- "cla" on the F1 screen sets all encoders to 0. 

- "r" refresh screen (and update directory listing but not slot listing). 

- "quit" quit program. 

- "help" display this file. 

- file "delf" delete file (file mandatory). 

- file file "renf" rename file (files mandatory). 

- file "rf" read file (file optional). 

- file "rsf" read system file (file optional). 

- file "wf" write file (file optional). 

- file "wsf" write system file (file optional). 



- file "owf" overwrite file (file optional). 

- file "owsf" overwrite system file (file optional). 

- file "pf" print screen to text file (append, file optional). 

- name "ren" change preset name in editor (name mandatory). 

- slot "dl" download single slot, send to editor (slot mandatory). 

- slot start slot end "dl" download array of slots (slots optional). 

- slot file "dlf" download slot to file (slot & file mandatory). 

- slot "ul" upload editor to slot (slot mandatory). 

- file slot "ulf" upload file to slot (file & slot mandatory). 

- slot "ed" previously downloaded slot data to editor (slot mandatory). 

- filename.spi "pump" upload D-Lev SW load to EEPROM (file & ext. mandatory).

It has all the subroutines and such to upload and download all of the presets in a given D-Lev, and a command that can download them all, but no
equivalent "upload them all" command, nor commands to save / load an entire bank to / from file.  I'll implement that once a few more changes are made
to the D-Lev SW regarding the presets.

tinkeringdude 1/16/2020 7:19:05 PM [1945]

Playing melodies you think you know, haha. I have excactly the same problem, just with singing. Hard to unlearn. 
At least with singing one can learn it on piano first, and then practice to sing sync'ed to that, your hand positioning while playing also helping the singing,
as you are clocking everything and can do "clock stretch" (vs. a play-along recording, where you are not) . 
With theremin, your hands are virtually tied. And if hitting the right pitch is difficult, learning a song is more difficult. Maybe it's still helpful to learn it
on another instrument where getting the correct intervals to memorize is "easy", and then play it on the pitch-challenged instrument. 
At least as long as one can't play that instrument in one's sleep...

dewster 1/18/2020 3:36:56 AM [1946]

"Maybe it's still helpful to learn it on another instrument where getting the correct intervals to memorize is "easy", and then play it on the pitch-
challenged instrument."  - tinkeringdude

I don't mean to go on and on about it, mother's love etc., but the D-Lev tuner has made me more aware of absolute pitch and key more than any
instrument I've ever "played" and in a fairly painless way.  With trumpet it was relative to b flat and fingering, so that wasn't a lot of grounding.  With
guitar it's all relative to easy to play patterns that aren't all that absolute (particularly once you toss a capo into the mix).  Piano is all key of C/Am, so
unless you're pretty trained the other keys and intervals are kinda foreign.  I don't think any instrument should be as biased to a key as piano is, though I
suppose it gives you a base to notate from (along with a butt-ton of chord and scale variations to teach your spine).

Kelly Joe Phelps (a god among us) inspired me to butcher this one today: [MP3]. The ersatz dobro voice is interesting because it's a blend of attack and
legato/vibrato decay.  You can sort of fake a "slide vibrato excited" longer decay sound with your left hand.

[EDIT] I encountered the "Eton Boating Song" tune first as the theme song (with much more subversive lyrics) to the movie "Society": [MP3].  IIRC the
movie soundtrack has a really lame "General MIDI on a toy keyboard" type oompa/waltz accompaniment to the operatic singer.  This is maybe my 10th
time through it (sorry!) but it's a simple and easy to play tune that's fairly recognizable (at least to some horror fans!).

tinkeringdude 1/18/2020 11:03:27 AM [1947]

Piano is all key of C/Am, so unless you're pretty trained the other keys and intervals are kinda foreign.  I don't think any instrument should be as biased
to a key as piano is, though I suppose it gives you a base to notate from (along with a butt-ton of chord and scale variations to teach your spine)

Ok, I totally agree with that. It's one major thing actually, that held me back from really committing to learn the piano. The whole note system based on
that... because of a lack of ideas to uniformly layout stuff and still make notes identifiable, I presume, ugh... 
I once found a pretty neat, and hundreds years old, "symmetrical" piano scheme,  no weird alterations of how many half tones are between two given

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMriOc9VXgo
http://www.mediafire.com/file/kr5wfnojmee9nwa/2020-01-17_doxology.mp3/file
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0098354/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/ys45ufiql55vdky/2020-01-17_society.mp3/file


keys, and it even managed to still kinda highlight the usual piano C key for orientation, to get used to. Alas I forgot the name of it. There were some
youtube vids, can't find them. Some of the "big" keys where black, and some of the "small" ones white, in some alternating pattern, IIRC, but it's blurry.
(but it was with regular key layout otherwise, not that weird stuff with multiple rows of keys or hexagonal things) There was a page explaining it in
detail: Learning 2 shapes instead 12 for everything (or really just 1, which is shifted between starting with a big vs. small key). Wouldn't that be nice. 
Obviously, it never took on. Perhaps once people are entrenched in a complex system and infrastructure of teaching between generations is in place,
there's not enough appeal in a more logical system, the other stuff has too much weight.

But you're not "sorta on pitch" and in places maybe give your ear wrong impressions of intervals of a melody, you're dead-on with a keyboard, as far as
equal temperament goes.[/color]

dewster 1/18/2020 2:39:42 PM [1948]

"I once found a pretty neat, and hundreds years old, "symmetrical" piano scheme,  no weird alterations of how many half tones are between two given
keys, and it even managed to still kinda highlight the usual piano C key for orientation, to get used to. Alas I forgot the name of it. There were some
youtube vids, can't find them. Some of the "big" keys where black, and some of the "small" ones white, in some alternating pattern, IIRC, but it's blurry.
(but it was with regular key layout otherwise, not that weird stuff with multiple rows of keys or hexagonal things) There was a page explaining it in detail:
Learning 2 shapes instead 12 for everything (or really just 1, which is shifted between starting with a big vs. small key). Wouldn't that be nice."  -
tinkeringdude

Would that be the "Balanced" AKA "6-6" or "Six-Six" keyboard?: http://balanced-keyboard.com/PeopleAndResources.aspx (god I love old school web
sites!)

I like the idea implemented on this accordion, where three rows allow the player to learn just two major scale types (one for each hand if it were laying
down horizontally to play like a piano), two major triads, etc. instead of four:

I had a cardboard prototype from years ago where I had a similar arrangement, but the keys were arranged on facets of a long flat prism, and you would
hold it between your arms more or less vertically to play (imagine the accordionist above reaching his left hand over to play with the right hand).  With
that arrangement one would only need to learn a single major scale, a single major triad, etc. as the hands are vertically symmetric (though of course they
could get in the way of each other).

"Obviously, it never took on. Perhaps once people are entrenched in a complex system and infrastructure of teaching between generations is in place,
there's not enough appeal in a more logical system, the other stuff has too much weight."

I feel in my bones that someone will do it though.  Make an instrument that is really easy to learn, fun to play, highly portable, and can be studied in a
classical fashion.  It could be the next guitar (can you imagine walking into a Guitar Center and seeing your creation lining the walls?).  Stick a section of
actuators at the bottom of the prism arrangement I described above for strumming and such:

The "Balanced" layout already packs an octave smaller than normal (good for the generally smaller hands of women and children - the bulk of the piano
playing community!), but the keys could be made fairly thin with a lot of space in between (think monster guitar frets), which would enable one to pack
even more keys into a smaller space without negatively impacting playability.  I think the "flattened prism" shape allows the player to better "feel" where
they are on it, as opposed to an entirely flat keyboard, and it may allow the hand to be more relaxed when playing it too.  I would probably aim for as flat
a prism as possible, while still being able to feel one's way around.  Also, you can do a chromatic slide on this by running a finger down either of the
middle two prism corners, where all the key ends congregate (chromatic slides are really important IMO).

http://balanced-keyboard.com/PeopleAndResources.aspx


tinkeringdude 1/19/2020 5:59:46 PM [1949]

Ah! Thanks. That page contained this link: 
http://www.le-nouveau-clavier.fr/english/

Which was what I had originally stumbled upon. 
And this: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fqMKI4AJwA

This looks like a CNC router project... Well, some guy just bought extra keys with the right parts missing to augment his MIDI keyboard to form this, but
he has no black big keys. Made of wood... one could just wood stain and then a finish. 

dewster 1/20/2020 9:05:21 PM [1950]

tinkeringdude, those are fantastic links!  I've seen the first one before but it was really nice to read it over again, really clear train of thought as to
ergonomics, why it hasn't caught on, etc.  And the videos are super interesting too.  Thanks!

Librarian (done?)
dewster 1/20/2020 9:21:02 PM [1951]

Librarian (done?)

Made a lot of progress yesterday, and I think it's mainly done for now.  Here's a video captured via Kazam (really nice simple Linux software) no audio: 

0:00 The opening screen, showing serial port opening OK. 
0:02 The preset editor screen, showing highlight mode. 
0:06 The file list directory screen, showing highlight mode. 
0:09 The slots screen, blank until you download some slot data from the D-Lev. 
0:11 The Terminal screen, here you can communicate directly with the D-Lev Hive Command Language (HCL) over the serial port. 
0:13 Directory screen, I use the tab-based auto-complete to load the accordion preset file. 
0:18 Editor screen showing the accordion preset knob positions.  In highlight mode I can inc/dec via +/- keys, directly set the value, and of the whole
page. 
0:46 Directory screen, copying a file and deleting it.  The highlight + Enter copies the file name to the command line. 
1:07 Slots screen, downloading different ranges, then all.  The highlight + Enter loads it to the editor and takes you there. 
1:51 Terminal screen, reading registers 0-9, the SW version & CRC, all memory locations (16kB). 
2:07 Editor screen, pumping the SPI EEPROM SW image. 
2:32 Terminal screen, checking the SW load.

Coding the WIN32API serial stuff was fairly easy following the examples on the web.  Most of the polling timing and buffering was already worked out
in Linux, which I'm sure made it a lot easier.  Had the D-Lev powered via my Win10 Lenovo el-cheapo laptop, which worked better than I thought it
would.  The Win7 and Win10 consoles are really sluggish compared to the WinXP and Linux consoles, another reason to ditch MS if you're migrating
from XP!

Monkeying Around
dewster 1/21/2020 9:04:28 PM [1952]

Monkeying Around

Interacting with a literal sock puppet (for a change):

https://youtu.be/kYXT9VJK7h0


This was maybe the fifth time I'd played the piece, it's simple but I barely "know" how to play it, so: sorry, and be kind!  The toy plays everything back
from up to the last six seconds an octave higher than recorded.  Laughter sounds particularly insane!

Found incredibly nice webcam video capture software for Linux: GUVCView.

Buggins 1/22/2020 11:19:14 AM [1953]

Interesting cheap enough chinese Xilinx Zynq FPGA board for $55.9 
   https://www.aliexpress.com/item/4000323573953.html?spm=a2g0v.12010612.8148356.1.6f1bb6dfLJBaYn

Twice cheaper than Digilent Cora Z7 on the same 7Z010 chip.

SOC: 
Dual core ARM 
512MB of DDR3 SDRAM (although it's slow enough due to 16bit interface). 
A lot of available pins: 40+50pins connectors 
FPGA: 28K logic cells, 2.1MBit BRAM

Complicated GUI related functionality may be done on ARM, leaving a lot of resources of FPGA logic.

Mini USB cable can be used for programming.

Ethernet connector - not sure if can be useful for theremin

dewster 1/23/2020 2:28:36 AM [1954]

"Twice cheaper than Digilent Cora Z7 on the same 7Z010 chip."  - Buggins

That's an amazing load of processing there!  If this project ever makes it past the first manufacturing phase I'll definitely be on the lookout for more like
that.

Buggins 1/23/2020 6:05:51 AM [1955]

dewster,

Are you using DAC with sigma-delta modulation directly implemented on FPGA? 
What is its sound quality? Did you try to measure harmonics and noise level? 
Is it comparable to external I2C codec?

Are you passing FPGA pin output directly to LP filter? 
What about buffering (with buffer powered by separate voltage regulator) to get less noise?

I'm trying to figure out what is better, using FPGA out + LP filter on opamp (+ power amplifier for headphones) or just connect some I2C codec board
where analog part is already well done.

dewster 1/23/2020 1:31:13 PM [1956]

"Are you using DAC with sigma-delta modulation directly implemented on FPGA?"  - Buggins

I struggled with this for a long time.  You can certainly code up a sigma-delta modulator in the FPGA, a second order modulator is pretty easy to
implement and inherently stable, though it will have modes.  For higher orders MASH is doable but would require more pins and I believe a more precise
external D/A.  And the higher order you go the more demands there are on the external low pass analog filter, it has to have an order higher than the
modulator in order to roll off the modulation noise.  Regardless, whatever digital noise there is on the FPGA bank supply will directly transfer into the
audio, so you need to do differential (harder to filter and deal with in general) or translate the digital signals to quieter supplied logic before doing the
single or multiple bit D/A and LPF.

In the end I coded up a System Verilog SPDIF TX component in the FPGA.  The data source is two 32 bit Hive processor registers, the clock source is a
cascade of FPGA PLLs which also provides the 48kHz interrupt to the processor, so it's all synchronous.  The SPDIF output goes to one of those

https://youtu.be/RjRf0ytVNwU
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/4000323573953.html?spm=a2g0v.12010612.8148356.1.6f1bb6dfLJBaYn


inexpensive SPDIF to RCA DAC boxes (I got mine via an auction on eBay for almost nothing): 

I thought it was necessary to use the optical Toslink connection to keep serial noise low, but Roger found the electrical SPDIF connection is equally fine
in terms of noise, so that's how we're driving it now.  Just one FPGA pin.

It's the simplest way I've found to get a clean analog signal from FPGA PCM.

One thing to watch is to never fully zero out the SPDIF data for any length of time or else the box will mute itself, and it can take a bit of time to come
out of the unmuted state.  Also, the box clips the analog signal before reaching 0dB digital, so you have to give it some headroom.

As Time Goes By [MP3]
dewster 1/23/2020 3:49:15 PM [1957]

As Time Goes By [MP3]

Buggins 1/24/2020 11:42:33 AM [1958]

To minimize digital noise, buffer powered from separate 3.3V regulator can be used.

What is SPDIF transmitter module you are using? Is it optical out module? 

dewster 1/24/2020 2:47:10 PM [1959]

"To minimize digital noise, buffer powered from separate 3.3V regulator can be used."  - Buggins

True.  But the SPDIF box isolates everything and gives a super clean signal with plenty of SNR.  There's a fair amount of engineering going on in DACs
these days, some features (like the auto mute) aren't necessarily desirable, but most are, and can really reduce your engineering effort.  I'd love to have
most of the DAC inside the FPGA, but it was just too much.

"What is SPDIF transmitter module you are using? Is it optical out module?"

Yes, some optical SPDIF TX modules I bought surplus, they have a little amplifier inside to unload the input pin.  But you can just drive the SPDIF box
directly with an FPGA pin via the SPDIF box RCA input jack with no loss in audio quality.  The box will probably be powered by the Theremin anyway,
so the electrical isolation you would get from an optical connection doesn't necessarily gain you anything (except maybe elimination of ground loop if
you power the SPDIF box with a laptop or something).

4th Order Cook
dewster 1/25/2020 7:43:07 PM [1960]

4th Order Cook

I found a minor bug in the 4th order state-variable filter (SVF) as implemented on the D-Lev.  There is a cross-mix knob that controls bypass of the filter,
and I was using the attenuated first stage output for bypass rather than the unattenuated version.  Very simple fix, but of course I just had to have another
look at what was going on.  And of course two days later I'm almost completely back to where I started, except for a simple but very important change.

I decided a while ago not to attenuate SVF filter input based on the filter damping setting.  DSP textbooks recommend that you normalize the peak to
prevent overload with various damping settings, but my feeling is this is wrong.  If you don't normalize the peak, then you get a peakier peak with
decreased damping, but the overall sound energy remains fairly constant, which I think is much more important musically.  If you normalize the peak you
get reduced overall gain with reduced damping, which can make it sound really thin, and then you're reaching for the gain anyway.  If you really want it
to resonate then you'll have to lower the input signal to avoid clipping, something you'll be doing as a matter of course for any patch changing situation. 
Peakier peaks are how natural resonators seems to operate too, where energy collects and then is lost at a given rate.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/ywfhckaruikx1zi/2020-01-23_as_time_goes_by.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/ywfhckaruikx1zi/2020-01-23_as_time_goes_by.mp3/file


The above discussion is for the second order filtering case, or one stage of SVF filtering.  What about the 4th order case, or two SVF filters in cascade? 
The cascade exacerbates the damping gain, and without some kind of gain reduction between the first and second stages it's easy to get it in a situation
where the first stage is ringing and overdriving the second stage.  The gain reduction needed to do this is conveniently exactly the value of the damping. 
So we take the output of the first stage, and multiply it by the damping before feeding it to the second stage.  But this presents us with a problem: how do
we keep the first stage from ringing too much?  I solved this by offsetting the damping to the first stage by +1/256 (0x1000000, or -48dB) and limiting
the result, which gives for an input damping of [0:1) an output of [1/256:1).  I also used this offset and limited damping value to scale the output of the
first stage.  Here's a flow diagram of the result:

Above you can see the full damping is used for the second stage, but the offset and limited damping is used for the first stage damping and output
attenuation.  This minimizes internal overload and gives the 2nd and 4th order filters equal peak gain.  It works really well!  The selection of 1/256 as the
offset seems to be rather arbitrary, as 1/16 (-24dB) works well too.  I went with 1/256 because -48dB is roughly the threshold of silence, and when you're
lowering the damping of the 4th order filter you see the skirts diving down to the noise floor (due to the attenuation going on at the output of the first
stage), so why not more or less align the silencing action with silence?  Here's a movie I made of the the filter in action:

I'm using the fantastic program "Friture" to display a real-time FFT (just download the AppImage "blob" and run it) along with "Kazam" to capture the
window on my Linux Mint desktop.

0:00  white noise 
0:04  2nd order HP (high pass), reso=0 
0:07  2nd order BP (band pass) 
0:11  2nd order LP (low pass) 
0:16  4th order HP 
0:20  4th order BP 
0:25  4th order LP 
0:35  2nd order BP 
0:40  reso=20 
0:46  4th order BP 
0:55  reso=30 
1:00  2nd order BP 
1:10  reso=40 
1:20  4th order BP 
1:34  gain reduced 
1:40  reso=55 
1:48  2nd order BP

You can see and hear in the video that the peak increases with reduced damping (increased "reso") and that the "peak of the peak" is the same for the 2nd
and 4th order cases across a wide range of damping.  You can also see the filter skirts dip based on damping in the 4th order case, but the 2nd order skirts
are more or less constant with damping.  As it only operates on the ultra-resonant fringe of the 4th order case, this change shouldn't affect any of my
current presets.

tinkeringdude 1/25/2020 8:12:59 PM [1961]

That program here is also pretty neat, and also available for Linux:

https://sonicvisualiser.org/ 

dewster 1/25/2020 8:55:37 PM [1962]

Yes, thanks! 

I've got v3.0.3-4 from the package manager installed (why are so many of the programs in there kinda stale?).  It unfortunately doesn't display real-time
FFT, which is what I often need when adjusting presets like the cello. 

https://youtu.be/SQRT0YsPYxY
https://sonicvisualiser.org/


Audacity has a fairly useful FFT view too (though also not real-time).

Pitch Preview Reux
dewster 1/27/2020 5:34:45 PM [1963]

Pitch Preview Reux

Now that there will probably always be a secondary stereo D/A box in the D-Lev, I'm taking another look at the audio paths out.  And one of those paths
is PP (pitch preview).  Right now I've got it switching the right side audio out and switching itself in when PP is enabled (when the PP level knob is non-
zero).  I've had a bit of left ear trouble over the past few months (reduced HF content) which has made me realize how critical stereo hearing is to the
intelligibility of speech (losing ~1/2 an ear seems worse than what one might imagine losing a whole ear would do), so I'm kinda questioning the whole
"stick it in one ear" thing that many Thereminists seem to do with PP.  During the course of developing the PP system on the D-Lev, I've had some
opportunity to try it out, and I can't say it is anything I would feel comfortable using, but perhaps much of that is because it is only being presented to a
single ear?  And by itself?

So my experiment today will be to present PP to both ears, and as a mix rather than as a swapping out of the normal audio.  A mix might be the best way
to go here, it seems it could be made low level and rather constant, which would allow it to "rear its head" during quieter passages more naturally. 
Having two stereo outputs means I can present the PP mix to the headphone output while leaving the line level PA output untouched.  I'll have a mono
mix option on the SYSTEM page if only a single stereo output is used, but I expect that won't be the norm going forward.

[EDIT] So here's an example of PP in both ears, with a "fluty" voice: [MP3].  The PP "voice" is set 1 octave lower, and has maximum harmonics, jacked
up bass and treble, and a bit of vmod volume ducking and pmod bass end loudness accentuation.  Comments?

pitts8rh 1/28/2020 1:08:26 PM [1964]

Stupid editor.  I had a long screed response written for you and it all just disappeared on me for no apparent reason.  So here is a much shorter version...

Your sample shows how I use it as well.  The separately adjustable timbre for pitch preview keeps it and the main audio separate in your head, and you
can listen to a mix with a monitor right behind your head (and with both ears) and an audience would be none the wiser.  Those precious milliseconds of
lead-in before the volume hand opens the gate can make all the difference, and a distinct timbre difference for the PP allows you to not lose sensitivity to
the threshold of perception for the main audio volume.

I use an external analog mixer to do the mix, and although you have suggested having it software-settable on a per-preset basis, I think that having an
analog pot to do the mix internally might actually be better.  Even if you choose to have a software mix, it should still have an analog vernier adjustment,
so why not just do it all in the analog domain...  This would give you more time for developing presets, writing documentation, sorting your socks, etc... 

.

dewster 1/28/2020 4:24:44 PM [1965]

"Your sample shows how I use it as well.  The separately adjustable timbre for pitch preview keeps it and the main audio separate in your head, and you
can listen to a mix with a monitor right behind your head (and with both ears) and an audience would be none the wiser.  Those precious milliseconds of
lead-in before the volume hand opens the gate can make all the difference, and a distinct timbre difference for the PP allows you to not lose sensitivity to
the threshold of perception for the main audio volume."  - pitts8rh

Yes, it was a conversation of ours that put the idea in my head to have PP a stereo mix rather than a mono switching in/out (thank you!).  I'm just sort of
recreating the way you use it with an external monitor.  It makes a lot of sense.

"I use an external analog mixer to do the mix, and although you have suggested having it software-settable on a per-preset basis, I think that having an
analog pot to do the mix internally might actually be better.  Even if you choose to have a software mix, it should still have an analog vernier adjustment,
so why not just do it all in the analog domain...  This would give you more time for developing presets, writing documentation, sorting your socks, etc.."

It's actually already implemented in SW, and it was a pretty simple change.  I cleaned up some of the final audio path code associated with volume and
mute at the same time.  (I'm back to looking at pushbutton debouncing...)

We should talk about the auxiliary DAC output: which one should be primary / line level / PA, which should be for monitoring / headphones, and how to
handle level / muting controls between them.  Sometimes you want line level volume control at the instrument, but sometimes not.  I've seen a lot of
variation here in keyboards we've owned.

I should add: digital control over volume probably isn't quite as bad as it may seem.  The audio path is 32 bits, and I knock this down to 24 bits right at
the SPDIF interface.  So there is some headroom in the digital domain to lower the signal without degrading the SNR too much (though I'm not clear on
how many bits of those 24 the SPDIF box actually "looks at".)

pitts8rh 1/28/2020 5:16:58 PM [1966]

"It's actually already implemented in SW, and it was a pretty simple change.  I cleaned up some of the final audio path code associated with volume and
mute at the same time.  (I'm back to looking at pushbutton debouncing...)"

Maybe I removed that RC filtering too soon...  Unfortunately putting it back in now is a little more effort that removing it, but it could be done.

"I should add: digital control over volume probably isn't quite as bad as it may seem.  The audio path is 32 bits, and I knock this down to 24 bits right at
the SPDIF interface.  So there is some headroom in the digital domain to lower the signal without degrading the SNR too much (though I'm not clear on
how many bits of those 24 the SPDIF box actually "looks at".)"

http://www.mediafire.com/file/i90h2w7yb86x83g/2020-01-27_pitch_preview.mp3/file


I wasn't implying that I had any problem with digital volume control versus analog, but whatever it is it I think the player should have a knob to control
it.  But adding an encoder knob for controlling a digital mix is getting into D-Lev Version 2 stuff, and for that matter so is an analog mixer at this point. 
Personally I think a first "design freeze" should be up to inclusion of stereo and the two supplementary pushbuttons that you wanted to take those
functions off the encoder buttons, because those things can be done with the latest board designs.  I would also like to see some of these new ideas
incorporated, but it really would be nice to get a stable hardware design, an enclosure, and a sound preset & documentation package wrapped up first
before moving on.

dewster 1/28/2020 5:57:29 PM [1967]

"Personally I think a first "design freeze" should be up to inclusion of stereo and the two supplementary pushbuttons that you wanted to take those
functions off the encoder buttons, because those things can be done with the latest board designs.  I would also like to see some of these new ideas
incorporated, but it really would be nice to get a stable hardware design, an enclosure, and a sound preset & documentation package wrapped up first
before moving on."  - pitts8rh

Agreed.  I'm just doing the last SW / UI stuff I can think of that really needs to be addressed for v1.0.  That's this PP mix change, proper pushbutton
debouncing (which I'm sure it can be done in SW, the current debounce code just is too sensitive to the closed condition), and maybe taking a few user
presets away to accommodate more system presets, all of which may take a week or so.  Then it's on to creating more presets and documentation.

Follow the Debouncing Ball
dewster 1/29/2020 11:46:33 PM [1968]

Follow the Debouncing Ball

Full encoder pushbutton and GPIO debouncing is now implemented and running on the D-Lev.  Previously I wasn't debouncing the GPIO inputs at all,
which is rather creepy considering one input is the external auto-calibrate for the axes.  The other is an external mute input, and I suppose if it flailed
around a little it wouldn't be the end of the world (or your performance) but it's nice to have it fully conditioned as well.  The only encoder pushbutton in
actual use is the one that performs the preset write, and I've seen it acting up at least once with what I presume was an ESD event in the room - the two
step write process probably saved it from overwriting the current preset with whatever was dialed in, though what's generally dialed in is whatever voice
is currently playing, so a wild write generally wouldn't change anything, but, you know, who wants wild writes happening?  The new debounce process
here should improve the situation.

How do we debounce a bang-bang input, one that is either pulled high through a weak resistor, or pulled low via the very low impedance of the switch,
and then double sampled to give a sharp digital threshold and eliminate internal metastability race conditions?  Previously I was depending on the only
thing bringing the input low being the switch closure, and then continuously ORing the input for a while and then sampling & clearing, but that obviously
isn't safe.  The right way is to stick a low pass filter with a time constant significantly longer than the bounce period on it, and then sample that at regular
intervals.

You can use either a signed or unsigned first order filter, and I decided to go with unsigned because the input and threshold testing are simpler.  If the
input is zero then we input a zero.  If the input is a 1 then we input a large positive value.  Then we do the filtering and examine the output to decide what
to do from there.  The filter input values determine the filter output range, as the output range can't exceed the input under any circumstances.  I decided
16 bit accumulation in the filter was wide enough to accommodate a reasonable time constant of 2^-11, as the output maximum is then limited to 2^16 -
2^11, while the minimum goes all the way to zero.  Here is the filter with a somewhat shorter time constant, just to show you the response to the bang-
bang input:

Above you can see it gives the characteristic RC charge and discharge curves.  The vertical axis here is 0, 1/3, 2/3, and full scale 2^16.



Above is the bang-bang response from 1/3 output to 2/3 output and back down to 1/3, and this directly shows the absolute minimum hysteresis time is
approximately 2800 clocks.  It's clocked at 48kHz, so this corresponds to 17 Hz, or 58 ms, which seems like it should be sufficient.  Too much longer and
the user might notice the lag, too much shorter and it might not sufficiently filter glitches and stuff (you always want to filter as much as you can afford &
get away with).

The output of this low pass filter is examined by the code, and if it is above 2/3 the output is set to 1, if below 1/3 the output is reset to 0, and if neither of
these then nothing changes, which provides a central 1/3 sized region of dead-band or hysteresis - this prevents chattering and makes it immune to input
glitches shorter than 1/2 the minimum hysteresis period.  Finally, the set/reset output is resampled at 4000 / 48kHz or 12 Hz, with changes detected and
passed on to the remaining logic (which operate at 12 Hz along with the rest of the UI controls).  In a perfect world we would resample at 2 x 17 Hz or
higher, but missing the shortest event isn't really an issue for any of these on/off types of inputs.

It's sort of weird to think that you can take a noisy 0/1 digital input and de-noise it using the analog of an analog process after the fact - but you pretty
much can!  It's all about the longer term average (and the Pentiums).

[EDIT] The whole situation with the GPIO, encoders, and pushbuttons is exacerbated by the fact that they are NO (normally open) rather than NC
(normally closed) contacts.  This is done presumably to save power, but it raises the impedance of the resting states significantly, leaving them prone to
interference.

Also, you'll note that I'm sampling the pushbuttons and GPIO at the PCM rate of 48kHz rather than the Hive core clock rate of 180MHz, which seems
sufficient as these events are much longer lasting than encoder twisting (the encoders are debounced via the 180MHz clock).

Push My Buttons
dewster 1/31/2020 8:55:28 PM [1969]

Push My Buttons

Today I added two new pushbuttons to the D-Lev prototype control panel:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpMvS1Q1sos


They are the red things a the lower left and right.  These are old Radio Shack product, quite possibly the bounciest, dirtiest, on-impedance-all-over-the-
place, most vile pushbuttons ever made by mankind, so they should be good for torture testing my software debounce algorithm. 

So far I've got the one on the lower right working, it performs the auto-cal when pressed.  The physical positioning of this button is interesting because
pressing it places the right hand in the pitch mid-field, so the "Pcal" encoder has to be adjusted somewhat to account for this.  But once it is adjusted and
saved to slot 0 (which saves both the current voice and the system settings) then it doesn't need to be adjusted again.  I believe there is significant value in
having the pitch hand positioned in a known, highly repeatable location like this while doing the auto-cal.

The one on the lower left will perform preset write.  The sharp observer will notice that the "Load" encoder has moved down one position on the LCD
display, and the "C/wr" encoder has been replaced with a "Stor" encoder.  This is more or less how things used to be before I changed things to a single
encoder load / store situation, which I found to be rather awkward and kinda dangerous if one is the least bit foggy when doing a preset write.  But this
time I'm going to have Stor follow Load when Load is rotated (i.e. when a preset is loaded), and Load will follow Stor when a preset is saved.  This way
the thing being edited will always be the thing just stored, rather than the thing just copied.

While I was "under the hood" I swapped out the (likely bootleg) Prolific USB serial cable with a (likely bootleg) FTDI USB serial cable, and I did this
mainly to see if I could improve the power droop situation, as flexing the old cable at the USB connection showed a lot of iffy conductivity.  The good
news is the power connectivity seems to be a bit better.  The bad news is software uploads slowed to a snail's crawl.  What was taking maybe 15 seconds
with the old cable was now taking over a minute.  It seems the FTDI driver defaults to a timeout of 20ms for holding data in it's buffer before doing
anything (buffering serial data in an interrupt situation is something you need to think long and hard about, and even then you'll almost certainly get it
wrong) so I had to stick some arcane low-level instructions in my librarian code to reduce this to 1ms (it really shouldn't be any ms IMO).  Uploads are
snappy once more.  I don't know why all low level PC hardware access is such a mine field of BS, it certainly doesn't have to be this way.  I do know that
the Prolific and FTDI folks make this stuff exponentially worse every chance they get.  Never trust simple but critical low level stuff to screw-ups.

dewster 2/1/2020 3:58:47 AM [1971]

"Roll-over"  - Christopher

You're slipping.

"The reason normally open push-buttons are preferred is that normally closed push-buttons do not always make reliable contact especially with rapid
pressing."

If you're trying to tell me something I don't know, pick something else, because that doesn't make any sense.

tinkeringdude 2/1/2020 12:40:01 PM [1972]

I could only imagine that with very big, clunky buttons with a far travel way, if you press them with a high enough frequency, and perhaps sloppily,
you're not letting its spring make it travel all the way back up and properly press against the contact to close before it gets a whack on the head again
(spring+weight are kind of a low pass filter?) - if not the human speed button presser even unintentionally keeps the button from always reaching the
upper limit properly, because it is not felt as clearly as the very clear tactile signal of "the button doesn't go any further down when whacking it" of a
normally open button being depressed. I mean the type of speed-hacking on a button where the finger never leaves the button's surface (so whacking is
maybe the wrong word).



Anyway, what I've once used in a prototype with buttons was just a parallel RC like 100k||100n from input pin to ground, and the normally open button
connects it to the positive rail to dampen the stutter. I haven't heavily tested that, but seemed to work alright. Besides not being software-adjustable, are
there downsides? 

dewster 2/1/2020 3:28:40 PM [1973]

"Anyway, what I've once used in a prototype with buttons was just a parallel RC like 100k||100n from input pin to ground, and the normally open button
connects it to the positive rail to dampen the stutter. I haven't heavily tested that, but seemed to work alright. Besides not being software-adjustable, are
there downsides?"  - tinkeringdude

One I can think of is the capacitor instantly charges through the switch contacts, drawing theoretically infinite current, and thus lowering the life of the
contacts due to pitting and such.  In real life the inductance of the wires connecting everything, and the ESR (equivalent series resistance) of the capacitor
will limit the peak current flowing through the switch contacts, but that isn't something you want to rely on.  Which is why you generally put a series
resistor between the switch and the RC, on the order of 1/10 or so the ohms of the R in the RC, and scale everything to put a safe upper limit on the
switch current.  0.1uF is on the bigger side of C to be instantly charging through flimsy contacts, and 100k gives an RC time constant of 0.1s, which isn't
unreasonable, though 100k is on the weaker side for a pull down (it's all a trade-off).  Isolating this RC with a 10k resistor limits the peak contact current
to Vcc / 10k, which for 3.3V would be 0.33mA.

If you have software already doing other relatively fast things like PCM audio generation, then I believe you can you can usually safely dispense with the
RC (famous last words) and connect the series R directly to the power rail, which lowers the off resistance by an order of magnitude, but of course leaves
things unfiltered.  Filtering debounce glitches in software is probably where you want to do this, as it is then (as you point out) software-adjustable, and
(unlike RC components) potentially free.

"I could only imagine that with very big, clunky buttons with a far travel way, if you press them with a high enough frequency, and perhaps sloppily,
you're not letting its spring make it travel all the way back up and properly press against the contact to close before it gets a whack on the head again
(spring+weight are kind of a low pass filter?) - if not the human speed button presser even unintentionally keeps the button from always reaching the
upper limit properly, because it is not felt as clearly as the very clear tactile signal of "the button doesn't go any further down when whacking it" of a
normally open button being depressed. I mean the type of speed-hacking on a button where the finger never leaves the button's surface (so whacking is
maybe the wrong word)."

It all depends on the physical construction of the pushbutton.  These sleazy NO (normally open) Radio Shack buttons obviously make contact right at the
bottom, and the NC (normally closed) variant (which I've never encountered other than looking at them hanging on the pegboard at RS) probably loses
contact right at the top.  But more well-behaved and better constructed pushbuttons generally do their duty all at once with a spring or metal dome to
provide physical hysteresis, which usually also dramatically shrinks the required debounce period.  For example, the pushbuttons on the encoders require
almost no debouncing.

Also, debouncing is different than filtering, though the solution to both are often presented together as if they are one thing.  If the switch is bathed in RF
then analog countermeasures might be called for, as that could mess with the long term average.

$#%&@! LED Filters: How Do They Work?
dewster 2/1/2020 6:05:46 PM [1974]

$#%&@! LED Filters: How Do They Work?

It was long ago, but I vividly remember the time I took apart an old 4-banger (+, -, *, /) calculator.  When I removed the front of the calculator, which
included the red plastic LED filter (or "lens" in the parlance), the numbers on the display went from looking fine to being so washed out I could barely
read them.  What was going on?  The filter obviously cut down on the wimpy LED light making its way to my eyes, and one would think the more light
the better.  Legibility obviously boils down to contrast, or relative rather than absolute brightness:

Above left shows a lit LED mounted on a display substrate, without a filter.  The ambient light is much brighter, and when it reflects off of the substrate
some fraction of it also makes it to your eye, washing out the LED.  On the right the filter lowers the LED brightness, but this is more than offset by the
fact that the ambient light has to pass through the filter twice before reaching your eye.  If the filter is colored the same color as the LED light, then you
have an optical bandpass filter which gives ambient light a triple whammy gauntlet to run.  Making the substrate flat black would also help.

So on the D-Lev I could make all the tuner LEDs the same color, say red or green or blue, and then use a same colored filter to really heighten the
contrast, and I'm sorely tempted to do this.  The main reasons not to do this are:

1. A monochromatic tuner might be kind of boring looking? 
2. A neutral medium smoked plastic filter could also include the LCD display behind it, thus easing manufacturing.

But perhaps the LCD shouldn't be behind a smoked filter as it is actually entirely readable in bright light (it's one of those dual mode types that works via
both transmission and reflection).  And an all-one-color tuner might actually look kinda nice?  Maybe green because human eye sensitivity peaks there? 



Or maybe blue or red because ambient light is less likely to have energy in those regions?  I suppose I'm leaning towards blue, mainly because of the
novelty factor (we only recently got blue LEDs so there's a technical freshness to their presence).  And what about color blindness?

I've been on the fence regarding this issue (same filter for LCD & LED, or not) for a long time.

pitts8rh 2/2/2020 9:58:10 AM [1975]

I did some experiments on this with the tuner back before I built my current theremin.  I have a sample book of Roscolux Cinegel color filters that I tried
with various combinations of the standard color LEDs that came with the 10mm assortment that we buy for the D-Lev.  I never found any combination
that was satisfactory other than to use a filter color closely matching that of the LEDs (if all are the same color) or use a neutral gray for multicolor LEDs
to enhance contrast for the reason you described above.

Your explanation above is correct in showing how filtering works. For filters matching the color of the the LEDs, the percent transmission can be chosen
to be low enough to just sufficiently blacken the background (benefited by 2-way light attenuation) while losing very little of what you want to see due to
the one-way reduction of the in-band LED color.  Reducing the transmission % any further beyond this will then reduce contrast, which is generally not
what you want. The case is almost the same with neutral gray filtering, except you don't have the benefit of the extra background darkening that you
sometimes get if the extraneous things like the pcb are a different color from the filter (say a green board with red LEDs and filter).  With gray you
attenuate all desired source light directly by the less-than-100% transmission percentage (or <1 transmission factor), while the background is attenuated
by the transmission factor squared. As described earlier, you reach peak contrast when the transmission percentage is just low enough to blacken the
background, and beyond that you lose contrast.  Either way, filtering to a point is a good thing.

I am surprised at the pieces of electronic gear with monochromatic displays that come without matching filters to enhance contrast.  Even with bright red
segments some of these 7-segment displays are quite hard to read in ambient light because of either white unlit segments and/or white bezels.  I often just
take things apart and apply self-stick color film.  The octave 7-segment display on my tuner has blue film overlay, and I may have applied an overlay to
the tuner that I built for you (or I intended to). 

I like blue myself, but for a tuner with closely spaced LEDs or one set some distance away (separate like mine) it is not the best color due to the eye's
inability to focus and resolve very well at that end of the spectrum.

I have also found that I also prefer the tuner LEDs sticking out out of the enclosure (manufacturability aside), but for the stealth look a neutral gray
transparent cover and black solder mask on the pcb would pretty much hide everything while still allowing a choice of colors.

As far as the backlit LCD display goes, in normal lighting filtering doesn't accomplish much of anything except to darken it and reduce contrast.  The
backlight overwhelms the reflected contribution so much that it is difficult to see any improvement, except possibly in very bright ambient conditions.  In
that case the benefit of two-way attenuation of the ambient incident and reflected light might (I haven't tried this) exceed the one-way loss of the
backlight, possibly resulting in a contrast improvement under those specific conditions.

I don't see any great benefit to filtering the LCD unless you like the stealth look.  And if you want the LCD to be a different color, it would be better to
use a different backlight color. 

dewster 2/3/2020 3:08:48 PM [1976]

"I did some experiments on this with the tuner back before I built my current theremin.  I have a sample book of Roscolux Cinegel color filters that I tried
with various combinations..."  - pitts8rh

OK, I'm seriously in awe of your scientific method!  All I've done in this regard is to just get a few samples of various gray acrylic sheet material from a
"cutter" on eBay.  IIRC the Lexan Margard MR10 Solar Gray seemed like the best fit for the LCD, but perhaps not quite dark enough for the LEDs (it
seems to be a 50% transmission neutral filter?).  It's probably too much of a tradeoff to do both LCD and LEDs with the same filter?  Seems that way
anyway with my minimal impromptu testing.

"For filters matching the color of the the LEDs, the percent transmission can be chosen to be low enough to just sufficiently blacken the background
(benefited by 2-way light attenuation) while losing very little of what you want to see due to the one-way reduction of the in-band LED color.  Reducing
the transmission % any further beyond this will then reduce contrast, which is generally not what you want."

Was there a ballpark % transmission for monochromatic LEDs that seemed to work best?

"The octave 7-segment display on my tuner has blue film overlay, and I may have applied an overlay to the tuner that I built for you (or I intended to)."

Yes, I noticed the red film overlay right away when I received it, I had no idea that you applied it though - thanks!

"I like blue myself, but for a tuner with closely spaced LEDs or one set some distance away (separate like mine) it is not the best color due to the eye's
inability to focus and resolve very well at that end of the spectrum."

Very good points.  Blue can be kind a fuzzy looking.  Green then?  I actually really like the white note LEDs on my tuner - we need a white filter! :-)

"I don't see any great benefit to filtering the LCD unless you like the stealth look.  And if you want the LCD to be a different color, it would be better to
use a different backlight color."

Agree.  You can maybe get it with an RGB backlight, then pick the color you want after the fact.  I feel a little bad I don't have a way to control the
backlight brightness - but I can't imagine ever wanting to turn it down, it's not like it's burning holes in my retina or anything.

Exposed LEDs - through holes in the panel as you do - are actually already more or less filtered with their colored milky plastic cases.  And there's a real
value in being able to see the positions of the dark ones, as the overall pattern is something the eye can key off of.

I also agree on the value of different colors for the volume and note displays, particularly if viewed at a distance.

pitts8rh 2/3/2020 6:33:28 PM [1977]

"Was there a ballpark % transmission for monochromatic LEDs that seemed to work best?"



The self-adhesive films that I used on our 7-segment displays just came from an art store and aren't actually gels, which are non-adhesive. They are pretty
dark but have no specs.  I tracked down my gel sample book and the closest that I could find (in red for example) would suggest that less than 12% in-
band transmission with a pretty sharp cutoff below 580nm is starting to be dark enough to block a green pcb, although you still might pick up glints off
solder joints.  The blue that I used was closer to 8% transmission in-band.

I don't know whether green or red is better for resolving detail.  I like white as well but with the center LED in color.  As for neutral gray filtering,
without the benefit of having the desired light source in a high transmittance passband, it looks like you need something in the .1% to 1% transmittance to
knock the background into the black.  This would be something in the ND3 to ND2 filter range, if you have any camera filters lying about for
comparison. As you would guess this has a pretty adverse impact on the LED or display brightness.

I actually do think the LCD display could stand to be dimmed a bit.  When I drag out of bed in the morning and sit down in my nice dimly-lit theremin
room, I almost need sunglasses for the display.  I have a Kurzweil K2500 synth that has the same problem - all the pretty LEDs and EL displays on other
equipment and this display with fluorescent backlighting is like looking at a full moon.

dewster 2/3/2020 9:05:09 PM [1978]

"I actually do think the LCD display could stand to be dimmed a bit.  When I drag out of bed in the morning and sit down in my nice dimly-lit theremin
room, I almost need sunglasses for the display."  - pitts8rh

It could certainly be arranged with another pin from the FPGA and switching transistor to do PWM, or better yet 2nd order delta-sigma or thresholded
noise.  The LCD on mine is kinda dim from the droopy USB 5V powering everything, though it gets a lot brighter when I stick the USB Blaster (FPGA
pumper) on it.

The Island of Dr. Mute
dewster 2/3/2020 9:30:48 PM [1979]

The Island of Dr. Mute

I'm hopefully improving the UI preset code currently, and it's got me thinking about the mute logic. 

Right now volume mute is per preset, which is maybe a mistake?  At least I can't think of why one would want a particular voice always muted by default
when switching to it?  It seems like maybe this should be a system level preset?

Anyway, there are two ways to mute:

1. rotating the mute encoder so the LCD value shows '1' 
2: grounding a GPIO (general purpose in / out) pin. 

If either of these is active (i.e. calling for mute) then mute happens.

The LCD currently displays the status of the encoder mute, but not the GPIO mute. The GPIO mute might be a toggle switch which naturally displays it's
state (a VOSH, or visibly obvious state holder, which I just made up!) or it could be a toggling footswitch which doesn't.  I know muting in a
performance situation is super important, you want to be 100% sure at all times whether or not your instrument is muted.

So what's the logic for this?  If the GPIO mute is a VOSH, then I believe we want to always obey that if it calls for mute.  Unmuting the GPIO could
either just allow the encoder mute to call the shots, or it could actually change the encoder state to unmuted.  Changing the state is interesting because
then the LCD would naturally show the global muted state, not just the local encoder mute state, which would work for GPIO mutes without VOSH.

But how do we handle the situation where the VOSH GPIO isn't calling for mute but the encoder mute is?  Should we not just blindly obey the VOSH? 
It could all work off of individual deltas, where we obey the mute state of a VOSH GPIO, but not the unmuted state, should the encoder then call for
muting?

It probably seems like I'm making something out of nothing, but whenever there is more than one state holder, and the state can change with the preset,
things can get hairy really fast.  State reduction is job #1 in this biz.

tinkeringdude 2/4/2020 3:34:35 PM [1980]

It could certainly be arranged with another pin from the FPGA and switching transistor to do PWM, or better yet 2nd order delta-sigma or thresholded
noise.

What is the advantage of the other two over PWM for this use case? 

dewster 2/4/2020 5:06:25 PM [1981]

"What is the advantage of the other two over PWM for this use case?"  - tinkeringdude

To shake up the rhythmic nature of the PWM so that it looks more like noise to the pitch and volume fields.

Along with pseudo random bus timing going to the LED tuner in the FPGA logic, I use thresholded pseudo random noise in the software to do the LED
PWM itself.  This makes everything (short and long cycles associated with LED tuner operation) as stochastic as possible.  You literally can't be too
careful with these tender-assed C fields.

pitts8rh 2/4/2020 5:16:47 PM [1982]



1)  FWIW, I never saw any need or use for the encoder mute once the pin mute became available.  Nor have I ever used a per-preset mute.  A dedicated
mute switch with a "mute active" LED is nice to have.  Maybe the encoder mute wouldn't be missed if it was ditched?

2)  How about a simple pot-controlled LCD dimmer, and keep the FPGA out of it?  It's nice to not have to spin through menus to find simple functions
like this that really need to be on a knob anyway.

BTW, I'm thinking about using latching or momentary capacitive touch switches for mute, store and acal function buttons.  Either that or miniature
momentary spring loaded toggles for the store and acal.  I'm finding any pushbutton to be annoying to use on a mic-stand mounted theremin.  Encoders
are fine, as are toggles, because the forces don't set the theremin in motion, but I always feel that I need to grab something on the theremin with my free
hand to brace it when pushing a button.  I had a touch switch for mute on my bench EW for over a year and I really liked it.  I just ordered a batch of 10
to try out on this next D-Lev.

dewster 2/4/2020 6:21:20 PM [1983]

"1)  FWIW, I never saw any need or use for the encoder mute once the pin mute became available.  Nor have I ever used a per-preset mute.  A dedicated
mute switch with a "mute active" LED is nice to have.  Maybe the encoder mute wouldn't be missed if it was ditched?"  - pitts8rh

Yes, mute is such a fundamental thing it really should have it's own dedicated control, like analog volume.  If there is an analog volume knob then one
could also deal with mute in the analog domain, but that is complicated by having 4 channels to mute.

I guess I'm still operating under the much earlier principle of "no extra controls if they can be avoided!" and that really isn't such an overriding concern
anymore.  I'll go ahead and make the encoder mute global rather than per-preset, with an eye towards perhaps removing it altogether at some point.

"2)  How about a simple pot-controlled LCD dimmer, and keep the FPGA out of it?  It's nice to not have to spin through menus to find simple functions
like this that really need to be on a knob anyway."

Well, there's an encoder free on the "TUNER" page, and that's where you would go to adjust the tuner LED brightness...

"BTW, I'm thinking about using latching or momentary capacitive touch switches for mute, store and acal function buttons.  Either that or miniature
momentary spring loaded toggles for the store and acal.  I'm finding any pushbutton to be annoying to use on a mic-stand mounted theremin.  Encoders
are fine, as are toggles, because the forces don't set the theremin in motion, but I always feel that I need to grab something on the theremin with my free
hand to brace it when pushing a button.  I had a touch switch for mute on my bench EW for over a year and I really liked it.  I just ordered a batch of 10
to try out on this next D-Lev."

Yes, the encoder pushbuttons are quite stiff, requiring a fair amount of force to actuate, so replacing / doubling their functionality with lighter touch
switches makes sense.  The junk RS pushbuttons I just installed are pretty light touch, though I put the heaver to press one on the preset write so as not so
easily accidentally initiate that.  I'm not sure you would want a touch switch on the preset write?

[EDIT] So here is the mute logic I'll implement, where the GPIO pin is the dominant state, and mute follows the encoder state:  
1. If the GPIO state is mute: set encoder state to mute and do mute (encoder state and mute follow GPIO current state for mute). 
2. If the GPIO state is changed to unmute: set encoder state to unmute and do unmute (encoder state and mute follow GPIO delta state for unmute). 
3. If the GPIO state is unmute and encoder state is changed to mute: do mute. 
4. If the GPIO state is unmute and encoder state is changed to unmute: do unmute.

Flammable Warm-Blooded Egg-Laying Vertebrates Characterized By
Feathers And Forelimbs Modified As Wings
dewster 2/7/2020 12:42:45 AM [1984]

Flammable Warm-Blooded Egg-Laying Vertebrates Characterized By Feathers And Forelimbs Modified As Wings

Here's the D-Lev violin patch doing the snippet of George Gershwin' "My Beloved" that Valery plays in his recent Phoenix video, with no
accompaniment, in 3 descending registers, raw output with no processing or reverb or anything (though the resonator is in pseudo stereo mode): [MP3]

I've heard this piece before so it is somewhat familiar, though I've never played it on anything until just now.  The first register is the one used in the
video.  I believe the third register goes a bit below that of a real violin.  I'm smearing the notes all over the place, they would sound better if they were hit
more quickly and articulated with some volume hand.

I think my violin patch is a bit too resonant sounding, the locations of the resonant peaks are a little too obvious when stimulated with strong harmonics. 
I worked for quite a while on a previous violin patch and got that ironed out, but I didn't record the details sufficiently in my notebook and unfortunately
lost the patch during experimentation and development of the preset system.  (I still remember the sinking feeling I got immediately after rashly pressing
the Stor encoder.)  A lot of it is how the inharmonic resonator is set, and the resonator itself has changed somewhat since then.  It was a tricky bop-the-
gopher kind of thing, fix one region of notes and the region immediately above or below would go sour, etc.  And the overall tone and "hollowness" was
in play during those adjustments too.  It's probably highly analogous to "tuning" the delays in a reverb by ear.

pitts8rh 2/7/2020 9:06:43 AM [1985]

Okay, I want stereo now.  For unprocessed audio it sounds much better and hopefully will make pitch identification easier on strings. 

dewster 2/7/2020 3:42:57 PM [1986]

"Okay, I want stereo now.  For unprocessed audio it sounds much better and hopefully will make pitch identification easier on strings."  - pitts8rh

http://www.mediafire.com/file/1w6dd9jp28uj1wv/2020-02-06_my_beloved.mp3/file


Oh yes, you do!  It adds a ton of realism to the airplane and helicopter presets, and with it vocals are less boring to listen to.

Though it's a bit of a cheat for the string sounds as the inharmonic resonances in one ear are presented as dips in the other, and the intersecting phase (at
the frequency in which the inharmonic resonator kicks in) is also opposite for each ear.  But I still prefer pseudo stereo for strings as it adds more
liveliness than it takes away.

Presenting the Pitch Preview to both ears (though in mono) also seems like a big improvement to me.

Monkey Business
dewster 2/9/2020 6:47:19 PM [1987]

Monkey Business 

(I don't know what song this is, it's not mine, found it floating around in my head.)

Little Rascals
dewster 2/9/2020 8:58:47 PM [1988]

Little Rascals

Started learning this just now, played it through maybe 10 times total. 

The theme to the show, done with muted trumpet voice, pseudo stereo, and a tad of Audacity room reverb: [MP3].

"Perfect" Linearity - Does It Exist?
dewster 2/10/2020 7:10:31 PM [1989]

"Perfect" Linearity - Does It Exist?

It seems there are many differing concepts / opinions of what might constitute "perfect" linearity.  I'm interested, what are yours?  I think we're all
familiar with analog Theremins, where the pitch field tends to cramp up near the antenna, and again in the far field as it dives towards zero beat.  The
middle zone of even a cheap analog can feel pretty linear, and the far field can be made more tractable for playing via oscillator decoupling (ESPE01 or
YAEWSBM modules).  The addition of a series EQ inductor can help with near field cramping, but only so much.

My idea of "perfect" linearity is (obviously?):

1. one that corrects the above issues, and  
2. specifically excludes body movement in the correction.  That is, I don't want to be required to move my body around in order to make one section of
the field "feel" the same as some other section to my pitch hand.  I've seen this used as a playing technique and I don't want anything to do with it.   
3. I address the pitch plate directly or head-on, and not obliquely, so my ideal linearity would function in that scenario, but perhaps not others (though I
have a hard time imagining how other scenarios are all that different, which is probably a lack on my part). 

But I believe that's about it in terms of playing technique and conditions.

Early on in my research I thought absolute response to hand position was critical, and I still think that.  Moreover, I've convinced myself (at least) that
relative hand movements, such as the bulk open and closed hand, or the finer movements that make up an aerial fingering technique, should produce the
same note intervals regardless of where they are played in a "perfect" field.  If you accept that premise (you might not!), then these relative movements
form a way to directly test for non-linearity.  Does that make sense?

Here's a video where I demonstrate (yet again) the open / closed hand movement at various locations in the D-Lev pitch field:

https://youtu.be/vA9hNzBdvj0
https://www.mediafire.com/file/bw674o9dbcfgmir/2020-02-09_little_rascals.mp3/file


I darkened it and removed the color so you can better see the pitch display. It starts out with an auto-calibration, with my right thumb pressing the new
right pushbutton.  The sensitivity is set so that the open / closed hand gesture gives 4 half steps change in pitch, three of which cover an octave.  As I've
stated (too) many times, this is also the sensitivity at which I choose to play the D-Lev musically.

Linearity is essentially constant all the way from touching the (insulated) plate antenna to my hand right next to my body. I'm bracing my hip against a
table, trying to keep my body as immobile as possible, to keep it out of the equation.  The distance change from my hand to the pitch plate is greater than
0.6 meters.  Note that there isn't any squealing or abrupt non-linearity as I touch the plate antenna, if you couldn't see me touching it you wouldn't know
that I was.

You can cheat in this sort of demo if you are so inclined.  Minor adjustments of the openness / closedness of your hand can improve the look of the
accuracy, as can moving your body around slightly.  So I guess you'll just have to trust me when I state that I wasn't doing anything untoward (at least
consciously!).

It's probably blindness on my part, but I can't see much wiggle room here.  If we all agree that analog near-field cramping exists, and that the null can be
set so that the mid-field feels mostly linear, then it seems to me that we're all pretty much on the same page, and the rest is just nuance / personal
preference / etc.  Please note that I haven't mentioned anything about antenna geometry here, which is a separate (though related!) subject.  And some
people may actually prefer a non-linear pitch field, but I'm not talking about that either.  I'm talking about identical sensitivity to relative hand
movements, and whether that is your concept of linearity.  Or not.  And if not, why not?

tinkeringdude 2/10/2020 9:05:31 PM [1990]

What's that crackling on the audio? E.g. between 40..50 secs (and other places).

Is the presence of the monkey essential for optimal operation of the device? 

I briefly thought about whether it could make sense to input a "hand stepped through the field" curve and make some kind of more finely tuned correction
curve from that to even stuff out. But then it seemed surrounding conditions vary too much for that to be of long usefulness, and no good relation to the
laboriousness. But what I thouhg is... if there was a remote-readable ToF laser range finder thingy, stationary, to point at the hand with 90° angled down
pointing fingers, and the hand moves straight enough towards the antenna, and a foot switch triggers to store a {distance; pitch} pair... 
https://www.amazon.com/Gowoops-VL53L0X-Breakout-GY-VL53L0XV2-Distance/dp/B07F3RH7TC

dewster 2/10/2020 11:48:08 PM [1991]

"What's that crackling on the audio? E.g. between 40..50 secs (and other places)."  - tinkeringdude

It's in the original video so I can't blame it on the YouTube transcoding!  I believe it's something to do with the Linux Mint audio subsystem.  Whenever I
record in Audacity I have to set the buffer to >250ms (sometimes higher) or it injects those little "tick" sounds here and there.  This was recorded via
guvcview, heaven only knows what audio sausage factory is under that hood.

"I briefly thought about whether it could make sense to input a "hand stepped through the field" curve and make some kind of more finely tuned
correction curve from that to even stuff out. But then it seemed surrounding conditions vary too much for that to be of long usefulness, and no good
relation to the laboriousness."

Wow you can buy anything these days!  But, yes, there are a million ways to skin the cat, the trick is to find a linearization method that is simple, stable,
and manageable by most Theremin operators.  The one I stumbled across needs no attention past the initial setup, has a single knob, and the range of
adjustment can only change the linearity a little, just enough to accommodate various antenna geometries, but not enough to get you in major trouble if
it's set wrong.  It's 7 lines of assembly (though it calls a couple of basic math functions).

THE MONKEY IS ESSENTIAL

99 Presets (of Beer on the Wall)
dewster 2/11/2020 6:17:09 PM [1992]

99 Presets (of Beer on the Wall)

I have revisited the UI code and now have (what I believe to be) better ways to handle the reading and writing of presets.  It's back to the separate "Load"
and "Stor" encoders I had in the first place, but it retains the two step write process, and adds new "following" features, as well as multiple system
presets.

https://youtu.be/PQT4QizibyQ
https://www.amazon.com/Gowoops-VL53L0X-Breakout-GY-VL53L0XV2-Distance/dp/B07F3RH7TC


As before, the two-step write requires two sequential presses of either the "Stor" encoder or the new write pushbutton (in any combination).  The first
press places the write logic in the "armed" state and now changes the encoder label (rather than the encoder value, as I was doing previously) from "Stor"
to "!WR!" and blinks an LED.  The displayed "Stor" encoder value remains the write target slot (which is good), and once the write is performed the
"Load" encoder is set to this value too.  Having "Load" follow "Stor" after a write seems like the safest thing to do, as you generally want to play and edit
the copied-to preset after a write, and not the copied-from source.  And if the value of "Load" was different than that of "Stor" then the "Load" value
change is additional confirmation of the write. 

Similarly, loading a preset by rotating the "Load" encoder sets the "Stor" encoder value to the same as that of the "Load" encoder (unless "Load" is set to
a negative read-only slot, whereupon "Stor" is set to zero).  Having "Stor" follow "Load" after a preset read makes things safer because it automatically
sets the write (and any edits you may be doing) to the slot & voice you're currently playing, and not some other (& therefore dangerous) slot.  I believe
Roger suggested this change something like a million years ago - and as usual he was right!

By the way, the new SW debounce filtering is working like a champ on the sleazy RS write pushbutton, which I admit was a pleasant surprise!  I thought
the debounce period might be too short for it, but I haven't seen a bounce or glitch out of it yet.

I've also implemented more than one slot for the global system preset parameters.  The motivation behind this is to cover the case where more than one
person plays a particular D-Lev regularly, and perhaps one of the users likes a reversed volume field sense, or a non-linear volume field, or a different
pitch field sensitivity, or a shifted pitch field, etc.  I've found changing these types of settings even slightly to be quite disorienting to my playing "style"
and comfort level, a direct indication of how much I'm relying on "muscle memory" and spinal training to hit (or not hit, truth be told) the notes.  Even if
the axis numbers were written down, it would be a bother to have to dial them back in every time you wanted to play the thing.  So saving them for each
player is an important good thing, and the question is then how best to do this.

Previously, writing to preset slot 0 also stored the system parameters, and powering the thing on was the only way to load them.  This worked pretty well,
but it obviously only covered the single user case and felt a bit non-intuitive.  Things were arranged so that preset [-127:-1] were read-only, and [0:127]
were read/write.  Slots [-127:-1] could only be written to via the serial port librarian software, so they played the role of "factory" presets, and slot [-128]
was where the lone system preset existed.

At first I tried the following, using the "Load" and "Stor" two encoder arrangement for everything:  
[-127:-120] read-only system presets 
[-119:-1] read-only voice presets 
[0:119] read/write voice presets 
[120:127] read/write system presets

To keep the system presets from instantly loading when the "Load" encoder was set to them, I made it so system preset reads required the pressing of the
"Load" encoder to actually do the load, but this produced two unfortunate side effects.  The first was the loss of zeroing "Load" by pressing it, which I
missed more than I thought I would.  The second was the unavoidable loading of slot 119/-119 when transitioning up/down to the system preset zones,
which was just weird.

In the end I decided to pare the number of voice presets down to the following: 
[-99:-1] read-only voice presets 
[0:99] read/write voice presets

Unlike most other digital sound equipment/software that I've used, this is my first "bowing" to base 10 on the D-Lev, and I'm only doing it because I can't
use the full range in the first place - and reducing the range gets me out of having to come up with tons of voices to fill it!

Access to the system preset load & store slots has been moved to two new "Load" and "Stor" encoders on the SYSTEM UI page:  
[0:3] read/write system presets (located at slots [100:103])

This allowed me to restore "push to zero" back to both of the "Load" encoders, as loads can (and do) happen as soon as the "Load" encoder is changed to
a new slot (with the "Stor" following it as described above).

I also decided to nix the read-only system presets.  They do have a use (immutable store for safety) but in the end their inclusion seemed more fluffy and
confusing than substantial and useful.  Four R/W system presets should be more than enough.  As with the voice presets, system slot 0 (@ slot [100]) is
loaded at power-up.

As a result of this exercise I more closely examined the roles of both sets of "Load" and "Stor" encoders, and I ultimately removed them from the system
parameter EEPROM save / restore mechanism.  The only other encoder also outside of system storage was the UI page encoder on the lower right, and I
was able to incorporate the display of it into the normal display of the other encoders.  It's more consistent and cleaner now.

So there it is, the first 90% of the D-Lev SW required 90% of the development time - and the final 10% required the other 90%!

tinkeringdude 2/11/2020 7:38:08 PM [1993]

Wow you can buy anything these days

Well, still, not anything

Whenever I record in Audacity I have to set the buffer to >250ms (sometimes higher) or it injects those little "tick" sounds here and there

250ms, argh. But it's a normal PC, not an Android tablet, right? 
There's some sort of equivalent of ASIO under Linux, but I forgot its name. But low-latency audio recording has much improved in Linux (if you have an
audio hardware that supports those kind of drivers), so I was told anyway by someone who does music recording under Linux.

But, yes, there are a million ways to skin the cat

Is that hobo talk, or an aspect of American cuisine that eluded me so far?

dewster 2/11/2020 7:53:45 PM [1994]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-77xulkB_U&t=1m17s


"250ms, argh. But it's a normal PC, not an Android tablet, right?"  - tinkeringdude

Double argh!  It's a normal (thought aging) PC.  With it I never had much trouble recording with low latency in WinXP.

"Is that hobo talk, or an aspect of American cuisine that eluded me so far?"

Hobo talk!  :-)  Kinda like "you can't swing a dead cat without hitting [something seemingly ubiquitous]".  As a cat loving child I loathed these phrases,
but now find them to be rather quaint.

Musical Instrument Samples
dewster 2/11/2020 11:10:58 PM [1995]

Musical Instrument Samples

If anyone is looking for high quality samples of common acoustic instruments, the University of Iowa Electronic Music Studios has some nice ones:

http://theremin.music.uiowa.edu/MIS.html

To get to them you have to go up to the top menu and click on:

Musical Instrument Samples | Pre-2012 | Woodwinds | Flute, etc. 

Instruments are sampled note by note over their full range, and with various levels and forms of excitement.  I mostly grabbed the Pre-2012 MP3 ZIP file
"blobs" where they were offered.

This sort of thing really helps when you are trying to analyze and "dial in" a particular instrument sound on an analog (or DSP-based analog analog)
synth.

Muted Trumpet
dewster 2/12/2020 6:22:07 PM [1996]

Muted Trumpet

As a child I played trumpet in the school band for a couple of years.  When practicing at home I had to use a mute, which increased the back-pressure and
made playing in general more difficult.  As a result of this experience, it took a me long time for me to not see a mute as a minor torture device, and to
appreciate the interesting timbre that a mute can produce.

When researching muted trumpet physics a while back I found that the underlying trumpet sound is all harmonics fed through a very low Q second order
bandpass filter set to around 800Hz.  Unlike most voices, adding a touch of odd harmonic emphasis doesn't seem to increase the realism*.  The mute is
then implemented via three relatively high Q formants set to roughly 1.25kHz, 1.65kHz, and 2.5kHz**.

I was somewhat surprised that the mute sound didn't seem to need anything in the way of clipping or distortion, though the variable harmonic oscillator
employed on the D-Lev is set on this voice patch to heavily modulate the harmonics with volume.  This can sound rather like clipping, even though it's an
essentially linear process.

So the characteristic "mute sound" is the variable rich harmonics of the horn source stimulating a small handful of high Q mute formants, and that's about
it.  As with string patches, applying vibrato to the muted horn helps to further reveal these formant locations by sweeping the harmonics through them,
which increases the realism***. The muted trumpet timbre is so distinctive, one might easily think there is more going on in terms of the physics and
non-linearity and such, but to a first degree at least there really isn't.  It's relatively low hanging fruit on the "kinda real sounding" (or at least: "I can
identify what instrument you're trying to imitate") synthesis tree.

=============

* Roger's name should be forever attached to this important and fundamental observation / discovery:  "Hessian Harmonics?"  "The Hess Factor?"  "Hess
Oddness?"

** Formants are second order bandpass filters in parallel with each other in a "bank" - and this filter bank is placed in series with the source.

*** Here I've recorded the beginning of the Little Rascals theme, first without and then with vibrato: [MP3]

bendra 2/12/2020 7:09:05 PM [1997]

  This can sound rather like clipping, even though it's an essentially linear process.So the characteristic "mute sound" is the variable rich
harmonics of the horn source stimulating a small handful of high Q mute formants, and that's about it. 

Interesting...OT but anyway: this is I am guessing for a straight mute - would a cup/harmon mute be different?

dewster 2/12/2020 9:58:14 PM [1998]

"this is I am guessing for a straight mute - would a cup/harmon mute be different?"  - bendra

http://theremin.music.uiowa.edu/MIS.html
http://www.mediafire.com/file/xkxhkqhq9z9vles/2020-02-12_mute_vibrato.mp3/file


I first investigated muted trumpet here:

#215482

I'm going for that Harmon mute sound, with or with the stem:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVSlrVEKscU

These guys demonstrate a bunch of mutes:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZamplraxSo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7gkUSRJzfo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8sF3AqucjE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfgEUOYIFPQ

The mute I had as a kid was an aluminum Harmon.  I guess what surprises me the most is that the metallic sound of a mute isn't so much the metal itself
resonating.  You can get a very similar harsh sound from a rubber toilet plunger mute with a hole cut in the end.

Minor UI Updates
dewster 2/13/2020 6:03:48 PM [1999]

Minor UI Updates

Editing the editor / librarian to reflect the latest D-Lev SW changes:

You can see the new "Stor" encoder on the "D-LEV" page (upper left) which stores user voice presets.  And you can see the new "Load" and "Stor"
encoders on the "SYSTEM" page (lower right) which load and store system presets.  None of these have values associated with them in the editor, and
this is because their functionality exists outside of and over the preset system.  "Mute" is capitalized, since it is now a system parameter.

I've also renamed a few of the UI screens: 

P_CORR => CORRECT 
ENV_GEN => ENVELOPE 
O_FILT => FLT_OSC
N_FILT => FLT_NOISE 
TUNER => DISPLAY

On The SYSTEM page the "PPst" encoder enables pitch preview stereo when set to '1'.

Only four blank encoder slots left, one could handle LCD brightness.

"Transformers" Case
dewster 2/14/2020 1:14:32 AM [2000]

"Transformers" Case

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVSlrVEKscU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZamplraxSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7gkUSRJzfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8sF3AqucjE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfgEUOYIFPQ


Kicking some ideas around for enclosure-age.  Here's a craaazy one: 

The cover is segmented three ways with the bottom segment hinged to the left, the middle segment hinged to the right, and the top segment hinged up. 
Volume plate on left, pitch plate on right, tuner on top.  I'm guessing the AFE's and coils would be located under the plates, much like my current
prototype, but I have no clue how cabling between the various elements might be accomplished.  The tuner could either be angled within the cover
segment (shown), or the the segment hinge could be frictiony or something to allow it to not have to be positioned all the way back (not shown, but that
seems like a better solution as it would allow the user to set the angle).  A "lefty" version would just be hinged opposite.

Conventional hinges and latches should work.  When closed the LCD would be under the tuner, the encoders would be under the pitch plate, and other
I/O (not shown) would be under the volume plate.  Dimensions of the thing closed would be 430mm x 165mm x 200mm, with 165x165x100 plate
housing dimensions (square plates).

I'm not thrilled about the ergonomics, which are obviously taking a back seat to style, but it's something that's been rattling around in my head for quite a
while now, and I mostly just wanted to put it out there.

Paddling Against the Tide
dewster 2/14/2020 2:50:58 PM [2001]

Paddling Against the Tide

There's something to admire in Theremin designers who just strike off on their own and go their own way on really basic stuff.  The danger, of course, is
alienating a portion of the already tiny audience of those interested in the first place.  IMO much of this type of innovation "happens" due to the dearth of
convenient and suitable off-the-shelf enclosures which can produce Theremins with good ergonomics.  The Theremin designer / builder is presented with
the choice of either cobbling something together with sub-optimal and often distressingly recognizable "found" objects from the hardware / electronics /
grocery store, or somehow manufacturing a more suitable enclosure, with all the time and effort that goes into that.  If you are interested in good
ergonomics at all, then you will most likely find the enclosure phase of this type of project to be a huge stumbling block - a less tractable a problem
perhaps than the electronics themselves!

I've never seen a Harrison Instruments Model 302 in the flesh, and I don't mean to in any way dump on the inventor nor his invention, but most of the
ergonomics of that instrument seem to be dictated by the choice of the central plastic enclosure, which looks to me like an standard project box from an
electronics supplier.  I don't mean to get into any wars over how things should be played or done either, but my feeling is a completely horizontal volume
plate would be OK for the majority of conventional Theremin players, but the horizontal pitch plate wouldn't be.  And it's also my feeling that the pitch
and volume plates are probably located too closely together for most conventional players.  (I personally agree with the reverse volume sense, but this is
anther sticking point which likely prevents wider adoption of the 302.  But I wonder if conventional volume sense on plates this close might cause more
unwanted interaction between the player's hands?)

One thing I really do like about the 302 is the use of metal plates on metal stand-offs, held to the case with screws.  I think bare metal plates / antennas /
etc. in general are a mistake and an ESD accident waiting to happen, so I'm not sure how one might fully insulate this sort of connection, but I have
thought about cabinets which might employ them: 

https://www.harrisoninstruments.com/302/302_description.html


The nice thing about plates held with a single screw is you can rotate them however you like.  And the AFE and coil remain inside the main enclosure, so
there is only a single connection here to worry about.  I don't like how this places the volume coil so close to the player, but maybe that isn't as big a deal
as I'm thinking.  Though the bottom end is prime real estate for I/O, and the volume coil is kind of glomming the whole area.  If the enclosure is mainly
wood, there will be a certain amount of stray C influencing the coils, and possibly the connections to the the plate antennas if they aren't insulated from it.

After all this time I still don't have a strong sense of the influence of coil proximity to playing.  My prototype completely skirts the issue by placing them
smack dab behind the plates.  If one is content with ferrite coils and their downsides, then I suppose this issue would be rather moot.

[EDIT] In the end, you want the cabinetry to work with the overall design rather than against it.  Cabinetry alone can easily make or break a Theremin.

[EDIT2] One could also dispense with the stand-offs and simply extend the plate all the way to the cabinet, with a 90 degree bend in the plate for
attachment.  I think I would probably go that route if I were going this route in the first place.

pitts8rh 2/14/2020 6:24:40 PM [2002]

"Kicking some ideas around for enclosure-age.  Here's a craaazy one:" - Dewster

If you want something like your "Transformers" theremin we could probably do it.  You could always make the pitch antenna box have an extra segment
flip out, or even out and up, to widen the spacing. As long as it used the current boards I would be up for it if that's what you want as your "Tour" model.

dewster 2/15/2020 5:25:59 PM [2003]

"If you want something like your "Transformers" theremin we could probably do it.  You could always make the pitch antenna box have an extra segment
flip out, or even out and up, to widen the spacing."  - pitts8rh

That's an interesting idea!  The killer for me with the "Transformer" is the rigidly fixed angles the plates have.  I'd like the volume plate to be more
horizontal and the pitch plate to be more vertical.  One could angle the plates within the case top sections, but then you run out of room for the coil
behind it.  One could make the plates sections of large horizontal cylinders, which would leave room for the coils and relieve the angling issue, but then
you're playing to the nearest surface rather than to a flat plate, which would probably call for finer "targeting" of the hands.  Plates can - and probably
should - have sides and stuff that are more perpendicular to the main plate as this increases bulk C and far field sensitivity, but I prefer my hand to
address the bulk of the plate as a plate.

What made me think of the last two designs presented ("Transformer" and "Paddle") was the way the boxes I built my prototype axes in are subsets of the
main box (so they could be part of a multi-part cover).  If one could mount those on either side with the ability to rotate them about the horizontal axis
then that would be more ideal for me (I think?).  I clearly need a more flexible, functional prototype, and I hope to be getting on that soon with the boards
you sent to me so long ago.

Librarian Commands
dewster 2/15/2020 5:49:40 PM [2004]

Librarian Commands

Whenever I use the D-Lev librarian software, I find myself fumbling around with the commands, and end up having to consult the "help" page to figure it
out.  It's not like it's super complex or anything, but if I'm routinely getting lost too easily in something I freaking wrote, then something's wrong.  So I
thought about it for a day and changed the command syntax (naming is the hardest part of coding) and eliminated some paths of interaction.



Here is the "command flow" of the old software: 

Naming is often a matter of the main point of view.  In the old SW I took the editor as the main point of view, which in retrospect wasn't the clearest.  The
upload and download path through the slots list to the editor was confusing, and rather redundant as one can just as easily interact via the file list.  And
the file list is what makes the slots list relevant and coherent.

Here is the new command flow: 

So the files list is where the main interaction is now, rather than the editor, and all commands between the D-Lev, files, and editor are "x to y" types.  The
general use case is to download a preset to a file, then maybe edit the file, then upload the file back to the D-Lev, with the "DLIST" associating D-Lev
slots with those files being a one-way sort of deal.  Since the editor displays and can manipulate both system and user presets, you have to be clear when
reading files to or writing files from the editor which of these you mean, hence the 'S' variants of the commands for system presets.

pitts8rh 2/15/2020 7:36:11 PM [2005]

"The killer for me with the "Transformer" is the rigidly fixed angles the plates have.  I'd like the volume plate to be more horizontal and the pitch plate to
be more vertical." -Dewster

Just replace the pair of hinges for those wings with a single centrally positioned rotating swivel (custom) with friction in both axes. The two axes would
be the swing out axis (same as the dual-hinge axis) and the plate rotation axis orthogonal to it.  You would need to be a little more careful aligning things
when closing those sections, but it would work. 

"I clearly need a more flexible, functional prototype, and I hope to be getting on that soon with the boards you sent to me so long ago."

I've been thinking about this as I read about your ideas for cabinet designs, some of which I like and some of which are probably more suited to your
particular wishes.  I don't want you to take this wrong, but I do think that you could find this whole enclosure brainstorming process easier if you had an
erector-set sort of mechanical platform that would allow you to quickly build and try the ergonomics.  You don't need me to tell you that for a lot of these
things a day or two of thought experiments can get blown up in a few minutes by a simple hands-on test that may show that a concept simply doesn't
work as you envisioned.  Or if it does, you can then allow yourself to lie awake at night thinking about refinement and details.

I thought that the D-Lev prototype carcass that I offered to send to you ( I still haven't tossed it) would have served you well with minimal effort on your
part, because you could have hacked it up with any number of antenna orientations and spacings, plates or rod/loop antennas or anything in between and
tested them with little more effort than plugging together some pvc pipes and elbows.  If throwing together radically different configurations becomes a
tedious build effort each time, there is a natural tendency to limit the scope of ideas and designs can start looking inbred, at least that's how it works for
me.  This is sort of an extension of the discussion we had where I suggested that you shouldn't worry (at least initially) about how something would be
built or limit the physical design by processes you are familiar with.  Think about how you want it to look and feel, and work backward from there.

For my D-Lev II cabinet that I'm working on now I have accumulated a fairly large box with dozens of failed design experiments. This is after spending a
lot of hours designing, studying, and fitting parts together in CAD.  It's no fun fabricating parts only to throw them away, but sometimes ideas evolve and
change even before the last part is finished machining.  I think that unless you have a lot of experience in the specific field of design or engineering that
you really can't expect to successfully come up with ergonomic designs entirely in your head.

I guess this all sounds a little preachy, but to paraphrase Dr. Frasier Crane: "It's just that it's going to take me a little time to step down from this particular
high horse..."  



xtheremin8 2/15/2020 9:03:38 PM [2006]

this is a topic i read a lot, but mostly understand not much what you‘re talking about. my tech too small.  
but from time to time i like to give my two cents. 
i really like the monkey in the first video. i giggled so much and my friends too. i wish i had one for accompaniment. duet for theremin and monkey. 
and also some sounds i heard coming from that digital theremin. some lush voices might need a parental advisory sticker, but i like that. what is really
essential is that the sound changes with the pitch. like in this video: https://youtu.be/Yo7I-qsNDMM 
and when it comes to constructional things: i know that it‘s a difficult thing, getting design and function together. not to forget the ergonomics, and also
the visibility of the player. i mean, like with the theremin of celia sheen, wich is a bit a extreme example, but the player is in plain sight. that „making
music without not much around you„ is half of the fun with theremins. also for the audience. i remember and miss the physical contact with the double
bass i once had when playing theremin. it can make you feel like so nude. 
 @pitts8rh: this is some fine work you did on that ew-pro clone. chappeau! 
i saw that linearity video and from what i know looks pretty cool. (i‘m not a aerial fingerer because my hands are meanwhile so deformed.)  
i think the theremino had a rather elegant pitch plate design. 
whatever, i’m a traditional pitch-rodder. even if my avatar shows different. bytheway: the two alu-plates on my model are hinged and the brass-hinges are
connected to the pcb. so much for my cleverness. 
keep the good work going on guys and don‘t forget to meet up someday with at least one pro-player. 

dewster 2/16/2020 3:52:25 PM [2007]

"Just replace the pair of hinges for those wings with a single centrally positioned rotating swivel (custom) with friction in both axes."  - pitts8rh

Yes, that sounds good.  Though another issue I have with it is the antenna boxes being made of the same wood as the main box, which would be durable
and everything but maybe too high C (for my theoretical taste, it would probably operate fine) and perhaps too heavy for what little they contain.

"I don't want you to take this wrong, but I do think that you could find this whole enclosure brainstorming process easier if you had an erector-set sort of
mechanical platform that would allow you to quickly build and try the ergonomics.  You don't need me to tell you that for a lot of these things a day or
two of thought experiments can get blown up in a few minutes by a simple hands-on test that may show that a concept simply doesn't work as you
envisioned."

Oh yes, I know exactly what you mean, and I wouldn't take that excellent advice wrong.  Ergonomics (as well as other aspects of the physical design) can
really only be evaluated with a mock-up of some sort.

"I thought that the D-Lev prototype carcass that I offered to send to you ( I still haven't tossed it) would have served you well with minimal effort on your
part, because you could have hacked it up with any number of antenna orientations and spacings, plates or rod/loop antennas or anything in between and
tested them with little more effort than plugging together some pvc pipes and elbows."

I am quite honored by the offer, but your first D-Lev is much too pretty for me to hack on!  I think I need to be able to rearrange the controls and stuff
too, which probably calls for a more flexible arrangement.

"If throwing together radically different configurations becomes a tedious build effort each time, there is a natural tendency to limit the scope of ideas
and designs can start looking inbred, at least that's how it works for me.  This is sort of an extension of the discussion we had where I suggested that you
shouldn't worry (at least initially) about how something would be built or limit the physical design by processes you are familiar with.  Think about how
you want it to look and feel, and work backward from there."

That's how it works for me too.  And that's how it really should work for anyone serious about finding the best design.  I've said it (too) many times, but
initial physical design should be "beautifully ugly" in that it facilitates and even encourages exploration.  Ideally, the thing should look like Swiss cheese
by the time one is transferring to a final-ish enclosure (the design phase never really completely ends).

"I think that unless you have a lot of experience in the specific field of design or engineering that you really can't expect to successfully come up with
ergonomic designs entirely in your head."

Agree 100%!  My main problem usually (whether it be for the case, software, or logic) is coming up with initial arrangements to riff off of.  One has to
start somewhere, and one doesn't want the start to be enormously far away from the eventual end if one can help it, as things can easily become set in
stone at any point, and traversing huge distances in the design space generally mean technical debt and other sorts of pain.  But my imagination is slow
and largely subconscious, so I have to mull stuff over forever to move forward an inch.  The cabinet drawings I've been posting lately are just possible,
though highly flawed, starting points.

dewster 2/16/2020 4:37:00 PM [2008]

"i really like the monkey in the first video. i giggled so much and my friends too."  - xtheremin8

The monkey is fun but you have to carefully pick the songs.  I've sent those videos to a lot of friends & family and everyone seems to enjoy them.

"what is really essential is that the sound changes with the pitch. like in this video: https://youtu.be/Yo7I-qsNDMM"

That's a really great video!  Though I think a majority of what we hear in it is due to amplifier distortion, speaker mounting & resonance & overdrive, and
room reflections.  Like plugging an electric guitar straight into the console sounds super thin and absolutely nothing like that same guitar through an
open-backed amp in a room.  If one were to truly go after that RCA sound one might need an amp simulator to make it.

"and when it comes to constructional things: i know that it‘s a difficult thing, getting design and function together. not to forget the ergonomics, and also
the visibility of the player. i mean, like with the theremin of celia sheen, wich is a bit a extreme example, but the player is in plain sight. that „making
music without not much around you„ is half of the fun with theremins. also for the audience. i remember and miss the physical contact with the double
bass i once had when playing theremin. it can make you feel like so nude."

Yes, my vertical designs are in danger of hiding the performer, though I guess the podium designs of the past like the RCA do this too to some degree.

https://youtu.be/Yo7I-qsNDMM
https://youtu.be/Yo7I-qsNDMM


"whatever, i’m a traditional pitch-rodder. even if my avatar shows different. bytheway: the two alu-plates on my model are hinged and the brass-hinges
are connected to the pcb. so much for my cleverness."

I never really mentally processed the Theremin in your avatar!  The curvyness of it all is quite attractive. 

La La Land
dewster 2/20/2020 12:26:27 AM [2009]

La La Land

The D-Lev has a whole UI page of knobs I barely ever touch because every time I do it takes a while to reorient myself with how the thing even works -
this vague page is "PV_FMOD" and it provides variable zones in the axis fields for filter (oscillator, noise, formants) center frequency modulation.

So I fiddle around and finally re-figure it out, but the controls interact so much with each other and the pvmod controls on other pages that I usually give
up and move on.  I finally realized that gain control was already fully covered by the individual target filter pvmods, which left me free to redo the zone
controls more like the volume knee.  The "hi" and "lo" are now "loc" and "mul": "loc" sets the spot in the field where the modulation starts, and "mul"
sets the strength or slope.  If "mul" is set high enough it saturates, giving a smaller and smaller active zone.

I need to perhaps tweak the strengths and scalings of the knobs, but it's much more intuitive to use now, with much less interaction going on.  In about a
minute of initial playing around with it I found a male "la la" sound by modulating the lowest formant with the volume, the mod zone right at the loudest
volume: [MP3].  It gets a little repetitive, but I wouldn't have guessed this was a path to "la".

To Heterodyne, Or Not To Heterodyne
dewster 2/21/2020 4:29:08 PM [2010]

To Heterodyne, Or Not To Heterodyne

Vadim (Buggins) over on his Teensy 4.0 600MHz ARM Cortex M-7 MCU - ideal for digital MCU based theremin? thread is describing methods to best
capture the pitch axis information in the highest resolution / SNR way possible with an inexpensive processor.  This is a laudable goal and I'm not trying
to discourage it nor disparage it in any way, though I do have some thoughts about it because I was going down a similar (though not identical) path a
while back, so I have performed a fair amount of research, and even had some pretty clean FPGA code ready to go, before ultimately abandoning it for
various reasons.  I'm not saying I'm an expert on the subject, and it's entirely possible that I've missed some vital path that makes it more tractable and
attractive, but I want to yak about it a bit.

Heterodyning is the non-linear mixing of two frequencies, producing new frequencies that are additions and subtractions of the input frequencies, and in
this case (as in the case of the analog Theremin) we are interested in the subtraction frequency.  The pros of heterodyning are quite clear for a purely
processor based Theremin, and indeed this is why you see heterodyning implemented on the Open.Theremin - it's really the only game in town when you
don't have a way to precisely produce frequencies, nor the means to precisely measure them.  A D flip-flop or XOR and low pass filter is used to perform
the heterodyning, with the result sent to the processor for period measurement. Earlier versions of the Open.Theremin employed the latter, and the latest
version employs the former.

A general issue here is the generation of the fixed frequency to heterodyne the variable frequency with.  If we don't have precise control over this
frequency then we need to be able to offset the variable oscillator by tuning it, and this is the approach the Open.Theremin takes.  The obvious problem
with this is it requires a touchy analog adjustment on a (mostly) digital instrument which could be avoided entirely if the fixed oscillator were adequately
controllable via digital generation.  But it is a simple approach, and if you gotta do it, you gotta do it.

The super nice thing about using a D flip-flop as the detector is it removes the high frequency heterodyne content and gives the processor a nice square
signal to measure.  The problem with using a D flip-flop is the edges of the heterodyne result can only happen on the D clock rising edge, which
quantizes the period being measured.  The introduction of dither (phase modulation) could help to break up the quantization, but I'm not sure how one
might introduce this in a processor setting.  One could also perhaps use two flops here to double the resolution / halve the quantization error, but the
measuring logic would have to be able to utilize this info in order for it to be actually useful.

The nice thing about using an XOR gate as a detector is you can get analog like precision timing from it.  But the main snag is properly filtering out the
high frequency components.  You need a high order, very low Q low-pass filter to do this, and there are many problematic issues associated with this
structure.  You want just the difference frequency, but unless you are careful some higher frequency content will get through.  If the higher frequency
content is too strong you will get ripples, which will give you trouble when you go to square up the result.  You want it to work over a really wide range
but it really attenuates at higher frequencies, so the difference frequency will be quite small in amplitude when the difference is large, which can again
lead to thresholding problems when squaring it up.  The ideal situation here would be to have a tracking low-pass filter admitting only the difference
frequency and killing those above, but that would be really difficult to implement in the analog domain, and it might get into troublesome modes, as you
are filtering the thing that is telling you where to set the filter cutoff frequency, forming a control feedback loop.

Another general issue is that you are averaging periods, and because the periods themselves are happening at a different rate than the rate that you are
sampling them at in the larger scheme of things, you essentially have a variable multi-rate process going on.  I spent a lot of time looking at this and it is
by no means a simple scenario.  The best solution I think is to vary the averaging rate, which is best done via high order low pass filtering so we are
varying the cutoff frequency, with the inverse of the length of the period (i.e. the frequency) - and indeed this is something I do on the D-Lev, though with
the PLL frequency number.

Another general issue is the lag problem when measuring lower frequencies.  So you are perhaps best to limit the lowest heterodyned frequency result,
which implies offset heterodyning.  If you carefully engineer offset heterodying with period measurement you can improve the pitch field linearity, and
indeed this is actually the main reason I was pursuing heterodyning in the first place.  But this inextricably ties together a lot of stuff that's much easier to
deal with separately.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/qza1wrygwwpyi37/2020-02-19_la_la.mp3/file
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/32640?post=217320#217320


Another nice thing about heterodyning with period measurement is it gives you higher resolution in the far-field, and adequate resolution in the near-
field.  But I've found that, ultimately, the far field not that useful for playing purposes.  Regardless of the method used, analog or digital, the far-field is
fairly unstable and difficult to calibrate for linearity (via the null control) as the rest of the body has a lot of influence over it, so I find myself avoiding it
when playing.  My body probably moved a little since I did the acal, the electronics may have drifted a bit, etc. - so I can't trust the linearity out there. 
Even analog Thereminists will know what I'm talking about here.

So there's my brain dump from my hazy recollection of what I was looking into years ago.  If I were trying to do an MCU based digital Theremin I might
first try to rule in/out the D flip-flop approach, but unless I was really cheaping down I wouldn't go the analog tuning route, as that makes everything too
touchy.  If one is instituting some form of crystal or ceramic oscillator for the reference frequency, you might as well use the money and board space to
instead install a PLL solution here (tapping off the processor crystal), with fine control via SPI or I2C.  And if you're doing that, maybe a cheap FPGA
instead, with the processor inside, etc. - and you're on a slippery slope with something like the D-Lev at the bottom.

[EDIT] We are all playing games in a way depending on the platform we choose to implement a digital Theremin, and Vadim is doing this more
explicitly with his project, i.e. limiting himself to the resources available in a particular MCU.  Ultimately, it all comes down to the precision with which
we can generate, and particularly the precision with which we can measure, timing.  If thermal noise is the determining factor in all of this then we have
adequately precise timing or better.  If we're close, then dither and averaging can help bridge the gap.  If we're miles away then we have to find some
other means to generate timing, and then somehow measure slower products of that (i.e. have external processes improve the precision to the point where
we can throw some of it away).

D-Lev Prototype II
dewster 2/21/2020 8:34:04 PM [2011]

D-Lev Prototype II

I swore to Roger (and myself) that I'd finally get around to using the beautiful boards he so generously sent me ages ago.  Today's the day!  Well, a couple
of days ago were the day!  Whenst I purchased an enclosure to expand my "Tupperware party" - but today it's actually falling together.

It began in the usual way, a search for "plastic box" on Amazon, eBay, Google, Duck duck go, etc. which resulted in pretty much nothing, so it ended as
usual too.  I wanted a main box that was longer than the one the first prototype is built in (which is a shoe box really) but everything that was longer was
waaaay longer, like a meter or more, designed to hold rolls of holiday wrapping paper and the like.  Boxes that were just somewhat longer than a shoe
box were wider as well, which I wasn't really looking for, but in the end I decided to take this baby home for a cool $3 USD or so:

It's a 15 Qt / 14 L "clear" (milky really) storage container from Sterilite, UPC 073149753175, made in the US of A.  It says the dimensions are 17" x 11
1/8" by 6 1/2" (432mm x 283mm x 165mm).  Gotta have the "clear" to easily mount things that display without cutting holes.

Prototyping enclosures should be "beautifully ugly" and inexpensive so you have zero qualms about drilling a hole here or there, and zero qualms about
abandoning those holes, or even the entire box, when you feel the need to try something else out.  If the enclosure is too expensive or too pretty or too
close to the finished product, you will necessarily think ten times about drilling a hole, and wince when you finally screw up the courage to do it, and
ergonomic experimentation (and perhaps the entire project) will grind to a halt.  Ideal prototyping enclosures make terrible show-and-tell subjects (and I
feel a little bad showing them to the world like this) but they're really not intended for that.  They're just there to cheaply hold all the stuff together and
that's it.  Anything more and it just gets in your way.

The lid on this comes entirely off, and that's where I'm going to mount the mike stand flange, and the whole thing will then be upside down.  You want a
removable lid rather than a hinged lid, otherwise you'll be fighting it and having it flop around when you're inside trying to work on the innards.

I dug Roger's boards out, hooked up the tuner and encoders, and hooked the main board up to a USB serial cable which also supplies 5V.



Et voila!  It's alive!  That was too easy (because Roger did all the work).  I pumped it up with the very latest software load via the librarian software, but
still need to update the FPGA load as well to get the new dither logic working. 

The LCD is really, really bright, much brighter than the LCD backlight on my first prototype.  I adjusted the LCD contrast trimmer and it looks fine and
all, but I can't seem to get that "you've gone too far" region where the off pixels are turning on - both ends of the adjustment are washed out.  The contrast
pot has 3.3V across it, hmm.

The encoders seem much more positive than the ones on my first prototype, though maybe some of that is them loosening up over time with use?  These
things aren't rated for a very long a life.  But these are really crisp feeling and definite in their action.

I wasn't looking for wider box, but it might be interesting to have the bases of the antennas start out farther apart, and have more room inside and area on
the control panel for speakers and such.  It's funny how many things housing dictates with an iron fist, even the imagination.  I plan to first try coils inside
with paddle plates.  Due to a lack of height in this box, I think the tuner will be going in a separate enclosure on the top, probably a sandwich container
(why stop now?).

Anyway, this one should be much more robust, and therefore able to travel better.  My first prototype is fairly fragile so I've never really taken it
anywhere, not even upstairs to the music room.

Buggins 2/22/2020 2:57:13 PM [2012]

To Heterodyne, Or Not To HeterodyneVadim (Buggins) over on his Teensy 4.0 600MHz ARM Cortex M-7 MCU - ideal for digital MCU
based theremin? thread is describing methods to best capture the pitch axis information in the highest resolution / SNR way possible with an
inexpensive processor.  This is a laudable goal and I'm not trying to discourage it nor disparage it in any way, though I do have some
thoughts about it because I was going down a similar (though not identical) path a while back, so I have performed a fair amount of research,
and even had some pretty clean FPGA code ready to go, before ultimately abandoning it for various reasons.  I'm not saying I'm an expert on
the subject, and it's entirely possible that I've missed some vital path that makes it more tractable and attractive, but I want to yak about it a
bit.Heterodyning is the non-linear mixing of two frequencies, producing new frequencies that are additions and subtractions of the input
frequencies, and in this case (as in the case of the analog Theremin) we are interested in the subtraction frequency.  The pros of heterodyning
are quite clear for a purely processor based Theremin, and indeed this is why you see heterodyning implemented on the Open.Theremin - it's
really the only game in town when you don't have a way to precisely produce frequencies, nor the means to precisely measure them.  A D
flip-flop or XOR and low pass filter is used to perform the heterodyning, with the result sent to the processor for period measurement. Earlier
versions of the Open.Theremin employed the latter, and the latest version employs the former.A general issue here is the generation of the
fixed frequency to heterodyne the variable frequency with.  If we don't have precise control over this frequency then we need to be able to
offset the variable oscillator by tuning it, and this is the approach the Open.Theremin takes.  The obvious problem with this is it requires a
touchy analog adjustment on a (mostly) digital instrument which could be avoided entirely if the fixed oscillator were adequately
controllable via digital generation.  But it is a simple approach, and if you gotta do it, you gotta do it.The super nice thing about using a D
flip-flop as the detector is it removes the high frequency heterodyne content and gives the processor a nice square signal to measure.  The
problem with using a D flip-flop is the edges of the heterodyne result can only happen on the D clock rising edge, which quantizes the period
being measured.  The introduction of dither (phase modulation) could help to break up the quantization, but I'm not sure how one might
introduce this in a processor setting.  One could also perhaps use two flops here to double the resolution / halve the quantization error, but the



measuring logic would have to be able to utilize this info in order for it to be actually useful.The nice thing about using an XOR gate as a
detector is you can get analog like precision timing from it.  But the main snag is properly filtering out the high frequency components.  You
need a high order, very low Q low-pass filter to do this, and there are many problematic issues associated with this structure.  You want just
the difference frequency, but unless you are careful some higher frequency content will get through.  If the higher frequency content is too
strong you will get ripples, which will give you trouble when you go to square up the result.  You want it to work over a really wide range
but it really attenuates at higher frequencies, so the difference frequency will be quite small in amplitude when the difference is large, which
can again lead to thresholding problems when squaring it up.  The ideal situation here would be to have a tracking low-pass filter admitting
only the difference frequency and killing those above, but that would be really difficult to implement in the analog domain, and it might get
into troublesome modes, as you are filtering the thing that is telling you where to set the filter cutoff frequency, forming a control feedback
loop.Another general issue is that you are averaging periods, and because the periods themselves are happening at a different rate than the
rate that you are sampling them at in the larger scheme of things, you essentially have a variable multi-rate process going on.  I spent a lot of
time looking at this and it is by no means a simple scenario.  The best solution I think is to vary the averaging rate, which is best done via
high order low pass filtering so we are varying the cutoff frequency, with the inverse of the length of the period (i.e. the frequency) - and
indeed this is something I do on the D-Lev, though with the PLL frequency number.Another general issue is the lag problem when measuring
lower frequencies.  So you are perhaps best to limit the lowest heterodyned frequency result, which implies offset heterodyning.  If you
carefully engineer offset heterodying with period measurement you can improve the pitch field linearity, and indeed this is actually the main
reason I was pursuing heterodyning in the first place.  But this inextricably ties together a lot of stuff that's much easier to deal with
separately.Another nice thing about heterodyning with period measurement is it gives you higher resolution in the far-field, and adequate
resolution in the near-field.  But I've found that, ultimately, the far field not that useful for playing purposes.  Regardless of the method used,
analog or digital, the far-field is fairly unstable and difficult to calibrate for linearity (via the null control) as the rest of the body has a lot of
influence over it, so I find myself avoiding it when playing.  My body probably moved a little since I did the acal, the electronics may have
drifted a bit, etc. - so I can't trust the linearity out there.  Even analog Thereminists will know what I'm talking about here.So there's my brain
dump from my hazy recollection of what I was looking into years ago.  If I were trying to do an MCU based digital Theremin I might first try
to rule in/out the D flip-flop approach, but unless I was really cheaping down I wouldn't go the analog tuning route, as that makes everything
too touchy.  If one is instituting some form of crystal or ceramic oscillator for the reference frequency, you might as well use the money and
board space to instead install a PLL solution here (tapping off the processor crystal), with fine control via SPI or I2C.  And if you're doing
that, maybe a cheap FPGA instead, with the processor inside, etc. - and you're on a slippery slope with something like the D-Lev at the
bottom.[EDIT] We are all playing games in a way depending on the platform we choose to implement a digital Theremin, and Vadim is
doing this more explicitly with his project, i.e. limiting himself to the resources available in a particular MCU.  Ultimately, it all comes down
to the precision with which we can generate, and particularly the precision with which we can measure, timing.  If thermal noise is the
determining factor in all of this then we have adequately precise timing or better.  If we're close, then dither and averaging can help bridge
the gap.  If we're miles away then we have to find some other means to generate timing, and then somehow measure slower products of that
(i.e. have external processes improve the precision to the point where we can throw some of it away).

I believe I've finally found solution for Teensy 4 MCU, w/o any external hardware (except oscillators), w/o heterodyne, better sensitive than heterodyne. 
Latency 2ms (including 1ms audio IO frame), and sensitivity <1mm at 100cm distance from antenna (for single 1ms measure, no inter-frame averaging).

To CIC, Or Not To CIC
dewster 2/22/2020 7:19:26 PM [2013]

To CIC, Or Not To CIC

"I believe I've finally found solution for Teensy 4 MCU, w/o any external hardware (except oscillators), w/o heterodyne, better sensitive than heterodyne. 
Latency 2ms (including 1ms audio IO frame), and sensitivity <1mm at 100cm distance from antenna (for single 1ms measure, no inter-frame
averaging)."  - Buggins

My reply is here: [LINK]

I believe what you are describing is a CIC (Cascade of Integrators & Combs) filter, which is an efficient implementation of the boxcar, or integrate-and-
dump, filter.

tinkeringdude 2/22/2020 9:00:44 PM [2014]

OT, not theremin, but digital, and quite awesome: To their piano and e-piano stuff, Moddart now added a pipe organ. 
Well, I'm a fan of physical modelling synthesis, vs. just having some gigabytes of samples on your drive, which do not model interactions between
components of a complex instrument... I don't now how much that matters for pipe organ, for piano it certainly does. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGy_ak4dU2s 

dewster 2/23/2020 4:00:46 PM [2015]

"OT, not theremin, but digital, and quite awesome: To their piano and e-piano stuff, Moddart now added a pipe organ. 
Well, I'm a fan of physical modelling synthesis, vs. just having some gigabytes of samples on your drive, which do not model interactions between
components of a complex instrument... I don't now how much that matters for pipe organ, for piano it certainly does."  - tinkeringdude

As I'm sure you're aware, Modartt started out with Pianoteq, and though the effort was valiant, it took a looong time for it not to sound synthesized, it was
in an "uncanny valley" forever.  There's so much interacting in a piano that it makes sense to synthesize some or all of it just to capture that behavior. 
With Roland SuperNatural pianos I believe the note beginnings are sampled, and the decays synthesized, and the sympathetic resonance is also
synthesized with delays and such.  A Piano World member familiar with SW examined Pianoteq (the code was obfuscated via XOR with a constant
IIRC) and discovered samples in there.  This caused a big fuss and I think Modartt finally said the samples weren't of a real piano, but pre-computed (pre-
synthesized) hammer sounds to save cycles.  I remember the coder getting some grief over it all (shoot the messenger).

Their Organteq sounds really nice!  Though pipe organs are much more tractable in terms of synthesis, and also highly amenable to simple sampling.  Or
a blend.  Modartt probably should have started with the organ and "graduated" to the piano, they might have gained experience and saved themselves
years and years of "that sounds fake!" type (valid) criticism.

http://thereminworld.com/forums/T/32640?post=217327#217327
http://thereminworld.com/forums/T/32640?post=217327#217327
http://www.thereminworld.com/forums/T/32640?post=217330#217330
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGy_ak4dU2s


It's been a long time since I used Pianoteq, but I loved the interface.  It had a MIDI file player, and could render to WAV, so, depending on the quality of
the MIDI file (recording real players almost always sounds much more realistic than "note drawing" sequencing) you could do fairly realistic conversions
quite easily.

Swiss Army Case
dewster 2/23/2020 8:22:33 PM [2016]

Swiss Army Case

Yesterday I managed to drill three holes in my new enclosure - and managed to crack the plastic with one! - to affix the microphone mounting flange. 
Pix:

  

My second "Tupperware party" here is mounted on a boom stand (with the boom set as short as possible) to set the angle to what is comfortable.  I've
looked around for off-the-shelf angle adapters but, of the few that are out there, none seem all that appropriate for this application.  Boom stands are
fairly common, if this ends up being the general solution it wouldn't be the end of the world.  When loosened, the boom section freely rotates, which
makes screwing it on much, much easier and much, much less dangerous than, say, screwing an EWS onto a mic stand, thus avoiding the need for a quick
release and the like.  The boom also puts the D-Lev & player a bit farther away from the base, thus reducing the chance of kicking the legs or tripping
over them.  As you can see the boom really doesn't stick out that much on the other end, and if desired one could dramatically shorten the boom by
sawing it down just for this application.

This wider case is unexpectedly putting ideas in my head.  One brainwave I got last night was to have the plate antennas flush with the back when closed,
swinging out on a corner pivot to give it them even more clearance and distance:



The back might even be given a prism profile to better angle the plates for play.  It would look pretty slick, and the manufacturability might not be too
much to handle.  An alternative here would be a standard rectangular profile with the plate corners fitting into angled kerfs, storing them in the lid as
opposed to swinging out off the back.

tinkeringdude 2/23/2020 10:04:00 PM [2017]

.A Piano World member familiar with SW examined Pianoteq (the code was obfuscated via XOR with a constant IIRC) and discovered samples in there. 
This caused a big fuss and I think Modartt finally said the samples weren't of a real piano, but pre-computed (pre-synthesized) hammer sounds to save
cycles.

Well, in those few MB of an installation, and considering how good it sounds, what could possibly be in there wrt samples that would be anywhere near
scandalous? Nothing. Precomputed tables for hammer sounds seems plausible, those are probably the most static, short and least noticeable (in detail)
sounds in the whole mix. 
Yeah, it didn't sound entirely realistic in the beginning. Neither do the vast majority of piano sounds on expensive "do some of everything" keyboards, or
at least it used to be the case just a couple years ago.

He seems to be happy, and it sounds nice, version 6 anyway. Apparently there is not that much new compared to v5, which has been around for some
years. 
Roughly at 02:50 he plays a little for demo'ing aspects. 
The "SuperNatural" in my "Jupiter 50" does not sound anywhere near as nice... but that product wasn't their most famed effort, apparently, maybe the
tech generation was superseded . 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4SEgi5pADA

I also liked their E-piano sounds. Never tried one of the real electromechanical ones for comparison.

I so far with my modest knowledge have only managed to code together a halfway convincing transistor organ, probably the least difficult of them all.
My stab at a Hammond (not the Emerson way!) sounds like a cheesy, cheap imitation found in many keyboards, alas 

Do you know this Hammond clone where some guy implemented every detail in an FPGA... sounded great, "HX3" it was, I believe.

--- 
Those tupperware things are probably mean ESD dispensers, eh? 
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"Well, in those few MB of an installation, and considering how good it sounds, what could possibly be in there wrt samples that would be anywhere near
scandalous?"  - tinkeringdude

Yeah, pretty much nothing, but it was just that Modartt said "absolutely no samples here!" a lot and someone stumbled on something that mildly quacked
like samples.  Then (IIRC) they got officially mad at the person for revealing it (is reverse engineering SW a crime?).  Tempest in a teapot I suppose, but
things (IIRC) escalated to the point where PW mods yanked the relevant forum post.  It was kinda weird to live through.

"The "SuperNatural" in my "Jupiter 50" does not sound anywhere near as nice..."

The "Studio" piano in our RD-700NX is the best of the lot IMO, not the flagship one they push, which is reportedly an amalgam (read bastard child) of a
variety of pianos.  The Studio is clean, on the bright side, and sorta spare, rather Yamaha-ish.

"Do you know this Hammond clone where some guy implemented every detail in an FPGA... sounded great, "HX3" it was, I believe."

Yes, but I appreciate the pointer!

"Those tupperware things are probably mean ESD dispensers, eh?"

Hadn't thought of that!  I have an ESD bleeder built-in to the first prototype, will probably be a permanent fixture on this and any future (hopefully non-
Tupperware from here on out) stuff.

SuperNatural
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SuperNatural

"The "Studio" piano in our RD-700NX is the best of the lot IMO, not the flagship one they push, which is reportedly an amalgam (read bastard child) of a
variety of pianos.  The Studio is clean, on the bright side, and sorta spare, rather Yamaha-ish."  - moi, above

For an up-close example of what the three different SuperNatural pianos in the RD-700NX sound like, years ago I rendered a fantastic MIDI file created
by Saya Tomoko of Sati's Gnossiennes: [MP3].  The order is Studio, Brilliant, Concert, with the latter I believe to be the "standard" SN piano Roland
sticks in everything, unfortunately.  (It's been downloaded 856 times since I created it!)

You may or may not like the tibre, tone, etc. and it otherwise may not be your sonic cup of tea, but no digital piano at the time could touch Roland's SN
for detailed decay.  Everything else was stretched (using the samples of one note for adjacent notes - the natural resonances of the entire piano get
transposed too), looped (where the natural decay is chopped off and replaced by a decaying loop - this sounds as bad as it reads), insufficiently layered
(not enough sampling of the dynamics of each note), etc.  It's incredible that in this day and age, where 1GB of Flash sells for ~$0.18 USD, we still have
massive butchery going on to hack the sample sets of even very high end digital pianos down to almost nothing.  There was a baby somewhere in all that
bathwater...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4SEgi5pADA
http://www.mediafire.com/file/vctfng8jp4axnhj/SayaTomoko_s-gnossie_rd-700nx_studio_brilliant_concert.mp3/file


I once did a back-of-the-envelope calculation over on Piano World where I proved there was sufficient bandwidth at the pins of an inexpensive
commodity Flash part to do gobs of polyphony with very little RAM.  And the generally incredulous response was that I didn't know what I was talking
about, because otherwise we could have absolutely killer, lush, nuanced digital piano voices even in low-end $500 instruments, and my own damn testing
showed that there was nothing like that even on the highest end.

Other arguments I had to fend off regularly were of the "the technology doesn't matter, it's how it sounds that counts" variety.  Like someone mailing you
a 10kB JPG of some beautiful vacation spot they visited, you know right off the bat just by looking at the file size that it can't possibly look very good,
there just isn't enough data there to do it justice. Except with digital pianos the lossy compression they've been employing forever is completely stone age
and therefore much more audible compared to the way MP3 operates.  I felt my "job" at Piano World was to evaluate the technology behind it all, and
once that was sufficient then discussions about whether it sounded like a Steinway or whatever would be much more relevant.  I had to pepper every little
thing I said with disclaimers, and manufacturers development was at least a decade off anywhere near the state of the art, stuck in molasses slow motion,
so it just got old at some point.  (Though I must admit that it was a bit of a thrill informing die-hard Yamaha fanboys that their latest top-of-the-line stage
piano - AS PLAYED BY SIR ELTON JOHN HIMSELF!  AT NAMM! - was audibly looped.)

Sometimes the very same people who claimed that looping, stretching, poor layering, etc. in their beloved digital piano was effectively inaudible and no
big deal would simultaneously have super sensitive golden ears when it came to mild MP3 compression.  Go figure.

I was subjected to so many crappy digital piano voices during the course of my testing that I can hear them coming a mile away and start to break out in
hives.  If individual notes sound fake, then chances are extremely good that piling a bunch of them together, even "in a mix", will still be obviously fake. 
Unnaturally quick decay to hide loops, and decay processing to kill all the natural "wobble" of 3 strings slowly beating together (again, to hide the loops)
are a big tells.

Whitman's Sampler
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Whitman's Sampler

Wanted to discuss the Pitch axis filtering / decimation a bit (volume axis is ~identical):

First: the Nyquist limit is simply 1/2 the sample rate, and the sample rate is just the clock rate of a digital filter.  If we try to sample waveforms with
frequency components (harmonics) that are above the Nyquist rate, then they will alias downward in frequency, possibly causing havoc.  This is a form of
non-linear distortion, and you can't do much about it with filters and such to get rid of it after it has happened, so we want to avoid aliasing if at all
possible because it causes permanent degradation.  Aliasing can and will happen every time something is sampled, even when doing innocuous seeming
things like generating waveforms, and all we can do is minimize it.

Second: For simplicity, these are back-of-the-envelope 1st order type calculations, but they are actually good enough to do the full design.

The DPLL forms a first order low pass IIR (infinite impulse response, or recursive, equivalent to an RC analog) filter for phase noise, which means it
filters out input components that are above a certain cutoff frequency.  The loop gain of the DPLL sets the cutoff frequency, or the frequency above which
the filtering starts, and below this there is no filtering action.  The loop gain is an ill-specified parameter, one factor in particular is the LC Q, so we can
only estimate the cutoff to be somewhere around 148Hz.  Since it is clocked at 196.67MHz (actually 196.666667MHz) and it uses DDR elements at the
I/O, this puts Nyquist at 196.67MHz, so it can effectively filter and reduce incoming noise, RF, etc. all the way up to 196.67MHz.  Above that noise is
free to enter and alias.  So it's clear that we want the effective sampling rate of the outside world to be as high as possible for aliasing reasons, as well as
for maximum resolution reasons. The output of the DPLL for axis data use is the frequency number into the NCO, which is 32 bits wide.

Next is a first order low pass IIR filter set to a cutoff frequency of 489kHz, and it is also clocked at 196.67MHz.  This filter exists to downsample from
196.67 MHz sample rate to half that, or 98.33MHz, because the following filter can't physically operate at the full clock rate (this is an FPGA speed
limitation on very wide addition going on inside the filter).  The following filter is clocked at 98.33MHz, so its Nyquist limit is half this or 49.165MHz. 
If we divide this by the filter cutoff of 489kHz we get 100.54, which means there are 2 decades of attenuation at 49.165MHz.  Since filters "roll off" or
attenuate at a rate of order * decades * 20dB / decade (or 6dB / octave) we have 1 * 2 * 20dB = 40dB of anti-alias attenuation.  The previous DPLL stage
also provides anti-alias attenuation, which is 49.165MHz / 148Hz = 332,195 or 5.5 decades, and 1 * 5.5 * 20dB = 110dB.  40dB + 110dB = 150dB. 
Since there are 6dB per bit (bits double the information carrying capacity, and 6dB is a ratio of 2) we have 150 / 6 = 25 bits of attenuation, which is only
a little less than our data width of 32, so any aliasing products that are generated by the next filter doing its sampling at 1/2 the rate will be quite small.

Next is a cascade of 4 first order low pass IIR filters set to identical cutoff frequencies of 208Hz and clocked at 98.33MHz.  We want to sample the final
output of this cascade at the PCM rate of 48kHz, and hand it off to the software side of things to further filter and then manipulate.  The PCM Nyquist
limit is obviously 24kHz, and if we divide this by the filter cutoff frequency of 208Hz we get 115.38.  This is 2 decades, which gives us 4 * 2 * 20dB =
160dB of anti-aliasing attenuation at 24kHz, or 160 / 6 = 26.7 bits, which again protects our 32 bits of data pretty well from the aliasing products of
resampling.  In fact, the DPLL also removed 24kHz / 148Hz = 162 or 2.2 decades, 1 * 2.2 * 20dB = 44dB of content at 24kHz, which puts us at 160dB +
24dB = 184dB,  and 184 / 6 = 30 bits, which almost completely covers the data against aliasing at this interface.



The output the 4 filter cascade is latched at 48kHz and sent to a processor register, and the processor pitch axis thread is identically interrupted at 48kHz
to retrieve the data.  The data latch gives us a very uniform synchronous sampling period in the filter clock domain, and also serves to eliminate
metastability and variable flight time issues (the bits will take different times to cross, so changing vector values can get jumbled) as the data crosses into
the processor clock domain.

In software the data is again low pass filtered, this time with a cascade of two second order state variable filters, with the first set to a damping of 2, and
the second to a damping of 1.  This provides critical damping (flattest passband) and also keeps the first filter from overloading before the second filter. 
The cutoff frequency here is set to 300Hz maximum (250Hz maximum if in a 50Hz mains environment) and modulated downward when the hand is
farther from the antenna to improve the signal to noise ratio. 

Following this is a cascade of 6 second order state variable notch filters, which kill the fundamental and first five harmonics of 60Hz mains hum (or
optionally 50Hz mains hum).  The individual dampings are roughly adjusted to give roughly flat output between the notches, otherwise the notch skirts
would overlap too much at higher frequencies.  You want low damping to kill more hum, but you want high damping to admit more signal - it's a
tradeoff.

[EDIT] Errors fixed!

Noise & Bit Growth
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Noise & Bit Growth

Pic from my post above on axis number acquisition:

You can see that we start out with tons of bits from the DPLL NCO, but if we examine the bits when the system is stable, we find that a whole lot of the
least significant bits are changing quickly when nothing is otherwise going on, and therefore not very useful.  Simply truncating the noisy bits away
leaves us with too few bits for musical purposes, and gives a step-like or "zippery" non-smooth response to our hand movements.  What to do?

If we look closer at the unstable bits, we see that much of the bit flipping is happening really fast, in other words the noise has strong high frequency
content.  And we know that our senses will tolerate down to ~100Hz (or perhaps even less) of gestural bandwidth before noticing anything is awry
(laggy, slow, delayed, etc.).  So the first obvious move is to stick a 100Hz low pass filter on there, which allows our gestures to get through, unfortunately
along with any noise in the 0Hz to 100Hz passband, but more importantly lops off the noise above 100Hz, and we discover that at the output of the filter
we've got quite a few more stable bits to work with.  Yay!  Can we do better?

This may sound self-evident, but it took me forever to come to grips with conceptually: noise reduction is really all about reducing the area of the
frequency response where the noise resides (duh).  If your lowpass filter is first order, then the noise above the cutoff frequency will be attenuated at a
rate of 20dB / decade.  For a first order filter set to 100Hz, at the 10 times higher frequency of 1kHz the response is reduced by a factor of 10, or -20dB;
the response at 100 times the cutoff frequency or 10kHz is reduced by a factor of 100, or -40dB, etc..  It's a simple 1:1 slope (when graphed log:log, and
which I never learned in school).  This downward sloping attenuation region above the cutoff frequency is known as the filter "stopband" or "skirt" and it
is the area underneath the skirt which is letting in the noise.  If we can increase the skirt slope we will reduce the area below the skirt, thus reducing noise
without affecting our signal.  The way to increase the skirt slope is to to employ a higher order filter, and this can be as simple as cascading first order
filters.  For each increase by one in the filter order we increase the skirt slope by -20dB / decade, so a second order filter gives us  a -40dB / decade, a
third order gives us -60dB / decade, etc.



If we stick a second first order lowpass filter after our first one we notice at its output that more bits are now stable, but the number of stable bits we've
gained isn't nearly as dramatic as what our first filter gave us.  Sticking a third first order lowpass filter after the second provides us with an even smaller
increase in stable bits, so we've clearly entered into diminishing returns territory.  Our first mild filter gave us a big bit gain by massively reducing the
noise bandwidth, the subsequent filters bit gains were smaller and smaller because all they could do was fractionally decrease the noise via skirt area
reduction. 

And as detailed in the post above, the filter order I ultimately picked for this filtering was based more on alias control at the rate changing interfaces than
based on bit noise improvement.  Though I of course employed the acceptable lowest gestural bandwidth limit of ~100Hz to start the skirts as soon as
possible, and thus maximize the anti-aliasing action and bit noise reduction, and minimize the number of filters required.  (I should also mention that
cascading filters tends to lower the overall cutoff frequency of the result, so the individual cutoffs must be adjusted up somewhat, hence my use of 148Hz
for the DPLL cutoff, and 208Hz for the "multi" filter cutoff above.)

In software, the variable 4th order lowpass filter does a bit of smoothing on our 48kHz down-sampled data, but more importantly squashes any 60Hz /
50Hz mains hum harmonics above the cutoff frequency, and this allows us to use fewer notch filters to clean up the remaining harmonic noise.  Things
are arranged so that the 4th order cutoff frequency is reduced proportional to the hand movement away from the antenna, thus squashing noise even more
in this region of operation.  This is clearly at the expense of gestural bandwidth in the far field, but the effect isn't obvious, and the far field kind of sucks
anyway from a playability perspective on any Theremin due to a variety of issues (long-term null accuracy and therefore linearity due to drift, body
movement, etc. and on analog Theremins there is often further non-linearity due to oscillator coupling).

Finally, there are local interferers to deal with.  I found the regular LCD updating was injecting a 12Hz spike into the axis response, so I changed the code
to only update it when there was an on-screen data change and the spike disappeared.  The LED tuner update is done at 48kHz which would likely be
mostly filtered away, but just to be safe I made the PWM pseudo-random rather than counter-based, and I also massively jittered the data going to it in a
pseudo-random way.

One other thing: there was a weird "traveling hump" in the axis spectrum that followed the audio oscillator pitch.  I figure it was caused by rhythmic
current draw in the FPGA core due to the NCO and filtering calculations going on to generate the audio.  Arranging things so that the variable cutoff of
the 4th order filter was always below the pitch killed the hump pretty much dead.

So, there you have it.  Early on I was obsessed with theoretical ways to "grow the bits" as wide as possible.  Practically, I found that I could rely on the
DPLL itself and the anti-alias sampling rate reduction filters to do most of that sort of bulk filtering.  But, in the end, mains filtering was found to be a
major component of the overall noise, and special attention also had to be paid to local interferers.  I found that there was plenty of noise below the
100Hz cutoff that had to be dealt with on a case-by-case basis with special filtering / randomizing.

The D-Lev environmental filtering and local interference reduction is so effective that I'm seeing individual data steps on the LED tuner where the
resolution totally poops out (at null).  Before I took these various steps at mitigation I was seeing mostly noise there.  I wish I could have known up-front
that noise reduction is much more important than increasing the resolution via averaging, I could have easily shaved a year or two off of my
investigations / efforts.  Resolution by itself isn't useful without effective noise reduction, and resolution will just "happen" if you start with a reasonable
number of bits and do routine filtering.  And the extreme far field (0.6m to 1.0m) is kinda crap no matter what you do, and nobody plays there anyway
(not with any precision), so it's not worth obsessing over.
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Finally, there are local interferers to deal with.  I found the regular LCD updating was injecting a 12Hz spike into the axis response, so I
changed the code to only update it when there was an on-screen data change and the spike disappeared.  The LED tuner update is done at
48kHz which would likely be mostly filtered away, but just to be safe I made the PWM pseudo-random rather than counter-based, and I also
massively jittered the data going to it in a pseudo-random way.

One other thing: there was a weird "traveling hump" in the axis spectrum that followed the audio oscillator pitch.  I figure it was caused by
rhythmic current draw in the FPGA core due to the NCO and filtering calculations going on to generate the audio.  Arranging things so that
the variable cutoff of the 4th order filter was always below the pitch killed the hump pretty much dead.

Very interesting. 
How do you think, will filtering on VCC line of oscillator connector help to reduce interference from digital part? Is RC filter on oscillator board
enough?  
Ferrite + C from main board side near oscillator connector? Separate voltage regulator? 
Will placing of inductor and oscillator board far from main board, close to antennas help? 
What about putting main board into shielded cabinet (metal box?). Distance from small cabinet box to antennas is planned to be about 12cm each.
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"How do you think, will filtering on VCC line of oscillator connector help to reduce interference from digital part? Is RC filter on oscillator board
enough?  
Ferrite + C from main board side near oscillator connector? Separate voltage regulator?"  - Buggins

My AFE's have separate regulation, though the FPGA pins themselves are probably jumping around a bit due to internal current fluctuations.  This stuff
is so tender that it could be coming from anywhere.

"Will placing of inductor and oscillator board far from main board, close to antennas help?"

I'm doing this too, and it probably can't hurt.

"What about putting main board into shielded cabinet (metal box?). Distance from small cabinet box to antennas is planned to be about 12cm each."

You might still experience conducted emissions, from the wires connecting the stuff inside box to the stuff outside.  But again, it probably can't hurt.

The way to diagnose this stuff is to make a special SW load that 4th order high pass (~10Hz to remove DC) filters the pitch axis numbers and spits it out
as audio.  Then you can use audio SW on your PC to look at the data and do real-time FFT.  This is how I caught the "traveling bump".



You do what you reasonably can do up-front to ward off trouble (voltage regulation, keep sensitive stuff away from noise, etc.) then track down the
special cases once you've got it all working.
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That whole piano recording doesn't sound too bad, jumping through it, only on my plastic PC speakers though. 
More towards the end, some of the mid/lower notes sound overly dampened (high end roll off)?

Those kind of sounds, when the lower keys attack after 3 minutes or so... my Roland just doesn't sound like that... it sounds less full somehow and more
artificial, more reminiscent of my soundfont days. 
But I have a suspicion that the velocity curves coming from its more synth-optimized keyboard may ruin some of it, IIRC even the software piano
sounded worse when it was driven by that, vs. a MIDI controller with full weight keys / hammers.

.otherwise we could have absolutely killer, lush, nuanced digital piano voices even in low-end $500 instruments, and my own damn testing showed that
there was nothing like that even on the highest end.

I was cured of such notions (well, not really, but gained awareness) after I looked at the prices of guitar loopers and estimated what would roughly be in
there, especially the increase of price vs. feature set. A few stomp buttons more and some cheap software features added, let's charge those
aforementioned $500 for a lower end keyboard for such a stompbox... 
(Ok, I have a couple chained china loopers now, not that they're really doing everything I'd like them to )

.Though I must admit that it was a bit of a thrill informing die-hard Yamaha fanboys that their latest top-of-the-line stage piano - AS PLAYED BY SIR
ELTON JOHN HIMSELF!  AT NAMM! - was audibly looped.

Maybe those pianos are more for live performances where it's not that important, and practicing. 
In the studio, stuff like NI Komplete probably has you covered with gigabytes of samples. 
Elton John, though... I know people who have a quiet day job and like to go to concerts a couple times a year, loud rock concerts, and who, despite being
younger than me, fail to hear high whistling noises of cheap ethernet switches, chargers and stuff like that. 
I imagine that Sir Elton, who was orders of magnitude more often ON stage than those people were in front of it, plus rehearsals, does himself not care
much about such subtle things 
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"That whole piano recording doesn't sound too bad, jumping through it, only on my plastic PC speakers though." - tinkeringdude

Through good headphones, the middle "Brilliant" piano sounds like crap, I wish they'd stuck just about anything else in there (tack piano, etc.).

"But I have a suspicion that the velocity curves coming from its more synth-optimized keyboard may ruin some of it, IIRC even the software piano
sounded worse when it was driven by that, vs. a MIDI controller with full weight keys / hammers."

I agree, velocity has so much to do with it.  There was a "shootout" web page where they ran the same MIDI file through a bunch of digital pianos and
sample sets, and when the overall velocity was clearly too high for the thing (as it often was) there was almost no point to the comparison.  I adjusted the
velocities down in the Satie MIDI file to bring out the subtleties and nuance of the RD-700NX.

"Maybe those pianos are more for live performances where it's not that important, and practicing."

I'm sure there is something to designing a digital piano to be "band friendly" so it "cuts through" or "sits back" in the mix.  But I think that effort could be
made largely orthogonal to a high quality, high fidelity, realistically detailed piano voice offering.  But my experience is that was used as an excuse for
hacked down, obviously looped fare.  And honestly, when I hear a digital piano in a band situation (or god forbid on a recording) it always sounds
annoyingly fake.  I've come to loathe them, particularly when <$500 digital pianos are causing real pianos to end up on the scrap heap.  And there's
nothing like the lush sound from a good instrument to encourage practice, and nothing like crap sound from a bad one to discourage it.

Counter As Filter
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Counter As Filter

I've read that a counter can be used as a filter, but it always confused me as to how that might be possible.  Here is a divide by 8 counter:

For every 4 rising edges at the input the output changes.  So only 1 out of 4 edges influence the output, and the other three could be located wherever.  If
we were to somehow time the output edges we would see that this is an integrate-and-dump filter for period.  It "integrates" or sums the periods of 4
clocks before changing the output, and for every 8 clock periods in we get one clock period out.  The "dumping" is because none of the input clock
periods are "recounted" or reused in any way for previous or subsequent output periods.



There was a Theremin on the web at one point, I believe it was on a Russian site?  It had a rather elaborate ferrite slug coil in the CMOS oscillator,
followed by a binary ripple counter to bring the oscillation down to low audio.  This was piped into a PC soundcard where the period was measured and
averaged, and a Theremin voice presumably synthesized and played with that as control.

Best case here for measurement is dividing down to perhaps 10Hz, where measuring this period with a 48kHz audio input might yield 48000 / 10 = 4800
count resolution.  This is one instance where measuring rise-to-rise and fall-to-fall would be prudent, as the signal coming out of the divider is guaranteed
to be a perfect 50/50 duty cycle square wave.  This might double the resolution count to ~10,000 or ~11 bits, and it would also double the sample rate to
20Hz.  Of course a ton of these bits are useless, as the period will only change 3% or 4% or so in normal Theremin use.  So I don't think this approach is
all that viable for a high quality Theremin as the gestural bandwidth would have to be abysmal for it to work at all.  But it is an interesting application of
a counter as an integrate-and-dump filter.
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There was a Theremin on the web at one point, I believe it was on a Russian site?  It had a rather elaborate ferrite slug coil in the CMOS
oscillator, followed by a binary ripple counter to bring the oscillation down to low audio.  This was piped into a PC soundcard where the
period was measured and averaged, and a Theremin voice presumably synthesized and played with that as control.

At first time I thought it's Paradox theremin designed by ILYA. 

Oscillator gives ~7% of frequency dependency on C_hand. 
After divider, frequency spread will still be 7%, e.g. 10KHz for far hand distance and 9.3KHz for near. 
At 48000 sample clock, measured edge position will have 15.5 bits. +1 for both edges = 16.5  
4 upper bits are useless due to 7% changing range. 12.5 bits left. 
Averaging for 64 samples gives 6 bits, but 10KHz->160Hz gives 3.3ms latency (not 6.6 because averaging gives value for middle point of frame). 
18.5 bits seems playable.

As well, if signal has not too sharp edges, subsampling interpolation may be used. We have 16 or 24 bits of sampled data. 
Instead of simple detection that in sample, there is 0->1 or 1->0 transition, take sample before and after transition, then calculate fractional part of edge
using sample values. It should give a few more bits.

Actually, there is additional latency introduced by audio board (round trip lag = input latency + output latency + processing latency). 
Low latency audio board is needed.
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"At first time I thought it's Paradox theremin designed by ILYA."  - Buggins

Looking through my files, it's the D-sensor by Andre Smirnov:

From his web pages here: https://asmir.info/tsensors_sch.htm.  The pages haven't been updated in a long time (2007) so I'm wondering what happened to
him and his projects.

It looks like maybe he feeds 5kHz to the soundcard.  The coil looks like no fun to wind.  All those 4000 series CMOS in series would give a boatload of
delay, likely temperature dependent.  His later designs use the same coil but only a single inverter, along with outboard bandpass amplitude detection,
like the volume side of a Theremin.

"Oscillator gives ~7% of frequency dependency on C_hand."

When my hand is almost touching the D-Lev pitch plate (the pitch field is still linear there, but I never really play it that close if I can help it because
vibrato would have me slapping the antenna) I'm reading 1.17MHz on the frequency counter.  With my hand and arm retracted fully to my body I'm
reading 1.23MHz.  (1.23 - 1.17) / 1.2 = 0.05 = 5%.  Almost all of that is right at the antenna.  And this is a plate, not a rod antenna.  A rod would have
even less sensitivity.

"At 48000 sample clock, measured edge position will have 15.5 bits. +1 for both edges = 16.5"

If you measure two edges one second apart...

"As well, if signal has not too sharp edges, subsampling interpolation may be used. We have 16 or 24 bits of sampled data. 
Instead of simple detection that in sample, there is 0->1 or 1->0 transition, take sample before and after transition, then calculate fractional part of edge
using sample values. It should give a few more bits."

http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/32324/paradox
http://www.thereminworld.com/Forums/T/32324/paradox
https://asmir.info/tsensors_sch.htm


I agree that this sort of processing, correlating a best-fit to the analog data, with data that is more amenable to this (sine, triangle) could give one better
timing information than simple square edge timing.
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"Oscillator gives ~7% of frequency dependency on C_hand."

When my hand is almost touching the D-Lev pitch plate (the pitch field is still linear there, but I never really play it that close if I can help it
because vibrato would have me slapping the antenna) I'm reading 1.17MHz on the frequency counter.  With my hand and arm retracted fully
to my body I'm reading 1.23MHz.  (1.23 - 1.17) / 1.2 = 0.05 = 5%.  Almost all of that is right at the antenna.  And this is a plate, not a rod
antenna.  A rod would have even less sensitivity. 

In my LTSpice simulation with antenna C = 8pF and C_hand=0..1.5pF range, I see 7% of frequency change range. 
Are you using additional C from antenna to GND? Big coil self-capacitance? Bigger antenna capacitance?

"At 48000 sample clock, measured edge position will have 15.5 bits. +1 for both edges = 16.5" 
If you measure two edges one second apart... 

Yes, my mistake. Not sure how I got 15.5 bits.

One period 48000/10000 gives only 2 bits. 
10KHz signal, 32 periods interval averaging - 3ms total length for 32periods. 
x32 interval gives 5 bits. 
Additional averaging of periods with moving average FIR filter for 32 sequential edges gives 5 more bits. 
Double edges give 1 bit. 
Unknown number of bits may be collected with subsampling of edge position. 
2+5+5+1 = 13 
5% oscillator freq change eats 4.5 bits. 
13-4.5 = 8.5 
Everything depends on unknown number of bits from analog/dac subsampling of edge. 
With 5 bits, it would be playable at 30-40cm distance. 
Inceasing of latency twice should give 2 more bits == extend range by 10cm
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"Are you using additional C from antenna to GND? Big coil self-capacitance? Bigger antenna capacitance?"  - Buggins

No explicit C to ground except for 1pF for sensing.  Coils are single layer solenoid air core with good aspect ratio, so self C should be minimal.  Plate
area is large so intrinsic C is large, but mutual C to the hand should be theoretically even larger - or so say my old simulations with FastCap.  IIRC a plate
is somewhere around twice as sensitive as a rod in terms of % delta C.  Maybe I should move the monkey away...

[EDIT] Moved the monkey, moved the counter away from the plate, measured 1.18MHz with my fingertips maybe 1cm away from the plate; measured
1.234MHz with my hand at my side or maybe 0.6m away.  That's 4.5%

Shemale
dewster 2/28/2020 6:50:05 PM [2031]

Shemale

The new PV_FMOD controls are really improved, much more intuitive and useful, and so finally worth the one full UI page they consume.  I borrowed
heavily from the volume knee code and then tuned it a bit.  It speeds coding up greatly if you have proven boilerplate elsewhere in your design.  Here is
the axis transformation:

The linear axis number range is shown at left.  From this we subtract the Vloc or Ploc knob value (the knob value is left shifted to make it full scale, then
offset to cover the range [0.75:1), or 48dB in linear axis space).  This is limited to lop off the negative values, then shifted right twice to divide by 4 (not
shown, this gives mul more low end range), then multiplied up by Vmul or Pmul (the knob value is squared to extend the dynamic range), then limited
again to lop off values too large to fit in the 32 bit integer register space as an unsigned value.

The above is used to modulate the various filter cutoff frequencies in the D-Lev.  There are separate enables for the oscillator filter, the noise filter, and
the formant filter bank (of which 4 out of 8 are modulate-able).  When enabled, the PV_FMOD takes the place of the more general PVmod mechanism
which is fed to everything else that can be modulated via the axis numbers.  PV_FMOD allows us to quite sharply change filter frequencies: if Pmul is to



maximum, one can do an entire filter sweep from subsonic to the maximum of A8 or 7040Hz over the range of less than one half note step.  Ploc sets the
location for this change, above which the change takes place.  One can also do much milder modulation and / or over much wider note / volume ranges if
so desired.

Here is a male voice preset being modulated with both axes via PV_FMOD, followed by an example of the step-like filter frequency sweep over the full
range: [MP3].  Playing the step slowly (hard to do!) sounds like we're tuning a radio, playing it quickly sounds like "blips".  The sound itself is a high Q
filter stimulated by noise, giving us a sine wave.

Here is a male voice preset morphing to female with increasing pitch, via formant modulation, first with the blend being over approximately one octave,
then more abruptly over the range of less than half a step: [MP3].  I thought this would be more interesting / spooky, but it's just goofy.  Not sure if one
could find a real use for it.

These are rather extreme examples of what it can do, one would probably use it more to change vowels subtly and slowly.

[EDIT] Corrected errors in the axis transformation text.

AaahhOOOooo(Gaaa)
dewster 3/1/2020 5:16:29 PM [2032]

AaahhOOOooo(Gaaa)

A female vocal morphing from Ah to Oo over an octave or so range: [MP3]. 

A 2-axis volume side would be well suited for this kind of stuff.

dewster 3/2/2020 2:18:54 AM [2033]

"My thought isn't original and coincides with opinions of professional thereminists:  constantly looking at the tuner is not only useless, but also harmful
for playing in tune." - ILYA

I can't say I'm coming at playing the Theremin from a position of knowing it well enough to play it even passably before I had a sufficiently responsive
patterned tuner, so take this with a grain of salt (and the following isn't intended as a plug for my own stuff or a knock at others).  The Theremin was (and
still is) absolutely fascinating to me from a physics standpoint, but my EW was honestly something of a let-down in the music department.  I could play a
recognizable phrase or two on it, but I basically put zero time into learning the thing because it just didn't inspire me at all (probably a failing on my
part).  The Theremini was more fun initially, but the untrimmable v1.0 SW calibration procedure mostly precluded musical playing on it, so once I was
past the "woo-woo" trying out all the presets point, I was pretty much over it.

Relying on a tuner may be rather like watching one's fingers when learning how to touch type: it can speed things up initially but will impede one's later
progression (speaking from personal painful experience here with the typewriter).  Pitch correction is yet another thing that I don't think I would want to
do without, as it improves my sloppy playing technique, and allows me to indulge in pieces that would sound rather worse without it.  And if one is using
pitch correction, then one must know where the pitch is in an absolute sense at all times in order to not have it fight one and introduce further error.  So
watching the tuner is rather mandatory when pitch correction is engaged - it's a package deal.

Are pitch correction and the tuner crutches?  Will the wider note spacing I'm using (~3x normal) turn on me at some point?  Will I eventually rue the day
I ever decided to use these things?  Will they then take forever to unlearn?   Who can say, but I'm really 100% OK with them at this point, and they
largely enhance my personal enjoyment of playing the Theremin.  But what this all means in the larger scheme of Theremins is probably nothing, as we
all have our own little ways.  Anecdata...

[EDIT] To continue with ILYA's positives:

"Nevereless it is still useful for: 
1. Adjusting after production. 
2. Soundless tuning before performance. 
3. First note search. 
4. Finger position trainings. 
5. All kinds of checks (linearity, thermal drift an so on). 
6.(Maybe) ear training."

1. This applies to the D-Lev as well, the axis processing numbers have to be set after the thing is constructed. 
2  This is also something I do on the D-Lev, I press the autocal button and check the tuner for proper note spacing in the far field (same as adjusting pitch
& volume null on an analog Theremin). 
3. This is absolutely critical IMO, particularly when playing without accompaniment.  One of the main issues I had with the EW was I didn't know where
to start a song out.  Now that I've got a bit of muscle memory built up I really rely on it for playing, and the least little thing throws it "out of calibration",
so at this point I really, really need to know where to start a song that I already know how to play.  There's a good reason Theremin included a (single
note) tuner on some of his models, and many pros have a guitar tuner or similar permanently attached to the line-out. 
4.  This is something I use the tuner for too, though it's more arm / hand.  And since I use the tuner continuously, it's real-time training rather than off-
line. 
5.  This also applies to the D-Lev, drift mostly affects the far field, and thus linearity there, so if the far field note spacing is off there has been some drift,
or my body has moved some, etc.  And the tuner is essential to setting the near field linearity knob, it would be a gigantic pain to adjust otherwise. 
6.  The more you play in tune, the more your ear gets trained to hear good pitch.  If a tuner has a high precision display (e.g. PWM) then it can provide
direct and detailed pitch feedback.  Pitch correction is also part of this, as it forces you to hear more notes as perfect (if you set it to absolutely correct).

Can you just plug a guitar tuner into an EW and get all of these benefits?  Volume side obviously no.  Pitch side partially, but much is lost due to high
latency (if you can't rely on it to know where the pitch is RIGHT NOW! then you can't use it actively during play), and the lack of regular, easy to
recognize patterns on the tuner (you can't afford to waste any brain cycles figuring anything out on the tuner, it has to be absolutely as intuitive as
possible).

http://www.mediafire.com/file/6l652pdhmwujdcd/2020-02-26_fmod.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/zvpsn5finuwy3hy/2020-02-28_sh%2Am%2Al%2A.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/z50oajmb8fso77c/2020-03-01_ahh_ooo.mp3/file
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Verdict is "Must Have"!
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"Verdict is "Must Have"! "  - ILYA

Yay!  I'm going to dub the tuner on the D-Lev Active Tuner(TM) (or maybe "Dynamic Tuner"?) as it can be used for real-time playing feedback (for
better or for worse...).

Heterodyne => Phase Difference => Integrate => Period Measurement
dewster 3/2/2020 11:35:37 PM [2036]

Heterodyne => Phase Difference => Integrate => Period Measurement

ILYA's use of a switched capacitor filter construct to do heterodyning got me thinking again about how to do something vaguely like it in an FPGA,
which led me here:

Above is one way.  An LC oscillator is XORed with F_fix, a fixed NCO (numerically controlled oscillator) in the FPGA, possibly dithered to break up
modes. On every system clock (F_sys), inc/dec a signed counter up when XOR=1, down when XOR=0 (the phase here is not important because we're not
locking to it via feedback).  On every rising edge of F_fix store the counter value and reset / load the counter with +/- 1 (as dictated by the XOR output). 
This stored value produces a triangular waveform with an amplitude that is almost constant for a given F_fix and F_sys, as long as the LC oscillator
frequency doesn't differ too much from F_fix.

Accumulate the stored counter value on every F_fix rising edge.  This produces a sine-like waveform, with an amplitude that increases directly with
decreasing heterodyned difference frequency.  The amplitude increase would increase the resolution for the thresholding, as the slope at the intersection
of the x axis would then be constant:

Add dither to the accumulated value before thresholding to increase resolution and break up modes.  A DC servo mechanism is needed to maintain long-
term zero mean in accumulator, here we're detecting the duty cycle after the dithering and thresholding.

Measure the period of the squared-up output, and filter this measurement further.  It seems odd harmonics, either at the triangle or sine tap points, are not
an impediment to thresholded edge location, as they only increase the slope of the transition through zero and don't cause ripples there.

If properly adjusted, offset heterodyning here would give you almost "perfect linearity" but operating the LC oscillator too low (<1MHz) would put the
heterodyned output dangerously close to audio, where it could possibly bleed through.  The offset also helps to keep the min/max heterodyned frequency
within reasonable bounds (say 10:1).  But it's a very "interconnected" overall design, and the sampling and filtering rates downstream are highly variable.



Am I going to switch the D-Lev guts over to this or a similar scheme?  The very far field might be able to dramatically benefit, though it really depends
on how you do things, and perhaps aliasing and hum filtering would suffer.  And who really cares about the very far field anyway.  I feel that I completely
understand the current D-Lev axis scheme and all of its nuances.  The modules that make it up are simple and relatively isolated from each other, and it
performs well, so I guess that's a no.  But I'll probably never stop looking for something better.
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Above is one way.  An LC oscillator is XORed with F_fix, a fixed NCO (numerically controlled oscillator) in the FPGA, possibly dithered to
break up modes. On every system clock (F_sys), inc/dec a signed counter up when XOR=1, down when XOR=0 (the phase here is not
important because we're not locking to it via feedback).  On every rising edge of F_fix store the counter value and reset / load the counter
with +/- 1 (as dictated by the XOR output).  This stored value produces a triangular waveform with an amplitude that is almost constant for a
given F_fix and F_sys, as long as the LC oscillator frequency doesn't differ too much from F_fix.

You don't need XOR + integrate stage to get triangle.

Instead, use fixed frequency counter at sampling clock F_s (clock at F_osc input D_trigger, not 48000Hz) modulo F_ref. 
It generates sawtooth 0..T_ref-1. It can be easy converted to triangle wave by simple calculations (especially when T_ref is multiple of 4*F_s). 
After heterodyning (latching triangle counter output by F_osc edge) gives triangle wave of frequency F_ref - F_osc. 
Passing it to several stages of IIR gives sine wave. 
Actually, we can get two triangles shifted by PI/2 from F_ref counter. 
After heterodyning and IIR, we have second sine shifted from first one by PI/2. 
Taking atan2(sin1,sin2) gives phase of heterodyned signal. 
Now you can easy find frequency of heterodyne output by calculating diff of phases. 
But I'm afraid this design will suffer from the same aliasing issue I found in simulation of my approach. 
It will give very good precision for 99% of F_osc, giving modulated error near frequencies F_s*a/b where a/b is rational. 
It looks like fundamental issue if having F_osc sampled (D-trigger) at some frequency. 
Dithering of F_ref (F_s) could help, but I haven't manage to fix aliasing by applying simulated dithering (phase shift) to F_osc in my simulation.

BTW, do you have some deserializer hardware in your FPGA device (special purpose shift register, probably working in DDR mode)? 
Something which can sample signal at higher frequency (>1GHz) providing output in parallel form with lower frequency (e.g. 150-250MHz)? 
If so, it worths more to use it as signal source, to reduce sampling aliasing.

I have .sv implementation for Xilinx which gives 1200MHz effective sample rate with single ISERDESE2 deserializer (gives 8 bits each 150MHz cycle). 
With several deserializers fed with F_osc delayed by small interval using IDELAYE2, it's possible to oversample several times more. 
E.g. with x4 oversampling with delays 1/4 F_s, you can get 32 bits each 150MHz clock cycle. It's effective 4800Mhz sampling rate. 
8 delays give 9600MHz sampling (64 parallel bits). 
Parallel slices from shift register can be converted to (signal_changed_flag, number_of_first_bit_with_change). 
This pair can then be converted to either (edge_flag, sample_counter_value) or (edge_flag, half_edge_duration). 
So, 6 additional precise bits of input data (comparing to simple sampling at 150MHz) can be collected using 8 ISERDESE2 + 8 IDELAYE2 modules +
some LUTs and FFs (100..200).

Additional processing, e.g. Delay+Diff followed by IIR can increase it to really high sensitivity / low latency sensor.
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"You don't need XOR + integrate stage to get triangle. 
Instead, use fixed frequency counter at sampling clock F_s (clock at F_osc input D_trigger, not 48000Hz) modulo F_ref.
It generates sawtooth 0..T_ref-1. It can be easy converted to triangle wave by simple calculations (especially when T_ref is multiple of 4*F_s). 
After heterodyning (latching triangle counter output by F_osc edge) gives triangle wave of frequency F_ref - F_osc. 
Passing it to several stages of IIR gives sine wave. 
Actually, we can get two triangles shifted by PI/2 from F_ref counter. 
After heterodyning and IIR, we have second sine shifted from first one by PI/2. 
Taking atan2(sin1,sin2) gives phase of heterodyned signal. 
Now you can easy find frequency of heterodyne output by calculating diff of phases. 
But I'm afraid this design will suffer from the same aliasing issue I found in simulation of my approach. 
It will give very good precision for 99% of F_osc, giving modulated error near frequencies F_s*a/b where a/b is rational. 
It looks like fundamental issue if having F_osc sampled (D-trigger) at some frequency. 
Dithering of F_ref (F_s) could help, but I haven't manage to fix aliasing by applying simulated dithering (phase shift) to F_osc in my simulation." -
Buggins

Sorry, it probably isn't clear, but the "+/- count" is clocked by F_sys = 200MHz (if I were doing this in the FPGA I'm currently using).  The up/down
counter followed by a D latch is one form of phase detector you can use with a DPLL.  A square wave "convolved" (mixed) with a square wave will give
a triangle wave, which should have finer phase information than one one system clock (F_sys), particularly if we dither the accumulator of the NCO
which produces F_fix.  I believe this structure should, over a period of time (dither is an averaging thing) have no sticky points or other issues.

The triangle is updated at F_fix, or ~1MHz, and "stacking the pieces" of the triangle via an integrator (also operating at F_fix rate) automatically gives a
rough sine wave with no filtering necessary (well, an accumulator is an integrator, so there actually is filtering going on).  Because integrators have
infinite gain at DC, the amplitude of the sine increases with decreasing frequency.  This makes the slope as the sine goes through zero constant, which
gives us constant precision here to measure phase.  It also means this could easily overload at lower frequencies, so a low-pass filter operating in the
cutoff region might be a better fit here (a "leaky bucket").

Dithering before we threshold the output again gives continuous type resolution over time.

Finally, a DC servo is necessary to keep the accumulator centered around zero.



"BTW, do you have some deserializer hardware in your FPGA device (special purpose shift register, probably working in DDR mode)?"

Yes, I'm using DDR at both the input and output of the DPLLs.

Thinking Inside The Box
dewster 3/3/2020 1:36:45 PM [2039]

Thinking Inside The Box

A few more enclosure ideas:

Above left is the "Flip Phone" enclosure.  I presume the LCD and encoders and volume axis would be in the lower box, tuner & pitch axis in the upper
box.  Wiring between them seems problematic.

Above right is the "Wedgie" or stage monitor type enclosure.  Has the advantage of a flat bottom, but angles are fixed and a lot of wasted volume.  But
you could set it on a table and play it (for whatever that's worth, something I suppose).

Finally: 

Not earth-shatteringly different than previous designs presented here, but the box is wider and deeper and the coils are now inside.  The tuner is angled a
bit maybe.  Recessed plate in the back for the boom stand thread and various I/O jacks and such.  Offset auxiliary controls to keep them away from the
volume coil.  The only thing that concerns me is the pitch coil being so close to the LCD, which I'm sure is doing some sort of AC thing I have no control
over.

I've been unconsciously holding myself to a "MINIMAL VOLUME!" constraint when it comes to enclosures - but my god, Theremin's own creations
were positively full of air (hot air at that, due to the glowing tubes and general power dissipation going on).  More volume allows the coils to "breathe"
and probably eases manufacture.  More to schlep around though.  Looking for a happy medium here.

The wider box also allows larger area plates to fit in the removable top for storage.

[EDIT] Maybe make the width dimension large enough to center the circular note display, with the octave and volume to the left.  This would locate it
further away from the pitch coil.

Axis Processing Via Oscilloscope
dewster 3/3/2020 7:27:04 PM [2040]

Axis Processing Via Oscilloscope

I've mentioned this a billion times, so sorry for the repeated repeat, but it's rather relevant to current discussions.



If you make the setup show at the lower right you can do an extremely quick and informative "what kind of information can I get and how stable / noisy
is it?" demonstration for yourself and others.  If you use an LC oscillator to look at frequency change at the antenna, I would recommend one that has
little or no capacitive padding at the antenna.  If you use a function generator to only look at phase change at the antenna, you should use a very stable
one based on a crystal reference that generates no appreciable jitter.  Hook it up to a rod or plate antenna, and observe the response with a digital scope
via a 1pF capacitor.  If you are using a good coil, just laying the scope probe near the antenna should be enough.  Don't forget to ground the oscillator /
generator and scope. 

Next, set the scope delayed trigger to 16.666667ms if you live in a 60Hz mains country, or 20ms if you live in a 50Hz mains country.  Set the horizontal
axis so you see a wave or two on the screen.  If you are using a function generator, adjust the frequency until you see a huge resonance voltage on the
screen.  There will be several, pick the one at the lowest frequency that should also have the highest amplitude.  Move your hand around a little.  With
this setup you should easily see the wave on the screen move around when you move your pinky finger 1m away from the antenna.  If you zoom up the
horizontal axis on the scope you can see the amplitude of the environmental / circuit / generator / oscillator noise as fluctuations in the position of the
wave horizontally, and you can write down the extremes of this fluctuation as your rough noise number.

The reason we pick the trigger delay based on mains frequency is it allows a full cycle of mains hum induced noise to exactly fit in the delay period, thus
cancelling it out end to end.  This works too for all harmonics of the mains frequency, as shown at lower left.

The problem with using this to acquire axis numbers is you need a fast A/D, a decent resolution (~8 bits) & deep memory to hold all the data, and some
way to interpret partial LC waves in there.  The measurement period doesn't actually have to be perfect to effectively cancel mains hum, so measuring
how many full cycles are in ~16.66667ms or ~20ms would be sufficient, which could eliminate the A/D and most of the memory.  And there must be
aliasing of RF and such going on.  But I've found mains hum to be the dominant noise source on my prototype.

The setup discussed here should be one of the very first experiments any budding Theremin designer does.  It gives you an incredibly intuitive feel for
what you're dealing with in terms of coils, Q, antenna geometry / area, hand capacitance, noise, etc.  You can measure coil Q with it too, and can
investigate linearity.

[EDIT] Just laid a test lead connected to a scope probe near the pitch plate of my D-Lev with the above setup.  Watching the tuner LEDs, where the
changes get "chunky" in the very far field, I'm seeing chunk change associated with ~15ns waveform movements on the scope.  Since the delay is
16.666ms, this corresponds to 16,666,666ns / 15ns = 1,111,111, or 20 bits of resolution.  The chunks are quite stable (at least when the heater isn't on,
which causes it to jump around a bit now and then), which means there are more bits to be had before hitting the noise floor.  Fascinating!
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Dewster,

See my analysis of main hum noise problem in my thread

pitts8rh 3/8/2020 5:02:46 PM [2042]

Back to the D-Lev for a moment...

1) On the subject of ACAL again, I'm thinking that this new smaller D-Lev II housing is going to be a problem for placement of a button.  No matter
where I go near the bottom of the front panel your trigger hand is going to be within four inches of the volume antenna.  Even if you could compensate
for this with your VCAL setting I am afraid that the close proximity is going to magnify any inconsistencies in your triggering hand position.  Plus I've
already placed the headphone and pitch preview jacks near the bottom, and even these are getting uncomfortably close to the high impedance area that
I'm trying to avoid as much as possible.

I'm still thinking that a delayed ACAL would be the best answer for anyone who does not want the added foot switch accessory. This is assuming that
you could do it in the software. This would allow the ACAL button with a flashing led (like a camera's delayed shutter) to be placed in any convenient
position on the panel and you could hit the button and get into playing position (and smile if you wish) before the calibration runs.

http://thereminworld.com/forums/T/32640?post=217479#217479


I'm open to other suggestions, but as much as I like the pedal I don't think it should be a requirement and some sort of panel button will be needed.  I just
have doubts about how it would work out with an arm that close to the volume antenna.

2) Finding small dual-ganged audio taper pots in the right physical size for master and preview volume is not looking good.  I'm thinking of going ahead
with linear pots and shunt resistors and hope that these spdif/audio converters can drive them.  I haven't measured the source z of the converters, but
worst case we might end up with a slight tapering or even none at all.  With small diameter knobs on the volume controls, I don't think it's all that
important.   Your thoughts? 
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"1) On the subject of ACAL again, I'm thinking that this new smaller D-Lev II housing is going to be a problem for placement of a button.  No matter
where I go near the bottom of the front panel your trigger hand is going to be within four inches of the volume antenna.  Even if you could compensate
for this with your VCAL setting I am afraid that the close proximity is going to magnify any inconsistencies in your triggering hand position."  - pitts8rh

It could be narrower enclosures with the coils inside might be a bit touchier to ACAL, though I just tried an ACAL with my fingers 4" away from the
volume plate edge and that needs Vcal=36 to position the field.  Vcal and Pcal are straight encoder values, if needed I could possibly scale them a bit
with a polynomial or similar to extend their range.  One tends to need more positive range, so maybe the knob range could be biased.

One thing I like a lot about instantaneous ACAL is I can see immediately on the note display if the ACAL was good, as it always goes to the same note
when it is.  If it seems a bit off I just do another ACAL, all of which takes a split second.  The tediously time consuming and indistinct Theremini ACAL
process left such a bad taste in my mouth I don't want to do anything like that if I can avoid it.  The instructions and the procedure associated with a delay
might be more complicated (where should I put my arms?, etc.).

[EDIT] So i guess my response is: stick the button somewhere on the case, preferably not right next to either of the axes antennas or "business ends" of
the coils, and the current SW will probably be able to deal with it.  If it can't we can likely alter it to do so.  I would pick somewhere on the lower right of
the front panel, like on my prototype.

"2) Finding small dual-ganged audio taper pots in the right physical size for master and preview volume is not looking good.  I'm thinking of going ahead
with linear pots and shunt resistors and hope that these spdif/audio converters can drive them.  I haven't measured the source z of the converters, but
worst case we might end up with a slight tapering or even none at all.  With small diameter knobs on the volume controls, I don't think it's all that
important.   Your thoughts?"

I'd do what you're doing, linear pots & shunts, though I don't have a lot of experience with it.  Volume taper itself is a hazy subject.

Volume Axis Setup
dewster 3/8/2020 8:17:47 PM [2044]

Volume Axis Setup

Here's a video on how to set up the volume axis parameters: 

It's pretty simple once you know how.  The pitch axis isn't too difficult either, I need to make a video of that as well.

[EDIT] I should have noted in the video: once the settings on the V_AXIS  page are set the way you like, save the system preset (after 12:30 in the
video), and you probably won't ever have to visit the V_AXIS page again.  Almost everything else is accomplished with the per-voice knee settings.

And just to be clear, when I'm discussing "moving the response down to the x axis, then tilting it, then moving it back up" I'm talking about the
mathematics behind the axis processing, not hand movement or hand tilting or anything like that (I wish...).

pitts8rh 3/8/2020 9:26:34 PM [2045]

"One thing I like a lot about instantaneous ACAL is I can see immediately on the note display if the ACAL was good, as it always goes to the same note
when it is.  If it seems a bit off I just do another ACAL, all of which takes a split second."

Maybe I'm a bit dated on software, but mine always comes up on the same note after ACAL (which depends on my global PCAL setting).  I have to
make sure ahead of time that my arms are in the right position and distance or else the calibration will be off.  Sometimes if the calibration doesn't feel
right I'll go to reposition my arms so that the tuner is slightly above or below that post-calibration note (this is where the tuner is indispensable) , and then
hit ACAL again.  This is usually quicker for touching up the calibration than adjusting the knobs.  But in all cases I'm doing the calibration with both
arms in an easily repeatable withdrawn position, usually both forearms held vertically.

https://youtu.be/NndmF1D4_Dg


Whether this is the same as your procedure or not, I agree that the tuner is key to quickly setting up a good calibration.

"The instructions and the procedure associated with a delay might be more complicated (where should I put my arms?, etc.)."

On this I'm afraid I'll have to disagree, wholeheartedly.  It could be as simple as: 1) hit the ACAL button 2) get your arms in a home position within 3
seconds (or so), 3) listen for the note to change (or the led to stop flashing) to confirm calibration 4) repeat if desired.  A position with the arms
withdrawn close to the body is easily repeatable.

The alternative is to try to explain to a user how to compensate for the close proximity of the ACAL button-pushing hand to the volume antenna by
setting the VCAL to offset for it.  Then the user would need to push the ACAL button with the same hand in the same position with respect to the volume
antenna (hardly repeatable). I understand that this may be second nature to you doing it this way, but there is no way I would want to try to sell that to a
new user.

In my mind this would be like trying to set the zero-point on a badly designed analog theremin that has the pitch knob located right under the pitch
antenna.  Sure, you can maybe learn that if you turn the knob until you hear an A5 pitch you will be properly zeroed when you move your arm to the
home zero-beat position, but this would be a touchy and non-repeatable way to do it.

The bottom line at the moment is that I need to drill holes in this new panel for switches or push buttons, but there is no good place to put a "live" acal
switch on this small panel with the volume antenna on the bottom unless there is something like a delay feature.  Otherwise, the foot switch or even a
hand-held remote pushbutton would be the best bet. I'm trying to think of this theremin in the hands of a new user, not just you or me, especially if this
model has any chance of ending up as a demo.

dewster 3/9/2020 2:55:34 PM [2046]

I kind of knee jerked there re. the Theremini there (sorry) - just recalling it's vague & untrimmable & slow as molasses (v1.0) calibration procedure in my
head gives me hives. :-)

"The alternative is to try to explain to a user how to compensate for the close proximity of the ACAL button-pushing hand to the volume antenna by
setting the VCAL to offset for it.  Then the user would need to push the ACAL button with the same hand in the same position with respect to the volume
antenna (hardly repeatable).

In my mind this would be like trying to set the zero-point on a badly designed analog theremin that has the pitch knob located right under the pitch
antenna.  Sure, you can maybe learn that if you turn the knob until you hear an A5 pitch you will be properly zeroed when you move your arm to the
home zero-beat position, but this would be a touchy and non-repeatable way to do it."  - pitts8rh

The ACAL logic changed substantially a little under a year ago, and I yakked about it some in this post:

#215139

Here's what's going on during an ACAL (pitch side shown, volume side is identical):

The ACAL process is located immediately after axis filtering (LP & hum), but before the influence of Pcal and Vcal, and the construct is entirely feed-
forward (i.e. no feedback going on).  It basically just snags (registers) the current axis number, and this frozen value (P_ANUL) is then subtracted from
the live axis number to null the axis.  The above image could be a bit clearer, but Pcal / Vcal is then subtracted from the result to offset the null.   So Pcal
/ Vcal can directly compensate for whatever you want them to, and there isn't anything tricky going on at all in terms of the math, or multiple offsets, or
feedback, or anything like that.  (Long ago I thought some sort of feedback was necessary here and so there were two encoder values to tweak.  But I was
mistaken, and in fact there was never any feedback necessary nor going on.  That's the reason for the crossed out box in the above pic.)

This construct is quite transparent in operation, and automatically adapts to the environment via the ACAL procedure.  That is, the feedback is contained
in the overall ACAL procedure, and not the SW process.  Wherever your body / arms / hands happen to be when the ACAL button is pressed, if it's more
or less repeatable and Pcal / Vcal have the range to compensate for it, then this procedure should work:

- ACAL TRIMMING PROCEDURE - 
0. Body / arms / hands in repeatable position (e.g. left hand at side, right hand pressing ACAL - lately I've been placing both of my hands on the
controller box, as I demonstrate in the video). 
1. Press ACAL. 
2. Trim Pcal / Vcal for proper response. 
3. Save the system preset (this saves Pcal & Vcal).

So, the actual physical pressing of ACAL can be used to correctly position one's body, which is extremely intuitive and useful, as the position of the body
& hands heavily figure into the calibration itself.



The only way it might not work well is if an axis is set to be really sensitive in some odd way.  This is because the gain of the fields can vary due to
environmental (intrinsic) C, and ACAL doesn't (and really can't) compensate for gain variation, only offset.  That said, I often swing the volume plate
over my workbench, so it's maybe 2" above it and near metal tools and such, and after doing an ACAL it seems to behave as expected well enough.

I too use repeated ACAL to set the pitch side rather than trimming (though I sometimes pitch trim afterward for far field playing) - so having it be highly
responsive lets me do 2 or 3 ACALs if I want to in as much time as it take to repeatedly press the button.  If there were some sort of delay I would
probably not use ACAL as much and resort to trimming.  I never have to trim the volume field - my volume plate is located rather out in space which
might help, but I think just in general the volume side is less critical (for my setup and the way I play).  But having any non-linearity in the pitch far field,
particularly higher sensitivity out there, really throws my playing off, and I imagine it's the same for analog players.

"The bottom line at the moment is that I need to drill holes in this new panel for switches or push buttons, but there is no good place to put a "live" acal
switch on this small panel with the volume antenna on the bottom unless there is something like a delay feature."

I think the way forward is to install all of the very latest firmware and software on your latest creation, and then use the external ACAL switch input to
test out possible locations for the front panel switch (e.g. by gaffer taping some small switch).  Things can possibly get a bit squirrely if hands are
extremely close to the antennas during ACAL, but e.g. I'm able to use Vcal to compensate for my fingertips being 1" away from the volume plate during
ACAL.

Buggins 3/9/2020 6:22:53 PM [2047]

Dewster, 

Do you have all these calibration, scaling, conversion to note/frequency/volume/amplitude in program or in hardware?

I'm reimplementing sensor for Zilinx FPGA. So far, implementation till measured period IIR smoothing filter for both axis takes about 400LUTs. 
Now I'm thinking about implementation of the rest of sensor. It may be direct FPGA implementation, microprogram in some lite softcore, or just part of
PS (ARM core) program.

Making log2, divider, several adders, table based interpolators will take a lot of resources. Does it make sense to use tiny cpu softcore to implement such
processing? E.g. with 50MHz core, for each 48KHz sample there are 1000 clock cycles. Enough even for complex processing. 
I tried to make simple 16bit 4-core barrel CPU with one cycle 16x16 multiplication and barrel shifters. Estimation of full implementation is ~200 LUTs +
1DSP.

Does it make sense to put all logic and calculations into program in such CPU.

Are you using log2 in axis processing? Where do I find good algorithm example for its implementation?

dewster 3/9/2020 7:48:55 PM [2048]

"Do you have all these calibration, scaling, conversion to note/frequency/volume/amplitude in program or in hardware?" - Buggins

I filter in HW enough to downsample (or decimate) at 48kHz.  The rest is in SW.

"Making log2, divider, several adders, table based interpolators will take a lot of resources. Does it make sense to use tiny cpu softcore to implement such
processing? E.g. with 50MHz core, for each 48KHz sample there are 1000 clock cycles. Enough even for complex processing."

Off-loading axis final filtering and processing could leave more cycles for your main processor(s).

"I tried to make simple 16bit 4-core barrel CPU with one cycle 16x16 multiplication and barrel shifters. Estimation of full implementation is ~200 LUTs
+ 1DSP.  Does it make sense to put all logic and calculations into program in such CPU."

If you make a really wide multiplier (I think the one in Hive is 33 x 33 = 65) you can do all of your algorithms with it, including barrel shifting.  But it
will need a lot of pipelineing to make it as fast as the HW can go (Hive has an overall pipeline depth of 8, >half due to the multiplier).  A good multiplier
is absolutely key to many algorithms which rely on polynomials (just about everything) and / or iteration (inverse).  The expense and depth of the
multiplier makes it a good candidate for sticking in a threaded processor construct.  Wide multiply is what separates toy processors from the real deal.

"Are you using log2 in axis processing?"

Yes, for the linearizing fractional power I do log2 and then exp2.

"Where do I find good algorithm example for its implementation?"

I spent a long time (>1 year) researching algorithms, trying them out in a spreadsheet, and "fitting" them into Hive opcodes.  You often don't need
"calculator" type precision, but only 16 bits or so for some of the DSP work, and this can help you reduce cycles where the extra precision isn't needed. 
It isn't as simple as truncating infinite series coefficients, as you can reduce the error dramatically by hand adjusting the remaining coefficients. 
Intermediate truncation error can be minimized that way too.  I've got a sine calculation that is good to 16 bits that I use in the oscillators.

Here is my latest spreadsheet detailing all of the math algorithms I implemented in assembly, including floats, ints, unsigned, fixed point, etc.:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/5mi3vyd5iqdekut/HIVE_algorithms_2018-05-15.xls/file

Hive code is in the spreadsheet too.  I could write a book just on this!

I've also got polynomials to correct the filter cutoff frequencies, and polynomials to keep the oscillator harmonic levels from aliasing (in other
spreadsheets).

I wore this site out when working on algorithms, it's extremely handy:

http://polynomialregression.drque.net/online.php

http://www.mediafire.com/file/5mi3vyd5iqdekut/HIVE_algorithms_2018-05-15.xls/file
http://polynomialregression.drque.net/online.php


Also, all of the "bit shift" algorithms out there (like divide) assume no multiplier.  Once you have a multiplier you can do these things in a lot fewer
cycles.

Axis Null Revisited
dewster 3/9/2020 11:23:11 PM [2049]

Axis Null Revisited

I just realized that Pcal & Vcal never really need to go negative, as they will always be compensating in one direction for the capacitance environment. 
Specifically: players place the pitch null "behind them" to linearize the far field, and this rationale holds for the volume null as well.  That Pcal &Vcal
could go negative was legacy from when each were (idiotically) "offset to offset to null", which is now (rationally) just "offset to null".  So I took the
[-127:128] range of both and converted it to [0:255] (via the parameter type system), which should help with offsetting even very close hands to the
antennas when doing ACAL.  Here's the current scheme which is currently running on the prototype (pitch side shown, volume side is the same except
the scaling is <<18): 

1. Pcal is shifted left 16 to multiply it up (scaling). 
2. It is then added to p_nul_ds, which is the latched version of p_flt_ds (filtered axis value) which gets stored / snagged @ ACAL. 
3. The result is limited to eliminate overflow (probably can't happen). 
4. The pitch number p_flt_ds is subtracted from this, which gives an increasing value as the hand approaches the antenna. 
5. The result is limited to eliminate underflow (negative results, limiting gives a hard stop at the null point rather than axis reversal). 
6. If the output is zero it is incremented to 1 to avoid floating point zero (a denorm) going downstream.

Seems to be working fine, and there was no need to change the stored parameter values, as the scaling remains is the same.

[EDIT] Updated the pic to be a bit clearer about the storage of p_nul_ds.

Pitch Axis Setup Video Warmup
dewster 3/10/2020 7:48:10 PM [2050]

Pitch Axis Setup Video Warmup

Today I'm taking a closer look at something I should have physically quantified a long while back: the influence of the pitch axis "Lin" knob on the D-
Lev.  After it was implemented (following extensive spreadsheet simulation where I discovered it, and which showed it to work), I was able to dial in
something that was really linear pretty quickly, so after scaling the knob step size and range to seem useful, I let the issue drop.  In preparation for a pitch
axis setup video (like my volume axis setup video above) I'm trying out various settings to see what they do in real life.  My beautiful assistant (the wife)
aided me as "data girl" by writing down the numbers I called out, after which I as "spreadsheet boy" graphed them in WPS Spreadsheets (Excel clone). 
The dynamic duo strikes again.

The "Lin" encoder has a detent range of [-15:15] and this corresponds mathematically to a range of [-3/8:-1/8] power applied to the filtered, nulled,
negated, and offset pitch number described in my last post.  So the nominal power is -1/4, and we shall see that this is a good "ballpark" for the center of
the control to be located.  A negative power is the mathematical inverse, and a fractional power is actually a root, so we could express the center point of
the function as: 1 / (4th root of the input).  And if I never contribute anything more to Theremin research than just this, I'll consider the years well spent.

The Lin control affects the overall gain, so we have to adjust the Sens control to compensate.  The data was acquired by placing my open hand within
maybe 5mm or so of the pitch plate and rapidly opening it and closing it, and the Sens control was set to give a 1 octave change (one full revolution on
the 12 LED tuner) in the very near field, with Pcal adjusted to give a similar response in the very far field.  The data points were recorded as deviations
from the octave response in half-steps (one LED change on the 12 LED tuner).  The data itself is quite noisy (I wish I'd had a barstool or similar to steady
my body) but it does reveal useful trends.



Above we see the results of setting the Lin control to -15, 0, and 15.  It's clear that negative setting produces a more sensitive mid field, and the positive
setting produces a less sensitive mid field.  A more intuitive way to think about this control is large negative settings makes the near and far fields droop
down, and large positive settings makes them perk up.  The zero setting gives us something more or less in the middle, which is very, very (very!) good
linearity, a deviation of +/- 1 one half step over the entire playable range of the pitch field.  Since the difference is referenced to an octave, or 12 notes,
this corresponds to +/- 8.3% deviation.  We can also see that the control doesn't profoundly influence the general linearized response, making it
amazingly non-critical to set, thank goodness.  (Difficulty of setup is a major impediment to the general use of these types of controls.)

Narrowing things down, above we see the results of setting the Lin control to -8, 0, and 8.  Same general trend, and I would still pick the Lin = 0 response
here.

Zooming up on zero even more, above we see the results of setting the Lin control to -4, 0, and 4, and it's a tough call as to which one to pick as they are
all within +/-1.  Zero wins for near field, it's kind of a tie for mid field, but -4 wins for far field.  So, based only on this, I might go with -2 or -4.  FWIW, I
picked -4 long ago and have been playing the D-Lev with that setting ever since.  I actually don't entirely trust this graph for fine comparison purposes, as
we would expect the far field to perk up for more positive settings, and here we're seeing mixed results.  So I think we're mainly looking at noisy data in
the far field here, particularly for the -4 setting.  So maybe zero or +2 is the way to go for my particular plate antenna geometry.

Just how linear is this in real-world terms?  Let's compare it to a "perfectly linear" (not my claim) analog Theremin, the Phoenix, with (very) roughly the
same type of graph scaling:



Note the vertical axis scaling here, which had to be really expanded to contain the data.  So the situation for the Phoenix, particularly in the near field, is
much, much (much!) worse than the D-Lev.  Other analog Theremins will be similar.  In contrast, you can play the D-Lev right up to the (insulated)
antenna and it won't squeal.  I often bump into the antenna when reaching for a high note, as response-wise there's no absolutely no indication you're
about to hit it.  Sometimes the note is right on the antenna, and it plays just fine (though obviously with no vibrato!).

And, as I've said ad nauseam, I don't play with this kind of sensitivity, where the open / closed hand = 1 octave = 12 half steps.  I've instead picked a
much lower sensitivity of open / closed hand = 1/3 octave = 4 half steps (and even this feels rather cramped now and then).  Unfortunately, and perhaps
surprisingly, there isn't much you can do to change the basic sensitivity of the analog Theremin, it's largely set in stone by the physics.  It's my belief
(IMO!) that this basic sensitivity is just too high for easy playing, and that this alone could very well be the reason why the Theremin never really took
off in the first place, and why it remains in relative obscurity.  And (IMO!) non-linearity is another nail in the analog Theremin coffin - yes, with a lot of
time and practice pros can accommodate just about anything, but it's one more impediment to having the thing just sweep you off your feet.  (And, yes,
most fretboards are logarithmic, but they are "evenly non-linear" and so won't squeal if you move your finger a few mm.)

[EDIT] I'm thinking of reversing the sense of Lin, so that it can be thought of as a mid field boost / cut.  Though this seems to run counter to the gain side
effect the that control has.

[EDIT2] Couldn't stop myself, Lin sense is now reversed.  So change the sign of all the above Lin knob settings.

Apey Birthday!
dewster 3/11/2020 6:23:15 PM [2051]

Apey Birthday!

1,000,000 Views!
dewster 3/12/2020 12:22:35 PM [2053]

1,000,000 Views!

https://youtu.be/f407sQyj6OM


Thanks for the interest folks!

Hum Along With Herman
dewster 3/15/2020 9:40:57 PM [2054]

Hum Along With Herman

Humming seems to be mostly just turning off the mouth formants and turning up the throat radiation.  Here's a male vocal preset altered to do humming:

0_FORM is the throat radiation, 1_FORM and 2_FORM have been turned off (levl=0), and 3_FORM has a new extra nasal formant @ 4067Hz. 

You can listen to the results here: [MP3] - I think I probably made it too nasal sounding.  One of the tricks you can use to help dial in a human vocal is to
get the humming sounding right and then add the mouth formants.

http://www.mediafire.com/file/9jhwjkhxp3pqjsu/2020-03-15_hum_herman.mp3/file


I also renamed the pitch correction UI page CORRECT => EZ-PITCH.  "EZ Tune" and variants were already taken by assorted musical and non-musical
apps, and I think using the word "pitch" here is probably more appropriate, as "tune" could apply to aligning the axes, and we don't want to confuse
things.

I also swapped the UI pages RESON and PV_FMOD to locate PV_FMOD an equal distance both ways between the two most distant things it influences
(FLT_OSC on one end and 3_FORM on the other).

Buggins 3/16/2020 5:35:10 AM [2056]

1,000,000 Views! 
Thanks for the interest folks!

Congratulations!

ILYA 3/16/2020 3:35:02 PM [2057]

I guess I will get on board, dewster that was really good......... please don't put me in the corn field. - oldtemecula

D-Lib Touchups
dewster 3/16/2020 8:52:17 PM [2059]

D-Lib Touchups

When you start to use things is when you find all the weaknesses.  I found myself missing the ability to directly upload and download preset slots
between the editor and D-Lev, without having to go through file storage first, so I put that feature back in the librarian.

Did a bunch of command renaming as well, everything is now pretty much *to* with e=editor, f=file, s=slot, l=list.  The commands between editor and
files need to differentiate between voice and system presets (the editor can hold both simultaneously, and a preset file can be either).  All others are
automatically determined by the slot number (>99 are system, else voice).

Roger pointed me to the Creality Ender-3 3D printer [LINK] so I ordered that yesterday.  Today I ordered some 1.75mm gray PLA+ filament to get my
feet wet, will probably order some black PETG once I get the hang of things.

I hope to print things like antenna sockets with integrated coil forms, and maybe LCD / LED bezels and internal standoffs and such.

tinkeringdude 3/17/2020 8:54:17 PM [2060]

A German made a whole song about damn corn fields (cognate anyway), I don't know what you're talking about! People seemed very much amused by it!
(...depending on ethanol blood levels...)

https://www.creality3d.shop/collections/3d-printer/products/creality-ender-3-3d-printer-ecoomic-ender-diy-kits-with-resume-printing-function-v-slot-prusa-i3-220x220x250mm


The humming isn't bad. 
When I hum, I sense something going on in the nose region, and how would not now, that the bigger opening is shut. 
Maybe adding some nose resonances, if you found what they are, to make it closer? 
I guess the nose part is a part of the normal formants, so only a part of them gets shut off when the mouth closes...?

Have you recorded yourself doing "mmmmmmaaaaaaaaammmmmmmmaaaaaaaaa", while retaining everything in the vocal tract the same on the M as in
the A, just closing the mouth as the difference - okay, that doesn't work perfectly, but close. Probably better when humming @ a very comfortable, "your
default" as it were, pitch, and the only thing you do between M and A is let the jaw drop straight down, nothing else. That will be more difficult if you
have a not enough relaxed setup for your phonation, which is more likely if you choose a pitch too far from the most relaxed speaking sound - or if you
have a vocal habit of always raising or somehow arresting the larynx even on normally comfortable pitches (some people do have an overly strenuous
speaking technique...)

Ok long story short, what's the spectral difference doing that vs. what your synth does? 
Also, say "aaaah" (and now, spit!) and alternate between pinching your nostrils shut vs. leaving them alone. 
Can you, of both of that, determine what the nose's spectral contribution for humming roughly would be? 
(I guess one alters more than one would like here when doing that, for measuring I mean, but... IDK)

dewster 3/18/2020 1:01:26 PM [2061]

"I don't know what you're talking about!"  - tinkeringdude

It's a reference to an old Twilight Zone episode "It's a Good Life": https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0734580/

"Maybe adding some nose resonances, if you found what they are, to make it closer? 
I guess the nose part is a part of the normal formants, so only a part of them gets shut off when the mouth closes...?"

Yes, I've already got a nasal formant for the basic, non-humming voice.  For the humming variant adding another higher up seems to make it a bit more
realistic.  It's hard to know where to stop with adding minor formants, and the more you add the more they have to be balanced with the others in terms of
levels, and even three can be a juggling act to find what you're looking for (which often narrows down from "this specific voice" to "anything realistic
sounding").  I wish there were software that could take a voice recording and spit out formant frequencies, levels, and dampings.  PRAAT is sort of OK at
the frequencies, but there's a lot of detail left to dial in monte-carlo style.

You've given me some good suggestions (mama and nose pinch), I'll try them via recordings of my own voice today.  Thanks!

D-Lev is D-LIVE!
dewster 3/18/2020 6:03:48 PM [2062]

D-Lev is D-LIVE!

While I'm coming up to speed on the ins and outs of our shiny web v2.0 world, I stuck a placeholder here: https://d-lev.com/

pitts8rh 3/18/2020 9:27:43 PM [2063]

But where are the sound samples?  Without sound samples this smells like vaporware to me .

Did you end up going the route we were talking about or something else (you don't have to divulge details, just yes or no is fine)?

I have a feeling that we're all going to have plenty of time on our hands to build theremins and polish websites. It was going to be either this or a zombie
apocalypse, and right now I'm sort of wishing it was the latter.  At least you can see them coming.

dewster 3/19/2020 2:52:22 AM [2064]

"Did you end up going the route we were talking about or something else (you don't have to divulge details, just yes or no is fine)?"  - pitts8rh

Got some advice to check out Bluehost, which I did, but iPage was a shade cheaper for Domain re-up, and the 3 year deal for $71.64 was hard to beat /
resist.  And I didn't get lost on the iPage website while trying to give them my dang money, which I appreciated.  Have to start paying the $18 re-up fee in
a year, and the price spikes like an Olympic volleyballer at the end of the 3 year deal, but whattayagonnado.

I looked at Wordpress but couldn't tell from their site what the download was exactly?  (Being on a Linux machine, one must scrutinize these things so as
not to waste time downloading Win exe's.)  It's like I missed an entire chapter out of the book or something when it comes to new web tech, so much is
assumed.  I'm going to try riding bareback for a while (HTML) and see how far it can take me before I'm tearing my hair out (devil you know).  I'm not
anticipating anything interactive or point-of-sale, more of a showcase with some technical background and contact info.

"I have a feeling that we're all going to have plenty of time on our hands to build theremins and polish websites. It was going to be either this or a zombie
apocalypse, and right now I'm sort of wishing it was the latter.  At least you can see them coming."

Yes, but I'm not getting anything done for gawking at it. 

Well, I did get a bit of work done on the librarian:

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0734580/
https://d-lev.com/


The slots list is now saveable as a *.bnk (bank) file, which is just a list of *.dlp preset file names.  The presets listed in a bank file can be uploaded to the
D-Lev slots, starting wherever one wishes.  So you can list a section (or all) of the slots on the D-Lev with STOL, then save the list to a bank file with
LTOB, perhaps edit it with a text editor, then upload the presets listed in the bank file to a given section of slots with BTOS.  This mechanism can pump
all the presets at once in a new D-Lev, or can pump them in sections.  I want to use F4 to list bank files and software files, but after that I think it will be
done enough for a while.

[EDIT] I added *.bnk and *.spi files to the F2 file list - now they can be deleted, copied, renamed, etc.  So no need for a separate F4 listing screen. 
Always looking for ways to keep things minimal (a lost art - or even goal - it seems).

pitts8rh 3/19/2020 9:58:03 AM [2065]

"I looked at Wordpress but couldn't tell from their site what the download was exactly?" - Dewster

Hopefully you started at the correct Wordpress page:  https://wordpress.org/support/article/how-to-install-wordpress/

*Note that it is wordpress.org, NOT .com. 

I just noticed that the recommended MySQL version is correct for my server but the PHP version is older (mine is 5.5.22; Wordpress recommends 7.3).  I
was just on with support and could have asked them, but if any issues come up you might check into this.

Oscillation Vascillation
dewster 3/20/2020 1:26:12 PM [2066]

Oscillation Vascillation

With the librarian coding feeling more or less behind me, I'm considering the oscillator again.  Here is the basic topology from before: 

And here is a librarian screen to show the user interface knobs:



The 0_OSC and 1_OSC pages control the oscillator parameters.

0_OSC, left: 
hmul : osc 0&1 harmonic multiplier (all, odd, etc.) 
hmul : osc 2 harmonic multiplier (all, odd, etc.) 
vmod : vol axis modulation for xmix  
xmix : xmix (crossfade between osc 0&1 and osc2)

0_OSC, right:
sprd : osc 0&1 spread (+/- offset of pitch) 
offs : osc 2 offset (* offset of pitch, +/- 1 octave) 
pmod : pitch axis modulation for xmix

1_OSC, left: 
harm : osc 0&1 harmonic level 
vmod : vol axis modulation for osc 0&1 harmonic level 
vmod : vol axis modulation for osc 2 harmonic level 
harm : osc 2 harmonic level

1_OSC, right:
oct : octave (for all oscillators) 
pmod : pitch axis modulation for osc 0&1 harmonic level 
pmod : pitch axis modulation for osc 0&1 harmonic level

The thing that's nagging me: I never find myself adjusting the harmonic levels, nor the modulation of them, differently for osc 0&1 and osc 2.  That is,
when setting the harmonic & mod levels, I always set them the same for both osc 0&1 and osc 2.  So why not combine these 6 knobs to 3 and use the
remaining 3 knobs for something more useful?

Two uses I can think of are: 
1. Explicit pmod & vmod control over the oscillator amplitude - right now the oscillator amplitude is always controlled by the volume axis.  For example,
I've got explicit pmod & vmod control on the noise generator and pitch preview, so you can control how they mix in/out via the two axes. 
2. Fractional pmod & vmod control over hmul - I had this in an earlier incarnation of the oscillator and it was a blast to play with, kind of a ring
modulator or sync effect.  Not very "musical" though.  And which oscillator(s) should it be applied to?

Boaty McBoatface
dewster 3/21/2020 9:08:32 PM [2067]

Boaty McBoatface

Got the Ender-3 3D printer yesterday, put it together, adjusted as many things as I could, fired it up, ran a gcode program that helped me level the bed,
then I went to bed.  Roger recommended I download Cura, so I did that today.  It's an Appimage in Linux, so it's just one executable file (love those).  I
downloaded the 3dbenchy boat file, sliced it in Cura, and exported it to a gcode file - this was literally like 5 totally painless brain-in-neutral mouse
clicks, unbelievably straightforward.  Figured I had just enough plastic to print it (a little bit comes in the Ender-3 box, and Cura said it would take 4
meters).  Two hours later and Et Voila!:



Call me a geek, but I watched every second of those two hours!  I got real lucky on this as the boat bottom just about fell off the table at the very end. 
And I had maybe 10" of plastic left.  It's really weird watching it bridge huge gaps in space.  The boat looks a lot better in person than in my picture
above, not sure why that is.

We honestly don't know how good we've got it with Roger here, he's an amazing resource for all things fabrication.  Thank you Roger!  Stay well
everyone!

tinkeringdude 3/22/2020 12:28:36 AM [2068]

Hehe, I was about to mention that thing, I know someone who has this, wasn't  sure how well suited and for what exactly of your prototype building it
might be. After all, it can't do that big parts, although one could print interlocking parts to make one bigger part I guess. 
What *do* you actually plan to do with it?

There are some funny materials out there, someone on YT printed rubber shoes and ran in them. (I have a feel I mentioned this before somewhere).

More impressive than the boat I found a gearbox that actually worked, once some grit inside was removed. 
I guess you are aware of thingiverse.com?

Apparently, with a bit of hacking, one get get Fusion 360 to run in Wine: 
https://gist.github.com/probonopd/0fab254aa0b6fc371d8db641822bd530 
I haven't looked in a while, but last I checked there was no nice open source mech CAD program out there... 
Unless you like it procedural: https://www.openscad.org/ 
Some people make the IMO pointless attempt to use Blender with some trickery to enter somewhat precise units and all that... but it's just not a solid-
geometry model program, it's for smoke & mirrors stuff.

Anyway: One thing I remembered from trials was that a print can become bad if there is air draft from open windows that cools parts of a thing being
printed. E.g. might skew. 
Also sometimes things would not stick to the plate and go loose and it was ruined, influenced by plate temperature. There is an optional plate from a
different material I believe. Or was it just a mat... don't remember. 
For a plastic material that melts at a higher temperature than the cheapest stuff (when printing, as well as when stored in your car in the summer!) also is
harder to work with, some build an enclosure (plexi glas?) with somewhat higher, more stable / controlled temperature inside than just having it stand
around in a big room. 
Takes some experience to know what kind of density of "3D cobweb" structure you need for something to be as stable as you need it. 
And to get a feel for making a repeatably stable process for certain requirements.



And one needs to not forget that you can't apply the same force in all dimensions without it snapping. 
How well the layers stick to each other, I imagine, would be influenced by how quickly the ambient temperature cools down the spot just printed & how
much it manages to still melt the cold layer's spot under it.

And I, too, watched the first print in full 

EDIT: 
Apparently, bed height adjustment is critical for good results. And easiest to get right in the beginning is PLA material.

tinkeringdude 3/22/2020 12:53:09 AM [2069]

Ah, right, there are a few things (the designers of them think might be able) to improve the device - by printing the parts for itself, by itself. 
Just make sure you don't go so far to enable the thing to self-replicate and unleash the apocalypse of zombie printers!

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2920060

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2917932

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2858209

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2935204

As for staying well - I have here a few pounds of dark chocolate, and bought a bunch of extra packs of T-paper, well before the inevitable mass hoarding
started. 
So if they further decrease the freedom of movement, well, I'm ready! 
(so far we're still going to work, a guy who was in Italy and tested negative still isn't allowed to come, others who usually are in a sports team or music
group don't do such activities anymore, schools, kindergarten closed, cashiers in supermarkets now have plexi glass spit barriers in front of them and
wear gloves - no idea how much remains for someone to infect colleagues (with high chance), other than outright reckless behavior now, but let's see.)

dewster 3/22/2020 11:58:02 AM [2070]

"Ah, right, there are a few things (the designers of them think might be able) to improve the device - by printing the parts for itself, by itself."  -
tinkeringdude

Thanks!  I'm watching a lot of excellent videos by "Teaching Tech" - this one's a little dated, but covers many of those self-printed upgrades:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq2IKp3jeaY

"...cashiers in supermarkets now have plexi glass spit barriers in front of them and wear gloves"

Talk about being on the front lines!  I think I'd have to quit that job...  I read an absolutely hair-raising article on Covid-19 last night:

https://www.propublica.org/article/a-medical-worker-describes--terrifying-lung-failure-from-covid19-even-in-his-young-patients

An excerpt (my bold):

"The ventilator should have been doing the work of breathing but he was still gasping for air, moving his mouth, moving his body, struggling. We had to
restrain him. With all the coronavirus patients, we’ve had to restrain them. They really hyperventilate, really struggle to breathe."

Ventilators set to 11 for weeks blowing out lungs, with everyone on them restrained, ye gods...  It's no wonder they don't let relatives see what's going on
back there.

Flu, my ass.  We just got two cases reported yesterday in my little town of 8000.  This is like a nightmare, I can't believe the US took so long to ramp up
testing, it's absolutely criminal.

tinkeringdude 3/22/2020 9:13:33 PM [2071]

Yeah, what it does to the lungs of some is quite scary. It's not just the flu. It's the KUNG FLU !

Just a very few weeks ago they (officials, well, the part they let out through regular media) here also did not take it that seriously. 
I guess in part due to the apparent downplaying that China initially did... to, I don't know, bet on saving their economy, and now draining down the
world's economy which doesn't help them exactly either? 
But then, I guess, the skyrocketing of the numbers in Italy made it clear this is out of the orderly. 

pitts8rh 3/22/2020 9:26:50 PM [2072]

Hey Eric,

I just saw your Benchy.  Never mind what I just wrote to you... 

I've got a lot of those little boats sitting around here, and that is as good as I've seen.  No wonder you're off printing knobs already.  Excellent!

3D House Of Beef

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2920060
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2917932
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2858209
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2935204
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq2IKp3jeaY
https://www.propublica.org/article/a-medical-worker-describes--terrifying-lung-failure-from-covid19-even-in-his-young-patients


dewster 3/23/2020 9:26:55 PM [2073]

3D House Of Beef

More printing today, this time with the new gray PLA:

A shrunken benchy boat (50%), a shrunken skull (50%) and three of Roger's parts.  It's wild watching it do threads, and then actually threading them
together!  The skull mandible was hell, had to pull it into FreeCAD and delete the posts that attach the top of the skull so I could rotate it and lay it down
on the table in the slicer.  Watching the skull print was like a slo-mo MRI so you get an anatomy lesson; the cheek and orbital bones are so frail, it's
obvious why they're so easily broken in real life.  The nozzle circled round and round each little tooth, lotsa detail!

Discovered the X axis belt was loose, making all of Rogers parts somewhat elongated in Y, but they still fit together nicely.

tinkeringdude 3/23/2020 11:07:19 PM [2074]

Is FreeCADs "undo" still so utterly broken as it was 2 years ago?

pitts8rh 3/24/2020 12:53:47 PM [2075]

Wow!  Those prints look great! No stringing, and your layer lines on the antenna mount look very consistent.  I am really happy that this has gone so
smoothly for you.  It's not always that easy to get prints this nice right away.

To calibrate your print dimensions you'll need to use some terminal interface to see what your current steps-per-unit values are for the axes.  I recommend
Octoprint, but I believe that a program called Pronterface will also work:

To calibrate you need to print a calibration cube from Thingiverse ( or draw something up yourself).  The cubes are usually 20x20x20mm. 

1)  Measure the actual printed size after completion.  Calculate the correction multipliers that you need for the x, y and z axes.  For example, if the actual
printed dimension for the y axis is 19.7mm instead of 20mm, the y correction would be 20/19.7=1.01523.

2) Using the terminal function in Octoprint (or whatever), send M503 and read the response.  This will list off a bunch of current firmware settings. It
also helps to have the Autoscroll plugin installed in Octoprint when using the terminal function. You may have to suppress temperature readings to keep
the screen response from scrolling away.  You are looking for the "M92" line.

3) You will see the current calibration numbers listed on the M92 line.  As an example, M92 X80 Y80 Z400 E455.  This shows the steps/unit for the x, y,
z, and extruder motors.

4)  Enter a command with the original numbers corrected by your calculated multipliers from step 1.  For now keep the "E" number the same (that's
extruder calibration, which you can do another time).  For example, your new settings may look like "M92 X81.218 Y81.218 Z401.35 E455" .  Send this
and you should receive a confirmation response.

5) Send M500 if you want to store the new settings in eeprom.  Otherwise you could just go to step 6 as long as you remember to store the settings later.

6)  Print a new cube and confirm your new dimensions.  Make more corrections if/as needed.

Alternatively, you can put the M92 command in your prefix gcode in Cura if you would rather test it out before committing it to eeprom.  Go to
Preference>Configure Cura>Printers>Machine Settings and expand the window under "Start Gcode". If the window is empty, click inside the window
and the text will appear.  You can insert your M92... command line into the existing start gcode. Note that there is no save command; just close the
window and it will be saved.  The corrected steps/unit will now override the eeprom settings (but only for the Cura slicer).

Also, if you want to try printing Fuzzy under the "Experimental" section at the bottom of the long list of settings Cura (Preferences>Settings> and check
the "check all" box if you don't see the advanced settings), do this:

1) Check both the "Fuzzy Skin" and "Fuzzy Skin Outside Only" boxes.

2) I use the numbers 0.3, 0.1, and 0.2 respectively for the three lines that follow the check boxes (I don't remember what they are).  With a layer height of
0.16mm this gives a tight texture pattern that I have used on my D-Lev II parts. Experiment with these numbers.



3) If you want to do partial fuzzy prints (like making the knob fuzzy with clear threads) you have to splice g-code with Notepad++, but this has already
gone off topic far enough. 

In no time you'll be making all sorts of widgets for your prototypes.  I never should have waited so long to accept this technology.  For prototyping, it's
like having a helper that fabricates a part while you are off designing the next piece.

Enjoy!

dewster 3/24/2020 2:26:07 PM [2076]

"What *do* you actually plan to do with it?"  - tinkeringdude

Mostly to print Theremin parts that Roger designed and hopefully at some point a few of my own.  His volume side antenna attachment (shown in my
photo) is quite interesting, and his LCD panel bezel & attachments could be useful to me too, depending on which way the D-Lev tour goes (hopefully
not into the ditch!).

"I guess you are aware of thingiverse.com?"

That's where I got the skull pattern from.  Their web pages are super slow for me.

"Unless you like it procedural: https://www.openscad.org/"

Thanks for that!  I'll check it out.

"Anyway: One thing I remembered from trials was that a print can become bad if there is air draft from open windows that cools parts of a thing being
printed. E.g. might skew."

It seems a little weird that they just blow plain old room air on the cooling filament and everything else, you might think they would want to regulate the
temperature of that too, though I suppose a heated enclosure would accomplish that.

"Apparently, bed height adjustment is critical for good results. And easiest to get right in the beginning is PLA material."

Yes, the first thing I downloaded was a tiny gcode program that helps you level the table.  Before I print I preheat the Ender-3 and then run that, using a
piece of paper to check the distance between the nozzle and the table at 5 points twice.  My table has a slight dip in the middle.

"Is FreeCADs "undo" still so utterly broken as it was 2 years ago?"

I did end up painted into a corner at one point, so I closed it and opened it again and started over.  I know almost zero about it, but it strikes me as one of
those projects where they filled the menus full of operations, and then got bored.  Like 99% of the paint programs out there, it seems everyone has written
one but almost no one follows through.

dewster 3/24/2020 2:59:22 PM [2077]

"Wow!  Those prints look great! No stringing, and your layer lines on the antenna mount look very consistent.  I am really happy that this has gone so
smoothly for you.  It's not always that easy to get prints this nice right away."  - pitts8rh

It is working out eerily too well!  Perhaps part of it is having taken some power electronics courses & labs in college, where you become acutely aware of
substantial inefficiencies associated with even minor motor misalignment.  That and operating / programming CNC mills for years.  I did everything I
could think of to get the axes right before applying power.  I'll do a proper calibration cube next, thanks for the detailed instructions!

"Also, if you want to try printing Fuzzy under the "Experimental" section at the bottom of the long list of settings Cura (Preferences>Settings> and check
the "check all" box if you don't see the advanced settings), do this: 
1) Check both the "Fuzzy Skin" and "Fuzzy Skin Outside Only" boxes. 
2) I use the numbers 0.3, 0.1, and 0.2 respectively for the three lines that follow the check boxes (I don't remember what they are).  With a layer height of
0.16mm this gives a tight texture pattern that I have used on my D-Lev II parts. Experiment with these numbers. 
3) If you want to do partial fuzzy prints (like making the knob fuzzy with clear threads) you have to splice g-code with Notepad++, but this has already
gone off topic far enough."

I was wondering what the origin of the nubby texture was!  Merging nubby & non-nubby g-code makes sense (I read raw 2.5D g-code for years).  Once I
get things properly calibrated I'll give the semi-nubby knob a shot.

[EDIT] Picking your brain: 
1. What other basic settings do you use?  The outer skin thickness default is 3 layers, and I was thinking that high stress parts like the volume bushing
might benefit from more layers, or even being solid.   
2. For cylindrical parts it might be nice to have the last outer flat section be concentric rings rather than straight lines, if only for cosmetic reasons - not
sure if that's an option? 
3. How long is the nozzle good for?  More than a reel of plastic? 
4. How long can the plastic sit out before becoming too moisture-laden?

"In no time you'll be making all sorts of widgets for your prototypes.  I never should have waited so long to accept this technology.  For prototyping, it's
like having a helper that fabricates a part while you are off designing the next piece."

It is weird to have non-human activity going on in the house, busily cranking out human skulls and such.

pitts8rh 3/24/2020 4:57:46 PM [2078]

"What other basic settings do you use?" -Dewster

Where to start...



I don't know if this is good practice, but I am finding that each of the parts I design quite often needs it's own slightly modified profile, so I've been
creating new profiles with the part name in the profile name.  This is obviously needed for fuzzy and smooth parts, but there are other less obvious
reasons to do it.  For example, if a part really need to have strength along the layer lines (which is always the weak spot in any print) I will run the
temperature high and the fan speed at 20% or even 0%.  This results in better layer to layer bonding.  But in most cases I don't want the temperature that
high because it does cause some loss of definition.  I start with a profile closest to what I want, decide what minor changes it needs and make those
changes, click the down arrow to the right of the star in the "Profile" box and choose "Create new profile using current settings/overrides" and then name
it appropriately.

I've been on PETG on the Sidewinder for so long I've forgotten some of my PLA settings, but here are some settings from one of my tweaked Creality
profiles that I use to print the bezel backplate in PETG (very superficial list):

Quality 
Layer Height: 0.16  
Sometimes .24 or even .28 for fast prototypes with a 0.4mm nozzle. 

Shell 
Wall line count:  5             
Usually 4 for most finished parts, but higher here because the walls are thin and I wanted them solid.  Use 2 for fast prototypes.  If a part has holes to be
tapped or accept self-tapping screws, I always use at least 4 and often more lines depending on the depth of the thread cut

Top/Bottom Layers: 6       
Usually 3 or 4 for most final prints, but again I didn't want any infill on this particular part.  2 for prototypes.

Top/Bottom pattern:  Lines    
To answer your other question, this is where you can choose "concentric", although it is weaker.  Concentric works on shapes other than cylindrical too.

Outer before inner walls: checked 
This usually gives better cosmetic appearance if you print the outer wall first.  Leave unchecked if you have to print overhangs.

Z seam alignment: sharpest corner 
Random is best for fuzzy parts, but on smooth it leaves the z seam bumps scattered all over the part.

Z seam position:  back 
Varies depending on the part. 

Seam corner preference : hide seam   
This varies if the part needs to fit something else- sometimes it's better to have it exposed so that you can trim or sand it

Infill 
Infill density: 20%   
I'm not sure if this bezel backplate even has any infill.  I use 10% for quick prototypes and sometimes 30 to 40% for structural

Material 
Temperature: 245C (for PETG) 
I almost always use an extra 10 degrees for the initial layer to promote adhesion. 

Flow :  97.5% for all flows except infill at 135% and initial layer at 110%.  
This is highly printer-dependent, so take it as such.  If you find that your nozzle is accumulating blobs or the printed lines have the appearance of being
smeared, reduce the flow.  Just be sure to calibrate your extruder before trying to correct things in the slicer, however.  I keep the infill flow high because
there is a tendency for gaps in flow when a grid line crosses another at right angles.  The nozzle flow gets scraped off as it crosses a previously printed
lined, causing a momentary interruption in flow.  Sometimes I switch to "Zigzag" infill pattern to prevent this.

Retraction : 2mm   
This is unusually low for a bowden extruder.  I usually have this at about 6mm, but I was either experimenting here or based it on actual tests where I
manually pushed filament at the extruder to see what movement it took to start and stop flow at the nozzle.  If you have tight tube couplings and snug
fitting PTFE tube like Capricorn, this may be sufficient (it works for me on this particular part).

Speed   
50mm/s for everything except 15mm/s for initial layer.   
I could do faster but quality suffers and I don't care how long the prints take. PLA can print faster than PETG in most cases.

Acceleration: 2000mm/sec*sec.   
High values reduce bulging at corners because there is less slowdown, but it can be harder on the mechanics.

Jerk: 8 
This is not the same as the physics term, which is the derivative of acceleration.  If you see ghosting or rippling after x/y surface features, reduce this.

Cooling 
Fan speed:  20 to 50% for PETG unless parts art very small, then higher.  100% for PLA. 
I always have 0% for the initial layer to improve the first layer bond.

Support 
This is too complicated to get into here, and I would have to just send you a profile and probably talk about it separately.  It's a fine line between getting a
reasonable surface finish on overhangs but still having supports that can be removed without destroying everything.

Built Plate Adhesion 
I always use a 3 line skirt to get the nozzle cleared out and to allow time to babystep the nozzle clearance, unless the part is tall and has little surface area
for bonding to the build plate.  In that case I use a brim to widen the base.  Rafts are pretty rare.

I've only touched on a few things, but as you can see in Cura there are a few other settings.  I wasn't kidding when I said that printing was a problem with
400+ variables. 



BTW, Overture sells  3-packs of filament for a much better price than buying separately.  I get gray and black in 3-packs from Amazon.

pitts8rh 3/24/2020 5:07:51 PM [2079]

"3. How long is the nozzle good for?  More than a reel of plastic?"

Oh absolutely. I'm still on my original nozzles.  Abrasive materials such as carbon fiber or wood fibers can cause more wear, but pure plastics will cause
little wear.  Aftermarket nozzles are usually like five or six dollars for a 5-pack.

"4. How long can the plastic sit out before becoming too moisture-laden?"

It depends on your humidity, but I just leave mine on the printer day to day unless I won't be using it for a week or so, or longer in the winters which are
terribly dry here. You can just put it back in the resealable bag with the desiccant pack (which can also be baked to refresh it).  The desiccant will
maintain it but won't really dry it out if it's contaminated, so try not to let that happen in the first place.  I guess you can slow-bake moisture-laden
filament to dry it out, but I haven't tried it.

tinkeringdude 3/24/2020 8:16:46 PM [2080]

Just make sure to never put that skull on the fireplace. That may attract dangerous weirdos! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zdun7j-Dj8&t=53m0s 

dewster 3/25/2020 8:43:54 PM [2081]

Roger, as usual you are totally on top of all things fabrication, and I really appreciate you taking the time to answer my 3D printer noob questions!  It
does indeed feel like one of those areas that can go as deep as one wishes to go.

I downloaded & ran a few test patterns, and it looks like the X, Y, and Z axes are sufficiently square and dimensionally correct.  Next up I suppose is
extruder testing.

============

I'm still pondering PV_MOD changes.  I've now got things so the oscillator amplitude is just like pitch preview amplitude and noise amplitude, with
[0:127] offset and [-63:63] P_MOD and V_MOD.  So the oscillator amplitude doesn't automatically follow the volume axis, but is modulated by both
axes, so you can possibly control a variety of mixing situations i.e. with noise.  I like that it's more in line with everything else, but I'm not sure how
useful it is.  For one thing you have to set V_MOD to 32 to make it work like it used to before the change.

PV_MOD Revisited (x100!)
dewster 3/27/2020 4:11:30 PM [2082]

PV_MOD Revisited (x100!)

So, after much thought and a little experimentation, I changed the basic pitch and volume axis modulation:

The old method takes the linear axis value, subtracts 7/8 from it to center it around -24dB / 524Hz, saturates to clip off values below -1/2, multiplies by 4
to make the high side full scale, saturates again to clip off values below -1/2, multiplies by the [-1/2:1/2) knob value, then sums these to give us a total
value in the range [-1/2:1/2).

The new method takes the linear axis value, shifts it right once to divide by 2, subtracts 7/16 from it to center it around -24dB / 524Hz, multiplies by the
[-1/2:1/2) knob value, sums these to give us a total value in the range [-1/2:1/2), multiplies by 8 to make the high side full scale, and then saturates to clip
off values outside the range [-1/2:1/2).

Both methods give an overall maximum gain of 2, so when the mod knob is set 1/2 way positive or negative it perfectly tracks the axis number, and
setting the mod knob to full gives a gain up of 2 over the tracking rate.  But notice that the dynamic range of the old way becomes smaller as the knob
value is reduced, whereas the new way has maximal dynamic range for all settings.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zdun7j-Dj8&t=53m0s


I also changed the oscillator, noise, and pitch preview amplitude knob ranges from [0:127] to [0:63].  This makes the steps chunkier, but I got tired of
having to spin the knobs so much just to adjust the relative levels.

Now to revisit all of my saved presets and dial them back to life under this new regime.  I haven't really played in a week or so due to this issue being up
in the air, and experimentation and whatnot.

[EDIT] Spoke too soon, it seems the extra headroom when set to negative modulation drives the signal through the ceiling.  Modulation is a really tough
nut.

D-Lev Ugly Prototype II
dewster 3/30/2020 7:42:20 PM [2083]

D-Lev Ugly Prototype II

I've promised myself again and again that I would finally put Roger's beautiful boards in some kind of enclosure.  A while back I bought and mounted a
plastic box on a boom mic stand, but then kinda dropped the ball.  Now that I've got possible ways to do the axis supports via 3D printing, getting this
second unit up and running feels more urgent.

I wanted more distance on the top for the tuner than the box had height, so I stuck the tuner in a thin disposable food container with clear lid that we had
laying around - it's held on by a nylon cable tie, and tipped forward with an old toy 1AA LED flashlight in the back (it's that gray thing you can barely
see).  At first I had the LCD up towards the top, but changed my mind to have it somewhat lower on the case (to do this I flipped the case around, you
can see the abandoned LCD mounting holes on the bottom).  This gives approximately equal room above and below the LCD / knob region for the axis
coils.  There is a power toggle switch and ACAL pushbutton on the front, as well as an ESD bleed foil area.  Plugging it in it all works, though the AFEs
and coils and antennas are obviously not attached, so all you can do is flip through the UI pages and diddle with the settings.

I don't have 1mH and 2mH coils laying around, so I suppose I'll have to wind some.  Ideally the winding would be on printed spools somehow integrated
into the antenna supports (locating both coils inside the cabinet) and I'm contemplating what those might look like.  If the antennas are kept balanced,
then not much is needed in the way of torque containment.  Along these lines I printed out a tiny Bowden tapered thread coupling the other day (along
with a 20mm die):



Now that my X-axis belt is tight, circular features in the XY plane are much more circular.  The coupling goes together with the nut surprisingly
smoothly, and takes less than 2 turns to hit maximal tightness.  It doesn't seem to "want" to crossthread either, which is nice.  Something like this could
perhaps be scaled up to accept a 1/4" or 3/8" diameter tube, with one end of the rod making electrical contact inside the cabinet, and the other end
supporting a larger diameter tube or plate antenna.  The tube need not be metal, as a wire could run inside a plastic tube, and this might also help to
concentrate more of the hand C action at the business end of the antenna plate or tube.  I wish the "pinchy" end were somehow on the fixed side of things
instead of the rotating knob side, but still having the whole thing more or less flush with the side of the cabinet.

And still farting around with PV_MOD concepts and code.  I've got a plan to try out but every day catches up with me lately.

[EDIT] The look of Prototype II reminds me of the "monkey wire mother" experiments performed by Harry Harlow.  I suppose everyone's seen the
photos (I was about to stick on in this post), but I never realized how sadistic they were.

tinkeringdude 3/30/2020 8:09:38 PM [2084]

I was just made aware of these things, enabling the use of screws to connect things. 
Apparently, you just print a hole of the diameter equal do the smaller diameter of the insert (without the things sticking out to get grip, whatever that may
be called in English), and press it in with a soldering tip. 
Edit: He also tests how strong the connections are against rotation and pulling out.

dewster 3/31/2020 1:07:49 PM [2085]

"I was just made aware of these things, enabling the use of screws to connect things." - tinkeringdude

Thanks for that!  They do look easy to install, particularly the more expensive versions.

[EDIT] Spent the day trying out various PV_MOD scenarios.  The one that seemed most promising (pre testing) was limiting the upper swing of the ill-
fated one I yacked about last upthread.  Finally just fell back on what I had in the first place.  Though I do think the special PV_FMOD that's optionally
switched in/out for the filters might be improved.

tinkeringdude 4/2/2020 7:00:04 PM [2086]

https://dgiluz.wordpress.com/2020/03/23/its-working/

Another thing 3D printing can be good for. 
Notice the yellow thing that connects the plastic hose to the mask.

UFO TOFU
dewster 4/2/2020 7:13:36 PM [2087]

https://youtu.be/G-UF4tv3Hvc
https://dgiluz.wordpress.com/2020/03/23/its-working/


UFO TOFU

Literally all the PV_MOD algorithms, including the oscillator amplitude code, are back to the way they were *checks notes* almost two weeks ago.  I
gotta stop farting around with things that are OK.  Go ahead, ask me what doesn't work, I've been through it all! ;-)

So of course I'm revisiting the oscillator harmonic multiplier.  Right now it is [0:8], with 0 giving a sine wave, 1 all harmonics, 2 odd harmonics, and 3-8
weirder sounds where some of the harmonics are missing.  7 and 8 don't make sense to me now as to why I included them, as they push the maximum A8
scaling (~1/6.82) into rollover / limit territory, and I can hear aliasing when playing the very highest pitch range with these settings.  Actually, values
above 2 are not super useful either, they were included only because it was trivial to do so.

But at one point I had the multiplier as a fractional number rather than an integer, and it was fun to play around with.

At top is the old oscillator.  The integer HMUL just makes a copy of the NCO phase accumulator roll over at exact multiples, which keeps the phase
aligned.  At bottom is the new oscillator, where a separate NCO phase accumulator is necessary for use with a fractional HMUL multiplier.  We multiply
the input by 2 so that [0:1) input on HMUL will give a range of [0:2).

Right now I've got HMUL [-127:127] with cubic plateaus at -127, 0, and 127, which are exponentiated to 0.25, 0.5, and 1.  This gives finer resolution
about the important integer multipliers of 1 and 2, and coarser resolution in between where it doesn't matter as much.  I plan on PV_MODing this, but
have to think about it some more.

Since the above is actually implemented as a triple oscillator, a pair with additive / subtractive pitch offsets, and a third with multiplicative pitch offset,
one can spread the oscillators out via those mechanisms, and further add to the chaos via fractional HMUL.  Here is a quick example where the
oscillators and HMULs are spread out, with some inharmonic resonator added (and no other on-board or off-board effects added): [MP3].  You can do
50's Sci-Fi movie effects this way, as well as John Carpenter horror movie stuff.  I think the Theremini has created the expectation of "spacey" kinds of
sounds being in there somewhere, and if I can get the D-Lev to make them - without sacrificing the more natural sounds or cluttering up the UI - I'll do it.

Mental Movement
dewster 4/3/2020 8:25:48 PM [2088]

Mental Movement

Ah, the billion days spent re-reviewing pitch and volume axis modulation have finally paid off!  It has occurred to me that the -24dB / 440Hz pivot point
is a "one size fits all" that really doesn't.  Well, it works fine for the pitch side, but -24dB is just too far down on the volume side for the modulation to not
get lost in the accompanying volume reduction.  This morning I tried pivoting the volume axis instead at 0dB and, wow, it allowed me to simplify a
bunch of basic stuff:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/wt4n1nf63xzr6od/2020-04-02_sync_ufo.mp3/file


Above shows the processing graphically.  The linear axis numbers are on the left (32 bits = 192dB of dynamic range). 

Bottom: For the pitch axis, it's the same old -7/8 (440Hz), saturation (+/-1/2), *4, saturation, and mod multiplication, which gives us an input range of
48dB mapping to an output range of 96dB as +/-48dB, with an overall gain of 2. 

Top: For the volume axis, the linear volume number has 1 subtracted from it, which positions the entire thing below zero, then saturation (0,-1/2), *2,
saturation, and mod multiplication, which gives us an input range of 48dB mapping to an output range of 48dB as +/-24dB, with an overall gain of 1.

The pitch output is divided by 2, added to the volume output, *2, and saturated, which gives the equivalent gain of 2 to both axes.  (Not necessary, but
seems to work fine.)

So I can now make harmonic content / filter cutoff / oscillator crossfade / etc. happen much more abruptly near maximum volume.  And I was able to get
rid of negative offset ranges to these nominal knobs.  While I was in there I reduced all xmix ranges to [0:31], which makes them less "spinny" in use. 
When volume modulation is positive the nominal knob now sets the maximum, and when volume modulation is negative the nominal sets the minimum -
really pretty convenient, and a lot less back and forth.  I was hung up on the modulation knob moving things in the positive / negative direction directly,
which is perhaps a bit more intuitive, but didn't really apply even to the old scheme when your hand was below the pivot point.

I've got rough PV_MOD working on the oscillator harmonic multipliers, but need to refine it.  I can feel the end of the D-Lev SW effort nearing ("I'm
coming, Elizabeth!").  It uses 93% of main memory, and maybe 80% or so of real-time, so it fits like a glove in the Hive processor.  I'm quite pleased with
it all.  This is a GIANT project (made giant-er because Hive), though once the myriad of basics have been nailed down, a v2 spinoff might actually be
more of a baby / child step.

PV_MOD - Final!
dewster 4/5/2020 7:26:50 PM [2089]

PV_MOD - Final!

Just finished overhauling everything that uses pitch and volume axis modulation.  The hinge point makes all the difference!  For normal use I'm hinging
the volume axis at 1=0dB and the pitch axis at 7/8=440Hz (as described in my previous post).  For the harmonic multiplier the volume axis hinge point is
7/8=-24dB.  For noise PWM the pitch axis hinge point is 3/4=24.5Hz.  Also for the noise PWM I got rid of the negative pitch axis modulation, as one
either wants the pulse width proportional to the cycle time (pmod=0), constant (pmod=32), or somewhere in between (though pmod goes to 63).  The
modulation and nominal controls make more intuitive sense now, and interact a lot less, and some knob ranges have been reduced without hurting
anything.  There could be a bit of touch-up on the harmonic multiplier modulation down the road, but that's probably about it.

Another basic thing addressed: All oscillator phase accumulators are now zeroed @ preset load, and I removed all other NCO zeroing logic.  You need
phase alignment for repeatable / reliable timber generation when mixing the oscillator outputs (e.g. all + odd) if one is using integer harmonic multipliers,
and this is one way of doing it.  I should make the filters damp at preset load too, to stop all the "boinging" when switching to highly resonant presets.

I'm thinking about the Subscope "velocity" knob again, particularly since JPascal was recently able to replicate the behavior.  It seems like maybe it's just
a high pass filter (on the exponential side) added back in, with some gain?  The knob is a gain control, and the high pass cutoff frequency is fixed?

pitts8rh 4/5/2020 8:09:03 PM [2090]

"It seems like maybe it's just a high pass filter (on the exponential side) added back in, with some gain?  The knob is a gain control, and the high pass
cutoff frequency is fixed?" -Dewster

Bingo!

Improved Envelope Damping & Pitch Correction, Preset Conversion
dewster 4/10/2020 1:59:25 AM [2091]

Improved Envelope Damping & Pitch Correction, Preset Conversion



OK, I gave the Subscope type velocity one last college try and was somewhat successful, but it needed a lot of gain to get an envelope out of it, and to
make that playable it seemed to need a really big volume field - without that it was pretty squirrely as the high gain amplified any and all volume hand
movements.  Maybe I'm missing something essential, but it doesn't really enthuse me, and isn't a good fit with my knee / envelope generator scheme as it
stands.

Instead I took a closer look at envelope damping.  For the extra knob spot I coded up variable VLOC damping location, and now the DAMP knob is
scaled identically to the FALL knob, with DAMP timing kicking in when the volume hand is past the point set by the VLOC knob (pre knee, so it
corresponds to hand location rather than volume level).  This is quite versatile and working better than I thought it would, and I'll have to make a video
soon showing it off.  I did the same volume based rate switching thing for the pitch correction subrate, except in that case I'm using the post knee volume
level and a fixed level of -48dB, and that's now working a bit better too.  Never know when you'll stumble on a new basic approach that can generally
improve things.

I modified the librarian software to translate my preset files to the various new knobs / ranges / topologies / etc. and got that meat grinder working today. 
Some subtleties here and there get a bit lost in translation, but it's mostly just touch-up work, and it never hurts to revisit those sorts of details.

My accordion patch uses maximum pitch correction ("steppy" pitch quantization, actually) and I noticed it was slightly glitching in between notes due to
the SPAN function discontinuities and knob value not quite reaching maximum.  It's weird, but even with just 4 hours sleep I was able to analyze it and
come up with a better span function in just a few hours (I've previously spent weeks just on this).  Here it is:

The pitch axis number is modulo multiplied to give "fractional" single note cycles.  The MSb is inverted to shift the phase, with the result viewed as a
signed value.  This is multiplied by the SPAN value (raised to the 4th power and >> 12, the multiplication is a fixed point operation), saturated, then the
MSb is inverted again to make it unsigned.  When the fractional note value is subtracted from this we get a variable pitch correction area in the center,
with linear transition regions outside of this between the notes.  Previously, the transition regions were abrupt drops off of a cliff to zero, and quite
audible without some low pass processing action afterward.

This new function alone, dialed back and smeared out somewhat with velocity modulation, can pass as another form of pitch correction, which was a
rather unexpected pleasure to find.  OK, I'm hitting the hay, night y'all.

Captain's Log, Stardate 2020.04.11
dewster 4/12/2020 2:01:07 AM [2092]

Captain's Log, Stardate 2020.04.11

- Fixed envelope fall / damp scaling. 
- Fixed quantized PC glitching: velocity now modulates filter cutoff (finesse me?). 
- Also: there was a sign error in abs_vel_sq() causing some PC glitching (reworked this function). 
- PC pvel & span knobs (PC_P0, PC_P2) now [0:31](48db). 
- Envelope knee knob (E_P1) now [0:63](48db). 
- Envelope vvel knob (E_P4) now [0:31](48db). 
- PV_FMOD pmul & vmul knobs (M_P0, M_P2) now [0:63](48db). 
- Almost out of real time on threads 0 & 1!

Literally every knob that is a "continuous" input to the synth is now exponential, most are explicitly so via knob use value pre-processing on thread 7
(which saves real time).  The 48dB range seems to be quite popular.  The last of the squaring and cubing and 4thing of knobs is gone.  Pulled down
exponentials (0 in = 0 out) are a great fit for what ails ya.

The pitch correction velocity now lowers the low pass filter cutoff rather than lowering the error amplitude, which got rid of the last of the glitching.  It's
fine the way it is, but may get a bit of polish down the road.  It can go from full quantization to so subtle no one on the planet listening could tell that it's
doing anything, with a myriad of options in-between - many more or less transparent to even the player, but arguably an improvement to the
performance.  I for one can abide by lots, but being substantially off-pitch generally isn't in that category.

So I think I'm finally ready to tweak all of the presets (post auto-conversion via software).  Presets open up all sorts of possibilities and take an instrument
to the next level, but are an update pain when your synth / system is at all a moving target.  And the more quality presets you have the more work it is to
keep them updated with the system.  But you really want them as soon as possible to preserve any sonic nuggets you dig up when noodling around - like
lightning, providence doesn't often strike twice in the same place.

My problem is I'm new to ALL of this, so there's a lot of dust to settle, and anything changing anywhere in the project can kick it back up all over the
place.  But experience gives quicker and quicker solutions, often utilizing constructs / outright code theft developed for other problems in / sections of the
overall design.  It might not seem like anything is going anywhere, but to me this project feels very much like a crossword puzzle, where the last 50% of



the blanks take the last 5% of the time to fill (minus cabinetry and all that other physical stuff!).  Reach a critical mass of solutions and a reaction can
happen quickly, and with very little extra input (compared to the slog at the beginning, anyway).  Ludicrous speed!

[EDIT] Wanted to add that there are some parameters you can surprisingly change quite quickly and sharply without audible telltales.  The volume knee
is quite sharp, but that fact is inaudible until you approach an on-off type transition.  The non-rounded pitch quantization function I discussed in the
previous post has sharp corners that aren't "clicky" or anything until they approach hard quantization, and even then they're just "steppy" as you would
expect.  The pitch axis number drastically alters the (low Q) axis filtering cutoff frequency, and the pitch axis velocity can now drastically lower the 4th
order LPF of the pitch correction function, but you won't hear either.  I wasted a certain amount of time thinking certain abrupt slope changes and such in
the processing control signals would be objectionably audible, and hence formulated complex schemes to round them off, but it turns out much of that
worry was unfounded / unwarranted.  Live and learn.  The one place you have to really worry about fidelity is the output waveform itself - the ear can
hear all sorts of distortion (e.g. harmonics) that the eye just can't see.  A second order polynomial - even minus the first order term! - can give you
something that looks for all the world like a sine wave, but unfortunately won't sound like one.  Soft clipping looks like it could be done via squaring, but
you need higher order polynomials to avoid aliasing.

iPitch Correction!
dewster 4/12/2020 4:45:08 PM [2093]

iPitch Correction!

Ah, here it is finally, the best pitch correction scheme to-date and one I can easily live with:

The top path is the note correction function I showed graphically two posts back.  This is multiplied by (2^27)/(12*(2^32)) to make the full scale note
"fit" the real note range.

The bottom path takes a one delay difference to find velocity, squares it (absolute value & gain & shaping), multiplies this by PVEL, filters it via 2Hz low
pass first order, inverts the result to change direction, and uses this to modulate CORR, or the strength of correction.

The modulated CORR is then used to set the note correction strength, with the result sent to a 4th order low pass filter where the cutoff frequency is set
by either the RATE or SUBR knobs, depending on whether the volume level is above or below -48dB, respectively.  The correction is then added back
into the input pitch number to correct it.

I previously had a second order 16Hz low pass filter before the velocity sensor.  This was a replication of the volume velocity code, but it's unnecessary
here as I can't hear any velocity noise in the pitch processing.  Low pass filtering after sensing the velocity completely gets rid of clicks and stuttering and
such when modulating CORR.

This is working fantastically, all the knobs make sense, have good ranges, and don't interact.

[EDIT] Other than listening to what the pitch corrector is doing while fiddling with the knobs, one thing that really helps when setting things up is
watching the LED tuner note display with it's input tap point set to post correction.  I replicated the tuner POST knob on the pitch correction UI page for
just this purpose.

[EDIT2] Investigating the useful frequency range of LP4 (rate & subr), 0.24Hz is a useful low end, 1Hz a useful nominal, and 120Hz useful high end. 
This is a range of 120Hz / 0.24Hz = 500, which is approximately 9 bits, and 9bits * 6dB/bit = 54dB.  I made a special encoder type for this with reversed
60dB range over the encoder values of [0:31], which puts the nominal rather high at knob setting of maybe 20 or so, but otherwise gives a good range.

[EDIT3] Renamed "rate" to "filt" and "subr" to "subf" - increasing the encoder value lowers the filter cutoff frequency.  Range is now 48dB (256:1), and
when the knob is zeroed the cutoff is set to ~1kHz.

Deep In The Cups
dewster 4/15/2020 3:46:52 PM [2094]

Deep In The Cups

Time to synthesize more "bells"!  This time the natural sort found in the cupboard:



Preset names and order of recording, clockwise from left: martini_0, martini_1, wine_0, wine_1.

Here's my results: [MP3].

The first sound is the real martini_0, followed by the synthesized version, then martini_1, etc.  Audacity was doing it's little "snick" thing during
recording, so I updated it, but in the end had to increase the recording buffer to get rid of it.  You'll unfortunately hear this in the real / synth recordings. 
So, at the end of the MP3 I put just the four synthesized glasses, without the audio issue.  For the real recordings I'm tapping the glass rims with the body
of a plastic pen.

Audacity has a very nice FFT view where the cursor sticks at the high points, making resonance frequencies and amplitudes quite easy to read,
particularly with a linear frequency axis.  For all of the voices I doubled up the lowest strongest resonance, and slightly offset one via the PV_FMOD
system, to give a low frequency beating sound which really adds to the realism (if you listen to the very last sample in the MP3, I vary the beat a little
near the end of the decay with my pitch hand).  As before, the higher resonances are very roughly synthesized via the inharmonic resonator, and I made
almost no attempt here to make that part of it high fidelity.  The real recordings are in mono, I've got the resonator providing a bit of pseudo stereo for the
synthesized version.

===========

I'm hearing noise leakage due to the level being PV modulated with limited dynamic range, the last major thing that needs to be addressed in the SW. 

Yesterday I revamped the type system a bit, the exponentially scaled knob offerings went from 24dB, 48dB, 72dB, 96dB to 48dB, 60dB, 72dB, 84dB - so
12dB steps rather than 24dB steps.  24dB wasn't being used for anything, and 84dB is now used for all resonance knobs, which seems to be a better fit
than 96dB, which was over-representing the high Q end of things IMO.  I also made two exponential type groups (normal and reversed sense) that aren't
pulled to zero (purely exponential).  For reference, 48dB is 8 bits, or 256:1; 60dB is 10 bits, or 1k:1; 72dB is 12 bits, or 4k:1; 84dB is 14 bits, or 16k:1.  If
I really need 96dB (16 bits, or 65k:1) I can just square a 48dB knob (though this only works well for the non-floored sort).

The floored 48dB knob type gets used a lot in the design, and 48dB corresponds to the useful volume and pitch ranges.

tinkeringdude 4/15/2020 6:39:08 PM [2095]

Time to synthesize more "bells"!

Now, if you add some whistles, nobody could claim anymore your device could still lack anything, right? 
(well, I don't know whether those are all the bells...)

A few of them sound more like triangle or metallic bell than glass. If that wasn't your goal, I'd still not "improve" them (towards glass, discarding their
current versions), those are nice sounds on their own. 

dewster 4/16/2020 5:22:24 PM [2096]

"Now, if you add some whistles, nobody could claim anymore your device could still lack anything, right? 
(well, I don't know whether those are all the bells...)"   - tinkeringdude

Ha ha!  I actually do have a human whistle...  Might make a nice joke marketing blurb ("with all the bells and whistles!").

http://www.mediafire.com/file/4x4vteogh94xn4x/2020-04-15b_glasses_real_synth.mp3/file


"A few of them sound more like triangle or metallic bell than glass. If that wasn't your goal, I'd still not "improve" them (towards glass, discarding their
current versions), those are nice sounds on their own."

My only goal was to replicate the real thing (and of course to gain more experience in doing so).  Some do sound like triangles, I'll have to try that next
(though I suppose I've got too many of these bell-like presets already).

Dropping In
dewster 4/19/2020 8:55:12 PM [2097]

Dropping In

It's been an intense couple of weeks of polishing the D-Lev software.  I made a dual vmod hinge for the pitch preview: when vmod is positive the hinge
point is at the 0dB point, and hen vmod is negative it's at the -48dB point, with both hinging downwards.  This makes the "prev" knob setting the
maximum that will occur (sans any pmod addition / subtraction, which itself hinges at 440Hz).  To implement this I needed a new type, linear but
dropping to zero the low end, much like my offset exp2 types:

Mathematically, this is a simple sloped line combined with the 16th power, so it's a trivial 16th order polynomial.  The one shown above gives nominal
48dB control slope until the knob is around 1/4, then it drops to -96dB with the knob set to zero, and this is a good fit for volume type functions in the
linear domain.

I also re-introduced the noise volume drop, which is a variable drop in gain above (in a dB sense, not necessarily a physical hand sense) the knee vloc
point.  For a day or so this was a +/- control, with positive values dropping the noise amplitude the closer one gets to 0dB volume, and negative values
dropping the oscillator level instead, but that felt too gimmicky.  For a bit longer before that it was a +/- slope for the noise above the knee point, but there
don't seem to be many natural scenarios where you want the noise level to increase faster than the oscillator level, and it made the hinge point more
difficult to deal with.  Noise higher at the knee and then not increasing as fast as the oscillator towards 0dB gives an OK breathy voice type sound.

So I'm maybe actually, really, genuinely, literally at the point where going though all my presets and aligning them with the current synth makes sense.  I
like getting new synth ideas, and coming up with new ways to scale the knob values, but at some point it has to stop for anything else to move forward. 
All of this may seem like minor dithering, but one crappy feature can hobble the whole thing.

======================

Did someone mention triangles?  Here is my attempt to synthesize 6" and 8" triangles: [MP3].

As usual, the real 6" is first, then the synth 6", then the real 8", then the synth 8".  The 8" has something going on that isn't obvious from the FFT spectra,
I had to really mess with it to even get this close.  The 6" sounds pretty good.  I think the inharmonic resonator could be used to better advantage here, but
I couldn't be arsed to.

The Wind Cries Mary - [MP3]
dewster 4/20/2020 3:27:58 AM [2098]

The Wind Cries Mary - [MP3]

(sorry about the Audacity clicking)

http://www.mediafire.com/file/saw8a0k7k4d4cpp/triangles_real_synth.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/cfqtye5awxwqwg2/2020-04-19_the_wind_cries_mary.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/cfqtye5awxwqwg2/2020-04-19_the_wind_cries_mary.mp3/file


[EDIT] I downloaded a simple Gnome audio recorder, which recorded clicking too, so I figured it probably wasn't Audacity.  Tried several settings in the
Pulse Audio config files but those only made it worse.  At one point Audacity started playing back really weird, so I uninstalled it and installed the older
version in the package system.  Finally, I examined alsamixer, it seems setting the line-in volume too high creates the clicking, so (for now at least) I can
record cleanly.  I don't know why recording audio on a PC has to be this difficult, it's literally just grabbing samples from an ADC and sticking them in
RAM.  I'm amazed video works at all.

A Bridge Too Far
dewster 4/22/2020 3:48:00 PM [2099]

A Bridge Too Far

I find myself humming a old popular melody ("Dream A Little Dream Of Me" in this case), so I run over to the D-Lev and find I can play it OK, so look
it up on YouTube to see what keys people played / sang it in - only to find the bridge (or intro, or some other significant portion) isn't in my head and
almost completely alien to me.  Kinda puts a damper on things!  Though it is an opportunity to get to know these tunes better.

PV_MOD Plateaus

If anyone told me I'd develop the D-Lev musical filters almost immediately, the oscillators over a period of time, but the modulation and knob scaling
would never go to bed, I would have thought them crazy - as I naively assumed more the opposite - but here we are.  Knob scaling in particular is really
nuanced.  How do you spread the minimum number of detents over the maximally useful range?  Often there is some zero point that you want more
resolution around, with some nominal range used most, with the max doing something weird but possibly useful as an effect.  Offset exponentials did this
for a ton of settings, but I'm finding the pitch and volume modulation knob curves more useful when they aren't strictly linear.  So yesterday I played
around with a squared plateau for these knobs (pmod & vmod):

The signed knob value is XORed with the full MSb, multiplied by 2 to restore full range, squared, shifted right once to divide by 2, then XORed again to
restore signedness, for a total of 6 opcodes.  You could instead save the sign, square, multiply by 2, and restore the sign, but the first process is more
generic and can be used to generate multiple plateaus of any order.  Indeed, I use a cubed triple plateau for the oscillator offset and harmonic multipliers.

Anyway, it's working quite well and I've got all the weights in useful ranges.  What made me think of doing this was the squaring of the new noise
volume drop knob, which is a vmod function.  The only mod knob I haven't squared or plateaued is the noise PWM pmod, as large values don't seem all
that useful (you generally either want noise PWM proportional to the period or constant with frequency, or something in between).

Wacky Tobaccy

All the oscillator work on PV modulating the harmonic multiplier (it now all happens in the linear domain followed by EXP2) makes me wonder if there
is a more useful combination that would fit on two UI pages (14 knobs).  Harmonic content (and PV modulation of it) is now global.  The harmonic
multipliers are separate (though PV modulated commonly).  There seem to be a lot of "weird" non-harmonic harmonics type settings available, but they
aren't all that fundamentally different from each other.  Maybe have more oscillators (there is plenty of real time left on the thread) or have them
intermodulate each other ala FM (PM actually)?  Feels like I'm missing some basic opportunity to do something more different and/or useful.

Whither FM?
dewster 4/23/2020 2:41:20 AM [2100]

Whither FM?

Outside of EPs, bells, and other metallic sounds, how useful - really - is FM synthesis?  Particularly as it applies to a digital Theremin?  A handful of
formants plus a delay based resonator will do more bells than you can shake a stick at.  UFO woo-woo stuff is sorta fun, but you're probably not going to
play a melody or anything with it.  I'm having a hard time coming up with reasons to have more than three or so oscillators doing anything.  I think FM in
the first place was an early way to somewhat get around the need for filters, as various timbres could be created without them.  But, again, once you have
those filters, is there a huge point anymore?  For some perverse reason I'd like to have gobs oscillators in there, droning away and earning their keep
somehow, but can't imagine any realistic scenario where they would.

tinkeringdude 4/23/2020 6:26:33 PM [2101]

Synths like the DX7 have some iconic sounds which are not e-piano or bells. I think some bass sounds, and woodwinds, strings. But yes, also other
percussives, like harp-ish sounds. (Enya? Later Vangelis?) 
I don't know concrete examples right now, but I'll probably recognize it as "typically digital FM" when hearing. 
Oh wait, random YT hits... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxi9Le5HsQw&t=11m13s

You can hear, in the shorter-enveloped sound in the mix, that it has a stronger resemblence to typical OPL3 sounds that Yamaha would like to admit,
hehe, but DX7 generally sounds of higher quality.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxi9Le5HsQw&t=11m13s


Oh yeah. Now that I'd calla nice mix of typical FM sounds - also with bells, yes. But there's also the bass I meant, and the strings that don't sound
typically subtractive-synth strings. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9KReAQy5V0

Note that FM was also done on early MOOGs by W.Carlos, analog. That can't be easy to get working, especially given the infamous tuning instability of
those things. But it worked. So apparently, where was a drive to do it to get certain sounds. They are reminiscent of sounds one could get using hard-sync
on oscillators, or some of those anyway. So, some gnarlier or nastier sounds, but they can be tamed and still retain some exciting characteristic that a
vanilla subtractive setup won't do.

Then there's also the OPL3 chip, on the lower end of things - which does not prevent people who e.g. played computer games in the early to mid 1990s
from having a certain fondness of the soundscape created by them. While sound design sometimes tried to roughly hint at real world instruments, the
overall sound of it has its own charm. To some anyway. 
Is that "useful"? To some. Probably more niche than DX7 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJEEzj-UT5Q

Well. I like it. 
EDIT: The vid description links to time sections, which often start with different kinds of sounds, sometimes not well timed so it's after 1..3 secs or so. 

dewster 4/23/2020 7:44:30 PM [2102]

"Synths like the DX7 have some iconic sounds which are not e-piano or bells. I think some bass sounds, and woodwinds, strings. But yes, also other
percussives, like harp-ish sounds. (Enya? Later Vangelis?)"  - tinkeringdude

I'm listening to your first video (thanks!) and most of the sounds seem to heavily benefit from envelope attack / decay modulation, which the Theremin
doesn't do so well.  And (just listening, not analyzing formally) most of the voices don't seem to have much in the way of non-harmonic harmonic
content, but more suppressed / emphasized harmonics, which you can approximate if you have enough in the way of tracking notch and bandpass filters.

I guess I'm trying to suss out how much of a benefit FM might be to the Theremin, in the more traditional sense of playing melodies and such.  Early
synthesis was really hobbled by a dearth of processing power, so they took what they could get, and pushed the simplest stuff to the max in order to
squeeze anything interesting out of it.  FM is notoriously difficult to work backwards from a sound to a patch, and the majority of the settings seem to be
along the lines of "alien invasion" rather than, say, oboe, or cello, or piano-like.  When not woo-wooing (which can be fun!) it seems the fixed filter
sound is more useful when synthesizing real sounds, and tracking filters / FM more useful for "alien" type sounds.  I wonder if there could be much in the
way of a middle ground to be mined here (alien bassoon)?

My objection to a lot of early synthesis at this point (where they are retro) is the sounds are highly recognizable, and often tied to cheesy
implementations, such as the OPL3, which makes me cringe a little when it teleports me back to my 286 AT clone days.  A few fixed, moderately
resonant filters on them would have gone a long way.

tinkeringdude 4/23/2020 8:52:20 PM [2103]

Well. Sometimes, cheesy is just right. Whether it fits the humor of a not too serious adventure game of the 90's. 
Or 80's pop music, or even some playful jazz? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3rrjQtQe5A

Edit: 
Now while there are certainly a bunch of people who would appreciate the *option* of producing sounds like that, 
I guess from a marketing paranoia angle, maybe what you don't want to see is somebody posting a YT video "check out my new theremin" and demo'ing
such sounds, followed by a reddit or such post "listen to another ugly, typically DIGITAL sounding digital theremin, ugh!", 
and suddenly, this one option of a sound is thought to be representative, fueling the sentiment propagated by our ugly-bird-guy.

Maybe that could be a reason to not "allow" sounds like that, IDK. 
(unless there could be enough countering material visibly out there so one example of one least commonly liked sound would not have so much weight) 

Harmonic Rollercoaster
dewster 4/24/2020 12:02:47 AM [2104]

Harmonic Rollercoaster

If you've ever looked at real-time FFT of a resonant source with changing pitch, such as the human voice or cello, you'll see the harmonics tracing out the
resonant peaks - it looks a little like a roller coaster in action.  But if you look at a static FFT of a single note, the resonant peaks won't be nearly as
obvious, as they are obfuscated by the harmonic peaks and dips of the source.

For the analysis of the resonant modes of real instruments, it may be possible to take a gliss or discrete run of notes and look at the FFT of all combined,
and extract useful resonant frequencies and amplitudes from that.  The individual harmonic amplitudes might get smeared out enough to see the real
resonances.

I did this in Audacity with some samples of a bassoon, with a 2 octave range from C3 to Bb4:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9KReAQy5V0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJEEzj-UT5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3rrjQtQe5A


The first 8 significant peaks are at 507, 772, 905, 1186, 1318, 1993, 2957, and 3373 Hz.  The second peak is a bit below the others on the ski slope.  It's
hard to know how much of the overall slope is due to actual diminished peaks, or diminished excitation, and this is a common problem with resonant
analysis such as speech synthesis.

Anyway, I dialed in the frequencies and listened to the synthesized vs. real thing to approximate the amplitudes and Q's.  I adjusted the oscillator
harmonic content to achieve the overall brightness, and added a bit of filtered PWM noise, as well as some envelope velocity.  It didn't need nearly as
much odd harmonic content as I would have expected, on the order of that of a human voice.  Spent maybe half an hour doing everything, then recorded
it to let y'all hear it.  I think it sounds fairly lifelike, and this patch might be a jumping off point for clarinet, sax, oboe, etc. [MP3]

dewster 4/24/2020 7:55:58 PM [2105]

"Now while there are certainly a bunch of people who would appreciate the *option* of producing sounds like that, 
I guess from a marketing paranoia angle, maybe what you don't want to see is somebody posting a YT video "check out my new theremin" and demo'ing
such sounds, followed by a reddit or such post "listen to another ugly, typically DIGITAL sounding digital theremin, ugh!", 
and suddenly, this one option of a sound is thought to be representative, fueling the sentiment propagated by our ugly-bird-guy."  - tinkeringdude

It's not so much a marketing or representational issue (though now that you mention it, that could be something in the back of my head) - what I'm trying
to figure out how FM best fits into the overall D-Lev synth.

FM is a way to generate either fixed or tracking harmonic envelopes, but it's not super good at doing the fixed thing.  Filters perform much better here,
and are much more intuitive to adjust to get the sound you want.  There's a "sameness" to the DX7 sounds that I find rather boring / fatiguing - and they
are really aided by polyphony, as well as ADSR envelope modulation, which a Theremin type controller can't really be designed to handle nearly as well
as, say, a keyboard type controller.

I never really got into playing electric guitar because acoustic guitars sound so much more "beautiful" and alive to me.  And I'm finding that I spend the
majority of the time playing voices that are rich and "beautiful" sounding on the D-Lev (like cello, violin, muted trumpet, and human vocals).  So I'm
questioning how much FM can provide the quality of sounds, or at least be the harmonic source of, the types of voices I'd like to play. 

I'm currently heavily employing simple FM (PM) technology to generate alias-suppressed harmonic content, and it's absolutely fantastic for that.  The
basic PM unit can be seen as 1.5 or 2 DX7 type operators, and I'm using 3 of these (independent, non-intermodulating) to do all / odd harmonic mixing
and for unison purposes.  Independent phase accumulators on all of the sine functions allows for wackier sounds, but this introduces phase locking /
tracking issues when doing all / odd harmonic mixing that have to be addressed.

Anyway, from the 14 oscillator knobs, the volume, octave, harmonic level (+ vmod & pmod of this), and odd mix (+ vmod & pmod of this) seem most
useful, and this is 8 knobs (though I don't actually use vmod & pmod of the odd mix for normal voices).  The next most useful 2 are the pitch spread and
offset knobs (to do unison stuff).  Finally there are two harmonic multipliers, with common vmod & pmod, or 4 knobs to mainly do "UFO" type stuff. 
It's all fine and everything, but maybe I'm missing some underlying generation opportunities to use the knob real estate better.  I mean, wacky sounds are
fun, but are there some additional basic waveforms (from an accoustic instrument standpoint) that aren't being well covered?  (e.g. I would like to have a
string sound with dispersion (increasingly sharp harmonics, like piano & guitar), but I believe that requires a tuned delay).

That Hammond Sound With 3 Oscillators
dewster 4/26/2020 1:06:53 PM [2106]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/dohcq77pwau1zw0/2020-04-23_bassoon.mp3/file


That Hammond Sound With 3 Oscillators

Semi-curious, so I'm looking at the technology behind the Hammond tonewheel organ, specifically the drawbar harmonics:

The numbers on them correspond to organ pipe lengths, which are proportional to the inverse of the frequency.  If you can't read them in the above pic,
they are: 16', 5 1/3', 8', 4', 2 2/3', 2', 1 3/5', 1 1/3', 1'. 

If we think of 8' as the fundamental, and play an A2, or 110Hz, on the keyboard, then the drawbar frequencies are: 55, 165, 110, 220, 330, 440, 550, 660,
880 Hz. 

Of these, clearly 55, 110, 220, 440, and 880 Hz are octaves.  As are 165, 330, and 660 Hz, which are 5th type intervals of the fundamental.  Odd man out
is 550Hz, which is a 3rd type interval of the fundamental.  Since these are sine waves, we can do octaves by simply squaring (with offset and gain).  So
we could use three oscillators to do this: 55, 165, 550 Hz, and avoid a lot of sine polynomial calculations.  And we could use a second set to do chorus
effects.

Not saying I'm going to do this for the D-Lev, but if I were, that would be my first stab at it.  One difficulty that I can see would be those high octave
harmonics aliasing down once they pass Nyquist.  Another might possibly be granularity / distortion from repeated squaring, one might have to use
something better than the 16 bit precision sine polynomial that I'm currently using for tone generation on the D-Lev.  A 16 bit sine takes 16 cycles to
compute, a full 32 bit sine takes 26 cycles (the sine polynomial is really efficient!).

Before I did the above calculations, I was thinking one could do 9 sine oscillators via infinite Q filters.  Each filter would take 8 cycles, but would also
require a 7 cycle second order polynomial for frequency correction.  So, if your processor has a hardware multiplier, you're probably better off going the
direct sine polynomial route, followed by squaring to get the other harmonics.

JPascal 4/26/2020 4:17:09 PM [2107]

These approaches to a complex matter are very interesting! It's good to see what your thoughts and skills are like realizing natural timbres. On a simpler
technical base, with which I am dealing, the heterodyne theremin is also yet far from the end of the possibilities.

The Hammond organ has extrem manyfold timbres. The most common used is certainly 888 000 000. 83 4211 100 is the closest approximation available
to a '1/n' harmonic series, while the second is 00 8030 200, an approximation to a '1/n' series with all the even harmonics missing, see this link:
https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/synthesizing-tonewheel-organs-part-1. Beginning with the sub-octave are there no 5, 7, 9, 11, 13-15th
overtones.   

dewster 4/26/2020 4:44:34 PM [2108]

JPascal, thanks for that very informative article! 

The Hammond interests me more from a historical perspective, where necessity was the mother of invention.  Similar to the DX-7, the voices are
dramatically spiced-up and made more lush via polyphony, envelopes, chorus, rotating speakers, distortion, etc.  They made some pretty wild claims
about it replicating pipe organs that they (rightfully, IMO) got sued over.

dewster 4/27/2020 10:21:05 PM [2110]

The troll wonders why it's quiet around here after he ran everyone off.

FM (PM, actually) = PHAT!
dewster 5/1/2020 9:10:55 PM [2111]

FM (PM, actually) = PHAT!

OK, I've got a new multi-oscillator topology based on a somewhat modified phase modulation (PM) unit.  Each PM unit uses a single poly-sine, with
squaring to get the octave above, and crossfading between these for internal phase modulation gives all / odd harmonic blends.  I implemented a new
crossfade gain function to even the blend out (just a 3 opcode poly!) and cranked the gain on the lookup table (LUT) PM scaling to compensate.  Three
PM units have their sine outputs and PM outputs all crossfaded, with the PM sum feeding another sine oscillator to give FM, and a final crossfade
between the sine sum and PM sine.  Just 4 sine functions, with 3 squared gives 7 sines total, ~300 cycles (out of 450 or so max per thread).

The crossfade between PM sine and sine sum is the kind of thing I was searching for, mixing in the PM can give more harmonics and a big low end, and
with some settings it can sound overloaded and compressed (though it isn't).  It can do an abbreviated Hammond sound too, but that's pretty boring
sounding.

There may be a bit of tweaking, but I think the oscillator is now finished.  All knob functions are obvious, intuitive, and don't interact strangely.  I'll post
some sound clips and diagrams shortly.

https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/synthesizing-tonewheel-organs-part-1


Triple Oscillator With FM
dewster 5/2/2020 8:18:40 PM [2112]

Triple Oscillator With FM

Above is the modified phase modulation (PM) unit.  Frequency is A8 scaled (not shown, a simple multiplication), phase accumulated (NCO), added to
the output phase modulation, converted to sine, delayed one cycle (to make it causal you need at least one delay in a loop), and split with the upper
branch divided by 2, the lower branch squared, and the two branches cross mixed, the control of which is the odd knob.  Output of the cross mix is fed to
a comb filter, and attenuated, giving us the phase modulation output.  The attenuation factor is the input A8 frequency passed through a lookup table
(LUT) to scale it, multiplied by the harmonic content to scale it again, then scaled a final time by the odd knob passed through a simple second order
polynomial.  The squaring of the sine function gives us the second harmonic and also divides the amplitude by 2.  Note that we're not dealing with the
squaring offset of +1/8, as this seems unnecessary in practice.  I like the odd / all sine sources to be phase locked like this, no need to worry about phase
offsets throwing the thing out of whack (like several of my previous designs).

Above is the triple oscillator employing three PM units.  The lower two PM units have individual [-127:127] +/-1 octave multiplicative offsets, and share
an additive offset control that drives one sharp and the other flat, with different ratios.  The sine and PM outputs of the bottom two units are cross mixed,
with the results cross mixed with the sine and PM outputs of the top unit.  The final PM signal is added to the NCO of the top unit and converted to sine
to give us an FM signal.  This is cross mixed with the final sine signal to give us the audio output, which is further attenuated and filtered (not shown). 
All PM units share a common odd knob, harmonic level knob (which is PV modulated), and octave knob.

Above is the odd knob polynomial procedure.  The harmonic level at the ends of the all / odd cross mix tend to be stronger than the middle, so this
polynomial compensates for that.  The odd knob value has its sign bit flipped, which effectively subtracts 1/2 the range.  This is squared, which flips the
negative portion up, divides the max by 2, and makes the ends curve up.  The bits of this are negated, which is very much like subtracting it from one,
giving us a gain function we can apply to the cross mix.  The ends get 0.75 gain, the center 1.  The LUT was gained up 1.25 to compensate for the gain
lost in the polynomial.  This and the LUT are the ugly bits of "sausage making" in the PM unit.

I played around various PV modulation schemes, first I modulated the odd knob, then the fm knob, but neither seemed all that meaningful or profound. 
In the end I replaced the PV knobs with bass and treble controls, which seem considerably more useful.  Toyed with the idea of removing the "LEVELS"
UI page and giving this real estate over to the oscillator section, but am holding off.

Will post sound samples soon...

[EDIT] And of course I'm repeating semi-failed experiments that I'd forgotten that I did long ago.  The crossfade works OK at maximum harmonic
content, but accentuates the middle with lower harmonic content.  So I'm going back to separate all and odd sines and crossfeeding those, and have some
more FM ideas to try out.

Triple PM Oscillator
dewster 5/6/2020 6:22:24 PM [2113]

Triple PM Oscillator



OK, this (finally! pretty sure!) is good stuff: 

Above is the new PM (phase modulated) oscillator.  It has the usual all and odd internal phase modulation feedback loops, which share a common
externally phase modulated NCO (numerically controlled oscillator = phase accumulator).  The all and odd audio outputs are cross mixed, as are the all
and odd PM outputs.  The PM output is registered for use during PM mixing.  I was running out of real-time, so I worked on the harmonic scaling
polynomial approach instead of using a LUT (look up table) and really nailed it using only 6 cycles instead of the 15 (max) for the LUT.  The oscillator
subroutine itself (which includes all of the functionality shown in the above diagram) takes 77 cycles (not counting external setup & I/O mixing & such).

I spent the day interconnecting three oscillators in various ways, and finally settled on the above.  The PM inputs and outputs form a simple loop; the
audio mix is a hierarchical arrangement favoring oscillator 0 (been doing this for a while now).

The rest of my day appears to be going sideways, will post sound samples soon.

FM Woo-Woo
dewster 5/7/2020 8:48:23 PM [2114]

FM Woo-Woo

Some samples of the new PM oscillator arrangement: [MP3].  Surprisingly it can do semi-passable squeaky wheel, record scratch, and elephant (eat your
heart out Eddie Van Halen!) - as well as the expected buzz saw & UFO invasion type sounds.

I added some odd knob polynomial (as described two posts back) to tame the harmonic level at the ends of the all / odd PM cross mix, which tend to be
stronger than the middle.  The strength reduction on the ends is -1/8, and it's not perfect, but it helps.  This is applied to the external FM feeds, not
internal (internal is fine because the cross mix is of actual waveforms, not PM).

Lots of the new oscillator bass and treble slathered on (it's weird how super useful bass and treble controls are) as well as the usual resonator pseudo-
stereo. 

Spiderweb Tennis Racket In Ray Charles' Head
dewster 5/11/2020 7:01:35 PM [2115]

Spiderweb Tennis Racket In Ray Charles' Head

Don't know why but spent most of yesterday printing another human skull.  This time I picked 15% fill "lines" which go one way for even passes and
perpendicular for the odd passes.  The fill isn't necessary for strength, but to support the horizontal beginnings of upper features.  Looks kinda like a
tennis racket:

https://www.mediafire.com/file/ig9h5a8im1755rz/2020-05-07_fm_woo_woo.mp3/file
https://youtu.be/FfMl5yGdzQE


My first skull is on the left, printed 1/2 size.  This new one is full size for the pattern, but still nowhere near human, not even new-born!  The line fill is
rather fragile, and you can see some filaments looking a bit ragged after I sanded the two sides flat.  Today I glued them together using epoxy, but I would
prefer to use some sort of solvent here.  I used two wooden dowel bits wrapped in a bit of tape and stuck in the holes to align things during the gluing.  I
also glued the jaw on.  It's weird watching it form all the details, particularly the teeth.  Took ~8 hours to print, and for some reason I sat and watched
most of it.

Very Theremin related!

tinkeringdude 5/11/2020 7:27:32 PM [2116]

Now you have til October to install 
- orange, superbright LEDs + electronics that make them flicker madly when someone approaches, into the eye sockets 
- bonus: manic laughter from a little speaker behind the teeth

Ok ok, not very Theremin indeed, but wouldn't it be neat 

The FM sounds: Interesting how the first ones produce some typically PWM sounds of different degrees as found in subtractive setups. 

Alas, Poor Yorick(s) (or: The Jawbone Of An Ass)
dewster 5/13/2020 1:46:54 AM [2117]

Alas, Poor Yorick(s) (or: The Jawbone Of An Ass)

Some perspective on the relative sizes re. my hand.  So very Thereminy! ;-)

"The FM sounds: Interesting how the first ones produce some typically PWM sounds of different degrees as found in subtractive setups."  - tinkeringdude



Yes, it seems there are all sorts of similarities within simple synthesis.  Manipulating the phase of a sine wave is pretty close to ring modulation, or sync,
or even just adding waveforms.

Today I implemented full muting between preset changes.  Much of it is just zeroing out NCO's, filter accumulators, etc. but the trickiest was the
inharmonic resonator delay, which took a bit of thought.  So no more "Blazing Saddles" clanging between patches.  I also made the volume, bass, and
treble system / global parameters, seeing as how I've got separate sets of these for the oscillator bank and noise generator.

I'm trying to get back to my "UFO TOFU" patch with the current oscillators and I can't seem to nail it.  It's so smooth, and so close to that "Fantastic
Planet" Louis & Bebe Barron sound, I'd like to have it or something very similar in the presets.  It's really helpful to make short recordings during your
sonic spelunking expeditions, can't leave much to the (and by "the" I mean "my") faulty memory.

Another Day, Another Oscillator
dewster 5/14/2020 10:57:38 PM [2118]

Another Day, Another Oscillator

Got an interesting variant running yesterday, nothing super new but the specific take and arrangement are:

I've struggled with the modularity of my oscillator code, and this is the most practical and efficient arrangement of the subroutines so far.

At top is the sine unit, just a phase accumulator, PM (phase modulation) input, and polynomial-based sine calculation, 22 cycles. 

In the middle is the PM unit, which instantiates a sine unit, cross mixes a 1/2 scaled version of the sine with a squared and offset version of the sine, and
then comb filters the result.  The squaring doubles the frequency, the offset removes the offset from squaring.  I found the offset to be troublesome to
leave in, indeed I believe it caused me to previously abandon this route prematurely.  There is some favoring of the "all" harmonics path via the "odd"
control, and some interaction with it and the "harm" control, but I think I can live with it.  This takes 35 cycles.

At bottom is the full-blown oscillator, incorporating a PM unit and another sine unit.  The PM output is modulated by the operating frequency (through a
polynomial, to prevent aliasing) and the harmonic level.  The external PM input is cross mixed with the PM output, and this forms the PM input into the
PM unit.  The oscillator PM output is the PM input to the sine unit, which gives us our audio.  The PM unit frequency is multiplied by 2, then multiplied
by [0.25:1) hmul, giving a range of [0.5:2) or +/-1 octave.  Total is 81 cycles.



Above shows the frequency offsets and audio mixing.  Oscillator 0 and 1 can be additively offset from each other (to give a steady beat between them
regardless of pitch), and the internal PM units can be shifted together +/-1 octave via hmul off of the offsets.  This combination gives a lot of swirly /
harsh sounds.  Oscillator 2 can be entirely offset +/-1 octave, as can it's PM unit from this with a separate hmul control knob.  Osc 0 & 1 are mixed with a
fixed 0.5:0.5 ratio, and cross mixed with Osc 2 via a knob.

Above shows the interconnection of the oscillator PM I/O.  Tried a bunch of configurations, this one seems the most useful.  Breaking the loop
somewhere can give mellower results when cranked up, but in the end the difference wasn't enough for me to want to include it.  It's also somewhat
problematic breaking the PM loop and still having the knobs remain functional through all possible settings (particularly the osc 0 & 1 and osc 2 cross
mix).

The more "normal" knobs are on the first UI page, with all the "crazy" offsets and such on the second page.  This is 6 operator FM, maybe 9 if you count
the squaring operation (there are a total of 9 sine waves "in play").  I don't think anyone can accuse the D-Lev of not being able to do buzz-saw / spacey
sounds!  You need 3 oscillators to sound fairly complex, anything over that is heading into mush territory.

[EDIT]

Some further progress with the new oscillator, and with the noise pulsing code:

- Fixed the odd knob harmonic droop @ center.
- Touched up the fm knob harmonic droop @ center also. 
- Noise puls knob now [-63:63], where neg values use NCO + PM. 
- Doubled noise puls knob range: 48dB => 96dB. 
- Moved osc noise pulse code over to thread 4.

New Oscillator : The Knobbing
dewster 5/16/2020 7:47:16 PM [2119]

New Oscillator : The Knobbing

Spent even more time perceptually linearizing things:

The top path does a ~, ^2, ~ to accentuate the odd end of the all|odd harmonics "odd" knob.  The center of this is is pulled down to the x axis and squared
to give a "bathtub" type response (0 in the center, +1/4 at the ends) which is then multiplied by the harm knob to scale it down with lower "harm" knob
settings.  This is flipped to give a "curved roof" type structure (1 in the center, 3/4 minimum at the ends) which scales the "harm" output.  The "fm" knob
is given similar treatment, where the center is pulled down to the x axis and squared to give a "bathtub" type response, shifted right twice to divide by 4
(0 in the center, +1/16 at the ends) which is then inverted to give a "curved roof" (1 in the center, +15/16 at the ends) which further scales the harm output
over the various fm settings.



This code is now in a separate subroutine which takes 14 cycles.  I know I've said this too many times, but it feels like the oscillator section is finally
done.  So of course I'm taking another look at pulsed noise.

Oscillator Changes
dewster 5/20/2020 4:22:10 PM [2120]

Oscillator Changes

It occurred to me yesterday that it might be better to not have a PM (phase modulation) path going through the oscillator, but instead originating (out) and
terminating (in): 

At top is the new oscillator.  All I did was change the location of the PM_i / PM_o xmix block, which prevents the PM input from making its way to the
PM output.

At lower left is the new multi-oscillator arrangement, where osc0 is the main oscillator, and osc1 & 2 each have independent multiplicative pitch offsets
(+/- 1 octave), independent harmonic multiplier offsets (+/- 1 octave), and share a single additive +/- pitch offset, one going sharp and the other flat.  The
osc1 & 2 audio outputs are summed, then cross mixed with oscillator 0.  I had to remove the OSC level knob to gain another offset knob, but the level is
on the oscillator filter UI page so no big deal.

At lower right is the new multi-oscillator PM arrangement, where osc1 & 2 PM outputs are summed and fed to the PM input of osc0, and the PM output
of osc0 feeds the PM inputs of osc1 & 2.  Since there is no feedthrough, there can be no looping issues, and the "squeak" sound has disappeared.

A big plus here is hmul and offs are fixed at 1 for osc0, which means the all / odd PM phase is locked to the NCO phase, so you can always get a
repeatable basic sound from osc0 even if you've twiddled the knobs some.  It doesn't get quite as harsh as the previous multi-oscillator, but does "wobbly"
type sounds better I think.  Overall it seems more straightforward and versatile.

I'm still dicking around with the noise pulse, thought I had a good solution yesterday but it eluded me.

Noise Modulation
dewster 5/23/2020 9:09:48 PM [2121]

Noise Modulation

Windowing (pulse width modulating, or "bursting") noise at the oscillator rate can make it more "well integrated" into acoustic voices.  Typical examples
are the breath that escapes through the vibrating lips of trumpet player, the vocal chords of a singer, or the scraping of a cello bow across the string.  The
phase is important, you want the start of the noise burst to coincide with the high harmonic content portion of the oscillator waveform (i.e. where the
waveform has the highest slope).  Also important is the width of the active window, and to a lesser extent its envelope.

For weeks now I've been playing around with various approaches to noise modulation, and some seemed promising but all ended up dead ends until
today.  What you need in order to do this sort of business is a waveform that is properly phased to the oscillator NCO with a stable amplitude, and I
finally realized that the oscillator PM signal is the ideal candidate:



Above is the PM signal (post comb filter, pre harm attenuation).  When the harmonic content is zero you get a sine wave.  When the harmonic content is
increased and the odd control is minimized you get a rounded sawtooth.  When the odd control is maximized you get a 2x frequency rounded sawtooth
that is biased up.  I thought the -1/4 odd bias removal was important to the all/odd mixing, but now know that it isn't, and not removing the bias is
necessary to obtain the above waveforms.  Notice that all waves touch the +1/2 point regardless of harm or odd setting.  If we invert the most significant
bit this makes the wave unsigned and places the maximum at 1.  Inverting all the bits flips it down to the x axis, where we can apply gain to make it
shrink or grow, and then use it subtractively (in the linear domain).

Above is the current noise modulation scheme.  The upper main section simply modulates the overall noise envelope with the volume and pitch axes. 
The lower section is new, and uses the PM process just discussed.  We modulate the flipped PM signal with a knob that sets the static PM gain, and vary
this with the volume axis number.  This is subtracted from the noise level, exponentiated, and used to finally modulate the noise level.

It's working well!  For the trumpet sound I can get that transition between just breath to breath and lips vibrating to all lips.  Will post a sample soon.

[EDIT] It can be a bit confusing switching between the linear and exponential domains, but it's nice to have that option, and you do indeed have that
option when doing this stuff digitally.  Exponents and logs can be done in analog, but it tends to be a fiddly, expensive, temperature sensitive, pain in the
ass.  So many things are much more straightforward to do linearly and then finally exponentiate.

Here's a trumpet sound with the new noise modulation: [MP3].  Pulsed noise is one of those "incidental sounds" that actually degrades the purity of the
voice, but can add to the realism if not applied too heavily or robotically.  There are levels of usefulness to these sorts of things, guitar fret noise being
somewhere near the bottom I suppose (though if you're on the fence about whether you're listening to a real or synthesized guitar, a bit of realistic fret
noise might push you over to the edge, though a bit of fake sounding fret noise will definitely pull you back, and for good).

Noise Modulation II
dewster 5/28/2020 4:21:08 PM [2122]

Noise Modulation II

Much of this week was consumed with volunteering, but I managed to squeeze in some programming & experimenting time here and there.  When you
change anything in the synth you have to try it out for a while, and if it seems like a keeper (or at least a better / closer) you usually have to go back and
tweak the presets, and in doing so one gains further experience with the new normal.  With the noise scheme described in my previous post, I found
myself fighting the "sizzle" sound of the very narrow pulse window, and wondered if P/V modulating the level of the window might be better, and
realized this might easily integrate into the "drop" feature (where the noise level post knee is variable) when the pulse strength was set to zero.  Alas, I
found myself fighting this arrangement too.  But in this whole process I noticed that the P/V modulation of the phase modulation signal itself (via P/V
modulation of the oscillator "harm" value) was providing some pulse width control, and in a natural sounding kind of way that I didn't need to further
axis modulate nor overly fight with in order to get it to blend in with the oscillator.  Here is this new scheme:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/sq71who05f0axcc/2020-05-23_trumpet.mp3/file


The only thing that changed here is the very bottom path.  Here is what is going on in that path in terms of processing:

Again, we take the PM signal from oscillator 0 and flip the most significant bit to go from signed to unsigned.  Then we invert all the bits to flip it, which
puts the peak on the x axis (the x axis is point about which all multiplications "hinge").  Next we subtract the "duty" knob from it to move it down, then
limit it to chop off the negative portion.  The result is multiplied by the "puls" knob value, which attenuates it as this is a fractional unsigned multiply. 
Finally we multiply by 16 and limit again to chop off the overflow.  This signal is subtracted from the linear noise level, limited to remove negative
values, exponentiated, with the result used to control the noise level.  The noise spectrum is then shaped via bass and treble tone controls, as well as a
general 2nd / 4th order multi-mode state variable filter that follows (not shown).

Here's a very short demo of the new noise with the humming preset: [MP3].  I've got the noise turned up a bit more than normal to emphasize it.  The
noise here is simulating nasal radiation.

It does a steam train pretty good too: [MP3].

dewster 5/28/2020 11:31:18 PM [2124]

"I always called your work gestural controlled sound effects."  - oldtemecula

Sez the dude who pushes a photocell-based volume side...  and seemingly has nothing to do but criticize others.

The One True Way
dewster 5/29/2020 4:32:26 AM [2125]

The One True Way

I'm constantly amazed by the response and stability of the Theremin capacitance field.  Theremin's genius was in recognizing this and turning it into a
new musical instrument.  Heterodyning is the simplest way to turn the C field into sound, but at the same time it is also quite confining from a design /
playability / ownership standpoint.  If you only have a handful of active devices to work with (tubes, transistors) - as he did - then heterodyning is the
only game in town.  But times have changed - indeed by many, many orders of magnitude - as very high speed transistors now cost literally nothing, and
can be packed by the billions onto a single chip.  Analog methods to linearize the near pitch field are complex for the designer and can be particularly
troublesome for the musician.  And no method exists (that I know of) that will alter the fundamental sensitivity of an analog heterodyning Theremin
throughout the pitch field, without decoupling audio generation from the pitch field response.  Here we are, with the ability to improve this situation
while retaining the fundamental mystery and beauty of the C field (keeping the baby while throwing out the bathwater) and some folk(s) (always with a
vested interest) have the gall to holler stop.  There's room here for everyone.  If you have strong beliefs regarding what a "real" Theremin is, then great,
play it, knock yourself out - I for one will be impressed if you can do it well, as I know how difficult it is to play the thing - and godspeed, live long and
prosper, go in peace, I'm 100% behind you.  But for me anyway, it's all about playing the C field, and has little to do with exactly how nitpickily the audio
is generated (though I very much enjoy playing basically different voices with the C field - a single simple voice, or small variations of it, can get old
rather quickly IMO, and different voices encourage me to play quite differently).

"What is wrong with a photo-cell Volume Control?"  - oldtemecula

I don't recall Theremin ever using a photocell for volume control, so it's not a "real" Theremin if you do so?  (Forgive me if I've gotten this part wrong, I
don't normally play this crazy game.)

dewster 5/29/2020 2:34:08 PM [2127]

http://www.mediafire.com/file/jhjgs2g2570y40m/2020-05-28_noise_demo.mp3/file
http://www.mediafire.com/file/wmdr1vbi4manw1r/2020-05-28_train.mp3/file


"One day you will study my work wondering how I got certain results."  - oldtemecula

I've studied your work wondering how you got "perfect linearity" results and it turns out you were just lying about it all along. 

"I had to join facebook a couple of months ago to find an audience and to leave my legacy."

God help them.  Your legacy is wasting people's time with your wild false claims and half-working voodoo circuits.

JPascal 5/29/2020 4:12:09 PM [2128]

Dewster, the suitable noise-random pattern is a good task. What do you think is the mean parameter to be addressed, the loudness, the timbre or the pitch?
Neither nor? Should the random value be added to the r.f. before mixing?

dewster 5/29/2020 6:02:27 PM [2129]

"What do you think is the mean parameter to be addressed, the loudness, the timbre or the pitch? Neither nor? Should the random value be added to the
r.f. before mixing?"  - JPascal

The main thing is: unless you are doing a steam train or angry wind type sound, noise is largely incidental.  For human vocals you don't need noise.  For
breath driven instruments like clarinet, trumpet, etc. you don't need noise.  Surprisingly, even for a convincing human whistle you don't need noise.  So
adding the noise is a very secondary type thing to do, and doing so realistically is difficult.  It's very easy to add noise to an otherwise good voice and
have it sound less good / real (ruin it).  So the trick is to make the noise blend with the voice, and I've found having the start of the noise coincide with the
highest harmonic features of the waveform to be least obtrusive:

The high harmonic content features are those which are the most vertical.  The start of the noise should be abrupt if the harmonic content of the
waveform is high.  The envelope can trail off on the end, or perhaps not even fully turn off for certain types of sounds.  After the envelope and phase are
correct, I still have to do a lot of filtering and amplitude modulation (with the pitch and volume axis numbers) to get the noise to blend in with the
waveform.

I think the difficulty of integrating noise into otherwise pristine waveforms is why a lot of folks turn to physical models stimulated with noisy breath /
noisy violin bow, etc.  It's been quite a challenge for me, and I still don't feel like I've conquered it.

JPascal 5/29/2020 9:45:59 PM [2130]

I will also try something. Learning from the very old instruments, flutes without mouthpieces. There is more or less air flow that goes into and partly past
the flute, making noises. Different overtones are excited at the same pitch.

tinkeringdude 5/30/2020 12:40:08 PM [2131]

Let's see whether certain noise sources can be amplitude-modulated by calling them out on their BS.

I saw one thing that made sense to me, though: 
If there really is a danger of this forum going away, that would be quite a shame with regards to this thread, which documents a long R&D journey in
some detail, that many could learn from a thing or ten. 
Would be neat if there was some way of grabbing the content to store it in some way, optimally with intact markup and images. 
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"Would be neat if there was some way of grabbing the content to store it in some way, optimally with intact markup and images."  - tinkeringdude

I've been saving the pages in Firefox using the native "to html" option which doesn't save images, but does give fairly clean text.

Trying out a Firefox plugin called "SingleFile" which crams the images into the html file too.  Looks like tons 'o crap in the text editor, but it renders
fine.  I'm sure many of the links wouldn't stay internal though, so my first index post would be broken.

"I do not have inside info on the longevity of TW..."  - oldtemecula

Then maybe you could stop with all the insinuating that it's going away, it's really disrespectful.  Maybe you don't care about this place anymore, but the
rest of us are still here.

dewster 5/31/2020 4:56:09 PM [2134]



I flipped the sense of the Resonator "mode" knob to make more intuitive (I kept expecting 2 instead of -2 to give reverb / pseudo stereo, the main thing it
gets used for):

-2 : parallel pseudo stereo 
-1 : parallel (formant fill) 
 0 : formant bypass (variable w/xmix) 
 1 : serial (reverb) 
 2 : serial pseudo stereo

I added a new "ktoe" command to the librarian which downloads all of the current knob positions to the editor:

Working like a champ!

Going back over all my presets and tweaking them to fit the latest changes to the synth.  Will try my level best not to change anything else at this point,
my presets have been in a minor disarray for too long now.  One thing that's occasionally fruitful is discovering new sounds when an old preset responds
strangely to new changes.

dewster 6/1/2020 2:06:16 AM [2136]

"It is too bad we had a conflict of personalities."  - oltemecula

You hounding me (and FredM) for years was partly my fault?  GTFO.

"I had  no conflict with Fred"

You treated him like crap, constantly goading him on.  You're one of the reasons he left TW.

If you have a shred of decency left in you stop posting in this thread.


